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ORDERS OF REFERENCE

Friday, January 27, 1939.

Ordered,—That the Standing Committee on Banking mc! ^o^rce^te
empowered to examine and inquire into all such ■ time their
be referred to them by the House; and to report from fame 
observations and opinions thereon, with power 
and records.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.

Tuesday, February 7, 1939.

Ordered,—That the name of Mr. Ilsley be substituted for that of Mr. 
Rutherford on the Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.

Monday, February 20, 1939.

Ordered,—That the Report of the Bank of Canada for the year ended 
December 31, 1938, be referred to the said Committee.

Attest
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.
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Ordered,—That the said Committee be given leave to print, from day to 
day, 500 copies in English and 200 copies in French, of its minutes of proceed
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Ordered,—That the quorum of the said Committee be teduced from 
fifteen to ten members, and that Standing Order 63 be suspended in relation 
thereto.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.
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REPORT TO THE HOUSE

Wednesday, March 8, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as a

First Report

Your Committee recommends:
1. That it be given leave to print, from day to day, 500 copies in English 

and 200 copies in French, of its minutes of proceedings and evidence, and that 
Standing Order 64 be suspended in relation thereto.

2. That the quorum of the Committee be reduced from fifteen to ten 
members and that Standing Order 63 be suspended in relation thereto.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

W. H. MOORE,
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, March 8, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 10.30 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Bercovitch, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, 
Coldwell, Dubuc, Fontaine, Ilsley, Jaques, Kinley, Lacroix (Beauce), Lander- 
you, Leduc, Mallette, Moore, Quelch, Stevens, Tucker, Woodsworth.

In attendance: Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance.

On motion of Mr. Coldwell,
Resolved,—That the Committee request permission to print, from day 

to day, 500 copies in English and 200 copies in French, of its minutes of pro
ceedings and evidence, and that Standing Order 64 be suspended in relation 
thereto.

On motion of Mr. Cleaver,
Resolved,—That the Committee request permission to reduce its quorum 

from fifteen to ten members, and that Standing Order 63 be suspended in 
relation thereto.

Mr. Clark moved that the Committee ask leave to sit while the House 
is sitting.

At the request of several members of the Committee, it was agreed to 
let this motion stand.

The Chairman read an Order of the House dated February 20, referring 
to the Committee the Report of the Bank of Canada for the year ended 
December 31, 1938, and invited the members to offer suggestions as to the; 
procedure the Committee might follow in considering this Report.

On motion of Mr. Coldwell,
Resolved,—That an agenda sub-committee be appointed by the Chair

man, the said sub-committee to report to the Committee.

Messrs. Cleaver and Stevens suggested that members of the Committee 
be provided with copies of Federal Statutes such as the Finance Act, the 
Currency Act, and others bearing on the questions to be discussed, as well as 
copies of Orders-in-Council relating to certain operations of the Bank of 
Canada. The Chairman stated that Dr. Clark had consented to prepare a 
digest of the information required, as well as a glossary of monetary terms.

The Committee then adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, March 16, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Bercovitch, Clark (York-Sunbury), 
Cleaver, Coldwell, Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Ilsley, Jaques, 
Kinley, Kirk, Lacroix (Beauce), Landeryou, Leduc, Macdonald (Brantford City), 
McGeer, Mallette, Manion, Mayhew, Moore, Perley (Qu’Appelle), Quelch, Ross 
(St. Paul’s), Stevens, Tucker, Ward, Woodsworth.

In attendance: Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, and Mr. 
Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

The Chairman presented the first report of the sub-committee on procedure, 
as follows :—

Thursday, March 16,1939.

Pursuant to a resolution of the committee adopted on March 8, the 
following members have been selected to act, with the Chairman, as a sub
committee on procedure, viz:—

Messrs. Bercovitch, Kirk, Lawson, Landeryou, McGeer, Stevens, Vien 
and Woodsworth.

In view of the intricate questions involved in the subject-matter of 
the reference before the committee, your sub-committee begs leave to 
recommend the following initial procedure:

1. That Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, be invited to 
open the proceedings with a statement bearing on certain Orders in 
Council, Federal Statutes, and definitions.

2. That Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada, be heard immediately following Dr. Clark, in a general state
ment on the operations of the Bank of Canada.

3. That questions to be asked Dr. Clark and Mr. Towers be 
deferred until Mr. Towers has completed his statement.

4. That in examining the above witnesses, each member of the 
committee be allowed to complete his examination before questions are 
asked by another member.

On motion of Mr. Coldwell, the sub-committee’s report was adopted.

Dr. Clark submitted for distribution to members of the committee, the 
following documents:—

(a) Glossary of monetary terms;
(b) Copies of the following Orders in Council:

P.C. 2617—Oct. 19, 1931
P.C. 1150—May 17, 1932 
P.C. 2756—Dec. 17, 1932 
P.C. 2660—Dec. 21, 1933 
P.C. 1289—June 25, 1934

vi



BANKING AND COMMERCE vii

P.C. 3206—Dec. 18, 1934 
P.C. 3960—Dec. 28, 1935 
P.C. 3235—Dec. 22, 1936 
P.C. 3124—Dec. 18, 1937 
P.C. 3189—Dec. 20, 1938 
P.C. 664—April 10, 1933 
P.C. 760—April 11, 1934 
P.C. 574—March 6, 1935 
P.C. 475—Feb. 26, 1936 
P.C. 426—March 1, 1938 
P.C. 2693—Oct. 27, 1931 
P.C. 3187—Dec. 31, 1931 
P.C. 476—March 3, 1939.

(c) Copies of Regulations for the receipt of Gold Bullion at the Royal 
Canadian Mint, Ottawa.

Copies of the Report of the Third Annual General Meeting of shareholders, 
Bank of Canada, dated February 22nd, 1938, and the following Federal Acts 
were also distributed, viz:—

The Bank of Canada Act, 1934, and Amending Act, 1938,
The Bank Act, 1934,
The Currency Act, 1910,
The Dominion Notes Act, 1915 (certain issues),
The Dominion Notes Act, 1915 (repeal),
The Gold Export Act, 1932.

Dr. Clark was called and gave an historical outline of the Canadian 
monetary system.

Witness retired.

Mr. Towers was called and made a general statement on the structure, 
functions and operations of the Bank of Canada.

Witness retired.

By unanimous consent the sub-committee on procedure was authorized to 
determine what documents filed with the committee should be incorporated in 
the printed record.

The committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committed.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277.

March 16, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman: Order, gentlemen. The secretary has a report to read to 
the committee.

Report of the su'b-committee read and adopted.

Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, called.

Dr. Clark : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, perhaps I should say first that 
the glossary of definitions that you asked for has been prepared and distributed. 
There may be a few other terms that we have left out which may be added at 
a later stage if you wish to have them added. I may say also that what we 
tried to do there was to give definitions of terms that are generally accepted. 
There are, of course, a great many variations in the usages of the various terms 
amongst economists, bankers and others. We cannot hope to give definitions 
that everybody will agree on, but I believe the idea of the chairman was that 
if we could give a definition of terms that may be used for the purposes of 
discussion it would help greatly to clarify the discussion, and then if somebody 
has a connotation of a particular term that is different from the one given here 
it would, I believe, expedite discussion if that particular person gave some other 
tag to his particular conception.

Then, in addition I believe you have had distributed to you a set of the 
statutes, or the main statutes covering our monetary system. Unfortunately, 
there are three or four of them that are out of print, particularly those relating 
to the old dominion notes act legislation, and I believe the Finance Act is also 
out of print. These acts have all been repealed and are not being reprinted by 
the Bureau of Printing and Stationery. Then, we have also had distributed a set 
of the orders in council relating to mint regulations, regulations under the Gold 
Export Act and regulations relating to arbitrary valuation of securities for 
banks and insurance companies in 1931. I believe that also was requested by 
some members of the committee.

I understand what you want from me is a brief outline of the Canadian 
monetary system, or rather the legal set-up of the Canadian monetary system, 
with some outline of the historical background. I shall not try to give a 
detailed historical account of the development of the monetary system. That 
Would be burdensome and uninteresting. I believe the whole assignment is 
uninteresting enough. I shall try however, where that background is of interest 
and significance to current development, to throw in some of the historical 
background.

Coming, then, to our Canadian monetary system, you will note, that in 
the definitions we have defined money in the widest sense, in the sense in which 
it is usually used in popular discussion ; that is to say, money is any medium 
of exchange which is generally accepted in the settlement of business transactions, 
debts, and so on. It includes, therefore, all our coins; all our notes, whether 
issued bv the central bank or by chartered banks, and bank deposits. I shall 
follow that classification in what I have to say. In other words, I shall discuss
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coins first, and then Bank of Canada notes and their predecessors, the dominion 
notes, an dthen chartered bank notes, and then I shall say a word about bank 
deposits.

The statutory provisions in regard to coins are found, primarily in two 
acts, the Currency Act, which is Chapter 40 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, 
1927. and the act respecting the establishment of the Royal Canadian Mint, 
which is Chapter 48 of the Statutes of 1931. That statute, is in reality an 
amendment of the Department of Finance and Treasury Board Act.

If you will look at the Currency Act you will get the basic provisions 
governing the coins that are current in Canada. In the schedule to the act 
you have a legal description of the coins, so to speak. Let us first take gold 
coins, which are no longer coined and are not in day-to-day circulation in 
Canada. The $20 gold coin is described there, inferentiallv at least, as a coin 
containing 516 grains of gold, nine-tenths fine. That is, the standard fineness 
is nine-tenths. Then, there are certain provisions showing the remedy allowance. 
In other words, the mint is given a certain leeway, a certain margin or remedy 
allowance. The weight of the coin must be the standard weight, within the 
remedy allowances shown in the last two columns. Then, there is another column 
which shows the “ least current weight.” That is to say, the actual coin must 
be of at least that weight, which is a little less than the standard weight, if 
it is to perform its function as legal tender in Canada. I referred to the $20 
gold coin. The weight and fineness of the other gold coins are also given in 
this schedule. I might mention that w'hile the gold dollar is not coined at all 
(it never was coined; the only Canadian gold coins whose coinage was provided 
for were the $20 gold coin, the $10 gold coin, the $5 gold coin and the $2^ gold 
coin) it was the standard of value in this country up until a few years ago. The 
gold dollar is equivalent to a weight of 25-8 grains of gold, nine-tenths fine, 
or if you like to put it another way, it is 23-22 grains of fine gold, with the 
remedy allowance that I have already referred to.

This schedule also gives the details with regard to our “ subsidiary coins”; 
that is to say, the silver, bronze and nickel coins. It shows the standard weight 
and the remedy allowances and the standard of fineness which is necessary for 
the mint to use in coining these coins. Perhaps I can take the silver dollar as 
one illustration. The silver dollar contains 360 grains of silver, eight-tenths fine, 
with a certain remedy allowance. Now, as you know, the standard troy ounce 
contains 480 grains. The silver dollar contains 360 grains—that is, approximately 
three-quarters of an ounce, eight-tenths fine—and if you want to you can work 
out the actual intrinsic value of the metal in a silver dollar as three-quarters 
of one ounce times eight-tenths (for the fineness) times the current price of 
silver, which is 42 cents or 43 cents. It actually costs us at the mint, to make a 
silver dollar, not including overhead, 26 cents or 27 cents.

In addition, in the Currency Act you will find that the Governor in Council 
is given power from time to time by proclamation to determine the denomina
tions of and the design of any new coins. In 1937, for instance, we had a new 
set of coins, a complete new set of subsidiary coins in Canada. The design and 
the denominations had to be approved by the Governor in Council. Council 
also may put out a new coin not listed in this schedule and determine the 
denomination of it and its remedy and least current weight. It may diminish 
the amount of remedy allowed by the schedule here in the case of'any coin; 
it may determine the least current weight of coins; it. may make regulations under 
which the Minister of Finance can redeem silver, nickel, copper or bronze coins* 
issued for circulation in Canada which, by reason of abrasion through ordinary 
and legitimate use, are no longer fit for circulation; and it may calf in coins of 
any denomination or any date. However, proclamation has to issue under 
section 20 of this act and this proclamation has to be published in the Canada 
Gazette.

[Dr. W. C. Clark.1
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Another important section of the Currency Act is that which determines the 
legal tender power of our various coins in Canada. Legal tender money is any 
money that a debtor can turn over to a creditor in lawful discharge of a debt. 
In Canada under the Currency Act gold coins are legal tender up to any amount. 
Silver coins are legal tender only up to $10—that is, “ partial ” or “ limited ” 
legal tender as compared to “ unlimited ” legal tender which the gold coin 
possesses. Nickel coins are legal tender up to $5 and the bronze coins are 
limited legal tender up to 25 cents.

You will remember that under the Bank of Canada Act, Bank of Canada 
notes are given full, or unlimited, legal tender power. In addition, according to 
the Currency Act, the British sovereign, and its multiples, are legal tender in 
Canada. Under section 10, United States eagles, double-eagles and half-eagles 
used to be full legal tender in Canada. That applied to the coins that were 
issued by the United States mint any time from 1837 to the beginning of 1934 
when the United States changed its provisions in regard to the weight and 
standard of fineness of its gold coins and in regard to the holding and acceptance 
of these coins.

I should also make a reference to the fact that section 21 provides for an 
examination and test of coins to show that the mint is carrying out its function 
in accordance with the law. That is the so-called “ Trial of the Pyx,” which 
we hold every year on the first Tuesday in May. It is an interesting ceremony. 
In the olden days it was a very serious thing for the master of the mint, if at the 
trial of the Pyx his coins were not found to be measuring up to the standard 
weight and fineness within the remedy allowance. If that happened he was 
subject, I believe, to the penalty of having his right hand cut off. To-day we 
treat our master of the mint somewhat more generously.

There is also a provision in the act which makes it unlawful for any person, 
except under and in pursuit of a licence granted by the Minister of Finance, 
to melt down, break up, or use otherwise than as currency any gold coin which 
is for the time being current and legal tender in Canada.

I should like to say a word about the Mint Act, Chapter 48 of the Statutes 
of 1931. As you know, the present Ottawa mint was established here back in 
1908, as a branch of the Royal Mint, London, under the Imperial Coinage Act 
of 1870. It was not taken over by the Canadian government until 1931. Since 
1931 it has operated as a purely Canadian institution, a purely Canadian mint, 
and is really a branch of the Department of Finance. Before the branch of the 
Royal Mint was established here in 1908, the coins that were used in Canada— 
not going back to the old days when we were using many sort of coins, but 
say, only to confederatiori—were coins obtained from the Royal Mint in London 
or from the mint at Birmingham.

For the first few years of the mint’s operations after 1908, its operations 
were confined to the production of gold, silver and bronze coins for Canadian 
circulation, with a few British sovereigns and some small coins which were 
struck under contract for Newfoundland and Jamaica. The mint’s first issue 
of gold coins was of sovereigns, with a small ‘c’ on them to indicate that the 
particular sovereign was minted in the Canadian mint. In May, 1912, our 
mint coined for the first time Canadian gold coins, and they kept that up for 
only a relatively few years. I believe that altogether some $4,800,000 of Cana
dian gold coins were struck at the mint in $10 and $5 gold pieces. None 
have been coined since 1914, I believe. The last gold sovereign was struck 
in 1919.

In recent years the refining of gold has been the primary activity of the 
mint. We still coin subsidiary coins, of-course, but the bulk of the operations 
performed at the mint result from the refining of gold. Even before 1914 there 
were some small quantities of gold that were deposited at the mint for refining; 
but as you know during the war that type of operation increased tremendously.
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As a result of war conditions, the mint here treated nearly twenty million ounces 
of gold for the British government or the Bank of England. One of the romantic 
episodes in the history of the mint was this tremendous operation carried out 
at that time and I believe with very great efficiency.

Since 1931, when the Gold Export Act was passed, that is, the act prohibit
ing the export of gold except under licence, practically all our newly mined 
Canadian gold has gone to the mint to be refined. We buy that gold; we refine 
it; we sell it on the world’s markets. In the mint regulations, copies of which 
you have before you, you will find that we buy from the producers and we pay 
them the value of the gold based on the world market price converted into 
Canadian funds at the average rate of exchange prevailing in the week of 
deposit, after deducting the ordinary charges for assaying and refining and also 
a handling charge of 35 cents a fine ounce. In other words, the situation to-day 
is this: we will ship this gold to the world market where we can get the best 
price. Usually that is the United States. As you know, the United States gov
ernment stands ready to buy gold at $35 an ounce. Sometimes, however, the 
best market has been in London; that is to say, in some cases it will pay us to 
ship to London converting the British price into Canadian funds, rather than to 
ship to the United States and convert New York funds into Canadian funds. 
We ship to the market where the best net price can be obtained. I could discuss 
at greater length, of course, the mint regulations, but I do not think this is 
necessary.

Perhaps I might now say a word about the Gold Export Act which was 
passed in 1931, and which, as I have already said, prohibits the export of gold 
from Canada except under licence issued by the Minister of Finance through 
a chartered bank or the Bank of Canada. For the last two years and to-day 
we issue these licences freely except where the gold has been coming from the 
country’s monetary reserves. To-day, as I have said, a very large proportion 
of the newly mined gold comes to the mint for refining. There is a certain 
amount of gold, however, produced by certain mines, which has sulphur, arsenic 
or some impurity in it which makes it very difficult to refine economically in 
Canada. Where that is the case we are willing to grant a licence to the producer 
to ship that over to Seattle or to whatever other place can more economically 
treat it.

So much for coins. I pass now to the Bank of Canada notes, and I think 
it is probably desirable for me to give you here a little bit of history, or the 
background behind Bank of Canada notes. As you know, the present Bank of 
Canada notes are the successors to the old dominion notes which from confedera
tion to 1935 were one of the most important mediums of exchange in this country. 
At confederation all our Canadian provinces had their own notes in circulation. 
The dominion took these notes over, assumed liability for them and substituted 
dominion notes for them. The first Dominion Notes Act was passed in 1868. 
It was a day of small things. That issue was limited to $8,000,000, and the 
provisions were these: up to the first $5,000,000 there had to be a twenty per 
cent gold reserve; the next $3,000,000 had -to be backed by a gold reserve of 
twenty-five per cent. The maximum amount of notes and the reserves behind 
them, as you can see, were rather limited. Actually the notes were kept in circu
lation most of the time because they were needed as a medium of exchange and 
were accepted by the people. Then, there was a further provision in the Bank 
Act stating that the banks had to keep one-third of whatever cash reserves they 
had in the form of dominion notes.

A\ e can pass over the next few years. I here were a few minor changes in 
the_ law relating to the issue of dominion notes and the reserve behind them. I 
believe we can jump down to 1913 when we find the legal situation was the 
following, up to $30,000,000, dominion notes could be issued against a reserve of 
twenty-five per cent of gold or certain guaranteed debentures, above the

[Dr. W. C. Clark.]
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$30,000,000, notes had to be backed dollar for dollar in gold. Actually, no use 
was ever made of the guaranteed debentures provision; in effect what you 
always had in those days was a twenty-five per cent gold coverage against 
the so-called fiduciary issue of $30,000,000 and above that a hundred per cent 
gold reserve.

In August, 1914 the partially covered issue was raised from $30,000,000 to 
$50,000,000. In other words, the government could issue the first $50,000,000 of 
notes against twenty-five per cent reserve ; above that, dollar for dollar in gold. 
Then, in 1915 there was an act passed, chapter 4 of the Statutes of 1915, which 
provided for the issue of $16,000,000 of dominion notes against certain guaranteed 
railway securities, railway securities guaranteed by the Dominion of Canada. 
There was also an additional $10,000,000 issued for general government purposes 
against no specific authority. In other words, as a result of the 1915 act you 
had an increase in the issue uncovered by gold to the extent of $26,000,000. 
Then, going back a bit you have the beginnings of the Finance Act in 1914. You 
will remember that in the first few days of August, 1914, there had been a 
number of runs on chartered banks; there had been pretty heavy withdrawals 
of gold, particularly in Montreal and Toronto, and indeed you had in that 
period, the first month of the outbreak of the war, pretty much the atmosphere 
of an incipient financial panic.

On August 3 an order in council was passed authorizing advances to 
chartered banks, and to the Quebec savings banks, in the form of dominion notes 
against the deposit with the Minister of Finance of securities approved by him. 
Then, at the famous emergency war session held during the same month 
(August, 1914), an act was passed, called the “ Finance Act,” which confirmed 
the action that had already been taken by order in council and provided for the 
authorization by proclamation of similar advances in cases of war, invasion, 
riot or insurrection, real or apprehended, and in the case of real or apprehended 
financial crisis. I may add that that Finance Act also authorized the Governor 
in Council in such circumstances of emergency by proclamation to authorize the 
chartered banks to make payment in their own notes instead of gold or dominion 
notes ; to use the excess circulation privilege (which I will refer to later) through
out the whole year; to suspend the redemption of Dominion notes in gold; and 
to establish a general moratorium. As you will remember, they never took 
advantage of the general moratorium provision—that was never put into effect. 
The other three provisions were made use of.

A proclamation, in pursuance of the Finance Act, was issued on September 4, 
and thenceforth throughout the war and the early post-war years, extensive use 
was made of the Finance Act, providing for these advances of Dominion notes 
against the deposit of securities with the Minister of Finance. In the so-called 
Macmillan report on banking and currency in Canada you can find, if you wish, 
the figures showing the amount of Finance Act advances outstanding at various 
times over the period from, I think, 1914, up to about 1932 or 1933.

In 1917 an emergency issue of $50,000,000 of Dominion notes was made to 
finance war purchases in Canada by the British government, secured by British 
treasury bills. That again was under the terms of the Finance Act. This 
$50,000,000 advance was gradually liquidated over the next few years, and 
was completely paid off by 1927.

In 1919 an act was passed providing for the continuance in force of the 
Finance Act until two years after the conclusion of peace. So your Finance 
Act went on until 1923, and in that year an act was passed which made the 
Finance Act a normal part of the post-war Canadian financial structure. This 
new act provided that at any time, when there is no proclamation in force 
under the authority of the Finance Act of 1914, the Minister of Finance may 
make advances to chartered banks and the Quebec savings banks, by the 
issue of Dominion notes against the pledge of approved securities deposited
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with the minister. The act also listed the classes of security that could be 
deposited. It limited the duration of the advances to one year, and it authorized 
the Treasury Board to fix the rate of interest and to make regulations in regard 
to the advances, the terms and conditions of deposit, etc. In the Revised 
Statutes of 1927, chapter 70. you will find the act of 1914 there as part one, 
and you will find this act of 1923 as part two of the act.

The next step that we need to refer to relates to the year 1933. In March 
of that year an act was passed authorizing the governor in council to suspend 
the redemption of the Dominion notes in gold ; and in the following month, 
April, an order in council was passed providing for the suspension of the redemp
tion of Dominion notes in gold for a year. By subsequent orders in council, 
that suspension was extended from year to year. These orders in council are in 
the set of orders in council which you have.

Then in June, 1934, you had another change made in the Dominion Notes 
Act. That date, you will remember, was a few months before the time at 
which the Bank of Canada was to come into operation. As explained in the 
house at that time by the prime minister, there was a certain fear that, as a 
result of the coming into operation of the Bank of Canada, and the fact that 
advances to the banks under the Finance Act had to be paid off at that time, 
there might be a possible deflationary tendency in the Canadian banking 
system. So the Dominion Notes Act of 1934, provided for the raising of the 
fiduciary limit of the Dominion note from $50,000,000 to $120,000,000. In 
other words, after that time and for the few months until the Bank of Canada 
should come into operation, the government could put out up to $120,000,000 
of Dominion notes backed by 25 per cent in gold. Above that, dollar for dollar 
in gold was required, except to the extent that the Finance Act operated and 
to the extent of the $26,000,000 issue provided for by the act of 1915. There 
was also a provision in the new act that silver bought under the International 
Silver Agreement of 1933 should be held in the reserves against Dominion notes.

Just to give you the picture at that time, I might mention that on May 31, 
1934,—that is, about a year before the Bank of Canada came into operation— 
the total of Dominion notes outstanding was $171,110,950. Of that total, 
$26,000.000 had been issued under that old 1915 act; $38,440,000 had been 
issued under the Finance Act and $106,666,950 had been issued under the 
Dominion Notes Act proper. Against that total issue of $171,000,000 odd there 
was held by the government $69,166,950 of gold, valued at $20.67 a fine ounce. 
This meant that there was a small amount of gold ($371,002) held in excess of 
the legal requirements. The new amending act made it possible to increase the 
uncovered Dominion note issue by $52,871,000. The gold held at the time 
would have provided a reserve, at the old value of gold, of something like 
31 per cent, and at the new value, the world market price of gold at that time, 
a gold reserve of 52^ per cent, if full advantage had been taken of the issue 
of fiduciary notes. I might add that in 1934, at the same time, statutory power 
was taken to repeal the Finance Act, the act of 1915, and all the acts relating 
to Dominion notes issue (including the Dominion Notes Amendment Act ol 
1934) by proclamation. The idea, of course, was that as soon as the Bank of 
Canada began operations, all these old acts relating to Dominion note issue 
should, be repealed, and they were repealed, by proclamation. That is the 
story. That is the life history of Dominion notes.

Now we come to the Bank of Canada Act. Under section 23 of the 
Bank of Canada Act, the bank was authorized to take over the liability for 
outstanding Dominion notes, except the notes issued under the authority of 
the Finance Act—advances under this Act, as I have said already, were to 
be repaid by the banks on the day the Bank of Canada commenced operations. 
The liability for all the other Dominion notes outstanding on the same day 
was to be assumed by the Bank of Canada. Actually, when the bank came

[Dr. W. C. Clark.]
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to open its doors on March 11, 1935, there was outstanding at that time, 
apart from notes under Finance Act advance, a total amount of Dominion 
notes of $185,445,000. When the Bank of Canada assumed that Dominion 
liability, the government in exchange turned over the gold which it had held 
against Dominion note issues amounting to $69,445,000, the silver which it 
held for the redemption of Dominion notes valued at the then market price, 
in the amount of $986,363 and five-year 3 per cent securities of the Dominion 
of Canada in the amount of $115,445,439.

Section 24 of the Bank of Canada Act also gave exclusive power to the 
Bank of Canada to issue legal tender notes in Canada. Those notes were to 
constitute a first charge upon all the assets of the bank. There was no 
limitation on the amount of their issue, except that the bank, under section 
26 of the act, was required to keep a reserve in gold coin and bullion equal 
to 25 per cent of its note and deposit liabilities outstanding. There was also 
a provision giving the governor-in-council power to suspend that 25 per cent 
gold réserve provision for a 60-dav period; this could be extended for subse
quent 60-day periods, but not for longer than one year at one time without 
the sanction of parliament.

Under section 25, (1), of the Bank of Canada Act, Bank of Canada notes 
were made redeemable in gold bars containing approximately 400 ounces of 
fine gold. In other words, you have there a feature of the gold bullion 
rather than the gold coin standard which is referred to in the glossary of 
monetary terms. The governor-in-council was also given power to suspend 
this provision requiring the redemption of Bank of Canada notes in gold 
bullion, and has done so by order-in-council year by year to date.

Now I come to chartered bank notes. The first Dominion Bank Act 
was passed in 1871. At that time the banks were allowed to issue notes in 
denominations of $4 and upwards, up to the amount of their paid-up capital. 
The banks were required to receive their own notes in payment at any office, 
although the notes were only redeemable in gold at expressly designated offices 
of the banks, and one of those offices had to be the principal office. There 
was no specific reserve required against the notes; but there was the provision 
that of whatever cash reserves the banks did keep, one-third had to be kept 
in the form of dominion notes.

In 1880 bank notes were made a first lien on the general assets of the 
banks. The denominations were fixed at $5 or multiples thereof; and 40 per 
cent of whatever cash reserves the banks kept had to be kept in the form of 
dominion notes.

In the Bank Act of 1890 you have a more important provision inserted. 
This was the provision providing for the formation of the Bank Circulation 
Redemption Fund. The banks were required to deposit with the minister 
5 per cent of their average yearly note circulation ; and if necessary, further 
assessments could be made on the banks. Then if a liquidator of a failed 
bank did not arrange for the redemption of its notes, those notes were to 
be redeemed out of the Bank Circulation Redemption Fund. Another interest
ing provision was that, between the date of suspension of a bank and the 
date announced for the redemption of its notes, the notes of a failed bank 
Were to bear interest at 6 per cent. That made it very attractive, really, to 
get the notes of a failed bank. I may also mention that, in this Act of 1890, 
the banks were required to establish various agencies throughout Canada 
for the redemption of their notes, the place of location of the agencies to be 
fixed by the governor-in-council. I might also mention that since that Bank 
Circulation Redemption Fund provision was put into the Bank Act, no note
holder of a Canadian chartered bank has ever lost any money. As a matter 
oi fact, there have been no such losses since 1881.
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I now wish to pass quite briefly over some of the remaining develop
ments. In the Act of 1900, the Canadian Bankers’ Association which had been 
formed as a voluntary association in 1892, I believe, was incorporated and 
was given supervision over the issue and destruction of bank notes. Follow
ing that and under that authority, by-laws of the Canadian Bankers’ Associa
tion were passed, and approved by the Treasury Board in 1901, which required 
every bank to make a monthly return showing all the details of its note 
circulation. Provision was also made for the annual inspection of the circu
lation account of each bank. In 1900 also the interest payable on the notes 
of a failed bank was reduced from 6 per cent to 5 per cent.

Then you come to an interesting development in 1908. You will remember 
this was the period of rapid development of western Canada and the agricul
tural industry out there. For a number of years it had been becoming 
evident that the note circulation of the banks, limited to the amount of their 
paid-up capital, was approaching its limit. The situation was usually 
particularly acute in the crop-moving period of the year. So in 1908 an 
amendment was passed permitting a bank to issue notes in excess of its 
paid-up capital, up to 15 per cent of the amount of the unimpaired paid-up 
capital and the rest fund of the bank. That1 facility could only be made use 
of during the crop-moving months of the year, which were then stated to be 
from October 1 to January 31. This excess circulation, by the way, was 
subject to a tax not in excess of 5 per cent; and 5 per cent was the rate 
always applied against it.

In 1913 we had another development, namely the formation of the central 
gold reserves in Montreal. Here again, because the note issue privileges were 
reaching the limit, it was provided that central gold reserves should be estab
lished by the banks. Four trustees were empowered to receive from the banks 
desposits in Montreal of gold or dominion notes, against which the banks might 
issue an equal amount of their notes. You have there perhaps a groping 
towards one of the features which is associated with a central bank, namely, 
the centralization of the country’s monetary gold reserves. I might also 
mention in passing that in 1913 the excess circulation privileges for the crop- 
moving period were extended for an additional two months; in other words, the 
crop-moving period was defined as beginning on September 1 and ending on 
February 28.

Now I come down to the situation as it is under the Bank Act of 1934, 
the latest bank act, I might perhaps summarize what the main provisions are 
in regard to note issue:

1. Every chartered bank is permitted to issue its own notes in denomina
tions of $5 and multiples thereof.

2. The provisions in regard to the maximum amount of note issue are 
rather complicated, or, rather they were complicated as expressed in the act 
in 1934 because the Bank of Canada had not yet begun operations, and the act 
had to take account of two situations, that is, the situation before the bank began 
operations and the situation thereafter. It would be eight or ten months before 
it would actually begin operations. So it was provided that up to the day on 
which the Bank of Canada should commence operations, which later turned 
out to be March 11, 1935, a bank was allowed to issue its notes up to the amount 
of its paid-up capital, plus the amount of gold and dominion notes it had deposited 
in the central gold reserves in Montreal, and then plus its excess circulation 
privilege during the crop-moving period of the year. But it was provided that 
on and after the day on which the Bank of Canada began operations, namely 
March 11, 1935, that limit of issue was to be reduced. Actually, from that date 
on, the limit was to be not in excess of the unimpaired paid-up capital of the 
bank as of the date on which the Bank of Canada, commenced operations. You

fDr. W. C. Clark.]
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will also remember that, beginning on January 31, 1936, and continuing for a 
period of five years, the maximum limit of chartered bank note issue was to 
be reduced by 5 per cent a year; then for five more years commencing on January 
1, 1940, there was to be a reduction at the rate of 10 per cent a year. To-day, 
1939, the actual limit is 80 per cent—it was reduced on January 1 this year to 
80 per cent of the unimpaired paid-up capital of the banks. By January 1, 1945, 
it will be reduced1 to 25 per cent; and parliament, according to the present act, 
will determine what it wishes to do from that time on.

I perhaps should say that in giving these limits I am referring to the limit 
of note issue in Canada. These provisions do not affect the right which the 
banks have to issue certain notes not in Canadian currency in British colonies 
and possessions.

To continue this outline of the legal provisions covering the issue of 
chartered bank notes :—

3. The Bank Circulation Redemption Fund is, of course, continued. The 
banks have to put up 5 per cent of their average note circulation, to be held by 
the Minister of Finance, for the sole purpose of paying a failed bank’s notes.

4. The notes of banks suspending payment draw interest at 5 per cent 
from the date of suspension to the day redemption is announced.

5. No bank is allowed to pledge, assign or hypothecate its notes and no 
advance or loan on the security of the bank’s own notes shall be recoverable from 
the bank or its assets.

6. Every bank must always receive in payment its own notes at par^t any 
of its branches, agencies or offices, and must make such arrangements as are 
necessary to insure the circulation of its notes at par in every part of Canada. 
For this purpose it must establish agencies for the redemption and payment of 
its notes at such places in each province as may be fixed by the governor-in
council.

7. Banks, under the Special War Revenue Act, as you know, are required 
to pay a tax of 1 per cent on their average note circulation.

So much for notes. We have left the question of bank deposits. I do not 
think it is necessary for me to say very much about bank deposits. It is a subject 
°n which one could speak for a great length of time. I think, however, that 
you are all famiilar with the general provisions with regard to bank deposits. 
The sections in the Bank Act itself which relate to this subject are sections 75, 
where a bank is allowed to take deposits, because it is given power to engage 
in a general banking business; section 92, where it is stated that the bank may 
allow any rate of interest whatsoever upon any money deposited with it; and 
then sections 95 to 97, which include provisions dealing with some minor ques
tions in regard to deposits. As you know, in Canada you have your two classes 
°f deposits: (1) current or demand deposits, payable on demand, transferable by 
cheque and (2) so-called savings deposits or notice deposits payable legally only 
after a certain number of days’ notice has been given to the banks. In practice, 
as we all know, those provisions in regard to the right to receive notice have 
never been enforced and are not being enforced by the banks. I might just say 
a word about the interest paid on savings bank deposits. For a great many 
years up until 1933, this rate was, as you know, 3 per cent. It was reduced in 
May, 1933, to 2\ per cent; it was later reduced to 2 per cent, then to H per cent, 
and is now H per cent, calculated on minimum quarterly balances. I think, Mr. 
Chairman, that is all I have to say.

The Chairman: Thank you very much, Dr. Clark. I will now call upon 
Mr. Towers.

74858—2
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Mr. Graham F. Towers (Governor of the Bank of Canada) : Mr. Chair
man and gentlemen: In the letter which I received from the secretary of the 
committee indicating that I should be prepared to make a statement, I think 
the words used were “a statement on the general operations of the Bank of 
Canada.” But I have taken the liberty of interpreting that rather liberally; 
and in the statement which we prepared we have included, very briefly, some
thing in relation to the functions and the structure of the bank as well as in 
regard to its general operations. I think that in dealing with this particular 
material, I can give it to the committee more briefly and more clearly by read
ing it than I could by attempting to give it extemporaneously ; so with your 
permission, I shall read this.

PART I—FUNCTIONS
In dealing with the functions of a central bank I shall borrow freely from 

the report of the Royal Commission on Banking and Currency in Canada, and 
from the preamble to the Bank of Canada Act.

The major function of a central bank is to regulate credit and currency in 
the best interests of the economic life of the nation. The bank’s efforts to 
perform this function must, of course, take place within the limits imposed by 
law and by its capacity.

Secondly, a central bank should, so far as possible, control and protect 
the external value of the monetary unit of the country. This responsibility is 
a definite and direct one if the country in which the bank operates is on a 
gold o| other international standard. Otherwise, the responsibility is indirect 
and less clearly defined.

Thirdly, the bank should be a ready source of skilled and impartial advice 
at the disposal of the government—automatically in the case of the dominion 
government, and by arrangement in the case of provincial governments.

Finally, a central bank should provide machinery for cooperation with 
similar institutions in other countries. Obviously, cooperation on any matter 
of high policy must be dictated by the views of the governments of the countries 
concerned, but cooperation by way of information or in the performance of 
normal banking services is also a useful and important function.

By and large, the central bank should use its store of experience in the 
service of the community, without the desire or the need to make profit a primary 
consideration.

PART II—STRUCTURE
Obviously one could elaborate at some length on the functions of a central 

bank. But I doubt whether further elaboration would serve any purpose, 
particularly at this stage. I believe that further detail would be simply dotting 
the “i’s” and crossing the “t’s”, including, no doubt, qualifications in regard to 
the difficulties which a central bank may encounter in endeavouring to achieve 
certain objectives.

I should like to turn now to the question of the structure of this organization 
which is designed to perform the functions I have outlined. The structure of 
a bank is revealed by its balance sheet, and the steps it takes to perform its 
functions are revealed by change^ in its balance sheet, except to the extent 
that it may endeavour to attain its objectives by methods of advice or persuasion.

May I commence my discussion of the bank’s balance sheet by making 
what is apparently a very trite remark, namely, that a balance sheet always 
balances. By that I mean that any action we may take to increase or decrease 
our assets, automatically results in a similar increase or decrease in our lia
bilities; and our liabilities are other people’s assets. It is through changes in 
these assets of other people that a major influence is exerted on the financial 
system. I shall try to develop this point when dealing with our operations.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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As shown by the bank’s balance sheet at December 31, 1938—copies of 
which are in the hands of the committee—our assets on that date totalled some 
$405 millions, speaking in round figures which I shall use throughout. Of these 
assets, $214 millions consisted of'gold and foreign exchange, $186 millions of 
dominion and provincial government securities, and $5 millions was represented 
by other items. The liabilities balancing these assets were notes in circulation, 
$175 millions; deposits, $222 millions; capital and rest fund, $7 millions; and 
about $1 million of sundry liabilities. It will be seen that notes in circulation 
and deposits by the chartered banks were by far the most important items on 
the liability side of our balance sheet. Of our notes in circulation, of the total 
of $175 millions, $118 millions were held by the public and $57 millions were in 
the tills of the chartered banks on December 31 last. In addition to these notes, 
the chartered banks had $201 millions on deposit with us, the total of these 
two items being $257 millions. This total represents the cash reserves of the 
banks against their liabilities in the form of deposits payable in Canadian 
dollars—and I use that wording, “ payable in Canadian dollars ” to distinguish 
it from deposits payable in U.S. dollars, pounds sterling or other foreign 
currencies which may be on the books of the chartered banks’ foreign branches 
or even Canadian branches.

By law the chartered banks’ cash reserves in the form of Bank of Canada 
notes and deposits with the Bank of Canada, must not be less than 5 per cent 
of Canadian dollar deposits. In fact, the banks try to maintain a ratio of about 
10 per cent, and at December 31, 1938, when Canadian dollar deposits amounted 
to $2,498 millions, cash reserves of $257 millions represented a cash ratio of 
10-3 per cent.

If someone were to ask me why the chartered banks try to maintain a 10 
per cent cash reserve, instead of 5 per cent or 15 per cent, or some other figure, 
I could only reply that the working experience of many years has indicated that 
10 per cent is a reasonable ratio which provides sufficient cash to cover any 
immediate demands, but is not so high as to constitute an unnecessary burden 
in the form of non-earning assets. The banking system of each country must 
decide from its own experience what ratio is appropriate, since conditions vary 
as between one country and another. I might add, however, that in Great Britain 
it has been the practice for many years to work to a cash ratio of about 10 per 
cent, the same as in this country, and up until recent years a ratio approximating 
10 per cent also represented banking practice in the United States.

I have devoted some time to this question of the ratio of cash reserves to 
deposits, because it is of fundamental importance in the working of a banking 
system. If the amount of cash reserves held by the banks increases, the first 
effect naturally is to increase the ratio of cash to deposits. The second effect 
is to induce the banks to try to make use of the additional cash reserves through 
adding to their loans and investments, which would increase their liabilities in 
the form of deposits and, therefore, reduce the ratio of cash to deposits. It 
should be pointed out, however, that if the banks are unable to make suitable 
loans or to find investments which they believe it is safe to acquire, they will 
take no action of an expansionary character/ and in such circumstances would 
be forced to allow the cash ratio to remain at a higher level.

Looking at the other side of the picture, if a reduction takes place in the 
amount of cash reserves held by the banks, the first effect is to reduce the ratio 
°f cash to deposits. If the cash ratio is then too low, the banks will correct the 
situation by selling securities or calling loans, until the reduced volume of 
deposits bears an appropriate relation to the reduced amount of cash reserves.

PART III—OPERATIONS
I think that the description I have given of the banking machinery may 

be more readily understood if I am able to give a picture of the machinery in 
operation. I shall attempt to do this by reviewing the Bank of Canada’s
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operations and their effects on the banking system since March 31, 1935. We 
actually commenced our operations on March 11 of that year, but I took the 
end of the month because in doing so I can then relate our figures to those of the 
chartered banks which are available to us only at the end of each month.
I should point out that since that date, March, 1935, our operations have been 
on the side of expansion, that is, they will reveal only one type of policy, and 
will not indicate the effect of other policies which a central bank may find it 
necessary to adopt under other conditions.

I am commencing my remarks concerning our operations by referring to 
our active note circulation—that is, the notes of the Bank of Canada which are 
in the hands of the public—before turning to the more important subject of the 
chartered banks’ cash reserves. On March 31, 1935, the active Bank of Canada 
note circulation (including dominion government notes for which we had assumed 
the liability) was $45 millions. At December 31, 1938, the active circulation 
was $118 millions, an increase of $73 millions. If the chartered banks had 
been forced—it is the chartered banks, of course, to whom the public go when 
they require additional notes—to supply this additional $73 millions of notes to 
the public by drawing to that extent on the cash reserves which they held at 
March 31, 1935, their cash reserves would have been reduced to $127 millions, 
which amount would have provided a 10 per cent cash ratio against only $1,270 
millions deposits as compared with the $2,498 millions which were actually in 
existence at December 31 last. I need not elaborate on the disruption which 
would have been caused by such a drastic curtailment in deposits, nor on the 
effects on markets and the public of the sales of securities and reduction of loans 
which would have had to take place. It is sufficient to say that we took steps 
to render any such move unnecessary by adding to our assets in the form of 
gold, foreign exchange and securities. I should point out at this stage that when 
the Bank of Canada makes such purchases of gold or foreign exchange or securi
ties or assets of any kind, it makes payment by giving the seller a cheque on 
the Bank of Canada, a cheque on ourselves. The seller will deposit the cheque 
in his own bank and that bank in turn will deposit the cheque in its account 
with us. The credit balance in that bank’s account with us forms part of the 
bank’s cash reserves so that the increase in this balance arising from the deposit 
of a cheque issued by us results in an increase in the chartered bank’s cash 
reserves.

Since March 31, 1935, the total addition to the Bank of Canada’s assets in 
the form of gold, exchange and securities, has been $134 millions. The initial 
effect of these transactions was to add an equal amount (not all at once, 
naturally, but over a period of years) to the chartered banks’ cash reserves, of 
which $73 millions was taken out of the banks again in the form of additions to 
the amount of our notes in the hands of the public, and $4 millions deducted as a 
net result of sundry adjustments, leaving $57 millions as the net addition to the 
chartered banks’ cash reserves.

I should like to turn now to a consideration of the changes in the chartered 
banks’ balance sheets, which accompanied the increase in cash reserves to which 
I have referred.

At March 31, 1935, the chartered banks’ cash reserves were $200 millions: 
their Canadian deposits $2,034 millions, and the cash ratio consequently 9-8 per 
cent. On December 31, 1938, cash reserves were $257 millions; Canadian deposits 
$2,498 millions, and the cash ratio 10-3 per cent.

During this period, therefore, Canadian deposits have increased by $464 
millions, of which about $213 millions has been in public time or savings deposits, 
and $251 millions in public demand and other deposit classifications. By public, 
I mean the “ general public.” The effect of this expansion therefore has been to 
give Canadian depositors some $464 millions more money available for whatever 
purpose they care to use it, than they had four years ago.

[Mr, Graham Ford Towers.]
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In these comparisons I am taking March, 1935, as the starting point because 
that is as far back as our operations extend. I should point out that expansion 
commenced before we opened our doors ; that is to a major extent between 
June of 1934 and March of 1935, and it arose through the expansion in the 
fiduciary note issue of the dominion government to which the Deputy Minister 
of Finance referred a little earlier this morning. Therefore, if one took the 
figures from June, 1934, to December 31, 1938, the expansion shown would be 
greater than the figures I have used.

The expansion of Canadian deposits was a result of the inducement given 
to the chartered banks, through the addition to their cash reserves, to seek new 
loans and investments. The banks would have preferred to increase loans rather 
than investments, but in order for them to make loans there must be responsible 
borrowers who are willing to use the chartered banks’ facilities. In fact, loan 
repayments exceeded new loans during the period under discussion, when total 
Canadian loans declined about $40 millions, chiefly because of a reduction in 
loans on securities, loans in the call loan category. The chartered banks, there
fore, had to turn to investments in securities, which increased $493 millions 
between March 31, 1935, and December 31, 1938. That was their avenue of 
expansion.

The ratio of cash reserves to deposits was but slightly higher at December 31, 
1938, than on March 31, 1935, but in the interval cash reserves increased $57 
millions, Canadian deposits expanded $464 millions, and loans and investments 
showed a net rise of $453 millions.

SUMMARY
I now come to the end of the brief outline in which I have attempted to 

describe first of all the functions, then the structure and finally the operations 
of the Bank of Canada and the effects of these operations upon the banking 
system in Canada, to the extent that these effects are disclosed by changes in the 
system’s cash position and in its Canadian loans, investments and deposits. 
I have not attempted to deal with the broader subject of the relationship of these 
changes to the economic system, on the assumption that the aspects of the 
situation in which the committee is interested will be discussed at a later stage. 
To quite an extent I am afraid I have had to employ figures as a method of 
description, but I felt that it was necessary to do so at this stage, because such 
figures constitute the foundation on which any discussion of Canada’s banking 
system must be based.

The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Towers. Gentlemen, is it your desire to 
discuss the matters that we have heard this morning now, or shall we adjourn 
until the report is printed?

Mr. Landeryou: Adjourn until the report is printed.
The Chairman: You will leave it to the subcommittee to decide such agenda 

as should be published with the reports that we have heard this morning?
Some Hon. Members : Yes.
The Chairman : The committee stands adjourned.
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ORDER OF REFERENCE

Tuesday, March 21, 1939.

Ordered,—That the name of Mr. Taylor (Nanaimo) be substituted for that 
of Mr. Fournier (Hull) on the said Committee.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Friday, March 24, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock, a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Bercovitch, Coldwell, Deachman, Donnelly, 
Dubuc, Hill, Howard, Hushion, Ilsley, Jaques, Kinley, Kirk, Landeryou, Leduc, 
Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Manion, Mayhewr, Moore, Plaxton, 
Quelch, Ross (St. Paul’s), Stevens, Thorson, Tucker, Taylor, Vien.

In attendance: Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, and Mr. 
Graham F. Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

Copies of the “Annual Report of the Bank of Canada to the Minister of 
finance and Statement of Accounts,” dated February 6, 1939, were made avail
able to members of the Committee who had not received same at the previous
sitting.

The Committee resumed consideration of the Annual Report of the Bank 
Canada, Dr. Clark and Mr. Towers being recalled and questioned.

Ordered,—That the “ Glossary of Monetary Terms,” submitted by Dr. Clark 
ün March 16, be printed as an appendix to this day’s evidence.

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,

Ottawa, March 24, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, as to procedure I would suggest that Dr. Clark, 
who made the first statement the other day, be exafnined. Those who desire to 
ask Dr. Clark questions should be allowed, it seems to me, to finish their 
questions without interruption. Having finished, it seems to me that they 
should give an opportunity to other members to ask questions; in other words, 
having had the floor once, if they want a second opportunity, they should wait 
until every other member has finished with what he desires to say.

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Chairman, I do not altogether agree with that policy. 
I think the idea should be to all work together in a reasonable manner. There 
is no doubt that one member may not exhaust entirely what he wants to ask, 
and a question by someone else may suggest a line of thought which some other 
member of the committee might wish to follow up. I do not think there should 
be any attempt to put the members of this committee in a straight jacket. I 
think we should proceed in a way that meets with the approval of the committee 
as a whole and not attempt to simply say that one person at the outset is going 
to have to go ahead, take the floor and keep it and when he sits down he is 
finished. I do not think that is the proper attitude to take.

Mr. Coldwell: Mr. Chairman, I do not agree with Mr. Tucker. Some 
of us will have some questions to ask, and I think that any one who has a 
question arising out of those questions should make a note of it and ask it 
subsequently. I think the suggestion of the chairman rvould facilitate the work 
of the committee. Last year we found from time to time that somebody who 
wished to ask a number of questions was interrupted and unable to finish his 
questions. I think the suggestion is rather good.

Mr. Lander you: All I would say is if one were to get up and direct all the 
questions he may have in mind he would touch on a number of different matters. 
If we could confine the questions possibly to a group of subjects under discussion, 
it might facilitate matters.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Stevens, what views have you?
Mr. Stevens : The task of a chairman is, of course, a very difficult one in 

a parliamentary committee. I think we should make every effort to make that 
"task as easy as possible. Obviously, the practice that sometimes grows up in a 
committee is one of loose methods of questioning,_ which militate, in the first 
Place, against the progress made, and, secondly, against the clarity of the record 
'"'the record becomes merely a hotch-potch.

I agree with the chairman, and I am quite sure that the chairman had not 
lu mind curbing questions. I do not think Mr. Tucker need fear not having a 
Proper opportunity. I agree with the chairman that we should proceed m as 
orderly a fashion as possible, and I certainly stand by the old practice that 
"'hen a member of the committee is asking a question he should rise m his place 
aud ask his question as briefly, concisely and directly as possible. 1 here is a 
habit that many of us fall into of making speeches rather than asking questions. 
That militates against the record, it makes the record very difficult to go 
through I think we can make this examination really a useful thing if we
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follow as far as we possibly can the chairman’s suggestion. I should certainly 
be the last one to support anything in the nature of curbing a member’s privilege 
of asking questions. I think the chairman’s suggestion is a good one, if we can 
possibly adhere to it.

Mr. Landeryou : Should we confine ourselves to the glossary that was 
presented to the committee by Dr. Clark, or should we question him in regard 
to coins, bank-notes, deposits and other matters which he raised in his dis
cussions? I should like to hear from the chairman on that point.

The Chairman: I should think that would depend on the members. If 
you wish to examine on the glossary, that is your privilege.

Mr. Landeryou: Shall we confine ourselves to the glossary in the beginning?
The Chairman: Suppose we discuss the glossary first and then proceed later 

to the second matter. Have you some questions in regard to the glossary, 
Mr. Landeryou?

Mr. Landeryou: I have a question or two.
The Chairman : Then you will confine yourself to the glossary?
Mr. Landeryou : Yes, I shall confine myself to the glossary. I think we 

should go over all those definitions of terms, just to present our views, also to 
get to understand' more fully what is meant in the definitions.

The definition of “money” is:—
Money, in the broad sense fnow sanctified by popular usage), is any 

medium of exchange which is generally acceptable in day-to-day business 
transactions and the settlement of debts and contracts.

I should like to direct a question to Mr. Clark in connection with that. Would 
he have any hesitation in saying “any medium of exchange, no matter what 
it is”?

Dr. Clark : Mr. Chairman, I should think that would be covered by “any” 
medium of exchange, as long as it is generally acceptable. I think that is meant 
to be covered by the use of the word “any” before the word “medium.”

Mr. Landeryou : To be generally acceptable, would you agree that we 
could dispense with the use of gold, as we have it at the present time?

Dr. Clark: I am not quite sure that I understand1 the full implications of 
that question. If you mean, can we get. along without gold in day-to-day 
circulation, that is perfectly obvious; we have done so. If you mean the broader 
and far-reaching question, is it necessary to have a sound money system, should 
it be based on gold, I think you have indications of the answer to that in the 
discussion of the monetary standards question in a later section of this glossary, 
for instance, where it refers to a paper standard,—either an ordinary incon
vertible paper standard or a managed paper standard, where they do get along 
without gold. As long as you have the factors present which assure that the 
money will be generally accepted by the public, then the thing will work.

Mr. Landeryou: It just depends in the final analysis upon the confidence 
people have in the circulating medium of exchange?

Dr. Clark: Yes, that is the essence of it, because it has got to be generally 
acceptable to the people.

The Chairman: Is it your idea that when Mr. Landeryou is finished 
with his questions on money we should allow others to examine on that specific 
subject? Have you finished with your questions, Mr. Landeryou?

Mr. Landeryou : There is just one other part.
Mr. Coldwell: May I ask Dr. Clark a question? How would you define 

“generally acceptable”—within a country, or over a wider area?
Dr. Clark: We are thinking of “within a country.”

[Dr. W. C. Clark.]
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Mr. Landeryou: The statement is often used that our money should ring 
true on every counter in the world ; but to have sound money it would not 
necessarily have to ring true in every country as long as it was acceptable within 
the confines of your own country. Would you agree that that would be all right ?

Dr. Clark : Yes. I think I could say yes, to that question from the domestic 
point of view. You may, however, get difficult questions of foreign exchange 
and relationship between your currency and the currency of other countries which 
may have adverse effects on your foreign trade. But that type of discussion 
could probably be left until a later stage because it involves quite an elaborate 
background which we have not as yet covered.

I think for our purposes at the moment, the main thing is that your money, 
to be money, should be a medium of exchange that is generally acceptable within 
the community. From the point of view of a standard of value, or from the 
Point of view of foreign exchange transactions, you may have difficulty if you 
have not got money that is a satisfactory standard of value.

Mr. Cold well : You used the expression “within the community;’’ may I 
just clarify that? Within the community or within the nation?

Dr. Clark : Within the nation.
Mr. Deachman: Is it not possible that money might be acceptable but not 

satisfactory? You might have to accept a certain form of money due to certain 
conditions, but yet that form might not be satisfactory. The question previously 
raised involves also the matter of foreign exchange, and money might be accept
able domestically but subject to violent fluctuation. I suggest also that it is 
possible the wide variations we have to-day in such currencies as the pound are 
not satisfactory, and that we should try to reach a greater degree of stability.

Dr. Clark: That is what I meant to imply by saying that these questions 
raised considerations in regard to what would be an acceptable standard of value. 
As Mr. Deachman points out, if you have a type of money as your standard of 
yalue which is subject to fluctuations, frequent, uncertain or drastic fluctuations 
in value, then you get into difficulties with your foreign exchange transactions ; 
and you get a factor which is adverse to the normal and smooth functioning of 
your processes of international trade.

Mr. Landeryou: Is it not possible, if you had a circulating medium of ex
change that was not acceptable on the markets of the world for a number of 
reasons, that within your own country the value could be stabilized? _ he are 
now discussing the effect of exchange rates upon our currency. That is due to 
dealings between countries, and your trade balance is what really affects the 
internal exchange. What I have in mind is that in Germany they are using a 
Particular type of money with which to handle their export and import business. 
^ hat do they call their marks?

Dr. Clark : Aski marks.
Dr. Landeryou : They keep accumulating in the country with which Ger 

many is dealing; they have not much value in that country, but in Germany 
they are acceptable at par.
i Dr. Clark: Not the aski marks, Mr. Landeryou. They are used for certain 
kinds of transactions by foreigners, for instance by tourists, or by traders—ex
porters and importers.

Mr. Landeryou: The point I am trying to make is this: that your currency 
does not necessarily have to fluctuate in your own country m relation to goods 
arui services just because there is a fluctuation in its value m >omc foicign 
country. Would that necessarily have to^ follow ?

Dr. Clark : No; it would not necessarily have to follow.
Mr. Quelch: Would money that is tied to a price index have a more stable 

value than money that is tied to gold?
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Dr. Clark: It might be more stable but it is very difficult to say. It 
depends, for one thing, on the index of prices that you tie to, the character of 
the index. It is conceivable that such an index might be, under certain kinds of 
internal monetary set-ups, a very highly and rapidly fluctuating criterion. That 
is one side of the picture. On the other side, you would have to consider the 
possible fluctuations of a currency tied to gold. The difficulty with gold is that 
over a rather long period of time it may tend to change in value. It has not perhaps 
great stability over a long period of time, but in the short run situations it has 
relatively great stability. I think it is exceedingly difficult to answer that ques
tion. It all depends, in the first place, on the index number of prices that you 
choose to tie to and the kind of currency you have in your own country, and on 
the other hand, the factors that are affecting the supply of and demand for gold. 
I do not think anybody could give you a precise answer to that question. You 
would have to be able to foresee what is going to happen to gold for the next 
generation or two. I do not pretend to be able to do that. It also depends on 
the index number of prices that you use, and that again depends on the kind of 
standard that you have internally for your money, the standard of value and 
how it is managed. It is conceivable that under certain conditions it might be 
a highly fluctuating standard.

Mr. Deachman : What do you mean by “tying currency to an index number”? 
Does it mean that the price level would remain the same ; that the price level 
of index in relation to currency would remain the same over a period of years?

Dr. Clark: I take it that that is the implication of the question. You 
attempt at least—whether you succeed or not is another question—to maintain 
the value of your currency at a reasonably stable level in terms of some index— 
the wholesale price level, for instance.

Mr. Vien: Within a country?
Dr. Clark: Within a country?
Mr. Deachman : Does that mean if a pair of boots is $5 today, the same 

boots would remain at $5 for a period of years?
Dr. Clark: Oh, no. You would have an index number of prices, the index 

number being based on a wide range of commodities. The prices of individual 
commodities might vary, some might go up and some might go down, but your 
index number would be an attempt to measure the average level of prices or 
value of those commodities in terms of money.

Mr. Deachman: Would I be right in suggesting that that would offer no 
solution to the present problem which has confronted Canada since 1930, of a 
very low price on agricultural products and a relatively high price on manufac
tured products? The depression in farm products might be matched by the 
upward trend in manufactured products, or, on the other hand, the price of 
imported products might rise and the price of exported products might fall?

Dr. Clark: Quite so.
Mr. Deachman: So the levelling out in that sense would be of no great 

value to the nation as a whole.
Mr. Tucker: When you have money as it has been during the past ten 

years shifting in value with deflationary movements, such industries as the 
primary industries that cannot control to the same extent their amount of 
production will be hit much harder than the manufacturing industries which can 
control their output. Therefore, deflationary movements injure primary indus
tries much more than they injure secondary industries; and a measure of refla
tionary action towards restoring the index level to what it was in 1926 would 
aimost inevitably raise the prices of primary products as compared with 
secondary products. 1 hat, I think, is something on which, as far as I am con
cerned, I should like a considered opinion, not only from the deputy minister of

[Dr. W. C. Clark.]
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finance but from the governor of the Bank of Canada. I do not think it should 
be answered without due consideration having been given to it, because it goes 
to the root of our present difficulty and is something on which I should like the 
considered opinion of the experts we have before us.

The imperial conference which was held here in Ottawa recommended a 
restoration of the level of prices as a measure of justice to our primary pro
ducers in an endeavour to lift the burden of debt, fixed charges and so on. It 
is my impression that we have not gone nearly far enough in the direction of 
following the recommendations of the imperial conference. I for one should 
like to have a considered statement, not in the form of an answer such as we 
might ask for here, but a considered statement on how far you have progressed 
in carrying out that policy, because I do not think you have progressed nearly 
far enough. You have left too heavy a burden of fixed charges upon the primary 
industries and they are breaking down under it. What I am particularly 
interested in is how far you have gone and wrhy you have not gone further. 
That is one of the fundamental questions that we are considering. I should like 
to know why you have not gone further to raise the general level of prices, and 
I think the country would be interested in having a statement of the considera
tions that have moved you in going as far as you have gone and the con
siderations that have restrained you from going further.

Mr. Deachman: There is one question I should like to ask which is 
directly related to that. I should like to know from both the governor of the 
bank and from Dr. Clark the relative importance of monetary and non-monetary 
factors in the determination of the price factors? Are they due entirely to 
monetary factors, or are there certain non-monetary factors which may deter
mine the price one way or another, and what is the relative importance?

Dr. Clark: I think the major portion of that question should be directed 
to Mr. Towers. I wish to make just one minor point. I think this question 
raises a question related to the international market which is perhaps even more 
vital in the case of primary products than the domestic market.

It is true, I think, that in the deflation which took place after 1929, the 
primary commodities and the primary producing countries were hurt more 
severely than the other commodities and other countries. But with us, and 
with most countries producing raw materials, our price level, in which we are 
particularly interested, is an international price level. Unfortunately, we have 
not got too much control, or very little control, over that international price 
level. What was attempted in the imperial conference in 1932, to which 
Mr. Tucker referred, was to get the international price level up. The dominions 
that were interested in this question were anxious, by some co-operative scheme 
involving several countries—and the United Kingdom would be of course the 
most important in any such program—to promote as far as could be done by 
monetary action a rise in the world’s level of prices,—the sterling level of prices, 
if you want to limit it a little bit more. And that just recalls to my mind Mr. 
Deachman’s point which is of course thoroughly sound—that there are monetary 
and non-monetary factors involved. Under certain situations, the monetary 
factors may be more important than tire non-monetary factors. Under other 
situations, perhaps even more frequent situations, the non-monetary factors 
may be the more important.

Mr. Tucker: I understand that each nation attending that conference 
agreed to raise its own internal price level by monetary action, and the point 
I am getting at is this: That Australia has gone, I am satisfied, much further 
along that line than we have gone. Great Britain has gone much further along 
that line than we have gone. At the time that conference was held our money 
was at quite a premium, as compared with British money. To-day they are 
on the same basis. When Great Britain and Australia and these other countries 
by monetary action raised their general price level, why do we sort of stand
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still when it would have been of great advantage to our primary producers to 
have got our money pretty well at the same discount, compared with British 
money. Australia has kept her money comparable with the money of Great 
Britain. We have the same difficulties in regard to debts ; we have the same 
primary difficulties, and the same with freight-rate structures, and so on. We 
have also the same difficulties with primary producers accommodating them
selves to the fixed charges' hanging over them, and so on.

My contention is and has been that our monetary action has been much 
more conservative than even the monetary action of England, and that it is 
putting a tremendous burden upon our primary producers. What I am interested 
in knowing is how you can justify your comparative inaction along that line as 
compared with the action of England, Australia, and so on?

Mr. Towers: I believe, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Tucker suggested that he 
would really prefer a carefully considered reply to that question. The second 
question is really perhaps an enlargement of the first. Then, there is Mr. 
Deachman’s question. I believe it would be better and make for greater clarity 
if I endeavoured to set a few notes down in black and white and make the 
answer then, because it covers a very wide field.

Mr. Tucker: I think so.
Mr. Landeryou: In regard to that question, I just have this to say: this 

fluctuation of money or using money as the yardstick to establish the relative 
value of goods and services has, to my mind, not been clarified. We have in 
Canada a great disequilibrium in the price structure as between the primary 
products and manufactured articles. Many have suggested that we raise the 
price level of the primary products in order to allow them to come in closer 
relation to the price level of secondary industries.

The point in my mind is this: is it necessary to raise the prices; if so, why? 
Or, would it not be better to lower all prices? For instance, if a man is receiving, 
we will say, a dollar a day, and can buy a suit of clothes for ten dollars, he is 
just as well off as if he is getting $10 a day and has to pay $100 for a suit of 
clothes. To my mind money has fluctuated entirely too much in the last few 
years in relation to the goods and services produced in this country. It reminds 
me of the story I heard of the Indian traders. They traded their guns for skins. 
The Indian would come with his furs and pile his skins up against a gun; and 
after he had piled up sufficient skins to reach the top of the gun standing on 
its butt, he would receive the gun. The gun was the means whereby the Indian 
lived. The traders appreciated that fact, and put great big long barrels on their 
guns, and they skinned the Indian out of his skin< with these long-barrelled 
guns. We are doing relatively the same thing. We take the dollar bill and we 
sav to the farmer: Here, you can have this dollar bill for your bushel of wheat 
this year. The next year when the farmer comes, he finds a long-barrelled 
dollar bill, and he has to put up two or three bushels of wheat in order to secure 
that dollar. The farmer is required to bring sixty pounds to the bushel of 
wheat, and it has to be No. 1, No. 2, or No. 3; it has to be graded. But he does 
not receive in exchange a form of money the same from year to year. How are 
we going to get rid of this great disequilibrium in the price structure? As I say, 
the only reason we desire to raise the price level of agricultural products is to 
allow the farmer an opportunity to meet his overhead which has been accumu
lating over the years because of the tremendous increase in municipal, pro
vincial and federal debt and taxation, as well as his own private obligations 
that he has incurred during the years.

Now, I should like to find out from those who are here to-day first, just 
what steps could be taken in order to do away with that great fluctuation? I 
know that in some countries of the world, New Zealand and other places, steps 
have been taken to stabilize the price of primary products. I should like to 
know what action should be taken by this government to stabilize these prices?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Macdonald: When the statement is being prepared by the governor of 
the Bank of Canada, will he discuss how the price level of primary products can 
be raised without affecting or raising the price level of other products? Do they 
not go hand in hand? There might be a small difference; the one might fluctuate 
a little more than the other ; primary products may fluctuate in price more than 
the so-called secondary products, but can we dissociate one from the other?

Mr. Towers: Mr. Chairman, dealing first with Mr. Landeryou’s question 
and then trying to answer it, I will at times get somewhat into the field that the 
earlier question entered ; but I should like to try to answer this one without can
celling the idea of perhaps a longer and more considered statement in respect to 
the earlier questions. It seems to me that there are two aspects to this last 
question: one relates to the general price level, the average of all prices, and 
the other relates to the price level of certain products. So far as the general 
price level is concerned, I would agree that it does not matter whether 
that level is high or low ; it does not matter what the level is so long 
as everything else in the country has been adjusted accordingly ; in other 
words, so long as a wage of one dollar is just as good as a wage of two dollars 
has been at some time in the past; but in the modern community the adjust
ments are so terrific in character, so widespread, they take so long to take place 
and they cause so much disorganization and disruption wrhile they are taking 
place that I believe it has been found that the rigidities are such that it is prac
tically impossible and certainly socially undesirable to attempt to accept, if you 
can avoid it, very wide changes in the price level.

These wide changes did take place subsequent to 1929, and we all know 
the disorganization and the suffering that they produced. It was with that 
thought in mind that the conference here, and later the world conference in 
London, I believe, agreed on the desirability of trying to restore the price level 
of 1926. They took 1926 as the year in which the price level was at a figure 
where it had been for some years. They took it from the air, so to speak. 
Whether that particular level is still desirable, I do not know ; but it was a level 
to which industry believed our wage earners and so forth had become accustomed. 
Tver since then there have been rising price levels to try and remedy some of 
the disruption caused by the great change which had taken place after 1929. I 
believe that so far as monetary action is concerned, it has gone just about as 
far as monetary action can go in most countries with that object in view. Prices 
have increased since 1932, although they are by no means on the average level 
of 1926. During the course of these years when monetary action has been 
directed in the sense that I mentioned, many other things have occurred which 
have proved far more disorganizing for business, disorganizing to an extent that 
was absolutely impossible for monetary action to offset.

Dealing for a moment with the question of specific commodities, I would say 
that no monetary action is likely to improve the position of certain products in 
relation to other products ; that even if you have generally rising price levels on 
the average, you might easily have in relation to a product of a group of prod
ucts, a falling price level. If these products are being produced in a quantity 
greater than the market warrants it will simply mean the owners of other prod
ucts, having these depressed products placed on the market in considerable 
volume, will say in effect : we won’t exchange so much of our commodity for a 
bushel of wheat; the quantity of wheat being offered is tremendous, we should 
get two bushels of wheat for the same amount of our product that we formerly 
gave for one; and no monetary action will cure that.

Mr. Coldwell: Mr. Chairman, I want to go back to the suggested state
ment, because I think that statement should cover a fairly wide field. When we 
were speaking of stability a short time ago I wondered if the officials drawing 
that statement would pay some attention to what has transpired in Sweden, 
where they did adopt a price index. I believe, as early as 1930 or 1931—I have
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forgotten just which year. Their experience, I believe, is rather an interesting 
one. I agree with the point of view that monetary action is not the only action 
that has to be taken in order to achieve stability of prices. I noticed that the 
governor of the Bank of Canada stated he thought that in many countries mone
tary action had gone as far as it was possible to go. I was wondering what 
other suggestions he would have to offer to go beyond the monetary action, be
cause I am in thorough agreement with that point of view. In our own country 
we have been talking of the severe fluctuations. I happen to have brought 
down with me a wholesale index of 1920; and based on the 1926 figure, an 
index of 100, we find this: in 1920 the wholesale index was 155-9; in 1929 it had 
dropped to 95-6; in 1937 it was 84-6; in December, 1938, it was 73-3, and in 
January, 1939, it was the same figure, 73-3.

With regard to the primary producer, I am also aware of the fact that the 
fluctuation in primary produce has been much greater than the index would in
dicate. In my opinion the question of the price of primary products is one of 
the most important that we have to face. I might just point this out, that in 
my opinion again—and if there is any other suggestion I should like to hear it— 
the fact that industrial organization has been able to stabilize to a very large 
extent their price level is due to the fact that they exercise wide control all 
across the country. In other words, we are faced with monopolies.

Just before I close what I was going to say on this point, I should like also 
to know-, when we are discussing this matter, just what steps have been taken 
and what experiments have been tried in other countries. I mentioned Sweden. 
Australia and New Zealand took the opposite course exactly to ours a few years 
ago in relation to sterling, depreciating their currency in terms of sterling. May 
I just also say in passing that, watching the fluctuation of our dollar in the 
past year, I have noticed the same sort of tendency. I am now speaking in 
round figures. A few years ago our dollar was worth one-fifth of an English 
pound, or putting it another way, the English pound was approximately worth 
five dollars in our currency. It is no worth about $4.70. That, of course, is 
not a very severe drop, but we may find that a further drop will occur.

Then, I should like to know how they have vontrolled their price levels say, 
in Germany, and how they have controlled them in Russia and how they have 
attempted to meet this situation in the United States, all of which countries 
are on different plans, and whether any of these offer any suggestions, not as a 
whole, but in part, to us. I believe we should get a clear view of just what can 
be done. I am of the opinion that while monetary control is essential yet it is 
not the only factor, and I suggest while we are considering this problem, we 
should not run off at a tangent, and think that there is a single line that we can 
follow. I believe there are a number of factors to take into consideration.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : I should like to ask Mr. Towers to consider in his state
ment a very practical question. I am not reflecting upon the theory that we 
have been discussing today but I believe we can bring one phase of it to a very 
practical issue.

For the purpose of clarifying my question, may I just intimate or set forth 
iny agreement with Mr. Landeryou on the disparity between primary products 
prices and secondary industry prices. Having that in mind, and secondly, having 
this in mind also, that the sterling area is the largest for our primary products 
in our export trade, I should like to ask two questions. In asking these ques
tions I am not casting any reflection on any one but I am rather thinking of 
the future course. My first question is this: did Canada act wisely on^the 
occasion of the departure from the gold standard of Great Britain in 1931 in 
seeking to maintain the stabilization of the Canadian dollar with the American 
dollar, rather than allowing the Canadian dollar to follow sterling? That is the 
first question. Did we act wisely at that time in the light of the "effect upon our 
primary products prices to the producer in Canada?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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My second question is simply the opposite, shall I say, of the first. The 
question is this: would it not be the wise course for Canada to attempt in its 
stabilization policy to keep the Canadian dollar closer to sterling, rather than 
maintaining it at the American dollar level? I want my question to be brief, 
and I am not going to argue or elaborate that. I should like Mr. Towers, if he 
would, to keep that in mind, the question of the practical policy for Canada in 
its stabilization efforts in its general monetary policy.

Mr. Donnelly: Following up Mr. Stevens’ suggestion I should like Mr. 
Towers in framing his answers to let us know if it would not be well for us in 
the same way to keep our dollar on a parity or somewhere near a parity with the 
Australian pound or the Argentine monetary unit, for example. These are the 
two countries with whom our farmers have to compete as agriculturists. Our 
wheat, cattle, butter, cheese and everything of that kind are in competition 
with the products of these two countries I have mentioned. Would it not be 
as well for us as an agricultural country to keep our money somewhere on a 
parity with their currency rather than the English pound or the American 
dollar?

Mr. Landeryou: It has been claimed in the evidence that I have read 
which was placed before the Rowell Royal Commission by the province of 
Manitoba particularly and Alberta, that the fact that we have kept our monetary 
policy on a par with the United States, whether deliberately or not, has cost 
the farmers of western Canada in the last three years somewhere in the neigh
bourhood of $100,000,000 a year. Is that- correct?

Mr. Towers : I wonder if I may try to reply to the questions in sequence? 
Mr. Chairman, speaking first to Mr. Stevens’ question, and thinking of the 
preparation of a later answer, I understand the question was, first of all, 
whether Canada acted wisely in keeping her dollar at a certain level in these 
earlier years, 1931 and 1932, or whether she would have been better advised 
not to have made that attempt, but rather to have done something else. To 
the best of my knowledge and belief, Canada never took any action whatever 
in the exchange market to produce any given level for the Canadian dollar. In 
other words, during that time and up to and including the present day, the 
Canadian dollar has found its own level in the market. No one that I know 
of, privately, publicly, or anyone else, has tried to peg it at a certain level or 
to arrive at a certain level. Therefore the question could be, of course : rather 
than have allowed the Canadian dollar to find its own level in the market at 
that time, 1931 to 1932, would it have been better to have taken deliberate 
steps to bring it to the level of sterling?

Mr. Tucker: Did we not export gold and establish by loans and borrow
ings with New York the level of our money with that of the United States? I 
believe there were attempts made along that line.

Mr. Towers : My strong impression is that the borrowing which took place 
in the United States at that time—I speak only as a spectator, because I did not 
know what was in the mind of the government of the day— was made because of 
necessity; that a considerable quantity of money was required at that time and 
it was thought that the domestic market could not supply it, and that was the 
reason for the loan. I believe that consideration of any influence that it might 
nave on exchange was, so far as I know, completely absent. Many of the things 
that happen from time to time might have an effect; almost anything in the 
n>arket may have an effect on exchange; but while I make the qualification 
that I do not speak from first-hand knowledge, nevertheless I feel absolutely 
c^rtain that no one during these years was thinking of the exact repercussion 
°f their actions on exchangé.

Mr. Tucker: The whole tariff policy was based, I believe, on the idea of 
cutting down imports from there and re-establishing the level of our dollar. That 
AVas the express purpose of the prime minister at that time.
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Mr. Towers: On that subject, of course, it would be impossible for me to 
claim any knowledge.

Mr. Landeryou: Had we taken action to have our money placed on a par 
with New Zealand and Australia would not the effect have been to raise the 
prices received for agricultural products in western Canada?

Mr. Towers: Yes, I believe that it would.
Mr. Landeryou: Why was action not taken? I will put it this way: since 

action was not taken did not a particular section or class of producers in Canada 
gain by having our money on a par with that of the United States? I am not 
suggesting now that it was a deliberate policy, Mr. Towers, but since that was 
the case did not a particular section of society gain by it?

Mr. Towers: I would say that while I answered in the affirmative as to 
whether the reduction in the exchange value of our money to the level of 
Australia and New Zealand would have raised the prices of the products that 
you mentioned, that, of course, is only the commencement of the story. It would 
also have raised our other prices, not overnight, but over a period of time. It 
might be tire case that even the position af agriculture would not have been 
improved with respect to its price level in relation to the prices of other things. 
It might have been improved in relation to debt. Then one would have to 
enquire whether the improvement of the agricultural price level in relation to 
debt, as in the end it presumablv would not have improved in relation to other 
things, whether that then would "have justified the action which you mentioned. 
To give an answer to that, I suppose, one would have to examine the effect o,n 
all other sections of the country. Would it have been beneficial or harmful and 
created injustice elsewhere? If so, how great would have been these injustices? 
Should they have been incurred because of the advantage to agriculture in rela
tion to debt.? That is a very difficult subject, I should say. The principle I 
have in mind is that while any action of that kind may benefit a certain section, 
the benefit is achieved at the expense of other sections and therefore, I suppose, 
the government must try to adapt its policy to the greatest good of the greaest 
number.

Mr. Landeryou: Which sections benefit by the exchange being kept on a 
par with the United States?

Mr. Towers: The change in the level of exchange, of course, is almost 
entirely an internal transfer. You do not affect the foreigner in the ordinary 
course of events by that change in level. Temporarily perhaps the foreigner 
may be affected because you sell him your products more cheaply, sometimes 
called exchange dumping. In that case the country with the depreciated 
exchange is making, shall I say, a present to the foreigner. The foreigner 
sometimes does not like it because it disrupts the market, but if the foreigner 
considers the consumer he may look on it as something he may have to accept. 
Subject to that possibility, the country with the depreciated exchange may be 
giving more generous treatment to the foreigner. The thing is an internal 
transfer.

Mr. Hill: Don’t you believe this is true: due to the fact this is a large 
farming country we would have benefited a great deal more by allowing our 
exchange to fall with the British pound than by maintaining it on a par with 
the American dollar? It is a fact that when England went off the gold standard 
in 1931 we lost millions of dollars. I know one company that lost half its 
business in the export- market and when Roosevelt lowered the gold content of 
the American dollar, two million dollars worth of exports came back within the 
month. That was a primary industry. Is it not true that the primary indus
tries suffered by this government not lowering its dollar at the same time 
as the English pound fell, as did Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, 
Norway, Sweden and Denmark, which are primary producing countries? They 
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dropped their currency overnight, the same as England did; but we maintained 
ours with the American dollar. These countries benefited. They were the 
countries that took away Canada’s exports. I do not believe that can be 
denied. There is no denying the fact the people who did benefit were the 
financial institutions and the financial- companies who had securities in the 
United States and had to pay the interest on these securities in American 
funds. They benefited, but the benefit to these industries was very much less 
than the loss to Canada as a whole. I am of the opinion, and I should like to 
have your opinion so far as you can go, that those very companies would in 
the long run, if they had been far-sighed enough, have benefited very much 
more with the prosperity of the farm industry of Canada than they gained by 
saving a little on interest.

Mr. Towers: Might I mention, first of all, that Australia and New 
Zealand, of course, had fallen below the level of the British pound before 
England left the gold standard; and as they were pegged to the British pound 
they naturally went down with it in relation to other countries.

The action of Australia and New Zealand was involuntary. They had got 
into very serious trouble; they lacked exchange prior to that time and had built 
up a very difficult internal situation which pressed on them to the extent that 
their exchange fell.

Secondly, to the question as to whether our primary industries would have 
been better off had we followed the British pound at that time in September, 
1931, I find it very difficult to give an answer. It is necessarily a question of 
opinion. It becomes still more a question of opinion if you change the ques
tion to be: Would the country as a whole have been better off? Had that 
depression of the British pound been permanent, I think I could answer yes; 
that we would have been better nearer the pound, at least, than we were. 
Whether the benefit which would have been derived during the fifteen months 
that that situation persisted—whether that benefit would have been worth 
the effort, I cannot tell and no one can tell now, I suppose.

Mr. Hill: In your judgment, do you not think that the government 
and the financial institutions of Canada are just a little over-valuing the 
importance of maintaining our dollar at a high standard in international 
finance? After all, Canada is a very small country.

Mr. Towers: "Whatever views may have been expressed on that, I would 
still say that no action was taken, and that the dollar has always found its 
own level.

Mr. Hill: I cannot agree with you.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Would you limit that, Mr. Towers, to saying, “no 

official action was taken”; that is, no declared objective was made?
Mr. Towers: I would even go so far as to say that no concealed action 

was taken.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I do not like the word “concealed.”
Mr. Towers: Perhaps I used that wrongly.
Mr. Vien: AVas there any concerted action?
Mr. Towers: No action of any kind except perhaps the repercussions 

of other actions which I personally would have thought were not taken with 
an eye to establishing any given value for the dollar.

Mr. Vien: It might be interesting to have an answer to that question, 
hot inasmuch as past events can be cured, but inasmuch as we might determine 
a sound policy for the future.

Mr. Howard: Mr. Towers, there is a great deal in what Mr. Hill said a 
minute ago as to the effect that would have been created had we depreciated 
our money as did New Zealand, which you were right in saying was by—

The Chairman: Duress.
75113—2
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Mr. Howard : Well, it was not a direct method, but it caused their money 
to increase. They took action to stabilize it and maintain it at twenty-five 
cents below the British pound. Now, had we done the same thing, there is not 
any doubt that it would have increased our export business and possibly gradu
ally increased the price of agricultural products. I think that is agreed, but I 
cannot see any benefit unless we were alone in the field with Australia and New 
Zealand. What would have happened is that the next country would do the 
same, and the next country, and so on, and where would we get off in the final 
result? If you got all the countries of the world to agree to do a certain thing 
and Canada pursued the opposite course, Canada would benefit; but they just 
do not do things that way.

Is this not a fact, that the main trouble in our situation is the disparity 
between, we will say, three classes of products? I will illustrate it this way: 
You have interest to pay on money, and you have taxes; when the crash came 
in 1929 interest rates actually increased and taxes stayed at their same level 
or increase; at the same time labour went from forty cents an hour down to 
fifteen cents an hour, or no labour at all. Then the price of farm products took 
a drop. Is it not a fact that if interest rates, or the cost of money and taxes 
were on a fair basis, considering wages for labour and the price of agricultural 
products whether they be high or low, this country would have been fairly 
prosperous? When you throw one up and the other two down, naturally you 
get in the situation that we have been trying to stem by all kinds of methods 
during the past nine years.

And are we not going along in the same way? As you know, the bankers 
of the country at the present time are only purchasing short-term loans all over 
the country. Now, when you get out of this trouble and begin to get into pros
perity, will that not affect us in exactly the opposite way, as it has in the past?

Mr. Towers : Dealing with the first part of your question where reference 
was made to the possibility of increasing exports through exchange depreciation 
and the suggestion that perhaps other people might have taken similar steps 
and therefore one cannot in these times steal a march on the other fellow in that 
way, I quite agree; and it was that that was in my mind when I suggested that 
the effect of exchange depreciation is largely an internal transfer. One may com
mence by offering a certain commodity at a lower foreign price if the exchange 
is low, because, translated into terms of Canadian dollars, that looks relatively 
a satisfactory price; which simply means that the foreigner gets the advantage 
there through obtaining this country’s products more cheaply. One’s competitors 
would then have to follow suit. So that a thing like that is liable to translate 
itself into a competition on the part of the primary producing countries to supply 
the consuming countries on a basis which is ruinous for the producers. In that 
case, it is a gift to the consuming countries.

One of the great advantages that England had during the depression—a thing 
which I do not suggest for a minute always benefits England in the long run 
because she depends on world prosperity for her existence—was that certainly 
the wind was tempered to the shorn lamb during the extreme depression years 
by the fact that England got her raw materials and food-stuffs on the bargain 
counter. I cannot conceive that that situation in the long-run benefits^the 
primary producers.

Coming back to the proposition that exchange depreciation is bv and 
large an internal transfer, it then becomes true, of course—I do not know whether 
it was obvious to the committee from the start—that it is necessarily purely a 
matter of governmental policy. It is a policy of weighing the benefits and dis
advantages in the various sections of the community—something that only the 
government can decide. Therefore, I would have to be particularly careful 
about expressing any opinion as to what the policy should be. If the govern
ment were thinking of a cetratin policy, perhaps they would consider us as
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one of their advisers, but certainly I think it would be improper for an adviser 
to suggest the formulation of any policy which was so much a governmental 
matter.

Secondly, speaking of the changes which took place subsequent to 1929, 
with particular reference to the prices of certain commodities and then to 
interest rates, I think that followed through to its logical conclusion it comes 
fo the same point that was mentioned earlier by Mr. Landeryou. That is, 
if all adjustments were made, you would be no better or worse off than you 
were before. And again I think the answer is that there are so many 
rigidities, so many long-term contracts, so many supposed short-term con
tracts in the form of wage rates which in fact cannot be changed quickly 
and an adjustment of the whole thing is such a long drawn out and disrupt
ing process—something breaks before it takes place—that it is in fact impos
sible if the change in levels is a very wide one.

Lastly, on the question of short-term loans, speaking from memory, I 
think that the amount of dominion and guaranteed indebtedness maturing 
within the next ten years is not very much different from the figures of a 
number of years ago. In other words, I do not think we have been shortening 
?n the average as we went along. To the extent that there are maturities, 
jt does not mean if interest levels were higher that the process by which the 
interest burden is being cut down would be reversed over-night, but over a 
Period of years. The point in that case is to be careful not to build up too 
large a volume of short-term indebtedness.

Mr. Quelch : I have never been aware that a country benefits by allow
ing its money to follow another country’s money down. But Mr. Towers has 
admitted, I believe, that the agriculturalists would benefit by allowing the 
Canadian dollar to follow sterling down. At the same time, it would cost us 
more to pay our debt to the United States and more for the goods we purchase 
from Europe. I take it that the government considered the disadvantages were 
Probably greater than the advantages. But we must admit this, surely; that 
even if the advantages under the policy that was maintained at that time 
Were greater than the disadvantages, then it was being maintained at a distinct 
cost to the agricultural community. There is no doubt about that. Surely 
that in itself is an absolute justification for the giving of a bonus to the agricul
turalists for maintaining a policy that penalizes them to a certain degree; 
whereas, on the other hand, it benefits the nation as a whole. That surely is 
a real reason why a bonus should be given to the agricultural community.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, there is one aspect of this question I should 
hke to direct to Mr. Towers, and that is on the question of debt. Since the 
debts not only of Canada but of the world are increasing, is it possible to 
Pay the increase in debts with a decreasing price level?

The other point I wanted to make was in reference to the difference 
between the primary producer in Canada and the manufacturer. The manu
facturer can and does meet the market by cutting down his production, 
ff he decreases his production he turns loose a certain percentage of his men 
and they are kept for him in the meantime by the community. In other 
Words, he receives a subsidy. Now, the farmer cannot do that. In the first 
Place, he must keep his fields under cultivation. After his crop is grown, no 
niatter how well he may farm, he cannot control the yield. And the greater 
the yield the lower is his price. While it may be possible for a country to 
§et along temporarily with fewer motor cars, surely we cannot ha\e too 
niuch food when we consider that half our population is underfed and
Undernourished. „ . .

Therefore, I should like to support my friend, Mr. Quelch, in his icmarks. 
bince plenty of food must be grown, and since under the existing circum- 
stances the producer is penalized for producing it, it does seem to me that 
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they have an unanswerable case when they say that in some way—I do not . 
know how; it is not my business to say—they should be subsidized. I think -, 
their claim for a subsidy is a fair one, especially when they have to meet debts 
which are of course always incurred in good times and which they cannot 
meet when the price level has fallen below that at which their debts were I 
incurred.

I just wanted to bring up those two points: first, how the increase in debts | 
can be paid with a fallen price level; and, second, the question of subsidizing I 
in some way the farmers who produced the food and who are penalized for 
making food plentiful.

Mr. Vien: Mr. Chairman, I rise on a question of order. I am looking 
at the order of reference. We have two orders. The first one is dated 
January 27, to the effect that the standing committee on banking and com
merce be empowered to examine and inquire into all such matters and things 
as may be referred to them by the house.

The only other order of reference is that the report of the Bank of 
Canada for the year ended December 31, 1938, be referred to the said com
mittee. We are bound to remain within the limits of our order of reference.
I think the first part of our discussion this morning was within the order of 
reference because wre were putting to Mr. Clark and Mr. Towers certain 
questions as to monetary policies and the effect of such monetary policies 
on the welfare of the country at large. But when it comes to raising the 
question as to whether producers of primary products should be subsidized,
I think we are certainly outside of the orders of reference.

Mr. Landeryou: We were discussing the disequilibrium in the price 
structure, then we started to discuss the effect of exchange upon the price 
level; as I understood it Mr. Towers said that we have lost considerable as 
primary producers in western Canada due to the fact that our money has 
remained at par with the United States.

Mr. Towers: No.
Mr. Landeryou: You admitted that we would have had an increase in 

price had we allowed the dollar to follow—
Mr. Towers: An increase in price which would have been offset by an 

increase in prices of the things which we consume, leaving the advantage 
in the end questionable so far as the country is concerned—such advantage 
as the farmer would gain in reference to his debt. That was provided 
he had a product to sell. In drought years when he has nothing to sell, no 
exchange level makes any difference to him.

Mr. Quelch: But suppose he can get a higher price for his products by 
letting the Canadian dollar follow the pound, he might then pay his debts.

Mr. Towers: I suggested a certain advantage might remain to the farmer 
in respect to his debts, but only of course if he had products to sell. In years 
of very severe drought the fanner who had nothing to sell naturally would 
not be interested in either the price level or the exchange level in that par- > 
ticular year because he had nothing to sell. -

Mr. Landeryou: I will admit that those who produce nothing are not 
■interested in the price level. But in western Canada, fortunately7 we have 
producers of a considerable amount of goods in every year. In certain locali
ties we have had droughts. As I understood your ansvrer it was this: That 
there would have been an increase in the price received for their commodities 
by the farmers of western Canada and that increased price would have pro
vided the purchasing power or the income necessary to meet some of their 
debts. There is no section of Canada which is suffering more heavily from 
low prices and debt than the section of our country occupied by the primary 
producers. You also stated that if there were an increase in the price of
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Primary products, in a measurable period of time there would be a correspond
ing increase in the price of secondary products; that after a period of time 
■t would balance up and that the disequilibrium between the prices of farm 
Products and those of the secondary industry would remain. The problem as 
I see it is to get rid of the disequilibrium in the price structure, and you have 
contended that no monetary action could be taken to do away with the dis
equilibrium in the price structure. What I should like to get clear in my 
niind is any suggestion you may have outside of monetary action that could 
oe taken in order to do away with that disequilibrium which exists in the price 
structure. For instance, would this action be necessary: Would it be necessary 
to fix a level beyond which the secondary prices could not rise and then take 
monetary action in order to increase the prices to primary producers in the 
form of subsidies or things of that nature? I am thinking of the establish
ment of fair and reasonable prices.

Mr. Towers: It does seem to me that with respect to methods and action 
which are non-monetary the committee would perhaps not expect me to reply. 
That does go so much into the field of governmental policy in the apportion
ment of such sacrifices that may be necessary, that I think it really is outside 
my scope.

Mr. Landeryou : Do you consider that in order to get rid of the disequili
brium some action would have to be taken outside of monetary action?

Mr. Towers : I think that follows, yes, from my thought that monetary 
action in itself cannot cure a disequilibrium between various types of prices.

Mr. Quelch: Would you not call a subsidy monetary action?
Mr. Towers : No, not in the sense in which we are speaking of monetary 

Policy to-day.
Mr. Vien: Neither would price-fixing.
Mr. Landeryou: I do not think—
The Chairman: Do not press the question too far; I think it is out 

°f order.
Mr. Landeryou: Mr. Chairman, I am not satisfied in my own mind that 

We do not have to take monetary action. I do not quite understand what 
be means or how far he intends to go. I do not understand where the 
differentiation comes in between certain kinds of action and monetary action, 
f believe a fixed price would necessitate monetary action, and I believe the 
subsidizing of primary producers would necessitate monetary action. In other 
Words, where would the money come from to establish these prices. If the 
Price level were too low, monetary action would have to be taken to raise the 
Price level. I do: not know what other action could be taken.

Mr. Towers : A government can find" money in three ways: By taxation, 
°r they might find it by borrowing the savings of the people, or they might 
bud it by action which is allied with an expansive monetary policy, that is, 
borrowing which creates additional money in the process. What has been 
happening in Canada, and I should not restrict it to any specific government, 
18 somewhat the same as what has happened in other countries, although not 
all, during the course of the last six or seven years. In other words, the total 
funds required by governments, whether for subsidies or the paying of wages, 
have been found in part by taxation, in part by borrowing the savings of 
fhe people and in part by a borrowing which has resulted because of a given 
Monetary policy during that time, in a substantial increase in the amount of 
Uioney in the form of deposits.

Mr. Landeryou: Do you say that all the monetary action that can be 
faken has been taken to do away with'the disequilibrium in the price struc
ture that exists in Canada?
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Mr. Towers: I do not think that monetary policy was ever designed to 
cure the disequilibrium as between one set of products and another. I do 
not think it was ever designed for that purpose. So that I would say it has 
gone as far as it could. If it were not designed for that purpose at all, then 
it is irrelevant.

Mr. Quelch : Even to the extent of allowing our money to follow the 
money of other countries? That is monetary policy.

Mr. Towers : Presumably. I mentioned curing the disequilibrium between 
the prices of certain commodities and other commodities. Now, monetary 
action, other things being equal, will to the extent that it has any influence 
raise the general level or lower the general level ; but there is no reason to 
suppose that it will change the relative position as between two different sets 
of commodities. Only things affecting the markets for those particular 
commodities will do that. Monetary action may influence, naturally, the 
general average of prices in either an upward or downward direction.

Mr. McGeer: I should like to go back, Mr. Chairman, to the glossary 
for a few moments, if I may. Dealing with the definition of money, Dr. Clark:

Money, in the broad sense (now sanctified by popular usage), is 
any medium of exchange which is generally acceptable in day-to-day 
business transactions and the settlement of debts and contracts.

Now, when you use the term “ generally acceptable,” what do you mean?
Dr. Clark : I mean that anybody in the community will accept it freely 

without formality, without casting any doubt upon it. You and I and every
body else will accept it freely in any business transaction, in settlement of 
debts and that kind of thing.

Mr. McGeer : Take our subsidiary coins, we have no alternative but to 
accept those in payment of a debt up to the amount which may be legal tender.

Dr. Clark: Yes, some of them are legal tender up to $5. Any creditor has 
to accept them up to $5 or $10 in payment of a debt. That is quite true. But 
I think that generally the people of Canada are quite willing to accept sub
sidiary coins for any amount, even apart from the legal tender provision.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, but the money is actually created by law and its 
acceptance compelled by law?

Dr. Clark : Only up to a certain point.
Mr. McGeer: I mean within the legal tender limits. And, of course, with 

the Bank of Canada bill there is no limit.
Dr. Clark: That is right.
Mr. McGeer: So that taking our subsidiary coins and our Bank of 

Canada bills, those two forms of money which we use are pure creatures of 
law and their use is not a matter which anybody has the right to question or 
express his opinion as to whether or not he approves of that- form or not?

Dr. Clark: That is true of your Bank of Canada notes. It is true in 
the case of subsidiary coins only up to a limited amount. In other words, 
Mr. McGeer, I do not think that it is the legal tender power or capacity given 
to these various forms of currency that you are speaking of which reallv makes 
them generally acceptable. The legal tender power is something which perhaps 
helps to make them generally acceptable, but it is not the sole reason, and 
it may not be a necessary reason. In other words, some forms of money 
which are not legal tender may be generally accepted, the public may use 
all the varieties of money even without the legal tender provision behind 
them.
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Mr. McGeer: That applies to your chartered bank-notes?
Dr. Clark: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And also to your cheques transferring bank deposits?
Dr. Clark: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: But again both chartered bank notes and bank deposits 

are creatures of law enacted by parliament, are the) not;
Dr. Clark: They are issued under the terms of provisions incorporated

in statutes, yes. , . , , ,
Mr. McGeer: We have not any money in Canada that is not created by

law, have we?Dr. Clark: Of course, I think the answer to that depends on what you 
mean by “ created by law.” They are all issued under terms of legal authority 
of some sort or another. I think perhaps the essentia P°m ' ],s J,1®! , 
while all these forms of money are issued under terms of aw , ^
enactment of one sort or another, it may not be true • 1 -
or of all the forms of money is the result of law.

Mr. McGeer: What I am getting at is this: parliament is the soiirce of 
origination of all these things that we use as a medium of exchange in Canada 
I mean, if it is a silver coin, it lias its power and its significance in some
statutory source ; is that not correct? _Dr. Clark: Yes; as I say, the conditions under which any form of money
is issued in Canada are laid down in statutory law.

Mr. McGeer: You refer particularly to the creation of a slI™r 1lar on 
page 2 of your statement to the banking and commeice con 
You say:—

Perhaps I can take the tatafSih TJSZ
ren SvTlowâncc N?w as yon know the standard tro.,
480 grains. The silver dollar contains 360 ”
three-auarters of an ounce eight-tenths fine—and if you want to you can mm quarrels oi an ounce, . metal in a silver dollar as
work out the actual intrinsic value °f the e finenegg) times the
three-quarters of one ounce times eight-ten V ^ It actuanv costs 
current price of silver which is 42 cents “ ^ overhead 26 cents 
us at the mint, to make a silver dollar, not 
or 27 cents.

We give by law to 27 cents worth of silver bullion a money value of 

100 cents, don’t we?
Mr. Vien: Forty-three cents.
Dr. Clark : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: A money value of 100 cents.
Di. Clark . ^es. convertible into anything outside
Mr. McGeer: That silver dollar is not converuoie j

°i being melted down to bullion?Dr. Clark: It is converted in practice into legal tender monex.

Mr. McGeer: Up to $5.
Dr. Clark : Up to any amount.
Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is legal tender itself.
Mr. McGeer: There would not be any conversion there.
Dr. Clark : Subsidiary silver coins are legal tender -^

Mr. McGeer: Well. now. am I ”f betoeen 72 lents and 73 cents?
government mints a silver dollar it has a l
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Dr. Clark: Overlooking the overhead costs at the mint, yes.
Mr. McGeer: The overhead costs would only be a fraction of a cent?
Dr. Clark : Very small.
Mr. McGeer: So that the government can and does create money values 

out of nothing, does it not?
Dr. Clark: Yes, it may create money values—but there is one further 

essential point there. The. amount of those substitution coins that are issued is 
limited to what the public demand is. If we should put them out by the million, 
or scores of millions, you would very soon find that these coins would become 
redundant—might not exchange at their face value.

Mr. McGeer: You can take them as legal tender.
Dr. Clark: Only up to $5 or $10.
Mr. McGeer: Do you think that there is any danger, for instance, of people 

refusing to take that kind of Canadian money in payment of pensions?
Dr. Clark: I would say this, if they were issued in very, very large amounts, 

far beyond the demand of the community for them, the real demand of the 
community for them, then they would become redundant. It would then be 
quite possible that the people would not take them at their face value.

Mr. Towers : May I break in there? May I say I have lived in a country 
where that has taken place. While people will take them if they cannot get 
anything else, the exasperation which I have seen, and which existed so far as 
people are concerned, is very considerable. They have been forced to carry 
around bags in their hands to cart away the coins.

Mr. McGeer: There are two objections to issuing that kind of money: 
one, that you might issue too much and the circulation of the coins would become 
redundant, with the possible result that there may be depreciation in their value, 
and the other objection is they are not convenient to carry.

Mr. Towers: A question of public desire, yes.
Mr. McGeer: Have you any idea of where the saturation point would be?
Dr. Clark: Well, what we do, of course, is this: the demand for coins of 

various denominations is reflected at the chartered banks throughout the country. 
At the Christmas season, for instance, in Toronto, due to heavy retail sales in the 
department stores, there may be a threatened shortage of one cent pieces, ten 
cent pieces or twenty-five cent pieces. The department stores concerned and the 
other storekeepers will go to the banks and ask for more five cent pieces, ten 
cent pieces and so on. These orders from the banks come in to the Bank of 
Canada and go to the mint, and we fill these orders in accordance with the 
demands of the public as reflected in the demands through the chartered banks.

Mr. McGeer: That, of course, is one ' demand of the public ; that is a 
demand proportionate to the volume of business being done.

Dr. Clark : Quite so.
Mr. McGeer: With the money the public has.
Dr. Clark: Quite.
Mr. McGeer: But there is another demand which you do not recognize at 

all, apparently, and that is the demand for a greater volume of money for govern
ment uses. Have you ever resorted to consideration of issuing this type of money 
as a meanas of alleviating the shortage of money for dominion, provincial and 
mnnicipal governments?

Dr. Clark : By this type of money, you mean subsidiary coins?
Mr. McGeer: Yes, silver coins,
Dr. Clark: I believe we arc supplying all the public demand there is for 

such coins.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.!
[Dr. W. C. Clark.!
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Mr. McGeer: Well, now, dealing with Governor Towers’ objection about 

the redundancy, may I say we could issue a silver certificate, could we not. 
Dr Cl\rk Y03
Mr. McGeer: That would be just as convenient as Bank of Canada money 

or chartered bank money?
Dr. Clark: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Convertible into silver coins, could we not:
Dr. Clark: Yes. * ,
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, that has been done to a very a g 

extent in the United States, has it not?
Dr. Clark: Quite so. . ,.e ,QQ
Mr. McGeer: Do you know how much in value in sihei cci 1 

now in circulation in the United States?
Dr. Clark: I think we have the figures.
Mr. McGeer: I believe it is about $1,400,000,000.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : $450,000,000?
Mr. McGeer: $1,450,000,000 is the amount now.
Dr. Clark: We shall have the figures in a moment. It was for at consia - 

able period of time $379,000,000, but it is larger now. Ihavc forgotte 
exact figure, but here it is-“Silver certificates, January 1939, $1,2b9,uuu,uuu.

Mr. McGeer: Now, Dr. Clark, I want to bring youi nttcntion 
« it has been found practicable to issue SI.269,000,000 ™r b " „ onpôr- 
cates in the United States, is there not in the use of a similar process 1 P 
tunity for Canada’s government to improve its monetary posi 1 ■
„ Dr. Clark Would they not take the place Mr' “ftfbaLda note
Canada notes? Would it not mean the issue of these ■
w°uld be reduced? , , + ....

Mr. McGeer: Well, that would very largely depend on w . 
made of that particular form of money.

Dr. Clark: What are you going to get for them.
Mr. McGeer: If we finance certain programs ^nemploy

a doHar which instead of costing the government . ^ d the cost
was able to produce at a profit of 73 cents, it certainly would icau

financing government, would it not? nroduced without the cost
Dr. Clark : The Bank of Canada note., can 1 

°f that 26 or 27 cents.
. Mr. McGeer: So that you would prefer to have Bank of Canada notes 

relieved of their gold standard reserve provision?
.. Dr. Clark: Well, I do not know that it is necessary to make a choice of 
bose two things at the present time. I go back to the point mac e >> r. 

Towers a little while ago as to the extent to which you should go in the use 
?f monetary policy to achieve auv purpose which you wish " _a( m V, . 'n,.\.

1(3 point of view of national policy. What I was trying to sa> " < ^ .*
y°o issue one dollar silver certificates in the placing of putting ou "
, ollars themselves, you will probably just be replacing Ban o anaca, ^
!n circulation, because I believe the public generally cames, a* •[ ma 01 
labit, a certain amount of paper money of one dollar dénomma ion m< 
jdber denominations. That is a question of habit, relatec o P>mc e 

Usiness activity, and so on prevailing at the time. we 1 , , • ’
°ne dollar note, it is likely merely to take the place of t ie o j .1 ,Jbat is now in circulation; so that you have a substitution of two types of 

CUrrency rather than an increase.
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Now, to the extent that you put these new silver certificates out, in pay
ment of government expenditures of some sort, in other words, expand the 
total issue of paper money, then you come to the point which Mr. Towers was 
discussing a little while ago. I believe that is in his field and he may well 
answer it.

Mr. Towers : I did not quite follow the particular point.
Dr. Clark : To the extent that silver certificates do not merely replace 

Bank of Canada notes in circulation, to the extent they are put out to expand 
the amount of paper money in circulation, then you get into the field of monetary 
policy and the appropriate amount of money that should be available or should 
be in circulation from time to time.

Mr. Towers: I see the point, although I am not quite sure whether Mr. 
McGecr meant to bring it out at the present time. I have no doubt it will 
come up in the course of discussion. As Dr. Clark said, there are two questions 
there : one is quantity and the other is kind. If quanity .remains the same, 
more of one kind will displace something of the other. Is it your thought that 
the question of quantity, in other words, the whole question of monetary policy, 
should come up at this moment, and in that case from what point of view?

Mr. McGeer: I was just dealing with one possible supply of cheaper 
Canadian money, and what I put to you is simply this: being a silver producing 
country we in Canada by following the silver certificate policy which the United 
States has adopted would have a source of funds available for government use. 
Is that not correct?

Mr. Landeryou: As an addition to what we already have.
Mr. Towers: As an addition?
Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers : If I can just develop these two sections, as kind and quantity 

are two distinct things ; speaking first in regard to kind, I think your thought 
is that even if these certificates did displace Bank of Canada notes there would 
be an improvement there, a greater profit because of the kind of money used. 
To the extent that increased Bank of Canada notes necessitated an increase in 
our gold holdings, it is true that the use of silver backing costs 25 cents—I 
must correct myself, 27 cents—and the legal gold reserve minimum so far as 
Bank of Canada notes is concerned is 25 per cent, therefore one needs only on a 
legal basis 25 cents against each dollar. In silver one has to invest 27 cents, so 
that apparently the silver would be more expensive in that sense.

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers : There is, of course, a further question which I will not try 

to evade, and that is the use which can be made of that silver reserve in case of 
necessity. If you have a reserve at all, I suppose, the only object would be the 
thought that you might want to use it some time. If you never want to use it 
there is not much point in having it. Why go to the expense of having it if you 
are not going to use it? Should you be called upon to use your silver reserve, of 
course, there is no telling what you could get for it. It may be 43 cents an ounce, 
it may be 20 cents an ounce, you cannot tell. On the other hand, with luck, it 
may be 60 cents.

Mr. McGeer: Do you recall the amount of silver you had on hand wiren 
you sold it?

Mr. Towers : Approximately $3,000,000 w-orth.
Mr. McGeer: Where was that *o!d?
Mr. Towers : Largely to the United States.
Mr. Donnelly: Is it not a fact that silver was depreciating at that time?
Mr. Towtrs : A 2 cent drop had taken place just about that time.

fMr. Graham Ford Towers.]
[Dr. W. C. Clark.]
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Mr. McGeer: If I might carry that through if Y °uhàd t^n thatver 
over to the mint and it had gone into the Canadian dollar, how mam Can 
dian dollars would you have received for it.

Mr. Towers : Presumably nearly $12,000,000 on t u ,-11' 0 0 "
Mr. McGee»: Yes; we had $3.000,000 worth of s,lve, sjuçh we <to the 

United States for «3,000.000, but which we could have turned into ■ e 
mint and received $12,000,000 of Canadian dollars.

Mr. Towers: The next step—
Mr. Howard: If the public will take it. . rpH wuu
Mr. Towers: If I may keep to that question o '”‘rtdjcates and it had 

quantity, if we had received that $12,000,000 in si\ tandin on the same 
been thought wise to keep the total quantity of moi . _ d and at the
level as before. $12,000.000 of our notes would have be n Ri c i an 
same time we would have lost $12,000,000 earning assets m the tor m g
ment securities, so that on balance we would have ^ we are erecting

Mr. Vien: If you take the Supreme Court bm^ 7 vernment bonds and
at a cost of, let us say, $250,000, and instead of is.. - { silver certificates,
borrowing money we had paid for the Supreme Co
how would it have worked out? the question of

Mr. Towers: That, of course, goes quite a . ^ embarking on a
kind and the question of quantity. I would jn t)ie quantity, the
policy which envisaged a very -Ler or gold but to use paper,
cheapest thing would be not to bother with ml
Paper would certainly be the cheapest.

Mr. McGeer: I think we are getting to that pom no 
Mr. Vien: I thought you were approaching it . ,g th&t we have the 
Mr. McGeer: The reason that I deal vit - ld not suggest for a 

Precedent of what the United States has done ;n the United States
moment that the issue of silver certificates and m „ wouid you? 
has indicated that that is not an acceptable form would have exactly

Mr. Towers: I would say that a certifi - pt a slight difference
the same appearance as a Bank of Canada plfchority, would naturally be 
m wording, and which was given legal tende
finite as acceptable. „ received for this

Mr. McGee,,: Do you know the form "'Hinted State?
»3,000.000 worth of silver that you sold toMhe other things

Mr. Towers: Yes. The proceeds of that wouia 
being equal, in the exchange market. ?

Mr.McGeer: American legal tender money pai^ ^ ^ exchange market.
Mr. Towers: No, Canadian. Vp v , , t ;t this way, we would

and we would receive $3.000,000 Canadian, net, me i invest in $3.000,000
receive $3,000,000 Canadian dollars, ^^ 011 which we would earn a 
°f dominion or provincial government . . e tdat instead of having
rate depending on the time at which v , r provincial securities
$3,000,000 in silver, we have $3,000,000 in dominion or p.
hearing interest. , ,, TT , ctnf.PS to sell as a com-

Mr. McGeer: If a man took silver 0 e certificates, could not he? 
modity he could be paid for it in American silver certinca

Mr. Towers: Yes, lie could. #*000 000 worth of silver down to
Mr. McGeer: And if he took tha $3, - d th transaction there,

New York and offered it in the market there and 
he could be paid in American silver c 

Mr. Towers : Yes, that is true.
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Mr. McGeer: Now, as a matter of fact, Mr. Towers, a good deal of our 
business in Canada to-day is being carried on in silver certificates of the 
United States, is it not?

Mr. Towers : I do not think any business in Canada is being carried on 
in silver certificates. They are not in circulation here, except in some insignifi
cant quantity.

Mr. McGeer: American tourist trade runs between $325,000,000 and 
$350,000,000 a year. I say the bulk of that trade is carried on by the expendi
ture of silver certificates in Canada?

Mr. Towers : Which we then immediately ship back to the United States.
Mr. McGeer: But they go to our banks.
Mr. Towers : They go fairly rapidly. The amount in circulation, I believe, 

is not great.
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, they do circulate in our banks and 

in our stores and amongst our own people.
Mr. Towers: That brings up another question, how much of our circulat

ing medium in Canada may be made up of the notes of other countries. 
Obviously, there are none of any importance with the exception of certain 
notes of the United States which might pass from the . tourists who spend 
them to the banks which receive them. I would be inclined to believe that 
the amount outstanding at any one time was not- very great. Naturally, it 
would be at its peak in the summer. It would quite rapidly get into the banks 
and be sent back to the United States, certainly in the autumn of each year.

Mr. McGeer: Now, do you think that if we had converted that silver 
you sold to the United States into Canadian silver dollars to the value of 
$12,000,000 it would have had a depreciating influence on the value of the 
Canadian silver dollar?

Mr. Towers : I would assume it would simply have displaced other forms 
of currency to an equal amount, and therefore that there would be—

Mr. McGeer: The question I asked you was, do you believe it would have 
any depreciating influence on the value of the Canadian silver dollar?

Mr. Towers: I should say it would have displaced other forms of currency, 
and the silver dollar would continue to be accepted at par. But I would also 
say that if there is a demand for $12,000,000, it could still be filled, that there 
is plenty of silver left to do it.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, but what I am dealing with now is the specific transac
tion, whether we should have converted it into Canadian legal tender money at 
a profit of roughly $9,000,000 over and above what we got for it. That is really 
the situation, is it not?

Mr. Towers: No, because if it displaced an equal amount of other cur
rency, we would have had to have sold $9,000,000 more of our assets to offset 
that reduction in our note issue.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, but that would not- have happened, would it, Mr. 
Towers?

Mr. Towers: There you come to the question of quantity; if it were desir
able at that stage to increase the total quantity of money by $9 000,000 or 
$12,000,000, or $15,000,000, that is another story. If it is desirable to increase 
the quantity, then one can still say what kind should be used in effecting that 
increase.

Mr. McGeer: Most of that $12,000,000 would have eventuallv found its 
way to the banks, would it not?

Mr. Towers: If the public did not want to use that silver dollar in their 
pockets, yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeek: And it would have increased the bank deposits, would it
not?

Mr. Towers : It would have increased the chartered banks cash in the first- 
instance and that would have tended then to lead them to expand their activities 
and increase their deposits, yes.

Mr. McGeer: But there is something else that it might have done. They 
might have increased their deposits with the Bank of Canada.

Mr. Towers : As the silver dollars came in to them they would have 
wanted, yes, to deposit silver dollars with us; but whether they had dcposi e 
them with us or kept them in their tills, represents the same thing so ai as 
their cash reserves are concerned ; because their cash reserves are the o a o^ 
what they have in their tills plus what they have with us. I am assuming, 01 
the moment, of course, that those silver dollars in the way you mention, v ou 
have been designed by the government as full legal tender, and that they may 
have been counted in cash. If that were not the case, if they were only lega 
tender up to a certain point and could not be included by the banks as pai 
of their cash reserves, the situation would be different.

Mr. Landeryou: I have just one question to ask you about this $12,000,000. 
Suppose the government had issued that $12,000,000 as Mr. McGeer sai ant 
had purchased $12,000,000 worth of commodities in the Baited btates—we f 
purchasing war materials—suppose we had purchased $12,000.000 worm oi 
war materials in the United States with this money, would they have accepted it.

Mr. Towers: No, the United States would not have accepted it for a 
moment. We would have had our own people accepting $12,000,000 silver dollars. 
Then the government would have $12,000,000 cash here ant icy c.ou 
bought either in Canada or gone to the exchange market for foreign fund». 
But probably, if I may say so, again speaking of kind rather than quantity, 
we would have had obviously a reduction in our circulation.iffthat' “ok pla ■ 
That is, our circulation which was displaced by the $12,000,000 silver dollars
we would have had to offset by selling securities, and theref°I'®>fl* the 
of view of the financial advantage to the government through changing
kind of money, it does not exist at all. . nnn?

Mr. McGeer: What is the total of our subsidiary coins $28,00U,UU .
Dr. Clark : It is about that. ,,, •
Mr. Towers: $29,698,000 at the end of December _ Excuse me, ^ ^ 

only silver. Including nickel and bronze it would be son » ’ ’
Dr. Clark: No; a little over $30,000,000.
Mr. Tucker: If Mr. Towers is going to prepare a statement m ^ 

to some of the questions that have been asked, I shou c i like very
answer what I suggested in my speech on February • 
much to have that dealt with in his statement.

Mr. McGeer: When we meet again I should like to confanuejxam^bg 
Mr. Towers on the problem of how we are going to nai^ , increase
pur increasing problems of defence, and what I envisage as . more
in the total cost of government unless we find some is eoin" to be
cheaply the cost of government. My own feeling is t ia pi g - £ face
very! very definitely stalemated and a situation even more ïL thl
than the one we have passed through. When we 1^®un 
opportunity of examining Mr. Towers further along ms _ ■ , ,
, Mr. Jaques : I asked Mr. Towers a question but he was mt 
he could answer. Would Mr. Towers Include the answer ^JhaMue. ion 
his notes for our next meeting. My question was as 1 - °
increased debts with a decrease in the price leve .
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Mr. Ross (St. Paul’s) : Is it not so that any considerable increase in cur
rency amounts practically to a capital levy; that is, it cannot be done for 
nothing? It must cost somebody something.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, it is now past 1 o’clock. Your question can 
be answered at the next meeting.

(At 1.05 p.m. the committee adjourned to the call of the chair.)
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APPENDIX

GLOSSARY OF MONETARY TERMS 

(Submitted by Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance)

L Money
Money, in the broad sense (now sanctified by popular usage), is any 

(Medium of exchange which is generally acceptable in day-to-day business 
transactions and the settlement of debts and contracts. .

To understand this function of money, we should contrast it with barter, 
■carter is the direct exchange of one commodit3r for another. It is .^.^con
venient and time-consuming method of trade, as it involves each individual 
^ho has some article to trade finding some other individual who wants that 
Particular article and has something of equal value to offer in exchange which 

acceptable to the first party. The inconveniences of the barter system gave 
!'lse to the development of a money economy under which the parties wishing 
0 trade first exchange the articles or services they have to sell into a go- 

octween or intermediate commodity (i.e. a medium of exchange) which can then 
e exchanged for the goods and services which they wish to secure from others.

Besides serving as a medium of exchange, money, or at least certain forms 
0 money, also perform other functions, including the following:

(1) It serves as a standard of value, as a yardstick by which the relative 
values of goods and services may be measured or then ratios of 
exchange determined, and as a unit of account, a unit in which debts 
and other contracts are expressed, in which prices are stated, and in 
which accounts are kept. (It may be noted that the standard unit of 
value, the “money of account,” may not be used widely or at all as a 
medium of exchange.)

(2) It serves as a standard of future or deferred payments, as a yard
stick by which may be measured the amount to be paid by a debtoi 
to a creditor as a result of a contractual obligation extending over a 
period of time. (Note that if the standard is one that is likely to 
fluctuate in value, this fact will increase the risks of business enter
prise, disturb the equitable relations of the money incomes of different 
social classes, and restrict the efficient functioning o ie " 10 
economic system.) .

(3) It serves as a store of value, as a means oi holding 1 111 , °™
which can be immediately used. (The average size of ani individual^s 
holdings of coins, paper money, bank deposits am g . ,. ,.
back of such currency and deposits may be taken as a rough indication 
of his use of money as a store of value. Everyone requires a certain 
stock of ready purchasing power on hand to mee ca . Lrrpnt
tingencies. This stock is a kind of revolving fund, “ ^
receipts are poured into it and new current expen ,
out of it. On the average a certain sum will be found adequate to
™„b,c the individualto pKJ. " af leïïClrÆtTp

runZrP^o,ti=5 b"l"y i a re'of vahee is an jdl? 
asset; only when he gets rid of it by spending or investing it does 
he receive benefit or gain.)
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It should be noted that these functions of money all derive from its suit
ability as a medium of exchange ; it is a means of payment, a measure of 
relative values and a means of holding wealth in liquid form only because it is 
“generally acceptable” in exchange for goods and services. In other words, the 
essence of money is general acceptability in the community concerned.

This rules out from the concept of money certain articles or commodities 
which may be sometimes used as a medium of exchange but which it is desir
able to regard not as money but as local or temporary substitutes for money.

2. Legal Tender
Legal tender or lawful money means those forms of money which by the 

law of the country concerned must be accepted in fulfilment of contracts in 
terms of money—in settlement of debts, judgments, taxes, etc.

Unlimited legal tender refers to those forms of money which are legal tender 
for a payment of any amount.

Limited or partial legal tender refers to those forms of money which are 
legal tender for payment of only a limited amount stipulated by law.

In Canada, the following forms of money are legal tender up to the amounts 
stated:—

(1) Bank of Canada notes—up to any amount. (Bank of Canada Act, 
S. 24).

(2) Canadian gold coins—up to any amount. (Currency Act, S. 8).
(3) British gold sovereigns (and any multiples or divisions thereof) of the 

weight and fineness prescribed by the laws of the United Kingdom on 
May 4, 1910, and which are not of less weight than the current weight 
specified as the least current weight at which they are legal tender in 
the United Kingdom—legal tender at the rate of $4.86-f per sovereign 
up to any amount. (Currency Act, S. 9).

(4) Canadian silver coins—up to $10 only. (Currency Act, S. 8).
(5) Canadian nickel coins—up to $5 only. (Currency Act, S. 8).
(6) Canadian bronze coins—up to 25 cents only. (Currency Act, S. 8).

Note.—Up to January 31, 1934, United States eagles, half eagles and 
double eagles, coined after January 18, 1837, were legal tender 

up to any amount. (Currency Act, S. 10).

3. Credit
Credit is a very general term and has even an intangible meaning in reference 

to a person’s or a corporation’s financial reputation. It is derived from a Latin 
word which implies “trust.” When a merchant sells goods on credit, he trusts 
his customer to pay for them in lawful money at the end of the month or on 
an agreed date. It would amount to the same thing if the merchant lent to 
the customer enough money to pay for the goods, on the understanding that 
the loan would be repaid by a certain date. To grant credit, therefore, is 
equivalent to a loan of money.

Credit is the opposite of debt. When a credit is granted, it involves both 
a creditor and a debtor—the one to whom the promise or obligation to pay is 
given and the one who gives the promise or obligation to pay. The former "has 
an asset and the latter has an outstanding liability.

For the purposes of monetary discussion, credit or credit money may be 
defined as promises or obligations to pay legal tender money, which promises 
or obligations are generally accepted by the public in the settlement of debts 
and business transactions. It will therefore be apparent that not all credit is 
money. The ordinary individual’s credit—his promise or obligation to pay 
legal tender money—is not money ; he is known and “trusted” in too limited
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circle to give his promise to pay that quality of general acceptability which is 
the essential characteristic of money. Credit money therefore must represent 
the promise or obligation to pay legal tender money on the part of some one 
or some institution (such as a government or a bank) which is sufficiently well- 
known and trusted to have its promises to pay possess the quality of general
acceptability.

Bank credit is the promise or obligation of a bank to pay legal tender 
currency.

4. Various Kinds oj Money Defined.
A. Currency—

Currency includes those forms of money (coins and notes) which 
circulate freely from hand to hand without signature, endorsement or 
other formality. In popular usage, the word “cash” is generally used 
to signify what is here included under the term “currency,” although in an 
accounting sense, “cash” on the assets side of a balance sheet includes 
both currency and bank balances (“cash on hand” and “cash in banks”) 
and later we will have to define “bank cash” in still another sense.
1. Coins—

Coins are those forms of currency issued by the State in the form of 
metal discs composed of a metal or combination of metals of a weight and 
fineness specified by law, stamped by the State to indicate and certify 
their value for monetary purposes and designed in such a way as to pre
vent clipping and sweating and to render counterfeiting difficult.

Coins are of two general classes :—
(а) A standard coin is a coin whose face value is equal or approxi

mately equal to the market value of the metal contained in it. 
The value of the coin is tied firmly to the value of the metal 
from which it is made by the device of requiring the country’s 
mints to stand ready at all times to coin any amount of the 
metal offered to it without charge or at only a slight charge.
(See more detailed discussion later under Gold Standard). When 
Canada was on the gold standard, our gold coins were standard 
coins. (They might also be called commodity money).

(б) Subsidiary coins (sometimes called token coins) are coins whose 
face value is higher, usually substantially higher, than the market 
value of the metal contained in them. They are usually com
posed1 of silver or of the base metals and are used to supply the 
need for money in small denominations—“small change.” Sub
sidiary coins are kept in circulation on a parity with standard 
coins by the adoption of the following principles for their 
regulation :—

(i) by reducing the quantity of metal in them to such an 
extent that their intrinsic value is much below their 
face value;

(ii) by limiting the quantity of them to the actual needs of 
the community for coins of their particular denomina
tions;

(iii) by limiting their legal tender quality to small sums ; and
(iv) by making them redeemable in standard money.

It will be obvious that the State makes a profit out of the coinage 
of subsidiary coins. This profit is called seigniorage—which is the 
difference between the face value and the intrinsic value of a coin less the

75113-3
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actual cost to the Government of the process of coinage including the 
purchase of necessary alloys. Brassage is a term sometimes used to 
denote the charge made by a Government for coining bullion where such 
charge does not exceed the actual cost of coinage.

Under a gold standard, where the Mint stands ready to coin gold 
bullion into gold coins in unlimited amounts (that is, any amount that 
may be offered to it by private individuals), the system is referred to as 
free coinage of gold. This does not mean that no charge is made for the 
work of coinage; if no charge is made, it is called gratuitous coinage. The 
number of standard coins, e.g. gold dollars, which may be minted from 
an ounce of gold, is fixed by law, and is the mint price of gold.

2. Paper Money or Notes
Paper money or notes represent that part of the currency which takes 

the form of the promissory notes of a Government or of a bank. These 
notes are normally payable on demand in legal tender currency, either 
explicitly or implicitly. They are a form of credit money.

In some cases, the paper note is really a warehouse receipt or 
certificate for an equivalent amount of metallic coin or bullion and is 
directly convertible into that coin or bullion. For instance, a U.S. gold 
certificate (no longer in public circulation) bears an inscription of the 
following type: “There has been deposited in the Treasury of the United
States of America ....................................  dollars in gold.” Similarly, a
United States silver certificate is redeemable at the Treasury in standard 
silver dollars.

Paper money which is actually redeemable in standard coin or bullion 
(or foreign exchange) is called convertible paper money. As long as 
paper money can be redeemed in this way without expense, delay or other 
difficulty, its value will be the same as that of the coin or bullion (or 
foreign exchange) in which it is redeemable.

Inconvertible paper money or fiat money is money which is not 
redeemable in a standard coin or bullion. Its essential quality is that its 
value is independent of the material from which it is made as well as 
independent of any promise to redeem it in any other money or commodity. 
It may possess general acceptability as money because of its relative 
scarcity, the absence of alternative means of payment, the habituation 
of the people to the use of paper money, and the fact that it may be 
given legal tender power or be made acceptable in the payment of public 
dues. It may serve the purposes of money effectively as long as individuals 
for one or more of the above reasons are confident that other people will 
accept it as a means of payment.

Active note circulation is the term used to denote the total amount 
of notes in the hands of the public, that is, after deducting the amount 
held by banks. In the case of Bank of Canada notes, a portion is always 
held by the chartered banks as part of their cash reserves. In the case of 
chartered bank notes, a portion of the notes issued by one bank may be 
deposited with another bank and held temporarily by that other bank 
until presented through the clearing house.

B. Bank Deposits
Bank deposits, like bank notes and convertible government paper money, 

represent a form of credit money—indeed the most important form of credit 
money and much the largest portion of money in general.

Bank deposits are essentially credits entered on the books of a bank 
recording the obligation of the bank to pay legal tender currency to the persons 
in whose favour the entries are made. They are transferred from one person to 
another by a written instruction which normally takes the form of a bank cheque.
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It should be noted that it is the bank deposit itself and not the cheque which 
constitutes money. The cheque is merely the mechanism of transfer—the 
instrument drawn by the holder of the deposit instructing the bank to pay legal 
tender currency to a third party in whose favour the cheque is drawn. Normally, 
also, the transfer is effected without any withdrawal of currency.

1. Chartered Bank Deposits
The deposits of a chartered or commercial bank may be classified as 

follows:—
(1) Public deposits, namely, those belonging to the general public, (indivi

duals, firms and corporations) as distinct from those belonging to 
governments or other banks.

(2) Government deposits, that is, those belonging to the dominion and 
provincial governments. While probably subject to more rapid and 
drastic fluctuations, they are otherwise not essentially different from 
public deposits.

(3) Interbank deposits, that is, deposits belonging to other banks, either 
Canadian or foreign.

Another classification is based on the legal conditions of withdrawal. 
Demand or current deposits are those payable on demand and legally transfer
able by means of cheques. Time or savings deposits are those which the banks 
do not legally need to pay except after a certain number of days’ notice or on 
a fixed date. In practice, however, Canadian banks always allow chequing 
against savings deposits and do not require notice. Normally most current 
deposits are non-interest bearing while savings deposits generally bear interest.

2. Central Bank Deposits
Central bank deposits are a special kind of money generally used only by 

hanks and governments and therefore are not generally regarded as part of 
the supply of money in the hands of the public. In Canada, Bank of Canada 
deposits are of three kinds :

(1) deposits of or balances due to chartered banks which form part of 
the cash reserves of the latter and are used for transactions between 
banks and between banks and the Government ;

(2) deposits of Quebec savings banks which are used for cash reserves 
and for transactions with other banks; and

(3) Government deposits—a portion of the cash balances of the Dominion 
Government are maintained with the Bank of Canada.

C. Bank Cash or Cash Reserves
Bank deposits, like bank notes, circulate freely as money because the public 

has confidence that the obligations they represent will be honoured by the banks 
Whenever presented. This confidence is engendered by a number of factors, 
including the past record of the banks, the legislative provisions governing the 
operations of banks and the principles according to which banks are managed. 
Dne of these principles requires the maintenance of a certain proportion of their 
assets in absolutely liquid form and the balance in certain types of assets of 
varying degrees of liquidity. Cash reserve or bank cash is the term used to 
describe these assets which a bank keeps in absolutely liquid form. In Canada, 
°nly notes of and deposits with the Bank of Canada can legally be included in 
the cash reserves of chartered banks. By law, a chartered bank must maintain 
& cash reserve in this form equal to at least 5 per cent- of its note and deposit

75113-3}
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liabilities in Canada. In practice, the chartered banks find it necessary and 
expedient to keep a substantially higher cash reserve; for the system as a 
whole it averages about 10 per cent.

The Bank of Canada is required by law to keep a gold reserve of 25 per 
cent of its note and deposit liabilities (although provision is made for a 
temporary suspension of this requirement), and may in addition keep a reserve 
in certain kinds of foreign exchange. In practice it maintains a gold reserve 
substantially higher than 25 per cent.
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6. AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF MONEY IN CANADA

I. Currency
(Thousands of dollars)

Canadian Coins1

— Total

\
Total Gold Silver Nickel Bronze Total

Bank of Canada and Dominion 
Notes1 2

Chartered
Bank
NotesTotal Active

Circulation
Held by 

Chartered 
Banks

Dec. 31, 1938...................................... 310,493 40,710 4,868 29,698 3,036 3,108 269,783 175,260 118,423 56,837 94,523
Dec. 31, 1937...................................... 306,370 39,364 4,868 28,613 2,872 3,011 267,006 165,330 111,430 53,900 101,676
Dec. 31, 1936...................................... 282,961 38,077 4,868 27,657 2,636 2,916 244,884 135,735 87,871 • 47,864 109,149
Dec. 31, 1935...................................... 255,980 37,374 4,868 27,242 2,434 2,830 218,606 99,677 59,098 40,579 118,929
Mar. 30, 1935...................................... 258,123 37,184 4,868 27,318 2,255 2,743 220,939 96,263 45,101 51,162 124,676
Feb. 28, 1935...................................... 383,162 36,904 4,868 27,100 2,209 2,727 346,258 220,280 35,232 185,048 125,978
Dec. 31, 1934...................................... 390,521 37,052 4,868 27,249 2,208 2,727 353,469 217,034 33,801 183,233 136,435
Dec. 30, 1933...................................... 352,299 37,596 4,868 28,032 2,025 2,071 314,703 182,644 30,311 152,333 132,059
Dec. 31, 1932...................................... 355,723 37,478 4,868 28,166 1,895 2,549 318,245 191,170 29,189 161,981 127,075
Dec. 31, 1931...................................... 352,604 37.201 4,868 28,265 1,726 2,342 315,403 174,390 30,479 143,911 141,013
Dec. 31, 1930...................................... 359,965 36,534 4,868 27,946 1,437 2,283 323,431 175,414 29,575 145,839 148,017
Dec. 31, 1929...................................... 415,802 36,373 4,868 27,984 1,261 2,260 379,429 203,932 31,613 172,319 175,497
Dec. 31, 1928...................................... 443,224 35,254 4,868 27,211 1,018 2,157 407,970 221,883 29,939 191,944 186,087

Notes

1 Represents the net amount of Canadian coins issued up to the dates indicated (new issues less withdrawals).
In the case of gold, no coins have been struck since 1916, and the amount shown above represents the net amount issued and outstanding up to that time. No 

coins of the United States or the United Kingdom are included.
2 Prior to the opening of the Bank of Canada (March 11, 1935) notes issued by the Dominion were legal tender in Canada. In addition to the ordinary notes for 

public circulation there were notes issued in denominationsof $1,000, $5,000 and $50,000, which were used only by the chartered banks for clearing purposes and for deposit 
in the Central Gold reserve. On March 11, 1935, the Bank of Canada assumed full obligation for the Dominion Notes outstanding as of that date, and has since 
replaced all but a small amount of such notes with bills of its own issue. Maintenance of deposits by the chartered banks in the central bank has made the use of 
the large notes for inter-bank purposes no longer necessary, and these have not been replaced.
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II. Bank Deposits

6. AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF MONEY IN CANADA—Com.
41

(Thousands of dollars)

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 31, 

Mar. 31, 

I cb. 28, 

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 30, 

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 31, 

Dec. 31, 

Dee. 31,

—

Bank of Canada

Total
Owing to 

Chartered 
Banks

Owing to 
Savings 
Banks

Owing to 
Dominion 

Governm’t

1938......................... 220,405

210,580

207,809

200,319

167.741

200,646

196,040

186,974

181,636

149,029

3,086

3,457

2,059

766

380

16,673

11,083

18,776

17,917

18,332

1937......................................

1936............................

1935

1935........................

1935............................................

1934............................................

.933............................................

1932............................................

1931.............................................

1930............................................

1929............................................

1928............................................

Chartered Banks

Total
Public Deposits (in Canada) Dominion1

and
Provincial
Governm’t

Deposits

Inter-Bank1
Deposits

Total Demand Time

2,566,567, 2,393,749 734,103 1,659,646 106,155 66,663

2,410,771 2,282,013 699,187 1,582,826 52,611 76,147

2,355,215 2,230,148 682,326 1,547,822 72,437 52.630

2,229,752 2,126,898 640,921 1,485,977 52,592 50,262

2,048,998 1,959,200 512,505 1,446,695 47,139 42,659

2,047,980 1,944,561 516,238 1,428,323 58,807 44,612

2,079,861 1,982,699 575,497 1,407,202 52,618 44.544

1,971,472 1,858,788 501,871 1,356,917 61,247 51,437

1,976,892 1,843,733 466,213 1,377,520 72,041 61,118

2,116,070 1,926,627 566,585 1,360,042 130,886 58,557

2,192,926 2,067,539 641,694 1,425,845 47,533 77,854

2,378,173 2,163,720 729,315 1,434,405 91,605 122,848

2,433,199 2,235,308 715,023 1,520,285 62,911 134,980

1 Includes deposits outside of Canada.
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6. AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF MONEY IN CANADA—Core. 

III. Total Active Money Supply 

(Thousands of dollars)

Dec. 31, 1938. 

Dec. 31, 1937. 

Dec. 31, 1936. 

Dec. 31, 1935. 

Mar. 31, 1935. 

Feb.'28, 1935. 

Dec. 31, 1934. 

Dec. 30, 1933. 

Dec. 31, 1932. 

Dec. 31, 1931. 

Dec. 31, 1930. 

Dec. 31, 1929 

Dec. 31, 1928

Total Active 
Coin

Circulation1

Total Active 
Note

Circulation2

Deposits of 
Chartered 

Banks payable 
in Canadian 

Funds3

Total Active 
Money Supply4

30,683 206,741 2,498,000 2,735,424

29,669 207.444 2,387,000 2,624,113

28,190 191,097 2,323,000 2,542,287

27,132 170,136 2,208,000 2,405,268

25,709 163,412 2,034,000 2,223,121

26,036 153,930 2,015,000 2,194,966

26,184 157,284 2,050,000 2,233,468

26,728 151,018 1,933,000 2,110,746

26,610 144,117 1,928,000 2,098,727

26,333 159,556 2,069,000 2,254,889

25,666 162,581 2,128,000 2,316,247

25,505 187,104 2,270,000 2,482,609

24,386 193,092 2,315,000 2,532,478

1 Total coins outstanding less amounts held by chartered banks (estimated prior to March, 1935) and less total gold coins assumed to be not in active circulation. 
(In fact, prior to 1932 a small amount of gold coins were in active circulation.)

2 Total of Bank of Canada notes (prior to March, 1935, Dominion Notes) and chartered bank notes outstanding less amounts of the former held by chartered 
banks and of the latter held by other chartered banks.

* Since March, 1935, these figures have been compiled by the Bank of Canada prior to that date are estimates based on the monthly returns of the chartered 
banks.

1 This is the total of the previous three columns. It should be noted that all deposits at the Bank of Canada, including those of the Dominion, are excluded.
-a
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7. Definitions relating to Monetary Standards
1. Monetary Standard.—This term refers to the type of money which is 

used as the standard unit of value. Thus, a country may be said to be on a gold 
standard, a silver standard, a paper standard or an exchange standard, depending 
on the commodity or thing which is used as the standard of value. Prior to 
1931 Canada’s monetary unit was the gold dollar (not coined), consisting of 
25-8 grains of gold fine and Canada was said to be on the gold standard.

2. The Gold Standard.—The gold standard is a monetary system in which 
the monetarv unit is defined as equal to a specified weight of gold of specified 
fineness and'the value of the country’s money is maintained, by certain devices 
referred to below, on a parity with the market value of gold both domestically 
and in free international markets.

(a) Full Gold Coin Standard
The full gold coin standard is a monetary system in which (a) the 

monetary unit is defined as a specified weight of gold of specified fineness ;
(b) gold coin is full legal tender; (c) all credit money issued by the 
Government or the Central Bank and all legal tender money other than 
gold coins, are redeemable at par in gold coin on demand ; (d) gold is 
coined without limit and without substantial seigniorage charge for all 
who bring it to the Mint; (e) there is no restriction upon the importation 
or exportation of gold in any form or upon holding gold or circulating 
gold coins; (/) the amount of money outstanding is determined, or at 
least limited, by the amount of gold reserves.
(b) Full Gold Bullion Standard

The full gold bullion standard is a monetary system in which (o) the 
monetary unit is defined as a specified weight of gold of a specified fineness;
(b) gold is not coined but gold bullion in the form of bars is full legal 
tender ; (c) all credit money issued by the Government for the central 
bank and all legal tender money, are redeemable in certain minimum 
amounts on demand at par in gold bullion (i.e., in the form of gold bars 
of a minimum size, say 400 ounces) ; (d) gold of standard fineness is 
purchased by the Treasury or Central Bank at a fixed price and without 
limitation from all who offer it; (e) there is no restriction upon the 
importation or exportation of gold in any form ; and (/) the amount of 
money outstanding is determined, or at least limited, by the amount of 
gold reserves.
(c) Limited Gold Standards

In recent years various countries have ceased to observe all the 
requirements noted above for the full gold coin or bullion standards and 
yet have maintained the value of their money in world markets equal to 
the value of a definite quantity of gold. In order to stabilize the value 
of the money in terms of gold, it is not essential that the country permit 
its residents to hold, to export or to import gold, nor that it should 
guarantee to exchange its money for gold, nor that it should regulate the 
quantity of its money in relation to gold, providing that the authorities 
themselves will buy and sell gold on the world markets for their own 
currency at a fixed price (for example, through an exchange stabilization 
fund).

In practice there are all sorts of variations.
3. The Silver Standard is the same as the gold standard but with silver 

substituted for gold.
Note: Historically many countries for long periods of time have used a 

silver standard but to-day no countries remain on the silver standard.
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4. The Bimetallic Standard.—A bimetallic standard is one where the value 
of the monetary unit is maintained equal both to a fixed quantity of gold and 
to a fixed quantity of silver. Therefore, the authorities must be prepared to buy 
and sell both silver and gold at all times and without limit at the specified fixed 
Prices. The standard of value is defined as either of the two metals, a definite 
Viantity and fineness of each being specified, e.g., 25-8 grains of gold and 412-8 
Stains of silver, each nine-tenths fine—a 16 to 1 ratio. All credit money and 
all legal tender money are redeemable at the option of the Government in 
°dher metal. There is no restriction upon the importation or exportation of 
nther metal. Both metals are full legal tender, and there is free or unlimited 
coinage of both metals.

One implication of this standard is that if the ratio between the fixed prices 
or 8°ld and silver (i.e., the coinage ratio) differs from the ratio between their 

Puces in the open markets (i.e. the market ratio), the monetary authorities will 
ave to buy one metal and sell the other until either the ratio of market prices 

comes into line with the coinage ratio, or the standard breaks down because 
'ey have sold all their stocks of one of the metals and all stocks of that metal 
ave disappeared from circulation, either by export to foreign countries or into 

non-monetary uses.
Note : No country to-day is on such a standard.
5. Exchange Standard.—An exchange standard is a monetary system 

arranged or managed so as to maintain the foreign exchange - 
monetary unit at a fixed value in terms of some other mono an - * • . ,

Thus, a gold exchange standard would be a monetary sys ei , " r^e
to the currency of some other country which is on a go i 
essentials of this system would be the following:

(а)

(б)

(c)

(d)

The standard unit of value is defined as equivalent to a fixed amount 
of the currency of a country on the gold standard which in turn is 
equivalent to a definite quantity of gold of a certain fineness.
The Government or the central bank establishes a credit balance in 
the gold standard country to whose currency it is desired to tie up. 
This credit balance may be built up by borrowing abroad or by 
depositing gold or exchange.
All credit money issued by the Government or the central bank, and. 
all legal tender money is redeemed, in minimum amounts on demand in 
gold exchange at a fixed ratio. That is, the Government agrees to 
sell drafts drawn against its bank balances in the gold standard country, 
at a price sufficiently above par to cover the cost of actually exporting 
gold to the depository country, but no higher. The sale of this gold 
exchange at such a price is equivalent to redeeming the country’s own 
money in gold delivered in the depository country, since the bank 
balances in such gold standard country are convertible into gold at par.
The Government agrees to buy bills of exchange on the depository 
country, at a discount sufficient to cover the cost of importing gold 
from that country. Thus a person having drafts on the depository 
country would receive as much domestic currency as if he were to 
obtain gold in the depository country, import it, and exchange it at 
the Treasury for domestic currency at par.

The chief advantage claimed for the gold exchange standard is^econom> in 
the use of gold. Internal circulation of'gold is dispensed "i • . 1

years, India was on a gold exchange standard—the rupee omg îec o îe 
Pound sterling of Great Britain which was then on the gold standard.
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In recent years we have had several instances of countries on a sterling 
exchange standard. Sterling today is not a gold standard but a managed 
paper standard ; hence the monetary system of a country which today is tied 
to the pound sterling might be called a paper exchange standard. The prin
ciples of regulation are the same as those described above for the gold exchange 
standard—in essence, the monetary authorities must stand ready at all times 
to buy or sell at fixed prices any amount of drafts on the country with whose 
currency the domestic currency is linked up.

6. Paper or Fiat Standard.—The so-called paper or fiat standard is a 
monetary system in which the standard unit of value is merely a unit of 
inconvertible paper money or fiat money. The essentials of such a standard 
are:—

(a) a unit of inconvertible paper money is defined as constituting the 
standard unit of value;

(b) this standard paper money is given full legal tender power; and
(c) all credit money issued by the government and the central bank, and 

all other legal tender money, are made redeemable in the standard 
paper money.

A paper standard differs from a commodity standard chiefly in the way in 
which the quantity of issue is governed. Under a commodity standard, there 
is a high degree of automatic control of supply. For instance, the supply of 
gold is directly limited by the discovery and exhaustion of gold mines and the 
costs of producing the metal. Danger of over-issue is at a minimum, because 
of the slow process of mining the metal and the cost of producing it. In 
the case of paper, the supply can be multiplied overnight. History has shown 
many instances of the danger that the supply of inconvertible paper money 
tends to be regulated by the needs of hard-pressed national treasuries and 
the capacity of the printing presses.

7. Managed Paper Standard.—A managed paper standard is a monetary 
system where a unit of inconvertible paper money constitutes the standard of 
value but where the supply of money is regulated in accordance with scientific 
principles of monetary management. Such principles include regulation of the 
supply of money in accordance with certain criteria related to the encourage
ment of full employment and optimum business activity, the trend of prices, 
the prevention of speculative excesses or other economic maladjustments, etc. 
The success of any such system will depend, of course, on the establishment of a 
regulatory body with sufficient courage and honesty to resist the temptation 
to over-issue, on the degree of intelligence and restraint exercised by that body 
in managing the system, on the extent to which their powers and the nature 
of the country’s financial and economic organization enable them to exercise 
effective control, and on the extent to which public confidence can be main
tained.

8. Other Monetary Terms.
1. Velocity of Circulation.—Velocity of circulation is a measure of the 

number of times money is used or circulated in a given period, usually the 
average number of times a year. It is obtained by estimating the total volume 
of transactions carried out by means of money and dividing this by the average 
amount of money outstanding during the period.

Sometimes it is desired to distinguish between the velocity of circulation 
of currency and that of credit. In order to estimate these two separately it is 
necessary to estimate the volume of transactions effected by currency and the 
volume of transactions effected by credit, i.e., bank deposits. The latter can be 
estimated from figures of bank debits, i.e., of cheque transactions recorded by
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the banks, but since no records are kept of many currency transactions and 
"bat records are kept are not available, it is usually very difficult to make any 
Precise estimate of the velocity of circulation of currency.

2. The Value of Money—The value of money is what money will buy. In 
order to find it we divide the unit of money by the price of that thing in terms of 
which we wish to express the value of money. For example, if the price of 
"'heat is 60 cents a bushel, the value of the dollar is 1.00—If bushels of wheat.

.60
If the price of wheat a year ago was 80 cents a bushel, the value of the dollar 
then was 1.00= If bushels of wheat. Therefore we can also say that in terms

°f wheat the dollar is now worth 133f per cent of what it was worth last M ai. 
or that its value in terms of wheat has risen by 33f per cent.

In order to state the value of the dollar we must do so in term? of ?omc 
thing which we are supposing it to buy. Generally, we do not use a sing e com 
moditv but a large group of commodities, such as '“goods at wholesale a 
state not the absolute value of the money but its value at one time relative to 
its value at another time. For this purpose, we may make use oi an inaex 
number of prices. To make an index number of prices we select a certain ciau 
as the starting point (or base period), take a representative number ot com
modities (either at wholesale or at retail), calculate the prices of these products 
to-dav (or at any other date) as percentages of what they were m the base 
Period, and ascertain the average of these percentages. There are many prob
lems connected with the selection of base periods, the choice of commodities, 
and the calculation of averages. But all methods reveal with more or less 
accuracy any general tendency affecting all commodities, that is, a change m 
the general level of prices. Such a general tendency constitutes a change i 
the value of money. That is to say, the monetary unit divided by an index 
mimber of prices may be used to measure changes in the value oi pur » 
Power of the monetary unit. ...

For example, we may compare the value of the dollar in anuary o ^ 
year with its value in January of 1933 in terms of goods at w i - r
the index of wholesale prices was 73-3 in January, 1939, < ‘ 3Q4
January, 1933. Dividing 1 by these two figures we get approximately 01364 
and .01567 which enables us to say that the value of money m ten 
sale commodities had fallen by 13-0 per cent between January, 1933 and 
January, 1939. . . . .

3. Inflation.—It is very difficult to give a precise definition of inflation, 
because the term is rarely used precisely, without qualmca ion.

Most people would agree that it involves a situation uK1<;Lp^n ^e^sunply 
°f prices is rising as a result of a process involving an 1

It seems desirable however, to use the term in a more restricted sense to
refer to a situation where prices arc rising ™^e ra^yfollowing ’ definitions "are 
merely to sound economic recovery. Hence t! e
suggested.

Inflation or real inflation is a process which involves a rise in the general 
level of prices either of an extreme character, that is, at a more rapid rate than 
!s incidental to the normal recovery of production and employment, or which 
ls not accompanied by an increase in production.

Reflation may be used to refer to the phenomenon where the general level 
°f prices is rising as a part of the process of recovery assisted by scientific 
umnetary management.
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Deliberate inflation may be defined as real inflation which is initiated, not 
by natural economic forces such, for instance, as the drastic increase in world 
production of gold which took place after 1890, but by conscious govern
mental action, for example, by an increase in the note issue of the credit base.

4. Deflation.—Deflation is less difficult to define because it is generally 
used only in the broad sense as meaning any situation where the general level 
of prices is falling as a result of a process involving a decrease in the supply 
of money.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Friday, March 31, 1939.

+v ,f ^e. Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Hell ^present: Messrs. Baker, Bercovitch, Coldwell, Deachman, Don- 
IJ)l|buc, Hill, Hushion, Ilsley, Jaques, Kinley, Kirk, Lacroix (Beauce), 
\Ia,.IITyou> Leduc, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Mallette, Maybank, 
•p ‘ lew> Moore, Plaxton, Quelch, Ross (Middlesex East), Ross (St. Paul’s), 
tucker, Vien, Ward, Taylor.—29.

nr Jn ^tendance: Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, and Mr. 
>am 1. Powers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

y In reply to questions asked by members of the Committee at the last meeting, 
Nr. Towers submitted the following written statements, viz.

(o) Monetary Policy and the Price Level;
(b) The possibility of paying increased debts with a decrease in the price 

level ;
(c) Memorandum dated March 30, 1939. f
Ordered,—That Mr. Towers’ statements be printed with this day s evi encc. 

(See Appendix “A.”)

Examination of Mr. Towers continued.

Mr. McGeer submitted a statement entitled , ^ aproceedings, 
gnomic importance” which was ordered to be printed m >
wee Appendix “B.”)

,, At the request of Mr. Tucker, Mr. Towers a^eed to ^ppl Bank
Committee with copies of the monthly Statistical bummaiy o 

of Canada.

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned to the call of the chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.

^>836—





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

March 31, 1939.
Chni>^ ° ^,oimmittee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The

Airman, Mr. XV. H. Moore, presided.
examen' ^ " ^der. When the committee adjourned Mr. McGeer was

ln® * !r‘ lowers. If the committee agrees I would suggest that Mr. 
CUeer continue with his examination.

dealing Geer: Mr. lowers, when we closed the other morning we were 
recall that? 16 51 vcr Ihat had been sold by the Bank of Canada. Do you

Mr. Towers: Yes.
We nîÎ!'ùAiCGE^:JI,SUffee8te4 if we had minted the silver into Canadian dollars 
Is {]|fl j ;m,-ehad funds available to the extent of something over $11,000,000.

Mr. Towers: Approximately, yes.
first "ti1 \ ^fc^"EE®: If I remember correctly the two objections to that were, 
dian a “ w°uid probably have pushed or retired some other form of Cana- 
lan money. Is that right?

Mi. Towers : Perhaps not in the form of an objection, but rather as a fact. 
Air. McGeer: As a result?
Mr. Towers: Yes.

for ip11/ McGeer: XV ell, now, that $11,000,000 could have been used in Canada,
• nce> I suggest to you to pay a part of the pension liability of the 

’ruon. It could have been used for that purpose, could it not?
1 ■ Powers: Yes, if that had been the monetary policy of the Dominion, 

mon-/''- McGeer: Well, as a matter of fact there would be no change in the 
do ary 0°iicy by coining silver coins, because we coin silver coins to-day, 

we not?
Mi'. Powers: We do, but we limit the amount to the demand of the public, 

bn-; ' r" McGeer: To the demand from the banks for exchange purposes in 
U8lncse; is that not correct?

fr0)>A\r' Towers: The banks, of course, simply reflect the demand they receive 
m the public.

Mr. McGeer: In a business way?
Mr. Towers: In a business way.

m0n ,■ McGeer: The demand of people for pensions, whether it be in silver 
tihki- .or °ther kinds of money, is not considered by you a demand from the 
1 u°hc is it?
çjt* Mr. Towers: I would consider that was a desire on the part of many 

j(ms for additional money.Pens' McGeer: Of course, you are aware are you not, that we only pay 
ther U-nS Canada to people who have attained the age of 70 years, and that 
and6 18 a very Iar&c demand throughout this Dominion to reduce that age to 65, 

s°me even believe that it ought to he reduced to 60. You are aware of that?
Mr. Towers: I am aware of that.

d0i Mr. McGeer: You are also aware of the fact that the reason we are not 
8 is that we are told that this country cannot afford it?
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Mr. Towers: I am not aware what the reason is; but, of course, if it was 
decided as a matter of government policy to do anything involving expenditure, 
it would be within the field of government to decide how these funds should be 
obtained.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, and as an advisor to the government, if there are funds 
available, it is your business to let the government know, is it not? That is, as 
a financial advisor to the government.

Mr. Towers : Funds available? I find it rather hard to answer that, as it 
almost seems to imply that there is a chest in which certain funds lie. The funds 
are available from the Canadian people, and of course it is a question of policy 
to decide how much government will take from one to give to another.

Mr. McGeer: That is the theory that governmental expenditure must be 
made through the medium of taxation.

Mr. Towers: Governmental expenditure may be made either through the 
medium of taxation or through borrowing, or through the issue of currency ; but 
in any event the cost to the people as a whole is there. I think the cost is much 
greater in some methods than in others, but in all three methods the country as 
a whole pays and there is no way of escaping it.

Mr. McGeer: There may be some disagreement on that. In any event, 
we have got to the point that government financing and expenditure can be 
carried out by borrowing, which means in the net result, taxation, by taxation 
direct. That, I take it, is your view; by paying out of current revenue the 
current liability, and the third is by issue of currency. If we had converted the 
$3,000,000 of silver that you sold in the United States to $11,000,000 of Cana
dian currency, would it not have been possible to place at the disposal of the 
Canadian government for the payment of pensions with no actual outlay at the 
moment, at least. $8,000,000 of Canadian currency?

Mr. Towers: The answer is yes, and it would be just as possible to do it 
through the operation of the Bank of Canada.

Mr. McGeer: If you would just answer the question—
Mr. Towers: That comes back to the question of kind again.
Mr. McGeer: We are going to deal with kind ; I am coming to that. 1

am going to give you every opportunity to deal with the question of the theory 
of increasing costs through issue of currency, but the point I am dealing with 
at the moment is that if that $3,000,000 of silver which we had in the possession 
of the Bank of Canada, and which was sold to the United States, had been 
converted into Canadian money, we could have placed at the disposal of the
Canadian government $8,000,000 for the purpose of meeting a portion of the
current pension liability. Is that correct?

Mr. Towers: Disregarding the question of the policy involved there, the 
method also would have been more expensive, of course, than doing it in some 
other form through the Bank of Canada.

Mr. McGeer: We could have done as I have outlined, could we not?
Mr. Towers : In fact, government and parliament can do anything which 

you suggest.
Mr. McGeer: We could have done that under our present policy.
Mr. Towers : Not under our present policy, no.
Mr. McGeer: Under our present power?
Mr. Towers : Under our present method and power, parliament in any 

such matter has completely sovereign power, as I need hardly say in this 
committee.

Mr. McGeer: You know the annual production of all silver in Canada?
Mr. Towers: Approximately, yes, but I do not carry the figures in my mind-

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr McGeëb: 1 ou are conversant with the agreement which was signed 
> Canada in 1933 entitled “Memorandum of heads of agreement entered into by 
ic delegates of China, India, and Spain as holders of large stocks and users of 

x er, and Australia, Canada, the United States, Mexico and Peru, as the prin- 
,eiPal producers of silver at the monetary and economic conference in London, 
ln “u'y> ^933. You are conversant with that silver agreement?

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Was it not a condition of that agreement that Canada would 

join with other countries in increasing the circulation of silver coinage?
Mr. Towers : I do not recall there was any mention in that agreement of 

nci easing the circulation of silver coinage, but Dr. Clark is very much more 
lamihar with the details of it than I am.

Mr. McGeer: In any event, you will agree that this agreement obligated 
D 0 governments included as parties to withdraw from circulation a certain 
amount of silver every year?

Mr. ^OWERS ; To buy a certain amount from the production of their country,

Mr. McGeer: AY ith a view to getting it out of circulation?
Mr. I owers : AY ith a view to taking it off the market, yes.
Mr. McGeer: That was all done with a view to stabilize the price of silver?
Mr. 1 owers : That, I believe, was the underlying thought.
Mr. McGeer: And the reason for that was to provide some measure of 

county for the operation of silver mines?
Mr. Towers: I would have to leave the answer to that question to someone 

else who knew more about the implications.
Mr. McGeer: In any event, we are a substantial silver producing country, 

are we not?
Mr. Towers: Yes.

. Mr. McGeer: So that if we utilized silver as a basis of domestic currency 
ln Canada we would aid our own silver mining industry, would we not?

Mr. Towers: I do not know; it would depend upon the price that was paid.
. Mr. McGeer: Suppose we stabilized the price at a figure that the silver 

armes could operate?
Mr. Towers : The extent of the assistance to silver mines is, of course, 

dependent on whether the Canadian price was above the world price. If it was 
the same as the world price they would not be any better off than they are now.

Mr. McGeer: No, but in any event it would be somewhat disastrous to 
me silver mining industry to have the price drop to 26 cents an ounce as it did 
a few years ago.

Mr. Towers: In that case I suppose the suggestion would be that the gov
ernment should pay more than that; in other words, pay a subsidy.

Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact that is what is being done in the United 
“fates,

Mr. Towers: Yes, it is.
Mr. McGeer: And the United States is really carrying that subsidy pro- 

gram on to Mexico and Canada, maybe not directly, but indirectly.
Mr. Towers: I have no comment to make on that.
Mr. McGeer: In any event, you will agree that the use of silver as a base 

°r reserve for Canadian domestic currency would be some measure of aid to ouf 
silver mines in Canada?

Mr. Towers: If the price paid was above the world price, yes.
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Mr. McGeer: If the price paid were a price at which the silver producer 
could continue to operate, and I mean operate at a profit.

Mr. Towers : If you will excuse my interrupting there, I do not think it is 
a monetary matter, Mr. McGeer. I think it is a question of silver subsidy and 
as such, a question of government policy. There is this further thought, that I 
believe the major quantity of silver produced in Canada is produced by very 
large, wealthy companies as a by-product. It makes a question of subsidy so 
delicate that perhaps I should not refer to it.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, and of course, one of the things that would follow is 
this: if silver lost its value the question arises as to whether nor not lead and 
zinc production could be carried on because in some instances instead of silver 
being a by-product it is the main product and the lead and zinc are the by
products.

Mr. Towers: I had been thinking of course, of such big companies as 
Consolidated Smelters, International Nickel, Noranda and so forth. I had not 
understood they were requesting a subsidy.

Mr. McGeer: No, I do not suppose they are; but you know there are a 
great many other silver propositions that are idle in Canada.

Mr. Towers: Yes; it would be rather peculiar, though, to subsidize all 
silver. If one tried to pay a subsidy in an indirect way on a monetary basis 
perhaps it would be peculiar to subsidize all silver for the sake of encouraging 
10 or 15 per cent of it.

Mr. McGeer: Well, that may be true, but in any event, if Canada is a 
silver producing country and we use silver, that at least provides another outlet 
ior the silver production of our own country. You will agree with that?

Mr. Towers : I would say that would apply to almost any other commodity.
Mr. McGeer: I know. All I want to know is whether you agree it applies 

to silver?
Mr. Towers: I would say it does not apply specifically to silver; but it 

applies to silver as well as to any other commodity.
Mr. McGeer: When the government through its central bank buys silver 

at a bullion price below the money value of the weight of bullion put into the 
coin and the government finds a way to use these coins, does not the govern
ment issue that sort of money at a profit to the government?

Mr. Towers: Yes, they do, but the profit is not as great as if they issued 
it in some other form.

Mr. McGeer: Then, if we were to take our 22,000,000 ounces of silver and 
purchase it at 40—

Mr. Towers: Forty-three cents.
Mr. McGeer: Could we not convert it into—how many Canadian silver 

dollars could we convert it into at present?
Dr. Clark : Nearly four times as much.
Mr. McGeer: And the cost would be roughly $15,000,000, would it not?
Mr. Towers: I assume so.
Mr. McGeer: And we would be able to convert that into Canadian dollars 

at 27 cents?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: That would give us slightly over $40,000,000.
Mr. Towers : 22,000,000 ounces would be approximately $9,500,000.
Mr. McGeer : Converted into silver dollars at our present price, how many 

dollars’ worth?
FMr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : Recalling that there are 27 cents worth of silver at the 
present price in each silver dollar, one would find there is about, shall we say, 
$35,000,000 worth of silver dollars.

Mr. McGeer: So that by buying $9,000,000 worth of silver we can pro
duce $35,000,000 worth of Canadian silver dollars; is that right?

Mr. Tower: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Now, then, on that transaction, if we decided to use Cana

dian silver for Canadian currency the Government of Canada could make a 
Profit on the difference between the cost of the silver and the value of the silver 
dollar that it minted.

Mr. Towers: A profit that is less than the profit they are making now.
Mr. McGeer : What I suggest to you gentlement is that while you may 

smile, you probably would bring a little smile to a great many millions of people 
m Canada if you make money acceptable to them.

The Chairman: Let us get on with the examination.
Mr. McGeer: Now you say that proposition is true but there is an even 

cheaper way of producing money than that. Do you mean by that to print 
l)aper money on a reserve of gold of 25 per cent?

Mr. Towers: I do, yes.
Mr. McGeer: Well, now, Mr. Towers, do you agree with me that there 

'ls a definite distinction between silver reserves used to sustain domestic cur
rency and gold reserves used to sustain national currency, which in the main 
ls a form of reserve cash for bank deposits, and secondly an international 
Medium of exchange of the nation?

Mr. Towers : You refer to silver used in a form to sustain domestic cur
rency. I would say this: so long as the system you have maintains the con
fidence of the people you do not need any reserve to sustain domestic currency.

Mr. McGeer: I was coming to that a little later on, but I believe it 
Dight help me, as a member of the committee, and help the members of the 
committee, to deal first with subsidiary coins in which silver plays the largest 
Part, and that is why I am dealing with silver, and then we can deal with 
banknote currency and then deal with bank deposits and cheque currency 
and then deal with Bank of Canada currency, so that there would be no diffi- 
eulty about developing what can be done with all other forms of Canadian 
currency available. That is, I am confining the matter to silver coins at the 
moment. What I would like to develop is what are the possibilities of silver 
and subsidiary coins, and then take up the others in their turn.

The Chairman : May I suggest that we should not have quite so much 
cepetition? I think we will get along faster and the record will be clearer if 
We do not have so much repetition.

Mr. McGeer: In what way?
The Chairman : Putting the same question in different wording.
Mr. McGeer: I did not know I had been guilty of that.
The Chairman : I just make the suggestion.
Mr. McGeer: I am very glad to bow to your ruling. I am ceitainh 

lrK>re than anxious to have the matter as clear as possible.
The Chairman : Yes, that is what we want.
Mr. McGeer: But sometimes we do not get the answer that \\e expect. It 

sh°uld be “yes” or “no” and it does involve repeating the question.
„ The Chairman: These questions are answered with difficulty by “yes" or 

no.”
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Mr. Viex : May I inquire from Mr. McGeer if his purpose would not be ] 
better served if Mr. Towers were requested to make a statement to the com
mittee with respect to kind and quantity of currency?

Mr. McGeer: No, I do not think so.
Mr. Viex : I thought that it would cover practically all the questions j 

that wTe have been asking so far. It might determine what are the policies j 
that affect quantity, and go into the various kinds of currency that make up ; 
that quantity.

Mr. McGeer: I believe, Mr. Chairman, this matter is of more importance j 
than that, and I would like to develop it in my own way.

Mr. Viex: I was suggesting that to my friend. I do not want to inter
fere. I thought that we would perhaps save time and reach the same objective, j 

Mr. Cold well: I think Mr. McGeer should be allowed to develop the 
matter in his own way ; but on the other hand, I think Mr. McGeer should 
allow Mr. Towers to answer in his own way.

The Chairman : Yes, quite. With that understanding we shall go ahead 
with the examination.

Mr. McGeer: If, as I said, there is a difference between a domestic cur
rency backed by silver and a national currency backed by gold—to which I 
take it you agree?

Mr. Towers: I did agree, as you will remember, that in so far as a domestic 
currency was concerned, there was perhaps no necessity for a reserve.

Mr. McGeer: What I asked you was if there was not a definite distinction 
between a domestic currency backed by silver and a national currency backed 
by gold?

Mr. Towers : The distinction, I think, would be that in case of necessity, 
the government, having sovereign powers, could force the silver on the people 
at a given rate; whereas, of course, they could not force it on any foreigner.

Mr. McGeer : That is quite true; and that is the thing that makes it a 
domestic currency and not a currency that affects international currency, does 
it not?

Mr. Towers: The question of quantity in a domestic currency will, of 
course, have its repercussions.

Mr. Landeryou: We are not discussing quantity.
Mr. McGeer: I mean to say that the issue of silver currency would 

not have the same influence on international exchange as the issue of your 
gold backed currency.

Mr. Towers: The over issue of currency in Canada will have an effect on 
international exchange, no matter what the backing is.

Mr. McGeer: I did not ask you that question. The question I asked you 
was whether or not you agreed with the statement that an issue of currency 
backed by silver would not have the same influence on international exchange 
as a currency backed by gold.

Mr. Towers: It would have exactly the same influence, in my opinion.
Mr. McGeer: It would have exactly the same influence?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Why?
Mr. Towers: It is the quantity of currency that is issued, not the back

ing, which is the major factor.
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, your international currency, that is 

your national Bank of Canada dollar, is a dollar backed by a standard of 
gold that is of universal application to-day, is it not?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : In fact, of course, we are not on andard ; so that,
except from the psychological point of view, I do not the ratio of gold
backing has any meaning at the moment. I think it has a meaning in the event of 
some considerable upset, either economic or otherwise. It has a meaning inas
much as it provides us with money that can be accepted anywhere and used 
in accordance with our needs. But as a domestic factor influencing the domestic 
value of our currency, apart from such psychological contentment as it affords 
the people, it has no meaning.

Mr. McGeer: What do you mean by an over issue of currency?
Mr. Towers: I mean an issue of money—and using the word money, in 

accordance with the glossary that has been provided, I assume that we are 
including all forms, including bank deposits, which is so large in relation to 
the needs of business that it causes an inflationary upward movement in prices.

Mr. McGeer: Do you think that, if we issue $40,000,000 a year of silver 
currency to meet the pension obligations of this dominion, it will cause an 
mflationary condition in this dominion?

Mr. Towers : I should answer that question in this way, that an issue of 
$40,000,000 additional currency in any form, whether it is backed by silver or 
not, might or might not cause an inflation. It would depend upon the condition 
°f business, the general demand for credit. It would depend upon a great many 
things. If it was carried on sufficiently long, the answer is clear—yes, it would 
cause inflation. Whether it would do so in one year or two, I cannot say.

Mr. McGeer: If you were maintaining a system of taxation that brought it 
back to the government for reissue, that would offset the inflationary tendency, 
would it not?

Mr. Towers: I cannot see much object in pushing it out with one hand 
and taking it back in the form of taxation with the other.

Mr. McGeer: No. But you would only do that to.1avo^rr^henfdJ^tIion. 
effect of inflation which is, as I think you will agree, anot ici c 1

Mr. Towers: Yes. But perhaps that object could be accomplished by n

Mr. McGeer: In other words, as long as you leaye-the Canadi^peop16 
without pensions, there would be no danger of inflation iom - . ,

Mr. Towers: The governmental policy in respect to_ that can b^mpl^- 
'nented by asking the remaining Canadian people direct .>
Surely that would be the honest thing. _ ,, , mir mim:

Mr. McGeer: But you are aware, are you not, : r^ ^ Cana(ia
cipal, provincial and dominion government are taxing t pi 
now to the extent of something more than a billion dolla » .

Mr. Towers: And spending it on the Canadian pcop c. ,
Mr. McGeer: Well, not altogether. Some of it goes^^^eople We are 

Canada, does it not? That has not been spent on t îe am Arable 0f that 
dealing with one specific issue'. I say we arc spendi g r.inadian people?
money*outside of Canada. We are not spending it all involved

Mr. Towers: No, we are not. But I would say ia 
here is somewhat of a separate matter, is it not ^ ctically every

Mr. McGeer: Arc you not aware, Mr. love , ,rreat that invest
ie of our cities in Canada the burden of taxation s
ment in real estate has been practically destroxe • , that

Mr. Towers: I would not like to nommen on ^ j do not pretend 
the situation was, in all cases, as extreme as 
to be an expert.

Y21
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Mr. McGeer: But you are aware, from your investigations, that the burden 
of debt on a great many municipalities in Canada has become unpayable and 
that they had defaulted?

Mr. Towers: Yes. Without reference to the municipal situation in itself, 
so to speak, but thinking of it in relation to the dominion and provinces, I am 
rather glad to say that the municipalities in many cases are in a much better 
position.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, but in many cases they are not?
Mr. Towers: Unfortunately, no.
Mr. McGeer: For instance, take my own city of Vancouver. I happen to 

know that situation very well.
Mr. Landeryou: Take Montreal.
Mr. McGeer: Or take Montreal. I think there is something like $140,- 

000,000 of municipal debts in Ontario in default ; and you have recently investi
gated the city of Winnipeg?

Mr. Towers: Not us, no.
Mr. McGeer: Oh, not you. As a matter of fact, I can tell you from actual 

experience as a member of the Mayors' Conference of Canada and as a former 
mayor of the city of Vancouver, that our municipalities are largely being main
tained to-day because of deferred maintenance. For instance, we lack schools, 
we lack streets, we lack hospitals, we lack innumerable necessary public services, 
including reformation of a great portion of our housing, which cannot be carried 
on because the contributive powers of the taxpayers owning real estate in cities 
has been exhausted. Would you say that this is not a fair statement?

Mr. Towers: I would not like to comment on that statement. I am sure 
you know much more about it than I do. I dare say that, apart from munici
palities, there are various provinces too which feel the pinch.

Mr. McGeer: Yes. All of our provincial governments are demanding 
some way of financing provincial expansion and provincial improvements, are 
they not?

Mr. Towers: No doubt.
Mr. McGeer: And the same thing applies to agricultural holdings, does it 

not? So acute has that situation become that we are probably going to intro
duce legislation this year to relieve that situation. F ou are acquainted with 
that fact ?

Mr. Towers: I read that- in the papers, yes.
Mr. McGeer: The point I am coming to is that if we could find some way 

of putting into circulation more of the medium of exchange necessary to meet 
the existing tax obligation, we would help the general situation, would we not, 
if we could do it without cost to- the state and to the taxpayers at large?

Mr. Towers: Unfortunately, in my opinion, it cannot be done with
out cost.

Mr. McGeer: AVhat I am saying is—we may differ on that—if we could 
find some way of putting into circulation a medium of exchange that could be 
used to meet the going concern activities, including the payment of taxes, with
out cost to the state or the people, that would help the situation, would it not?

Mr. Towers: With great respect, Mr. McGeer, that is a hypothetical 
question which I have already answered by saying that I do not believe that it 
could be done.

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: So that to put it on the basis of “it could be done” and 

expect an answer of “yes” does seem to me to be going beyond practicality so 
speak, if I may say so.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer : You will agree with me, will you not, that in the last 
twenty years throughout the world there have been carried on a great many 
experiments and changes in the monetary system with a view to making the 
supply of money for government and people less costly?

Mr. Towers: Yes, indeed. I recall the German experiment of 1923.
Mr. McGeer: Yes, we will deal with that, too. But we also have the 

German experiment of 1933 to 1939, have we not?
Mr. Towers: We have.
Mr. McGeer: And do you suggest for one moment that the Germans 

have not been able to build up, out of defeat and debt and repudiation, the 
uiost powerful military organization that Europe has ever known?

Mr. Towers: I agree. You will find that in a totalitarian state the urge toMr. Iowers: 1 agree, lou will find that in a totalitarian state the urge to 
junker with money disappears; because when everything is in the one man's 
hands, lie realizes that men and materials are what count. That is how they

Mr. McGeer: The statement is made by the German high command that 
ley are issuing currency in Germany against the productive power of that 

state, and that because they have resorted to that practice they have been able 
to reorganize the military power, the productive power and the employment 
power of the German people. You have heard that statement, have you not?

Mr. Towers: None of the Germans whose understanding of that situation 
accurate would put the monetary end in anything more than third or fourth 

P*ace. It is the other things they have done which have produced the results.
Mr. McGeer: I quite agree. But the point is that to get what they have 

secured, they had to have a medium of exchange, did they not?
Mr. Towers: No. I should say that principally they have to have laws 

determining exactly what the people should do, what they should eat, what 
j'jages they should receive and, in general, how their lives should be regulated. 
Jnce that rigid system is installed you can play pretty well any games with 

dioney that you want to play.
Mr. McGeer: But in the beginning they have to finance the production of 

ari«s, do they not?
Mr. Towers : They do; which, after a very short delay, they accomplish 

by taking it back from" the people in taxation or by making the people forego 
Consumption by some other method.

Mr. McGeer: In any event, you will agree, will you not, that to maintain 
thÇ going concern activities of the state, including the payment of taxes, the 
v°lume of currency in circulation has to be equated to the rate of progress?

Mr. Towers: To the rate of progress of the country as a whole?
Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer : You will also agree that there is a danger of having too 

^dch taxation? There can be a danger of having too much taxation ?
Mr. Towers: That is another way of saying that there is a danger of too 

Pdich governmental expenditure, perhaps.
Mr. McGeer: Yes. But whether it be from too much governmental ex

penditure or from too rapid a rate of progress, there can be such a thing as 
depression coming from too much taxation.
, Mr. Towers: Under certain circumstances, yes, when it had a very dis
rating effect.

Mr. McGeer: Yes. So that if we could find some way of reducing the 
c°«t of government by reducing the cost of financing government, that would 
ease the burden of taxation, would it not?
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Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Now I come back to this proposition of ours. Having 

22,OCX),000 ounces of silver produced annually, which can be purchased for 
$9.000,000 and reproduced in coins at the figure you gave of $35,000,000, we 
could show, in so far as the immediate results of that transaction are concerned, 
a profit on that money development of $26,000,000 a year.

Mr. Towers: But still a profit which would be less than it is through 
following the method which we now follow.

Mr. McGeer: We will deal with that later; but I say that would be true.
Mr. Kinley: Who would be paying the profit? I ask you the question, 

who would be paying the profit? Where would you get the profit from?
Mr. McGeer: Well, if my friend will read the Currency Act, he will find 

there—
Mr. Kinley: Answer my question.
Mr. McGeer: I am answering it, if you will let me.
Mr. Kinley: Answer it, then.
Mr. McGeer: Let me answer it. If you will read the Currency Act—
Mr. Kinley: Let us assume that I did.
Mr. McGeer: —there you will find that, by law, parliament has author

ized the minting of a dollar "coin and has given to that dollar coin a hundred 
cents money value, although there is only twenty cents worth of silver in the 
coin.

Mr. Kinley: You cannot perform miracles.
Mr. McGeer: That may be so.
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. McGeer: But they are doing that here. I mean, you will agree with 

the proposition—
The Chairman: I suggest that we continue with the examination.
Mr. McGeer: You will agree with the proposition that, where you create 

money values out of something which is less valuable than the money value 
that is given to it, the first issuer of that money takes a profit?

Mr. Towers: Yes, that is true.
Mr. McGeer: Yes, that is true. I mean to say there is no question about 

that. As a matter of fact, it comes back to this proposition, does it not, Mr. 
Towers—as you stated before—that money is created by the laws of parliament?

Mr. Towers: Yes; and those laws, of course, will overcome anything 
except the lack of confidence of the people.

Mr. McGeer: Absolutely. So long as you do not bring your issue of that 
kind of money to the point of disrupting the going concern activity of the state 
through the inflation of wages and prices, and the depreciation of money values, 
that currency is as safe and as sound as any other currency?

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: I do not want to go any further than is necessary, but if I 

might summarize that proposition, I should like to. We, as a silver-producing 
country, have one possible field of developing a costless currency to the state?

Mr. Towers: For the reason which I have already expressed, I could not 
answer that question in the aErmative.

Mr. McGeer: Why can you not?
Mr. Towers: Because I do not agree with the proposition.
Mr. McGeer: You say that is not a sound way of doing it?
Mr. Towers: I say it is not a costless way.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: I beg your pardon?
Mr. Towers : I say that it is not a costless way. 
Mr. McGeer: It is not a costless way?
Mr. Towers : No.
Mr. McGeer: If I buy $9,000,000 worth of silver and convert it into, say, 

$35,000,000 of money, what does it cost me?
Mr. Towers: You have tied up your $9,000,000.
Mr. McGeer: I beg your pardon?
Mr. Towers: You have tied up your $9,000,000 in silver.
Mr. McGeer: But can I not use a portion of that $35,000,000 of money 

to liquidate my liability to purchase the silver?
Mr. Towers: I assume that you have paid for the silver in the first 

'«stance. I shall put it another way, that you have a cash asset tnere oi 
$9,000,000 in silver.

Mr. McGeer: Yes?
Mr. Towers: I was putting this on the basis of silver certificates, as a 

matter of fact, so I have gone off the track a bit there. The proposition as 
y°u put it, that there is $27,000,000—

Mr. McGeer: $22,000,000.
Mr. Towers: A $24,000,000, shall we say—nine from thirty-five, $24,000,000 

"■surplus there.
Mr. McGeer: $26,000,000.
Mr. Towers: Yes, $26,000,000.

p*- There is 110 question about being able to liquidate the silver
1 rc“ase liability with the silver money that is created.
chpaf /' ' *0WERS: It- still remains true, of course, that it can be done more 

eaply with gold.
Wonn1,1' McGeer: Let us deal with the proposition that I am putting. There 
the ••] . no c?s^ il'6 stafe to create $35,000,000 worth of silver, if we purchased 

\er at the rate of 27 cents to the dollar, would there? There could not be.
Whpti *r" .i0WERS : Mr. McGeer, if I were asked to say, in another committee, 
suni i'Cr was advisable for the government to accept a tender for certain 

- es a«d that tender was $40,000, as compared with accepting another, l' Ir ___ _____ ^ Miu y^yjxx

mider at $30,000, all other things being equal, 1 
Saying that the $40,000 proposition was the best.

Mr. McGeer: I agree with you that there are other better ways, probably, 
m creating currency to pay pensions and to meet going concern ob igations than 
p's- But I am dealing with silver, and we will deal with the others later on. 

°r instance, I will give you every opportunity to deal with that when 1 come 
0 deal with your chartered bank currency.

Mr. Towers: I understand.
, Mr. McGeer: But what I want from you, if I can get it, is an acknowledg- 
tie«t that bv using our silver reserves in Canada we can provu e a cun enc 
Ï 'ich is perfectly good for meeting such domestic obligations as pensions and 

le hke, and which is not going to be a direct burden to the taxpayer
Mr. Towers : If the policy in respect to issuing it is just as pin «n. as' ' 

,.°hld be in the use of any other form of currency, and if expense i ■ ,
lQn to the government, the answer is “ yes.” But those are two ■-

Salifications. ' . t. 9
Mr. McGeer: What do you say—if expense is no consideration.
Mr. Towers: If expense is no consideration to the Sovernment. In other 

Words, if they prefer a more expensive way of doing it to a cheaper way.

I should have great difficulty in
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Mr. McGeer: We will come to that on one bill that is before the house at 
the moment. You will agree with me, will you not, that armament programs 
are the most burdensome of all programs on the taxpayer?

Mr. Towers : It depends, of course, on their size.
Mr. McGeer: My reason for saying that is that armaments are never 

self-liquidating, in a money sense, are they?
Mr. Towers: No; nor is relief, I am sorry to say.
An hon. Member: Nor are pensions.
Mr. McGeer: I am not so sure about that. In any event, a great many 

of these armaments are never used. A great many of them go into obsolescence, 
and a great many of them are scrapped. We are going to put forward a program 
of armament in Canada, as you have seen by the legislation, and it is provided 
that we are going to borrow the money for that armament program at 3 per 
cent. You know that.

Mr. Towers: I cannot say that I recall the reference to the interest rate
Mr. McGeer: It is before the house.
Mr. Towers: The interest rate is the part that I do not recall.
Mr. McGeer: I put it to you, would it not be cheaper to finance that 

armament program with the issue of a domestic currency on our silver bullion 
than it would be to borrow it at 3 per cent?

Mr. Towers: No. It would cost the people as a whole more in the end.
Mr. McGeer: How? Tell me how it would do that? You have made 

that statement. I want you to give me a reason for it.
Mr. Towers : May I just, perhaps, cover that whole question of govern

mental expenditures, because it comes in here, I think, very appropriately- 
May I just read from some notes that I have?

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: The real cost of government expenditure is use of labour 

and equipment. That is my general proposition. The real cost of government 
expenditure to the country as a whole is the amount of labour and equipment 
required to carry out the various projects. When the question is asked if we 
can finance a certain government expenditure, the fundamental problem is 
whether we can afford to devote a certain amount of our productive resources 
to the projects in question. The problem of how the government can obtain 
the money which will give it the title to the use of labour and equipment, may 
present considerable technical difficulties, but it is not the fundamental problem', 
and the particular fiscal method by which the government may decide to acquire 
the money from the public has little or no effect upon the real cost of these 
projects to the country as a whole, although it may have a considerable effect 
upon other factors in the economy.

Mr. McGeer: There is no shortage of labour in Canada.
Mr. Landeryou : That is not an answer.
The Chairman: Order.
Mr. McGeer: We have no shortage of labour in Canada. One of the 

tragedies of our Canadian life, as you are aware, is the unemployment of our 
Canadian youth, is it not?

Mr. Towers : It is.
Mr. McGeer: We have on the one hand an abundance of idle labour. 

We have an abundance of materials that can be converted into serviceable 
wealth, have we not?

Mr. Towers: I would say that a rapid affirmative to that would not con
vey the proper picture, because we have a great many people employed in 
industries which depend on export, and in some cases foreign demand is lack-

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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ing. To put those people to work profitably, if that foreign demand is perpetually 
lacking, involves a change of occupation and the revamping of the Canadian 
economy, which is a very difficult task. So that it does understate the case 
very greatly to say that we have all kinds of resources which we can use our
selves, on the present basis of our economy. Great changes might be necessary 
—-possibly ones which, if they were forced upon us, would reduce the standard 
of living.

Mr. McGeer: I want to come back. I asked you if it would not e 
cheaper to issue currency on the reserve basis of silver to finance our arma
ment program than it would be to borrow money at 3 per cent, as is contem
plated in the legislation before parliament at the moment, Lou said that your 
answer would be contained in a statement that you wished to read. Have you 
any other reasons for that belief?

Mr. Towers: The continued issue of additional currency will eventually 
make the currency worthless. That has so often been proved that 1 won er i 
is necessary for me to go into it now.

Mr. McGeer: No; because I asked you where that saturation point was 
and you told me that unless your issue of currency went so far as to bring 
about a disruption, through inflation, of prices and wages, there would be no 
disaster.

Mr. Towers: That is true; and, of course, it is on that theory, perhaps 
that we have taken such great steps in that direction in the course of the last 
few years. It would be beyond the capacity of any person to ***? v
thus far and no further. We have gone a very long way already. tossiDy 
we are getting into dangerous ground. I do not know. It might go 
further. It depends on circumstances. But that it can go on mde y, 
course, would be quite out of the question.

Mr. Landeryotj: Would you allow a question?
Mr. McGeer: Will you just let me get this? There is Justoueoier 

thing. I think probably the selection of the financing of.^hee™ t IquM 
gram was not probably as good an example as some m e ^ jnter_
hke to draw to your attention. For instance, you aie 
national trading situation generally, I take it, in your posi ion.

Mr. Towers: Yes. , , . trade
Mr. McGeer: And you are aware of certain £ in 'international trade? 

of the world, which has now become an important item m
Mr. Towers: Yes. . 1929 the trend of
Mr. McGeer: You are aware, are you no , - - European expendi

ture trade from the United States has been to laintrom 
turc and to maintain itself from the United States into Canada;

, Mr. McGeer: And that to-day Canada's receipts ^
trade are greater than the receipts of Europe fi

Mr. Towers: I do not recall the exact h^1110'" , . , t have no doubt
Mr. McGeer: You will find that in a °°futPTa,- g balance of payments 

y°u are thoroughly familiar with, the League ifc s 0f importance,
statement, where they review that statement and review it as P

Mr. Towers: Yes. _ . :ntprnati0nal trade but in
• Mr. McGeer: The changing trend _no J or^ance to us to increase 
^«national finance. Now, it is of the utmost importance+to+ ^^“auiuiuu nuance, wuw, iu u* v..~ —

•‘rever we can our sale of goods and services abroad.
Mr. Towers: Yes, indeed.

*5836-2
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Mr. McGeer: We are faced with a very serious situation on the export of 
wheat. Everyone knows that. Now, let me suggest to you that we can main
tain a tourist development program with domestic currency, because we would 
need to import very, very little to build highways and develop these things 
which are tourist attractions. You will agree with that?

Mr. Towers: I think it is very desirable to do what we can, yes.
Mr. McGeer: I think you will also agree with me, knowing Canada as 

you do, that our comparative position with that of the United States in high
ways and general attractions is considerably below the standard of our neigh
bours to the south?

Mr. Towers: Mr. McGeer, as a patriotic Canadian, I would say in high
ways in certain cases, not other attractions.

Mr. McGeer: I am thinking of the development in the states of Maine, 
Florida, California, and the world’s fair in New York—all these things.

Mr. Towers: I would expect to hear from some representative of the 
maritime provinces at any moment.

Mr. McGeer: Yes, but I have been all over the maritime provinces with 
that view in mind, studying not only the tourist trade but their marvellous 
scenery.

Mr. Hill: You are quite right. Their roads are better than any of the 
by-ways in the States.

Mr. McGeer: I am thinking of the main highways.
Mr. Hill: The main highways are perfect.
Mr. McGeer: I went around the Cabot trail and I would say they would 

need to do a little more work there. I was around Gaspe peninsula and 1 
would think there is a good deal to do there. In any event, we can do certain 
things to build up Canada’s international trade and to build up our Canadian 
tourist trade.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And if we put a costless currency into circulation to put 

our unemployed to work on Canadian materials, building highways, we would 
secure through that medium of development, Canadian assets without directly 
increasing the burden to the taxpayer.

Mr. Towers: As you say, the question was asked in respect of armaments, 
and now in respect of a different form of government expenditure.

Mr. McGeer: More domestic. I agree in an armament program imports 
of materials do play a substantial part.

Mr. Towers: Yes, of course they do, in any spending program.
Mr. McGeer: Not so much in the development of highways and tourist 

traffic.
Mr. Towers: There may be a higher percentage of domestic material and 

labour there, yes. I wonder if I might ask this: may I have the privilege of 
putting down in black and white the' answer to the main underlying question? 
Would it not be better to finance government expenditure by the issue of cur
rency? That really is the underlying question.

Mr. McGeer: Not at the moment. I will come to that later. I am 
dealing now with silver production, because I have in mind the silver miner 
and the silver industry as an important industry which produces lead, zinc, and 
other materials.

Mr. Towers: Perhaps, then, the question would be this: would it not 
be best to take care of government expenditure by issuing money and put that 
money on a silver backing in preference to some other kind?

Mr. McGeer: No, the question is this: can we not use our silver produc
tion as a basis for domestic currency and finance these kinds of developments 
more cheaply than we can by borrowing at an interest rate?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: I think that is the question that I did suggest. I would say 
the two things were the same.

Mr. Vien: I was trying to find a difference; I cannot.
Mr. Towers: If I might perhaps put down in black and white any.humble 

opinion that I may be able to express on the subject and ma ncerne(j i 
a subsequent meeting that would certainly be best so far as knowl-
will put in there anything that I can think of putting in, and then my knowi 
edge will be exhausted. T
,. Mr. McGeer: Well, now, Mr. Towers, there is one other ,f (j^l'omcSub-

thinking of the coming Royal visit. The cost to Canada considerable
stantial item in regard to a visit of that kind. It is bound to co? ee
sum of money. It might cost half a million or a million dollar .
*ith that? ' ,,,

Mr. Towers: I think the finance department would have to ansver t ia . 
, Mr. McGeer: In any event, let us assume that we taken the «her 
bullion you had and converted it into commemoration silver dollar .
°f these dollars do you think would have been taken out of ci
souvenirs? -

Mr. Towers: My understanding is the government is going Jo gam ^ 
Maximum profit possible by making these dollars available to . „ 
wants them. . , , 97

Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, if enough silver dollars minted 
cents cost were taken out as souvenirs at a dollar value, ve " , ’• ±0
American tourists, the cost of that to us could be complete y 
a profit.

Mr. Towers: Perhaps that might happen. ,. f
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact we did have on ^ ® i^silve/dollar 

George VI a commemorative silver dollar minted. It was t Y 
ever minted in Canada, was it not?

Mr. Towers: I do not recall. ,nVon n1lt
Mr. McGeer: You will agree that practically all the coins were 

of circulation?

Mr. McGeer: And do you agree that considerably more than vere minted 
w°uld have gone out of circulation had they been available.

Mr. Towers: That I do not know. . i ast eve
,Mr. McGeer: Let me put this to you: there wi J5United States, who 

pillions of American tourists, old _Britishers living 1 Quecn 0{ the United 
?dl visit Canada across the dominion to see the King < 
kingdom on this historic occasion.

Mr. Towers: Yes, I hope so. visitors take on
,, Mr. McGeer: Assuming that for °would it not?
tbe average $2; that would be a total of $10,000,0 ,

Mr. Towers: Yes. nutting that $10,000,000
f Mr. McGeer: And the cost to the government of putting

°f silver into circulation would be $2,700,000 ;
Mr. Towers: Yes. fit of $7,300,000.
Mr. McGeer: And the government d ^^t to do just that

th. Mr. Towers: Is it not the intention " doubt the mint will workJSg? It is a merchandising proposition. I have no aouoi
^bt and day to supply the demand _ mprchandising proposition.

Mr. McGeer: Yes. You say it is a merchandisi g i
75836—2J
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Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: What is the difference in merchandising silver dollars as 

souvenirs and merchandising silver dollars to secure tourist roads?
Mr. Towers: As souvenirs they are sold as souvenirs, not as money, and 

they are taken out of circulation. There is no—
Mr. McGeer: Is not the process of taking them out of circulation and 

putting them into circulation exactly the same?
Mr. Towers: I would call them a souvenir instead of a silver dollar.
Mr. McGeer: No American tourist can get one of these silver dollars 

unless he changes an American silver dollar for it, can he?
Mr. Towers: I do not see the point.
Mr. McGeer: To get a Canadian silver dollar you must buy it.
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And you must pay for that money with goods and services.
Mr. Towers: He will pay, in the first instance, a dollar for the souvenir.
Mr. McGeer: Yes; but if a Canadian labourer goes to work to build a 

highway, does not he purchase with his labour the same silver dollar?
Mr. Towers: Or any other form of currency.
Mr. Macdonald: For resale.
Mr. McGeer: He purchases that with his labour so that he can go and 

use it to purchase a pair of boots.
Mr. Towers: That is the difference.
Mr. Macdonald: You cannot do that with a souvenir.
Mr. McGeer: The souvenir man takes it out of circulation, but it would 

be much better if it were struck for building roads and buying shoes and kept 
on in circulation.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear!
Mr. McGeer: In any event, there are these amounts of silver currency 

available, which we are not employing to-day, quite apart from the reason why 
we are not employing them. That is correct, is it not?

Mr. Towers: I do not think it is apropos, Mr. McGeer. I think it is all 
a question of the total quantity of money.

Mr. McGeer: I know; but quite apart from the reasons, there are these 
sources of money supply which, whether it be from policy or because it is no* 
advisable or because it would not work out in the end, we are not using.

Mr. Towers: There is no limit to the creation of money.
Mr. McGeer: Now we come to another form of currency which you referred 

to in your statement to-day, that is chartered bank money; I mean the issue 
of chartered bank money.

Mr. Towers: Notes.
Mr. McGeer: Yes, chartered bank notes. That is a power which is giveO 

to the chartered banks of Canada under the Bank Act, is it not?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Am I correct in stating that our Bank Act provides in th6 

first instance that each bank may issue its own bank note currency up to tb6 
value of its paid up capital?

Mr. Towers : Yes, that was the law.
Mr. McGeer: That was the law originally.
Mr. Vien: It is now 80 per cent.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: Eighty per cent.
Mr. McGeer: What were the limitations other than the paid up capita , 

do you recall?
Mr. Towers: That the notes should be the first charge on the assets of the 

Particular bank; that five per cent should be maintained with the Minister o 
Finance in the circulation redemption fund; that notes are not legal tender anc 
must be taken in by the bank in exchange—

Mr. McGeer: Must be accepted as legal tender by the bank itself?
Mr. Towers: The bank must give legal tender in exchange for them a 

appropriate points. I do not recall any other provision at the moment.
Mr. McGeer: The bank must accept them in payment for their own debts;
Mr. Towers: And the double liability on the shares.
Mr. McGeer: The cost to the bank for the issue of that type of money up 

to the value of its paid up capital was a five per cent reserve of casii.
Mr. Towers: A 5 per cent reserve in the circulation redemption fund _ lh y 

w°uld also have to maintain a certain reserve of legal tender in thei 
c°nnection with outstanding circulation.

Mr. McGeer: Ten per cent?
Mr. Towers: Ten per cent. ?
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact under our present act it is 5 per cen
Mr. Towers: That is the legal minimum, but, of course, 10 per

Maintained. . ' e npr
Mr. McGeer: Our parliament has enacted that they can issue 

°ent reserve +1 + 1 r i
Mr. Towers : I should imagine that the banks would nc\cr go to

Mr. McGeer: But quite apart from what was in ^^“^^eSve?1110111’ 
wl)at they said in the act was that they could do it up to 5 pe -

Mr. Towers: They said they would not be fined unte it S 'tJ kenPag
Cent reserve. I do not think the minimum reserve properly shou 
encouraging people to go to the minimum. on a 5 per cent

Mr. McGeer: Parliament said you could issue 
'eserve of cash.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
jjjj Mr. McGeer: Is it not inclusive of the other reserve that jou spoke of a 

note ago ; that is the reserve of cash now, is it not?
Mr. Towers: I do not quite understand that. circulation

, Mr. McGeer: What you said was that the^had^P
Un<l and 10 per cent reserve of cash under th yes oniy refers to cash

Mr. Towers: The law, in referring o cas ^ would also consider its 
^serves against Canadian deposits; but m though not bound to do so by 

?°tes as being liabilities, naturally, so it would, altnouB
av/, accept— ,, „„o+ir,n \m I right in saying

n Mr. McGeer: Perhaps I can shorten c <1 - circulation fund as
would only need one reserve now, and do not ne

Mr. Towers: By law they have only a circulation fu 
Mr. McGeer: Five per cent?
Mr. Towers: Yes. f : sujng that money to the banks

i, „ Mr. McGeer: So that by law the o^t of g of printing the paper?* Row 5 per cent in the form of cash reserve ana
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Mr. Towers: And the 1 per cent tax which they pay to the government, 
yes.

Mr. McGeer: So that with five dollars of cash a Canadian bànk can issue 
a form of money that does function as money in the dominion of Canada; is 
that correct?

Mr. Towers: Yes, and
Mr. McGeer: To the value of $100?
Mr. Towers: Incidentally, at the same time, having that currency out

standing costs them more than if they had it in the form of deposits. It costs 
them about one and three-quarters per cent per annum.

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Mariner Eccles, chairman of the Federal Reserve 
Board of the United States, made a study of the cost of servicing book-keeping 
entry money, and the paper systems ; he found that the book-keeping entry sys
tem was cheaper than the other system.

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Towers, does the figure you gave a moment ago include
tax?

Mr. Towers: Including tax.
Mr. McGeer : What I want to get at is this. We are dealing with bank 

money which we have in circulation to-day. I think there is $90,000,000 of it-
Mr. Towers: Approximately.
Mr. McGeer : In circulation?
Mr. Towers : $90,000,000.
Mr. McGeer: Now, am I right in saying this, the chartered banks of 

Canada can with that form of money purchase securities?
Mr. Towers: They can, in the first instance, of course, but unless there 

is a demand for their circulation which results in a certain amount of circula
tion being outstanding—the notes will come right back to them, and have to be 
paid in some other form.

Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, take the municipality doing business 
with one of our chartered banks. Can a chartered bank take that sort of money 
and purchase municipal bonds.

Mr. Towers : So long as people are satisfied that the money is good, and 
they will only be satisfied so long as the bank is solvent.

Mr. McGeer: But they are solvent. We are satisfied with the Bank of 
Montreal.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And the Bank of Montreal with that kind of money can 

purchase municipal bonds?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And provincial and dominion bonds, no question about that?
Mr. Towers : Within certain limitations in regard to quantity yes. They 

can purchase as much as their reserves will permit.
Mr. McGeer: What I want to point out to you is this: the only reason 

why the banks can use that kind of money is that parliament has given them 
that power.

Mr. Towers: Parliament has given them the power ; the people have given 
them the confidence.

Mr. McGeer: But without the power from parliament thev could not get 
started at it.

Mr. Towers: They need both these things.
Mr. McGeer: Nobody without power from parliament can do it, can 

they? ’
[Mr. Graliam Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : No.
Mr. McGeer: Then, what we have done in parliament is to give to a bank 

the power to print money.
Mr. Towers : Within certain limitations.
Mr. McGeer: At a cost of 5 per cent plus a 1 per cent tax, plus the cost 

°f printing, we have given them that power, have we not?
Mr. Towers: Within certain limitations, yes.
Mr. Tucker: It does not cost them 5 per cent; they have to maintain 

that. It is not a cost.
Mr. McGeer: And they have in circulation and have used that kind of 

money up to $90,000,000?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer : Now, the government prints bonds, does it not?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And issues them on an interest bearing basis and exchanges 

them for that kind of money, does it not?
Mr. Towers: Only to a certain extent. The bulk of the bonds are held 

hy the people, not by the banks.
Mr. Tucker: What is the proportion?
Mr. McGeer: We will come to that later. What I want to get is this: 

that kind of money is being used continuously in the building of roads and in 
^change for goods and services in Canada, is it not?

Mr. Towers : You mean new money arising from the sale of government 
bonds to banks?

Mr. McGeer: Yes, I mean banknote currency.
Mr. Towers : Banknote currency is revolving, but not going up all the 

time.
Mr. McGeer: No, as a matter of fact it is going down; but what I am 

Pointing out is, to the extent of $90,000,000 we have bank money that is 
issued at a cost to the banks of a nominal sum.

Mr. Towers : I think it is more than nominal; it is about If per cent
Per annum.

Mr. McGeer: That money in the light of the practice of Canada is full 
Purchasing power for the banks?

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Well, do you suggest for one minute that the privilege—
Mr. Vien: It might be interesting to hear the rest of Mr. lowers answer.
Mr. Towers: It is full purchasing power for the bank, at the cost of the 

hank assuming the liability. I have always felt there was an absolutely fatal
misunderstanding in regard to the banking system as a whole, and that fatal
misunderstanding arises from the thought that deposits are assets, and that notes 
are assets. Now, so long as that thought is even in the background of people’s 
minds, any discussion of banking gets on a topsy-turvy basis, because they are 
‘'abilities. Any member of this committee can use a piece oi paper and put his 
name on it, and if he is regarded as solvent and has credit, he can use it for the 
Purpose that you mention.

Mr. McGeer: What I want to get at is this: let me give you a concrete 
'Sample and see if you will agree with me. I go into the bank with a $100 
dominion government bond and I sell it-to the Bank of Montieal, we will say, 
i|nd the Bank of Montreal gives me $100 in their money. That is a transaction, 

nat may be completed—
Mr. Towers : That is their liability to you.
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Mr. McGeer: Then I put that $100 back into the Bank of Montreal on 
deposit with them.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And it becomes the bank’s money, does it not?
Mr. Towers : Well, that is the point I am making. I am very glad you 

brought it up, because there is the whole fundamental trouble. You are 
referring to a deposit as an asset, and therefore from then on everything is 
topsy-turvy, because in fact the deposit is a liability.

Mr. McGeer: But, as a matter of fact, the bank takes charge of that 
money that I deposit and can and does use it as its own money.

Mr. Towers: No, it does not; it has bought a bond from you and given 
you its note. That note is its liability. You deposit the note and it is set up 
as an account in the books in your favour, a new account for $100. It is not 
then an asset; it is the bank’s liability and against that liability it holds for 
your account a dominion government bond that you sold to it, and that is 
the first and that is the last. There is no further move on the part of the 
bank. You intimate that every deposit with a bank is an asset from the 
banking point of view. People have been assuming that when a bank creates 
a deposit that it is an asset of the bank. On the contrary the bank goes 
through the painful process of creating a liability, which any of us can do 
within our power ; and it has to administer the assets against those created 
liabilities in a form which will maintain the confidence of the people and its 
own solvency.

Mr. McGeer: I quite agree with you and I have no fault to find with 
it; but what I am pointing out is the process of dealing with this $100 bond, 
and what I say to you is, when I hand it to the bank the bank gives me in 
exchange for an interest bearing piece of paper a non-interest bearing piece 
of paper.

Mr. Towers : Voluntarily.
Mr. McGeer: But we do it. Now, I put that money back on deposit in 

the bank, and another man comes along with a $100 bond, and it is within 
the power of the bank to use that same $100 that I have deposited to buy 
another bond.

Mr. Towers : No, unfortunately you cannot use your liability to buy any
thing. The deposit you have with the bank is its liability. It cannot use its 
liabilities to buy something.

Mr. McGeer: The liability is being transferred from that money 
altogether. The liability has been transferred from that money into an entry 
in the books of the bank which makes me a depositor and that money becomes 
free to use again.

Mr. Towers: I am sorry, Mr. McGeer, that money is the bank’s own 
note which is the bank’s liability. When you put that back in the bank it does 
not become an asset of the bank.

Mr. McGeer: Is not this a fact: out of a comparatively small amount of 
money in bank deposits, all told less than three and a half billions, we do busi
ness in Canada up to the value of thirty-five thousand million dollars a year?

Mr. Towers: That is through the people using their deposits in the banks.
Mr. McGeer: And through the circulation of this moncv over and over 

again.
Mr. Towers: Amongst these people, yes.
Mr. McGeer: But in any event, it is on that process that the banks build 

their deposits.
Mr. Towers: No.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: In part?
Mr. Towers : No, not by that process, on the turnover of deposits amongst 

the people. When a bank acquires an asset in the form of a loan or a govern
ment bond, other things being equal, its deposits will increase by the same 
amount, hence that word which most bankers detest, the “creation” of deposits ; 
but as I pointed out, when they create these deposits, they are not creating 
assets, they are creating liabilities, and their liabilities cannot exceed their 
Assets. They buy government bonds or make loans to the tune of $10,000,000 
if their cash reserves permit—if their cash ratio permits, I should say -and 
they have then on the asset side $10,000,000, but they have on the liability 
&ide $10,000,000 in deposits. These deposits, of course, move very rapidly out 
°f the hands of people to whom they first came. They are paid out in various 
forms; they circulate; that is the start and the finish of the $10,000,000; on 
°ne side $10,000,000 and on the other side $10,000,000. The bank does not just 
So and use $10,000,000 of deposits to buy $10,000,000 of fresh assets, because 
y°u cannot buy something with one of your own liabilities.

Mr. McGeer : I think we will probably come to that when I deal with 
s°me of the annual statements of the banks.

Mr. Towers: Yes, that- is the best way of doing it,
Mr. McGeer: We will deal with that, because I think you will find that 

this process pyramiding deposits obtains because the money comes back a 
number of times, and the bank can use the same money in purchasing assets. 
* quite appreciate there are other ways of building up the process.

Mr. Towers : That, of course, is the fundamental misconception. If we 
c°uld correct that it would be very helpful.

Mr. McGeer: I want to say this to you: that process- of issuing money 
H'hich is the bank’s buying power is much cheaper than the process of issuing 
national currency that I suggested, with a silver reserve, is it not ?

Mr. Towers: No, it is more expensive.
Mr MrOt-Fn- Row do vou make that out?

i. . hVir. 1 OWERtS ; IN Uj Iiu lusaco, -lav v~—-

<llrly. close to being right in the cost I give.
Mr. Vien: It would be purely operating expenses?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
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Mr. McGeer: What I was dealing with was the cost of the issue of this 
money to the banks ; that is, the $90,000,000 worth of paper currency, and the 
question I put to you was, the issue of the currency would be cheaper to the 
banks than the cost of issuing a silver currency on a 27-cent dollar would be 
to the government?

Mr. Towers : Is the cost to the banks less in issuing their currency than a 
silver dollar would be to the government? That is a very difficult question to 
answer because I do not see its application.

Mr. McGeer: I am perfectly willing that you should leave it there, because 
to me I think that the question is obvious. Where it cost the government 27 
cents to create a dollar, and the banks get the privilege of creating it at the 
cost of 5 cents, it seems to me to be elementary that the cost to the bank is much 
cheaper than the cost to the government would be. I do not know whether you 
will agree with that.

Mr. Towers: The question of taxation on the banks enters into it as well, 
of course.

Mr. McGeer: That is only 1 per cent. In any event, that is not important. 
There are two forms of currency that we have. Now I come to bank deposit 
currency. Is it generally accepted now in Canada, in the United States, and in 
countries which have adopted modern banking practice, that approximately 
95 per cent or more of the total monetary transactions of the nation are carried 
on by cheques?

Mr. Towers: I dare say that is the figure.
Mr. McGeer: So that the cheque transferring bank deposits has become 

our pre-eminent medium of exchange?
Mr. Towers: The bank deposits themselves are. The cheque is the 

implement for the transfer, of course.
Mr. McGeer: I mean to say it is the cheque that makes the transfer 

possible?
Mr. Towers: Or any other form of order which transfers, yes.
Mr. McGeer: I am talking about what we generally use in the going con

cern activities of the people and the nation.
Mr. Towers: Yes. I would object to the use of “cheque money,” for that 

implies that the cheques remain outstanding. The deposits are the money and 
they turn over.

Mr. McGeer: I mean to say the deposit in the banker’s book is the actual 
money.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: That is, it is not money; but it is the effective substitute 

for money which modern practice in banking and commerce has developed?
Mr. Towers : Exactly.
Mr. McGeer: So that 95 per cent of our monetary transactions are now 

carried on by using a medium which is an efficient and effective substitute for 
money?

Mr. Towers: Which, in fact, is money for the purpose of our discussion.
Mr. McGeer: Therefore, those who are empowered to issue bank deposits 

as a substitute for money are the ones who . control the volume of the medium 
of exchange in circulation?

Mr. Towers : No, they do not; because their powers to do it are limited 
by legislation.

Mr. McGeer: Within these powers of their legislation.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : And the amount of the cash reserve, which is determined 
by the Bank of Canada, determines the extent to which the chartered banks 
can go in the way that you mentioned.

Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, the fact is that 95 per cent of our 
monetary transactions are now maintained by the use of bank deposits. That is 
the fact. So that under the powers enjoyed by the banks under our laws, they do 
lssue 95 per cent of the medium of exchange, or they issue the medium of 
exchange which transacts 95 per cent of the business of the people and the state.

Mr. Towers: There is a point I should like to make there. The two and 
a half billion dollars of Canadian deposits do not belong to the banks. They 
belong to the people who use them and transfer them as they wish. As a 
matter of fact, the speed with which they transfer them is also very important, 
m a monetary sense—the velocity of circulation. Over that the banks have no 
control. In regard to the total quantity of deposits, that depends on banking 
action, which in turn depends on our action, which in turn depends on the 
Parliament of Canada. Once the deposit is in the hands of the individual, it 
ls bis property. He deals with it as he wishes to do.

Mr. McGeer: Here is what I am getting at. I am dealing with the ques- 
ll°n of the issue of money. Our subsidiary coin is issued by the state. There 
ls no question about that, is there?

Mr. Towers: That is right.
Mr. McGeer: Our bank note currency is issued by the banks under the 

Powers which the bank laws give them?
Mr. Towers: And by the Bank of Canada, yes.
Mr. McGeer: We are dealing with the chartered banks now.
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer : The Bank of Canada has not anything to do with the issue 

the chartered banks’ notes.
Mr. Towers: No. Although, of course, our own circulation is larger than 

that of the banks.
Mr. McGeer: I am coming to that later on, because I think that is most 

Important. But the other form of money—that is, the bank deposit money 
Is issued by the banks.

Mr. Towers: Is placed in the hands of the people as a result, of bank 
activities, yes; and so long as the people have confidence in the banks

Mr. McGeer: I am not talking about the use of money.
The Chairman : Order. Will you allow Mr. Towers to finish?
Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: Once it is there, it is the property of the depositors^ I do 

mar that somewhere in the discussion we are coming back to the thought that 
those deposits are the property of the banks.

Mr. McGeer: No. I have not that idea at all, and I am not dealing with 
that phase of it. That is a phase which we will deal with later on, I hope. Bm 
* am dealing with the power to issue that form of money. 1 hat is a privilege o 
the chartered banks.

Mr. Towers : That has been banking for centuries, yes.
Mr. McGeer: Well, that is a privilege of the chartered banks.
Mr. Towers: Yes, exactly.
Mr. McGeer: It is a right which they have, subject to all the restrictions 

and limitations of the law.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
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Mr. McGeer: Am I right in saying that a bank deposit can be created in 
this way? A banker can purchase a dominion government bond by accepting 
from the government, we will say, a bond for $1,000 and giving to the govern
ment a deposit in the bank of $1,000?

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: When a bank takes a bond from the government, what the 

government receives is a credit entry in the banker’s book showing the banker 
as a debtor to the government to the value of $1,000?

Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And in law all that the bank has to hold in the way of cash 

to issue that deposit liability is 5 per cent?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer : You are aware that our banks now hold one billion four 

hundred odd million dollars of municipal, provincial and dominion securities?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: That form of money costs less to issue than chartered bank 

notes or subsidiary coin?
Mr. Towers: I am sorry. It costs more; 3 per cent.
Mr. McGeer: What is that?
Mr. Towers: Approximately 3 per cent.
Mr. McGeer : How do you make up that 3 per cent?
Mr. Towers: Because 3 per cent is the cost of operation of the banks. If 

you are in the business, your costs of operation are there.
Mr. McGeer: I know; but the cost of operation includes a great many other 

things besides the issue of money.
Mr. Towers: And many other things have to be done in conjunction with 

the issue of money, to remain in the banking business.
Mr. McGeer: Yes. But that 3 per cent is paid for by the people who borrow 

money from the banks at 6 per cent and 7 per cent, is it not?
Mr. Towers: On the costs side, the banks have to meet their general cost 

of operation, wages and so forth, and the cost of interest to their depositors. I 
am neglecting for the moment, depreciation, taxes, dividends, and so forth. Their 
costs, therefore, shall we say, are three millions for each one hundred of millions 
of assets. Naturally they have revenues on the other side, some of which come 
from interest from borrowers, some of which come from government securities 
and some of which come from the other minor services that they render. They 
have to hope that on the revenue side this will bring them in a little more than 
an average of 3 per cent on their total assets. It does bring them in a fraction 
more than that, yes.

Mr. McGeer: What I am dealing with is the cost of issuing that form of 
money. That may be one item of cost sn the bank’s operations, but included 
in that 3 per cent cost there are a great many other operations, are there not?

Mr. Towers: Not that I know of.
Mr. McGeer: For instance, there are all the costs of servicing the depositors.
Mr. Towers: Yes. But as you say, they have the privilege of creating 

deposits. That privilege naturally carries the privilege of servicing the deposi
tors, and that carries its costs.

Mr. McGeer: Yes; but in the cost of 3 per cent is included all other things 
besides the cost of issuing the deposits?

Mr. Towers : No. I would say that they are part of the cost of being in 
the banking business. If you were not in the business, you could not issue the 
deposits.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: The question I put to you is this. The cost of issuing bank 
deposit money—and I am dealing with the cost of issuing that money, not of 
servicing it and all the rest of it—is less than the cost of issuing paper money?

Mr. Towers: I cannot agree with that, Mr. McGeer, because I cannot 
picture a situation where a bank issues a deposit and then suddenly disappears 
mto thin air into another country and says, “We will not service it.”

Mr. McGeer: Did you not tell me a few minutes ago that the cost of bank 
deposit money was proven, but the investigation of the Federal Reserve system, 
to be less than the cost of issuing paper money? We had that on record a 
minute ago.

Mr. Towers : You said that Mr. Eccles told you that. Perhaps I accepted 
that without sufficient scrutiny. You said that was the result of an investi
gation lie had made, and he had told you.

Mr. McGeer: He did not tell me that. It was told to the American 
Congress.

Mr. Towers: I thought he told you.
Mr. McGeer : No. It was told to the American Congress which was making 

the enquiry.
Mr. Tower: My proper answer would have been, “I am unaware of what 

he said”.
Mr. McGeer: Where do you get your information?
Mr. Towers: My information of Canada?
Mr. McGeer: On the difference in the costs of issuing paper money and 

bank deposit money.
Mr. Towers: My information in respect to the general operation of the 

banks in Canada, as I say, comes from no published statistics. It is a guess, 
but I believe it is very close to being correct.

Mr. McGeer: The cost of issuing that money, you say, is 3 per cent?
Mr. Towers: Approximately, I guess.
Mr. McGeer: What are the banks purchasing short term governmen 

securities at to-day?
Mr. Towers: Oh, it would range from 1, to 2 per cent.
Mr. McGeer: Do you mean to suggest that our banks are purchasing lose 

government securities at a loss of anywhere from 1 to per cen , 
are down as low as £ of 1 per cent, are they not?

Mr. Towers: If on particular transactions they apply the test of 3 per cen , 
yes, they are purchasing them at a loss. Of course, they a^e They
’-'hole asset picture and look at the average of their earnings on all things, ijy 
bave a certain amount of their assets m cash—a total loss, “ an amount
bave some in short term government securities, those do not. a g 
equal to their general expenses. Then they , have some slightly 1^™ 
government securities, and they have loans, in the P

all those assets they will earn a little more that their cost®; other
Mr. McGeer: You told us in your statement or1’n.vi01'rte^nto circulation— 

bay that there were three ways by which moneys cou P Ig that right? 
by taxation, by borrowing or by discounting to mere . p , . , government 
.. Mr. Towers: No. I said there were .free ways by The other

wbich wanted to spend money could obtain it. ^ ~ . some form of
?? by borrowing the savings of the people The ^ mQney
Ration activity, either by borrowing throug P form waSj jn effect, a
Policy or by the actual issue of currency, tw0, which is borrowing
currency creation form as distinct from form numoer ™ ,
the savings of the people.
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Mr. McGeer: What I am putting to you is this. I think it is important 
that we should have some knowledge of the financial strength of this nation 
in this particular period. Is it not possible for the government to place to 
the credit of our banks their securities, and to have those securities converted 
into bank deposits which permit the government to expand its program of 
public expenditure?

Mr. Towers: That is a question of monetary policy; and, of course, that 
is what has been done to quite an extent during the last four years.

Mr. McGeer: I take it if war should come there would be a great reserve 
of Canadian monetary power available for the defence of this nation by the 
adoption of that process?

Mr. Towers: What are available for the defence of this nation are Cana
dian men and Canadian materials. The method by which those are put to use 
by the government—the method of financing—as I stated earlier, is a question 
of fiscal policy. But that men and materials can be created from money, no.

Mr. McGeer: But within the limits of the men and materials that are 
available, their use for the defence of the nation can be financed by placing 
at the disposal of our banks government securities, and taking in exchange 
for them bank deposits?

Mr. Towers: No, not beyond what you might call any reasonable limits 
of monetary policy. It has happened in other wars, yes, with the net result 
that at the close of the war we emerged with a considerably higher price level, 
which is perhaps inevitable ; and also through undue borrowing as compared 
with resorting to taxation, we emerged with a certain percentage of the people 
having a mortgage on the rest. The war itself was paid for in men and 
materials each day that the war lasted.

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Towers, you no doubt are -conversant with the financial 
resources of Canada at the commencement of the last war in 1914. You will 
remember, I suppose, that we had on deposit, in time and savings accounts, 
$1,144,000,000 and we increased those bank deposits by 1921 to $2,264,000,000?

Mr. Towers: Exactly.
Mr. McGeer: So that a -considerable portion of the war financing came 

through the increase of Canadian bank deposits?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, we financed our war costs pretty 

much by-----
Mr. Landeryou: Fountain pen money.
Mr. McGeer: —by internal financing in Canada.
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact, our financing both in England and in 

the United States, I think, practically kept on a level ; one went down and the 
other went up a little. There was no substantial change in our international 
debt position, adversely, as a result of our war expenditures of 1914.

Mr. Towers: Not that I recall.
Mr. McGeer: What is that?
Mr. Towers: I think that is right.
Mr. McGeer: So that we have in that experience proved that we can 

increase the volume of our bank deposits to meet our national liabilities.
Mr. Towers : Provided the people pay for it, yes.
Mr. Tucker: What do you mean—in goods and services? Is that what 

you mean?
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: Yes. When it is financed in that form. Really the govern
ment is not getting anything out of thin air. It is a transfer between the 
various sections of the population, so that at the close of the war you would 
have certain sections of the population owing the remainder of the population.

Mr. McGeer: Was it not a fact that in the majority of the financing of 
the war the bonds issued by the dominion government carried an interest rate 
averaging about 5 per cent?

Mr. Towers: I cannot contradict. I do not know. I dare say it is not far 
off that.

Mr. McGeer: 
Mr. Towers: 
Mr. McGeer: 

18 that right?

Some of the bonds were issued at as high as 5^ per cent? 
Yes.
And some of those h\ per cent bonds were made tax free;

Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: And as a result of financing the war by depositing govern

ment interest-bearing bonds, the cost in interest on the moneys used to finance 
the war now totals more than the total volume of money actually used to pay 
the war cost.

Mr. Towers: Yes, paid to our own people. The alternative would have 
been to have got more from them at that time in the form of taxation.

Mr. McGeer: Let me suggest to you that if that money had been raised 
^t \ of 1 per cent, the cost to the taxpayers at large would have been just the 
difference that rate of interest and the rate that was paid.

Mr. Towers: The taxpayer, of course, is the whole country ; and the 
money that the government pays out in interest goes to the whole country. 
I here are factors of distribution there. There is the question of a system of 
taxation, a system of financing expenditures which does not cause too much 
health to gravitate in certain directions. There is the burden which may be 
paused through unequal distribution throughout the economy. But thinking of 
“he economy as a whole, interest goes out to the people. The people pay the 
taxes.

Mr. McGeer: But if the interest goes out to only a portion of the people— 
Mr. Lander you: To the banks.
Mr. McGeer: Not necessarily the banks.
Mr. To-wers: No; because the banks in turn distribute that to their 

depositors and staff.
Mr. Tucker: There was not much interest paid to the people who fought 

m the war, the soldiers. I happen to know, because I was one.
, Mr. McGeer: What I want to get at is this. People with money usually 
buy bonds?

Mr. Towers: Stocks, bonds, preferred shares.
., Mr. McGeer: I mean to say that bonds are not distributed equally 
hroughout the nation. The people of wealth are the people who own the bulk 

°‘ the bonds of the nation.
Mr. Towers: No, I should not like to go so far as to say that. A sub

stantial amount of bonds is held by banks on behalf of their depositors. Une 
J'muld have to examine the classification of deposits to gain some idea in regard 
0 the size there. The insurance companies hold a number of bonds lor their 

Policy-holders. The balance of the bonds—roughly speaking, the great balance 
"is held by the public. The size of the individual holdings I do not know.

Mr. Vien: In other words, it means that the Canadian investor invested 
ln those bonds to the extent of his ability to do so.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
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Mr. McGeer: I take it from that that it really does not make much 
difference what rate of interest we pay, because the people get the benefit of it 
anyway. We may as well made it 10 per cent.

Mr. Towers: It can make a material difference to the extent that there 
is uneven distribution. It does not make any difference to the country as a 
whole. But it makes a difference to the individual sections of it—that is, 
sections of the people.

Mr. McGeer : If these debts are all paid off, the burden of taxation would 
be very much less, would it not?

Mr. Towers: Yes, in the imaginary situation that you mention.
Mr. McGeer : Of course, it is impossible for you to conceive of the end of 

this debt-claim system which we operate under?
Mr. Towers: Oh, “ never ” is a long time. I should not like to express an 

opinion there.
Mr. McGeer: Is it possible for you to imagine any way by which we are 

ever going to pay the debt we have got?
Mr. Towers: As the debts of the government are an asset of the Canadian 

people, I do not see much point in the thing; except that, to the extent that the 
government thinks that the distribution of those assets of the Canadian people— 
which are its debt—is unsatisfactory, it may take steps to remedy that distribu
tion in any way that lies within the legislative power ; in fact, in any way, I 
suppose—by income tax or succession duties or any other action it cares to take-

Mr. Coldwell: Or by capital levy.
Mr. Towers: Or by capital levy, if it so wants to.
Mr. McGeer: But those things are not coming very rapidly, because we 

are increasing our debts, are we not?
Mr. Towers: Well, perhaps if they were coming, we ought not to be 

increasing them. That would be unfair, would it not?
Mr. McGeer: But we are increasing them?
Mr. Towers : Yes, we are.
Mr. McGeer: We are increasing our debts annually?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Provincially, municipally and federally.
Mr. Towers: Municipal on balance are going down, I am glad to say- 

Provincially and federally what you say is exactly right.
Mr. McGeer: But they are going down municipally by deferred mainten

ance, which is really not liquidating your debts?
Mr. Towers: Perhaps there are some cities which are doing much better 

than that.
Mr. McGeer: I want to ask you as governor of the Bank of Canada, from 

your knowledge and experience of war financing during the 1914 to 1918 war, 
what you thing would be the cost of securing money for defensive purposes 
under the control which the Bank of Canada now exercises?

Mr. Towers : I have no idea.
Mr. McGeer: Can you not make an estimate?
Mr. Towers: I cannot, because I do not know the situation.
Mr. McGeer: Do you think it will be necessary for us to issue per cent 

tax free bonds again?
Mr. Towers: I should hope not.
Mr. McGeer: You know that we will not, do you not?
Mr. Towers: I think that would be a fair assumption, yes. ■

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: Yes. I think the people of this country are intelligent 
enough now—

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: —to deal with that situation.
Mr. Towers: I would agree with that.
Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: And you will agree that the lower is the cost of the money 

that the nation gets to finance defence, the cheaper it is going to be for the 
taxpayer in the long run?

Mr. Towers: Yes; and the larger proportion it gets in taxation, the better 
?t will be for the country in the long run. That gets away from paying any 
Merest on borrowing.

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, I have a new feature that I should like to 
start with, and I have a statement that I should like to present to the committee.

is a comparison of the financial position in Canada in 1914, 1921, 1929 and 
1938. It shows the national debt, gross funded and net; it shows the national 
mcome, the national wealth, trade, production (net value), mineral production, 
bank deposits, governmental revenue and governmental expenditures. I should 
nke to have Mr. Towers have that.

The Chairman : Is it the pleasure of the committee to place that statement 
°n the record?

Mr. Vien: I would so move.
Mr. Deachman: Would it not be better if that statement came from the 

“Ureau of Statistics?
Mr. McGeer: I got it from there.
Mr. Deachman: I should like to have it certified.
Mr. McGeer: I can get that. (
The Chairman: Is it the pleasure of the committee that Mr. Towers state

ment shall be placed on the record?
Mr. Vien: Which statement?
Mr. Towers: In replv to the questions which were asked at the last mee - 

mg. There was a statement asked for then. That is what I have here.
The Chairman : It is your pleasure that it should be put in the record,
Mr. Vien: Yes. Would it cover the question of paying government exnen- 

diture by issuing more currency? Does it cover that’ ,, ,
Mr. Towers: It certainly is in that direction. Whether that should be 

elaborated on or not, I should like to decide after looking i o\cr.
Mr. Vien: I understood Mr. Towers to tell us this morning that he 

^°uld like to prepare a further statement?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. Vien: In respect to that?

Mr. Vien: I would move, Mr. Chairman, that the statement of Mr. Towers 
Put on our record. , , ,, mnLnn?
The Chairman: What is your pleasure with regard o - ' |. ;
Mr. Coldwell: Mr. McGeer said he wanted to start another line of 

Questioning. It is one mintue to one o’clock.
Mr. Vien: Not to-day. • j tn
The Chairman: No, not to-day. What is your pleasure in regard 
Vien’s motion?
Mr. Hill: Certainly.

*5836-3

be

M
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Mr. Vien : The motion is that Mr. Towers’ statement appear on our record.
Mr. Tucker: I want to ask if Mr. Towers dealt with the question that 

I directed to him at the very end of the meeting last day?
Mr. Towers : Yes. That is in this statement.
Mr. Tucker: There is another thing I should like to ask. I understand 

that you put out a statistical summary every year, do you?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Tucker: I should like to bring to the attention of this committee 

the situation that a statistical summary is put out of the basis on which the 
governor of the bank and his advisers act in regard to advising as to methods 
of financing. If this banking and commerce committee is going to be intelli
gently advised of the basis for his action or advice from time to time, it seems 
to me that we should have the same statistical summary provided for the 
members of the banking and commerce committee, at least, if not for all the 
members of parliament. I have felt for some time that if we are going to 
function efficiently as a banking and commerce committee, we should have that 
statistical summary. I bring that to the attention of the banking and commerce 
committee as a suggestion. I should like to have it, and I think it would be 
of value to every member of the banking and commerce committee, at least.

Mr. Towers : Most certainly, if that is desired.
Mr. Tucker: I would move that it be supplied, if possible, since the 

beginning of the year, to every member of the committee.
Mr. Towers : I will see that it is put in the boxes almost immediately.
The Chairman : Shall we adjourn at the call of the chair?

The committee adjourned at 1 p.m. to meet again at the call of the chair-
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APPENDIX “A”

STATEMENTS SUBMITTED BY MR. TOWERS

(a) Monetary Policy and the Price Level

At the last meeting—on March 24th—I was requested by several members 
°f the Committee to prepare a statement on the inter-relations of monetary 
Policy and the Canadian price level. The statement on this subject which I 
Propose to make this morning will in part touch on matters with which I 
dealt during last week’s meeting, and while I have not changed the tenor of 
my remarks on that occasion, I believe that they may be presented in some
what clearer relation to the subject as a whole.

Part I — The Price Structure

Before discussing the inter-relations of monetary action and the price 
level, I would like first to speak briefly on the nature of the price structure 
itself, because in my opinion it is essential to a clear understanding of this 
subject that the fundamental inter-dependence of the price structure be kept 
constantly in mind.

The fact that prices are higher or lower than at some previous date is 
only significant of a change in economic position to the extent that it represents 
a change in balance within the price structure. Rapid changes in prices usually 
do represent a change in balance since costs are slower to adjust. Price move
ments over long periods, however, are usually accompanied by cost adjustments 
through renewals of fixed contracts and changes in productive efficiency. The 
inclusion follows that sharp changes in prices are bad by nature because they 
are disruptive, but that price movements over a period of years tend to be 
associated with broad adjustments throughout other phases of the economy, 
which may considerably lessen their net effect. It is essential when considering 
rjm effect of price changes over a considerable length of time to look beyond 
the mere fact of a change in price and ascertain the impact of the change on 
the net income of the individual, corporation, community or the country as 
a whole—which may be very different from the effect indicated by the change 
m price by itself.

Part II—Monetary Methods

Policy^' *~omnmttee has shown special interest in the effects which monetary 
the r u-3^' ^.ave °n the level of prices with respect to the general level and 
the .e_ °nships between certain categories of prices. I now propose to discuss 
Price"0 monc*a^y methods which might be employed to effect an increase in 
Cono ^ uamely internal monetary expansion and exchange depreciation or a 
v°mbination of the two.
m th^ >iIlanS^0n °/ volume of money in Canada tends to produce a rise 
In .g.6 eveI °I Prmes by increasing the potential demand for goods and services. 
t°ta]°nera1’ h°wever> an increase in the volume of money will increase the 
mon amount Pi buying only if there has been previously an actual shortage of 
m tv'' There may be important factors offsetting the effect of an increase 
of jle volume of money, as the amount of spending is almost entirely a matter 
voli 1V^Ua^s’ donjons which are influenced by many other factors than the 
*hirf °I money. I have omitted from consideration the type of price rise 
der,C 1 follows the excessive issue of money when people through lack of confi- 
eituat’m currency rush to convert their money holdings into goods—a

7583 l0n I am sure everyone will agree is thoroughly undesirable.
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There is another important factor which limits the extent to which internal 
monetary expansion can effect an increase in the level of prices—namely, the 
importance in the Canadian price structure of export and import prices which 
are chiefly determined in world markets, and, as long as we maintain existing 
external currency alignments, are almost entirely outside the control of internal 
policy.

Under such conditions—i.e. exchange stability—expansion of the volume of 
money is likely to have small direct effect cn the average level of commodity 
prices but will probably result in a lower price for money—the rate of interest— 
which will enable a reduction in debt charges to the extent that maturing 
obligations may be converted at lower interest rates—and which may increase 
the amount of new' investment by lowering its cost—and which may also 
increase the amount of money being used for speculative purposes.

To the extent that the decline in interest rates is in line with a similar 
trend in other countries and if undesirable speculation does not ensue, the 
results of expanding the volume of money are likely to be favourable, but if 
expansion is carried too far, undoubtedly such an unfavourable internal situa
tion will develop, that pressure on the balance of payments will result, which 
will force a decision as between reversing the direction of internal monetary 
policy and depreciating the external value of the currency which is the second 
of the two methods of monetary policy to which I previously referred.

Currency Depreciation

Currency depreciation ipso facto w'ould tend to increase the prices of 
exports in Canadian dollars and at the same time to augument the cost of 
imports and foreign debt service when expressed in Canadian funds. The 
higher level of import and export prices would have a buoyant effect upon 
other price levels and ultimately lead to an adjustment of costs in line with a 
higher general level of prices.

The general effect of depreciation is to transfer income between various 
groups w’ithin the depreciating country through a rise in prices which reduces 
the pressure of relatively fixed internal costs such as wages and interest at 
the expense of wage-earning and “rentier’’ classes. Under certain conditions of 
severe maladjustments between prices and internal costs, a transfer of this 
nature may be desirable. It is necessary, how'ever, to be quite sure that depre
ciation will chiefly benefit a majority of the people who are in real need of 
assistance and not impose undue burdens upon other large sections of the 
country.

The extent to which incomes in export industries increased following 
depreciation w'ould depend upon the elasticity of demand in foreign markets 
for our exports and upon the domestic industrial structure. Export prices in 
Canadian dollar might not be increased by the full amount of depreciation, 
either because of an attempt to enlarge the volume of exports by selling at a 
lower foreign price or as a result of competition. Ability to expand our volum6 
of exports by offering them at somewhat lower prices in foreign markets would 
depend upon foreign demand being responsive to lower prices and upon the 
willingness of our competitors to suffer a loss of market without having recourse 
to similar action. Actually neither of these conditions would be satified to any 
marked degree and Canada's ability to increase her volume of exports by comp6' 
titive price cutting, distinctly limited. In certain Canadian exports industries 
where heavy overhead costs and surplus capacity exist, competition between 
individual firms, each trying to increase its output and spread fixed charges over 
a larger volume might lead to prices being reduced without any appreciable in' 
crease in output for the industry as a whole. In general, it would be true to say 
that an increase in the value of Canadian exports following depreciation would
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result from a higher level of export pricesira^^mewhat less than the 
of exports and the increase in expo it Pnc ' exoorts would expand at
full amount of depreciation. 1 he value o an‘ ' ‘ nt abroad for imports
the cost of Canada paying a corresponding y U * t somewhat lower
and debt charges and other countries would obtain our expo
Prices in their own currencies. . t of depreci-

Import prices in most instances would mcreas exercise an
ation; in only a few cases is Canadian demand large enoug materials
appreciable effect on import prices, higher prices for in u^^^ currency
coupled with additional protection afforded domed products fabri-
depreciation would probably mean an advance in u‘ P . , d goods would 
cated from imported materials. Higher prices for imported finished good, 
directly increase the Canadian cost of living. hat less than

The increase in the value of Canadian exports would ^ fmewhaU^tn ^ 
the degree of currency depreciation, but when allowance g and the
ln prices of imported goods and goods made from impo t benefit by
mcrease in interest charges payable in foreign cu^nC^^u{ of depreciation. 
exPort industries would be very much less than * • onKr during
Any net benefit that might be retained would be temporary, e -. « ^ gome
the period in which other costs lagged behind the gcneia ^.g regpect
benefit in relation to debt might be retained, but an ™Pr . » a monetary or
could be obtained by means of internal adjustments eith 
non-monetary character. , f tue Canadian

Currency depreciation would increase the do ar ' e^ect upon real 
national income by creating a higher level oi prwc^, , e;ven to economic 
national income would depend on the degree of , n increase of export
activity by the internal realignment of costs and prie • correspondingly
’ncome in Canadian dollars achieved at the cos o P‘ obligations would 
arger amounts for imports, debt charges and other foreign g

n°t per se raise the real income in Canada. „^„r>mic activity by an in-
The degree of stimulus imparted to domes u 0 reaction of public confi- 

Cfease in prices relative to costs would depem upon _ jd vary according to 
hence to the policy of currency depreciation, wmc ' whether it was
the circumstances under which the depreciation occu , ngw maladjustments. 
a correction of an existing maladjustment or the cie instances of a country
{ is important to remember that there are nressure because of an

depreciating its currency unless subject to consi • capital. Deliberate
^favourable balance of trade or an outward m balance of payments
c’lr,'ency depreciation by a country enjoying adjust price relationships,
Position, in order to gain competitive advantage ■ an actual fall
J8ht react so unfavourably upon public

1 economic activity and a decline in real n ‘ methods bv which monetary
I would summarize my description o ie . ^at view of the major

d etion may attempt to raise price levels by (cvadian prjce structure, a policy 
Portance of export and import prices m nroduce a broad rise in the

1 mternalt monetary expansion is unlike > here the internal situating.
price level unless it is carried t0^depreciation, a form of monetary 1 badly enough out of line to force curie . jeVel 0f prices above what it

Mtey which undoubtedly can raise the general level P .   -
euld otherwise hootherwise bei "Neither oFthèse StW,; howÿe^My 

yeciabij- the relationships between the pnees of individual commodities 
^'°ups of commodities.
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Part III—Monetary Expansion in Canada and Other Countries

I would like to place before the committee a table showing the relative 
changes in bank deposits that have taken place in Canada and certain other 
countries during the period since 1926.

INDEXES OF BANK DEPOSITS: CANADA AND CERTAIN OTHER COUNTRIES

(1926 = 100)

Year* Canada United
States

United
Kingdom Australia Sweden

a) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1926../................................................................. 100 100 100 100 100
1927...................................................................... 109 105 102 102 101
1928...................................................................... 114 113 107 , 106 99
1929....................................................................... 112 110 105 106 101
1930....................................................................... 105 106 109 101 105
1931...................................................................... 102 91 ,01 103 103
1932...................................................................... 95 83 115 106 103
1933...................................................................... 95 77 112 107 105
1934.................................................................... 101 89 114 113 103
1935.......................................................... 109 98 121 111 105
1936....................................................................... 115 107 130 112 111
1937...................................................................... 118 105 130 121 116
1938....................................................................... 123 106 (6) 126 122 123

* December 31 for Canada, U.S.A. and Sweden; December average for U.K.; and average for quarter ending Decem
ber for Australia.

(1) Chartered banks’ Canadian deposits.
(2) All banks in U.S.A.
(3) Ten London clearing banks.
(4) Trading banks.
(5) Commercial banks.
(6) Estimate based on latest available figure.

The amount of monetary expansion in Canada has been approximately >D 
line with the increase in other countries where monetary policy has been con
sidered an important factor in economic recovery. Comparing 1926—a norm»* 
pre-depression year—and 1938, the volume of Canadian bank deposits has 
increased 23%, considerably more than in the United States (+6%), slightly 
less than in the United Kingdom (+26%) and about the same as in Australi9 
(+22%) and Sweden (+23%).

Part IV—Changes in Price Levels of Canada and Other Countries

I would like also to place before the committee a table showing the relative 
changes in general price levels of Canada and certain other countries since 1926-

general PRICE INDEXES: CANADA AND CERTAIN OTHER COUNTRIES

(1926 =100)

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

Average Canada United
States

United
Kingdom Australia Sweden

100 100
98 95
96 97
96 95
87 86
72 73
67 65
67 66
72 75
72 80
75 , 81
85 so
79 79

100
96
95
92
81
7i
69
69
71
72 
76 
88 
82

100
99
98
98
87
78
77
77
80
80
84
90
91

100
98
99 
94 
82 
75 
73 
72
77
78 
81 
92 
87
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Broad movements in the general price levels of the United States and 
United Kingdom since 1926 have corresponded fairly closely with those^ of the 
Canadian index; all three had about the same severe decline in 1929-32 and 
about the same measure of recovery following 1932. The general price levels 
°f countries with currencies depreciated below the Canadian dollar, have been 
appreciably higher in relation to pre-depression years, than the Canadian index; 
although not higher by nearly the full amount of depreciation.

During the last few years only about half of the severe fall in the general 
level of Canadian prices between 1929 and 1932, was recovered; but prices of 
Primary products which fell more sharply than other prices in 1929-32 also rose 
ftiore rapidly after 1932 and by 1937 the ratio of primary products’ prices to the 
general price level was actually as high as in 1936. The ratio of farm products 
Prices to the general price level, for example, which had fallen from 100 in 1926 
to 73 in 1932, was 103 in 1937. These and other inter-relationships of com
ponent price groups in the Canadian general index are shown in a table which 

now place before the committee.

CANADIAN PRICE INDEXES 

(1926 = 100)

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

Actual Indexes Ratios of Indexes

Average Farm
products

Export
goods

Import
goods

Farm 
products 

to general 
index

Exports
to

general
index

Exports
to

imports

100

(1)

100 100
98

100

en
100

(1)

100

102 98 105 100
98

*os
94 96

94
84
72
71

104 Qfi
101 92 105 96 no
82 77 95 89

84
82
82
85

QA

56 61
55

78 78
48 73 7fi
51 55

61
73 76 79
77 82 80

64 78 88 86
89

69 67
81

79 93 90
90 103

74 71 83 94 90

'GoldV1U n°t included in index of export prices.

•, Although the general level of Canadian commodity pr >' c* i eni^-1gr com_ 
^ derably below the pre-depression level, the disparities disappeared
byni937PriT rUPS’ tWhich d7elrd thatnthe9l2evel of interest rates declined

were concerned, a rough approximation of the equilibrium existing 
o had been re-established by 1937. u„inw the

n The price levels of countries which depreciated t eir curr Canadian price 
pjadian dollar have been appreciably higher than c«paraWfl 'Ca^adia P
®frs, but the relation of primary .products' pm ‘““‘fî/SÛSda. To 
ill/'.0’ *ias been no more favourable in those coun - r,son 0f oertain
" “«rate this point I would like to place on the record a «””P"‘0S "existing in 

relationships in Canada and Austraba as compared with S
° be., just before currency depreciation.
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RELATION OF CERTAIN PRICE GROUPS: CANADA AND AUSTRALIA

(1929 = 100)

Average*

Ratio of 
farm products 

to general index

Ratio of 
exports to 

general index

Ratio of 
exports to 
imports

Canada Australia Canada Australia Canada Australia

1929............................................. 100 100 100 100 100 100
1930............................................. 90 88 93 81 94 79
1931............................................. 74 74 a 7 68 85 55
1932............................................. 69 73 85 69 80 54
1933............................................. 72 73 85 71 77 54
1934............................................. 78 89 88 98 81 81
1935............................................. 84 80 90 76 82 61
1936............................................. 88 91 93 93 86 75
1937........................................... 98 98 100 108 92 88
1938'............................................ 89 86 94 so 87 67

•Calendar year averages for Canada and averages for years ending June 30 for Australia. 
Calendar year averages for both Canada and Australia.

Considering the period since 1929 as a whole, the relation of prices of 
primary products to other prices appears to have been somewhat more favour
able in Canada than Australia. I do not suggest, of course, that Canadian 
monetary policy was the sole, or even the chief, factor responsible for the favour
able relationship between major price groups in Canada, because there wrere 
mamy other important factors influencing price levels as between ithe two 
countries.

Part V—Non-Monet ary Factors

That Canadian monetary policy of the last few years has not been accom
panied by the return of a high level of economic prosperity in this country, is 
not, in my opinion, evidence that the scale of monetary expansion has been 
inadequate. No amount of monetary expansion can hope to restore a high level 
of real national income in Canada during a period w’hen there is a major decline 
in agricultural yields or in the demand for our goods in foreign markets. These 
unfavourable developments result in a smaller return from the expenditure of 
labour and capital in important sections of the Canadian economy—a national 
loss, the incidence of which may be transferred from one group to another within 
the country, but the burden of which cannot be avoided by the country as a 
whole.

Monetary policy cannot solve such a problem because it cannot create an 
important domestic demand for goods wrhich we would normally export nor can 
it in a short time create new industries to absorb man-power and equipment 
from depressed export industries. Such a transfer, even if possible, might turn 
out to be very wasteful if the depression in export industries proved only 
temporary. Immobility of labour, particularly in agriculture, would make 9 
transfer of this kind a very slow and expensive task which would only be 
justified if the low level of demand for our exports were considered to be of 9 
permanent character.

Part VI—Summary

In my opinion, the amount of monetary expansion which has taken place h 
Canada to date, viewed in relation to actual conditions, has been sufficient t° 
offer all the incentive to a high level of economic activity and prosperity which 
monetary policy can be expected to offer in a country where non-monetary 
factors are so important.
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Sausini^iJflat?, inC5ease m the amount of money that has taken place without 
Without J» Cfl0ef- n0t T1Tean that expansion could be continued indefinitely 
matter nf 1 mflation. Historical precedents show that this is not only a 
The nm,M pmion anf,t lat sufficient expansion can make a currency worthless, 
bank ^liLMaK10Un-J.uf ef.Pansion is a matter of judgment in which the central 
tary D0n , Qbe ,neithef‘ Amorous nor over-bold. In practice, Canadian nume
rated n fn S- befn a >ou(: m iine with the policy of other countries, as I illus- 

cu a tew minutes ago.

(b) The Possibility of Paying Increased Debts with a Decrease

in THE Price Level

(Question by Mr. Jaques on March 24)
to an inr'rna^'1101?! 3n rePlymg to this question, that Mr. Jaques was referring 
to an ineroaco -ln 4i amount °f interest charges payable on debts rather than 
larger nrinrit,„iin 16 pfm91Pai amount of debts. If the interest rate declines, a 

The hi .^a ai? jUu , deb^ may not involve an increase in debt charges, 
level of r>rir!p Cn w ■.charges varies with the level of incomes rather than the 
is small anri yy charges may constitute a much heavier load when output 

The am pn?Gu "'go than when output is large and the level of prices low. 
c°ncurrpnf (jUnt ~ y. ,Ca debt charges might increase would depend upon the 
iacrea^e 01 ange which took place in the amount of incomes. If the debt 
]arger"rj ^cPr^ented an increase in productive investment and resulted in a 
iacreaspH m mcomes than in debt charges, the country’s capacity to carry the 
incurred f (,'3t wou d )e greater. On the other hand, of an increase in debts is 
burden 0f °i ,’10I1,""Productive purposes there is no increase in incomes and the 
of fix i , clet)t charges rises, which is undesirable because it means an increase 

An i lai®eS ™ relation to a highly variable income, 
is more nc,reasc m debt charges payable to foreigners or in foreign currencies 
Where 'lndesirable than an increase in domestic debts for a country like Canada 
transferg^i^10^5 in foreign trade may seriously affect the ability to make

PeopbOIÛ^tic deb.t charges are an interna! transfer between various groups of 
alread', ^ 11 maximum possible amount of such a transfer depends—as I have 
oil tk • mentioned—on the volume of income with which it is associated and 

t Paychological attitude of the public.
becaiK my 0Pinion, an increase in debt for productive purposes is desirable 

.c°Untr^ l1 rcPr.esents an increased ability to produce goods and services; no 
iuCr,, •1> has built up a large volume of production per capita without a great 
for n!le ln Productive debts. On the other hand, I believe that increasing debt 
Wforio-131131 oductive purposes is undesirable because it represents a move in the 
such a rtlrcction> although it is impossible to define precise limits as to how far 

11 increase may go before something breaks down.

(c) Memorandum

^ Ottawa, March 30, 1939.
"Th then' ■*a,St meeting of the committee, Mr. Tucker requested me to deal 
,, One ofth ra^Sed. *n his speech of February 16th inst. 
r> same - 10 sugg€sfi°ns which he made on that occasion was that if we issued
.ni ted Stat™01111* money per capita in Canada as they have in issue in the 
Merest-),1,, GS’ we could issue another $220 millions, and use that money to retire 
capita » ^larmg debt. I should point'out that in using the words, “ money per 

I tj r V'1 Tucker was referring to currency in circulation per capita. 
hariSon j11 j" ^ am correct in saying that the suggestion was based on a com- 
fetates et ween the active currency circulation in Canada and in the United 

iully appreciate the desirability of examining the situation in other
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countries to see whether something can be learned which would be advantageous 
for Canada. But I am afraid that comparisons of active circulation have no 
meaning. To my mind, the amount of currency in circulation at any given 
time merely represents the amount of money which the public chooses to keep 
in its pockets rather than on deposit with the banks. The amount which the 
public chooses to keep in the form of currency is partly determined by the 
extent to which people make payments in currency rather than by cheques, 
which in turn is partly dependent upon the availability of local banking facilities. 
The amount is also influenced by the activity of business, the level of prices 
and the velocity of circulation; it may also increase as a result of hoarding, 
either through lack of confidence in the banking structure or as a result of 
foreign acquisitions. For example, the note circulation of Great Britain has 
been swelled by reason of the fact that many people on the Continent have 
desired to hold the currency of that country. Part of the increase in United 
States currency circulation has been due to the same cause, but in that country 
there have been also important domestic factors.

As the influence of the different factors which I have mentioned can never 
be accurately measured, comparisons of per capita note circulation have no value. 
Moreover, even if the factors could all be measured, the results might only 
indicate that the level of business activity in one country was not the same as 
that in another, without showing why the difference existed.

In Mr. Tucker’s remarks on this subject I note that he said:
“As a matter of fact, we have in the past three years, to a very limited 

extent, actually increased our currency and circulation.”

Perhaps I should point out that between December 31, 1932, and December 31, 
1938, the active circulation of Bank of Canada notes and chartered bank notes, 
plus circulation of coin, rose from $171 millions to $238 millions, an increase of 
no less than 39 per cent, which brought total active currency circulation back to 
the pre-depression level.

Finally, it may be pointed out again that the amount of active circulation 
is determined by demand from the public. Notes which were issued in excess 
of demand would immediately find their way back to the banks, and produce 
an increase in the banks’ cash reserves.

That brings me to the major point raised by Mr. Tucker on February 16th, 
which was, in effect, that the central bank should advance Bank of Canada 
notes to the Government free of charge, and that the Government should use 
this money to repay maturing obligations, or perhaps to finance its current 
expenditures.

For whatever purpose the Government used these notes, and no matte? 
to whom it paid them, the result would be to increase the cash reserves of the 
commercial banks. The initial effect of the transaction upon the banks is the 
same as if they had been forced to invest in non-interest bearing Government 
securities. Subsequent effects depend upon the use which the banks make of 
their increased cash reserves.

If the increase in cash reserves persuaded the banks to make loans or 
investments which on the basis of their former high cash ratio they had con
sidered undesirable or which would cause inflation, it would become the duty 
of the Bank of Canada to prevent such credit expansion. This might be acconi' 
plished by reducing cash reserves to their former level, or by increasing the 
legal minimum ratio of such reserves to deposits.

If the Bank of Canada were to reduce the amount of cash reserves by 
selling Government securities, the effect would be to put both the banks and 
the Government in the same position as if the Government had originally sold 
securities to the public instead of taking notes from the Bank of Canada-
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Although the Government in the latter case would not h av c 1 nc 1 e a »c d ^ts ™^,1Jrn_ 
bearing debt it would be paying interest on issues formel y ^ tQ thg
^ent-owned central bank which transfers the large pai

°V iTthe1 situation were dealt with by raising the banks’ legal ™™™^Ythe 

ratio, instead of reducing cash reserves, the effect won the basis of the
banks had voluntarily refrained from credit exP^nsl° in bank deposits
increase in cash reserves. Since a large part of the; m - the banks
occasioned by the return of the additional Bank of Can. banks’ earning
Would be in interest-bearing deposits, without anj mere 
assets, the result would be to reduce banks’ net earnings. which banks

It is important to remember that financial institut] , , fit 0f their
are one example, hold securities and have earning» v action such as the
creditors, who, in the case of banks, are depositors. y institutions, acts
Policy under discussion, which reduces the earnings discriminatory taxation 
f-o the detriment of their creditors and becomes a lorm course which these
Without regard for ability to pay. As an illustration of the coursejn ^ 
adjustments take, lower banks’ earnings in recent years d t0 large extent
fields and the decline in the volume of loans have been offset to a »
by a 50 per cent cut in the rate of interest paid ^^^uirements should 

A later suggestion was to the effect that the cash their depositors,
be gradually increased until every cent owing • y ct to the proposal to
was covered by legal tender. What I said earlier i -d gestion, but naturally 
decease minimum reserve requirements applies to tnis kb involves two
with greater force. It is a proposal which, broadly speaki g, 
things;

(a) Taxation of bank depositors, and ,
„ hanking system to make loans.A. lb) The setting up of some new form ™ b^k Vcash reserves against 

Obviously, if the banks were forced to carry 1 OU per ^ other than cash,
deposits, their loans and investments, in fa.ct al itai and reserve funds.
would be restricted to an amount not exceeding .... _an amount which is
At December 31st last this amount was $279 mi .culture> industry and 
?bviously inadequate to finance the requirement- & way 0f earnings, they 
mdividuals. As the banks would have very ht depositors. To cover
*°uld be forced to eliminate any interest paynv ^ require anyone who 
tlleir operating expenses they would, m lac, ‘ wantial charge for that 
Wanted to maintain a deposit account to pay
service, . . , , tn convey a recommendation
,. I am not sure that the suggestion was mt™af m making loans and invest
it the banks should be practically debane nr„anization should be set up 

'ncnts. and that presumably some other form S &t a iater point in the 
f0r this purpose. I say that I am not su. , ntg should be increased to 
Peech it is recommended that the reserve l every dollar they loan

f. Point where the banks will be able truly to say ™acage to_day that for every 
bey have to have a dollar on deposit. , deposit. Under the system

b°Har the banks loan or invest they have a dollar on deposit. But, as
Reposed they would have a dollar in cash , ther assets in that case

have already stated, their loans, investments
°uld not exceed the amount of their capi leads to a material reduction

. .Any policy of monetary expansion w ^ many people; but to the
interest rates undoubtedly causes ' ,adjustments and raises the level o

pXtent to which such a policy remedies main A ^ it^_a justification, how-
ever°miu- f°.ferity' thereh is Se^ monetary expansion becomes unneces- 

er> which disappears when t urine
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sary. Quite apart from any risk of inflation—which might be offset by counter 
measures—an additional issue of currency to finance Government expenditures 
could be criticized as being a discriminating policy which would not ensure 
a fair distribution of the burden it would impose. In essence, therefore, Mr. 
Tucker’s proposal that the Bank of Canada should issue additional currency 
to the Government, and that any inflationary effects should be obviated by 
an increase in the legal minimum cash ratio of the chartered banks, is not a 
proposal related to monetary policy but rather to taxation. As such, it comes 
within the sphere of Government fiscal policy rather than central banking 
activity.

I have gone into this matter at some length—perhaps the Committee will 
feel at undue length—because I am convinced that there are certain funda
mental misconceptions—widely held—in respect to banking operations. If 
I am right in this belief, it must often be the case that proposals for chang
ing the present procedure refer to a procedure which, in fact, does not exist. 
A discussion on this basis necessarily leads to considerable confusion.
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APPENDIX “B”
Basic Statistics of Chief Economic Importance 

(Submitted by Mr. McGeer)

— 1914 1921 1929 1938

’• National Debt ($000)—
Gross funded—

Dominion..........................................................................
Provincial.........................................................................
Municipal.............................................. ,.........................

Total.......................................................................

544.391 
120.0001 
442.615

2,902,482
490.692
837,370

2,647,034
817,940

1.193.971

3,540,784
1.740.000
1.447.000

1,107.006 4.230.544 4.658.945 6,727,784

Net—
Dominion..........................................................................
Provincial.........................................................................
Municipal...........................................................................

335.997 
100.0001 
397.504

2.340.879
400,000’
753.600’

2,225.505
735,000’

1.160.000

3,101.668
1,560.000
1.410.000

Total....................................................................... 833.501 3.494.479 4,120,505 6.071.668

National Income (estimated) ($000)............................

National Wealth (estimated ($000)................................

4- Trade ($000)—
ja) Exports...........................................................................
vb) Imports.........................................................................

2.600.0001

14.658.161

461.443*
455.956*

3,765.000'

22,195,000

1,210.428*
1,240,159*

5.600,000'

31,275,814

1,208,338
1,298.993

4.401,500'

26,000,000'

956,726
677.451

Total....................................................................... 917.399 2,450,587 2,507,331 1,634,177

Balance of Trade................................................

Production: Net value.......................................................

Hî,n®ral Production—
b°ld.............................................................................. oz

value $bllver.............................................................................oz
p value $
hopper... ih
Nickel.... VallUbe$

value $

Total Value Mineral Production......... $

+5.487 -29,731 -90,655 +279,275

1,625,200

773.178
15.983.007
28,449.821
15.593.631
75.735.960
10,301.606
45,517.937
13,655,381

2,815,000

926,329
19.148.920
13,543,198
8,485.355

47.620,820
5,953,555

19,293,060
6.752.571

3,946,609

1,928,308
39.861,663
23,143,261
12,264,308

248,120,760
43,415,251

110,275,912
27.115,461

2,751.637=

(prelim.)
4,715,480

165,867,009
22,157.154
9,633.265

586,020,402
58.020.972

210,673,270
53,949,311

128,863,075 171,923,342 310.850.246 444.S24.222

• **ank Deposits—
J'otice or Savings.................................................... $

emand or Current................................................  $
656,760,687
346,069.908

1,289.347,063
551,914,643

1.479,870,058
696,387,381

1,630.481.857
690,485,877

All Deposits............................................... $ 1,144,211,363 2,264,586,736 2,696,747,857 2.823,686,934

•8. p
overnmental Revenue: (Gross)—
^minion.......  %
f/ovincial................... $
Municipal ç

163,174,395
50,418.000
63,242,000

436,292,184
102,030,458
274,000,000

460,151,481
183,598.024
337,500,000

516,692,749 
250,000.0001 
285.000,000"

Total............................................................. $ 276,834,395 812.322,642 981.249,505 1,051,692,749

^mmenta! Expenditure- 
dominion... $
frovincial............................................. $
Municipal.... $

186,241,048
55,693,000
64,000.000

528,302,513
102,569,515
334.000.000

388,805,953 
177,452,192 
386.000,000

534,408,118
265.000.000
320.000,000

Total............................................................. $ 305,934,048 964.872,028 952,258,145 1,119,408,118

Resale Prices (1926 = 100)..................................................

ank debits ($000)
ban if pi

v|earmgs ($000)...............................................................

65-5

(Not known) 

7,909,212

1100

28,526,000

17,443,052

95-6

46,670,482

25,105,188

78-6

30,924,363

17,263,574

'iinated from interest payments.
[ business activity,

* NT , iea lrom inter3 pL'y basis-deflated.
,Estimated.Neairest fiscal year.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, April 5, 1939.

a Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock
■> the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

W(,i| Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
(5 ’ -Donnelly, Fontaine, Fraser, Hill, Howard, Jaques, Kinley, Lacroix 

’ Danderyou, Lawson, Leduc, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, 
^ nion, Mayhew, Moore, Quelch, Raymond, Ross (Middlesex East), Stevens, 

/lor, Tucker, Vien, Woodsworth.
q /n attendance: Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance and Mr. 

lam Ford Towers, Governor of tlie Bank of Canada.
at n^r,' Towers read a statement in reply to a question asked by Mr. McGeer 

ctle last meeting.
Examination of Mr. Towers continued.

iDitt'^t 9ne o’clock, the Chairman having put the question: “Shall the Com- 
in sit to-morrow?”, the Committee divided, the question being resolved 

the negative.
The Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee_





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

Wednesday, April 5, 1939.

UhairmanSt\lrdlW (u)ln^fnttee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
, ivir. \\. H. Moore, presided

£ to Procedure^11 haVC a. quorum, gentlemen. What is your pleasure
^ori doing so fhelZS °Vlth Peer's examination of Mr. Towers?

Mr t • ’ g ernor has a statement to make.
^r- McGeer"11^ Re])l>ing to questions you raised during our last meeting,

in§ to the^^ion !m 1 ma> tSt p,ut U on thc record, it is a statement replv- 
V e geS and 67 which reads as follows:- *

production (luestion is this: can we not use our silver
development— >aS1S °r domestic currency and finance these kinds of

And JWays, paymen^üf n8 tlierC to domestic enterprises such as construction of high- 
? PC,nST- and other Purely local matters, 

rp, 1 'eap'y than we can by borrowing at an interest rate.
’en your answer was :—humhu! rp.oxv ERS ■ B I might perhaps put down in black and white any 
it avni V1,1™®11 Biat I may be able to express on the subject and make 
as ï .! a e at a subsequent meeting, that would certainly be best so far 
in ./ 11* concerned. I will put in there anything that I can think of putting

That is d then my knowledgc will be exhausted.
Mr ^Towers™y°U a,e now g°’ng to read, is it?

f° eoQiment13”]™/^ and gentlemen, the main proposal upon which I was asked 
”’ent ag related to the issue of currency or central bank credit to the govern
ment oxpondit[ternatiVe met*10d to borrowing or taxation in financing govern-

8oVehim!,ClS no doubt, of course, that it is possible to issue currency to finance 
Pr°vide h exPenditures and that it is within the powers of parliament to 
bas bCc 10 necessary legal authority. However, I believe that this proposal 
°f finanejmade because its advocates consider it to be preferable to other methods

Pirein®7~uot simply because it may be possible or legal.
\deratio + , 1 th’nk that I am correct- in saying that those who give con-
■ ? douh? x?this form of procedure do not wish it, if adopted, to result in inflation. 
Justice ’ “ley fully realize the disrupting influence of inflation and the social 
Pe°pie 8 and other hardships which it causes. A great number of Canadian 
1’kely t ould—B they understood the situation—violently object to measures 
fo belip.? Produce such unfortunate results. For example, there is no reason 
dian • e ’hat the reaction of organized labour in Canada would be any different 
declare?! • United Kingdom and United States where labour leaders have

OthnXl8°rous^y aga’nst inflation.f° fllla Gr countries whose governments resorted to issuing currency in order 
die Co Ce. government expenditures, experienced very unfortunate results. With 
the cjjg ‘mittee’s permission, I shall not describe these experiences in detail, since 
e*attipl rous inflations of the post-war period and more recent, if less extreme,

Cs are a matter of common knowledge.
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I believe that those who advocate issuing currency to finance government 
expenditures, do so in the belief that in some manner inflation may be prevented 
and that it will be a cheaper method of financing than borrowing or taxation’

I have already dealt—in a memorandum placed on the record at the bst 
meeting of the committee—with a suggestion made by Mr. Tucker that the 
inflationary effects of financing government expenditures by means of issuing 
currency should be offset by raising the legal minimum cash ratio of the chartered 
banks. It would be repetition for me to discuss this suggestion again in detail 
and perhaps it may be sufficient to say that this proposal is, in essence, a fort11 
of discriminatory public taxation which is bad because it is not graduated ^ 
accordance with ability to pay. The adjustments which it would cause would 
be of a most unusual and disturbing character, and would create a certain l°s5 
of public confidence.

When it is claimed that a proposal of this type is “costless,” I suppo®6 
that what is meant is that it is costless to the government. I cannot, however 
conceive that a policy which is expensive to the people—as this proposal would 
be—can be costless to the government which is simply the representative 
the people. I

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, I should like to intervene right here—I 
not ask the governor of the Bank of Canada for a dissertation on the disastrous 
consequences of uncontrolled inflation. I did ask the governor of the Bank 
Canada a plain and specific question, with which this statement, as far as 
goes, has nothing to do whatever. The question I asked of him I am goiug 
to repeat; and I am going to read it from the record, Mr. Chairman, becaus6 
I think I am entitled to an answer to that question.

Mr. Towers : I have not finished, of course, Mr. McGeer.
Mr. McGeer: I know. I
The Chairman : Do you object to the governor’s finishing his statement'
Mr. McGeer: Yes.
The Chairman : He has only two more paragraphs to read. Why not lft 

him finish?
Mr. McGeer: I want to register this objection here and now.
The Chairman : All right.
Mr. McGeer: I want to quote from page 66, where we had that very saiUc 

issue dealt with at the last meeting of the committee, as follows:
Mr. Towers : Perhaps, then, the question would be this: woul(* ; 

it not be best to take care of government expenditure by issuing mou^' 
and put that money on a silver backing in preference to some other 
kind?

Mr. McGeer: No. The question is this: can we not use our süvC| 
production as a basis for domestic currency and finance these kinds 0 
developments—

And I referred to armaments, the tourist trade, the payment of pensions, u1,L* 
included other purely domestic activities which would not involve import ati°n' 

—more cheaply than we can by borrowing at an interest rate?
That was the question.

Mr. Towers: That is exactly what I am dealing with in my answer.
The Chairman : Go on, please.
Mr. McGeer: Very well.
Mr. Towers: Continuing: If the government wants to adopt such a poI'.e^ 

it is possible for it to do so; but the result is a levy upon the public whifn 
counteracts the saving to the government,

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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If the additional money which the issue of currency to finance government 
expenditures would provide were actively used—as in the other countries to 
which I referred earlier—the result would be inflation. In my opinion, the 
onus is on the advocates of this proposal to prove that the results would not 
be the same in this country as history has shown to have occurred in other
countries.

When the establishment of a central bank was being discussed in Canada, 
one of the chief reasons advanced against its foundation was that a central 
nank would provide such an easy way of creating money that the temptation 
to make immoderate use of it would be too great to resist. The period of foui 
years during which the Bank of Canada has been in operation, has been too 
snort to prove that those fears were unfounded, and the real test of our 
ability to adhere to a policy of moderation has yet to come.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Mr. Towers, we were dealing with the extent to which silver currency, 

P1 the form of silver money and silver certificates, was used in the United 
States the other day, and we got some figures. I am now quoting from the 
January report of 1939 of the federal reserve banking system which is known 
as the Federal Reserve Bulletin; that is the official monthly issue of the federa 
reserve banking system of the United States.—A. Yes, of the Federal Reserve
system.
T Q. At page 45 it gives the amount of the currency in circulation in die 
United States as follows: Silver certificates, §1,312,000,000; subsidiary silver, 
*^56,000,000 making a total of silver backed currency and silver currcnc> 
Used in the United States of $1,668.000,000. If silver backed paper currency 
and silver currency is used to that extent in the United States, do you not think 
hat proves the practical virtue of a silver backed currency on the - 01 1 

American continent which we can use?—A. I think if the government slum 
decide to do so, it can use any form of money at all by making tha mourn 
^§8.1 tender

. Q. Yes.—A. Of course, I realize that. I have said that over and ovei 
?gain; I am not adding anything to what I have said before. I !-uG saK a 

caih so it is a case of “force majeure "
rt -l- _n :--~l

the

I
Wav 1° , i S° along with the questions. You may not agree with 

answer conduct my examination, and I may not agree with the way you 
ment ri/'r' 10?9" we shall try to get along as best we can. If this govern- 
can rr; aoada can purchase silver at less than a third of the value that it 
of CT ^ ’ ° !.‘ie money in coin, that does constitute a source of placing a form 
before m USe a Pr°Ht to the government, does it not?—A. As I said, 
We nrp.1 ,,oe? represent, of course, a more expensive method than the one 
Profit a *1' follow. Perhaps I might be allowed to clarify that question of 
realize ecause that, did come up in an earlier meeting of the committee. One 
Wortf, S’f °: course, that you can only call the difference between the 27 cents 
filent l , .ver in the silver dollar and the 100 cents of value which the govern- 
g°Vern°btains w^en it issues and spends it a profit if you assume that the 
obtajp ,n< nb takes no responsibility for the redemption of the dollar, that it 
futiir,.^ a dollar’s worth of value for 27 cents worth of silver but disclaims any 
Peonip r^P°nslbility for redemption. The dollar will be in the hands of the 

q' I“c people may do with it what they see fit to do with it. 
doling' • ?d that is exactly what happens when the government issues a silver

O not?-A- That is it. -Itlifit-sV;f1 *s That is, when the government takes 27 cents of silver and 
Sfippjj1 ’ «to a coin and issues it for a dollar’s value in either services or material 
Person" *° U*e government, the government gets 100 cents in value from the 

it gives the dollar to, whether it be for goods or services, although the
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dollar has actually cost the government 27 cents and the less than one cent of 
minting charges. That is right, is it not?—A. That is right ; and that happens, 
of course, in the issue of other forms of currency.

By Mr. Coldwell:
Q. Which issue, you say, is cheaper?—A. Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Lawson:
Q. Did I understand you, in your previous answer, to conclude that when 

somebody brings that dollar back to the government, the government has to 
redeem it at a dollar’s value?—A. No; the government does not accept any 
responsibility for that.

Mr. Coldwell : No; but the people who produce have to redeem it.
Mr. Vien: No.
Mr. McGeer: No.
Mr. Coldwell : The value in credit.
Mr. Vien: Would you say those who produce the silver have to redeem it-
Mr. Coldwell : No; those who produce the silver do not; but somebody has 

to produce goods and services to the value of one dollar.
Mr. Towers: Oh, yes.

By lion. Mr. Lawson:
Q. When the silver dollar comes back in, does it not have to be redeemed?-^ 

A. No. Dr. Clark could perhaps answer that more accurately than I can; 
but, in fact, no one will take it back. When it is once out, it has no father.

By Mr. Donnelly:
Q. It is legal tender up to a certain amount?—A. Up to a certain amount, 

yes ; but the government would not take it back in the sense of redeeming it.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. But the banks must accept it, up to a certain amount, as deposits?-^ 

A. Yes.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. They can take it back in taxes, can they not?—A. Yes; and issue it again 

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Suppose an American bank has a thousand silver dollars which it h»s 

collected from the customers. What disposal will they make of them?—A. As 
matters stand, they could deposit them in one of the banks, because the issu° 
is not redundant. Were the issue an extremely large one you might be unable 
to do that.

Q. You are liable to that foreign bank for your dollars or for that money r 
are you not?—A. I would say that the silver dollar is only legal tender up to.9 
certain figure : but, in practice, if the issue is not redundant, it is accepted >n 
any amount.

Q. For instance, suppose the bank took five silver dollars from every 
customer ; they might have a thousand. Would you say they could not redeem 
those thousand silver dollars?—A. That the bank could not? I do not quite 
understand that question.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Suppose a bank in Boston has five hundred customers who each brine; in 
five silver dollars and they take them all. Do you mean to say that, on exchange, 
the Bank' of Canada would not be responsible for the silver dollar?—A. Not 
legally, no.

Mr. Tucker: He is introducing the question of foreign exchange. That is 
a different matter altogether.

The Chairman: One at a time, gentlemen.
Mr. McGeer: We will deal with that later, if we may.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. But I think the fact is, Mr. Towers, that the bank receiving silver dollars 

has a dollar of assets on hand, has it not, not redeemable with the Bank of Canada 
0r with the government?—A. Yes.

Q. That is correct?—A. Yes.
Q. And we would accept on statement of the bank’s assets, as assets, whatever 

silver coinage it has on hand?—A. That silver coinage, of course, does not come 
within the category of legal cash reserves, as I understand it.

Q. I am not talking about legal cash reserves. I am talking about bank 
assets.—A. Yes.

Q. If the Bank of Montreal had ten million silver dollars in its vaults, it 
Would have 110,000,000 of Canadian assets that would have to be treated as 
assets at full value, would it not?—A. Provided the issue of silver was not so 
redundant that the silver dollar would sell at a large discount.

Q. We have never come to that point yet.—A. We have not, but it can be 
done. It has been done in Cuba, and is being done there now.

Mr. Donnelly : When do you get enough that it becomes redundant ?

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. How could it be redundant when it is legal tender?—A. You would find 

°n a visit to Cuba that the over-issue of silver is so great that it sells at a 
substantial discount as compared with the other currency which is the United 
States’ dollar.

Q. Because it is inconvenient to handle?—A. The people want to get rid of 
’t, yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
r Q. Did not the same thing happen to the gold backed franc of France?— 
They left the gold standard and then it happened, yes.

Q. Yes; but they reduced their currency time and time again?—A. Oh, 
fiuite.

Q. Before they left the gold standard?—A. If you suggest one can have 
depreciation with any form of currency, either silver dollars or paper dollars, I 
ffuite agree.

. Q. Quite agreed. But this thing of over issuing and reducing the value of 
the currency by a redundancy of circulation is not peculiar to silver currency 
duy more than it is to any other currency, no matter by what it is backed?— 

That is correct.
Q. That is correct. Now I put the question to you about the cost to the 

government. I had in mind that if we used silver currency within reasonable 
.lrnits, without having the disaster of inflation through over issue and redun- 
dancy of currency in circulation, it would be cheaper for the financing of purely 
domestic enterprisës than borrowing money at interest would be. Will you not 
aSrce with that proposition?—A. On the basis on which you put the question, 
darnely, that the action taken shall be within the limits of what the monetary
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policy would otherwise have been, it then becomes the case, of course, that the 
additional silver will displace some other form of circulation, and we get back to 
that question of one kind rather than another. On that basis, as the existing 
arrangements are cheaper than the issue of silver, the government saves nothing-

Q. Yes, but that was the basis upon which I put the question. I will put 
it to you in another way. You know that in the last decade, that is in the last 
ten years, this dominion of ours has increased its total debt by roughly a billion 
dollars?

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Federal?
Mr. McGeek: Yes.
The Witness : I think so.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. So that we have been going behind in Canada by borrowing money at 

the rate of $100,000,000 a year for the last ten years? That is right, is it not?— 
A. Yes.

Q. And from the looks of present-day conditions, with the need for arma
ments looming and with unemployment not solved at all, the indications are 
that we are going to increase the quantum of that annual deficit. Is that not 
correct?—A. It looks like that.

Q. Among the things that make up our annual deficit are all the public 
expenditures, are they not? Including our balance of payments abroad, our 
liquidation of debts abroad, our payments for pensions, our aid to unemploy
ment, and a number of other purely domestic activities. That is correct?—A- 1 
did not quite understand the reference to balance of payments abroad or that in 
connection with the liquidation of debts abroad. Perhaps the latter is refunding-

Q. Of course, we have been trying to pay off our foreign debts?—A. Yes.
Q. And we have been using gold for that purpose?—A. We have been using 

general funds provided by our export trade and our tourists, and so forth, of 
which gold is a part.

Q. I do not think there could be any other justification for shipping gold 
abroad than for the liquidation of foreign debts?—A. I should think there might 
be justification for shipping it abroad to obtain useful imports that the people 
wanted.

Q. Supposing we could find a way of financing some of our domestic activi' 
ties that would free us from the cost of borrowing money ; for instance, supposing 
we took the actual figures which we have used here of twenty-two million ounces 
of silver purchased at $9,000,000 and issued $35,000.000 of currency, and we 
used that to meet our obligations ; that would reduce our annual deficit fro»1 
the $100,000,000, by whatever amount of currency we used,—let us say f°r 
purposes of argument $35,000,000 a year. Would that not be a practice more 
beneficial then borrowing and increasing our national interest-bearing debt loan? 
—A. I do not think I can add anything to what I said this morning and what 1 
read in reply to the question raised by Mr. Tucker.

Q. All right, Then I shall put this to you: Do you think an issue 
currency based on silver which would be purely a domestic currency, to the extern 
of $35,000,000 a year, would cause disastrous consequences through inflation l’1 
a country which is operating on an annual deficit of $100,000,000 a year, °r 
which results in that increase in the interest-bearing debt on the taxpayer?—A' 
If my recollection is right that question was raised before ; I think I could answer 
it again in the same way. Perhaps it might be best- if I used the same word8- 
I do not think that anyone—I shall not use the same words—can say exactly 
how much can be done in the way of an increase in currency before you would 
have inflation to a substantial degree. It depends upon the circumstances during 
the time that the issue is being increased. But it is possible to do so if 0llC 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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assumes the continuation of the policy which you mentioned for a sufficient period 
of time. I would certainly say that in those circumstances the eventual result 
would be the thing which you want to avoid, namely, inflation. Of that I am 
sure.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. But the question, Mr. Towers, would be: Why should it result in more 

inflation in issuing currency than in issuing bonds? Both are based on the 
credit of the country.

Mr. Tucker: When you issue bonds you bring money into existence—

By Mr. Vien:
Q. But the question is this: Why should you cause any damage to the 

credit of the country by issuing currency of any kind rather than issuing bonds 
bearing interest?—A. to the extent that the requirements are met by issuing 
bonds, they are met in the first instance, under one set of circumstances, irom 
the savings of the people. In other words, the people accumulate »a\ mgs an 
they lend those savings to the government. There is no increase in the amount, 
of money in existence but simply a transfer from the savers to the government 
ahd then from the government to the people. On Mr. flickers point uie ar 
certain occasions when one will find that because of an easy money policy the 
banks are increasing their holdings of government securities, and to the exten 
that government borrowing is financed in that way one does get an men m-c m - 
quantity of money in circulation. For that reason I have never said that an 
expansionary monetary policy was per se fatal. In fact, it would >c a .- ë
thing if I did say so because that is exactly what we have beeu 01 8
few years. I do not know whether we could go, sav, $40,000,1 30 
$50,000,000 further; but certainly the sky is not the limit.

By Mr. Quelch: . T
Q. But suppose the bonds arc sold by chartered banks?—A. 1C 0°^

was making in reply to Mr. Tucker was that during a period of ^onetary 
expansion, if the banks are adding to their total of bans and myestments tne 
financing is done bv an expansion of deposits. But whether n 1 y
being followed or not, of course, depends upon the monetary ()r
central authority, because they either make it possible foi th p
^possible.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. How much does it cost the banks to purchase bonds in that way by 

expanding credit?—A. It costs the banks the interest which they pay on the 
'csultant deposits and the expense of operating, in the way of servicing those 
deposits and maintaining their staffs and branches.

Q. It does not cost them any more to operate than the expense oi t ie 
1111crest- on the deposits?—A. I mentioned the other day 3 per cent. On the 
°ther hand, perhaps they are getting on those bonds three quarters of 1 per 
cent or 1^ per cent. T ,
, Q. On the average they get a good deal more than that. A. JNo, they 

not.

By Mr. McGeer:
,, Q. What you have told us, if I am getting the meat of your answer, is 
. uat. an expansionary program if kept within reasonable limits may produce 

clPful results to the economy of the nation?—A. h es.
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Q. What I have suggested to you is that an expansion of silver currency 
in Canada—because we are a silver producing country and the United States 
is using it—would result in this: Silver currency within the limits of, say, 
$35,000,000 a year would not be a program that would likely induce inflationary 
or disastrous consequences because of the fact that it would greatly help to 
decrease our national increase of $100,000,000 in interest-bearing debts?—- 
A. You have in mind that the $35,000,000 would serve to swell or would be a 
net addition to the currency in circulation or the caA reserves of the bank, 
as the case may be?

Q. Yes, I am satisfied with that, and I am quite satisfied that this country 
needs much more than that addition.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. What would the expansion be, about ten to one?—A. It would be, 

presumably, if the banks found that there were assets which they were willing 
and able to acquire.

Q. That would be an increase of $350,000,000 annually?—A. Presumably.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Upon what basis can any merchant bank increase its subsidiary coin» 

by ten times its value?—A. You have in mind that these silver dollars would 
not be legal tender, except for a small amount?

Q. Absolutely.—A. That, is different. Then the banks could not con
sider that as part of the legal cash reserve. The silver coin would pile up in 
the banks. The people who received the silver coins would generally not 
want to overload their pockets and would deposit it in the banks; and other 
things being equal the banks would hold approximately $35,000,000, and 
various people who had held silver would have $35,000,000 in deposits in the 
banks. As the silver dollars would be useless from the banks’ point of view, 
I assume that they would be rather reluctant to receive them. I assume they 
would have to reduce the rate of interest on deposits in due course if that 
process continued.

Q. If you would not mind confining yourself to one question—
Mr. Vien: I think the governor should be allowed to finish his statement- 

It will make for greater clarity. There is certainly a clash of opinions between 
the governor and Mr. McGeer, but we have already covered the ground several 
times. I am quite satisfied that Mr. McGeer should go on, but when the 
governor is asked a question and wants to develop his statement we are very 
much interested in listening to him.

Mr. McGeer: The only thing I have to suggest., Mr. Chairman, is this: 
That if we could only deal with the questions and answers we would get 
along much better and there would not be the necessity for repetition. The 
question I put is very simple: Could a bank increase its deposits of silver 
currency by ten times its value: The answer to that is “No.”

The Witness: Not worded in that way. I do not understand the word
ing “increase its deposits of silver currency ten times.” I am at a loss thcre-

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. All right; let me put it to you this way: If, for instance, instead of 

issuing silver currency you issued Bank of Canada notes?—A. Yes.
Q. And paid them out for roads and pensions?—A. Yes.
Q. And they were deposited with the banks?—A. Yes.
Q. Then the banks on receipt of that Bank of Canada currency would 

have, under the provisions of our bank Act, the power to increase deposits not 
by ten but by twenty times the amount; is that not correct?—A. By buying 
additional investments or making additional loans, yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Hon. Mr. Lawson:
Q. Ten or twenty times?—A. In practice ten; legally twenty ; but that 

has no great bearing because we will not get to that point.
Mr. Cleaver : It is not the bank that increases it ten or twenty times; it is 

our system. It is the customer’s use of the money.
Mr. McGeer: Mr. Cleaver raises this question and I shall try to explain 

u- II hat I am pointing out to you is that there is nothing like the danger of 
uncontrolled inflation from the issue of a purely domestic sliver-backed currency 
hat there is under our laws as they are from the issue of Bank of Canada 

notes?—A. No, because silver currency not being legal tender becomes useless 
°.r any purpose of banking expansion, and, under those circumstances, one 

might say its issue constitutes a form of tax.
Q. Yes, but it does not constitute a form of tax until the cycle of inflation

ary activity pyramids to increase prices and wages above and beyond what 
1,1 °y were before the inflation took place?—A. I was not referring to inflationary 

Jesuits when I made that last remark but only to the fact that it would be, so 
0 sPcak, useless money, being more than is required for active circulation and 

X, n°t legal tender which constitutes cash reserves. It would be necessarily 
hue money—

Q. Yes but—
1 he Chairman : Let the governor finish his statement, please.
Hie Witness: It would be idle money in the hands qf someone, therefore 

n°t productive of inflation; but being idle money in the hands of someone it 
institutes, so to speak, a tax on that someone.
,. Q- Where you have in the United States $1,686,000,000 of currency in 
i'culation and have no evidence whatever of Gresham’s law coming into opera- 
•lQn under our system, I think we can assume that the day of Gresham’s law 
Is Just about as dead as anything could be.—A. May I interrupt? You will 
uni Gresham’s law operating at present in Cuba on the basis of the issue of 
silver.
1 Q- We are not in Cuba; we are in Canada operating under probably the 
host efficient and effective system of monetary control in the world.

The Chairman : That is a compliment.
Mr. Cold well : You are proposing two currencies.

.. Mr. McGeer: I am only dealing with possible sources of supply of Cana- 
■lan money to reduce the cost of public finance, and I am developing silver as 
Just one minor feature of that. We will come to the other later.

Mr. Coldwell : But I think the other is what we would be interested in now.
Mr. McGeer: The silver miners are interested.
Mr. Coldwell: The question has been put in so many different ways and 

flUswered in the same way, and the answer, it seems to me, has been that there 
s a better and cheaper form of currency than silver. Mr. McGeer does not 
J*e and it occurs to me that we are not getting anywhere at all. The governor 
p me bank does not agree with Mr. McGeer and I think it should be for this 
m’mnittee to decide later. It seems to me that that question has been pretty 
^c11 exhausted, and I should like to hear the other point discussed because I

more or less in sympathy with the idea that we could issue money for 
jX abc works, and so on, to a greater extent than we are doing. I should like 

Set on with that discussion.

By Mr. McGeer:
v Q- Dealing with the question of the expansion of domestic currency, would 
q1 suggest that there is any difference in effect on the general economy through 
ne expansion of, say, a silver-backed currency or the expansion of bank
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deposits?—A. I find difficulty in following that question, Mr. McGeer. Might 
I ask for this clarification: Expansion due to additional issues of silver cur
rency or due to an increase in bank deposits? That assumes, again, I suppose, 
that the additional silver currency is not legal tender and therefore does not 
form the basis for any subsequent expansion of bank deposits.

Q. But any silver currency as it is to-day?
Mr. Tucker: Except on a dollar for dollar basis. If you had $100 in silver 

you could make a loan on it; in other words, it would be a 100 per cent basis. 
It would not be entirely useless.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : The bank could not hand me out one hundred silver 
dollars in satisfaction of my deposit. I would say that I wanted legal tender.

Mr. Tucker: The governor said this silver is useless; but it is not useless 
to the extent of dollar for dollar.

Mr. Towers: Yes, perhaps in a form that is the case; although, it is not 
legal tender and therefore cannot be used above a certain amount. For example, 
if an additional issue of $35,000,000 in silver dollars was made one might expect 
practically all of that to gravitate to the banks; let us say the whole of the 
$35,000,000 does. Well, under that process people deposit silver dollars in the 
banks and the banks’ deposits increase by $35,000,000; their assets in the form 
of silver increase by $35,000,000, and the situation might result where they would 
have a 100 per cent silver reserve against this new $35,000,000 on deposit. That 
finishes the thing so far as they are concerned. They cannot go further on 
that basis.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Is that quite so? It would be less than that, if they put up bonds or 

assets at the time they got that amount?—A. But they have not got any loan.
The Chairman : Mr. Tucker, if you will stand we can hear you better.
Mr. Tucker: I did not really intend to interrupt Mr. McGeer while he was 

making his statement. It means obviously what has been said. We will suppose 
that this silver currency is put out and put into the hands of the banks ; whether 
by deposit or otherwise; and supposing they get a thousand dollars and they 
purchase a government bond on the strength of having that thousand dollars of 
silver currency ; and then you say we will loan you a thousand dollars against 
that bond. They will take the bond, they are not afraid of taking that bond 
because there is a thousand dollars worth of silver to support it. That being 
so, what you say with respect to this currency becoming frozen through deposit 
with the banks would hardly be correct, would it?

Mr. Towers: I think that that line of argument is based on a very com
plete misconception of—and I say this, Mr. Tucker, I assure you with no dis
respect—a very complete misconception of bank operations ; which I think was 
clearly evident in the remarks in the house on February 16 and which we tried 
to explain in that memorandum which went on the record last meeting.

Mr. Tucker: I am prepared to discuss that with you. I think it is a mis
conception on your part of what I said.

The Chairman : Mr. Stevens has the floor.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I just wanted to ask if general questioning is going to 

be permitted at this time. I understood that Mr. McGeer had the floor. My 
understanding of the situation was that any member having the floor would 
exhaust his right and then someone else would have an opportunity. We are 
having quite a few interjections. I would like to interject also but I did not 
wish to do so if it is contrary to the desire of the chair and of the committee.

The Chairman : That was the understanding, that Mr. McGeer would have 
the floor until he had completed.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Hon. Mr. Stevens: Why not let Mr. McGeer get through and then some 
°f the rest of us can get the floor afterwards.

Mr. Kinley: Just on this point; the impression I got from that is that 
the bank could buy a government bond at 5 per cent and issue a cheque for it, 
aud then draw interest on the government bond. Then, what becomes of the 
cheque? Doesn’t it go to the clearing house the next day, and must they not 
Protect it with legals? On whatever issues they buy now they have only one way 
°f doing it.
, Mr. Landeryou : Where are you going to get the money with which to 
huy the legals with which to protect your bond purchase?

The Chairman : Mr. McGeer has the floor. Will you proceed, Mr. McGeer.
Mr. McGeer: Yes. Now, if we can get back to inflation.
The Chairman : Suppose we let Mr. McGeer finish his examination without 

'nterruption.
Mr. McGeer: Well, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say th _ I 1 h'at j 

a, good many years of my life trying to inform mysdf wito rogec m ()ur
thmk is one of the most important departments of public admi - opinion the 
whole scheme of government. And I want to say this, t r at leagt
Monetary institution of the United States is the mos j P ’ ancj to the 
one of unquestioned fundamental importance to oui w 1 member of
Sole success of our scheme of democracy but I
fhis committee to feel, if he wants information during , 0f n0 time that 
tion, that his request will not be welcomed by me:, .'^J^re value to this 
Parliamentarians in Canada can spend with possibilities ,, fficials of the 
nation than spending them in committees of inquiry with the officiais 
h*ank of Canada.

Some Hon. Members: Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: And I want to say to the members that T do not wish to be 

Prolix, but the things that'we are dealing with are things little undci stood b> the 
Public, and not very well understood by men who have not gi\cn a gon< t ea 
°f their own time and thought and study to. My hope is that m\ work m 
Parliament may improve the conditions of this nation ; and rm on y lope heie 
18 to co-operate with the officials of the Bank of Canada in meeting this horn > e 
Problem of reducing the cost of public finance and of getting tea.place "h*J® 
'Ve will have a balanced budget; and to meet the financial expenditures that are 
Pocessary to give to our people in this dominion some ol the things that I belie t 
*r° available if we can only organize a scheme of work and production that 

be balanced out so that we will not have idle men and idle money in the 
P'dst of an abundance of resources. And I want to say o .1C , .
Ve ln this committee, I am here to clarify and to impro\ c ns . i . 1 ’ ,
^estroy investments, or our bank interests, or any of our institutions that aie
W°rthwhile.

Some Hon. Members: Hear, hear. gh()uld m be restricted to a
Mr. Cleaver: Are you suggesting that- s . that it should be stepped up bve dollar legal tender basis ; or is your sugg

0 a full value basis? , , __ nf «terming it up
Mr. McGeer: I would say that the w A the United States.

1 °Uld be to follow the course that has understand your
n Mr. Cleaver: I was just asking so that I might
Gestion.
* Mr. McGeer: I think the question that would have to be determined there 
Hot be the question of value, and Canada is a silver-producing nation. I am 

convinced in my own mind that we should adopt a dual basis of currency
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such as exists in the United States, which would be their federal reserve funds 
plus the full legal tender silver certificates, which would give to us in Canada 
a Bank of Canada money plus a full legal tender certificate; but I do think there 
is a field of investigation that is worth while there ; and I do say that the only 
real justification for the employment of that kind of money in Canada would 
depend upon its value to the silver-producing industry, as an associate industry 
with the production of gold.

Mr. Cleaver : In order that I may understand your question, the object of 
the question which you are now directing to the Governor of the Bank of Canada 
relates to a determination of the basis of a restricted legal tender?

Mr. McGeer: Purely domestic.
Mr. Vien: Not domestic; rather, restricted.
Mr. McGeer : It is domestic currency because it is restricted in that way ; 

and because of the fact that it would be valueless outside of the country. I am 
willing to include the word “ restricted ” if you like.

Mr. Vien: Is it your intention—and this was Mr. Cleaver’s question—is it 
your intention to remove the restriction as to the amount of silver that can be 
offered as legal tender in Canada?

Mr. McGeer : I thought I answered that question categorically.
Mr. Vien: I did not get it.
Mr. Cleaver : Your question cannot be directed to a basis of silver used as 

legal tender 100 per cent within Canada and $5 outside of Canada.
Mr. McGeer: I am dealing with the currency as it is.
Mr. Cleaver: Why restrict it to $5?
Mr. McGeer: I do not.
Mr. Cleaver : Copper coins are legal tender up to 25 cents ; nickel coins are 

legal tender up to $5; and silver coins arc legal tender up to $10.
Mr. Vien : You want to leave it at $10?
Mr. McGeer: I do not want to change that at all.
Mr. Vien: Right.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The question I put before this discussion broke was, would there be an}' 

difference in the expansion of a silver currency in result in the field of inflation 
than would come from the expansion of bank deposits?

Mr. Towers : If I may answer that in this way; and I apologize f°r 
elaborating a question, Mr. McGeer ; I think that question can be answered better 
if it is put this way: Would there be any difference between the situation which 
would result from expansion in silver currency restricted as it now is, or through 
the expansion of Bank of Canada notes?

Q. But bank deposits, I said?—A. I don’t relate those two, I am sorry» 
but the expansion of—

Q. Now, Mr. Towers, just let me qualify my question, because I cannot sec 
any confusion there. You have told us here, the other day, that bank deposits 
were the money upon which 95 per cent—or, that 95 per cent of our public and 
private business is transacted in Canada?—A. Yes; but, of course; bank deposit- 
can only expand if additional Bank of Canada notes or deposits reach the hands 
of the chartered banks ; and that was why I made that comparison as compared 
with silver.

Q. Now, I would ask you—and I would like to get my question answered •’ 
I can—what the result in the field of inflation would be if the inflatoin cam6 
through the issue of subsidiary coins, through an increase in the issue of sub
sidiary coins, or an increase in bank deposits?—A. An issue of subsidiary coins- 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. That is, silver money?—A. Silver money can only produce an increase 
in bank deposits to the amount of the additional issue of silver coin.

Some lion. Members: Hear, hear.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The increase in bank deposits will only increase bank deposits by the 

amount of the increase of bank deposits, wouldn’t it?
Hon. Mr. Lawson : That is obvious.
Mr. McGeer: You increase silver coin and necessarily that will increase 

bank deposits by the amount of that increase in the issue of silver coins; exactly 
the same thing takes place if you increase bank deposits.

Mr. Landeryou: No, if you increase the note issue.
Mr. McGeer: We are not dealing with note issue.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. If I increase the issue of silver coins a thousand dollars it goes into 

circulation and comes back to the bank as bank deposits, and the bank deposits 
lncrease by that amount, do they not?—A. Yes. _

Q. And if I increase bank deposits and they go out into circulation by the 
phcque system that cheque can be used for the purchase of bonds and the result 
18 that we have an increase of $1,000 in our bank deposits whichever course we 
resort to?—A. In the case of the increase of bank deposits you mention, that 
arises from another cause; that result can only be based on as increase in cash
reserves.

Q. Let me put it to you this way : The government issues $1,000 in bonds 
Î5 meet bank liabilities, we will say; and it exchanges it for $LO00 in silver coins, 
that would be an increase in the money in circulation to $1,000, wouldn t it.
A. Yes.

Q. The government issues a $1,000 bond and takes in exchange lor it a 
deposit in one of our banks; that would increase the bank deposit by $1,000,
Wouldn’t it?—A. Yes. . , , .
, Q. Now, if the government exchanged that bond for a bank deposit, you gc 
back your $1,000 with inerest, don’t you?—A. Yes.

Q. If the government instead of issuing the bond met the bank liability oi 
,000 in silver money the cost to the government would be the cost ot minting 

be silver bullion into silver dollars, would it not ?—A. We hate got right back, 
course, to the remarks I made at the commencement of the meeting to-day, to 

vvhich I can add nothing except that there is now this difference that, the silver 
cbrrency as issued could not be legal tender for us; therefore, it y, ou d not be 
pbgible in chartered bank cash reserves ; and therefore it could not proiide the 

a$is for a subsequent expansion in deposits. . ,
Q. Yes?—A. Therefore, that removes certain of the inflationary features. 

, Q. Yes.—A. We then come, roughly, back to the point which was suggested 
^ Mr. Tucker on February 16, and which was dealt with by the memorandum

bich I put on. the record at our last meeting. , ,. , ,,
Q. Yes. Now, to come back to it, we now come back to the question of the

i . .. .... i • __ of o Hnii ht. n nmiTr it.. Till HTde
th

hositor’s liability. I mean, there is no question of a doubt about it; that 
e cost with respect to $1,000 in silver money would be far less than its money 

9 urJ—A- Right.
silv ^es. So that the actual mechanics of that operation of issuing the 

money would be cheaper to the government actually than it would be 
mmging for a bank deposit; you will agree with that? The ultimate end 

tirn ■ different, but in the end it would be cheaper?—A. Immediately, at the 
e> it would be cheaper.
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Q. At the time, it would be cheaper. Now the taxpayer comes in; with 
respect to every expenditure by the government he is the person ultimately 
responsible for the repayment of any of the debts the government creates; isn’t 
that right?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, if the government issues interest bearing bonds and exchanges 
them for bank deposits, the taxpayer must repay?—A. And the taxpayer, of 
course, also receives the interest from the government.

Q. Quite true; but the taxpayer must repay, both the bond and the inter
est?—A. And he also receives the interest.

Q. We will deal with that later. The question I want answered is, that the 
taxpayer must repay the face value of the bond plus the interest charges, 
whatever they are?—A. Yes, he must repay the face value of the bond plus 
whatever interest charges there are.

Q. All right. We will deal with that a little later. If the banker takes that 
bond and exchanges it for a bank deposit and he receives all the interest paid, 
doesn’t that increase the profits of the bank?—A. Not necessarily, because pre
sumably he pays out again interest which he received, he pays it out in 
operating expenses and interest to the man who is the holder of the deposit.

Q. In any event I think we have come to the understanding that subject 
to what the taxpayer receives he must pay back $100 or $1,000 and interest 
payment; you will agree that that has to be repaid?—A. Yes.

Q. And it has to be repaid by the taxpayer?—A. Yes.
Q. Well now, if the government issues money in the form of silver the tax

payer doesn’t have to pay it back, does he?—A. I would think that the tax
payer, regarded as the people as a whole, which perhaps is a fair statement, 
gives his silver or material to the government in return for a silver dollar; and, 
considering the government and the taxpayer as one, it is very difficult to ge* 
ahead of the game that way.

Q. But as a matter of fact the difference is simply this, isn’t it, Mr. Towers; 
when the government issues an interest-bearing bond the proceeds of the interest- 
bearing bond are paid out of the taxpayers for materials, services and whatever 
they give the government?—A. Yes.

Q. So that there is no difference in what the government receives in that 
connection from what it would receive from the issue of silver dollars?-" 
A. There might be this difference, of course, that in the first case we mentioned, 
presumably the ultimate holder of the deposit can get some interest on it-

Q. Yes?—A. In the case of the issue of silver dollars in considerable 
quantity, in a greater quantity than was needed, he might find that he could not-

Q. But that would only come when the redundancy of silver was 
increased in volume that inflationary tendencies would have set in?—A. ^ 
might not be inflationary tendencies. It might simply be an effort to get away 
from silver, so to speak.

Mr. Cleaver : I do not want to interrupt your train of thought, Mr- 
McGeer, but I should like to ask you a question.

The Chairman: Please stand up so that we can hear you.
Mr. Cleaver: Yes. If you keep on issuing silver currency in large 

amounts, to the amount of, say, $35,000,000 which would obviously be far 
in excess of the public need for silver currency, when we restrict it to a ten 
dollar legal tender value, would you not encounter then the danger of tb® 
silver dollar being deflated or discounted down to the point of its actual metal 
value?

Mr. McGeer : I would say that would depend, of course, upon the inflation' 
ary results. You can never have any consequences of that kind in any clir 
rency until the volume of the currency in general circulation rises to tb6 
point where it disrupts the price level and brings about an uncontrollabl6 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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inflationary condition. If you will follow what I am going tlnough, > ou v* ill 
see what I mean. Bank deposits are not legal tender at all. When you 
to what I am dealing with, you will find that it is the two forms of currency 
■which we use, one of which has a restricted legal tender power the othe , 
that is bank deposits, has no legal tender power at all. As a matter oi lact, 
from the point of view of currency with legal tender power, the bank depo. 
currency is the least—

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: —gifted of all our forms of currency, and yet it is with tha 

form of currency that we do 95 per cent of the nation s business, ^
Mr. Donnelly: Would you mind telling us what happened m the Unite 

States when they increased the silver currency over there ?
Mr. McGeer: What is that?
Mr. Donnelly: What happened in the United States by their increase of 

silver currency over there?
, Mr. McGeer: I think it has failed lamentably to increase ^e W I mean, notwithstanding the fact that there has been an increase du g 
the Roosevelt regime of, I think, more than a bil ion dollars m the sfiveç 
currency medium of exchange over there, and notwithstanding evher>^Vgb 
they have done or tried to do to get prices up within the range they had bee , 
the 1928 price level—

Mr. Landeryou: 1926.
Mr. McGeer: Or the 1926 price level—they started with 1928 and then 

Wt>nt to 1926—those inflationary forces have not obtained at all.
Mr. Donnelly: The silver dollar in the United States has not depreciated 

as compared with the other.
Mr. McGeer: No.
Mr. Tucker: It has legal tender value there.
Mr. McGeer: It is made full legal tender.
Mr. Vien: That is the point.
The Chairman : Order, gentlemen.
Mr. McGeer: That is not the point at all.

j ,, Mr. Tucker: You have stated that if the government issued a silver 
far and paid it out, the person it paid it out to would presumably pay 

and services for it, and you implied by that that in some way tha ■ w as 
crent from when they borrowed the money and paid it out. The diffeience, 

8*. see it, is in real goods. If the silver dollar is paid out for goods an 
k Vlces, the taxpayer gives goods and services once. But if the money is 

r?Wed and paid out for goods and services, the taxpayer gives goods an 
traces when he gets the dollar from the bank deposit, and he has a so go 

b&y it back when he comes to pay the dollar back again. So that in one 
Pav taxpayer is paying twice, and in the other case the axpayer 

Mug only once.
Hon. Mr. Lawson: His services are discounted 50 per cent, When he 

(j; °s 100 cents worth of services for 27 cents worth of silver, his sen i 
c°unted 73 per cent.

batAr- Tucker: He is as a matter of fact, giving services in exchange for a 
eS deposit. In other words, what Mr. McGeer is getting at is that the gov- 
ceî?ent, by issuing fiat money to the extent, as I understand it, of 73 per 
SV» gaining that much on the taxpayer-or, I should say, is gaming that

„1 °n the person they pay the money to.76183—24
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Mr. Towers : I cannot quite follow that, because there seems to be a 
double operation there in respect to the taxpayer, in that- alternative method 
you suggest.

Mr. Tucker: Not in both cases.
Mr. Towers: In the case of the government borrowing the money for its 

requirements, as you say, it uses that money as it would any other money- 
Having borrowed the money it, in due course, shall we say, proceeds to pay 
it back. In the meantime it has paid interest to the taxpayers, who are the 
country as a whole; and, in due course, the full debt has to be paid back and 
it wdll tax the taxpayers, who are the country as a whole. So that what you 
have there is a shift between various members of the community. If it were 
done by the issue of currency to a point where the currency depreciated in 
value in terms of goods, again you have that shift between various members 
of the community as a result of the inflationary process. Or if it were done 
in another way, as you suggested on February 16, by issuing money and offset
ting the inflationary effects, through forcing an increase in the legal minimum 
cash ratio, there again you have a tax on the people.

Mr. Tucker: I should just like to state the point that I should like you 
to deal with. If you only increase your actual money in circulation—that is, 
where you issue it as I suggested—and that money you issue shall be only good 
for further bank deposits on a 100 per cent basis, so that when you issue the 
money in whatever way you suggested it, you only issue that much money, to 
the extent of, say, $1,000. There is no difference, in the inflationary effect, 
between the issuing of .$1,000 and borrowing $1,000 and creating that bank 
deposit; that is, so far as its effect on prices is concerned. If the government 
does that, it avoids having to pay interest on that $1,000. So far as its 
being a tax on anybody is concerned, here is a point where I think your 
memorandum was incorrect, with all due deference. That $1,000 that it was 
issuing can be deposited in one of the chartered banks and used on a doll&r 
for dollar basis to make loans or to make investments upon which the bank 
can earn interest. It may have to pay 1^ per cent to the depositor on that 
$1,000 when it is deposited, but it should be able to- earn or does earn perhaps 
5 per cent, 6 per cent or 7 per cent when it loans the money out. If you say 
that the banks cannot do business on that basis, I say to you that when they 
redeposit, when all their business is on that basis, or roughly all—because on 
all their time deposits they have to pay l\ per cent—they do not have to 
pay any more on the $1,000 that is redeposited on this basis that I suggeS* 
than they would on any other basis. You suggest it is an unbearable tax °» 
the banks. I suggest that there is no tax there at all. There is no difference, 
except this, that you prevent the banks from doubling up to the extent of ten 
to one. That is where I think there is a misconception.

Mr. Towers: I am very glad that you brought that up, Mr. Tucker, 
because your suggestion was that the thing might eventually be extended to g° 
on, as you say, to a 100 per cent basis. On that basis, the banks, shall we say, 
would have two and a half billion dollars in deposits and two and a half billi°r‘ 
dollars in cash. They could not make any loans. They could not make an)' 
investments.

Mr. Tucker: I do not understand why they could not. We ^ 
suppose—

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Tucker, may I suggest that even if we go into that no<; 
it will also have to be gone into when we come to deal with the use of bank 
deposits; and that it is not helping us to deal with the question of inflation, 95 
it has already been dealt with on the record. I mean, when we come to the use 
of bank deposits, then I think we would get into a full discussion about that-

Mr. Tucker: Of course, you are dealing with bank deposits just now.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The amount of assets of the bank.
The confidence of the people.
I think, if you will let me say this, the basis of all banking

Mr. McGeer : No. But we were dealing with bank deposits with reference 
to the question of inflation. That is what I wanted to get on the record.

Mr. Landebyou: I should like to ask Mr. McGeer a question. There 
seems to be some doubt in the minds of members here as to establishing and 
maintaining the value of the silver currency which you have suggested should 
be issued. Some have suggested that it would depreciate until it was only worth 
the intrinsic value of the silver content. What is the intrinsic value of the bank 
deposits that you have mentioned?

Mr. McGeer: Pen and ink, plus the credit value of the going concern 
activity.

Mr. Towers:
Mr. Kinley:
Mr. McGeer: _ 

ln our system is this-
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. McGeer: What I should like to say is, that if the committee would 

appreciate my point of view on basic values, or basis of values, it probably 
w°uld have a little more sympathy with my ideas. I think the value ol money, 
whether it be gold, silver, bank deposits or paper currency just as I believe 
about the value of every other thing of representative or real worth is de
pendent upon the going concern activity of the nation. If the going concern 
activity of the nation ceases, there is no form of fixed values that can have, in 
themselves, any value.

Mr. Landeryou : Let me put it this way—
Mr. McGeer: Therefore, I think we have covered the point which you 

raised, Mr. Landeryou—
Mr. Landeryou: No.
Mr. McGeer: —in stating this, that there can be no destruction of the 

Lalue of silver currency or any other form of currency unless its issue, in îe a- 
lQn to the general needs of the going concern activity of the nation, Dccome^ 

mdundant and in excess of what is needed. The amount of currency whic i 
must be issued in excess of the needs of the nation before the disastrous in a 1011- 
m-y depreciation of values of money can come, is indicated by the Geiman 
^Périment in 1923, when that nation, organized as between banker and govern- 

undertook, through a process of designed inflation, to liquidate its interna 
?ebts. To do that, the German bank, the Reichsbank, which controlled the 
ssue of the mark, was compelled to increase the issue from thousands to tens of 
musands, to millions, to billions, and then into trillions.

Mr. Landeryou: You suggest it was deliberate inflation on their part?
. Mr. McGeer: Deliberate inflation and designed inflation. It is merely 
P example of what a government and a banking system, co-operating, can do, 
ben they go out to liquidate internal debts by destroying the. ^alue of its 

^rrency. But what I should like to point out to the committee is that it was 
yy when, through the deliberate action of the Reichsbank and its operator, who 
?SL then Dr. Schacht, it increased the issue of marks into figures which were 
Uch that I do not know that anyone has them, but they went in o

Mr. Landeryou: Trillions.
Mr. Coldwell : Astronomical figures.

it • Mr. McGeer: Yes, astronomical figures But that shows you how ^difficult 
P ls to destroy the value of currency by inflation, and at the . < une the 

Clrnan program involved a deliberate raising of prices.
Mr. Landeryou : Hear, hear.
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Mr. McGeer : Then, as contrasted with that experiment of 1923, we had 
the rittenmark. Then came the controlled program of inflation whereby Germany 
was able to put a system of regimentation and control into effect and to finance 
a new national power. So anyone who is a student of money, and who wants 
to get an idea of inflation, can examine that inflationary program of 1923. Let 
him examine the inflationary program of the rittenmark. Then let him examine 
the controlled inflationary program of 1933 to date. The ultimate outcome 
of that we do not know as yet, but we do know that there is such a thing as 
uncontrolled inflation and controlled inflation, which can be used to destroy 
the value of currency or which can be used to build the power of a nation.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: If I might come back to the point of the difference in infla

tion of silver money and bank deposits, I state as a fact that there would be 
no difference in inflationary results whether the increase of the medium of 
exchange came from the issue of subsidiary coin or whether it came from an \ 
issue of bank deposits.

Mr. Towers : Assuming that the increase in deposits in each case was the » 
same, the effects, I assume, would also be much the same.

Mr. McGeer: That is all I want.
Mr. Vien: But Mr. McGeer, must you not distinguish between silver coin, 

the legal tender value of which is fixed at $10, and a silver dollar certificate 
issue which is legal tender to the full face value of the certificate?

Mr. McGeer : Might I just say this—
Mr. Howard: Could we just hear Mr. Towers’ answer?
Mr. McGeer: He said there would be no difference providing the volume 

of bank deposits increased to the same amount. I take that to mean,—to 
clarify it for the benefit of members of the committee,—providing the volume 
of the medium of exchange in circulation increased in the same proportion 
from the issue of silver money as it did from the issue of bank deposits? )

Mr. Towers : That is true. The part that I did not deal with, of course, 
was the position of the banks, in the case of the additional issue of silver. 1 
left that aside, thinking that you did not want to deal with it.

Mr. McGeer: No. I think we are dealing with one thing. I should like to 
answer Mr. Vien’s question. If I were dealing with an issue of Bank of Canada 
notes, which is full legal tender, and were contrasting with that an issue 
subsidiary coin, which was only part or limited legal tender money, then i* 
would be necessary for me to show the difference, as you suggest, resulting fro#1 
the use of legal tender money restricted and legal tender money unrestricted. ln 
this instance I am dealing with two forms of medium of exchange, one, bank 
deposits which are not legal tender at all, and the other subsidiary coin which 
is partially legal tender. If I might get my idea before the committee, the 
issue of bank deposits has less value to the receiver of bank deposits than issu
ing legal tender money in the form of subsidiary coin, because bank deposits 
need not be accepted by anybody for any amount.

Mr. Cleaver: What do you mean by “the issue of bank deposits”? 
you mean a person going into a bank and making a loan and then depositing 
the money in the bank?

Mr. McGeer: No; I mean that a bank deposit can be created in this waVj 
The government can take a bond to the bank and hand that bond to the bank 
as the bank’s property and receive an exchange from the bank, an entry VJ 
the banker’s books, which is a credit entry, giving to the government a depoSlt 
value of the face value of the bond or purchase price.

Mr. Cleaver : In other words, the government borrows the money?
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: It exchanges the bond for a credit liability in the bank which 
the bank creates on a legal reserve of $5 in cash or $100. In other words, the 
bank receives from the Bank of Canada $100 in legal tender cash. Under 
banking practice the bank can issue a deposit against that up to the value of 
$1,000? Is that not right?

Mr. Towers: I would not put it quite that way. You mentioned that the 
bank might acquire investments or loans and as a result of doing so that would 
add to its deposits by an equivalent amount assuming the recipient will leave 
the money with the bank. But may I point out two things: One is that the 
banks are forced to pay their depositors in legal tender if they so demand; and, 
two, that process of the government, so to speak, borrowing from banks or selling 
bonds to them which results in an increase in the bank’s deposits, should hardly 
be regarded as a continuous one or as the way in which the government normally 
does its financing. That may happen and that does happen during a period 
°f monetary expansion. Whether it happens or not of course depends on the 
central bank. But regarded as a way in which the government does all its 
financing or as a continuous process, would get us into quite a wrong conception. 
As a matter of fact, by and large, that process has not taken place since the 
end of 1936, and we are now in 1939.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. You say this procedure had happened before 1936; in other words, they 

have been trading that credit at the commercial banks?—A. The other way of 
Putting it, is to say that the banks have added considerably to their investment
Portfolio.

Q. The credit they use to purchase these bonds is not the bank deposits 
0r the savings of the people, it is a credit created by the bank ? A. No, it is 
that money which is now the savings of the people, so to speak. The bank in 
Purchasing the bond places, shall we say, $1,000 to the credit of the govern
ment, if a process of expansion is going on, otherwise, the bank would not pur- 
chase additional bonds.

Q. Do they use the people’s savings to purchase that bond?—A. I would 
Put it the other way. I would say they purchase the bond by placing $1,000 
t° the credit of the government. The government spends the money. The people 
who receive that money put it into their savings accounts with the banks. Those 
savings accounts then are an asset of the depositors but a liability to the banks. 
Against that deposit the bank will hold $1,000 in government bonds so that it 
Can respond to the liability if need be.

Q. Yes, but I cannot get the question over to you. I am not suggesting that 
there is not a $1,000 bond behind the deposit. It may be in the bank. But in 
me first instance, when the government delivers a $1,000 bond to the bank what 
uoes the bank use to purchase it with? Is that the creation of additional money? 
''A—the creation of additional money.

Q. Ancl i'nTcôsïïess to the bank the moment they create it. I am not 
j-ulking about where they pay interest on deposits, but at the moment when 
mey create it?—A. No, it is the assumption of a $1,000 liability by the bank.

Q. In other words, what stands behind the $1,000 bond that the govern
ment gives to the bank?—A. The credit of the country.

Q. The word of the people to pay?—A. Yes.
Q. Then on the word of the people the bank monetizes that for $1,000?— 

A- Roughly speaking, yes.
, Q. Then the money is created by the bank upon the word of the people 
?° Pay in the future a certain amount?—A. I wonder if it would be reasonable 
t0 suggest that we should always refer to it as creating a liability. The bank 
Assumes $1,000 liability.
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By Mr. Tucker:
Q. They exchange liabilities?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. You say, in the final analysis, they have created a liability. It is the 

liability of the people, though, in the final analysis.—A. The asset of the bank 
is the liability of the people. The liability of the bank is the asset of the people.

Mr. Tucker: They exchange liabilities. The bank assumes an obligation 
to pay §1,000. It has always beat me to understand why the government 
should exchange liabilities like that and pay the bank at its own creation a fee 
for monetizing its credit.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. This is an argument, after all, gentlemen, and what I am trying to get 

on the record is the distinction, if there is any, between the inflationary result 
by the increase of the volume of medium of exchange through the issue of silver 
currency as contrasted with the result of increasing the volume of medium of 
exchange by increasing the bank deposits?—A. As I said before, if the issue of 
additional silver currency results in, say, an increase of $100,000,000 in bank 
deposits, or, comparing with the other method, if as a result of a policy of 
monetary expansion, or whatever reason you like to put, that produces an increase 
of $100,000,000 in bank deposits, the increase in each case is the same. I, 
naturally, see no difference. Although in the silver case the bank will be holding 
that $100,000,000 of non-legal tender silver,—restricted legal tender silver.

Q. If it increases $100,000,000 of bank deposits that lie in the savings 
accounts, they are also stagnant of their own weight, are they not? If the 
increase in bank deposits, independent of the issue of silver money, results in a 
surplus of bank deposits which lie in the savings bank accounts, they also are 
dead, are they not?—A. Yes.

Q. No deader than an excess of silver currency would be?—A. The facts 
are two; with the additional issue of silver currency you have your increase in 
bank deposits. Those may be dead. Under the other system you also have a 
similar increase in bank deposits. Those may be dead. I see no difference 
between those things under similar circumstances.

Q. I want to come down to the expansion of bank deposits which have been 
very substantial in the last seven years; is that not so?—A. Yes.

Q. At the bottom of the depression our Canadian bank deposits totalled 
$2,322,000.000?

Mr. Vien: What arc you reading from?
Mr. McGeer: Page 21 of the February, 1939, statistical summary of the 

Bank of Canada.
Mr. Landeryou : Could you go back further than that?
Mr. McGeer: I shall go back to 1914. You will find that figure set out in 

the statement which I had printed in the record of our last meeting. At pages 
21 and 22 in the statistical summary of the Bank of Canada for February, 1939, 
the total of Canadian bank deposits was $2,322,000,000?

The Witness : Including foreign deposits.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Yes. Then the $312,000,000 would reduce------ A. The Canadian deposits

in that second year—$1,958,000,000.
Q. And in 1939 our deposits had increased to $2,954,000,000?—A Or again 

using the Canadian figure—$2,514,000,000.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Which would give us a round figure increase of $600,000,000?—A. Close 
to it.

Q. So that wre have had an expansion of bank deposits in Canada at the 
rate of $100,000,000 a year over that period. Is that correct?—A. A es.

Q. Has that increase of $100,000,000 a year produced any inflationary 
consequences?

Mr. Cleaver : No; but has it done any good?
Mr. McGeer: We will deal w'ith the other feature.

By Mr. McGeer:
slie-lH tt produced any inflationary consequences?—A. The price-level is 
Prni ^ higher than it wras at the depths of the depression, but that it has 

^ced any distinctly inflationary consequences, no, not so far.
Wflc *^32 the holdings of dominion and provincial and other securities

s $696,000,000, was it not?—A. Just about that in 1932. 
ihchw That figure increased in January, 1939, to $1,454,000,000?—A. That 

pother securities as well, apart from dominion and provincial.
Wharf ” eh’ the total of the dominion and provincial securities in 1932 was 

—A. $490,000,000, and at the present time about $1,200,000,000.
O a 18 security holding is in the main dominion and provincial?—A. Yes. 

incrp . •n f right in concluding, Mr. Towers, from those figures, that the 
of ,j asc: ln t-he Canadian bank deposits since 1932 resulted from the acquiring 
bankx?ln^nyanC* Provinc^a^ securities during the same period of time by the

to tfw i^° that we have since 1932 increased our dominion and provincial debt 
Is banks by just the amount that they have increased their bank deposits?

q yght?—A. I am sorry I did not get that question, Mr. McGeer. 
far Since 1932 our dominion and provincial debts have been increased in so 
depo®. they are held by the banks by just the amount of the increase in the bank 

sits?—A. That is approximately the case, yes.
Now, the interest rate is paid to the banks, is it not?—A. Yes. 

d0ly : Nil that has happened in that transaction is that the banks have taken 
credit"?-11 ,a?4 Provincial securities into their portfolios and increased their 
*hat ,, labilities through their bookkeeping entries, plus the liabilities on them 
kcet ' "ese hookkeeping entries incur?—A. Yes; I assume we take.the book- 

stries seriously as a liability, though.
liabijq ®h, absolutely. Now I am going to deal with that question 
Hiin„!ty’ because you put quite a lot of stress on it. For instance, a few

"lurco ------ ■ ’ ’ ' ’ - . - . 1 1 ___ :c ;+

of

utes ago you told me that,a holder of a bank deposit, if he demanded it,
uhi secure legal tender cash?—A. Yes.

0- You told me that, did you not?—A. Yes.
Mr. Vien: Do you agree with that?

Want^r' McGeer: I certainly do not. Theoretically that may be so. But I
y°u to just follow this kind of a proposition.

By Mr. McGeer:
%2 S The banks’ liability to the Canadian depositors as of January, 1939, was 

,5°r ,000.000 exclusive of their liability on foreign deposits?—A. tes.
M That is all convertible into legal tender cash A. Yes.
Q- How much legal tender cash have the banks?—A. $269,000 (XXt 

stan How much legal tender cash, under the Bank of C anada Ac a. it 
J? n°w, can you issue as the Bank of Canada. A. ow mu . , .

25 3- On your gold reserve?-A. The gold reserve provision as you know, is 
^ cent of our liabilities in the form of notes and deposit..
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Q. Yes, but you have a certain holding of gold?—A. Yes; that is a little 
over $200,000,000.

Q. How much is the maximum of legal tender cash that you can issue f°r 
banking purposes on that reserve of gold?—A. A total of $800,000,000.

Q. That is the maximum amount that you can issue?—A. Subject to the 
Governor in Council suspending the gold reserve requirements.

Q. And if you had that issue you would have nothing but a straight paper 
currency?—A. The ratio of gold reserve would be lower. Presumably the go'1* 
would still be there.

Q. Can you tell me how you can convert $2,501,000,000 of bank deposit® 
into $800,000,000 which is your maximum?—A. Subject to the suspension 
the gold reserve requirements. In the event of all the depositors in Canada 
wishing to withdraw their deposits from the banks in legal tender, and presuniiflo 
they put it in their mattresses, because that is the only reason people do thos® 
things, I would say that ways and means would be found of filling their require- 
ments, by suspension of the reserve provision if necessary.

Q. And by issuing a straight national paper currency?—A. Right, p 
would have no effect from a national point of view because people would simpv 
put it in their mattresses or in holes in the ground.

Q. Is this not a correct statement, that under our system we legalize ® 
method of trading long in credit and short in legal tender cash and g°* 
reserves as the basis of operating our present debt-claimed monetary system?-^ 
A. That is a phrase that I am not familiar with—it is my own stupidity, 1
am sure.

Q. I will eliminate the “debt-claimed” part.—A. Right. The business of
banking always has involved operating with a small amount of cash, wha 
the bank thought was safe in relation to demands likely to be made upon y’ 
and implying the possession of certain assets and the assumption of certa'n 
liabilities. That is the business of banking.

Q. Certainly.—A. Properly administered, it is the business of banking 
that is all that can be said about it.

Q. What I want is the fact. Is it true that we have legalized a system. of
trading long in credit and short in cash and gold as the basis of our operatmj’ 
system?—A. Long in liability, if that is what you have in mind by credit— 
in assets other than cash, and a small amount of cash. And that is bankm= 

Q. When we come to the thing which we actually use for money in * ,g 
case of a government bond, it is the credit of the bond that is selling; that * 
the money, isn’t it?—A. A bank may acquire government bonds as part of 1 ^ 
assets, or it may acquire a loan; it will have a deposit liability on the otn , 
side. If the bond is good why it is all right; and if it is not, it is too ha 
for the bank. c

Q. Under this system, where the banks can issue a 10 per cent reserve 
cash to credit liabilities in the form of a deposit to the full value of that boa ^ 
it is the value of the bond that is taken ; that is banking?—A. It is the va'u 
of the asset that is behind the liability; yes.

Q. Yes. So that all the banker does is to monetize the government’s cred 
when it requires a government bond?—A. Within limits imposed by law a° 
by the operations of the central bank, yes. ,

Q. So that the banker does not need money to buy a government boLfl 
For instance, if I go to buy a government bond I have got to pay $1,000 L 
cash, I have got to put it up in cash; the individual has got to have the requ11' 
$1,000 and have it on deposit in the bank, or have it in his hand before 
gets the bond.—A. Unless your credit is good, yes.

Q. Is there any way by which I can as an individual exchange my cred 
for a bond?—A. Individuals can’t borrow from the government ; of course, m 1 
can borrow from other sources.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. No, no; I have to have cash when I purchase a bond.—A. From the 
government.

Q. Before I can get a bond as an individual I have got to have accumulated 
the equivalent value?

Mr. Vient: Or borrow it.
Mr. Towers: Or borrow from a bank.
Mr. Landeryou : You might be able to get it by way of a loan.
Mr. McGeer: If I borrow from the bank I have got to have something 

^cumulated on which to borrow. I know a little about that. I had to acquire 
*4)000 or $5,000 of security for every dollar I want to borrow before I can get 
’t from a bank.

The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. McGeer: Where it is in the form of assets which are convertible into 

money. I have got to have something that can produce $1,000 in cash before I 
Can get a $1,000 government bond; but the banker under our system can do it 
"}th $ 100 in cash. That is our system.—A. Provided that the depositor is 
"dling to leave his money on deposit with the bank.

Q. And, he is?—A. He is, because the bank is solvent.
Mr. Tucker: That is because the government is willing to come to their 

rescue and lift the gold reserve.
Mr. Towers: As Mr. McGeer said earlier, surely we have to regard these 

ftlngs as going concerns ; the same thing would apply to any of our factories, 
r to any big merchandising establishment. They have to carry a certain 
mount of liability in order to be able to do business. I think in connection 
mh all businesses, that, where they are solvent, we have to regard them as 

"Qlng concerns.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Isn’t it true, Mr. Towers, that that is what would happen if there were 

run on the banks with depositors demanding their money?—general 
A- Yes.

Q. And it was so in the United States where they operated under a system 
a ^tmally the same as our Finance Act; and when Mr. Roosevelt came out 

o said that they were willing to spend any amount of money necessary to 
fhe enormous sums on deposit the situation was cleared up?—A. Yes. 

y Q- And is it not a fact that because people have complete confidence in 
^ banking system they do not demand their money ; just as in the United 
ofp s they are convinced that if necessary the government through the Bank 
arri na^a, ^ a run of major proportions developed, would provide a sufficient 

of money to supply depositors with the last cent they have on deposit; 
sei ^lat true?—A. I think people have not been nervous about the banks them- 
S]jYGs- I doubt very much if millions of them have ever thought about the 
^Ject of whether we would afford support; but, if the case arose, I cannot 

Miy we should not.
Q- But that remains true, that the government through the Bank of Canada 

ab]11'S behind the banking system of this country ; and that is why they are 
ty0e. do it. In the final analysis we are behind the banking system.—A. I 
U) . * say that so long as the banking system operates in a proper way and 
than11’118 solvency, speaking of all individual banks, that if one assumes 
for l ®ecause of an unreasonable cause or fear that these banks are being asked 

'^1 tender cash, being solvent institutions, and not being pressed through 
boh ,plf °f théir own, then I would certainly say that the central bank would 

^hind them absolutely.
a Q- And do you suggest in the event of the outbreak of a war causing 

Un on the banks, with everybody wanting their money at once, with the
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banks quite solvent, do you suggest for one moment that you would not be 
behind the banks in a crisis like that?—A. Of course, and there would be no 
difficulty in putting up security.

Q. Would you not go into the bank and ascertain its security position?-"
A. That is being done constantly by the Inspector General of Banks, so that 
the information is available at any time.

Q. And provided, as you say, that they carry on in a reasonable way, the 
government will pretty well stand behind the banks.

Mr. McGeer: If I might return to my question, this is it:

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Even with the banks being solvent, in the case of a run of major 

proportions, what would happen if the government refused to suspend payment» 
in full?—A. You mean, if the central bank refused to come to their assistance 
in the event of a run? 1

Q. Yes, if it refuses to set aside the gold provision?—A. Assuming that 
the demands were large enough, or that the gold production was restricted-"

Q. Would they be solvent?—A. Yes, they would be solvent, assuming I 
they were solvent before; but they would not be able to make payment in legs* 
tender in full.

Q. What is the case if the banks are insolvent?—A. Perhaps we meet a 
difficulty there. The bank must, of course, be able to meet all its liabilities i° 
legal tender to the extent that demands are made upon it, or else close its doors- 
In that case it is, so to speak, insolvent in the sense that you mention.

Q. Yes.—A. But, assuming that there was nothing wrong with its affair® 
before, that these demands were wrongly inspired, I assume in due course J* 
would be able to liquidate its liabilities, so to speak, 100 cents on the dollar-

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I think you will agree with this proposition, we have never experienced 

in our modern banking system, but if it so happened that people lost faith""
A. Fortunately that does not happen in Canada.

Q. If it did happen in Canada, if the same thing were to happen here a= f 
happened in the United States—?—A. We would certainly deal with the , 
situation. .

Q. And you would deal with it in one of two ways, by an adjustment °‘ 
your legal tender, cash that would be supplied to meet the demands of t'lC 
public to allay their lack of confidence?—A. Exactly.

Q. If that did not allay their lack of confidence you would declare a 
bank holiday and straighten the thing out by parliament?—A. I would Te 
inclined to think our recommendation would be that the gold reserve provisi011 
would be suspended, and the thing would be carried right to a conclusion. ,

Q. And if that did not stop the people from demanding their cash »D. 
wrecked the bank system?—A. By the time they have taken out all the1' 
deposits in cash that portion of it is over.

Q. The banking system is gone, as far as the deposit end of it is concern6"’ 
but in that process it is the action of the central bank and the doming 
government that provides the cash to meet the dominion’s obligation to t'1 
banks?—A. Yes, against the pledges of security by the banks.

Q. The banks would transfer their security to you and you would issllt 
money against that?—A. Right. .

Q. And if there were any shortage in these assets in making up the amo"11 
of cash that was required, and there was an insolvency the banking syst61 
would lose?—A. Right.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. So that the simple proposition of our banking system today is that its 
toain security is the power of the Parliament of Canada to authorize a bank to 
get an issue of money, its whole legal tender money in Canada, independent of the 
gold reserve?—A. I would say that parliament has, first of all, authorized the 
banking system to operate as it does.

Q. Yes?—A. Secondly, they have set up an organization which would 
determine monetary policy and therefore guide the action of the banks in that 
respect; and, thirdly, they have provided a mechanism which, in case of loss 
°f confidence, would supply the safeguard you mention.

Q. Then we get down to this proposition, increase the holdings of public 
securities—dominion and provincial. You increase the bank’s deposit, clearly, 
with the acquisition of that type of security, and the chartered banks may 
’Ocrease their deposits to the value of those securities, as this record shows?— 
A- Provided that the action of the Bank of Canada was such as to increase 
their cash reserve and enable them to do so; which, as you will see by this 
record, over the years, we have done.

Q. Yes. If you increase that value of cash reserve independently of what 
the banks have been doing in the way of acquiring dominion and provincial 
Securities you are increasing their deposits?—A. The first step was the increase 
ln the cash reserve. Then that was followed by an increase in the holdings of 
purities by the banks, which in turn brought about an increase in deposits, 
the first step rests right here. (

Q. Yes, and that step was mainly through your purchase of gold, wasn t 
lt?—A. No; it was through our purchase of additional government securities.

Q. But the increase in the volume of Bank of Canada notes that went into 
peculation was due to your gold purchasing policy in part, was it not?—A. No, 
be.cause we did not add to it until very recently. We did not add to our 
0l"iginal stock until December of last year.

The Chairman: Just before the committee dispurses, is it your wish 
0 Hieet tomorrow morning?

Mr. Tucker: Yes, I think we should.
Some Hon. Members: No.
The Chairman: It appears as though the majority of the members of the 

j^ttimittee would prefer not to sit tomorrow. Perhaps we had better adjourn 
0 Hieet again at the call of the chair.

4i The committee adjourned at one o’clock p.m. to meet again at the call of 
be chair.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Friday, April 14, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a’clock a.m.

Members 'present: Messrs. Baker, Bercovitch, Clark (} ork-Sunbury), 
Goldwell, Deachman, Donnelly, Fontaine, Jaques, Kirk, Lacroix (Beauce), 
finder y ou, Leduc, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, McPhee, Mallette, 

erley, Quelch, Ross (Middlesex East), Stevens, Thorson, Tucker, Vien, 1 aylor,
'roods worth.

Qantendance: . Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of

\r„ Î1,1 the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ross (Middlesex East) moved that 
• vien act as Chairman.

Motion carried and Mr. Vien took the Chair.

Examination of Mr. Towers continued.

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

Ottawa, April 14, 1939.
The standing committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m.

Canada a^enc*ance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of

Woil,The ^ LERK: Gentlemen, in the absence of the chairman this morning, 
'1 someone move for the appointment of a deputy chairman?

chnC*1' ^oss (Middlesex East) : I move that Colonel Vien act as deputy 
'-udirman.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I second the motion.
ft has been moved and sec_
Are there any other nominations? I declare the motion

dp.,,,, 16 Clerk: It has been moved and seconded that Colonel Vien act as 
. ty chairman, carried

you 1 ,ie, ^EPUTY Chairman: Gentlemen, I thank you for the confidence which 
dutiesaVe reP.0S,ed in me- I know that I shall not be able to discharge my 
sure t successfully except with your co-operation, but in that regard I am quite 

Y ou will not fail me.
^Pr\k as "dll appear from report number 4 of our proceed- 

yoin- v r" McGeer was interrogating Mr. Towers. Are you quite through with 
Ur hne of questioning, Mr. McGeer?

Mr. McGeer: Am I quite through?
Hie Deputy Chairman: With the line of questions that you developed?
Mr. McGeer: No.
Pile Deputy Chairman: Do you desire to carry on now?
Mr. McGeer: Yes.
dhe Deputy Chairman: Your last two questions were:—

Q. Yes. If you increase that value of cash reserve independently of 
■" hat the banks have been doing in the way of acquiring dominion and 
provincial securities you are increasing their deposits?—A. The first 
'tpP was the increase in the cash reserve. Then that was followed by an 
mcrease in the holdings of securities by the banks, which in time brought 
a,>out an increase in deposits. The first step rests right here.

Q. Yes, and that step was mainly through your purchase of gold, 
Wasn t it?—A. No; it was through our purchase of additional government 
securities.

We ^ft it at that.

By Mr. McGeer: ,
to nS" Mid your answer to that question, Mr. .lowers, was.— • e 
stotkat last question was “ No because we did not add to it, that is, the go d 
of°=k- until very recently. We did not add to our original stock until December

*ast year
<j0 Q; You do purchase the gold product of Canada, do you not? A. The 
Usi, n10n government purchases the product of the mines, and they ask us tSfy to act as their agent in shipping it to the market where they can obtain 

^t price.
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Q. How is it paid for?—A. It is paid for in Canada by dominion govern
ment cheques on their bank account.

Q. On their bank account?—A. On their bank account. The gold itself is 
shipped to New York or London, as the case may be, wherever the best price 
is obtainable. Latterly that has always been New York. The dominion gov
ernment then receives in New York the purchase price of the gold in the form 
of balances in an American bank. The dominion government then uses such 
portion of those United States funds as it may require to meet its interest and 
other commitments in the United States or for the purpose of buying sterling 
to meet its interest and other commitments in London. It then has a certain 
amount of United States funds left over because its foreign commitments, to 
which I have just referred, are not as large as the total proceeds of gold sales. 
Therefore, some of these funds are surplus to those requirements. The dominion 
government then instructs us to sell that surplus in the exchange market, thereby 
converting it into Canadian dollars.

Q. So that the only way, as you say, by which the Bank of Canada money 
goes into circulation is in the purchasing of dominion and provincial securities ; 
is that correct? That is, outside of your advances to the banks?—A. No, that 
would not be the only way. I did mention that we have since last December 
acquired some additional gold. It shows on our balance sheet as about 
$25,000,000.

Q. When you acquired that additional gold, how was it paid for?—A. We 
paid for it in the same way as we would pay for additional securities or any 
other assets which we might buy by issuing a cheque on ourselves. The net result 
of that on our balance sheet is this: our assets increase by the amount of the 
securities or gold purchased; the cheque which we issued on ourselves is pre
sented at a bank by the person to whom it was given and deposited by the 
bank at the Bank of Canada. That deposit, of course, increases our deposit 
liability. So our assets in the case of a purchase of, say, $25,000,000 additional 
gold, will go up $25,000,000 and our liabilities will increase $25,000,000.

Q. But if you issued a cheque to a gold-mining company and the gold' 
mining company deposited that cheque with its chartered bank, then that 
chartered bank would present the cheque for payment or for deposit to their 
account which would be the same thing?—A. That is it.

Q. But that would give the bank which received the Bank of Canada 
cheque from the gold producer a claim on the Bank of Canada for legal tender 
cash.—A. Yes.

Q. And the bank could use that money which came into its possession 
through the deposit of the gold producer as a reserve for the issue of bank 
deposits and increase them under our law on the basis of twenty to one.—A. ™ 

would increase the bank’s cash reserve and give the bank latitude to increase 
its holdings of dominion or provincial securities, or its loans ; in turn increasing 
its deposits ; yes.

Q. And under our Act on the basis of twenty to one?—A. Legally, yes. 1° 
fact, of course, we do not issue our cheques to the gold producer.

Q. To whom do you issue them?—A. We do not buy the gold; the 
dominion government buys the gold. When we have occasion to buy som6 
gold, we buy it from the dominion government.

Q. And you give a cheque to the dominion government?—A. And we giv,e 
a cheque to the dominion government which goes into the dominion government 3 
deposit account. The dominion government, of course, is spending those fund3 
so that eventually an increase in our gold holdings, if it is not offset by the 
decrease in some of our other assets, will result in an increase in the charter^ 
banks’ cash reserve.

Q. You are conversant, I take it, with the MacMillan report?—A. Thc 
Canadian?

Q. The British MacMillan report and the Canadian report?—A. Yes.
IMr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. You will recall that they dealt with the manner in which bank deposits 
are created, in that report?—A. Yes.

Q. I draw your attention to section 74, which is at page 34 of the report:—
“ It is not unnatural to think of the deposits of a bank as being 

created by the public through the deposit of cash representing either 
savings or amounts which are not for the time being required to meet 
expenditure. But the bulk of the deposits arise out of the action of the 
banks themselves, for by granting loans, allowing money to be drawn on 
an overdraft or purchasing securities a bank creates a credit in its 
books, which is the equivalent of a deposit.”

you find any fault with that statement?—A. None whatever.
Q. As it pertains to banking practice as it is carried on in the dominion 

01 Canada under our banking system?—A. No.
, Q. As a matter of fact, that is a true statement of the manner in which the 
°ulk of Canadian bank deposits are created, is it not?—A. That is banking all 
“e world over, yes.

Q. And the same in the United States?—A. Right.
Q- As a matter of fact, subject to the difference in the amount of cash 

e-serye required, the method of creating bank deposits is the same in Great 
ritain, Canada and the United States ; is it not?—A. Yes.
,. Q- Under the British banking system there is no cash reserve required at

by law, is there?—A. That is right, although the British banks operate 
usually on a 10 per cent basis, the same as the Canadian banks operate.

Q- Did you ever hear of this 10 per cent basis before the MacMillan 
ePort was published?—A. Yes.

Q. Just carrying -along with section 74 as to the manner in which deposits 
re used, or referring to the manner and use of deposits, the report says:—

n A simP. e illustration, in which it will be convenient to assume that 
a banking is concentrated in one bank, will make this clear. Let us 
suppose that a customer has paid into the bank £1,000 in cash and that 
h 1SJ ,ged ^rom exPei'ienCe that only the equivalent of 10 per cent of 
i ne bank deposit need be held actually in cash to meet the demands of 
customers ; then the £1,000 cash received will obviously support deposits 
amounting to £10,000.”

That is our practice, is it not?—A. Yes.

Q- And our law goes even further?—A. Yes.
Q. Suppose that the bank then grants a loan of £900; it will open 

a credit of £900 for its customer, and when the customer draws a cheque 
for £900 upon the credit so opened that cheque will, on our hypothesis, 
be paid into the account of another of the bank’s customers, the bank 
now holds both the original deposit of £1,000 and the £900 paid in by the 
second customer. Deposits have thus increased to £1,900 and the bank 
holds against its liability to pay out this sum (a) the original £1,000 o 
cash deposited and (b) the obligation of a customer to repay the loan oi 
£900. The same result follows if the bank, instead oi lending £900 to a 
customer, purchases an investment of that amount. The cheque which l 
draws upon itself in payment for the investment is paid into the sel er s 
bank account and creates a deposit of that amount in his namn le 
bank, in this latter case, holds against its total liability for £1,900 (a) 
the original £1,000 of cash and (6) the investment which it has purchased. 
The bank can carry on the process of lending, or purchasing îm estments, 
until such time as the credits created, or investments purchased represent 
uine times the amount of the original deposit of £1,000 in cash.

^ that- original deposit was in cash; yes.
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Q. I mean that is the hypothesis.—A. Yes.
Q. And deposits are used in that way to finance the purchase of securities 

by the bank?—A. I think that what you have read there states the contrary- 
In other words, so long as people are willing to take the cheques which it issues 
and leave the proceeds on deposit with the bank, that bank can acquire addi
tional assets in the form of securities or loans until it has built up a deposit 
structure which bears a relation of ten to one to the cash heud. I think perhaps 
it is a question only of phraseology, but rather misleading to say that the bank 
uses its deposits to buy things, because, of course, the deposits are its 
liabilities.

Q. Yes, but according to this report, which I think is recognized throughout 
the world as probably being—to use Sir Josiah Stamp’s own phraseology—“ the 
best work on monetary economy in print to-day”— —A. I agree absolutely 
with what you have read from the report.

Q. —that report states definitely that the bulk of deposits are made 
and developed by issuing credit entries in the bankers’ books against a reserve 
of cash of 10 per cent including cash deposited by depositors?—A. I do not 
quite see the latter distinction.

Q. Let me read this again.—A. A cash reserve of 10 per cent—that really 
is all that need be said about that.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. But the deposits are all a liability?—A. The deposits are a liability-

yes.
By Mr. McGeer:

Q. But I am dealing with this particular statement in the report :
A simple illustration, in which it will be convenient to assume that 

all banking is concentrated in one bank, will make this clear.

Let us suppose that a customer has paid intd the bank £1,000 in cash, that i£
£1,000 in cash which does not belong to the bank at all, according------A. Excuse
me; it does, Mr. McGeer. As soon as the customer has paid it in and has 
received a credit on the books of the bank for the £1,000, that deposit of the 
customer with the bank is the customer’s asset. The cash becomes the bank’s 
asset.

Q. Becomes the property of the bank?—A. Right. «
Q. And that is because of the banking practice?—A. Yes.
Q. And all the bank gives to the customer to transfer that cash which he 

has deposited from his ownership to that of the bank is a credit entry in the 
bank’s books?—A. Do those entries by force of law and custom mean nothing-

Q. I am not saying that they do not mean anything; I am saying that th^ 
is what happens. You agree with me that that is a fact?—A. It must be clearly 
stated that the customer has received value.

Q. No; no; I asked you a plain question, if it was not a fact that when jj 
customer of the bank deposited £1,000 in cash that that cash became possessed 
by the bank and that what the customer received in exchange for it was a creu' 
entry in the banker’s books which made the bank liable to the depositor f? 
£1,000?—A. Right. The bank had bought his cash in exchange for a dep<>sl '

Q. In other words, the bank exchanged for £1,000 in cash a credit entrl 
which constituted a promise to pay £1,000 on demand?—A. Right; a promise t 
give back that £1,000 in cash whenever the depositor wanted it.

Q. Not quite that.—A. Well, £1,000 of legal tender.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Is it not more of a loan? You said it was a purchase? 

you might more accurately describe it as a loan.
Q. The bank pays interest on it?—A. Yes, often; not always.

A. In a sense

By Mr. McGeer:
Q- It may or may not?—A. That is by arrangement with the customer.

savin ^ l ^CP™R: I do not quite follow what you mean, Mr. Macdonald, by 
in' ^ that ^ IS more of a loan. It is a straight transfer of one type of asset 
fa„t ( ia.n§? f°r another type of asset. It has no semblance or feature either in 
dct or m law of a loan.

' 1 • Macdonald: Is there not a promise to repay on demand.
thimr *r'T(^T<^EER: n°t a loan; that is a bill, which is a very different
Prom' J * t,?ok a stock of goods and put them into a storehouse I could 
vvnni |lse re"dehvery of those goods whenever I called for them, but nobody 

old suggest that that was a loan.

Q. Now, Mr. Towers, I should like you to follow this Syto pay a depositor a thousand pounds on demand requires m E „ * 
ln law at all?—A. No legal minimum cash reserve there is no
n Q. No. I mean, outside of the promise of the bank toÆ’keep an eye 

other liability to pay?—A. No, but, of course, I f '
°» the banks to make sure that that promise can be tumnem , d some
Rn Q. Of course, you know that in the course of ban.k™ffipedv_A. That is^tè'brue^îterh^^the experieDce^lif'that^'respect has been much better in the

C0UrQ.04üS where it eonid be handled properly « risk*- g?e.S 

s;ome extent. But in our parliament we call upon the banlc^ t ^
flVe Per cent of his promises to his depositors in required to
, Q. And that is all, is it not?-A. That is all that he is iega y 
lQld in legal tender cash.

Mr. Macdonald: But the depositor can claim 100 per ' cent?
Mr. McGeer: Under what section can the depositor cla m m f ^ 

.Mr. Macdonald: I am not familiar with the section, 
asking you; I am not finding fault. , i9:m jqO per cent.

Mr. McGeer: I thought you said that a depositor «mid claim P 
Mr. Macdonald: I was asking you that Question. which is con-

t Mr. McGeer: Pardon me; I thought you s a claim anything.
ry to the fact. I know he cannot. He has not the^power demand

, Mr. To™: Mr. McGeer, the depositor hashïdeposits.
°§al tender from the chartered banks for 100 per c

By Mr. McGeer: reserve for his deposits?—
* Q. He has no right to ask the bank to hold any reserve

' °h; that is another matter. _.+1irn 0f his deposits.
Mr. Macdonald: I said he could demain deposits any time he

, Mr. McGeer: He can demand the return of his deposit» .

Mr. Macdonald: And all the depositors 'O '1'1' thing. But if all
th, Mr. McGeer: And all the the promise of the bank to

depositors did the same thing at the same time P
y m legal tender cash could not be i
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Mr. Towers: I would disagree with that.
The Deputy Chairman: Mr. Dunning, I think, made a very clear state

ment the other day in the house on that matter.
Mr. McGeer: I read it very carefully; I was very much interested in it. 

I am going to question that statement very definitely.
The Deputy Chairman : Would it not be better to clear it up now?
Mr. Quelch : That statement was contradicted by Mr. Towers the last 

time we met.
Mr. Towers: Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Quelch : I shall read the statement. I am referring to page 116 of 

the report of the proceedings of this committee on Wednesday, April 5, 1939:
Q. Can you tell me how you can convert $2,501,000,000 of bank 

deposits into $800,000,000 which is your maximum?—A. Subject to the 
suspension of the gold reserve requirements. In the event of all the 
depositors in Canada wishing to withdraw their deposits from the banks 
in legal tender, and presuming they put it in their mattresses, because 
that is the only reason people do those things, I would say that way8 
and means would be found of filling their requirements, by suspension 
of the reserve provision if necessary.

Q. And by issuing a Straight national paper currency?—A. Right-

Now referring to Mr. Dunning’s statements on page 2879 of Hansard of 
April 11, 1939:

Mr. Dunning: The Canadian banks under the present laws would 
positively be able to secure the cash to meet immediately the demand' 
of their depositors.

Mr. Landeryou: They would be able to raise it; I do not question
that.

Mr. Dunning: No, secure it.
Mr. Landeryou: How would they secure it? By going to the 

dominion government and asking them to print the money?
Mr. Dunning: No, no.
Mr. Landeryou : Could they secure the cash without a* suspension 

of the gold clause?
Mr. Dunning: Positively yes.

Mr. Towers has contradicted that.
Mr. Towers : May I suggest that Mr. Dunning perhaps can hardly ',c 

expected to keep in his head at all times the figures in our balance sheet.
Mr. Quelch : Your statement contradicted Mr. Dunning’s statement.
Mr. Towers: To repeat that, it would be possible to provide the facility 

required up to a certain point without any suspension of the law in respect 
the minimum 25 per cent gold reserve. That allows a certain latitude at t1 
present time.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Up to a certain amount?—A. Up to a certain amount. ,,,
Q. Not up to 100 per cent?—A. At the present moment it présuma 

allows latitude of some $400,000,000 of additional note issue, shall we say- 
the demands were in excess of that and our gold reserves at that time were ^ 
higher than they are now you would come to the necessity of suspending t 
provision for a minimum reserve of gold.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Mr. Dunning virtually denied that.—A. I would answer that by saying 
£ assume Mr. Dunning does not and can not carry in his head at all times the 
figures in our balance sheet and therefore realize exactly how far at any moment 
"’e could go without suspending the gold reserve provision.

By Mr. Landeryou:
. Q. Has there ever been a time in Canadian banking history when you could 
lave done so?—A. The history of the Bank of Canada dates back onh lour 
^ears. Speaking of that four years, ho.

Q. Has there ever been a time before that when the banks themselves 
c°uld do it?—A. Prior to the Bank of Canada, when the banks could borrow 
l'Oder the Finance Act, I do not think there was any limitation in respect to 

le amount of notes which could be issued. . .
, Q. On the gold basis?—A. On the gold basis there was never»any provision 

®cause, as I recall it, the law said that the provisions in respect to any resen e 
affecting the dominion government issue did not apply in respect to notes 
l5SUed under the terms of the Finance Act.

By Mr. McGeer:
Was P1(n*ding the Finance Act in its relation to the gold requirements
Conner til P Y ,(^er.in Council?—A. I do not think that there was any 

in et ween note issue under the Finance Act and the gold reserves, 
take b ;.s„® mattcr °’ tact, if you are conversant with the Finance Act, and I 

O V f10u1are n°t A. Excuse me, Mr. McGeer; I think I am.
distinctK-'+'f f1,, y?.u are- AH eight, then, I must not be, because I remember 
that thne iaf tne hmance Act. provided that it was only by Order in Council 
Il0rmalKH e^ti aoi’dmary provisions of the Finance Act could be invoked ; that 
on the r' .u, er 'he Finance Act the gold standard requirement was a limitation 
had her!1 & a?1°iln^ dominion notes that could be issued and after that amount 
'"•A. a reaÇhed then the issue had to be backed by 100 per cent of gold reserve. 
Perhan 01 a : , 18 i® a Question of fact which no doubt could be determined. 

aj,s we might put that aside.
govern,’ *LCKER: What Mr. Towers says is correct. It means the dominion 
cash JCnt s^°°d ready to back and issue a limited supply of legal tender 
*°~dav UnSt asse*'s that the bank required, just as they stand behind them

Air. Towers: Right.

PEPUTY Chairman: But this is onlv of historic interest because the 
nce Act has disappeared.

By Mr. McGeer:
sr, You recall the statement referred to by the chairman, and it ms )ecn 

bgcsted that we had better clear it up now:—

, Air. Landeryou: Could they (the chartered banks) secure the 
s 1 (that is, the cash to pay their depositors in full) without the 

-uspension of the gold clause?
Mr. Dunning: Positively ves.n0 v

aftio[]°.u agree with that?—A. If the amount required to-day was the total 
>v0uî(] v of the deposits and our gold holdings were what they are to-day, it
ih be npppcccmr frv o i nn fnr Q lorrol minimum OT»lH rPQPrVP
• VJUu( l w «'-puoiw CtllVi VUl ’ * —- — —— -  J   V ! --

ill 0r, De necessary to suspend the provision for a legal minimum gold reserve 
cr to supply that cash.

checlC aese are the facts in connection with that, are they not? Just 
of thB hgures. I have taken them from your January Statistical Summary 

«ank of Canada.- ‘ xr-A. Yes.
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Q. You require to pay bank depositors legal tender cash in full 
$2,500,000,000.—A. Canadian deposits, yes.

Q. And I take it, Mr. Towers, that deposits abroad are secured not on 
your legal tender cash but upon your cash reserves of the foreign banks?—A- 
The banks to protect foreign deposits carry cash abroad which will be legal 
tender in the particular countries in which they are operating.

Q. I mean, it is not a liability against your Canadian Bank of Canada 
cash reserves, or is it?—A. No, I would say not. It is a liability of the bank 
concerned. But the bank is expected to protect that liability by appropriât6 
sources of foreign cash in the particular market concerned. And there is a duty 
on the part of the Inspector-General of Banks to see that that is done.

Q. Well, in any event, I have eliminated that amount —A. Right.
Q. Although I believe it might be included in that statement that we hav® 

reduced the amount to $2,500,000,000.—A. Yes.
Q. That is the banks’ liability to pay legal tender cash to the depositor»- 

The amount held by the banks in legal tender cash in their tills and as claiiu- 
on the Bank of Canada through their depositors with the Bank of Canada 15 
$327,000,000?—A. I do not see that much.

Q. $271,000,000 and $55,000,000, is it not?
The Deputy Chairman: What page?
Mr. Towers: $257,000,000 is the figure I have here.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. In regard to these foreign obligations, is each one of these Canadi8*j 

banks not obligated by law to meet any of these obligations in Canadian leg8 
tender?—A. No; they are obligated to meet them in the terms in which the} 
have contracted with their depositors. Therefore, if they are operating in the 
United States, they have agreed to pay back United States dollars. In London 
English sterling, and so forth and so on.

Q. I suggest to you, Mr. Towers, that anyone of these depositors, if any' 
thing happened in the United States, could come right to Canada and sue thes 
people right in Canada and force them to pay in Canadian legal tender cask- 
—A. No, they could not, because the terms of the original contract would hav 
been in United States dollars or sterling.

Q. Yes, but they could sue for the equivalent in Canada and collect ^ 
Canadian legal tender cash, and that is one of the weaknesses of our bank>n” 
system in permitting that to go on.—A. Well, I cannot agree that it is. 
weakness of the banking system provided the bank’s foreign business is prop61' • 
conducted. ..

Q. Well, a person could come right to this -country and sue and absolut-6*} 
collect that money in Canadian legal tender cash. So that when you make 
distinction between the two, their obligation within Canada really comes do"^ 
to this: That they owe the whole amount in Canada if the depositor seeks 
collect in Canada.—A. I think you would find that if a depositor in a for61? 
country who had an obligation payable to him in his own foreign curr611^ 
were ever in a situation where he had to come to Canada and sue, you w°Uj( 
then have a situation so extremely serious in respect to that particular b8° 
that he would not collect anything at all.

By Mr. Macdonald: nlp-
Q. That does not affect the liability, though?—A. Theoretically, 1 Le; 

pose he may exhaust all his possible recourses, first of all, in his foreign ce ^ 
later here. But I really cannot attach much practical importance to tha ^ 
the point of view you mentioned. Naturally, if a bank assumes an obhg 
it has an obligation.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Tucker:
Q. To be assumed by the head office of the bank?-—A. The bank must 

respond everywhere in the world for the liabilities which it assumes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q- You say that figure should be reduced. The amount held by the bank, 

according to your figure, is $257,000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. $257,000,000?—A. Yes, in December.

«o o Q- That leaves a total cash liability of the banks to their depositors of 
*4293,000,000?—A. $2,243,000,000.

Q. $2,243,000,000 in excess of the cash which the bank holds?—A. Yes. 
c.1ri Q- Now, the amount of gold reserve held by the Bank of Canada is 

6.900,000?—A. The figure 1 have here for December last is $182,000,000.
Q. $182,000,000?—A. Yes.

j Q. But it runs between $182,000,000 and $200,000,000?—A. Since then it 
8 g°ne up and it is over $200,000,000 now.

Q- Over $200,000,000 now?—A. Yes.
Q. We will take that figure of $200,000,000.—A. Yes.

*SAA0- That gives you the right to issue legal tender cash to the extent of 
*8°0,000,000?—A. Yes.
y 0- And that $800,000,000 is all the legal tender cash you can issue unless 
Ui pSUSP?nd the operation of the gold reserve clause?—A. Unless the Governor 

ouncil does, yes, or else one may buy more gold.
M But we are dealing with the situation as it is to-day.—A. Quite, yes. 

of vK ^iat leaves a total of $550,000,000 does it not, that you have in excess 
'hat you have issued to the banks and what you are liable to the banks for? 

k. (Jur present notes and deposit liabilities, or at least those in December, 
ere approximately $410,000,000.

V- So that you have $390,000,00?—A. Yes.
_a S'r That you can still issue to take care of $2,243,000,000 of bank deposits?

‘ - Yes, if there was a demand.
Q- We are dealing with that hypothesis.—A. Yes. 

in pv therefore at the present time there is roughly $1,850,000,000 of deposits 
by j ,cesa °f the amount of legal tender cash available at the bank, reserves held 
Hot ® -Saak of Canada, and under the law restricting issue of Bank of Canada 
sarn °.n a 25 per cent reserve basis?—A. That is true, Mr. McGeer, and the 
W0r] , sltuation, of course, would pertain in all banking institutions around the 

ri aTn^ ?rankly, with all due respect, I find it meaningless, 
from *1. * thing a lot of us are getting into the same boat, that it is meaningless 
as „ fhe point of view of the old tradition that we had, that gold was necessary 
is l hacking for currency and of the theory long advanced that our currency 

oaeked with gold —
■^fr- Tucker: Deposits are in demand.

Mr.
that

By Mr. McGeer:
ti- —and that the money which the banks are using is rca money.
frfr. Landeryou: Hear, hear. ,,
ÿ/- Towers: I do not think it has any meaning along these lines at alh
McGeer. You have to assume, in order to follow through with the

WUL y°u are presenting (a) that the people are so frightened that they wish tohhdraxv +u - j f’ ; ’ Tfl. nn(i ih) that they are not interested m l raw their deposits from the banks, ana to; u y n ti •
larLr.^?nS government securities; for if the banks for exanip , would
tedp, holdings of dominion and provincial securities to ic p situation

their deposits in that form. You have to assume thcrefore a situa omQtklfig of the banking system as a whole, that has never a-sen in the world
Sltuation of absolute panic in which depositors do not want assets othei
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than legal tender itself to put in their mattresses. I believe anyone could take 
any business and under hypothetical conditions of that variety arrive at the 
conclusion that all businesses were in a most dangerous situation.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. In that case you would have to assume that the dominion government 

was broke also, because if the bank could sell its bonds to the value that they 
possess they could liquidate those claims?—A. Yes, and you would have 1° 
assume that the people of Canada did not want dominion government bonds 
and would not buy them at any price.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Is it not true, no matter how you juggle it, that there is only that much 

cash there?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. What we are dealing with is the custom of gold reserves. We are 

dealing with the question w'hich Mr. Deachman has addressed his remark to ® ’ 
all; namely the currency issued against asset security, which is gold, and 
should like to clear up the actual situation with reference to gold reserves, if 
may, and then I will be very glad to—I want to go into the question of assf 
currency myself as well, or leave it to anybody else—give consideration 1 
another type of reserve. The point that we are dealing with now', if w7e caI| 
only stay w'ith the point, is whether or not this statement made in the house 0 
commons is correct or not.

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Deachman made a statement that is made continuai!}' 
and w'hich I take it Mr. Towers did not agree or disagree with. The stateme^ 
is that given time the banks by realizing on their reserves could, vdthout havUk 
the gold reserve clause lifted, somehow meet the demand of depositors. NoW> 
think Mr. Towers will agree that that is possibly a fallacy?

Mr. Towers: Oh, excuse me, I do not. If you examine the bank state' 
ment you will see why it is not a fallacy. The banks have assets in the f°l1lj 
of dominion and provincial bonds and other securities, and assets in the form ® 
loans. If they could realize on these securities by selling them, and I assm11, 
they could do so now as the credit of the dominion and provinces remains g' 

if they could collect their loans, that is the way in which they could repay tl,c 
depositors.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. How will they collect them; they cannot collect them in cash to ^ 

extent that is owing to them in order to meet the demands of depositors in c»s ' 
That is a fallacy that is put out continually by the banking system ; if they we’v 
given time to collect on their government securities they could meet the derrm1’ 
of depositors in cash.—A. So they could.

Q. That cash could not possibly come into existence in any way, shape > 
form. How could they do it?—A. If you assume that all the depositors 
cash, cash only— . ^

Q. Yes?—A. And will not take anything else, will not take doming 
government bonds or gold, or any other form of asset but only cash, if you 
that hypothetical assumption w'hich, I believe, is almost an exploration to 
moon—

Mr. Landeryou: It happened in England and the United States. ^ 
was a run on the banks in the United States and the banks had to close up. ^

The Deputy Chairman : Order, order. May we allow' Mr. Towers 
complete his statement, and then another question will be in order.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : Let us make that assumption, then. It then becomes impos
sible for the banks to sell any of their securities or collect any of their loans, 
and the situation then becomes one where the only way in which they can get 
■that legal tender cash would be by borrowing from us; but you have to assume 
that no depositor will take anything else, that he sneers at a dominion govern
ment bond or other asset that the bank possesses, and wants only the cash.

By Mr. McGeer:
pL?,\May,* interject there? I think if we are ever going to get any 
of k , ou^ 1 complete one subject. Now that is a most interesting feature 
siderin "m|\Practlce’ hut it has nothing to do with the point that we are con- 
of Co ^ a 1 ihc moment; that is whether or not this statement made in the house 
sion k mo^Tand I want to repeat it now because the whole trend of this discus- 
f°llows -S ll0 xCn' i *ie statement appears on page 2879 of Hansard, and is as

Mr. Dunning: The Canadian banks under the present law would 
positively be able to secure the cash to meet immediately the demands of 
their depositors.

Mr. Landeryou: They would be able to raise it; I do not question
t.h of

Mr. Dunning: No, secure it.
Mr. Landeryou: How would they secure it? By going to the 

dominion government and asking them to print the money?
Mr. Dunning: Oh, no.

. ,, ^ *r- Landeryou : Could they secure the cash without a suspension 
of the gold clause?

Mr. Dunning: Positively yes.
■Now T , .
bank’ h am. “Ting to deal with that particular issue of whether or not these 
sepos1^ fn Canada could be satisfied in legal tender cash without the 
the A/r-hlon 0 Lie gold standard, as Mr. Landeryou said was necessary and as 

Minister of Finance declared was not.
l\fr „.le Deputy Chairman: I understood that the question had been put to 
a6swer°WerS an^ Liât bad answered it; but if any member thinks that the 
on th f Was ,no* clear I think Mr. Towers could be asked to clarify his answer 

particular point, and then we will pass to something else, 
act? r' MoGeer: May I continue the examination under the terms of the

I say I have beenMr. Woodsworth: As a matter of have attended other
^evented from being present at this comml. I did happen to be on 
®°mmittees which have met at the same • whkh we would conduct th 
Leering committee to arrange the procedi - might be clarity we wo 
>mittee. It was considered that in order that therem^ ^ and then others 

°w one member to put questions lor > ’e nQ confusion. . ,up
' 10ul(l put their questions, so that ther taken by one membei

Now. I do object to several days bemg havg . t as much knowlecig 
^mittee, when a great many other men 0ther members are equa
° bhis matter presumably and when a gr was the understate mg : ,
anxious to put questions to the witnes McGeer is rather tak «
5 would proceed in this way, I w tie committee simply ^ try to
J^ntage 0f the arrangement P^^tet four others who have quest ^ 
+ ut out—it was done this morning h chairman himself sgg

Put on the very point at issue 3ust,aa tn only one member of there8ard to Mr. Towers answering the question..
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committee but I believe that it is rather taking advantage of this arrangement 
of the committee for one man to seek to dominate the whole proceedings at 
this date.

Mr. Lander you: It was more or less understood at the first meeting that 
Mr. McGeer would be allowed to go ahead with his questions. That was what 
I understood.

Mr. Woods worth : Within limits.
The Deputy Chairman: A question arose this morning whether Mr- 

Dunning’s statement the other day in the house was correct or incorrect. The 
question was put to Mr. Towers and Mr. Towers answered it to my mind quit6 
clearly ; but if there is any doubt as to the clarity of Mr. Towers answer vve 
should ask Mr. Towers to repeat his answer to this question, and then pass °n 
to something else; because I believe that there is a lot to be said along the 
lines of Mr. Woods worth’s remarks. When the steering committee met to 
discuss the procedure to be followed so as to enable the committee to proceed 
with order and clarity with regard to a most intricate matter, it was proposed 
we would take a question and a series of questions would then be asked and 
before leaving that subject other members of the committee might ask 8 
question of the witness on the same subject. I must confess that I though*' 
that we might proceed a little more rapidly than we have been doing so far- 
I am not criticizing the way the committee has been conducted by any mean5' 
but we probably will have very few sittings of this committee and it might be 
preferable to adopt another course so as to give other members of the com' 
mittee a chance to develop some points that they have in mind. We migdj 
perhaps allow the procedure to go on for some time this morning, but I would 
suggest on the point that we have laboured this morning that Mr. Towers b6 
asked to repeat his statement as to the accuracy of Mr. Dunning’s statenie01 
in the house the other day, and then we shall pass onto something else.

Mr. Taylor: This has its value, but with all due deference to Mr. McGe®r' 
I feel that it is very much like fighting a battle with one gun. There are 8 
number of minds here approaching this thing from a different angle, a» 
although we may not contribute a great deal to the proceedings it is qulte 
possible that out of the lowly earth some flower may spring. ^

The Deputy Chairman : In addition to that, I think what we had in ®18 
was that questions should be put to Mr. Towers or to Dr. Clark to élucida 
the point, but there should be no controversy of policy, because they will sta , 
their policy and if any other policy is to be urged then it will not be out
these witnesses. We can ask them would not this or that or the other thing be
better, or is this a fact or is that a fact, but it is useless to enter into a c°l\ 
troversy because we shall continue on until Doomsday without being c0^. 
vinced by either side. Therefore I think that the duty of this committee 
particularly to ask Mr. Towers or Dr. Clark as many questions on quest10 
of fact as possible, to put on record the facts on which discussion in the h°UB 
might develop further. ,

Mr. Landeryou: I believe that Mr. McGeer is asking his questions aj° ” 
that line, Mr. Chairman; I believe lie is asking questions that other mem0
would ask. ,

■fh *Mr. McGeer: What I have been suggesting, and I discussed it wm 
number of members of the committee and the steering committee, and I »al u 
the other day, is that I thought the course of procedure of the committee sh° 
be developed logically and reasonably. The questions I had in mind w pt 
our kind of money, the sources of supply of that money, the uses to which t .. 
money is being put, and the control system in operation. There was never 9 -
intention on my part to shut out any members of the committee in sceb-^g
further information. That was my suggestion this morning when we hapP 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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to get into the course of the immediate examination. I was at an important 
Point when an interjection came up on something that must be discussed later 
on. I d0 think it is important to know whether or not as the Minister of 
Finance says our banks can meet their liabilities in full to their depositors 
without the suspension of the gold reserve.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I do not think that there can be any more pointed 
matter going to the very root of our monetary system than a discussion upon 
that very point, and if I might refer to the Bank of Canada Act and examine 
-'tr. Towers on it, I think we can clear up that point.

By Mr. McGeer:
ffnl i ^ has been clearly established on the record that the total available 

reserves permitting the issue of cash would leave $1,850,000,000 worth of 
Qj.p°sltors’ claims unsatisfied. Now, Mr. Towers, under section 26 of the Bank 
her ■ nac*a .it 's provided “ the bank shall always maintain a reserve, as 

einafter provided, as security against its outstanding notes and liabilities.
gold reserv.e required by this section to be maintained shall consist of
am COm anc* bullion in the unrestricted ownership of the bank equal to an 

not less than 25 per centum of the notes and deposit liabilities

wl; the provision for suspending that requirement is in subsection (3) 
lllch reads:—

At the request in writing of the board, the Governor in Council may 
suspend the operation of this section in so far as it requires the bank to 
maintain a reserve of gold equal to an amount not less than 25 per 
centum of its notes and deposit liabilities. Such per cent shall be for 
such period not exceeding 60 days as may be specified by the Governor 
in Council, but on the further request in writing of the board it jnay be 
extended from time to time for further periods not exceeding 60 days 
each, provided, however, that no such extension shall continue for a 
period longer than one year without the sanction of parliament.

rg ^.at under that section it is only parliament that can suspend the gold 
nfCrve requirement so that the depositors can be paid in full with Bank of 

n^da cash.—A. Cannot the Governor in Council do it for a certain period.
I Q- Sixty days, but not for a longer period than a year.—A. Not for a

period than a year, after which it requires the approval of parliament. 
n Q- So that to pay the depositors in full in legal tender cash it would be 

essary to secure the sanction of parliament to the suspension of the gold 
^outvi reclu^remen^—A. I thought that was in the power of the Governor m
tin, Q- I mean to say, the Act says “ providing that no suspension shall con- 
A Te„ for a period longer than one year without the sanction of pai liamen^. 
as„, the emergency arose and the board requested action by council 1 wou 

'me from the act that council could take that action could it not. 
pe . Q. Council can do it for 60 days with power to extend it for a succeeding 

°h of 60 days up to one year.—A. Yes. .
the Then parliament must act.—A. If the emergency was stil in nice 

of a year no doubt it would be laid before parliament. 
ev Q- It has to be under the act, and that is what would happen supposing 

yb°dy demanded their deposits in cash.—A. Yes. , , , , ,
caSKQ;LSo that Mr. Dunning’s statement is wrong to this extent, that the total
II Lthat could be issued on our existing reserves would leave unsatisfied 
if ; 5°D00,000 of deposits on claim in the merchant banks?—A. I think that 
C?.qu*tion had been put to Mr. Dunning as clearly as it has been put to me,

surr°unding assumptions, all the hypotheses had been pu o urn
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as clearly as they have been to me, that his answer would have been the same 
as mine, namely that in the circumstances visualized it would be necessary to 
suspend the gold reserve provision.

Q. By Parliament?—A. First of all by Order in Council, I assume.
The Deputy Chairman : If it extended to a period longer than one year, 

by parliament. That should be quite clear.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Just a minute. There is a certain hypothesis there. This is how the 

discussion went on in the house of commons:
Mr. Landeryou: I did not say that the banks did not have assets 

behind their deposits. No one is questioning that. They have over 
$1,400,000,000 worth of municipal, provincial and federal securities a~ 
assets behind their liabilities to their depositors. They have plenty ol 
assets—I am not questioning that; but all they have in actual cash to 
meet their liabilities does not total more than $300,000,000. The question 
I ask the Minister of Finance is this: if there was a run on the banks m 
Canada, as there was in the United States a few years ago, and in Eng' 
land in 1914, would our banks under the present laws have the cas11 
to pay off their depositors?”

Mr. Landeryou: That was clear enough.
Mr. McGeer: There is no question about the proposition being made 

there, a general demand by depositors.
Mr. Towers : The answer is, “Yes, they would have the cash.”

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. They would have the cash?—A. Yes.
Q. Well, they did not have the cash in the United States.—A. My undU' 

standing of that is that towards the close of that period the federal reserve la"' 
were such that all member banks could have got the cash. Of course, there 
a very variegated banking system in the United States, and not all banks ar, 
member banks. I think perhaps I should stick to what I know best, wh1^ 
is the Canadian banking system ; but I would say in the circumstances visual^® 
—and we must remember that hypothesis includes one to the effect tfr 
depositors want nothing but cash, no one will buy dominion or provincial bon9. 
Under that hypothesis I would still say that the banks could get the c9^ 
required by borrowing from the central bank; that in case of need the boa 
of the central bank would, I assume, recommend to the Governor in Coun 
that the minimum reserve provision be suspended.

Q. You know, as a matter of fact—

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Mr. Dunning denied it was necessary to do that?—A. I think if . , 

question had been put as clearly to him as it is to me with all these surround1 /j 
assumptions which a person could hardly imagine unless described, I w°l 
say Mr. Dunning would have answered as I have.

Mr. Macdonald: The assumptions we are making are pretty tall jj 
We are assuming the banks cannot collect anything on loans'and cannot 
government securities. ^

Mr. Donnelly: If I am doing business and I borrow $1,000 from 
bank on a sight loan, and I go in with $500 to deposit, would they not s9^ j 
me, yes, we will take your deposit, but you owe us $1,000 on a sight loan 
the one would more than balance the other?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : The possibility of cancelling in that form is not probably 
Very great because the people who are borrowing $800,000,000 from the banks 
have, I should imagine, credit balances of not more than $80,000,000 or $100,000- 
000 because naturally, having borrowed the money they are using it elsewhere.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I should like to ask Mr. Towers if this question does not go entirely 

beyond the laws of human chance?—A. I would say, yes.
Mr. McGeer: I did not get the statement.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. These questions go entirely beyond the laws of human chance. Insur

ance companies have certain claims which they must pay, they are based^ on 
the assumption that every person insured with them does not die at once. Now, 
exactly the same with the banks. The bank is built up on the empiric custom, 
°n the laws of chance, and those laws of chance operate and you cannot 
develop the hypothesis outside of that law ; you cannot imagine 100 per cent 
°f the depositors coming to a bank or to the Bank of Canada and demanding 
cash; it is not possible.—A. If I may add something there, if the question 
*ere put to me as to whether the Bank of Canada could meet its liabilities if 
a foreign army were in occupation here and had seized our gold and assets, I 
w°uld have to say no, we could not.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That would be force and not natural?—A. I think the other thing you 

Mentioned would also be.
The Deputy Chairman: Mr. Jaques would like to ask a question.

By Mr. Jaques:
, Q. Before we leave this subject of depositors, may I ask this: when the
hanks grant loans to the public------ A. Loans to the public?

Q. Yes; these loans become deposits?—A. Yes.
Q. And these deposits are a double liability, a liability on behalf of the 

Public to the banks and a liability on behalf of the banks to the public?— 
No, I think not, Mr. Jaques.

Q. That is what I understood.—A. A man borrows $1,000 from the bank 
and the bank credits his account with $1,000. At that particular moment he 
°wes the bank $1,000 and the bank owes him $1,000; so far nothing of particular 
lrnPortance has happened because the thing can be reversed at any moment and 
Neither side would be worse off The man who has borrowed the $1,000 has 

Ue so because he wants to use it. He does not pay interest on it simply todo
have it lying in a bank account. He therefore pays it out for the purpose for 
*hich he borrowed it. His deposit then goes down, shall we say, to about $100. 
He owes the bank $1,000; the bank owes him $100, but the bank then owes 
0tiler people to whom he has paid out the deposit, the remaining $900.

Q. Yes, I understand that, but I was going on to say that if the banks are 
CaHed upon or were called upon to pay all their depositors, they would not be 
able to do so; but that is a hypothetical possibility, as Mr. Taylor has said, 
°ut if it became a reality then the state would create the money so that the 
banks could meet their liabilities?—A. Perhaps I should say there that I 
assume the state would lend against the assets which the banks have in the 
Iorm of dominion and provincial securities and good loans, so that the 
Urgency could be met; provided the banks, in turn, could furnish good 
Security.

V&429—2J
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Q. Quite, but that is perhaps hypothetical. If it became a reality then 
the state would provide the funds for the banks. Would you say, though, that 
a run on the banks by the depositors would be a hypothetical situation, and in 
that case does anybody come to the assistance of the borrowers?—A. You ar® 
referring there, of course, to a collection of loans by all banks?

Q. I am referring, Mr. Towers, to a policy of deflation where the banks 
are calling their loans, forcing the borrowers to pay and creating a shortage of 
money so that the depositors cannot pay and because of that they lose all their 
securities. Nobody comes to their assistance.—A. You are referring there 
obviously not only to the collection of loans by banks, which is justified both 
in the interest of the borrower and of the banks—I have seen those cases—bu* 
to a policy so stupidly followed that it is in the interests neither of the banks 
nor of the borrowers. That is a question of intelligent management mainlyi 
and one could only say that unintelligent management and a stupid pursuance 
of the course which you mentioned would be in no one’s interest.

Q. Might I observe that that policy has been pursued many times in the 
past and intelligently so on behalf of the banks and the borrowers have lost 
their securities, their businesses and everything else.—A. Well, of course, if it is 
pursued unwisely it is not in the interest either of the bank or of the depositors- 
You are thinking of the circumstances between 1929 and 1932, I am sure. 0* 
the decrease in loans which took place then, I would say a large proportion was 
a decrease which was inevitable both in so far as lenders and the banks were 
concerned. It represented a liquidation of stocks, and so forth. It represented 
also the liquidation of an unwise speculative position which had been build
up in 1927 to 1929 period. One might say perhaps it never should have been 
built up so largely in the 1927 to 1929 period. One might say in the cours® 
of this general liquidation certain individuals were too hard-pressed due to a 
bank not taking an appropriate or more reasonable stand. Banks, like every' 
thing else, are conducted like human beings; and, in the course of what happened 
during those years, it would be very surprising to find that there were no* 
individual cases of hardship. I would not as a result condemn the whole 
system, although mind you, if I may, Mr. Chairman, I should like to poin_ 
out that so far as I know I am not here defending anything; I have not an)’ 
special brief for the banking system, either for the chartered banks or th® 
Bank of Canada; I am here to answer the questions as best I may and to be 
utterly frank in the course of doing so.

Mr. Landeryou: Mr. McGeer was simply trying to clear up by his queS' 
tions a lot of misapprehension that exists in the minds of the general public

ity Mr. McGeer:
Q. What I am trying to is to prove the fact that to-daÿ the security of oU 

money, whatever it is, is the power of parliament. That is really what it corn6 
to. Now, if our banks owe their depositors a sum in excess of the cash resery 
available and the public are willing to accept the.promises of the banks, ft 1 
because the public know that in the event of an emergency parliament has th 
power to create or authorize the issue of a form of legal tender currency 
independent of gold reserves. Do you agree with that?—A. I would say th® 
the people depend on parliament for that in many directions. They pursue the1 
vocations relying on the peace, order and good government of the country. j 

Q. I do not want to repeat this point, but I do not like leaving the recor 
in the way it is at the moment. You do know that, in accordance with ^ ^ 
Landeryou’s question to Mr. Dunning, the gold standard was suspended in Gr® 
Britain in 1914?—A. Yes. ^

Q. And it was suspended for the purpose of permitting banks to ere® 
deposits in excess of those which could have been created for general use if j 
gold standard limitation had remained in effect on the issue of Bank of Engl® 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Uotes which are legal tender cash reserve for the Merchants Bank deposits in 
England, just as Bank of Canada notes are here?—A. Yes. One might say 
that the gold standard was suspended in the public interest with particular 
reference to the necessities of the government.

Q. With particular reference to the necessity of having an increased volume 
°f money in the form of bank deposits.—A. That would come into it, and there 
would also be the question that at that stage the British government would not 
"’ant to see its gold reserves drained away as a result of a flight of money. It 
"’Quid feel in the circumstances of the war that it would want to retain full 
control of it and use it as it saw fit.

Q. You are also aware, as Mr. Landeryou suggested to Mr. Dunning, that 
ln a time of peace the United States was compelled not only to suspend the gold 
standard but to declare a bank holiday.—A. Yes.

Q. And only in that way could the bank deposit system of England, as in a 
"’artime situation, and in the United States during a peace time economic col- 
ap.se, be carried on?—A. I would not care to suggest whether there was any 

°ther policy they could have adopted. It really would not be within my province.
Q. I think that is quite clear; they did not abandon the gold reserve require

ments other than as a matter of grim necessity, did they?—A. They would 
ave to answer that.

„ Q. You are acquainted with the works of Mr. George E. Roberts. A. 
Une time of the National City Bank?
j-, Q. And one time American expert on gold with the League of Nations 
géonomie Department?—A. I could not say I was very familiar with them, but 

believe I read some of them.
Q. He did hold those positions, I think you are aware of that? A. No, I 

w»s not.
Q. In any event, this what he says:—

I have already said that gold has passed out of use as a circulating 
medium and venture to say that this inaugurates a fundamental change 
in the use of gold in monetary systems. Gold is no longer required for 
any monetary use except as the standard of value and for the settlement 
of balances.

+,he last statement may be limited to international balances; you agree with 
•'at?—A. Yes, I do, subject to this possible qualification which of course none 
| Us can prove ; that there may be a certain psychological value m the ho ding 

Sold, thinking of the minds of the people as a whole.
Q- He goes on to say:—

Take notice of what a change this signifies from our old conception 
of gold as a reserve against all currencies. In fact, business is not based 
upon gold in any such sense as that.

A' Quite right.
in <• As a matter of fact, we have come to the time in our civilization when 
nati 10 mfdn our currency, in so far as internal uses within the boundaries of 
tho °ns are concerned, is managed independently of gold?—A. It depends on 

Prudence and intelligence of the controllers—God help them—yes.
(Je Q- I mean, whatever value or benefit or power gold had in the past, the 
gol/uds for the volume of medium of exchange required now have gone beyond 

reserve possibilities?—A. Yes.
Os a Q- So that as far as we are concerned the purchasing and holding of gold 
va]u res.erve against Bank of Canada cash, other than some possible psychological
°ne ine- is a meaningless activity?—A. Oh, I would say it is a very important

view of the fact that we have very important foreign interests.
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Q. Oh, well, I am not leaving gold in the realm of international affairs.-" 
A. In other words, if we had not contact with any other countries in the world, 
I agree, so far as a purely internal situation is concerned. Gold would not be 
necessary other than for whatever psychological value it might have.

Q. Even when we have internal and external activity our gold is valuable 
only from the international point of view?—A. Yes.

Q. As a matter of fact, we have now elevated our volume of bank deposit* 
so far above any possibility of issuing legal tender cash------ A. No.

Q. —or a gold reserve to satisfy them in full that they are really managed 
almost independent of gold.—A. Yes; almost independent of gold.

Q. I quite agree with Mr. Taylor that chance does come in, but at the 
same time I think that in accepting that theory we might examine the possibility 
of making our volume of medium of exchange more stable and more secure so 
that the danger of periodic collapses and expansions or booms and depressions 
might be mitigated. With that end in view I should like to ask Mr. Towers 
something about the volume of bank deposit money that is now available under 
our existing laws. Again I am taking the figures from your statement, Mr- 
Towers.

The Deputy Chairman : Which one?
Mr. Towers: January?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The Bank of Canada Statistical Report of February, 1939.
The Deputy Chairman : What page?
Mr. McGeer: The figures are on both pages, Mr. Chairman; the Bank ot 

Canada statement and the statement of the chartered banks. . They are the 
first and second statements in the book.

The Deputy Chairman : Right.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Your deposits are $2,500,000,000. The minimum cash reserve require 

according to the Bank Act, section 59, and the Bank of Canada Act, section 2b> 
is 5 per cent or $125,000,000?—A. Yes.

Q. The cash reserve held by the banks, and I am taking the January figuie 
on page 2, I think it is, or page 21?—A. Page 21. ,

Q. That would be $257,000,000, would it not?—A. For January it word 
be $269.000,000.

Q. $269,000,000.—A. Yes.
Mr. Macdonald : Where is that?
The Deputy Chairman : The last figure at the bottom of the column.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The notes in the tills are $61,000,000 and the deposits with the B»11}' 

of Canada are $210,000,000, are they not?—A. Yes. You are taking that fr° 
the figures on page 19?

Q. Yes.—A. That is the average of Wednesday’s figures; whereas 
$269,000,000 that I mentioned comes from the published statement of * 
chartered banks themselves and is the month-end figure in January. " 1 
figures are at different times.

Q. They vary from time to time?—A. Yes. .
Q. But the figure of $271,000,000 would be a fair figure, would it not?""'ig 

Yes, or perhaps if one took the figures from page 21 it would be simpler. Th1 C 
it shows the Canadian deposits at the end of the month—$2,501,000,000 9 
cash as $269,000,000. It does not make any difference, of course.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. The excess reserves held by the bank would be $271,000,000 less $125,- 
000,000 would it not?—A. Yes.

Q. That is $156,000,000?—A. $146,000,000.
Q. That is right—$146,000,000. And the banks could increase their deposits 

°n those reserves by twenty times, under our law?—A. Yes.
Q. That would be excess reserves available for possible increase of deposits 

°f $2,920,000,000?—A. Yes. Of course, that would not happen because if we 
®aw that the banks were changing their policy in respect to maintaining a 
*0 per cent reserve, and that that change in policy was leading to an unwise 
Mansion, if we thought it was unwise, we would reduce the amount of their 
Cash so that that expansion could not take place.

Q. And how would you reduce the amount of their cash?—A. By selling 
government securities, by selling foreign exchange, by selling gold, by selling 
any of our assets.

Q. But you could not compel the banks to buy any of those things?—A. I 
• think we could get the public to buy them, or, if it were a question of foreign 

exchange, we would find a ready market for that, or selling gold, we would 
hnd a market for that. Yes, we can find a market for enough of our assets to 
reduce the cash to an appropriate figure, without a doubt.

Q. In any event, whether you can reduce it or not, the fact remains that 
(>Ur banks have sufficient cash reserves at the moment to increase their deposits 
to $2,920.000,000?—A. The cash reserves are there because we assume and 
'.now that- the banks are working to a ten per cent ratio. The moment they 
change their minds the cash will change too.
. . Q. A country which has excess reserves to permit a 100 per cent increase 
ln its bank deposits should be in a fairly healthy financial condition, should it 
n°t?—A. I do not think that the amount of reserves matters or has the signifi
ance that you mention in a case like that, because the amount of the reserves 
18 determined by the central bank. They are not accidental. It is not neces
sity an indication of wealth that there should be excess reserves. In fact, the 
excess reserves—on the basis of practice, which is all that counts—were on the 
'late which you mentioned some $21,000,000. Since then they are slightly 
,°Wer- Presumably the Bank of Canada thought it was wise that there should 
)c some moderate excess over the figure of 10 per cent. But I am absolutely 
'j‘rtain, Mr. McGeer, and I have tried to answer as frankly as possible to 
‘tarify tilings, that there is no practical point in talking in terms of a 5 per cent 
.pterve, because in practice 10 per cent has been the reserve for quite a long 
«ne. Should the banks change their ideas in that respect we will change our 
ftoa in regard to the volume of cash which they have.

Q. Of course, Mr. Towers, I think we are both here in the hope that we 
aan meet what I think is a desperate situation in the dominion of Canada. As 
a Oublie man I can tell you from experience with municipal, provincial and 
ational government that for some reason all of our public administrative 
minorities are desperately impoverished to-day.—A. I think that is a slander 
11 Canada, Mr. McGeer.

Mr. Landeryou: It is true.
, Mr. McGeer : I asked my friends in Vancouver to modify their claims 

^ en I was mayor of Vancouver because the city taxation had already gone 
°y°nd the line of diminishing returns.

The Deputy Chairman : Mr. McGeer, may I draw the attention of the 
mumittee to the point that we are putting questions of fact to Mr. Towers 

j mch We want to have elucidated. What you have just stated is a speech, and 
mink we should proceed by asking questions and elucidating the facts with- 
't going into a controversy with Mr. Towers.
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Mr. McGeer : I accept that, Mr. Chairman, but I just thought that if I 
made a statement on the point of view I have and what I am trying to develop; 
we could work together with Mr. Towers in this committee to find some way of 
improving our public finance. Now, may I put this question?

The Deputy Chairman : All right; in the form of a question.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. In the event of our being called upon to defend ourselves in a world 

war, surely that $2,920,000,000 of available bank deposits on existing reserves 
would be available to finance defence?—A. I should regret that thought. After 
all, we will recall that what is wanted in the way of defence are men and 
materials. The last war, for example, was paid for in respect to men and 
materials every day it lasted. In other words, the citizens of the country as 
a whole being the producers had the wherewithal to pay the war costs each day-

Q. We still owe for it.—A. May I come to that? It was the case that 
although the citizens of the country as a whole could pay for that war, and 
this is no joke, this is a fact—

Q. Nobody is joking about it.—A. They had the wherewithal to pay fpr 
it, but it was not possible—and I do not say this as a criticism—apparently H 
was not possible to get from the people in taxation sufficient to cover the costs 
of the war, so that a large amount was borrowed from our own citizens. It was 
therefore the case that although from a men and materials point of view the 
war was paid for by the country as a whole, it was the case that the country 
owed some of these citizens for the materials which the country had borrowed 
from those citizens during the course of the war.

Q. Yes, but did not the bank deposits rise from $1,100,000,000 to $2,400,- 
000,000 as a result?—A. They did, and that was part of that shift as between 
certain sets of citizens and certain other sets of citizens.

Q. It was necessary to finance the war to increase our bank deposits to at 
least that extent?—A. If one assumes that it had been found possible by taxa
tion to obtain the necessary funds and the funds were only representing the 
labour and materials which were being provided, theoretically, there would have 
been no impossibility in finding all that was required in the form of taxation 
without increasing the national debt or bank deposits.

Q. But we did increase bank deposits and we did increase the national debt 
and we did impose all the taxation that the people could stand.—A. I am not 
aware whether we imposed all the taxation people could stand or not. I agree 
that that system was followed. ,

Q. It may be that we differ upon those points and that you say we cou o 
go to more taxation to finance war or finance progress.—A. I said theoretically 
it was possible. There may be a time when, in the course of the operations 0 
a democratic government, it is impossible to seek out the individuals for taxa
tion purposes or to impose the control which would really result in producing 
the volume of taxation I mentioned.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Would you not reach the law of diminishing returns if you tried 

increase taxation?—A. You might very well do that, unless your taxation ju? 
hit the right spot; unless of course, you have absolute control as they have 1 
the case of totalitarian countries. You cannot always hit the right spot. 
then have to resort to borrowing or inflationary methods to get from pe°P 
indirectly what you feel you cannot get directly.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Who do you borrow from; who does the government borrow from-' 

A. From the Canadian people.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Quelch:
Q. The banks lend the money to buy.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. I was offered some victory bonds by the bank and I said I did not 

have the money ; the bank said, “well, that is all right, we will lend you the 
tooney.” In other words they borrowed the bank’s money which they created 
out of nothing and got 8 per cent for it.—A. A portion of the financing was 
done by an increase of the security holdings of the banks with a consequent 
increase in the banks’ liabilities to their depositors ; but, of course, I think it 
18 too often assumed that all government financing is done through selling 
Securities to the banks. In actual fact, however, a very moderate proportion 
?f government debt in Canada is held by the banks. The balance is held by 
Insurance institutions and the public. I think the banks hold approximately 
^ per cent of the dominion-provincial debt, between 20 and 25 per cent.

By Mr. McGeer:
j. ,Q- It has been increasing from practically zero in 1914 to that amount 

'lay and it now comes to about $1,400,000,000?—A. Yes, as a result of the 
sy money policy we followed.

A rn9' I* does not matter what policy we followed, let us have the facts.— 
• -That is a fact.

gy , Q- I come back again to the fact that to-day we have under our monetary 
in as Provided for by Canada, the means of increasing our bank deposits 
Vr Canada from $2,500,000,000 to $5,400,000,000?—A. Oh, for more than that, 

r- McGeer.
^ Q- I meant to say on the excess reserves of cash that the banks have.— 

a es, we can add to the excess reserves at any time ; the sky is the limit, 
the k ' *n any event> we can double, under our laws, on the reserve of cash 
Uie )'anks now hold, our bank deposits which we use as 95 per cent of our 
wiiv m °I exchange money ; that is correct?—A. Providing the banks are 

lag to do it, yes.
Q- Parliament has given them the power?—A. Yes.
M And you, as the Bank of Canada, have given them the cash reserves? 
Our act reads that in case of need.

that you have given them the right, I assume, when they operate on
§n 1 I.0 per cent basis?—A. Under our present situation we at least have for 
eo c ncing purposes a sum of money, a sum of possible bank deposit money, 

$2,920,000,000, yes, and we could make it $10,000,000,000. 
aot jh And would, if it were necessary to defend the nation?—A. It would 
shift necessarY to defend the nation; it might only be necessary to cause a 

°1 assets. It would only be necessary as an internal matter in dealing 
cur own citizens.

A a . To finance the defence of our nation against foreign aggression?— 
in Assuming we decided to take it from our citizens in that form rather than 

s°nie other.
9- Parliament has created that possibility in its laws?—A. Yes. 

pjggM Now, in addition to the reserves that the banks have in excess of their 
ccquirements, you can issue any amount of Bank of Canada cash in 

q of what is in demand now?—A. Yes.
ahn,9' H°w much?—A. Oh, on the basis of the 25 per cent, I think we said 

01* $390,000,000.
of j And that could be used as reserves for our merchant banks increase 

^posits?—A. Yes.
Jr lln the basis of 20 to 1?—A. Legally, yes.
M I mean legally.—A. We are not speaking of practice, but just legally.
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Q. I am dealing with what parliament has provided.—A. Yes.
Q. So that it would be 7------ A. $7,800,000,000.
Q. And the other amount of available deposits and bank reserves?—A. 1 

think you said $2,900,000.000, didn’t you?
Q. Yes.—A. Yes. We get to $10,700,000,000 now.
Q. In addition to that we have $1,300,000,000 in the banks saving

accounts which is available for the purpose of purchasing------ A. Available u1
the hands of the banks’ 4,000,000 depositors.

Q. To purchase bonds, if they wish. For instance, if I have $1,000 in the
savings bank.------ A. I think, perhaps, if I may say so, the sequence would be
better if we said a possible increase of the $10,700,000,000, I think you said, 
that is superimposed on existing deposits of $2,500,000,000, of which the $1,600,' 
000,000 that you mentioned form a part; so that at the close of this period 
of activity the total deposits of the Canadian people would be $13,200,000,000- 

Q. Now, that is the amount of deposits that are possible under the laws 
as they stand in the Dominion of Canada to-day?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, do you recall the economic conference of 1933?—-A. Yes.
Q. And are you conversant with the monetary committee’s activity in the 

British Empire conference in Ottawa in 1932?—A. From reports, yes.
Q. Will you agree with me that in 1932 it was unanimously agreed by the 

representatives of the monetary committees and approved unanimously by 
representatives of the overseas dominions that in monetary policy the aim °j. 
governments should be to create low rates of interest with abundance oI 
money?—A. Yes.

Q. That was the language that was used?—A. Yes.
Q. At the world economic conference in 1933 the British representative5 

or the representatives of the Commonwealth of Nations of the British Empire 
got together and confirmed that aim, did they not?—A. Yes. .

Q. And as a result of that our Canadian parliament changed its bankm? 
laws, established a central bank and reduced the cash reserves for deposl 
liabilities of merchant banks to 5 percent?—A. I do not know whether it was 
the result of the conference, of course —

Q. But they did that?—A. There had never been a law in respect t 
minimum cash reserves of the chartered banks before that time.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. In Great Britain?—A. There is not now in Great Britain, and the’0 

never had been in Canada ; that was a new thing.

By Mr. McGeer :
Q. I think you will agree------ A. Prior to that date; there was, of cours6’

the possibility for a bank to operate on cash reserves of 1 per cent. j
Q. The English practice was then 10 per cent and had been incorpora 

in the federal reserve system with some variations?—A. Yes. a
Q. But generally speaking the cash reserve requirement in the Vm 

States under the federal reserve system of federal reserve banks was 10 P
cent?----- A. Yes. »

Q. I think it is the first time that that ever appeared in a banking 
—A. In the federal reserve system in the States?

Q. Yes.—A. I rather believe it was. ,-r
Q. I never heard of it being in any other law, but knowing that our pal efl 

ment reduced the reserve requirement to 5 per cent?—A. There had never b 
any here; so they set up the reserve requirement of 5 per cent.

Q. Knowing that they were 10 per cent in the United States and in ban*1 ® 
practice in England, our parliament fixed, if we may say for the first tim6’ g 
reserve of 5 per cent?—A. Yes. Speaking of these reserves in the United Sta 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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as being 10 per cent, of course, they vary. In large cities they are such and 
such for demand deposits and so much for time. In medium size cities they 
are something else, and in country points they are still lower ; so that Canada, 
having to legislate for banks that were scattered across the entire country would 
have the bear that in mind, that in the United States in the smaller places the 
reserve was much lower than the figures you have mentioned.

Q. Will you agree with me on this, that of the great changes that have 
taken place in monetary practice during the last 20 years, one of them has been 
to provide a banking system that can supply an abundance of money—that is 
the language, not mine?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the language that was used in the report of the British Empire 
conference. Now, we have certainly established a system which provides Can
ada with an abundance of bank deposit money?—A. Yes.

Q. That is true—
Mr. Tucker : Potentially.
Mr. McGeer : Well—
Mr. Tucker: It does not supply it.

By Mr. McGeer:
, q. we have the means at supplying it We■t may have left out the word means . i - established the means of
result, of parliament’s action we m Canada have estab -
Providing an abundance of money?—A. Yes. , ■ pnnsiderablv

Q. In other words, we have provided the means of supp Y S 
more than $10,000,000,000 of bank deposit money : A. res.
„ Q. And we are only using $2,900,000,000, 
$3,000,000,000?—A. $2,500,000,000.

or in’ round figures, less than

Q. $2,500,000,000?—A. Yes.
Oon /h Now, as a matter of fact, the amount that we can use is over $12,500,- 

Ui000 under our existing monetary and banking laws?—A. That can be created.
Q. That can be created?—A. Yes. „.a,Uampnt has created
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, would you tell me why, when p> 

mat abundance of money—
Mr. Quelch: The means.

By Mr. McGeer:
■ Q. Created the means of supplying such an abundance of money, why it. 
s that our national government, our provincial governments and our municipa 

^yernments are unable to finance the progress of the Dominion of Canada 
. hhout resorting to burdensome and confiscatory taxation. A. Parliament, so 
ar as I know, has never said that it considered money as wealth, nor has it 

'Jsuined that by issuing another $10,000,000 of paper money the best interests 
the country would be served. Should parliament decide otherwise, pailia- 

Cnt will do so, no doubt. .
Q. Well, nowr, you are conversant with the preamble of this act w ne i 

Dated the institution of which you are the governor, arc you not. A. Yes.
Q. And you are also conversant wfith the language of the MacMillan 

°mmittee report?—A. Yes.
0 Q. Upon which the Bank of Canada was created, of which you aie the 
Pernor?—A. Yes.

Q. Was it not one of the duties of the Bank oi Canada to aihise the 
\-Tu?rnrnent on these very matters? Let me read it to you. A. Yes, the Ylac- 

dlan committee visualizes that would take place.
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Q. I am reading from page 62, section 202 of the MacMillan committee 
report, from the top of the page down, and it reads as follows:

If we survey the cardinal monetary problems which face the Cana
dian people in common with all other peoples to-day, we are immediately 
confronted with a multitude of difficult and intricate questions. To 
what extent and through what organizations should the volume of credit 
and of currency be regulated? Upon what body should lie the primary 
responsibility for maintaining the external stability of the country’5 
currency? To what institution may the government of the day most 
suitably turn for informed and impartial advice on matters of financial 
policy?

203. In the great, and increasing, majority of countries the answer 
to these questions has been found in the existence or the creation of a 
central bank.—A. Quite.

Q. So surely the volume of money circulating in the country either as 
national investments or bank loans is a matter upon which the government will 
take its advice from you and your associates?—A. Oh, not necessarily. They 
will, I hope, ask for advice; they do not necessarily need to take it.

Q. But, in any event, according to the MacMillan committee report one of 
the duties of the officials of the central bank is to advise the government upon 
the volume of credit and currency to be issued and circulated?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, when we come to the preamble of the act it declares:—
Whereas it is desirable to establish a central bank in Canada to 

regulate credit and currency in the best interests of the economic life of 
the nation, to control and protect the external value of the nationa 
monetary unit and to mitigate by its influence fluctuations in the general 
level of production, trade, prices and employment, so far as may be 
possible within the scope of monetary action, and generally to promote 
the economic and financial welfare of the Dominion: Therefore, Hi5 
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of 
Commons of Canada, enacts as follows . . .

You are aware that this preamble, and I think it is warranted by the power® 
vested in the Bank of Canada by the act, makes you as governor, your colleague5 
and directors in the bank, responsible for whatever influences, beneficially °r 
otherwise, may be imposed on the internal and economic life of this nation- 
You approve that?—A. So far as may be possible within the scope of monetary 
action.

Q. Agreed. We are not dealing with tariffs or a thousand and one non
monetary factors.—A. No.

Q. We are dealing only with the creation, issue and circulation of money--'" 
A. Yes.

Q. Now, that is all.—A. You, of course, would be one of the first to say tha 
this was true: should the actions of the people who are responsible not rn°c 
with approval of the government, I have no doubt the management would be 
changed.

Q. You want us to discuss that?—A. I would have no objection.
Q. I think we had better confine ourselves to this. I do not want to b® 

anything but helpful to you, because I believe, Mr. Towers—you may n°, 
think so—you are just as conscientious in fulfilling the great duties an 
responsibilities that you have to this nation as I am in trying to do the hurnbl® 
work of just a common back-bencher member of parliament.—A. Thank y®1 
very much for that, but I did not make my remark—perhaps it might lead t 
misunderstanding—as a provocative remark. It really is a very serious on®’ 
because that is the proper remedy, undoubtedly.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. And you noticed the great Mr. Schacht was taken out of the bank the 
°ther day in Berlin?—A. Yes.

Q. And there is some talk of Mr. Norman being removed from the Bank of 
England.—A. Oh, well, of course it is somewhat—

Q. I do not think we need to go into that.—A. Of course, it is somewhat 
different in different countries. If I were in Germany I should probably be 
trembling in my shoes right now.

Q. I do not think there is any question that if parliament, the country, 
f-ud the government of the day, were not satisfied with the administration of 
the bank that they could change it.

Mr. Woodsworth : Why not let Mr. Towers say so?
The Deputy Chairman : The powers of the governor of the bank are purely 

advisory.
Mr. McGeer: That is all I am saying.
Mr. Quelch: I wonder if I may interject here, because I raised this question 

m the house. I read the statement of the deputy governor of the Bank of Canada 
111 which he said that “ no respectable central bank would accept from its govern
ment a policy with which it differed fundamentally.” Mr. Dunning explained 
that what really was meant was this: that if the policy of the government was 
such that the bank disagreed with it, then the governor of the Bank of Canada 
"muld resign.

The Deputy Chairman : Surely.
. Quelch : Surely that statement must show the governor of the Bank of 
agrees entirely with the policy. It is not a question of merely giving 

advice. The question is this: the governor to-day must agree with the policy 
lat is put into operation, otherwise, as the Minister of Finance says, he would 

msign.
, Mr. Towers: Speaking now of the monetary policy, which has nothing to 

with the government policy, I should say that in the course of the discussion 
have gone into two fields: one is the function of advice in respect to go\cin- 

ment financing; the other is the function of operating the Bank of Canada in 
accordance with the responsibilities imposed by the act. The operation func- 
!;1(m is the direct responsibility ; the advisory function in respect to government 

Uancing and so forth, shall we say, is an advisory function, that is the only 
"ay we can describe it. Speaking on the speech that you mentioned, that vas 
made in Ottawa a few days after I had made one to the Junior Board of Trade 
i11 Montreal, and in that Junior Board of Trade speech I said this if I may 

ave the permission of the committee, Mr. Chairman, to read it:

Instead of having the central bank functions performed by a depart
ment of government, the government has preferred to entrust these func
tions to specialized institutions. The laws under which they operate 
vary. But the banks all have one thing in common : their monetary 
policy must conform to the policy of their respective governments. No 
other conception of the situation is possible in this day and age, nor would 
any other state of affairs be desirable in view of the vital effects which 
monetary policy can have on the affairs of a country.

Strangely enough, the supreme control of government in matters of 
monetary policy does not lessen by one iota the responsibility of central 
bank executives and directors. If things go wrong, in a monetary sense, 
while they are in charge of the affairs of a central bank, they are in no 
Position to pass the responsibility on to the government. For it must
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be assumed that the policies which have been followed are in substance 
policies which they endorsed and recommended. If they did not agree, 
they should have said so. And in those circumstances they would, no 
doubt, have been replaced by others who did not share their objections-

It was Mr. Osborne’s intention in the speech which he made a few days later 
to say the same thing; if his wording was such as would lead to a misunder
standing, and I think that it was, it was an unintentional misunderstanding.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. The Bank of Canada to-day endorses the policy that is in operation at 

the present time?—A. As policy by the Bank of Canada, yes.
The Deputy Chairman: Now, gentlemen, it is 1 o’clock; shall we adjourn-

The committee adjourned at 1.05 o’clock to meet again at the call of 
the chair.
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The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock, 
a'to., the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Bercovitch, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, 
Coldwell, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Howard, Jaques, Kinley, Landeryou, 
^educ, Mayhew, Moore, Ross (Middlesex East), Ross (St. Paul’s), Tucker, 
woodsworth, Taylor (Nanaimo).

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

After devoting some time to the consideration of private bills, the Com
mittee resumed consideration of the Report of the Bank of Canada, Mr. Towers 
being further questioned.
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th'der of the House dated March 8th, to print 500 copies in English and 200 
c°pies in French of the minutes of proceedings and evidence be enlarged to 
Pennit of the printing of 1,000 copies in English, and that Standing Order 64 

e suspended in relation thereto.

On motion of Mr. Cleaver,
, Resolved,—That the Chairman report to the House recommending that 
be Committee have leave to sit while the House is sitting.

» x Mr. Cleaver, referring to the evidence of April 5th, stated that the words 
A°; but has it done any good?” appearing on the seventh line of page 115 had 
°t been used by him, and asked that the record be corrected accordingly.

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277.

April 21, 1939.
p .The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 

hairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.
th rPle Chairman : Gentlemen, before continuing with the investigation into 
, e, Bank of Canada we shall take up three short bills that have been sent to 
Us by the Senate.

attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of

sav f?e Chairman : Gentlemen, before proceeding with Mr. Towers, may I 
for la^ ^r" McGeer asked me to place certain questions before Mr. Towers 
McOnswer: I think I shall, in the circumstances, and in the absence of Mr. 
at tt>e°r’ giVe *be questions to Mr. Towers and ask him to present his answers 
and h nex^ bearing. Mr. McGeer tells me he will be present at the next hearing 

n°Pes to finish his questions. Mr. Tucker has the floor, 
to Q^1;. Tucker: I shall indicate in a sort of way the basis upon which I wish 
reaj fcstlon Mr. Towers this morning, and perhaps I could not do better than 
Cu rom the minority report of the Irish Commission of Inquiry into Banking, 

ency and Credit, 1938, at page 583, where they lay down this:—
Stimulation of money expenditure on commodities in whose produc

tion there is no unemployment (of men or capital) will, of course, unless 
control is exercised, drive up the price of the existing output, for the 
simple reason that an increased output cannot be produced. Whereas the 
present position that we wish to rectify is one in which men and resources 
are left idle, so that an increased money demand for commodities will 
lead to increased output and employment rather than to a rise in prices. 
Hence a general increase in money expenditure will stimulate the pro
duction of a greater supply of goods, and prices will rise dangerously only 
when unemployment ceases. But if the happy day comes when unem
ployment—apart from inevitable transient fluctuations—ceases, nobody 
m his senses would advocate the indefinite issue of free developmental 
credit instead of taxation. The repayment of such credit, i.e., the redemp
tion of the liens or bonds held against it, would be made when and as 
Rinds become available from the proceeds of the works undertaken. In 
view of the general attitude to financial matters, the more likely danger is 
that the rate of repayment may be excessive, i.e., deflationary in the 
sense of again causing unemployment.

Therefore, I wish to ask Mr. Towers this:—

Canada.

By Mr. Tucker:
iw Q- If you cause more credit to be provided for development by a rise in 
J^eral price level because of the increased demand for consumption g c s, 
> not that have a curative effect on the present situation in Canada, bear- 

mind that the basis on which I ask the question is the statement which nthlnk is correct, and which I have asked Mr. lowers if he does not think is 
^rect?__A l th’ink that the idea underlying that statement can be usefully 
Widened from two points of view; one would be in relation to private capital
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spending, private spending for capital development purposes. If the purposes 
for which the money is used are productive ones, in other words, if the enter
prises are successful and if the volume of spending which is taking place at any 
time is not straining the resources of the community in respect to men and 
materials—in other words, if one is not at a stage of boom—then the results 
are naturally of a very satisfactory character. The fact that capital spending 
is not going on in Canada in anything like the volume of the ’20’s, is one of the 
reasons why we find unemployment here at the present time.

So far, I have referred to private spending on capital development. The 
other possibility is public spending of a similar character; spending which 
based on borrowing, or perhaps Mr. Tucker would say on some other form 01 
financing, but which can conveniently be referred to as deficit spending.

The pros and cons of that, of course, have been very widely discussed 
around the world in the course of the last eight or nine years. It is not a sub
ject which I think can be dealt with in any brief answer. It so happens that i°r 
my own purposes I made up a memorandum on this subject, and I have it here- 
Would it be the wish of the committee that I should read that or place it oD 
the record?

Q. If you place it on the record it will be all right with me. I do no 
want to take up too much time.

Mr. Kinley: I should like to hear it.
Mr. Bercovitch : Let us have it read,
Mr. Towers: It would take about nine minutes, I think, or something 

like that. The statement is as follows: ,
It is only in comparatively recent times that deliberate unbalancing 

budgets has been widely discussed, or, indeed, that fiscal policy has been gener' 
ally regarded as having anything but a passive role to play in connects 
with variations in economic activitiy.

Formerly, the operation of dynamic factors such as rapidly growing pop^' 
lation, expanding geographical frontiers, the development of new produc 
which promised to fill obvious needs, and rising international trade, made ^ 
reasonable to assume a strong underlying demand for production and install9' 
tion of durable goods. It was, of course, clear that maladjustments betwec 
costs and prices could put an effective brake upon the process of expansion’ 
but, it was believed, costs and prices were sufficiently flexible and the bas^ 
forces of growth were sufficiently strong to ensure that the check to progr®8' 
would be only temporary. Under such conditions there seemed to be no reaSl? 
why fiscal policy should do anything to obstruct the course of the relative ^ 
short-lived deflationary process by means of which the necessary adjustm611 D 
of costs to prices took place.

The depth and persistence of the depression which began at the 
1929 led to the development of a theory which challenges this view 
responsibility of the state in regard to economic fluctuations. The 
runs broadly as follows :—

(a) The strength of dynamic factors has suffered a secular decline.
(b) The consequent fall in the average rate of economic expansion b9j 

revealed the need for adjustments so great as to amount to struct11 
changes.

(c) These are so formidable, the underlying factors promoting econo#^ 
recovery or expansion are so weak, and certain rigidities are so 8re ( 
that the usual deflationary process, if it is not checked by governrn^g 
action, is likely to proceed so far that it will strain the fabric of 
present form of society.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

end 
of ^ 
theor?
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(d) In order to give idle men the opportunity of producing goods or 
services which they or others would be willing to buy if income were 
increased, the government is justified in borrowing either idle money, 
or newly created money, and using it to make good the decline in 
spending which occurs when existing money goes into idleness.

I should point out, that of course I am just reciting the lines of the argument 
as made by various people. I continue with the statement:—
, It would be better still if idle money could be reached through taxation ; 
Dut the difficulty of devising taxes which would affect only money which is 
tt°t in use, and the harmful effect of any other type of taxation during depres- 
S1°n, make it necessary, in the main, to resort to borrowing.

(e) The elimination of all but frictional or seasonal unemployment should 
be the basis upon which policy with regard to the size of expenditures 
and deficits is determined. At the point where deficits begin to have 
a purely inflationary influence, presumably increased national income 
will make possible tax revenues sufficient to eliminate the necessity 
for borrowing.

Those who reject the case for deficits disagree with the fundamental 
assumption, which I noted under (a). In (a) I mentioned that “the strength 
2* dynamic factors has suffered a secular decline.’1 The statement continues: 
Y)ey refuse to admit that the so-called dynamic factors are wholly or even 
chiefly independent variables, in the sense that they are unaffected by t te 
Actions of government. They believe these factors would regain much ot their 
jormer influence, though perhaps with a somewhat different weighting, it only 
business distrust of governmental policies could be removed. Apart from the 
Possibility of government projects competing directly or indirectly with private 
business, they feel that continuance of government spending will induce lethargy 
and dependence upon the part of business. More important, they think tha 
punting government debt gives rise to such fears of greatly increased taxa- 
.l0n> or, alternatively, inflation, that private initiative is stifled by the resultan 
eeling of uncertainty with regard to the future.
, One’s view as to whether or not there has been a permanent weakening 

uf the dynamic factors underlying the existing type of economic orgamza ion 
jbUst, it seems to me, be largely a matter of faith. It must depend, for examp e, 
Ton one’s view as to the future of international relationships. Having in 

> 'ud the economic expansion which has taken place during the pas ccn un , 
find it hard to believe that a fundamental change in trend can have ocruirer 

‘s suddenly as the extreme supporters of deficits seem to assume. How ever, 
be does not have to subscribe wholeheartedly to their assumption to agree that 
eir point of view is worth very careful consideration.

„ In any case, the weight of events since 1930 has bem such as to force the 
^vernments of most countries to take some degree of action n.ong the lme* 

deficit spending, regardless of the theories of fiscal poney v i'( 1(>
fiebed to hold. The important point to consider at this stage is whether or 

0 d- should be continued in Canada, and if so, in what degree.
My first comment would be that most advocates of compensatory deficit 

pending have developed their theory with tacit reference to countries which, 
a tar greater extent than Canada, produce for internal consump ion.

By Mr. Woodsworth:
of t.Q- Mav I ask if that applies to the United States, the recent experience 
tl Te United States?—A. This whole theory, of course, is part and parcel of 

G United States developments. My statement continues.
Canadian thinking on this problem is inevitably influenced by develop- 

f, nts in theory and practice which are taking place in the l nited > ates. In 
nat country only about one-twentieth of the national income consists of
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receipts from goods and services sold abroad. In Canada the proportion is 
about one-third. In the United States the problem of achieving full employ
ment and production is mainly one of offsetting or compensating for a reduction 
in the private demand for durable goods. No one would attempt to deny the 
existence of a comparable problem in Canada; just because our growth through 
the later twenties was so rapid the drop in private demand for durable goods 
has been all the more severe. But in Canada there is superimposed upon this 
a problem which is perhaps more important and certainly more difficult, viz., 
what to do about a reduction in the demand for goods and services which we 
sell abroad.

Deficit spending in Canada can have little direct influence upon the course 
of foreign demand for our products. It can do little to increase domestic 
consumption of things which we normally export. Again, because of the 
specialized character of the production for which Canada is suited and equipped, 
it is unusually difficult to meet a decline in foreign demand by creating domestic 
demand for new things which this country can produce at a reasonable cost- 
And the necessary shifts of man-power and equipment might be definitely 
wasteful if the fall in export demand turned out to have been only of short 
duration.

Agriculture presents a particularly intractable problem in this regard, f°r 
farmers have very low industrial mobility. When demand for their exports 
falls off, the process of putting them to the production of goods or services 
which will make up for part of the fall in real national income is, at best, a slow 
and expensive one. Unless the fall in external demand is judged to be of 9 
permanent character, the most that can reasonably be expected is that the 
farmer be made as nearly as possible self-sufficient during the period of his 
disability. But this does little to restore his buying power or swell national 
income.

There are, therefore, greater limitations upon what compensatory defied 
spending can do to offset fluctuations in the Canadian economy than there 
would be in the case of a more diversified and self-sustaining country. There 
are also greater dangers involved, as I shall now indicate.

An export economy is in the position of having very little influence over 
the level at which many of its most important prices are set. It should, there
fore, do all it reasonably can to keep its cost flexible and to avoid introducing 
elements of rigidity through borrowings on fixed terms. Otherwise its com
petitive position in foreign markets may be adversely affected.

I have already indicated why I think compensatory spending is likely 
have less influence upon the course of real national income in this country 
than it would in most others. When large government expenditures are beinê 
made and debts are mounting rapidly, there will presumably be relatively 
less to show for them in the way of an immediate expansion of activity, aI?jf 
the possibility of harmful reactions upon private confidence and spending wd 
be relatively greater.

The apprehension which large government deficits may arouse in the min^ 
of business men and investors, even if it happens to be initially ill-founded, 15 
none the less real. If it is sufficiently strong it tends to bring about its o"'n 
realization, and is accordingly a factor which warrants most careful consider9' 
tion when deciding upon fiscal policy.

Another of the main arguments advanced by opponents of a compensatory 
deficit policy is that it may lead to inflation. In the case of a largely sell' 
contained economy general inflation is unlikely to occur so long as appreciate 
reserves of productive capacity remain in idleness. In the case of Canada, ho"'' 
ever, one must also take account of the fact that, under present conditions, thel® 
are fairly definite limitations upon the range over which domestic product;0^ 
can compete with imports on a cost basis. At least part of the active spends

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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power created by government deficits is likely to increase imports rather than 
give work to unemployed Canadian men or machines. If the increase in imports 
18 not offset by increased exports (or by borrowing abroad) the external value 

the Canadian dollar will tend to fall and Canadian prices will tend to rise, 
tn other words the mere existence in Canada of large amounts of unused capacity 
aoes not in itself preclude an inflationary rise in prices.

Whatever the immediate and intended effects of deficit spending may be, 
v's-a-vis the price level, if the deficits are financed largely by banks the gov ern- 
Feiit does to some extent surrender its power to control future developments 
ln the banking system. If bank deposits are greatly increased by purchases of 
government securities they cannot be readily contracted when, at the start ot 
ari inflationary movement, their velocity of turnover begins to rise.

I have now indicated the main factors which I think should be considered 
!n any assessment of the extent to which deficit spending should be continue 
ln this country. Some of these are shifting so rapidly that only a provisional 
aPPraisal can be attempted. However, it seems to me that if rising national 
)nc°me, in terms of goods and services as well as money, is to enable us to avoid 
k°th horns of the dilemma of crippling taxation or inflation, then all reasona ) 
^cautions should be taken to prevent discouragement of private initiative and 
expenditure. The onus should be on the advocates of any government expendi- 
7rc, in the ordinary as well as in the special or capital categories, to demon- 
^rate that it definitely will add to the strength and balance of our economv. 
5eedless to say, deficits incurred merely for the purpose of increasing spending 
Power should be avoided at all costs, particularly those resulting from need es- 
expenditures which give rise to additional waste and rigidity by adding to oper- 
tlng expenses as well as to interest charges. How far borrowing for govern- 

, expenditures which definitely improve the efficiency of the countrv as a ^'h°le, and do not have a harmful effect upon private spending, can be justified 
any time, depends, of course, upon how far we are from fu emp o> men , 

P°n what considerations arise in connection with the externa v a ® ° 0 1 
Urrency, and, incidentally, upon what fiscal policies are being pursued elsewhere. 

. , Q- As a matter of fact, you have covered something that is very interesting, 
n<i something I had hoped we would get into; but what I had in min w 

f,°re to compare the suggestion that was foreshadowed by the Imperia inference and the World Economic Conference, namely, that you could go a 
\vUu-Way towards restoring employment by raising the genera eve 0 P^c ^thln each country. Your suggestion to the effect that that would stimula .e 
5P°rts, I suggest, is not correct; because if you, by monetary action cause a 

*Se m the general level of prices, there is a tendency for your money to get 
a premium with some foreign money, and in that way. v oui mipoi - wi naturally be discouraged.—A. Get at a discount with foreign money.

Q. Yes, at a discount; and so that would have a tendency not to encourage 
>°rts but to discourage them?-A. I referred, of course in that memorandum 
S he possibility that action such as you mention would lead to depreciation 

the dollar and, consequently, to an increase in the internal level of prices, 
n Q. Yes?—A. Not necessarily saying whether that was good or bad, but just 

at rt was one of the factors in the situation. . T, , i
(j Q- And that would tend to discourage imports. ‘ , •
la?r?Liation cf the dollar resulted in higher costs here, as it does after a certain

then the temporary advantage vis-a-vis the foreign expoi ci i iSal 1 1 
If Q- At that point Ï wish to ask a question. Ye will take it m we go along.

^erease productive capacity due to the lack o purchasing power on the C your people in general your actual costs tend to rise, not fall That has 
o the main contention of the farm implement manufacturers. The say that 
Recount of falling demand, their burden rises and so them cost r se That 

exactly the opposite of what you say. Is there not that other feature in Canada
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to-day, that if you stimulate production or stimulate consumption demand for 
goods—farm implements, household equipment, necessities for building equip' 
ment—when there is actually increased factory capacity and unemployment 
raising the unit cost to-day, you increase the amount of production in those 
fields and decrease the unit cost? Then if your economy is functioning properlyt 
you lower prices instead of raising them. Is that not correct?—A. I think, under 
the circumstances you mention, that is correct, yes.

Q. Is that not the case in Canada to-day?—A. But the question is how y°u 
arrive at those results.

Q. That is the point. That is the thing which I am very anxious for y°u 
to explain. The World Economic Conference recommended that by monetary 
action we should try to return, as I understand it, to the price level of 1926- 
We have only got back to, I suppose, around four-fifths of that general pnce 
level; that is, the index probably is around eighty, roughly speaking. I under' 
stood you thought the possibilities of monetary action were almost exhausted- 
For the life of me I cannot see how you can say that, with the price level down 
to four-fifths of what it was in 1926, increasing the element of rigidity that y°u 
have mentioned; when there are idle factories, idle people and when there is 110 
effective demand and when there is a tendency to raise prices all the time-"' 
that is, raise prices in those particular goods—if you were going to raise theiu/

n ot
by monetary action as recommended at the World Economic Conference!
A. Of course, monetary action by the banking authorities alone will 
necessarily raise prices. That money has to be used. If it is relatively id*6' 
it has no effect on markets or on prices. ,

Q. Let me suggest this to you, just to take an example. The farmers 0 
western Canada are not in a position to-day to buy their farm implemen 
requirements. If, by virtue of some bonusing scheme or something, they wer 
actually given the purchasing power with which to buy their necessities in 
way of farm implements and household equipment, in the first place, probably 
prices would not be raised. That is correct, is it not?—A. It depends upon t*1 
volume, of course; but probably they would not rise much.

Q. No.—A. I mean if there is any reasonable assumption about the voluiW 
Q. If you did that your prices would not be raised. In fact, according 1 

the farm implement manufacturers, they could decrease their prices; becallS 
they claim the reason they have raised them in the last four or five year? is 0 ^ 
account of falling demand, with rising burden owing to the decreased number 
units produced. That is correct? You know that is the case?—A. Yes. j 

Q. Mr. Towers, suppose you actually do restore the purchasing power 
the farmers and enable them to restore their productive power in that w'W 
Who in the world is harmed?—A. What do you do after having done that for 0 
year, necessarily in the form of a gift? There is a certain surge of business 
that money is spent, just as there was in the case of the veterans’ bonus in 
United States. When that finishes, do you do it again next year? r

Q. As a matter of fact, having regard to the amount you would pay in y(’lj 
bonus, if I know anything about the needs of the people in this country—1a11 y 
know the needs of the farmers whom I represents—I believe it is correct to ^ 
that they are so great that, to get them to a standard of living comparable wl 
that of the civil servants at Ottawa, for example, it would take ten or fi^6,. 
years.—A. I undersand that. But that does imply the necessity for continuons. - 
year after year, making these grants. r/.

Q. Very well; who is hurt by that? That is what I want to kno'v- ^ 
A. The grants, of course, necessarily come from the people of the country ‘ 
whole. idl6

Is i*Q. Mr. Towers, I am assuming that you are enabling idle factories and 
men to go to work to produce those demands. To-day they are idle. 
not better to have them producing those demands than to have them hl‘c 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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• 1 think you xyill find, nevertheless, on the basis of the grant which we men
ded, that it is impossible to conjure the thing up from thin air, so to speak, 

does not only apply, naturally, in the case of the people you mention.
Q. It applies all over Canada.—A. It applies all over the country. You 

°uld have a proposition roughly comparable to that of the monthly dividend, 
n the theory that, if the government did hand out that much in the way of 

|«0ney, every one would be better off, that there would be no sacrifice involved 
11 the part of any section of the community.

Q. I am not suggesting a monthly dividend.—A. Well, a grant.
Q- I am suggesting that you say to your producers in this country that they 

/e as much entitled to a minimum standard of living as their labourers are— 
°r example, in the railroads and other industries; I suggest that the same 

Principle should apply. Having decided on that, I suggest that you provide 
j em in times like these, times of low prices, with the necessary means to pro- 
anHC -^le*r basic goods, I suggest that by doing so you merely put idle people 
t>. idle factories to work, and it really does not cost your economy any- 
t '—A. I think, if I may immediately answer that point, that if one sticks 

the very simplest conceptions of the thing those are nevertheless the most 
Ctoate. We know that the trouble in certain cases is that people produce 

jam things for which they find no market or else a market at a very inade- 
ate price; that those things are sold in the export market and that, as I 
*ted out in what I have just read, the possibility of increasing Canadian con- 

\yIUPtion to an extent which would cure the situation is simply non-existent.
e could not eat all the wheat that we can grow, 

j Q. But that is not the point.—A. Please let me finish, Mr. Tucker, because 
tai Unk H *s the point. The trouble, therefore, is that these people have cer- 
]\rQn things which they cannot sell and which other Canadians do not want. 
oj.1 rrriahy the process of living is a production of certain things by some people; 
bejer things by other people, and an interchange of the two; that interchange 
PecM facilitated by the monetary mechanism, but not caused by it. Certain 
the • therefore, have goods which they cannot sell abroad and for which 
gr r<j is no demand in Canada. These people under your proposal are given 
(jiff® °f a fairly substantial character—in any event that does not make any
- xl— ------- « <• i 11 .«.I— j. - i— —

fr, - they are given grants of money which enable them to buy goot » 
ff°rn other people. They have not got goods which they can themsehes gne 
i exchange, they only have money, freshly created money, shall we say 01 Pei * 
ti Ps money which the government has borrowed. Well, that naturally îe ps 
nc standard of living of the people who get the grants at the time my ge 
ofe^> but it is absolutely impossible to visualize a continuing economic sys cm 
tyi f jat type without heavy sacrifices on the part of certain contn >u ms, o 

ich people who cannot produce and sell are being enabled to buy su is an 
satitieg of goods without being able to give anything in return ext cp t m 
aey with which the government has provided them. .. ..

You say it is not possible to do that without sacrifices. * •
\vk to getting your productive machinery running at reasona e ‘j1 - ’
C! are your sacrifices?—A. But, Mr. Tucker the point is that you havei got 
M,f the productive machinery of the depressed people opeiatmg -

have goods to offer in exchange. , .
rea].Q- But, Mr. Towers, I will tell you something that perhaps you do no 
pfodZe- The farmers in the west could consume twice as muci 
Cducts if they were not pressed to dispose of them m order to meet obliga- 
thnS' There is no doubt that in a large section of Saskatchewan the farmers 
pr,J c°uld consume twice the amount of butter, eggs and créa , vthpduce if they were not trying to sell those goods in order to keep afloat under 
o7 Present situation. Is it not true, then, that if you gave them the means 

a minimum standard of living in this country they would create a demand
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for your factory products, thus putting idle people to work? As it is they 
are forced to sell their own products which they should not sell, causing their 
children to suffer from malnutrition. AVhat I have in mind would be merely 
putting the productive machine to work. It was the intention of parliament 
that you should study the possibility of doing that by monetary action. AVhat 
I am interested in knowing is this : I cannot see, and I hope you will pardon 
me if I say so, where during the last three or four years you have taken 
decisive measures to meet that present appalling situation. If you have taken 
those measures, then I should like to know. If you have not taken those 
measures it looks as if the high hopes that parliament had when it set _nP 
your institution have not been realized.—A. Before dealing with the question 
of what measures we may have taken may I say that you have not den1
at any stage with my thought as to what is needed to cure the situation of
these people. I am not talking about temporary measures of governmen 
assistance, which is not within my province, and I am not minimizing the extern 
of the problem or the extent of the hardships which are felt. Please do n° 
think that anything I say indicates indifference or lack of sympathy ther®' 
But thinking of a permanent cure, you have not said anything relating to 
expression of opinion that the only way in which you will find a permanen 
cure is to find ways and means for these people to produce something t*19 
they can sell or exchange for other goods.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. I should like to ask Mr. Towers if he has a permanent solution to 

problem mentioned to increase the purchasing power of the farmers?—A. Ti>' 
way to increase their purchasing power, if you will forgive me for say111” 
something that does sound trite, is what I have said before, namely, that if ^ 
can produce goods which they can sell they will have that purchasing powe.rj 
I do not think it was ever contemplated that the Bank of Canada show 
be responsible for the entire economic operation of the country. That wo^ 
be a delusion of grandeur in so far as we are concerned. AVhat you are askifla 
there, Mr. Landeryou, is, have I any solution for the problem that becau 
of developments in the last ten years the Canadian western wheat farIj°eat 
find it difficult to obtain a market for a sufficiently large quantity of wh® 
to enable them to be prosperous.

Q. That is not the question.—A. It must be. - e
Q. It is not the question. The situation in western Canada is that 

farmers are producing large quantities of goods. There can be no quest1 
about that. ^

Mr. AVoodsworth : Mr. Chairman, pardon my interruption, but I thou§ 
it was generally understood that we were to allow one line of question1 ” 
to be proceeded with. I think perhaps advantage was taken of that by 0 > 
gentleman occupying too much time, but Mr. Tucker has not been guilty of t*1 

The Chairman: I think Mr. Tucker should finish his examination, y 
Landeryou. You allowed Mr. McGeer to go on, now it is Mr. Tucker’s chan 

Mr. Landeryou: I am prepared to drop it if I may be given an opP°r 
tunity later.

The Chairman: I think so. 9
Mr. Landeryou: I just had one question to ask. It is in my opining 

very important question. Mr. Tucker raised the point and I should like to 11 . 
a little more light on it. There have been statements made by Mr. Tu® 
and Mr. Towers which I cannot grasp. s

The Chairman : You will have an opportunity to speak later. Give otk 
a chance, Mr. Landeryou. Go on, Mr. Tucker.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Tucker:
Q. What I wanted to get at, Mr. Towers, was this: The present inter

actional situation is as it is, and I am not suggesting to you we should not try 
export, our surplus products in return for the things we can buy with those 

Products. But we must take the situation as we find it and as we are likely to 
Çnd it for maybe several years to come. I take it you do not think that would 
Justify failure to operate on the situation by monetary action in order to ensure 
Canadian economy working at reasonably efficient capacity ; that what you are 
suggesting is, I take it—I may be wrong—that unless we can do something 

uich apparently we are not succeeding in doing we should be content to see 
n e People of the west not consuming all they could of their own products, 
ut consuming all they could of products that might be manufactured by idle 
°n in idle factories in all the rest of Canada ; that we should be content to sit 

°JVn alongside of that situation— —A. No, not for minute, Mr. Tucker. I am 
^ here as much to express views in regard to what the country’s policy should 
e> as perhaps to try to give explanations of the implications of this or that 

j ethod of procedure. T stick to the simple things because they are the facts, 
sell ^ to it that the problem is this: If the Canadian western farmers could 
^ 300,000,000 bushels of wheat a year—I will use that one product as it is 
tyf .rnos* important—at satisfactory prices, most of the troubles to which you 
of ?F ,Would not be under discussion here to-day. They cannot do so because 
in ?f foreign demand. Canada can do nothing about that foreign demand 

a Rla.ior way. If, then, the consumption requirements of the farmers are to 
supplied in some other form, that is a matter of governmental policy. But 

the' °U^ not f°rSet that the main trouble is that they cannot sell sufficient of 
g’J goods to be prosperous, and I do not think a domestic demand for those 

os can be developed on any scale which will cure the situation. 
h0 ' T we are faced with one of two alternatives : Carrying on as we are in the 
r,0i e that in due course the international situation will clear up and lead to a 
day U.0* foreign demand; or. if we believe that this is hopeless for ever and a 
Prori -n we are faced with the problem of putting a number of farmers to the 
To °f things which can be consumed at home; in other words, changing

^hole economy of the west.
thin AlonS that line, Mr. Towers, I am not sucaesting at the moment any- 
this'2, S0. fondamental as that; what I am asking you is who would be harmed by 
tyv Policy that you would adopt in the meantime in this emergency situation, 
Set ph is recognized as such, and in justifying a permanent shift in our economic 
arp11!^ Who would be harmed by a policy of looking after those people who 
hav ,XVorth while keeping, in the economic situation, giving them enough to 
fhpm a reas°nable standard of living based only upon the productive power of 
intp • lves and the rest of the country to supply— —A. Mr. Tucker, may I 
ÎUstm there? I am obviously very bad at making explanations because you 
had referred to their productive power, although a minute ago I thought we 
bep aSrÇed that that productive power to a certain extent is non-existent, 
^and ^ is Pr°ductive power in relation to products for which there is not a

eCf) Q- Oh, now, Mr. Towers, I have suggested to you that if it were not for the 
satire pressure on them the people of this country could consume, I am 

stled, twice the butter, twice the meat products and twice the cream.—A. Oh.
XT 11 , ... ... " I IT! 1 1 i * i T. -

Nd
ieep

Q. ■ ■ « X/V/ iwv w VA V uvi J l/UV/ lliv/w V ^ * X, X. — ----------- ' • • -   ----------- ------- -

• Well, I have no doubt about it in my mind, and I have no doubt in the
that to give the people of this country adequate houses to live in would 

appi’i °Ur lumber mills busy for the next 15 or 20 years. The same remark 
Corn Cs to adequate household equipment, and we can do that within the four 

of our country.
^r- Landeryou: Hear, hear.
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By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Do you not think that if you, the leaders of economic thought in this 

country, do not make your economic set-up conform to what can physically 
be done something is going to happen?—A. Yes, Mr. Tucker, but I come back 
to the principal point, that is, I come back to the question of wheat, which 15 
of major importance. I insist that it is absolutely impossible for Canadian^ 
to consume three or four hundred million bushels of wheat, and I insist tba 
there are farmers engaged in the production of that quantity of wheat. The 
actual amount of their production will, of course, be affected by weather ; bu 
they at least hope that that much is coming out of the ground. I realize tha 
they have demands for many things which they have not got now; that they 
want to consume more, and I wish to heaven that the situation were such tha 
they could sell their products on a basis which would give them abundant pr°5' 
peritv. But unless and until there is a market for what they produce, or unle^ 
and until they go into some other form of vocation where they can find a marks 
domestically, what is done for them in the interval must be done at the cost 0 
a certain sacrifice so far as the rest of the country is concerned, because y°u 
must have some goods to give in exchange. If you consume goods but aie 
unable to give goods in return there is a sacrifice on the part of some one.

Q. Do you think, Mr. Towers, it would be more of a sacrifice for the u11' 
employed, for example, in the city of Windsor, to be happily at work produ6' 
ing cars than to be walking the streets in idleness? Would there be a sacri#6 
for them?—A. No, but of course some one must provide the materials, and s 
forth, for the cars. . g

Q. Would it be-a sacrifice on the part of the people to be employed cutting 
the timber to go into those cars instead of being idle?—A. One does, of cours6’ 
get led down side paths in considering this and that aspect and its effect 0 
various individuals. After all, if one could accept the main proposition that > 
a person consumes goods but unfortunately has no goods to give in exchanfD 
there is a gift or a sacrifice involved there, I think we would have the ans" 
to the proposition in a moment. j

Q. You are begging the question when you say there is a sacrifice invoh6^ 
I have asked you right from the start where the sacrifice is if you merely P j 
idle hands and idle factories to work? AVhere is the sacrifice; that is wha 
want you to answer?—A. On that basis, a large number of people in the coun ^ 
or half the people in the country can do nothing, and the other people 
supply them. Would there not be a sacrifice involved there to the half 
supplied? e?

Q. I say you put unemployed men to work. Where is the sacrifice thc^g 
I am referring only to that question.—A. I think that you would find that ^g 
sacrifice took this form ; that the amount of consuming power which been 
available, and which did call into play certain of the unemployed factor8 ^ 
the economy would also result in a higher price level, and that is the tooP 
which the sacrifice would take. But may I say this: that to express vie"s jg 
this particular point and to draw all its implications without wasting w°gry 
and without saying things in a way which creates confusion is, I find) A 
difficult. I think I could put it down in black and white in very brief 
and express it best at the next meeting.

Q. All right. You made some remark about Dr. Schacht in answer to 
McGeer’s suggestion that monetary action was not regarded as very impo^g- 
in Germany, and I suggested exactly what I am putting to you now. jj,eir 
gested they followed a policy of monetary expansion until they had used up 1 . \ 
idle resources in the way of man-power.—A. I think I said everything ! 
know of, in brief form of course, on that subject in the memorandum that ' jy 

Q. Well, now, along that line, I should like to read to you—I hope n°^ve 
will think I am approving of the attitude on foreign affairs in Germany! 1 

[Mr. Grahnm Ford Towers.]
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been accused of that because I have given some suggestions with regard to the 
h'ngs they are doing on monetary action in Germany. Dr. Schacht gave an 

address in New York in January of this year, and I suppose you are familiar 
^’ith it?—A. I did not know he had been over to this continent, no.

Q. At page 8 he says—
The Chairman : Before what body?
Mr. Tucker: Before the Deutsche Akedemie.
Mr. Towers: Yes, in Germany.

By Mr. Tucker:
,, Q- It was delivered on November 29, 1938, and read before the Deutsche 
kademie.—A. Yes, I have read that.

i, Q. I thought you would be familiar with it. Now, here is what he says along 
“at line:—

As soon as an economy has made use of all available labour and 
materials, any further credit expansion is not only senseless, but actually 
harmful.

* think I should read this part because it is very interesting.

The Chairman : What year?
Mr. Tucker: The fall of 1938.

as ^le Chairman : They are in the midst of their armament preparations then 
5 tflr as labour and employment are concerned.

Mr. Tucker:

For then newly created money can no longer effect a further 
increase in goods production but can only bring about competition for the 
available labour and raw materials, and such a competition must neces
sarily lead to an increase in prices and wages, despite all measures of 
state control. Now the term “full employment” is naturally elastic. An 
economy as large as the German economy will always be able to mobmze 
some labour reserves and realize some success in rationalization. But 
there was no more room for a credit expansion in the former style, and the 
authorities drew the inevitable conclusions. On April 1, 1938, credit 
creation by the central bank was stopped, and the financing of govern
ment orders was shifted to taxes and loans. The period of transition w as 
covered by the issue of delivery certificates.

of V, I am putting it to you, Mr. Towers, that we can go a long way by use 
Pmi .credit through the Bank of Canada in putting to work our unemployed m 
refo the things we need before we would experience a situation such as he 
evPIS ^0.—A. I would be the last to deny that there are possibilities in Canada, 
Gpf, w^th the handicaps which we have as compared with a country such as 
HotV -lany from certain points of view. I would be the last to deny that there 1» 

in that, but I did try to indicate in my memorandum to-day what 1 
def;J , were some of the limiting factors which are found in Canada. I ca™° 
kif. ,u' here exactly how far we can go, or what direction our actix lties ol ia 
triPr should take, but I agree there arc certain possibilities along these lines as I 
iiig f show in the memorandum. I believe there are, also, a nurn >ei o inn -

lik S- Do you think that we are following the possibilities?—A. I should not 
express an opinion on that. It is certainly the case that our government 

or lns across the country, of a deficit type, during the course of the last eight 
in ï‘ne years, has been enormous. It is that type of spending which is visualized 

Section with the theory which we have under discussion. Whether it was
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all of the very best type, calculated to give the most employment, whether it was 
of a character which would strengthen the economy and therefore not be a drag 
later on, brings up too broad a subject for me to express an opinion on. In other 
words, we have done a great deal ; perhaps we could do some more, but there are 
certain limiting factors and dangers which we should watch out for because of the 
character of our country as compared with one which is more self-contained.

Q. Along that line, Mr. Towers, you think we are justified in saying we 
have exhausted the limits of monetary action when we have the number of 
unemployed we have in the country, the number of idle factories and a prie® 
level that is about 20 per cent below what it was in 1926? Can it reasonably 
be said that we have exhausted the limit of monetary action?—A. I think) 
Mr. Tucker, that I should point out that monetary action has two aspects- 
First of all, there is the arrangement, shall we say, of the monetary situation 
which makes ample funds available. The second aspect is the activity shown 
in the spending of these funds. The first part is a question of banking policy> 
the second part, as I pointed out, is private policy in connection with private 
spending, government policy in connection with government spending. ,

Q. That brings up another point. I am not going to take too long, but 1 
should like to follow this up for a few minutes.

Some Hon. Members : Go ahead.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. You say that our banking system must make available a certain amount 

of money, but I suggest to you that one of the things that it was supposed to 
operate on was the price level?—A. The price level is affected by spending- 

Q. Yes.—A. The price level, of course, will not be affected no matter ho"
large the volume of money is, if the money lies idle. ,

Q. That rings up another point, of course. Your only substantial contr° 
of the money that is in the hands of the people of Canada to-day is subject to 
the overriding control of the chartered banks of the country?—A. No; I wouj 
not put it that way. The volume of deposits in Canada is $2,500,000,000. 
one has any control over that except the owners of that, money. ,

Q. Yes; when I suggested this, for example, that the amount of money Pu 
out by the Bank of Canada should be increased, the answer made by someou® 
is that the banks to-day are putting out as much in the way of loans—-wh^ 
create the effect of purchasing power of the people—as they can do, becauE)
they must have willing borrowers, and therefore no matter how much y°.1^
wanted to raise the price level in present circumstances you could not do so 1 
you raised the reserves tremendously, because the banks to-day are loaning a ^ 
they can put out, thereby increasing deposits to willing borrowers; and thereg 
fore you are taking the attitude under the present system that you cannot incre^ 
the amount of effective money in the country because the banks say it cann° 
be done?—A. Oh, not at all, because the amount of effective money in 
country—that is the amount of deposits—has increased tremendously in 
course of the last few years. . ^

Q. By loans to government?—A. Yes, that is by deficit spending, to whif 
we just referred.

Q. I suggest this to you: the only way that you have been able to get jh 
increased amount of money in the hands of the people has been by getting ' v 
government to go to the chartered banks and borrow, and that is the only 
vou have managed to increase your money supply?—A. Well, I would coin„ 
back to the reference of “getting the government to go to the banks to borro"^ 
which is not necessarily the way it operates. When the government make? 
issue, you find the ereat portion of that is taken up by institutions and in<W , 
duals who have bank deposits in their hands, and they invest these in governor 
loans.

[Mr. Graham Ford .Towers.]
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Q. I understand that—A. I think very frequently the assumption is made 
that all government bond issues serve to increase bank deposits. May I just 
®nish that. I wanted to deal with the actual situation.

Some Hon. Members : Let us have it.
The Chairman : Let the governor of the bank finish his statement.
Mr. Towers : Let us assume that government debts over the past five years 

7~I am not going to use actual figures because I do not remember them—have 
increased by $700,000,000 or $800,000,000. All of that amount, in the first 
instance, may have been bought by individuals and institutions, but it might 
jfien be the case that the banks under pressure to increase their assets, 
because of the abundant cash reserves, will subsequently buy these bonds from 
.nc people who hold them, thus increasing the banks’ investments and increas
es their deposits at the same time. But that process of increasing bank invest
ments and deposits could have taken place even if there had been no govern
ment deficit and no increase in government debt. As a matter of fact, it has 
afien place concurrently with certain increases in government debt.
, Q. I should like to read along that line what Mr. Dobson said on January 
A’ ,1939. He is quite a banking expert, and made some reference to that 
Object. I am reading a newspaper quotation, and it is from the Winnipeg 

ree Press of January 14, 1939.
Mr. Kin ley: He was not speaking before a committee of this house?
Mr. Tucker: No. This is what he says:—

Our primary business is commercial banking, but as has been pointed 
out on numerous occasions, we cannot compel unwilling borrowers to 
use our surplus funds if, because of lack of confidence or for other 
reasons, they are not prepared to expand their business; and prudent- 
bankers must of necessity guard against taking unwarranted risks. Con
sequently, the only way in which surplus funds can be put to work is to 
invest them in government bonds . . .

■Mr. Towers: Just what I said.

By Mr. Tucker:
cojjM As a matter of fact, I think it has been your purpose to provide for 
of . Partial expansion during the last four years by increasing the cash reserves 
t0 Ve banks. That is correct, is it not?—A. I think it has been our purpose 
Pr0vr°virle for exactly the expansion that has taken place; in other words, to 
th;s me for an expansion in banks’ holdings of government- bonds so that, during 
So M’fricult period governments could finance as cheaply as possible, and also 
tn0n at Private industry could finance or refinance as cheaply as possible—that 
been T rates’ *n other words, should be low. Our policy has been directed or has 
ffier ,med with that in mind, as well as with the idea that such increase as 
<we has been in loans could be financed by the banks without necessitating 

^rtion in other directions.
Wag V' So I take it that your purpose in providing these increased cash reserves 
apr) f°.enable the banks to increase their investments in government loans by 
Co,-,,, 'Cutely $439,000.000 and at the same time decrease their loans to 
Va fcial institutions by over $30,000,000. Was that your purpose?—A. No; 
Vit i there has been no necessity, no reserve necessity, for them to decrease 

r loans.
Ve Vt they have done so?—A. Excuse me. I think they have increased, 

they not?
A' What is that?—A. Of what period are you speaking? 

aCtu , t am speaking of the period of the last three or four years. They have 
their ‘ decreased their commercial loans by over $30,000.000, and increased 
iusf i government loans by four hundred and some odd millions.—A. May I 
C* a* the figures?
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Q. Yes.—A. Say, from March, 1935, or what period do you mean?
Q. If you take the period from, say, the end of the fiscal year in 1935— 

September, 1935, to September of 1938—it will be all right. That is three 
years.—A. September, 1935? I have December, 1935. Would that do?

Q. Yes.—A. At that date, the total of Canadian loans—that is, of public 
current loans, which are the business loans and do not include call loans—was 
$820,000,000. In that period of comparison, you are right ; yes, loans have gone 
down $14,000,000. If you take the figures from December, 1936, you win 
find that the increase is $131,000,000. The loans in December, 1936, had gone 
down to $675,000,000; and at the end of December, 1938, they were $806,000,000- 
I should point out that even at the tail end of the depression, there were 
certain substantial loans which were liquidated from time to time. I can think 
of the C.P.R. $60,000,000 loan which was liquidated by the sale of securities 
in the market. I can think of the old wheat board loans which were very 
heavy when we had accumulated that big surplus; those were liquidated. There 
were various other things of the same kind. I may say that liquidations <n 
that character are not harmful.

Q. But my statement that, during the period of the three years—that i®> 
from the time that the present administration came into office until the present-^ 
as a result of your monetary policy (the effect of it anyway, whether it w&3 
the purpose of it or not) was that your loans to governments have increased bj 
over $400,000,000 and your loans to commercial institutions have decreased, 
is still correct, is it not?

Mr. Kinley: Just the opposite.
Mr. Tucker: No, it is not the opposite.
Mr. Towers : That is not a reason—
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Towers : That is not a result of monetary policy.
Mr. Tucker: That is what has happened. Let us get that established, 

because some members say that is not correct.
Mr. Towers : One must also remember, of course, that the decrease 

has taken place during that time presumably represents a very substantia 
decrease through the liquidation of loans of the character that I have mention6 
and an increase in other loans.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. In other words, the loans to commercial institutions, in spite of

expansionist policy, have been decreased; there has been an increase 
government loans accompanied by a decrease in loans to the people doing

in
the

business of the country?—A. That decrease has taken place for the reasons 
I mentioned, and I would say it is due to the liquidation of the wheat bon1 
loans which were at a very high figure at that initial time we are speaking °‘- 

Q. But if your economy is functioning properly, when one commercial 
is paid off it should be, if your economy is going to expand under your Prese ,e 
banking system, replaced by a new loan in some other direction. You a 
contracting the amount of money available in the country unless you repla^5 
it by deficiency financing or government borrowing.—A. Î think, in so far 
the-reduction in bank loans is concerned, that one must put in a special p'a ’ 
liquidation of heavy stagnant loans against surplus stocks. But, by and 
I would agree with you that a continuing decline of bank loans is a mark . 
economy that is not doing well. I should be very glad to see these bank l°a 
much higher. I am certainly not arguing in that sense. But it is not mon6'a 
policy which can make them higher.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. All right. What I want to get established, first of all, is that since this 
administration has come into office, in spite of your actions as a result of your 
expansionist policy or your easy-money policy—in spite of it, we will say, 
°r regardless of it, or whatever way you want to put it—the effect of what you 
have done has been that commercial loans have decreased and loans to govern
ments have increased by over $400,000,000. That is true, is it not? I just want 
to get the facts; because you have given an explanation, on the one hand, that 
jhg loans have been paid off and I answer you and say, “ Yes, and equally big 
mans that should have been made have declined.”

Mr. Cleaver: Would you permit a question, Mr. Tucker, in order to 
clarify this?

Mr. Tucker: Yes, certainly.
Mr. Cleaver: Are you suggesting, Mr. Tucker, that, as a result of the policy 

M the Bank of Canada, private banking institutions demanded or put on pressure 
for the refunding or the redemption of these loans? Was it not on account of 
®e lowering of interest rates that it was profitable to the C.P.R. and to these 
other institutions to sell bonds and stop borrowing from the banks?

Mr. Tucker: I do not think that is the reason for what has happened. 
~ut what I want to get at, first of all, is to establish that certain things have 
happened; because when I ask a question a lot of people say it is exactly the 
opposite. Having once established that that is the case—if Mr. Towers will tell 
me that it is the case—I will go on and ask him if my original statement is not 
c°rrect, that the last word to-day rests with the chartered banks.

Mr. Towers : I will never dissociate the figures from the underlying reasons 
|0r movements in them. I have given the answer along those lines. That is as 
ar as I can go. There is the other feature which you mention, which is quite 

a separate one; that is, that certain loans which should have been made have 
hot been made. Naturally, one can never say anything about that unless one 

n°ws the specific cases.
Q. So ;t is unfair, is it not, to say that because you happen to know of 

pertain big loans that have been paid off, it is an unusual situation. A. But I 
now those loans and have named them.

i Q. But you do not know the loans that have been declined. A. I do not 
a°w the loans that have been declined.

i, Q. So, therefore, you are introducing------- A. If you do and would name
*em, I should be glad to have a look at them. .

Q. You know very well that I cannot. You know these particular loans 
4y°u are introducing one feature of the situation and not the other. 

Mr. Tucker—
Q. What I want to do is this—
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. Tucker: I want to ask you certain questions.
The Chairman : Well, ask them.
Mr. Tucker : Yes.

By Mr. Tucker:
„ Q. Here is the first thing. It is correct, is it not, that the banks of this 
“°untry have decreased, in the last three years, their commercial loans by, 
!°u say, $14,000,000? the figures that I had were over $40,000,000. But let 

s say it is $14,000,000.—A. On those dates.
Mr. Cleaver: They were at the customers’ wish.
Mr. Tucker: That does not matter.

t, Mr. Cleaver: If there is pressure put on by the bank calling in the loan, 
is quite a different thing. But this is a customer coming along voluntarily 

m* saying, “Here is my money ; I can borrow cheaper somewhere else.
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Mr. Tucker : What I am getting at is what has happened and our failure 
under our present system to prevent it from happening. I am not going into 
the reason for what happened.

Mr. Kinley: We do not need as much money to finance 37 cent potatoes 
as we do to finance $1 potatoes.

Mr. Donnelly: Might I ask a question here, Mr. Tucker?
Mr. Tucker: Yes.

By Mr. Donnelly:
Q. Mr. Towers, I understand that you have an easy-money policy at the 

present time; is that right?—A. That is right.
Q. I understand that our banks have plenty of money to loan out so 

long as they can get security to loan it on?—A. That is correct.
Q. And they are anxious to put it out as long as they can get security • 

—A. Yes.
Q. I have sort of agreed with that, to a certain extent, and felt that u 

was true; but certain evidence which has come to my hand lately makes 
doubt it very much. Take the province of Saskatchewan, for example. Right 
in the province of Saskatchewan to-day we have a problem on our hands wit11 
regard to seed grain. Our farmers are needing seed to put in their crops- 
This government has loaned the province of Saskatchewan $1,500,000 in order 
to assist the farmers to put in their crops. The loan companies have loaned 
them something in the neighbourhood of $400,000 or $500,000—in the neigh' 
bourhood of half a million—to help them get seed and help them to put in them 
crops. The private owners of land have loaned their renters a certain amoun 
of seed to help them put in their crops. Now the province of Saskatchewan 
comes to the banks and asks the banks to loan them half a million dollars 19 
order to help them to finance the farmers to put in their crops, and the banks 
say, “ Not unless you get the dominion government to back the note.” You 
call that an easy-money policy? I do not call it an easy-money policy.—A. Tne 
banks themselves would have to answer that. An easy-money policy, âS 

you say, places the banks in a position where they are very, very keen to geJ 
loans, where they have ample resources to make loans. Whether or not thy 
are acting properly in making or not making loans—in refusing or agreeing 
to specific loans—only they could answer. If they refuse to make them, 1 
will not be for reason of inadequate resources but because they do not belieX'e 
it is safe.

Q. Mr. Towers, these banks have as much interest in that country 9 
the loan companies have. They have their money loaned out around tn 
country, and they must surely know that if the farmer does not get his cr°P 
in and they cannot seize his land, there is no chance of them ever getting the11 
money back. Surely if they will not lend it where they have the security ° 
the whole province of Saskatchewan behind it, there is something wrong- V 
top of that, the government of the province of Saskatchewan has passed leg19, 
lation this year compelling every farmer, when he brings in his wheat, to g® 
the permission of the municipality before he can sell a kernel of it. Th 
municipality has to sign that receipt he receives for his wheat before he c9.^ 
get the cash, and they can take the money out to pay back for the seed 
they want to, because they are equally responsible with the banks. In v* 
face of that, if you can call that an easy-money policy on the part of our bamv ’ 
then I think the quicker we close down these banks and get a national bap, 
or something of the kind to handle our money policy, the better it will be 
us. I think this is terrible.

Mr. Landeryou : Hear, hear. 
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : They, of course, must answer any questions along those lines. 
*ou would not expect me to reply.

Mr. Donnelly: I think it is time this was brought to the attention of 
somebody, and I think it should be brought to the attention of our Department 
°f Finance. I think that our Department of Finance should take steps along 
these lines to inform our banks that unless something is done, they will take 
action. When they are opening up and asking the dominion government to 
guarantee every note and every bit of money that is borrowed, it is time we 
Sot some other kind of banking system. Something ought to be done to these 
banks to bring them to time.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear ; that is talking. 
r Mr. Tucker: What Mr. Donnelly has said bears out exactly the position 
* hook a moment ago.

Mr. Landeryou: You agree with Mr. Aberhart.
Mr. Donnelly: No.
Mr. Tucker: I suggest that in spite of the need of credit in this country—
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Tucker: And in spite of your easy-money policy—
The Chairman : Order, please, Mr. Landeryou.

, Mr. Tucker: —the only time the banks have put increased money in the 
ands of the people by making loans and increasing deposits has been when 

governments have stepped in and helped them; otherwise there would actually 
ave been a deflationary movement brought about by the banks decreasing 
ue amount of money in existence.

, Mr. Towers: What you are saying there, as I understand it, is that there 
Lave been many cases of the banks refusing to make loans which they should 
ave made and for which they had ample resources, that from the point of view 

Monetary policy there was no brake to the making of these loans?

By Mr. Tucker:
g, Q- I will go into that. I want to get the facts.—A. I just wanted to under
hand. You think from the monetary point of view the possibility of making 

ans was there, but you believe there have been many cases where the banks 
aVc foolishly declined to make them?

:■ Q- I am not putting that question to you, Mr. Towers.—A. I am just asking 
11 so I can understand

Mr. Kinley: That is the point.
y Mr. Tucker: No, that is not the point. I will come to that. I can tell 
ti0U ln 50 many words of banks which called their loans ; because of the defla- 
Ca nary movement they had to call them, and that deflationary movement was 
tumn* by virtue °f your ten to one policy. Deflation starts, the whole thing 

^oles in and loans have to be called. I will come to that later.

By Mr. Tucker:
th i What I am trying to get, Mr. Towers, is a straight answer that that is 

c case?—A. My straight answer is that it is not the case.
0r r Q- It is not the case that during the last three years, in spite of your failure 
hav S a result of it—I shall not go into that for the moment—commercial loans 
J j^0 decreased and loans to the government have increased?—A. Mr. Tucker, 
tr av.e answered that again and again. I have given the answer which explained 
fact. Clrcumstances. I have said that I will not dissociate the figures from the 

s underlying them. I can say no more, 
in But it is the case?—A. I have answered the question time and again 

16 only way I can answer it.
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Q. But it is the case?—A. I have answered the question in the only way 
I can answer it.

Q. Figures speak for themselves.—A. And the explanations, of course.
Q. But the figures speak for themselves?—A. If you know what they mean- 

I did not intend that disrespectfully, Mr. Tucker.
Q. I know how it is meant. That being the case, then we come back to this- 

The fact remains that the only way you can get 90 to 95 per cent of the money 
in this country into the hands of the people is by the banks ceasing to make 
loans or to purchase government bonds? That is true, is it not?—A. Yes, and 
one must assume, of course, that the banking system operates in accordance 
with certain well-established principles. If it does not, I suppose there would 
have to be a change.

Q. Yes, but we are investigating that, Mr. Towers, and I am asking v»u 
have we to-day got control of the amount of money that the people need to d 
business with, or have the chartered banks got control of it?—A. The fund®' 
mental control lies in the central institution. The central institution can increase 
cash reserves. If the chartered banks decided that they would leave t-hat extr3 
cash idle and not increase their loans and investments on the basis of the ad»1' 
tional cash reserves, then it is true that the increase in deposits would be siipP- 
equal to -the increase in cash and no more. That situation has never arisen- 
The chartered banks have so far always increased assets in proportion to d-d- 
additions to their cash. i

Q. As a matter of fact, from 1929 to 1934 is this not what happened: Th3 
the banks curtailed their commercial loans to the extent of almost $900,000,000 •
—A. $540,000,000. That is public current loans in Canada. [

Q. For what period?—A. December 31, 1929, to June 30, 1934.
Q. All right, and that meant that if the banks had not increased their invest' 

ments in government bonds the amount of money in circulation in the counW 
would have been decreased by that amount? Is that not true?—A. Yes.

Q. And is it not true that if government borrowing had not come into *» 
picture and enabled those bank deposits to be replaced such a tremend»11 
reduction as that in the money of the country would have perhaps created 
collapse?—A. That reduction would not necessarily have taken place becaU5 
the banks might have bought existing government bonds from their holde1’5’ 
and did to a certain extent.

Q. If the government bought existing government bonds?—A. If the bai»vh 
bought existing government bonds.

Q. Yes, if the banks bought existing government bonds from their holdere 
they would give, 1 suppose, a credit to the people from whom they bought th°s 
bonds for that amount? Is that not true?—Yes.

Q. So that the buying by the banks of government bonds would not actual 
increase the amount on deposit?—A. Yes, because when they bought the bo» 
from the existing holders, the holders, instead of having the bonds, would ha 
a deposit balance in their favour on the books of the bank. ^

Q. All right, and that is all that would have happened. The banks c°u 
have bought those bonds by putting a credit to the person from whom 311 
bought them?—A. Yes, and that person, of course, could use that money i» 9 
way he saw fit. ^

Q. But you suggest then, do you, and I am asking you this because I supPP g 
you threw that suggestion in to make a contribution to an understanding 01 (, 1
actual situation, that the increase by the banks in the investment of govern!» 
bonds was due to that?—A. Was due to which? . .-^g

Q. To the thing that you suggested, the buying by the banks of cxis ^ 
bonds. Now, Mr. Towers, I know that during that time the government inpre‘v 0f 
their loans by twice that amount, and the banks increased their holding5 > 
those loans by between $800,000,000 and $900,000,000 and that the govern»1 
borrowing during that period increased by at least that amount?—A. Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Then I suggest to you that what happened was that the government— 
]t does not matter whether they bought existing bonds or new bonds—the fact 
remains that the government issued in bonds $800,000,000 or $900,000,000 dur- 
lng that period.—A. Yes.

Q. I come back to this, Mr. Towers, that if it had not been for deficiency 
government financing replacing that destruction of purchasing power, you would 
pve had an actual contraction of purchasing power by that amount?—A. I 
have tried to point out that while in actual fact the developments were very 
hhich along the lines you suggest, it would have been possible for the banks to 
add to their government bond holdings and to increase deposits as a result of that 
even if there had been no government deficit, because I can point to a country 
w.here that has taken place. In other words, I am not trying to contradict your 
yiew of what actually happened, but just to point out that if deficits had not 
been increasing it would still have been possible to buy more government bonds.

Q- What I am getting at is this: That under the circumstances at that time 
he government actually stepped in to replace the purchasing power that the 
anks were cancelling out?—A. Oh, I can hardly give that interpretation to it.

Q. But that was the effect?—A. I would say that the course of business 
a°d world events was producing that situation and the impact of it on the 
government caused governmental necessities in the way of expenditures to rise, 
hence the deficit.

Q. But that is the effect of it, the effect of them calling commercial loans 
nd creating all the conditions which made government enter the picture, 
ailing prices, unemployment, and so on; it made it necessary for the govern- 
ent to come in and borrow, and that they by so doing replaced the purchasing 

Power which the calling of private loans wiped out?—A. As I have said earlier, 
am not here in the capacity of some one defending the banking system. I do 
°t suppose you suggest that all that reduction in loans was extracted from 
^willing borrowers by pressure?

Q- I say that was the effect of what happened.—A. I would say that the 
!Vcll-known depression did produce those effects on business, falling prices, 
Ppuidation of stocks, and it also caused unemployment and all the govern
ment. procedure to which you have referred.

Q. And the government by coming in to look after the situation borrowed 
ml replaced the purchasing power that had been wiped out by the banks?— 

■ Government borrowing and spending, of course, provided a certain pur
ging power at a certain cost.

y . Q- I am speaking of their borrowings.—A. I think they are two different 
lngs. Government deficit spending did support the country at a certain 

j°st, but it did support it during that acute period. But as to the creation of 
^Posits which came concurrently, I cannot interpret it as you say as a replace- 

a of purchasing power by the government. But I may be astray there ; I am 
tittle confused on your point.

^ Q- Had the government not done it there would have been a fall in the 
ePosits in chartered banks?—A. Not necessarily.

l Q- You say that the banks could have purchased existing government 
D°nds?—a. Yes.
a Q- Very well, I do not want to labour that point any further. There is 

other point I should like to epitomize in a few words. During the last three 
a4V's the banks have increased holdings of government bonds by over 

u°,000,000? That is true?—A. During the last three years? 
pr Q- Yes.—A. From 1935 to 1938 about $200,000,000. Those are dominion- 

0vmcial government bonds.
Q- From 1936 up to the end of this present year—3 years?—A. 1936? 

c Q. From the fall of 1935 until the fall of 1938. As I remember the 
SUl’es they had increased their holdings of government securities by almost
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$400,000,000?—A. I happen to have here the figures as of December, 1935, 
dominion-provincial government holdings $956,000,000. December, 1938, 
$1,162,000,000, an increase of 206,000,000 in that particular period.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Just one question, Mr. Towers,—
The Chairman : Order. Let us finish this statement first.
Mr. Landeryou: I should like to ask Mr. Towers a question.
The Chairman : There are a great many questions I should like to ask and 

I am sure there are other questions which other members of the committee 
would like to ask. Let Mr. Tucker finish.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I understood you to say—I have not the figures—that in the last four 

years, I think, there has been an increase of a little over $100,000,000 a year 
in the holdings by the banks of government securities.—A. Yes, that would 
be right.

Q. The effect of that was that the banks traded their obligations to the 
government by giving them a deposit for the interest-bearing obligations oi 
the government to pay the banks ; in other words, when they took up that 
$400,000,000 the government gave its bond bearing interest at probably 3^ Per 
cent— —A. Oh.

Q. Well, whatever it was.—A. On short-term bonds, on treasury bills, 
might be -64 per cent. On short-term obligations it might be 1, l£ or 2 per cent-

Q. You would say that the bulk of that $400,000,000 would bear interest at 
about what rate, approximately?—A. I should think it would not average more 
than 2 per cent.

Q. Then the government exchanged its obligation whereby it promised to 
pay the banks $400,000,000 at 2 per cent and the banks agreed to pay the 
government $400,000,000 without any interest? That is correct, is it not?-" 
A. Yes.

Q. In other words, it was an exchange of obligations? That is correct, 18 
it not?—A. Yes.

Q. It is otherwise known as getting credit monetized? That is a reasonable 
expression, is it not?—A. I suppose so. .

Q. I was just wondering what justification there is for a government, whip11 
is in control of legal tender and can make anything legal tender, paying a fe® 
of 2 per cent to a private institution for making its cheque something l®5 
than legal tender but at the same time monetizing it.—A. In the ordinary cours6 
of events a government borrows the savings of the people. That is quite a 
different situation from one where the banks’ holdings are increasing.

Q. But what we are dealing with is the present situation.—A. Over a 
certain number of years government debts have increased by some hundreds 0 
millions. Concurrently with that the monetary policy pursued has been sue 
as to urge the banks to increase their security holdings, and they have. Tha 
process pretty well ceased between the end of December, 1936 and December’ 
1938. Well, perhaps your question would be: why should the governm611 
have operated in that form at this particular time? If the occasion was differ®11, 
and they were borrowing from the people and not from the banks, that wom 
be a different thing. Well, I would say that the government in this case S? 
funds which they wanted to use and perhaps they wanted to give the Pe°P|g 
from whom they were buying goods or to whom they were making paymerL 
something which they could conveniently use ; in other words, a bank dep°sl 
on which those people got interest. Whereas, if you operated in a differ® ^ 
way you might simply give a man a form of money on which he could get 11

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Merest and perhaps would even have to pay a charge to the bank for keeping it.
Q. Yes, but that brings up the other suggestion. You actually increased 

your money during that period by roughly $400,000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. And my suggestion is that if you actually increased the amount of 

tttoney emitted by the Bank of Canada to the extent of $400,000,000, and at 
“he same time provided that against that special issue of money the banks 
c°uld only loan dollar for dollar, you would not have increased the amount of 
ttioney in the country any more than you did by borrowing it from the banks?— 

I think that goes back to the remark that you made in the House on February 
16, and that memorandum which I put on the record in reply. I remember you 
saying that you did not think it was a satisfactory reply, and I am very glad it 
came up again.

Q. I want to go into that, but I wonder if we can do it at this stage.
The Chairman : How long will it take?
Mr. Tucker: Not longer than half an hour.
Mr. Cleaver: Before you adjourn there is a correction I should like to 

?ake. The minutes of April 5 at page 115, credits an interruption to me which 
1 did not make, and I should like to make a correction. In these minutes I am 
reported to have said :
,. “Mr.Cleaver: No; but has it done any good?” I state emphatically I 
Td not state that, and I should like to have the correction made.
,, Mr. Tucker: Before we adjourn I should like to comment on a remark 
aat was made in a certain newspaper about Mr. McGeer and myself.

The Chairman: Do you want it on the record?
Mr. Tucker: No.
Mr. Cleaver: Before you adjourn I should like to move that the committee 

set, permission to sit while the house is in session.
Mr. Howard: I second that.
Motion agreed to.

, . The committee adjourned at 1.05 p.m. to meet again at the call of the
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Monday, April 24, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock, 
a,lï1', the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

■p». Members present: Messrs. Coldwell, Donnelly, Dubuc, Howard, Jaques, 
Lawson, Maybank, Mayhew, Moore, Quelch, Ross (Middlesex East), 

^°Ss (St. Paul’s), Stevens, Taylor, Tucker, Ward, Woodsworth.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

Examination of Mr. Towers continued.

: Mr. Towers was requested to prepare a memorandum for the next meeting
11 rePly to questions by Messrs. Tucker and Stevens.

At 1.05 p.m. the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,
Ottawa, April 24, 1939.

p The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
“airman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada. 
^ The Chairman : Order, gentlemen ; we have a quorum. Mr. Tucker has

Mr. Tucker: Before I go on with what I said I would go on with this 
°rning, I should like to deal with a couple of things. I should like Mr. Towers 
Prepare, if he will, a statement of the present relationship between Canadian 

oney and the British pound. I should like him to indicate how much more 
^Te Canadian farmer would receive for his wheat, basis Fort William, No. 1 
^°rthern, if our money were at par with sterling, and how much more he 

°uld receive if we, by monetary action, caused our money to be at a discount 
ty, c°mpared with sterling, of say 25 per cent. I should like him to indicate 

a^ the farmer would receive for butter.
The Chairman: If sold.

y Mr. Tucker: Yes; also for cheese and bacon. Those items are the ones 
. I am most interested in. I should like Mr. Towers in that iqemorandum 

,j !ndicate what reason has been influencing the bank in its policy, at least 
6 rin8 the last year and at the present time, of not keeping our money at a 
c r yith sterling and what reason has prevented them from going further and 
0fUplng it to be at a discount compared with sterling. I think that the people 

Canada are very interested in that question, 
j 1 do not want to enter into this just in the form of a question and answer, 
i ~° not think Mr. Towers has dealt with it. I have mentioned it in a question, 
aj I should like a considered statement—and I think the committee would 
ths°~-as to what has influenced the Bank of Canada in more or less taking 
^,e attitude that nothing more can be done in the way of monetary action, 

°n our index figures are at their present level of around, roughly, 80 as 
mPared with 1926.

The Chairman: The index figures of what? 
tt,-Mr. Tucker: The index figure of prices. When it is undoubtedly admitted 
tyi 1raise the index level would stimulate employment, I should like to know 
lev^i bank has been so fearful of taking definite action to restore that price 
lea t °r wby it apparently has been so fearful. It looks like that to me, at 

I should like to know the actual considerations that have moved the 
itia °f Canada in their actions so far in being so cautious about operat
ic^011 the price level at least to the extent of restoring it to the level of 

0 ’ bearing in mind that, apparently admittedly, no matter how much 
WfVe *bey build up, the banks cannot increase their commercial loans as 
of lcated bv the experience of the last four years. So that the purchase 
fl,e^°VerMnent bonds, as I take it would simply mean that it would increase 
rec .earnings of the banks which they would ultimately turn over to the 
ioCr1Ver'general of Canada. If it be said that the banks will not reflect the 
of ^ed cash reserves in putting out additional bank money in the way 
sifY^ttiercial loans, I should like to know whether we are to submit to that 

atl°n or whether there is no suggested way of getting that money into
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circulation. In other words, I want to know what the suggestion of the Baf 
of Canada officials is with regard to the situation which I suggest they have 
to-day, that the last word does rest with the banks in regard to putting ban* 
money into existence.

Mr. Towers : Mr. Tucker, if I may interrupt there—and this is not * 
reply to your question but just in order to try to bring up something whir*1 
will assist us in making a reply—may I say that it is the case, that tn® 
increase in cash which we have caused during the course of the last few year 
has resulted in a very substantial increase in deposits; speaking from memory? 
something of the order of $500,000,000.

Mr. Tucker: Yes.
Mr. Towers : Not as a result of an increase in commercial loans becau=e 

of the situation in that respect; but the banks have followed the alternatif 
method as the only one which I think was open to them, of increasing the* 
holdings of securities. So that the amounts of deposits in the hands of 
people has increased some $500,000,000, a very substantial increase, and oD 
which is as great or greater than has taken place in most other countries.

Mr. Tucker: That brings up another point which I should like Mr. ToWer® 
to deal with and that is as to the justification for a system which is such tba 
the only way you can get that extra money into existence is by having 
banks use the extra reserves at ten to one to purchase government security 
whereby, in effect, the banks exchange their promise to pay for the government 
promise to pay. The result of that operation has been, as I understand if" 
and if Mr. Towers does not agree with me, he will say so—that, in order 
get that money into existence, it has cost $8,000,000 in interest, assuming 
the rate was 2 per cent as suggested the last day we sat. I should like to 
if there is not some far less expensive way of getting that money into existed 
than by increasing the cash reserves so that the banks will increase their holm11? 
of dominion government securities to the extent of $400,000,000; bearing v 
mind also—and I think Mr. Towers will agree—that the increase of b9- 
money to the extent of $400,000,000 does not mean anything more or anyth1 
less in the way of increased inflation or increasing your actual money 
existence than if you put that money out with the provision that the ban ’ 
against that particular issue of money, could not loan except on a dollar ^ 
dollar basis. In other words, the point I am making is that as a result of , 
policy the only way you have managed to increase your total amount of m0llr/ 
in existence has been by causing the banks—forcing the banks, you might sa3Y 
to put that money into existence by loan to the government at a cost to l 
government of $8,000,000, when you could have had that .money, ' e 
$400,000,000, issued directly by the Bank of Canada and you wmuld not 
lost that $8,000,000 in interest, providing you said, “Against that partil'l'f 
issue we are making now, in this particular series, the banks can only i0 e 
against it dollar for dollar.” When that would mean that you would f ^ 
$8,000,000 or prevent yourselves from having to spend $8,000,000 to ge* _y 
money into existence in the hands of the people and would prevent ‘ ^ 
inflationary movement at all ; and if when you realize that to the extent, at J® 
that the extra cash reserves are not going to be used by the chartered banffy 
increase their loans to commercial institutions, they will be used—and the f ̂  
way they can be used is to buy government securities—I should like to f-pg 
whether it would not be more reasonable to use a more direct way of Ply 
that money into existence. That is the point I wish to deal with. Do I 19 
myself clear?

Mr. Towers: Yes, absolutely. _ ^g
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. Tucker, I wonder if you would mind my inter]cC 

something at this point? I have in mind a question right along that lin®-
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Tucker: I do not mind at all.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : I have been waiting rather patiently to get it in. It is 

right in line with what Mr. Tucker has been asking.
The Chairman: All right.
Mr. Woodsworth : If I might suggest it, could we not have an answer to 

this question that has been asked? I find it difficult to carry so much in my 
mind.

Mr. Tucker: What I had in mind was to have Mr. Towers deal with it in 
a memorandum.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: The only reason I have for interjecting, Mr. Woodsworth, 
■s that I understand Mr. Tucker’s question is a request for a memorandum 
dealing with a rather long involved question.

Mr. Tucker: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : He will himself admit that it is a very involved matter.
Mr. Tucker: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I think the question that I will ask may narrow it down 

to some facts which may be a little helpful. That is the only reason I interject 
this time. I shall put on record a few figures, Mr. Towers, and they will 

Prm the basis of a question which I should like to ask and which is, as I say, 
similar to Mr. Tucker’s.

In 1926 the banks of Canada held dominion and provincial government 
mans to the extent of $324,000,000. I am giving merely the round figures. 
ln 1928, they held $334,000,000; in 1931, $396,000,000; in 1936, $1,097,000,000; 
m 1938, December, $1,137,000,000 plus, I believe, about $140,000,000 of treasury 
mils. That was the set up of holdings by the banks of government loans or 
government bonds.

Mr. Towers : Dominion and provincial?
„ Hon. Mr. Stevens: Dominion and provincial, yes. The corresponding 
agures for commercial loans were these : In 1926, $983,000,000; in 1928, 
jjd,227,000,000; in 1931, $1,141,000,000; in 1936, $707,000,000; in 1938, December, 
^'31,000,000. Since then they have gone up to about $850,000,000 or thereabouts, 
at I am stopping at December, 1938. It will be noted, Mr. Towers, that after 
»3l-_just taking that figure—the holdings by the banks of dominion and 

Provincial securities jumped about $600,000,000 or $700,000,000 at the same 
■me the commercial loans dropped approximately $450,000,000 to $500,000,000. 
,le point I should like to have elucidated is this: Why is it, apart from the 
pck answer that loans are not being asked for, that there is such a drastic 

. ■minution in commercial loans? I should also like to know if it is not possible
some way—and I should like Mr. Towers to intimate if he can and will 

011°w how it could be done—to materially increase the commercial loans and 
substantially, at the same time, diminish the quantity or the amount of 
dominion and provincial bonds held by the banks. Or to put it a slightly different 
^ay, can we not without doing damage to the market or the price level, bung 
ab°ut a partial liquidation of the fixed assets of dominion and provincial bonds 

held by the banks and translate them into active commercial loans ! 
riave I made my point clear?

Mr. Towers: Yes, absolutely. _ .,
v, Mr. Tucker: There is another thing I wish to ask along that line. I should 
Jlke to ascertain the amount that our federal debt, guaranteed and direct, has 
greased since 1929. That might be in the form of a table, year by year, it 
lys available—but at any rate showing 1929 as compared with the fiscal year 
March 31, 1939, comparing the carrying charge of that debt in both years. 1 
Wlll tell you just why I am asking the question. There is a suggestion—I hope
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it will be pardoned in the committee but it indicates very definitely what I 
have in mind—that it would be quite impossible for any idea to be contem
plated to the effect that, say, $50,000,000 to $100,000,000 should be spent in pay
ing the western wheat grower during this time of emergency, because it would 
increase the debt. What I have in mind is the extent to which it is possible 
to go on increasing the debt while keeping our different industries solvent m 
this time of emergency, in the face of present international conditions and 
decreasing carrying charge. I have my own ideas on it, but I should like to 
have the opinion of Mr. Towers; because if it is true that the debt has increased) 
roughly, by a billion dollars and the carrying charge has not increased, it 
seems rather strange that we should suggest—assuming for the sake of argument 
that using a couple of hundred million dollars is needed with which to get 
agriculture by, not only in the west but in the east—that for the sake of not 
increasing the debt another couple of hundred million dollars we should endanger 
the whole agricultural industry in a time of emergency, if we can go quite a 
distance yet, while we increase the debt but lower the carrying charge as we 
have done in the past. I should like to know the opinion of the governor of 
the bank on that point, because I think it is very important. That is my own 
opinion. I shall mention the reason I am asking the question, so that you 
will be on your guard ; because I intend to make use of it in the days imme
diately ahead, providing it is helpful. Of course, if I do not agree with it, 1 
intend to advance my own theory, anyway. I should also like to have you—

The Chairman : Do you not think you might change your mind?
Mr. Tucker: I always bear that in mind. I might be persuaded. There 

is another thing I should like to deal with, Mr. Towers, and that is the justifies' 
tion for the idea that anything spent in that way is going to be paid off by 
the taxpayers; in other words, judging by past experience, the extent to which 
the increase in debt is likely to have to be paid off by the taxpayers within 
our lifetime or the lifetime of our children. That seems to be quite a great 
difficulty to get over. Some people think if there is anything done like that 
they are going to have to pay for it out of their pockets. What I want y°u 
to deal with is the question of debt, not only as an obligation of the country 
but as an asset of a very substantial part of the people of the country, and 
the extent to which we should look forward to trying to pay off that debt; } 

mean, as a reasonable proposition, whether we are likely to have to do n 
and to what extent the fear is justified. I should like you, bearing in mind 
that the debt was infinitesimally small, for example, in Great Britain following 
the Napoleonic wars, and that there has been a tremendous increase since then 
until to-day, to say as to what extent that fear of debt is justified, providing 
it is owing within the country. Then I should like you, if you would, to bear 
in mind that I have made the suggestion that there was a thing that I coin 
not understand. Tremendous fear was worked up in the minds of the peop16 
at the time the coalition government was first formed under Ramsay MaC' 
donald; the necessity for saving money at the expense of school teachers an 
civil servants to the extent of a few million pounds was emphasized. Thc 
very existence of England was supposed to be threatened. Yet we have tbe 
statement to-day that they can go into debt to the extent of billions for arm9' 
ments. It indicates to me a sort of tendency to frighen people of debt wheu 
it serves the purpose of the leaders of finance to do so; and when it does no 
serve their purpose, to take exactly the opposite view. I should like you G 
deal in your statement, if you would, with the extent to which that fear ° 
the growth of debt is justified in this country, providing it is owed internal1)' 
and in view of our set up. I should also like you to have prepared a table,} 
you will, of the proportion of the actual money, as defined by Dr. Clark * 
Canada that is not borrowed into existence. That is, there is a very sin a 
part issued by your institution; I should like you to state the amount in l8b 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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that was issued by the state; the proportion then that was issued by the state 
compared to the total amount; and the proportion to-day that is issued by 
the state compared to the amount that is issued by the bank or borrowed 
>nto existence. I suppose you know what I mean.

Mr. Towers : Yes; I am not sure what I can produce, but I see the point.
Mr. Tucker: I am very much interested in that because there is the 

suggestion that the provinces at that time turned over the right to issue money 
to the government of Canada and that we have turned that right over to the 
hanks. I am interested in knowing to what extent that is true.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I would suggest, say, ten-year periods.

By Mr. Tucker:
■ Q- Yes, if you can. You know what I am getting at?—A. Yes. If there 
8 another meeting of the committee very soon I would not guarantee to have 
nswers to all the questions ready.

Q. No. I thought there was a tendency, so far as I was concerned, to 
argue with the witness rather than- to get your viewpoint, and I am interested 
u having the viewpoint of the governor of the Bank of Canada. I realize that 
^.cannot hope to change your mind, but I am interested in knowing what your 
Viewpoint is. I think that is what I wanted to get covered in the statement 
'hich I have asked you to make, Mr. Towers.

. I do not wish to take up too much time, but there is one point I should like 
°. deal with this morning. There are several other points I should like to deal 

|Vlth if there is time after the others have dealt with matters which they wish 
° discuss. I should like now to deal with your memorandum starting at page 89 

j* the record of the proceedings this year. ' As I say, this is one point I wish to 
eal with now and, if there is time later, there are several other points I wish 

to take up.
This is your statement on page 91 of the record:—

It is a proposal which, broadly speaking, involves two things: (a) 
Taxation of bank depositors, and (b) the setting up of some new form of 
banking system to make loans. Obviously, if the banks were forced to 
carry 100 per cent cash reserves against deposits their loans and invest
ments, in fact, all their assets other than cash would be restricted to an 
amount not exceeding their capital and reserve funds. After December 
31 last, this amount was $279,000,000—an amount which is obviously 
inadequate to finance the requirements of agriculture, industry and indi
viduals. As the banks would have very little in the way of earnings, they 
would be forced to eliminate any interest payments to depositors. To 
cover their operating expenses they wrould, in fact, have to require any
one who wanted to maintain a deposit account to pay a substantial 
charge for that service.

, I shall have to indicate to you, Mr. Towers, what I had in mind and then 
I ^ you if that statement of yours would be consistent with what I had in mind. 
7,had this in mind- That as the government debt fell due it would actually issue 
^r°Ugh the Bank of Canada to the people who had payments coming to them 
r°aey in denominations of $100, $500 or $1,000, in payment of their debt; that 
2* mat increased the requirements in the way of cash reserves should be gradually 

Creased, and that when we paid off ultimately the $3,000,000,000 of debt we 
”-’°ulcl then have issued to the banks the amount necessary to cover their cash 
^rves and we would have put into existence which would ultimately find its 
£&y into the hands of the banks the amount necessary to increase their cash 
it Serves to a full dollar for dollar basis. That being the case, I do not see why 

could be suggested that, it would in any way curtail their ability to make
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loans, because loans would be repaid as they are to-day. I do not see that 1* 
would affect their ability to make loans at all. I should like you to deal with 
that, because I do not see how it would affect their ability to make loans.—A. 1° 
the circumstances that you mention the combined balance sheets of the banks 
would be something of this order: Neglecting for a moment the question as t° 
whether the process would increase deposits—and simply assuming that their 
deposits are two and a half billion, as they are now, although any figure could 
be used—it could be five billion—but we will take it at two and a half billi°n' 
On the liability side of their balance sheet they would have that liability to the 
depositors for two and a half billion; they would have a liability to their share
holders for capital and rest funds of $279,000,000. That total is $2,779,000,000- 
Now, their assets cannot exceed that. It is impossible for them to do so. Include 
in their assets, by definition, because of the fact that it has been specified th* 
they should have a dollar in cash for each dollar in deposits, you will fi° 
two and a half billion dollars in cash. Subtract that from the total of theU 
liabilities and you find that their assets other than cash cannot exceed $279,000)'
000. Those assets, other than cash, may be various things—loans, working 
balances with banks in other countries, bank premises, cheques in course 
collection—all the range of those items cannot exceed $279,000,000. So that 
their loans and investments will obviously be less than $279,000,000 to the ex-ten1

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. How does it increase the deposits? 
The Chairman : Order.

that they have to have something in the other assets I have mentioned. . v 
Q. To the extent that loans are not being repaid?—A. No, because I st,c 

to the point that their assets cannot exceed their liabilities. ^
Q. Yes, but if somebody comes in and repays the loan? We will say *n9 

they actually have $2,500,000,000 on deposit.—A. Yes. ^
Q. That means that they have assets in the way of loans and investments ^ 

A. No, excuse me, Mr. Tucker, not on your figures, because they have $2,5^’ 
000,000 in cash. . v

Q. Yes, but when they have $2,500,000,000 in cash which is deposited 
depositors—A. Excuse me, Mr. Tucker, I think that is where the slip comes 1 j 

Q. There is no slip there. I just want to retrace my steps.—A. I think 
can clear that up if I may interject. , ij

Q. I want to make my point clear. I said that as the government loans 1 
due the Bank of Canada would issue in payment to those people, that is, ^ 
arrangement with the dominion government it could lend it to the Dominion 
Canada or make any arrangement it liked, but at any rate that that mon 
would be issued in payment to the people who had those loans.—A. The govc 
ment loan falling due? 0f

Q. Yes, and they naturally would deposit that money in the banks 
Canada?—A. Yes, but that increases the banks’ deposits. k

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Supposing a one million dollar bond is falling due.—A. Yes. no00- 
Q. If the government pays that off it decreases the deposits by $1,000, ^ 

If the making of a loan or an investment creates a deposit the paying 0 
one destroys a deposit.—A. Yes. •„ if

Q. All right. Now, that is what happens to-day, but if—r-A. That 
the government, is paying off debts. -nion

Q. Yes. If you actually paid it in cash, as I have said, the n^mcaliy 
government, instead of actually destroying a deposit of $1,000,000, woU ^nO ^qQ 
be increasing the deposit $1,000,000. Now, can the bank not loan that $1 ' (j'ay? 
just the same as it loans any other million dollars that is paid off l0" 
—A. No.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Why not?—A. Because you have provided for 100 per cent cash reserve.
Q. It has got the $1,000,000 in cash in its till and it makes a loan of 

$1,000,000—A. This is a very vital question and it is essential that we should 
get it settled. It represents the simplest, clearest facts in the whole field of 
banking and finance, and unless we can get those fundamentals settled it will 
be absolutely useless to discuss anything else. It will be like trying to discuss 
algebra without being in agreement with regard to arithmetic, so to speak. 
In the case you mention where the government pays off in cash and the person 
deposits that cash in the bank—

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Wait a minute.
The Chairman : Order.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Is the money paid to a person or to the bank?—A. There will not be 

auy difference in the end, but let us assume it is paid to a person who holds 
the government bond.

Q. Then he has a deposit; that is a different thing altogether.
The Chairman: Please allow Mr. Towers to finish.
Mr. Towers: We can take that other case if you like. If the person who 

deceives the million dollars in cash from the government deposits it in his bank 
[hat bank’s deposits therefore rise by $1,000,000, and its cash increases by 
M,000,000. In view of the fact that it has to maintain 100 per cent reserves 
against "deposits it can do nothing further because, if it subsequently proceeds 
0 make additional loans, they in turn will increase its deposits, but its cash 

Wl*l not be increased. Therefore, as it is provided that it should keep 100 per 
cent cash reserves it cannot take any action which will increase its deposits, 
,bat is, it cannot take any action on its own account to increase deposits because 
y definition that would bring its cash reserves below 100 per cent. I think 

v ou will find that it is absolutely impossible to construct a bank balance sheet 
jich would show that it was possible for the banks to make any loans or 
^vestments under the system you mention except to the extent that they used 
hoii' capital and reserves for that purpose. After all, if it is possible to do 
hat you suggest it should be possible to construct a bank balance sheet to 

reflect the situation.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I followed you up to that point, Mr. Towers. In other voids, the 

£ayment by the government of its debt in a series of legal tender could only 
e used to finance loans; I mean, to back deposits to the extent of 100 per 

Ceut, or dollar for dollar; it could not be used as the basis for a further 
e*Pansion of credit, naturally. But the repayment of a private individual 
? $1,000,000 of loans would enable the bank to immediately make a similar 
°an> the same as to-day?—A. No. .

. Q. We will suppose that there are loans to investors of oOO,000,000 to 
jh'vate investors; we will suppose that you finally are on the dollar for dollar 

asis, that is, you have gradually increased the issue of money until the banks 
are °n a dollar for dollar basis?—A. Yes.
a Q. Now, that is reflected, as I understand it, in $500,000,000 of deposits.

• You mean the present loans?
, Q. Let me work it out. We will assume that we are on the 100 per cent 
sahs and that there are $500,000,000 which they have on deposit and also 

00,000,000 owing by private individuals?—A. A here is the cash, then.
Q. We will assume "that the government has issued enough cash to balance 

■' A. It is very important to settle this as we go along.
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Q. That can be done?—A. It is important to deal with this as we go 
along. You have on the bank balance sheet $500,000,000 in loans to individuals, 
have you not, on the asset side?

Q. Yes.—A. And you have $500,000,000 in deposits owing by the banks?
Q. Yes.—A. Well, the banks have no cash then.
Q. I am assuming that you have gradually kept issuing more and more 

cash in the way of paying off your debts.—A. Yes, but a bank balance sheet 
must balance, and you have balanced it with $500,000,000 on each side and 
no cash.

Q. I am assuming that your government has kept issuing cash until the 
banks have actually, instead of $10, $1 for every $10; that they have in their 
tills $1 for every $10.—A. You must be able to construct a balance sheet.

Q. All right, I shall take it step by step. I thought you were following 
me that a depositor could do that. I do not think there is any possible 
suggestion that it cannot be done. Suppose you have to-day $250,000,000 owing 
depositors.—A. Yes.

Q. The banks must have in cash to-day------- A. Call it two hundred and
fifty millions.

Q. All right. They have to have in cash twenty-five in their tills or in 
Bank of Canada deposits. Supposing the government this year issues in 
money a further twenty-five, the government simply issues it—we are saying 
“twenty-five,” which means twenty-five whatever it is; we will say you have 
$250,000,000 owing by depositors, they must have then on hand $25,000,000 in 
cash? That is right?—A. Yes.

Q. Then we will say that this year there is issued another $25,000,000. 
In order to prevent an increase, because the purpose is to get things in a state 
of stability, the government issues another $25,000,000, the banks must have on 
hand 20 per cent instead of 10 per cent. The only effect of issuing that extra 
$25,000,000 is that the government does not have to pay interest on that, that 
is all. The next year the government issues another $25,000,000 which raises 
it another 10 per cent, until you have it that the banks only have in their 
tills a dollar for every dollar they owe their depositors.—Yes.

Q. All right, we have got to that point. There is $500,000,000 owing by 
investors, represented by $500,000,000 on deposit and $500,000,000 in cash 
reserves?—A. Oh, well, they then have a billion dollars on the asset side ot 
their balance sheet and only $500,000,000 on the liability side.

Q. I am not worrying about the bookkeeping side of it.—A. But, Mr- 
Tucker, it must be possible to make bookkeeping reflect the situation.

Q. I have no doubt your bookkeepers can figure out a way if they keep 
the books that way.—A. Should we not pause at that point?

Q. Is there anything wrong in the steps I have taken?—A. Yes, completely-
Q. Tell me what is wrong.—A. You arrived finally at a point where th® 

banks had $500,000,000 in loans to sundry borrowers ; that they had $500,000.00p 
in deposits owing to depositors and that they had $500,000,000 in cash. Tha 
means that they have a billion dollars on the asset side of their balance she® 
and only $500,000,000 on the liability side. In the process they apparently g° 
$500,000,000 out of thin air. In fact, that is not what would happen, becaus 
you would find that in the balance sheet you have constructed one last step J, 
missing. They would have, shall we say, the $500,000,000 in loans; they w°u 
have $500,000,000 in liabilities, in the form of deposits at this stage, but the 
you would find, that is, if they also had $500,000,000 cash, that their depogl * 
would be $500,000,000 higher than you have anticipated. So that you have 
billion dollars on both sides of the balance sheet, but only 50 per cent cas 
reserves; whereas what wre are striking for in this discussion is 100 per cent cas 
reserves.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Well, now, after all, that does not affect the argument as I see it. It is 
true the banks in the beginning could loan their capital and they could loan 
to the extent of $10 for every dollar they had of cash reserves in one way or 
another.—A. Yes.

Q. Well, then, the banks managed to work out a bookkeeping system 
keeping track of that?—A. We must assume that represents the actualities of the 
situation, of course.

Q. It does not, though?—A. Yes.
Q. The banks did build up a tremendous amount of assets out of an original 

capital of around $245,000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. That is what they have to-day?—A. Yes.
Q. They made their bookkeeping keep track of the whole thing. Now, 

what I am suggesting is, if they were told in the beginning that they could only
issue a dollar for every dollar they have on credit, and whenever------ A. That
18 a 50 per cent reserve.

Q. Let it be 50 per cent.—A. I think, Mr. Tucker, that it would be better 
co pursue the idea on the basis of 100, because that was the question and we 
^ust get that settled.

Q. I am coming to that, but you interjected something about bookkeeping 
into which I am not particularly concerned about, because the actual machanics 
of bookkeeping would have to conform to the laws laid down by parliament. I 
u° not see anything wrong with a situation whereby you would have $500,000,000 
owing to your depositors and the banks required to have $500,000,000 of cash 
against it.—A. Yes.

Q. Because you say when people have these loans paid for they fetch the 
money in and deposit it and that would increase the deposits by that amount.— 
A- Yes.

Q. You would not have 100 per cent reserve by virtue of doing that, but 
you would have 50 per cent reserve or whatever it might be, so that it would be 
Tiite obvious that some other way would have to be adopted of creating 100 per 
cent reserve. One of the ways that could be adopted to create the 100 per cent 
reserve might be for the government to buy back from the banks all the bonds 
aad securities of the government which they hold.—A. Yes.
, Q. And that would cancel off the extra $500,000,000 of deposits.—A. No, 

ecause the government would be issuing new currency to do that. It would 
j^can the banks, instead of holding $1,200,000,000 of government securities, would 
k°ld $1,200,000,000 in cash, which they received from the government ; their 
deposits would be unchanged.

Q- But you are worried about the bookkeeping part?—A. No, the facts.
>»r Q- Well, all right. We will just take the actual suggestion that I made. 
*’e will suppose to-day that the amount on deposit is $2,500,000,000, and the 
amount owing to depositors is the amount of—to make it simple we will say it is 
■ ,he same, and that the government follows the policy I have suggested of paying 
11 all off.—A. Yes.
I,. Q- In the form of new money. Then the amount of deposits would go up to 

000,000,000?—A. No; in that case it would remain the same.
Q- The amount on deposit would remain the same?—A. Yes. 

t Q. If you used new money to pay off the old?—A. Could it use that money 
0 Pay off bonds which were held by the banks?

_ . Q- I am suggesting we use new money which would ultimately be rede- 
osited,—A. I thought we were speaking of the government buying back 
cecities now held by the banks.
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Q. Yes.—A. In that case the bank sold some $2,500,000,000 which they had 
on the asset side and they received from the government $2,500,000,000 in 
cash ; so that in that event their balance sheet would then read $2,500,000,000 
on deposit and $2,500,000,000 in cash.

Q. That is not the line I wish to follow.
Mr. Woodsworth : I am going to say that your bookkeeping cannot defeat 

your arithmetic.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. There is another suggestion there. I am taking the situation as you have 

it to-day, in round figures, $2,500,000,000 owing to depositors.—A. Yes.
Q. And $2,500,000,000 owing by the government.—A. Yes.
Q. The government merely pays off the $2,500,000,000 under an issue of 

money. That money will presumably be deposited.—A. Well, but these are 
securities which are owned by the banks.

Q. Some of them are owned by the banks and some by other people.— 
A. I say it is both.

Q. Yes. To the extent to which they are owned by the banks they would 
not be reflected in the increase?—A. No.

Q. And to the extent to which they are owned by other people they would 
be reflected in increased deposits?—A. Yes.

Q. Suppose they are owned half and half?—A. Yes.
Q. Well, then, there would be an increase of deposits by $1,250,000,000?— 

A. Oh, perhaps $2,500,000,000.
Q. No. You say half of them are owned by the banks.—A. Oh, well, in that 

case you would have to change your balance sheet because as you had it 
originally it was $2,500,000,000 on deposit in the banks—that is, $2,500,000,000 
they owed their depositors, and they had $2,500,000,000 in securities, but the 
other assumption—

Q. No, I did not say that. I said $2,500,000,000 owed by the government 
and $2,500,000,000 on deposit in the banks.—A. Well—

Q. Half of that $2,500,000,000 owed by the government is owing to the 
banks and half to the people?—A. Well, in that case the balance sheet that we 
are discussing—

Q. I am not interested in the bank’s balance sheet; I am interested in this 
situation. If you introduce that I cannot follow the line. I wish now to follow 
up. You raise a distinct new point, the point of the bank balance sheet, but 1 
am assuming the government goes ahead and does these things.—A. We arC 
talking about banking, and the bank balance sheet will reflect the facts, the 
bookkeeping is a minor matter ; but this reflects the facts of the case. We mus 
deal with the facts.

Q. All right, we will deal with the facts if you are bound to have the#1- 
We will take them as they exist to-day, if we cannot take hypothetical figure6- 
What are the deposits in Canada to-day?—A. $2,500,000,000; that is the 
liability.

Q. Deposits in banks?—A. Yes.
Q. Is that what they are?—A. That is what they are.
Q. $2,500,000,000; and what is owing by the dominion government 

to-day?—A. The bank holdings of securities are, shall we say, $1,200,000,00 
of dominion and provincial securities—

Q. Owing by the dominion government to the banks?—A. Dominion an 
provincial.

Q. I am just talking about it from the dominion government standpoint-'" 
A. It is just as good, but I thought we were taking it all.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. All right. You want the facts, that is all. I would rather have it, if you 
are going to have the facts, just for the dominion government alone.—A. Well, 
d- is not separated in the banks’ balance sheets, but let us say it is $800,000,000 

I am just guessing, I do not know.
Q. That means there is owing to other people— —A. $1,700,000,000; that 

ls> I believe, other assets of the banks in the form of provincial and municipal 
and other securities and loans.

Q. I am not concerned about that. What I am getting at are the deposits 
ln the banks to-day and they are $2,500,000,000?—A. Yes.
,, Q. I want to know how much is owing by the dominion government to 

banks? And how much is owing by the dominion government to others? 
| Want the total dominion government debt ; I want you to give me the figures, 
j. Wonder if you can supply the figures since you want to put them in?— 
A- Well, it was not the exact figures I was so much concerned about as the facts 
0 the situation.

Q. What are the facts?—A. I wish you would put down there the other 
ssets of the banks which are $1,700,000,000 in the form of loans, provincial 

atld other securities.
. Q. But it does not affect what I have in mind; however, I will put it
°Wn. Other assets------ A. $1,700,000,000. That makes $2,500,000,000 on the

; her side.
,, Q. All right, but this is what I am interested in. There is owing by 
z10 Canadian government to the banks $800,000,000, and there is owing to other 
Pe°ple the balance of the dominion government debt. What is that?

Hon. Mr. Lawson : Subtract that from $3,200,000,000.
*. , Mr. Towers : At this point I would be willing to say $3,000,000,000 or 

>000,000,000 ; I do not think it matters.

By Mr. Tucker:
let ^ ’ * wanhed to take arbitrary figures, but you said you wanted facts. Now,
tlQtUs have them, because it has either got to be one thing or the other. 
^trie because

I am
going to be hung up at one time because I am stating facts and the next 

T because I am taking arbitrary figures.—A. What I referred to was the 
*,cWal basis for the discussion, rather than exact figures. Suppose we take 
$3>500,000,000.

Q- Then the difference would be $2,700,000,000. Now, then, I am assuming 
h,, dominion government over a period of years issues $3,500,000,000 of new 
u°ncy.__A. Yes.

Q- And pays off that debt. There would be an increase in deposits of— 
$2,700,000,000.

n Q- $2,700,000,000. That is an increase in deposits, and that would make 
e deposits $5,200,000,000?—A. Yes.

h There would be an increase in bank cash or reserves of $3,500,000,000? 
Yes.

of ,$• All right. Now, then, they must have by our hypothesis in respect 
Ijj bat $3,500,000,000, dollar for dollar against the increase in the deposits. 

i-er wor(ls if they have the increase, they could loan out $800,000,000 
*wll have dollar for dollar?—A. No.

got d- Well, the deposits have only gone up $2,700,000,000, and they have 
thata« increase in bank cash of $3,500,000,000; you cannot get away from 
pej. ’/bat is aii there is to it.—A. Just half a second. We were discussing 100 

|lent cash reserves for all their deposits, 
had • ' * said in the beginning in respect of this new series money that they 
Dot iSsUed, they could only loan against it dollar for dollar.—A. But they could 
ther 0an anything against additional cash they received because you set out 
^Pos't re mus* be 100 per cent cash reserve in respect to the additional
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Q. I said they could only use half the actual money that is issued ; they 
could only use half of that particular money which they are issuing that way- 
That is what I mean. I realize to simply say you would upset the whole bank' 
ing system would introduce other elements that could not possibly be gone 
into in this committee ; but I am assuming that for every dollar of this money 
that is used to pay debts is a special type of money which is legal tender f°r
all purposes except------ A. Against the increased deposits the banks must have
dollar for dollar in cash.

Q. Let me complete that statement. All the money issued in that way 
would be legal tender for all purposes except that the banks could not use 1 
to increase the reserves 20 to 1 as they can to-day, but in respect of tha 
particular series, if they had it in their cash reserves, they could only make 
a loan to the extent of dollar for dollar against it.—A. It is not 100 per cen 
cash reserve. _ .

Q. I am taking the suggestion that I actually made to you at the beginn>n| 
of my remarks this morning; that is what I am taking, and to actually 
to the technically complete 100 per cent reserve would introduce other cofi' 
sidérations. I am taking the thing that I am suggesting to you.—A. It 
your suggestion made in the House of Commons on February 16 that ther 
should be 100 per cent cash reserves— ,

Q. To work towards that------ A. It said we should get there in the en^
Unless we can come to some agreement on the effective 100 per cent rati 
reserve, there will be the same difficulty on the facts, 60, 50 or 40. ^

Q. Do you suggest that if the banks had done what I suggest here thw
could make loans for a further $800,000,000?—A. They could not increase the 
loans and investments beyond what they are now. . u

Q. They have on hand the increase in cash reserves on the basis wW
I have suggested $3,500,000,000 ; obligations to depositors have gone up °n i
$2,700,000,000.—A. The total deposits are $5,200,000,000; their cnL 
requirements are $2,700,000,000 against the new deposits. They have abo
$800,000,000— . f

Q. They have about $3,500,000,000 in cash; on the old deposits ,
$2,500,000,000, their cash requirements would be just as they are requ,r 
now.—A. Yes. ,iy

Q. Ten per cent. Therefore they require $2,950,000,000, and actua ^ 
they have $3,500,000,000.—A. Yes. Assuming that the 100 per cent apP1’^ 
only to these new deposits there would be expansion powers arising on , 
assumption of the cash, which would mean that in effect the cash reserves wn^g 
they would have to maintain would be—it would vary to the amount of 
deposits, but at this particular stage of 50 per cent or less— 0p

Q. Yes.—A. So we are getting into quite a different field, we are not 
the 100 per cent basis. . ve

Q. All right; that would be quite possible, and the banks could still 
the chance of making loans to the extent of the difference that you have 1 ^ 
mentioned, it would be a difference of $800,000,000; that is correct?—A- '
I have not figured out what the expansion powers are in that. ,^e

Q. Now, if at the same time they had the rediscount rights they could 
in any of their securities which they have the right to do, and if t'he3r j,y 
reasonable securities they can get dollar for dollar against them, and . ^ 
could not the banks carry on their financing business exactly as they d1 . ftt 
the time of the Finance Act?—A. Well, I should remind you, of course, 
we have moved away completely from the— cejjt

Q. I will suggest the way in which we could get on with the 100 Per to 
system if you want to get on that basis.—A. It would be very satisfactory 
close up the 100 per cent discussion.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. In order to get on the 100 per cent system, as I understand it, all that 
^°uld be necessary for the government to do would be to purchase from the 
^nks individually the other securities to give them the 100 per cent reserve. 

*hat is correct, is it not?—A. Yes.
Q. That is possible?—A. And loans, perhaps.

,, Q. The only difference is that the government would get the interest from 
hese securities instead of the banks?—A. Yes, and you would then come to 
he point where the banks had, shall we say, $5,000,000,000 of deposits and 

î>°.000,000,000 in cash, and where their loans and investments and earning 
Assets were represented, as I said in this memorandum, by the amount of their 
CaPital of $279,000,000.

Q- Just the same as they were-------A. In these circumstances, of course,
that is what the government did do, you would find the banks practically 

^Peaking with no earnings. They would have, practically speaking, no power 
0 finance agriculture or industry beyond the $279,000,000.

Q. I will come to that. I do not agree with that.
The Chairman : Let him finish.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q- I suggest to you—
The Chairman : Let him finish.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I am asking the question.—A. They then have $5,000,000,000 deposits— 
Hon. Mr. Lawson : You must take the answer whether you like it or not. 

H Mr. Towers: $5,000,000,000 in cash and practically no earning assets. 
reseir earning assets would be restricted to the $279,000,000 of capital and 
a Ser,fes. Now, that necessarily means (a) they cannot possibly pay depositors 
a, y interest; (t>) in order to pay the expenses of operation they must get 
b Il!°st all those expenses of operation from their depositors in service charges, 
agCause their earnings on the basis of $200,000,000 odd invested in earning 
(j s®ts would be negligible. I do not say for a moment that that cannot be 

tle> but all I am supposed to point out are the results.

By Mr. Tucker:
js Q- All right ; now, I want to deal with that. In other words, the situation 

flls: the banks then would be what they are deemed to be by the people, 
^ a&y, the custodians of their money. In other words, when a person has 
tjj on deposit, the bank will be assumed to have the ability really to pay 

deposit. That is correct, is it not?—A. It has now.
'fi Q- No ; to-day the bank owes money which it cannot pay.—A. Not at all. 

bunks can pay.
a M They can pay if the government comes to their rescue in the event of

. lsis.—a. No. They can pay if it is possible for them to realize on their

Yes, but they cannot pay in legal tender cash without the government 
be^nmg and lifting the gold requirement.—A. We have gone over that

it 3- Yes; all right. I do not want to go into it.—A. And we have said that 
j^mes a situation such as has never been seen on sea or land.

the ,. Ys a matter of fact, that was not the point at all. The point was that
iWpson the situation such as has never been seen on sea or land, of the 
^'-' wanting their money, has never arisen is because they know the govern- 

jj^unds behind it.—A. We must remember, of course, that they not only
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wanted their money but they wanted their money in only one form, legal tender 
cash. They did not want government bonds or any other of the assets that the 
banks possessed.

Q. Is it not true that the thing which prevented the people of United States 
in 1933 from demanding legal tender cash from the banks was the fact tha 
the president said, “We will issue enough cash against the assets of the banks 
that if necessary they can pay every cent to their depositors”? Then the 
depositors did not want their money any more. Is that not true?—A. Wheo 
people get into the frame of mind where they only want cash and want n° 
other assets, you do come to a situation where practically the whole shop la 
closed up right across the country.

Q. Yes.—A. All business, public and' private. That fantastic—not f**1' 
tastic but desperate fear which causes the people to do these things, can om 
be satisfied in the form of legal tender cash.

Q. The thing that saved the banking system in the United States, was th 
fact that the government stood behind the banking system to provide th 
necessary cash for the depositors.—A. The thing that saved the banking system 
as against that insane fear was what you mentioned. The thing that enable 
the banking system to continue was that they had assets that would resp011 
to those liabilities. If they had not, they had to close up.

Q. It was the willingness of the government to monetize those assets 0 
a dollar for dollar basis, if necessary—

Mr. Howard : Because they were mortgage assets.
Mr. Tucker : Yes; but it is the willingness of the government, if necessary> 

to do this which underlies the whole thing.
Mr. Howard: Because they were mortgage assets.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : Frozen.
Mr. Tucker: That is not so.
Mr. Howard: Yes, it is. , e
Mr. Tucker: All right. The point I am trying to make is not that 

banking system is not solvent, but that underlying the whole thing there 
the fact that the government, if necessary, will come to the backing of th 
deposits with a dollar for every dollar, if necessary.

Mr. Towers: As I said before, the fact that the government is there. jg 
promote peace and good order underlies the functioning of all business in 1 
country. je

Mr. Tucker: Yes. The banks know they can rely on that; and the Pe°Pv, 
that that is the case, that they can rely on getting dollar for dollar, if necess®^ 
The banks then are able to loan to the extent of $10 for every dollar in res6 

Mr. Towers : That is right. In effect, what the depositors say now or '' y 
their government says for them is this. They say—the depositors—that . g
want the service of carrying these accounts. They also would like, to jj 
extent that they can, to get some interest on their money. The depositors c° 9 
not get interest on their money and, in fact, would have to pay the ban ^ 
substantial service charge for carrying their accounts if you expect the ba 
to maintain 100 per cent in cash.

I
By Mr. Tucker: gay,

Q. That is the assumption that the banks make?—A. The depositors 
or I will assume that they say, “We prefer that the banks should be able to gj 
earning assets against the major portion of these deposits so that they can 
operating charges and pay some interest.” . ^ ■

Q. Yes?—A. Now there is absolutely nothing to prevent the Parll‘ iP 
of the dominion of Canada from saying, “The banks must have 100 ce 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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legal tender for each one dollar of their deposits.” But when the parliament 
°f Canada says that, we assume they say so in the knowledge that that means 
that no more interest can be paid on deposits and that the depositors must 
Pay a service charge to cover operations.

Q. That is the point.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : Or the banks would all go out of business.
Mr. Tucker: All right. Just a minute. After all, I think Mr. Towers can 

handle the thing without assistance from the members of the committee.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : He is very, very efficient.
Mr. Tucker: All right. It would help me if there were not so many remarks
Mr. Woodsworth: Mr. Tucker, after all, the rest of us are trying to follow 

hhis; and I think we are right in saying that Mr. Towers should have an 
°Pportunity of finishing his statement.

Mr. Tucker: I am not objecting to his finishing his statement. But I do 
j*ject to three or four people helping finish it. As a matter of fact, I can help 
h1® finish it as well as other members of the committee.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : Maybe he thought it was a hindrance rather than a help.
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Tucker: As a matter of fact, I should like to finish this up, if I may.

By Mr. Tucken:
Q. There is an assumption put out by the bankers’ association of this 

c°untry, to which you have just given expression, that if the banks had to have 
a dollar for every dollar that they owe their depositors, they could not loan 
P'oney as they are doing to-day. Now I suggest to you that that is not correct, 
a^d J shall give you my reason. The credit unions—to take one example 01
the commercial mortgage companies take in money at 2 and 2^ per cent and
?an it out at 6 and 7 per cent. They do not charge their depositors a service 
ha,’ge for looking after their money. To-day the banks have to pay 2^ per cent 
n their deposits to their depositors.—A. One and one-half per cent.

Q- One and one-half per cent?—A. Yes.
Q- All right. Suppose you get the situation which we have just outlined, 

^>000,000 on deposit and $500,000,000 that they have got in cash.—A. Yes.
Q- And somebody—we will say the C.P.R.—comes along and says, “ We 

ant to borrow $1,000,000.” The bank says, “We have got to have dollar for 
,°dar. We will have to go and discount an asset that we have for $1,000,000 

0rder to get the money.”—A. But they have not got any assets other than cash.
Q- Oh, yes. Just a minute. They have their original capital. We are 

.fuming that we are starting out with this situation. After all, I want you to 
e logical.

The Chairman: Do you want the governor to give you a reply now? 
i Mr. Tucker: Well, he is going along. We are going along very well. They We $245 000,000 of capital and they have $500,000,000 of deposits and 
$5°0,000,000 in cash. The C.P.R, comes along to borrow some money.

Mr. Towers: Well—

By Mr. Tucker:
Q- That is all right, is it not?—A. No.

v Q. What is wrong with it?—A. There is something badly wrong A hat 
t,ave they got on the asset side of their balance sheet against capital? Have 

ey already loaned that out? . . ,
nf S- Thcv have that in cash; they have $500,000.000 in cash against deposits 

poo,000,boo - and they have the money they put in themselves of $245,0UU,0U0.
If that was put in in cash they must have $745,000.000 in cash.

7722S-2)
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Q. All right ; they have that. Suppose the C.P.R. come along and they say, 
“We want to borrow $1,000,000.” All right, they have the $1,000,000 to loan- 
They loan them the $1,000,000. They enter up a deposit of $1,000,000.—A. Yes- 

Q. The C.P.R., presumably, is paying them, say, 6 per cent on that loan- 
The deposits then go up by $1,000,000. That is correct, is it not?—A. Yes.

Q. The C.P.R. is paying 6 per cent, and they are paying their depositors, 
just as they are to-day, \\ per cent on their deposits. Where is the difference?-' 
A. But I did say that they could make loans and investments to the extent o 
their capital and reserve. ,

Q. All right. Then we will assume that they make loans and investment” 
to the extent of $245,000,000.—A. Yes.

Q. On which, just as to-day, they are getting, 5, 6 and 7 per cent and pay?11” 
the depositors l| per cent. That is correct, is it not?—A. They are getting 
5 and 6 per cent in connection with such loans as they have; but, as you kno^i 
those are rather moderate. ,

Q. All right ; that is on the capital. Now we will assume that they want 
borrow some more money ; perhaps they want to loan some more money-'' 
A. Yes? ((,ye

Q. Somebody comes to them. Suppose the C.P.R. comes and says, 
want to borrow $10,000,000” and they have already loaned out all their capital- 
A. Yes?

Q. They must then go to the Bank of Canada. We will say that under t ^ 
system the Bank of Canada provides that money, and does so, we will say,,^ 
a lower rate of interest, in order to stimulate enterprise in this country, I08!1,1 at 
it at \ of 1 per cent to the banks, we will say. The bank can take * . 
$10,000,000 and loan it at 5 or 6 per cent, the same as they can to-day, 8l.g 
they will pay those depositors \\ per cent just the same as to-day. Y ha ^ 
there to prevent, on that basis, the legitimate expansion of credit that > 
want, on the situation that I have outlined here?—A. The system that y 
propose amounts to this; and if you will forgive me I will refer to the fi6UI?n 
again: Shall we say that the banks would have two and a half billion9 , 
deposits and two and a half billions in cash? They would have in loans a 
investments the $245,000,000 of their capital. You say, recognizing of c°n . 
that that is absolutely inadequate to finance the general requirements, 
they would take that $245,000,000 of loans and investments and rediscount m „ 
or sell them to the central bank and then be able to make a further $245,000"

Q. Yes.—A. It is something of that kind that I meant when I said 7^ 
would have to set up an entirely new system for loans; because it would ^ 
that the central bank was, in effect, doing all the loaning business which 
country required to have done. Then you assume indirectly that the ba 
so to speak, act as agents of the central bank—

Q. They do that to-day.—A.—in making their loans.
Q. They do that to-day.—A. Which they do not do to-day, no. . eJjj 
Q. You have control over it. The only thing is you do not control ^ 

absolutely; you to-day give them a dollar on which they can loan ten, ,y 
you absolutely control the expansion of their loans to that extent. The °.jjg 
difference would be, I assume, that the time will come when they are j 
to have to rediscount under the terms of the Bank of Canada Act?-'' jy 
would say for moderate amounts and for temporary purposes; not as a 9 
diet.

Q. Unless you supply them with more and more in cash?—A. Yes. ()ll]d 
Q. Yes.—A. Which we would do if the requirements were such as " 

make it necessary. , 0n
Q. Yes; so that the government could supply more and more new cas 

a dollar for dollar basis?—A. Yes.
I Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. As it paid its expenses and so on?—A. The banking system in effect 
ceases to be in the loaning business except possibly as an agent executing 
pertain loans on behalf of the central institution, which then becomes the loan- 
!ng institution of the country. It still remains true that the banks would have, 

the first instance, no earning assets other than what they had, the $245,000,000 
'ft vested.

Q. The same as other people.—A. And the depositors would therefore 
receive no interest and would have to pay a service charge. The fresh element 
that you introduced there is that the banks could sell or rediscount those loans 
and investments with the central bank and proceed to make fresh ones; if there 
"'as a differential between the rate charged by the central bank and the rate 
earned on their new assets, there would be a certain margin of profit in there 
as well. What the earnings would be would depend on that margin and on the 
Volume. But I would certainly say that it would be a peculiar system and that, 
Under those circumstances, you would have a central bank rediscounting practi- 
pully the total of the loans and investments of the banks. It would be far 
.utter, in that case, to have a nationalized banking system ; because that is, 
*n effect, what it would be.
, Q. That is what you have to-day, except that the banks have a much 
better position than they would have under this system. In other words, the 
banks under this system could expand to the extent that you were willing to 
alW them to expand, could they not?—A. To the extent that we were willing 
to buy or rediscount their loans and investments, yes.

Q. Yes; you would have absolute control. That is true?—A. Yes.
Q. In respect to the extent of their capital?—A. That is right.
Q. That is all they could handle?—A. That is right.

,. Q. There would be no limit to the expansion any more than there is any 
•mit to-day, would there?—A. No. But it would be completely in the hands 

0 the government and the central bank. The banks would be a loan agency, 
really.

Q. They would supply the means whereby they could make their loans 
as they do to-day?—A. No, not as they do to-day. If you are doing that on 

large scale, permanently, then I would say you are in the business and you 
bbght as well say so.
j Q. When you stand ready to go to the rescue of the banks to meet their 
pPositors’ demands as against the assets of the banks, to the extent of dollar 
c°r dollar, if necessary, are you not actually letting the bank handle your 
redit just the same?—A. We stand ready in the case of an extreme emergency ; 
bd only then if the banks have assets which will respond to those liabilities. 

l Q. Yes, you only give them the assets on the dollar for dollar basis if they 
avc good propositions?—A. Presumably, yes.

Q. So what is the difference in essence?—A. There is a major difference in 
Ssence, I would say, because in the situation you mention you have the 

Immanent responsibility for the activity of the banks in connection with making 
p ans or investments, because the whole thing practically is in the central bank 
-btfolio. I have not, as you will remember, said that there is anything 

Possible in doing this; I have only tried to trace the implications. 
c Q- You said that they could not pay anything to the depositors.—A. They 
act- n°b on the basis that was first mentioned. If, on the other hand, they are 
itJbg as agents for the central bank in handling a large number of loans and 
ti.b^ments, and if the central bank allows them a margin as between what

ii ii,ii i f. il • i il * ±1 icentral bank charges and what they get from their borrowers, there is that
•honal earning.

t0 , Q- In other words, you could give them a margin which they absolutely need 
handle the banking business of the country?—A. To cover their operating 

Senses.
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Q. Then assuming it is possible for them to pay a reasonable amount of the 
depositors you would have the same control over it or more than you have to-day, 
would you not? Then has it not this advantage, and this is one thing which 1 
think is most important; that you could then prevent the booms and depressions 
that have been a feature of our present banking system for the last 100 yeaTs 
to a great extent? Is this not the case; that when banks have expanded their 
loans and investments to the extent of ten to one anything that affects the prie® 
level within the country endangers the value of the securities which the banks 
hold, affects their liquid position, makes them begin to call loans, and that st»1 
further depresses the price level and they have got to call even more loans i° 
order to keep in a liquid position, and as they call more loans they cancel our 
purchasing power and it is like a snowball running downhill, the faster they can 
loans the faster they have to call them? Is that not one of the main causes ot 
the rolling up of depressions?—A. You have not changed that situation in any 
way by the new proposal. There is a certain shift in the place where respond' 
bility lies. For example, on the side of expansion, provided the central bank 
will keep on re-discounting or buying their assets, there is no limit to the loa° 
and investment expansion which could take place. If it is a re-discount and the 
banks are responsible for the repayment of the amount involved then it stn 
remains the banks’ responsibility to see that those loans and investments ar® 
good, or to try to collect them if they think they are bad. Therefore, from th® 
point of view, the possible contraction is just the same as it is now, the possib1 
expansion is also unchanged, and all you will find that has happened is that tn 
responsibility which now rests on the central bank has changed the responsible™ 
is now one in respect to the total of loans and investments outstanding without a 
responsibility for just how much is loans, just how much is investments or wha 
the other assets are. Under the system you are proposing I think the centra 
bank would be responsible both quantitatively and qualitatively ; in other word > 

you should have in that case a completely nationalized banking system.
Q. Well, that is not necessary.—A. My opinion is that it would be. _ .
Q. All that the banks to-day have risked in the thing is their original capua 

invested plus their double liability, and all they would have invested under t 
system I propose is the same amount; if you trust them in one case why wou 
you not trust them in the other?—A. I think you are suggesting that there wÇ>u 
be a major difference in operation ; in other words, you are suggesting that it 
a better way to prevent booms and depressions.

Q. No, what I am suggesting is this, that you stand ready to-day .g 
necessary actually to redeem every dollar of the banks’ assets in cash. Tha ^ 
what it means. You would not be doing any more under the system I sug|e e 
Why, then, would you have to have so much more control?—A. Why would to 
be any difference in the results? r6

Q. There would be this difference: The banks to-day, as you know, a 
always worried about their actual cash liquid position.—A. No. _ e

Q. They are not?—A. No. I think you are working there on the expen®11^ 
of 1929 and 1934. That cannot be repeated in this way that it happen® 
that time. On that previous occasion, the banks arrived at the year 1929 " 
rather heavy borrowings under the Finance Act.

startedBy Mr. Howard:
Q. And heavy loans?—A. And heavy loans. When the depression ^ 

when prices started to fall, there was naturally a collection of a substa ^ 
volume of those loans. I suggest we should not go at this moment into e% 

how much of that reduction of loans was purely in the interests of the vg 
rowers and for their own good, and how much was undue pressure. The W 
were rather keen to repay their advances under the Finance Act. We we 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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fact off the gold standard. There was no way in which cash could be increased 
other than by borrowing under the Finance Act; in fact, the banks wanted to 
reduce those borrowings.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Because they were paying 2^ per cent interest?—A. I do not think it 

*as the interest rate, but they wanted to reduce them, realizing that those 
borrowings should be temporary. Now, that meant a reduction in the volume 
of their cash reserves and it meant a certain pressure in regard to contracting 
and pulling in. That situation cannot arise again. Incidentally, I will back
pack for a minute and say that the Finance Act transaction of $35,000,000 in 
November, 1932, was designed to relieve that pressure, and it did. It accom
plished a very great deal, much more than people realized, I think.
, Q. What accomplished that?—A. The Finance Act transaction of Novem- 
oor, 1932, when Mr. Bennett asked the banks to borrow $35,000,000. They 
*aid, “We do not particularly want to, but we will do it since you ask that it be 
done.” That was what you might call a central bank action with the only 
Machinery which was available at that time.

Q. It was opposed by the banks, was it not?—A. Some felt they did not 
n°ed it, but they did it on the request of the prime minister of the day. Such a 
Slbiation as that cannot arise again because if there is a contraction on the part 

the banks due to fear in regard to their cash position all the central bank 
h.as to do is to interject another $10,000,000 or $50,000,000 of cash into that 
Nation and relieve that fear. We have the machinery for doing that which 
XV(i did not have prior to 1935.

Q. You suggest, Mr. Towers, do you, that when the banks owe $10 for 
c|’ery $1, as they do to-day, they have got away from worrying all the time 
about keeping the loans liquid and keeping in a liquid position. A. I would 
fay this, that they wish to keep in a reasonably liquid position, they wish to 
'ave io per cent cash reserves and certain other assets, short-term go\ eminent 
b°nds or whatever it may be, which will be readily available in case of need.
yd° say this, that in circumstances such as we have been talking about, if 
c e’r worry were translated into a desire for 15 per cent cash instead of 10 per 

we would soon take steps to see that 15 per cent was there.
£ Q- In other words, you stand behind them, as I have said.—A. We stand 
U ®ee that the banking system of the country operates properly so far as it 
toesm°ur power so to do. Mind you, Mr. Tucker, when I say we would add 

their cash, that does not necessarily mean discounting anything for them. 
a , Q- No, I understand.—A. We can buy bonds from Tom, Dick and Harry 

cl add to their cash in that way.
a Jj- They are under constant supervision by the Department of Finance?— 

Fes.
}g Q- If there is a tendency for certain types of their securities to freeze up 
Ml] e n°t an expectation on the part of the Department of Finance that they 
rc actually at all times preserve a certain definite proportion of liquidity in 
Co|.arh to their position which means the collection of loans that they can 
had ?~~A- No, I do not think so; at least, certainly not necessarily. If a bank 

greatly over-expanded its loans, in the opinion of its own officers or of 
y/^eone who inspected them, then the inspector might very well say, “Look, 

loans used to be $100,000,000 and your cash and securities were $100,- 
y ’°°0; you had about 50 per cent of one and 50 per cent of the other; now 
i | have let your cash and securities run down to $25.000,000 and ycmr loans 
is‘|e run up to $175,000,000. Not only is that a tremendous expansion but it 
tiv °°- mueh in certain places, it is not good looking stuff, it looks too specula- 

e- it looks poor, you have overdone it, you ought to pull in.” In that casey°n do get a pulling in and presumably the bank will pull in its most specula-
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tive loans. That is a most unfortunate situation, and it would be far better 
if before that situation arrived someone had said, “We think you are going 9 
little too far; I do not suggest pulling back, but don’t go further, because y°u 
will be getting into an unsound position.” Once you have allowed the banking 
structure to get into a tremendously over-expanded speculative position it 18 
pretty hard to avoid unfortunate repercussions. But naturally the idea would 
be, do not let it get there.

Q. By your giving them the right to use your money at 10 to 1 are they 
not more likely to go too far if there is a chance to make profit, and are you not 
going to have to check them even more than if they could only use it on the 
basis of a dollar for dollar?

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I am constantly hearing the statement that we are loaning 10 to 1 

and that we are working on a 10 per cent basis. If we are working on 9 
10 per cent basis we can only loan 9 to 1 because 10 per cent of the cash money 
must be reserved against the cash deposited. Am I right?—A. That is true. 

Mr. Taylor: Thank you.
By Mr. Tucker:

Q. We will assume that that correction is right. But we are trying to get 
at principles and not exact figures.—A. Yes. I should say that the maintenance 
of a reasonable degree of stability depends on the actions of the executive8 
of the banks, depends on the views in regard to those actions which may he 
expressed by the inspector-general of banks, and depends finally on the 
expansion power which they have as the result of the amount of cash they have 
Of course, we control that amount of cash. If we saw to-day that the bank» 
were becoming too exuberant in the making of loans I assume that we woul 
do two things : We would say to the banks that we thought they were going too 
far and we would probably cut down their cash so that they would not have 
difficulty in going any further.

Q. After all, you are giving evidence and you are stating on your respo£' 
sibility as governor that we are no longer faced with the danger of the bank 
having to unduly call loans to preserve their liquid cash position any further."^ 
A. That there is no necessity for that because the machinery which we ha 
enables us to increase the cash in those circumstances. ,

Q. On the basis of Mr. Taylor’s interruption, if they are permitted 
make loans of $10 for every $1 they have, is it not true that they do loan on 
basis of 10 to 1 ?—A. With the distinction which he made in regard to the eXa 
figure, yes.

Q. As a matter of fact, if they have a dollar on hand they can loan out
Mr. Taylor : No. ^
Mr. Towers: No, because they have to have, shall we say, $100,000.000 

deposits which call for $10,000,000 in cash and therefore the other assets, l°a 
and investments, can only be $90.000,000.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. If you actually had $10,000,000, you could loan out $100,000,000-^' 

A. No, because originally $10,000,000 will be represented by a deposit, no don 
Q. As a matter of fact, they are loaning out to-day, and you restrict th^ 

to loans and investments, to the extent of $10 for every $1 they have on han<. '-jO 
A. No, not quite. It is perfectly true that it is 9—9 for 1 on that basis. 
per cent cash reserve implies by simple arithmetic a 9 for 1 expansion. -eS 

Q. At the time of the British MacMillan report it was 11 to 1.—A. It var 
from 9 to 1 to 11 to 1. T jt

Q. I thought that report referred to 11 per cent cash reserve.—A. ^°’ 
was 9 per cent cash reserve.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. The 10 per cent cash reserve is not an arbitrary figure?—A. No.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. That is what I am getting at—A. It might be 8 to 1 at times in the case 

of some banks ; it might be 9; it might be 10.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Has that not been a constantly decreasing percentage due to the increased 

Use of the cheque?—A. You mean that the ratio of cash reserves—
Q. Cash and till money on deposit?—A. —of cash reserves, that is both 

fill and money deposits. No, I would say not. But in the years 1931, 1932 
and 1933, it tended to be 8£ per cent to 9 per cent, whereas 10 per cent is the 
figure now.

Q. I remember clearly in the nineties—that is a good memory—it was 
about 22 to 23 per cent.—A. Ah, yes, it was higher in those days.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Then, Mr. Towers, to complete the statement, you would say that the 

0l% advantage in this system would be, first of all a tremendous saving of 
‘uterest that the government pays?—A. I would say that there is a tremendous 
saving in interest which the government pays, but that the government has 
cxtracted that from the depositors.
. Q. No; I am assuming that the depositor still gets the 1^ per cent.— 

f do not see how they could.
, Q- Well, I am suggesting to you that they could get the money they need 
r°m the central bank for half a per cent?—A. For what?

, Q. Yes, half a per cent, and I do not see any reason why it should not be 
>at low to stimulate business, and they should pay \\ per cent to depositors, 
î they did that they would not be able perhaps to build the large buildings that 
uey build to-day and pay the salaries that they pay to-day and make loans 
? their subsidary companies and all that sort of thing; but they should be 

jdue to finance on a margin of 4 and 5 per cent and therefore they could pay 
l0’r depositors. The government would get half a per cent, on the financing, 

it would not be paying the interest on the public debt. There would be no 
'a,"m done because you would have even more control over the system than 
L°u have to-day. That is what I suggest to you, and I suggest that your 

ctoorandum did not deal with the advantages in the suggestion. When I was 
'.leaking in the house of commons I was not setting out a meticulous bookkeep
ers Proposition, I was laying down a suggested line of action.—A. Of course, 
I (‘°. not think, so far as I recall your remarks, that you did suggest that the 
°aning activities should then be entirely dealt with by the central bank, 
j, Q- Naturally I realize we would have to go on using the banking system. 
s y°ur memorandum did not deal with that subject, and speaking of the 
j '^gestion that some other member may ask some questions along that line, 

Would ask you to deal with the suggestion I have now made.—A. Yes.
The Chairman : Mr. Mayhew has the floor. 

a Mr. Mayhew : I have a suggestion to offer if the committee will permit me. 
pfif^rently, we are discussing banking systems and there are at least two and 
Wo l 'Y fhrce different systems that have been mentioned here to-day. I 
P suggest that we reverse the order probably at our next meeting, and ask 
th„Se who are propounding the various systems to answer the questions rather 
infn llave Mr. Towers answer them. In that way we would probably get the 
Pr(°irma^on we want. I am quite serious about that, because I think we should 
afr )ahly look at any of these systems to get what good there is in them. I am 

ail‘ that I would not be able to ask questions on any one of them, but I would
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probably get the information I want by some other members asking questions. 
With the services of our good friend Mr. Towers we might be able properly 
to understand the systems propounded by Mr. McGeer and Mr. Tucker and 
anybody else.

The Chairman : That is an excellent suggestion.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I should like to ask you one other thing before I resume my seat. The 

suggestion has been made that this country needs to have new credit from 
abroad. I suggested, with the financial set-up we have to-day under our Bank of 
Canada Act, that new capital should not be brought from abroad to develop 
our natural resources, but that some means should be found to use our present 
opportunities for expansion of credit rather than selling our natural resources 
into a sort of bondage to other countries.-—A. As’ a matter of fact, in the last 
five years we have repatriated foreign debt on an enormous scale.

Q. Yes. I dealt with that situation in the first speech I made in the 
house of commons this year. We hear the cry that we want foreign capital to 
come in to help us develop our mining fields in the north, this and that and 
the other thing. To-day we find our prospectors in this situation: they are 
looking around for foreign capital to come in to develop the things they 
find. They can only get that capital at the very exorbitant price of turn
ing over substantially large portions of the mining areas to the owners of the 
capital. I suggested in the House of Commons some sort of a system—and it 
applies also to what Mr. Donnelly raised the other day, where the banking 
system to-day has got into the attitude of mind that it wants a rate of interest 
that municipalities and provinces would ordinarily pay, and yet they won t 
loan that unless they get a government guarantee. Although they are handling 
our credit on all big transactions they can absolutely strangle everything 111 
the way of development if they wish to do so. I do not want to take up any 
more time than I have taken up, but I made a suggestion there in regard to 
using our credit and seeing to it that instead of having the country’s nature 
resources turned over to foreign control, something be done in the way of setting 
up some control from the standpoint of providing credit to big enterprises. * 
wish you would glance over my speech and make a short memorandum upod 
what you think of my proposal.—A. I think I can answer it right here, bu 
perhaps not to the extent that I could do it in a memorandum. My answ'eI 
is this: (a)we are cutting down our indebtedness to people in other country 
very substantially, and have been doing it for the last few years; (b) I under 
stand mining enterprises can finance themselves pretty satisfactorily in Canady 
and have been doing it during the last few years. I believe that there a 
certain American investors in our gold stocks, and we cannot stop them having 
those. ig

Q. Do you think that we can go on without American capital, and get j°.t 
of it here in Canada?—A. I think that they have been able to get lots or g 
here in Canada. I would say this: if they cannot, it must mean, of cour » 
they cannot sell the Canadian people the idea of making these investments. ^ 

Q. No; the banks are not providing the long-term loans.—A. The Can 
dian people have the savings. ye;

Q. Suppose the Canadian people have not got the savings?—A. They ha 
they have got $2,500,000,000 in the banks right now. je,

Q. What I wish to deal with is this point: suppose the Canadian 
through their nervousness about the situation, will not loan their savings 
banks themselves cannot enter the picture because they are not suppost’1^ 
make long-term investments like that. Is not there something we can d 
the way of providing for that financing of the developing of our own re®oL* 
instead of having to go abroad for the capital?—A. In fact, I think tha 
are doing it from our own resources right now.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Are you satisfied with the situation?—A. That is an awfully diffcult 
thing to answer, because one gets put in the position if one says that certain 
things are so-and-so, of someone else saying: are you satisfied with the pros
perity of this country ; do you believe everyone is employed? And so forth 
and so forth. Of course, I do not; but that does not prevent me from thinking 
that certain propositions which are being made would not, in fact, result in 
improvement. In any event, the proposition is one which involves a change 

the Bank Act and the banking system, so that the banks will be enabled 
to finance in equity form presumably, because that is where money is needed, 
mid will be able to finance new developments, mining or whatever they may 
ho. I am thinking of functions which hitherto have been considered ones 
which should be dealt with by individual investors ; functions which the 
investor has performed on an enormous scale. Your suggestion is, shall that 
function be performed by the banks, particularly when the individual investor 
is frightened to take the risk? That is an extremely broad subject; it relates to 
jne Bank Act and to the banking system and I just question whether I should 
try and deal with it at this stage.

Q. There is just one other question—
The Chairman : Mr. Tucker, Mr. Quelch has the floor.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. In the past the mortgage companies havp been making vast amounts 

ot loans in Canada from moneys obtained from abroad, and the interest goes 
®ut of Canada. I suggest that there should be some form devised to prevent 
uis great amount of interest money going out of the country. I suggest there 

s“°uld be a separate system—if you do not want to tie it in with the banking 
system we have to-day—to provide that capital within the country for mortgage 
°ans and everything else, instead of having it going abroad. In other wmrds, 

i e can supply that capital in Canada, can we not?—A. And in fact, in the 
ast few years we have not only been supplying such capital as has been required 
ur development going on within the country, but wTe have gone very far beyond 

i at; we have supplied all that has been required during these years and w'e 
i ave brought back five or six hundred million dollars wrhich had previously been 
°rro\ved from the foreigner.

i Q- What I am getting at is this: in the line of further devolpment there will 
e a demand for more money and so on.—A. Yes.

i Q. We should provide that capital and have the interest stay in the country 
§y virtue of a change in the Bank Act by setting up a loan bank, a bank to 

PPly capital on long terms, or something of that nature.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q- I understand that Mr. Towrers is going to prepare a statement referring 

i *he 100 per cent system.—A. And expanding my reply at the third meeting 
• mclude the further suggestion that the financing of loans and banking 

Wstments should, under the 100 per cfent system, be managed by dis- 
Ur>ting or selling obligations to the central bank.

Q- There are a few more points I should like to make on that. If you 
p u*d include one or two other points in your reply you would show that the 
ev > 6rs which you can exercise in increasing or decreasing the currency, would 
js lcise effective control over the chartered banks at the present time.—A. That 

a Quantitive control, yes.
Q- You are probably familiar with the statement that the Minister of 

It -‘lVce made, in the house on March 8, 1938. Perhaps I had better read it. 
; ln reply to a suggestion of the member from Rosthern in regard to the issue 

Certain money. Mr. Dunning states :—
An increase of, say $350,000,000 in chartered bank holdings of Bank 

°f Canada notes would increase their cash reserves from the present figure 
of about $250,000,000 to $600,000,000, and their cash ratio from about
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10 per cent to roughly 24 per cent. . . If the banks use their increased
cash in the normal way, as a basis for the extension of roughly ten times 
as much in loans to the public, or for the acquisition of ten times as much 
in investments, bank deposits would expand by approximately an equal 
amount until the cash ratio was brought down again to approximately 10 
per cent. This would mean an increase in bank deposits from the present 
level of about $2,387,000,000 to something like $6,000,000,000, or more 
than 2-6 times the level of December 31, 1929. Am I merely old 
fashioned or orthodox when I say that this would mean a colossal measure 
of inflation?

The suggestion was that a certain amount of money might be needed in circula
tion—I am not going to say whether it is too much or not enough.

The only reason that the minister gave against that was that if that money 
was issued, then the chartered banks might be expanding their loans up to ten 
times the amount of cash, which would bring about inflation. It seems to me 
very strange that, on the one hand, we say that we have effective control of the 
issue , of currency and credit on the part of the chartered banks ; and then on 
the other hand the Minister of Finance gets up in the house and says we cannot 
issue a certain amount of money when that much money is needed in circulation, 
for fear of inflationary action on the part of the chartered banks. It seems to 
me that in itself gives the lie to the statement that we have effective control ol 
the issue of currency and credit.—A. On the contrary; because if that money 
was issued, we would be responsible for the result.

Q. We could not prevent the banks------ A. The moral is that if the expan'
sion on the part of the banks is not desirable, do not issue the money.

Q. Yes; but on the other hand if it is desirable to finance employment to the 
extent of $100,000,000—we consider $100,000,000 is the amount of money needefl 
in circulation—the idea is that when that $100,000,000 is put into circulation 
the chartered banks may or may not—we do not know—expand their loans b> 
$1,000,000,000 instead of $100,000,000. Is that not true?—A. Yes. The moral 
is, “Do not issue additional money unless you want bank expansion.” If money 
is required for government financing, but cash expansion is not desirable, then 
borrow the money from the Canadian people. You may say, “Then, would } 
not be much better to issue new money and finance government expenditures } 
that way without interest charges?” We have, as you know, put down » 
memorandum form, our view that such government financing is not costless. * 
may be costless so far as the government is concerned, but expensive so far as tn 
people are concerned. ^

Q. By increasing the price level?—A. By increasing the price level a» 
various other disruptions and changes which may take place. Some one p9^ 
the shot. The government may evade it but the people get it; the pe°P . 
pay it; and as the government and the people are one, you will not be very 1 
ahead. ^

Q. In order to get more money into circulation, you maintain that it won 
be necessary or desirable that we go into debt to that extent?—A. I beg y° 
pardon?

Q. You would maintain that in order to get more money into circ11 , 
tion— —A. I do not suggest that that money should necessarily be obtain 
by borrowing.

Q. By taxation?—A. It might be by taxation. But what I am suggestu|3 
is that whatever you do there is a sacrifice; and government policy conblgn 
in deciding which is the best sacrifice to demand. Any thought that you c0f 
pull yourself up by your boot straps and put this great additional quantity A 
money into circulation without cost or sacrifice by the people is what I vf0 
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object to. But naturally I do not express any opinion in regard to govern
ment policy ; I only state that there is sacrifice involved, and the wisdom of 
government policy consists in choosing the best form of sacrifice.

Q. In addition to that, I notice in a recent issue of a letter of. the Bank of 
Montreal a statement quoting Reginald McKenna in which he states that until 
You have full employment there is really no danger of inflation, and that the 
government could borrow money rather than increase taxation until you have 
Mil employment. Of course, we have not full employment in Canada to-day. 
It should be possible to issue more money without any danger of inflation?-— 
A. I tried to deal with that in the memorandum I read at the last meeting. I 
do not think there is anything I could add to-day. In response to a question 
Much Mr. Tucker raised at the last meeting, which I perhaps should have 
brought up before, I have a memorandum of reply here. Perhaps at this stage, 
with the committee’s permission, it will be best to put it on the record.
Would it?

The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Tucker : With the consent of the committee.
Mr. Quelch : I wonder, before you do that, if you would—
Mr. Tucker: He is not going to read it now.
Mr. Quelch : There is one point I want to bring out regarding the 100 per 

cent system. Personally, I should like to see the whole banking system 
Nationalized; but, on the other hand, there are many people who are opposed to 
mat idea. Personally, I think that so long as we have directors on the chartered 
hanks who are also directors of large industries, you have rather an undesirable 
situation. But in so far as the 100 per cent system is concerned, surely it would 

Possible to amend the Bank Act so as to control it so as to increase your 
cash reserve up to 100 per cent of your demand deposits, not deposits ; just 
restrict that to demand deposits alone and then have a distinct split as between 
demand deposits and savings deposits.
n Mr. Towers : I know that that suggestion has been made in the United 
fates. My own view is that it has no features which make it worth while. 

> be distinction as between demand and savings is almost impossible to make, 
f is true that on the books of the banks you will see certain things in the 

savings category. Are those real savings or are they deposits of another kind 
bich depositors have put into the savings department?

By Mr. Quelch:
, . Q. Exactly, but there would be nothing to stop that clear-cut definition 
being made. At the present time, I can write a cheque out on a savings 
Recount and draw it out, but the banks have the power to refuse to do that; 
f 'ey can demand that I give certain notice before I draw a cheque on a savings 
account, although they do not exercise that right.—A. No.

Q. But they have that power?—A. I do not think it could be exercised.
Q. If you drew a line between savings accounts and current accounts then 

y°u would need to have onlv 100 per cent cash reserves against the current 
Accounts?—A. Yes. I know that proposal is being discussed. Frankly, I do not 
?ee anything in it so far as Canada is concerned. I think what has brought it 

their minds in the United States is this: A desire for some formula whichWill imply greater control.
jg Q- It would give greater control, would it not?—A. Perhaps with their 
e ’*■'00 banks and considering the great difficulties they have always experi- 

they are seeking a formula for control. My own belief is that a formula 
never get you anywhere ; that you cannot legislate good management, 

at ti, ^le only thing is that it would give us far greater control than we have 
the ; Present time. AVe would not have the Minister of Finance getting up in 

bouse and saying that we cannot issue this money for fear the chartered
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banks will expand their loans to that extent.—A. You still would have that 
situation. It is true that in the first jump you would be able to issue additional 
currency which would be frozen through the banks’ need for increased cash 
reserves. At that stage all that you have done is to impose a form of tax or 
reduction of earnings. Once you had reached that point it would again become 
true that any substantial increase in currency would permit banking expansion 
based on—

Q. Savings accounts?—A. —based on the ratio between the average cash 
reserves and deposits.

Q. If you drew a line of distinction between savings accounts and current 
accounts in reality you would have 50 per cent cash reserves in savings accounts 
and 100 per cent in current accounts. If, for instance, you had deposited money 
in a savings account for a certain length of time, three months or six months, 
during that period that money would then belong to the bank and they could 
loan it out for that period of time.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, it is now 1 o’clock and we have lost our quorum-
Mr. Tucker : Mr. Chairman, what about" that memorandum which M1'- 

Towers prepared?
The Chairman : The governor’s statement will go in the record.

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY MR. TOWERS
Submitted in reply to the suggestion made by Mr. Tucker on April 21, 1939, 

that as long as there is unemployment in Canada it would be feasible to issue 
additional money in depressed areas without causing inflation or material ham1 
to other sections of the country.

a
the

The question to which I shall attempt to reply is not how much assistance 
should be given to depressed areas—because that is a matter of governmen 
policy—but is whether assistance to such areas in the form of additional moneyi 
may be made without involving sacrifice by other sections of the country. .

I shall assume that the state of depression which this particular suggest10 
is proposed to alleviate, is considered or hoped to be temporary—not 
permanent feature which would justify the costly procedure of revamping 
whole economy in order to make ourselves a more self-contained country- 
I believe Mr. Tucker indicated at last week’s meeting that he was thinking 0 
a temporary problem.

In order to clarify the discussion by relating it specifically to Canady 
conditions, it may be assumed that a large payment is made to western whe 
growers to restore their income to normal pre-depression levels. . g

The first results of such a policy would be an increase in western purchas1 » 
and consequently some degree of stimulus to industrial activity elsewhere in t 
country—although for reasons which will be mentioned later such an incrca- 
in activity would be less than proportionate to the amount of the payment 
western wheat farmers and would be of a temporary nature. ^

If the increase in purchasing by western wheat farmers were confined 
goods produced wholly in the domestic market and if the increase in domes 
industrial activity were accompanied by a corresponding increase in dema ^ 
for the products of western wheat farmers, then the basis would exist 1(11 -c 
continuous exchange of goods and for a general improvement in econo 
conditions. qS

To suggest that actual developments would follow this pattern is to 
touch completely with the realities of the Canadian situation. It ^ 
assumption applicable only to relatively self-contained economies such 
Germany and the United States to which we have referred at previous meet1 »

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By far the major problem in western Canada is wheat and as it is quite 
impossible that, an increase in Canadian demand would absorb a large part of 
the decline in foreign demand for this product and almost equally improbable 
that the increase in western buying would be satisfied chiefly in the domestic 
market, such a payment to western wheat farmers as we have envisaged, would 
undoubtedly entail sacrifices for other sections of the country.

Increased purchases both by western farmers and resulting from the 
stimulus to domestic industrial activity, would increase the demand for 
imported goods—partly in the form of finished products and partly in the 
nature of raw materials for Canadian industries. Imports in general would tend 
to rise to about the same level as if Canadian wheat exports were of normal 
value and the income of wheat growers derived from foreign trade rather than 
to a large extent from an internal payment.

In the absence of the normal receipts from foreigners in payment for our 
wheat, such an increase in imports would bring pressure on the balance of 
Payments and depreciate the Canadian dollar in relation to other currencies.

The effects of currency depreciation have been covered in some detail 
py an earlier memorandum which has been placed on the record. I believe that 
Jt would involve an undue amount of repetition for me to go over that ground 
again and that it would be enough at this time to mention the major results 
°I such a policy—which are the increased cost of all payments abroad and a 
general rise in the level of internal prices and later of costs. Bearing these 
developments in mind, I believe that the existence of a sacrifice by important 
sections of the country becomes clear.

In concluding, I would like to emphasize again that what I have said has 
P°t been related to the amount of assistance which it is desirable to give to 
depressed areas in our economy because that is a matter of government 
Policy and is entirely outside my province. I have simply attempted to show 
that the suggestion made by Mr. Tucker would not be, under existing Canadian 
conditions, a method which would not involve sacrifices on the part of other 
Actions of the country.

The Chairman : The committee will adjourn to meet again at the call of 
the chair.

, . (At 1.05 p.m. the committee adjourned to meet again at the call of the 
chair.)
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Friday, April 28, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, 
ytW, Jaques, Kirk, Landeryou, Macdonald (Brantford City), Manion, Moore, 
^toss (Middlesex East), Ross (St. Paul’s), Taylor (Nanaimo), Stevens, Tucker, 

leib Ward, Woodsworth.
In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

y After considering a private bill to incorporate Universal Eucozone Limited, 
le Committee resumed consideration of the Report of the Bank of Canada.

Mr. Towers read into the record several statements in answer to questions 
&ked by members at the previous sitting, and was further examined.

At 1.05 p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

Room 277.
April 28, 1939.

p. The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
■'airman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

„ The Chairman : Order, gentlemen. We have a private bill to deal with 
r$t this morning, bill G2, passed on to us by the senate.

The committee thereupon dealt with the private bill.
The Chairman : Having dealt with this private bill we shall now proceed 

ith our regular order of business.
In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers,

Governor of the Bank of Canada.
a The Chairman: Mr. Tucker, I think you have the floor. Mr. Towers has 
^statement prepared. Is it your pleasure to have Mr. Towers read the state-

rp, Tlr. Tucker: I think probably the committee would like to have it read.
'at was their attitude at the last sitting. 

rç Towers: Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I should like to make these 
y^iarks before replying to Mr. Tucker’s question. During the meetings of 
roe. committee many of the questions which have been put to me have been 
not k 9uestions on matters of government policy. In such instances I do 
sho i ^cve it is proper for me to state that certain policies should or 
y0°T(‘ not be adopted. I have tried to indicate, therefore, the various implica
te,8 °I those policies, the nature of sacrifices involved and generally the pros 
bp<‘. Cons.°I the situation. I mention this method of reply at the present time 

aUse it affects the treatment of some of the questions to which I shall 
tte»Pt to reply today.

Tu u S*la^ deal finst of all with the 100 per cent cash reserve proposed by Mr.
®r- During the course of the last meeting Mr. Tucker suggested that the 

itivol Cnance I®® per cent cash reserves against bank deposits would not 
for '"r a restricted loaning policy by the banks, if such loans were eligible 
Tuct ! lscount at the central bank in return for a charge of i per cent. Mr. 
Urn °r stated that a plan of this kind would offer certain advantages over the 
' esctlt procedure:

■ Government debt charges would be reduced.
Bank depositors would continue to receive interest. 

c) There would be more control over banking operations.
avoiln opinion the only way to discuss this proposal and at the same time 
state Utter confusion, is to relate it directly to its effect upon the financial 
pimenta of the institutions concerned. With that in mind, I should like to 
the i uP°n the record summary balance sheets of the Bank of Canada and 

Altered banks in millions of dollars as at December 31, 1938.
4«se<s

sold ••

few.
other (net)

BANK OF CANADA 
Lia bilities

186 Banks’ Cash Reserve 
.. 186 Active Notes .. ..

3

257
118

375 375
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CHARTERED BANKS*
Assets Liabilities

Cash Reserve.....................
Govt. Securities...................
Loans ......................................
All Other (net)...................

.............. 257
............. 1,162
............. 1,005
............. 441

Canadian Deposits...............
Note Circulation (net) .. .. 
Shareholder Equity...............

.. .. 2,498
88

.... 279

2,865 2,865

‘Canadian business only.
Since an important feature of the proposal under discussion is its effect 

upon the income position of the banks, I should like to indicate roughly their 
earnings and expenditures on the basis of such approximate rates as I men
tioned the other day. I would repeat that these are my own guesses, but A 
believe they are accurate enough for this purpose.
Earnings are about as follows:

on $1,162 mm. Government Securities............................................................... $25 mm.
“ $1,005 mm. Canadian Loans.................................... ........................................ 50 mm.
“ Earnings on all other Canadian assets, totalling $441 mm. plus

earnings from exchange dealings and all other services .... 12 mm.

Total (approximately) ......................................................... 87 mm.

Expenditures are about as follows:
Operating costs (including taxes) ................................................... at least ^25
Interest paid to Depositors................................................................................. 12 mm-
Dividends paid to Shareholders.........................................................................

Total (approximately) ......................................................... 87 mm.

Let us suppose that Mr. Tucker’s plan were adopted, government security 
being redeemed in cash and the banks obtaining sufficient additional cash t 
provide a 100 per cent reserve against deposits, by rediscounting loans or othe 
investments at the central bank. I believe it will be easier if we assume as ^ 
first stage that only government securities held by the banks have bee 
redeemed in cash.

At this point I should like to place on the record the summary balanC_ 
sheets as of December 31, 1938, adjusted for the effects of the assumed tram 
actions.

BANK OF CANADA
(At December 31/38—100% cash reserve for banks) 

Assets— Liabilities—
Gold..........................................
Securities..............................

.... 186 Banks’ cash reserve 
Active notes..

Government advance............. .... 1.348
Discounts...................................
All other (net)........................

.... 1.079
3

2,616

2.498
118

CHARTERED BANKS
(At December 31/38—100 per cent cash reserves)

Assets—
Cash reserves, of which 

Loans rediscounted. . 
Other rediscounts .. , 

Other cash................... ...

Liabilities—
Canadian deposits.. 

1,005 Note circulation (net)
74 Shareholders’ equity .

1,419

Total............................................ 2,498
Other assets (net)......................... 367

The amount of chartered bank deposits would still be $2,498 milli°nS^ 
against those deposits the banks would be holding cash of the same ammm • 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The effect of the assumed transaction upon government finances would be 
? reduction of .$25 millions in debt interest formerly paid to the banks and an 
increase in revenue of $5 millions from the \ per cent charge on rediscounts at 
the central bank—a total improvement of about $30 millions.

The banks, on the other hand, would not receive the $25 millions^ formerly 
Paid on their government security holdings and would have to pay $5 millions 
°n the rediscounts at the central bank. Other operating expenses would remain 
at about $50 millions and the banks would be forced to make a choice between 
^creasing their charges on loans and services and reducing their payments to 
the public in deposit interest and dividends, in order to offset a net decrease in 
'ficome of $30 millions.

If we assume that the redemption of government securities by payment in 
cash, were extended to include the $3,000 millions government securities held 
hy the Canadian public, the effect upon the balance sheets of the Bank of 
Canada and the chartered banks would be that shown in the tables which I 
D°w place on the record.

BANK OF CANADA
(At December 31/38—100% cash reserves—all internal government debt redeemed) 

Assets— Liabilities—
Gold .... 186 Banks’ cash reserves............ .......... 5.498
Securities Active notes............................ .......... 118
government advance............. .... 4.348
discounts.............................. .... 1.079
All other (net)....................... 3

5.616 5,616

CHARTERED BANKS
(At December 31/38—100% cash reserves—all internal government debt redeemed) 

Assets— Liabilities—
Cash reserves, of which Canadian deposits.. .......................  5,498

Loans, rediscounted.................... 1,005 Note circulation (net).................... °8
Other rediscounts........................ 74 Shareholders’ equity.......................... 2,J
Other cash.................................... 4,419

Other assets (net)........................ 367

5,865 5,865

The cash given to the public in payment for the $3,000 
^ent securities held by them, would be deposited at the chartered bank, 
greasing deposits from $2,498 millions to $5,498 millions and raising cas 
Serves by the same amount. ., , „ , orl

in. On the assumption that all internal government d(;b^voukl be comcited 
o cash, the reduction on government interest charge* ,ecurit,yPillions of whinli millions would represent a reduction in _e(u }

forest received'by^the cSan people ind *25.mill™.
Merest received bv the banks which decline as I pointed out a few momen 
g0 would be passed on to the Canadian people m one form or another. 

bp Variations in the detail or scope of the proposal-b which in generjJ Wf 
thVe,ferred to as 100 per cent Money, will naturally effect the magnitude ot 
WT Ranges involved, but it remains true in every cas+e that for e^h dollar^by 

^ the government reduces its interest charges 11 5 . invest-
in the income of the public, in the form of a smaller return on mves^ 

clip ^s’ a reduction in interest on bank deposits am pio )a ) > n
r^es on bank loans and banking services. ,

that \ Can only repeat what I have already said on severa occasions, Y>
as « 1 ,do not sec how a proposal of this kind can be costless to the country 

S a whole nor how it can fail to cause widespread inequality of sacrifice.
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In regard to the other argument which is advanced in favour of the 100 
per cent cash reserve plan, that is, its value as a method of monetary control) 
I should like to make a few comments.

The first point is that if the redemption of government debt in cash is 
applied to the publicly-held debt, there is an increase of about $3,000 millions 
in the volume of bank deposits—-approximately doubling the existing volume 
of money in Canada. If this large increase in the amount of money remained 
idle, there might be no serious effects beyond the inequitable taxation which 
has been discussed. But if the additional money were used by its owners 
there wrould be very marked effects—effects which the Bank of Canada does not 
believe would be favourable or it would have taken steps under the existing 
system to provide the basis for such an expansion. ,

Secondly, in regard to the suggestion that 100 per cent cash reserves would 
provide more control over the lending activities of the banks, I would poin 
out that if the central bank merely rediscounted whatever loans the banks 
chose to present, there is no reason to believe that bank’s loaning policy would 
be any different than it is to-day. If, on the other hand, the central bank were 
to assume the responsibility for deciding what loans should or should not b6 
made, I believe that to perform such a task efficiently would require a hug® 
organization. As to whether the results would be better than under the PresC£ 
system, I could not say, but I believe the determining factor would be th 
experience and judgment of the persons involved.

The next question of Mr. Tucker I have paraphrased slightly, perhaps- 
and the question is approximately as follows: Why has the Bank of Cana 
maintained the exchange value of the Canadian dollar in terms of other cur 
rendes rather than following a policy of keeping the dollar at a discount?

During the last few years the exchange value of the Canadian dollar na* 
been maintained in terms of other currencies by the naturally strong posbi° 
of the Canadian balance of payments—not because of support derived fr.° 
the Bank of Canada. To have produced a discount in terms of other currency 
it would have been necessary to take some positive action in the exchaUo 
market or to have created such an internal situation as to have weakened t 
balance of payments position. . -

As to the factors, which should be taken into consideration before deed1 | 
upon a policy of this kind, I do not believe I can add anything to wha ^ 
said in the memorandum contained in the minutes of proceedings and evide» ^ 
of the meeting on March 31, pages 84 and 85. From that memorandurt1 
should like to quote the following passage:—

Currency depreciation would increase the dollar value of the Capa 
dian national income by creating a higher level of prices, but its e.re0 
upon real national income would depend on the degree of stimulus g1'. p 
to economic activity by the internal realignment of costs and prices. r 
increase of export income in Canadian dollars achieved at the cost 
paying a correspondingly larger amount for imports, debt charges a 
other foreign obligations would not per se raise the real income 
Canada. ,

The degree of stimulus imparted to domestic economic activity ^ 
an increase in prices relative to costs would depend upon the reaction A 
public confidence to the policy of currency depreciation, which w°. Q 
vary according to the circumstances under which the déprécia , 
occurred; upon whether it was a correction of an existing maladJ 
ment or the creator of new maladjustments. It is important to rem , 
ber that there are very few instances of a country depreciating its r 
rency unless subject to considerable pressure because of an unfav ,e 
able balance of trade or an outward movement of capital. Delme 
currency depreciation by a country enjoying a strong balance ot I 
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ments position, in order to gain competitive advantage or to adjust 
price relationships, might react so unfavourably upon public confidence 
as to cause an actual fall in economic activity and a decline in real 
national income.

A further question of Mr. Tucker’s was: How much more would be received 
by Canadian farmers for wheat, butter, cheese and bacon if the Canadian dollar 
were at a 25 per cent discount below the pound sterling instead of at par?

Currency depreciation is a measure so far-reaching as to affect almost 
every aspect of the economy and it would be impossible to present a statistical 
analysis of its effects on any particular group. It is equally impossible to 
ascertain a priori exactly what the effect of such a policy would be and to say 
afterwards what the effect has been, because inevitably there are a great many 
Unknown factors which cannot be measured.
T As I mentioned in the earlier memorandum “Monetary Policy and the Price 
^evel”, currency depreciation tends to raise the level of export prices in terms of 
Canadian dollars; but the actual increase in price which takes place may vary 
considerably from the amount of depreciation.
-, It is important to remember that several of the commodities named by Mr. 
tucker, have an important domestic market as well as export markets. There 
\no way of forecasting the exact effect of currency depreciation upon the price 
which Canadian consumers are willing to pay.
. Even if it were possible to calculate the extra dollar income which Canadian 
armers might receive as a result of a 25 per cent currency depreciation, it wouldbe very misleading to regard the result as being the benefit received by farmers
r°m that policy. “ . . . when allowance was made for the rise in prices of im

ported goods and goods made from imported materials and the increase in interest 
charges payable in foreign currencies, the net benefit by export industries would 

e very much less than the amount of depreciation. Any net benefit that might 
e retained would be temporary, existing only during the period in which other 
0stf lagged behind the general rise in prices. Some benefit in relation to debt 
ight be retained, but an improvement in this respect could be obtained by 

j eans of internal adjustments either of a monetary or non-monetary character.”
quote from the earlier memorandum to which I referred. 

l The major effect of a policy of currency depreciation is an internal transfer ; 
aJ1 ^ may involve a net loss to the country as a whole by giving something 
e 'ay to other countries, particularly if adopted under the conditions which have 

^ted in Canada during the last few years. 
a bt is with regret that I have to state that it is impossible to give a specific 

^r' Tucker’s question, because it is one of a number of questions to 
cb such an answer would simplify the problems of monetary management. 

Oj The next question is : Why does the Bank of Canada believe that no more 
uetary expansion is necessary when the level of prices remains so low? 

to b°re replying to this question I should point out that while I have referred 
C11 .e Probable results of certain extreme policies which have been under dis- 
ga s?on> I have not expressed any opinions as to what the future policy of the 
deg V, Canada should be. I have expressed the belief that a more substantial 
Uor Ce T monetary expansion in recent years would not have aided the country, 

,w°uld it have raised the price level unless it had been so extreme as to 
sho u ack °b confidence and a flight from money. What the future policy 

md be can only be determined in the light of circumstances of the time.
•My answer to the thought underlying Mr. Tucker’s question is as follows:— 

Mliph 6 importance in the Canadian price structure of export and import prices 
iriter tre cMe% determined in world markets, makes it most improbable that 
ip tly monetary expansion can appreciably raise the general level of prices 
curt.,115 country unless the internal policy is such as to affect existing external 

ency alignments.
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In replying to the two preceding questions I dealt with the various factors 
which should be taken into consideration before deciding on a policy of currency 
depreciation.

In any event, no monetary policy such as currency depreciation can hop6 
to bring about more than a slight temporary improvement in the relationship5 
between various price groups, which relationships are usually more important 
than the general price level. I have indicated in an earlier memorandum that 
the relation of primary products’ prices to other prices does not appear to have 
been more favourable in countries which depreciated their currencies below the 
Canadian dollar.

I do not believe, of course, that the present level of Canadian prices 13 
entirely satisfactory—far from it. But I do question the possibility that an 
intensification of the policy of domestic monetary expansion would have resulted 
under conditions as they have been, or would result under existing conditions) 
in an appreciably higher price level ; omitting from consideration the rise 
prices that follows lack of confidence in the currency and is desired by no one- 
The low level of Canadian prices in relation to pre-depression years, is chiefly 
the result of non-monetary factors and in my opinion an appreciable improve
ment in the situation depends upon non-monetary developments.

The next question was to this effect: Why is it said that taxpayers have to 
pay for debt increases and what justification is there for fear of an increasing 
amount of internal debt?

In my opinion one should not attempt to generalize upon the consequence5 
of an increase in debt, because the burden depends upon the use to which t’16 
debt has been put and upon the future income of the country concerned.

When the government borrows, it acquires the use of a certain amount 0 
labour and equipment. If the purposes to which these factors are applied, a16 
at least as productive as the alternative uses to-which they would have been Pf 

.if the government had not borrowed, then I would say that there was no rca 
burden upon the taxpayer. Although he would pay more in taxes to cover tn 
government’s interest charges, he would receive back the interest paid and hav 
at least as large an income of goods and services as before.

However, when the government borrows for non-productive purposes °x 
purposes that are less productive than the alternative uses to which the lab° ^ 
and equipment would have been put, then there is a definite burden on the tax
payer because he receives a smaller income in goods and services than he othc ^ 
wise would have received. The real limitation upon an increase in non-productif 
debt is the extent to which people are willing or able to do without goods an 
services which they might otherwise have had.

Mr. Tucker’s question appears to imply the suggestion that only if tto*3* ’ 
paid off in the future is there any burden upon the taxpayer. On the contraO] 
the real burden of debt is borne at the time the debt is incurred, when faCr.°cg 
of production are diverted to other uses than producing the goods and servi6 
which he has been consuming.

Paying off internal debt does not necessarily add to the taxpayer’s bur 
and indeed may be in his best interests. In theory, it should not matter 1 . 
great an amount of debt interest is collected by the government from the Pc0Li 
and paid back to the people. But in a country such as Canada where na keep 
income and government revenues fluctuate quite widely, it is desirable to f f 
fixed charges as small as possible. Otherwise the pressure upon the govern^ f 
to obtain sufficient revenue to meet its fixed obligations during a peri'1' 
depression, may cause serious maldistribution of income and further impal1 
general level of economic activity.

To summarize, I would say that it is very important to remember " 
considering the effects of an increase in internal debt, that in so far as
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country as a whole is concerned whatever burden is involved is inevitably 
imposed at the time the expenditure is made—not at the time when the debt 
is paid off.

A question was raised by Mr. Stevens on the subject of chartered banks’ 
commercial loans and the amount of holding of government securities.

At the last meeting Mr. Stevens referred to the lower level of banks’ com
mercial loans which are some $164 millions below the 1926 level and asked if 
these loans could not be greatly increased, at the same time decreasing bank 
holdings of government securities which are some $858 millions higher than in 
1926.

The low level of commercial loans at the present time as compared with 
Pre-depression years, is partly because of a somewhat smaller volume of business, 
Partly because of a lower general level of prices and partly because of the rela
tively liquid working capital position of many Canadian firms.
, I should expect that commercial loans would rise when the volume of 
business and level of prices increased and when Canadian industry required 
more working capital. Under these conditions I should hope that government 
Uebts would be declining and public savings available for investment, rising, so 
that a considerable reduction in banks’ security portfolios could take place 
Without unduly affecting the interest rate structure.

Incidentally, I do not think that an attitude of hopelessness towards the 
^nimercial loan situation is warranted. Between December, 1936, and 
• Member, 1938, these loans rose from $675 millions to $806 millions—an 
'Ucrease of $131 millions or 19 per cent.

Naturally, I do not suggest that the position in respect of commercial loans 
h ,satisfact°ry, because I agree that business conditions are not satisfactory;
. l’t I do think an improvement in one will give an accompanying improvement 
m the other.
^ _ This further question was asked: Why is it necessary for Canada to 
°rro\v abroad instead of making use of its domestic credit facilities?

Before attempting to reply to this question I would like to point out again 
,at during the last few years Canada actually has reduced its obligations 

road by over five hundred million dollars. 
b0 ,e should remember that the decision between foreign and domestic 
atJrowing does not simply rest upon whether it is possible to create a certain 
0b]°Uri- mone>T in Canada. The real consideration is the amount of our 
theif8^0118 aiu* requirements abroad in relation to our means of paying for

giv ^°-r instance, the amount of foreign debt which can be repatriated at any 
tic/11 ^me depends upon the credit balance on international account. Repatria- 
Wt °*. foreign debt cannot exceed the amount of that credit balance and if 
iSs Urdies of foreign issues are larger, then it is necessary to make refunding 

ue* abroad.
ittip t borrowing is for domestic purposes which may require an increased 
abro° , goods and services from abroad, it may become necessary to borrow 
ip Za,c rather than internally in order to obtain the needed purchasing power 

°j).er countries.
debt m,allT’ there was a question as to how long it is possible to go on increasing 
it ;g '!ud, at the same time, decreasing the carrying charge. I can only say that 
iht(iVeUtnpossihle for me to answer that question because the future level of

r,,, rates and the future amount of debts are unknown factors.
fU: There , , ( +qV>1p dealing with the Dominion of Canada1undPri T1Was also a rerlucst for a 1 with thr°oermission of the committee I ahou debt and interest payments. M ith - P ,, can the
S1 Piaee that table on record, also a table answering as wdl as we can th

for a table showing the volume ot money .m Canada divided ljet veehe various kinds, since 1867. I have .prepared this table to be placed on
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record and have shown all the information available on the amount of the 
various kinds of money. Unfortunately, there is not sufficient statistical infor
mation to present the calculation of the total volume of money prior to 1926. 
What information is available will be found in this table.

DOMINION OF CANADA FUNDED DEBT AND INTEREST

(Millions of Dollars)

As at March 31
Gross Amounts Outstanding!1) Annual Interest Payable (2)

Total
Average
CouponDominion

Direct
Dominion

Guar
anteed

Total Dominion
Direct

Dominion
Guar
anteed

Total

1929................................................ 2,325-4 714-2 3,039-6 116-8 31-8 148-6

%

4-8(
4-S1
4-8f
4-6(
4-6-
4-5-
4-2$
4-0'
3-»:
3-7-

1930................................................ 2.250-8 837-0 3,087-8 112-9 38-2 151-1
1931................................................ 2,345-8 954-9 3,300-7 116-7 43-6 160-3
1932................................................ 2,545-9 1,000-5 3,546-4 120-5 45-6 166-2
1933................................................ 2,682-6 996-2 3,678-8 125-6 45-4 171-0
1934................................................ 2,825-3 993-3 3,818-6 127-3 45-3 172-6
1935................................................ 3,028-7 987-3 4.016-0 123-7 44-6 168-3
1936................................................ 3,232-0 994-6 4.226-6 125-6 41-4 167-0
1937................................................ 3,304-0 1,003-3 4,307-3 122-6 40-8 163-4
1938................................................ 3,281-2 1,050-6 4,331-8 114-7 42-0 156-7

December, 1938......................... 3,372-4 1,035-5 4,407-9 117-4 41-7 159-0 3-74

(•) Including Treasury Bills; exxluding School Land Debenture Stock and matured item’s. 
(2) Excluding charges on discount Treasury Bills.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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VOLUME OF CANADIAN MONEY 1867-1938

(Millions of Dollars)

Dominion or Bank of Canadian Bank

Dec. 31
Subs. Coin Commerce Notes Bank Notes Deposits

Issue In
Banks Net Issue In

Banks Net Issue In
Banks Net Public Total

a) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) au

% % % % % % % % % % %
1867 4*3

110
9-8

24-5
32-6
50-31871

1881. ""
— — — 6-9 4-1

150
16-2

32-4
35-6

89-6
152-81891

1901 "
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

— — — 10-1 6-1 161-5
9-0 — — 30-3 21 -4 8-9 54-4 335-7 347-6
9-8 34-4 24-7 9-7 60*6 370-1 382-9

10-4 4M 30-9 10-2 62-5 339-9 411-9
10-8 47-8 38-4 9-4 64-5 453-4 471-8
11*3 49-0 381 10 s 70-7 512-2 529-5
12-1 56-5 44-3 12-2 78-4 590-9 611-7
13-4
13*4

62-6
79-4

50-0
66-1

12-6
13-3

77-5
73-1 I z 559-8

639-9
585-3
663-8

141 — 87-0 73-2 13-8 81-3 760-4 797-3
15-3
16*7
18-0

— 90*7
115-2 
115-8

76-0
97-7
94-6

14-7
17-5
21-2

87-7
102-0
110-0

— — 825-1 860-6
1912
1913 - - - 1,012-3

1.006-1
1,058-6
1.046-219-0 131-2 1112 20-01914

1915
1916
1917
1918..
1919
1920
1921 .......

19-7 162-4 143-2 19-2 106-0 1.012-7 1,052-3
19*8 178-8 156-7 22-1 122-2 1,144-7 1,207-721*1 181-0 156-5 24-5 148-8 1,303-2 1.348-3
230 272-9 245-1 27-8 192-9 1.565-4 1,610-625-5 — 327-4 298-1 29-3 224-5 1.669-5 1,842-2
28-8 318-7 288-3 30-4 232-5 1,841*5 1,994-730-3
30-3

— — 311-7 279-3 32-4
27-2

228-8 — — 1,950-5
1,781-8

1,993-4
1,855-31922.

1923
1924. ""
1925.
1926

30-2 — 257-3 229-9 27-4 176-2 1,722-3 1,784-130-2 248-7 220-5 28-2 180-2 21-1 159-1 1,739-9 1,834-930-1 261-7 233-4 28-3 165-7 16-8 148-9 1,832-9 1,911-730-1 227-2 208-9 18 3 173-9 16-2 157-7 1,916-3 1,972-830-0 7-0E 23 0E 210-4 179-6 30-8 175-1 15-7 159-4 1,981-7 2,024-8
1928.
1929,
1930 ' "

300 5-9K 5 24-IF. 220-8 191-6 29-2 182-7 19-6 163-1 2,129 0 2,204-431-0 6-3E 24-7E 221-9 191-9 30-0 186-1 22-9 163-2 2,235-3 2,314-932-3 6-2 26-1 203-9 172-3 31-6 175*5 20-0 155-5 2.163-7 2,270-3
1931 ....... 32-4 70 25-4 175-4 145-8 29-6 148-0 15-0 • 133-0 2,067-5 2,127-8
1932 " " 32-8 5-7 271 174-4 143-9 30-5 141-0 11*9 129-1 1,926-6 2,068-8
1933......... 33-4 6*6 26-8 191-2 162-0 29-2 127-1 12-1 115-0 1,843-7 1,928-0
1934 " " 33-3 7-0 26-3 182-6 152*3 30-3 132-1 11*4 120-7 1,858-8 1,933-0
1935......... 33-7 6-6 27*1 217-0 183-2 33-8 136-4 13-0 123-7 1,982-7 2,050-4
1936 ....... 33-7 5*7 28-3 99-7 40-6 59-1 118-9 7-9 111-0 2.157*2 2,208-4
1937 34-0 50 290 135-7 47*9 87-8 109-1 5-9 103-2 2,295*2 2,322-9
1938......... 34-5 4-8 29*7 165-3 53-9 111-4 101-7 5-7 96-0 2,334-7 2,386-835*8 5-2 30-6 175-3 56-8 118-5 94-5 6-2 88*3 2,459-9 2,498-1

Total of Columns 3, 6, 9 and 11.

Total
Money*

(12)

%

2,238-0
2,420-8
2,532-8
2,483-5
2,315-8
2,255-5
2,099-0
2,110-3
2,234-7
2,406-S
2,542-9
2,623-9
2,735-5

.Mr. Tucker: Mr. Chairman, there are a few questions I should like to ask 
rising out of these statements. Of course, I cannot deal with them entirely 
ecause I should like to see the tables first. Dr. Donnelly has to attend another 

^ tomittee meeting and as he desires to ask Mr. Towers some questions I shall
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By Mr. Donnelly:
Q. Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask Mr. Towers a few questions 

which he can either answer now or later, in the form of a statement, just as he 
sees fit.

I think I am safe in saying that some years ago all parties in the house 
were in favour of setting up a central bank. We were all anxious for a 
central bank. We have a central bank in existence at the present time and, 
as a practical public man I am continually being asked throughout the coun
try what the central bank does that we did not have done before ; what the 
central bank does to justify its existence, and I am at sea so far as an answer 
to those questions is concerned. I should like, therefore, if Mr. Towers would 
give us something to show the justification of the central bank.

I should like Mr. Towers to tell us what the central bank does now that 
the treasury board did before, and how much better it is done by the centra} 
bank than it was done by the treasury board. I should also like to know 
what work the central bank does now that the banks did formerly, and hoW 
much better it is done now than formerly by the banks. Also what work 
the central bank does now that was not done formerly by the treasury board 
or by the banks, and how much better it is done.

I should also like him to tell us how much of the money that is earned at 
the present time by the central bank was earned by the treasury board, and in 
detail whether they get more or less than the treasury board got.

In the same way, how much of the money earned now by the central bank 
was formerly earned by the banks, and the details of the work relating thereto-

In the same way, for the work which is now done by the central bank 
that was not done formerly either by the treasury board or by the banks, what 
money is now earned that was earned by neither of those two organizations-

I should also like Mr. Towers to tell us the cost of running the centra 
bank, the number of employees, the amount of money paid in salaries ij1 
detail, and all the other expenses of running our central bank, so that we shat 
be in a position to answer some of the questions that are continually beiOo 
asked throughout the country.—A. I should like to give very careful though" 
to those questions, Dr. Donnelly, if I may, and prepare a reply for a subse
quent meeting.

Mr. Donnelly: Does anyone else want to ask any questions along th& 
line? ,

The Chairman : In that connection, Mr. Towers, I wonder if you worn 
give us the number of branch banks in Canada before the central bank wa 
formed and the latest number to date?

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Branch banks of commercial banks?
The Chairman: Yes, branches of commercial banks.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Mr. Towers, there is one question in my mind which I could nev^ 

justify. I could never understand why we gave the Bank of Canada tk 
right to issue bank notes with the 25 per cent gold coverage, which me£l r- 
that they could issue the notes and buy gold coverage, and why we gave g°v 
ernment bonds to the Bank of Canada to cover the currency that had bee 
issued prior to the time the bank came into existence. It seemed to me th 
agreeing to give the Bank of Canada bonds bearing interest at 3-^ per cent^" 
A. 3 per cent.

Q. —was just agreeing to pay a definite subsidy to the Bank of Canad• 
My own idea is that in all statements rendered we should have a true Vic^ue 
of what the Bank of Canada is costing the people of Canada, and that 
subsidy which was given to them, and on which they are earning now by vir

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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of those bonds ultimately being bought and then being able to invest- in other 
bonds, should always be shown separately, because to me it is just a definite 
subsidy.—A. You recall, of course, Mr. Tucker, that all the profits of the Bank 
of Canada go to the government?

Q. Yes, but I am not bringing that question up. What I am bringing up 
is that as a member I want to feel that I know -what the Bank of Canada is 
really costing the people of Canada, and if wTe are giving them a secret sub
sidy, in the w'ay I have mentioned, then it is not really giving the people a 
true picture to show part of that money as profits. I do not think, myself, 
it was sound to do that because it leads the banks to believe that they are 
making profits which they are not actually making and also leads them to 
make expenditures which they would not make if they did not feel that they 
had those profits to rely upon. I do not ask Mr. Towers for an answer to 
that question today, but I should like him to bear that in mind when he is 
Preparing an answer to Dr. Donnelly’s question. I think that should be 
Written right out of the balance sheet or shown separately, because I think 
the so-called profits really mean the turning back to us of a subsidy which we 
Save the Bank of Canada in the past.

Now, in regard to your last answer there is an assumption which I do not 
think is warranted by the facts and circumstances in Canada to-dav. You 
have suggested that if the government were to increase its debt, it might have 
a bad effect because it would mean a transfer of activity ; that the money used 
mr that purpose might have been used for other purposes. It seems to me that 
mat is a terriffc assumption in the light of the present condition of our Cana
an economy because if the government does not furnish those people with 
mat purchasing power it will not gain a transfer of activity and the activity 
which might otherwise have taken place will not take place at all. In other 
w°rds, lumber mills to-day are not working at anything like capacity, neither 
at'e clothing manufacturing establishments, farm implement manufacturing 
Establishments, and so on. And when you increase vour debt, as you have done 
ln the past without increasing the carrying charge of that debt, you bring into 
operation activity increasing the national wealth of this country that otherwise 

°uld not come into existence at all. I do not see how that can possibly be 
enied. At- the same time you assume in your answer that we have already got 

].'.Ir economic machine functioning to full capacity. In that connection I should 
r5® to read a quotation by Mr. Meade from this Irish report. I wish you would 

this to what I have said and answer it accordingly in your statement:
So long as there is a large amount of unemployed labour and of idle 

capital, the total amount of money spent on goods should be increased. 
For, while increased expenditure on goods will cause some rise in prices, 
yet, so long as considerable unemployment exists, a small rise in price 
will make it profitable to produce on a much larger scale ... In this 
respect the foregoing proposals must be sharply distinguished from an 
attempt to finance an ordinary budget deficit by inflationary measures. 
For if a government finances a permanent budget deficit by printing 
wore paper money, this must lead to progressive and inflationary rises 
in prices as soon as all factors of production are employed. But those 
other proposals cannot lead to a progressive inflation of prices . . .
(They) are designed to maintain and increase money purchasing power 
as long as serious unemployment exists and as long as such action can 
cause output and employment to increase; and they will cause equally 
strong deflationary measures (i.e., when credits are replaced by taxation i 
as soon as the money demand for commodities becomes excessively great.

^'hat we are dealing with before this committee is not an ideal slate where 
ybodv is employed and all factories are operating, but the condition inody is employed and all factories are operating, but the condition in 

Canada finds itself to-day, and that is the basis upon which I ask the
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question.—A. I think that the best thing for me to do is to consider very care
fully the implications of what you have just said and to reply at the next 
meeting. But I can point out here, of course, that in my answer to-day I said 
that if the purpose of the borrowing is at least as productive as the alternative 
uses to which the moneys would have been put, and so on. If one assume that 
the alternative uses are nil—

Q. Which is the case.—A. —and that in effect the money would have been 
lying idle you open up exactly the subject to which you have been referring-.

Q. And which is the case in Canada to-day?—A. I would not say it 15 
100 per cent the case.

Q. Well, to a great extent?—A. There has been that tendency. There was 
a tendency which I think was recognized in an earlier memorandum. That ls 
to be found in the report of the sixth meeting of the committee where I was 
speaking about the desirability or undesirability of government deficits under 
certain conditions. I think that contains a portion of the answer so far as "e 
can give one. But I should also like to expand that in specific ways related t0 
your question of a few minutes ago.

Q. I appreciate that, and I think that is probably the best way to make 
progress. What I wanted to bring out very definitely was that during We 
past ten years there has been an increase in the debt of Canada by appro*1' 
mately one billion dollars.—A. In the direct debt, as I recall it, yes. ,

Q. And the cost of carrying it has actually been decreased instead o 
increased. So that these people who cry out against the increase in debt word 
have wanted the money that was spent in that increase in debt given to peop|c 
whereby they would be able to buy things and keep our factories in mptiof1- 
Apparently they would have wanted that money not spent, even though it (l1 
not cost the people of Canada a single nickle. That is the point I want y°l 
to bear in mind in answering my question. I should also like you to bea 
this in mind. It is admitted to-day in the present circumstances that unles^ 
the people of western Canada—coming back to that situation—have reason 
able purchasing power during this time of transition and internat-ion 
emergency our factories in eastern Canada will be partly idle. Would it 
be better to give those people the purchasing power whereby they coU v 
maintain their standard of living and their industry, not at the cost of 
other industry or anybody else but rather to their benefit, because people w 
would otherwise be idle would be working producing things in the factor1 
in the east? It seems to me that is a fundamental question which Cana 
has to face to-day.

Mr. Lander you: Hear, hear.

By Mr. Tucker: idleQ. Does a nation increase in wealth by keeping its factories and men , 
rather than putting them to work producing wealth? That is a fundamci ^ 
matter which I think we have to face.—A. In other words you would lme t0 
know to what extent the situation can be cured by making grants, 
speak, either by borrowing the money or obtaining it in some other form-

By Mr. Deachman: ddingQ. Would it not be equally as good or of equal value if instead of ad.alue 
to these expenditures we reduced taxation? For instance, if we got rid of , 
sales tax it would return purchasing power to the consumer sections of 
country.—A. In this particular, of course, what Mr. Tucker wants to do 15 -c 
channel a large amount of purchasing power to a specific area and a spocl u 
set of people; more that than raising the purchasing power the way j 
mention all over the country.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Would it not be equally advantageous to increase purchasing power 
generally and diffuse it throughout the country thereby bringing about a 
^easure of basic prosperity instead of directing it into certain channels?—A.

far as the country as a whole is concerned, I think that might be the case, 
but it still might be the case that there were distressed areas which increased 
Purchasing power would not reach in full measure and which would therefore 
^11 for special action of a relief character.

Q. Of course, we have other sections like Nova Scotia.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Tucker:
. Q. With all due deference to my honourable friend I should like you to 
' eal in y0Ur answer with the fallacy in his assumption, that if this billion 
l°Hars that we spent in the last ten years had not been spent there would 
>aye been a corresponding reduction in taxation. I think that is a fundamental 
allacy, with all due deference to my honourable friend.—A. It all depends upon 
hat would have happened if something else had not happened. That is the 
xtraordinary difficulty in appraising any situation; one never knows the other 

of the picture. If there had been no central bank, no expansive monetary 
'ollcy, and so forth, what would have happened in those circumstances? You 
eVer know exactly what would happen.

l Q- It should be quite easy to answer that question though, Mr. Towers, 
.ecause if that billion dollars had not been the increase in debt, my honourable 
pond’s assumption that there would have been $100,000,000 decrease in taxa- 

js not correct. Anyone who looks at our balance sheet can realize that 
ig simply impossible. So that the assumption which my honourable friend 

akes is simply not correct in the face of the facts.—A. No, I think he went 
ts^eP further and said if there had been such a decrease in taxes might not 

at have promoted a situation which would have made the debt increase 
Necessary.

Q- How could you decrease taxation during the last ten years— 
hfr. Landeryou : When you have your increased debt.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q- —If you were not going to increase the debt?—A. I think his thought 

a®tiv t B y°u decreased taxation and promoted a higher level of economic 
aitl0 yy the necessity of government expenditure would be decreased and the

wiai
chvity

' MWVVOOIVJ V» A mivuu V/A|/VÜU1VV4*V », vz ~ ~------------------------------------- --------------

Wei f government revenue might actually be increased even on a lower 
°f taxation. Is that your thought?

By Mr. Deachman:
^callv Briefly> my suggestion is this: Take a position in which we are prac- 
ttient • m balance, that is, the budget is balanced, and yet there is unemploy- 
to p la certain sections of the community; we have two alternatives, one 
Of CQ Vlde employment by the employment of money for productive purposes. 
Public6’ f can hardly think of the employment of money by government in 
one to Torks f°r productive purposes. But we have those two alternatives, 
Uinnitv k Ce a ku(fget deficit and increase the purchasing power of the com
te the ,ib7 a lowerinS °f taxes, or to expend money in the other way and add 
aUd xv/ el,t by the building of public works which are more or less unnecessary 
's 0ne lch tend to increase the costs in the future.—A. That question, of course, 
scho0] f lc,b is fiercely debated in the United States today. There is one 
that, an°? thought which says “Because of changing times, because of this, 
*°r savi „ 16 °ther thing, private initiative is gone; there is no private demand 

ngs to put into capital development, and so forth. So long as thatPet7?7^S We will have more unemployment, and it looks as if it will persist
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unfortunately. Therefore, the government must step in and borrow those 
savings and spend the money. The size of the government deficit should be 
more or less equal to the size of the savings”. There are others who say that 
policy has not worked. No one suggests it is a policy which can be con
tinued year after year, for ever and a day. Those who hold these views say 
that had you not done certain things, private spending would have taken 
place. Now where the answer is, whether on one side or the other, or some
where in between, I do not know.

Mr. Landeryou : Mr. Chairman, I have a question I should like to asK 
but if I may have an opportunity later I will let Mr. Tucker conclude. I havC 
taken a note of the question.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. That brings up another point which I think is submitted by econ°^ 

mists and which formerly was not admitted. The idea used to be held fha 
when deflation reached a certain level there would then be recovery. But is g 
not more or less recognized by economists today that when you bring your prl® 
level to a certain point, unless the government intervenes in some way E 
really set the machine in motion and stimulate activity it will pretty we.g 
stay at that level? That has been the experience in Canada pretty well, ^ 
that not the case?—A. I think that, superimposed on the ordinal troubles 
an economic cycle, you have had in these last ten years political events , 
Europe which have quite changed the whole situation, impeding any natu 
form of recovery. 0f

Q. Therefore, if private capital is going to be so timid in the face ^ 
world events that it will not embark on activity to put the necessary Purc 
ing power in the hands of the people, the government, as pointed out by 1 i 
Minister of Finance, has absolutely no alternative but by borrowing a t 
budget deficits to place in their hands the means to consume the things ^ 
our productive power would enable us to produce. Otherwise you have wa'
As another great statesman in Canada has said, you have got water g° 
over the dam. That is correct?—A. The principle is easy to state ; the pr:U> ^ |
of course, is much harder, because it is necessary to have the govern»1 , 
deficit exactly attuned to the situation—that they should borrow money " ^ 
would not otherwise have been used, but not go so far as to take ,n° 
which otherwise would have been used for productive purposes. ^lCllc3ps 
you reach that point? When do you go beyond it to an extent which n'oney 
that you actually are borrowing and using for non-productive purposes 1X1 
which left alone would have gone to strengthen the economy? That is a 
thing to find and answer for. nlg,n

Q. That was the attitude which Dr. Schacht took in explaining the Gc yyli 
economic policy in his speech of November 29 last which I read you-
remember by reading that?—A. Yes. figflidQ. That until they had German employment at full capacity they n^[0y 
they could use state created credit to do so; but once they had German emlyoIp 
ment up to full capacity then any use of state credit would take activity 
other activities to state subsidized activities and would necessarily mean ud

---------------iO a -vr . r\r ................. xi_____ : j.i. _ ____ __«rhip. 1 * "■^(ftion. That is correct?—A. Yes . Of course, there is the question which ^
tr• that is. how far pan von cm without Q6S

id
was so hard to find an answer for; that is, how far can you go without desiq^ s° 
private initiative and the private use of capital? That question is not Q 
hard to answer in Germany where private initiative does not count for s°
The second part is that they obviously even in Germany come to a P°in, ^ Pr; 
further expansion of activity along this line is a net loss. That is " 1 ^ 
Schacht felt. Obviously he was not able to convince his party people tha 9peJ 
the case and so he has disappeared and they are again starting off °n t tbe,r 
rampage similar to the one which they pursued in the early stages 
affairs.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Have they a nationalized system there?—A. In effect, yes. Industries 

are in the hands of private individuals who do what they are told. So that there 
is a distinction without a difference.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. On that point, Mr. Towers, you assume that there is some difference 

between an economic machine such as we have in Canada and an economic 
machine such as they have in, say, Germany.—A. That is the private initiative 
Part, yes.

Q. Is it not true, though, that we must treat the economic machine in any 
country from a national viewpoint as serving the national interests, subject to 
>ts not interfering unduly with the right of a man to own and benefit by what 
he does own.—A. And make decisions in regard to what he should do?

Q. I do not think that people in charge of big monopolistic industries in 
Canada should be permitted to make decisions which are inimical to the national 
state.

Mr. Landeryou : Radio companies and the like.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. In other words, I think that from the standpoint of employing our pro

ductive machinery—our unemployed—you should have the same viewpoint in 
l'egard to the production of wealth in our state to the greatest possible extent, as 
m any other state.—A. I should not be expressing any opinions on matters which 
°‘ course are entirely questions for parliament to decide, I refer to, the form of 
government in our country, as to whether it should be communistic, socialistic, 
°r what it is. Perhaps the only thing I could do would be to point out that it 
^'°uld be desirable to have it one thing or another. But falling between two 
st°ols is rather common practice nowadays. One has neither the advantage of 
^totalitarian organization nor the advantage of a democratic one; it is a half- 

house which in the circumstances may be a pretty unfortunate dwelling 
Place.
.. Q- That is exactly what I am getting at; that by refusing to face the situa- 
i°n frankly we are doing that very thing, we are sort of compromising and not 

lak in® tliat a nation cannot be prosperous by keeping its factories idle and 
^bour unemployed. And when you assume in your answer that it was going to
e> by virtue of the government spending, a transfer-------A. Oh, but I did not

Say that, Mr. Tucker
ti Well, I understood you to say that.—A. I said in answer to that ques- 

°n “If ^ useg the government puts the money are at least as pro-
th°t 6 as alternative uses to which it would have been put.” If you assume 

those uses are none at all, then that fits in.
_Q- If you have the people down, as you have them in western Canada to-day
a an,l you are familiar with the situation—below a reasonable subsistence level, 
W r y°u giye them enough to bring them to the point where they can live and 
*hak -n’ ^ey are going to buy the things in almost complete measure that we 
bis *n ^ana^a> that is, food products, machinery, clothes, etc.—A. In answer
er question should I assume that it relates to supply of purchasing power 

lng what is supposed to be a temporary period of inactivity?
0^ Q- Under present circumstances.—A. That you do not suggest a transfer 
(jeJ'0cation, so to speak; that you assume that in due course there will be a 

and for wheat in sufficient quantity?
be Q- Take the situation as it is in western Canada to-day. There seems to 

assumption that Canada as a whole is going to be poorer because you 
e those people to buy the things they need which would put people to work

77?56—2j
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in eastern Canada who would otherwise be idle.—A. Canada as a whole is going 
to be poorer so long as we cannot find a market for the products which are pro
duced by a large number of people.

Q. But is she going to be poorer by giving those people in the meantime a 
chance to consume the things which are not being produced to-day but which 
otherwise would be produced if there was a demand?—A. She has been doing 
that, of course, during these last few years to an extent, has she not?

Q. And she is no poorer as a result of it.—A. That, I would not like to say-
Q. Are we poorer as a result if we put people to work producing things 

that otherwise would not be produced?—A. I do not know that we would have 
been much better off assuming they were not able to sell their products. Are 
we much poorer?

Q. Are we poorer at all?—A. No. But some people have given up things 
in order that others might have them.

Q. That is an assumption with which I should like to deal. You say, 
Mr. Towers, that some people have given up things. Who have given up 
anything?

Mr. Lander you: To benefit the unemployed.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Have you given those people the means of buying clothes, implements, 

and something to live on?—A. That is the question you put originally an 
which I would like to put down in as careful an answer as I can.

Q. Under present circumstances in Canada.—A. Yes.
Q. You say that to raise the level of prices means a transfer of wealth 0

- - - what ithat it affects the relationship between different groups in Canada. no*wanted from you was a concrete indication as to whether that very thing is , 
desirable to-day in Canada?—A. I think a general increase in the level 0 
prices is desirable, yes. ,

Q. One of the real transfers that takes place is an improvement of tn 
position of the debtor class as against the creditor class, is it not?—A. Yes. , 

Q. That is very desirable to-day in Canada, is it not, at least to the 
of 1926?—A. Particularly those who are, shall we say, almost entirely in 
debtor class? ^

Q. No, I mean from the standpoint of our national economy?—A. I woU 
not like to swear that the 1926 level was the perfect one, as matters stand, b 
I would say that a general increase in the level of prices above present figu 
is desirable. , . e

Q. For example, it is admitted to-day that one of the reasons why . 
housing industry is not employing far more men is because of the exceSfct 
burden of taxation upon real property. That taxation arises out of the 
that the burden of debt on municipalities is so excessive?—A. Perhaps you a 
not thinking of an answer to that question. I think one has to go pretty cay 
fully in assuming that. I think that the Rowell commission is making a v 
careful study of that situation. It may have some views to express 0It . g 
Again, in some cases, it may not be the level of interest charges which wei§ 
so heavily; there may be excessive administration costs. Who knows? j 

Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Towers, I looked into that a year ago ae-r 
found in a great many of our cities it was taking roughly 50 per cent of 
entire income to pay interest. And so the result is that these so-called rl^6 
features of your economy would be rendered less difficult to carry if you got 
level of prices back to where the level of prices was in 1926? Is that not cori 
—A. Yes. lfly.

Q. Therefore any transfer of burden to that extent is very desirable to- --g 
—A. Yes. I have already said that I thought a somewhat higher price ^eV<3 jiy 
desirable, although I would not care to name a specific figure. A rise of a re 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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'nflationary kind does involve in the process of stopping it some extremely 
Pasty upsets and troubles of another kind. So that I do not suggest that if a 
rise of prices really gets under way in an inflationary sense any method of 
topping it is satisfactory.

Q. If action were taken to gradually restore the level of prices to the level 
°f, say, 1926, there is no thought in your mind that you could not keep that 
Movement under control, is there?—A. It depends on what has caused the price 
'ncrease. As I said, I think the non-monetary factors, so far as Canada is 
concerned, are extremely important.

Q. I was wondering when you said that what non-monetary factors could 
Possibly operate to raise the general level of prices in this country under present 
A'orld conditions?—A. An increase in demand for goods of our major export 
•odustries and the rising prices resulting from the increased demand have their 
■ ect on the national income. Then the spending of the increased national 
•iconic partly within Canada and the encouragement which that would give to 
capital development will soon bring a general increase all round, if a somewhat 
Slmilar movement is going on in the rest of the world, which by definition it 
must be.

Q. I am taking-world conditions as they are; you have to emphasize world 
conditions as they are.—A. If one assumes world conditions as they arc and that 

'ey remain as they are for the next ten years, I do not see any major way in 
v"ch Canada can pull herself up by her own bootstraps.

, The Chairman: May I suggest we try to avoid repetition, otherwise we 
0Se our quorum.

Mr. Tucker: I do not think we are having repetition here.
The Çhairman: The Chairman is of that opinion.
Mr. Tucker: I am sorry ; I did not think there was any. I shall try to 

01 o that. I have tried as much as I can to avoid repetition.

By Mr. Tucker:
c Q- What I want to get at is this—I do not want to press it too much, be- 
f Se You may deal with it in your memorandum—what I want to get at is the 
prj that under present world conditions the only way in which you can raise 
is k68’ t submit to you, you can deal with it if you like in your memorandum, 
ranT S0Inc form of monetary action? Now, I should like you in your memo- 
Uic/ Urn’ lowing the suggestion of the chairman, to indicate what form that 
0c n°tary action will take.—A. I have tried to do that to-day and on an earlier 

''Mom I have two memoranda on that subject already.
Oftlv * want to point out to you where I want further answers. To-day, the 
cli„ , Way you can get money into existence, as I understand it, is through the hartmed banks?—A. No.
ani() h 1 mean money within the definition that Dr. Clark gave. That is, the 
fracfUnt °f moncy you put out must inevitably only be an infinitesimally small 
or °f the total amount of money in the country?—A. It can be any fraction, 

Uch larger than a fraction.
alw M Well, within the limitation which you place upon yourself, that you are 
to afraid that if you increase the amount of money the banks are going 
Hw,la&n'fy on the basis of $10 for everv $1 you give them, or $9, it does not 

‘«ter ?-_A. yes.
"hart’! ^hen y°u must inevitably realize that you have to operate through the 
oPer^d banks in increasing substantially the amount of money in the country, 
Plain by an increase through deposits; that is true, is it not?—A. As I 

•Mand it, yes.
Was A. And the difficulty, I believe you were pointing out in your memorandum 

"S: how are you going to increase the level of prices under these circum-
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stances------- A. Oh, no. You can increase the level of deposits as we have done
very easily, but are you going to get the owners of the deposits to spend them:
That is the problem.

Q. How can you increase deposits if there are no willing borrowers, as 
the banks say, unless your government is willing to buy or further to increase 
its debt?—A. As I pointed out in earlier meetings, the increase in deposits can 
take place through the banks acquiring from their owners existing government 
securities. Increase in deposits under the circumstances you mention is not
dependent upon the increase in government debt, although it is more likely,
things being what they are, to take place during such a time; but it is not 
essential.

Q. How are you going to force the banks to do that? What I am getting 
at is this-------A. They have done it.

Q. What I am getting at is this: how can you operate in a monetary way 
and increase the amount of money in the country in such a way as to raise 
the level of prices under present circumstances?—A. We have, of course, sub' 
stantially increased the amount of money in the country, say by $400- or $500' 
millions during the course of the last few years; but while a central bank can 
do things to cause an increase in the volume of money, has done so, and can 
do more, we cannot insure that the money will be spent, nor do we know wha 
it will be spent on, because these things are still within the control of th 
Canadian people. ,

Q. Yes; but what I am getting at is, have you any other way in tnt 
present set-up of increasing the amount of money substantially, to throw tn& 
money on the country so as to affect the general level of prices, except throug? 
the chartered banks either purchasing government securities or making loans • 
—A. No; but that can be done and is done.

Q. And if the chartered banks do not see fit to do that and are content ■ 
sit on their present income, is there anything we can do under the PresC”0 
set-up?—A. Yes, you can keep on increasing their cash by one million, 
millions, three millions, no limit.

Q. If you do that are you not putting yourself in this position, if 
should be a sudden change, they would then magnify their loans to the extc^ 
of ten millions and if there is a sudden restriction of credit, that wou 
practically throw the whole machinery out of gear?—A. Generally, yes, D 
are we not going back to the 40, 50 or 100 per cent reserve proposition? .

Q. Yes, that is what I am getting at. To-day in order to put out en°l^ie 
money to affect the level of prices, you have to feed so much money int0, 
system that you create a dangerous situation which you would not ^ 
to-day if you were closer to the 1,00 per cent system. Is not that true-'"'^ 
What reason is there for believing that if that increase in the amoun 
deposits had been a billion instead of $500,000,000, the state of affairs 
have been particularly better than it is. If the people do not find the P0^ 
bilities of making use of the existing very large supplies of money, wm - 
sensibly improve the situation by adding some to it? ^

Q. In other words, that gets back to the point that if everybody saves 
does not consume at all, your whole industrial machine would break 1 „e 
would it not?—A. Well, of course, it would soon then be impossible for an^ 
to save at all and you arrive at perfection by double zero. 3elf

Q. So that to say that the people as a whole should embark on 
virtue of saving is counselling them to do something that if they all f° as 
would wreck the system ; is not that true?—A. There can be such a t'11 
over-saving under certain conditions, yes. oViS

Q. And is not that one of the difficuties to-day, that people with en0l(,olT)eS 
deposits in the banks are simply not using them?—A. The question then 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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t° this, is it lack of opportunity or lack of initiative? If the former, what 
causes the lack of opportunity and how can that be cured?

Q. Is not the lack of opportunity this : you have permitted the prices of 
your products to fall so low that you cannot purchase them and pay your 
overhead, which includes your debt charges and tax charges, which also pay 
^ebt charges, and make a profit? Is not that the reason?—A. Not necessarily 
}n the business sense. I mean to say in a good many cases other adjustments 
have taken place which bring down overhead and costs to match reduced prices.

Q. It is pretty hard to bring down overhead; for example, the burden of 
taxes which also has to meet debt and interest charges, bond charges and so on,
0n factories-------A. It is not impossible to bring them down on factories, of
course; witness the newsprint industry.

Q. Also freight rates and definite wage scales.—A. Undoubtedly, the 
system as it operates in the modern world contains the number of rigidities 
y°u mention. That is why a violent change in the price level is even more 
depressing than it might have been fifty years ago when these other things, 
Wage rates and so on, were more susceptible to change.

Q. Is it not true, then, that the reason why we have the so-called lack of 
opportunity is that the price level is too low relatively to other items, and that 
d you actually could raise the level of prices stimulating industrial activity
enormously-------A. I would say that so far as the internal structure is concerned,
“here may be some handicaps—I cannot point to them—there may be still some 
handicaps in relation to the level of prices, between the relationship of prices 
?nd fixed costs. The major trouble—I am sorry to keep harping back to it, 
hut I cannot get away from it—is lack of trade around the world, and to raise 
Prices within Canada by internal monetary action is a very difficult matter 
indeed. That mainly depends on non-monetary factors, unless one goes at it 
deliberately in a way which will cause a flight from currency. You can get 
an increase in prices by monetary action, yes, but perhaps only by a form of 
Monetary action which will inspire fright.
,, Q. I should like you in your argument to deal with the feasibility of raising 
he level of prices by depreciating, as they tried to do in the United States, 

.he value of the dollar; that is, instead of increasing the amount of money 
ln circulation, try to raise the price level by simply taking some step which 
*ays the dollar will be worth tomorrow 75 cents, so that you simply increase 
.he price level over the whole country.—A. You mean by exchange deprecia
tion.

Q- No.—A. That is the only way it happens, 
rp, Q. Well, in the United States they have an idea, as I understand it—A. 

hat is exploded. They had the idea; they have not got it now.
Q- I had my own impression of the idea that you could actually operate 

erectly on the value of the monetary unit without considering its relation- 
*P to the rest of the economy of the country. I figured that was exploded ; 

- °u agree with that?—A. I do, yes.
w Q- So that the only way that you can actually decrease the value of the 

°netary unit is by practically increasing the supply of it, providing at the 
tlw0 y°u d° not decrease the velocity of circulation?—A. And provided 

the increased supply is used.
ç. Q- That is what I mean.—A. Provided you do not decrease the velocity of 
delation. Then, there is that other question of exchange depreciation, but I 
th n°t think I can add anything to what I have said in at least two, perhaps 

ree or four, memoranda already.
is Well, I just want to clear it up to make sure I understand it. There 

0tle. other thing I should like to deal with this morning. I mentioned the 
^ ation which we have in Canada and which I should like you to deal with 

y°ur memorandum, if you will. We have great mineral resources, for
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example, in the pre-cambrian shield in Canada, and as I understand the situa
tion today there are a number of resources there, but private investors for one 
reason or another are unwilling to risk their money in developing these 
resources within Canada in anything like the volume that would develop thern 
reasonably fast. For example, I noticed just a few months ago, that north oi 
Prince Albert some people have a very rich claim, and they could not get 
capital interested in this country because of various reasons, which I will not 
go into. They went down to the States and had to make some sort of a deal 
with a United States syndicate whereby they would have the lion’s share °* 
the value of any development; practically, in effect, turning over our resource» 
to foreign capital-, I suggested a policy whereby there might be a board 
bank commissioners set up to investigate applications to develop our natura 
resources—reasonably big projects—whereby the bank might be ordered bj 
join in the advancing of capital to develop some enterprises that were deemed 
wise to develop from the national standpoint and guaranteed against to58’ 
and thereby we would use our powers to expand our capital instead of having 
to sell our whole birthright to get foreign capital in here which we do no 
need except to the extent you mentioned this morning, to purchase abroa ^ 
—A. Yes; of course, that question really resolves itself into this: there 1 
ample money available in Canada for the development of the types of resource 
you mention. What you are visualizing is a situation whereby because 0 
some timorousness on the part of those who are interested in mining or who 
could furnish the funds, because of their too timorous appraisal of the p°s 
sible returns, you have to go outside the country to find someone more darn'g’ 
therefore you suggest in these circumstances the government, not being 
timorous as those Canadian citizens, should supply the necessary funds or 
guarantee which would enable those funds to be obtained. Well, I do J1 
want to try to sidestep any possible question, Mr. Tucker, but I believe tn 
is one that should be addressed to Mr. Crerar or Mr. Dunning.

Q. I see. Following that up— 1
The Chairman : Mr. Tucker, it is a quarter to one and there are seve* 

questions that other members would like to ask, and Mr. Honeywell has return 
Can vou conclude as soon as possible?

Mr. Tucker: I -shall just ask this one question to conclude, and then n* 
Deachman wants to ask a question.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. The banks really under the present set-up are not supposed to n»e 

their power to create credit to loan on long-term enterprises, are they?—-A- - 
Q. Don’t you think it is time we gave very serious consideration towar 

developing some system to use our power to create credit to develop long-fU ] 
enterprises in Canada? I mentioned that the other day but you did not do 
with it in your memorandum ; I wish you would.—A. I think I can answer t 
right now by saying that investors have ample funds to provide for thing3 
that kind, if the investors think that the risk is not worth it, that the Pr0Pf jeIIi 
are not sufficiently good, then T can hardly recommend that the banking sy*'1 
should take on those risks which investors thought were too bad. ^

Q. No; we set up a banking system to operate on short-term credits-""' 
And the investors deal with the long-term ones.

Q. Yes. Don’t you think that just as the banking system has dealt 'v , 
short-term credit that private investors did not see fit to go into, we mig'y 
into an era now where we have to have probably a further revision °\ ±e 
banking system or a separate system to deal with long-term credits that Prî'ort- 
investors do not see fit to go into?—A. I do not think the banks deal with 31 ^ 9 
term credits that private people do not want to deal with. The banks "nt 
system for dealing with short-term credits. Then, there is the inves 
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banking system which is an organization that has been acting as a channel that 
communicates between the person requiring long-term funds and the investor. 
That is a pretty highly organized system in Canada. As you know, they have 
received funds from investors on an enormous scale in the past.

Q. If the investor does not feel the proposition is good enough to invest in, 
that enterprise is not gone ahead with?—A. Then there is the question as to 
whether some one should take on that risk which the private investor did not 
think was good enough.

The Chairman: Mr. Hill has a question he would like to ask.

By Mr. Hill:
shn u ri^C Tmstion is on exchange between the United States and Canada. I 
Stnt C *° tmow why it was that when our money was at par with United 
i a fes money the banks charged—if you wished to buy American funds—you 
i °, t per cent, and if you wished to sell, they would give you a profit of 
i ° t per cent? As soon as the money went down so that our funds sold at
cé ° * * Per per|t discount, if you wished to buy they charged you f of 1 per

m and if you wished to sell you only got ^ of 1 per cent.—A. On the 'basis that 
u mentioned there, was the spread 1 per cent or i per cent? 

at i • ^ Per °6nt spread. They charged £ of 1 per cent in one case
ex^ 111 the other it was over |.—A. So the spread was probably between the two

r Q- Yes.—A. I do not think that I can say anything very useful here in
aAard to that question. It is a question as to whether the spread is too large, 
Hot °ne W(?u^d really need to establish that spread more accurately. I am 
w suggesting that the situation which you mentioned did not occur, but I 

md hardly think it was the general practice, 
dav f seemed to be the case. I have had dealings practically every other 
giv °r bwo months. I find if I call up and ask to sell funds they would
it n*c a certain premium ; if I want to buy the spread is much wider than 
evpi1011 *d be. Why would it not be better for our banks to maintain our 

ftange at par or else let it drop—
Tucker: They were making too much.

By Mr. Hill:
Q- —let it drop so the country would get some benefit. That cou be îne by issue of currency?-A. The banks do not influence the level of ex- 

hange one way or another, because they match their transactions. Coining 
•f4ck to that question of spread, the only thing I can say theie vou < e 

y°u get further details which would permit investigating that particular

a Q- But you might set a fixed spread?—A. That might be possible, but in 
]any event the first thing would be investigation as to why any particularly 

spread occurred.
V- I will get you some information.— A. All right.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q- I have one or two questions I want to ask Mr Towers m regard to

£vate investors The reason the private investor hesitates today is that he
4rs he will lose his money ; is that it?—A. T es. ,

c0h ,9: bf the government is willing to take on the function of investing un e
Wh; l ons like that, the government is either willing to accept the loss oiCL. the People will pay, or it is matching its judgment against the private
A frStor and assuming it has better judgment than the private investor:— 

' Exactly.
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Q. Now, if the government is to make these investments it therefore be
comes very important what type of investment they have to make.—A. Yes.

Q. And if you are going to do that it would take an advisory board more 
highly qualified to assist them than would be open to any private corporation. 
—A. Yes.

Q. Therefore it is extremely difficult?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, I want to go back to this question of exchange. Suppose our 

currency had followed the pound and that when we started the price of wheat 
was 60 cents. Assume that the depreciation in our currency is very large— 
and I am exaggerating here soley for the purpose of emphasis—and our wheat 
then went to 90 cents, and because of that depreciation in our dollar which is 
not inconceivable, then would it not follow that the Britisher at first would 
naturally buy his wheat in Canada, as he could buy it with fewer pounds? 
—A. Assuming that other countries had not speedily followed us.

Q. Yes; that is exactly what I am coming to. But if other countries are 
going to follow us either by lowering the price of their products or by further 
depreciation of the currency, are not we therefore tending to deflate our 
prices rather than inflate them?—Our prices do not reflect the full amount of 
the depreciation. The net result is that the consumer in Europe or the buyer 
in Europe would have got his wheat even more cheaply than he did.

Q. Yes. Well, now, at the same time that we raised our prices from 69 
cents to 90 cents in terms of Canadian dollars, would there therefore not be a 
tendency to increase the production of Canadian wheat because of higher 
prices?—A. I assume so, yes, if it could have been.

Q.'So that therefore you are putting in now a non-monetary factor which 
begins to work upon a monetary factor and therefore curtailing the so-called 
advantage which comes from our monetary action?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, as we lower the value of the Canadian dollar we are making 
increasingly difficult to import goods?—A. Yes.

Q. We are adding to the difficulties of the manufacturer by making it m°re 
costly to buy his raw materials.—A. Yes.

Q. Would there not therefore follow an increase in the price of mam1' 
factored goods—there must follow an increase in the price of manufacture^ 
goods—which would deprive the farmer of his advantage?—A. Yes, that 1 
true, except in what advantage he ultimately retains in relation to debt.

Q. Then, as far as labour is concerned, it would cut the wages of lab° , 
because of the increased cost of living?—A. The main so-called benefit, 0 
course, is very largely dependent on the cost of labour lagging behind y 
increase in prices. In other words, labour is expected to pay the major port10 
of the shot; it is a concealed reduction in wages.

Q. A forced levy on wages?—A. Yes. ( g
Q. Well, then, taking our history in Canada and in the United St a ’ 

would this not follow: the increased difficulty in regard to standards of dvl^ 
so far as labour is concerned, would be followed by strikes for mere» 
wages?—A. When the thing has happened on any material scale that 
always been the experience

Q. Having deprived the 
of labour which is again an increasing rigidity?—A. Yes, it is an increa- 
rigidity providing the price level does not then remain steady.

Q. Now, would I be right in saying this: in a certain sense a ^®c \yill 
dollar might be an advantage, but a declined dollar would not be?—A- 
you repeat that, Mr. Deachman? f tj,e

Q. Would I be right in putting it this way: the declining value ° 
Canadian dollar would be an advantage; that is, it would be an adva° 9 
until the other forces caught up with it and equalized the differences; ^ 
declined dollar, one that had come to a permanently low level, would n°
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of material advantage?—A. After those various changes had taken place you 
would find a situation which was not one which was an advantage to the 
country as a whole, although during the process some people might have got 
some advantage, but at the expense of others.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Except in debt?—A. Well, that gain they had at the expense of others; 

certain circumstance justifiably so.
Q. I would question that.
The Chairman: Order.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. My question was, you take back from the creditor what he had unjustly 

gained by the previous depreciation?—A. Of course, the creditor had nothing 
to do with the change; he is an innocent factor.

Q. He had done nothing to earn it.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Just one other question in regard to that. Is it not true that we 

Pay our debts by the margin of difference between costs and selling price?—A. 
Certainly, so far as the individual is conerned that is true.

Q. If our costs went up as much as the selling price the gain from the 
lncreased price would be offset by the corresponding increase in costs—A. Yes, 
of course, if prices and costs both go up by the same percentage. If one has 
P°ped that costs were somewhat lower than prices or than the gross income, 
d they both go up by the same percentage, that net remaining profit will be 
slightly larger.
p Q. I think you stated the other day, if I recall it correctly, that, so far as 
Canada was conerned in the struggle for the adjustment of price levels, monetary 
action had gone as far as it could possibly go?—A. Had in the past gone as far 

it could possibly go. Where it might go under conditions as they may be in 
he future, I wrould not care to say.

Q- It is of the past, of course, that I am speaking.—A. Yes.
.. Q- Take the price level of farm products in 1926 at 100. At the bottom of 

le depression the figure stood at $48?—A. Yes.
,, Q- The price level of farm products is now back to 64?—A. May I find 

)e table that we put in?
■ Q. These are rough approximations.—A. Yes. In the table which appears 
Z1 the minutes of the third meeting of the committee I see these figures you 
Mention.
r Q- So far as monetary action is concerned up to date the gain has only been 

ora 48 to 64, if you assume that all the gain between 1933 and 1938 is due to 
°nctary action?—A. The figure I have here for 1938 is 74.

Q' I am dealing wdth farm prices only.—A. I have only farm prices. Since 
le (‘nd of 1938 possibly there is a further decline, is there?

Q- The present price level is approximately 64.—A. I see.
Q- So that the gain has been a matter of only 16 points.—A. Yes.

,Q- Therefore, as far as monetary action is concerned it has been limited 
riQ hat, extent, and if we are to return to the 1926 price level it must be from 

n'|«onetary action or from monetary action under altered conditions?—A. Yes.
Q- As far as the struggle is concerned in the future it is largely a matter 

I10n'monetary action?—A. Yes. Of course, as I need hardly point out, mone- 
action even although it may affect the general level of prices does not 

essarily affect the price level of certain specific groups within the whole.
0- That was my next question, and you have answered it in advance.
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The Chairman : Gentlemen, it is 1 o’clock. Do you wish to meet at the 
call of the chair?

Mr. Landeryou: I should like to make a statement, Mr. Chairman. Mr- 
Dunning on the floor of the house suggested that we could ask, in the Banking 
and Commerce committee when we had Mr. Towers and other witnesses before 
us, a number of questions we intended asking him. I may say frankly that the 
group I represent have been unable to ask the questions that they desired to 
ask and we w-ondered whether or not w'e could hold meetings regularly until such 
time as we had morning sessions, otherwise we would be compelled to discuss 
the question more fully on the budget and other bills coming before the house- 
We thought the matter could be expedited by giving us an opportunity as a 
group to put the questions we had in mind. If we can have regular meeting5 
and the assurance that wre will have an opportunity to ask the questions we have 
in mind it would expedite the work in the house.

Mr. Tucker: I strongly uphold what Mr. Landeryou has said because 1 
think this is the proper place to thresh these things out. That was my attitude 
right from the start, that we should have enough meetings that everybody who 
wanted to ask questions would have a chance to ask them in this committee. * 
strongly uphold Mr. Landeryou’s request to have enough meetings to enable 
them to present their case, and I would urge the members of other parties to 
provide the necessary quorum so that they can thresh it out here. I think it lk 
very important that that should be done.

The Chairman: Agreed. We shall meet again at the call of the chair.
(At 1.05 p.m. the committee adjourned to meet again at the call of tn® 

chair.)
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, May 2, 1939-

,, The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
he Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

j, Members present: Messrs. Cleaver, Coldwell, Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, 
°ntaine, Hill, Howard, Jaques, Lacroix (Beauce), Landeryou, Leduc, Mac- 
°nald (Brantford City), McGeer, Mayhew, Moore, Plaxton, Ross (Middlesex 

wQs^, Ross (St. Paxil’s), Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker, Ward, Woods-

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
of iA^er considering a private bill, the Committee resumed its consideration 

116 Report of the Bank of Canada.
Mr. Towers submitted answers to questions asked by Mr. Tucker at the 

Previous sitting.

rp With respect to questions asked at the same sitting by Mr. Donnelly, Mr. 
powers stated that answers would be available in a fe\v days. In this regard, 
Mr. Towers directed the attention of the Committee to Ins oath of ofiice.

Examination of Mr. Towers was then continued.
o’m At E10 

cIl°ck a.m. p.m., the Committee adjourned until Wednesday, May 3, at 11

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.

78°24-lJ





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,

May 2, 1939.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 

chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.
In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, Mr. Graham Towers is with us again this 

morning, and Mr. Landeryou has the floor.
Mr. Landeryou : Thank you Mr. Chairman, I have a question or two I 

should like to direct to Mr. Towers.
Mr. Towers: Mr. Chairman, there were two questions carried forward 

from last meeting which I would like to deal with. As a matter of fact, the first 
question asked by Mr. Tucker would not take more than five minutes to answer.

The Chairman : I think you might put them on the record and wait until 
Mr. Tucker comes.

Mr. Landeryou: I should like to have them read.
The Chairman : Very well, but I want it understood that Mr. Landeryou 

has the floor.
Mr. Towers : At the last meeting of the committee Mr. Tucker raised 

Certain questions which I might describe very broadly as relating to the problem 
°f unemployed factors of production.

May I say I thoroughly agree with the thought expressed by Mr. Tucker 
"hat to the extent we have unemployed labour and productive equipment in 
this country, a potential means of bettering our economic status is being foregone.

With reference to a solution of this problem and whether such a loss is 
Inevitable under existing conditions, I remarked during the meeting on April 21 
that “ I would be the last to deny that there are possibilities in Canada, even 
y*th the handicaps which we have as compared with a country such as Germany 
r°ni certain points of view. But I did try to indicate in my memorandum 
u-day what I thought were some of the limiting factors which are found in

Canada.”
Before proceeding to a discussion on this subject I believe it is essential to 

^gree that a decline in export income due to poor crops or reduced foreign 
emands, means a loss to the country as a whole which can only—if at all—be 
ttset by building up domestic industries to supply goods or services which were 
Qj'merly imported and which cannot be imported when our purchasing power in 
tler countries declines. No other course of action—monetary or non-monetary 

'"Can offset that loss to the country as a whole.
Building up industries to satisfy wants hitherto satisfied by imports, is an 

^Pensive solution—one which is only justified if the decline in exports is 
nsidered to be of more than temporary duration, 

an 1 ^ler(fr°re> it follows that in the case of a temporary fall in export trade— 
ten! °n frasis °f Mr. Tucker’s earlier remarks I believe he is thinking of a 
a J Porary situation—there is no feasible way in which we can hope to prevent 
8 0ss to the country as a whole. In fairness to Mr. Tucker I do not think he 
Une’eS*iS ^at under these conditions a loss can be avoided, but feels that 
Un ,™Pj°ymcnt in our domestic industries constitutes an unnecessary “ doubling- 
jjj . M.the necessary ill effect of a decline in exports, which could be avoided by

'ntaming the money income of exporters.
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However, if it wrere possible by Mr. Tucker’s proposal, to have full activity 
in domestic industries in the face of a decline in exports, there would be the 
implication that no one was adversely affected by the decline in exports. I* 
the plan were feasible, exporters would be able to buy as much as if exports 
were normal and other industries would be operating at full employment to 
satisfy domestic demands.

I have already pointed out that it is impossible for the economy to function 
in this “ normal ” manner at a time when export income is depressed. “ Normal 
functioning of the economy would be in the ordinary course of things, produce 
a “ normal ” volume of imports for Canadian industries and consumers—» 
volume of imports which could not be paid for when export income was not 
“ normal.” I have dealt rather fully in previous memoranda with the implied 
tions of that situation.

Maintenance of activity in domestic industries would, therefore, have to b® 
confined to those industries which do not depend upon imported materials. This 
limitation would automatically eliminate most of our major industries.

There would have to be restrictions placed upon the type of goods or service5 
which the. additional purchasing power in export industries might be used to 
buy. Otherwise a very large part of such buying would be of imported goods 
or goods made from imported materials.

I realize that one can point to a number of specific instances wher^ 
Canadian consumers would use a larger amount of a purely Canadian coni' 
modify if they could afford it. However, I believe that such examples ar_ 
deceptively simple. They do not take into consideration that additional pn1' 
chasing power created to make possible such a transaction is not cancelle 
at the completion but remains in existence and ultimately—other things being 
equal—will chiefly result in an increased demand for imports and goods mac 
from imported materials which would produce the situation to which I referrc 
a moment ago.

In so far as the great majority of cases are concerned I would say that
the depressed state of domestic industries is an unfortunate but inevitable 
result of low export income which forces us to curtail our demand for foreign 
goods, and is not an unnecessary “doubling-up” of the effects of the decline W 
exports.If Canada were a relatively self-contained country such as the United 
States or Germany, there would be good grounds to suspect that our misfortune5 
were the result of ineffective domestic policy and certainly there would be much 
more scope to improve the situation by internal action. I believe there is a 
tendency to try to apply to the Canadian problem methods which have achieved 
a measure of success in other countries but which are of very limited usefulness 
under Canadian conditions.As to the limitations and implications which various proposed method5 
would have in Caanda, I do not think I can add anything to what I have juS 
said and to what I have submitted in the various memoranda which h»vc
been placed on the record at previous meetings. . .,e(j

If action to stimulate domestic industries were confined to the quite hm1 , 
field in which I have tried to indicate that such a policy would be praC uJJ(j 
in Canada, some of the proposals which have been made would be l0«cCt 
unsuited for that purpose. Monetary expansion, for example, tends to a . j 
the whole economy and if adopted only for a particular purpose of this 
it would require almost infinite accompanying regulation to confine the res 
in the desired section of the economy. ^

Mr. Chairman, there were also questions asked on the occasion of tb° ^ 
meeting by Mr. Donnelly, supplemented in one particular by Mr. I utjay. 
We are preparing the material, but I am sorry to say it is not available to- 1 
I expect it will be available in the course of the next two or three 
by Friday at the latest, in any event. These questions involve, amongst
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things, the provision of a good many figures in regard to the Bank—figures 
which have not been published and which the statute and by-laws of the Bank 
do not provide for publishing. All of these figures will be available in the next 
tew days, but before I come before the committee to give those figures I
think I should direct the attention of the committee to section 16 of the Bank
°f Canada Act, which requires me to take an oath of secrecy in these terms:—

I .....................  do solmenly swear that I will faithfully, truly and
to the best of my judgment, skill and ability, execute and perform the
duties required of me as a ....................... of the Bank of Canada and
which properly relate to any office or position in the said bank held
by me.

I further solemnly swear that I will not communicate or allow to 
be communicated to any person not legally entitled thereto any informa
tion relating to the affairs of the bank, nor will I allow any such person 
to inspect or have access to any books or documents belonging to or in 
the possession of the bank and relating to the business of the bank.

Mr. Chairman, I will, proceed with the answers to the questions which 
Were put to me last Friday on the assumption that, having knowledge of the 
°ath which the statute obliged me to take, the committee still wishes me to 
supply the information.

By Mr. Landeryou:
. Q. Mr. Towers, you will agree with me no doubt that money need 'a^ e no 
mtrinsic value?—A. That it need have no value as a commoditx apart
2 T^dTaTno master what it is made of as long «jit i.MjggWlie by 

the people it will function as a sound money?—A. It may be acceptable y e 
People because of its legal tender status even although it has gone y 
thc bounds of sound money-they may be forced to accept it.
, Q. They may be forced to accept it; but nevertheless it l^ sound money as 
on8 as it is acceptable by the people. That is what gives 1 ' , ‘ jcgaj

confidence that the people have in it?—A. Not necessarily mrose! 
tender it can be forced on thc people. Whether it is sound money or not I shoukl 
*ay would depend on its purchasing power in relation to commodité., r . g 
that purchasing power to the average over a considerable period oj .

Q. Ninety-five per cent of all our volume of business is being done with 
i'bat we call exchange of bank deposits—that is simp > v j 
^ banks against which people write cheques?—A. I think that is a tair 
st'âitzciïiGnt'

. Q. Now, what really does give value to money if it is not the gold behind it, 
"r \[ it is not the silver behind it or any intrinsic value in the commodity such as that—what really gives value to money?-A. It is the quantity of the money 
nd its rate of turn-over compared with the need for money. ,

Q. Then the demand for money and the quantity of money really determine 
value of your medium of exchange?-A. With that consideration of turn

er brought in as well. , v
Q- With the velocitv of circulation considered ; A. tes.
Q. If the velocity be great you would not have to have such a huge quan i 5 

^oney?—A. That is right. . ,
Q- Does the volume of money have any effect upon the prices of commodi- 

lea m the country?—A. The volume of money and the turn-over, yes 
i Q- If there is a large amount of money, would it not have a tone enc\ o 

eeP down the velocity of circulation?—A. That is sometimes seen, yes. 
in uCj' For instance, take our bank deposits: our bank deposits are somewhere 

ttle neighbourhood of two billion, five hundred million, are they not,—A. ïes.
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Q. What portion of those bank deposits do you imagine are being turned 
over? What portion does the velocity of circulation affect? Some of it is idle 
and some of it is not. But, in the United States they claim fifty-five billion on 
deposit and only some eleven billion dollars used to transfer goods and services 
in the United States?—A. I do not see how they can arrive at those figures. I* 
would be rather difficult to arrive at them in Canada, but I could give figures 
of total turn-over.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : I suggest that Mr. Towers keep his seat.
The Chairman : Yes, you do not need to rise every time, Mr. Towers.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. There is a possibility in addition to the fact that the bulk of bank 

deposits in Canada are in the hands of a very few—there are very nearly four 
million depositors with an average of $117 in the bank, I believe that was ip 
1934-35, and to-day there is a small increase in the holdings of that large group 
of bank depositors—but the bulk of the deposits are in the hands of the fe^- 
Now, would you suggest that the same velocity exists among the few depositor» 
who hold that large sum or is the velocity of circulation greater among the 
masses?—A. I could not prove it, but I would be inclined to say that the 
velocity in the larger accounts is lower.

Q. Now, if there was a substantial reduction in the amount of money 
available in the hands of the people, if there was a substantial withdrawal o 
large sums of money as there was during the depression years in Canada and >n 
the United States, would there be a tendency, would it have a tendency 
lower prices?—A. It might or it might not.

Q. It did have that effect. I will refer to a statement made by a professo 
of economics in the Nanking university. Delivering an address to the won® 
conference on agriculture at St. Andrews, Scotland, he declared that Cbina 
was sometimes in the position of a guinea-pig, that when silver was cheap 0 
money was cheap—they are on the silver standard in China—the prices wd 
relatively high, and the Chinese often were considering ways and means 0 
preventing the importation of goods from countries like the United States whef 
they were able through mass production to produce goods cheaper than 1 
China. Then lie said that silver went up in the world markets in proporti° 
and money became scarce and then because of its depression prices fell. Is Ta 
not true to- a large extent?—A. In the extreme case such as that in Cm11 
undoubtedly it is true.

Q. Now, do you think that the withdrawal of somewhere in the neighbor 
hood of between $700,000,000 and $900,000,000 in commercial loans in the ye^ 
between 1930 and 1933—did that have any effect upon the prices in Canada 
A. May I look at those figures a moment? The decrease in public current l°a.j 
between December, 1929, and June, 1934, was about $540,000,000. I w°lLr 
say that to the extent that that decrease was caused by lower world prices 
our exports and the liquidation of stocks, that the monetary factor was not 
main one responsible for the fall in prices. To the extent that there was cur-

thetailment of bank loans dictated mainly by considerations of strengthening L 
banks’ positions, because of insufficient cash; to. the extent there was a^r 
unnecessary liquidation of bank loans I agree that would be a monetary faC 
working on the price level. ,ery

Q. The banks called in substantial sums of money in practically eS 
country of the world—I do not know what happened in China or Russia, to aJ1 
silver value in China—but in many countries at the same time there v'ra^_4. 
expansive reduction in the amount of money in the hands of the peop'c>^jÿe 
That is the old question as to whether falling prices which destroy the "U ^ 
of collateral cause a reduction in bank loans or whether the calling ot 
loans causes reduction in prices. I think it is true to say that all ovel 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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World, or in most places in the world, there had been a tremendous expansion of 
Wed it in the years preceding 1929. Certainly that was true in North America. 
And a structure had been built up which collapsed as soon as the volume of 
Ending dropped. And speaking of the volume of lending, the volume was 
not all in the form of lending by banks; issues of bonds or equities were much 
more important than bank loans; and as soon as that stopped the whole 
structure collapsed.

Q. You are not quite certain in your own mind whether it was the with
drawal of tremendous sums that had been loaned or the reduction of commercial 
loans or some non-monetarv factor?—A. I say that the most important factor 
ln that situation was this: the amount of bond issues which were being brought 
out at that time was enormous—1 am speaking now particularly of the United 
states and it also applies to a certain extent in Canada. The amount of stock 
issues was also very large, and those were being quite largely absorbed by 
investors, although the great increase in call loans- also had a bearing on the 
Possibility of bringing out new issues of that size. The action of investors and 
a very rapid turn-over of the amount of money in existence built up a situation 
ol apparent prosperity which went so far that it could not possibly continue, 
because in many directions it was unsound. When that was realized, the 
velocity of the money in existence suffered an extremely sharp fall, and because 
. the declining prices which then commenced, bank loans in many cases became 
unpaired and a collection of bank loans on a large scale took place. Now, the 
rouble there rests mainly with the events of 1927-1929. Once those events took 

P ace, the remainder of the trouble was almost impossible to avoid. Now, were 
'ose events of 1927-29 an instance of over-optimism on the part of investors; 
'ere shall one place the responsibility? Once you arrived at 1929 the subse

quent developments were almost inevitable for a period of time.
, Q- The result of the depression was a withdrawal—the banks became 
b'^utened and they withdrew a lot of money, whether wisely or not is a question; 
rp . 16 facts are that they did withdraw large sums of money?—A. Or were 

Paid voluntarily by borrowers.
bui i ^ es> or were repaid voluntarily by borrowers. There is no question 
there? ^nunt °f money in the hands of the people was reduced, is

___t] are there any statistics to show year by year the amount in Canada
in +1° amount of decline in the volume of money and the number of unemployed 
they 0 ^responding years? In the United States we have these statistics, and 
recL11mpreSsed me when I -read them. This is a book I have been reading 
in p ,hv called “ An Exposition of the Principles of Modern Monetary Science 
State-’’1 i°n ^e National Economy and the Banking System of the United 
and S ky Robert L. Owen, former chairman of the committee on banking 
resu]tcu7ency in the United States; and he claims that unemployment is the 
now ° monctary policy.—A. Then they ought not to have any unemployment

, . once it has happened,Q. I do not necessarily agree with him ^ making technical progress
getting them all back to work, became greater extent, and we are
all the time; industry is being mechamzcd _ ^ maehine power in Pjjce
Using solar energy in place of hum t g read these suggestions ®
of man power; but it is rather startling ^ money decUmes. For instance, 
an increase in unemployment as the -ce jevel was 95-2. the
1 will just take two years. In 1929 ilM w&g $1 ^00,000,000/, unemp oy 
o{ cheque money in the hands of t P 1933, which was m th P 
ment was 469,000. But when we go dow to ^ cent, the cheque money
uf the depression, the price level had fallen ^ u would seem that
to $430,000,000 and unemployment to,, e Volume of money m the hands

Employment rises and prices& Jclaim through the central bank 01 the people decreases. In Uanaua
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have control of the issue of money and credit, to use the words of the 
Minister of Finance, day by day, week by week and month by month. Is 
there anything in the present set up of our banking system in Canada that 
would prevent the commercial banks from withdrawing loans as they did 
in the years 1929 to 1934?—A. To th& extent that that reduction in loans 
in the 1929-1934 period arose from factors beyond the banks’ control and 
was in effect a voluntary reduction by borrowers because of the liquidation 
of stocks or because of the fact that at the lower price level they needed 
less to finance their business, I would expect exactly the same thing 
happen in the future in similar circumstances. To the extent that it repre
sented reduction of bank loans because the banks were getting somewhat 
short of cash—how much that was I do not know ; I do not think it was ot 
major importance—to the extent that that caused reduction in bank loans, 
that need not happen again.

Q. That need not happen again; but there still is the possibility of * 
substantial reduction in the amount of purchasing power or the amount 
of money in the hands of the people through reduction of loans or for some 
reason or other; reason there is liable to be a reduction?—A. I believe yo'j 
would have to go back of that statement and inquire why there should 
be a decline in prices in our major industries and, therefore, why a reduction 
of bank loans or a reduction in the need for borrowing. For example, 
the newsprint industries had been operating, shall we say, at more or lcS® 
full capacity in 1929, and on a relatively high price level, and if because 0 
reduction in demand for newsprint abroad their shipments were greatly 
curtailed and the price very materially reduced, that alone, as you ca 
understand, accounts for the reduction of a great many million dollars m 
bank loans. That is something which was beyond the control of the bank») 
and beyond the control of the newsprint industry. If that type of tiling
happened again, and it did in 1929-1934, it is then that I say you worn
obviously and inevitably have a reduction in bank loans,

Q. In order to get the reason behind the whole thing, we would hav 
to get the reason for depressions?—A. Yes. ,

Q. And possibly if we get into that, everyone would have a differ61^ 
reason; so I do not intend to get into a discussion of the reasons for depre®' 
sions. What I want to establish is that there is a possibility, under j1
present banking set up, for the total amount of money in the hands of y!
people to be reduced arbitrarily by the commercial banks?—A. Not are 
trarily.

Q. Not arbitrarily?—A. No. .
Q. But there is the possibility, for a various number of reasons, of 

amount being reduced?—A. Yes; if it is in the interests of the borrower y 
do so, or if because of the depression he need not borrow such large amoum,?-

Q. And when currency is depreciated—that is, when there is less Pl,rj 
chasing power in the hands of the people—it has an effect upon prices an 
upon employment which makes a rather difficult situation between deb 
and creditor?—A. That is true. But might I point out there that 
figures which you gave were for the United States, and they draw con^ 
parison between the volume of money and employment; a comparison 
the English figures would probably be interesting.

Q. I should like to have a comparison between the American 
and the English figures, and between the Canadian figures and the 
figures.

Mr. Deachman: And Sweden.
Mr. Landeryou: Yes. I do not think we have the statistics. H3 

we the statistics completely for Canada?
Mr. Towers: I will see what we can get.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

figure.6
Englisb
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By Mr. Landeryou: *
Q. I should like to have those as well. Would you agree with me that 

m order to have a stable value to our money we would have to have a given 
quantity, considering the velocity of circulation?—A. A given quantity con
sidering the velocity of circulation and also assuming no change in the business 
World which produced a non-monetary effect.

Q. There are these great fluctuations that we have to-day ; I have in mind 
the tremendous burden that has been placed upon the debtors of western Canada, 
the farmers who borrowed money particularly during the war years; they 
bought farms and they bought machinery at high prices. They went into debt 
when Canada was going through a period of inflation. The world had gone 
through a period of inflation. The United States in one year made available 
$40,000,000,000 of credit for the allies. There was inflation the world over, was 
there not?—A. You are speaking now of war time?

Q. During the war period.—A. Yes, there was.
Q. And there was a great expansion in western Canada throughout those 

years:. You are familiar with that?—A. Yes.
Q. Land values were high ; building material was high ; lumber was high 

and interest on money was high?—A. Yes.
Q. A condition which always develops during a period of inflation. But 

when the war was over, those prices began to fall and before western Canada 
}ad recovered from that inflationary period, the depression set in?—A. The 
^pression of 1921-22.

Q. The depression of 1921-1922, and more severely in 1929 until the 
Present?—A. Yes. Of course in the interval, the years—speaking from memory 
^~°f 1926, 1927 and 1928 again turned out to be very good.

. Q. They were very good years in western Canada. As far as yield and 
’rices were concerned, I do not think there was any dissatisfaction.—A. That

18 right.
>,,, Q. The farmers of western Canada find themselves now in this position: 
y hen they borrowed a dollar they could have paid it back with one bushel 

^ wheat; but in the years 1932 and 1933 they would have had to pay a dollar 
ack with three bushels of wheat. This unstable dollar, or as I have heard it 

q red, this rubber dollar has worked inimically to the interests of western 
k^nada. Do you think there is any possibility of so devising a monetary system 
Hsl'. we might establish a stable dollar?—A. There is no possibility of estab- 
'hing a stable dollar in relation to one commodity.

Q- In relation to commodities'; I just used that as an illustration.—A. Yes. 
Sam ^bat affects them in relation to their condition. Their eggs were the 

thing.—A. I should say in a stable world there would be a considerable 
Ability of doing that; but in a world such as we have had in the last ten 
'*> a world of most extreme instability, the proposition becomes' an extra- rdlnarily difficult one.
(j0jl U- That is from the world point of view. Is it possible to establish a stable 
O' ar for one nation that will withstand the fluctuations of money outside? 
tap y°u have an internal dollar that will remain stable if certain steps were 
bitp'ri '—There might be, theoretically, a case where variation in exchange 
pja s~~4 am not talking of constant variations, but rather a variation taking 
or „G a time when the rest of the world was moving violently in one direction 
rpo^Tptimr—would increase the internal stability of currency versus com- 
inter i ’ aJtimugh even in that case there would be no way in which the relative

5al Price of a particular commodity could be stabilized.
W blot in any particular commodity, because supply and demand is work- 
titerki’ ^es- 411 other words, even under those circumstances, with a con- 
'ti'iell de£ree °f general internal stability, you might find that a commodity 

acked demand, such as wheat, would still be relatively low in price.
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By Mr. Deachman:
Q. I should like you to finish that sentence right there. Would it be 

advisable to do so if it could be done?—A. Under certain circumstances—if you 
had been on a level to which you were accustomed, if you knew that a great 
disruption was going to take place in the world price level and wanted to avoid 
that disruption or try to avoid it, with all the internal maladjustments it would 
create, it might be worth the effort—purely, of course, as an internal affair 
preserving as great a degree of internal stability or as great a degree of stability 
in internal money relationships as one could.

Q. It could not be done with regard to commodities such as western Cana
dian wheat, could it?—A. It would not affect the relationship of certain com
modities to other commodities.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Which do you think has the greater effect upon prices, the supply and 

demand of money or the supply and demand of goods?—A. The supply of anu 
demand for particular goods is the major influence so far as prices of those 
particular goods are concerned ; the supply of and demand for all goods and 
services related to quantity of money and its velocity of circulation is 
major determining factor in the general price structure. .

Q. I think that will be enough for that line of questioning. I want to ge£ 
into the debt structure of Canada now. Would you agree with the statemeo 
that has often been made that a young man in Canada reaching his majority 
is worth $18,000 to the state?—A. I have no way of checking on that, M ' 
Landeryou.

Q. That statement has been made by the leader of the Conservative party.1 
I heard R. B. Bennett make that statement himself at one time. You wi 
agree that they are an asset to the state?—A. Yes.

Q. And an asset must be worth something: We are not going to determid 
the exact amount; I know how difficult it would be.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : I might suggest it costs so much to bring about tna 
condition.

Mr. Landeryou : Yes, that is a liability. But that raises another questl0^g 
There is the liability of this young man to his family from the time he w 
born or even before he was bom until he reaches his majority.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. What puzzles me is this : That to-day if a man has ten cows in 

barn or ten pigs in his sty he has an asset. But if he has ten children 1° 
home he has a liability.

Mr. Howard: Oh, no.
Mr. Landeryou : Some honourable member says “oh, no.”
Mr. Howard: He might have; but he might not have.
Mr. Landeryou : It would depend on his income.

hi5
his

Mr. Howard : No.
Mr. Leduc: It would depend on his intelligence.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Or their intelligence.
Mr. Landeryou: That is the position in Canada to-day. uJjJ.
Mr. Towers : Although the fathers of many of those here to-day Pres 

ably thought they had assets.
By Mr. Landeryou: . oPe

Q. They presumably are assets; they have assets in one regard or ir^e 9 
respect: Every young man I admit is an asset to the country. But they

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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financial liability to their parents, whereas ten cows in the barn are a financial 
asset.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Not if you were selling milk at a loss.
By Mr. Landeryou:

Q. What is the per capita debt of Canada, the public debt—that is, 
Municipal, provincial and federal?—A. I will make a guess at about $500.

Q. About $500. Somewhere I have heard it said anywhere up to $800.— 
A. In that figure of $500 I am excluding corporate and mortgage indebtedness.

Q. Yes. We will take the figure of $500.—A. All right.
Q. That is, every man, woman and child in this country born into the 

World carries that obligation. We are just using the figure $500, although it 
Diay be substantially more when you total it all up, that is the total of the 
municipal, provincial and federal debt.—A. You must remember that in a 
large measure that debt is owned by the Canadian people.

Q. Yes. When you say that debt is owned by the Canadian people do 
you mean by all the Canadian people?—A. The Canadian people in toto, ves; 
some have more than others, naturally. There is a question of the distribution 
°f wealth.

Q. Can you tell me just who owns the bonds of the Dominion of Canada—- 
the municipal, provincial and federal bonds? Are there any records kept to 
show what percentage of the people of Canada control those bonds?—A. I could 
show the amount of bonds owned by the banks which in effect are held in trust 
‘°r the depositors ; and as you know the distribution of deposits is shown in the 
annual statement to which you referred a short time ago; next, a large amount 

bonds is owned by life insurance institutions held, so to speak, in trust for 
“heir policy holders. I am not very familiar with that business, and I do not 
huow the distribution of those life insurance policies. Again, still larger— 
“he largest amount is owned by people throughout the country, but only the 
Income Tax Department could speak about the distribution of those assets.

not know.
.. Q. Then it would be rather difficult or more difficult to show the accumula
tor1 of assets in the hands of a few and the tremendous volume of insurance 
fiat is owned by a comparatively few, so I will deal with the million people 
hat I know of in Canada that are unemployed.

Mr. Woodsworth : That is not right.
Mr. Landeryou : You can dispute that if you so desire.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. There are 1,000,000 unemployed in this country?—A. I do not think so. 
The Chairman : No, on relief.
Mr. Landeryou : And on relief.
Mr. Towers: Oh, that is including all on relief.
Mr. Woodsworth: And dependents.
Mr. Landery'Ou: And dependents; men, women and children.

By Mr. Landeryou:
. Q. I believe there is in the neighbourhood of 600,000 on direct relief or 
? fille more than 600,000; and some 350,000 on agricultural relief; but the total 

somewhere in the neighbourhood of one million men, women and children. 
That is including agricultural relief? . , ,,

ha Q. Yes. They have no bonds. They have no li e insuran e and they 
'ave only the debt of the country bearing on them. Take, for instance, a man 
S? is in a city with ten children and he is unemp oyed. They are a definite 
Ration to him. He must pay his 8 per cent sales tax to keep his family, 
atld people to-day are saying all through the country, Why, I can hardly
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afford to keep my children; I cannot afford to educate them.” That is all 1 
ever hear. They will tell you, ‘T cannot afford this and I cannot afford that.” 
In fact, from one end of the country to the other there are millions of people 
saying, “I have not got the money to complete my son’s education.” or, “I 
have not got the money to do this and I have not got the money to pay that.” 
Children are a financial responsibility.

Mr. Howard: No, sir.
By Mr. Landeryou:

Q. What I am trying to get at is this: is there any way outside of borrowing 
or taxation that the municipal, provincial and federal authorities can procure 
money?—A. No.

Q. There is not other way except by borrowing or by taxation?—A. No-
Q. Well, now, I shall deal with municipalities. They have a debt of over 

$1,700,000,000?—A. I think it is less than that, about $1,200,000,000.
Q. About $1,200,000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. That is, their liabilities are $1,000,000,000?—A. That is their funded 

debt, which closely approximates the total.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is that net or gross?—A. That $1,200,000,000 would be net after sink

ing funds.
By Mr. Landeryou:

Q. After sinking funds?—A. And that debt, I am glad to say, is going down 
year by year.

By the Chairman:
Q. What about the assets?—A. They have substantial assets against that-

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. It is going down. Are you including the amount of default in that?'' 

A. No. Municipalities in general throughout Canada, that is, the sum total 
of them, reduce their debts each year and have been reducing them for sod6 
years.

Q. Does that reduction include default?—A. No, actual paying off of debts-
Q. Would you suggest that they can tax their way out of debt; is there 

any possibility of them taxing their way out of debt?—A. I would say, judging 
from experience, that any municipality which is well managed and which ha» 
the good fortune not to be in an area where economic distress is a tremendous 
burden, that such a municipality-—I would suggest a city such as Toronto—c‘jin 
and has reduced its debt. If you examine the situation in Toronto during 
last few years you will find it is one of those cases.

Q. We might point to Toronto. Toronto has a debt, I understand, sod6' 
where about $169,000,000?—A. Again, I think it is less than that. Whateve 
it is it has been very materially reduced in the last five years.

Q. It may be reduced since I obtained the last figures. The debt structu
of Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver, all these municipalities1------- A- " ^
pick out some particularly unfortunate examples? On the other hand, if V0^ 
look at many municipalities throughout the country you will find a &TC‘0{ 
improvement in their financial position, and it is on a similar scale to that 
Toronto. y6

Q. Do you agree with me when I say that many municipalities 
deferred many capital expenditures for public works that should have be 
carried out; that they have been simply deferring work that should have b ^ 
done?—A. I should like to be specific in making a statement like that, a 
yet I cannot say. One would have to examine each case.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Much of this saving has been obtained by deferring works that should 
have been done and would have been done during the past seven or eight years, 
however, I shall ask you this question again: do you believe that, considering 
'■he position of Canada to-day and the debt structure of all the municipalities 
acr°ss Canada, it is possible for them to borrow themselves out of debt?—A. 
hhe answer is obviously no.
. Q. Then, is it possible for them to tax themselves out of debt?—A. Yes, 

the volume of production in the country is sufficiently good so that an 
appropriate balance of receipts over expenditures can be obtained.

Q. If the volume of production is good. Now, we will just deal with the 
Illume of production for a moment. The volume of production determines 
panada’s national income. What was Canada’s national income in 1927? You 
lave the figures there.—A. I have not got them here ; but shall we say, for the 
Purposes of argument, $5,000,000,000.
j Q. What is Canada’s national income since then? Has it been greater or 
iriSS'>~~A- It decreased materially in later years, reached a lowr point, I suppose,
: about 1932. I do not recall the figures, but since then it has shown an 

Crease, although not to the figures of 1929. 
d ff to the figures of 1929?—A. Incidentally the price level is also
ffierent as compared with 1929, so that those figures do not necessarily indicate

v°lume.
0 Q- Well, now, our national income is not determined at the moment by 

r ability to produce?—A. But by our ability to sell.
Q- But by our ability to sell. And it is not determined by our ability to 

asume?—A. Our desire to consume, no.
„r Q- That is to say, our real desire to consume. Considering Canada as a 
7oeat factory, you will agree it is only working, we will say, at approximately 
fj cent of its productive capacity?—A. I cannot be specific about that 
ë rc, but I do not think it is out of the way.

atl . O- That will allow for an increase of 30 per cent. We would have to find 
itic lncreased market in the world or in Canada to increase Canada’s national 
of °,nic to such a position that we could tax ourselves as municipalities out 
cap e- —A- Well, I would not even like to use a figure of 100 per cent 
gr^ty, because granted sufficient demand, I think the capacity could be 

t*y increased.
Yes That 100 per cent is not a fixed amount? It would change and vary?— 

By Mr. Ward:
there any difference between the municipality and the individual

the Landeryou: There would be a difference between the municipality and 
Thvidual farmer.
yfr- Ward: Let us get that clear, 

be Chairman: Mr. Ward, the reporter cannot hear you.
.r- Ward : Mr. Landeryou is labouring this question as to whether the 

hi inCj?a.bty can tax itself out of debt. Well, now, there is only one way 
’htinjp- b?ua-l can get out of debt and that is by paying his debts. If the 
tot Tabty finds it must borrow at times to supplement its income, that is 
fecVj i but in the aggregate, as Mr. Towers has pointed out, they are

their debts.
By Mr. Landeryou:

I am glad to hear that. Since confederation in 1867 Canada has gone 
^VatM1Vely mto debt as my hon. friend suggested the farmers have. Now,ltcrg^y’.municipally, provincially and federally, there has been a yearly 

* e smce 1867.—A. And a yearly increase in most of that time in our
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equipment, our facilities, our roads and buildings, the whole structure of the 
country.

Q. The whole country was built up as we went into debt?—A. And, oi 
course, that debt in the major portion is owned by our own people; so that the 
debt is represented by the assets which we see around the country.

Q. I am not going to disagree with that. I want to establish before I am 
through whether this debt creating system is a good system or whether we 
should have something else. I want to find out whether or not we can pay 
our debts. I am not objecting to it if the nation desires to go ahead with 
this system; but starting with confederation this country was developed. We 
have created a major empire out of the wilderness. Municipally we have bor
rowed millions of dollars to develop municipalities and provide the people 
with water and sewerage, sidewalks and street cars, and other such works. At 
the same time, provincially they were borrowing millions and millions of dollars 
to build highways. I know in the province of Alberta we borrowed some 
$76,000,000 in order to provide the people with market roads, millions more to 
build schools, millions more to build bridges and millions more for telephone 
services and for provincial railroads in the various provinces of Canada that 
have since been operated or turned over to the dominion government railroad 
system. And as we developed this country we expanded our debt. You say 
now the people of Canada own that debt?—A. In large measure, yes.

Q. Now, I ask you whether it is possible provincially, having in mind 
the way we have operated in the past, to borrow ourselves or tax ourselves 
out of debt in this country? It is not possible to borrow ourselves out of debtj 
is it possible to tax ourselves out of debt provincially?—A. I would say it would 
be, in individual cases, but there would be no point in doing it or thinking ot 
doing it for the country as a whole. If one had in mind, for example, the 
corporate debt, there is a debt which leaves an asset in the form of equip' 
ment, and certain individuals in the country own that asset either as equity 
holders or as bond holders. There is nothing wrong or bad or burdensom6 
about that debt.

Q. There is nothing wrong or bad or burdensome about it? Well, we wn 
deal with the national debt. Do you think it is possible for the domini°n 
of Canada to tax itself out of debt?—A. In order to arrive at a situation wher 
the taxation of a country is substantially in excess of the expenditures 
debt is being reduced, you must have a high level of activity. It is ms(j 
probable in that case that you will have a keen demand for funds for caph9 
development. By your taxation you are taking funds from the people as 
whole and using these funds to repay the debt. But the people who previous!, 
held the debt and to whose hands these funds go, will, as soon as they receiv 
them, use them for the purchase of fresh bond issues, fresh stock issues ® 
whatever it might be, for purposes of capital development; otherwise the det 
reduction would be of an extraordinarily deflationary character. ,

Q. Do you place any limit upon the ability of the people of Canada * 
carry public debt, that is municipally, provincially and federally? Is there am 
limit beyond which it would be impossible to go?—A. One needs to know ^ 
circumstances of the time in order to attempt to get a limit, and even in th9 
case I frankly admit you cannot specify the figure. If the country was tWi . 
as large in respect to numbers of population, three times as large in respeC 
to productive equipment, I would say debt could be higher. .6

Q. Do you think the present is in the form of assets that belong to the wh°
of the people-------A. It is something that the people owe themselves, but wh^
I say that, of course, the question of distribution of the asset also com6® 
mind. . u

Mr. Deachman: I should like to ask Mr. Landeryou a question /'^y 
there with regard to our national debt in Canada. It represents practice 
$3,000,000,000?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Landeryou : Yes.
Mr. Deachman: There are $135,000,000 of an interest charge approximately, 

and the debt you say is owned by a few. The interest upon the debt is paid by 
the income tax which is paid by the few, the very rich. Does not one offset the 
other?

Mr. Landeryou: That makes the position all the worse. You say the 
rich pay the income tax, and it goes back to the rich. It is just taking money 
from one pocket and putting in into the other.

Mr. Deachman : They loan the money, but you take it back from them 
in tax. I cannot see that they gain very much from that transaction.

Mr. Tucker: What about the sales tax and the tariff?
Mr. Landeryou: Your argument, I imagine, is this: the rich pay the income 

fax to pay the interest on the bonds that they own.
Mr. Deachman: Yes. In that case they are not gainers from the process.
Mr. Landeryou : I do not see any sense in it.
Mr. Deachman: They are paying the interest on these debts. We had no 

income tax prior to the war. Beginning with the war we imposed income tax. 
As the debts grew it fell upon the rich and they paid it. They are not 
struggling very hard to pay the national debt.

Mr. Landeryou: I know a lot of people who are struggling very hard to 
Pay their debts in Canada.

Mr. Deachman : I agree with that in regard to debts, but not in regard 
to that one.

Mr. Landeryou: Let us go back.

By Mr. Landeryou:
„ Q. What was the national debt of Canada in 1927? Can you give me the 
ngures for 1927 and 1937, and the revenue of the dominion government from 

®27 to 1937?—A. I think I have that figure here.
The Chairman: Have you the figures, Mr. Landeryou? 

o Mr. Landeryou : No, I have not the figures unfortunately. I had the 
§ures but I have not them here with me now.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I have the figures for 1929 here.
Mr. Landeryou: That will be fine.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q- In 1929 the dominion direct debt was $2,325,000,000 and in 1938 

u>281,000,000, very nearly a billion dollars increase?—A. Yes.
^ Q- Is not that right?—A. I imagine it is; it seems to be right according to 

y memory.
Q- In 1929, if the figures I have here are correct, the national revenue 

Ii‘lS, '-160,150,000, but it went down in 1933 under a Conservative administration, 
u 933 the taxes collected from the Canadian people were only $311,120,000, 
$20n^ *ias Sone UP until in 1938 it was $515,693,000, or an increase of over 
I ''0,000,000 as compared with the year 1933. Therefore in five years there 
$2f>n een an increase, and mostly under the Liberal administration, of over 
ha<- 00,000 in taxation in this country, and at the same time the national debt 
^.iS increased by hundreds of millions of dollars. The people of this country 
j i° nave to pay radio taxes and all those other taxes find it a burden on them. 
aren°W * own none of Canada’s national debt; I have no bonds. I know there 
A .Viany people in Canada who own no bonds of the Canadian government.— 
Part' course> f° the extent that taxation or borrowing is associated with any 

7s«CU^ar administration, I naturally—I associate it with business rather than
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with anything else. It is, I suppose, fair to say that all the taxes and the 
proceeds of the borrowings were spent on the Canadian people.

Q. Well, I am not. questioning that; I know it goes back to some of the 
Canadian people. My hon. friend Bob Deachman suggested that $135,000.000 
of this is paid in the form of income tax collected by the administration to which 
he belongs. Now, I have a statement here that I should like to read to Mr- 
Towers in respect to this matter of borrowing ourselves out of debt and taxing 
our way to prosperity. It appears on page 40 of the evidence that was given 
before the Senate banking and commerce committee of the United States, and 
reads as follows :—

When the Treasury sells baby bonds to small demand bank 
depositors, it withdraws such demand deposits. The proceeds of the 
sale of the baby bonds become dormant accounts until expended by the 
government. When the government sells its bonds to the citizens, it has 
the same effect of temporary contraction.

When it sells its bonds to the banks and the banks retain the bonds, 
the volume of demand deposits is increased until the bonds are paid off- 
When the bonds are paid off they are paid off through taxes collected by 
the government from demand deposits. And, therefore, without any 
further expansion of the demand bank deposits, would reduce demand 
bank deposits to zero and cause universal bankruptcy.

That statement was made by Robert L. Owen, former chairman, committee 
on banking and currency, United States Senate.—A. Yes. He made the 
assumption there “ without any further expansion of the demand bank deposits- 
In other words, assuming that some other factor was not working to increase 
bank deposits. Of course, that assumption is completely unrealistic, because 
government debts certainly would not be paid off except in a time Of prosperity- 
At such a time you would find increasing bank loans and other things motivating 
expansion. He is assuming a world which is not our world.

Q. Well, it seems rather strange, Mr. Towers, that since confederation 
there has been a rapid increase in private and public debt.—A. I think the 
thing to inquire there is, has there been an increase in Canadian assets during 
that time, and if we can agree—

Q. What good are assets if we cannot use them?—A. Have we more roa«B 
than we can use?

Q. We cannot use them.—A. I thought we were using them ; there arc 
million or more automobiles running over our roads each day.

Q. I know ; I should like to see more of them.—A. Ah, so would I.
Q. I should like to find out if there is not some way of making thos 

facilities, available to more and more people in Canada.—A. Of course, 1 
thought the suggestion was that we had done very badly since confederation' 
I should think we have done pretty well.

Q. I think we have done pretty well in building up Canada. We hax 
established wonderful institutions ; we have built up great cities and we haV 
built up industries in Canada which are flourishing, though at the moment tiw 
are working below capacity production. I am not questioning that.—A. A es.

Q. The whole structure has been built up on debt.—A. Which in turn 
an asset of the people. ,

Q. Which in turn is an asset of the people, as you say, but very few of t 
people. Now, I want to get this question across once more. Can we hop 
ever to tax the people of Canada sufficiently to retire the debts, or must 
continue to go progressively into debt, although the debt charges may ® 
increase because of lower rates of interest?—A. That debt is an asset of 
Canadian people. Now, let me say, I am speaking of public, private and 
kinds of debt; what would be the object of repaying it?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Well, that is what— A. Speaking of the thing as a whole. Now, there 
may be and there has been, an object in repaying debts so far as one individual 
entity is concerned'; but as it is repaid to the holders of the debt one must, 
assume that they are using that money for fresh enterprises, involving fresh, 
debts and fresh assets; so that all I can say would be this, that in a country 
where the sum total of public and private debt was decreasing, you have a 
country which is going backward and which is becoming more poverty-stricken: 
Generally speaking, in a country where you find there is no public and private 
debt, you have a country resembling darkest Africa; there is nothing else.

Q. As we have gone progressively into debt and as there have been wide 
fluctuations in the volume of the amount of money in the hands of the people, 
aud as there has been a very unstable period of borrowing in the dominion of. 
Ganada which has worked, for example, to the interests of debtors in many, 
puses, and the experience— A. Of course, if I may interrupt, it worked greatly 
m the favour of debtors from 1914 until 1921, not very much on balance, as 1 
recall it, against debtors from that time until the 1929 period. That working 
against debtors which you mention has taken place since 1929, speaking from 
memory, but in general in favour of debtors between 1890 and 1929.

Q. Here is the position. At one time I was taking part in a survey in the 
province of Alberta and I had occasion to discuss matters with many farmers 
m that province and they cited many many cases where the farmer had pur* 
chased his farm, say, at $10,000 and had borrowed from the banks a small- 
s.Uln of money—$1,000 or $2,000—-and had developed his little farm, paid back 
uuring the good years his interest and part of his principal, and then along 
tarric the depression of 1921-22, and along came some other monetary factor 
?Pch as the embargo on cattle, and prices dropped and he was unable to meet 
. ® obligations; but he went on paying and paying until he had paid back in 
mterest and principal as much as $15,000 and he still owed $7,000 or $8,000 in 
mortgages to his creditors. Now, that takes place in thousands and thousands 
, oases, not only in the province of Alberta but throughout Canada. Then I' 

ave talked to those who have been in control of municipalities, and they have; 
m me that they have built concrete sidewalks and highways and put in sewer 

G 'terns and put in telephone systems and so forth; the highway has been worn 
Gh and the municipality has paid on ever since it was built—paid for it over' 

d over again—but the highway is worn out and they now cannot borrow 
°npy to build a new one—A. Yes. I know many examples of improvident 
lmicipal financing, but that is not the case in all sections of the country. , 

Q- No, but it is the case in a wide section of the country.—A. Well, there
* the question of bad management.

, Q- You say it is unwise financial management? How otherwise, not being 
j.. c to create money themselves, could they do it? The only way municipali- 
ttf8 ln western Canada secure this money, or any other municipality as far as 
. mt is concerned, is either through taxation of the people or through borrow- 
°—A.

>ld The people wanted certain things which the municipality naturally
y. "* n°t afford to provide from taxation in any one year. The municipality,, 
at Ir . e> ^ked other people who had goods and power to command labour 
for wjr disposal to lend them to the municipality, to provide a certain asset.

lc municipality in the form of, shall be say, a pavement. 
f0j. I cannot agree with you.-

that
A. Now, I think it would have been possible 

tim "“au municipality to say: “We will pay these debts back during the life- 
e °t the assets which we have invested the money in.”
•^r- Howard: Certainly.

78°24—24
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By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Do you believe it is possible under the debt creating system to borrow 

money .and pay it back by setting aside a sinking fund sufficient to retire the 
debt?—A. I can show you many examples of it.

Q. Why has that principle not been pursued by the Federal government. 
Why was it that the Federal government which has been given control over 
banking and the issue of currency and with wide powers of taxation—why has 
it been their experience that they have been unable to set aside a sinking fund 
sufficient to retire the debt. Not only in Canada but in every other country 
of the world debts are increasing and they have never been able to set aside 
sinking funds or reserves sufficient to retire the debt in a measurable length of 
time?—A. One would have to inquire there whether those countries were grow
ing to an extent which did not increase the real burden of debt, whether those 
countries had certain responsibilities versus their people which they thought could 
better be met first of all by an increase in debt and later by increased taxa
tion—whether they considered that preferable to keeping the debt down. .

Q. You suggest that these countries have been pursuing an unwise financia- 
policy?—A. Not necessarily. _ ,

Q. If they have not set aside reserves to pay it off in a measurable period 
of time. I directed this question to the Minister of Finance. I asked hi® 
whether he had any plan in mind which if pursued would pay off Canada s 
national debt in a period of thirty or fifty or one hundred years and, if s0' 
how would this policy differ from the policies pursued during the past thirty 
years. I could have said since the depression. The answer was that thlS 
was a matter of government policy. Now, do you think it is possible f® 
Canada to devise a policy wherein it would be possible to retire Canadas 
national debt in a period of fifty years, and, if so, do you think it is advisable??" 
A. I should say that to visualize the retirement of the national debt with® 
fifty years one would have to assume a condition of tremendous development 0 
the country to make it possible to secure from the people a sufficient an®®1 
in taxes to repay the debt holders, because one would also have to assu®6 
that those debt holders were going to use the money on the great develop®61! 
which was taking place. Theoretically under those conditions, one could vis»*® 
ize a substantial reduction in the debt, but life being what it is, and in 
of the great development which would be occurring at the time, I ©once® 
that there would be many demands on the government to increase its servi66* 
and its equipment around the country. I would be inclined to think that ® 
reduction might be substantial, but by no means the whole thing.

Q. This increased production that you mention would have to take pla,ce 
to increase Canada’s national income to such an extent that the taxes would 13 ; 
sufficient to retire the debts. Now, could that take place without industry 
going in debt, without an increase in private indebtedness to the country?—A- 
increase in private indebtedness if the funds are soundly invested as we ass®11 
they would be, is a sign of prosperity. ^

Q. The retirement of those loans to industry would reduce the amount , 
money available?—A. The retirement of loans to industry? Industry ®ol1 
probably be increasing its loans at that time. is

Q. If we taxed those loans that were given to industry to pay for Cana6® 
national debt—.—A. I do not quite follow that. . „

Q. I will put it this way. We are going to increase Canada’s product1 
so that the national income will be sufficient to tax the people to a greater ex® . 
but I suggested to you that that increased production would come around thr®le 
increased loans to private industry?—A. By individuals. iet

Q. Yes. And you stated that that would be all right, and I agree t®^, 
the system that it would be all right ; but those loans must be repaid or 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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ruptcy will follow in industry.—A. No, I would say they would be long term 
loans.

Q. Long term loans. That would increase those loans to industry, would 
increase demand deposits or deposits?—A. No.

Q. There would be no necessary increase? No deposits of money on loans? 
~~A. No, not those loans by individuals, buying bonds and shares and so forth 
°f the companies concerned.

Q. You believe there is enough private capital at the moment to allow for 
expansion of industry without going further in debt to the banking system?—A. 
I would say there is, yes. In the circumstances you mention the growing volume 
°I production would increase the savings of the people which they have available 
f°r investment. Increases in equipment would go pari passu with the improve
ment in production. I think that under those circumstances there would also 
Pe a tendency for the total of bank deposits and bank loans and investments to 
increase as the general production of the country grew. I do not suggest, how
ler, that there would be an increase proportionate to the total increase in pro
duction, because I think under the circumstances the velocity of circulation 
xvould increase.

Q. Let us deal with the situation—
Mr. Deachman: I would like to have an answer from Mr. Landeryou to 

u very simple question. He has been dealing with the debt situation. I would 
uke to know how, in the town of Olds or High River, they could get these assets 
°f roads and so forth without a debt—that is, under your system?

Mr. Landeryou : I am not advocating any system at the moment; I am 
dealing with the—

Mr. Deachman: You have not got an alternative?
, Mr. Landeryou : Yes, I have an alternative, and I hope to deal with it 
before we close.

By Mr. Landeryou:
,. Q. Now, there is at the present moment in Canada approximately two 
Hilion, five hundred million in bank deposits?—A. Yes, that is right.

Q. How are those bank deposits created in the first place?—A, To the 
extent of about $250,000,000 by issue of legal tender cash; to the extent of the 

ulance they are there by reason of the fact that the banks have assets in bonds 
and in loans to individuals.

Q- Yes. Now, when the government goes to a bank—I am asking these 
Questions because in various sections of Canada there are many divergent opinion 
•s to.the operation of banks—for instance a number of people imagine and have 
b'agined for years that bank deposits were backed up by legal tender and th,at 
!lc legal tender was backed up by gold, and that the banks used people’s savings 
1° purchase those securities. Now, I intend to ask a few questions along this 

When a government goes to a bank and borrows $1,000,000 by presenting 
>000,000 in bonds to the bank, does the bank use the people’s savings, the 

^e°ple’s savings that are in the bank at the time to purchase this million dollar 
^nd?—A. It cannot use the people’s savings which are in the bank at the time 

®Çause those savings are a liability of the banks, and of course, you cannot dse 
^ability to purchase anything.

, Q- Quite right. I am glad to hear you say that.—A. What would happen 
lat the bank under those circumstances would acquire an asset in the foim 

| a government bond and also raise a liability in the form of an equal amount.
other words, a demand deposit owned by the government. The government 

roof **len spend that money and you would find that it moved from the govefn- 
(j n! account into the accounts of various individuals, leaving the sum total of 
pro81*® *he same as it was before, but the ownership would be changed. A fair 

Portion, judging by experience, would appear in the savings accounts of
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•individuals if they chose to. leave those savings with the bank. In that case 
the bank can retain the government bond which it bought originally. If they 
Wish to withdraw, the savings, that is another story.

Q. Now, if the government went to the bank with $1,000,000 in bonds there 
would be an increase, of $1,000,000 in the amount of money in the hands of the 
people in the form of deposits?—A. Assuming that, no other change had taken 
place in the bank’s position at that time, yes.
. Q. In other words, when the $1,000,000 worth of bonds is presented to the 
bank' a million dollars of . new money or the equivalent is created?—A. Again 
■assuming that there is no decrease in its other investments or loans.

Q. I mean at the time, at the moment.—A. Yes.
Q. It is a fact that a million dollars of new money is created?—A. That is 

right. Of course, governments should not always go to banks in that connection; 
they should sell their bonds to investors.

Q. Yes. Now, the same thing holds true when the municipality or the 
province goes to a bank?—A. Or an individual borrower.

Q. Or when a private person goes to ,a bank.—A. Yes.
Q. I am asking this question tor this reason : I was discussing this matter 

with a banker who has had twenty years’ experience with banks and I said, 
“supposing I wanted to borrow $100 in Western Canada from a bank and to 
purchase $100 worth of wheat for spring seeding, what would I do?” He said, 
“well, it is done in this way: an individual in Eastern Canada, we will say, 
has an income of $20 a . week and he spends $15 of it and puts $5 of it in the 
bank, and suppose there are twenty others who do the same thing, that gives 
the bank $100 of deposits, and because the bank in Ontario has $100 of deposits 
the bankers can loan me that deposit in Western Canada to put in my seed 
wheat.” Is that a correct statement?—A. I think it is a rather involved one-

Q. It is rather involved. I want you, however, to answer it as fairly aS 
you did my first question. Is it a true statement?—A. I think it is perfectly 
true in the eyes of the individual man who is operating a branch ; considering 
the banking system as a whole it is not a proper way to regard it.

Q. What is the proper way? Is the proper way this, that when I borrow 
$100 from the bank as a private citizen the bank makes a book-keeping entry 
■and there is a $100 increase in the deposits, of that bank, in the total deposits 
of that bank?—A. Yes:
■ Q. And the depositor’s funds that are in the banks do not support me 
to-day?—A. Oh, yes, they do.

Q. I have to support my own with my own security ; it is my security, ^ 
is.not. the depositors’ liability, is it?—A. It is your liability to the bank and the 
■bank in turn has a liability to the depositors. Perhaps one might say in that 
ease that the bank acts as a go-between the depositors and the borrower.

Q. At the present time in Canada there is in the bank portfolio® 
$1,400,000,000 in bonds?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I asked you a question some time ago as to whether it was possible 
to tax vour way out of debt. There are $1,400,000,000 of bonds in the bank 
portfolios, and those bonds are assets of the bank, they are liabilities of tiie 
people of Canada as a whole, but the people as well have $1,490,000,000 °n 
deposits which is their asset and the liability to the bank?—A. Yes.

Q. When the government taxes people the money must come from th® 
depositors in the banks?—A. From production.
, Q; It must come in the form—not from production, it comes from the monO 
the people actually have. We know that it cannot be paid in production because 
we have in mind the case of the farmer who broke a banker’s window aim 
shovelled in two or three bushels of wheat before he was caught. He tried to pa> 
off with goods and was arrested. You have to pay in money and not in pr°' 
duction.—A. Y ou try to produce goods with which to get the money.
’ fllr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Yes ; but you do not always get the money when you produce the goods. 
You know there-is stored up wealth that -people cannot buy to-day; they do 
not produce money.—A. I would say that the volume of production in Canada is 
very substantial. We would like it to be larger.

Q. Would you say that money comes into existence because people 
produce?—rA. New money? Not necessarily, no. I would say that people 
Produce and exchange goods, and they use money to effect those transactions.

Q. Coming back again, will you agree that there is $1,400,000,000 on 
deposits that are assets of the people and'liabilities of the bank, and that if 
the government wished to pay the bank off—there is $750,000,000 coming due
now and the government is borrowing a sum totalling $600,000,000------ A. I think
that is the general borrowing authority; there is no such amount coming due.

Q. There is over $600,000,000 for this coming year.—A. I do not recall 
that figure.

Hon. Mr: Stevens: There is a refunding figure; it is a little high.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. 1 am using that as an illustration.—A. Yes.
Q. If the government wished to pay off the bank loan-—that is, retire this 

yl,400.000,000—at the moment they would have to tax $1,400,000,000 -away 
h'om the people; is that not right?—A. Yes.

Q. If they taxed $1,400,000,000 away from the people-------A. —to pay it
hack to the people?

Q. To pay it back to the banks. If those bonds were falling due in a period 
of tw-o years they would have to tax, they would reveal a reduction in the total 
hank deposits of an equivalent amount, reducing the total deposits to 

.100,000,000?-- A. Provided that the banks did not buy any fresh-assets from 
fhe people, yes; did not make any fresh loans or buy additional bonds.

Q. Yes. They would be going into debt under another heading, -whether 
Municipal, provincial or private; but I want to confine it to this position.—A. 
leg.

Q. The banks would be paid off. Now, the banks would have $1.400,000,000 
‘l1 cash and the government would have the $1,400,000,000 in bonds?—A. Oh, I 
cl° not. think—

Q. And there would be no liabilities? -A. I do not think the bank^ would 
ntve that $1,400,000,000 in cash under the proposal you mention. I think your 
assumption was that the bonds were paid out of taxation, so that the banks 
assets will have gone down $1.400.000,000. Fhey would not take in more cash 
and deposits would have gone down $1,400,000,000.

Q. The money would be destroyed with taxes over and oxer again. 1 
l^nnot understand vour answer. We have $l,400y.Cu0,000 m the batiks. A. 
Yes,

. , , ,v 1.1.. nnnnio because under the proposition Iam t£bg°7o woer"ou^ Yes.

Q. At the moment theie l- £-••> ■ A’4rf)qqqqoO to retire the bonds?—A. 
V-, Z O clearer belore. In
the process of taxation money is placed in the governments’s own banking
account from^the'banking '' account ‘of'individuals across the country so that 
^lle $1,400,000,000 in these circumstances comes from the deposits of mdi\ im 
!r:,° the dominion government’s deposit with the banks At ic cm < .
Ration period the dominion government has a balance with the chartered banks 
of $1,400.000.000; the banks still at that moment have the $1,400,(XX),000 m 
|?vernment securities, so that the government gives the banks a cheque ior 

>400,000,000, extinguishing the deposits and removing the bonds.
. Q. What happens to the cheque?—A. The cheque is charged against the 
government deposits, extinguishing the deposits.
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Q. It belongs to the bank?—A. The banks in return for the cheque have 
given assets in the form of $1,400,000,000 bonds to the dominion government.

Q. Not any liabilities?—A. No.
Q. What happens to the cheque?—A. The cheque is in favour of the bank, 

but drawn against the government deposits. So that what happens is, the 
assets of the bank come down $1,400,000,000, because they have sold the bonds 
to the government ; their liabilities come down $1,400,000,000 because the gov
ernment has used that amount to repay the bank.

Q. What has happened to the $1,400,000,000 in the form of a cheque that 
comes to the bank?—A. The cheque is drawn on the government account in 
the bank.

Q. Is it cancelled by the bank?—A. Well, naturally.
Q. Well, then, that much money goes out of existence?^A. Yes.
Q. So that if the government was to tax the people in that way the only 

way they could secure the tax is to make that amount of money available in the 
hands of the people and most of it would come from demand deposits?—A. They 
could only tax, of course, on that scale, if the production of the country was 
sufficient to enable them to do so.

Mr. Dubuc: If the government by some means would tax the $1,400.000.000 
so that they could buy the bonds that are in the hands of the bank, then the 
depositors would have to give a cheque out of their bank deposits to transfer 
it to the government and there would only remain $1,100,000,000 on deposit-^

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. In other words, to tax the people to pay off these bonds would in these 

circumstances destroy money and bankrupt the nation?
Mr. Dubuc : Destroy the assets of the depositors.
Mr. Landeryou : Destroy the assets of the depositors.
Mr. Towers: In the circumstances you mention and linking it only t0 

the bonds of the banks, bonds already held by the banks, it would be a° 
impossible situation, of course. If the degree of production and prosperity j” 
the country was high enough to make it possible for the government reasonably 
to collect such taxation you would find in effect that the commercial loans ? 
the banks, and their other assets, were on their way up at that time, and that in 
all probability the total of deposits would be increased rather than reduce ■ 

Of course, to visualize a sudden move of that kind, a sudden taxation in 0lL 
year of an extra $1,400,000,000, is visualizing something which simply c°u 
not happen.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. It just could not happen because it would bankrupt the whole nation an 

destroy the assets of the people?—A. The transfer would dislocate our who 
economic system.

Q. It would destroy everything?—A. Yes.
Q. That is why I am suggesting to you it is absolutely impossible 1°’ 

the citizens of Canada, municipal, provincial or federal, ever to imagine tli 
they can borrow themselves out of debt or tax themselves out of debt.—-q- 
thought we had left the question of borrowing themselves out of debt asm > 
because it is a contradiction in terms.

Q. Yes, it is. I couple them together because we can only borrow 
A. But having in mind that the debt is owned in large measure by the 
people, whatever reduction in debt there is simply involves a transfer, 
circumstances that transfer would be taking place when the money 
repaid by the people can be usefully used in some other form. Th< 
then would not be harmful. It is only in these circumstances that 
have a reduction in governmental debt.

or tax-
Canadian

In suçh 
which; 

=> transi61 
" vou can
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Q. Now, I am going to leave that because I myself am perfectly satisfied 
debt will have to increase under the system that we have. Judging from 
experience in the past we can never hope to get out of debt with the present 
debt-creating money system.—A. May I say under these circumstances, would 
not one expect to find that a country which had no debt was an extremely 
Prosperous one?

Q. I would say that a country which had no debt would be extremely 
Prosperous.—A. Well, I know many countries that have no debt, or very few 
debts, and they are extremely poverty-stricken.

Q. That is because they have not seen fit to enter into this debt-creating 
uioney system?—A. The countries that I know of have remained poverty- 
stricken.

Q. I am visualizing the mind of man devising a money system that would 
necessitate the rapid increase in debt and would prevent the establishment 

unrepay able debt that is such a burden upon the Dominion of Canada to-day. 
•“Iter we have, as I said, carved an empire out of the wilderness, built our 
*adroads and established our great industries, yet we find ourselves unable to 
j'se those railroads and unable to use the industries to the utmost and unable 
0 transfer the goods and services that we have in this country.—A. I could 

make any comment on that proposal because I have never seen a coherent 
exPosition of it.

, Q. I shall deal with it a little before I am finished; but there is no question 
‘ 3°ut that. Since the Bank of Canada was created we have what is known as 
n easy money system. Is that correct? Would you define it as easy money? 

Yes, I would.
Q. They use the term “ expansionist policy ” rather than an inilationary 

—A. I would not even say that ; I would say it even has the seeds of 
‘"nation.

Q. Can you give me the effect upon Canada’s economy as a whole of this 
?y money policy? For instance, has it resulted in the reduction of taxes in 

t 18 country, municipally, provincially or federally?—A. It has meant that 
Xes are less than they would otherwise have had to be.

X Less in total amount?—A. Yes.
X Well, the taxes of the dominion of Canada have increased year by 

ar- A. I say less than they would otherwise have had to be. 
jj. X Less than they otherwise would have to be; but there has been an 
trafCase ‘n tuxes under the easy money policy pursued by the present adminis- 
a 1()n, in view of the fact that the expenditures for material have increased, 

c there has been an increase in debt under this easy money policy?—A. Yes. 
ijj ,X An increase in Canada’s national debt. Has there been any increase 
is t|1C debt carrying charges in the past five years?—A. My recollection 

lere has not been. They are down from what they were five years ago. 
nu X Has there been any substantial increase in bank deposits, in the total 

n'1 r^f hank deposits?—A. The total amount of bank deposits?
I The total number of bank deposits.—A. That figure I have not here ; 

an get it.
tW X What was the increase in the total amount of bank deposits?—A. 

'cen what years?
Ojj H' Between the years 1935 and 1938, under the easy money policy.—A. 
tL Y arch 31, 1935,—that is just a couple of weeks after we started business— 
"'em"®!?at^an hank deposits were $2,034,000,000. On December 31, 1938, they 

$2,498,000,000, an increase in the meantime of $464,000,000.
X $464,000,000—
"H- Coldwell: The number of depositors? 

sUipp , Towers: The number of depositors? I cannot give you exactly the 
acCy dates, but taking October 31, 1934, the number of demand deposit 

>nts was 627,000 ; that is the number of individual accounts. One indi-
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vidual may have had more than -one account, of course. On October 31, 1938, 
the number was 670,000.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Not a very great increase?—A. An increase of about 10 per cent. In 

notice deposits, saving deposits, so-called, the number of depositors in October, 
1934, was 4,043,000; in October, 1938, 4,123,000 accounts.

Q. Is that an increase?—A. That is an increase of 80,000 accounts during 
that period, or roughly 2 per cent.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Just along that line, have you made any estimate at all of the actual 

number of people that represents? There is an estimate that there are 4,000,000 
Canadian depositors with accounts in banks, and it has always been a mystery 
to me that that figure has been left without any attempt to indicate how many 
people that really represents. It seems to me that the fact it has been left like 
that indicates intention on the part of the banks.—A. Well, I hesitate always 
to assume that the other man has something machiavellian in his mind; but 1 
do not know the extent of doubling up involved in the figures.

Q. They could have found it out before this?—A. They could.
Q. It serves a very important purpose to say there are 4,000,000 Cana

dians who have accounts in -the banks.—A. They make this return by regulation 
of the Dominion government, and if there were the form of return you suggeSf 
it would involve, of course, an absolutely enormous amount of work. Apart 
from any Machiavellian intention on their part I can well understand they 
would not . embark on the work unless they had to.

Q. I can understand the Machiavellian intention too.—A. I have roamed 
around the world for 25 years, and I still believe the majority of people are 
honest, although I have dealt with -a number of crooks.

Q. Why have they used these figures and said there are 4,000,000—
A. They do not use them.

Q. I have seen it advertised.—A. The Dominion government told them 1° 
make out these figures in this way.

Q. They use these figures in advertising, and it is most ridiculous.—A. Thm 
is another way to look at it.

■By Mr. Coldwell:
Q. Have - you the average amount of these accounts?
Mr. Landeryou : I have them here ; I was going to refer to that.
Mr. Towers: I have the total amounts but I have -not got them works 

out in averages.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. I have a statement here made by the banks in respect to the numk^ 

of bank depositors ; the total amount of deposits and the average, and the) 
give them out in this way. They say there are 4,000,000 depositors havD» 
money in the banks, and they give a total amount of over $2,000,000,000 and t-hL 
give an average of $450. In other words, they say there are over 4,000,0 ^ 
depositors with the Canadian chartered banks, having an average deposit j1 
$450; but it does not work out that way. I think that is the point that ^
the minds of the members of the committee. You will find, upon -analysis 
these figures that there are some 3,000,000 with deposits- -of less than $l-l) j 
I believe you have the figures there, Mr. Towers, if you look them up.— 
have an analysis ol the deposits, and I see there are 3,797,000 deposits of $1’° 
or less.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.}
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Q. That is rather misleading, too, because I think that should give an 
average of about $117, should it not?—A. $452,000,000 is the dollar amount 
m that category, which is, as you say, something in the neighbourhood of $117. 

Q. And the banks pay l£ per cent to their depositors?—A. Yes.
Q. And it averages out about 1 per cent because it is only paid on the 

lowest deposit or lowest monthly deposit rather?—A. That average of 1 per cent 
on their deposits is obtained through including also demand deposits; so it is 
an average of 1 per cent on the whole $2,500,000.000.

Q. It is a very small amount?—A. Not so small.
Q. That very small amount goes to the great bulk of depositors who have 

an average of $117, but to-day I understand it is a little better than that, 
®124 or $125, since the easy money policy came in.—A. Yes; I suppose what 
they get in interest would be about $5,000,000 a year odd.

Q- I worked it out at one time and giving it from memory, as I have not 
he figures with me, I would say that about 96 per cent of the total depositors 

°" n approximately 24 per cent of the total deposits.
The Chairman: Corporations and companies?
Mr. Landeryou: 96 per cent of the total depositors control 24 per cent 

°% of the total deposits.
. The Chairman: Are you taking into account the number of shareholders 
11 the corporations that deposit?
q Mr. Landeryou : No, I am just taking the figures that were given in the 

‘>nuda Year Book in 1938 showing the number of bank depositors and the 
•Qount of money on deposit.

Mr. Towers: Quite so.

By Mr. Landeryou:
tl * am correct in that?-—A. I would say, just working it out roughly here, 

at :*bout 92 per cent have 27 per cent, or something like that.
Q- 92 per cent have 27 per cent?—A. Approximately, 

of That would mean that 8 per cent of the total depositors hold 73 per cent 
110 total deposits?—A. Including corporations.

Q- Including corporations?—A. Yes.
o Q- They would be receiving a substantial sum in the form of interest paid 
tie .posits. Now, are the banks under any legal obligation to pay interest on 

Posits?—A. No; they can alter it from time to time, depending on circum- 
Ldnees.

|.() Q- They can arbitrarily reduce it, as they have done?—A. Subject always 
1 eight of the depositor to withdraw, yes.

I;, Q- They s;eeni to be subject only to their own laws. There seems to be very 
e legal restriction on the operators of the bank?
The Chairman : That is our fault, if it is true, as we revise their act.
Mr. Landeryou : We have that power every ten years.

By Mr. Landeryou:
fi'c W * 0 what'use do the banks put the people’s deposits?—A. The asset side of 

onnks’ balance sheets will, of course, show that. 
be (, ‘ hen, I shall ask one direct question because I think this matter should
tha+ ,:lred up a little more quickly. Banks do not loan the people’s deposits; is 
hav cortect statement?—A. It should not be put in quite that way. The banks 
So ^ ‘'u the asset side of their balance sheet investments in bonds and loans and 
theÿ1,111 which represent an asset against their liability to depositors. In a sense, 
s°Uw e a g0-between. You may owe the bank $100. If one chose to earmark 

, ^'^0 in a deposit account against that loan, then you might find that in 
you owed $100 to Tom Smith, living in Halifax. But it would be far too
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complicated to try to carry on business in that way. The banks are a go-between, 
so that their assets in the form of investments and loans cannot be sensibly 
larger than the amount of their liabilities to depositors.

Q. Well, that is banking practice. They are under no obligation to confine 
themselves to that?—A. Indeed they are because if they do not—it is impossible 
for them to do anything else.

Q. It is not impossible for the banking system, but every bank loan creates 
a liability, is that what you mean?—A. Well, it must, because they cannot acquire 
assets without creating liabilities. They cannot produce assets out of thin air. 

Q. They cannot create assets out of thin air?—A. No.
Q. They monetize that which belongs to the people?—A. They have assets- 
Q. Have they the right to do that?—A. They have assets, but at the same 

time they acquire liabilities, or rather build up liabilities, I should say.
Q. They determine whether or not they will create assets ?—A. They have 

to have a partner in that. If they want to buy bonds, they must find someone 
to sell them, or if they want to make loans they must find someone to borrow, 
it is not a unilateral transaction.

Q. They determine whether or not they will create assets?—A. That deter
mination is dependent upon others, it is not their sole power. They must find 
someone who is selling or borrowing to provide the other side of the transaction- 

Q. But if there is someone who desires to borrow from them, they can refus6 
the loan?—A. That is right. In other words, the banks might want to buy 
investments or make loans and find that they could not because no one wanted 
to provide the other side of the transaction ; conversely, someone might want t° 
sell bonds or borrow money and find that, they could not do it. That is tn 
theoretical position. ,

Q. It is actually being done. In the province of Saskatchewan they warn6 
$500,000 for seed expenditures this year and the banks refused to loan them m 
money.—A. I am not aware of the circumstances of that transaction.

Q. I have talked to business men. I have in mind one particular businc® 
man in the constituency that I represent. He wanted to borrow money fc°l\ 
the bank to expand his industry and he was told that there was sufficient Pr°r 
duction from the industries already developed in Montreal and in VancouV - 
to supply the product that he wanted to manufacture; and they suggested 
him that he act as an agent for one of those big manufacturing institutions 
Montreal or in Vancouver.—A. Of course, if I may say so, there are two differ®,e 
things here. One is a question of a change in the whole monetary system ; 
other to which you are just referring is a question of the policy and admm ^ 
tration under which the existing system operates. Those are two differe 
things. in

Q. I will put the proposition to you in this way. We have lumb61 |. 
Alberta. We have standing timber which is of very good quality, although 
of the best. In fact, the No. 1 quality of lumber in Alberta compares v y 
favourably with the No. 2 lumber of British Columbia, and for all orc ^i'a 
purposes is just as good as the lumber that can be produced in British Colum 
for the markets of Great Britain. Finance has invested large sums of m° , aH 
the lumbering industry of British Columbia and they are able to produce ^ 
the lumber that is required in the province of Alberta and large amounts g 
export. Can you conceive of the banks or the financial institutions being W1 0f 
to loan money for the development of the lumber industry in the province 
Alberta when it is already highly developed in British Columbia?—A. WCg 
the lumber industry in Alberta can be profitably developed, and enterpr]^jj) 
citizens want to put some of their funds at risk in the thing, then the bank® 
lend the rest ; but if no enterprising citizen agrees to take the risk and wan _ 0f 
banks to take the whole risk in a business which by definition shows mg 
being unprofitable, then I dare say it is true that the banks would not l°a 
money.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. But would it not be in the best interests to do so, when you consider 
that we have railroads running across the country that have been established? 
There is a large amount of money invested in the lumber industry of British 
Columbia?—A. By enterprising individuals who risked their money and gave 
their time.

Q. There are a number of men who have risked their money and given 
their time in small plants in lumbering in Alberta who find it absolutely impos
sible to go to financing institutions and get any credit.—A. Well, of course, as 
I said the other day, that question as to whether or not people who are reasonably 
entitled to borrow have been unable to do so, is one with which you do not get 
very far by discussing in a general way. If only one could get specific examples 
and examine those, that is what is really helpful.

Mr. Lander you : I notice that I have only two or three minutes left so I 
had better deal with one question that these gentlemen have been raising, just 
k° get a start.

Mr. Cleaver : Before you leave the present point, have you any concrete 
Samples?

Mr. Tucker: Certainly.
Mr. Cleaver : In regard to loans in Alberta? 

s Mr. Lander you: Yes, they refused to finance the sowing of wheat in 
Saskatchewan.

Mr. Cleaver: I am speaking of the matter of lumber.
Mr. Landeryou: Yes.
Mr. Cleaver : Have you concrete instances in respect to that?

> Mr. Landeryou : I could refer you to them, if you wanted to take it up.
have not the names here or anything like that. I do not intend to give the 

Barnes at the moment.
,, Mr. Towers: Of course, if you did care to give the names, I am sure that 
he Inspector-General of Banks would be glad to investigate those particular 

"ases.
• Mr. Landeryou : If these gentlemen desire me to give the names, all 

k&ht, I shall have to see them first, as to whether they want me to do that; 
ecause it is a rather delicate question.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
^ Mr. Landery'ou: Here is another point I should like to make: what is the 
a?c °f producing unnecessarily, if we cannot sell the goods? What is the use 

the moment of increasing lumber production in Alberta? I admit at the 
iLv ent there is a limited market in Alberta that we could secure, which 
Ç jlsh Columbia has. I am not condemning necessarily the people of British 
ve° Ull.toia, because this is the system, and they have their agencies there. It is 
^a k arfi t° get people financially interested in it there because of the limited

jj. 1 he Chairman : Mr. Landeryou, the time of the committee is about up. 
Unnerns to me you had better defer the visualization of this limited scheme 

tuthe next meeting.
Mr. Landeryou : Yes.

at 11* *le committee adjourned at 1.10 p.m., to meet on Wednesday, May 3, 
a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Wednesday, May 3, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Clark (York-Sunbury), Deachman, Dubuc, 
Fontaine, Hill, Howard, Jaques, Lacroix (Beauce), Landeryou, Lawson, McGeer, 
Martin, Moore, Ross (St. Paul’s), Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker, Vien—17.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.
Ordered,—That the following correction be made in the evidence, viz:—
Page 205, in the statement entitled “ Volume of Canadian Money 1867- 

1938,” for the heading “ Dominion Bank of Commerce Notes ” over columns 4, 
” and 6, substitute “ Dominion or Bank of Canada Notes.”

With the consent of the Committee, Mr. McGeer submitted questions to be 
lncorporated in this day’s record and answered by Mr. Towers, on a future date.

At 1.20 p.m., the Committee adjourned until 3.15 p.m.
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the Bank Act be printed in appendix to this day’s proceedings.
(V , At 6 o’clock the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, May 4, at 11.00 

cl°ck, a.m.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,

May 3, 1939.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m. 

The chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.
The Chairman: We are ready to proceed. Mr. Towers is with us again 

this morning and Mr. Landeryou will continue his examination.

In Attendance: Graham Ford Towers,
Governor of Bank of Canada.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Mr. Towers, there is a question or two in reference to Canada’s debt 

wjiich I would like to ask you. Would you agree that a plan could be devised 
wherein we could pay Canada’s national debt off in a period of fifty years?— 
y- That question, I think, was raised on the occasion of the last meeting, and 

did not explain then that I could not be sufficiently optimistic as to visualize 
tle conditions of tremendous expansion in private capital development or the 
remendous total of production which would allow a shift of that kind to take 

Place in such a period of time.
-, Q. You stated that the debts of the people were their assets.—A. I stated 

l£>t tlie debt of the country was largely owing to its own citizens, yes.
Q. That is outside of bonds sold outside of the country?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, are those assets in the form of roads, buildings, national develop

ment—are they still worth the value as represented by the debts?—A. That is 
^Possible to say; probably not,

q, Q- That is the point I would like to develop. For instance, the city of 
ttawa borrowed money to build a city hall; it was burned down and they are 
'll paying the interest on the debt; and occurrences of that nature have taken 

$7f)CC ^lroughout Canada. In the province of Alberta they have spent over 
y000,000 on highways and they have very little left to show in the form of an 

sset for the highways. And in connection with the tremendous sums that 
ofCre expended on the war there is no asset to represent that to-day.—A. Yes, 

course, as we stated—
The Chairman: Oh, yes, certainly—
Mr. Towers: —as we stated in an earlier memorandum, the real sacrifice 

t] C'lrs at the time the money is borrowed. I will not try to go into details of 
cov ex^emPoraneously because they were covered as completely as we could 

Cr them in that memorandum.

By Mr. Landeryou:
t0 Q- One more question and I will leave this question of debt. If we were 
CC(f'°ceed to tax the people sufficient to retire this debt would it not disrupt our 
sUch0n”C system 80 as make it practically impossible?—A. Under conditions 
d ' as they are at the present time or even on the basis of any reasonable 
atGlGe of improvement such as one could visualize it would be an unnecessary 

Useless disruption, yes.
y0uhe Chairman: Mr. Landeryou, may I suggest that as far as possible 

avoid a repetition of questions that were asked at the last meeting?
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Mr. Landeryou : Yes. I am going to ask Mr. Towers if he agrees that 
it should be physically possible to do that which is financially possible.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Do you accept that?—A. I place the greatest importance on the physical 

possibility.
Q. Well, do you think it is possible to develop physically without having it 

represented in terms of an equivalent amount in money? In other words, if y°a 
cannot develop without a money system?—A. Thinking of the physical end of 
it, I assume that when capital development is taking place, whether private 
in the form of new factories or public in the form of roads or buildings that 
involves the people of the country abstaining from consumption to a certain 
extent so that the time and labour can be used on the capital development- 
Instead of many individuals across the country contributing through abstinence 
so to speak, in the form of a brick here and a stone there the thing operate» 
through the monetary system. They spend on consumption something less than 
their income, which means that they actually use in consumption goods some
thing less than they could and convey the results of that abstinence to someone 
else (including governments) who has capital development which he ma> 
wish to undertake. The monetary end is simply a mechanism by which one can 
accomplish that kind of thing as efficiently as possible.

Q. Now, would you agree with this statement that appears in the evidence 
before the Banking and Commerce committee of the senate, “the difference 
between actual production and possible production represents a cost to the 
people of the United States of maintaining present financial institutions.”—A- 
think the statement is meaningless.

Q. You think the statement is meaningless. You think the real reason 
for the lack of production, for the fact that our factories are working ono 
part time and not producing to the utmost of their capacity is not due to a fla"' 
in our money system?—A. No, I think it is due to a flaw, although in man} 
cases an unavoidable one, in our system of production—in the character of °u 
production, I should say. . ,

Q. Coming back to'that statement which is often made that that.whl6 
is physically possible should be made financially possible, we have in tf^ 
province of Alberta 14 per cent of the entire coal product of the world—that 1 
an estimate—and we also produce vast quantities of agricultural profit)6 s’ 
cereals, meats of all kinds, and in Ontario and Quebec they have many thm»“ 
there that are natural to the production of Ontario and Quebec but cann 
be produced in the province of Alberta. Now, we have unemployed coal min'6 ^ 
by the score or hundreds in the province of Alberta; many of them are empWee 
working only part time. They are not receiving sufficient meat for their famm6 ’ 
they are not receiving sufficient milk and cereals for their families, they 9 
not adequately housed; at the same time the farmer and the lumberman ha 
not sufficient coal. In other words, the position is like -this: the average farrI1J 
and the average citizen in Ontario and Quebec is counting every piece of r°|j,
that he puts into his stove and the lumberman is counting every drop of
that he puts into the baby’s milk bottle. Now, we believe it is physica ^ 
possible to provide these people with the goods that are naturally Pr0( 11 me 
in the Dominion of Canada, but these people who are in need are una , 
financially to claim those goods; in other words, we have no effective dema ’ 
which naturally leads us to the conclusion that there is a shortage of purcha»^, 
power in the hands of the vast majority of the people of Canada, and we ^ 
that before that which is physically possible can be made financially P0®?1 0f
that purchasing power must be increased. Do you admit there is a JaC v^e
purchasing among the vast number of consumers in this country?—A. T6 ^ 
extent that your question is similar to the one which Mr. Tucker asked 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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other day and to which I replied at the last meeting, I do not think I can 
extend the answer that I gave. His question related to the problem of 
unemployed factors of production. I gave the best answer I could in that 
respect. To the extent, however, that your question comes into the field of 
social credit theory, I do not think I can do anything more than refer to the 
very careful examinations which were made in one case by the Australian royal 
commission on banking and currency and in the second case by the Irish com
mission. Both commissions devoted a great deal of time and thought to the 
matter. Their reports are available. I have them here. I could not do any 
better job than they did. They expressed the belief in both cases that the 
Underlying theory of lack of consumption power of a character which could be 
remedied by social credit measures was not in accordance with facts.

Q. Now, I am not agreeing with that statement nor am I accepting the 
1(iea that this is simply a social credit theory. I was speaking in the house 
j>°me time back and I suggested that not only our party but all parties in the 
house agreed that there was a lack of purchasing power.—A. Well, that is why 
~ make those two points. There may be a lack of purchasing power due to 
meffective use of one’s domestic resources. To the extent that that is the 
question that is being raised I have replied in the only way I can in response 
to Mr. Tucker’s questions.

Q. All I wanted to know from you, Mr. Towers, was the simple answer 
~.° the question in this way: do you admit that there is a lack of effective 
demand or a lack of purchasing power in the hands of a large number of 
c°nsumers?

The Chairman : Has not the governor just answered the question?
Mr. Landeryou: He answered it by suggesting that that involved a dis- 

eussion and a study of social credit as expounded by various people throughout
me world.

. Mr. Towers : Or that it involved considerations such as those which were 
raised by Mr. Tucker.

By Mr. Landeryou:
la , Q- I will proceed on the assumption that you do agree that there is a 

M purchasing power in the hands of many of the consumers in this country, 
ty ‘ • I Put it on two sides—a lack of ability to produce the things which are 

1 nyM which naturally carries with it a lack of purchasing power.
tu M Now, as to the ability to produce, you know, for instance------ A. Produce
he things which are wanted.

oft M Produce the things which are wanted. There is this situation and it has 
n puzzled me. We have in eastern Canada factories that are capable ofPMu 

hue ting large Quantities of agricultural machinery Not only are they at moment fenTble to provide for the needs of Canadranagncultura but 
,hey are able to construct farm machinery for export. 1 hose lactones are 
ÿy working part time. There are thousands unemployed in Ontario. Many 
J them arc willing to go into those factories to produce machinery, and a 
lh,e same time there are thousands and thousands of farmers m western Canada 
X° require new machinery. The machinery is practically worn out after 

years of depression. Many replacements are necessary The farmers 
•fre unable to provide sufficient purchasing power to purchase the machinery 

1 was manufactured in eastern Canada.
The Chairman : Mr. Landeryou, may I ask a question.
Mr. Landeryou • Yes

atp The Chairman: Are they not unable to buy machinery really because they 
toV^ble to sell the products of the machinery of then ''heat, y ‘_

v sPecific—at a price which will enable them to buy not on y g 
Winery but other goods which they require.
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Mr. Landeryou: Well, that, may be one of the reasons.
The Chairman : Is that not the basic reason?
Mr. Landeryou: I would not say that.
The Chairman: Until you remedy that reason and they can sell their 

product at a profit, at a price which will yield cost and then something over to I 
go on with capital equipment —

Mr. Landeryou : That is true.
Mr. Deachman : They must produce and market.
The Chairman: They must produce and market something, as the 

governor says, that the people demand.
Mr. Deachman : Quite.
Mr. Landeryou: That is true. Unless there are people in western Canada 

who have the money to buy the machinery they will not be able to sell it 1,1 
eastern Canada.

The Chairman: Therefore, they have got to get the money out of the>r 
product. I

Mr. Landeryou : The situation works out also this way : those who at6 !| 
normally unemployed live on $6.47 a month.

The Chairman : Terrible, terrible.
Mr. Landeryou: Terrible. That is for food, clothing and shelter.
The Chairman : Terrible.
Mr. Landeryou : How are these people who want to manufacture machines 

for western Canada ever going to get the purchasing power to buy wester 
Canada’s product? That is the position. It works both ways. It amount- 
to simply this, that both east and west are short of the necessary purchasing 
power to transport goods one to the other.

The Chairman : Surely we cannot consume all of the wheat you produc® 
in the first place, and in the second place we cannot buy your coal becau6 
of the cost of transportation.

Mr. Landeryou : That enters into the same question. Why is it J1® 
physically possible to do that which is financially possible. We have yî 
railroads. It is physically possible to mine the coal ; it is physically poseihj 
to transport the material; but it is financially impossible to purchase the <?° j

The Chairman: The only reason I interjected that question was thjd 
understood at the last meeting you were on the verge of giving us your i«e " 
as to an alternative scheme.

Mr. Landeryou: That is what I am leading up to.
The Chairman : I thought you had built up to that, and I was quite re$j ^ 

to hear you today. Then you began by repeating some of the questions t*1 
you asked yesterday. I would suggest—of course it is up to you—that > 
proceed with your alternative scheme. We are anxious to hear it. t

Mr. Landeryou: I am building up to that. One of the principles 
our party stands for is the necessity of increasing the purchasing power of
pe0ple' , ‘ ' ,8t

The Chairman: Suppose you explain it. We will accept the idea 
you have built up to it. >

Mr. Landeryou: No. That is all very well, Mr. Chairman, to say ^^ 
but Mr. Towers does not necessarily agree that the people need incrCiV 
purchasing power in the form of money. ^

The Chairman : Mr. Landeryou, if you read the record you will fin<^ aJJd 
at 15 minutes to 1 yesterday morning you said that you were on the verge- 
you hoped to give your scheme before 1 o’clock. Now, surely we are Ie 
for it.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Landeryou: That is just what I am hoping to do. I am trying to 
establish my basis now.

The Chairman: Proceed.
Mr. Landeryou: At the World Conference on Agriculture held at St. 

Andrews, Scotland, in 1935 there were representatives to that conference from 
every country in the world. Representatives were sent even from Canada, from 
universities, from the departments of agriculture from the various countries 
of the world. Now, after deliberating for some time they came to the con
clusion that there was a surplus the world over—they contended there was a 
surplus of wheat in the Argentine and in Canada and in other countries of 
the world. In the United States there was a surplus of pigs; in fact they 
slaughtered 6,000,000 pigs. They were plowing down their corn and plowing 
down their cotton and paying people not to raise wheat; and in New Zealand 
the Minister of Finance stated that they had doubled, trebled and quadrupled 
their fruit production, dried fruits, dairy products, hides and wools for export 
and they found the markets blocked up by quotas and restrictions ; and in 
England they could only sell rhubarb if it was of a particular shade of pink. 
The world over there was a surplus of commodities.

Mr. Towers: No, excuse me; there was a surplus of commodities in certain 
Producing countries and a deliberate shortage in certain other countries where 
they forced their people to curtail their consumption for specific reasons.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. There wras. They recognized there was a surplus, and the reason why 

they could not sell them was that there was a surplus in those countries I 
have mentioned?—A. Yes.

Q. We do know, as far as manufacturing is concerned, that Japan is trying 
to expand her markets ; Germany is trying to expand her markets for secondary 
Products and so is England and the other great industrial nations of the world 
hke the United States and France. Now, they suggested that we increase the 
Purchasing power of the world—

The Chairman: Who suggested it?
. . Mr. Landeryou : The World Conference, the Agricultural Congress, in 
heir conclusions. They brought down these three suggestions: that you increase 
he real purchasing power of the masses ; secondly that you decrease costs; 

arid thirdly that you implement social measures.
The Chairman : Have you got a copy of the conference report?
Mr. Landeryou : I have not got a copy of it here just now.
The Chairman : I have sent for one. I would like to know where that 

statement was made.
Mr. Landeryou : I can get it for you.
The Chairman : As I understand it, Mr. Landeryou, the conference did 

°L as a conference, pass any resolution.
Mr. Landeryou : Yes. Well, I can get it for you.
The Chairman : As I understand it, the conference did not as a conference 

ass any resolutions.
o Mr. Landeryou: I did not say they passed a resolution ; I say they brought 

ut down as a suggestion.
The Chairman : Some person at the conference may have brought it down. 
Mr. Landeryou : That is not what it said.
The Chairman : We will have a copy of it here in a few minutes.
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By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. It is not a fact that we are unable to produce goods and that people 

have not goods, it is simply that our financial system in its operations has 
prevented people from securing the purchasing power to lay claim on these 
goods.—A. That is a social credit theory which I think is effectively denied 
in the two royal commission reports I mentioned.

Q. It is not denied by facts.—A. I think it is.
Q. The facts are that we are capable of producing goods.—A. I think the 

facts are not in accordance with what you suggest, and I would think that 
in those circumstances, in view of the very careful study made by the two 
commissions I mention, in view of the coherent way in which they deny the 
suggestions, which are implicit in social credit theory, the thing for someone 
to do would be to write an equally effective denial of the reports of those 
commissions. That seems to me to be the first task before people who are 
interested in social credit, and yet is a task which so far as I know has never 
been performed.

Q. You keep referring to social credit, whereas I have not any more than 
advanced the idea that we must increase the purchasing power of the people.-— 
A. Yes, because I think you have said that the financial system is what destroys 
their purchasing power, and that is the basis of social credit theory.

Q. I shall read the statements of many men in that respect to show you 
that there are others not social creditors who contend as I do.

The Chairman : Mr. Landeryou, before proceeding, I have now a copy of 
the conference report and I wonder if you would give us the citation.

Mr. Landeryou : It was in the synopsis.
The Chairman : These are the reports of the conference.
Mr. Landeryou : I know, but it was in the synopsis. It was put out in their 

economic analysis. I could not find it in here without going through the whole 
book.

The Chairman : I would say that the conference as a conference did n°* 
pass any resolution. Surely it is very easy to turn to the reference and show 
where the resolutions are, if you have read the book.

Mr. Landeryou : I will put it this way: The conference itself—and I never 
suggested that the conference itself passed any resolutions—

The Chairman : Or made any suggestions.
Mr. Landeryou: I said they made suggestions and the suggestions were 

contained in a synopsis of the report which I have not got with me. What 1 
have is page 495 of the International Conference of Agricultural Economist9’ 
and it was from a synopsis of this whole report that I read the suggestions made- 
Now, whether they were made by the whole assembly or not can be questioned) 
but it was made by the members.

The Chairman : By what members?
Mr. Landeryou: In that statement.
The Chairman : By what members?
Mr. Landeryou : I have not the evidence before me. I will not procee ^ 

any further because I have not the synopsis of the report ; I have only the report 
before me. I shall have to bring the synopsis, and I shall bring that for t'1 
next meeting of the committee.

Now, Henry Ford said:—
The function of money is not to make money but to move g°0(|?g 

Money is only one part of our transportation system. It moves g°° J 
from man to man. A dollar bill is like a postage stamp ; it is no g°° 
unless it will move commodities between persons. If a postage start1' 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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will not carry a letter, or money will not move goods, it is just the same 
as an engine that will not run. Someone will have to get out and fix it. 

Now, our money system is not operating effectively in the transportation of 
goods and services?—A. Why?

Q. Simply because the people have not got the money.—A. I think they 
have not got enough ability to produce and sell goods, the accent being on the 
“sell,” of course.

Q. Under the easy money policy being pursued now by the present adminis
tration we find that there has been a substantial reduction in loans to industry. 
To-day our factories in Canada are capable of producing more machinery of 
various kinds, more shoes, more clothing, but I would ask this question, how 
can they sell these goods unless the people have the money to buy them?— 
A. Unless the people have other goods to offer in exchange. That would be a 
better way of putting it. What is physically and economically possible is 
financially possible. I turn around what you say.

Q. You claim it is goods that pay for goods.—A. Yes.
Q. And money will not pay for goods?—A. Quite.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : Goods or services.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. We have plenty of idle services in this country.—A. Well, of course, if 

one goes too far it will be a case of taking in each other’s washing. In other 
words, man cannot live by services alone. They are a useful accompaniment to 
the production of goods.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Can we not subsist to-day by taking in each other’s washing, to a large

extent?_A. If it were only washing, I would say “No.” That is why I say we
cannot live by services alone.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Then you suggest the only way to increase the purchasing power of the 

people is to produce more goods and be able to sell them?—A. Yes., Q. What is the use of increasing production when you cannot sell what you 
lave already produced?—A. There we come to the crux of the matter, and any 
consideration of the events of the last ten, twenty or fifty years will, I think, 
?'ow the character of the problem. Surely it was the case that from 1840 to 
, 14, and then with certain disturbances on pretty well to 1928, the world was 

c>ng built up for the interchange of goods; that, in the first instance, the United 
cli GS anc* Canada and various other countries were developing for an intervarious

_ of goods with the countries of. the old world ; that the character of 
Production in Canada was based on that demand from other countries. Now, 
taV" ten years those customers of ours who had been accustomed to
Va . £ certain goods from us and giving us certain things in exchange have in 
in rluU® cases decided that whatever it might cost them in the form of a decline 
cp / • r Eternal standard of living they were not going to buy any more, 

-airily not to the same extent as before; they were going to wreck the 
tup lne' ancl that is what has happened. Now, our problem is this: Can we 
t0 n to other forms of production which will be used at home? If we are forced 
be 0Ver a period of years, I assume we must do that; but undoubtedly we would 

Educing goods which we cannot produce so well or so economically as the 
tra^rfthings which we had been accustomed to produce. In other words, that 
If th 6r vocati°ns would involve a material decline in the standard of living. 
np()1e V'orld remains a nationalistic world forever, I suppose that will be forced 
for n Us" But it is a change which one does not make except as a result of 

Ce majeure.
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The Chairman : May I supplement what the governor has said by a citation 
from the proceedings of the International Conference of Agricultural Economists. 
Mr. Cairns who was the director of the wheat advisory committee, London, 
stated:—

In our next review of the world wheat situation we shall reinforce 
the argument of our September, 1935, review, that despite the superficial 
signs to the contrary the world is moving into and not out of a wheat 
crisis. Obviously every possible effort should be made to increase 
consumption, but in the absence of international co-operation designed 
equitably to share the task of adjusting production and export to 
effective demand, extremely low prices and much needless distress must, 
given average yields, be the lot of wheat farmers in surplus-producing 
countries.

He goes on to state rather significantly:—
Ten million Frenchmen and a large proportion of the population of 

the continent of Europe depend directly or indirectly on wheat-growing 
for their principal means of livelihood. No amount of argument about 
the mutual advantages of free trade, or about anything else, will induce 
these people to give up growing “ high-cost ” wheat in order to make 
room for “ low-cost ” wheat from overseas countries.

It seems to me that that is the situation you have to deal with and show us hoW 
it is to be corrected by financial means.

Mr. Tucker: That is the point I should like Mr. Towers to deal with- 
You put all the emphasis on the failure of international trade. I think what 
has happened in the United States indicates that there is another major trcn(l 
to-day with which you have not dealt and with which I think you will have to 
deal; that is, by virtue of the existence of trusts and combines the benefit oj 
technological improvement has not been passed on to the consumer in reduce» 
prices, and profits have been built up in vast undistributed reserves which arc 
represented in the price but are not there to purchase goods, and that the only 
way the thing can be adjusted is by continual bankruptcies, and so on. Or, 1,1 
other words, it seems to me that one of the reasons for the apparent lack 0 
purchasing power has been the concentration of that purchasing power throug» 
the very thing I have mentioned in the hands of a few people in dead reserve5’ 
and so on, which to-day are not finding investments in any way, shape or for11' 
because of the lack of capital goods development or the investment in building5’ 
and so on. There is no doubt that millions in this country and billions in th® 
United States have gone into frozen lack of purchasing power and that unie55 
we find some wray to deal with that situation you will ultimately have a collap®® 
of the system. That is my opinion, and it seems to me that economists hk 
yourself—

Mr. Towers: Excuse me, Mr. Tucker, I am not an economist.
Mr. Tucker: At any rate, bankers like yourself should be ready to g*v® 

advice in dealing with that situation as well as putting the emphasis on iu^ *. 
national trade. If you feel like it I should like you to give expression in a sho 
statement, sometime before this committee ends, to that problem, because ^ 
has always occurred to me that the social credit idea was based upon the idea 
absolute lack of purchasing power, whereas, as a matter of fact, it is based up 
the mal-distribution of purchasing power.

Mr. Towers: Mr. Tucker, if Mr. Landeryou will permit, I can answer th 
right away.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. There is a surplus of wheat in Alberta and there is a surplus of fruit 

the fruit-growing areas of B.C., not more than 300 or 400 miles from the prov
ince of Alberta. I have talked to these fruit growers and asked them this 
question : “Where do you market your fruit? The answer has been that they 
ship some to Australia and make a small profit. Sometimes the answer is, “I 
ship some of it, car-load lots, to the city of Calgary, and have to pay more for 
freight than I receive from the fruit.’’ There is a surplus of fruit in that area, 
there is a surplus of wheat and there is a surplus of coal. The farmers have not 
the fruit nor the coal they require, and the coal miners have not the farmers’ 
Products. The fruit-grower has not all the products he would like to have from 
the farm or from the coal mines. You have suggested that until the people 
Can sell wheat------- A. It is fruit we are talking about.

Q. Fruit, coal and wheat.—A. But, first of all, fruit and coal, and as I 
understand it the farmers in Alberta had an excess quantity of fruit.

Q. No, the farmers of Alberta had an excess quantity of wheat.—A. Where 
"'as the excess fruit?

Q. In British Columbia just about three or four hundred miles away.— 
Y Well, if the fruit-grower had excess fruit and wanted coal, and, if the coal 
"liners had excess coal and wanted fruit, it shows a singular lack of initiative 
hat that trade has not developed.

, Q. They are unable to get the purchasing power.—A. They want first of all 
0 exchange the fruit for the coal.

Q. That is what they want.—A. Why do they not do it?
Q. They have the railroad system but they cannot pay the rates.—A. In 

’ her words, it is economically impossible.
j, Q- Because the people have not the purchasing power.—A. Well, they have 

le Purchasing power, because they have fruit and coal.
Q- In other words, it is possible?—A. On the basis of your assumption, 

j Q- Here is the basis of my assumption. There is a surplus of wheat in the 
I unds of the farmers, there is a surplus of poultry and eggs, there is a surplus of 

ipur and coal and there is a surplus of fruit. The job is to transport the 
"it- to the farmer and to the coal miner and the coal to the farmer and to the 

llljllt grower, as well as to transport the farmers’ products to both the coal 
"rr and to the fruit grower. You suggest that there must be something wrong 
" their initiative?—A. On the basis of that earlier outline of yours.

Q- They cannot secure each others products without having the money to 
js 'X them?—A. Excuse me; I think that the interchange of products is all that 
tyç^qthred- But I thought you were then going to point out a flaw, that you 

0 going to say that so far as fruit growers are concerned they can get their 
""ore cheaply at home, perhaps.

f0r .fv They can get their coal more cheaply at home but they are unable to pay 
c0aj A. And therefore they could not buy Alberta coal because they can get 

""ore cheaply nearby.
then 11 am suggesting that they have not the money to buy it. The farmers 
1'vinSe Ves *iave an abundance of agricultural products, but the coal miner is 
the ^ ?u $6-45 a month ; he is denied clothing and shelter, he cannot buy all 
that ' k that is necessary for his children and he cannot buy all the meat 
buv !® necessary for his family because he has not the money with which to 

those things. The farmer has overhead, he has taxes to pay which he 
°t pay in wheat.—A. In actual fact he pays in wheat.

get „ ^eachman: Is it not true that the fruit growers of the Okanagan Valley 
°al from some place?

Landeryou : In other words, you are saying that there is no market 
gst fruit growers for Alberta coal?
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Mr. Deachman: They get coal of some kind from some place, but you, 
with a natural prejudice, want them to take it from Alberta.

Mr. Lander you : Let us confine it to the farmers of Alberta and Saskat
chewan. These farmers are surrounded by coal-mining areas and yet they have 
not sufficient money with which to buy coal.

Mr. Deachman : They have not a sufficient market for their products 
at a reasonable price to enable them to get their coal.

Mr. Landeryou: That is the point I am trying to bring out.
The Chairman: It is out.
Mr. Landeryou: We cannot export our wheat to the markets of the world 

without transferring from one section of society to the other section those 
goods which we have in abundance. In other words, unless we can feed the 
world we cannot feed ourselves.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : If what Mr. Landeryou says is correct that because 
the wheat grower cannot sell his wheat abroad therefore he cannot get the 
things he wants to consume, would Mr. Landeryou be good enough to point out 
to the committee now, while we have it in our minds, where social credit would 
meet that situation?

Mr. Landeryou: Social credit would meet that situation by a direct issue 
of purchasing power either through price discount or through a dividend to the 
consumer.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : But you have still got wheat because you cannot 
consume it.

Mr. Landeryou: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : The farmers still have the wheat. Your suggestion 

that you give them purchasing power by issuing to them script or money, 1 
do not care which, for which they give nothing?

Mr. Landeryou: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : So you are making them a present of money or scrip1 

or something with which they can buy the things they want?
Mr. Landeryou: That is right.
Hon. Mr. Lawson: How long do you think the country could continue to 

be a Santa Claus to the wheat growers of Alberta who cannot sell their whea 
by just giving some unlimited quantity of money which the rest of the country 
produced by goods and services? It is not suggested seriously, is it—

Mr. Landeryou: Are you serious?
Hon. Mr. Lawson: I am terribly serious.
Mr. Landeryou: Do not confine it to the province of Alberta alone, becau 

we are speaking as a government. This is a federal government.
Hon. Mr. Lawson: Do not get away from your promises, wheat gro^®rg 

who cannot sell wheat. I do not care whether they are in Alberta or wn 
they are.

Mr. Landeryou: I just took wheat as one illustration. ,j
Hon. Mr. Lawson: Take any commodity you like which they cannot s 

anywhere. That was your promise.
Mr. Landeryou: Now then, I shall just show you the position of Albe .p 

in relation to Ontario. Will you agree with me that there are many peopl® 
Ontario who would like to have more coal?

Hon. Mr. Lawson: No; I want to stick with wheat.
Mr.- Landeryou: I am going to stick to wheat.
Mr. Jaques: You cannot stick to one commodity.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Landeryou: If I am not going to be allowed to explain how this in
creased purchasing power would operate by citing an example that I see fit to 
Use, then there is very little good in attempting to answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : I took you on your own premise. You started out with 
the premise that wheat growers produce wheat and cannot sell either in Canada 
°r in any other place in the -world. If you agree your premise is bad, let us start 
with another one.

Mr. Jaques : Mr. Chairman, I am not aware that this committee is for the 
Purpose of examining Social Credit ; I thought it was for the purpose of examin- 
lng the existing financial system.

Mr. Deachman: You are offering another system.
The Chairman : Quite right; but Mr. Landeryou said yesterday, and I 

think you will find it in the record, that he would give us his idea or his scheme 
°r whatever it is for a financial set-up to correct the present disabilities, economic 
aud otherwise. That is what we have been looking forward to.

Mr. McGeer: Don’t you think if we are going to go into phases of that kind, 
would be well for us to get through with Mr. Towers, get all the facts that are 

Pertinent to this inquiry on the record?
The Chairman : Mr. Landeryou said he would give it in fifteen minutes.

. Mr. Deachman : We want Mr. Landeryou’s idea of this type of money that 
WlU save this situation.
rp, Mr. McGeer: I am suggesting that we get a complete record from Mr. 
lowers.

The Chairman : Mr. Landeryou said his statement has been made for the 
Purpose of building up to a statement that he proposes to make as to a substitute 
scheme. If it is the wish of the committee that we should proceed with Mr. 

anderyou, all right; if not, we can take up another phase.
Hon. Mr. Lawson : I apologize for taking up time.
The Chairman: You are not taking up time.

the Hon. Mr. Lawson: I have been here 51 minutes. We have a witness before
committee. Out of the 51 minutes I will guarantee his answers have taken 

w y 5. In the meantime, I was asking a question of the honourable member who 
h s uiaking a statement. I do not want this statement to go on the record and 

a°cepted until I can see through it.
is n ^r- Tucker: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mayhew made a suggestion that I think 
tirn te a good one, and that is after we get through with Mr. Towers, if we have 
hage’ ye could let anyone who has answers to make to make them. Mr. Towers 

^Y^.^iugs in his replies that I am not quite satisfied with and which in my 
Very,., judgment do not give the whole picture. I am quite sure the same is 
Prob Ki Y true Mr. McGeer, and I am sure that the same would be true, 
ip ro^i . °f,Mr. Landeryou. Any one of us might want to make a statement
I -Ply to these statements put on the record, and as far as I am concerned, and
lik^ iiSUre the same would be true of Mr. Landeryou, if statements were made 
Larifj at we should be subject to questioning as is now being attempted with Mr. 
the DCryou> but as Mr. McGeer says we should preserve some sort of order in 
the ^roceedings. The examiner can not be a witness one minute and an examiner 

ext, and so on; it does not seem logical.
he Chairman : Mr. Landeryou offered to explain his system.

felt th r+ 'b°WERS : If I may interrupt here, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Tucker said he 
I ajp g answers to various parts of his questions did not state the whole story. 
MioleSUfre ^bpt—at least I hope—he has not got the idea that we did not tell the 

story to the best of our ability, as we know it.
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Mr. Tucker: I grant that. In other words, you have certain points of view 
in regard to this matter. For example, when I tried to point out a moment ago 
vou laid the whole emphasis in regard to the present state of affairs upon na
tional trade, I said I thought that was only one factor in the situation.

Mr. Towers : I did in my reply yesterday say that it is necessary to lay 
heavy emphasis on international trade, as we obviously must in Canada ; but I 
certainly did not say that was the whole story. Perhaps a re-reading of that 
reply of yesterday when the evidence is printed will show that up.

Mr. Tucker: Yes. What I meant to say was this: I am thinking of your 
attitude, for example, on the suggestion which I made. You said that the 
suggestion I had made would be an unfair tax on the banks.

Mr. Towers: No, on the public.
Mr. Tucker: Unfair on the banks and on the public.
Mr. Towers: It would result in that because it would be passed on to them-
Mr. McGeer: I think we can all accept this statement, that whatever Mr. 

Towers has presented, he has done so from the honest viewpoint of himself as 
governor of the bank.

Mr. Tucker : We do not necessarily agree.
Mr. Towers : That is a different matter.
The Chairman : Are you really getting into disorder by not continuing 

until Mr. Landeryou has finished? Then Mr. Landeryou should be allowed to 
complete his statement.

Mr. Landeryou : I will confine myself to a few questions directly to the 
witness. I myself believe that the present financial system is responsible for 
the economic distress that is prevalent in the country today. In fact it is respon
sible for unemployment and for the unstable price level and for the unstable 
money medium that we are using today, as I see it. But I am going to ask 
this question of Mr. Towers.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Do you think that it would be possible for the government to issue 

$600,000,000 to retire any portion of Canada’s national debt that fell due?-' 
A. $600,000,000 in cash?

Q. Yes.—A. That question has come up earlier in the proceedings, and A 
should like to-day to have the answer—I cannot find it now, but when I can 
locate that question and the answer I should like to refer to it.

Q. Well, there has been a lot of objection to government issuing money > 
there has been a lot of objection raised to governments tinkering with the 
money system, as they call it, and I should like to put on record a statement 
made by Thomas Edison in respect to this, and then ask Mr. Towers some 
questions in regard to it. This is the quotation:—

Thomas Edison said: “The only dynamite that works in this country 
is the dynamite of a sound idea. I think we are getting a sound idea °n 
the money question. The people have an instinct which tells them th& 
something is wrong and that the wrong somehow centres in money. „ 

Don’t allow them to confuse you with the cry of “paper money ^ 
The danger of paper money is precisely the danger of gold—if you r® 
too much it is no good. There is just one rule for money and that is 
have enough to carry all the legitimate trade that is waiting to mOv ' 
Too little and too much are both bad. But enough to move trade, enouS 
to prevent stagnation on the one hand, not enough to permit spéculât'0 
on the other hand, is the proper ratio. .,i

If our nation can issue a dollar bond it can issue a dollar m ' 
The element that makes the bond good makes the bill good also. A

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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difference between the bond and the bill is that the bond lets money- 
brokers collect twice the amount of the bond and an additional 20 per 
cent interest, whereas the currency pays nobody but those who contribute 
directly in some useful way.

It is absurd to say that our country can issue $30,000,000 in bonds 
and not $30,000,000 in currency. Both are promises to pay; but one 
promise fattens the usurer and the other helps the people.

It is the people who constitute the basis of government credit. Why 
then cannot the people have the benefit of their own gilt-edged credit 
by receiving non-interest-bearing currency, instead of bankers receiving 
the benefit of the people’s credit in interest-bearing bonds? If the 
United States government will adopt this policy of increasing its national 
wealth without contributing to the interest collector—for the whole 
national debt is made up of interest charges—then you will see and hear 
of progress and prosperity in this country such as could never have 
come otherwise.”

p Now, that is very similar to the money policy that was enunciated by 
Aident Lincoln of the United States.—A. President Lincoln?

Q- President Lincoln of the United States. Very similar. He said that the 
government should issue all money .and control the issue of all credit. Now, do 

011 believe that a sound system can be developed wherein the State issues all 
k 0lic7 and credit rather than borrowing it from private individuals through the 
anking system?—A. Well, first of all with reference to Mr. Edison’s remarks on 

y 11 e'1 I think you wanted me to comment, let me say in the earlier portion of 
e»e remarks where he said that care would have to be exercised not to have too 

f0UC 1 m°ney, or too little, he intimated that it was .not wealth in itself and there- 
{ fp. that it bad to be adjusted in accordance with the needs of trade. All right. 
fji ' llnk ft hat was a perfectly correct statement- He then went on to suggest that 
nere was no reason why the government should not issue money instead of 
«/owing by means of bonds. Well, now, I think that lie contradicts himself 

unless he assumes that the amount of money issued would be relatively 
Voi Having once said that the money should not be issued in too large a 
9tnUmC’ ^le can hardly contemplate an issue of money say fifteen times the 
jg ?Un,t then in existence, or whatever the multiple would be if bonds had been 
ha ] Cec^ by money. Perhaps he could have gained his object just as well if he 
it suggested that no interest should be paid on bonds. But then I do admit 
. until be possible in that case that- if no interest was being paid people would 
g0t some form or another to use bonds as money. In fact he could also have 
'aHv k r€sulte he wanted in the form of lower co^s to government, if that was 
goy, , eht to the country, by suggesting simply that all the interest paid on 
hav6rittnent bonds should be taxed back from the holders. He would probably 
tyeU° s.Cen the flaw in that, though, -because he would then hia-ve said to himsellf, 
tot ’. We take back in taxes all the interest paid on government bonds, why do 
i*/o take all the dividends, all the interest on corporate -bonds, every form of 
stpiv!e that kin-d? Then, he would have had one final step, the step which I 
cahg *iv "tH- Edison would have hesitated to take. He would h-ave said, that 

" or communistic form of society.
Priv ", °W) if you want that, that is the way to get it. If you do not want any 

(A ^ea^h> that is the way to 
off / / ou are suggesting that i:
W. bond

achieve your object.
suggesting that if the government were to issue money to pay 

th’ as they fall due, that it would result in communism?—A. I would 
/> that it would result in chaos, 

hay/ °h, well- -A. It would make money valueless, and you would then, v ^ n 7 ” ViU    XJl. JL V vvuum iU-OAV emu J VU *» v/ lt a

be a / same situation which you had in Germany. All that happened would 
7802^a°Uc condition, and in the earlier stages a process of fooling the people.
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That game of fooling the people by monetary dodges, of course, is as old as the 
hills; it has been going on for hundreds of years and it is not finished. Ww 
personally I would prefer a system which, no matter how it compared with the 
present system—I would prefer one which was approached on an honest basis 
rather than through an attempt to have your cake and eat it.

Q. Well, then, if the government—
Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, I was going to—
The Chairman : Why not let Mr. Landeryou finish?
Mr- McGeer: May I not be allowed to say a word? I am speaking to Mr- 

Landeryou through you.
The Chairman : I want to let Mr. Landeryou finish.
Mr. McGeer : Mr. Landeryou told me this morning he would me through 

by 11-30.
The Chairman: We are having a meeting in the morning, Mr. McGeer, a®*1 

we can have another one tomorrow morning.
Mr. McGeer: We have to—
Mr. Howard : I should like to hear Mr. Landeryou’s statement-
Hon. Mr. Lawson : All Mr. McGeer wants to know is how long ^r" 

Landeryou is going to be.
Mr. McGeer: I have no desire to interfere.
The Chairman : Before proceeding, Mr. McGeer, I should like to ask ^1. 

Landeryou how long he will require to finish his statement- Are you praetica 
through? ,

Mr. Landeryou: I should like to continue for some time, but I am prep81’ 
to give i.t to Mr. McGeer.

The Chairman : All right; proceed, Mr. McGeer.
Mr. McGeer: Thank you very much, Mr. Landeryou.

By Mr. McGeer: j
Q. As you know, Mr. Towers, we were examining the kind and suppbr 

money.—A. Yes. jed
Q. We were dealing with it from the point of view of the powers extei 

to the banking system of Canada.—A. Yes. ^jc
Q. By the changes in legislation that have taken place since the econo1 r 

conference in Ottawa in 1932 which laid down the general proposition ^ 
British Empire national currency problems, which I believe was confira®0 
the Empire representatives in the conference which took place in Londo e 
1933.—A. So far as I am aware, and I think that is also what you mean- 
resolutions were of a general character which suggested that various coun ^ 
might take steps of a similar kind, rather than any general policy. Am 
right? yes-

Q. I thought this morning we might just lay the basis of that—A- ^ 
Q. The resolutions passed at the conferences of 1932 and 1933 are s® 

in the appendix to “ The Money Revolution ” by Sir Charles Morgan- 0f 
published in 1935. Sir Charles Morgan-Webb was formerly vice-chancel 
Rangoon University. This is the summary:— I do not know that you 'gUpr 
want to agree with it altogether but I think it is a fairly complete short 
mary of policy enunciated in those two conferences. i0..ard'

“ But the British Empire Currency Declaration of 1933, instead of jb'jf # 
ing trade, industry and commerce as subsidiary factors to be used 10 ,apdi 
supreme objective of maintaining the gold reserves of the Bank of 
boldly reversed the Cunliffe policy, and..” —I take it the Cunline $e 
referred to was the recommendation of the Cunliffe commission to return 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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gold standard or something approaching the pre-war gold standard which the 
British government adopted in 1935, which really meant a very different form 
of gold standard from that which existed in 1914, in that gold coin no longer 
circulated, and Bank of England bills were not, per se, convertible into gold, 
but only into gold in ingot form for bankers’ international settlement purposes. 
1 think about £480 value, was it not?—A. It was $7,000. The present worth of 
the gold bar is $14,000, so that one must have been worth about $8,000.

Q. Yes, I understand; but did it contain a feature of the general con
vertibility of the pound sterling into gold?—A. For the individual who could 
afford to buy a gold bar, yes.

By the Chairman:
Qi Gold bullion standard?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Then it went upon a gold bullion standard?—A. Yes.
Q. And that continued the settlement of international balances in gold as 

au obligation of Great Britain?—A. Yes.
Q. I am going on with the quotation:— “.. .and in a magnificent and 

memorable sentence declared that for the future the aim of the currency 
policy of Britain would be to maintain an equilibrium price level that 
would secure three objectives:

1. To restore the normal activity of industry and employment;
2. To ensure an economic return to the producer of primary com

modities ;
3. To harmonise the burden of debts and fixed charges with economic 

capacity.
Currency, in brief, is to be the handmaid of trade, commerce, and 

industry, not their capricious and despotic tyrant.
In other words, to use all money as a means of advancing the general going 

c°ncem activities of the nation was to be the aim of monetary policy in so far 
as Monetary factors could affect it?—A. Yes.

Now, on page 247, the resolution of the Ottawa monetary report is to be 
md, I think, Mr. Chairman, it would be necessary to get the whole con- 
read the whole of paragraphs (c) and (d).

(c) The conference has considered what action can be taken by 
nations of the Commonwealth to help towards raising prices.

As regards monetary action, the conference recognises that the cen
tral position of the United Kingdom, not only among countries of the 
Commonwealth but in world trade and finance, makes the United 
Kingdom the main factor in anything that can be done. The conference 
therefore welcomes the following statement made of behalf of the United 
Kingdom by the Chancellor of the Exchequer :

‘His Majesty’s Government desires to see wholesale sterling prices 
rise. The best condition for this would be a rise in gold prices, and the 
absence of a rise in gold prices inevitably imposes limitations on what 
can be done for sterling. A rise in prices cannot be effected by monetary 
action, since various other factors which have combined to bring about 
the present depression must also be modified or removed before a remedy 
is assured. His Majesty’s Government nevertheless recognizes that an 
ample, supply of short-term money at low rates may have a valuable 
influence, and they are confident that the efforts which have success
fully brought about the present favourable monetary conditions can and 
will, unless unforeseen difficulties arise, be continued.’

’8028-2*
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That has reference to the refunding of British debts at lower rates' of 
interest and the providing of cheap money for housing and for several other 
factors, as they had generally in the United Kingdom at that time.—A. Yes.

Q. He goes on to say:—
(d) The conference recommends the other countries of the Common

wealth represented here to act in conformity with the line of policy as 
set out in the statement of the Chancellor of the Exchequer so far as 
lies within their power.

In the monetary sphere the primary line of action towards a rise in 
prices should be the creation and maintenance, within the limits of sound 
finance, of such conditions as will assist the revival of enterprise and 
trade. Among these conditions are low rates of interest and an abundance 
of short-term money. While regard must be had to the different condi
tions applying to the various types of loans, the rate of interest for all 
purposes should be kept as low as financial conditions permit.

And then they go on to deal with the question of resorting to inflation as a 
means of meeting public liability. At the same time it is necessary that those 
favourable monetary conditions be achieved not by the inflationary creation of 
additional means of payment to finance public expenditure.” That is, they 
assume that the proper way to finance public expenditure was the use of the 
existing financial system’s power to create bank deposit money?—A. I think 
they assumed the contrary there, did they not?

Q. “At the same time it is necessary that those favourable monetary condi
tions be achieved, not by the inflationary creation of additional means of payment 
to finance public expenditure.”—A. That is it.

Q. The additional means means other forms of currency?—A. No, it also 
means the increase in bank deposits.

Q. Would you say they were opposed to increasing bank deposits?—A. For 
that purpose, yes; that is what they say there.

Q. In that regard we have not followed that in Canada and neither ha- 
Great Britain because very heavy discounts of both governments on bonds 
through our merchant banking system have increased bank deposits?-—A. That 
Is right.

Q. So that apparently either the committee’s recommendation an th&j 
particular point was unsound or there has been a change.—A. It was a counc1 
of perfection.

Q. In any event we do know as a factual result that there have been dis
counts of bonds in Canada and Australia and New Zealand and Great Britm11 
that have increased bank deposits for the purpose of financing public enterprise?"' 
A. What is the date of that?

Q. 1933—that was 1932.—A. Yes. Speaking of the matter of bank deposit 
in England, all increase subsequent to 1932 did not come through the acquisiti°n 
of additional government obligations by the banks. For quite some time no" 
my recollection is that the increase in bank deposits in England has come 
additional commercial loans and discounts and that government security p°r ' 
folios have been either maintained at a stationary level or have gone down. ^

Q. Of course, you will agree with the proposition that with the new spendJI,r 
program which the British government is undertaking that that has certain. 
increased the bank deposits of England, because they are going in for borrowing 
as they have stated?—A, As far as I have seen in the newspapers they expc^

wto be able to do most of that borrowing from the savings of the people 
increasing bank deposits greatly, but that there might be some increase 
certainly possible.

Q. What are the bank deposits of 1932?—A. In the United Kingdom, F 
they were £1,983,000,000.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. And to-day?—A. At the end of 1938 they were £2,172,000,000, an increase 
°f approximately £200,000,000.

Q. That would be about one billion dollars?—A. One billion dollars.
Q. That would be about one-eighth of their total national debt in 1932?— 

A. Their total national debt is about seven billion pounds, so two hundred million 
Pounds is about 3 per cent.

Q. About 3 per cent of their total national debt?—A. Yes.
Q. In any event, there was the general proposition of having a monetary 

system and a banking organism that would be able to create an abundance 
°f medium of exchange and to maintain the level of the lowest possible interest 
rate?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, in following out that policy we think we have made adequate 
arrangements to have an abundant supply of money available in Canada; I think 
y°u will agree with that?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, if I might just summarize, in subsidiary coins we have an issue of 
s°me $35 million. That is the figure given the other day. I am dealing with 
r°und figues.—A. Yes, quite.

Q. I think we agreed that if we wanted to, under our present laws, we 
rould convert our present supply of silver of 22 million ounces at a cost of 

000,000 into roughly $36,000,000 of silver dollars?—A. Yes.
Q. There is no bar in law to our doing that if that was decided by the 

government to be the policy in connection with banking?—A. Yes.
Mr. Tucker: By supply of silver you mean the annual supply?

. Mr. McGeer: We are supplied with 22,000,000 ounces which it has been 
a'd they could get at $9,000,000 and convert into Canadian dollars which 
0l*ld have a value of $36,000,000 a year.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q- I am saying that that is the available supply if we decided that we 

ecded that reserve of money?—A. Available domestic supply, yes.
; Q- That money goes into circulation according to the demand of the bankers 
i°r a supply of subsidiary coins to meet business needs?—A. Their demand in 

rn depends upon the demand of the public.
Q- Yes, to meet the going concern of business.—A. Quite.
Q- That money is not redeemable in anything, is that right? It actually 

bur g°vcrnment in the direct and immediate transactions of purchase of 
a 1 *lon and minting considerably less than the monev value given to it by law?— 

Yes.
e5(, Q- And apart from the implications of its effect on the price levels and 
b securities it is a money that is issued at a greater value than its cost of 
>tn lon. and minting. Therefore it is issued at a profit to the government in the 

Mediate transaction of creation and issue?—A. Yes. 
a.s N°w> it is debt free money in the sense that once it is issued governments 
I ' aovernments are not under any obligation to redeem it or pay it back, and 
is n' distinguishing as between the community at large and the government that 

'es it. To the government it is debt free money, is that right?—A. Yes. 
gju M If we issued silver certificates for convenience purposes to avoid using 
Md ' ^°flars and we limited that silver certificate to a legal tender currency 
cUr n° value as a merchant bank cash reserve then we would not have any more
Ceruc10^ inflation or currency increase 

'ficates that were issued?
Mr. Tucker : You mean money increase.
The Chairman : Would your certificate be redeemable? 
Mr. McGeer: No. Redeemable in silver dollars only.

than the actual amount of silver
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Mr. Towers : Those silver certificates would presumably either replace 
existing Bank of Canada notes in the hands of the public or else they would 
add to the stock of money held by the bank.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I agree with that.—A. The banks, however, would not be able to regard 

that as part of their legal tender reserve because of the fact that they lacked 
full legal tender powers and, therefore, would have to hold them as additional 
amounts of money in their tills.

Q. But there would be no inflationary result as there would be if we 
issued them as cash reserves in the form of Bank of Canada bills?—A. That 
is right; it would simply be a load for the banks to carry.

Q. Whether it would be a load or not, Mr. Towers, it would be no greater 
load than silver dollars are?—A. As you suggested yourself, it would, of course, 
expand deposits by the amount of the issue, but after that it would be simply 
money of a non-legal tender character which would stay in the banks’ vaults.

Q. No, it would be money of a legal tender character without cash reserve 
value. My suggestion is that you would issue the silver certificates as legal 
tender in Canada, but not possessed of reserve—I would issue them so they 
could not be used as cash reserves upon which the banks could pyramid ten to 
one in bank deposits.—A. Yes. When in the hands of the banks they would 
have no cash reserve value and would, therefore, as I sav, be an idle asset m 
as far as the banks were concerned.

Q. Yes; in that the banks could not increase their loans on them; but uj 
would be Canadian money in the bank?—A. They could use them to pay on 
deposits but they could not use them for any general calculation of the cash 
reserve position.

Q. Yes.
Mr. Tucker: They could re-loan them.
Mr. McGeer: Just a moment, please.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. They would1 be good for the purpose of satisfying any depositor thal 

wanted his money and, therefore, would not destroy the banking system by 
creating a lack of confidence on the part of depositors?—A. That is rigid- 
The banks, of course, however, over and above whatever amount of the silvcr 
certificates they held would also have to hold such cash as they would have 
held if they did not have any silver certificates.

Q. That is 5 per cent.—A. That is 5 per cent legally. .
Q. I think you could also take care of that by an amendment to the Ac. 

by saying that those deposits being full legal tender cash for the purpose 0 
satisfying the depositors would not require that 5 per cent cash reserve?"" 
A. That would mean that to the extent they had the silver certificates—supP0“® 
the banks held fifty million dollars of them and suppose that their deposi^ 
were two billion, five hundred and fifty million—you would, so to speak, e£tI\ 
mark the fifty million dollar silver certificates against fifty million dollars 0 
the deposits and say that for the balance of the deposits, 2£ billions, they 
would have to have the usual cash reserve. That would really be the 100 Pfg 
cent reserve system based on this new issue, to the extent that the new i5511 
took place. <

Q. When I put $1,000 of silver certificates in the bank I have $1,000 ® 
silver certificate legal tender money there; I have a bank deposit?—A-

Q. When I go to the bank to get that $1,000 out I would not have to t 
anything—I would not be entitled to anything but my $1,000 of silver mone- > 
they could pay me off in that?—A. Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. And you know from banking practice that if they keep on adding 
10 per cent of that amount it would be sufficient to meet any normal claim of 
depositors?—A. Not 10 per cent of the silver certificates; they have to keep 
100 per cent.

Q. No.
Mr. Tucker: By law, you are assuming—
Mr. McGeer: No, I am not. Once you made it law they would have to 

hold 100 per cent silver certificates; they would be able to resort to the same 
s°rt of banking practice as now.

Mr. Towers: It would be 100 per cent reserve.

By Mr. McGeer:
, Q- It would be 100 per cent on deposits, but banking practice, Mr. Towers, 
j188 determined that depositors use cheques and they could use cheques to 
transfer silver deposits from one to another because silver deposits would be 
uh legal tender money, just as they use cheques for the transfer of bank 
^Posits in any other form?—A. Yes. Nevertheless, you will find out that on 
..e Proposition you are mentioning it does involve a 100 per cent reserve 
duation in respect of silver certificates which the banks hold.

Q. That may be true. I am going to deal with that question of banking 
Practice later on, and I think we can deal with it, Mr. Towers. In any event, 

hat I wanted to say was that there is a way by which we could use silver 
,ertificates for convenience purposes without having inflationery results in 

ar>k deposits?—A. No larger at least than the actual amounts of issues, 
i. Q. That is right. Now, the other money we dealt with was merchant bank 
i1 Is. I do not know whether you have this information at hand, but if you 

ave you might give it to me—the amount of merchant bank bills in issue when 
lc Bank of Canada opened.—A. Chartered bank note issues? 

i Q- Yes.—A. Yes, just a moment. We have not got it at March of 1935, 
dr December, 1934, a few months before we opened, the figure was $123 million. 

« Q- And the amount of the unimpaired paid up bank capital at that time?— 
' The amount of the capital?

. Q- Yes. It was $145 million—$123 million and $145 million, is that 
lght?—A. That is right.

Mr. Tucker: One hundred and thirty-two million, was it not?
Mr. Towers: I have $123 million as the figure.
Mr. Tucker: Then the statement in the record is not correct, 

heldr" Towers: Excuse me. I am sorry. This $123 million was the amount 
bf. u Y the public; some notes are in transit through the banks, and that must 

the difference.

By Mr. McGeer:
Wac ^1' Mow much was in issue?—A. The all-told total figure as at March, 1935, 

lS M25 million.
Mr. Tucker: I have it $132 million according to the evidence.
Mr. Towers: We are probably getting mixed up on dates. 

aVp ^r- McGeer: Yes. You are giving the month. This is taking it as the 
Lra-ge for 1934, I think.

Mr. Tucker: That would be the end of December issue.
Mr. McGeer: No; these are worked on averages, Mr. Tucker.

By Mr. McGeer:
hank Mr. Towers, at the end of December, 1934, the figure you have here is 

notes total $136 million—136-4?—A. Yes, correct.
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Q. What is the amount of the unimpaired paid up capital to-day?—A. The 
same figure, $145 million.

Mr. Howard: What was the first figure?
Mr. McGeer: It was 136 point something.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, the amount of bank capital to-day is $145 million, and there is no 

change in that; and the amount of merchant bank bills in issue to-day if we 
could take it at the end of December, 1938— —A. $95 million.

Q. A deduction of how much?—A. A deduction of $41 million.
Q. How much was the deduction as between those dates resulting from the 

amendment to the Bank Act—5 per cent, is it not?—A. It is 5 per cent a year. 
I think that commenced in 1936, speaking from memory. There were three cuts 
of 5 per cent each, but in effect there w'ere four cuts because the fourth one was 
to go into effect on January 1, 1939, and, therefore, it had to be prepared f<>r 
by December 31, 1938.

Mr. Howard: That wrould be 20 per cent from $136 million.
Mr. Towers: That would be 20 per cent from $145 million.
Mr. Tucker: Why $145 million?
Mr. Towers: $145 million was their capital which was the authority before 

the legislation changed; then it said that the authority w'ould be reduced 5 per 
cent each year for five years—5 per cent of capital.

Mr. McGeer: It vras not a reduction of 5 per cent of the amount in issue, 
Mr. Howard, but a reduction of 5 per cent of the amount they were authorized 
to issue.

Mr. Howard: Oh, I see.
Mr. Tow'ers: That is right. And, therefore, the sum total of the deduction» 

to-day, 20 per cent of $145 million is $29 million leaving the possible authorize1 
issue as $116 million.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. And the amount in issue to-day has been decreased more than 5 per ccnb 

has it not?—A. By the banks or the total?
Q. The merchant banks.—A. I cannot understand that.
Mr. Tucker: They did not have to decrease it as much a~ they have done-
Mr. Towers: That is right.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. How much more could they issue than they are issuing?—A. Theore^ 

cally 21 million, but there is this about it; a bank, shall we say, has Ie» 
authority to issue 5 million; now its notes are all around the country; 
branches hold certain unissued notes, those branches will advise head ofnc 
pretty rapidly when they issue any additional notes net, that is after allow1™» 
for the ones they took in. Nevertheless, in order to make sure that they do n 
issue more than they are authorized to do, they have to leave a certain work1 ® 
margin, so that if a bank has authority to issue $5 million it would ordinal1- 
find it rather hard to go beyond 4£ or 41 millions or something like that.

Q. Well, now, they have power to issue $116,000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. And they are issuing $90,000,000?—A. $95,000,000.
Q. As of December-------A. 31st last. , ^
Q. Are you sure that that December 31 figure includes the reduction 1 |‘jt 

came in 1939?—A. You see, they would have to be prepared for that re» 
on the morning of the next day, so one can assume—

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Will you check that and see whether the figure is $90,000,000 or $95,- 
000,000?—A. You mean as of December 31?

Q. Yes, because we have come down another 5 per cent in 1939; I mean it is 
down to $90,000,000 now.—A. The actual amount in issue at December 31 was 
$95,000,000.

Q. On January 1st?—A. I would assume it would be the same.
Q. When did we come to $90,000,000, on what date?—A. They are not at 

$90,000,000, so far as I recall.
Q. I understood the issue now was $90,000,000.—A. At the end of March 

of this year they were $97.000,000. It is true that the figure did drop to 
$90,000,000 as of the end of January; that is a seasonal movement, and it has 
since gone up, and at the end of March was $97,000,000.

Q. $95,000,000 would be a fair average figure?—A. Yes.
Q. So that there is a difference in the amount they can issue and the amount 

they had in issue of $21.000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, of course, I take it that it is cheaper for the banks in Canada to 

Use Bank of Canada bills than to use their own?—A. That would be so if they 
could get them free, but they cannot.

Q. We will deal with that later. In any event, they would avoid the cost 
°f printing?—A. Yes.

Q. They would avoid the cost of servicing?—A. The 1 per cent tax. As a 
uiatter of fact, note issue is not a profitable affair now.

Q. So that if they can get Bank of Canada bills in place of printing their 
°wn bills, it is preferable to use Bank of Canada bills?—A. Well, that is a matter 
uf discussion. I know, with some of the banks. They cannot quite make up 
their minds. There is, of course, the cost of 1 per cent tax and the manu- 
lacturing and so forth that you have suggested. It does not appear,—in fact it 
Probably is not—profitable at all, but they are continuing to issue their notes, 
aPParentIy I suppose because of the advertising value or whatever you like to 
cal] it.
, Q. And it is more expensive to issue these bank notes than to issue 
}ank deposits?—A. Yes.

, Q- The cheapest form of money that a bank can get is the Bank of Canada 
alls which are printed and serviced by the Bank of Canada. That does not 
c°st them anything?—A. Yes, it does, excuse .me. If they wanted, for example, 
v° lncrease their cash reserves right now and we were willing that this individual 
ank should do so—perhaps I had better say the banks as a whole, because it is 

,.1()re intelligible—they would have to sell their securities in order to get addi- 
ll°nal cash.

Q- But suppose I sold securities to the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.
Q. And then I put my Bank of Canada bills which I received for those 

CUl'it.ies in the bank on deposit?—A. Yes. 
j.i ■ Q- That would become the property of the bank?—A. Yes. But do you 

Ink they would pay you any interest on the deposits?
Q- No.—A. It would not be a savings account.

Hv Q- It would be put in a current account and they would not pay any- 
lnS-—A. I see.

Co , Q- They would in those circumstances get Bank of Canada bills at no 
11 1° themselves.—A. Assuming that we had wanted it to happen, 

bani ^"esl but that could happen, could it not?—A. Then, of course, the 
have the cost of servicing any deposits.

Q- That is the bookkeeping entries?—A. Yeg.

By Mr. Howard:
is l They charge for that?—A. They charge for the account if the account 

0xv in relation to the turnover, yes.
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. There is no reason why they should not charge for the service, in my 

opinion.—A. No, no reason at all.
Q. As a matter of fact, if I want to go to a banking institution and have 

the bank look after my money for me, it takes the responsibility away from 
myself, does it not?—A. Yes; someone is going to pay for the service, that is 
certain ; therefore it should ordinarily be the person who gets the service.

Q. As a matter of fact, apart from loaning and advancing money to main
tain going concern activity, is not one of the most valuable services that the 
banks, under our system, offer in the exchange system that exists and that 
we all use------ A. Undoubtedly.

Q. —and the other great service that they offer is that they provide a 
safe repository for accumulated money, wealth that can be lost or destroyed 
by fire or theft, all these things?—A. Yes.

Q. And it is in these two great services that the merchant banking system 
that we have developed to-day makes a real contribution to the stability and 
going concern activity of community business?—A. Yes.

Q. And I suppose it would be impossible to appraise the relative value 
of these two, but these two services are, in my opinion, just as important as 
the lending service.—A. Yes.

Q. And services for which banks are entitled to a fair and proper com
pensation from those who receive those services. Now, I do not want to g° 
too far into assumptions.—A. Yes.

Q. But I should like to know if these two services are not in the main 
free services, not altogether free, but in the main free, and they are taken 
care of in the charges that are made on the lending end of the bank business? 
—A. Lending and investment end, yes.

Q. And there are several practical bankers who are now coming to the 
conclusion that it might be well to divide that expense by reducing the cost 
of loans and putting some of that charge back on the direct beneficiaries of 
this service?—A. In certain cases that would probably be advisable.

Q. As a matter of fact, what Mr. Howard mentioned as an invention 
has been carried out in the last few years?

Mr. Howard: In the last 3 years, to any extent.
Mr. Towers: In that case you mentioned of cash coming to the bank 

because an individual has put it in—that is Bank of Canada notes—you were 
speaking of the individual making a deposit in a demand deposit account and 
not receiving any interest. Of course, it would remain the case that 
the Bank of Canada was concerned we would be earning interest on 
tional notes put out, because we would have bought the bonds from the 
and we would be earning money on them; in other words, it is the 
who has contributed that free cash to the bank.

so iai 
the addi-
individua
individual

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I will admit that, but what I was dealing with was the actual cost to 

the bank in that the money was itself free.—A. If an individual has deposit0 
legal tender cash and is not receiving interest on his account, then the ban 
has added to its cash reserves free of charge except to the extent of the cost o 
servicing that deposit. .

Q. In any event, to deal with the merchant bank issue, we have availau 
today roughly $95.000,000, and that is subject to the reduction of 25 per cen ■ 
—A. In due course.

Q. By 1945 or 1946?—A. 1945, I think. ^
Q. So that we are going to lose a portion of that cash over the next 6 y°arS' 

—A. It will be replaced by Bank of Canada notes, yes.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. And be replaced by Bank of Canada notes. Now, then, in dealing with 
bank deposits the amount in issue now in $2,500,000,000?—A. Yes.

Q. In 1914 am I right when I say it was $1,100,000,000?—A. I have not 
got the figure as far back as 1914.

Q. Would you mind securing that figure and giving it to the reporter?
Mr. Tucker: According to this figure I have here it is $1,052,000,000.
Mr. McGeer: I am not sure that it is the same figure.
Mr. Tucker : On December 31, 1938, it was $2,498 000,000.
Mr. McGeer: In 1914?
Mr. Tucker: $1,052,000,000.
Mr. Towers: Approximately $1,050,000,000. I won’t swear that the figure 

ls comparable.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I think if we took the round figure of $1,050,000,000 and $2,500,000,000, 

Jt would be satisfactory for our purpose. That shows an increase in bank 
deposit money since 1914 in Canada of $1.400,000,000.—A. Yes.

Q. Or an increase of roughly 90 per cent?—A. More than that, 150 per
cent.

Q. 150 per cent?—A. Yes, almost.
Q. Now, in addition to our $2.500.000,000, I think we agreed the other day 

chat on the legal cash reserves that the merchant banks have in their possession 
)'’e can issue another $2,920,000,000.—A. I forget whether we were going on 
Che legal basis.

Q. Yes.—A. Yes.
Q. Making a total available bank deposit money on the existing cash 

reserves in issue and as potential issue $5,420,000,000. That is correct, is it 
ftot?—A. Very close to it.

Q. So in cash reserves available that can be issued against unused gold 
cserves held by the banks we fixed a figure of $390,000,000. which was bank 

yCposits that could be issued against it under our laws, $7.800,000,000, or 
taking a grand total of $13,220,000,000?—A. Yes.

Q. Is that right, and available under our Canadian laws in gold reservesbut not in use, $10,720,000,000?—A. That expansion, of course was as we said
^ the time contingent upon the banks being able to acquire sufficient additional 
Ssets in the form of loans or investments.

Q. What I am dealing with, Mr. Towers, is the carrying out of the 
opetary policy which is described in the language of Morgan-Webb, and 
ctermined by unanimous agreement of the representatives of all the nations 

the British Empire in 1932 and again in 1933, as providing an abundant 
uPplv of money?—-A. Yes.

Q- This is the abundant supply that our Canadian laws have permitted?
This is the maximum supply that our Canadian laws have permitted. 

e . Q- And under our Canadian laws that volume has been made available on 
lsting gold reserves?—A. Yes, available, subject to what I said before, that 
31 s and means can be found to get it out. 

jj , Q- I mean, the representatives of the nations sitting in conference were 
a|.) dealing with uses of money; what they said is, we must have available an 

codant supply.-—A. They did not define abundant, of course, but still—
Çj- I am satisfied-------A. Yes.

ci-n- >■ I am satisfied, Mr. Towers, that our Canadian parliament cannot be 
ta: ’Clsed for being ungenerous in its interpretation. The abundance was cer- 
A jT provided through our laws, $10,000,000,000 surplus of unused money.— 

n other words, from the legal point of view the system is extremely flexible.
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Q. I agree with that.—A. Yes.
Q. Now I come to the other item of Bank of Canada bills. Mr. Towers, 

in my examination I am trying to keep away from the things that are non
monetary factors.—A. Yes.

Q. I quite appreciate that the question of trade regulation, the question 
of international relations, the question of private enterprises and a whole host 
of factors are in existence that have to be dealt with and have to be brought 
into play to solve our problems. They are not unrelated to the banking 
system, but are certainly probably as important in the long run to the whole 
system as anything that the Bank of Canada in conjunction with the banking 
system working in co-operation with the government can do. But as I say. 
I am trying to keep what I think are the proper subject matters of the inquiry 
in view ; that is, the monetary factors purely and simply.—A. Yes.

Q. I come now to Bank of Canada bills. The amount in issue to-day is 
how much?—A. The amount in issue at the commencement of the operations 
of the Bank of Canada—

Mr. Tucker: While you are looking that up, Mr. Towers, I should like to 
say that on page 205 there is an error. The heading on a table says “Dominion 
and Bank of Commerce notes.” It should be “Dominion and Bank of Canada 
notes.”

Mr. Towers: Yes; we saw that, but after it was printed. I have not got 
here, Mr. McGeer the exact amount at the date of our opening. It would 
have been about $40,000,000 on March 13, 1935.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I do not want the exact amount. To-day it is how much?—A. About 

$40,000.000.
Q. To-day?—A. And to-day it is—what I have given you there—$40,000,' 

000,—was the active circulation in the hands of the public when we opened.
Q. I should like it all because I want to break it up.—A. I have it here- 

so we will cancel that $40,000,000 figure. The amount of the issue as shown 
on our first statement on Wednesday, March 13th, was approximately $9?-' 
000,000. Then, for the like figure, shall we take December 31st last and link 
it up?

Q. I think that would be all right.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. You had $97,000,000 in 1934?—A. March 13, 1935. December 31, 1938- 

snows approximately $175,000,000.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. $175,000,000. What was the amount issued in the hands of the public 

on the first statement?—A. That is the figure of approximately $40,000,000-
Q. And the amount in the possession of the banks?—A. The different 

between that and $97,000,000; it would be $57,000,000. g
Q. And to-day in the possession of the public?—A. December 31, 19" ' 

$118,000,000 in the possession of the public, and therefore $57,000,000 in 1 
possession of the banks.

Q. What were your merchant bank deposits with the Bank of Canada 0 
the date of your first statement?—A. They were $152,000,000.

Q. What are they to-day?—A. December 31, 1938, they were $200,000,0 ^
Q. Can you give me the total in issue in the hands of the publii 

the hands of the bank and on deposit with the Bank of Canada on 
of your first statement?—A. That is, our total note issue and the total 
with us?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Yes, that is, merchant bank deposits?—A. Merchant bank deposits.
Q. Merchant bank deposits with you which are claims for Bank of Canada 

bills?—A. You would like the total note issue plus the commercial banks’ 
deposits with us?

Mr. Vien : And the figures separately.
Mr. Towers : We have the total note issue already on the record.
Mr. McGeer: We have the figures now.

, Mr. Towers: $249,000,000 on March 15, 1935, and $375,000,000 on Decem
ber 31, 1938.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. An increase- of how much?—A. $126,000,000.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. Mr. McGeer, might I interject? How much of that is due to the with

drawal of note circulation by merchant banks?—A. Well, to put it another 
''fay, that increase of $126,000,000 has produced an increase of, I think, $48,- 
)(j0,000 in the chartered banks’ cash reserves. The remaining $78,000,000 
rcpresents additional notes in the hands of the public.

Q. What I have in mind, to put it clearly on the record, is the amount of 
be bank circulation that was withdrawn and replaced. If it is on the record 

b do not need it.—A. No, that part is not on the record.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I missed it. How much was the increase in Bank of Canada issues in 

be possession of the public and the Bank?—A. The increase in the amount of 
ank of Canada notes in the hands of the public during that time was 

$78,000,000.

Q. The increase in the possession of merchant banks? That would be the 
'dount they have on hand and the amount of deposits?—A. Yes. $48,000 000.
, Q- Does that include bank deposits?—A. That is the increase in the 

gartered banks’ reserves, the increase which is the sum total of their holdingsof °ur notes and their deposits with us.

By Mr. Vien:
j Q- Have you given me the figure I asked for?—A. Not yet. The decrease 
-p, die chartered bank circulation in that time was approximately $30,000,000. 
»7lc increase in our active note circulation in the hands of the public was 
a ydOd’000. So of that $78,000,000 one can say that $30,000,000 represented 

switch from chartered bank notes to ours, and $48,000,000 represented the 
ctual increase in the total.

Q- That is what I wanted.—A. Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
p , Q- Bank of Canada notes are issued for two purposes : One to provide the 
a with pocket money which is commonly called till money by the banks?— 
Vi T es.

r Q- And the other for bank exchange purposes among the banks?—A. No, 
jp banks do not use our notes for that purpose. All their settlements are 

be through our office here in Ottawa.
aCc By a transfer of deposits?—A. By a transfer of deposits between their 
br!°U.rits’ 80 that the banks hold our notes only scattered amongst all their 

n^hes to have them available to meet the requirements of the public, 
tp tj. And because they have got surpluses over and above their public require- 
a nithey deposit it with the Bank of Canada and use the Bank of Canada as 

earing house?—A. Yes.
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Q. But whether it is done in that way or not, the issue of Bank of Canada 
money which is either held by the banks or held on deposit with the Bank of 
Canada, is for the purpose of settling inter-bank balances?—A. And in case 
of need, of course, if the public need it for the purpose of meeting—

Q. Public demand?—A. Yes.
Q. Any other purpose?—A. As a cash reserve, of course. That is the basis 

of their whole system of loans and deposits.
Q. But for reserve purposes and inter-bank settlements?—A. Yes.
Q. And use of the public?—A. Yes.
Q. As a matter of fact, the Bank of Canada issues all the bills of denomina

tions less than $5?—A. Yes.
Q. Also $5, $10 and $20 which are used by the public?—A. Yes.
Q. And right up to-------A. $1.000 now.
Q. But your larger denominations are for reserve purposes?—A. We have 

no larger denominations.
Q. Larger than $20’s, $50’s and $100’s?—A. Well—
Q. $500 and $1,000 bills, I take it, are-------A. The bank keeps a certain

stock of them in case of need. There are times every few years when y°u 
need some.

Q. There is a demand?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, I might just complete this one statement, Mr. Towers. How much 

on your present gold reserves can you issue over and above what is in issue- 
A. Taking the statement as of December 31st last, and sticking to one date—

Q. Yes?—A. On that date our gold holdings were approximately $18°>'
000,000.

Q. I think this would be a fair statement to make in this situation, tha_
for any emergency purposes------ A. That would have provided a reserve 0
25 per cent against liabilities of $744,000,000. ,

Q. I think you can increase that on your present holdings to aroun0 
$200,000,000, can you not?—A. Yes.

Q. All right?—A. Approximately $200,000,000?
Q. So if we use $200,000,000 figure that is not objectionable to you-"" 

A. Not a bit. »
Q. That would provide a reserve of 25 per cent against $800,000,000 ° 

liabilities actually?—A. Liabilities in the form of notes and deposits were ab<u
$375,000,000 at the end of December----- no, excuse me, $395,000,000.

Q. Leaving——A. $400,000,000, shall we say.
Q. Leaving $400,000,000 of Bank of Canada unused in reserve?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, I take it from the position we now see in Canada, that is financé ^ 

as far as the legal limitations are concerned we have an abundant supply 
money. We carried out that part of the program of the British Empire monej9 
policy as set out in 1932 and 1933?—A. Present and potential, it is certain 
no exaggeration to describe it as abundant. a5

Q. We are in this happy position, in any international emergency sUC® f 
war, of having our credit and financial machinery in exceptionally good shap 
—A. I think that is true. ^

Q. It is in good shape in that those reserves have not exhausted our o 
supplies in Canada, have they?—A. Gold supplies, considered— rt,

Q. In the terms of our annual production of gold.—A. —are a P 
of course, of our exports, just as important a part as wheat nowadays. 0t

Q. I quite agree, but I think you told me the other day that you were 
using all your gold available for the liquidation of payments abroad or e. 
repatriation of debts, that you had some surplus?—A. That has been ^ 
during the course of the last few months ; in other words, during that tim 
have bought an additional $25,000,000 of gold.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Yes. So that right at the present time our international obligations are 
not exhausting our annual production of gold ?—A. No.

Q. In addition to that we have, notwithstanding the depressed condition 
of international trade, generally a favourable surplus on international trade 
balance?—A. Which we use as a matter of fact for repatriating foreign debt.

Q. So that internationally and domestically, from a financial position, we 
are in the position of being abundantly supplied with money?—A. Yes.

Q. With the consent of the committee, I should like at our next meeting, 
Mr. Towers, to examine on the question of control exercised by the Bank of 
Canada on the issue of currency to supply the domestic and social economic 
needs of the dominion.—A. Yes.

Q. Without going into detail I should also like to come to the issue and the 
Use of money.—A. I should like to mention one matter before the committee 
adjourns. The chairman gave to me certain questions which you had asked 
him to hand me to the effect of what powers were vested in the chartçred 
banks, the Minister of Finance, the Governor in Council, and which had been 
transferred to the Bank of Canada; also another question along the same line. 
I have been holding these because my reply, I think, has to be along these 
lines; that those questions involve a legal opinion in regard to the effect of 
the Bank of Canada Act upon past legislation as well as the consideration of 
the legal status and powers of the Minister of Finance and the Governor in 
Council. It seems to me that those are questions with which we are not 
qualified to deal, and that they should be referred to the law officers of the 
crown.

Q. Have you not your own law officers of the bank?—A. No; we have 
not even a lawyer.

Q. Oh, what an outrage.—A. The other day Dr. Donnelly asked certain 
questions which, although not from a legal point of view, come into that 
same field.

Q. I quite agree with you, Mr. Towers, that if you have not a legal 
department I think we shall have to submit them to you and through you to the 
lugal department. I think it could be done in that way.—A. Or to the law 
officers of the crown.

Q. Yes, but I think it should go through you to such law officers of the 
Cr°wn as have been allocated to the service of the bank.—A. But there have 
not been any allocated. I think it would have to go direct from a parliamentary 
c°mmittee. But in connection with Dr. Donnelly’s questions, I would be 
1-eady to proceed with them, I hope, at the next meeting, even if it is tomorrow.

Q. All right.—A. That may cover some of the ground which you want 
c°vered.
. Q. There is another series of questions, Mr. Towers, which I should like 
.? Put on the record. I do not think I need read them. They have to do with 
n® purchase of dominion and provincial securities.—A.Yes.
, Q. I can have them copied into the record and give you a copy.—A. I 
hould like to have a copy so that we can get ahead with them. 

n Q. These are the questions which I should like to have dealt with:—
Questions:

Statement showing all transactions by the Bank of Canada for provincial 
ud dominion government securities segregated as follows:—

(1) Total amount purchased from each of the provinces showing:— 
(o) date of purchase,
(b) amount of security,
(c) rate of interest, and
(d) date of maturity.
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Statement showing amount of provincial government securities purchased 
by the Bank of Canada from other than the provinces segregated as follows:—•

(a) amount of securities of each province purchased.
(b) date of purchase,
(c) rate of interest,
(d) date of maturity, and
(e) from whom purchased.

Statement showing the amount of dominion government- securities pur
chased by the Bank of Canada, segregated as follows:—

(a) date of purchase,
(b) amount of security,
(c) rate of interest, and
(d) date of maturity.

Statement of amount of dominion government securities purchased from 
other than the dominion government by the Bank of Canada, segregated as 
follows:—

(a) date of purchase,
(b) from whom purchased,
(c) amount of security,
(d) amount of interest rate, and
(e) date of maturity.

Statement showing provincial securities purchased by the Bank of Canada 
guaranteed by the dominion government and indicating such securities as 
follows:—

(a) By provinces issued,
(b) date of purchase,
(c) amount of securities,
(d) rate of interest, and
(e) date of maturity.

I am not sure that it would be either convenient or practical to answer all 
these questions, but you might deal with them and, if it is possible to have 
answers, I should like to have them. However, you will see from this what 
information is desired.—A. Then may I, with the permission of the committee, 
put on the record certain figures in regard to the volume of money and volume 
of business in certain countries, also in regard to the number of Canadian 
chartered bank branches, the latter in reply to a question raised by the chairman 
at an earlier meeting, and the former in response to a suggestion made by the 
chairman.

VOLUME OF MONEY AND VOLUME OF BUSINESS: CANADA, U.S. AND U.K-

Canada—
Volume of Money...........
Volume of Industrial

Production..................
United States—

Volume of Money..........
Volume of Industrial

Production..................
United Kingdom—

Volume of Money...........
Volume of Industrial

Production..................
(1924 = 100)

1926 1927
Indexes 1936 = 
1928 1929 1930

100
1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938

100 108 113 Ill 103 101 94 94 100 107 113 117 122

100 106 118 127 108 90 74 77 94 104 114 127 115

100 105 112 109 105 93 86 80 92 100 110 107 iooE

100 98 103 no 89 75 59 70 73 83 97 102 80

100 102 105 103 106 100 112 111 113 119 128 131 127

107 106 112 103 94 93 99 111 119 130 139 130

Notes: Volume of Money includes coins, notes and bank deposits—December figures. 
Volume of Industrial Production—Canada: D.B.S.l

—U.S.: F.R.B. Annual averages.
—U.K.: B. Tr.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Total Branches of Canadian Chartered Banks in Canada—Dec. 31

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
4,049 4,089 3,972 3,778 3,640 3,528 3,423 3,355 3,329 3,324

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Chairman, I really do not think it fair to Mr. Landeryou 
to have his examination broken into more or less to the extent of two or three 
days. I understood Mr. McGeer would get through this morning. I think we 
should let Mr. Landeryou finish before we have his examination permanently 
broken into, in fairness to himself. I think that is only fair.

Mr. McGeer: Might I suggest to you and Mr. Landeryou that we might 
agree to get the facts as regards the operation of the Bank of Canada and the 
system complete.

Mr. Howard : Get them all together.
Mr. McGeer: And then in the discussions before the committee, after we 

bave those facts before us, we can have it agreed that there is to be an open 
discussion on the different points of view in a clear and concise form. Now, 
Personally, I would like to see Mr. Landeryou present a concise and complete 
social credit plan.

Mr. Howard: Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: And I would like, if I could, to get the committee to listen 

to me while I submit some ideas which I have as to the amendments to the Act 
and changes in policy which I believe would greatly assist in having more 
co-operation between the Bank of Canada and the merchant banking system 
and the governments in Canada as a whole—not merely the federal government 
but the provincial and the municipal governments—so that we can find some 
^ay, without bringing about the disastrous consequences of inflation or the 
destruction of capitalistic individual initiative to provide enterprise to get a 
greater volume of going concern activities safely and sanely financed. I think 
°dr problem in Canada is to get into circulation a medium of exchange that 
Wl*l increase the going concern activity by balancing internal production and 
construction, and while I quite agree that international trade plays a great 
P&rt in the economy of this nation, and has to be dealt with, I think as the 
?°nference of 1932-33 suggested there are some possible opportunities for 
Investment here which will improve the general situation internally throughout 
be dominion. However, as I say, those are arguments, but Mr. Towers might 
c interested in listening to them.

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Landeryou agreed to have his examination broken into, 
nd I do not want him to think that he is being taken advantage of.

> Mr. Deachman: Mr. Chairman, I requested the other day that Mr. 
anderyou should give us his complete plan. Now, while he was proceeding 
°'day he was interrupted—

Mr. Jaques: He has not got a plan.
Mr. Deachman: He promised to give us his suggestions along that line. 

] °w> be has been interrupted by a long examination which we were told would 
only a short time.
Mr. McGeer: No, I did not say that, Mr. Deachman.
Mr. Deachman : I am speaking now, please.
Mr. McGeer: I would like to see Mr. Landeryou proceed and finish at the 
meeting.

com ^r‘ Landeryou : I never suggested I was going to present any plan to the 
the ttee- * believe there are many methods being advocated to-day to solve 
atl, bcoblem. We are not dogmatic. We have principles which we propound 
No . beve in. We have a certain philosophy that goes with those principles. 

M I have no intention of presenting a definite plan to solve the economic
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problems of Canada, because there are a number of things to consider. I did 
suggest that I would make suggestions to the committee that would be along 
the line we believe in and develop the principles that we stand for as we have 
placed them on record across Canada, being the establishment of a just price, 
the establishment of a continuous flow of credit, the establishment of increased 
purchasing power through the payment of dividends or price discounts. 
Practically everyone is familiar with those principles and I believe it is possible 
to introduce them into the economic life of Canada. As to the method by 
which it should be done there is a great divergence of opinion, but we can all 
agree that increased purchasing power is necessary if we are going to abolish 
poverty.

The Chairman : Well, we will give you an opportunity to show us how it 
can be done.

Mr. McGeer: Is it agreed that I may go on?
Mr. Landeryou : I suggest we should complete the examination of 

Mr. Towers if there is time, and if I can be of any assistance to the committee 
in further explaining the principles we stand for I am perfectly willing to do so.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, could Mr. McGeer tell us how long he will 
take to finish?

Mr. McGeer: I will shorten it as much as I can. I wanted to go in to the 
discussion of kind and quantity. I would like to place before the committee 
the actual parliamentary enactments under which this money is created— 
that is the source of supply. Then I think I would like to go briefly into a 
discussion of the uses of money. We have all got before us the Currency Act 
and the Bank Act and the Bank of Canada Act, and with those Acts before 
us I think we could spend a little time in dealing with the actual statutory 
enactments through which money originates in Canada. That would be 
valuable. That would probably take the balance of the next morning.

Mr. Jaques: You think that will take another sitting?
Mr. McGeer: I think so.
Mr. Jaques: Before any general plan is discussed, I have a series of ques

tions I would like to put having a bearing on the existing system. We have 
held a good many sittings and I have sat here silently. I do not mind waiting) 
of course, so long as I do get an opportunity to put these questions.

Mr. McGeer: I think we can agree to that.
Mr. Howard: That is a fair way to put it. I would like to see, following 

the evidence of to-day, Mr. McGeer complete his programme, if I may call i 
so; and then I am interested in how we can secure under our present system 
more facilities to increase the business of this country.

Mr. Landeryou : That is it.
Mr. Howard: I think we should have Mr. McGeer complete his exaniin- 

ation at the next meeting.
Mr. Tucker: Let us have some understanding with regard to how mu^ 

time we are going to need. Mr. McGeer needs one morning. How much time 
does Mr. Landeryou need to finish? We have to make our plans now, because 
I think we will get through on Friday. We have to make plans to hold the 
necessary meetings to do the things we are planning to do.

Mr. Jaques: Before any proposed scheme or any proposed plan is discussed 
I have a series of questions which I want to address on the present system.

Mr. McGeer: We all agree to that.
The Chairman : Shall we meet this afternoon at 3.15?
(The committee adjourned to meet at 3.15 p.m.)

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION 
The Committee met at 3.15 p.m.
The Chairman: We have a quorum.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, in addition to our annual production of gold, pro

ducing a surplus which we are apparently adding to the existing surplus of gold 
which we possess, I think you told me the other day that the need for a currency 
gold reserve was to-day largely psychological so far as domestic currency was 
concerned?—A. As far as domestic currency was concerned, yes.

Q. Then I take it from that that you would agree that the finding of the 
MacMillan committee, the British MacMillan committee, section 148, would be 
Worth reading. I should like to put it on the record, and it is as follows:—

In the first place, the maintenance of a stable price level is not 
bound up with an inevitable annual increment in the volume of the 
various forms of purchasing power held by the public—coin, notes and 
deposits in commercial banks. Changes in habit may alter substantially 
the amount of purchasing power which the public desires to hold in 
various forms and, as the world situation improves and confidence is 
restored, the holding of purchasing power in cash or liquid deposits may 
decline in importance. Thus even if a constant relation must be main
tained between the growth of central banks’ liabilities and the desire of 
the public to hold liquid resources, a rate of growth of the former less 
than that usually assumed as necessary will suffice. In the second place, 
the relation between total central bank liabilities and gold supplies is 
influenced by the form which those liabilities take. For in so far as the 
legislation governing central banks’ reserve ratio requires a smaller (or 
no) reserve to be kept against reserve liabilities, the growth in these 
liabilities, relative to total liabilities will diminish the pressure upon the 
available gold supplies. In the third place, it is not necessary that the 
volume of note issues should continue to be regulated, as it is now, by 
reference to the amount of gold held in reserve. If, as we recommend 
in part 2 of our report, the principle is adopted that gold reserves should 
be held, not primarily against note issues, but to meet temporary defi
ciencies in the balance of international payments, there need be no 
obstacle to the creation of a much increased volume of purchasing power 
without any increase in the supply of monetary gold.

■^hat report, as you know, was filed in 1931.—A. Yes.
Q. And since then there has been plenty of evidence that that theory has 

^°M)een worked out but is being more generally adopted as time goes on?—

c Q- That is the necessity or the value of gold as a reserve base for domestic 
}s rrency is disappearing and in fact, in Canada, whatever value it has now 

Purely psychological?—A. I would think so, and at the same time, of course, 
j1„,.realizati°n of the desirability of holding gold as a means of effecting inter- 
jg l0nal settlements or of obtaining certain imports in the event of emergency 
ev ^r?kably more prominent in the minds of a number of countries than it 

Gr has been before.
w. Q- Oh, I quite agree. And it still has for that paramount purpose, inter- 

lQnal purchasing power or settlement of obligations, a real value?—A. A real
'8028—34
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value, and a value which is all the greater now by reason of the fact that there 
are so many stumbling blocks in the way of doing without it through borrowing 
in foreign markets.

By the Chairman:
Q. May I intervene and ask a question? Have you the value of the 

gold supplies of the United Kingdom in 1931 and to-day?—A. Have we them 
here? Not here, but we can get them.

Q. They have increased enormously within that period, have not they?— 
A. Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. And as the need of gold for international purposes increases the desire 

to release it from domestic obligations increases also?—A. I think that would 
be a fair statement, yes.

Q. Now, on page 112 of the MacMillan report, in section 287, reading 
from the middle of the page we find the following:—

The sole use of a gold reserve to-day is, therefore, to enable a 
country to meet deficits in its international balance of payments...

A. Is this someone’s evidence, Mr. McGeer?
Q. No, the finding.—A. The report?
Q. Yes, and as I recall it this was a unanimous finding of all the members 

of the committee.—A. Yes.
Q. Not qualified in this regard by any of the addenda that were appended 

to the main report. This was, as I read the report, a unanimous finding of the 
committee. It says:—

The sole use of a gold reserve is, therefore, to enable a country 
to meet deficits in its international balance of payments, until the 
appropriate measures can be taken to bring it again into equilibrium’ 
This being the case, it is paradoxical that, in the numerous cases where 
countries have since the war re-established or established for the first 
time the gold or gold exchange standard, the consequent legislation has 
almost always expressed the total reserves of gold or foreign g(nd 
exchange as a definite percentage of the central bank’s notes outstanding 
(plus in several cases its sight liabilities).

Now, as I take that finding, it is a finding that having decided in actual practice 
that gold’s use is now confined to the settlement of international balances, 
it is an absurdity to have any portion of your gold reserves tied into y°ur 
domestic currency issues as a reserve for that purpose.—A. I would not go so 
far as to say that it is an absurdity, because it does provide a certain check, 
and perhaps a very useful one, on occasion.

Q. Well, the limitation upon the pow'er to issue currency as a reserve f°r 
bank deposits?—A. Yes.

Q. Is that the form of check you mean?—A. Yes, it is. In other words, 
the central bank has a curb in that way from going beyond a certain figure; 
In the case of Canada, of course, that curb could be removed by action 0 
council, subject, of course, after an interval of at most a year, to the approv9‘ 
of parliament.Q. And it could be done under the administration we have, and the attitude 
of our government, without weakening our internal currency system?'" 
A. Assuming that the need for expansion was a justifiable one, Î would hopf 
and expect that would be the case, yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. And the psychology was adapted according to your premise?—A. 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I was not dealing with that particular point at the moment. The point 

I had in mind was that having the huge available money resources which 
we are neither using nor abusing, the elimination of our gold reserve provision 
in our Bank of Canada Act would not alter the policy of the Bank of Canada 
or the government at all?—A. No; in other words, that gold reserve provision 
is in no sense a hampering one and I would not expect it to be in the visible 
future.

Q. That is, we have plenty of reserves and plenty of money over and 
above any money laws?—A. Yes.

Q. Which we are not using, and as a limiting force upon the issue of 
currency and credit currency in Canada it plays no part?—A. Not in these 
days.

Q. And if we eliminated that from our Bank of Canada Act, the gold 
reserve provision of 25 per cent as against Bank of Canada note issues, it would 
not affect the monetary policy or the monetary situation in Canada at all?— 
A. It should not, no.

Q. So that when the MacMillan committee found that it was somewhat 
Paradoxical, that it was a paradox to have in legislation such as the Bank of 
Canada Act a provision for a gold reserve, they were correct as far as we are 
concerned?—A. At that stage, of course, they had in the back of their minds 
Sold reserve provisions which were very much higher than the one we have in 
the Bank of Canada Act; and they had in mind cases where the banks were 
actually being hampered by those provisions. I would say that if there is any 
thought of removing the provision, there should be a positive reason, so to 
sPeak, for doing so.

Q. Yes.—A. In other words, it should be thought of as something which 
Would gain something for us.

Q. In section 289 they dealt specifically with the use of gold by adopting 
|he recommendation of the gold delegation of the financial committee of the 

-,eague of Nations?—A. Yes.
Q. You remember that?—A. Yes.
Q. The section reads as follows. It is at page 122.
The Chairman: This is the final report? It is page 122 of the final report?
Mr. McGeer: Yes, Mr. Chairman. It was the final report filed in 1931 

of the MacMillan committee which had spent two years investigating the 
Matter.

, The Chairman: I thought you were reading from the final report of the 
Sold delegation.

Mr. McGeer: No. I will just read the whole section.
The Chairman: Will you read it very slowly so that we can follow it?
Mr. McGeer: Yes. Section 289 reads as follows:—

Under this heading, we strongly agree, therefore, with the general 
purpose of the recommendations of the gold delegation of the financial 
committee of the League of Nations in their second interim report. We 
hope that the following principle will be adopted by central banks 
generally:

?*,'en the provision that deals with gold is sub-section (iv) and reads as 
l°uows:._

(iv) There is also a further principle of central banking of a some
what different character which must be observed if central banks are to 
be in complete control of the situation, namely, that central banks must 
not be unduly limited in their power to expand their deposits otherwise 
than against a corresponding increase in their holdings of gold or the
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equivalent of gold. Such undue limitation may result if the class of 
assets which the central bank is entitled to hold is too narrowly pre
scribed by law. Similarly, it should lie within the power of a central 
bank to restrict the volume of its deposits otherwise than by decreasing 
its holding of gold.

That is, they wanted the gold holdings of the central bank to be divorced from 
domestic currency, so that the gold holdings could be increased without in
ducing inflation and so that through the issue of currency as a basis for them, 
bank deposits could be reduced without disposing of gold reserves ; and in that 
process of reasoning the result desired would be the development of gold 
reserves for international purposes.

Mr. Towers : Roughly, I think that is the case. They wanted to get away 
from the rigidities which were inevitable under a system where, to take an 
extreme case, a 100 per cent reserve in gold had to be held against those issues. 
They wanted to achieve greater flexibility ; and, of course, those thoughts which 
were being expressed at the time by the gold delegation of the financial committee 
of the League of Nations and by the MacMillan committee were embodied in our 
legislation.

The Chairman : And may I add that, at that time, the gold delegation began 
with the idea that there would be a scarcity of gold production.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
The Chairman: To take care of currency needs. That was the foundation 

of the gold delegation.
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: To take care of international needs.
The Chairman : No, no; currency needs.
Mr. McGeer: Well, I did not quite read that into it, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : If you will read the first volume of the gold delegation 

report, I think you will find—if my memory serves me correctly—that it was 
instructed to investigate that very subject.

Mr. Towers : That was the atmosphere at the time: How can Europe get 
along with less gold?

The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: Or how can we expand the gold production or the use of gold 

so that international gold standard requirements for the settlement of inter
national trade balances can be maintained as a means of increasing international 
trade?

The Chairman : It is not my recollection that the international aspect 
was involved.

Mr. Towers : Primarily, no. I think it was from the domestic situation and 
the feeling that they would be forced to operate domestically with less gold.

The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: If I may read again section 148 which I think makes that 

fairly clear, I should like to do so. I am reading from section 148.
The Chairman: What is the date?
Mr. McGeer: Section 148, page 66.
The Chairman: You will remember that the gold delegation was formed 

1929 or 1928. It was instructed to report. The depression came in the midst o 
the investigation of the gold delegation in 1929, I think.

Mr. McGeer: In any event, the MacMillan committee had all that bef»lC 
them and their finding was as follows:—

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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In the third place, it is not necessary that the volume of note issues 
should continue to be regulated, as it is now, by reference to the amount 
of gold held in reserve. If, as we recommend in part 2 of our report, the 
principle is adopted that gold reserves should be held, not primarily against 
those issues, but to meet temporary deficiencies in the balance of inter
national payments, there need be no obstacle to the creation of a much 
increased volume of purchasing power without any increase in the supply 
of monetary gold.

If, as is suggested by the chairman, in 1919 and thereafter—
The Chairman : No, no.
Mr. McGeer: —the League of Nations committee were considering the 

necessity —
The Chairman : 1929.
Mr. McGeer: This is 1931.
The Chairman : I know ; but the gold delegation began its operations, 

I think, in 1929 or 1930. We will get that.
Mr. McGeer: I think the gold delegation of the financial committee of 

oie League of Nations was set up in 1919, in the beginning.
Mr. Towers: In 1919 or 1929?
Mr. McGeer: No, 1919.
The Chairman: We will get a copy.
Mr. McGeer: One of the first things they set up, of course, was a monetary 

('ommittee to deal with reparations and debt payments. The whole problem 
|hat faced those working out the administration of the Treaty of Versailles was 
to hud some way by which the reparations could be maintained. That whole 
question was very early considered. In any event, if there was at any stage of 

Ie Proceedings of the gold delegation of the financial committee of the League 
T Nations the idea that there was a shortage of gold for the issue of notes for 
domestic purposes within nations, the MacMillan committee came to the 
conclusion as they say:—

If, as we recommend in part 2 of our report, the principle is adopted 
that gold reserves should be held, not primarily against note issues, 
but to meet temporary deficiencies in the balance of international pay
ments, there need be no obstacle to the creation of a much increased 
volume of purchasing power without any increase in the supply of mone
tary gold.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That was the finding of the MacMillan committee? A. Yes. I think 

should have been rather careful to define what it meant by “purchasing 
power.” But I understand it. In other words, the expansion of deposits was 
Probably what they had in mind.

Q. The purchasing power in all countries is practically on the same basis— 
subsidiary coin, bank notes and bank deposits?—A. Yes. They are thinking 
of Purchasing power to the extent that it is represented by money, of course.

Q. Yes.—A. Rather than to the extent of increased production and the 
exchange of goods.

Q. In other words, they made a finding that the volume of purchasing 
Power to be issued through the banking system was not necessarily to be limited 
7 the supplies of gold; and I think we are on general agreement on that?— 
■M Yes.

Q. I mean, that is the situation in Canada. So that we come now to the 
Proposition that, in addition to the huge reserves which we have—that is, the
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abundant supply of money—we have power to suspend the operation of our 
25 per cent gold reserve?—A. Yes.

Q. And we could do that without, as you said a moment ago, any harm 
to our system?—A. Under appropriate circumstances.

Q. Are you aware of any instance in which governments have used paper 
currency successfully in an issue through the unlimited powers of the depart
ment of government?—A. No, I do not recall it.

Q. During the great war did not Great Britain resort to the use of that 
type of money?—A. Of course, that depends on the definition of the word 
“successful.” If success implies the maintenance of stability of the value of 
the money, then they have never done it successfully, so far as I am aware.

Q. But you are aware that during the war time period the British treasury 
had unlimited power to issue national currency for the liquidation of govern
ment obligations in the form of paper currency?—A. Not liquidation of gov
ernment obligations. You mean of bond issues, for example?

Q. I should like to read another section from the MacMillan report. I 
am reading from page 27. Section 56 reads as follows:—

During the war the Currency and Bank Notes Act of 1914 authorized 
the issue of Bank of England notes in excess of the limits fixed by law 
to such an extent as might be temporarily authorized by the treasury 
and subject to any conditions attached to that authority. But the 
important change in practice was that during the war and for ten years 
afterwards currency notes for £1 and 10s. were issued by the treasury, 
the amount and manner of the issues being entirely within the discre
tion of that department.

That was one instance where the British government had resorted to the issue 
of national currency in the form of paper money?—A. At the cost, of course, 
of a substantial depreciation in the internal value of the currency—very sub
stantial.

Q. Whether that was so or not, and whether it was due to that issue or 
not, may be matters that are arguable.—A. Whether it was so or not is not 
arguable, because one has only to refer to the price level in Great Britain 
during those years.

Q. There were other factors in addition to the issue of this money which 
played a part in that which have to be considered.—A. In other words, it was 
the case that they had a depreciated currency ; but you raise the question 
as to whether that was due to the issue of the money or to some other cause?

Q. Yes. Bradburys is what they were called?—A. Yes.
Q. The volume of Bradburys was, in comparison to the whole issue of 

the new money and national debts, comparatively small?—A. It was the founda
tion.

Q. Would you suggest that the Bradburys in any way took the place ot 
Bank of England notes at that time?—A. They were in addition to them. 1 
would say that the whole financial policy of the British government on the 
credit side, on the banking side, and on the side of provision of additional 
currency through Bradburys is all part and parcel of that thing which did 
produce in England during the war a very substantial degree of inflation; ,n 
other words, reduction of the value of their money in terms of commodities.

Q. Yes?—A. And that is a fair example of what you can do, particularly 
under war circumstances, by following a policy of that kind.

Q. But, in any event, we have that particular instance. When a govern
ment is in distress for money, due to international crises, one of its resources 
is the issue of its own national currency in the form of paper money?—A. Yes> 
it decides that the emergency is such that it cannot afford to ask for direÇ 
sacrifices, it decides that it must take the easy and quick way of doing 1 
by depreciating the currency.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Yes.—A. England went quite a distance; France went, of course, a good 
deal further; so did Italy, Belgium ; and as regards the other belligerents, the 
enemy countries, they went so far that their currency never recovered from 
the shock. It was all a question of degree though. It is much the same thing, 
hut some did it more strenuously than others.

Q. Now, of course, when we talk about an inflated currency we talk in 
terms of currency that is issued in excess of the statutory gold reserve 
requirements.—A. Oh, no, Mr. McGeer ; in excess of the monetary requirements, 
^respective of gold.

Q. I did not say in whole, I said in part; it is at least evidence of inflation 
Wlth a country having a gold reserve.—A. Not to me.

Q. When a country having a gold reserve issues currency in excess of that 
f°ld reserve requirement, now that may or may not produce inflation, because 
lhe volume of currency issued although it is in excess of the gold reserves 
Jay not in itself be sufficient to create an inflationary condition. But normally 

lc gold reserves are there to prevent inflation ; that is, they are there to 
strict the issue of currency to a level which will not be inflationary. You 

told me that a moment ago.—A. I said that they were a form of curb. 
■ °w,_ a curb may be so slight that one could go very far in the direction of 
Jnation before reaching the curb. That is the case in Canada. I would say 
ç.lat simply because the central bank liabilities in the form of notes or deposits, 
wJPly because they happen in some countries to have gone beyond the place 
• llere they should have been in relation to the legal ratio of gold does not in

One would have to examine the situation and

of
eh:

gSJf indicate anything wrong.
0, out whether the thing that was wrong was the increase in their liabilities 

1 We gold reserve provision.
Q. Q- Well, in any event, if it does not result in inflation, the abandonment 
g those reserves, that is another proof that it is not an essential thing to 
Jtftestic—an essential factor in the regulation of the issue of domestic cur- 
()rJ'y ■—A. The situation really depends on the issuance of domestic currency, 

the creation of a credit situation from the domestic point of view which is 
t over done.

Q- Now, as a matter of fact to-day our gold is purchased by the Bank 
Canada with the notes which it issues, Bank of Canada bills.—A. Or 

ecIUcs, shall we say.
n Q- Well, if you wish, cheques ; with cheques which can be redeemed in 
tiank of Canada W-A. Yes
0f So the medium of exchange that is used to purchase gold by the Bank 

-anada is Bank of Canada bills?—A. Yes.
Q- And these Bank of Canada bills are not redeemable in gold?—A. No.

Uj So that we are in effect using a paper currency authorized by parlia- 
is i as the medium of exchange to purchase gold?—A. Or, anything else, as it 

eRa! tender.
Q- I am just thinking of gold.—A. Quite. 

ij)t0 Now, aren’t we then in effect using printing press money not convertible 
few to purchase gold?—A. That is the practice all over the world, with 
the excePtions; and there is nothing wrong with printing press money except 
thatCOnnotation' ^ think the phrase when generally used conveys the thought 
theni°nc° having started the presses going you can never do anything to stop

thjq^' I am quite aware of that argument. What I want to get at is the fact 
apt] xv.e in Canada are using to purchase gold a printing press form of money 
is j. °nzed by parliament.—A. We are on a fiat money basis in Canada, there 

mistake about that.
it)0n }' Xe5’ we are on a fiat money basis in Canada.—A. The value of our 
$o + X' wiM' therefore depend on the prudence with ■which issues are managed, 

0 sPeak.
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Mr. Howard : Certainly.
Mr. McGeer: What I want are the facts. We will come to that argument 

later. Now, that is a very great change in monetary policy as it was main
tained prior to 1914?

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Howard : Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Yes; the great change is in this, that prior to 1914 we condemned the 

issue and use of paper currency unless that paper currency was convertible 
into gold. That was in 1914.—A. Yes.

Q. Since 1914 we have moved to the place where we compel the sale 
of gold for a paper currency not convertible into gold. That is right, is11 
it? I do not know whether you have got it or not, but I want to have it °a 
the record ; and I am not saying that facetiously. Now, that proves, does 1 
not, that a currency of paper authorized by parliament has a purchasing po""el 
more powerful than gold itself?—A. I would not say more powerful, but f° 
domestic purposes just as powerful.

Q. Well, it goes further than that; you see you have got two strings 
that bow.

any

o......... ............ ....... _ ^____ ^_____ to
If I have gold I must sell it for paper money.—A. Oh, no; oh. n°' 

Q. I can’t sell it any place else. If I am a gold producer in Canada I
must séll- IA. You can export it, provided the Minister of Finance gives a licence 
doubt whether the Minister of Finance would—but I cannot speak for 
Minister of Finance. ,-ce

Q. I do not expect you to. But as a matter of fact, in general prac . 
the government of Canada has taken over

luaitci vi lai v, m i
a monopoly of the control of x '

... __1. _ i. i-_____ zl/vnA 1®

of New York
funds, the government has paid the gold producers that premium on New Yo 
funds. j

Q. Yes, but they force the sale to go to the government, not to be expo' ^ 
by way of licence?—A. On the basis of a gold producer getting as much
lie eould have gotten in any market in the world. Ne"'Q. Quite true.—A. If, for example, gold is selling at $35 an ounce in - , 
Vork, and if there were to be a premium of 20 per cent on New York fundS’ 

'e go\ eminent would not take gold from the producers here at $35 an ounf 
in Canadian paper money—Q. I think the point that I want to make is not involved in those detail; 
1 put ” on tll!S basis, that if he sells gold to the Bank of Canada he must ta> 
paper currency ?—A. Yes, but you don’t need to sell the gold. t

Q. I dont need to sell the gold, but if I have paper currency I can’t rc 
go ( rom the Bank of Canada?—A. No; so long as the gold provisions a 
suspended from year to year by order in council. ,

Q. And therefore, on that basis, now; and even since the Bank of Cana 
started—A. Yes.“ mu d ”S° that 'n tllat regard we must give up gold for paper currency?—A- ^

Q. If I want to sell it to the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes, but vou can 
it to somebody else.

Q. Not in Canada.—A. Yes, you could sell it to the government.
Q. io the government?—A. And receive as much as vou would by 

mg it anywhere in the world.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

self'

export of gold?—A. Yes. Incidently, of course, what 'they have also done £ |
this, when there has been a premium on New York funds, and i 
a gold producer would benefit from the sale abroad in terms

*
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Q. But I would have to take that in legal tender cash of Canada, which is 
. ank of Canada bills.—A. At a rate which would allow for any depreciation 
ln the value of currency.

Q. Yes.—A. In other words, if Canadian currency were depreciated to the 
extent of 50 per cent I presume, perhaps rashly, that the gold producer would 
reeeive S70 an ounce in Canada.

Q. Providing that the government agreed to it.—A. So that the spirit of 
0rce, so to speak, in the sale of gold, has never been present.

Q. I am going to deal with the Gold Export Act a little later on, and I think 
Ve will clarify that then.—A. Yes.

Q. Then we have in Canada two forms of national currency being issued ; 
is the subsidiary coin—bronze, nickel and silver coins—issued through the 

Bhnt?—A. Yes.
Q. And the Bank of Canada.—A. As agent, yes.

. Q. And authorized as far as its creation is concerned, bv the Currency 
Act.—a. Yes.

Q- And we have Bank of Canada bills issued by the Bank of Canada, the 
.Nation of such bills being contained in the provisions of the Bank of Canada

Act?—a. Yes.
Q. Now, could you give me a statement of the percentage of national 

^ *Xency money in issue as compared with the money issued by our chartered 
anks.—A. Are you speaking now* only of note issues?

Q- No. I want subsidiary coins and the Bank of Canada bills now issued 
d in circulation contrasted on a percentage basis with merchant bank bills 

Sl cl merchant bank deposits.—A. To make that comparison a proper one we 
0uld also include deposits with the Bank of Canada.

] , Q- Oh, quite. I think all the way through these proceedings, if I over- 
9ked it, Mr. Towers, I consider, and I think you will agree with me, that the 

ç oimt of Bank of Canada Bills is the amount of deposits with the Bank of 
ailada, or the equivalent of a note issue?—A. That is right.

,Q- You could give me that percentage?—A. Yes. Perhaps I can work that 
m a couple of minutes and come back to it.

^ Q- Mr. Towers, when you allow the merchant banking system to issue 
v ** deposits which, with the practice of using the cheques as we have it in 
c gue to-day constitutes the medium of exchange upon which I think 95 per 
Ha l our Pudkc and private business is transacted, you virtually allow the 
de, bsue an effective substitute for money, do you not?—A. The bank 

P°sits are actual money in that sense, yes.
H0|. x- In that sense they are actual money, but, as a matter of fact, they are 
stn acHual money but credit, bookkeeping accounts, which are used as a sub

ite for money?—A. Yes.
V. M I think it is fair to say that in the evolution of the monetary system we 
ylp 0 moved from metal money to the use of metal money and paper money and 
or 1 °n to the use of metal money, paper monev and bank deposits in the form 

^counts?—A. Yes.
tv 1' And that when we allow the banks to issue bank deposits and to use

1 as money-------A. The banks do not use them as money ; the customers do.
x- Well, to permit their use as money?—A. Yes.

I j.|. '■ Then we authorize the banks to issue a substitute for money?—A. Yes, 
uk that is a very fair statement of banking.

' khen it would be fair to assume that in the evolutionary processes of the 
to ^ °Pment of our medium of exchange the prerogative right of government 

die issuer of the money medium of exchange of the nation has been 
tot '(■ (irr€(l from the government to the merchant banking system ?—A. I am 

.apable of speaking of the legalistic conception of it.
Mr. Howard : You mean prior to the formation of the Bank of Canada?

out
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Mr. McGeer: No, I would say subject to the control of the Bank of Canada, 
whatever that may be, if you want that qualification in.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. But, as a matter of fact, the merchant banks issue bank deposits which 

I think we all agree are in use as the medium of exchange to eonsumate about 
95 per cent of our money transactions?—A. Yes. Not thinking of any legal 
conception of it, it is the case that, subject to the control exercised by the 
central bank, and subject of course also to the regulations imposed by the Bank 
Act, the banks are allowed—this sounds rather trite but it really is the case-" 
to do the business of banking, which is along the lines that you describe. May 
I say that it is only a question of phraseology, so that it is a minor point, but 
the issue of bank deposits does not ring very truly in my ears. The banks are 
able, so long as they operate within the framework of the Bank Act and command 
the confidence of the people, to make loans or investments which will result u' 
their setting up liabilities in the form of deposits. The public having decided 
that they will leave those deposits with the banks, as a question of convenience, 
then use those deposits rather than using metal money or paper money for most 
of the transactions of the country.

Q. Have we got that percentage now?—A. The percentage of subsidiary 
coin, plus Bank of Canada notes, plus chartered bank deposits with the Bank 
of Canada to chartered bank deposits and notes is 16 per cent.

Q. 16 per cent of the total?—A. Yes. ,
Q. Is that 16 per cent of bank deposits or 16 per cent of the whole total o 

money in issue?—A. 16 per cent of chartered bank deposits and chartered 
bank notes.

Q. What I wanted to get was-------A. The percentage of the total?
Q. —the percentage of the total. What you have given me is the percental 

of one to the other, but I want what percentage of the total is issued by tne 
government and what percentage of the total is issued by the merchant bank5- 
—A. That percentage is 12. .

Q. 12 per cent of the money in use in Canada is issued by the governme0 
through the mint and the Bank of Canada, and 88 per cent is issued by 
merchant banks of Canada on the reserves issued by the Bank of Canada-^ 
A. Yes. As you can see through taking the total of all -those items and say111-- 
that the subsidiary coins and Bank of Canada items represent 12 per cent 
the total, there is a certain distortion, because the Bank of Canada notes an 
deposits are quite largely the cash reserves on which the other deposits rest- 

Q. But if the issue of currency and money is a high prerogative of govef^ 
ment then that high prerogative has been transferred to the extent of 88 Pej 
cent from the government to the merchant banking system?—A. Yes, but 
would say this, that it would be from a legislative point of view comparative ^ 
simple to remedy that. Obviously,, we want a banking system; I mean, t \ 
convenience of being able to carry accounts and pay by cheque is very 8re-fl 
and the people would want that continued; therefore, there is no thought 1 
any of our minds that a banking system would disappear. ,

Q. No.—A. Now, if it is considered undesirable that the banking syete 
should be operated privately, so to speak, then the remedy obviously het?, 
nationalizing the system. It can be the only possible change in that respect- 

Q. Well, I think we will come to that argument a little later on.
Mr. Howard: I disagree with that. ue
Mr. Towers: I do not suggest that that should be done, but those are 

alternatives arising from the thought expressed by Mr. McGeer.
By Mr. McGeer: . g

Q. Mr. Towers, I have no thought of nationalizing the merchant bank 9 
system and no thought of nationalizing privately owned money.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Howard: Hear, hear.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. We can be on clear ground regarding that. And I have no thought 

°f establishing a change in the monetary system.—A. Yes.
Q. That would destroy the merchant banking system.—A. Yes.
Q. As an effective service to the commerce of a capitalistic democracy? 

' A. Yes.
Mr. Howard : Hear, hear, that is the thing.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. And if you have any idea that my thoughts are drifting along that 

“ne I may say to you that they are not. May I say to you further that in the 
Proposals which I intend to make before this committee, before its deliberations 
are concluded, I propose to show that the changes which I think can be made 
to improve public finance and general circulation will not be detrimental to 
rhe merchant banking system, to the insurance companies, to the trust companies 
?r to private investment or to private capital. On the contrary, that all those 
'nstitutions and individuals will be benefited rather than harmed.

Now, the point that I was making was this: If it is the prerogative right 
of government to issue money, then that prerogative right in Canada under 
°Ur existing system has been transferred to a merchant banking system to the 
^xtent of 88 per cent of the money in issue in use? That is correct, is it not?— 
A- Yes.

Q. Now, when the merchant bank is authorized to create and issue a bank 
pPosit as a substitute for money in a system where that substitute actually 
lu.nctions as money, it is giving to the bank the equivalent of the power to 
m‘nt coins, or print money?—A. Under the regulations imposed by government,

Q- But that is the result of that transaction?—A. As I said in one of the 
Hier meetings on the same subject it gives them that power. Naturally, in 
ucr to exercise it, they have to have the confidence of the people.

Q- In any event, under the system of banking authorized by parliament 
and by the people as the common practice, our merchant banks create
and 1SSUc 88 per cent of the money medium of exchange used by government 
for ^eoP^e Canada?—A. Through their ordinary banking activities in the

m °f making investments and loans.
A But, they do create and issue 88 per cent of the money which we use?— 
thr ,Ue” is just that phrasing which I questioned, but it is the case that 
you fi1 Bieir banking activities in the form of making investments and loans 
ti0n und then the creation of these deposit liabilities which serve in major por- 

as the medium of exchange in the country, 
of a But there is no question about it that the banks do create that medium 

change?—A. That is right. That is what they are there for. 
d0 h Th&t is what they are there for and that is what they do.—A. Yes, they

Q. And thev issue that form of medium of exchange when they purchase 
purities or make loans?—A. That is banking business, just in the same way that

Q1 8o ' thatawf'S arc "clear on this point that our merchant banks do create 
?,nd issue 88 per cent of the money medium of exchange in common use m 

atlada to-day? That is correct, is it? A. Boug y. , •.
th„ Q- This may seem elementary, Mr. Towers, but I should like o P > record. I want to deal with the laws under which Canadian money is 
reated and issued into circulation and controlled and regulated in circulation.
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I think you will agree with me that the creation, issue, and regulation of the 
circulation of the Canadian medium of exchange are provided for in our currency 
and banking laws?—A. The principles and safeguards are laid down ; the amounts, 
of course, are not specified.

Q. Controls of the amounts are specified?—A. Yes.
Q. And in so far as banking practice in the regulation of circulation is con

cerned provision is made for that, both as to currency and bank notes? That 
is correct, is it not?—A. The actual amount of circulation in the hands of the 
people is determined by their needs.

Q. And as the MacMillan committee pointed out, by their own attitude 
in so far as private money is concerned?—A. By the habits of the people, y°u 
mean?

Q. By the habits of the people, yes, or changes in practice.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. The power and limitation is in the Act?—A. Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. There are two factors which affect circulation: The controls which are 

defined by legislation and exercised by authorities who are there for that purpose) 
and the habits or actions of the people with regard to their private possession5. 
That would be correct, would it not?—A. Yes.

Q. The basic law for the creation of Canadian money is the Currency _AC ’ 
is it not?—A. That refers now, of course, as I recall it, only to subsidiary coins-

Q. I shall go through the different provisions of that Act with you. F° 
instance, section 15 of that Act provides that all accounts, debts and obligations^ 
—A. Oh, yes, I see.

Q. It goes further than merely subsidiary coins.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. Would you quote the reference to the statute? . j
Mr. McGeer: An Act respecting currency, chapter 40. This might be cw 

as the Currency Act, 1910. It will appear in the revised statutes. I have n 
them here. I would suggest that the Currency Act be made an appendix to t 
record. , -Aj

Section 15 of that Act—and I put the sections in the order which I t*!1 o 
work out the conclusion—provides that all debts, accounts and obligations sh 
be kept and settled in the money of Canada or in the currency of Canada. f ?c 
regulates by law the thing that we use for money in all our commercial and PuD 
transactions, and that is the basis of the money system in Canada. j

Section 2 of that Act fixes the denomination in terms of dollars, cents 9 
mills, which are the denominations of our Canadian money. . \

Sections 6 and 7 authorize the Minister of Finance to purchase bullion- . 
should like to draw the committee’s attention to the language of section 6, 
says. e _ c fye

The Minister of Finance may from time to time issue out ox ^ 
Consolidated Revenue Fund such sums as may be necessary for the P 
chase of bullion in order to provide supplies of coin for the public servi

By Mr. McGeer: _ dc6
Q. That section puts a direct responsibility upon the Minister of Fin9^ 

to purchase bullion and to create the money medium of exchange as far 9S 
currency is concerned needed to service the Dominion of Canada?—A. "'tcS- , ^ 

Mr. Vien: Would not that section apply only to the requirements for 101 
ing purposes?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

!
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Mr. McGeer: In order to provide supplies of coins for the public service. 
Mr. Vien : That would be linked up with the mint.
Mr. Towers : The raw material of the mint.
Mr. Vien: It refers to coins, the power to buy bullion to provide the neces

sary supply of material for coins. Is that not necessarily linked up with the
mint?

Mr. McGeer : I quite agree. I mean to say this deals with coins, but it is 
? relic of legislation which existed prior to the use of paper money, prior to the 
!ssue of bank deposits as a substitute for money ; but what I suggest it indicates 
18 that it is a governmental responsibility of a specified minister of the crown 
G supply the coin needs of Canada.

Mr. Vien: Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, to make the matter pointed to what I am suggesting, may I say 

“at if it, is the duty and responsibility of the government to supply the coin needs 
Canada there is no reason that I can see why it should not be the duty and 

^8Ponsibility of government to supply all the money needs of the public. 
*he next section of importance is section 3 which defines the fineness of gold 
|0lns and the fineness of silver coins, one, nine-tenths fine and the other, eight
ieths fine. Section 20 gives to the Governor in Council all the powers necessary 
0 supervise the creation, issue and circulation of coin. That is correct, is it not? 

"~V. I am not familiar with it.
Q. You are not familiar with that?—A. Not from memory, no.
Q. I thought there would be no question about that.
Mr. Vien: Might I suggest, Mr. Chairman, to Mr. McGeer at this point, 

■,lat if it is a foundation leading to a series' of questions to be put to Mr. Towers, 
A Would be quite in order, but if it is only for the purpose of making argument 
+tet'ei it mav be preferable to deal with Mr. Towers in the form of questions for 

e time being?
Mr. McGeer: What I want to do—
Mr. Vien: I do not want to interrupt.

m, .Mr. McGeer: What I want to do is to put on the record the sections that 
'mk are important and upon which an argument may be made, 

hri Mr- Vien: I thought it was already understood that the act was to be 
nted as an appendix to the report.

^C^EER ' Ï am putting this on the record because I thought theMcGeer: I am putting tins on 
°ers of the committee would wish to refer to it.

Vien: All right.
McGeer: Section 4 of the act fixes the money value of the coins and 

lQus 8 establishes their legal tender value.

By Mr McGeer:
of i]'• In the sections that I have referred to, Mr. Towers, we have the basis 
fe»Uj10 creation and issue, and within the limits that government can go, the 

ation and circulation of coin money in Canada.—A. Yes.
^he next act which parliament has given similar authority to is the 

o|| Canada Act. You are quite familiar with that?—A. I am familiar with

I should like to put on the record now the general duties of the Bank of 
dutij a. as they are defined in the preamble. May be it would be wrong to say 

q hut hopes of service.—A. General objectives.
General objectives? 

r- Vien: General functions.
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By Mr McGeer:
Q. No, objectives would probably be the better term. The preamble reads 

as follows:—
Whereas it is desirable to establish a central bank in Canada to 

regulate credit and currency in the best interests of the economic life of 
the nation, to control and protect the external value of the nations 
monetary unit and to mitigate by its influence fluctuations in the general 
level production, trade, prices and employment, so far as may be possible 
within the scope of monetary action, and generally to promote the économie 
and financial welfare of the dominion...

A. It is a work of genius. I may say at least one country, probably two, have 
borrowed from it when their draftsmen came to draw up something of that kind- 

Q. Now, when we get to the powers of the act, we find them set out 
section 21. I do not need to go into it, but it gives you almost unlimited power 
to buy and sell securities.—A. Within certain limits in respect to maturity, yes' 
and of course specified securities, dominion and provincial. ,

Q. They are a pretty wide range of banking securities?—A. Dominion and 
provincial direct and guaranteed.

Q. Some foreign?—A. In very strict limitations, some foreign ones, yes.
Q. And to buy and sell and rediscount all manner of exchange, promissory 

notes endorsed by chartered banks?—A. Yes. .
Q. Which means that your power to loan to chartered banks is limited on^ 

to the type of security which the banks take in exchange for merchant advances- 
—A. Not quite, probably ; but it does mean this, that having in mind the 
that the chartered banks are holders of very substantial amounts of security 
which are eligible for pledge, and also have substantial loans of a charact 
which can be rediscounted, that in effect the rediscount powers are very amp1^ 

Q. As a matter of fact, you have power to make loans to banks 0 
promissory notes?—A. Unsecured notes, no.

Q. But secured notes?—A. On promissory notes on the security of Pr° 
vincial and Dominion bonds.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. Can you rediscount commercial paper?—A. Yes, if it conforms w 

certain principles laid down in the act.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The point I want to get at is this: the type of security which you a 

permitted to take in exchange for advances to our merchant banks is abu 
dantly available in our merchant banking system?—A. Yes, it is. e\,

Q. There is no such thing as a difficulty for our Canadian banks to & 
whatever reasonable amount of Bank of Canada bills they want under th 
powers?—A. That is right. 0f

Q. Now, section 2 prohibits you from accepting deposits and a number ^ 
other things.—A. In respect to deposits for a fixed term or paying interest 
deposits, yes. ” r

Q. You know the practice in Australia with reference to the Comu3^ 
wealth Bank and the state banks? They do take deposits, don’t they\ s 
A. From private parties, yes. The state banks, of course, are not central b&‘ g 
in any sense. The Commonwealth Bank had been, practically speaking 
commercial bank before it gradually grew to being a central bank as well- t 

Q. As a- matter of fact, the banking laws of Australia prevent mere 
banks from taking savings bank accounts?—A. I was not aware of that.

Q. You are not aware of that?—A. No.
Q. You may check it, if you will.—A. Yes, I will.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Can you give me a statement of the amount of savings on deposit with 
Commonwealth banks? I have no doubt you have their report.—A. Yes.

Q. It is a very substantial amount?—A. Yes, it is.
Q. And the amount of interest they pay for those savings?—A. Or rather 

the rate of interest.
Q. The rate of interest, yes.
Mr. Vien: Do you mean to say in Australia all savings must be deposited 

with the central bank?
Mr. McGeer: I think there is a slight qualification in that. In the main 

that is true, but I think there is a provision for a customer of the bank to carry 
a portion of his current account in what they call a “ time ” but not a savings 
account, but what we have defined as purely a savings account.

Mr. Vien: As distinct from commercial?
Mr. McGeer: And a form of time account which we really treat as a 

savings account here. The restriction is that these savings must be deposited 
with the Commonwealth Bank or a branch of it, which indicates that after all 
the deposits on account with the merchants banking system as savings are not 
Necessary to the merchant banks functioning as such.

Mr. Towers : Yes, they are, as the organization stands to-day.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. You mean under our system?—A. Under our organization I would say, 

to speak. In other words, they have built up an organization and a chain of 
hunches for that purpose, and the organization could not survive if the purpose 
c*lsappeared.

Q. That is right.
Mr. Vien: How do they proceed about it in Australia?

, Mr. McGeer: As a matter of fact what they do is this: when a merchant 
bank wishes to make a loan or wishes to secure an asset, they do not go through 
hs process of going into their vaults and taking a portion of their own capital, 

n°r do they go to an existing depositor’s account and charge that account with 
aby amount. They do create a new deposit account against that loan or pur- 
ctlase, and those transactions go on independently of whether there are savings 
on deposit or not.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That is correct, is it not?—A. I do not follow that, Mr. McGeer. I do 

r°t understand it at all so I am not in a position to reply. Perhaps when I 
diff ^ *n t*16 record I may understand it. In any event, of course, there is no 

uerenee in that respect between Canada and Australia, 
ç Q- No; I would say that is true. I would say if our merchant banks in 

anada got rid of the cost of paying interest on savings it would release the 
^reliant banking system from a very costly liability.—A. They would then, of 

beUrse’ also lose an equal amount of earning assets and the question would then

Q' I thought we agreed on that the other day.

By Mr. Vien:
ba ^oes not it boil down to the question whether the Canadian merchant 

>'day are losing money or making money out of their savings depart- 
ts?—a. That is it.

°f ,/<• Would it be true to suggest that the Canadian banking system, outside 
be central bank, which has no savings accounts, is losing money?—A. No. 

Through the savings departments?—A. I would not think they are.
78028~j
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Q. Are they not making money through the savings departments?—A- 
Yes, I should say they are.

Q. They are paying 1-|- per cent on the deposits and they loan that money 
for other banking purposes?—A. They have loans and investments against 
those savings, yes.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Mr. Towers, as a matter of fact I do not think that is quite the rigW 

answer. Is not this the case: when business is good in the country and the 
demand for money is large it is an asset to the merchant banks in Canada to 
have savings deposits. But in times- of depression, when we have a money glu 
,in the market as we have to-day, it is not so much of an asset. That is the 
reason why they vary the interest on their savings deposits.—A. Yes, because 
the amount which they earn from the employment of these savings deposits i=> 
being reduced. . ,

Q. For instance, just along the same line, there are trust companies whica 
take savings accounts and trust companies which do not take savings account»- 
that question has been discussed time and time again, and the consensus 0 
opinion is that it is better for trust companies not to take savings deposit5' 
due to the up and down of the commercial tide of affairs.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. Even if they do adjust the rate of interest paid to the depositors °n 

savings accounts, this adjustment just takes place for the purpose of retaining 
for the bank, a certain amount of profit?—A. Yes.

Q. Out of that department?—A. Yes.
Q. And, therefore, if the suggestion which I understood to be made y* 

carried out, namely, that the central bank alone would deal with savitL 
accounts, we would deprive our merchant banks of a source of revenue?-" ' 
You would do two things. You would deprive them of a source of revenu > 
because I would think that even now there is a small margin—smaller th® 
it used to be, of course, but still a small margin—between the cost of y1, 
savings department and the earnings from the assets which they have ag&in 
those savings. There is that small margin. Moreover, there is also the questij’ 
of the branch organization and its overhead, part of which is borne by ^ 
savings activities. If you remove those savings activities, then, of course, y° 
have to curtail your overhead by closing branches all over the place.

Q. Is it not a fact also that through our branch banking system we C!Y 
draw to the head office surplus deposits in one branch to meet surplus deinaU 
for funds in other branches?—A. Deposits are taken where they are avaitob . 
Loans and investments are made where they are demanded. Therefore, tu® 
is no rigidity whatever within the country. There is a flow from one end of 1 
country to the other. f

Q. Therefore, if you deprive the merchant banks of the privilege ^ 
receiving deposits in all their branches, you might curtail the flexibility of 0 
banking system in the sense that a bank would not be able to draw from 51 p). 
plus _ deposits in one branch to meet demands for industrial loans in ot’r 
districts.—A. Yes, that is true. The question would largely be whether the ot ^ 
organization created for that purpose re-supplied the flexibility. I do not kn°^

Mr. McGeer: Would you mind my putting this on the record at this P0’®r 
I thought we agreed with the findings of the MacMillan committee the 0 
day as to how bank deposits are created.

Mr. Towers: Yes, we did agree.
Mr. McGeer: I thought we did. Might I repeat this. At page 34, 5 

tion 74—
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Vien: The English report?
Mr. McGeer: The English report, yes. Section 74 reads as follows:—

It is not unnatural to think of the deposits of a bank as being created' 
by the public through the deposit of cash representing either savings or 
amounts which are not for the time being required to meet expenditure. 
But the bulk of the deposits arise out of the action of the banks them
selves, for by granting loans, allowing money to be drawn on an over
draft or purchasing securities, a bank creates a credit in its books, which 
is the equivalent of a deposit.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. You agree with that?—A. I do. I was wondering what brought to 

your mind any possible disagreement, arising from anything I said recently.
Q. Probably I have not followed the discussion as closely as I might have, 

because I did not think we were in disagreement.—A. No; I am sure we are not.
Q. When a bank makes—to use the language of this section—a loan or 

grants a loan or allows money to be drawn on an overdraft or purchases sécuri
tés, it creates its own deposit against the assets of that loan?—A. Not its own 
deposit; an amount owing to a depositor.

Q. Well, it creates the deposit?—A. It creates the liability.
Q. Which is its liability?—A. Yes.
Q. Which it exchanges for the asset of the borrower or the promise of 

tile overdrawee or for the security which it purchases?—A. Yes. 
v,. Q. It does not use the accumulated deposits of the savings depositor. 
What they have found out, I think, in Australia is that the banks can use that 
deposit practice, without resorting to savings accounts.—A. Of course.

Q. And that is true?—A. Of course.
,, Q. And the Australian Commonwealth Bank------ A. But you then separate
he two forms of organization. In the case that you mention, the use of deposits 
akes place in exactly the same way but they are called demand deposits or 
lQle deposits. They do not happen to be called savings deposits.

Q- As a matter of fact, we have that practice right here in Ontario to 
‘0lpe extent—that is, I am referring to the practice in Australia—where the 
avings banks of the Ontario government take a large portion of the savings 
ePosits of the people. I probably should not say a large portion, but a sub- 
antial amount.—A. Yes.

Q- Of the savings of the people of Ontario?—A. Yes.
• Q. And that bank—that is the Ontario Savings Bank—pays what rate of 

erest to depositors now?—A. I am not sure whether it is l\ or 2 per cent.
Mr. Landeryou: It is more than 1^ per cent.
Hon. Mr. Lawson: 1$ per cent in Ontario.
Mr. Towers: I think so.
Mr. Landeryou: I think it is more than that.
Mr. Towers: I think it is 2 per cent on small amounts, but I am not sure. 

By Mr. McGeer:
8t Q. The savings bank of the province of Ontario in turn invests a sub- 

amount of those savings in Ontario government securities?—A. Yes.
A V1 And gets that money for 1-^ per cent plus the cost of administration?— 

' *es.
aCc Q- Which would not be very large?—A. Yes; that rate is per cent for 

4^ts under $10,000; it is 1 per cent for those over $10,000.
$4nrJ' How much is on deposit?—A. I have not got that here; but it is about 

°’°00,000, I believe.
M About $40,000.000?—A. Yes.

'8028—
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Q. As a matter of fact, that money is invested in long term province of 
Ontario securities, is it not?—A. I do not know. There may be a statement in 
the public accounts, but I do not recall it.

Q. In any event, it is not essential to a merchant bank’s power to finance 
loans, overdrafts or purchase securities to have savings deposits on hand, because 
the merchant banks can finance loans and overdrafts and the purchase of 
securities by the creation of new deposits.

Mr. Taylor (Nanaimo) : Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Mr. McGeer: Might I get an answer?
Mr. Taylor : I should like to ask a question right there.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Is not that possible by virtue of the deposits of the trading accounts 

in merchant banks?—A. And of the savings accounts.
Q. No, eliminating the savings accounts which Mr. McGeer is attempting 

to discuss. He wants to provide that there shall be elimination of the saving® 
accounts.

Mr. McGeer: Might I put my question again, because I think there has 
been a misconception. I quite appreciate the existence of trading account* 
which would still remain with the banks if the savings accounts went out. * 

mean, there would not be any interference with the trading accounts. F°£ 
instance, if a man has a current account of §10,000, and a savings account ot 
§5,000, if he puts the savings account—as he does in Australia—in the common- 
wealth bank, he leaves the $10,000 current account with the merchant bank.

Mr. Tay'lor: Which is sufficient for the merchant bank’s purposes.
Mr. McGeer: Yes; that is what I say. But the question I asked, if y®u 

will follow me, was right in line with your own reasoning, I think. Tpe 
merchant bank can finance a loan, an overdraft and the purchase of security 
without resorting to savings deposits on hand, because the bank can créât 
against the asset of that loan, against the asset of the overdraft or again®1 
the asset of the security to be purchased, a new deposit.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That is correct, is it not, Mr. Towers?—A. I think that how we start^ 

on the question of the creation of deposits was due to the fact that I s/*1 
that if the savings bank business was divorced from the chartered banks, thw 
would hand over presumably $1,660,,000,000 in savings to some new organic® 
tion formed for that purpose, and at the same time would have to hand °v j 
$1,660,000,000 of their assets ; which means that they would have to h»® 
over all their securities and also some of their loans. They would have 1® ’ 
so to speak, the shell of their former selves, with some $734,000,000 in 
posits, and allowing for their capital, I suppose about $900.000,000 in asset®’ 
they would have most of their loans left, but not all, and nothing else. r

Q. And they would have all the assets of their loans?—A. I beg >'° 
pardon? . ey

Q. For instance, they would have all the assets of their loans?—A. 111 
have handed over the assets in the from of investments and loans which P^v 
tain to the savings deposits. They have handed those over to the n 
organization.

Q. But apparently you do not segregate between the assets which c° 
to the bank against its loans or investments?—A. Loan or investment? ^

Q. Loan or investment or overdraft.—A. Savings accounts arc in ...^ 
category just the same as demand accounts, by definition in the MacM1 
commission report.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. There may be some assets purchased against deposits?—A. They all 
are.

Q. They are in the form of savings accounts, but they are certainly not 
loans.—A. Yes.

Q. How could you get that? For instance, tell me the process you go
through. I may go to the bank and make a deposit, and the bank then
secures, without using that deposit, an asset against it.—A. You make a deposit 
and the bank secures an asset? That is not the way it happens, because when 
y°u make a deposit you are depositing a cheque from someone else.

Q. Yes.—A. The asset is already in existence; and when you make your 
deposit, it is simply the transfer between one deposit account and another, 
«here the deposit is created at the time of the purchase of the investment 

making of the loan, at that stage—and let us say it is a $1,000 loan made 
a man—the bank has an asset in the form of that man’s obligation to pay;

d has a liability in the form of a $1,000 balance in that man’s favour in a
f‘pmand deposit account. The man uses that money. He has borrowed it 
°r that purpose. You will find that as he spends it, that a portion of the 

amount which he so spends will gradually find its way into other people’s 
savings accounts. So to take the balance sheets of the combined banks and 
*ay that their loans, for example, were responsible for demand deposits and 
their investments for savings, would be a wrong conception. Their total 
assets are in that sense responsible for the total amount of their deposits, 
tthether savings or demand. If it is desired to divorce that business of savings 
r°m the chartered banks, the only way it can be done would be to set up a 

’tew organization with branches all across the country and to have that organi
sation take over the deposits from the chartered banks and at the same time 
ake over $1,660,000,000 of the chartered banks’ assets. If there is something 
o be gained by that of course it is not theoretically impossible. But what 

.here is to be gained, I do not yet follow; I expect you have in mind developing

Q. You have information in vour office as regards the Australian banking
system?—A. Yes. ‘ ......

. Q. Would you mind preparing for us a statement as to just what the 
Position is with reference to savings in the Commonwealth Bank ol Australia. 

A. Yes.
The Chairman : I have it here. I will hand it to you.
Mr. McGeer: What is that?
The Chairman : It is a list.
Mr. McGeer: I mean, that is the statistical record.

, The Chairman: It is a list of the Australian banking ■statists.the tentiding banks; and gives the deposits bearing interest^the tradbe banks 
faring interest, year by vear, down to 1936. So that m 1936 the trading banks 
had deposits bearing interest and deposits not bearing interest.

By Mr. McGeer:
^ Q- Well now, if Mr. Towers will get us a statement of the situation in 
q stralia with reference to savings accounts, and whatever information the 
n„.^rnor thinks is pertinent on the Australian practice as contrasted with ourown? A. Yes.
, Q- Because we have, of course, savings an ounts ^n our cha^ ^to a total of $1,691,000,000, while the total assets of the banks are 
"~A. Both foreign and Canadian.

Q. Yes.
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Mr. Vien: What I would like to ask Mr. McGeer, Mr. Chairman, would 
be this: What advantage does he suggest that such a step, divorcing the savings 
business from the ordinary commercial activities of our chartered banks, would 
produce for Canada?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I think it is two-fold. I think it would place at the disposal of the 

government a very large sum of money which would be less costly than the 
government is paying for money to-day, -with the security of the nation behind 
savings accounts.—A. How would it do that, Mr. McGeer?

Q. Give the security of the nation, do you mean?—A. How would it place 
it at the disposal of the government?

Q. The government savings bank could invest as a bank the deposits in 
the savings bank, just as I understand the Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
to do; they place funds at the disposal of the government for investment in 
government securities.-—A. In the first instance, there would be nothing to 
adjust. When you set up a new organization it would take over the $1,660,- 
000,000 of deposits, and $1,660,000,000 in the form of assets transferred, then 
in the form of government bonds, I imagine. Where do we go from there?

Q. Just where they have gone in Australia, and just where they have gone 
in the Savings Bank of Ontario, and just where they have gone in the Municipal 
Bank of Birmingham.—A. Yes. WTell then, in that case, the bank, shall we say, 
has been making additional loans which are first of all paid into demand 
deposit accounts. Some people who receive these chartered bank cheques 
decide that they will deposit them in some savings bank. The government 
savings bank then has a claim on the commercial bank and can, if the deposits 
are in the process of increasing generally, add somewhat to its assets in the 
form of government bonds?

Q. Yes, but if those bonds are deposited with the Bank of Canada the 
interest payable on those bonds is paid to the Bank of Canada and it becomes 
the owner of whatever securities are transferred from the merchant banks with 
these savings accounts?—A. Yes, in that first transfer there is a liability to the 
depositor, interest on it has to be paid, there are the earnings on the securities 
which have been taken over, and then there is the cost of operation.

Q. For instance, the Bank of Canada being a public-owned body, any 
difference between the rate of interest payable on these bonds which are held 
as security for savings and the amount paid in interest to the depositor is 
profit to the bank?—A. Less the operating charges.

Q. And the operating charges.
Mr. Vien: The question would be, how much it would cost to set up 

operating organizations to provide for that and compare the difference between 
what we pay to the banking system and what we got from the investments on 
their deposits plus—that is, what we pay to the depositors for operating charges, 
deducted from the revenue derived from the investment.

By Mr. Vien:
<j. Now, where can we get in Canada any accurate information as to these 

three factors?—A. Absolutely accurate information I think would be impos
sible to get.

Q. Are there any reports of the operations of the Ontario Savings Bank- 
—A. I think there are brief ones, and I will look those up.

Q. It might be interesting to find out wdiat the government of Ontario 
derives from this system of operation?—A. Yes. I do not know whether they 
are in a form which will really show the operating expenses.

Q. Possibly not.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Would the government have their branches all over the country?— 

A- Oh yes, all over the country.
The Chairman : Mr. McGeer, would you consider establishing branches 

all over the country?
Mr. McGeer: Well, I am merely dealing with one phase of it. I think that 

thing would come in later.

By Hon. Mr. Lawson:
. , Q. Might I ask a question dealing with that phase of it? As I understand
p if Mr. McGeer’s scheme were put into effect, with the government bank 
aking all savings deposits, would that mean that the money was costing the 

government one and one-half per cent which they paid the depositor as inter- 
,sS plus whatever were the administration charges on having a nation-wide 
anking system ; would that be correct?—A. That would be correct.

Mr. McGeer: Nation-wide savings bank
Hon. Mr. Lawson : A system such as that, I mean.

By Mr. McGeer:
: Q- As a matter of fact, the success of the branches in Australia is I think
~ doubt; certainly the success of the Ontario system is reputed to be very 

s /Mive?—A. Well, of course, it is just a question there, of how much this 
leuie costs you.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : It would not cost more than it does in Australia.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q- I quite agree, that is a matter for checking and determination?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vien:
W(i Q- What I am saying is that because these practices have developed there 

kave that consideration ; and if you have any information about that I 
u d like to have it?—A. Yes.

<be J- As I said, it would seem that the operation of a savings branch through 
the bartered banks would be cheaper than to have another set-up created by 

government, which would involve a great deal of expense?
Mr. McGeer: Of course, that is pure speculation, 

in ,*^r' Vien: Is it purely speculation? May we not visualize actually that 
cre?ery centre where depositors might be found there would have to be 

ed an agency to receive deposits?

Mr. McGeer:
is I did not mean to be controversial on that thing. What I mean to say 
give UnHl you are in possession of the record of performance no one could 
var; Us what these things are costing, the difference in the cost and overhead 
in qS 8reatly with the volume of business you do, and the volume of business
in -------A. That is right. That is why overheads are high in Canada

ation to some other countries.
irig g 1 can agree to that; but one of our problems here is to provide a bank- 
''-A Grl7lce Mr the very widespread distribution of our Canadian communities? 

'That is right.
that, tl^6 ^Hairman: Before you go on, might I just put this on the record, 
lags H M.n trading banks in Australia, including New Zealand, collected sav- 

ePosits bearing interest to the extent of 182,000,000 Australian pounds,
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and deposits not bearing interest to the extent of 109,000,000 Australian pounds ; 
making a deposit total of 291 million Australian pounds.

Mr. McGeer: Have you got some figure there as to the amount of the 
savings of the Commonwealth bank?

The Chairman : No, I was just given these. These were the ten trading 
banks, including the Bank of New Zealand.

Hon. Mr. Lawson: They must have some other deposits.
The Chairman : That is obvious.
Mr. McGeer: I would say it is not obvious, because of what I pointed 

out to the committee before. I understand that there is a type of thing which 
is classified as a straight savings account and that is reserved to the Common
wealth Bank. I do say that I have not had the suggestions before me. I will 
be very glad to examine them and deal with them. I did not say there was 
no such thing as a time deposit in the Australian banks. I think there is, but 
I think that the common practice is to define between the current accounts and 
time accounts, and what they call them is savings accounts.

The Chairman : I have given the two types here, and the total amounts 
to 291,000,000 Australian pounds. Now, that is a pretty big savings deposit 
for a country with less than 7,000,000 people.

Mr. Vien: I think they are giving there the amount of savings in the 
Commonwealth bank.

The Chairman: No, I will look it up. It would not be very much in 
addition to that, or else the Australians are a very saving people.

Mr. Vien: For the purposes of the record, should we have the name of th6 
book from which you are reading?

The Chairman : Yes, Economic Planning in Australia, 1929-1936, bV 
W. R. MacLaurin, page 121.

By Hon. Mr. Lawson:
Q. At some convenient time would Mr. Towers put on the record what i* 

the amount now deposited by the people in the Post Office Department 0 
Canada, which is a form of savings banks, and what rate of interest they pay?"" 
A. I may say it is 2 per cent. .

Q. Further to that, could we have such information as may be availab* 
produced in connection with the operation of the Ontario Provincial Saving 
Bank?—A. I will locate as much information as there is in the public accoum1- 
and make it available.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. You might also include in that statement the savings' deposits of *be 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia which we have already asked for?—A. •
Q. Another item which would go happily with that would be the amoUn 

of deposit with the Post Office banks in England?—A. Yes.
Mr. Vien : Could we have also somebody from the chartered banks, 

from the Canadian Bankers’ Association, to express an opinion on the advl~
•ability of such an operation or change in our establishment?

The Chairman: That is at the pleasure of the committee.
Mr. Landeryou : Mr. McGeer, would you deal with the power 

commercial bank to create new deposits by making loans, granting ove 
and purchasing securities?

Hon. Mr. Lawson : Surely we have had that so often.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Landeryou: ----- providing there has been a national savings bank
established and the savings deposits have been transferred from the commercial 
banks to the national savings bank?

Mr. McGeer : I was coming to that. Mr. Vien asked me to indicate what 
benefits I thought would flow. I suggested one. The other would be that the 
merchants’ banks would be relieved of the cost of paying interest on deposits 
whether they could invest with any profit or not.

Mr. Towers : They would also be relieved of assets, too.
Mr. McGeer: I put that qualification, whether they could make an invest

ment or not.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, if a savings bank deposit is taken at the rate payable by the 

bank, H per cent, and it is lent again at 6 per cent, of course, there ought to 
be a profit in that, because we used to have 3 per cent on savings bank accounts 
and even higher rates for bank loans than we have to-day, but the drop in 
°ur current rates on bank loans has not been proportionate to the drop in the 
rate paid on savings accounts?—A. That is right. The amount of commercial 
bank loans has dropped. The amount they have had to invest in government 
securities has greatly increased, and incidently there is that question of overhead 
which enters into it. For example, if during the more expensive times of opera
tion bank operating costs were about per cent—$2.50 for $100 of assets at 
that time—suppose they pay 3 per cent on savings, the total operating costs 
are 5i- per cent. Now, suppose that overhead has been brought down to 2 per 
°®nt or a shade less, and savings to \\ per cent, you have an operating cost of 
rz per cent instead of per cent. In other words, a reduction of 50 per cent 

the interest paid on savings has not meant the reduction of 50 per cent on 
me total cost of operation, overhead and interest.

By Hon. Mr. Lawson:
Q. Would not the aggregate net earnings of the commercial banks in any 

°n° year compared to the rate of interest paid on time deposits give us a key 
a<s to whether or not banks were making more or less money on a higher or 
tower rate of interest on loans?—A. Perhaps I do not quite follow that.

Q- For example, Mr. McGeer used the figure of 1^ per cent for time deposits 
and g per cen^ as the charge for loans. That is very confusing, because if I 
<nved a bank money I might pay 5 per cent on some of it because it is collaterally 
jtocured and I might pay 5^ per cent on other loans that are not secured col- 
aterally. On short-term loans I think I saw recently that the dominion is 
growing money at three-quarters of 1 per cent, so that you would have to 

g an average rate.—A. Yes, you would. The average rate I would guess is 
‘ 0lnething in the neighbourhood of 3 per cent.

Q- What would the average rate be at the time they were paying 3 per 
e®t? Would it not be correspondingly higher?—A. As they had a much larger 
olume of loans then and a much smaller volume of other securities their average 
^ht have been \\ or 5 per cent.

■ „ The Chairman : Before Mr. McGeer continues I have obtained some further 
formation on the Australian subject. The amount of deposits with the Com- 

^weaith Bank increased from June, 1929, from £43,000,000 sterling to
>900,000 sterling in 1934. There is this note:

The most significant change for the period 1929 to 1934 was the 
increase in the deposits in the banking system of the Commonwealth Bank. 
About half this increase came from the balance of the trading banks with 
the Commonwealth Bank.
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Mr. Towers : Mr. Chairman, I do not want to side-step anything, but I 
just wonder whether this very subject, that is, the proposal to divorce the 
savings business from the chartered banks and undertake it by the government, 
is something on which I should express views on the pros and cons. It has nothing 
to do with monetary policy, of course. It is a question of national policy, surely. 
And, frankly, I am neither a commercial banker nor am I the government, and 
I would find it a bit embarrassing to express an opinion.

Mr. Howard : Except from your wide banking experience.
Mr. McGeer: The only thing about it is that I was dealing with a section 

of the Act which prohibits the Bank of Canada from taking savings, time 
deposits or paying anything for deposits.

Hon. Mr. Lawson : I think it would be unfair to ask Mr. Towers to express 
an opinion.

Mr. Vien: I think w7hat Mr. McGeer has said clearly shows that this is 
within our order of reference, but I think, as Mr. Towers said, it is very unfair 
and I would suggest to Mr. McGeer that it would probably be unreasonable 
to press the question very much further, inasmuch as Mr. Towers is not here 
to advise on the advisability of such a step being taken.

The Chairman: I doubt if Mr. McGeer is going to press that point.
Mr. McGeer: I did not ask for that, but I thought Mr. Towers might 

have some information that the committee could deal with and form its own 
opinion, because, after all, if this committee is here for any purpose it is for 
the purpose of making recommendations as to changes in the existing legislation 
or the transfer of it, one or the other. But I have not asked Mr. Towers 
to express an opinion as to whether it would be a good or bad thing. I should 
not think anybody could make that observation without making a very 
exhaustive survey.

Mr. Towers: We shall bring to the committee those facts you wanted to 
obtain, Mr. McGeer.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Yes, anything you have available.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Mr. Towers, when the Manitoba Savings Bank closed its doors or got 

into financial difficulty, was it due to loans made to customers or to the govern
ment? Possibly you do not know but, if you do, I should like to have that 
information.—A. My recollection is that the assets of the Manitoba Savings 
Bank were almost entirely in obligations of the Manitoba government. There 
were disturbances in Winnipeg at that time. I think sections of the foreign 
population in particular, who constituted the vast majority of the depositors 
in the Manitoba Savings Bank, got disturbed. They perhaps had not been long 
enough in Canada to be quite satisfied in regard to banking matters.

Q. In other wrords, to recognize our stability?—A. And they wanted cash. 
It caused embarrassment in so far as the Manitoba government was concerned, 
and they made arrangements to have the bank taken over.

By Hon. Mr. Lawson:
Q. In other words, the provincial savings bank loans were not balanced 

in respect of commercial securities and government securities, and so forth?
A. All the eggs were in one basket.

Mr. McGeer: I do not know that we want to get into that interesting 
episode of Canadian banking.

fMr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: Of course, the same situation arose in Alberta only in that 
case the bank has never been taken over. It remains with its doors closed, 
so to speak.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The next section which deals with matters pertinent to the inquiry 

Is section 23, which makes the Bank of Canada the fiscal agent of the Dona
tion government and authorizes the bank on the request of the provincial 
governments to become their fiscal agent as well.—A. It says, “ shall act as 
hscal agent of the government of Canada without charge and, subject to the 
provisions of this Act, by agreement may also act as banker or fiscal agent 
°* the government of any province.

Q. You have taken over the administration of the Dominion’s debt?— 
A. Yes.

Q. Have you taken over the administration of any of the provincial debts? 
No, we have never been requested to do so.

Q. You have never been requested to act as the banker or fiscal agent of 
aily provincial government as yet?—A. Never.

, Q. That service is available without charge?—A. The Act says without 
t,large in respect to the Dominion. I take it therefore that the implication is 

la,t there would be a charge in respect to the provinces.
Q- You have no power to act for municipalities?—A. No.
Q- Section 24 is the section under which you get your power to issue notes? 

~~~A. Yes.
Q- That section also makes the notes legal tender?—A. Yes.
Q. Section 25 provides for the redemption of notes in gold bars of 400 

°Pnces?—a. Yes.
-, Q. And the redemption of notes, even in gold bars of 400 ounces, is suspen- 

e by Order in Council?—A. Yes.
je x- Section 26 is the reserve section which provides for a 25 per cent of 

erve of gold against your deposits and bank notes in issue.—A. Yes. 
da ^ ' ^bat is also suspensible by the Governor in Council for periods of sixty 

and completely suspensible by parliament?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vien:
Q- Is there any limitation on your gold purchases?—A. No.

By Mr. McGeer:
9- So that that Act, taken along with the Currency Act, provides for the°reatlon and issue of money in the form of coins and paper notes with the

Veseptl0n the merchant bank notes in use in the Dominion of Canada?- -A.

9: Therefore our Canadian money is a creature of our parliamentary laws? 
res.

*0nQ- It is the parliament of Canada which says by law what Canadian 
cbcu?VS’ ^low Canadian money is created and the manner of its issue into 
etc at!on?—A. The manner implying the various restrictions, provisions, etc., 

•> yes.
^0llbtp i?° ^at Canadian money is the creature of Canadian law.—A. Un-

tedly. 

it not?is The next Act under which we create and issue money is the Bank Act,

By Mr. Vien:
obli j 0n this point, when you buy Dominion or provincial securities are you 
in JTd to keep the gold coverage on the Bank of Canada notes that are issued 

ayment of these securities?—A. Yes.
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Mr. McGeer: Because that would be an issue.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. If I have $10,000 of Dominion bonds and I discount them or sell them 

—A. Sell them.
Q. — and you redeem them, you can redeem them with Bank of Canada 

notes?—A. Well, we purchase from you, shall we say, and give you in return 
an exchange, Bank of Canada notes, or, what is the equivalent, a deposit in the 
Bank of Canada.

Q. The bonds of Canada or the provincial bonds are not held as coverage 
for the issuance of notes?—A. They can be to the extent of 75 per cent.

Q. Yes, because you carry only 25 per cent gold coverage.—A. That is the 
legal minimum provision.

Q. If I understood rightly your coverage is in the neighbourhood of?—A. 
Fifty.

Q. Even at fifty you could buy all the gold in Canada or elsewhere and 
issue twice as many notes?—A. Yes.

Q. As you would buy gold for?—A. Yes.
Q. And this marginal amount of notes could be used for public purposes?

A. Assuming that it was being advanced to the government, yes.
Q. For instance, if you bought a billion dollars in gold bullion that would 

provide coverage for— —A. We could buy a billion dollars in gold bullion, 
making an advance to the government of a billion dollars and issue two billion 
dollars in notes.

Q. More than that, because you have $3,000,000,000; you could issue 
$3,000,000,000 in notes?—A. On the basis of the 25 per cent legal minimum, yeS- 
We could buy one billion dollars in gold bullion, make an advance to the g°v' 
ernment of three billion and issue four billion in notes. ,

Q. Is there any governing factor to determine to what extent you should 
go along that line?—A. The general direction is that we should go as far as we 
think it is desirable to promote the general interests of the country in so far aS 
that may be possible within the scope of monetary action.

Q. Suppose, for instance, we want to build the Supreme Court of Canada, 
could you not buy a certain amount of gold to provide coverage?—A. As matters 
stand right now we would not need to buy any more gold because there is qult 
an ample margin of coverage.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. To make what Mr. Vien brought out realistic we could purchase th® 

$160,000,000 of gold production in Canada for $160,000,000 of Bank of Cana ^ 
notes?—A. Assuming that our currency was at par with the United States, t'1 
would be true.

Q. Well, it is at par with the United States.—A. Practically.
Q. I am talking of to-day’s situation.—A. Yes. -ts
Q. And we could issue against that $160,000,000 another three times 1 . 

value.—A. Oh, yes. As you remember, in previous meetings, we have agre 
that in so far as scope is concerned you could issue billions. r

Q. We have $160,000,000 of gold production, and if we carried the P°" ^
given by parliament-------Â. We also have agreed that the gold end of it 16 u
the important factor from the point of view of domestic currency, and I J'0 . 
not be restrained by gold in thinking of the possibilities of issue. I would s 
“Let us forget about having any gold and still issue billions.”

By Mr. Vien: ,
Q. I am thinking of the stability of our currency in the international ma-r sUe 

—A. The stability of our currency will be determined by the size of the 1 
irrespective of any gold that we may hold.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Would that be true? For instance, would you say that irrespective of
my gold coverage, the volume of my notes in circulation-------A. Well, the value
of those notes will be affected if the issue is an excessive one quite apart from 
the amount of gold which one may hold.

Q. I am not quite clear as to where the foot rule is by which to measure that. 
—A. The foot rule to determine whether the quantity is excessive or is not 
excessive?

Q. Yes.—A. There is no rule of thumb. One can only go on the signs of 
the times, on developments in markets, on developments in prices, on variations 
in velocity, and the desire to spend, as well as a thousand and one things like 
that; then, combining as much information as possible along those lines, try to 
interpret it in the proper way.

Q. My idea was to ascertain to what extent we could operate on that basis 
for the payment of government expenses instead of proceeding by way of the 
issuance of bonds.—A. Yes. We did contribute a memorandum, that you may 
remember, which expressed the best views we could.

Q. It covered that specific point?—A. It covered that specific point, yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. We have that on the record. The fact is that with our present gold 

Provision, if we resorted to the issuing of currency against it, under the provision 
°f the Bank of Canada Act we could have issued another $480,000,000 a year?— 
A. I should think that proceeding to increase your issue in that way would have 
been even more disturbing than if you did not buy the gold.

Q. I am not dealing with the disturbing factor. I say, under the law as it 
stands we can do that. What the result of that would be is another issue.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. You said something that I did not understand. You said providing our 

money was on a parity with the U.S. money?—A. I was simply speaking of the 
amount payable to the gold producers.

Q. Suppose it was not on a parity and that you exported your gold without 
a Permit?—A. Well, that would be a matter of government policy. The question 
has never arisen, of course, because the government has always paid to the gold 
Producers the amount that they could obtain, say in U.S. dollars plus any 
Premium on U.S. dollars. Now, I cannot speak of what the policy might be or 
how that policy might be changed. If U.S. dollars were at a premium of 20 per 
p^t in Canada, would the government force the gold producers to take $35 
Canadian, per ounce? I do not know; they never have.

Q. But they could, of course?—A. I suppose the producers would have 
something to say about that. If their voice is as nothing in the land—

Q. The money of the Bank of Canada would be legal tender. If they 
muld not sell outside the country, they would not want to pile up gold in 
he meantime ; they would have to sell to somebody.—A. I suppose the govern- 
>°nt could force people in the country to do anything they want so long as 

t"°y were not encroaching on property and civil rights. I am not sure about

The Chairman : Suppose you let Mr. McGeer finish his examination. 
w Mr. Towers: However, that would not be a monetary matter, really ; it 

°uld be a question of a fight between the government and the gold producers.

By Mr. McGeer: .
,, Q. Whether or not the government could in fact adopt a law to compel
the sale of gold at a price fixed by the government-------A Yes. _
• Q- —is not a matter that we can deal with, because there i? >< '
n existence.—A. No.
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Q. The situation to-day is that the government has agreed to pay to the 
producer the price that the producer could procure if he had free export 
privileges?—A. That is right.

Q. And that is the policy. But our money being on a par with that of the 
United States is not a material consideration?—A. Not on the basis of what 
you suggest, what you were mentioning a moment ago; that is, suppose we 
should buy all the gold and issue currency against that. I said I thought the 
effects might be even more disturbing than if we made the issue without getting 
the gold. That remark arose from this thought. The withdrawal of $160,- 
000,000 of exports from the marketr—$160,000,000 of foreign exchange—I ana 
using the $160,000,000 figure of gold production although I know it is higher 
now—would inevitably produce a discount on the Canadian dollar.

Q. That is providing the Canadian inflationary program got to the point 
of disturbing prices and wages and working conditions in the Dominion?—A- 
I think that if the issue of currency produced an inflationary effect you would 
have a discount on the dollar. But even before anything like that happened 
I think that the withdrawal of $160,000,000 a year of exports would in itself 
produce a discount on the dollar; therefore there would be the double effect 
there.

By Mr. Vien:
Q. It would create an unfavourable balance of trade to that extent?—A- 

It would reduce your foreign resources by that amount.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Unless as a result of the internal activity in Canada you increase— — 

A. Other things to replace the gold.
Q. You increase the sale of goods abroad and decrease the purchase of 

goods abroad. I mean, all these factors would have to be considered.—A. Yes- 
They do not sound very possible, or in some cases even very favourable factors- 
To me personally, I think the export of gold to swell the favourable balance 
of payments and the use of the balance to repatriate some of the very large 
amounts of Canadian debts which are held abroad, is probably a very good 
policy in large measure.

Q. I think we can probably agree on this, that while that may be a 
theoretical possibility, if we wanted to increase the currency spreading power 
of the government there are possibly cheaper and better ways to do it than by 
issuing currency against gold?—A. Just leave out the gold.

Q. Yes.

By Mr. flicker:
Q. Just along those lines, if Mr. McGeer will permit me, we are actually 

to-day using our gold powers to keep our money at a premium as compare 
writh sterling, and working it against the exporters of butter, cheese, bacon, an( 
wheat, so that we are using our gold exports against our other primary Pr°' 
ducers?—A. I would not say gold exports specifically ; I would say all ou 
exports. ,

Q. But gold up to now has been regarded as a monetary matter?—A. I d 
not know by whom, Mr. Tucker.

Q. Until very recently gold was regarded as a matter of money rather tha 
on the same basis as cheese or butter?—A. Well, maybe there are people wh 
do so. I must say I certainly have not had any illusion on that subject 1° 
many years. ,

Q. It is true if you were using that gold now just the same as a common; . 
there would be the tendency for our money to actually be on a parity W1 
sterling instead of being at a premium to-day which cuts the price that all o

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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other producers are getting for their products?—A. All exports have a tendency 
to support the foreign exchange value of Canadian currency, and gold is one of 
those exports. If one agreed to cut off a substantial quantity of exports of any 
commodity you would tend to produce that effect.

Q. That is one way in which we can fix our money on a parity with sterling, 
by cutting off gold?

The Chairman : Or wheat.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Gold is one thing we can export at any time to any one.
Mr. McGeer: I think that probably is a matter for argument.
Mr. Towers: Will you give me one second? I do not think that it was 

ever suggested that it would be impossible by various ways and means to 
depreciate Canadian currency.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Our farmers cannot understand why you are allowing our currency to 

he kept at parity with the United States as compared with sterling.—A. The 
currency has found its own level on the market, and of course, any action in 
that respect would certainly be a matter of governmental policy.—A. So far 
through history the Canadian dollar has found its own level.

Mr. Howard : We would have some job to put it down if the Americans 
did not consent to it.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That is by monetary action?—A. By monetary action.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Are you not deliberately affecting it every time you give a permit to 

exPort gold?
Mr. Howard: No.
Mr. Towers : Or wheat or bacon or any thing else.

By Mr. Tucker:
. .Q- We do not have to give a permit to export wheat or bacon but we have
0 give a permit to export gold.—A. You could change the system, where you 
°uld only export bacon by licence.

Q. We have not got that. Every time the government gives a permit to 
Xport d is actually operating to keep our dollar at a high price compared 
}other currency.—A. If the government repealed that arrangement, by 
dich they have to give a permit, would that cure the situation? 

d . Q- Well, they have that powder and are exercising it, and the way they are 
(Ung it they are actually consciously operating to keep our money at a

1^um compared with sterling?—A. Well, the government would have to 
'-Peak on that; I think it is very far-fetched.

By Mr. Vien:
(j, Q-. There are other results that would follow in addition to that; if the 
d ^dUn dollar found its own level on a parity with the pound sterling and 
hinted with respect to the American dollar; we would have to pay much 
le® lfrr for what we purchase in the United States and we would receive much 
AsT to same extent for the goods that we sell on the American market.—A. 
atl We Pointed out in earlier memoranda, the effect of exchange depreciation is

mternal transfer. Mr. Tucker feels that internal transfer from one section
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of Canada to another, or from certain people to others, would be beneficial. I 
could mention pros and cons. I can say that it is an internal transfer, so that if 
one accepts that- view, it is possible for members of the committee to consider 
it; but, of course, I should stop absolutely short of expressing opinions in regard 
to policy. The limit of my usefulness to the committee, if any, is in trying to 
show the results of exchange depreciation.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. In any event, that is a matter to be determined in the light of a great 

many factors.—A. Yes.
Q. There is our debt position in the United States, which very materially 

changes the picture as between Canada’s position in controlling its own 
'exchange and that which exists between Australia and New Zealand, where 
most of the debts are in England and where there is an agreement probably 
between the Bank of England and the banks of Australia and New Zealand. 
—A. No, there are no such agreements.

Q. No fixed agreements?—A. No, and there is no measure of difference 
between those two situations except this very important one: Australia and 
New Zealand have only one other currency to consider which vitally affects 
their life, so to speak; that is sterling; whereas Canada is in the peculiar 
position of being vitally interested in two foreign currencies.

Q. Australia and New Zealand are tied to sterling?—A. Yes.
Q. Whereas we------- A. We are divided.
Q. Between the American dollar and the pound system?—A. And the 

level of both of these has strong internal repercussions in Canada.
Q. And our close proximity to the United States is another one?—A. That 

is a factor in some ways.
Q. Now, the next thing I want to deal with on the creation and issue oi 

Canadian money is the Bank Act, and I think that on the creation of bank 
deposits subsection (4) of section 59 is the ruling section, is it not?—A- 
Section 4?

Q. Chapter 24. Might I have the Bank of Canada Act attached to the 
evidence to-day as an appendix to make the record complete?

The Chairman: You mean to print it?
Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: This is the office consolidation of the act.
Mr. McGeer: I do not think you need to include the amendments, aS 

they only involve a change from private ownership to public ownership.
Mr. Towers : Of course, the office consolidation includes all the amend

ments.
Mr. McGeer: I suggest to the committee these figures go out to W1® 

public. The people are impressed, but they have not always got a copy 0 
the act and it is not intelligible unless they have a copy of the act befo^ 
them. For my own purposes of reference I should like this record to be cofl1 
plete. I should like it to include these acts.

Mr. Howard: I think that is a good idea.
The Chairman: Is that the opinion of the committee?
Suggestion agreed to.
Mr. McGeer: I do not think we need to include the Bank Act becah 

I think there are only two sections that are of importance. I think subsect1 
(4) of section 59 of the Bank Act of 1934 is an important one, and that Pr 
vides that subject to the provision of the Bank of Canada Act the b»D .j. 
shall maintain a reserve which shall be not less than 5 per cent of its dep°® 
liabilities within Canada. Now, that reserve provision carries with i* 
implication the right to issue bank deposits, does it not?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : The right to make investments and loans, which in turn 
will create liabilities in the form of bank deposits.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That is, if I may be permitted to use my own language, the power of 

the banks to issue deposits as a substitute for Canadian money?—A. I think 
I will stick to my language.

Q. I thought you agreed with that? I do not think there is any dispute 
about that now, is there?—A. No.

Mr. Howard: You agree ; but your English is different.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Is there any other provision that you know of in our banking laws 

that authorizes the banks to create deposits for the purpose of financing loans, 
overdrafts and purchasing securities?—A. I think the shoe is on the wrong foot 
'—create deposits for the purpose of financing loans. I think that they make a 
loan and credit the proceeds of that to the individual in a deposit account; if . 
they find that he does not withdraw that in cash, all right, that process of 
banking that you are thinking of can go on. But as for the question of author
ing that, I think you will find the authorization is in various sections of the 
Act where it says they can make investments, that they can make loans.

Q. I see.—A. And they can also take deposits. In the process of making 
^vestments and loans in accordance with the authorization as contained in the 
&ank Act, they will find that they will have certain deposits on their books, 
automatically, unless the people withdraw' the proceeds.

Q. Yes. The banks have certain forms of capital which are available to 
them to make loans on. For instance, the paid up capital of the bank is one 
thing?—A. Yes.

Q. If a bank is going to secure a charter from the government to sell 
stock in the banking corporation and raise capital as any other corporation 
does------ A. Yes.

Q. —then it wxmld require those powers to make loans and to purchase 
assets as a powrer of the corporation?—A. Yes.

Q. So that those powers are there for that purpose?—A. And for the other 
Purpose as w'ell, no doubt.

Q. We will come to that. The other form of capital which the banks have 
use of is the kind of capital that is brought to them by individuals and 

deposited with them as the individual’s money in the bank?—A. Legal tender, 
y°u mean?
, Q- Yes; wdienever I make a deposit in the bank I deposit legal tender.— 
A- Thin]jing of the banking system as a whole, the only way in which they can 
. Plain cash in that sense from individuals is when the individual does deposit 
egal tender in the form of Bank of Canada notes or gold.

Q. Suppose I come from a foreign land, and I come with American money? 
A. That will not be any good as a cash reserve.

„ Q- What is that?—A. That will not be any good to the bank as a cash
reserve.

Q- No. But what I say is this: I deposit that cash with a Canadian bank. 
""A. Not in a Canadian dollar deposit account.
j Q- Well, I put up that deposit.—A. No, excuse me. The first thing you do 

that case is you say to the banks: “Can you sell these American notes for 
ye 1° someone who will give me Canadian dollars for them? If so, credit 

°s® Canadian dollars to my deposit account”. 
fa . 9; Yes, that is actually what happens. But to-day with our exchange 
jc n-hties as they are, when I come back from a trip to the United States and 

happen to have any American cash left over—
78028—5
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Mr. Howard: You are lucky if you do.
Mr. McGeer: I mean, this is a reality that happens every day. 
Mr. Towers: Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I simply hand that American cash in with whatever other deposits I 

am making, and it is accepted as such. Now it is true that the Canadian banks 
immediately convert that American money into Canadian money?—A. Yes.

Q. And it becomes legal tender cash?—A. No. It becomes a deposit in your 
account.

Q. Yes. But suppose I— —A. And it has come from someone else’s deposit 
account into yours.

Q. Well, we will take the transaction as I would do it myself if I wanted 
to make a deposit without the banks making it?—A. Yes.

Q. I will go into my bank and ask for legal tender cash.—A. What would 
you give them in exchange?

Q. I would give them my check against my deposit?—A. Yes.
Q. And they would hand me legal tender cash?—A. Yes.
Q. And I would take that. Suppose I wanted to make a change of banks?— 

A. Yes.
Q. I would then deposit that legal tender cash with the bank.—A. One 

bank has lost $100 legal tender cash and the other has gained it.
Q. Yes.—A. There is no change in the total.
Q. I am doing exactly the same thing with a deposit of American cash, if 

I go through the process which eventually must take place. I would go to the 
bank and I would say, “Give me Canadian funds for this American money 
which, under to-day’s circumstances, I would get. I would then go and make a 
deposit of that legal tender cash which I would secure from the bank, with a 
bank and create a deposit in that way.—A. Yes; but you would have reduced 
some other bank’s deposits by the same amount. The sum total of deposits or 
of legal tender cash would not have changed by one dollar.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Excuse me, but is foreign exchange not a bank’s function?—A. Yes.
Q. Is it not part of the bank’s business?—A. Yes.
Q. Was it not really the earliest form of banking?—A. Yes. The banks 

in that case act as the go-between between those with foreign exchange to sell 
and those who want to buy it.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. All right. Take another form of deposit. I dig out of the ground a 

certain amount of gold.—A. That is new production.
Q. That is a new production. I mean, you are distinguishing between the 

increment of money from abroad as not a new production of money in Canady 
and the production of gold from the Canadian ground which in turn is sol 
abroad. Now, all those ways of making deposits—that is, the digging of golc*
out of the ground, the accumulation of foreign exchange-------A. That does
increase Canadian deposits. .

Q. That is, the digging of gold out of the ground-------A. If you dig gold ou
of the ground and sell it to a chartered bank—let us assume we are on a 
standard and it was possible for the chartered banks to buy it—yes, that com • 
If it added to its assets by buying and holding the gold, that would increase1 
deposits; but any accumulation of foreign exchange will not increase Canada 
bank Canadian dollar deposits. v

Q. We will say that Canada is in her international trade balance------ A-
Q.—securing a favourable balance of trade.-^-A. Yes; make it $100,000,00 ' 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. All right, make it $100,000,000.—A. Yes.
Q. At the end of your year’s business she has sold abroad and purchased 

abroad, but she has an increase in her total wealth of $100,000,000 of a favour
able balance of trade.—A. Yes.

Q. Do you say that Canada’s wealth in money would not be improved by 
$100,000,000 dollars?—A. I say her wealth would be improved ; but she would 
not have a larger volume of deposits in the bank. She would either have that 
$100,000,000 in the form of accounts with foreign banks in favour of Canadian 
citizens—perhaps going through the intermediary of Canadian banks, but never
theless accounts in foreign currencies—or Canadian citizens would have brought 
hom^ from foreign countries $100,000,000 of debt which was previously held 
abroad. But the operation of that favourable balance will not increase by one 
dollar the deposits in the Canadian banks—the Canadian dollar deposits in the 
Canadian banks.

Q. All right. We have got down to this proposition of your theory, that a 
favourable balance of trade in international trade does not in reality increase the 
Phoney wealth of the Dominion in the Dominion?—A. By no means. It does not 
increase Canadian deposits. But Canadian citizens have $100,000,000 more in 
assets than they had before. They either have them in the form of balances in 
foreign banks or they have them in the form of securities which were previously 
held abroad or something of that form.

Q. Yes?—A. They have got the additional wealth, but it is not in the form 
°f deposits in Canadian banks.

Q. All right. Suppose I had, as the result of international trading, a claim 
°n London?—A. Yes?

Q. For funds payable in Canada.—A. For sterling?
Q. Well, for funds payable in Canada ; we will say that I have shipped out 

lumber.—A. Oh, yes; they have got to pay 10,000 Canadian dollars, shall 
wesay?

Q. Yes. When they come to pay me 10,000 Canadian dollars, they have 
got to go and get 10,000 Canadian dollars.—A. Yes, that is right. They will 
get that from some other depositor and pass it on to you; but the total deposits

not change.
Q. When we make this transaction on the bill market of London, they do 

either one thing or the other ; they settle in gold or they settle with a purchase 
legal tender Canadian cash?—A. Yes; in practice they would have settled 

through the purchase of legal tender Canadian cash.
Q. Yes?—A. Which they would get from some depositor in that bank.
Q. But they would give to the Bank of Canada their British currency 

which you will accept in exchange for Canadian currency?—A. Oh, no.
Q. You will not buy?—A. They would not do it in that form. Let us 

<jssume that we are not doing an exchange transaction, although it makes no 
difference. Suppose Tom Smith in London had to make payment of 10,000 

anadian dollars to you. Tom Smith goes down to his bank and says, “ I want 
o buy 10,000 Canadian dollars.” They buy that through the intermediary 

tlie Canadian bank from someone in Canada who has $10,000 on deposit with
bank, and who happens to want sterling. He gives up his 10,000 Canadian 

oljar deposit which is paid to you. The sum total of deposits has not increased. 
ls a, transfer from one Canadian to another.

Q. In any event, in international exchange transactions there is always 
vicient to make an exchange of deposits?—A. There has to be. 

a Q- There has to be?—A. By definition; unless people will leave money 
} ^mulating in foreign banks—unless people do leave money accumulating 
, '«reign banks—as, for instance, if in that case you had left the $10,000 on 

Posit in London in the Midland Bank, shall we say, to the tune of £2,000.
Q- Yes?—A. Then you would have an increased deposit, but in London. 

78028-5}
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Q. Do you mean to tell me if I have a bank deposit in London I cannot 
transfer that bank deposit to Canada?—A. Yes, you can; but in so doing you 
will not increase the sum total of Canadian deposits.

Q. All right. Suppose that that deposit comes from London?—A. Yes.
Q. It is.the deposit of sterling money.—A. Where, in Canada.
Q. It is a deposit of sterling money in England.—A. In England, yes. 
Mr. Taylor : Suppose you were the heir to an estate, for instance.
Mr. McGeer: Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I am afraid we are not working together, because I cannot see - how, 

if I am living in London—A. Yes.
Q. —and I wish to come to this country—A. Yes.
Q.—and to bring to this country my money wealth in an English bank- 

—A. Yes.
Q. I do not sell anything to Canada; I do not do anything at all but g° 

to my bank in London and say, “I want the £5,000 which I have got on 
deposit here.”—A. Yes.

Q. I say, “I want that transferred from London to Montreal.”—A. Yes-
Q. I come in with $5,000 of new money. Now I cannot see how the money 

wealth of Canada is not increased by £5,000.—A. Of course it is, but that is the 
point I made before. The money wealth of Canada is increased but the bank 
deposits in Canada are not increased.

Q. All right. I have not spent anything. I have transferred the bank 
deposit of £5,000 from a bank in London to a bank in Montreal.—A. But yoU 
have transferred it in Canadian dollars, I take it?

Q. No, I have given the cash.—A. I do not quite understand. What do 
you want in Canada? Do you want an account with the bank for £5,000 or 
for $25,000?

Q. I want a Canadian bank deposit-------A. In Canadian dollars?
Q. Of whatever it is.—A. Yes. You will find then that the £5,000 has been 

sold to some other Canadian who wanted the £5,000. Some other Canadian 
has got the £5,000.

Q. And he has got a liability in London of £5,000?—A. He has got an
asset.

Q. Which he liquidates or takes a deposit of over there?—A. Yes. B-e 
wants £5,000 to pay a liability in London.

Q. Now I see what you are doing. Suppose the rates of exchange—frot 
the rate of exchange but the exchange facility is not such that it is possible 
to liquidate that liability of the British bank to me as a depositor which 1 
want to transfer to Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. Then that bank which is given the right to transfer my deposit 
Canada must find some way of securing that Canadian bank deposit of £5.000’ 
which can be done by shipping £5,000 worth of gold to Canada?—A. Yes, 
that can be done. It can be done theoretically, not just at the moment.

Q. Well, as a matter of fact, unless international transactions balance ou • 
and there is a withdrawal of £5,000 from Canada to London at the sa»1 
time that there is a presentation or transfer of £5,000 from London to Canada, 
then the new deposit would be in the form of a gold settlement?—A. Un»^ 
certain circumstances. That could not be done in Canada at the presen 
time because we do not take any gold.

Q. You are not receiving any gold now? Then, what would you settle an.^ 
favourable balance of trade with that you happened to have if you did ^ 
accept gold and there is no other transfer available?—A. You would find 1 
that case that the rate of exchange would alter and that with the altered ra 
of exchange demand and supply would balance, by definition.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. In time?—A. Right away. In other words, it would alter sufficiently 
to achieve that balance, whatever amount was necessary.

Q. It would be a strange thing in my conception of international trade if, 
as the result of our buying more from abroad than we have in the way of 
sales abroad—than we are doing in the way of purchases abroad—if we did 
not increase our accumulation of money wealth?—A. I must keep on saying, 
it is not money wealth, it is other assets.

Q. Well then, our money wealth in Canada is in bank deposits, because 
none of us has any money wealth in Canada that is not in the form of deposits? 
—A. That is why I say it is not money wealth; it would be in securities or in 
other forms of assets.

Q. I am talking of money wealth, I mean, it is all-------A. I do not know
now I can make it plainer.

Q. I think maybe we had better let the matter drop.—A. The wealth 
arising from our favourable balance of payments you will find takes a visible 
form in securities, bonds, preferred stocks, common stocks ; things we have been 
bringing back from abroad in that form and which have real value ; and that 
is the form it takes.

Q. I see. I think where our difficulty arises is that I am dealing with 
specific monetary deposits and you are dealing with actual results, balancing 
international payments by selling one obligation against the other or by hold
ing securities against liabilities abroad?—A. Well, I do not quite follow the 
holding of securities against liabilities abroad. It is really converting your 
favourable balances into securities previously held by the foreigner, and bringing 
fhem home.

Mr. Landeryou: It is simply putting the other country in debt to you.
Mr. Towers : That is really the case, and the other country discharges 

ws debt by selling back to you securities which they have previously bought.

By Mr. Tucker:
, Q. There is something I would like to ask there. Your bank set-up would 
have something to do with the exchange as between Canadian and foreign cur
acies?—A. The exchange, that part appears, so to speak, in only one place 
ln the Act and that is in the preamble.

Q. Yes?—A. And it is true that monetary policy will, over a long run, 
udoubtedly influence the exchange rate. On the other hand, there has never 

anything in the form of legislation which said the exchange value of the 
, an&dian dollar versus other currency shall be so-and-so. There is nothing 

11 that point.
, Q. Yes, but there was an exchange equalization fund set up in order to 

^Ga* with the situation in that regard and it seems to me, and I wish that 
0 be dealt with, the tendency for the flight of funds from Europe to Canada 
nd the United States is continually offering to appreciate our money as com- 

QarUi to sterling, and that is hurting our primary producers and if our Bank 
n w&nada is not consciously dealing with that problem then it seems to me 

at. we should know about it and take it up with the government to actually 
ç UP an agency to deal with it.—A. The exchange fund, as you recall, is 

^Pletely under the control of the Minister of Finance.
Q- I take it then that you play no part at all in the working of that fund? 

jj,^- Please don’t say it is no interest to us, because Heaven knows it is a 
atter of interest to us sixteen hours a day. 

f, Q- I mean from the standpoint of doing anything about it?—A. I wonder 
I n | 1 wrould be justified in speaking about it. I do not know just how far
8er°u ^ g° certainly, if it was to be done by the exchange fund not even the 
of toant-at-Arms himself could make me say anything about it, by provisions 

°Ur own parliament.
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By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Why not put it this way: the government or yourselves are taking no 

practical action to avoid it, but other factors are entering into it that you have 
not counteracted?—A. I think that I must rest by saying that there has been 
and is no legislative direction so far as I am aware that the value of Canadian 
currency should be thus and so. There is no direction to the Bank of Canada 
that we must do what we can to have our currency at par with the others, or 
at a premium of 20 per cent, or at a discount of 20 per cent.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. We arrived at the situation in 1932, as I understand it, at which time 

wheat was forced to the lowest level it ever reached, and the depreciation of 
sterling as compared to our dollar helped to bring that situation about. As I 
understand it there are powers at present at work, there is the tendency for 
that movement to start again, through our money depreciating compared to 
sterling, which affects the prices of all operating farms. And I understood from 
you—and if it is not right I hope you will correct me—you are not taking 
any direct action in regard to our money appreciating as compared to sterling- 
If you are taking action that you do not want to tell us about that is all right 
too. I am pleased to hear it. My information was that you people had taken 
no action whatever to correct that situation, one which is becoming very grave 
and serious.—A. If we have taken any action it cannot be concealed action- 
It would show in our balance sheet.

Q. Then you are not taking action?—A. If you read our balance sheet ot 
two years back—I need not go back that far, say from February, 1937, to March 
or April, 1939, you will see right there any action we have taken. But in order 
to save you the trouble of looking this up, you will see that our holdings ot 
gold and foreign exchange have probably increased fifty million to sixty milli°n 
dollars during that time.

Q. It is not, then, nearly enough to counteract governmental action in 
permitting our gold to be sold abroad which up to that time had always been 
regarded as being used to settle international balances? We have turned the 
gold that was not needed for settling international balances to a use that has 
appreciated our money compared to other money.—A. Of course, the governmcn 
would have to answer that, as I said before. And, incidentally, I should no 
say that the action that I have mentioned was specifically action intended t0 
change the value of the Canadian dollar. I think there are other circumstances 
which might be observed which served to increase our reserve. There is fh 
circumstance of the general international outlook, and the movements of capita 
which were taking place; but there is no question that we removed fifty 0 .„ 
million of foreign exchange from the Canadian market. Now, I think that 1 
absolutely as far as I can go. A recommendation in regard to bringing 0 
dollar down to a certain tevel in relation to sterling must necessarily be one 
parliament and for the government. ?

Q. There is one other question I would like to ask in connection with tha 
—A. As to the methods of achieving it, there are various ways.

Q. Does the government not give permission by governmental action ^ 
export that gold? During the last few years I think you will admit that in?te‘^ 
of our money being at a premium as compared with sterling to-day it w°u 
probably be at least on a par, and perhaps at a discount? That is correct, lS 
it?—A. I should say if we cut -out a couple of hundreds of millions of dol • 
of exports, no matter what they were, that it would certainly be at a discou^ 
if someone inside the country bought these things which would otherwise n 
been exported. Your idea would be that the gold should be bought by the g 
ernment?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. My idea would be that the gold should be bought by the government 
to the extent that it should not be used as exports to throw out of balance our 
money so that we as a great exporting nation are at a disadvantage compared 
to practically every other nation in the world.—A. I really think that it would 
save time and thought—I am just giving this as a suggestion—if we concentrated 
on the recommendation that there should 'be depreciation. The method of 
trying to achieve that is another story. Your main object would be depreciation.

Q. What we are doing is that we are using our gold twice, and greatly 
appreciating our money?—A. I cannot agree with that.

Q. Well, when we ship our gold to the United States—A. When we ship 
any production.

Q. I am talking about gold, gold has after all monetary value?—A. Excuse 
me, I absolutely differ. So far as Canada is concerned gold is no different from 
anything else.

Q. So far as the nations of the world are concerned gold is one commodity 
Used to settle international exchange, international balances, and to prevent 
purrencies from being thrown out of line by virtue of not being able to settle 
international balances, and it is the only product used for the purpose?—A. For 
that purpose gold is a commodity.

Q. Now then, to the extent, however, that we use it as a commodity 
beyond the necessity of settling our international balances, to the extent that 
I suggested to you, and build up a favourable balance of trade, it means that 
°ur money is being appreciated in terms of foreign money, and that we are 
using our gold supplies to actually appreciate our money rather than to leave 
it where it otherwise would be?—A. Another way of doing it would be to forbid 
uiines to produce any gold.

Q. No, what I suggest to you is this, that to the extent that you are using
your gold supplies-------A. But if it is not needed at home why not forbid the
Ounes to produce it and get the result that way?

Q. I suggest to you, Mr. Towers, that under the present state of affairs,
are permitting the mines to sell gold that is worth originally $20 an ounce 

*.or $35 an ounce, and then permitting on top of that an appreciation of our 
uol'lar, so that the unfortunate farmer who is selling his bacon and his butter 
aud his cheese and his wheat gets less for it on his main market; and somebody 
sh°ujd be doing something about it, because you are actually giving every 
Possible benefit to your mining industry at the expense of all your other primary
Producers.

, Mr. McGeer: I do not know that we should badger Mr. Towers as to 
'hat is really a matter of high policy for the Minister of Finance and for the 

government itself. I think that if we have any information from him that 
utorrnation should be along the line of what facilities are available to Canada 
? bring about a depreciation of our currency, and that is, I think, as far as he 
h°uld go. I think he said there were at least a dozen ways by which Canadian 
Prrency could be depreciated in the form of international value if the govem- 
ent of the day would declare for a policy of reducing the Canadian dollar to 
depreciated level. Isn’t that correct?

v Mr. Towers: That is correct. A dozen may be a broad statement, but 
11 know what I mean.

By Mr. McGeer:
^ Q. Would there be any objection, Mr. Towers,_ to your making a state- 

ent enumerating those ways? I do not think it is a thing that we s iou 
^k you to answer offhand.—A. I would say that I can enumerate the mam
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ways right now. One is by excessive issues of credit and currency which would 
in due course cause inflation here. That will produce depreciation.

Q. Have you any idea of how much we would have to issue to get that 
result?—A. No; one could not say that; it would depend partly on the amount 
of the issues and partly on the psychology of the Canadian people. If they 
got really scared, depreciation would come more quickly.

Q. That is, you would have a flight from the Canadian dollar?—A. Yes. 
The only other way—and when I said a dozen I should have limited myself 
really to two although the second method could be produced in various ways 
which one might call subsidiaries to No. 2—is to create a demand for foreign 
currency in Canada. Now, that demand might have to be supplied by an 
exchange fund. You would have to keep on buying and buying, as, when you 
buy in sufficient quantity, presumably you put the price up.

Q. When you speak of the exchange fund in Canada you mean the stabili
zation fund of $250,000,000 that was voted for that purpose?—A. No. The 
exchange fund was created from the revaluation of gold in July, 1935.

Q. Was that used under what we call our stabilization of exchange Act? 
—A. It is the Exchange Fund Act which created it.

Q. Have we not got a stabilization fund Act as well?—A. No, the Exchange 
Fund Act is the only one.

Q. When was that put into operation?—A. It was passed in July, 1935, but 
the sections which permit the Minister of Finance to buy and sell gold and 
foreign exchange will only come into effect when an order in council is passed.

Q. Has that order in council been passed?—A. No, it has not.
Q. So that our exchange fund is not in operation?—A. That is right, from 

that point of view.
Q. Before we could get any action on that the Governor in Council would 

have to act?—A. Right, or you could do other things. If you want to force 
depreciation on the exchange you could call obligations payable abroad.

Q. Yes, but if you started using your stabilization fund and the secretary 
of the finance department of the American government, Mr. Morganthau, 
started using his, he would rather outbid you, would he not?—A. If he were 
willing to accumulate balances in Canadian dollars. That is all there is to d-

Q. In the face of the stabilization fund of the American government y°u 
could not compete with that power to fix the rate of the Canadian dollar?—A- 
Not if they chose to fight that action, that is right.

By Mr. Ross (St. Paul’s) :
Q. Is that not what they are doing now, keeping their dollar on a parity? 

—A. No, they are not taking any action.
Q. Why is our dollar on a parity?
Mr. McGeer: Because of our trade situation.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. I understand that all right, but we are depreciated as far as the P°uD, 

is concerned. We are at a parity as far as the United States is concerne ^ 
Why should we not be below the American dollar and appreciated as far as tn^ 
pound is concerned? In other words, why should we be half way between 
A. The pound has fallen in New York because of the great forces which, as wt 
all know, have put pressure on sterling. It is depreciated in New York almüs" 
exactly to the same amount as it is depreciated here.

Mr. McGeer: Our dollar is not depreciated below the pound sterling-
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : Appreciated above.
Mr. McGeer: Our dollar is at a premium.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, it is 6 o’clock.
Mr. McGeer: I understood you to say our dollar was at a discount with 

sterling.
Mr. Ross: No, it is appreciated.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, we have lost our quorum. What is your 

pleasure about to-morrow? Shall we meet in the morning?
Mr. Tucker: To-morrow morning.
(At 6.05 p.m. the committee adjourned to meet again at 11 a.m., Thursday, 

May 4, 1939.)
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24-25 GEORGE V.

CHAP. 43

An Act to incorporate the Bank of Canada
[Assented to 3rd July, 193J^.]

^7 HEREAS it is desirable to establish a central bank in Canada Preamble.
to regulate credit and currency in the best interests of the 

economic life of the nation, to control and protect the external value 
the national monetary unit and to mitigate by its influence 

fluctuations in the general level of production, trade, prices and 
employment, so far as may be possible within the scope of monetary 
action, and generally to promote the economic and financial welfare 
°f the Dominion: Therefore, His Majesty, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada, 
euacts as follows:—

SHORT TITLE

1. This Act may be cited as the Bank of Canada Act. Short title.

(d)

INTERPRETATION

2. In this Act unless the context otherwise requires:—
(a) “ Board of Directors ” or “ Board ” means the Board of 

Directors of the Bank of Canada;
(b) “ chartered bank ” means a bank to which the Bank Act 

applies ;
(c) “ Director ” means a member of the Board of Directors 

other than the Governor or the Deputy Governor or the 
member acting in virtue of the authority conferred by 
subsection two of section five of this Act; 1936, c. 22, s. 2.

Dominion notes ” means notes payable to. bearer on 
demand, issued and outstanding, which immediately prior 
to the day on which the Bank of Canada was authorized to 
commence business constituted a direct liability of the 
Dominion of Canada; 1936, c. 22, s. 2.

(e) “ Governor ” means the Governor of the Bank of Canada 
or the person acting for him pursuant to the provisions of 
this Act; 1936, c. 22, s. 2.

y) “ Minister ” means the Minister of Finance;
X9) “ notes ” means notes of the Bank of Canada payable to 

bearer on demand and intended for circulation;
\y}) “ Receiver General ” means the Receiver General of Canada ;
y) “the Bank ” means the Bank of Canada ;
V) “ Treasury Board ” means the Treasury Board as constituted 

by the Department of Finance and Treasury Board Act.

Definitions.
“Board of 
Directors.”
“Chartered
Bank.”
“Director.”

"Dominion
notes.”

“Governor.”

“Minister.”
“Notes.”

“Receiver 
General.” 
“The Bank.” 
“Treasury- 
Board.”
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The Bank 
constituted.

Body politic 
and
corporate.

Head Office.
Branches
and
agencies.,

Board of 
directors.

Deputy 
Minister to 
be member 
of Board.

Governor 
and Deputy 
Governor.

Persons 
disqualified 
for appoint
ments.

Powers of 
Governor.

Duties of
Deputy
Governors.

CONSTITUTION OF THE BANK

3. (1) There shall be established a bank to be called the 
Bank of Canada.

(2) The Bank is and shall continue to be a body politic and 
corporate. 1936, c. 22, s. 3.

4. (1) The head office of the Bank shall be in the city of Ottawa.
(2) The Bank may establish branches and agencies and appoint 

agents in Canada and may also, with the approval of the Governor 
in Council, establish branches and appoint agents elsewhere than in 
Canada.

5. (1) The Bank shall be under the management of a Board of 
Directors composed of a Governor, a Deputy Governor and eleven 
directors appointed in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
There may also be an Assistant Deputy Governor who shall not as 
such be a member of the Board. 1938, c. 42, s. 3.

(2) In addition to the Members of the Board as constituted by 
subsection one of this section, the Deputy Minister of Finance or, 
in case of his absence or incapacity at any time, such other officer of 
the Department of Finance as the Minister may nominate for the 
time being, shall be, by virtue of his office or of such nomination, 
as the case may be, a member of the Board, but shall not have the 
right to vote.

6. (1) The Governor and Deputy Governor shall be men of 
proven financial experience and each shall devote the whole of his 
time to the duties of his office.

(2) No person shall hold office as Governor or Deputy Governor 
or Assistant Deputy Governor, who,—

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

is not a British subject; or
is a member of either House of Parliament or of a Provincial 
Legislature; or
is employed in any capacity in the public service of Canada 
or of any province of Canada or holds any office or position 
for which any salary or other remuneration is payable on 
of public moneys; or
is a director, officer or employee of any other bank °* 
financial institution or has an interest as a shareholder in an
other bank or financial institution; or (1936, c. 22, s. 5-) 
has reached the age of seventy-five years.

MANAGEMENT
7. (1) The Governor of the Bank shall be the chief executive 

officer and shall on behalf of the Board have the direction and con*^ 
of the business of the Bank, with authority to act in connection wi 
the conduct of the business of the Bank in all matters which areA0 
by this Act or by the by-laws of the Bank specifically reserved ^ 
be done by the Board or by the Executive Committee. 1938, c. ’ 
s. 4.

(2) The Deputy Governor and the Assistant Deputy Govern°r 
shall perform such duties as are assigned by the Board.
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(3) In the event of absence or incapacity of the Governor from 
whatever cause arising, the Deputy Governor shall have and may 
exercise all the powers and functions of the Governor.

(4) In the event of absence or incapacity of both the Governor 
and the Deputy Governor, the Board of Directors shall authorize the 
Assistant Deputy Governor or one of the members of the Board to 
act as the Governor for the time being, but no such person shall have 
authority to act as Governor for a period exceeding one month without 
the approval of the Governor in Council.

8. (1) The Governor, Deputy Governor and Assistant Deputy 
Governor shall each be appointed as hereinafter provided for a term 
of seven years or, in the case of the first Governor, Deputy Governor 
and Assistant Deputy Governor, for such shorter period as the 
Governor in Council may determine.

(2) The first Governor, Deputy Governor and Assistant Deputy 
Governor shall be appointed and their salaries shall be fixed by the 
Governor in Council and thereafter appointments shall be made by 
the directors with the approval of the Governor in Council.

(3) Except as provided in the next preceding subsection the 
Governor, Deputy Governor and Assistant Deputy Governor shall, 
subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, receive such 
salaries as the directors from time to time determine, but no such 
Remuneration shall be in the form of a commission or be computed 
uy reference to the income or profits of the Bank.
_ (4) The Governor, the Deputy Governor and the Assistant
■Deputy Governor shall on the expiry of their terms of office be 
eugible for re-appointment.
q, (5) The Governor, Deputy Governor and Assistant Deputy 

overnor shall each hold office for the aforesaid term during good behaviour.
DIRECTORS

n (1) The Minister with the approval of the Governor in 
terUnc^ shall as of the first day of March in each year appoint for 
tj®8 °f three years each a sufficient number of directors to provide 
dir Ihere shall be eleven directors : Provided, however, that every 
subC • holding office at the date of the coming into force of this 
day e<f^0n shah continue as a director up to and including the last 
y,j v- fu February in the year of the expiration of the term of office for 

ch he was elected or appointed. 1938, c. 42, s. 5.
shal/^ -^n the event of a vacancy amongst the directors the Minister 
qu with the approval of the Governor in Council, appoint a 
c jir, ed person to hold office for the remainder of the term. 1938,

shall tn the transaction of the business of the Bank each director 
1 “ave one vote. 1938, c. 42, s. 5.

be The directors shall on the expiration of their terms of office 
lglble for re-appointment. 1938, c. 42, s. 5.

ti0lls 9- U) The directors shall be selected from diversified occupa- 
ofiicer 3U* no Person shall be eligible for appointment who is a director, 
as a j.or employee of a chartered bank, and any person appointed 

Sector who is a shareholder of a chartered bank shall divest
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himself of ownership of his shares within three months of the date 
of his appointment and shall not thereafter during the term of his 
office have an interest, either directly or indirectly, as a shareholder 
in a chartered bank. 1938, c. 42, s. 6.

(2) No person shall be appointed, or shall continue to hold office 
as a director who:—

(a) is not a British subject ordinarily resident in Canada; or
(b) is employed in any capacity in the public service of Canada 

or of any province of Canada, or holds any office or position 
for which any salary or other remuneration is payable out of 
public moneys; provided, however, that a director may 
perform temporary services for the Government of Canada 
or any province for which he may be reimbursed actual 
living and travelling expenses; or

(c) has reached the age of seventy-five years. 1938, c. 42, s. 6-
(3) If any director, in the opinion of the Board, becomes 

permanently incapacitated, he may be removed from office by 
resolution of the Board approved by the Governor in Council. 1938, 
c. 42, s. 6.

11. The directors shall be entitled to receive for attendance at 
directors’ meetings and executive committee meetings, such fees as 
may be fixed by the by-laws of the Bank, but the aggregate amount 
of the fees paid to all directors, exclusive of expenses, shall not exceed 
twenty thousand dollars in any year. 1938, c. 42, s. 7.

12. The Governor shall be Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
1936, c. 22, s. 8.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
13. (1) There shall be an Executive Committee of the Board, 

consisting of the Governor, the Deputy Governor and one director 
selected by the Board.

(2) In addition to the Members of the Executive Committee as 
constituted by subsection one of this section, the Deputy Minister o 
Finance or, in case of his absence or incapacity at any time, sue 
other officer of the Department of Finance as the Minister ma> 
nominate for the time being shall be by virtue of his office or of su° 
nomination, as the case may be, a member of the Execute 
Committee, but shall not have the right to vote.

(3) The Executive Committee shall be competent to deal 
any matter within the competence of the Board but every decision ^ 
the committee shall be submitted to the Board at its next meeting

(4) Except when the Board is in session the Executive 
shall determine the minimum rates at which the Bank is 
discount or rediscount bills or to make advances and the „ - . Dl 
at all times make public the rates at which it is prepared to disco 
or rediscount bills or to make advances. f its

(5) The Executive Committee shall keep full minutes 01 
proceedings, which shall be submitted to the Board at its next mee 3

Commit*6®

er=Mi!

city14. (1) The Governor, or in the event of his absence or incapa ^ 
the Deputy Governor only, shall have power to veto any aC*lC!^ee, 
decision of the Board of Directors or of the Executive Comm1
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and if this veto power be exercised, the Governor or Deputy Governor, To be 
as the case may be, shall within seven days inform the Minister in Quitted to 
writing of the circumstances and the Minister shall submit the veto in Council, 
to the Governor in Council who may confirm or disallow the veto.
1936, c. 22, s. 9.

(2) Any director or member of the Executive Committee may view of 
inform the Minister in writing of his view of the action or decision in director or 
question, which view shall also be transmitted to the Governor in y,®111 cro 
Council. 1936, C. 22, S. 9. Executive.

BANK STAFF

15. (1) Such other officers, clerks and employees may be Officers and 
employed as in the opinion of the Executive Committee may be employees. 
Qecessary.

(2) In the case of officers, clerks and employees of the Bank Salaries. 
JJuo at the date of appointment were officers, clerks or employees of
me Civil Service of Canada, the salaries to be paid by the Bank 
mail be at rates not less than the rates which such persons were 
receiving in the Civil Service.

(3) Any officer, clerk or employee mentioned in subsection two 
r. this section who was a contributor under the provisions of the 
^vü Service Superannuation Act, chapter twenty-four of the Revised 
tatutes of Canada, 1927, may continue as a contributor under the

Provisions of the said Superannuation Act for a period not exceeding 
year after the date of his appointment by the Bank, and shall 

g ring such period continue his contributions to the Civil Service 
c Perannuation Fund and the Bank shall during the said period 
o utribute to the said Fund a like amount. Subject to the provisions 
th ^section four of this section, at the expiration of one year after 
ein i e the appointment by the Bank of any such officer, clerk or 
Act v76e hrs benefits under the provisions of the said Superannuation 
of tb 1ke calculated and determined as of the date of the expiration 

P® said year as if he had at that time retired from the Civil Service 
Sa-reason of abolition of his office, in which case the enjoyment of the 

. d benefits shall be deferred until such time as he leaves the service 
f the Bank.

Co . Upon the said officer, clerk or employee becoming a 
îjj ributor to or participant in any pension scheme which the Bank 

-r Pst-ablish he may elect either—
n (i) to have his benefits under the provisions of the said 
Superannuation Act calculated and determined as at the date of 

becoming a contributor to or participant in any pension 
scheme which the Bank may establish or at the expiration of one 
year from the date of his appointment as aforesaid, whichever 
shall first occur, in which case the enjoyment of the said benefits 
shall be deferred until such time as he leaves the service of the 
^auk; or

. (Ü) to waive his right to any payment or benefit under the 
i ^ Superannuation Act and in that case his period of service 
p the Civil Service shall be counted as service with the Bank for
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°ucn service would have counted under the said Superannuation 
Act- The Governor in Council and the Bank may enter into an
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agreement as to the amount to be paid to the Bank with reference 
to the assumption by the Bank of liability under its pension 
scheme with respect to the said period of service in the Civil 
Service. The Minister may pay the amount agreed upon out of 
any unappropriated moneys in the Consolidated Revenue Fund, 
which shall be recorded as a payment from the said Superannua
tion Fund, and the Bank shall pay the said amount into its 
Pension Fund.
(5) The Governor in Council may make such regulations as may 

be deemed necessary to give effect to the provisions of subsections 
three and four of this section.

(6) The Board may by by-law establish a pension fund for the 
officers, clerks and employees of the Bank and their dependents, 
and may contribute to it out of the funds of the Bank, and such 
pension fund shall be invested in securities in which a trust company 
may invest under the Trust Companies Act.

16. Every director, officer, clerk and employee of the Bank shall 
before entering upon his duties take before a Justice of the Peace or 
a Commissioner for taking affidavits, an oath of fidelity and secrecy 
in the form prescribed in Schedule A to this Act.

capital and shares
17. (1) The capital of the Bank shall be five million dollars but 

may be increased from time to time pursuant to a resolution 
by the Board of Directors and approved by the Governor in 
and by the Parliament of Canada. 1938, c. 42, s. 8.

(2) The capital shall be divided into one hundred thousand 
shares of the par value of fifty dollars each, which shall be issued t0 
the Minister to be held bv him on behalf of the Dominion of Canada- 
1938, c. 42, s. 8.

(3) The shares issued to the Minister shall be registered by the 
Bank in his name in the books of the Bank at Ottawa. 1938, c. 42, s-

17a. (1) The Minister shall, as of the date of the coming to*® 
force of this subsection, exchange one hundred thousand Class “ ” 
shares of the Bank out of the one hundred and two thousand Cl a5': 
“ B ” shares of the Bank then held by him for one hundred thousan^ 
shares of the capital of the Bank authorized to be issued by secb°„ 
seventeen of this Act and the said one hundred thousand Class ‘ Rj 
shares of the Bank so exchanged shall forthwith be cancelled. ' 
c. 42, s. 9. -3

(2) The Bank shall on the date of the coming into force of
subsection pay to each holder of Class “A” shares of the Bank 
sum of fifty-nine dollars and twenty cents for each Class “A” s , 0f 
registered in his name at the close of business on the fifteenth da} 
July, 1938, together with the amount of dividends accrued to ((. ,< 
date of the coming into force of this subsection and all Class '0f 
shares of the Bank shall be deemed to be cancelled as of the da 
the coming into force of this subsection. 1938, c. 42, s. 9. 0f

(3) The Minister shall as of the date of the coming into ^°^ntS 
this subsection reimburse the Bank the amount by which Vf/'z aDy 
made by the Bank to the holders of Class “A” shares, excludmg^reg 
amount paid by way of dividend, exceed the par value of such Spapk 
and such reimbursement shall be effected by surrendering to the

passe»
Council
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for cancellation two thousand of the Class “ B ” shares held by the 
Minister having the aggregate par value of one hundred thousand 
dollars and by paying to the Bank out of any unappropriated moneys 
in the Consolidated Revenue Fund the sum of eight hundred and 
twenty thousand dollars. 1938, c. 42, s. 9.

(4) The Bank shall, on the date of the coming into force of this Bank to 
subsection, pay to the Minister on behalf of the Dominion of Canada, dividends* 
the amount of dividends accrued up to the said date upon the one upon Class 
hundred and two thousand Class “ B ” shares of the Bank held by the B shares. 
Minister as of the said date. 1938, c. 42, s. 9.

18. Repealed. 1938, c. 42, s. 10.
19. Repealed. 1938, c. 42, s. 11.
20. Repealed. 1936, c. 22, s. 12.

BUSINESS AND POWERS OF THE BANK

21. (1) The Bank may
(a) buy and sell gold, silver, nickel and bronze coin and gold Coin and 

and silver bullion ; buI lon'
(t>) effect transfers of funds by telegram, letter or other method Exchange, 

of communication, and buy and sell transfers effected by 
such means, trade acceptances, bankers’ acceptances, bankers’ 
drafts and bills of exchange drawn in or on places outside of 
Canada and having a maturity not exceeding ninety days, 
excluding days of grace, from the date of acquisition by the 
Bank; 1936, c. 22, s. 13.

(c) buy and sell or rediscount short term securities issued or investments, 
guaranteed by the Dominion of Canada or any province,
having a maturity not exceeding two years from the date of 
acquisition by the Bank;

(d) buy and sell securities issued or guaranteed by the Dominion Bank may 
of Canada or any province, having a maturity exceeding two pu0^°f0^e11 
years from the date of acquisition by the Bank, but the orprOT-incial 
Bank shall at no time hold securities not maturing within securities, 
two years having a par value in excess of fifty per cent of
its outstanding note issue and deposit liabilities, nor shall 
the Bank at any time hold securities not maturing within 
ten years of a par value in excess of five times the amount 
of the paid-up capital and rest fund of the Bank; 1938, 
c. 42, s. 12.

le) buy and sell short term securities issued by the United 
Kingdom, any British Dominion, the United States of 
America, or France, having a maturity not exceeding six

,,, months from the date of acquisition by the Bank;
'/) buy and sell securities issued by the United Kingdom or the Securities 

United States of America having a maturity exceeding six °rUSL'K" 
months from the date of acquisition by the Bank, but the 
Bank shall at no time hold such securities of a par value in 
excess of one-half of the amount of the paid-up capital of the

(a) hk; 1938’ c' 42> s- 12-
9 buy ai*d sell or rediscount bills of exchange and promissory Discounts, 

notes endorsed by a chartered bank drawn or issued in 
connection with the production or marketing of goods, wares
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and merchandise as defined in The Bank Act, excepting those 
mentioned in paragraph (h) of this subsection, and having a 
maturity not exceeding ninety days, excluding days of grace, 
from the date of acquisition by the Bank; 1936, c. 22, s. 13.

{h) buy and sell or rediscount bills of exchange and promissory 
notes endorsed by a chartered bank, drawn or issued in 
connection with the production or marketing of products of 
agriculture, the forest, the quarry and mine, or the sea, lakes 
and rivers, as defined in The Bank Act, and having a 
maturity not exceeding one hundred and eighty days excluding 
days of grace from the date of acquisition by the Bank: 
Provided that the Bank may by regulation limit to a 
percentage of its total assets the amount of such paper 
having a maturity in excess of ninety days excluding days of 
grace but not exceeding one hundred and eighty days 
excluding days of grace, from the date of acquisition by the 
Bank;

(i) make loans or advances for periods not exceeding six months 
to chartered banks or to banks incorporated under the 
Quebec Savings Banks Act on the pledge or hypothecation 
of the foregoing classes of securities, bills of exchange or 
promissory notes, or of Canadian municipal securities, or of 
securities issued by a school corporation or parish trustees, 
or of securities issued pursuant to the statutes of a province 
making provision for the payment thereof and the interest 
thereon by the province, or of gold or silver coin or bullion, 
or documents of title relating thereto ;

(j) make loans or advances for periods not exceeding six months 
to the Dominion Government or the government of any 
province on the pledge or hypothecation of readily marketabl6 
securities issued or guaranteed by the Dominion of Canada 
or any province;

(k) make loans to the Dominion Government or the government 
of any province, but such loans outstanding at any one time 
shall not, in the case of the Dominion Government, exceed 
one-third of the estimated revenue of such government
its fiscal year, and shall not in the case of any province 
government exceed one-fourth of such government’s estimate 
revenue for its fiscal year; and such loans shall be repa* 
before the end of the first quarter after the end of the fis°a 
year of such government;

(l) for the purpose of its open market operations, buy and se
in the open market from or to any person, either in or outsm 
of Canada, securities, cable transfers, bankers’ acceptance ' 
and bills of exchange of the kinds and maturities defined 1 ’ 
and subject to the limitations, if any, contained in, paragraph' 
(b), (c), (d), (e), (p) and {h) of this subsection with 
without the endorsement of a chartered bank ; ^

(m) accept from the Dominion Government or the governm6 
of any province or from any chartered bank or from a > 
bank incorporated under the Quebec Savings Banks - 
deposits which shall not bear interest ;

(n) open accounts in a central bank in any other country °r i 
the Bank for International Settlements and act as age ^ 
depository or correspondent of such other central ba
or the Bank for International Settlements;
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(o) acquire by purchase or lease and hold real or immovable Real estate, 
property for the actual use and occupation of the Bank in 
connection with its business and sell and dispose of the
same;

(p) do any other banking business incidental to or consequential Incidental 
upon the provisions of this Act and not prohibited by this powers" 
Act. 1936, c. 22, s. 13.

(2) The Bank may acquire from any chartered bank and hold Acquisition 
atiy warehouse receipt, bill of lading and other security held by such “efccu°r1]iliLecsraI 
chartered bank pursuant to the provisions of The Bank Act, as securi ies' 
collateral security for the repayment of any bill of exchange or 
Promissory note acquired by the Bank under the provisions of the 
ncxt preceding subsection ; and the Bank may exercise every right 
and remedy in respect of such collateral security as could have been 
exercised by the chartered bank aforesaid.

22. The Bank shall not, except as authorized by this Act, Prohibited' ' business
(a) engage or have a direct interest in any trade or business 

whatsoever ;
{b) purchase its own stock or the shares of any other bank except 

the Bank for International Settlements or make loans upon 
the security thereof ;

(c) lend or make advances upon the security of any real or 
immovable property ; provided that in the event of any 
claims of the Bank being in the opinion of the Board 
endangered, the Bank may secure itself on any real property 
of the debtor or any other person liable and may acquire 
such property, which shall, however, be resold as soon as 
practicable thereafter ;

(d) make loans or advances without security ;
(e) accept deposits for a fixed term or pay interest on any moneys 

deposited with the Bank;
(/) allow the renewal of maturing bills of exchange, promissory 

notes or other similar documents purchased or discounted 
by or pledged to the Bank; provided that the Board may 
make regulations authorizing in special circumstances not 
more than one renewal of any such bill of exchange, 
promissory note or other document.

(v ^jMl) The Bank shall act as fiscal agent of the Government of Fiscal agent 
by ac*a without charge and, subject to the provisions of this Act, Government 
of Sreement, may also act as banker or fiscal agent of the government and of 

any province. provinces.

shall ^ The Bank, if and when required by the Minister so to do. To manage 
inter „ac* as aSent for the Government of Canada in the payment of public debt, 
the an<f principal and generally in respect of the management of 

Public debt of Canada.
any The Bank shall not make any charge for cashing or negotiating Dominion 
Cash; ectUe drawn on the Receiver General or on his account, or for Government 
the °r neS°tiating any other instrument issued as authority for be paid or 
anv‘ /toent of money out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, or upon negotiated 

1Ue drawn in favcfavour of the Government of Canada or any at par-
in the Consolidated

Ui»vvu m iavuur ui une vjruvei nine
HeVf.ment thereof and tendered for deposit 

7s nue Fund. 1936, c. 22, s. 14.
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NOTE ISSUE

24. (1) On and after the day on which the Bank is authorized 
to commence business the Bank shall, except as provided in The Bank 
Act, have the sole right to issue notes payable to bearer on demand 
and intended for circulation in Canada and may, subject to the 
provisions of section twenty-six of this Act, issue such notes to any 
amount. Such notes shall be legal tender, and shall be the first charge 
upon the assets of the Bank.

(2) It shall be the duty of the bank to make adequate arrange
ments for the issue of its notes at its head office and at its branch offices 
and agencies in Canada, and to supply such notes as required for 
circulation in Canada.

(3) Notes of the Bank shall be in such denominations and shall 
be printed and signed or otherwise executed as the Governor in Council 
shall by regulation determine. 1936, c. 22, s. 15.

(4) The form and material of the notes shall be subject to 
approval by the Minister; Provided, however, that each said note 
shall be printed in both the English and the French languages. 
1936, c. 22, s. 15.

(5) The Bank shall not re-issue notes which are torn, partially 
defaced or soiled and provision may be made by the Bank for the 
disinfection and sterilization of notes before re-issue.

REDEMPTION OF NOTES

25. (1) The Bank shall sell gold to any person who makeS 
demand therefor at the head office of the Bank and tenders the 
purchase price in legal tender, but only in the form of bars containing 
approximately four hundred ounces of fine gold.

(2) The Governor in Council, from time to time and for such 
period as he may deem desirable, may suspend the operation of the 
next preceding subsection and remove such suspension.

(3) Repealed. 1936, c. 22, s. 16.
(4) On and after the day on which the Bank is authorized ^ 

commence business the Bank shall be responsible for the redempt’0^ 
of all Dominion notes then issued and outstanding and such note 
shall be and continue to be legal tender.

* Subsection 2 of section 15 of chapter 22 of the statutes of 1936 reads 
follows : jê

(2) As soon as practicable after the coming into force of this Act, each 
of the Bank shall be printed in both the English and the French lanf?ua| of 
Provided, however, that any such note printed before the coming into .p’ILgvef' 
this Act and issued thereafter and any such note theretofore issued shall 11 
theless be a valid and binding obligation of the Bank.
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(5) Repealed. 1936, c. 22, s. 16.

(6) Repealed.** 1936, c. 22, s. 16

RESERVES

26. (1) The Bank shall always maintain a reserve, as hereinafter Reserve. 
Provided, as security against its outstanding notes and deposit 
liabilities.

(2) The reserve required by this section to be maintained shall "Reserve"’ 
Consist of gold coin and bullion in the unrestricted ownership of the defined, 
“ank equal to an amount not less than twenty-five per centum of the 
n°tes and deposit liabilities aforesaid; and may in addition include

(а) silver bullion received from the Minister under the next 
preceding section or purchased under the authority of 
subsection four hereof, valued at the market price of the fine 
silver content thereof; and

(б) foreign exchange which shall mean:—
(i) balances in pounds sterling, United States of America 

dollars and currencies which by law and in fact are convertible 
on demand at a fixed price into exportable gold, held in the Bank 
of England, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Bank 
for International Settlements or a central bank in any country 
the currency of which is convertible as hereinbefore described;

(ii) treasury bills or other obligations of the United Kingdom 
or the United States of America having a maturity not exceeding 
three months from the date of acquisition by the Bank ;

(iii) bills of exchange having a maturity not exceeding ninety 
days, excluding days of grace, from the date of acquisition by the 
Bank, payable in pounds sterling, United States of America 
dollars or in a currency which by law and in fact is convertible

j °n demand at a fixed price into exportable gold,
any liabilities of the Bank payable in the currency of the United 

lngdom, the United States of America, or any country whose 
jn,rrency is by law and in fact convertible on demand at a fixed price 

110 exportable gold. 1936, c. 22, s. 17.

“Foreign
exchange.”

SeC(.: * Section sixteen of chapter 22 of the statutes of 1936 which repealed sub- 
foHoC t*lree’ five and six of section twenty-five of the principal Act reads as

‘16. Subsections three, five and six of section twenty-five of the said Act 
-U repealed: Provided, however, that the authority to pay the principal of 
tW ln,:erest on securities issued to the Bank under the aforesaid subsections 
^ ree and six shall continue.”

as af?i>secUons three and six of section ttventy-five of the principal Act repealed 
esaid read as follows:

thn ,On the day on which the Bank is authorized to commence business 
■Minister shall transfer to the Bank
(®) gold held by the Minister for redemption of Dominion notes; 
to) silver held by the Minister for redemption of Dominion notes valued 
. at the market price of the fine silver content thereof ; 
to) securities of the Dominion of Canada bearing interest at three per 

centum per annum, payable half-yearly and having a maturity not 
to exceeding five years, valued at par;
Undnr Tnount of Dominion notes outstanding on that day, except notes issued 

the authority of the Finance Act.
this s ,T*le Minister, for the purposes of paragraph (c) of subsection three of 
^oiisofv ?n" 's authorized to issue securities under the provisions of The 
and int ^evenue u”d Audit Act, 1931, and payment of the principal of 
Fuod erest on such securities shall be made out of the Consolidated Revenue
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Pu°Wend° (3) At the request in writing of the Board, the Governor in
goicTreserve Council may suspend the operation of this section insofar as it requires 
requirement, the Bank to maintain a reserve of gold equal to an amount not less 

than twenty-five per centum of its notes and deposit liabilities. Such 
suspension shall be for such period not exceeding sixty days as may 
be specified by the Governor in Council, but on the further request in 
writing of the Board may be extended from time to time for further 
periods not exceeding sixty days each, provided, however, that no 
such suspension shall continue for a period longer than one year 
without the sanction of Parliament.

(4) The Bank shall during the years 1935, 1936 and 1937 
purchase and hold newly-mined Canadian silver as and when required 
so to do by the Minister but the Bank shall never be required to 
purchase more than 1,671,802 fine ounces in any year.

Reserve 
to be
maintained 
by chartered 
banks.

Chartered 
banks to 
make 
returns.

1934, c. 24.

Basis of 
reserve of 
chartered 
banks.

Penalty.

Inspection.

RESERVE OF CHARTERED BANKS
27. (1) Every chartered bank shall maintain a reserve of not 

less than five per centum of such of its deposit liabilities as are 
payable in Canadian dollars, and such reserve shall consist of 9 
deposit with the Bank and of notes of the Bank held by such bank- 
1938, c. 42, s. 13.

(2) For the purposes of this section, every chartered bank shad 
make a return to the Bank to be signed by the chief accountant or 
acting chief accountant and by the general manager or acting genera* 
manager of such bank, showing the amount of such of its deposi 
liabilities as are payable in Canadian dollars and also the amount o 
its deposit with the Bank and the amount of the notes of the Bank hel 
by such bank, at the end of each juridical day of the month 19S 
preceding the date of the return, and showing for the month the dan. 
average amount of such deposit liabilities and of its deposit with tn 
Bank and of the notes of the Bank held by such bank. Such retur 
shall be delivered or transmitted to the Bank at the same time as tn 
return to the Minister, pursuant to section one hundred and twel 
of The Bank Act, is transmitted or delivered. 1938, c. 42, s. 13.

(3) The daily average amount of such of its deposit liability 
as are payable in Canadian dollars for each chartered bank shall b 
the basis of determining the amount of the reserve to be maintain6 
by such bank during the month next following the month in wh1 
such return was made. 1938, c. 42, s. 13.

(4) If any chartered bank knowingly makes default in comply^ 
with the requirements of this section, it shall be liable to a pen9 • 
at the rate of ten per centum per annum of the amount of defici6*9 - 
for each day on which there is a deficiency in the amount of 
reserve maintained by the chartered bank, and such penalty shall 
payable to the Bank and recoverable by it by civil action.

(5) For the purpose of this section the Inspector General of , 
shall annually make such inspection of the books, accounts ^ 
documents of every chartered bank as he may deem necessary , 
expedient for the purpose of satisfying himself that the return rer*ul^6 
by subsection two of this section is correct, and shall certify t° v 
Bank whether in his opinion the said return is correct, and 6X\ ^ 
chartered bank shall give the Inspector General access to the bo 
accounts and documents of the bank for such purpose ; and 1 
Inspector General is obstructed or delayed in making the inspeC '
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the chartered bank shall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary 
conviction to a fine of one hundred dollars for each and every day 
during which the obstruction or delay continues. 1936, c. 22, s. 18.

(6) In the event of the property and assets of the Bank being Government 
insufficient to pay its debts and liabilities, and if the Bank suspends guarantee, 
payment of any of its liabilities, the deposit made hereunder by every 
chartered bank is hereby guaranteed, and the Governor in Council,
on the recommendation of the Minister of Finance, shall authorize 
payment out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of such moneys as 
may be necessary to implement such guarantee.

(7) Every bank incorporated under the Quebec Savings Banks
Act shall maintain against its deposit liabilities such reserves in the Banks8 

form of notes of the Bank or deposits with the Bank or a chartered 
bank as may be deemed to be sufficient by the Bank and shall furnish 
such information as may be required by the Bank from time to time to 
satisfy it that such reserves are so maintained.

SURRENDER OF GOLD

28. (1) Every chartered bank shall, on the day on which the Chartered
Bank is authorized to commence business, transfer to the Bank all ^eHver° 
gold coin or bullion owned and held by it in Canada. gold held.

(2) The Governor in Council may from time to time thereafter Power to 
require every chartered bank or every other person to transfer to the enforce this 
Bank any or all gold coin or bullion held in Canada which is owned re<iuiremeD ■ 
by such chartered bank or by such other person ; and the Governor in 
^°uncil may authorize all measures deemed necessary or expedient 
t° enforce any such transfer and to impose and recover penalties in 
Aspect of any neglect or refusal to make any transfer so required.

VALUATION OF GOLD

29. Whenever gold is sold by, transferred to, held as reserve by, Valuation of 
0r deposited with the Bank pursuant to subsections one or three of s°ld- 
section twenty-five, section twenty-six, or section twenty-eight of

118 Act, the value of the said gold shall be computed on the basis 
established by the Currency Act at the date of the relevant transaction.

BO. Any profits resulting from the sale by the Bank of gold coin Disposition 
aud bullion transferred to the Bank pursuant to subsection three of 'sates 
ection twenty-five, or section twenty-eight of this Act, or from an 
bcrease in the value of such gold resulting from any change in the 
?°netary standard of Canada shall be paid by the Bank to the 
, eceiver General for the Consolidated Revenue Fund: Provided, 
inTkVer, that the aforesaid provisions of this section shall not apply 

. Jjhe case of gold transferred under subsection one of section twenty- 
th t’. jf the Governor in Council is satisfied that the said gold was at 
li 1'v™6 the transfer being held by a chartered bank against 
abilities elsewhere than in Canada, and in such case the said profit 

‘ 'all belong to the chartered bank.

PROFITS OF THE BANK

p Bl. The Bank shall establish a rest fund and after making such Rest fund. 
°vision as the Board thinks proper for bad and doubtful debts,
Pfeciation in assets, pension funds and all such matters as are
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properly provided for by banks and after deducting an amount equal 
to four and one-half per centum of the paid-up capital which may be 
utilized for the payment of cumulative dividends at a rate of four 
and one-half per centum per annum, payable half-yearly, the 
ascertained surplus available from the operations of the Bank during 
each financial year shall be applied by the Board as follows:

(а) If the rest fund of the Bank is less than the paid-up capital, 
one-third of such surplus shall be allocated to the rest fund 
and the residue shall be paid to the Receiver General and 
placed to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue Fund;

(б) If the rest fund is not less than the paid-up capital but is 
less, than twice the paid-up capital, one-tenth of such surplus 
shall be allocated to the rest fund and the residue shall be 
paid to the Receiver General and placed to the credit of the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund;

(c) If the rest fund is not less than twice the paid-up capital, 
the whole of such surplus shall be paid to the Receiver 
General and placed to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue 
Fund. 1938, c. 42, s. 14.

AUDIT
32. (1) For the purpose of auditing the affairs of the Bank, the 

Governor in Council shall, on the recommendation of the Minister, 
not later than January thirty-first each year, appoint two auditors, 
eligible to be appointed as auditors of a chartered bank, but no person 
shall be eligible for appointment if he or any member of his firm has 
been auditor for two successive years during the three next preceding 
years. 1936, c. 22, s. 20.

(2) If any vacancy occurs in the office of auditor of the Bank, 
notice thereof shall forthwith be given by the Bank to the Minister 
who thereupon shall appoint some other auditor eligible to be 
appointed as an auditor of a chartered bank to serve until January 
thirty-first next following. 1936, c. 22, s. 20.

(3) No director or officer of the Bank and no member of a fi>'m 
of auditors of which a director is a member shall be eligible 1° 
appointment as an auditor. 1936, c. 22, s. 20.

(4) The Minister may from time to time require the auditors to 
report to him upon the adequacy of the procedure adopted by tne 
Bank for the protection of its creditors or shareholders and as to the 
sufficiency of their own procedure in auditing the affairs of the Bank, 
and the Minister may, at his discretion, enlarge or extend th 
of the audit or direct that any other procedure be established 
any other examination be made by the auditors as the public 
may seem to require. 1936, c. 22, s. 20.

(5) A copy of every report made by the auditors to the Ban 
under this section shall be transmitted to the Minister by the audito s 
at the same time as such report is transmitted to the Bank. ’ 
c. 22, s. 20.

or that
interest

RETURNS ^
33. (1) The Bank shall as soon as practicable after the c^osC+;ie 

business on Wednesday of each week, make up and transmit to - 
Minister in the form of Schedule C to this Act a statement of its ass 
and liabilities as at the close of business on that day.
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(2) A copy of every such statement shall be published in the next 
succeeding issue of the Canada Gazette.

(3) The Bank shall also as soon as practicable after the close of 
business on Wednesday of each week, make up and transmit to the 
Minister a statement of the amount of its notes in circulation on each 
business day during the preceding seven day period.

(4) The Bank shall on or before the seventh day of each month 
toake up and transmit to the Minister in the form of Schedule C to 
this Act a statement of its assets and liabilities on the last business 
day of the preceding month.

(5) Every return required under the next preceding subsection 
shall be accompanied by declarations which shall be a part of the 
^turn, and the declarations shall be in the form set forth in Schedule 
G to this Act, and shall be signed by the Chief Accountant or by the 
Acting Chief Accountant, and by the Governor or the Deputy Governor 
0r the Assistant Deputy Governor. 1936, c. 22, s. 21.

(6) The Governor in Council may from time to time, as he deems 
necessary, amend the form of Schedule C to this Act.

. 34. (1) The fiscal year of the Bank shall be the calendar year.
i938, c. 42, s. 15.

(2) Within six weeks after the end of each fiscal year, the Bank 
g aU transmit to the Minister a statement of its accounts for the 

seal year, signed by the Governor or the Deputy Governor or the 
distant Deputy Governor and the Chief Accountant or Acting Chief 
ccountant of the Bank, and certified by the auditors in the form 

^escribed by the by-laws of the Bank, together with such summary 
* rf;Port by the Governor as he may deem desirable or as may be 
finired by the Minister. 1938, c. 42, s. 15. 

qq (3) A copy of the accounts so signed and certified and of the 
a y^nor’s report shall be forthwith published in the Canada Gazette, 
rec Parliament is then sitting, shall within fourteen days after the 
pjy.Pt thereof by the Minister be laid before Parliament, or if 
fo Iament is not sitting, it shall be laid before Parliament within 
n,„r days after the commencement of the next ensuing session ''hereof. l938) c. 42) s. 15.

35- Repealed. 1938, c. 42, s. 16.
36- Repealed. 1938, c. 42, s. 17.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
Gov^Z" person who holds office or continues to hold office as a
of thç £r’ , ePuty Governor, Assistant Deputy Governor or director 
guilty fan Rowing that he is not eligible for such office, shall be 
to ore fiv a.y indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for not 

an three years and not less than three months.

«toy stateEvery ^rector, officer or auditor of the Bank who verifies 
Pursuant ^6n+{, accoun.t or list required to be furnished to the Minister 
deliyer-n(r 0 the provisions of this Act, or who has to do with the 
?atoe to 01 transmitting of the same to the Minister, knowing the 
lndictab]G GJa se ™ an7 material particular, shall be guilty of an 
^ears anr, °tence and liable to imprisonment for not more than five 

nd not less than six months.
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39. Any officer of a chartered bank who transmits any statement 
to the Minister pursuant to the provisions of this Act or who has to 
do with preparing or transmitting the same to the Minister knowing 
the same to be false in any material particular, shall be guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for not more than two 
years and not less than three months.

40. Any officer of the Bank or any officer of a chartered bank or 
any other person who fails or omits to comply with any provision of 
this Act shall be guilty of an offence and, unless otherwise provided 
by this Act, shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine of not less 
than one hundred dollars and not more than five hundred dollars.

LIQUIDATION OR WINDING-UP

41. No statute relating to the insolvency or winding-up of any 
corporation shall apply to the Bank and in no case shall the affairs of 
the Bank be wound up unless Parliament so provides : Provided, 
however, that if provision is made for winding up the Bank the notes 
of the Bank outstanding shall be the first charge upon the assets. 
1938, c. 42, s. 18.

ORGANIZATION EXPENSES

42. All moneys required to be expended in connection with the 
organization of the Bank before the day on which the Bank is 
authorized to commence business not exceeding one hundred thousand 
dollars, or in connection with the issue of increased capital stock, 
shall be paid out of any unappropriated moneys in the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund, and shall be recoverable from the Bank as a debt due 
to the Crown at any time after the Bank has been authorized to 
commence business.

BY-LAWS

43. (1) The Board, with the approval of the Governor ' 
Council, may make by-laws not repugnant to the provisions of t»1’ 
Act with respect to

(a)

(b)

(c)

the declaration and payment of dividends ; 
the calling of meetings of the Board and of the Executive 
Committee and what number of persons shall constitute 
quorum in each case, and how questions considered at su 
meetings shall be determined;
the fees of directors and the duties and conduct of office > 
clerks and employees of the Bank;

(d) the form of the annual statement of accounts; and .
(e) generally as to the management and disposition of the s 

property and undertakings of the Bank;
and may amend or repeal such by-laws. 1938, c. 42, s. 19. ^

(2) Every by-law and every amendment or repeal thereof 
take effect when published in the Canada Gazette. 1938, c. 42, s.
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SCHEDULE A

Oath of Fidelity and Secrecy

I,.................................................... do solemnly swear that I will
faithfully, truly and to the best of my judgment, skill and ability, 
execute and perform the duties required of me as a director (officer or 
employee as the case may be) of the Bank of Canada and which 
Properly relate to any office or position in the said Bank held by me.

I further solemnly swear that I will not communicate or allow 
fo be communicated to any person not legally entitled thereto any 
^formation relating to the affairs of the Bank, nor will I allow any 
such person to inspect or have access to any books or documents 
belonging to or in the possession of the Bank and relating to the 
business of the Bank.
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Schedule C
Statement of Assets and Liabilities
as at , 19 .

Liabilities—
1. Capital Paid Up..........
2. Rest Fund......................
3. Notes in Circulation.
4. Deposits—

(o) Dominion Gov
ernment..........

(6) Provincial 
Governments

(c) Chartered
banks .............

(d) Other.............

Total......................
5. Sundry Liabilities Pay

able in Sterling, U.S.A. 
and Foreign Gold Cur-

RENCIES....................................
6. All Other Liabilities. .

Total .

Assets—
1. Reserve—

Gold coin and bul 
lion................

Silver bullion..
Sterling and U.S.A 

dollars ....
Other Currencies, 

of countries on 
a gold standard

Total
2. Subsidiary Coin. .
3. Bills Discounted.
4. Advances to—

(а) Dominion Gov-
ment...............

(б) Provincial 
Governments..

(c) Chartered and 
Savings Banks

Total
5. Bills Bought in Open

Market, not including
Treasury Bills..................

6. Investments—..................
(а) Dominion and

Provincial Gov
ernment short 
term securi
ties .................

(б) Other Domin
ion and Pro
vincial Gov
ernment secur
ities ................

(c) Other securi
ties .................

Total..................
7. Bank Premises....
8. All Other Assets .

Total ...................

r . Ratio of Net Reserve (Item 1 of Assets less Item 5 of Liabilities) to Notes and DepoS* 
Liabilities: per centum. ,

I declare that the foregoing return is correct according to the books of t 
Bank;

Chief Accountant.
I declare that the foregoing return is to the best of my knowledge and bel^ 

correct, and shows truly and clearly the financial position of the Bank, 
required by section thirty-three of the Bank of Canada Act.
Ottawa, this day of , 19 .

Governor.
P.C. 2879 dated Nov. 12, 1936.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE BANK ACT 

24-25 George V, Chap. 24 (1934)

CASH RESERVES

59. (1) The bank shall hold in Dominion notes not less than Cash 
forty per centum of the cash reserves which it has in Canada. Dominion1

notes.
(2) The Minister shall make such arrangements as are neces- Supply of 

sary for ensuring the delivery of Dominion notes to any bank in Dominion 
exchange for an equivalent amount of gold coin lawfully current at notes" 
the several branch offices of the Department of Finance established
for the redemption of Dominion notes under the provisions of the 
Dominion Notes Act.

(3) Such notes shall be redeemable at any of the branch offices Redemption, 
mentioned in subsection two hereof.

(4) The next three preceding subsections of this section shall Limited 
he repealed on and from the date on which the Bank of Canada is of^Mon 
authorized to commence business, and on and after that date the
hank shall maintain a reserve which shall, subject to the provisions 
°f the Bank of Canada Act, be not less than five per centum of its 
deposit liabilities within Canada and which shall consist of a deposit 
with the Bank of Canada, and of notes of the Bank of Canada held 
hy the bank ; and the bank shall also maintain with the Bank of 
Canada or elsewhere adequate reserves against liabilities elsewhere 
than in Canada, and furnish such information as may be required 
hy the Minister from time to time to satify him that such reserves 
against external liabilities are so maintained. R.S., c. 12, s. 60, am.

for

ISSUE AND CIRCULATION OF NOTES.

, 60. (1) The bank may issue and re-issue its notes payable to issue of
earer on demand and intended for circulation: Provided that

(a) the bank shall not, during any period of suspension of pay- Proviso, 
ment of its liabilities, issue or re-issue any of its notes; and

(b) if, after any such suspension, the bank resumes business 
without the consent in writing of the curator, hereinafter 
provided for, it shall not issue or reissue any of its notes 
until authorized by the Treasury Board so to do.

(2) No such note shall be for a sum less than five dollars, or 
any sum which is not a multiple of five dollars.
*3) Except as hereinafter provided, the total amount of the 

° es °f a bank in circulation at anv time shall not exceed the 
legate of

(0) the amount of the unimpaired paid up capital of the bank; 
and

(b) the amount of current gold coin and of Dominion notes 
held for the bank in the central gold reserves hereinafter 
mentioned.

aPDo'^t Association may, with the approval of the Minister, 
and ti ^lree trustees and the Minister may appoint a fourth trustee,

the trustees so appointed shall receive such amounts in gold

$5, or 
multiples.

Amount
limited.

Appoint
ment of 
trustees.
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coin and Dominion notes, or either, as any bank may desire from 
time to time to deposit with them; and such amounts so deposited 
are herein referred to as “central gold reserves” and shall be held 
and dealt with in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

(5) The Association may make by-laws, rules and regulations 
under section one hundred and twenty-four of this Act respecting 
the custody and management of the central gold reserves and the 
carrying out of the provisions of this Act relating to such reserves.

(6) When and so long as the amount of notes of a bank in 
circulation in excess of its unimpaired paid-up capital is less than 
the amount deposited by it in the central gold reserves, the excess of 
the amount so deposited shall belong to the bank as its property, 
and the bank may apply to the trustees for a return of the excess 
last mentioned, and upon receiving from the bank a statement signed 
by the chief accountant and by the general manager or other prin
cipal officer next in authority in the management of the affairs of 
the bank at the time the statement is signed, and otherwise in the 
form provided by said by-laws, rules or regulations, setting forth to 
the best of the information and belief of these officers the amount 
of the notes of the bank in circulation on the date of such statement, 
the trustees shall return the whole or part of the deposit of the 
bank, as the case may be.

(7) On and from the date when such statement is transmitted 
by registered post or delivered to the trustees, the amount applied 
for shall, for the purpose of the statement to be made by the trustees 
to the Minister under subsection nine of this section, and for the 
purpose of calculating the total amount of the authorized note cir
culation of the bank, be deemed to have been withdrawn from the 
central gold reserves and shall not be taken into account in such 
statement nor included in such calculation.

(8) Should the total amount of the notes of the bank in circu
lation be found, by reason of such withdrawal, to be in excess oj 
the circulation of the bank authorized by this Act the bank shall not 
be deemed to be released or relieved from any of the penalties imposed 
by this Act for circulation of the notes of a bank in excess of the 
amount authorized by this Act.

(9) The trustees shall prepare and transmit by registered P°st 
or deliver to the Minister within the first twenty days of each 
month a statement signed by them showing the amount on each 
juridical day of the preceding month of the deposit of each ban 
in the central gold reserves and not withdrawn or deemed to be with
drawn under the provisions of this section.

(10) The Minister shall, from time to time, and not less 
quently than twice in each year, cause an inspection and audit o 
the gold coin and Dominion notes held by the trustees to be nia 
by officers of the Department of Finance.

(11) It shall be the duty of such officers ,
(a) to inspect and ascertain the amount of gold coin aI?

Dominion notes held by the trustees for the respective ban 
at the date of inspection; and ^
to ascertain from the books and accounts, documents j* 
vouchers of the trustees the amounts of gold coin and 
minion notes held by the trustees for the respective ba 
at any preceding date named by the Minister.

(b)
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(12) JEvery such officer shall have a right of access to the gold Powers of 
coin and Dominion notes held and to the books and accounts, docu-
toents and vouchers of the trustees, and shall be entitled to require 
from the trustees such information and explanation as may be neces
sary for the performance of his duties.

(13) Should the bank become insolvent within the meaning of When bank 
this Act, the amount held for it in the central gold reserves shall be mso vent' 
Paid by the trustees to the liquidator or other person entitled by law
to collect and receive the assets of the bank and shall be applied 
to redeeming the notes of such bank in circulation or in making the 
Payment to the Minister required by section one hundred and sixteen 
°f this Act and for no other purpose.

(14) When a vacancy in the office of a trustee appointed by the Vacancy in 
Association occurs, by resignation, death or other cause, a trustee °rug^.
t° fill the vacancy shall, subject to the approval of the Minister, be 
aPpointed by the Association ; and when a vacancy occurs in the 
office of a trustee appointed by the Minister, the trustee to fill the 
Vacancy shall be appointed by the Minister.

(15) The remuneration of trustees, including that of the trustee Remunera- 
aPpointed by the Minister, and all charges and expenses incidental trustees
to the establishment and maintenance of the central gold reserves, 
toall be borne by the Association as the Association may, by by-law, 
rule or regulation determine.

(16) During the usual season of moving the crops, that is to Additional 
Jay. from and including the first day of September in any year to moving'of”8 
nd including the last day of February next ensuing, in addition to crops.
?e said amount of notes hereinbefore authorized to be issued for 

l^toiation, the bank may issue its notes to an amount not exceeding 
teen per centum of the combined unimpaired paid-up capital and 

r°to or reserve fund of the bank as stated in the statutory monthly 
'‘torn made by the bank to the Minister for the month immediately 
^ceding that in which the additional amount is issued.

„ (17) Whenever, under the authority of the next preceding sub- Notice of
jetton, the issue of an additional amount of notes of the bank has fSsuètlonal 
amf toade, the general manager, or other principal officer next in 
boi lority the management of the affairs of the bank for the time 
to p ’ shaff forthwith give notice thereof by registered letter addressed 

•he Minister and to the president of the Association. 
ref 'A 8) While its notes in circulation are in excess of the aggregate Interest on 
inte'rC(' *° subsection three of this section, the bank shall pay jf^101181 
p rest to the Minister at such rate, not exceeding five per centum " 
of .anitom, as is fixed by the Governor in Council, on the amount 
interS nc*C8 circulation in excess from day to day; and the 

s't 80 paid shall form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
ister i ' ^ re^urn shall be made and sent by the bank to the Min- Return by 
4av Showing the amount of its notes in circulation for each juridical bank- 

toring any month.
t^entv v ®'uc^ re*urn shall be made up and sent within the first Time and 
and * days after the Last day of the month next preceding fo™of
of to'! be accompanied by declarations which shall be a part retnrn" 
i°rrn § ^ei;Urn aiffi the return and such declaration shall be in the 
chief J/ Schedule I to this Act, and shall be signed by the Signatures

<breCf0 Cc°untant, and by the president or a vice-president or the thereto. 
oth6r r> • • acttog as president, and by the general manager or

"Airs r?fn'!pal officer next in authority in the management of the 
1 the bank at the time at which the declaration is signed :
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Repeal of 
sub-secs., 
3-18 see. 60.

Maximum
circulation.

Effect of 
reduction or 
impairment 
of capital.

Circulation 
elsewhere 
than in 
Canada.

Bank com
mencing 
business, to 
be subject 
to this 
section.

Liability of 
share
holders.

Provision for 
reduction.

"Share
holder”
defined.

Provided, however, that the Governor in Council shall have power 
from time to time to make such amendments and additions to the 
items required to be set forth in the said Schedule as he may deem 
expedient.

61. (1) Subsections three to eighteen., both inclusive, of the next 
preceding section shall be repealed on and from the day on which 
the Bank of Canada is authorized to commence business.

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in the next preceding
section, on and after the day on which the Bank of Canada is author
ized to commence business, the maximum amount of notes of a bank 
in circulation at .any time shall not exceed the amount of the unim
paired paid-up capital of the bank on the said day on which the 
Bank of Canada is authorized to commence business, and on the
first day of January in each year for a period of five years com
mencing on the first day of January nineteen hundred and thirty-six 
the said maximum shall be reduced by five per centum and on the
first day of January in each year for a period of five years com
mencing on the first day of January nineteen hundred and forty-one 
the said maximum shall be reduced by ten per centum and thereafter 
until Parliament further enacts, the amount of notes of a bank 
in circulation shall not exceed twenty-five per centum of the amount 
of the unimpaired paid-up capital of the bank. In the event of any 
reduction or impairment of the paid-up capital, the maximum amount 
of notes of the bank which may be in circulation shall be -reduced 
to the amount which would have been authorized if the reduction 
or impairment aforesaid had occurred on the day on which the Bank 
of Canada was authorized to commence business.

(3) The next preceding subsection shall not operate to limit the 
authority of the bank to issue notes under the provisions of the next 
succeeding section of this Act, provided that the total -amount of the 
notes which may be in, circulation in Canada and elsewhere shall not 
in any circumstances exceed the amount of the unimpaired paid-up 
capital of the bank.

(4) In the case -of a bank authorized to commence business 
the day on w'-hich this section comes into force, the said bank 
be subject to the provisions of this section -as if it had been author' 
ized to -commence business on the day on which thi-s section come~ 
into operation.

INSOLVENCY
125. (1) In the event of the property and assets of the ba»k 

being insufficient to pay its debts a-nd liabilities, each shareho 1 
of the bank shall be liable for the deficiency to an amount equal 
the par value of the shares held by him, in -adition to any am» 
not paid up on such shares. ,g

(2) On and from the day -on which the Bank of Canada ^
authorized to commence business the liability of a shareholder 0 
bank under this section, in addition to any -amount not paid up 
his shares, shall not exceed that proportion -of the par value <n, -g 
shares -held by him which the amount of notes which the ba 
authorized by this Act to have in circulation in Canada bears to 
paid-up capital of the bank. jj

(3) “ Shareholder,” within the meaning of this section, 6 
include an undisclosed principal and, to the extent of his ime 
a cestui que trust, on whose behalf or for whose benefit shares in 
capital stock of the bank are held. R.S., c. 12, s. 125, am.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, May 4, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark {York-Sunbury), Cleaver Deach- 
ÏPan, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Howard, Jaques, Kirk, Lacroix (Beauce), 
Eanderyou, Leduc, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Moore, Ross {St. 
haul’s), Stevens, Taylor {Nanaimo), Tucker, Vien, Ward.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.
Messrs. Cleaver and McGeer submitted questions to be printed in this day’s 

Proceedings and answered by Mr. Towers in due course.
Mr. Towers submitted information requested at the last sitting, by several 

Members of the Committee {See Appendix “A”).
It was agreed that Mr. Towers add to this day’s proceedings references to 

| ages of the evidence where may be found certain information requested during 
i e °ourse of to-day’s examination, and already dealt with by Mr. Towers 

Previous statements to the Committee. {See Appendix “B”).
a M 1-05 p.m. the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, Friday, at 11 o’clock

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,

May 4, 1939.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 

Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.
The Chairman : We have a quorum, gentlemen.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

The Chairman : Mr. Stevens, you have the floor.
, Hon. Mr. Stevens: Well, Mr. Chairman, I have a number of questions
0 ask when the opportunity arises, but do I understand that it is the-----

The Chairman: I have just spoken to Mr. McGeer.
Mr. McGeer: What Mr. Moore said to me, Mr. Stevens, was that you 

anted to ask four or five questions this morning. I am in the midst of my 
amination. My difficulty is I have to go to the public accounts committee 

na I thought I could get through here to-day.
finish 0n' ^r' ®TBVENS: I think possibly it would be better to let Mr. McGeer 

^ittee?" ®0WARD: Wfay n°t take half an hour and go to your other com

f1,,, Mr- Deachman : The trouble is, if you take half an hour it won’t be 
°ugh by that time.

t0 ] Mr. McGeer: The only thing about it is I cannot be here after, I think, 
gej., a^' . My time will be taken up by the other committee because we are 
eXanv^ *n^° several important matters here. I thought that if I finished my 
of lnation here every member of the committee would have the basic facts 
basjUrfrnoneta.ry system before him and in his questions could make use of these 

c fa°ts as he goes along.
/L- Deachman : Is Mr. McGeer going to take the whole day? 

is re j.r- Lander you: If he does it will save us asking a lot of questions, as he 
a W covering the same ground.

I D. Vien: I should like to make what I think is a constructive remark
?uih a<ldressing myself to Mr. McGeer, who is an eminent lawyer. I am
thaf onndent that he will take my remarks in good part. It seems to me 
" ujcj would be desirable to save time as well as obtaining his objective 

agv- t° put on the record the facts, and limit himself, as we do in court,
elm» l Questions OH fa-cts WHpti +Vip facts arp nn thp rpprtrrl wp non tli pt»
in nei0P the

k°ÏÏ>
When the facts are on the record we can then 

Cq"u ine argument. It seems to me that we are slipping here like we do 
it herg ^ is difficult to do otherwise. Sometimes in court, and we have done 
Guestin’ We -*eave the line of questions to enter into a statement made on 
Wifi be'u^f r>olicy- I make these remarks in a most friendly way, hoping they

Mi° ^Hairman: Thank you. All right, Mr. McGeer.
‘s Ruitv • ^.IcDeer: I had that suggestion from Colonel Vien yesterday, and it 
0li thea(!n i 6 what is my own desire. The questions that I propose to base 
°Ur bat,R-enac*ments that I am putting on the record will give the history of 

alug enactments.
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. We were dealing at the close of last evening with subsection (4) of 

section 59 of the Bank Act, chapter 24 of the Statutes of Canada, 1934, entitled 
An Act Respecting Banks and Banking. I think we got to the point where we 
were discussing whether or not there was any other authority in the Bank Act 
upon which the banks could issue deposits as a substitute for money ; and I should 
like to draw your attention to, first, that it is that form of deposit which is 
referred to in section 74 of the MacMillan committee report. This report says: 
“the bulk of deposits arise out of the action of the banks themselves, for by 
granting loans, allowing money to be drawn on an overdraft of purchasing 
securities a bank creates a credit in its books, which is the equivalent of a 
deposit.”

I think you will agree that when the bank takes a government security 
and exchanges that for a deposit it does increase the bank’s deposit money in 
circulation?—A. It does increase the bank’s deposits, other things being equal

Q. Outside of section 4, that type of lending is, I submit, not specifically
authorized by any------- A. As I said at our last meeting, I do not agree with that
because I think that the numerous sections of the Bank Act which give the 
banks power to buy government bonds, to make advances and to accept 
deposits, convey, naturally—it being the Bank Act—what the business oi 
banking is.

Q. Well, in any event, outside of these general powers, there is no specific 
authority to issue a bank deposit as a means of purchasing security?—A. I d° 
not agree with the word “ issue.” I think when the banks make a loan they 
credit the account of the depositor. He may leave that with the bank, or h6 
may withdraw it. I think that the Bank Act as a whole,—perhaps this is 
the surface a foolish remark—deals with the business of banking, and part 0 
the business of banking is referred to in the Macmillan report.

Q. The point I have specifically in mind here is whether or not there 1 
any legislative authority authorizing the banks to purchase securities W 
increasing their money liability to the depositors?—A. The legislative authority 
covers the business of banking. The type of thing you mention is part of tfi 
business of banking; I cannot add anything to that.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : What about sections 88 and 89?
Mr. McGeer : I do not think they authorize that. I mean, that is my °v'g 

interpretation of it. My interpretation of it would be that sections 88 and 
authorize the taking of securities, do they not? But the point that I have 
mind is these general provisions apply to the bank capital and they apply. 
(the moneys on deposit which are not created by the bank itself increase 
deposits as a means of purchasing securities or making loans or fin and 
overdrafts. ^s-

I submit there are three more forms of capital available to the ban 
There is its paid-in capital, plus its right to issue money on the pcrcento» 
provided under the act now up to the value of the unimpaired capital. _ 
is then the depositors, the people who place money which they own with ^ 
banks on deposit. Then there is another form which the banks exercise^.
increasing their deposits as a means of financing loans, purchasing seen
and financing overdrafts. Now, you segregate these three powers of 
I am submitting that with 
no legislative enactment

finan,cf'
! the exception of subsection (4) of section 59 there J

_ ~ which authorizes the banks to employ that kin -5
capital. Mr. Towers’ answer to that is that you must infer that that P°wkj0g. 
given to them by reading the Bank Act as applying to the business of ban 
—A. It is not, of course, a unilateral power. I do not distinguish between 
two types of deposit you mention, the one which is brought to the bank ^Re
form of legal tender cash or any other form of deposit the bank may n. 0ji 
It is always a voluntary action of the depositor which leaves that depos

rM>, Graham Ford Towers.]
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the books of the bank, and brings it to the bank; it is always voluntary action 
of the depositor. The Bank Act itself authorizes the bank to receive deposits. 
Surely I would be right in assuming that during the course of the various 
revisions of the Bank Act its provisions were passed by a parliament which 
Understood the business of banking.

Q. I am not criticizing the methods employed. What I am getting at is 
whether or not there is any legislative enactment specifically authorizing the 
banks to purchase securities, government bonds, by merely writing an entry, 
which is the equivalent of the purchase price in their books, and calling that 
entry a deposit?—A. If it is not a deposit, then I am completely off the track, 
I do not know what it is.

Q. Of course, as I said before, the only type of deposit there is in that is 
the deposit of government security with the bank and the deposit of the ink 
upon the banker’s books which creates the deposit.—A. That is, the money 
which you have in your savings account, for example, is not a deposit?

Q. Well, I should like to go into that later. What I am giving to the 
committee is the statement that the whole process involves the practice of 
trading short in money and trading long in credit liabilities.—A. That is a very 
deceptive analogy, and I find it confusing.

Q. I think probably it is a matter of "argument later on.—A. I see.
Q. But if there is any other section specifically authorizing that use of 

Power, I have not been able to find it in the Bank Act. If you know of 
any I should like to know it?—A. It would not be proper for me to enter into 
an argument on legal matters, Mr. McGeer. I suppose that the act passed by 
Parliament should be commented on by the law officers of the crown. They 
w°uld be the proper people to comment on that.
^ Hon. Mr. Stevens : Mr. McGeer, would you not get that in section 75? 
fray I just interject one suggestion to you? If I go into the bank and tender 
Peru my note for a loan which they accept, and then they place the proceeds 
o my credit, you create a deposit there, but is not the real transaction here: the 
auk has bought my paper which is, under section 75, within their power?

,, Mr. McGeer: What I am submitting is there are three ways by which 
banks can buy that note.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Is not that what they do actually?

, Mr. McGeer: I do not think that is what they do. For instance, if the bank 
as a paid-up capital of $1,000,000 and you walk into the bank and you give 

; °Ur note and get a part of that $1,000,000 of paid-up capital, then it is a clear
ransaction.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I am not saying that.
Mr. McGeer: There is another way by which the bank can buy that note, 

?nd that is by using depositors’ money. Now, there is a third way, without 
having access or without employing any portion of the bank’s paid-up capital, 
and without going to any depositor’s account and employing a portion of the 
depositor’s money, the bank has another means. It simply writes a deposit
ehtry in the books.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I agree with all that.
Mr. McGeer: As a result of that you have the banks representing to the 

tot i ^lat they have on deposit a very much greater sum of money than the 
0j al money in existence in the whole country, and far in excess of any amount 
°{ J1(?hey that could be issued on the total volume of bank reserves in the form 
°f held under the act. I quite agree that section 75 deals with the powers 
are n5 ,.an^3 to loan and purchase securities, but the assumption is that they 

sealing with their own captial and money actually on deposit.
Mr. Howard : The depositors’ money?
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Mr. McGeer: To read into that section that they have the power to resort 
to a book-keeping system to finance loans and transactions is something that I 
cannot find is a correct interpretation of the law. I may 'be entirely wrong about 
my interpretation of it, and all I wanted to get from Mr. Towers was, in addition 
to these general provisions, is there any specific enactment authorizing the 
banks—

Mr. Towers : I would say this, that in section 75 (d) you find that the 
banks are authorized to engage in and carry on such business as pertains to the 
business of banking. Now, that business of banking is carried on in Canada 
and is carried on in every country in the world and has been carried on for a 
period of hundreds of years. To assume that parliament in its various revisions 
of the Bank Act had no conception of the business of banking, an assumption 
which I would not make.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I may tell you, Mr. Towers, that you can assume that correctly because 

to many public men, including ministers of finance, it has become a mark of 
sophistication to say: “I do not know anything about banking or money.” One 
minister of finance boldly declared that because he did not know anything about 
finance, banking or money, we could assume from that that he would make a 
good minister of finance.

Mr. Landeryou : Hear, hear.
Mr. Towers: On the other hand—
Mr. McGeer: Don’t run away with the idea—
Mr. Howard: And he did.
Mr. McGeer: We went millions deeper into the hole of debt after he got 

there than we were before he started. If that is a good minister of finance then 
I think it must be due to the point of view from which you are looking at it. If 
you are looking at it from the point of view of the taxpayer it is disastrous ; 
if you are looking at it from the point of view of the debt holder, of course, 
he was a good minister of finance.

Mr. Towers: On the other hand, apparently the business of banking has 
become a new idea to various people in the last few years; it has come over 
them with a rush, so to speak, and I should think that in a good many cases 
the information has not been properly assimilated.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. As a matter of fact, you will agree, will you not, that in every country 

in the world the question of finance as a national policy is under investigation 
and has been under experimentation say for the last hundred years, and that 
during the last twenty years—

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Fifteen.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. From 1912 when the Federal Reserve Act came into being it has been 

a matter of investigation and public study by banking and commerce com' 
mittees all over the world.—A. I would say the very widespread character ol 
the interest, and therefore the study, dates most specifically from 1930.

Q. You are awTare that right at the present time the governor and the 
directors of the federal reserve system have made a report to Congress tfia 
they believe the whole banking laws and system of the United States should 
be reconsidered and revamped for the benefit of the United States?—A. Recon
sidered, yes. In revamping they are thinking particularly of their internal organ1' 
ration and the clash of various authorities in the country. The recommend8' 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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tion is also partly based on the idea that various proposals which have been 
made by people who are interested in money matters should be investigated. 
I hope that they go ahead with it, because almost all the proposals can be found 
in Canada, so the result of their investigation would be helpful here.

Q. And you will agree with the basic finding of the Macmillan committee 
report which was filed in 1931, which states this in section 280, on page 118 
of the report :—

Hon. Mr. Stevens: The British report?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. The British report. I am quoting from section 280:—

(1) The monetary system of this country must be a managed system. 
It is not advisable, or indeed practicable, to regard our monetary system 
as an automatic system, grinding out the right result by the operation 
of natural forces aided by a few maxims of general application and some 
well-worn rules of thumb. The major objectives of a sound monetary 
policy—for example, the maintenance of the parity of the foreign ex
changes without unnecessary disturbance to domestic business, the avoid
ance of the credit cycle, and the stability of the price level—cannot be 
attained except by the constant exercise of knowledge, judgment and 
authority, by individuals placed in a position of unchallengeable inde
pendence with great resources and every technical device at their dis
position.

n^01-you recall any other instance in the history of British finance where a 
Parliamentary committee recommended the need for the establishing of a 

anaged currency system under the control of men of unchallengeable inde
pendence who were going to do the things mentioned by the exercise of great 

sources and every technical advice at their disposition?
Do you ever remember in British finance such sweeping recommendations 

rnetVVere ma^e ky the monetary committee of the Imperial conference which 
it -ln Ottawa in 1932, confirmed in the conference of London in 1933, where 
pr Was laid down that each of the British Empire nations should invoke a 

gramme of national monetary policy which would create an abundance 
Wm^L?ney an(-l l°w rates of interest?—À. No. I have never suggested that I 

u<t not agree with that.
of i-9- that when we come to the work of this committee we are not out 

me if we seek to improve our monetary system?—A. Certainly not.
By study, and discussion with the proper authority?—A. Certainly not. 

Aust v i-I® n°t that what is being done in Great Britain, the United States, 
tnioVi a, New Zealand and all the other countries of the democracies we 

ght say?—A. Quite.

By Mr. Tucker: ,
,.Q. Along that line; do you think that the parliament of Canada m estab- *hlng a Bank Act realized that it was giving to the chartered banks of the 

mmfry the ri ht in the j run to issue the bulk of the money °f the country. 
"A. Provided the depositors wished to leave the money on deposit wrA them. 
T n 9- Do you think it was realized at that time, isn't this a new development. 

nuk that is so.—A. No. ,
9- Isn’t that what Mr. McGeer is getting at?—A. Uh, no... Q- On the banking system and deposits whereby money could be created? 

rsn; There have been heÂ than notes. many revisions of the Bank Act since the use of cheques
TheiS'fi^0’ no5 I mean it is a development within the last fifty years?—A. 

have been many revisions of the Bank Act within the last fifty years.
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Q. I mean, that was not originally the intention?—A. Many people nowa
days appear to be confident that they can speak for the fathers of confedera
tion. I am not one of them.

Mr. Factor: At any rate, Mr. Towers, I think it must be granted that 
this right which was given to them has turned out to be the right to issue 
money, and I do not think it was ever intended to give that right.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I just put this before you, it is the statement of the federal reserve 

board which was transmitted to the chairman of the committee on banking 
and commerce in the Senate and the House of Representatives recommending 
congressional study of the monetary measures. I think it is also of interest 
to us here.

Notwithstanding the inherent limitations upon the influence of 
monetary and credit action on economic conditions, the board is con
vinced of the importance of such action at certain times, and feels 
strongly the necessity of having the mechanism of monetary and bank
ing control and supervision at all times in condition to function ef
fectively in the public interest.

In its annual report for 1938 the board pointed out that our 
present system of regulation and supervision over money and banking» 
notwithstanding many improvements made in recent years, is still 
defective in many respects.

You are also aware that they pointed out that although they had an abundance 
of the supply of money in the United States that they were not for some reason 
or other seemingly able to get that money into circulation on a productive 
basis and on a basis that would assist going concern activity in that country» 
so that while their laws may be somewhat different from ours their major 
problems are identically the same, are they not?—A. Oh, I would say that 
there are quite material variations.

Q. Yes?—A. Because of the economic character of the United States.
Q. But all the problems of banking—the abundance of money and a lack 

of circulation—is common to both systems to-day?—A. Yes, although the 
reasons may be different.

Q. I quite agree ; but in any event the thing that we are all agreed up°*j 
is that we should seek to find some more effective way of controlling and 
sustaining the continuity of circulation of the medium of exchange in til6 
general structure of the nation?—A. Examining, as you suggested the other 
day, the reasons why there is such a problem at the present time, and perhap 
taking into consideration that these reasons may be non-monetary. If they 
turn out to be non-monetary perhaps it might be important to study matter 
of a non-monetary character. ,

Q. Quite so, but if there are some monetary factors which are there estaD 
fishing this problem—if we find there are non-monetary factors they must h 
dealt with in some other tribunal, I assume?—A. Yes. _ . f

Q. Now, the other sections of the Bank Act that deal with this particul 
matter are sections 60 and 61 and section 125. Sections 60 and 61 deal with * 
merchant bank note issue, and section 125 deals with the liability on the Vr 
centages?—A. And then there is section 95 which authorizes the bank to reed 
deposits.

Q. Section 95; well, that is mostly dealing with persons unable to c°o{ 
tract; but I mean, all the deposit provisions are in the general powers 
section 78?—A. Yes. y

Q. I was not dealing with that so much as I was dealing with the mon 
issue powers. You see, what I have directed this examination to, Mr. ToW

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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is the money that comes from the Currency Act, the money that comes from 
the Bank of Canada Act, and the money that comes from the Bank Act; that 
is, that we allow the banks to issue credit, and issue deposits as they do, and 
that is the source of the money supply for the nation. I thought we agreed on 
that—the authority of the Currency Act is for the issue of subsidiary coin, and 
the authority of the Bank of Canada Act is for the issue of the Bank of Canada 
bills?—A. You agree with that, don’t you?—A. Yes.

Q. And, of course, taking a deposit from an individual does not create 
under this Act a new supply of money.—A. What form would the individual 
deposit take?

Q. For instance, if I had a deposit in the Bank of Commerce and decided 
to transfer that deposit to the Royal Bank of Canada I would increase the 
deposits in the Royal Bank of Canada and decrease the deposits in the Bank of 
Commerce?—A. Yes.

Q. But I would not increase the sum total of money at all?—A. How 
Would you get your deposit in the Bank of Commerce in the first place?

Q. I take it I might have got it as the result of loans for the purchase of 
securities or financing overdrafts?—A. Yes.

Q. Or digging gold out of the ground?—A. Yes.
Q. Or possibly as I thought the transfer of wealth from abroad to a bank 

here; but as I understand you to say on that I am not correct; I thought that 
would increase the deposits in Canada by that process?—A. No, you could not.

Q. Of course, I was apparently wrong on that—if I am. What I am talk- 
lng about is increasing the supply of money. I mean, that the government 
takes bullion into the mint and turns out money and that increases the money 
supply if something is not withdrawn in proportion?—A. Yes.

Q. Similarly when you purchase gold and issue Bank of Canada notes, 
that increases the money supply.—A. Yes.

Q. If banks discount bonds, make loans, or allow overdrafts by increasing 
the total volume of their deposits, it increases the money supply as well?— 
A- Yes.

. Q. And these features of the Bank Act I am now dealing with have to do 
Wlth the increase in the money supply; and as I stated, the sections that 
jtuthorize that are sections 59, 60 and 61, and the general provisions of the 
|jank Act authorizing the banks to carry on a banking business in the form 
.hese powers are set out there?—A. I say that without having made any section- 

'Section examination of the Bank Act, of course.
. Q. Now, the other enactment which a reflection of modern times is the 

et respecting the export of gold, chapter 33 of the Statutes of Canada of 1932. 
j °w, that Act authorizes the Governor in Council to prohibit from time to time 
P?r any period the export of gold whether in the form of coin or bullion from the 

o min ion of Canada except in such cases as may be deemed desirable by the 
su 1?ls1t'er °f Finance and under licence to be issued by him, provided that no 
fLCtl licence shall be issued to other than a Canadian chartered bank; and then 
e Cre is the general power in section 3, for the Governor in Council to deny 
exoh1"*8 alt°gether; and then there is the general power in section 4 of the 

change regulation, as the Governor in Council sees fit to carry out under this 
j I submit that that Act virtually gives to the government of Canada con- 

p °Ver §°ld produced in the Dominion, control over the movement of gold 
to tiUce(? in the Dominion?—A. I wonder, Mr. McGeer, if I am the best person 
.famine on that? I do not know. Perhaps the Finance Department is best

Æed to give their interpretation of that statute?
quoM°n' ^r' Stevens : There is an amending Act deleting the proviso that you

ed under section 2, which probably ought to be put on the record.
Mr. McGeer: What is that?

193S °iv" ^r- Stevens : I say, there is an amending Act which was passed in 
W'hich should also be on the record.
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Mr. McGeer: Oh, yes, but the result of that is only to make it tighter, it 
applies to the Bank of Canada. You say that you are not prepared to say 
anything about that particular Act.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Might I ask you this question ; as a matter of fact in actual banking 

practice is it not true that in operation the government is in control of the move
ment of gold produced in Canada?—A. The government buys gold from the 
mines under an arrangement with them in respect to prices, and so on and so 
forth. Therefore, it would be true to say that the practice in the last few years 
has been for the mines to sell their gold to the government.

Q. Which really means that in practice to-day the government is in virtual 
control of the situation; isn’t that correct?—A. I do not know ; if the mines do 
not wish to sell their gold, of course, they need not do so. What would then 
happen I do not know.

Q. I see. Well now, we have certain constitutional limitations in our British 
North America Act which in all money matters, banking matters, interest 
matters, currency matters, reserves to the exclusive jurisdiction to the Parlia
ment of Canada the right of legislative enactment. In other words, no authority 
in Canada other than the Parliament of Canada can legislate with respect to 
money, banking, interest, currency, or Canadian money matters.—A. That is 
my understanding of it. I would much sooner take your word for it than my 
own, Mr. McGeer. There are other authorities who do take savings deposits 
and decide what interest they should pay on them, of course.

Q. I am rather inclined to think that is a doubtful exercise of a provincial 
power ; however, I may be wrong about that, but the actual facts are that bank
ing, currency and interest rates are within that?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, does not that place a direct responsibility on parliament to supply 
the nation in its national aspects, in its provincial aspect, in its municipal aspect, 
and in its private individual aspect—that is, including corporations—the respon
sibility of finding a medium of exchange necessary to sustain the going concern 
activity of the nation?—A. I should make what is perhaps a better statement 
of that; i.e., it is the responsibility of parliament to see that the country is 
provided with the best financial mechanism that the wit of man can devise.

Q. You, in the light of that, would not object to this as a sound statement 
of public policy: in the matter of banking and finance credit is a public matter 
not of interest to bankers only but of direct concern to the average citizen. It >s 
necessary to establish a properly constituted national bank to perform the func
tions of rediscount and the control of currency issue construed in terms of public 
need. A central bank is necessary to determine the supply of currency in rela
tion to the domestic, social and industrial requirements of the Canadian people» 
and also to deal with the problem of international commerce and exchange- 
And, certainly, the currency issue should be construed in terms of public need, 
not possible private grain. When the government hands over to a private 
institution that is the creation of parliament the supreme power in the mattei 
of financial policy, in the matter of control of social credit and the issue oi 
currency, parliament passes all its powers to a private institution and allows 
it to go its way leaving parliament as the representative of the people in a 
position where once such a bank is established and free to pursue its own course 
parliament no longer would have any right of control over it?—A. Whose evidence 
is that?

Hon. Mr. Stevens : What is that, some statement you are reading?
Mr. McGeer: This is just a statement of public policy which I am offering 

to you, let us say, as my own.
Mr. Towers: Oh.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer : You will get the source of it in due time, but I am offering 
it now as my own.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. McGeer: But it comes from a fairly high authority.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I thought you were reading from a book.
Mr. McGeer: No, just from notes of my own. Now, the policy goes on 

to say: once the nation parts with the control of its currency and credit it matters 
not who makes the nation’s laws.

Some hon. Members : Hear, hear.
Mr. McGeer: Usury once in control will wreck any nation until the control 

of the issue of currency and credit is maintained by the government—
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Is that the MacMillan report?
Mr. McGeer: No, it is an interpolation of a report on a like basis.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I beg your pardon.
Mr. McGeer: Until the control of the issue of currency and credit is 

Maintained by the government and recognized as its most conspicuous and sacred 
responsibility, all talk of the sovereignty of parliament and of democracy is 
Mle and futile.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : That fellow seems to know what he is talking about.
Mr. Tucker: It is good.

By Mr. McGeer:
, Q- I take it that as a general proposition under the constitution parliament 
has the exclusive jurisdiction, power to deal with the creation, with the issue, 
atld in so far as monetary action or bank control or government control can 

0 ftj regulation of speculation ; that with respect to the policy I have outlined 
Parliament should be the instrument of control ; do you agree with that?—A. I 
th ?0t ^ink it is for me to express views on what parliament should do. I think 

at I must limit myself, and within the extent of my knowledge, to answering 
8 “est I can questions of fact.

{.[ Q- Yes. Well, you will agree with this as Governor of the Bank of Canada, 
and tlere a hne of cleavage between the two propositions of issuing currency 

d °redit in terms of public need, and issuing currency and credit in terms 
Wonkf Pr*vai-e gain?—A. Again, I come back to a question of fact, and I 
n.nu,d have to have a definition there of what is meant by the terms of “public 

d and “private gain.”
that ^ Wel1’ f°r instance, without going into any great detail, I would say 
Me c nee(* as expressed in Canada would be the need of a national govern- 
and needs of provincial governments, the needs of municipal governments 
Co °ther local authorities, the needs of those engaged in Canadian trade and 
who**16106 a.nc* industry, external as well as internal, and the needs of those 
°f a en^^ed to be taken care of through the medium of the administration
U 8°und system of social service.—A. Do you define these needs as needs for 
1 dPer money?
it ^.ersonally, Mr. Towers, I would not care how they were financed, whether 
existed Wlt^î P3?61" money or metal money or a system of bank deposits which 
I do ,m the form of book-keeping accounts. I do not care what form it is, but 
beCauv'ant to know, as a public man in Canada, why we cannot do the things 
like +,'e We have not got the money, that every member of parliament would 

See done in the dominion.
^r. Landeryou: Hear, hear.

definiter'f^0WERS : ^he proposition would have to be put to me in a much more 
an answ orm before it would be possible for me or any human being to make 

er" If the proposition is that the expenditure for requirements of all
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governments should be provided by the issue of additional credit, then the only 
answer I can give to that proposition is one which has been already made. Now, 
if needs properly defined are needs which the public, including government, 
would only want to be filled provided that it was in the best interests of the 
country—

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. We all agree, Mr. Towers, that there are cries for defence------ A. Mr.

McGeer, I do not think that I am here to say that there are no great needs around 
this country. I think that the only thing that I can express an opinion on 
would be some definite proposal that those needs should be filled in such and 
such a way ; and again, it would not be within my power to determine ultimately 
whether they were filled in that way or in some other way, but only to express 
such opinions as I can about the result of doing this or that thing.

Q. Well, now, you know-------A. I am absolutely ham-strung, so to speak,
in trying to deal with generalities.

Q. You know Mr. Marriner Eccles?—A. I do.
Q. Of the federal reserve banking system of the United States?—A. Yes.
Q. He holds relatively the same position in the United States as you hold 

in the Dominion of Canada?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you follow the proceedings of the federal reserve system at all?— 

A. As much as I can.
Q. Recently he appeared before the banking and commerce committee of 

the American Senate, on Friday, March 24th. May I just submit to you a state
ment which he made to that committee, because I should like to ask your 
opinion as to whether or not the same situation does not apply in Canada. 
This is what he says:—

Employment and national income depend not merely on the volume 
of money in existence but also on the use that is made of this money. 
To-day we have large holdings of idle deposits and currency which, if 
put to use by the owners, would employ all our workers and would pro
duce a national income adequate for a reasonable degree of prosperity.

We certainly have a large volume of idle credit and currency in Canada, have 
we not?—A. Yes.

Q. We certainly have a large volume of unemployed in Canada.—A. That 
is right.

Q. According to your last statement unemployment in Canada is again 
going up towards the figure of the lowest point in the depression, is it not?
A. I did not understand that.

Mr. Howard: It is not very far from it; it is serious.
Mr. Towers: It is serious.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I would say that in both instances.—A. We all concur in its existence.
Q. We can take a million as a round figure?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: On relief.
Mr. McGeer: On relief. And knowing the provincial situation and th® 

general decline of public works that has taken place all over Canada, we ca 
look forward to a very serious situation. ,

Mr. Towers : I do not suppose there is anyone in this room who worn 
deny that the situation is unsatisfactory ; but if I may say something her^ 
it is the general practice of people who urge monetary reform—I could naO1 
a name which is well known in Canada, although he does not live in Canad < 
who is one of these people. His books have a very strong appeal and it h 
always seemed to me that one of the reasons for that is that anyone can agr
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with 99 per cent of what he says, because roughly 99 per cent is devoted to 
these statements : “Do you want poverty ; do you think that unemployment is 
desirable?” No, no! All along the line you agree with him until that last 
moment when he comes to saying how he would remove the problem in a 
monetary way. Now, I am sure that nothing you can say will increase my 
already strong understanding of the unsatisfactory situation in the country ; 
but I do say that it would be desirable if questioning could be limited to ask- 
mg for opinions, for what they may be worth, on some specific proposal.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I will come to that right now. I want to explain that I am not dealing 

with one of those glib agitators who says 99 per cent of what I can agree 
with. What I am putting before you is a statement made by the head of the 
federal reserve banking system in the United States to the banking and com
merce committee of the Senate, which is a similar body to the one you are 
addressing now.—A. In which all he is stating so far is that the situation is 
bad.

Q. No; what I read to you is this: does not the situation described by him 
m the United States reflect a somewhat similar condition existing in Canada?— 

Yes, it is bad in both places.
Q. Now, he goes on to say:—

The crucial question therefore is how to make the existing abundant 
money supply function more effectively. On this question there are two 
opposite schools of thought. I belong to the school that believes that 
every possible encouragement should be given to private industry and 
private enterprise for profitable employment of the great surplus of idle 
funds, idle men and idle resources which we have in this country to-day.

e 0 you approve of Mr. Eccles’ conclusion?—A. It is a statement, hardly a 
delusion, a statement of views with which no one could disagree except those 
Do believe in a different form of government.

Q- _ That is, anybody who believes in relieving that situation by public 
- Penditure would be those who would be prepared to risk the destruction of 
mocracy; is that right?—A. I think that is something which can be left to 

ryone’s own judgment.
tpo f ^'hat do you think about it; you are the man that we are depending 
Ujç Î f°r advice in these matters.—A. I do not think you are depending upon

°r advice in regard to interpretation of Mr. Eccles’ statement. 
c ^ On the solution of the problems, as far as monetary factors are con- 
Pi’iv t • ^ow> what Mr. Eccles says here is that he believes we should induce 
be Dtc industry to put its money to work, and if they did that there would 
thoumh+lece®s^^ f°r governmental spending. Now, there is another school of 
With } wki'ch says government spending should take the lead. I am dealingsays government spending

we can do in a monetary way-----
r- Howard : Does he give any suggestions?

By Mr. McGeer:
Whet? * am dealing with this thing one at a time. Can you tell me now as to
*hink ti" °r n°t' 'those who believe in public spending as the means of-----  —A. I
Practi 16 ^uty °f a central bank is to operate in accordance with the laws and 
regardCOfS °j. hh® country in which it is located, and not to express opinions in 
Procechue Cerent systems of government or different methods of government

to
'-uure.
Iv; ^r, h°w to finance out of depression? You say it is not your business

^Press'86 g°vernnient of this Dominion as to how the finance problems of 
10n could be met and solved?—A. If the government decides that it will
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proceed with a certain amount of expenditure it certainly would be our function 
to give them such advice as we could in regard to how they could manage it.

Q. But as to whether or not they should embark upon a program of public 
spending, as to whether or not they should increase the amount of currency 
and credit in circulation, or in issue, you say it is no part of your duty ; but
the Bank of Canada has constituted you-----  —A. I would say that only a
bank suffering from delusions of grandeur would embark on something that 
parliament did not specifically delegate to it.

Q. We will note the delusions of grandeur. However, we will go on. This 
is what Mr. Ecoles says is the alternative to the proposition: he says to the 
representatives of the people of the United States:—

However, I believe that when private enterprise is unable or unwill
ing to do so, government should help to put this idle money . . .

That is, to invest its money to create going-concern activity—
. . . government should help to put this idle money, some of the ten
million of unemployed and idle facilities to work in non-competitive 
socially and economically desirable public activities, including the build
ing of roads, schools, hospitals, public housing, etc. This, of course, 
should be done as efficiently as possible and in a way that will stimulate 
and supplement private activity.

Do you agree with that?—A. I cannot express any opinion on that, Mr. McGeer.
Q. Expenditures for these purposes for farm benefits and for adequate 

benefits for the aged will increase the effective demand for the output 
of industry and thus not only sustain existing investments but provide 
profitable outlets for investment in new enterprise.

A. Everything that I am able to say in regard to activities of that character 
is already on the record, not as a specific recommendation of what government 
should do, of course. I do not believe it is my place to make such a recom
mendation, but only to set forth as well as we can some of the pros and cons.

Q. He goes on to say:—
This would increase the national income and the federal revenue 

and thus ultimately bring about a balanced budget, which we all desire-
Now, he winds up that statement by saying:—

When our productive capacity is in excess of current demand, as 
is to-day, it does not make sense to me to expect that a reduction in tn® 
demand originating from government activities is going to lead the maker® 
of agricultural implements, the railroads, the automobile manufacturer*) 
the textile industry, or, for that matter, any other industry, to enlarg 
plant capacity, increase production and thus furnish employment. ..

If the buying power of millions of people on W.P.A. rolls or in pub11 
construction, or in shipyards and aeroplane factories is reduced, I do n*? 
see how we can expect more houses to be built and more capital expend1 
tures to take place.

Now, I want to put this proposition to you. The United States, a neighbor1 
ing nation, suffering from problems of economic depression which have c? 
tinued since 1929 and which are similar to our own, has the head of its bank* 
system recommend to Congress first, that they should do everything they can . 
induce private industry to move into a development which will result in ?en<L‘y 
expansion of all mining, all private trade, industry and commerce; then, if vUj 
are unable or unwilling to do that, which he admits they are, in the Uni ^ 
States, and which we know, as a matter of fact, is the situation in Canada, 
says the government must undertake a program of social services, a pro#

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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°f public construction and a program of issuing into circulation the amount of 
money that will create a demand for goods and services through the increase in 
the buying power of the consumers generally.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. Vien: Are we not treading on the ground of government policy, and 

has not the governor of the bank stated time and again that with respect to the 
financial situation he is the advisor of the government, but with respect to 
government policy, the government themselves must determine it. What pro
gress can we make in this particular investigation if we simply embark on lines 
mat have just been developed and which have been developed in the course of 
questions on government policy?

Mr. Baker: Hear, hear.
Mr. Landeryou : I believe that Mr. Towers himself in his radio address 

Pointed out that the policy of a central bank is to issue money in terms of the 
economic needs of Canada. Now, surely they must issue that along some lines 
°i policy?

Mr. Towers: The financial needs will vary, of course, in accordance with 
governmental or private activity and with the volume of production in the 
country. In each country, I suppose, the central bank people must determine 
'hat their proper course is in respect to things which they may say or do. In 
hs country I believe, rightly or wrongly, that while we may and should act,, 
s advisors, when so requested by the government, it would be quite improper 
0I; us to say in the country or even in a parliamentary committee, what the 

ioiicy of government should be. While it is not perhaps quite proper for me 
Y. speak of what the view of parliament might be, I should think that it is a 

ln8 which would be resented by parliament.

By Mr. Landeryou:
p Q- You say that parliament is solely responsible for the financial policies 
f0rsile(i in the Dominion of Canada?—A. I say that parliament is responsible 
0r me exercise of governmental powers, and for deciding on what they shall 
im rH f10* d°- In the event of their deciding a certain thing, which has financial 

lcations, they may ask advice in regard to how best to deal with the résult
at P^nhlem, but certainly I think it is far from our function to tell parliament 

at Jt should or should not do.
b Mr. McGeer: I should like to deal, if I may, with Colonel Vien’s objection, 

ause I think he is entirely wrong.
the Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I want to make one remark. Knowing that 
the uature °I the financial reforms or any financial proposition we bring up in 
the •1°Use °I commons is met with the remark of the Minister of Finance that

uiexorable laws of finance come into the picture-----
"Ir- Towers: Excuse me, Mr. Jaques.

\tyhe^r" Jaques: We are told here it is due to the policy of the government. 
hoUsu' are we to find it? I cannot get an answer. If we are wrong in the 
^forrnat" C0?mmons anc* we are wrong here, where are we going to get the

aiittc^P'i J'QWers: Mr. Jaques, I said that at an earlier meeting of this com- 
t° me question was raised, why would it not be possible for government 
centrnin?G a * expenditure by obtaining additional issues of credit from the 
Payin' “ank? Perhaps not only financing its current expenditures but also 
QUr vj . its bonds. Now, there is a specific proposition. We have expressed 
°n an°Ws ,on that proposition; but I do not feel that I should express opinions 
kiore 0°nt'rely different one which is, why should not the government spend 

?8l n or that? That is a question of government policy.
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Mr. Jaques: I realize Mr. Towers’ position. But I should like to know 
now if we are going to make any real progress, where are we going to get the 
answers from?

Mr. Howard : When Mr. McGeer gets through I should like to have a 
minute to discuss that very question.

Mr. McGeer: I am going to deal with the objection raised by Colonel 
Vien to my examination. The Bank of Canada was enacted following an 
investigation by the MacMillian committee, or the Bank of Canada legislation 
was enacted following that report.

Mr. Towers: Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. And the Bank of Canada came into being as a result of the acceptance 

of those recommendations. This is the recommendation of the MacMillan 
committee filed in 1934. That is correct, is it not?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, among the reasons given for the' establishment of the Bank of 
Canada were these:—

If we survey the cardinal monetary problems which face the 
Canadian people in common with all other peoples to-day, we are imme
diately confronted with a multitude of difficult and intricate questions.

And then it enumerates them.
To what extent and through what organizations should the volume 

of credit and of currency be regulated?
That surely deals with not only the institutions through which it goes, but the 
amount that is going to be put out, does it not?—A. No doubt.

Q. On what body should lie the primary responsibility for main
taining the external stability of the country’s currency? To what insti
tution may the government of the day most suitably turn for informed 
and impartial advice on matters of financial policy?

A. Advice on matters of financial policy.
Q. What we are dealing with here to-day is financial policy. In other 

words, shall we have a financial policy that depends upon private expenditures 
or shall we have a policy of public spending?

Mr. Vien: In answer to that, Mr. Chairman, I would point out that 
my objection was taken when my friend Mr. McGeer was reading a statemen 
made in Congress by Marriner Eccles defending the W.P.A. which is part 0 
the new deal. If we decide to establish the new deal in this country, it 1 
certainly a government policy. Once the new deal is established it will 13 
for the financial advisors of the government to determine the financial wa}^ 
and means of coping with the situation created by the new deal; therefore 
suggest when Mr. McGeer puts to the governor of the bank a quest}0 ^ 
drawing a parallel between the situation in Canada and the situation arisi'!^ 
in the United States as a result of the operation of the W.P.A., I say he 
embarking not on the financial ways and means to meet the situation wh>° 
will arise if and when the government has adopted such a policy, but with * 
policy itself.

Mr. Baker : Yes.
Mr. Vien: Therefore I suggest, with due respect and due regard for A 

McGeer’s ability, and I have followed with a great deal of interest, and mU 
admiration for his ability, his development of a lot of subjects and all 
tude for the information that he has put on this record, and of which we 
all make abundant use. On the other hand, we have to make some progi"6

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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I am not suggesting that Mr. McGeer hampered our progress, far from it; but 
trying to co-operate with the chairman and members of this committee I would 
suggest that we should draw the line, as Mr. Towers has so eminently and 
aptly stated. He said, when I am asked to advise the goverment how they 
can best seek their financial requirements I am in my sphere of proper activity. 
When you touch the question of government policy, should the government do 
this, or do that, or do the other thing, it is a question for parliament to decide. 
We have covered that ground twenty times from the beginning. I am simply 
respectfully suggesting to you, Mr. Chairman, that we should draw the line 
somewhere, as the governor has pointed out time and again, between govern
ment policy and financial ways and means.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, we should try the line of German inflation. 
It seems to me this is a case of irresistible force meeting an immovable mass.

Mr. Howard: No.
Mr. Jaques: As I said before, I think we should try the line then of 

German inflation. That is government policy. It is a case of an irresistible force 
meeting an immovable mass ; it is a stalemate. Whatever we propose is said 
to be impossible by the laws of finance, and when we put it up to the governor 
°n the laws of finance, we are told it is government policy.

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, this parliament has been sitting for four 
years. This parliament is supporting a government that was elected upon the 
Promise to establish a new monetary system under which currency and credit 
wcre to be issued in terms of public need to serve the social, economic and in
dustrial needs of the people of the Dominion of Canada, and not in terms of 
Private gain. We were to achieve that great accomplishment for the Canadian 
People through the medium of a Bank of Canada that would be manned by 
men who are competent to advise the government on fiscal policy. Let me quote 
again from this report, and when gentlemen say that I am not within the proper 
b°unds of examination of the witness, I am not speaking out of the book, I am 
speaking from the very record upon which this great reform was based, 
p On page 63 is a quotation, and I should like to read it. It is from the 
Ganadian Macmillan report. It puts the full responsibility for advising on 
Miethcr there shall be public spending or not upon the governor of the Bank of 
Ganada. It says:—

It is manifest, however, that the regulation of the volume of credit 
is an important factor in influencing the level of economic activity, and 
therefore of prices and this is one of the cardinal tasks of a central bank.

Mr. Vien: We are not denying that.
Mr. McGeer: Just a moment. I allowed you to interfere twice 
Mr. Vien: Mr. Chairman, I do not know that any criticism of my inter- 

orence can be directed to me by Mr. McGeer.
Mr. Baker: I object to the word “interference.” 

th r^r' ^IEN: Because I did not interfere. In the first place, I have not abused 
had t 6 the committee since the inception of our sittings. I believed lhat I 

u touched a matter of great importance with respect to the expedition of the 
c°mmittee’s business.
sta McGeer: I thought the hon. gentleman raised an objection, and I 
stat r! *° rePly 1° it- He interrupted before I had completed my reply. I 
feel ^ ma^e a rePly again and I found a similar interruption coming. I
*Jhat Ü the hon. gentleman will listen to me he possibly may agree with me. 
com ’ -with regard to the suggestion that I have abused the privilege of the 

uiittee members of this house—
Mr. Vien: I never said that.

78l6g__21
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Mr. McGeer: I appeared here before the committee on banking and com
merce in 1934 recommending the establishment of a nationally owned public | 
bank.

Mr. Vien: I should like to correct a statement of fact. I never said to 
the committee that Mr. McGeer had abused the time of the committee. I 
simply tried to make a point of objection with respect to the line of questions 
and investigations that he had carried on. I never said that he had abused—

Mr. McGeer: Then I am very glad that I misinterpreted you there. ;i
Mr. Cleaver : I think Mr. McGeer should be allowed to answer Colonel 

Vien’s objection.
Mr. Vien: May I say in that respect we have always the privilege of 

correcting what we consider a wrong statement of fact. Mr. McGeer said that 
he thought I said that he had abused the time of the committee. I never made 
any such suggestion. I simply drew the attention of the chairman to the line 
of questions.

Mr. McGeer : Well, I am very glad to accept that.
Mr. Tucker : By these objections members can prevent any coherent 

explanation being made at any time.
Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, I want to carry through here with the 

Macmillan report the Act upon which the Bank of Canada was formed; it 
carries as its preamble this statement:—

Whereas it is desirable to establish a central bank in Canada to 
regulate credit and currency in the best interests of the economic life of , 
the nation, to control and protect the external value of the national 
monetary unit and to mitigate by its influence fluctuations in the 
general level of production, trade, prices and employment, so far as may 
be possible within the scope of monetary action, and generally to pro
mote the economic and financial welfare of the Dominion: There
fore . . .

We enacted this law. Now, what I am putting to you is this, the straight 
proposition made by Marriner Eccles as head of the federal reserve system, in 
which he makes this proposition: when private industry and private capital 
possessed of abundant financial resources either cannot or will not invest to 
increase employment, then the government must resort to a policy of public 
investment in social services and general public works to stimulate internal

Mr. Baker : That is a question of government policy. i

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. What I want to ask Mr. Towers is this: do conditions similar to those 

enunciated by Mr. Eccles as existing in the United States obtain in the Dominion 
of Canada to-day?—A. In the Macmillan committee report to which y°u 
referred a few minutes ago there is a statement which, speaking from memory> 
runs something like this: To whom can the government of the day turn f°r 
advice on matters of financial policy? I think that statement and the impHca' 
tions of it are perfectly all right. It did not say: To whom can the govern- 
ment of the day turn for determination of their financial policy? The queS', 
tions which you raise, and which were one of the subjects of Mr. Eccles 
remarks, are specifically questions of government policy. I do not feel that 1 
is right or proper for me to say what I think government policy should be. ^

Q. Let me put this question to you: do you think that the conditions tha 
obtain in Canada now are somewhat similar to the conditions that obtain in t-11 
United States?—A. If it is sought to draw from that analogy any comment o^
Mr. Eccles’ remarks, I cannot make it. As we have already said on varmua

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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occasions, the conditions in both countries are unsatisfactory; whether the 
reasons are the same or not we did not say, but we agreed that they were both 
unsatisfactory.

Q. We can agree, I think, that there is widespread unemployment in both 
countries?—A. Undoubtedly.

Q. We can agree that there is an abundance of idle money in both 
countries?—A. Yes.

Q. We can agree that in the possession of private corporations and private 
individuals there is an abundance of idle money?—A. Yes.

Q. And we can agree that in both countries private capital and industry 
cither will not or cannot make the investment necessary to relieve the unem
ployment situation. I think we can agree on that fact, can we not?—A. I 
think it would be more profitable, of course, if we could understand something 
that is difficult to understand. It is this: why this lack of opportunity?

Q. Well, if we can agree on the fact that they either cannot or will not, we 
will have a start. We have had the depression with us now for nine long years, 
and the unemployment figures, the increasing debt figures and the general situa
tion of stagnation in expansion is most disturbing, at least, is it not?—A. Yes, it is.

Q. What Mr. E'ccles says, as head of the federal reserve banking system 
18 this: he believes that if the government will launch a program of expendi
ture on social sendees and on public works, that money will be put in circu
lation, increasing the buying power and inducing private enterprise to com
mence and re-establish its own activities. Do you agree with that?—A. 
That is a question of governmental policy, and I really cannot express a view 
on it. We know the spending campaign in the United States has been on an 
enormous scale; we know that in so far as the Canadian governments are con
ned, their expenditures have been such and such a figure; these are avail
able in the public accounts. We know that during the course of the last ten 
-^ars tremendous deficits have been incurred, no doubt with the ideas in mind 
"Inch Mr. Ecoles mentioned. Now, for me to go further and say that the 
expenditures should be such and such, and on such and such objectives next 
year or the year after, is a hurdle which I do not feel I can take.

Q. I am not going to ask you to do that. I would say that if the gov-
einment can find some useful practical field of investment that will improve 
he wealth of Canada and the consumers’ buying power in Canada, would it 

. l)c advisable for a government to follow that course?—A. That is, to my 
• lnd, almost too simple a question, but one which I c;an answer very readily 

a few words. Would we not all agree that it is desirable that government 
it °ual do things which would be of general benefit to the country and increase 
vv ernployment, and thereby be of advantage to the country as a whole? 

c all agree with that.
Q. Now, you are acquainted with Mr. Beaudry Leman?—A. Yes.
Q- He was a member of the Macmillan Canadian committee.—A. Yes.
M You are conversant with the report which he filed as an addendum to 

fen ^jGneral report? Do you recall his stating these things: they are to be 
11( on page 96 of the report, section 4. He says:—

Sufficient stress has not been laid upon the factors of national 
recovery, far more dependable and permanent than the temporary 
advantages of export trade of raw materials or foodstuffs. Outside mar
kets for our surplus specialized production of certain commodities should 
unquestionably be sought, but it should always be borne in mind that 
world markets are unreliable and a source of constantly recurring dis
appointment. Rightly or wrongly, but as a matter of fact, the coun
ties. of the world are economically becoming more and more nation
alistic. Are we to await the belated results of international conferences 
between bankers, that may or may not, in the near or remote future, 
restore international exchanges and trade, or shall we endeavour to
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build up as rapidly and as soundly as possible our own domestic mar
ket? Paragraphs Nos. 243 and 244 should be read and studied in the 
light of the effect that world prices have had on the value of field crops.

A. I should be glad if the committee called Mr. Leman before it and asked for 
the specific thoughts underlying these generalities.

Q. Measures calculated to develop intra-imperial co-operation or 
imperial monetary co-operation, as set forth in paragraph No. 211, 
should not be developed beyond the scope of providing ample facilities 
for the interchange of goods and services, unless the people of Canada 
understand and decide, in full knowledge of the consequences, that 
close monetary co-operation may lead to close economic association, 
which in turn is a step towards common political action.

The criticism will doubtless be offered that the foregoing observa
tions are limited to reservations of a negative nature and do not con
tain suggestions of a constructive character. It should, however, be 
borne in mind that the government of Canada sought recommendations 
from a group of men, formed into a commission, and not from its indi
vidual members.

With this qualification Mr. Leman goes this far, does he not, and declares that 
Canada cannot wisely depend upon international trade, and that it should not 
depend upon intra-imperial trade, and recommends a course of internal devel
opment?—A. At one stage of the remarks it could be said he recommends 
economic nationalism in Canada ; at another stage he recognizes the import
ance of foreign trade. Where the balance lies it is impossible to say from 
reading these remarks.

Q. But in any event, what he does say is this, that the important thing for 
Canada to do is to increase its domestic market?—A. Ah, that is splendid, but 
he does not say how.

Q. That is one of the jobs that we have before us.—A. Yes.
Q. Would you agree with this proposition : suppose that Canada launched 

on a program of expenditure for national defence, do you think that would 
improve the domestic market in Canada?—A. On balance?

Q. In any way?—A. I would say that the thing would operate somewhat 
along these lines, that in an endeavour of that kind—I withdraw that, because 
it is not a subject on which one should speak extemporaneously, or at least 
I am not capable of doing so. I would sooner point to one of the memoranda 
that we put on record that deals with that as capably as we can. If I attempted 
to paraphrase I would simply confuse the committee.

Q. I should like you to check these figures. I worked them out, and 1 
worked them out from information supplied me by the Bureau of Statistics._ 1 
would say that to-day, measuring our comparative factors between this nation 
and the United Kingdom, that is taking our comparative position of population) 
of national debt, of national income, of accumulated bank deposits and money 
wealth, and resources of wealth, of past expenditures, of advances, of value ol 
assets within the nation, of volume of international trade, if we in Canada were 
spending on defence, measured in terms of those comparisons, on the sain® 
basis that the United Kingdom is spending, instead of spending $63,000,000 
this year, we would be spending more than $500,000,000. The proposition tha 
I am putting to you is this: if we launched on an adequate program of defence 
as determined by the defence policy of the United Kingdom, the expenditure8 
involved would increase employment in the domestic market in Canada U° 
you agree with that?—A. I have put everything I can think of on that 
in a memorandum.

Q. You will get it from the record?—A. Yes.
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Q. At the moment I want to draw your attention to the statement made 
by the Minister of Finance in his budget speech referring to how Canada’s trade 
might be improved. You will find it in Hansard of April 25 at page 3398, and 
he says this:—

Fortunately, also, business prospects for both the United States and 
the United Kingdom for the current fiscal year are such as to justify high 
hopes for a substantial expansion in the sale of our export commodities 
to these two great markets. Business in Great Britain has been improving 
in recent months and under the revitalized re-armament program it should 
continue to improve because that country still has unemployed resources 
available for expansion.

Now, in your memorandum which you will prepare------ A. Which we have
Prepared.

Q. Well then, when?—A. It is on the record.
Q. If the Minister of Finance in his position as adviser on our budget 

Situation can tell us that the vast re-armament program is going to increase and 
^prove business conditions in the United Kingdom why will such a program 
n°t produce the same result for Canada?—A. Is that a question, Mr. McGeer?

Q. Yes.—A. I can only refer you back to the memoranda which I have 
already placed on record.

Q. I do not wish you to deal with the political economy of it, I want you 
. speak as the Governor of the Bank of Canada in relation to the financial 

situation.—A. I am pointing out that I have already said all I know on that 
object, or could usefully say.

Q- If you want to leave it at that it is all right.—A. In other words, the 
answer to the implication of that question is already on the record. It would 
,ake a few minutes to find the various sections of the record where it will be 
°Und, but it is there.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Would you mind indicating which statement it is in.
in a moment. As soon as we have 
iicate them.

f Mr. Towers: We will find that for you 
°Und the various parts concerned we will in

By Mr. McGeer:
e~ Q- While you are looking that up I would like to know your opinion of the 

ect of a rearmament program on Canada. You are aware, I suppose, in your 
re .es °f the resources of this nation that Canada is a producer of the metals 

fuired for armament development which while undeveloped make us one of 
c most self-contained countries of the world?—A. Metals required for arma- 

I should imagine so.
mo t' ^bat is, we have undeveloped, according to our reports of our depart- 
atl(j mines, abundant supplies of iron ore, we have vast resources of copper, 
ind I!lc^ei, and zinc and lead, upon which we as yet have not built a metal 
Us t ry' bave the means of setting up a metal industry that would permit 
jjj 'P take from our mineral resources all the metals that would go into arma- 
111 t sbips, and all that is required; the only thing we lack is the place for

go to work; building Canadian metals into Canadian tools of trade and 
in a"x“an instruments of defence. Are we not as the result of our mineral wealth 
an,| much better position to develop a metal industry that will produce tools 

niachines of peace and defence than is Great Britain?
Mr. Landeryou:

iad Mr. Towers: Is 
nustries in Canada

Mr. Landeryou:

Hear, hear.
it suggested that the reasons 
are monetary reasons?
Yes.

why there are not these
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, just a moment; I was arguing another question, and I was asking 

you that if we launched on a program of public expense on defence would we 
not expect to have an improvement in the domestic market and the employment 
situation in the Dominion of Canada?—A. I beg your pardon, Mr. McGeer, I 
was trying to find these memoranda.

Q. Yes. I said, if we launched on a program of developing armaments for 
Canadian defence would we not improve the domestic markets in Canada and 
the employment situation?—A. The possibilities and the limitations of activities 
of that kind have already been, so far as I am capable of dealing with them, 
dealt with in the various sections of the record of which I shall have the page 
numbers for you in due course.

Q. You did not deal specifically with the statement of the Minister of 
Finance that such a program would result in improved employment and business 
conditions in Great Britain; and the thing I pointed out was this, that because 
of our numerous mineral resources in Canada we are in a better position to take 
advantage of the opportunity which exists through present day demands for 
defensive instruments than is Great Britain. Therefore, my proposition to you 
is, that if it were right for the Minister of Finance to say it was good for Great 
Britain, then it must be much more right to say that it would be even better 
for the Dominion of Canada; do you disagree with that?—A. The possibilities 
in that connection and the limitations which Canada faces have been dealt 
with so far as I am capable of dealing with them in this memorandum.

Q. Very well. That is your answer to that. Then, I want to deal with 
another problem. You are aware of the various factors in international trade, 
are you not?—A. I hope so, in a general way.

Q. One of the most important items in our international trade picture to-day 
is a favourable return on balance from the tourist trade ; is that right?—A. Yes-

Q. You are aware that this country happens to lie along side of the United 
States which possesses the largest population of equipped motor tourists of any 
nation in the world?—A. Yes.

Q. You are aware that the 130,000,000 people in the United States have 
roughly 30,000,000 automobiles?—A. Yes.

Q. That as compared with a similar population in number of Germany) 
France and England, that they have five times the automobiles that are possessed 
in those three European countries?—A. I do not recall the figures, but I would 
not be surprised. .

Q. You are also aware that we receive and have received for the laf 
number of years an average net return on tourist trade of $150,000,000 111 
round figures?—A. Yes. ,

Q. Do you know of any form of international trade that is more valuabi 
than the tourist trade?—A. No.

Q. It is a trade that brings: the consumer of your goods with his foreign 
exchange right to your home where he consumes both goods and services?/ 
A. Yes.

Q. His expenditures of money create new money wealth in the country?'" 
A. We can buy more from abroad. t

Q. Buy more from abroad, and in that way we develop more activities a 
home.—A. Yes.

Q. So that the tourist trade as far -as Canada is concerned to-day is 011 
most important and the most valuable item in international trade?—A. Thcr 
are probably one or two other important items, such -as gold.

Q. We don’t get as much out of gold?
The Chairman : Is your figure the net figure?
Mr. McGeer: Net, yes.

{Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The Chairman : Taking out our expenditures?
Mr. McGeer: Yes, the $150,000,000 is the net figure, Mr. Chairman. I 

said that I cut the estimate down to a figure that I know is safe.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. There was a survey made by the Royal Bank of Canada in which the 

economics department of the Royal Bank of Canada went into our department 
statistics and made a very close examination of the compiling of information 
and they gave their approval to it. That is a very interesting survey and it 
is contained in the November, 1938, letter of the Royal Bank of C anada. I 
agree with my friend when he says that we could not say definitely from these 
estimates the discrete amount of our profits, but we do know from the statistics 
and the information that it is enormously valuable. What I want to get at, 
Mr. Towers, is this: if we could invest money in Canada which would increase 
our tourist trade would not we be successful in putting people to work creating 
feal assets in the Dominion of Canada that would result not only in the 
improved internal conditions but an actual improvement in the international 
trade position?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I put this figure to you: there are certain men in Canada who 
make a study of this trade and one distinguished leader of transportation said 
to me, I do not see why with proper development we should not increase our 
tourist trade to $500.000.000 a year; and he added the remark that the increase 
of $200,000,000 over and above and beyond the $300.000.000 which is some
where about the figure of to-day, would pay interest on an investment at 
4 per cent of five thousand million dollars. Now, Mr. Towers, what I am put
ting to you as a practical banker, the head of the Bank of Canada, is this: 
is there not a field of opportunity for Canadian development there that will 
ho two things, improve our domestic market and improve our international 
trade?—A. That is the assumption on which we have been going; and, of 
l^urse, as you will recall, the various provinces and to a certain extent the 
dominion government have been basing their activities on that thought.

Q. Do you know how much money the Dominion government has been 
spending on various highways?—A. I do not recall. I do recall that various 
Provinces have spent a good deal.

Q. You know that the various provinces have now exhausted their power 
to continue these programs?—A. I do not know that.

Q. I can tell you that in the Province of Ontario they have spent 
Mb,000.000 last year; but the total available expenditure this year will not 
bc more than $6,000,000 and possibly considerably less than that, and that is 
Notwithstanding a necessary increase in gasolene taxes to finance extended obli
gations. That is the situation in Ontario, and I will tell you more------

Mr. Howard: The situation in Quebec is worse, 
j) Mr. McGeer: One of the representatives of the Department of Highway 

evelopment in the Province of Ontario stated that to complete the program 
Win have under way to equip Ontario with tourist highways would take, 
is f jV^heir financial resources, some 81 years to finish. Now, what I put to you 
Sc i-ls: ,We have great tourist resources and attractions in Cape Breton, in Nova 
Quk ’ ^ hfew Brunswick, in Prince Edward Island, and in the Province of 
CviC )ec I in Ontario, in Manitoba, in Saskatchewan in Alberta and in British
^mtnbia.

Mr. Landeryou : Hear, hear.
c Mr- McGeer: There are innumerable opportunities to build highways to 
°p res °f natural wonder and beauty. There is more work crying to be done 

ln£ UP our tourist attractions with highways, improve our camping grounds,
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beautifying country and cities, than there is any possibility of finding either 
equipment or labour to build in Canada. Would it not in your opinion be good 
business for the government of the Dominion that has the power to create an 
issue of money under its laws to bring about a scheme of co-operation between 
our merchant banks, our Bank of Canada, our Dominion government, our pro
vincial and municipal authorities, to the end that we could finance a real 
Canadian program of tourist attraction and development?

Some hon. Members: Hear, hear.
Mr. Towers: Your implication there is that quite apart from the desir

ability of the expenditure, the thing to do is to finance them by increasing the 
volume of money?

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: Now, there is on the memorandum on record all the views 

that I could express in regard to that question of financing government expendi
tures by the issue of currency.

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Towers: It can, of course, be remembered that that is not the only way 

of financing government expenditures in excess of revenues. It is possible for 
Government to take over the savings of the people for these purposes, and that is 
in fact in a measure the way in which they have been borrowing money. I can 
express opinions as to the probable result of financing by the issue of currency-—

Mr. McGeer: I did not say by an issue of currency.
Mr. Towers: Well, by the issue of credit then.
Mr. McGeer: No. I said, by bringing into co-operative agreement the 

merchant banks, the Bank of Canada, the government of Canada, - and the 
provincial authorities.

Mr. Towers: Well, I do not know what that means. I assume that questions 
directed to me must have something to do with the financial end of it.

Mr. McGeer: I don’t want you to say that I suggested it could be done 
by the issue of currency, which I did not say; because I am quite aware of the 
implication that comes from that, that under our present law that would mean 
an issue of Bank of Canada bills which would result in an inflationary condition 
in bank deposits. But what I am saying to you is that under our existing system 
we can by our merchant banks agreeing to discount governmental securities at 
a rate of interest to be agreed upon between the government, the Bank of 
Canada and the merchant banks, which would in the terms of the empire mone
tary committee’s report, be as low as possible; and I am suggesting to you that 
with that opportunity we have before us would it not be advisable to inaugurate 
through these channels the investment of national credit and provincial credit 
and municipal credit that would result in improving employment in Canada 
and general conditions throughout the Dominion of Canada and our interna
tional trade balance as well.

Mr. Towers: The same thing could be accomplished by borrowing the sav
ings of the people.

Mr. McGeer: Very well then, we come back to Marriner Eccles’ proposition? 
that if the public cannot or will not make it possible to have that investmen 
then should the government not undertake a lead and bring it about through 
governmental financial policy.

Mr. Towers: I do not think that was Marriner Eccles’ proposition. Tha* 
is a different story. He was saying that if private capital does not embark °h 
capital development then the government should jump into the picture an 
greatly increase its expenditures. He did not go on to show how he though 
the government should finance this increased expenditure. He did not say

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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whether he thought it should be through the expansion of currency and credit 
to the country or whether it should be by borrowing private savings. As I 
said before, I cannot express any opinion on the level of government expenditures.

Mr. McGeer: I take it from reading your reports very carefully—and I 
did want to go into that with the members of the committee, and I have no 
doubt other members of the committee want to deal with it in the same way— 
I understand your memorandum to say this: if governmental expenditure 
results in the production of either unnecessary or unsaleable products and if at 
the same time governmental expenditure results in increasing surpluses of 
existing idle currency and credit and if those expenditures result in increasing 
toe volume of debt to the point of making taxation more burdensome and pay
ment of public debt more impossible, then the result would be the destruction 
°f confidence in the country at large and in the currency value of the nation’s 
toedium of exchange, and that in turn will result in a possible flight from the 
Canadian dollar and a general lack of confidence and courage on the part of 
Private investors and a greater collapse of the economic structure than exists 
at the present time.

Mr. Towers: I am sorry, Mr. McGeer, I cannot deal with that. Incident- 
toy, if I may have the permission of the committee I would put down at the 
?nd of to-day’s record the references to the various pages where I think this 
^formation may be found.

By Mr. McGeer:
jQ- Now we come back to the Marriner Eccles’ proposition ; if money is 

e and it is not going to be employed and the government steps in and puts 
oriey to work in new employment, creating new wealth, improving inter- 

th + nal trade and improving the employment situation, then you would say 
wpuld be a safe investment for national credit?—A. Yes, it is easy to 

ermine the principle, but sometimes hard to apply it.
^ ,, Q- Yes. Then what we as parliamentarians have to do in this matter, 
wh Hf0r armament expenditures and tourist trade expenditures, is to determine 
Ole t €r or n°t the employment which would be thereby provided, the invest- 

that there would be developed, and the consumers buying power that 
go r° would be created, would be a result that would not come unless the 
atl erntoent took that action, or a better result than any that would result from 
Cert °, 9r action?—A. I take it that so far as armament expenditures are con- 
Tho ’ it is never contended that more productive things could not be done. 
Pre fe °re armament expenditures should be determined by the government 

torn ably in the interests of defence—which, of course, is quite beyond me. 
in rjS- h)f course, you will agree with Mr. Dunning’s statement that “ business 
re.a reah Britain has been improving in recent months and under the revitalized 
that pament program it should continue to improve ”?—A. He did not suggest 
better rea*' ^ retain could not have done something else which might have been
Present *. think we are all agreed that in the light of world conditions at the 
^Went filme democracy has to be reasonably well armed for the next ten or 
that y~^Ve years at least?—A. I am specifically not expressing an opinion on

îeCorcfr' Çlkaver : I have two short questions which I would like to put on the 
c°qc1 \ b. do not expect answers to them to-day, but before this committee 
is: in C os ds work I would like to have an answer to them. My first question 
etoplov lGW °b Present day actual conditions do you not think that in order to 
the ei^ Present idle labour the government of Canada should enter the field of 
Vv°rks f’f0yment of labour by the construction of non-revenue-producing public 
And Iïlv such a nature as would not be in competition with private enterprise? 
btanced? Second Trestion is: How in your opinion could this work best be
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The Chairman : What is your pleasure as to adjournment, more particu
larly with respect to our next meeting? The Governor (Mr. Towers) just 
informs me that he has a very heavy afternoon’s work.

Mr. McGeer: I w'ould like to take advantage of this opportunity to 
place two questions on the record to which I would like to have answers at 
the next sitting of our committee, or as early as may be convenient. My 
questions are:—

1. What powers xvere vested in
(a) the banks
(£>) the Minister of Finance, and
(c) the Governor in Council,

and have been transferred to the Bank of Canada?
2. What powers were conferred by legislation or order-in-council to the

Bank of Canada and were not previously vested in
(a) the banks
(b) the Minister of Finance, and
(c) the Governor in Council.

Ask for separate answers for (a) (b) (c) in each question.
Mr. Towers: Of course, I have to reply to those by saying that they arC 

legal matters which I think should be referred to the law officers of the cro"n'
Mr. McGeer: I understand that your reply is that the Bank of Canada 

not having a legal department—
Mr. Towers: That is not my reply.
Mr. McGeer: —not having a legal department, and having its legal wor 

done by the Department of Justice—
Mr. Towers: No, my reply is, that they are legal matters relating ^ 

the powers of the government and of the Governor in Council prior to t’ 
establishment of the Bank of Canada, and as such I do not think that we aI 
the appropriate people to make those replies.

Mr. Tucker: Do I understand that you will be able to deal with t 
questions asked by Mr. Donnelly at our meeting tomorrow' morning?

Mr. Towers: Yes.
The committee adjourned at 1:05 o’clock p.m. to meet again to-morro^’ 

May 4th, 1939, at 11 o’clock a.m.
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APPENDIX “A”

INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY MR, TOWERS AT THE REQUEST 
OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

Requested by Mr. Moore

United Kingdom Gold Reserves* 1931 and 1938 
(fine ounces)

Dec. 31/31 March 31/38 Sept, 30/38
28,000,000 119,000,000 99,000,000

* Gold held by Bank of England and Exchange Equalization Account.

Requested by Mr. McGeer

Merest bearing or savings deposits of CERTAIN AUSTRALIAN BANKS
(Million of

7?

f A.)
1934 1935 1936 1937 1938

aaing Banks—
Deposits bearing interest (Dec. quarter) 189.0 178.8 179.8 192.1 197.7

on wealth Savings Bank—
Depositors’ balances and interest (Dec. 31) 127.3 132.5 134.8 140.4 146.8

^0rninonwealth Bank—
Deposits bearing interest* (ex. Govt.) 

(Dec. quarter)......................................... 28.3 24.1 26.2
* Other than Government; includes deposits of savings banks and quasi-govt, bodies

Merest rates on interest bearing or savings deposits in Australia

Trading Banks—
Three months......................
Six months........................
Twelve months...................
Two years.............................

Commonwealth Savings Bank—
Up to £500 ........................
£501 to £1,300 ...................

Commonwealth Bank—
Three months......................
Six months........................
Twelve months...................
Two years.............................

December, 1938 
.. 2.00%
.. 2.50%
.. 2.75%
.. 3.00%

2.00%
1.75%

2.00%
2.50%
2.75%
3.00%

UNITED KINGDOM POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANKS
(Millions of £ Sterling)

D 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
Positors’ balances................................ 354.8 390.3 432.4 470.5 508.8

(Nov.)
Current interest rate 2.50%

Requested by Mr. Lawson 

CANADIAN POST OFFICE SAVINGS "BANK DEPOSITS 
(Millions of Dollars)

March 31
Dep 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939

aitors’ balances................................ 22.5 22.0 21.9 22.6 23.1
Current interest rate 2.00%
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Requested by Mr. Vien

ONTARIO SAVINGS OFFICES
(Millions of Dollars)

Liabilities—
Depositors’ balances 
Reserve..................

Assets—
Funds on deposit with Ontario Government* ..
Cash on hand and in banks.................................
Accounts receivable ........................................
Office furniture and equipment.............................

1935 1936 1937 1938

22.3 32.0 37.7 40.3
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

22.6 32.3 38.0 40.6

21.9 31.3 36.9 39.4
0.7 1.0 1.0 1.2

‘o’.i 'o’.i ‘o'.i ‘o’.i

22.6 32.3 38.0 40.6

Current Public Deposit Interest Rate
Under $10,000 .................................................................................................. 1.50%
Over $10,000 ...................................................................................................... 1.00%

* Chiefly invested in debentures of the Agricultural Development Board.

APPENDIX “B”

REFERENCES
The following pages of the printed record are indicated by Mr. Towers f°j; 

reference with respect to information requested from him during the course oI 
this day’s proceedings, viz.: Pages 64, 88, 148-151, 202.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Friday, May 5, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members 'present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, 
Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Jaques, Kinley, Kirk, Lacroix 
(Beauce), Landeryou, Leduc, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Mayhew, 
Moore, Plaxton, Ross (St. Paul’s), Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker, Vien, 
”Oods worth.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
After considering private bills, the Committee resumed its consideration 

The Report of the Bank of Canada.
In answer to questions asked on April 28 by Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Towers 

re.a<t a statement on various activities of the Bank of Canada. He also sub- 
^tted the following statements:

(a) Estimate of new costs attributable to formation of Bank of Canada for 
year 1938 (See Appendix “A”) ;

(b) Statement showing division of cost between functions previously per
formed by the Government, and new functions based on Bank’s profit 
and loss for 1938 (See Appendix “B”) ;

(c) Estimate of effect on Dominion Government costs arising from forma
tion of Bank of Canada (See Appendix “C”).

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.
At 1.05 p.m., the Committee adjourned until 4 o’clock.

AFTERNOON SITTING

He ^Kembers present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, 
(Be man> Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hushion, Jaques, Kinley, Lacroix, 
§to\?Uce-}’ Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Moore, Ross (St. Paul’s), 

ens) Taylor (Nanaipio), Vien.
WaifIr' r^owers filed correspondence exchanged between himself and Mr. C. S. 
chg„ ers> Controller of Finance for the Province of Ontario, regarding the pur- 

e M Treasury Bills (See Appendix “D”).
PvipitteJXanjlnati°n of Mr. Towers was continued until 6.05 p.m. when the Com- 
e a(ljourned until to-morrow, Saturday, at 11 o’clock a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,

Friday, May 5, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m. 
f he Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

n In attendance:
Canada.

Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of

The Chairman : Gentlemen, the governor of the bank has some answers to 
questions asked by Mr. Donnelly.

Mr. Towers: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, when Mr. Donnelly put 
^rtain questions last Friday he pointed out that all parties in the house had 
3een in favour of a central bank, and I have no doubt he would agree that 
•1 the time of formation of the bank there was a widespread national interest 
ji the new institution. I think we could say that there was public interest of 
clc best kind. Dr. Donnelly went on to say that as a public man he was 
rmtmually being asked throughout the country what the central bank did 
t^d h°w it justified its existence, and that he was at sea so far as an answer 
0 those questions was concerned.

f I know from experience that there is a great deal in what he said; in 
tli ’ri ^ know the absolute correctitude of what he said, and we fully realize

desirability of public understanding of the bank’s purposes and functions. 
to0'ever, the committee will understand, I think, that it is by no means easy 
Us ^ desired results. For example, I do not think it would be right for 
Wo h embark on an advertising campaign. A great deal of speech-making 
thi''I' *a^e too much time from other work, and in any event, that kind of 
exnl? ls easily overdone. What we have done has been limited to some 
an ,aaat°ry speeches in various parts of the country, some radio addresses, 
re the publication of information in our annual reports. First of all these 
the , Were addressed to the shareholders ; and last year for the first time 
to y^cP°rt was addressed to the minister of finance. May I say that in relation 
the r6 subîect I have been discussing, I think the meetings of this committee, and 
of o-h01^ these meetings are of great importance. The attitude of members 
in w,.ament towards the central bank—perhaps I might say the atmosphere 
facto--1 bank’s affairs are discussed—is likely to be one of the major 
bank'* c*ctcrmining its standing and prestige in the country. I think the 

nry bave no hesitation in asking for the whole-hearted support of public 
diSae ‘sagreements in regard to its policy may arise ; but I hope that such 
which aments will never take a form which will damage this public institution 
a g0Qrj Parliament has created to serve the national interest. I believe that 
for ,i central bank is an asset to any country. But there is certainly no room 
centre f . t a poorly operated central bank, or one which is constantly the

'Pk strife, is a public liability of the worst kind, 
cash re« ^rimarT function of a central bank is the control of commercial banks’ 
°f the T?1Vlrs> an(f the most important change introduced by the establishment 
whicp a a i ^ana(fa was the transfer of control over those cash reserves 
think I r° ,e mai°r factor in determining banking policy—a point which I 
c°mrnittneCC no^ labour after the discussions which have taken place in this
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Prior to March 11, 1935, the date on which we opened our doors for 
business, the dominion government, through the Department of Finance, was 
responsible for the issue of legal-tender dominion notes which constituted 
the major portion of the cash reserves of the banking system, and in addition 
supplied the requirements of the public for currency of $1 and $2 denomina
tions and, to a negligible extent, other denominations. The chartered banks 
also held some legal tender cash reserves in the form of gold, but when Canada 
was off the gold standard—and we have been off the gold standard some twenty- 
one years during the last quarter of a century—the banks had no practical 
means of varying the size of their gold holdings. Variations in the amount 
of their cash reserves, therefore, chiefly depended on changes in the amount of 
dominion notes in their possession.

The Dominion Notes Act provided for a certain fiduciary issue—-i.e., 
unbacked by specie; a limited issue on the basis of a stated percentage 
gold backing; and further issues secured by gold, dollar for dollar. For a 
number of years prior to 1934 the Dominion note issue was consistently at 
or very near the maximum limit provided under the Dominion Notes Act- 
Under those circumstances, the government had practically no power to vary 
the amount of dominion note issues of its own volition, except by asking 
parliament to change the legislation. In other words, it had practically no 
power to vary the cash reserves of the chartered banks or to prevent an 
undesirable contraction in those reserves if the public’s holdings of notes 
increased.

We were then tied up in one of the most rigid monetary systems of f“e 
world, except for one factor—the Finance Act. Under the provisions of tins 
Act the banks could borrow dominion notes from the government and increase 
their cash reserves. Dominion notes issued under the terms of the Finance 
Act were not required to have any specific gold reserve backing.

From the point of view of the country as a whole there were three major 
disadvantages in relying upon the Finance Act to impart the necessary flexibility 
to the monetary system :—

(1) Finance Act borrowings were never intended to be of a permanent 
or even semi-permanent character ; and if a general improvement in busin6” 
caused a demand for more cash—a demand which might persist for some tim® 
or even be of a permanent character—the Finance Act was not the proper sourc 
of supply. I find an example of such a demand in the record of the last f®'v_ 
years. Between February, 1935, and December, 1938, the total active note cir, 
culation in Canada increased $53 millions. If the major portion of that dema)? 
had had to be met by the use of dominion notes—as it would have under t 
old system—we would have had a banking situation of an extremely deflation^, 
character, or, alternatively, have found that banks were almost permanen 1 
indebted to the dominion government. My guess is that the actual PoS 
would have been somewhere between these two extremes. But I have 
hesitation in saying that the position would have been an extremely unsati 
factory one for the country.

(2) The second great flaw was this: If it seemed desirable to enc°ura^g 
expansion there was no way for the government to take the initiative.
true that an exception to this rule is found in Mr. Bennett’s action in Novein e 
of 1932 when he persuaded the banks to borrow $35 millions under the I 
Act. No more satisfactory way of accomplishing his purpose was open t° g 
at that time. But the very fact that such a transaction had to take P ^ 
in that form made it obvious that a central bank must be organized in Can . _

(3) Apart from the fact that no public authority could take the *n^ia n0t 
in promoting expansion, there were other features of the system which weic ^ 
satisfactory. The banks did not adopt any concerted policy in resPeCceIflS 
Finance Act borrowings. It was not their place to do so. And there s

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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to have been some question as to the degree of supervision which the govern
ment exercised over loans under the Finance Act. I am not raising any ques
tion of safety of such loans, but I have in mind the general effect which the 
sum total of borrowings would produce on the banking system. Who was 
responsible for seeing that expansion did not go too far; that checks were 
applied if necessary ; and what evidence is there that anyone exercised super
vision of this character related to general banking policy? I do not know the 
answer to that question, and I doubt if anyone does.

I summarize my answer to the first part of Dr. Donnelly’s question by say- 
lng that under the old system no one authority was responsible for the monetary 
Policy of this country ; and if anyone had been responsible the inflexibility of 
the existing machinery would have tied the hands of that authority. The 
Present system places responsibility on the central bank and provides for great 
flexibility.

In speaking of the duties which are performed by the central bank which 
were previously performed by the government, I should add that we have not 
oply taken over the operations of the currency section of the Department of 
Finance, but since March 31st, 1938, are acting as agent for the government 
°f Canada in the payment of interest and principal and generally in respect 
to the management of the public debt of Canada. This latter function had 
been performed by the loans and interest branch of the Department of Finance, 
the staff of which joined the service of the Bank of Canada a little over a 
year ago.

Turning to the second part of the question, that is, what work the central 
hunk does now that the chartered banks did formerly, I should point out that, 
broadly speaking, the central bank was not set up to do any work that the 
^bartered banks did formerly. It was created for the purposes which I have 
just been discussing. It is true that the new legislation provided that the 
chartered banks’ note issue rights should gradually be reduced, which meant that 
Çhe central bank’s notes would gradually take the place of the chartered banks’ 
jssues. This was a question of policy. ït is also true that the central bank now 
handles the government’s business in foreign exchange, and holds part of the 
government’s deposit balances. But these two changes were incidental to the 
establishment of a central bank, and are not in themselves matters of major 
hhportance.
, The third part of the question was an enquiry as to what the central bank 

g,0es now that was not done formerly by the treasury board—perhaps I might 
ay the government—or the chartered banks.

tl In answering the first part of Dr. Donnelly’s question, I have pointed out 
nut the central bank is responsible for monetary policy in a way which was 

j'u Possible under the old system. This is the change of greatest importance.
snall refer, as briefly as I can, to other new features.

„ The bank acts as the financial advisor and fiscal agent of the dominion 
rCs crnnient. Amongst other things it must tender advice to the government in 
hQ hÇct to issues of dominion government direct or guaranteed loans, and it 
gjv Tes the mechanical operations connected with such issues. If the advice 

n 1° the government is to be good advice, the bank must have close contact
har‘fju®ecurity markets both in Canada and abroad, and must also, I needjvith
pret'^ SaT’ have people on its staff who are capable of appraising and inter- 
do^11!" the information they obtain. We operate a securities department which 

b ln * act maintain touch with markets in Canada every minute of the day. 
that \vp 6 * .am on the subject of our relations with the dominion, I should add

,Me are in a position to make loans to the government from time to time,

°t credit (and to some extent of currency) in the country, and it should
U“, and id v\ <*"v 4~  ------- J J •    ‘ .. C _____ C il.' C___________ 3 ~ ~,, : „ „ J

ave done so. The primary function of any central bank is to control the

and is not, regarded simply as a source of supply of the funds required
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by a government. Temporary requirements of a government, however, can be 
supplied, provided the amounts involved are not so large that central bank 
action would cause disturbances in markets.

While I am on the subject of relations with government I feel I should 
mention our position in respect to provinces. Our Act says that:—

The bank shall act as fiscal agent of the government of Canada 
without charge, and, subject to the provisions of this Act, by agreement 
may also act as banker or fiscal agent of the government of any province.

It has been, and is, our view that a relationship with a province should be 
entered into on the understanding that it would be of a continuing character 
such as would normally be needed for the bank to acquire that full knowledge 
of a province’s position which would enable it to give the province the best 
service of which it is capable in the matter of expert advice and frank opinions. 
The permanency of the arrangement, is, of course, a matter of intention at the 
time it is initiated, and I do not suggest that there should be a binding contract 
from which neither side could withdraw. Nor would a province be precluded 
from carrying accounts with or borrowing from its present bankers.

If a relationship of such a character wrere established, the bank could 
perform for a provincial government much the same kind of services as it under
takes for the dominion government. I should add that no province has ever 
requested the Bank of Canada to act for it in this way.

The existence of a central bank—to continue with certain new features— 
has made it possible to develop a treasury bill market in Canada. One of the 
advantages of this development has been that the dominion government has 
been able to borrow on treasury bills at very low7 rates, but I do not regard 
this advantage as the most important one. More important is the fact that 
the chartered banks have in treasury bills a form of liquid second-line cash 
reserves. Under the old system the banks had to turn to the New York call 
loan market to find facilities for holding a reserve of this type. Such facilities 
are now provided at home.

We operate a foreign exchange department which handles the dominion 
government’s exchange business —a large business as you may imagine—and 
wdiich is able to keep us in close contact with development in exchange markets.

Our research department is constituted to supply us with the best available 
information on matters related to government finance, private finance, domestic 
and external trade, and many other things which I need not recite here.

The fact that there is a central bank in Canada makes it possible to 
achieve co-operation with the central banks in other countries. There is much 
which can be done in the way of interchange of information. Business condi
tions in a country’s main markets have an important bearing on domestic trade- 
A central bank which contented itself with a knowledge of home affairs and 
turned a blind eye to developments elsewhere, would not be fulfilling its duty 
to its own people. The central banks of other countries constitute an excellent 
source of information. They can often provide facts rather than surmise5- 
Co-operation along these lines is therefore extremely helpful, and can be 
developed by arrangement between central banks. Obviously, co-operation on 
any matter of high policy must be dictated by the views of the governments ox 
the countries concerned.

. TJ?e Point which I would like to mention concerns central banking 
activities of a general character. In speaking of this—very briefly—I w!‘ 
not try to define exactly the things in which a central bank might interest itself- 
One might say either that nothing is the bank’s business, or that everything 15 
its business. The bank must try to maintain a reasonable balance in that 
respect. It should not entertain the thought that it should have a finger 1» 
every pie, but it certainly must neglect no opportuniy to make suggestion5 
or give a lead when its knowledge of a situation gives it reason to believe that

[Mt. Graham Ford Towers.]
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such action would be in the public interest. Its closest connection is likely 
to be with the financial activities of its market—with the operation of the stock 
and bond markets as well as with the business of the commercial banks. It is 
deeply interested in the machinery by which the savings of the people are 
mobilized and invested. Moreover, it cannot fail to be concerned with the pro
gress and development of industry in general. If the bank has reason to believe 
that unsound developments are taking place, or unsatisfactory practices are 
being followed in any important department of the Canadian economy, it must 
try to find an opportunity to make suggestions which will bring about an improve
ment. I do not suggest for a moment that the central bank has superhuman 
mtelligence, but a central bank is in a better position to accomplish some
thing than any individual can be. Naturally, successful prosecution of activities 
°t this character depends on experience and the wisdom and prestige which 
come with it. Ill-considered action, or an attempt to cover too wide a field, 
are equally fatal.

Further points raised by questions by Dr. Donnelly related to cost of opera
tion and certain other features of the bank’s activities, and in particular I think 
mere was a desire to gain some idea as to what one might call the new costs of 
ms relatively new institution. I have here a statement which in due course, 

Wlth the permission of the committee, I will put on the record, which contains 
:Uch an estimate, but I would like to add some explanatory remarks as to how 
11 was made up.

First of all, we took the total amount of our operating charges. From that 
.e deducted the costs incurred in operating departments which performed 
^unctions previously performed by the government. We know that if there had 

c°n no Bank of Canada, these functions would still be performed by the govern- 
^ cnt- We know also that our costs of operation are no higher than they would 
w v® been under the old regime. In these various cases, as a matter of fact, 

e took over the staff from the departments in which they were located. Now, 
q^e total charges for the year 1938 were $1,750,000, speaking in round figures, 
i e exPenses attributable to functions taken over from the government prev- 
as • * ’ Perf°rmed by the currency division of the Department of Finance and 
ti lsbant receivers general throughout Canada, I have divided into two sec- 
fa^s- the first amount, $663,000 represents amounts paid out for the manu
al 'p6 °f bank notes and for their transportation by express or post through- 
j^i vtanada; the other costs of operation of that department were $365,000. I 
Putt' exP^a*n that that department, in addition to handling all the work of 
at °U^ new n°tes during the course of the year, of making them available 
note-0 ^e.n ngencies throughout the country, and of redeeming and destroying 
qüe * wbieh become unfit for use—in addition to that work the department in 
g0Verlon bas the custody of our gold stocks, it has the custody of the dominion 
^ent Tnt *30nc* reserves and securities of other kinds, and is also the depart- 

which handles the work of dealing with subsidiary coins.
'That 16 sccond cost I have here is the management of the public debt division, 
last vWork which was previously being done by the government we took over 
^Tow f U' ^?a^ is $191,000, and the total of those two divisions is $1.220,000. 
depaL 10111 this I arrive at the fact that the expense directly attributable to new 
provin^61^ an(^ the directing executive of the bank, excluding taxes paid to 
only 1^°^ anc* municipalities is $439,000. Then I take the profits which could 
that tlf^0 *3een obtained from operation of the new organization—let me say 
filent °,S(: Pr°fits do not include any interest or discount on any of the invest- 
Piadc t* U!e bank nor do they include interest on advances which we may have 
only p ^bartered banks—they were negligible in any event. They include 
tion. J1 , which could not have been earned under the old form of organiza- 
a cost nf 1 Pr°fits for the year 1938 were $243,184.76. I therefore arrive at

IM neW functions of $196,660.84 for the year 1938. In 1936 at the annual 
r- Graham Ford Towers.]
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meeting of shareholders I made an estimate on a similar basis. In that year I 
figured that the cost of new operations net was about $275,000; but I expressed 
the hope at that time that as years went on the cost would be reduced. It has 
been reduced in 1938 to $196,000 odd. I expect it will be further reduced in 
1939 and subsequent years.

(Statement appears as Appendix “A”)
I have here a second statement, but before proceeding to that, may I 

take two or three minutes of the committee’s time to mention the volume ot 
certain of our operations, to try to give some idea at least of the character 
of our routine functions, which naturally have a bearing on our cost of opera
tion. Perhaps the most important feature is this: under the old regime and 
under the Dominion Notes Act the active circulation of dominion notes-- 
that is circulation in the hands of the public—was in 1934 $30,000,000. In 
1938 our active circulation was $107,000,000. In other words, there is more 
than a trebling of the figure of active circulation. Now, that active circulation 
figure has a very important bearing on the volume of work. Large denomina
tion notes which rest in the hands of the banks require little in the form ° 
transportation; they stay there a long time as they are not being actively 
used, therefore they do not require to be redeemed frequently and ne 
notes issued.

The active circulation is active from our point of view in every sens 
of the term. The volume of that work as compared with 1934 has more tha. 
trebled. Just as an indication I may say that the number of new notes Prl^, 
in 1938 was a little over 54,000,000. That is the number of notes, rathe 
than dollar amount. The number of old notes destroyed was 47,000,000. I 1 
new subsidiary coin issued by our various agents to the chartered bank » 
amounted to $1,483,000. In terms of small coins that represents a Pr<r. ^ 
substantial amount. The smooth and mutilated coins redeemed, including 
withdrawal of the large 1 cent bronze coin, amounted to 11,888,000 pieces.

The clearing items which we handled totalled 733,000, to a value of son1 
thing over $1,000,000,000. During 1938 4,300,000 coupons were paid, 330, 
interest checks on dominion government bonds were issued, bonds to a va , 
of $235,000,000, exclusive of treasury bills, were redeemed or converted, a 
bonds transferred and exchanged to a value of $105,000,000. During the cou ^ 
of these transactions some 40,000 letters of inquiry or instruction were recC^e5 
and answered. I may say in speaking of the operations of our secui'1^ 
department, that we maintain representatives in both Montreal and Tor° 
for reasons which the committee will naturally understand, a constant nun ^ 
to minute connection with Ottawa is in effect. Our purchases and sa‘e"nS, 
bonds in the market during 1938 amounted to about $200,000,000. Our tr ^
actions in treasury bills with the market in the same year were a e
$120,000,000. As regards our exchange department, I can only say 
that the turnover runs into a good many hundreds of millions of dollars 
year. ^r-

The number of our staff is 359, of which about 275 represent star 
forming the functions previously performed by the government, and 
84 represent the additions caused by the organization of the Bank of Da

I come now to the second statement, which I shall also, with the ^gg 
mittee’s permission, put on the record. This statement brings in the j 
of our total earnings. You will remember that in the earlier stateiu 
referred only to those earnings which were of an absolutely new varie ^ereJ
I eliminated all interest on investments or interest on advances to cn to
banks. The total of those two items, interest on investments and 446.6T 
chartered banks—the latter amount being negligible—in 1938 was $4,3.D, ^ 
The expenses attributable to functions taken over from the govern 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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accordance with the previous statement that I have put on the record are 
$1,220,768.47 ; taxes, $89,908.21; loss on silver bullion, $135,740.18. I put that 
loss in this particular section of this statement because of the fact that taking 
over of silver was a duty imposed upon us by the government under the 
original Bank of Canada Act to carry out the terms of the London silver 
agreement. Had we not gone into operation the government would have had 
to do that and I estimate the government naturally would have taken this 
loss. The total of these items is $1,449,911.39. Taking that from the interest 
earnings that I have already mentioned there is left an amount of $2,906,535.25. 
I then deduct the cost of the new functions to which I have already referred, 
namely $196,660.84 and I find that there is a balance available for deprecia
tion in assets, for reserves, dividends and payments to government totalling 
$2,709,874.41.

(Statement appears as Appendix “B”)
I have now a third and last statement which was made up in response 

to a question asked by Mr. Tucker in which he referred to the special issue 
°f $115,000,000 in bonds, 3 per cent bonds, which was delivered to us by the 
government at the time we commenced operations to balance a liability which 
We. had taken over for redemption of the old dominion note issue. I should 
Point out that this statement does not reflect as accurately the change in posi
ton as the first one which I put on the record. It necessarily runs back to the 
situation as it was in 1934 without making allowances for different things that 
have happened since then. It shows from the point of view of government 
? more favourable position than the first statement I put on the record. But 
I should say to the committee I think the first statement really more accurately 
^fleets the situation, and I shall also add that while that first statement involved 
:° a minor extent the making of estimates, the basis upon which it is made will 
tend to exaggerate the new costs rather than under-estimate them.

But returning to this present statement, the interest on 3 per cent bonds 
J?the amount of something over $115,000,000 issue is approximately $3,450,000. 
bo 6 *S amoun* whi.ch is being paid annually by the government on the

rp. ^ow, I deduct the old government costs transferred to Bank of Canada, 
hese are not the figures which I mentioned in the first statement. These 
gures I am now using are, as well as we have been able to obtain them, the 

j ual costs in the 1934-35 year to government. Those total some $909,000, and 
add as well the loss on silver bullion which would have been borne by the

government.

By Mr. Taylor:
ha which should have been borne by the government?—A. It would
ivip6 ,^eeî1 had the Bank of Canada not been organized, yes. And I find, as you 

see in the statement which will be on the record, the gross new costs to 
ch ®rnrnent amount to $2,375,455; that is, cost of interest of $3,450,409, less 
fi aiges which government would have had to bear of $1,000,000 odd, leaving 
on tlgross ncw cost of $2,375,455. I find that the profit of the bank, working 
atlcj ns basis only, for 1938 available for depreciation, payment to government 
On r 80 ^orhh, which I have previously recited, was $2,410,046. In other words, 
as rC Was an improvement in the government’s position of $34,000 in that year 
orJ)mPared with what it would have been had the Bank of Canada not beeneganized.

(Statement appears as appendix “C”).
a fijii^nnk that that is all I have here in the form of statements. There was 
lVtCQ ner question raised by Mr. McGeer one or two meetings ago, but if Mr. 
it 0,,fcr left, as I believe he has, perhaps Mr. Chairman, I had better hold 

r Until a later time.
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By Mr. Deachman:
Q. There are two or three questions I should like to ask. One is in con

nection with exchange. Does the Bank of Canada act for the government 
owned properties, as, for instance, the C.N.R., in connection with the purchase 
of exchange?—A. Yes, I think entirely. I am not absolutely certain but we 
would, I believe, almost entirely handle it on behalf of the government.

Q. Does your action for the dominion government and the C.N.R. or any 
other government properties as, for instance, the steamships, enable you to 
secure exchange at a better price than it would have obtained if they were 
operating separately?—A. The government, of course, because of the fact that 
it buys the gold and ships it abroad, has foreign exchange as a result of those 
shipments. The amount of that is sufficient to supply all the requirements of 
the government, the national railways and the other organizations that you 
mention, and still leave the government with exchange to sell.

Q. So you are selling exchange, selling Canadian exchange, Canadian 
dollars?—A. Or selling U.S. dollars, shall we say.

Q. Yes, exactly. The other question I wanted to ask was in regard to the 
treasury bills market of which you spoke. Does the bank function in the pur
chase of provincial treasury bills, or has that market developed to any extend?— 
A. So far, I think one may say that so far as provincial treasury bills are con
cerned they are held almost entirely by the chartered banks.

Q. By the chartered banks rather than by the central bank?—A. Yes.
Q. There is one question I want to ask you and it consists of a statement 

which was published a short time ago. If I can read the statement perhaps it 
will make the point clear. The statement was made from the evidence that 
came up before the public accounts committee, and was in the evidence of 
Mr. Chester Walters, and reported in the Ottawa Citizen on the date of April 
24th and reads as follows:—

Mr. Walters told Leopold Macaulay that Governor Graham Towers 
in May, 1935, told him the Bank of Canada “ would never buy Ontario 
treasury bills except as an open market transaction.” at the same time, 
Mr. Walters declared the central bank was buying the bills of “ some ol 
the western provinces,” whose credit he did not think was equal to that 
of Ontario.

Now, that is the lead1 that is given on the front page and if I turn over on the 
fourth page of the same day I find this:—

Mr. Walters was asked why no tenders were called for Ontario 
treasury bills, although the dominion government does call such tenders- 
He said there was not such a demand for the provincial treasury notes-

It then goes on to say:—
In 1935, Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada cams 

to Toronto and in the presence of Mr. Nixon and Highways Minis*6 
T. B. McQuesten agreed to buy Ontario treasury bills. A week late ’ 
Mr. Walters said, Mr. Towers told him “ the bank of Canada would ncye 
buy Ontario treasury bills except as an open market transaction.” ''1 , 
ness said he believed the Bank of Canada did buy treasury bills 0 
“ some of the western provinces.” Asked whether he thought the Ban 
of Canada should buy the Ontario securities, he said, “I certainly tmn„ 
it should. I don’t believe they’ve supported the province as they shorn

Now, what I want to get at in regard to that is, what is the basis of the bank- 
action in a matter of that kind? Does it buy treasury bills of the provint-y 
or has it offered to buy treasury bills of any province, or what was its ac i 
in regard to this specific matter referred to here?—A. Yes. In so far as 
Walters’ statement conveyed the thought that we had agreed to buy cei 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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bills and had later gone back on that agreement, the statement is not correct. 
He brought that point up at the Dominion-Provincial conference here in Ottawa 
in December, 1936. I answered in very definite and categorical terms that the 
implication in that statement was not correct, and he then dropped the subject. 
The bank, of course, should be careful, I think, not to embark on controversies, 
if it can possibly avoid it. Statements may be made in the country about us 
which we believe are incorrect; 1 think in the ordinary course of events the 
only thing we can do is to sit tight and saw wood. In this particular case, 
however, where the statement was made before the public accounts committee 
?f a provincial legislature by a high civil servant, I did not feel that we could 
ignore it. I have been in correspondence with Mr. Walters. I finally wrote 
him the last letter a short time ago and said to him that I proposed to send 
copies of the correspondence to the chairman of the public accounts committee 
°f the Ontario legislature, to ask him to lay it before the committee at the first 
convenient opportunity, which I assume, as the legislature has prorogued, will 
not occur until next year.

Secondly, in regard1 to our relations with the provinces in general, I have 
ln the memorandum which I laid before the committee this morning indicated 
something of the character which we feel they should take. Our connection with 
the dominion government are necessarily very close. We are aware of their 
financial position from day to day and from month to month ; we are aware 
°f what their requirements are likely to be; we lack no information, so to 
sPcak, in that respect, and unless our relationship with a province could be 
equally close, I think that we would be incapable of giving them proper advice, 
Proper assistance. I think that what I might call, if the committee will forgive 
he word, a half-baked form of relationship, a sort of touch and go affair, 

"°uld be not only bad for the bank, it would be also bad for the province 
concerned, because with the relationship half-baked, the advice might be of a 
similar character. We have always expressed that view to provinces, and I 
j fink that there should be no doubt that all provinces understand that situation, 
t has been gone over again and again.
, . H a province decided to fonn or to propose to us to form such a relati'on- 
,UP ,as we have with the dominion government, then I think we could do for a 
!°vince the type of thing we do for the dominion.

a , I think that in the early days there was some thought that the main 
aJlVantage would be to sell us bills or to borrow from us, and that would be 
a -In either form, such a relationship was simply expected to provide an 
exnl -°na* kuyer of provincial obligations, probably at very low rates. I have 
file fned vai"i°US: provinces that that form of approach would be bad for 
exa So.veTnments of the country, and bad for the country as a whole. For 
bot-'11 •’ T°u might find that at any one time the sum total of provincial 
0nlv°"img® ^rom banks is not far from $100,000,000. I include in that not 
vinp" l 6 ^ems °I chartered bank statements which read, “advances to pro- 
*fiav i g°veri®ents,” but also provincial treasury bill holdings which the banks 
loan lave an<I1 which are very often simply loans in another form. For us to 
are ,°n *^at scalc and deal with the fluctuations involved as loans of that size 
the re^aic* an<I a* a later date taken out again is, I think impossible. It is 
$10'a5 that if an individual province wanted temporary accommodation of 
We ’'y , • or •H5-000.000 pending an issue or something of that kind, and if
jfist ;!'re ]*s main bankers and financial advisors, we could do that for them 
a® tllçS c*° I°r the dominion government; but to consider a central bank 
loan r mainsource °f supply of provincial funds, even those required of a bank 
Under ^ involves, I think, a failure to recognize the necessary limitations 
follow; (Jf we work. Our main concern is the general control of credit, and 
a 'rom that, the cash position of the banks. What that position is has

Ua effect on the securities’ market, and it might be, and in fact I think
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it would be the case that if we embarked too rashly on loaning to provinces, 
it would tend to upset the securities market. The securities market is of great 
importance to provinces, because they have, with the dominion government, 
billions of securities outstanding. Any disturbance of the securities market 
would much more than offset any advantage gained through temporary loans 
of moderate size.

As I said in the memorandum this morning, no province has ever asked 
us to act in that capacity. IS^ow, I can only express purely personal views as 
to the reason for that. I have no evidence to support those views; they are 
my own. I believe a province would hesitate to ask us to perform any such 
function for them. I think in the first place a province is liable to say this: 
this bank is very closely connected with the dominion government. If we ask 
the bank to act as our main banker and as our financial advisor, that may 
mean that the dominion government will also know all about our affairs; and 
even if we, the provincial officials, know enough of the situation, to realize that 
that is not the case, and that the bank in accordance with its statute is 
prepared to operate honestly and impartially with provinces, how can we get 
into the heads of our people that what we are doing here is not some form of 
putting ourselves into the handb of the central authority? I need not explain 
to this committee that a thought of that kind has meaning in various sections 
of the country.

Secondly, if they disregarded the point to which I have just referred they 
might think along these lines: they might say, well, as the bank is not going 
to provide us with large amounts of funds at low rates, as its main function 
will be advice and assistance of another character, how good is the advice; is 
it worth while taking it? That I cannot answer, someone else will have to do 
that. They might go one step further and say, well, if the advice is good, it 
might be at times too good. Had we not better continue as we are? We have 
a number of strings to our bow, we can play one chartered bank against another 
if necessary. I do not say that in the sense that something wrong is done. 
I say it in the sense of competitive bargaining, where one bank or market 
syndicate will bargain against another. Perhaps provinces might think that 
produces the best result for them rather than leaning too much on the advice 
of or connection with any one institution.

I am not suggesting in any way, shape or form that these ideas, which are 
purely imagination on my part, if they were present in the heads of provinces 
would be in any way wrong ideas. They might be the type of idea that would 
come into the heads of provincial people wondering what was best to do in the 
interests of their own province.

By The Chairman:
Q. May I interrupt there to ask you what is the relation between the 

Commonwealth Bank and the state banks in Australia?—A. In most cases the 
Commonwealth Bank is the main banker; but, of course, the situation there 
is perhaps a very special one because of the existence of the loan council.

Q. You mean the loan council formed by co-operation between the Coni' 
monwealth and the states?—A. Between the Commonwealth and the state»- 
It has certralized financing for the Commonwealth and for the states, so th^ 
the states do not in the ordinary course of events do their financing indepe11' 
dently.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Would that feeling be present with the provincial governments if 

ioank were a privately owned institution instead of a government owned insfcltlI) 
tion?—A. I should say, as Mr. Deachman knows, I am using my imaginatif 
in respect to the feeling of the provinces. No province has ever said this to 111 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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I do not know whether the question he raises makes any difference or not. To 
some extent the difficulty would exist simply because of our very close connec
tion here and our presence in Ottawa; whether it would make a major difference 
or not, I cannot tell.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. The provinces did not take advantage of the bank?—A. No, they did 

oot; they have never asked us at any time.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Is there any difference between your position in regard to or your 

attitude towards the provinces in borrowing and the attitude which the com
mercial banks would hold to a borrower? In loaning to the provinces you want 
to be assured that the province is solvent—that it is a solvent borrower—and 
because of that you desire that the relationship which would exist between you 
and the province as its advisor should be more or less a continuous one; is not 
that the position?—A. That is true, but over and above that we would have 
to have considerations in our mind with respect to lending which the chartered 
bank need not have. Chartered bank lending is a matter of its own interest 
and that of the borrower—between itself and the borrower—we have that 
interest and over and above that we realize that our actions will change the 
cash reserves of the whole banking system. It is the type of thing, for example, 
which one will see at the time of income tax payments. If the dominion govern
ment deposited all those tax payments in their account with us, the banks would 
have their cash reserves badly cut; in fact a terrific situation would ensue. 
Vs a result a large portion of those income tax payments are redeposited in the 
mnks to avoid that difficulty. The effect of a loan to a province is on the 
°ther side. For the time being that would swell the cash reserves of the 
bartered banks ; it would cut them down when the loan is repayed. If done on 
a small scale it does not make much difference, but if done on a large scale it 
^ould create constant fluctuations in the banking structure, fluctuations which, 

think, would disturb the securities markets and would actually be a penalty 
0 the governments of the country, dominion, municipal and provincial.

By Mr. Tucker:
D Q- I would like to ask a couple of questions which Mr. Towers could 
a | ably deal with at our next meeting. The Very fact that once you make 
a ,?an to the dominion government you increase your cash reserves brought up 
th /1°ViSht in my mind as to whether there is not a possibility of setting up, as 
b have in the Bank of England, two separate accounts for the chartered 
jusi ’ one which would be regarded as a cash reserve and the other would be 

an ordinary deposit account?—A. There is none in the Bank of England. 
Hat • * understand that the Bank of England takes deposits of an ordinary 
it u rc as well as operating as a central bank.—A. Those are the deposits which 
r°Uehi !lave when it was a commercial bank. The amount now, I think, is 
over y thirty million pounds. The tendency is for those deposits to go down 
Hat, a Pei"iod of years, because the bank is not taking any new accounts of that 

q and they are allowing the old ones to run off as people die. 
thin„ ■ tVe might deal with that situation by introducing that same sort of 
bito qn re8ar(t to the government. I do not want to take up the time to go 
Is bat now. The other thing has regard to the April statistical summary. 

q summary out yet?—A. Yes.
to Apparently what I had in mind at the time I asked that it be furnished 
idea ,,con!mittee—perhaps the committee did not agree with me—but I had the 
gentlythe banking and commerce committee were going to follow intelli- 

y what the Bank of Canada is doing the members should receive that
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statistical summary right along as a matter of course.—A. If they have not 
received it, it is our fault, because the names of all the members are on the list.

Q. We have not received it.—A. I will check up on it.
Q. Another point is why the treasury bill yield in the United States is so 

much lower than it is in Canada; why they can obtain them cheaper in the 
United States than we can here?

The committee adjourned to meet at 4 o’clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Chairman: Order, gentlemen. We may as well proceed.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

The Chairman: This morning in reply to a question asked by Mr. Deach- 
man, the governor of the bank made certain statements as to papers that had 
been filed with the public accounts committee of the province.

Mr. Towers: Letters exchanged with Mr. Walters which I proposed to send 
to the public accounts committee.

The Chairman: I would suggest, subject to the w'ill of the committee, of 
course, that it might be as well to have that correspondence filed with us.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : It is a good idea.
The Chairman: Further, I would suggest that the governor now or at 

some appropriate time relate more particularly the negotiations, if any, that 
were carried on between the governor and the officials at Toronto as to the 
purchase of their securities by the Bank of Canada.

Mr. Towers: Mr. Chairman, I will send over for copies of the correspond
ence and will have them here in time to place them on the record at this meeting- 
May I say that had this been the case of correspondence with a client in the 
form of a province, dealing with the. client’s business, I would have asked the 
committee not to press the request for filing of documents, and would have 
suggested that they were written in the course of business between banker ant 
client, and to file them would be creating an unfortunate precedent. Of course, 
I am not pressing that in this instance, in view of the fact that this has becon}6 
a public matter in Ontario. I think the situation is different, and therefore I d0 
not raise that point on this occasion.

With reference to the chairman’s suggestion that perhaps there might b 
some further feature of the matter which should be mentioned, in connection 
with the negotiations which took place in 1935, may I say that that will be 
very fully shown in the correspondence. I can only add that I did go to se^ 
Mr. Hepburn and various others in Toronto in May of 1935; but after explain' 
ing as best I could the general position of the central bank in relation 
provincial financing, and stressing the fact that what was necessary in s^cg 
a case was the intention of initiating a close relationship, I said that advic 
and assistance of an advisory kind was perhaps the best thing that the ban^ 
had to offer to any government. I then left the situation as it was for tb<n 
to think over, and at the same time promised that a representative of the ba 
—in fact it turned out to be Mr. Henderson—should go there to inform him5 ^ 
in regard to their financial position so far as he could in a short space 
time, so that if they should desire to suggest to us that a closer relations 
should be formed, we would be prepared in a preliminary way, at least, to ê 
that request proper consideration. Mr. Henderson did go and did ’n,°ut 
himself as well as he could in the course of the day he spent there ab 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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the main features of the current position. At a later date I went back and 
again explained our position. Nothing further came from these discussions, 
because the province never requested us to act in the only way in which we 
felt capable of acting.

Mr. Donnelly: Mr. Chairman, this morning just as we were about to 
adjourn, Mr. Deachman put a question to Mr. Towers with regard to the 
financing of the Canadian National Railways. I wonder if Mr. Towers could 
tell us why it is that the Canadian National Railway bonds and the dominion 
government bonds, both of which are guaranteed, have a different rate of 
interest? Why is it that the Canadian National Railway bonds always carry 
much higher interest than the government bonds?

Mr. Towers: The difference in market value between the dominion gov
ernment direct obligations and the guaranteed ones is perhaps on the surface 
a little hard to explain. One might believe that one would be as good as 
the other—in fact they are in the end. Well, the difference in yield in the 
market is usually of 1 per cent. I am taking the fairly long-term obliga
tions. I am not speaking from the book of course. If the dominion govern
ment obligation yields say 2-95 you may find the Canadian National guaran
teed one yields of 3-05; it is a small difference, but it exists. 1 think it is mainly 
a market matter, which I find difficult to explain in a way which would seem 
mgical. It is a market feeling on the subject; there are certain other features 
"hich do enter into it, however. One is, as I recall it, that the dominion 
government obligations are exempt from transfer taxes; Canadian National 
Railway ones are not.

By Mr. Kinley:
, Q- But succession duties as well?—A. No, just the transfer tax. 
t)(mds are sold—

When

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Would not the fact that before the government guarantee can be 

made effective in case there was a default, there would have to be certain 
?§al matters observed, which might cause some delay and that might m the 

u,ght of say New York security houses, be a slight objection?—A. I dare say
Stevens. It is usually the case that a guaranteedQfifig ™ters *nto Mr-

th Q-.Of any kind?—A. In any private or public guaranteed obligation, 
e- wiH usually sell slightly off from the direct ones.

By Mr. Deachman:
t0 ,,Q- With regard to the dominion government bonds, they have first recourse 
thf> )e. government; in the case of the railway bonds their first recourse is to 

lailway and then to the government?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Kinley:
is } Q- Is it a fact that because the Canadian National Railway’s head office 
get l,!- Ue^ec’ the province of Quebec claims succession duties on the Canadian

up if I tried to say exactly what they are.1 "UOnal P»il—.. i.__ j_o a J rm______ ...._______

tak Railway bonds?—A. There are some difficulties
do know discussion 
there ; but I would--------------uuliUOl-------------------------il. 1 UVAti <*.V

es Place from time to time in regard to that feature.
The Chairman: Mr. McGeer, do you wish to go on? 

a Wr. Deachman : Before Mr. McGeer begins, 1 should like to make a sug- 
to V.T n with which I think you will be good enough to agree. We have listened 

1 r- McGeer now for several days, and I—and I feel certain many o îe 
would like to hear from some other members of the committee. 1 am
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not speaking of this matter as far as I am concerned, personally, because I have 
very few questions to ask ; but I have listened to Mr. Landeryou, and you will 
recall that I asked some questions of him. I am very anxious to get Mr. 
Landeryou’s replies on what he would like to do according to his Social Credit- 
point of view. He was speaking and dealing with that matter when Mr. McGeer 
took it out of his hands and'went on with the examination. I should also like to 
hear from Mr. Stevens, with whom I do not always agree, but who has brought 
out some points from time to time in regard to monetary matters on which I 
should like to hear his more detailed explanation. I think in fairness to the rest 
of the committee there ought to be an opportunity to hear from those, and 
without differentiating between these gentlemen I have mentioned and others, 
some others who might like to ask some questions. Therefore my suggestion is 
that Mr. McGeer be good enough to give them the opportunity to speak, and 
then if there is any time left the balance of it could be given to Mr. McGeer. 

Mr. Kinley : Let Gerry go on.
Mr. McGeer: I may say, Mr. Chairman, with reference to Mr. Deachman’s 

remarks that I have discussed the suggestion that he makes with other members 
of the committee, and if I understand it correctly, the consensus of opinion was 
that my line of questioning should be followed out, and they would prefer to 
put their statements after the facts I was seeking were brought out.

Mr. Deachman : In that case, I should like to ask the committee to giv® 
judgment upon that, and if necessary I would move that the other member» 
have an opportunity to be heard. I am asking this matter of Mr. McGeer 
more as a courtesy to the rest of the members of the committee than anything 
else. He took the place of Mr. Landeryou when Mr. Landeryou was speaking' 
and has assumed that the other members would prefer to hear himself to Mr- 
Landeryou and the others. I think there ought to be certain definite limitation®- 
We have limitations in the House of Commons, limitation to a forty mining 
speech, and if the committees are to be constituted so that one man shall spent- 
for the entire session, then it is indeed a very peculiar presentation of t*1 
argument so far, at least, as I am concerned.

The Chairman: If I might make a suggestion, Mr. McGeer has stated th® 
he can complete his examination this afternoon. If he completes his examinatio 
this afternoon we will proceed in the way you suggest.

Mr. Deachman : We have heard Mr. McGeer with regard to that suggest'0^ 
As I recall it, quite clearly, he took the position when he took Mr. Landeryou 
place in the proceedings that he then proposed to go on and spend a very sho 
time on it. If Mr. McGeer is to go on, my suggestion is that perhaps the secret® % 
of the committee should notify any of us who have other business to do ®^g 
who might want to go on with other work or go into the house, and then 
could come in after this examination is finished.

Mr. McGeer: Anybody who Wants to do that can do it. ,
Mr. Deachman: Again I submit it should be left to the judgment of 

committee. . e
Mr. McGeer: I have not been here for at least four of the comm1 

meetings at all.
Mr. Deachman: Then, Mr. Chairman, I move that we give the 

tunity to other members of the committee to be heard, and after that 
give Mr. McGeer an opportunity to complete his examination. ^

Mr. Cleaver : I have a suggestion to make. In view of your c.°nlII].j)is 
that Mr. McGeer has indicated that he will complete his examination 
afternoon, I would suggest to Mr. Deachman that he do not press his moti°

Mr. Kinley : Hear, hear. p.
The Chairman: I think the motion should not be pressed, Mr. Deach 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Deachman : I should like to hear other speakers first.
Mr. Jaques : With regard to Mr. Landeryou, may I say he does not intend 

to give any plan to this committee, for the very simple reason that he has not 
any.

The Chairman : He said he had. Mr. Landeryou said he had a plan.
Mr. Deachman: Yes.
The Chairman : I heard the other night in the House of Commons that you 

should not say that a man tells an untruth. That is on record. It is not parlia
mentary.

Mr. Jaques: I think the committee misunderstood the term that he used. 
We have a general scheme, but no plan. As a matter of fact, it was arranged 
m our group that Mr. Landeryou was to occupy and have the first chance to 
address the committee, and he is now through, and I am to carry on from where 
he left off; but at the same time it was agreed, I think, that Mr. McGeer should 
have this afternoon to finish his examination.

The Chairman : Mr. Deachman, do you withdraw your motion?
Mr. Deacman : If I have no seconder for my motion I will leave it where 

m is. I still hold to my original conviction; that it is not a fair presentation 
m present one man’s point of view to the committee.

Mr. McGeer: I am not presenting one man’s point of view to the com
mittee, I am trying to assist the committee to get the basic facts before them. 
* am happy to say that a good number of the committee have personally .com
plimented me on the presentation I have made, and I am sorry Mr. Deachman 
doesn’t like it.

Mr. Deachman : I have heard compliments to yourself by yourself.
The Cairman : Order.
Mr. Deachman : But I have not heard those other compliments.
Mr. McGeer: I suppose you would not want to.
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Kinley: There seems to be two lines of thought before the committee 

aod I think Mr. McGeer represents one of them. I do not agree with him but, 
at the same time, if he has anything to offer, I think we should try to hear it.

Mr. Deachman: Would Mr. Kinley tell us what would happen to the other 
mes of thought if it took an equal length of time to express them?

The Chairman : I think, Mr. McGeer, you had better proceed. Mr. Deach- 
an is not pressing his resolution.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q- At the last meeting I was dealing with the problem of finding some use 

at) w°uld serve in a practical way the need of Canada for money out of this 
in ondant supply that we have. I think everyone in Canada is interested 
th kmhng some way to put a portion of that abundant supply to work. I dealt 
rne °ther day with defence, and I should like to draw your attention to a state- 
Wi]Tkma^e ky the Minister of National Defence to the Davis Commission. It 

. be found in the report of that commission’s finding at page 11. The com
moner says:—

During his testimony the minister said:—
I may say very definitely that the plan of government owner

ship as such has never been definitely abandoned; it has just been 
postponed because of the financial stringency which was particularly 
embarrassing to the Minister of National Defence.

m°Ca^ ^[0t seem somewhat paradoxical that we should have a supply of money
?825l- a measured, as we have measured it, at some ten thousand million
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dollars in excess of what we are using, and yet in the all-important matter of 
defence the minister of defence should state that “the financiail stringency was 
particularly embarrassing” to himself as Minister of National Defence?— 
A. You referred to a supply of ten thousand million which was not in use, 
although you recognize, I know, from what you have said before, that ten 
thousand million of potential paper money is not wealth which can be trans
formed into shells, shall we say?

Q. Did I say we could not transform it?—A. I assumed from earlier 
statements from you which are on the record that you did not visualize ten 
thousand million dollars as wealth.

Q. I visualize it as money in Canada.—A. And I also judged from what you 
have said earlier that you realized that paper money is not wealth and that 
when it goes beyond the bounds of serving as a useful medium of exchange it 
loses all value. Secondly, in regard to any statement made by the Minister of 
National Defence, I have no means whatever of commenting on that. What was 
in the mind of the Minister of National Defence and what was in the mind of 
the cabinet as a whole is not something for me to comment on.

Q. What was in the mind of the Minister of National Defence and what
was in the mind of the cabinet as a whole when they limited the defence
program to the financial expenditures that they did was the plain and simpl6 
fact that the government of Canada did not have access to money for defence 
purposes?—A. The government must therefore answer any question on that 
subject, not me.

Q. In any event, you would say that this abundant supply of money which 
is now established under the existing monetary policy of the Dominion is not 
such a supply as is available to the nation in part for defence purposes?—
A. The question of the supply of money, as we have tried to state in various
memoranda, is far less important than the question of the physical organization 
of the country. If ten thousand million dollars were wealth in itselu 
undoubtedly we would be a very wealthy country with the potentiality for 
expansion.of the monetary base that we have. But how far that can go depen|ls 
on the business and economic situation of the country and the effect which 
increasing credit will have on that situation. I do think we are talking at cros» 
purposes as it seems to me that there is the thought there that somehow °i 
other someone is standing in front of the pot of gold at the end of the rainb°'v 
and keeping ten thousand million dollars from the Canadian people.

Q. The thought that I have in mind is that when a group of empire states' 
men meet together, as they did in 1932, with all the monetary knowledge they 
have at their disposal, and lay down a policy which calls for the maintenance 0 
an abundant supply of money at low rates of interest, they at least have so»1 
idea that there is some purpose to be served from that abundant supply at 1° 
interest rates, and I am submitting to you that one of these purposes would ^ 
the defence of the empire nations?—A. I do not think that that group ° 
empire statesmen ever intended in any way, shape or form that vast expend»11 
should be financed from increasing the supplies of paper money. They 111 
have assumed that there would be such degree of expansion as seemed to ^ 
useful from a monetary point of view; that, so far as monetary action c°11. 
do it, development and activity would be encouraged. I think that were tu 
meeting here in Ottawa to-morrow they would say that in Canada the reco 
mendations which were made at that time had been fully carried out. j

Q. You think that in so far as the abundant supply of money is concef»^ 
we have got all the benefits from it that are available to us?—A. As at this da ^ 

Q. As at this date, notwithstanding that we have an unbalanced budgc* * 
a national government; that we are going behind at the rate of, roU^ygt 
$100,000,000 a year, and that national expenditures now indicate that we u1

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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go behind more than that as time goes on?—A. Is the implication that the 
budget should be balanced by the issue of money to the government?

Q. I am not saying anything about that, I am simply asking you, Mr. 
Towers, if you got my question correctly, as to whether or not in the light of all 
these conditions, we have obtained from the adoption of the policy enunciated 
at the empire conference of 1932 and 1933, all the benefits that are available 
to Canada from that policy?—A. The question then resolves itself into this: 
Has Canada got all the benefits which could be obtained from the adoption of 
sUch a policy as was recommended by that conference?

Q. I understand we have adopted the policy?—A. Yes, but I am going 
to finish that question. Has Canada obtained all the benefits possible from 
the adoption of such a policy notwithstanding—because those were the words 
that were used—governments still have substantial deficits? The only under
standing that I can gain of a question put in that form is that some extension of 
the monetary policy would remove government deficits; in fact however an 
^tension of government spending, would tend to increase government deficits.

Q. But it would also tend to increase national income, increase the power 
to pay taxes and increase consumers’ buying power and increase general business 
as well.—A. Depending, of course, on the character of the expenditures. We 
have, of course, put on the record anything that we can in regard to that 
Particular subject. We have put it on the record on at least one occasion, and 
. e have not taken the stand-pattish attitude that all government expenditure 

bad. Not at all. W7e have suggested that to the extent that it takes place, 
Particularly for the purposes which you mention, we in Canada need to exercise 
e*traordinary care to try to see that the expenditure is of a character which will 
lengthen the economy rather than weaken it.

i Q. And I read to you a statement of the Minister of Finance in which he 
the House of Commons in Canada— —A. The Minister of National 

defence?
f Q- The Minister of Finance. I have read you the statement of the Minister 

Finance in which he told our Canadian House of Commons that the huge 
i Penditures now undertaken by the British government would improve business 
ç (j,reat Britain even to the point of our being able to improve business in 

anada through the British improvement.—A. One may improve business at the 
_ Pense of the capital assets of the country, and that I think is what is taking 
y ace in England. I think they are having to realize on their past accumula- 

n? in order to carry on.
W Q- Wrhat I wanted to get from you is whether or not you can tell us any 
Har ” which this financial stringency which is embarrassing the Minister of 
j) l0nal Defence can be improved?—A. I think that the Minister of National 

G^ce, the Minister of Finance and the government must speak on that point. 
0- As governor of the Bank of Canada you have no information to give 
A- I do not think it is my function to give information on that point, if I

Us?
h aveaanf
into ■ " • should like to draw your attention to a book which I found very 
sifting on industrial development in Canada, entitled, “History of munitions 
by ii t n Canada,” by D. Carnegie. This passage is from an article written 

çG Hon. R. H. Brand, and will be found at page 310.—A. Yes. 
to-Hn ^0U know him, no doubt 

is he not?—A. I think so, _
jh He is a member of the firm of Lazard Freres?—A. Yes.

Set,, He came to Canada as the representative of the British government and 
of jTj the ^Imperial Munitions Board in Canada and arranged for the financing

I°n. Mr. Stevens : Did you say the book was written by Carnegie?

He is one of England’s outstanding bankers 
yes.
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Mr. McGeer: Yes, D. Carnegie. The article in question reads as follows :—• 
One of the most interesting and difficult aspects of the Board’s work 

was its financial problem. From the very first there was, as may be 
imagined, no little difficulty in provding the sums necessary to meet the 
board’s great expenditure, and as the war went on, the problem of pro
viding American dollars to meet American expenditure, and Canadian 
dollars to meet Canadian, became one of the most pressing of the 
problems of the British government—a problem, indeed, which, had it 
not been for the entry of the United States into the war, might have had 
a deciding influence on the whole course of the struggle. When in 
Ottawa, Mr. Hitchens and I formed the opinion that the Canadian gov
ernment should itself finance, on behalf of the British government at any 
rate, a very large proportion of the board’s expenditure. Canada had 
hitherto always been a borrowing country. She had borrowed before the 
war some £40,000,000 a year from England, and it required a great effort 
of imagination on the part of Canadians to assume not only that they 
were to cease borrowing from England but that they were actually rich 
enough to lend her large sums of money. Such a development had, in 
fact, never crossed their minds. While in Canada I urged publicly in 
speeches before the Canadian clubs at Montreal and Ottawa that it was 
the duty of the Canadian government and people to lend money generously 
to the British government in order to finance the munitions program, and 
while we were still in Ottawa the Canadian government announced that 
they had decided to lend $50,000,000 to the British government for this, 
purpose. A little later, as is fully explained in one of the following 
chapters, the Canadian banks came forward wdth another large credit, 
and in later months the Canadian government and banks continued to 
supply large sums of money.

New, what we have there from Mr. Brand is a statement that in 1914 we were 
unconscious of our own capital wealth in Canada. What I am going to suggest 
to you is this, that right to-day we face a crisis no less severe than that which 
existed in 1914 and 1915, and notwithstanding that crisis we seem to have lapsed 
back into the condition of mind that Mr. Brand talked us out of when he told 
us that instead of being a borrowing nation we actually have the wealth t° 
become a lending nation.—A. Of course, we are in a sense a lending nation no"’1 
so I think it would be requiring a considerable stretch of the imagination tn 
assume that our frame of mind is the same now as it was then. A country which 
is financing all its domestic activity, too low a domestic activity of course, a-h 
at the same time repatriating foreign debts is not a borrowing country. 
will remember, of course, that what took place during the war was in effect tfia 
we lurnished materials. I am speaking now not of our own contribution of me 
and materials but of those other forms of contribution you have mentione j 
We furnished materials, and the money lending end of it found effective exprcS 
sion in the materials with which we furnished the British government.

Q. Yes, but Mr. Brand states that instead of borrowing forty million doHW 
a year as we have been doing in the past we were quite able to abandon W 
policy because of our riches and become a lending nation.—A. We were able ^ 
do that for two reasons. We had been borrowing on a large scale for yrC * 
development of which our railways were the major factor; that developing 
was tremendous, reaching a peak about 1910 or 1912. At about that time so ^ 
400,000 emigrants entered this country in one year. Now, I do not want 
labour the point, but the capital for the development which was going pr?q\i 
that time wrns provided in large measure by borrowings from abroad. In , for 
that stopped ; and then as a result of a war we find this new demand

[V G/aham Ford Towers.]
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materials and supplies which were anxiously required by Europe ; and on that 
basis, of course, we stopped borrowing, and of course, we could lend. It is as 
simple at A B C.

Q. Of course, at that time we had no production of gold such as we have 
now?—A. We had many other things.

Q. We had no developed trade and commerce; as a matter of fact our trade 
balances were not nearly as favourable as they have been during the past five 
years?—A. Our balances prior to the war were heavy import balances ; naturally 
so due to the import of capital. The things merged together. There was a 
Period of hesitancy, of course, in our commercial and general industrial life for 
a time after the commencement of the war, then the demand for war supplies 
became strong. Then came the wheat crop of 1915, one which to the best of 
toy recollection was the largest in the history of the country and which sold at 
very substantial prices. Of course we could supply credit, because in fact we 
Were supplying it in the form of those materials which we had in abundance, 
toore than we ever had before.

Q. Of course", in addition to financing the munitions board we financed the 
Canadian cost of the war as well?—A. Yes.

Q. Yet we increased our bank deposits from $1,200,000,000 to $2,400,000,000 
during that period?—A. Did it go up to $2,400,000,000 by the end of the war?
I do not recall that figure. There was a substantial price inflation which took 
Place during that time.

Q. And we have increased our bank deposits again subsequent to the drop 
during the depression up to more than $3,000,000,000?—A. $2,500,000,000.

■ Q. I think we have taken the gross figure, not the other?—A. Oh, both 
Canadian and foreign?

Q. Yes. That is $3,000,000,000?—A. Yes.
_ Q. Now, we had an increase in bank deposits, money wealth of Canada, 

during that period of, roughly speaking, 140 per cent?—A. I think it went from 
about $1.000,000,000 to about $2,000,000,000, an increase of 100 per cent; 
anyway, it was very substantial.

Q. And we did that in a period of six years?—A. Yes.
Q- In other words, during the period of the war, that is the six year period 

of the war, we increased the money wealth of Canada, that is the bank deposit 
toonev wealth of Canada by as much as we had accumulated during our entire 
tostorv up to 1914?—A. If i may make a suggestion there, Mr. McGeer, I think 
n would be so much safer—you will forgive me for making the suggestion—to

away from the reference to money wealth; because, money most definitely 
s not wealth. What happened was that deposits which are the medium of 
^change, doubled, during that period. And the value of the Canadian dollar 

, as about halved; I mean, the value of the Canadian dollar in terms of 
c°tomodities.

Q- That was because of the price rise?—A. Naturally.
• Q. And then price levels began to drop and the money wealth again
I c^eased in 1936, and 1937, 1938 and 1939, and we have more money in Canada 

~day than we had in 1920?—A. Yes.
Q- And prices are away below the prices in 1920?—A. Oh, yes, they are. 

^ Q- Yes. Now, isn’t this the inevitable conclusion, that as the volume of 
°ney in circulation increases prices fall?—A. No, not necessarily.

Q- Well now, let me point that out.—A. Yes.
O- I think one of the fundamental fallacies in the economy of orthodox 

in an<to is to be found there; the assumption that prices will be raised by increas- 
, tlie volume of money in circulation is a pure fallacv?—A. But who 
elleves it?
hav^r?^’ a,H orthodox financiers believe it?—A. No, excuse me; not if they 
stu;idany intelligence. Unless orthodox as it is so often used connotes or means
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Q. As a matter of fact, the quantum theory of money is based upon the
assumption that as the volume of money expands-------A. Oh, no, no, no, Mr.
McGeer; no such thing.

Q. I wish you would wait until I conclude my proposition.—A. Yes.
Q. As I understand it the quantum theory of money says, all things being 

equal, with the expansion of the volume of money prices rise, with the con
traction of the volume of money prices fall; and it is on that theory, that by 
getting money into circulation under a pump-priming program, the assumption 
was that you were going to raise price levels of 1928.—A. That theory of course, 
as you stated it, has at the outset that helpful clause, “ all things being 
equal.”

Q. Yes?—A. Increasing the volume of money, if at the same time velocity 
is declining, will not necessarily result in an increase in the price level.

Q. No, but if you take the price levels of 1800 and take the increase in the 
volume of purchasing power over the last century and the portion of this 
century that we have run into you will find the volume as a medium of exchange 
rising tremendously throughout the world?—A. Yes.

Q. And you will find a consistent decline in the long-term period in the 
average of prices; and the reason for that I think is because with an increase 
in the volume of purchasing power the volume of production increases to the 
reduction of the average cost with the result that either due to competitive 
influences or the desire to extend the volume of business the producer will reduce 
his prices to the lowest level that is consistent with reasonable profit return on 
his activities. Might I give you one concrete illustration that exemplifies that 
completely: We to-day get automobiles at a price that makes them a thing of 
general use simply because the volume of automobile purchasing power is in 
such great volume that we have mass production and a volume of production 
that puts this type of thing on the market at a very low cost. It is the same 
in our units of travel, and every single item which you want to look at. The 
reflection of an increased volume of purchasing power is to reduce the cost as 
the volume of consumption increases the volume of production. We have had 
that very thing in the war, if I might be permitted to state the facts; we had 
a tremendous increase in the average purchasing power during the period of the 
war after the war period, and we had a tremendous expansion. There was a 
rise in the price level during the war period and it was largely due not to the 
increased volume of purchasing power that came into being but because the 
conditions were opportune for an exploitation of the price level, and in Canada' 
one of the most vicious exploitations of the price level we have faced was in 
the issue of 5^ per cent tax free bonds. Now, just as soon as that period which 
was opportune for exploitation of the price level disappeared you got the 
immediate reaction of a decline in prices; and what I am saying to you now 19 
this, that if we in Canada could find some way of putting into circulation through 
wise investment a greater volume of purchasing power we would do what Mr- 
Dunning says they are doing in England, improving the business of the whole 
community. Now, do you disagree with that proposition?—A. No one in 
possession of his senses would disagree with that proposition. But you said' 
of course, wise investment. And now, we will all agree that the development 
of new industries and a general increase in the productive strength of the 
country, would be wise investment. But if there should be any suggestion that 
I should be asked to speak about what would be a wise or unwise investment 
of public monies, it is there that I think I would be going beyond my functions-

Q. I mean, I don’t want to embarrass you in your position as Governor of 
the Bank of Canada, but I certainly think you should give us such information 
as you can in your capacity as a public servant operating a publicly owned 
institution largely concerned with banking.—A. To go further than that, I d° 
not think I should make any statements either pro or con.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. I am not so sure about that, because after all, this is a committee of 
parliament and we are sitting here discussing this problem because the Minister 
of Finance has thought fit to place before the committee of parliament the 
report of the Bank of Canada and has asked us to review that and to bring in 
whatever recommendations this committee see fit to bring in. So that I think 
it is only fair to say that this committee is a committee of investigation whose 
primary duty is to find some way of improving the general financial situation 
and the general economic situation in so far as the monetary factors are 
concerned and the employment situation in Canada, so far as monetary 
factors are concerned'—of the whole dominion. So I do not think that you need 
to feel that we are not an open committee, free to secure the best advice you 
can give us on any of those subjects. What I should like to suggest to you is 
this: When you refer to wise investments do you, as a banker, think that the 
fleeting of the cost of essential national defence is not a wise investment at a 
lime like the present?—A. Mr. McGeer, I am sorry we are coming back to that 
^possible hurdle. It is impossible for me to express any opinion in respect to 
such a question.

Q. Very well.—A. After all, it is not a question of information which I 
have on file, it is opinion.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I wonder, Mr. McGeer, if that question could not be 
hut in a little more abstract way?

Mr. McGeer: I should be glad if you would do it.
^ Hon. Mr. Stevens: Let me suggest that you put it perhaps this way: 
Has the governor of the bank considered or would the governor of the bank 
Consider that an expansion of government activity or public expenditure along 
he line which parliament would declare to be sound and proper have an 

effect? What effect would it have or would it have the tendency such as you 
ave been seeking to show? Leave it in the abstract rather than specify defence; 

^’cause I can quite appreciate the governor’s feeling. He does not- want to say 
yes ” or “ n0 >> that question and probablv do violence to the views of the

'g0vernment.

hi

By Mr. McGeer:
w Q- I think probably it might be put in this way: Assuming that parliament 
ex°ul_d decide on a policy of public expenditure for national defence, using the 
^Kting facilities for increasing our bank deposits by discounting government 

hds at such a rate of interest as parliament would declare, do you think that 
0 *°uld finance such a program under our present system?—A. Leaving entirely 
___ the question the specific objects of any expenditure, we have said before 
s^and I have said again to-day—that expenditures that increase the economic 
keen£kh of the country in any way, shape or form are desirable, whether they 
in f or private. The question as to whether this or that expenditure does 
,he; ae* conform to that principle is another matter. If such expenditures are 
t[1(? ^ made which increase the economic strength of the country, there is raised 
the gestion as to whether or not they should be financed by borrowing from 
e^ple or whether they should be financed by the creation of additional 
fpWe i Aether the latter would be bad or good will depend upon the general 
UpXv‘movement, in the country’s production. A certain degree of general 
the r(i movement could, no doubt, be accompanied by a certain increase in 
Hot; «mmm of exchange, other things being equal; that is, if the velocity did 
sary fCre.ase to an extent which made it, from a monetary point of view, unneces- 
c°UlH ° mcrease the sum total of the means of payment. That is about all I 

say on that point, I think.
interri r ^r- Towers------ A. May I add something to that? Excuse me for
becess P. mg. We should always remember that activities of that kind do not 

ar% depend upon increasing the quantity of credit or paper.
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Q. Or bank deposits?—A. Or bank deposits. There is always the possi
bility of borrowing from the people.

Q. Then I take it, from what you have said to us, that the preferable wray 
of financing any such program as that would be by borrowing from the people, 
from their accumulated savings which are now in the banks to the extent of 
$1,600,000,000, as I understand it. Is that right?—A. Yes; at least, that is 
the amount of the deposits.

Q. That is the amount of the savings bank deposits?—A. Yes.
Q. And your suggestion is that the preferable way of financing public 

expenditures is to borrow from that accumulated reserve of savings in the 
possession of the savings banks?—A. No, I did not necessarily say that. I said, 
first of all, that whether an expenditure was desirable or not depended upon the 
object to which it was to be devoted. If it increased the economic strength of 
the country, all right ; if it did not, it is not so good. Secondly, in respect to the 
method of financing, I said that if there were no other general reasons which 
made it desirable for an increase in the amount of medium of exchange to take 
place—if there were no general reasons for that, then presumably the right policy 
is to do it by borrowing the people’s savings.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Or taxation.—A. Or taxation.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Or taxation. Then if the public are not willing to lend and taxation has 

reached a point where it would not be wise to increase taxation—because, after 
all, there is a line of diminishing return—then the alternative would be—

Mr. Kinley: Stop spending.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. —an expenditure by way of discounting governmental securities through 

the banks and increasing the volume of bank deposits?—A. You make that 
assumption there that the people are unwilling to lend.

Q. I say, “If the people are unwilling to lend.”—A. Yes, if the people are 
unwilling to lend. I find it very difficult to evolve anything of an orderly £>r 
sensible character on the basis of that assumption'; because it does mean, pre
sumably, that the people have lost confidence in their government, does it not?

Q. Well, as I thought I put it to you fairly clearly the other day—
Mr. Kinley: Or in their country.
Mr. Towers : In their country? Well, yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. —it might be that the rate of interest is not attractive; because, after alb 

the government would fix the rate of interest. But I do not care what the reas- 
son is, Mr. Towers. I say if the people are unwilling, as Mr. Eccles pointed on > 

to invest; if the tax level has reached a point where it is not wise to increase 
it any further, then is not the alternative—and I might say to Mr. Kinley tha 
we are assuming that governmental expenditure is considered essential an ^ 
necessary and has been decided upon; I mean, that is the premise:—to discoun 
through the banks the government securities and increase the volume of ban 
deposits?—A. Well, certainly history would support that view. In other word^ 
there have been many occasions where governments have got into a fix, ha 
got their backs to the wall, and saw no other means of going ahead except 0 
the basis which you mention ; and they have done that. ^ g

Q. Yes; and what you call a “fix” is either a crisis of war which 
defence of the realm or an economic crisis in which the internal fabric of t

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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nation is crumbling because of inability to maintain orderly progress with 
reasonable prosperity?—A. It has crumbled for various reasons in various 
countries.

Q. Whenever you get a condition where your defence of the realm is an 
essential necessity, should you not move to that defence? And if your people 
will not give you their money on the terms upon which you want it, and if you 
have got taxation to the point where you cannot increase it any more, should 
you not resort to the process of increasing your bank deposits by discounting 
Your securities?—A. It is a contradiction in terms; because if it is the policy of 
the government to do such and such a thing, your people must give it to you.

The Chairman : The people are the government.
Mr. Kinley: There never was any question in connection with the defence 

of the country as to the country not being able to afford it if they wanted to. 
It was a matter of policy. He says the government has been stingy or that 
they will not give him that much money.

Mr. McGeer: He does not use that language.
Mr. Kinley: That is what he means.
Mr. McGeer: I do not think so. He says it has been postponed because of 

financial stringency which was particularly embarrassing to the minister.
Mr. Kinley: One reason is as good as another.
Mr. McGeer: I would say this: If we are to accept Mr. Kinley’s state

ment, then the government refuses to spend money for defence notwithstanding 
that they have got the money.

Mr. Cleaver : No; they do not want to increase the debt.
Mr. McGeer ; Then, of course, if you must increase the deficit, it is because 

you have not got the means.
Mr. Kinley: My statement is that the fact that they did not spend more 

m defence is no evidence that the country is without resources ; that is all. They 
Can get them if they want to.

The Chairman : I suggest we do not labour the point. It is now five min- 
utes after five. Time is passing very quickly.

Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, I want to point this out. I came here in
hope that I could make some contribution to the improvement of the finances 

this country, and I thought this committee was one place where we could have 
a tree discussion upon that matter. I thought when we came to this parlia
ment we came here with a great purpose to fulfil. Let me for one moment—

The Chairman : Mr. McGeer, I am just suggesting this.
Mr. McGeer: Let me read a statement—
The Chairman : I was just trying to suggest that time is passing. You are 

ot going to be here to-morrow, and I thought you wanted to complete your 
Xaniination by six o’clock.

Mr. McGeer: I am not in any hurry to complete an examination that will 
c°!Ve the unemployment problem or the problem of distress and poverty that
e*sts in this nation

The Chairman : I understood you were.
Mr. McGeer: Let me put on the record one statement of the Prime Minister 

j this country to-day, which was made at the close of the last campaign and is 
s statement to the people of this nation as to what this government would do 
'ter his direction. He said:—

In the new era which dawns to-day, the struggle for the rights 
of the people will, in the realm of economic liberty and security, be carried 
on as never before. Poverty and adversity, want and misery, are the 
eneiiiies which Liberalism will seek to banish from our land. They, have
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lain in wait at the gate of every Canadian home during the past five years, 
and their menacing mien has served to destroy the souls, as well as the 
minds and bodies, of an ever increasing number of men, women and chil
dren in our land. We take up at once, as our supreme task, the endeavour 
to end poverty in the midst of plenty, starvation and unnecessary suffer
ing in a land of abundance, discontent and distress in a country more 
blessed by Providence than any other on the face of the globe, and to 
gain for individual lives, and for the nation as a whole, that “health 
and peace and sweet content” which is the rightful heritage of all . . .

The election is an endorsation of the Liberal view that credit is a 
public matter, not of interest to bankers only, but of direct concern to 
every citizen. It is a verdict against a privately owned and controlled 
central bank, and in favour of a properly constituted national bank to 
perform the functions of rediscount, and the control of currency issue 
considered in terms of public need. There can be no mistaking the demand 
for a restoration to the government of Canada of control over credit 
and currency issue. As the campaign proceeded, the issue of the control, 
by the people, of all functions of government, through their representa
tives in parliament, and not by any other power became increasingly 
clear. The electorate has declared that a responsible ministry, not or
ganized finance and international money power, is to control in all 
matters of state.

This is the first opportunity we have had as a banking and commerce committee 
to discuss those problems in a long period of more than four years ; and what do 
we find? One of my colleagues from the government side asking that I be shut 
out of the discussion in this debate.

The Chairman : No, no. I beg your pardon.
Mr. McGeer: When I start to examine the head of the Bank of Canada 

on how we are going to improve the means of financing the defence of this 
nation, I am told by the chairman of this committee that he has got his eye on 
the clock and that he would like to help me to get through.

The Chairman : Mr. McGeer, please.
Mr. McGeer: I can quit right now if that is the wish of the committee.
The Chairman: Listen to me for a minute, Mr. McGeer. You misunder

stood the situation.
Mr. McGeer: I did not misunderstand it.
The Chairman: Yes, you did. I understood you were anxious to complete 

your examination this afternoon. When Mr. Kinley made an interruption, 1 
intervened to say that you should be given the opportunity to go on and continue
your examination. I want to say this also, that there are other members of
the committee who would like to do some examining.

Mr. McGeer: I am quite willing to turn it over to other members of the 
committee any time members of this committee ask me to do so.

The Chairman: The understanding was that you should have this after
noon; and I was trying to carry out that understanding.

Mr. McGeer: I am doing the best I can-----
The Chairman : Go ahead.
Mr. McGeer : ----- to make some contribution that is worthwhile.
The Chairman : You are making one. We all admit that.
Mr. McGeer : I have no quarrel with the Bank of Canada or anybody

else, but I have a desire to see a land more blessed by providence than any 
other land on the earth, facing squarely and honestly the problem of making

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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conditions better for thousands of destitute Canadians who are only destitute 
in Canada because of the misguided monetary system from which we are suf
fering.

The Chairman : You have no monopoly in that desire; we all have that 
desire.

Mr. McGeer: We are coming to a time, Mr. Chairman, when we are 
going to discuss these issues again with the people of Canada.

The Chairman: Quite right.
Mr. McGeer: And we ought to be able to get something on the record that 

will help us to discuss that intelligently when that time comes.
Mr. Kinley: Let us discuss that.
Mr. McGeer: We will do that. If, Mr. Chairman, the discussion of how 

to finance the defence of this nation at this time is not a pertinent matter in 
this inquiry, then I wonder what possibly could be?

The Chairman : Mr. McGeer, I suggested that you should be allowed to 
continue your examination without interference.

Mr. McGeer: I know.
Mr. Kinley : Without questioning?
The Chairman : Yes, at the present time. This is Mr. McGeer’s afternoon. 

Let him complete his statement. You can have to-morrow.
Mr. McGeer: I have said to the members of the committee on other 

occasions that I do not want any member of this committee to feel that they 
cannot ask me any questions or get any information from me that I can help 
mem with.

The Chairman: There are other people who want to go on.
Mr. Cleaver : I think Mr. McGeer has entirely minunderstood our chair- 

?an; I think the chairman was trying to help rather than hinder you, Mr. 
McGeer. I think you took him up wrongly.

The Chairman: Continue; we shall talk about it after.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q- Now, Mr. Towers, there is another matter. You do not seem to be of 

J}e opinion that if we put people to work in Canada financing a development 
ai'niament program based on our great mineral industry, that it would be 

°rnething that would improve the wealth and security of the nation?—A. I did 
.°t express any opinion whatever, Mr. McGeer, and having in mind that so 
„ F as. I know the object of the committee in having a witness before them is to 
p k him for such information as he may be able to give, and not expect him to 
y's on government policy or anything of that kind, it seems to me that ques- 
cq11; which puts answers into my mouth, is far more suitable to the tactics of a 

Ul't than it is to this committee.
v _ L Well, I think we had better leave that alone, because we have got along 
p,/well so far. I think probably we would be better off if we let that go. I 
a «>at question to you again, and I want you to follow it, and I will put it in 
has 161 WaY- I say to you, that in the light of modern world conditions, Canada 
ip a duty and an opportunity to establish an armament industry based upon the 
secu^°Wer and the mineral resources of this country, that will add to the 
by nty of the nation and will improve the economic situation within the nation 
pSivmg worthwhile employment to large numbers of people, and that such a 
hndpain C0UM be financed out of the abundance of money that is available 
A. »r °ur existing monetary policy? Have you any fault to find with that?— 
to expenditures, whether they are on armaments or other things, which add 
op j.ie economic strength of the country can be financed without any sacrifice 

e Part of the people. If it is a form of expense which does not add to the
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economic strength but is nevertheless considered by the government and the 
people to be essential, no doubt that can be done too on the basis of sacrifice 
by the people. I cannot add anything to that, I think.

Q. Well, now, I go back to the proposition of tourist trade, and I will put 
it to you in the same affirmative way. I say to you that in the light of our 
position in Canada, we in this dominion, can to the advantage of the nation 
and to the advantage of our international balance of payment, embark on a 
program of highway construction, improvements to parks, beaches, centres of 
natural beauty and natural wmnder, a broad program of beautification of both 
city and countryside from coast to coast, and that we can finance that program 
to the advantage of the nation and relieve unemployment by such a course. 
Have you any fault to find with that?—A. I say—

Q. And that we can finance that out of the abundance of money that we 
possess?—A. I am afraid I shall be trying your patience by practically repeating 
what I said before.

Q. If you would like to shorten it, you could say in answer to that question, 
“see the answer I gave to the previous one.”—A. That is, a useful expenditure 
does not drag a country down, and therefore, as you will see by that, I feel that 
I cannot answer in a way which would be in the form of endorsing this expendi
ture or that or the other. I think that that is hardly my function here; other 
people are just as capable of determining whether such expenditure is a strength
ening expenditure or not.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Don’t you think you are drawing the line too fine when you say that? 

You are the governor of our central bank. Should not you express an opinion 
as to what are the expenditures which would add to our economic strength?-" 
A. We are speaking now specifically I think of public expenditures—

Q. No, in general. What type of expenditures in general?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I was speaking of the tourist trade. The tourist trade is specific.—A- 

If it is a question of private expenditure it, of course, always passes the test on 
can it earn its keep? so to speak and the expenditure goes ahead on that définit* 
basis. In respect to public expenditures there are various kinds where th® 
government has to say, we cannot specifically draw a revenue from this, but 
we think it is of a character which will strengthen the country as a whole, s° 
that indirectly we can get it back.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Your opinion being a non-partisan opinion, I take it, would be of gre®. 

use to this committee, and I should like to press for an answer to Mr. McGeer » 
statement.—A. I may have the wrong view, after all I may be wrong in a 1°^ 
of things ; but I do think it would be quite wrong for me to urge or reconnu*11 
any particular form of government expenditure, which is, after all, a veO 
intimate question of government policy.

By Mr. McGeer: , j
Q. Of course, we have gone back to that. We have gone over that 

As a matter of fact, I want to say, Mr. Chairman, and I do not want to say ' 
offensively, that I thought when I read the preamble to this act and read 
Canadian Macmillan report that one of the things we were going to get JWy 
the governor of the Bank of Canada was some advice on what we could ^ 
financially. Now, apparently we are not getting that. Howrever, that j 
matter for you to decide.—A. I do not think that is the case, Mr. McGeer.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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think that if the government decided that it was going to go ahead with a 
policy of expending money on certain things—

The Chairman : Including roads—
Mr. Towers : Including anything which they thought would add to the 

economic strength -of the country—
Mr. McGeer: This committee, if you will pardon me for saying so, is 

here, as I take it, to carry back to the government some recommendations as to 
what might be done to improve the economic conditions of this country.

Mr. Cleaver: That is right.
Mr. Towers: The government having decided that it is going to do such 

and such a thing has then various alternatives with regard to finding funds.
Mr. Cleaver : Before we decide, have not we the right to know from you 

m the light of our financial situation how far we can go and how best we can 
move to reduce the cost of any program of necessary development to the 
minimum?

Mr. Kinley: That is for us to decide.
Mr. Cleaver: I wonder if you would permit me to say this. Would this 

question embarrass you, Mr. Towers: what in your opinion is the best form 
°f expenditure which this country could make to add to the economic strength 
°f Canada?

Mr. Kinley: He has said that before.
Mr. Cleaver : No, no.
Mr. Towers: I think that is a question of policy.
Mr. Lacroix: Mr. Chairman, we understand the governor of the Bank of 

panada is supposed to advise us as to the best way of financing this country.
not believe the governor of the Bank of Canada now is telling us anything 

about it. He is just avoiding it in his replies.
The Chairman : I doubt if that is our reference.
Mr. Cleaver : Let us get an extension of our reference, then.
Mr. McGeer: We may have to do that.

,, Mr. Towers: I think what happened is this: the government decides on 
"e expenditures and then they are financed in the best way possible..

Mr. Cleaver : Mr. Towers, should not you—
Mr. Lacroix: You are supposed to advise the government.

By Mr. Cleaver:
i Q- Should not you tell us what in your opinion is the best form of expendi- 
t^e to make to add to the economic strength of this country?—A. If that were

mtention then certainly the Bank of Canada would have to be equipped 
engineers, with a vast staff which would be ranging the country trying to 

’Cl(m what were the best forms of expenditure.
Q- Who is better placed to advise us than the central bank in that regard? 
The Chairman : Mr. Stevens and Mr. Ross and I will advise. 

bG Mr. Towers: If I am wrong, then I think functions of that type should 
farni0re clearly indicated, because it is not the function which is performed so 

as I am aware bv anv central bank.

By Mr. McGeer:
etl(j Q-.I can tell you this, that everybody throughout this country from one
thaf ^ the other, is anxious to see idle men and idle money------A. I realize

as well as you do, Mr. McGeer.
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Q. —put together in some constructive enterprise. Every man and woman 
in this country is anxious to see our social services expanded, with the exception 
of a very, very few who place money values above human values.—A. None 
of whom are in this room, I am sure.

Q. I do not think there are any here.
The Chairman : Nor in Canada.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I am glad to hear that. I am afraid I hear expressed from time to 

time through some of our newspapers, suggestions that a great many of our 
social services are unnecessary and an improper burden for the taxpayer to 
carry. However, I won't go into that now. Do you feel that the possible invest
ment in defence—I have dealt with the possible investment in tourist trade 
development. Now I come to the question of social services, and I think I can 
say to you that after reviewing most of the countries of the western civilization, 
that notwithstanding that our dominion is more blessed by Providence with 
wealth than any other land on earth, we lag far behind all western nations in 
the matter of social services. Do you think when we 1 pay pensions or con
tributions to those whose standard of living is raised from a level below that 
which it should be to the level that is commonly accepted as right and reason
able, that that expenditure of money does not increase the consumers buying 
power, which would not exist if those services were not performed by the 
government? Do you agree with that?—A. If I were here as an ordinary 
citizen of the country I would answer that question quickly enough, but I am 
here as governor of the central bank. I can express within certain limitations, 
within the limits of my knowledge, views in regard to any particular method 
of financing which may be proposed. Further than that, I am sorry to say, 
I cannot go.

Q. Then I put it to you this way: That with our abundant wealth of 
resources and our abundance of money are we in a position to undertake and 
finance a program of improved social services throughout the dominion, in your 
opinion?—A. I would say that whatever policy the government may decide 
upon can be implemented provided they are willing to ask the citizens of the 
country for the ways and means with which to do it.

Q. Now, I come to another matter. We do know that our provincial 
governments are desperately in need of finances to carry on the functions of 
provincial government as are demanded by the people whom those provincial 
governments represent in the provinces. Do you think that out of the abundant 
supply of money which is now available to us our national government can 
finance any substantial measure of assistance to the provincial governments?-" 
A. I can only repeat that money is not wealth ; that governments can folio" 
what policies they choose to adopt ; that in certain cases they have to ask the 
citizens to supply sinews of war; and if it were the case that through the 
expansion of credit or currency on a tremendous scale one could produce a 
rabbit from a hat and make it possible for the governments to do all the thing6 
which they desire to do without asking for any sacrifices on the part of the 
citizens of the country who are able to make sacrifices—that is, those who are-" 
if it were the case that by some monetary legerdemain it were possible to h^vC 
all these things without sacrifice, then certainly I would be open to criticisj®' 
and any central bank would, if, it stood between the people and this pot of g°‘ 
But that, I do not believe, is the case.

Q. If what you are telling me now is correct we come back, of course, 
the proposition that there is not very much to this new monetary policy t ^ 
was laid down in 1932 and 1933 and which the Dominion of Canada has adop*eJ 
because you now say to me that to get access to that abundant supply 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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money involves something like taking a rabbit out of a hat or something like 
removing the Bank of Canada from its position between the people and this 
ten thousand million dollars which you have told me------- A. Is not wealth.

Q. —is available.—A. Is not wealth.
Q. Well, you say that, but what I want to get at is this: It may be a purely 

illusionary proposition and the policy may be of no value but I cannot bring 
myself to believe that the men who laid down that policy intended to create 
that abundant supply of money at low rates of interest unless they had in mind 
that it would be accessible for defence, for trade develapment, for social services, 
tor the betterment of provincial governments, the betterment of municipal 
governments, the improvement of the standard of living, the distribution of 
national income and the well-being of the people at large.—A. Yes. Well, that 
abundant supply of money, at least a much more abundant supply of money 
than was available at that time, has come into being in Canada. The results 
have been that governments, not only the dominion but others who had credit 
standing, have been able to finance public expenditures on a tremendous scale 
during the course of the last ten years.

Q- By going in debt?—A. In fact, I was going to say the complaint which 
F°mes from certain directions is that the debt increases have been too large. We 
have referred to figures in previous meetings. They are very large. Govern
ments have been able to do that, and in general without adding—certainly this is 
.rue so far as the dominion is concerned—to their interest charges. That has 
Evolved sacrifices on the part of the people throughout the country. In other 
^ °rds, the good which has come to governments, in respect of being able to 
s°rrow great additional quantities of money and reduce their charges at the 
jame time, has not been costless in any sense; it has represented a sacrifice on 

me part of the people.
, Q- What sacrifice, for instance?—A. A sacrifice on the part of the people 

lif ° -hold fixed interest obligations or who have savings deposits or who have 
x>c lnsurance policies. Naturally they find their income very much reduced. 
^,°y> that is not criticism on my part of that policy; I just mention that they 
1)01° make this sacrifice. Now, if it should be decided that the same
;n lcy should be pursued, perhaps even on a much larger scale, all I am point
er 'n*' *s that it is within the power of parliament to do so, but that parliament 
0nu c‘ not want to do so without knowing it was imposing a material sacrifice

a certain number of the Canadian people.

By Mr. Kinley:
—a Q- Much of this provincial debt in eastern Canada is revenue producing? 

Yes.
Q- For instance, hydro, and all that sort of thing?—A. Yes. 

are s, ^ *s. ready an investment which builds up an asset. Even roads. There 
alt°ge^ ^ings like defence from which there is no revenue, but that is different

By Mr. McGeer:
with n * ,have deaIt with roads. I have dealt with social services, I have dealt 
bonuses°7ln^a^ distance, municipal assistance, and I think that policies of 
Work; t i industry which are in existence in practically every nation in the
haps a rtH y------- ^ * might make my position a little more clear and per-
there js 1 t e more understandable it is this: I do not suggest for a moment that 
Provided1'1? am.ount of public expenditure that a government cannot undertake 
doing so 1 realizes that it is asking for a sacrifice on the part of someone in 

Q T am Provided the people as a whole are willing to make the sacrifice, 
believing ?iant b° come to that, I may be entirely wrong, but I find myself 

7825j_la* b can read the declarations that were made prior to the last
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election; that a new era was going to be ushered in and that that new era was 
going to come primarily through the institution of governmental power to con
trol and regulate the creation, issue and circulation of the medium of exchange 
in terms of public need, not private gain. I thought by that that we were going 
to be able to attack the enemy, poverty and destitution and unemployment, by 
seeing to it that a better and more sustained circulation of the medium of exchange 
was brought about. What I want to point out to you is this: We apparently have 
an abundant supply ; we have destitution and unemployment facing vast oppor
tunities for constructive Canadian development. For instance, the number of 
people who are destroyed through the failure to eliminate level crossings in this 
country is a crying shame to the whole administration of this nation. That is 
only one item. We do not need to import any materials. We have an abund
ance of idle labour, and yet, for some reason, we cannot find the means of putting 
labour and material together to make our highways safe against the destruc
tion of human life. Now, is there no way by which we can finance public enter
prise, no way by which we can exercise control that will reduce the cost of 
money to governments and provide the medium of exchange that governments 
must have to put men at work on materials to produce things that are needed 
and worth while within the nation?—A. I think that question has come up 
before in various ways and that in effect, although you may not quite agree 
with this method of putting it, it simmered down, in fact almost all the questions 
that have come up in the committee have simmered down, to this: Is there no 
costless way in which these things can be done? Now, I have failed to find a 
costless way.

Q. All right, let me put this proposition to you. On your own evidence i* 
is now established that the money of Canada is a creature of the laws of 
Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. That parliament does, by enacting laws, provide the means of creating» 
issuing and, in a measure, controlling and regulating the circulation of Canadian 
money. That is correct?—A. The amount; hardly the circulation.

Q. The amount. All right. Will you tell me why a government with power 
to create money should give that power away to a private monopoly and then 
borrow that which parliament can create itself back at interest to the point ol 
national bankruptcy, because, if we cannot finance the things that are necessary 
it means that this nation cannot meet its current obligations. But we win 
eliminate the question of bankruptcy and leave the question: Why should 9 
government with power to create money borrow that money at interest1—h- 
Presumably it does so because it wants to give the people a medium of exchange 
with which they will be satisfied. Now, speaking of borrowing that money, ? 
realize of course that the amount which is paid provides part of the operating 
costs of the banks and some interest on deposits. Now, if parliament wants Î 
change the form of operating the banking system, then certainly that is with' 
the power of parliament. Secondly, if parliament decided that it would procee 
with such and such an expenditure by means of legislating for an increase ' 
the note issue—two hundred, five hundred, a billion dollars—there are no lim't!^ 
tions on parliament; it could do so. I would not be here to say that parliame ^ 
must not do this. That would be foolish. Parliament can do as it sees fit- 
can express opinions for what they may be worth on the results of any g'v 
method of financing. ie

Q. I put the question to you: If I as an individual had the power to créa 
money, do you think that I would ever give that power away and then bori 
back that money which I could create at interest, without being complet ^ 
lacking in any understanding of sound business principles?—A. If you thoUa 
it was more profitable and more effective to do so, I daresay you would. gr

Q. Can you conceive of anyway by which I, as an individual with P°\j, 
to create money, would give it away and then borrow it back at interest wn

[Mt. Graham Ford Towers.]
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would be more profitable to me?—A. Of course, what an individual might do is 
different from what a government might do, because the government acts in 
what it conceives to be the national interest.

Q. If I did that, I would find myself loaded up with unpayable debts.—A. 
Is your sole vocation, under this assumption, one of creating money?

Q. Yes, and carrying on my normal activity.
Mr. Clark : Might I interrupt Mr. McGeer? Mr. McGeer states, I believe, 

that money is created by the banks by a system of bookkeeping. Is not the 
function of bookkeeping to record transactions? It does not create money, does

Mr. McGeer: I think if you will read the record, Mr. Towers answered 
that very fully.

Clark: Your idea is that the bankers make money by a system of book-

Mr. McGeer: As I say, the record is quite complete with respect to Mr. 
towers’ views on that.

. Mr. 
keeping?

By Mr: Kinley :
.. Q- While we are on this question of interest, Mr. Towers, who determines 
. ■ We all know there is a 7 per cent limit, but is there a monopoly control of 
uterest rates in Canada? How is it determined, by the banks just getting to
other and saying this will be the rate, or is there any way that they must arrive 

ff by scientific process?—A. I would say that it is a question of survival as 
Uch as anything else.

Q; What do you mean by survival?—A. Survival in relation to meeting 
Perating expenses.

i Q. And their rate is determined so that they make a profit?—A. So they can 
KeeP alive.

Q- Do you think in the last fifty years they have made an abnormal profit? 
be * should think that a great many people would try to avoid that question 

cause the suggestion that the banks have not made large profits is a most 
“Popular suggestion.

W' Yes?—A. I could not.

By Mr. Cleaver:
And almost an untenable suggestion ? 

the Chairman : How many years did you ask for? 
yD- Kinley: Go back 25 years, 

he Chairman : How many banks have failed in that time?
little h ^WLEY: There have been some, there was the Home Bank, and the 

banks in Nova Scotia all got squeezed out.
Way 1 ' Towers : I suggest that most people would answer that in the popular 
Hot i n,h say that large profits had been made. I could not say that. I would 

telling the truth if I did say it. No, they have not.

By Mr. McKinley:
the inSr>°W’ ^u®t f°r a moment, it seems to me that in the last ten years that 
^andin ltuH°ns of this country that have consistently made money, notwith- 
A. |tyour answer, have been the financial institutions of the country?— 
°ti nav- true, if you put it on that basis, that the banks have been able to carry 

gyin| dividends.
sPeakin ^ only the banks but the trust companies as well?—A. We were 
aU well t hanks, I do not know the situation with respect to others atWen

7825l-34 It is true the banks have been able to continue paying dividends
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whereas various industries have not. Whether that is desirable or not must be 
a matter of opinion. It is true that if they had been forced to eliminate dividends 
it might have created disturbance in the minds of the people.

Q. There is an impression among the people of this country that the banks 
of this country are very strong, and that is very desirable?—A. Yes.

Q. And they control the situation? After all, it just comes down to the 
question of the individual, it is a thing between me and my banker, whether 
he thinks I am to get the money or whether he thinks that I am not to get it?— 
A. Yes.

Q. Now, that auditorship is distinctly in his hands?—A. Yes, and then 
there would be the question as to whether with ten banks, is there sufficient 
competition? So that if one will not provide your requirements you may go 
to another with some prospect of filling them.

Q. There is one thing about the banks, though, they never quarrel, at 
least not in the open; they keep things to themselves in that regard, they co
operate at least in so far as things of that kind are concerned. I think there 
is competition, and that it is good business. Anyone who has a good business 
does not need to worry, it is the one who is just on the borderline of solvency 
that worries.

The Chairman: They did not quarrel, but they had differences of opinion 
before this committee last year.

Mr. Kinley: Yes, I know.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, the point that Mr. Kinley raised there is the very issue that we 

threshed out I thought in the last election, that instead of leaving the bankers 
in control we were going to transfer this control of the issue of currency f°r 
public needs from the bankers to the government. Now, you do exercise soin® 
control in the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. As I understand it your control is— A. Quantitative, you might saV'
Q. Yes, your controls were outlined to us by Mr. Dunning, I think, on tw° 

different occasion in the House of Commons, and I think he gave us the state' 
ment that the method of control was first through the Bank of Canada’s PoW_c,r 
to fix the rate of interest at which the Bank of Canada loaned legal tender cas > 
to- the merchant banks; is that right?—A. Incidentally, the importance of thj 
bank rate both in this country and most other countries, certainly in the Uniter 
States and in the United Kingdom, has been negligible during the last f°d 
years. It may become important some time in the future if banks need ^ 
borrow; but for the last four years because of the easy money policy it seenW 
to be quite unnecessary to vary the bank rate of the United Kingdom, y’. 
United States or Canada; therefore, it may be left out of consideration 
the time being. v6

Q. Yes, as a matter of fact, on the legal reserve minimum our banks 
on deposit far more cash than they require to increase their bank deposit- 
A. On the legal reserve; I would say that in fact a reserve of between 9 and 
per cent is the proper one with which they should work. ^

Q. A proper one?—A. When parliament fixes a rate of 5 and the ban ^ 
arbitrarily step in and say we have decided to raise that rate to 10, who com1 ^ 
the issue?—A. Parliament fixed the legal minimum. Parliament never said f 
the banks—you who have been operating in the past on about a 9 or to J ^ 
cent basis, should reduce that to the legal minimum. No such thought "'va® ^ 
their minds. There is another aspect to the matter, if the banks could °PeLst 
on a reserve of 5 per cent it would mean that our earnings assets would be 
that much less. cl1ed

Q. As a matter of fact, what parliament had in its mind—and I hapP®^ 
to be very closely in touch with parliament at that time—was that there

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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going to be a reserve minimum produced that would permit the banks to expand 
with new investments so that we would have a general revival of prosperity in 
Canada?—A. Of course, they have expanded very greatly during the course of 
the last four years.

Q. Right. Are the banks borrowing legal tender cash from the Bank of 
Canada to-day?—A. No.

Q. Will you give me a statement of the bank balances; that is, each of the 
merchant banks’ borrowings from the Bank of Canada since 1935?—A. I would 
ask you not to press that question, Mr. McGeer, because I think that it would 
be disclosing the business of a client in a way which might seriously prejudice 
the Bank of Canada’s operations.

Mr. McGeer: All right.
Mr. Cleaver: Give us the yearly totals, there can be no objection to that.
Mr. Kinley: How about market transactions?
Mr. McGeer: I am coming to that in a minute.

By Mr. McGeer:
T, Q. When you say as the result of the easy money policy adopted by the 
j~ank of Canada there has been no need for borrowing on the part of merchant 

anks and consequently no operation to influence the rate the Bank of Canada
xes for borrowing------- A. In so far as the bank rate is concerned. But we

lave influenced rates very greatly in other ways.
Q- I am talking about the bank rate. It is because you have supplied a 

ancient amount of cash so that the banks have their reserve legal tender 
^fluirements for so many months in our existence without paying any interest—

■ Excuse me, Mr. McGeer; we went over that point in detail either at the last 
c^mg or the one before, and it shows in the record ; we did increase their 

61 by buying additional assets for the most part additional securities. 
jj0w Q- I am talking about the bank rate.—A. I am not talking about it,

]0„ Q- What was your revenue, your interest charges made to banks for the 
‘ n of Bank of Canada bills during the last three or four years?—A. Bank of 

fr0naCa bills—of course, we don’t loan the banks in that form; but speaking 
1 n-j '1 memory I would say that the interest on amounts borrowed by banks in 

8 w°uld be around $12,000.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Might I interject?
Mr- McGeer : Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
mdivi ] ' Towers, you objected just now to stating what borrowings the

0 W ')auks have made from the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes. 
the r , oil in their monthly forms there is a column showing advances from 

nank of Canada?—A. Yes.
that f0 An<? ^ shows, of course, a blank. Well now, the fact that under the law 
diScl0siIm .ls issued and they are bound to show it, what objection is there in 
that h n? ^—A. Would you not think, Mr. Stevens, that there is the place 

A should be disclosed?
c°Uple ,Urely.—A. For example, suppose a bank borrowed for a period of a 

q ~ weeks there is no provision in the law which would—
W°uid i, Us 18 a published return made to the Department of Finance. We 

O tXi h° caH Dr. Clarke on that.—A. Yes. 
of I th„„gSW,mW be p
æ the pub"c-^ point I am rlvaam drawing to your attention.—A. That is true.

That is
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. We will get that from the Department of Finance through Dr. Clarke 

because it is a matter of public record. I will leave that. Then, I have this 
conclusion; that in so far as the bank rate of the Bank of Canada is concerned 
it is not operative as a factor of control at the present time?—A. Because of 
the fact that the monetary policy has been one of expansion, and interest rates, 
general interest rates, are very much below bank rate.

Q. Well, in any event, it is not a factor of control to-day?—A. No, neither 
in Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom nor in some other countries.

Q. Now, the other factors of control are in the open market operation ; 
that is, buying and selling of securities?—A. Yes, or other assets.

Q. Or other assets? Now, when you buy securities you pay in Bank of 
Canada cash?—A. Yes.

Q. With the result that that Bank of Canada cash goes into the possession 
of the merchant banks and increases their reserves and their power to extend 
their bank deposits?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, when the banks have a surplus of cash reserves on deposit over 
and above their requirements------ A. On deposit with us, that is.

Q. On deposit with the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.
Q. And you sell securities, would not the result be an increase, a surplus 

reserve bank deposits of the merchant banks with the Bank of Canada? A- 
Not when we sell. When we sell they reduce their reserves. When we buy 1 
increases their reserves.

Q. I mean, I reversed it?—A. Oh yes, that is right.
Q. I made a mistake what I mean to say was when you buy you put cash 

out and it sooner or later finds its way into the possession of the merchan 
banks and increases their reserves of cash and gives them the power to increase 
their loans and investments by increasing their bank deposits.—A. The) 
increase their loans or investment and that produces an increase in deposits-

Q. Now, when that condition exists, where banks have more cash to se 
than they need to service their existing bank deposits, would not the result 0 
that branch of your own marketing operation merely result in an increase 0 
the deposit of Bank of Canada cash that the Bank of Canada held for merchan. 
banks?—A. The operation, in the first instance, as you have pointed out, t-n 
is, the operation of buying additional securities, does increase the total of t 
chartered banks cash reserve. Suppose that before we do a certain opératif 
their reserves were 10 per cent and that after the operation they increased ^ 
11 per cent—I am making rather a large jump there, but I am just doing tn 
for purposes of illustration. The reserves had been 10 per cent again 
deposits ; they are now 11 per cent. In the ordinary course of events the ban 
will then look for fresh loans or investments and add to their assets in 1 
form, increasing the deposit liabilities at the same time; so that by that Pr°c ! 
while the sum total of cash remains the same, the ratio naturally ehang .jj 
and as a result of their expanding operations the ratio will go back down ag 
from 11 per cent to 10 per cent.

By Mr. Kinley: t0
Q. But that depends upon the ability of the industries of the counti)'^ 

absorb the money?—A. It depends on the ability of the banks to buy inV 
ments or to make loans.

Q. But they will not make loans unless they are sound?—A. No.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. So that if they have got up to the point where they have got 

deposits to lend------A. Well, they do not lend their deposits, of course.
bat*

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Well, that they can finance purchases by increasing their deposit lia
bilities?—A. Yes.

Q. To the public at large?—A. Yes.
Q. When they have got up to that point, then the further issue of Bank 

of Canada cash to increase their reserves will merely have the effect of increas
ing the deposit of cash with the Bank of Canada with no new activity in the 
"ay of increasing loaning?—A. You mean that the banks are at a point where 
they cannot find additional investments to buy or loans to make?

Q. Yes.—A. That would be the case. But it has never happened so far.
Q. I am informed—and I hear it everywhere on every day from banking 

sources—that the bankers have an abundance of money to lend?—A. Indeed 
they have.

Q. And that the reason why they are not lending it is that good borrowers
are not available. When you have that situation------ A. That is why the banks
have turned to investments.

Q. When you have that situation existing, then there is no advantage in 
’^creasing the bank cash reserves, because they have already got more than 
they can use?—A. The advantage during the last three or four years has been, 
as you say, not in the direction of enabling them to increase their loans on any 
*cale, because they say they have not been able to find good borrowers. There- 
jore, what they have done is to increase their investments very greatly ; and 
l-hat has been a major factor in reducing the cost of public and private financing 
111 this country during the last few years.

Mr. Cleaver: At a reduced interest rate.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. If you issue new cash, the banks are in a position to buy more govern

ment bonds?—A. Or on occasion to make additional loans. For example, take 
the 1936-1938 period. You will find in 1936 the total security holdings of the 
hanks were $1,331,000,000; that is the average during the year. I do not happen 
to have the December figure here at the moment. Excuse me, I have. In 
December, 1936 the security holdings of the banks were $1,384,000,000; their 
$Urrent public loans were $675,000,000. To-day the current public loans are 
®8°1,000,000, in increase of $126,000,000. During that period their securities 
)ave also increased to a certain extent.

By Mr. Cleaver:
;n Q- How much is the increase of securities over the same period?—A. The 
j^ease of securities is from $1,384,000,000 to $1,489,000,000—$105,000,000. 
De st °f that increase has taken place in the first three months of this year. At 
$806 nin *ast ^e securities were $1,463,000,000; the loans at that time were 
19.36' , ’000. But it is the case that in the two-year period between December, 
Plao ’ anc* December, 1938, the increase in the chartered bank cash which took 
Pu l Was more used in the financing of additional loans than it was in the 

lase °f additional securities.

By Mr. McGeer:
9' Then it started to fall?—A. Which started to fall? 

at t) ; The loans?—A. No. The loans at the end of December were $806,000,000 : 
merite end of March they were $801,000,000. That is, roughly, a seasonal move-

e Q. What I wanted to get at was effective^ m
conomic situation, the open marke P developments in the Pny iyrr 

^creasing bank loans for general economic q 1 hat the record shows, Mr. 
ïfce and industry of the nation?-A. lhat is no 
McGeer, as I have just been quoting.
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Q. What I suggest to you is this, that all of these loans could have been
made------ A. May I say this, that if there had been no increase in the banks’
cash reserve since December, 1936, it is probably the case—and I think cer
tainly the case—that those loans would have been made in any event.

Q. Yes; that is, the actual issue of Bank of Canada cash was not the 
influencing factor?—A. Those loans would have been made in any event; but 
what would have happened in that case would have been that instead of the 
banks having bought some additional securities, they would actually have had 
to sell a fair amount of securities, to reduce their portfolios. That bank selling, 
as contrasted with such buying as they did—the difference will be between 
those two extremes, so far as the market is concerned—would, I should think, 
have had a distinct influence on interest rates on public and private obligations.

Q. I see.—A. Some people might say it actually would have been better— 
I am not necessarily one of them; I am not expressing any opinion—if interest 
rates on government and short-term obligations had gone up.

Q. It probably would have been better if the banks had taken some of their 
long-term securities?—A. They have got practically none.

Q. Practically no long-term securities at all?—A. No, practically none.
Q. In any event, it would merely have meant the transfer of the earnings 

of those securities to the earnings of somebody who would have exchanged a 
savings account deposit for that security, if they had gone to the public?—A. 
That is true. It would, of course, have added something to the difficulties of 
governments in financing; and governments wrould have had to pay somewhat 
more. There may be arguments on both sides as to the better policy.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, it is six o’clock. I should like to ask the 
opinion of the committee as to meeting to-morrow. Mr. Stevens and Mr. Jaques 
are willing to attend.

Mr. Kinley : The house meets to-morrow morning and afternoon.
Mr. Cleaver: Make it eleven o’clock.
Mr. Jaques: That is agreeable to me.
The Chairman : If we can get a quorum, we shall meet to-morrow morning! 

those who want to attend the house can attend it. The house was meeting this 
afternoon.

Mr. McGeer: I should like to have the privilege of completing my exam- 
ination on that question of control at some later time.

The Chairman : We will finish it now.
Mr. Kinley: Before we adjourn, I wish to say that Mr. McGeer and the 

social credit men, too, put up arguments which seemed to circle around what 
is known as “debt-free money”. Here is a question that is being put up to u: 
by people in the country. Suppose the Canadian National Railway want# 
$100,000,000 to-morrow, wanted to pay off a debt of $100,000,000, and they cam6 
to you and said, “Here are our bonds. These are the bonds of the Canadian 
National Railways. You take them in the Bank of Canada and you issue y°11,, 
legals, which is interest free money, and pay up their bills on that money.
I think it would be well if you could tell us at the next meeting what would hap' 
pen if we tried to pay the Canadian National debt by depositing bonds wu 
you and asking for good Canadian money to pay out.

Mr. Towers: A similar thing, I think, is on the record ; but I should b* 
to look at it and see whether, in the light of your question, what is already ther 
should be expanded or whether perhaps I could refer back to it.

Mr. Kinley : Yes. It is a question that is being asked.
Mr. Towers : It is a fascinating thought, as a matter of fact.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Mr. Towers, I wonder if, in the light of the information which Mr. 

Stevens produced, you could not arrange through the Department of Finance 
to give us a statement of the borrowings of the banks as they had been returned 
to the Department of Finance since the Bank of Canada opened, with the 
toterest that has been paid for such borrowings?—A. Well-----

Q. I mean, I am just suggesting that you should arrange to get that state
ment.—A. What the government would have would be just those figures shown 
on the monthly return.

Q. The monthly return would be filed?—A. Yes.
Q. And the annual statement?—A. Yes.
Q. We have not got the facilities in this committee for doing that, so what 

t was suggesting was that you might arrange with the department to get us a 
statement.—A. We will do that ourselves.

, The Chairman : We shall adjourn until to-morrow morning at eleven 
0 clock.

The committee adjourned at 6:05 p.m., to meet again on Saturday, May 
bth, at 11 a.m.
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APPENDIX “A”
ESTIMATE OF NEW COSTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO FORMATION OF 

BANK OF CANADA FOR YEAR 1938

Total charges................................................................................................................................$1,750,522 28
Expense attributable to functions taken over from the 

Government :
Previously performed by Currency Division and 

Assistant Receivers General throughout Canada—
Cost of notes...................................................................... $ 544,278 07
Shipping charges............................................................. 119,057 33

$ 663,335 40
Other costs........................................................................ 365,830 13

----------——$1,029,165 53
Management of Public Debt Division........................................................ 191,602 94

------------------ 1,220,768 47

Expense directly attributable to new departments and directing executive of bank
(excluding taxes)............................................................................................................ 439,845 6°

Profits whidh could only have been Obtained through operation of the new organi
zation (this excludes interest on investments or advances to chartered banks) 243,184 76

Cost of new functions................................................................................................................ $ 196,660 84

Ottawa, Canada, May 1st, 1939.

APPENDIX “B”
STATEMENT SHOWING DIVISION OF COST- BETWEEN FUNCTIONS PREVIOUSLY 

PERFORMED BY THE GOVERNMENT, AND NEW FUNCTIONS BASED 
ON BANK’S PROFIT AND LOSS FOR 1938

Interest on investments, and advances to chartered banks (the latter amount is
negligible) ..........................................................................................................................

Expense attributable to functions taken over from the Government as
per previous statement.............................................................................. $1,220,768 47

Taxes.................................................................................................................... 89,908 21
Loss on silver bullion....................................................................................... 135,740 18
Sundry additional expense............................................................................. 3,494 53

Cost of new functions

$4,356,446 64

49,911 39

1 535 2$

Balance available for depreciation in assets, for reserves, dividends and payments 
to Government.................................................................................................................. $2,709,874 4l

Ottawa, Canada, May 1st, 1939.

APPENDIX “C”
ESTIMATE OF EFFECT ON DOMINION GOVERNMENT COSTS ARISING FROM 

FORMATION OF BANK OF CANADA
Made in response to a question from Mr. Tucker (Minutes of Proceedings and

New cost to Government............................................................
Interest on 3 per cent bonds delivered to Bank of 

Canada May 1, 1935, $115,013,636.82 at 3% for
1 year................................................................................. $3,450,409

Deduct: Old Government cost transferred to Bank of Canada 
Estimated year’s cost printing and distributing Domin

ion notes including cost of '—erating Currency 
Division and Assistant Receivers General Offices.. 680,000

Estimated year’s cost of loans and interest branch .. 229,000
1938 loss on silver bullion...................................................... 135,740
Proportion 1938 Pension Fund appropriation applicable

to civil servants taken over........................................... 30,214

Gross new cost to Government...................................................
Gross profit Bank of Canada 1938............................................. $2,550,046

Less dividends paid to public............................................. 140,000

Reduction in net Government costs

Evidence p- 
$3,450,409

207)

1,074,954

$2,375,455 

2,410,046 

$ 34,591

Ottawa, Canada, May 4th, 1939.
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APPENDIX “D”

Correspondence exchanged between Mr. G. F. Towers and Mr. C. S. Walters, 
Controller of Finances for Ontario

Copy
Bank of Canada

Ottawa, April 25th, 1939.
C. S. Waltebs, Esq.,

Controller of Finances,
Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Walters :

I notice that the Canadian Press Dispatch covering the meeting of the 
Public Accounts Committee of the Ontario Legislature reports you as having 
said:—

In 1935 Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada, came to 
Toronto and in the presence of Mr. Nixon and Highways Minister 
T. B. McQuesten agreed to buy Ontario Treasury Bills. A week later, 
Mr. Walters said, Mr. Towers told him, “ The Bank of Canada would 
never buy Ontario Treasury Bills except as an open market transaction.”

I must assume that you have been incorrectly reported as the statement as 
aPpears above is not true, 

p In the discussion which took place in May, 1935, I stated that if the 
government of Ontario decided to ask the Bank of Canada to act as its banker 

n<a financial adviser—in other words, to perform services similar to those which 
e render the Dominion Government—I would be glad to lay any such pro- 

I osai before our Board. I also pointed out that if we had no relationship of 
18 character with the Government of Ontario our dealings in the securities of 

n e Province would naturally be determined by the necessities of our open 
arket operations. No proposal that we should act as banker and financial 

pC Vlsor of the Province of Ontario has ever been made to us by the Provincial
Government.
th't^ill y,ou Please advise me by telegram wrhether I am right in assuming 

1 Your remarks were incorrectly reported.

it

Yours truly,

J°py G. F. TOWERS.

Ontario Office of the Controller of Finances

Toronto, April 26, 1939.
Dear Mr. Towers: Because of the pressure of work, I have been unable 

ontl1 to-day to even read your letter of April 25th, sent to me by Mr H. G. 
Garnmell, your Securities Representative here. For your information I quote 

V1dence given before the Public Accounts Committee:—

By Hon. Mr. Nixon:
Q. Did the Bank of Canada ever buy any Ontario Treasury Bills.— 

A. No.

By Hon. Mr. Macaulay:
Q. Why do you not use the Bank of Canada in your financial 

operations?—A. We tried to once.
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Q. Why did you not try it again?—A. I think the joint stock banks 
give just as good a service as the Bank of Canada.

Q. I thought that is what the Bank of Canada was set up to do.
The Witness : They agreed to do it once.

By Mr. Drew:
Q. When was that once?—A. In 1935 Mr. Graham Towers came 

here at the invitation of Mr. Hepburn and agreed to buy Province of 
Ontario Treasury Bills—(I have recited this before the Finance Com- 
mitttee at Ottawa)—and Mr. Nixon was there, and Mr. McQuesten— 
and I said, “Before this gets down, to just a social affair”—(Mr. Towers 
was going to lunch)—I said, “ What about these Treasury Bills,” and he 
said, “ All right, I will send Henderson up next week,” and Henderson 
came up next week, and he came and went, and the next week I knew 
Mr. Towers was in the city, and he asked me to come down to the Royal 
York and meet him, and I saw him, and he said that the Bank of Canada 
would never buy Treasury Bills off the Province of Ontario except as an 
ordinary open-market transaction.

Q. What date was that? I do not mean the date, what year was 
that?—A. 1 think it was in 1935.

Later on in my evidence I was asked if I had ever reopened the matter. 
The evidence is as follows :—

By Hon. Mr. Macaulay:
Q. You have never opened up the subject with Mr. Towers or the 

Bank of Canada since 1935?—-A. No, but I have mentioned it to Mr. 
Dunning.

Q. What does he say?—A. He said that he did not interfere with 
the Bank of Canada at all.

Q. Well, they own it, do they not?—A. Yes, and the Government has 
always been over its central bank.

Q. You discussed it with Mr. Dunning and he said that he would 
not interfere with Mr. Towers’ management of the Bank of Canada?-- 
A. Yes.

Q. Did you discuss it later with Mr. Towers?—A. Just in a com
mittee such as this.

Q. AVhat view did Mr. Towers express?—A. Well, Mr. Towers 
always took the stand that I was mistaken and that he did not promis6 
that he would buy the Treasury Bills.

Q. You thought that he had undertaken the------ A. He did, and
two Ministers of the Cabinet heard him—the Honourable Mr. Nixon and 
the Honourable Mr. McQuesten—in Mr. Hepburn’s office.

Q. When he was here in June, 1935?—A. Yes, May or June.
Q. He denied that statement?—A. He said I misunderstood him.

In this connection let me say that I had no intention of mentioning th6 
matter before the Public Accounts Committee until questions were put to me 
which led to the evidence that I gave.

Some facts in connection with this business stand like stone and I tak6 
this opportunity of mentioning them; they are as follows:

1. On May 4, 1935, I wrote you regarding Treasury Bills of the Provint 
of Ontario as follows:—

Toronto, May 4, 1935.
Dear Sir,—I am directed by the Honourable the Prime Minis*6* 

and Provincial Treasurer to write you in regard to Treasury Bill8 0 
the Province of Ontario.
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The Provincial Government is considering the advisability of offering 
for sale, Treasury Bills of six, twelve, eighteen and twenty-four months’ 
currency and the Treasurer would like to be advised as to the possibility 
of selling Treasury Bills to the Bank of Canada and an indication of 
the rate of interest required by your Bank.

I shall be glad to hear from you in this matter and hope to be 
favoured with an early reply.

Yours faithfullv,
(Sgd.) C. S. WALTERS,

Controller of Finances.
No reply in writing was received.
2. On May 8, 1935, I wrote to inform you that the Honourable the Prime 

Minister of Ontario confirmed the appointment to see you at his office here 
0n Saturday, May 18, at 11 a.m., Daylight Saving Time. You acknowledged 
ttiy letter on May 13.

3. On May 18, 1935, you kept the appointment, met the Prime Minister 
and some of his Cabinet and the writer in Mr. Hepburn’s office here. When 
Me matter of purchasing Treasury Bills was discussed you said that you would 
send your man Henderson up to interview me regarding the financial standing 
°i the province and its budgetary position.

4. Shortly after the interview on May 18, 1935, Henderson attended at my 
otlice, Room No. 381, Parliament Buildings, and was given all the information
tie requested.

5. Not long after Mr. Henderson’s visit you were in Toronto and telephoned 
and asked me to call to see you at your room in the Royal York Hotel, 
ch I did, when you informed me that the Bank of Canada would not buy

lc Treasury Bills of the Province of Ontario.
6- The Bank of Canada has not from that date up to the present time 

Enchased from the Province of Ontario any Treasury Bills nor written the 
Measurer of the Province one line to give any indication as to whether the 
0 lcy of the Bank towards the Province of Ontario had been changed, 

tj ^?ne of the above facts can be successfully challenged and they indicate 
w Mtitude of the Bank of Canada towards the premier Province of this country.

y the Bank persists in this attitude passes my comprehension. 
r Ti a modest way I have given some consideration to the functions and the 
B^ilitie* a central bank and I submit for your consideration that the 
insft ^anada should give leadership to the chartered banks and the financial 
should*!?118 country during these trying times ; the attitude of the Bank
the r? be helpful and its relations with the provincial governments harmonious ; 
t0llci -anh should always be ready to give sympathetic consideration to matters 
p,.0vung the welfare of any and all provinces, not discriminating against the 
kank110?Ontario, as has the Bank of Canada. After all, the people own the 
reSDn. ()î Çanada and the Federal Government must in the final analysis take the 
is Jhjhty for the policy of the Bank. True, the Bank of Canada, by statute, 
c°unt + whle powers and great authority, but whenever its policy runs
Up tjer to the best interests of the nation or of one of the provinces that make 
ttiiud ° nation, the Government (which is always over the Bank of Canada) 

gC'Xert its authority.
speciali ls n°t in the interest of this country as a whole that one province— 
cent of h Province whose citizens pay in the final analysis nearly fifty per 
P^nk'ff p6 nni'ion’8 taxes—should have to say to the world that the central 
long as Pnnada will not purchase its Treasury Bills or other obligations. As 

your Bank persists in this attitude, how can we expect to make a united
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attack on the financial problems that press down upon us in times, the most 
critical that this country has ever witnessed?

Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) C. S. WALTERS,

Controller of Finances.
G. F. Towers, Esquire,
Governor, Bank of Canada,
Ottawa, Canada.

C. S. AValters, Esq.,
Controller of Finances, 

Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto.

May 4, 1939.

Dear Mr. AValters,—
I have considered carefully your letter of April 26th and have again reviewed 

events following upon your letter of May 4, 1935. I find myself substantially 
in agreement with the remarks made in sections 1 to 6, commencing on page 3 
of your letter, although sections 5 and 6 would convey a better understanding 
if you had pointed out that I had carefully explained the character of the rela
tionship which we might have with the Province of Ontario, and that the respon
sibility for not pursuing that subject lay with the Provincial Government rather 
than with ourselves.

With the modifications just noted, I agree with your outline of events. In 
your outline you did not repeat the statement which appeared in your remarks 
to the Public Accounts Committee to the effect that in May of 1935 I had agreed 
on behalf of the Bank of Canada to buy Province of Ontario Treasury Bills and 
had later gone back on that agreement. This statement is not in accordance 
with the facts. You will recall that at the meeting of the Dominion-Provincial 
conference in Ottawa on December 9, 1936, you made the same allegation. I 
am attaching hereto an extract from the proceedings of the Dominion-Provincial 
Committee containing my reply to your statement. On that occasion I pointed 
out in the most definite terms that there had been no undertaking by us to buy 
Bills; in fact, no suggestion of an undertaking. You dropped the subject.

At the time of my visit to Toronto in May, 1935, I explained the char
acter of a relationship which the Bank erf Canada could have with Provinces, 
and pointed out that on the basis of such a relationship the Bank of Canada 
could perform for a provincial government much the same kind of services as 1 
undertakes for the Dominion Government. The same subject was dealt with 
at the Dominion-Provincial conference in 1936, when you were present. / 
was mentioned in my annual address to shareholders in 1937 ; and I also dis
cussed it at length with you when you 'had lunch with me in Toronto on Apr* 
23, 1938. It is impossible that there should be any misunderstanding in regar 
to our position. It is still our strongly held opinion that a relationship whic 
is no closer than that maintained with other banks and investors would be ° 
no permanent benefit to a province, and is not in accordance with the objec ^ 
for which the Bank was created. In fact, if the Bank had casual loaning 
lationships of this kind with a province, or a number of provinces, there 
every reason to believe that the interests of the public and its governmen 
would be prejudiced rather than advanced.

From a reading of your letter it might be imagined that the Bank of Cana 
had been of no service to the Province of Ontario. I believe that in fact t 
monetary policy pursued during the last few years has benefited the Provin
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°f Ontario more than any other entity in this country, with the possible exception 
of the Dominion Government ; and I make that exception only because the 
Dominion’s borrowing and refunding operations have been on a larger scale. 
Frequent references have been made to successful loan flotations of the Province 
°f Ontario and to the progress which it has made in reducing interest charges 
?n provincial debt. These results could not have been achieved unless the general 
interest rate structure had been a relatively low one. I do not suggest that the 
nuiin function of a central bank is to ensure low interest rates. But it remains 
the case, nevertheless, that Ontario has had the advantage of such a policy for 
a number of years.

In the penultimate paragraph of your letter you say, in part, that:—
The attitude of the Bank should be helpful, and its relations with 

the provincial governments harmonious; the Bank should always be ready 
to give sympathetic consideration to matters touching the welfare of 
any and all provinces, not discriminating against the Province of Ontario.

J agree with this statement, but consider that there is no basis for the suggestion 
^bsequently made that the Bank has discriminated against the Province of 

1 ,nt,a^0 °r shown itself to be indifferent. On the contrary, we have taken the 
„ea(l in maintaining touch with you, while your one and only suggestion to us 
,0r a business relationship was that made in May, 1935, when you invited us 
0 buy some Treasury Bills.

r , lu the ordinary course of events the Bank does not embark on controversy, 
j eel> however, that it is impossible for us to ignore a statement which conveys 

complete and inaccurate information to the Public Accounts Committee of a 
o °vmcial Legislature, when such a statement is made by a high civil servant 
c-cuPyiug the responsible position of Deputy Provincial Treasurer. In these 
of tj'|1Iïlsfances> I propose to send copies of our correspondence to the Chairman 
for +i Accounts Committee, and request him to place these letters be-

e fhe Committee at the first opportunity.
Yours truly,

(Sgd.) G. F. TOWERS.

XTRACT from the permanent committee on financial 
questions of the dominion-provincial conference,

OTTAWA, DECEMBER 9, 1936.
brn.,¥r- Towers: 
and g lt up’ Mr

I think it is very desirable indeed that the first point you 
. . Walters, should have been brought up in a gathering like this;

come f on*y d° I take it in good spirit, but I am very glad indeed that it has 
I935' <^WarcP I very well remember two visits I paid to Toronto in May of 
ttiigC j n the occasion of the first meeting—and that is the time the original 
burn/ c’*„standing arose, when the various ministers were present in Mr. Hep- 
betwe ° , —J did my best to outline the probable character of the relationship 
Whiç^ t j Central Bank and the province, along lines very similar to those 
lltldesir. k) v? followed to-day, indicating that it would be very difficult, very 
of So able, if the Bank were to come in on one occasion simply as a purchaser 
Would r 11 an(l then part company and have no continuing relationship which 
is desir u ^ Place it in the position of having that close financial contact which 
biy best +6 wben_ the Central Bank goes into a thing at all. As I say, I did 
Very kj I.0 explain that as clearly as I could. I remember that the Premier
the Rt c y invited me to lunch, and as we got into the car to drive down to
from thn n Ward I said to him it was rather a hard job of explanation, coming
troubles j bke that, and I felt that one of the Bank of Canada’s greatest

"ould be to explain the necessities of its situation versus the provinces
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in a way which would carry conviction to the provinces ; that apparently what 
the Bank of Canada was saying was, “Look here, we can give you advice, but 
we cannot give you money.” And I remember very well that Mr. Hepburn in 
his inimitable way, said: “Towers, there are two kinds of damn fools in the 
world—the fellow who gives advice, and the fellow who takes it.” A remark 
like that sticks in your mind, and surely a remark like that could not have been 
occasioned unless the Premier was fully aware of the implications of the ex
planation that I had been giving. So, reassured by that amusing remark, 1 
never had any doubt that there could have been a misunderstanding.

Subsequently someone went up from the Bank and had a look at the figures, 
and then on the final occasion, on coming up to see Mr. Hepburn by arrange
ment, I learned that he had been detained, and Mr. Walters and Mr. Nixon very 
kindly came down to the hotel, as he says. All I was able to do then was to 
rehearse what I had said previously, namely, that we were open to a proposi
tion for a continuing relationship. We cannot be in the position of inviting 
it or apparently urging provinces to make use of our services, but I indicated, 
in the best fashion I knew how, that such a proposition wrould receive very 
careful consideration, but that on the basis of a temporary transaction—I do not 
like to call it a hit-and-miss affair—there was really no reason for the Central 
Bank to come info the picture.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Saturday, May 6, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

present: Messrs. Baker, Clark {York-Sunbury), Deachman, 
)uc, Fontaine, Jaques, Kinley, Lacroix (Beauce), Landeryou, 
St. Paul’s), Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker, Ward.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

Mr. Towers filed statements in answer to questions asked at the last sitting 
y Mr. McGeer and Mr. Kinley. It was ordered that these statements be incor

porated in this day’s evidence.

At 1.10 p.m. the Committee adjourned until Monday, May 8, at 11 o’clock 
M0-, with the understanding that Mr. Towers would then be examined by Mr. 

oachman followed by Mr. Jaques.

Members 
Gonnelly, Du 
Moore, Ross (

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons

Room 277
May 6, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, I see a quorum. The Governor of the Bank 
0 Canada is here. Mr. Stevens, you have some questions.
, Hon. Mr. Stevens : Well, Mr. Chairman, I may say that I have been sitting 
lcre Patiently for quite a long time listening to the examination of Mr. Towers 

j nd appreciating at the same time the great patience and courtesy with which 
.0 answered all the very difficult and complex questions that have been directed 

lnn, and I would like to assure Mr. Towers that in the questions I am about 
P ask I do wish to avoid putting him in the awkward position of doing other 

an exercising his recognized functions as the Governor of the Bank of Canada. 
sincjl would like also to lay this down, if you will keep it in mind as the theme, 
iti' ! I say, of any questions I ask; and that is, the adaptation of our existing 

aehinery for the handling of credit and monetary matters to the new and 
day economic conditions. That is the thought in my mind, so that 

aritf t elP Mr. Towers perhaps to understand the drift of the questions I ask; 
1 ' f assure him of this, that I am not seeking in any of these questions to 

( him up any blind alley. I am really asking them in a very sincere wray.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
a (j Q- As a basis for what I shall later ask might I just carry Mr. Towers back 

or two and remind him of admissions which I think will be agreed to 
cotl(]°'lt any difficulty. Mr. Towers, you agreed the other day, I think, that 

itlQns in Canada and the United States were far from satisfactory?—A. Yes. 
y0ll t think we can lay that down, and I gather also from the answers that 
miRhfre that you take the position that from 1890 to 1929 generally speaking 
tiiay 1 , e described as a period that favoured the debtor class?—A. Yes. It 

>ave been a few years after 1890, but roughly that. 
q * am merely speaking in general terms.—A. Yes. 

hag h i ^nd in the period from 1929 to the present, 1939, in a general way it 
cn adverse to the debtor class?—A. Yes. 

class 0ldd y°u agree that the swing to the adverse position of the debtor 
tone , as n°w gone too far?—A. I think it was generally recognized that it had 
leveis ■Uc 1 k?° far at the depth of the depression and the low point of the price 
Mio 'n various countries. That thought was obviously in the minds of those 
e°nferv ’ ° ^le conference here in Ottawa in 1932 and at the world economic 
sPeak !'ce ^le year after; and that the damage has been fully remedied, so to 

Q YyCt’ * don’t think anyone feels that it has.
’•o-day iNo- I think we could probably get along better if we could agree that 

p0rjOnditi°ns are such as bear too heavily on the debtor classes?—A. Yes, 
f'ass hotf1^ * m’ght add there that in speaking of the position of the debtor 

■ e part' m ^*le earlier years which we mentioned and in the later years, I 
Stuffs 11 tlcularly in mind the countries producing primary materials and food

^ l-uppose wye then limit it to Canada?—A. Yes.

409
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Q. Then, that position I think you would agree to?—A. Yes.
Q. My next question is really a very broad general one. Is there any action 

that we can take through the agency of the Bank of Canada as a, shall I say, sort 
of governor of the monetary system that would tend to equalize conditions so as 
to restore normalcy, economic normalcy?—A. To the extent that monetary 
factors were responsible for the low level of prices, an easy money policy should 
help to remedy the situation. If, however, the major cause of the trouble is an 
insufficiency of demand for these major products relative to the supply, then 
monetary action will probably be ineffective. I will eliminate the “probably”— 
it will have no effect.

Q. Would you agree that there is still much that can be done within the 
monetary realm to assist in restoring a normal condition?—A. In respect to the 
low price level of many major primary commodities, I do not see that monetary /
action will have any direct effect on the price level of those commodities, that j
is monetary action in this country. It is true that to the extent that monetary 
action enables or assists the adjustment of debt burdens, it may be helpful in 
that way ; not helpful in the way of raising prices of these commodities, but 
helpful in the way of bringing the actual burden of debt into better relationship 
with the price level.

Q. Supposing that be accepted as a prime statement, would not that have 
the tendency of increasing conditions of deflation? Would not that have the 
tendency of lowering say the cost of- money but leaving prices at the present 
low level, and generally have a tendency to depress conditions rather than assist 
them?—A. I do not think that monetary policy will affect the price of those 
particular commodities one way or the other, but if it does mean that, less of * 
reduced return has to go for debt purposes, then a portion of the damage 1= 
remedied, but a portion only.

Q. Is there any action in your opinion that can be taken by the Bank Ç1 
Canada in co-operation with commercial banks which would extend desirable 
industrial development?—A. There again it is a question of an ample suppv 
of credit being available. The next step is to have use made of that credit.

Q. Yes, I am coming to that.—A. The monetary authorities can only take 
the first step, the second must be taken by people who see opportunities f° 
employing the- money. 1||

Q. I am going to interject a question here which may not seem to be3 
directly on the matter we have been considering, but it has some effect any"’3-j ! 
Would you consider it advisable to increase the issue by the government ' 
treasury bills ; that is, making a larger use of the treasury bill method?—A.
I do not think that would serve any purpose. The amount presently issued j- 
$155,000,000. While figures are not published which show exactly the distrib1^ 
tion of these bills, that is those which are in the hands of banks and the gene13 
public, and those in the hands of the Bank of Canada, it has always been 
case that out of the total issue the Bank of Canada has been a substantif 
holder. If the total amount was to be greatly increased I would expect to s 
a marked change in the cost, because I think the banks and the public ha 
pretty well all the bills they want at present rates. . „

Q. Well, you of course know that in Great Britain there are someth!1 ^ 
over eight hundred million pounds of treasury bills?—A. As a matter of fa01’-,, 
very much smaller amount than that in the market. Many of the bills are : 
government departments, as a matter of fact. ct i

Q. Yes, I understand.—A. I could get, I think, not absolutely c0!re0f 
figures but fairly good guesses in regard to the amount which is in the handf 
the market as a whole, excluding the Bank of England and govern#1 
departments. ^,0u

Q. Supposing you include only those in government departments, can - 
give an estimate of the amount outstanding?—A. I can try to do that.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.2
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Q. You have not it before you?—A. No, and as a matter of fact I shall 
have to rely on guesses made by the London Economist or some other pub
lication.

Q. I am not very particular about it, but just before we leave that, the 
amount that is held, or the treasury bills held by departments, which was fre
quently referred to; how are they held and why, by the departments ; what is 
me nature of that transaction?—A. Well, when the Economist or newspapers 
ïffer to departments they usually include the issue department of the Bank of 
England, but there are other departments which have been given certain appro
priations, which are supplied with cash which they don’t need to use at that 
Particular time, and instead of holding it as bank balances they buy treasury

Q- That is a system we do not follow in this country at all?—A. No, and I 
am not speaking by the book, so to speak; but it may be that the unemploy- 
nent fund at times holds bills and so on and so forth.
p Q- Well, without having the figures before you— A. And, of course, the 
mghsh exchange fund is an important factor in respect to bill holdings.
. Q. Quite so, but without having the figures before you, would you con- 

^'‘er that Canada with $155,000,000 in treasury bills outstanding had an 
mount comparable to that used in Great Britain?—A. Probably not comparable 
n a per capita basis. I think, having in mind the breadth of the London market 

-, the amount of foreign funds which even now seek employment there, that 
w°uld be comparable.

D . Q- But you do hold the view that we have issued fairly well up to the 
tj. mt of saturation of treasury bills?—A. Pretty well, yes. One should think of 
|.i er? from two points of view. The first one is as a second line cash reserve for 
pre panks. I think at present rates that the demand from that point of view is 

* y.well filled. I think it is the case that the government, if it so desired, 
mmease the amount, but I should think only by affecting the cost fairlymaterially. J

bjjj Q- Do you think it is possible to develop a bill market in Canada?—A. A 
aer>Qn?arket> °f course, has two connotations: One, commercial bills, bankers 

Prances and so forth.
pi- Quite so.—A. And the other, government treasury bills.

Prolv i ■ so-—A. As regards the commercial end of it, I do not see any
a aoilities of developing such a market in Canada in the visible future. As 
coriç 6r fact- that market has almost disappeared in so far as London is 
S0 D'ued, and the discount market is surviving on government treasury bills. 
■’ ‘1 as the extension of the government treasury bill market is concerned—the Z . i ttle ext
that s vy°pment of interest in it by people other than banks—I should think 
^ interest would develop if the rates were higher, 

go wj*' _ “en you say “higher,” have you in mind any point to which they might 
other tv w°uld induce the extension of the treasury bill market?—A. Well, 
present i-11®8 kemg equal—which they very seldom are—I would say that at the 

O v 6 a ra^e 0 ^ Per cent would attract quite a few other people into them. 
Up io i| . ?‘—A. But if other rates, including bank deposit rates, had gone
greaj- n° ln*erval, then the effect of 1 per cent treasury bills would not be so 
or 0u ,uf> us matters stand, it is generally the case that those other than banks 
hgUre ?e .Ves may hold from eight to twenty million dollars of bills, the latter 
yon n°t usual and distinctly high. Even at present levels there is what

q Yj ca,l* a modest interest in Dominion bills. 
fDblicLr G"arding the amount or the quantity of currency in the hands of the 
r°ferrecl t ^ no* bulking now about this money as it has been so commonly 
die pnbl; 0 1.n fhe committee, but I am talking about currency in the hands of 
file comm 1-S fkere any arbitrary method adopted by the Bank of Canada or 
?rcUlatin er?lal banks that determines the quantity of money that should be in 
( erUand< 1Î1 fke bands of the public?—A. No. That depends purely on the 

as of the public.
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Q. You are aware, I am sure, that Canada has a smaller per capita amount 
of currency in the hands of the public than has either the United States, Great 
Britain and, I think, Australia?—A. Yes. The figures that I have here showing 
the currency—that is notes and coin—in the hands of the public in various 
countries as of December 31 last per capita show: Canada, $21; Australia, $26; 
United States, $42; and United Kingdom, $44.

Q. We shall take the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada 
because I think they are probably more comparable than any others. I am 
using this question without desiring to go into very great detail, but to illustrate 
a broad principle. If United States uses $42 per capita and Great Britain $41, 
I think you said-------A. $44.

Q. $44; and Canada has only $21, does it not occur to you that there may 
be there some very definite reason for perhaps part of the cause of the depression 
in Canada?—A. I think not in that sense, because I think that the amount 
of notes in the hands of the public is a result of various things and not the 
cause of any thing. For example, take the United States where it is $42 per 
capita. It is true that variations in volume of business and in level of prices 
will cause changes ; but it is those things -which cause the change in the note 
circulation rather than the note circulation causing the change in business.

Q. Yes?—A. Again, the lack of local banking facilities makes a material 
difference. Furthermore, a desire on the part of foreigners to hold notes of a 
certain country will naturally cause an increase in the circulation. The United 
States, so far as I know, have never been able to figure out how many of their 
notes are in use outside of their own boundaries, but the amount is undoubtedly 
substantial; and in recent months, of course, has been increasing quite markedly- 
The demand for United States bills in Europe now is large and the business 
of selling them is being done on a great scale; and the amount of notes of the 
United Kingdom which would be found in hoards on the continent is also very 
large.

Q. But if you go back eight years or more, you will find virtually the same 
ratio of difference between Canada, Great Britain and the United States ; so 
that the point you make about the demand now, because of disturbed conditions, 
for United States currency and sterling would not apply to the figure of, say, 
eight or ten years ago?—A. I would have to look up pre-1929 figures. I think 
there has been a material difference in the United States.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : I have the figures here going back to 1921. You spoke 
of 1928 or 1929. The figures for the per capita circulation in the hands of the 
public in dollars in the United States are as follows:—

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

34.53
33.32
34.76 
34.68 
33.40 
33.82
33.76 
32.93 
31.50 
29.35 
30.88 
38.60 
40.06 
36.74 
36.39 
40.85
41.77

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Tucker: That is the United States?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: That is the United States. For Great Britain, similar 

figures for the same period are as follows:—
1921.
1922.
1923.
1924.
1925.
1926.
1927.
1928.
1929.
1930.
1931.
1932.
1933.
1934.
1935.
1936.
1937.

42.9 
40.0
38.9
38.5 
37.2
36.5
35.9
36.1 
35.9
35.1
34.1
33.8
33.6 
34.1
35.8
38.6
42.8

For Canada similar figures for the same period are as follows:—
1921.
1922.
1923.
1924.
1925.
1926.
1927.
1928.
1929.
1930.
1931.
1932.
1933.
1934.
1935.
1936.
1937.

22.27 
19.74 
20.48 
22.24 
21.53 
21.64 
21.62 
21.78 
21.73 
19.55
17.71 
16.81 
16.60 
16.96
17.72 
18.87 
20.44

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
betxy ^ elear that afhe that period there was a very sharp differential 
tlni/*]11 the amount of currency in circulation in the hands of the public in the 
1 thinV *a*es’ Canada and Great Britain. Let me now pursue that in this way. 
cetlt . y°u said in your evidence that when the cash reserve rose above 10 per 

induced the banks to increase loans?—A. And investments, 
hands (■u I w^ll come to the differential in a moment. If currency in the 
Wonu ■! *hc public were increased, the excess would tend to return to the banks,

Q Tn0t?_A- Yc5'

tion-__t] mean- that is very often the reason given for not increasing circula
it, M it would do is flow back to the banks. You would agree with
of the th' °WerS’ wou*ci y°u?—A. I think that you might say that that is one 
from jn hln§s which is mentioned as a sequence of events which would follow 

(reasing the amount in the hands of the public, 
a matt > ^erm “sequence or events” is a little obscure, is it not? Is it not 

r °f fact—shall I say a matter of experience—that the increase of
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currency does result in the situation that those who receive it deposit it in the 
banks?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. And thus results in an accumulation of currency in the banks?—A. Yes.
Q. Would you agree that such a condition would result in putting pressure 

on the banks to extend their loans?—A. And investments, yes.
Q. It would have the tendency of a natural pressure?—A. Yes.
Q. On the banks to extend thedr loans?—A. Just the same as the pressure 

which they faced in the last four to five years through the increase in their cash 
reserves.

Q. The next question is one which I should not like to have misunderstood. 
I want to make it clear that I am not critical in what I am asking. I am seek
ing, shall I say, to establish facts.—A. Quite so.

Q. Would it be unfair to say that in the last ten years or more—say fifteen 
years—the banking system of Canada has rather grown into the position where 
they sit back and wait for requests, for loans rather than being the sellers of 
credit, if I may use that term?—A. I do not think it is possible to express a 
specific, what one might call 100 per cent opinion on that because it really in
volves an answer to this question: Have all branch managers been active enough 
in encouraging borrowers?

Q. You very kindly opened the door, shall I say, to a question that I would 
have rather hesitated to ask. I scarcely know how to put it, but without desiring 
to give offence shall we put it this way: Years ago—say twenty, twenty-five or 
thirty years ago—many bank managers would make loans on the personal char
acter of the borrower to a greater extent than they do to-day. Would you agree 
with that?—A. I do not know whether I could or not.

Q. Let us put it another way; I do not want to ask you anything that is 
unreasonable. Would you consider it a fair statement to say that banks are to
day demanding collateral credit to a larger degree than they were, say, twenty- 
five or thirty-years ago?—A. Again I am handicapped there because I was not in 
the midst of it twenty-five or thirty years- ago.

Q. Well, I had a lot of experience myself, not on the banking end, but on 
the borrowing end. Let me put this question to you then, Mr. Towers: Have 
you any record in the Bank of Canada, or is 'there to your knowledge records 
available of the amount of of collateral that the banks hold against commercial 
loans?—A. No, there is not, and I do not know any way of making such a thing 
up effectively.

Q. Would you think it a desirable thing to add to the monthly bank state
ments another column to the large list that are already there which would cause 
them to disclose the amount of collateral loans held against borrowings?—A- 
I do not think it would tell much, Mr. Stevens, and, of course, it would involve 
an enormous volume of work.

Q. Suppose we take a hypothetical position in this. If, for instance—I 
not saying that this is the case—the banks are exacting a large amount of col
lateral, say, three or four times the amount of the loan, it would have a tend' 
ency to tie up the ordinary commercial credit of the country, would it not?—A- 
Yes, although I think the cases where you find that collateral is insisted upo® 
in anything like that margin are quite rare, and that very few people could 
afford it.

Q. I am making no statement on it; that is a hypothetical question. Let n}c 
put another one. This is not hypothetical, it is practical. Would it be with11) 
your powers and your rights as governor of the Bank of Canada to ascertain jtlBJ 
to what extent collateral security is to-day held against borrowings by c°nL 
mercial and industrial firms?—A. I think it would be very difficult to dri) ' 
anything from that, Mr. Stevens. It seems to me that the situation can 1 
described in this way: There is no question but that the banks are terrib. 
keen to get additional loans. It is their livelihood to do so, and they badly nce

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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that livelihood ; therefore nothing is lacking in respect to the urgent desire to 
make loans. Well, if they do not add to their loans, is that in any sense their 
fault? That is really the point which is the subject matter of our discussion. 
Po the banks as a whole, or do their managers, not show sufficient intelligence 
in the appraisal of what one might call a reasonable risk? Are they too timorous 
m that respect? That will be a question of intelligence in appraisal of the risk, 
?nd also the atmosphere, so to speak, in which the thing is approached. If one 
18 feeling brave, the appraisal of the risk is likely to be more favourable than if 
°ne is feeling naturally—

Q. Jittery?—A. —timorous and jittery. In times when banks are making 
mrge profits, which by definition are times of some prosperity or, if the worst 
c°nies to the worst, booms, there may be a tendency to approach the problem 
'Ve are mentioning with greater courage, because if there are certain bad loans, 
jleje and there, there are earnings to look after them. Obviously, that kind of 
thing can be overdone, and I do not suggest there is ever justification for rash 
^oldness. But during times of very lean profits there would be a tendency 
0 foar risks of loss to a greater extent than if profits were more satisfactory.

Q. I think, Mr. Towers, you have put your finger on perhaps the crux 
of our whole trouble at the present time. The banks do claim, as a matter of 
. a°f' that they have an abundance of money or facilities, shall I say, for mak- 
lng loans, but that desirable—they use the word “ desirable ”— —A. Yes.

Q. —desirable loans are not available. I wonder if I could digress to 
hof this situation to -you, and again not in a critical way but rather to see if 

cannot find our way out of this dilemma. In 1929 or 1930, at that period of 
16 opening of the depression, there were a large number of saw-mills in eastern 
anada. When the slump came and the falling off in building, and so on, they 

°und themselves with considerable inventories and large loans, most of them 
w°m the banks. Now, without criticizing the banks or saying that their action 
^.as onerous or otherwise the fact was there was some pressure put on them to 

l8Pose of inventories and liquidate bank loans?—A. That is true.
^ . Q- Now, it is also true, I think you will agree—at least, I happen to know 
w ls and I think probably it can be accepted—that many of these concerns 

erÇ, under this pressure, forced to sell their inventories, there being no strong 
arf] ■ t’ at very low prices?—A. Well, I can only speak from my own experience 
a f_’ ln the particular field you mention it was a very extensive experience and 
cJery intimate one. After the smoke all cleared away I cannot recall any 
Wn e, °f a customer who said to me, “If only we had held over our stocks we 

"E* have been better off.”
fa(,i ” ell, that may be true, but the period was a pretty long one for any 
fore'1) kind to enter in. But the point I am making is that they were
flirt) .i*"0 hquidate and they did liquidate at low prices, very low prices. Then 
and ^ 1 /he activity of the government of the country markets were improved 
wit] a demand came for lumber. These saw-mill institutions found themselves 
hushti ^un<is fhat would bridge the gap between the taking of logs out of the 
m/ru /he manufacturing of the lumber and the delivery of them to the new 
eases tl "™ch was °Pen f° them.—A. I had not realized that. In the various 
Vario, , 1 am thinking of, and I can only speak from my own experience, the
glad of co?cerns who had liquidated their stocks in 1930 and 1931 were rather 
the bas- 3y 1932 because then they could go in and cut fresh long lumber on 
from tf1S -°f a very l°w cost of operation, and could then profit, and did profit, 
in tiln 10 lmProved demand and rising prices which came, speaking from memory, 
I thin/ ° ahS0I"b the 1932 cut. In those cases that I am speaking of, the cut, 
fr°m tl m ^32 .ancl certainly in 1933 and 1934, was stepped up very materially 
do n0(. ‘P, Preceding years and operators were able to get the funds to do that: I 
major that the demand for Canadian lumber in those years was to any

Yent unsatisfied by reason of lack of supply.
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Q. No, there was no building going on to any extent, but it was the export 
business.—A. The improvement in the lumber market, first of all, came mainly 
from the British market.

Q. However, I do not wish to get into a side track. What I wanted to get 
at was this: That was a case where the banks ought to have been, shall I say, 
fairly generous in their attitude towards those saw-mill companies?—A. When 
the tide turned, you mean?

Q. Yes—A. Yes.
Q. That is, in spite of the fact that their collateral in the form of inventory 

was depleted the banks ought to have, under those circumstances, shall I say, 
waived the strictest rules of collateral?—A. I think they did in a great many 
cases. Undoubtedly, there were some operators who were wiped out so com
pletely in the preceding period that they would have found it difficult to secure 
fresh resources to resume business on the scale they would have liked to have 
done.

0. Of course. I will make this as an assertion. I know of some that were 
forced to go to the United States banks in towns across the border and get 
their funds for the restoration of their business. I use that illustration, Mr. 
Towers, for this purpose : I do believe that the Bank of Canada co-operating 
with the commercial banks should watch a situation of that kind and should 
extend themselves to restoration in a condition of that kind.—A. There were 
some cases, I think, of operators going to United States banks at that 
time. I am thinking of one or two cases where they were badly tied up with 
Canadian banks and were engaged in a very vigorous quarrel with Canadian 
banks. They therefore thought it would be best to finance their new opera
tions by putting them into separate concerns and obtaining finances from 
United States banks. That is what you might call a question of personalities 
and personal difficulties entering into the situation, rather than something 
related to the general principles of banking.

Q. I shall not pursue that further, but you will agree that such a condition 
i- one in which there should be close co-operation between the ordinary com
mercial banks and the Bank of Canada to see that a field of that kind is served- 
—A. Co-operation of that character, I suppose, can only develop over a period 
of years. For example, if one heard that there was a very considerable need 
for credit unfulfilled, and it seemed on examination of specific cases that the 
risks involved were ones which banks could reasonably be expected to take, 
then I think that would be a fair subject for discussion between the Bank of 
Canada and some of the individual banks.

Q. Just on that point, is it a fair thing to say that many commercial con
cerns. industrial and otherwise, have as a result of the depression found them
selves after several years of depression in a position where they did not have 
collateral that would constitute satisfactory collateral to a bank for an ad
vance?—A. Or were not in a position as a going concern which the bank 
thought enabled it to make general advances.

Q. That is keeping in mind what you said a moment ago that in times 
of depression the average banking institution naturally is a little more cautious 
than in times of activity. Now, having that in mind, does not the position 
of the commercial borrower, industrial or otherwise, amount to one of a 
stalemate where he cannot break away from it; he must either drift into com
plete bankruptcy and go out of business, which is really what has happen6" 
with a great many, or he must find some other way of getting money? An 
is it not just in that field that we might work out, shall I say, some new metho 
of adapting our machinery—using my own phraseology—of adapting 0,1'' 
banking machinery to meet our requirements. Is there not a field there tha 
might be occupied?

Mr. Deachman: Is that not on account of the booms?
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Hon. Mr. Stevens : I am trying to deal with what is the case.
Mr. Towers : I think in the field you mention, first of all, there is the 

fif'd of loans which do not carry more than a reasonable business risk and 
which you would expect the banks to supply. Then there is a further field 
°f loans which are somewhat more risky than normal. If there was something 
|0 come and go on, with a fair spirit of courage, those two might be supplied 
fiy the banks. It is in the second category that there is a special question of 
courage and judgment. Then one can go into still another section where loans 
are obviously not suitable bank loans. Making such loans would really mean that 
°ne was going into the business and taking all the business risks. There the 
^Pital of an individual or his ability to obtain equity money is the vital factor, 
lake the case of a lumber operator such as you mentioned. He probably had a 
^nll, he may have had a couple of portable mills, and he could obtain a licence 
,? cut a certain limit and he felt in August or September that the outlook for 
“e next season was such that if he could take out one million feet he would do 

Pretty well on it. But he did not have any cash or supplies, he just had his 
experience and his machinery. If the bank supplied the entire amount of 
asp required for the payment of wages and supplies and later on the sawing 

t'ie lumber in the following spring, and if he had not run into any trouble 
w' account of weather or other reasons, and the market the following spring 
r ^ all right, everything would be all right. But if anything went wrong the 

loss would fall on the bank; he had nothing to contribute to any such loss.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
,9- Is there anything that the Bank of Canada, in co-operation with the 

cas*111? system> can do to serve just such a contingency as that?—A. In that 
Co ’ y oat you need is a supply of equity money. Whether that can or should 

c 11-om public sources, I do not know.
mo, "I fiere is a need for it, and there is not, apparently, much of that equity 
we 9 avaHable. What I am trying to get is, surely there must be something 
fitiani!;111 as a country, with this great machinery we have, banking and
l?6 case' 

ha»;
that can be so organized as !o serve such a purpose?—A. It may be 
of course, that in the circumstances which you mention, those who 

thàt 'h Ve certain resources of their own left will command the additional credit, 
Wh0 1 ley WM increase their operations and do the business, leaving the ones 
the sCannot command the necessary resources without business. In that case,
bP total of the business done may be the same, but its distribution mayAfferent.
tratio v/rtllink we have to admit it is not, Mr. Towers, because using the illus- 
w°i’k U-i " ^IcGeer gave, we know that we have hundreds of thousands out of 
we a wh° are willing to work ; we know that we have resources and so on. Now, 
groppj *\ot bringing these two together. I am not seeking to go back over the 
itie the ■ ■ ke covered, but in its more minute and practical way it seems to 
you ha!6 is a great deal that can be done; and what I wish, of course—and 
of wi‘,u.e reasonably well answered it—is if not to elucidate from you a statement 
co'.' raa be done, at least we may get before you the desirability of some 
thorp i*on-—A- There have been attempts elsewhere to go into that field where 
United J?ore than the normal banking risk. I can thing of an example in the 
take on l te§ where one or more organizations were set up for that purpose to 
aiore th oai?s that were not bad from the start but which carried a good deal 
"hat the3n *ae n°rmal banking risk. They have not found in the United States 
that Can loan very much on that basis. I think what they have found is 
CaPital t1?6,?8 m°re often than not are ones calling for pure risk of equity 
^appççj', think that in the United States they have found themselves handi- 
°Tfity an inability in various cases to induce individuals to put up that pure
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Q. But you will admit—Mr. Lacroix wants to ask a question—that there 
is a need there and we should try and find some method for supplying that 
need?—A.That courage for risk taking on the part of individuals can be increased, 
I would certainly admit, but at the same time, I have sympathy with individuals 
who in these stirring days are rather frightened to take those risks.

By Mr. Lacroix:
Q. Don’t you believe that in 1929 and 1930, up to 1933, the merchant banks 

of Canada forced too much liquidation of lumber in eastern Canada, obliging 
the lumber merchants to sell their lumber at liquidation prices in order to turn 
the lumber into cash?—A. That would be a question of judgment which one 
could only fairly comment on, I should think, by an examination of specific 
cases. I do not think that any general statement would be very illuminating-

Q. What do you think of the facts that from 1929 to 1933 these things took 
place: in 1929 the merchant banks of Canada advanced to the lumber manu
facturers in eastern Canada $25 per thousand feet to manufacture lumber. In 
1930 and 1931 they decided that these lumber merchants should liquidate their 
stock which amounted to over half a billion feet in eastern Canada. This was 
in the hands of two or three banks. The lumber merchants then started liquidat
ing their stock at $25. It dropped to $20, $15, $12 and $10. When they stopped 
liquidating a fair sized bank in eastern Canada said that the lumber would 
lower than $10. Don’t you think that the fact that the half-billion feet of 
lumber in eastern Canada was liquidated at that price in the eastern market 
and the United States market and so forth, had brought the price down to -a 
point which wre still suffer from to-day?—A. I do not think anyone can make 
a definite statement on that, Mr. Lacroix.

Q. I think I will make one. I am a witness to it. I have met bankei'5 
lately in the Boston office who said that in 1930 their advances on a certaU 
amount of lumber were over $20, and they did not care a damn—pardon me-" 
about the accounts. They wanted their money, and the manufacturer was und^ 
the obligation of meeting those prices. The prices started to go down in 19™ 
from $30, the market price at that time to $25 and $20 in 1931. In 1932 y1® 
price was as low as $15, in 1933 as low as $10, and to-day we are still suffer^0 
from that forced liquidation imposed upon the lumber merchants by O1 
merchant banks of Canada. I make that statement. The price started to ë° 
up after 1933, a little after the bulk of the liquidation was over, and to-day jv, 
have succeeded in obtaining a price of $24, which is still $5 less than the prl^ 
in 1926 or 1924, and it is still selling at a loss to the manufacturer. I want 
say to the merchant banks of Canada that this forced liquidation has total- 
ruined the Canadian industry in eastern Canada. I think that some of W 
members here are witnesses to that. This was force’d on the American mar£ , 
of eastern Canada, and forced by Canadian banks, and it has put the luiflb 
business of eastern Canada in such a state of affairs that the lumber merchaa 
could not restart. Those who have restarted in 1933 were those who were aD 
to obtain stumpage from the government for practically nothing. Differe^ 
provinces reduced their stumpage prices from $2.60 to as low as $1 to try 
restart the business. The little man in the bush was earning not much &° e 
than 50 cents in 1933. I understand your statement to be that in 1933 so 
were able to make a little profit. I do not call that a profit. I call that spec11 
tion with the provinces’ timber rights and labour starvation.

Mr. Landeryou : Slavery.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens: ^
Q. However, this will illustrate the point, Mr. Towers, namely that 

is a field in connection with the relation of industry to finance which re.qUf0re 
study in the light of modern conditions, and what I am hoping is that be 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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We complete the sessions of this committee we may arrive at something useful 
and practical in that respect. Now, let me refer very briefly to a question that 
Was inspired by your suggestion. Have you any record, and if you have not it 
with you can you supply the record, indicating the losses from Canadian banks 
failures as compared with losses and failures in the American system and the 
British system ?—A. Is there any such comparable—

Q. I think that an attempt could be made to get such figures.—A. Yes. 
Over what period would you suggest ?

Q. Well, I imagine to be useful at all it ought to cover somewhere beyond 
1929 or 1928 or 1927.—A. Losses to depositors?

Q. Yes.—A. Yes. Suppose we take it from 1926 to 1936?
Q. That would be all right. You would agree, Mr. Towers—I think I 

gathered this from your statement yesterday—that modern markets have been 
dislocated and unbalanced. I think there is no question about that?—A. Yes.

Q. And that the relationship of production to consumption is presently out 
°f balance?—A. In certain commodities, yes.

Q. I should say capacity of production.—A. Yes; in some commodities the 
''elation of production to consumption is out of balance, and in others both pro
duction and consumption are low.

. Q. Now, would you agree that the creation of new purchasing power is 
desirable; never mind how, for the moment?—A. Undoubtedly.

Q. Would you also agree that it is possible to plan for and develop such a 
Proposal? Let me finish the question in this way, because I anticipate what will 

Un through your mind. Would you also agree that it is possible to plan for 
and develop such a proposal or is it to be left to the ipse dixit of shall I say 
s°-called economic laws?—A. Theoretically one must always say, I think, that 
T 18 possible to plan. Of course, you have to recognize that in making plans 

I u have to make certain assumptions as well. The enormous difficulty nowa- 
/JaYs is to know what the estimates for three or four, or five or ten years from 
'°w should be. Must one assume a continuation of economic nationalism or not; 

ls absolutely vital to know that.
Q. Well, again I do not wish to digress into side lines. The economic 

ationalism is there?—A. Yes.
« Q- It is not something that we can choose whether it is or not; it is there.— 

Yes.
, Q- Now, and I think this is a very apt interjection, should not we seek to 

e ald ourselves in this country to these new factors?—A. If you assume that 
onomie nationalism—and by that I mean this semi-war state in which we find 

Staves—is here for good, then you have to do that. But of course, Mr. 
o(CpCns’ * am thinking there of plans which would involve a change of vocation

a''ge classes of the Canadian people.
aff. ■ ' That may be necessary?—A. It may be, if the present world state of 
her1."* eontinues. In fact, it would be if the present world state of affairs is 
"'it? t-° staY5 hut, of course, it does involve enormous responsibility to go ahead 
a$ 'us vit ably very expensive revamping of our economic structure on that 
0j‘ "uption. If the assumption is wrong in the course of a few years time, then, 
one*°UrSe’ ^le changes which one has made in the interval are largely wasted

the tv ^r- Towers, I don’t think I could accuse you of holding the view that 
you ,h° do is sit pat and wait for the turn of the wheel ; that is not what 
reag()are, implying, is it?—A. No. I would say that in any way which one 
sp0ak- hy Tmhh that a start might be made in the sense in which you are 
a baflln,g w'thout grandiose attempts to revamp—I do not use “ grandiose ” in 
revan SGnse- I should have used another word, I should say “ major plans ” to 
of XY the Canadian economy. But major changes based on the present state 
aMull .fYafFairs w°uld represent an effort and a responsibility which would be 
8tanda,. ? ’Tu’ult to take, and involve I am afraid, too, the acceptance of a lower 

u of living here, which we hope will be unnecessary.
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Q. Remember, Mr. Towers, I made as a premise for this line of questioning 
the adaptation of our existing machinery, financial machinery, to the new 
economic conditions with which we are confronted nowadays, consisting of 
unemployment, industrial stagnation, shortage of purchasing power, and so on. 
Now, that is all I have in mind. Let us proceed. Would it be wise to increase 
the gold reserves and so increase the available cash reserves and thus stimulate 
the loaning of money to industry?—A. It would not be necessary at this stage 
for that purpose to increase the gold reserves, because there is considerable 
leeway apart from any increase in those reserves ; and that policy, of course, is 
one which has been followed during the last four years ; that is, of adding to 
the amount of bank cash reserves here, with the result that banks have been 
under constant pressure to expand these five years past. The amount of 
increase in commercial loans from their low level in 1936—or, whenever it was 
—has been by no means large and therefore the major portion of the expansion 
has had to take place in the form of increases in investments.

Q. Well, now, referring to the expansion in commercial loans. You recall 
the figures that I used in a speech in the house. I would like just to put these 
figures before you, because I think they are a vital factor in this whole business. 
In 1926 commercial loans were $983,000,000; in 1928 they ran up to $1,227,- 
000,000 ; in 1931 they were $1,141,000,000; in 1936 they were $707,000,000; 
and in 1938, December last, they were $731,000,000. They have gone up since. 
—A. I have for December last $806,000,000.

Q. Well, it may be that I am not quite up to date there, it may be that I 
took the November figure. However, you say it was $800,000,000 in December? 
—A. Yes.

Q. Now, the corresponding figures for investment in government bonds are 
these: in 1926, $324,000,000; in 1928, $334,000,000; in 1931, $396,000,000; in 
1936, $1,097,000,000; in 1938, $1,137,000,000; and I think in addition to that 
$1,137,000,000, $155,000,000 of treasury bills?—A. No, in your figure oi 
$1,137,000,000 the treasury bills are included ; and, of course, the banks did not 
hold all of the $155,000,000.

Q. We will let 'it go at that. A little while ago you used a term, and I 
noticed you used it repeatedly, that as cash reserves increase then the banks 
seek investments or commercial loans?—A. Yes.

Q. Well now, without going into it, what was the cause of this sharp increase 
between 1931 and 1936, a pick-up or increase of over $600,000,000 in the holding5 
of government bonds in that period?—A. I haven’t got just the exact dates.

Q. In 1931 it is $396,000,000 and in 1936 it is $1,097,000,000. It is really 
about $700,000,000 of an increase in holdings of public securities, and there waS 
a corresponding fall of about $450,000,000 in commercial loans.—A. The fall 
commercial loans, not being as large as the increase in government securities.

Q. No, but there was a very decided fall?—A. Yes. ,
Q. Now, would you say that that increase in government investments 0^ 

$700,000,000 was due to the fact that there was not available in Canada des»' 
able commercial loans?—A. Yes.

Q. Wholly?—A. We come back there to the question as to whether ther 
were some which should have been thought desirable and were not. That i= 
question of judgment; but in so far as the desire to make commercial loans 
concerned, the desire has been there. n

Q. Now, let us put it this way; would you say that there was such 
absence of loans that might have with reasonable safety been made to wanju 
the switching of investment by an increase of $700,000,000?—A. I think t » 
must have been the case. jy

Q. Well, it is difficult for me to agree with you there.—A. Well, the o ^ 
way in which one could get down to that, could make sure with respect to t1 
is through the investigation of specific cases.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Yes. Now look, Mr. Towers, you used the term “ desirable loans,” and 
you continually use the term. Isn’t there a danger in this swing in day to day 
banking practice that bankers may lose sight of what is the effect of their action 
upon the whole country in their, extreme caution, shall I say, at certain times to 
take only such loans as not only seem to be desirable but that are absolutely 
secure? Isn’t there a danger of that caution actually resulting in almost 
universal injury?—A. If the banking system is operating on the basis where it 
Won’t take even reasonable business risks, that is a bad thing.

Q. Well, would not these figures seem to indicate that the degree of caution 
Went beyond what was warranted ?—A. I do not think you can take anything 
rom the figures. I think it should be a question of specific cases.

Q. Then, as Governor of the Bank of Canada—which you were in 1935 
and have been since then—in 1936 there was a jump to $1,079,000,000; now, 
Would you say that in your opinion the increase of Dominion and provincial 
8°vcrnmont bonds was warranted?—A. We encouraged it.

Q. You encouraged it?—A. Yes, by adding to the banks’ cash.
. Q. Personally—I do not like to interject opinions—I rather criticize in my 

yUnd the asking of questions in the form of opinions—but what I am trying 
0 emphasize is this, because I think it is of fundamental and of vital import- 

^Uce: to me these figures are tragic, and I think all-important. In other words, 
think they challenge any thoughtful person to study out why such a change 

,0°k place—and I am not saying it was bad or good, one way or the other— 
ut I do say it challenges us ; and what I would like to impress upon you is that 

l3lere should be some very definite start and answer to this economic phenomenon, 
eause it is nothing more or less than an economic phenomenon, to my mind.

The answer is not far to seek. During those years, particularly the earlier 
ti GSi does not apply so much to the mid-1936 mid-1937 period, but par- 
, ularly to the earlier years—the very unsatisfactory state of business and the 

Sh level of unemployment were natural factors making for a low level of 
„ Ininercial loans. At the same time, the same factors were making for large 

v^nment deficits. The additions to the cash reserves of the banks and the 
^nsequent expansion in their investment holdings, were major factors enabling 

governments to borrow the money required to cover deficits and to meet 
inv loans on a very low interest basis. That policy, of course, has
them sacrifices for many people, but I think one was justified in expecting 
thC5n because of the position in which governments found themselves during 

&e years, and because of the general economic circumstances of the times.
I WS- Well, now, would it be advisable for the government, or for Canada— 
inter eave the government out—to seek some loans abroad at low rates of 
in ]. est rather than put this burden on the Canadian banks which is obviously 
<**-«700,000,000 of a jump in a matter of three or four years in our banks 
ahroaT?VOl-ld d not be better, or would it still be advisable, to seek for loans
were -A. No, I do not think so; because, as a matter of fact, circumstances

t° get loans at a higher rate than that. ,, • abundance of
croa ?’. Yes. I gather that you would agree that there is an abundance 

7t1:nCanada?—.A. For commercial loans. ,, thpre aninter?’ ^°r commercial loans?—A. I would go fur rer. <> '■ ]<row
Pressure and desire on the part of banks to get ^^f^^aniedTv ethcr that carries as far as you would wish, whether that is accompanied Dy 

78428—2
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a full measure of daringness, I cannot tell. One could only tell by taking 
specific cases.

Q. All right. If the requirements of Canada in 1926, 13 years ago, were 
$983,000,000, surely to-day we ought at least to have in commercial loans 
something over a billion dollars; 13 years ago, a normal year, it was $983,000,000. 
—A. Accurate figures are not obtainable as to classifications of loans as far back 
as 1926, but as a matter of fact we have made some guesses. They start at 1927.

Q. Take it from 1927?—A. In 1927 our agricultural loans amounted to 
$235,000,000, while in October of 1938 they were $149,000,000. That is a reduc
tion of $86,000,000 in agricultural loans. You will remember that the 1927 
period was one of large western crops.

Q. Yes?—A. Manufacture, including mining in 1927, $325,000,000; now 
$223,000,000.

Q. That is $100,000,000 down in that one classification.—A. In merchan
dizing, from $200,000,000 to $134,000,000.

Q. Well, Mr. Towers, don’t you think those figures are challenging to the 
financial authorities of this country?—A. I do not think that the figures in 
themselves—

Q. I mean, the facts that these figures disclose; that manufacturing and 
industrial loans are down $150,000,000. Now, I assume that a portion of that is 
idue to certain large industries which do their own banking by buying 
securities. I agree with that.—A. And, take the pulp and paper industry. I pre
sume it is not borrowing nearly as much as it did in the 1927 period.

Q. But we should not be in a static position. We must surely expect some 
progress between 1927 and 1938. Why, the mere increase in the population would 
show some progress, and yet manufacturing loans are down in that period by 
$150,000,000.—A. Manufacturing loans are down $100,000,000.

Mr. Baker: Including mining.
Mr. Towers: Yes. Where loans are not large in any event, and never have 

been.
By Hon. Mr. Stevens:

Q. And your commercial loans are down something over $100,000,000, are 
they not?—A. Well, this is a section of the total commercial loan figure.

Q. I mean, the merchandising.—A. Merchandising loans are down $66>' 
000,000. t 

Q. It seems to me, just taking as a whole those figures I have given, tba 
that fact alone should be a challenge to the banking system of Canada a 
indicating that there is something radically wrong.—A. It seems to me tha 
the approach should be in the other direction. Surely if there are people wtl, 
feel that they can use bank credit and who are being hampered by the lac^ 
of it—surely it is possible to get our hooks on those people, so to speak, an 
investigate those cases. , ,g

Q. Investigate them, yes. Is there anything being done to investiga c 
or seek for them? I think you are right in what you say.—A. But you ha 
to get hold of the people. Where can you find them?

What do you mean by “those people”?'
By Mr. Baker:

Q. Y OU Say “those people . vruao uu y uu mean uy uiuse peupn; ■ g 
The people who believe they should be getting bank credit but find themsC 
hampered by the lack of it. If one could hear from those people, if one co 
investigate those cases, one would get a far more practical idea of the efn<'‘ ÿ 
or otherwise of the banking system than by thinking of it in general terms ant 
a result of those figures we have been discussing. ^g

Mr. Baker: May I ask Mr. Stevens this question: Would the 
“those people” which our friend Mr. Towers has used include people likc 
secondary manufacturing industries?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Hon. Mr. Stevens : Surely.
Mr. Towers: Undoubtedly.
Mr. Baker: Would they not apply to those people more than to any

body else?
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Likely.
Mr. Baker: It would mean them more than anybody else, in my opinion 
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. Baker: It is those people I think we are getting at.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Yes.

By Mr. Dubuc:
Q. Is it not a fact for the last four or five years—and I am speaking of 

commercial loans—that the bankers have asked practically every commercial 
rni to reduce annually the amount of help they needed from the banks—every 

Jear a certain proportion?—A. I was not aware of that.
Q. I can give you particular cases, because you wanted them.—A. Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
8 Q- What would be the result if the Bank of Canada were to purchase, 
eJ ’ $200,000,000 of these government bonds from the chartered banks? What 

' would that have?—A. The chartered banks’ cash would increase by to°0,000,000.
tjp Q- Yes?—A. And their assets in the form of government bonds would 

C1’easc by $200,000,000.
thei ■ i Yes?—Y. You would then find that at the first stage of the transaction 
fro 1 deposits were the same as before, but their cash would have gone up 

m $250,000,000 to $450,000,000.
a y. v' Yes?—A. That would, shall I say, push the banks—at least, give them 
iw0?,8 inducement to try and find additional loans, if they could; the induce- 
c°uld i re being, I think, no greater than now, because it is just as acute as it 

- be, ,so far as cash is concerned.
far Q. i iimagine, if I might interject, that if that were done, there would be1 ITlnr cc -----’ ~ ------- ----------------------------- ----- ’ -------- ----------to a ro effort made to find this class of borrowers that Mr. Baker referred 
the bank*1611*' a^°^* do n0* think so; because the pressure under which
be. are operating in that respect is,. I think, just as intense as it could

You assume that nothing more can be done with our present banking 
induce m *^a* respect?—A. No, not necessarily. I say that so far as the 
or ncnt of a liquid position, the inability to earn money in investments 
they a arn more than very little—so far as all those pressures are concerned, 
of doubt aSi ^reat as they can be. We can then assume, without any question 
^questi W latever, that the desire to get commercial loans is intense. That is 
6titirfi]v °nabfy a fact. Now the balance of the question which you raise is 
Coiiragc enQbraced in this one point: Is that desire accompanied "by sufficient 
Faisal? S° ^lab the appraisal of a reasonable banking risk is a generous ap-
th6re^s'^osf~—A. There is the only question to decide. My view would be that 
°K°'S teetl • more likelihood of being able to decide that if only one could get 
able t0 f ] lnt° specific cases to investigate—much more likelihood of being 
lasted. lm an opinion in that way than in any other way that could be sug-

US assume, for the sake of this discussion, that there is a lack of
>842S^.

'24
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Mr. Baker: On the part of whom?
An hon. Member: The banks.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Can you conceive of anything that the Bank of Canada and parliament 

and this committee might suggest or might do that would assist the banks or 
inspire the banks to the necessary courage?—A. I think the first step would 
be to get specific examples; because if one said in a general way to the bank»: 
“You have not got sufficient courage and you are turning down loans which do 
not carry more than a reasonable business risk,” they would say, “We »re 
not, so far as we know. What are the cases?” Then the discussion falls to 
the ground. But if you discuss the proposition on the basis of specific cases, that 
is the first'step. If the banks then say, “No, we do not share your opinion. We 
think that these loans involve far too much risk, that we cannot be in the 
position of exposing ourselves to almost certain losses on this scale,” then y°“ 
are at the point where you decide whether that attitude is legitimate; and if 1 
is legitimate, whether other means can be found of supplying the money.

Q. What would you think of this suggestion? Suppose each of the char- 
tered banks—^and I think they have somewhere around 5,000 branches in Canada' 
—A. 3,000 odd in Canada.

Q. Yes, they are down now; say 3,500?—A. Yes. i
Q. Suppose each of the chartered banks, after consultation with you an 

carefully thinking out this problem, were to instruct every branch manager i 
Canada to report to them—to first go out and survey his territory and the 
report to them the classes of loans that are desired on the part of borrower” 
which were not being satisfied by the local branches. Never mind whether the-^ 
were good or bad, let them report on what the requirements are and let the 
make a study from that. Could that be done?—A. It would not be a physic 
impossibility.

Q. Is it not a thing that ought to be done?—A. I would like to think 
over, Mr. Stevens. ^

Q. Let me just add one further suggestion to it. Should not a branch ba^ 
or a branch of a bank—and they are scattered all over the country—be 1 ^ 
medium through which the nature of the business and the character of the Pe°P

that

of that community is reported to the central head office?—A. Yes. -an,Q. And ought there not to — — — ------ ----- - ----- ^a.
consequently coming through to you—say monthly analyses of the ^a» 
and economic conditions of each community? Would that not be help111^ 
in fact, vital, I think?—A. Except to the extent that one could obtain 
information in other ways. i I

Q. What other ways?—A. However, there again is a suggestion tn 
should like to consider.

Q. What other ways? For instance, statistically?—A. Yes. r in
Q. You must know—and I certainly think it myself—that the dang^y 

this day and age is that we take general statistics and study them cold-blo° fo, 
just as statistics, but we do not get to the very nature of these economic P 
lems. Anyway, I suggest that to you.—A. Yes. qions'

Q. Now I shall hasten on. Referring again to gold, I have a few que" 0jjr 
Gold is to-day treated as a commodity, is it not?—A. It is defined as a 
modity in the producing countries and is a commodity until it get in 
banking system. -rceS

Q. Do you think we are taking the full advantage of our gold reS 
by exporting it as a commodity as we do?—A. Yes; I think that we are i° 
the most advantage of it in that form. . a tb6

Q. Wait a minute—not in that form. Do you think we are makin°j d0, 
maximum use of our gold resources in the way we have used them?—A. *eB’

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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|11 recent times we have added to our gold stocks in the amount of $25,000,000. 
j- think our action in that respect should be determined by what we believe to 
be the needs for reserves, after taking all factors into consideration; that there 
'yould be no point in carrying reserves in excess of what one believed to be 
the requirements.

Q. You have virtually answered my next question, but I shall put it in 
any case. Would you be opposed to holding back, say, 40 or 50 per cent of our 
j^'d production for a few years and increasing our gold reserves?—A. I think 
bat would be unnecessarily expensive.

Q. You do not see that there might be some stimulus to the internal con- 
êolci>nS?—cou^ provide that stimulus without holding back that much

Q- But we are not doing it?—A. We have very substantially.Q. To a degree, I will admit; but not sufficient to meet the needs of the 
^ Untry. I mean, we must keep in mind that we are still in distress. The 
j. ^’Ululation of gold in the United States, to which market we ship our gold 

is now about $16 billion, is it not?—A. It must be pretty close to that.
, Q- Just about $16 billion; of which about $3 billion is ear-marked or liable 

tint withdrawn at any time when conditions improve. That is true?—A. I have 
the ^ their estimate of the foreign balances in the States; but let us say, for 

Purpose of argument, it is something of the order of $3 billion.
$13 S' J- understand it is about $3 billion, which means that there is about 
is j! PJlion worth of, shall I say, frozen gold?—A. No; the presence of that gold 

uflected to quite an extent in the reserves of their banks.
Well, it is a tremendous quantity, in any case?—A. Yes.
®avinS regard to Canada’s gold mining industry, would you care to 

act, SSs an opinion as to the possible danger in the not distant future of some 
MU0!' by the United States to, shall I say, decrease the quantity of gold that 
any e. shipped in there?—A. Oh, Mr. Stevens, I should be shot if I expressed 

opinion one way or the other upon that subject.
Wit}] d- I am probably not in the same danger of being shot. Would you agree 
autho'v *hat the accumulation of gold in the United States is causing many 
bejng.ni| s a good deal of concern at the present time? Or are you afraid of 
the tr ^ IQt f°r that too?—A. As a matter of fact, Mr. Morgenthau, secretary of 
a fCweasury, tried to set forth the views of the administration on that subject only 
he rlirpf s aS° in a letter in which he answered a series of questions. I think 
bette,. | as effectively as it could possibly be done, and perhaps it would be 

0 A bbat letter speak for itself.
Mvi$gV w' right: I shall not press you on that. What would you think of the 
hud qg 1 bty of coining a certain quantity of gold and turning it loose, letting it 
Jrirket °7n market—in other words, relaxing the present absolutely controlled 
bheir .)()(°,_ gold?—A. I rather doubt whether people will want to carry it in 

q v^ets; they have never been accustomed to doing so in Canada. 
tebirti + .,t *n Canada.—A. As a matter of fact, I do not think they will ever 

5 to it m England.
Q ll4Present the gold is only handled in $25,000 ingots?—A. $14,000.% At___
Q' B4-?00 ingots?—A. Yes.

'"A. N,, oviously it is not of a type that could be handled in small quantities?
^cs^\°uld you think it advisable, for instance, to issue, say, one ounce 

alue just +KS money> but a disc that would be one ounce, that would have its 
o Q. q, the same as an ingot?—A. To encourage hoarding, you mean? 

n tllc Cm >f('nc0urage boarding or disappearance or export?—A. Well, of course 
y- Q. Ye?1^ there was for some years a considerable demand for gold coin, 

ship s- A. As a matter of fact, such gold coin as there was in Canada 
P°d over to the other side for that purpose. These things change,
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because people’s minds are swayed by a different fear each month, more or less; 
in recent times that demand has largely disappeared. The premium which there 
was at one time on gold coin has, I think, gone and people are dehoarding their 
gold coin at the present time on the continent and putting that money into 
United States bank notes and into sterling notes; so that just at the moment the 
tendency seems to be away from gold coin as being somewhat bulky, and into 
bank notes of the United Kingdom and of the United States.

Q. I shall leave that now. |
Q. Referring to the easy money policy which you have referred to on several 

occasions, has this not operated almost exclusively to the benefit of public 
financing—A. Very materially also to the benefit of other borrowers. For 
example, the amount of refunding by corporations in Canada has been very 
substantial, and in that process too a lot of corporation debt held abroad ha= 
been brought home. i

Q. Yes,' I agree with you there.—A. Almost every issue which could be 
called by corporations, where there was a call provision, has been called and 
re-financed.

Q. But the easy money concept has not found its way down to the needy 
debtor class to which we referred at the opening of our remarks?—A. There* 
again, it would be a question of specific examination. ,

Q. You have no way of ascertaining whether it has or not? You would no 
agree with me that it has not?—A. I do not know, Mr. Stevens. The proof 0 
that pudding would be in an examination of all refusals of loans which h,aV 
been requested. j

Q. You have just referred to the re-financing by corporations. I am n°) 
now referring in this question to the immediate past few years, but I ® 
referring to the period prior to, say, 1930. Would you agree that the praettf 
of merging numbers of industries and commercial institutions and changj11” 
their capital structure from stock capital to bond issues has had a damag1^ 
effect upon business generally?—A. I would say that from a financial point 
view many of the things that were done during those years were bad. I ■'voU 
be hard put to it to say what effect it had on the actual volume of business.

Q. Would you mind giving me your opinion on this: Should a bond iss j 
by a corporation be viewed as capital or as a mortgage debt?—A. From the kSjj 
point of view I do not know just where I stand on that, but personally I w°u 
view it as a mortgage debt. p

Q. I do not think that is a legal question, I look upon it more. a5 g‘rt 
auditor’s question. It is a point which any auditor must decide.—A. It is P 
of the amount at risk of the business but occupying a position prior to stoci 

Q. For instance, I have in mind a company that was on a stock basis Aj, 
the owners of the majority of the stock desired to withdraw ten or fifteen 
lion dollars as the company had certain real assets, and the balance was * 
in inventory, and so on. They put out a twenty million dollar bond issue, " jetJ 
drew the proceeds to themselves and left the business covered with a bon je 
debt far beyond any of its real assets. Would you consider that was a destf* Qll 
thing?—A. It is rather a hard question to answer without examination, bn 
the basis on which you put it, it does not seem as though the character o 
security suited that picture. t0ry

Q. In other words, bonds should not be issued against goodwill, inVe, |jijl 
and other liquid assets of that kind?—A. That is a pretty broad statemen 
I think there is something in it. tOi

Q. Would you consider it advisable to limit bond or mortgage charg 0< 
say, a percentage of the fixed assets, I do not care what percentage, n ^ 
sixty per cent? —A. I think it is very dangerous to try to legislate eithel °c9ij 
judgment or financial propriety in cases like that. It is much better i^°nincis
work on an elastic system and achieve a standard of judgment and a fin»0
propriety which will make unfortunate exceptions just as rare as possible- 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Yes, but you will recall that you stated a little while ago, Mr. Towers, 
that in a period of buoyancy, and you also added perhaps in boom periods, 
there was a tendency on the part of banks and others to get too careless?— 
A. Yes.

Q. What I am getting at is this: Is it possible for the Bank of Canada and 
the commercial banks as leaders in finance to exercise some control over just 
such things as we have been discussing and to lay down broad principles which 
should determine what is sound finance and what is not?—A. Broad principles 
uiight be difficult. One would have to sit down and try to get them down in 
black and white before understanding whether you could define things in just 
such a way. If they could be defined very well in such a way, they might 
uhnost be defined by legislation. But the risk with legislation is that it keeps 
everything at a dead level, and while preventing certain unfortunate occurrences, 
, also prevents many good ones. That is the great risk of tying things up by 
«Wat-ion.

_. In regard to expressing opinions or trying to exercise influence in connection 
w'th developments of the kind which you mention as having occurred in times 
Past, I certainly think that we would try to do so. Now, what success we would 

ave would depend not on legislation but on persuasion, influence, or whatever 
y°u like. That is something which does not come overnight, but I think it is 
l5°mething which has to be tried.
, Q- I gather that you would be opposed to bank directors being very heavy 
orrowers from the banks?—A. I would rather not express an opinion on that, 
here are certain features of the Bank Act which deal with that situation.

Q. Must be declared?—A. Yes.
Q- As a matter of principle it should be looked upon askance? Would 

you agree with that?—A. I think probably that if I were someone in businessMio was likely to have a need for credit on a substantial scale I would refuse an» . • ^ i >r VV7 11UI V V It. UUVU VI vu

station to become a bank director

By Mr. Kinley:
n . Q- Do you think there is any such danger to-day in directors borrowing from 
anv^0"11 banks? It is the little bank that works that trick.—A. I do not recall 
l)u; bad examples of that within the course of the last thirteen years in Canada, 
Süb’,as I say, my personal preference would be that if I were likely to have 
difïC requirements I would not be a bank director because I would feel 

f ent about borrowing, if I were.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
ap0]^\ I have just two more questions to ask before I sit down. I really must 
say nflze the committee for taking up so much time. Would it be fair to 
Pape ? tke primary function of a commercial bank is to buy and sell commercial 
thé J' 'A- No, I would say it was to make commercial loans, and I will include 

Paper as a part of it.
O make commercial loans?—A. Yes.

banV; r 'at is the primary function of a banking system?—A. Of a commercial
Q Vystem-to y bat is your view regarding the depreciation of the Canadian dollar 

sterlin 9 erlinS ^evek or> if you like, the pegging of the Canadian dollar with 
because^’ Mr. Stevens, I would ask you not to press that question

eiïlbarr a cluesfion of government policy. I shall not do it; I do not wish to 
basis ifUSS y°u- Would you say that if the Canadian dollar were on a sterling 
f°Ur 0r ? °uid have the result to-day, and would have had the result in the last 
Pets to r\ G y®ars’ °f increasing or appreciating the value of our primary prod- 

nnadian exporters?—A. In most of the last four or five years it would
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have had the reverse effect of depreciating the Canadian prices of our primary 
products because in most of the last four or five years sterling has been at a 
premium over Canadian dollars.

Q. Yes, that is true.—A. For a long time it was $4.90 and $5. In fact, in 1933 
it was as high as $5.20.

Q. In 1931 it was down to $3.70?—A. From December, 1931, until early 
in 1933 it was at something of a discount. Here are the annual averages. The 
annual average in 1931 was $4.70. In 1932 it was $3.98. In 1933 it was $4.60. 
That average conceals the fact that about mid-1933 it was up over par. For 
1934 it was $4.98. For 1935 it was $4.92; 1936, $4.97; 1937, $4.97, and 1938, 
$4.91, on the average. So all during those years, say, from mid-1933—until 
probably mid-1938—five years, the Canadian dollar was at a discount on 
sterling.

Q. For the other periods it would have been to our advantage?—A. I do not 
say necessarily. We have tried to express our views as to what happens as a 
result of exchange depreciation, as you know, in the memoranda which are on 
file. It is an internal transfer almost entirely.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. Chairman, I have occupied more time than I should 
have occupied, although there are some other questions I should like to have 
asked, but I do not wish to impose.

Mr. Baker : Mr. Chairman, may I have a couple of minutes?
The Chairman : Yes, Mr. Baker.
Mr. Baker : Mr. Chairman, I should like to mention that I think this has 

been the most interesting and valuable meeting of this committee that I have 
attended. I think, just expressing my own opinion, that this was largely due to 
the avoidance of theories and that the discussion was confined to matters of 
fact. There were some points brought out by Mr. Stevens with which I agree. 
I have nothing against the banking fraternity. I have had over forty years 
experience, only as a borrower from the bank, it is true, but I think the point is 
quite correct that twenty-five or thirty years ago the banker went more on the 
personality of the individual he was doing business with than unfortunately he 
is doing to-day. In recent years the bank has relied more on collateral security 
than on the individual. I should like to see the day come again when the banker» 
would take a little broader attitude and let the individual count for more, aS 
they used to do. I think it would be beneficial.

The question of banks forcing liquidation was brought up by my friend oa 
the left. It is true perhaps that in certain instances, unforunately, the limita' 
tions were perhaps disadvantageous. On the other hand, while in some cases n 
seemed very unkind at the time, it turned out in the end that the urging °! 
liquidation on the part of the bank proved quite correct. Had the man n° 
liquidated when he did but had gone on with confidence and hope, which is tjie 
natural tendency of a businessman, he would have had less in the end than h 
had by taking the suggestion of the bank.

The next point I have to bring up is in connection with Mr. Stevens’ suS' 
gestion that some ways and means should be found. Of course, that is too bi» 
a problem to deal with here to-day. I think he put his finger on the very sp° 
when he suggested that some ways and means should be devised whereby bus.^ 
ness loans could be made which are now turned down. We have had the exp^ 
ence of improving conditions by the home improvement plan. We thought th 
was a terrible undertaking. It was said in the house that there were enorm0 
difficulties in connection with it. We have found that time has shown there 
less difficulties about it than we anticipated and there is less difficulty by ban 
working together than if they worked separately. But these questions are t 
big to go into to-day. :g

We now come to the percentages of losses. We find that the percentage 
small. The bank has the people’s money, we must remember, and they 9

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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responsible for that, and they have to be cautious. When times are better they 
fake bigger risks, but when times are bad and money is tight they say they can
not afford to take a loss or the chance of loss. If something could be done on 
the scale of the home improvement plan, I believe it would be to the advantage 
of the country. Then, economic nationalism was mentioned. That is a question 
that is going to remain and it must be dealt with. Mr. Stevens said if things 
romain as they are, then something must be done about it. It may be expensive, 
but that is a question of government concern, if I do say so, and not something 
that should be directed to the head of the Bank of Canada. It is a question of 
government policy.

Now, may I make some comment on the figures that were brought up here 
|0-day by Mr. Stevens? Attention has been drawn to the fact that there are 
t»o weak places in our economy to-day, one is in regard to loans to agriculture 
and the other in regard to the manufacturing industry which means, secondary 
/udustry. There is where the lending has dropped down. Now, that lending 
dropped down because of lack of activity in these two fields. There is no doubt 
About that. These are the few points, if I may respectfully suggest, that we 
8 ‘°uld take up, and we should endeavour to put our finger on the weak spot to 
Scc what can be done about it. It has been said that the businessman and the 
Agriculturist, who is a producer, and also a businessman, want money to carry 
n business and agricultural work. It has been suggested that he has not cour- 
§c- I do not accept that statement at all. I have had fifty years active business 

,xPerience. My experience has taught me to believe that if anything the busi
nessman, that is the average businessman, has too much courage. That is where 
je fell down. The fall does not come from lack of courage; it generally comes 

°>n being too confident, full of enthusiasm. Therefore it is not from lack of 
rCsUrag?- I resent that, especially since it has been given great prominence. I 

serfi it on behalf of other businessmen.
l There are other points I have in mind, but I cannot mention them here now 

cause of the hour. I think we have had a very interesting session to-day. 
likIC are the two points I should like to suggest, and they are the ones I should 
w-.e, to deal with. The first has to do with loans to agriculture, and the second 
and t!°ans to manufacturing industries. That is where we are suffering to-day 
to.j that is what is causing the terrible problem of unemployment that we have 
t0'?,ay- May I say, in my opinion, these are not questions which should be put 
for h Bank °f Canada. I say they are questions of government policy. It is 
nian f S°Xernment to regulate matters in such a way by their policy that 
niak+[during industries and agricultural industries are put on a basis that will 
whp.? “bem profitable, so that in the years ahead they may use the courage 
UnGl 1 mey possess to go ahead and develop their industries and consume the 

Payment from which we are suffering.
a disc °W-’ * shall leave that point there, so that I shall not at this time get into 
vie u.sri°n as to how it could be done. I would respectfully suggest this: the 
Wit;/ °ln^s which we have had expressed here are viewpoints which can be dealt 
on a /n the basis of government policy. If our industries can be established 
Unem/i"111^ basis and agriculture as well, we won’t have so much trouble about 
here ; °Tment- That is my humble opinion. These points were brought out 
s&ssion °ne shovt session of this committee. This has been a most interesting 
of g0y’ and I do not think anything has been said that was to the annoyance 
]hore arnmcnts economical ideas or anything else. I could bring out a lot 
exPrf>«c.-'llr^s’ but I will leave these two points with the committee as my humble

'Jmn of opinion.
Mr. ph Lacroix: Mr. Chairman, I should like to say that I differ from 

be enin- reSar(f to the situation of forced liquidation. In some lines that 
■ Thdati a Lght, but in a primary industry such as the lumber business, the 
lag inrh/T which we had in 1930 did not in the end bring benefit to the lumber- 

stry. The result has been all bad, and the provinces have been put
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under an obligation to give away their raw material, and that is the result of 
the forced liquidation that the lumber business of eastern Canada has been 
put to. The lumber industry of eastern Canada has imposed upon the govern
ment the responsibility of trying to induce the business to come back into the 
market, and to do that they have to give away their raw material. For example) 
in different provinces, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Quebec and Ontario, we 
have to-day a result that shows that each of these provinces is giving away 
their trees for practically nothing. Take pulpwood, for example. It takes 15 
trees on the average to make a cord of pulpwood to-day. Our provinces are 
giving away stumpage for $1.35 a cord. That means 9 cents for a tree which 
takes 60 years to grow to maturity and be put on the market. The result of the 
forced liquidation has brought our raw material to so low a figure that we are 
depriving our provinces of revenues that they need year by year. If forced 
liquidation is sometimes good, let me say that so far as the lumber industry 
was concerned, from my point of view it was the worst thing that could have 
happened. Prices were forced so low in 1930 that people could not make 
anything. All that the banks were doing was to obtain money to permit them to 
invest it in government of Canada bonds.

The Chairman: Shall we adjourn until Monday morning?
Mr. Deachman : There are one or two questions I should like to ask, and 

. then I want to further examine Mr. Towers. These questions have a direct bear' 
ing upon the examination .of Mr. Stevens, and they have to do with the decline 
commercial loans. Is it possible to measure the extent of the decline which was 
due to the decline in the price of manufactured articles, as for instance $1-5Ü 
wheat required more money to finance than 60 cent wheat? That is one question- 
How much of it wras due to the desire of businessmen for liquidity because they 
wanted to become liquid because they feared the storm was upon them? That is 
question two. Then, this is question three : How much was due to changes oI 
habit in commercial business? That is to say, take the case of grocery stores- 
At one time in grocery stores the turnover might not exceed three or four times a 
year. It has now become a matter of maybe one month or less. You haVe 
twelve times the turnover in a year instead of three as it was in the old days-

Mr. ICinley: That is some turnover.
Mr. Deachman: It is indeed, but that is what your chain-store tries to d°' 

so that to measure the same relationship between the two there would h® 
less requirement of commercial capital, the same thing applying a„ 
through business would lead us to what is termed “ hand to mouth buying-. 
That is my third question ; and the fourth is this : It was mention6 
to-day, and I think perhaps Mr. Towers will admit is it true, though I am 
going to assume that; I will let him make a statement upon that. It is said th®. 
there is now more tendency for the banks to consider collateral rather th* 
character in regard to the loans. Is that not due to a changed idea in regard 
the sacredness of contracts? We w'ould have been tremendously shocked a f6g 
years ago at the idea of forced liquidation of mortgages. But it has taken P‘®® 
in the province of Ontario and throughout the Dominion in the form of  ̂

Farmers’ Creditors’ Relief Act. It has also taken place in one of our provd»c 
at least, whereby unilateral action they have simply cut the interest rate up6 
the bonds and as the validity of the contract becomes less sacred will not 6 
bankers, as a matter of fact, turn to security rather than character, because -cha 
acter, because character has less value and is not worth as much as it was f°r.^ 
erly? That is the fourth question. I should like to leave those question 
you, but you may answer them now if you care to do so, or wait until our nc 
meeting. «

The Chairman : It is 1 o’clock. Shall we adjourn until Monday at 
Mr. Deachman has the floor on Monday.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: I have a case to present. I happen to represent one govern
ment of Canada and, I may say, a great many millions of people in the domin
ion. I have no wish, of course, to speak out of my turn.

The Chairman : You follow Mr. Deachman. How is that? Suppose we 
have that as an understanding.

Mr. Jaques: I want to know something definite, because there is a very 
important debate on in the house which affects me vitally.

The Chairman: All of us. How long will you take, Mr. Deachman?
Mr. Deachman : Half an hour.
The Chairman: Suppose we say, Mr. Jaques, that you go on at 12 o’clock 

°n Monday morning?
Mr. Jaques: Can I count on that?
The Chairman : So far as the chairman is concerned.
Mr. Deachman: I can get through by that time if I start at 11 o’clock and 

Mr. Towers’ answers are not too long.
The Chairman : I think you can safely count on that.
Mr. Jaques: Monday?
The Chairman : Monday morning at 12 o’clock. I think that is the opin- 

lon of the committee.
Some Hon. Members : Yes.
The Chairman: That is our understanding. You will go on at 12 o’clock 

°n Monday morning.
Mr. Towers: Before the committee adjourns, would it be satisfactory to 

A lr- Kinley if I placed on the record my answer to his question of the other day? 
Mr. Kinley : Give me a copy to-day.
Mr. Towers: Shall I hold it over until Monday?
Mr. Kinley: I should like to have a copy right now. I think I know the

answer.
. Mr. Towers: Then I shall place on the record an answer to a question 

jf^ed by Mr. McGeer in respect to the chartered banks advances from the 
ank of Canada as shown on the return of chartered banks to the dominion

government,
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CHARTERED BANK ADVANCES FROM THE BANK OF CANADA

(Dollars)

As shown on Return of the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada: Department of Finance

Date Montreal Nova
Scotia Toronto Provincial Commerce Royal Nationale Dominion Imperial Barclays Total

1935

Nil

1936

Nil

1937

Nil

1938

Oct. 31

1939
Nil

$5,000,000 $5,000,000
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Mr. Kinley: You may put my answer in as well.
Mr. Towers:

THE EFFECTS OF USING AN INCREASE IN THE VOLUME OF 
CURRENCY TO REDEEM MATURING SECURITIES

Mr. Kinley raised the question at yesterday’s meeting as to what 
effects there might be from using the issue of currency to meet security 
maturities. The answer to this question depends upon the circumstances 
in which such a transaction occurred and upon the amount involved. I 
believe I can best deal with the various aspects of the problem by 
referring to sections of memoranda submitted at previous meetings which 
are relevant to this question.

At least a corresponding increase in the volume of money must 
necessarily follow an expansion in the volume of currency. If the cur- 

) rency issued is legal tender there may be a ten to one expansion in the
volume of money on the basis of increased banks’ cash reserves.

The general effects of an expansion in the volume of money have 
been outlined on pages 83 and 84 of the minutes and proceedings. If 
the amount of expansion were enough to result in currency depreciation 
there would be certain other results which are referred to on pages 84 
and 85 of the record.

The general effects which are mentioned in these references have 
been those which I would expect to occur if the additional amount of 
currency were permitted to perform the usual functions. If, however, 
there were an attempt to neutralize the effect of an increase in the volume 
of currency by some such measure as 100 per cent cash reserve require
ments for the chartered banks, there would be certain other results to 
which I have drawn attention in pages 198 and 199 of the proceedings 
of this Committee.

I believe that the important effects of a transaction of this kind 
depend upon the amount involved and attendant circumstances because 
the technique involved in creating the additional currency by retiring 
securities is much the same in effect as the present system under which 
the Bank of Canada buys securities in order to expand cash reserves.

IVr Chairman : The committee stands adjourned until 11 o’clock on
Monday morning.

at committee adjourned at 1.10 p.m. to meet again on Monday, May 8, 
11 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Monday, May 8, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m.r 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (Y'ork-Sunbury), Deachman. 
Donnelly, Dubuc, Howard, Jaques, Kinley, Kirk, Landeryou, Leduc, McGeer, 
Martin, Moore, Stevens, Tucker, Ward, Woodsworth.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
In answer to a question asked by Mr. Deachman at the last sitting, Mr. 

lowers read a statement on the reasons for the decline in banks’ commercial 
loans.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.
At 1.05 the Committee adjourned until tomorrow, Tuesday, at 11 o’clock a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277,
May 8, 1939.

T The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock a.m. 
*he Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Deachman.
In attendance: Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Mr. Chairman, when we adjourned on Saturday, I had addressed several 

h estions to Mr. Towers in regard to the decline, in the volume of current loans 
t]1' discounts. I do not recall the exact order, but the first question was, Was 

G decline not due to a large extent to the decline in the price level?—A. May I 
pr°ceed to answer?

Q- Yes.—A. I have some notes here in regard to the four sections of the 
question.
Q Q- All right, go ahead.—A. You will remember that the question mentioned, 
thi n a^’ e^ecI °I I*16 decline in the price level; next the desire for liquidity; 
aux' Y’ Possdde changes in business practices, and, fourthly, any effect which 

.lçdy in regard to the fulfilment of contracts might have had on borrowing 
Qcl lending.

..Q- Yes.—A. My answer this morning must necessarily in certain sections 
culat ^eas^ *3e a very general character. It is impossible, I think, to cal- 
varjtc h°w much of the fall in commercial bank loans is due to each of the 
Can °tUs factors which were operative during the period of the decline. All that 
had b° ^one to indicate that various factors for known reasons must have 

an appreciable effect on the volume of commercial loans.
, he lower price level—which is the first factor suggested by Mr. Deachman 

len(pruhtedly has been an important reason for a smaller amount of commercial 
curve'1 ?"• ^ iarie Part of banks’ advances are for the purpose of financing the 
reprCs. lnventories of industry. With lower prices the same volume of inventory 
CreditGnts a smaller dollar investment and therefore probably less need for bank

l930-'e)r^n® hhe years when general business activity was contracting—say 
of jn, Tdand there were relatively few opportunities for profitable expansion 
capita] Pr°duction, a great many firms attained a very liquid working
bank ](h°sition. i.e., not seeing profitable avenues for investment they paid off 
Which v°ans and built-up cash balances. There were other firms, of course, 
dieir k Cre Pnable to weather the financial crisis unassisted and had to increase 
°f bank ^Rowings from the banks. The results of this situation upon the course 
a Positi °aas during 1934-1938, have been two-fold. First, firms which attained 

reco™1, liquidity in 1930-33 have been able to finance a considerable degree 
®Gcondkrei^ ou* their own cash resources, without recourse to the banks. 
Which xv lmProvement in business conditions permitted many of the firms 
yMceg ^®rced to increase their bank loans in 1930-33 to repay those ad- 

" "‘heir earnings from a larger volume of operations. Together, 
were to a large extent responsible for the failure of commercial 

11Se more quickly and to a larger extent during 1934-38.
435
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There has also been, as Mr. Deachman mentioned, a tendency for many 
concerns to operate on a lower volume of inventory in recent years. In some 
cases this development is undoubtedly an outgrowth of the depression when 
businessmen found that if necessary it was possible and efficient to operate on 
a smaller inventory than had previously been customary. Improvement in 
transportation and manufacturing technique probably has also been a reason. 
On the whole, I would ascribe to this factor considerably less importance than 
to the first factors which I mentioned, namely, prices and liquidity.

In the case of at least one important commodity—wheat—smaller volume 
due to poor crops has been an important factor in reducing the amount of bank 
loans required for financing.

While it is impossible to say how much of the decline in commercial loans 
has been due to each of the factors which Mr. Deachman mentioned at the last 
meeting and which I have attempted to describe in a general way this morning, 
I believe that in total these factors account for the great part of the decline in 
current loans.

I have not made any reference as yet to the possible effect on the situation 
of doubt in respect to contracts and in respect to the fulfilment of contracts. 
What psychological effect that may have had, there is no question but that to 
the extent which doubt enters into business dealings it is a factor of importance 
and a hindrance to business development. To assess it quantitatively, as Mr. 
Deachman knows, would be impossible,

As a last remark I might say that in certain industries it should be possible 
to obtain a more accurate idea of the bank loan situation by taking companies 
annual balance sheets and putting them together. In doing so, one will not be 
able to distinguish between the three factors, namely, the effect of a decline M 
prices, the desire for liquidity, or a change in habits, because these balance 
sheets only show the total dollar value of the inventory and will usually not 
indicate volume. But something more might be done along those lines to get 
an idea here and there of the changes in the picture. It is quite a piece of work, 
in fact, I may say we could not have anything very extensive for these meetings 
of the committee. It is a type of work which we intend to proceed with as soon 
as we have an opportunity. T

Q. There is another question to which Mr. Stevens referred and which I 
think is rather important. He referred to the question of a greater spirit oj 
adventure as far as the banker was concerned. Your reply to that, as I recal 
it, was that there was a larger place for equity money. But is it not true tba 
by a substitution of government activities, by restrictions which have beeIi 
placed on the more or less speculative activities, we tend to take the spirit 0 
adventure out of business?—A. Yes.

Q. Take for instance the Farmers’ Creditors Arrangement Act. H w 
destroy the sanctity of the mortgage then we have substituted something els ’ 
have we not?—A. Yes. 0

Q. In that connection, I want to read now one or two sentences from . 
address by Harold W. Dodds, president of Princeton University: “ AVhat y?lU„ 
seeks to-day,” the author concluded, referring to a student’s article, “ is security- 
And he comments upon that as an extraordinary thing, but he makes t 
further observation:— ^

“ To-day the insecurity of which millions are so conscious 6CCin®„ie 
be the consequence of human folly, in that it springs from man’s s^rU°g_” 
with man rather than from the age-old familiar struggle with ? ^ Uj;3- 

Is the change which has been brought about there not a factor which 
courages the investment of equity money?—A. I think it is.

Q. Perhaps the creation of a mortgage bank with which we are now 
in the House of Commons is an indication of that. These items which I

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mentioned deal rather with t/he reluctance of borrowers to borrow. I should like 
tiow to turn to the position of the commercial banker, and here may I point out 
°ertain figures applicable to the year 1937 which represent the banks’ sources 
°f revenue. There are investments, call and short loans, loans to provincial 
governments, cities, towns and municipalities, current loans and discounts and 
^on-current loans.—A. Yes.

Q. There are other minor incidentals, but the total money, according to
the year book, involved in these items is $2,460,000,000. That would be approxi
mately correct?—A. Yes.
». Q- The earnings statement of the banks in the year 1937 amounted to 
"0,355,000. Dividing this sum, which includes also net earnings from services 

well as interest and discount, that is, the total net earnings of the banks, by 
ye $2,460,000,000, which is the total sum employed in effective bank opera- 
: °ns> we have a net earning of roughly -66 of 1 per cent on the total amount 

Solved. Is that roughly correct?—A. Yes.
0f ,,Q- The point I want to get at is this: Looking at it from the standpoint 
Çy, 10 commercial banker in a period of stress and storm, when his margin is so 
Vn,rome'y narrow, you could hardly expect the same adventurous spirit, could 
•mu .'-—A. No.
am m*1® ea™ings of 1929 were $28,000,000 as against $16,000,000 in 1937. I 
thin a my figures from the Canada year book. So, again, you had some- 
that-+W’?lic^1 cnrbed this spirit of adventure. It would be true, would it not, 
L., 7 is possible that the generals of finance, like generals in an army, may 

e keen a little panicky?—A. Yes.
tha> That is another cause. That is perhaps the cause, to some extent, of 
""A YS*r^c^on which Mr. Stevens discussed the other day in regard to loans?

Q- The adventurous spirit was gone because of practical necessity—
The Chairman : Would not the word “cautious” be better than “panicky”? 

Stat^r' ^eachman: A condition of panic, I think, prevailed in the United

The Chairman: Yes.

By Mr. Deachman:
situat- There is perhaps another cause, if you explore it further. The panicky 
and j.1011. which existed in the United States may have been carried to Canada 
the c^suhed in the exercise of a certain amount of caution reasonable under 

^cumstances. Thanks for the correction, Mr. Chairman. 
timo; ,‘:i'v I want to come to the other position. Is it not true that there are 

q v lcn liquidation is necessary?—A. Yes.
q cjj’s easier to check a boom than to check a depression?—A. It is.

1930 p , *he central banks could have foreseen the condition which arose in 
that,’ y°U h they have checked it if they had started in 1924?—A. I would say 
ab°ut 1Q°reticahy, at least, something could have been done if they started

*328.
^*1?—v on.ce having reached that point in 1929 was not liquidation essen- 

ai ■ Tes, it was, and one of the major changes which took place, of course, 
etlditi(r n” these lines. Up to and including 1928 the United States had been 

T68* sums abroad ; they had built up a greatly enlarged world trade, 
’ ^s. the proceeds of those vast loans were expended in the various 

c°UrSe s which received them. They were not all loans to governments, of 
the;. when I say, “countries which received them”, I mean governments 

h nationals. That had been going on for some years. It got going quite 
^tivity v !? apd 1926, 1927 and 1928 were large years. Then that loaning 

Vasi Practically speaking, cut off almost over night.
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Q. Was the cutting off due to the unwisdom of these loans? Were they poor 
investments?—A. In many cases, they were. It was, however, only partly due 
to that. I do not think that there was perhaps a great realization at that 
time that they were poor; but what had happened was that the -wave of specu
lation in the United States had gone so far that interest rates were very high- 
Even by the summer of 1928, speaking from memory, there was a rate on call 
loans in New York for a time as high as 10 per cent.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Higher than that, was it not?—A. It may have been in 1928. Of course, 

it was much higher in 1929. But even in the summer of 1928 I think it touched 
10 per cent. That meant that with such rates offering for loans of that char
acter the opportunity for floating new bond issues for foreign lending at any 
price which would have been at all respectable and which borrowers could 
afford to pay—it meant that that type of business was cut off by the intense 
demands at home of a speculative character at high interest rates.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Further than that, take your speculative profits which existed at that 

time; is the result not the development of certain defects in the economy of the 
country? Take, for example, the establishment of industries which under nornw 
conditions would not exist in the United States but which could exist only 
during the period of speculative earnings?—A. I would find it difficult to point 
to any exact industry where that applied. But it is true that the enormous 
speculative activity had served to distort things very greatly. That specula
tion was taking place not only in securities but also in real estate. .

Q. Quite.—A. It was being financed to an enormous extent by credit. Tha 
credit was being used in part, shall we say, to buy still further new issues o 
else part of it was being spent by individuals as part of their profits. There 
was a false accession to spending power which could only be of a temporary 
character and the disappearance of which was bound to have very severe repel1' 
eussions on general business.

Q. It could only be corrected by a process of deflation?—A. Yes. . , r
Q. And any attempt to carry on on the level then existing would simpv 

have been an attempt to plug the clinical thermometer?—A. That would ha' 
been impossible when things had reached the stage they reached in 1929. 
considerable downward movement was absolutely inevitable. Whether it fed ' 
greatly on itself and went too far, whether it could have been stopped at a 
earlier stage than it was stopped is, of course, a matter of opinion. ,v

Q. So that at least it had to take place to a certain extent, and the on y 
question which remains in our minds would be whether under the impetus 
it received, because it had risen so high it had to fall a considerable distance-" 
the only question is, did it fall too far?—A. Yes. Qf

Q. Now I want to ask you a question or two in regard to the operation^ 
banking and currency regulations. You probably know of Mr. R. G. Hawtic. 
book?—A. “The Art of Central Banking”?

Q. Yes.—A. Yes. y
Q. There is one item here which I should like to read dealing with the ' 

matter we were discussing on Saturday and which had been brought up hy 1 
Stevens : j3

On the other hand, a hitch may occur in credit regulation through ^ y 
depression causing such a degree of pessimism among traders that 
cannot be induced to borrow. Ordinarily, in order to bring a;)0 jers 
contraction of credit, the banks must take positive steps to deter tra 
from borrowing.

You cannot take positive steps to compel them to borrow?—A. No.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. But it may happen that demand is so contracted and markets are 
so unfavourable that traders, seeing no prospect of profit, abstain from 
enterprise and do not borrow. The reluctance of borrowers may cause a 
contraction of credit quite as effectively as the reluctance of lenders.

A- That is true.
Q. That is obviously true?—A. Yes.

Q. It goes on:
When that happens, it seems to be the extreme of paradox to say 

that there is a shortage of money. There appears to the money market 
to be a plethora of money ; there is more than can be used. Any one 
who can offer adequate security can borrow at ridiculously low rates. 
In 1895 and 1896, day to day money in the London money market fre
quently fell to \ per cent.

But the low rates are merely the outward expression of the unprofit
ableness of business and the unwillingness of traders to borrow. The 
normal process by which they borrow to pay the incomes arising from 
economic activity is checked, and a shortage of incomes means a shortage 
of money in the essential sense of money offered from day to day in 
exchange for commodities and services.

j^e question I wanted to ask you was this: We have always heard during a 
Pression that it was the scarcity of money that was causing the depression. In

but Y ^ *S n°k’ accordinS to this ; it is not a shortage of money in the banks 
t a shortage of money effered from day to day in exchange for commodities and 

'-t'vices.
tt> r^r-, Lander you: That is right. That is purchasing power in the hands of

People.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q- The article continues:

The decline in borrowung means a decline in incomes and in demand, 
and the decline in demand only makes the traders more reluctant to 
borrow. There is a deadlock which can best be broken by injecting money 

j into the system.
at t?nt to consider that for a moment or two. We have an easy money policy 

'c present time? That is correct, is it not?—A. Yes. 
pa 11 There is an abundance of 'bank money, according to your evidence on 

' (j , which makes that quite clear?—A. Ÿes.
You referred to an actual abundance for the present and future?

^r- Landeryou: That is, in thé banks?
^r- Deachman: In the hands of the banks.

By Mr. Deachman:
iïig pould we now gain anything from pumping more money into the bank- 
°Pbiio em^—exPressing any opinions so far I have limited them to 
Qver t}118 as to the situation to date. Not knowing conditions as they may be 
opinio10 Course of the next couple of years I would not care to express a definite 
' • n as^to whether a further increase in bank deposits would or would notb;cir^sirabJe. Under certain circumstances I think "it would be; under other 

î^tances it might have no useful effect. 
tiiyj h I was referring particularly to the situation as it exists at the p - 
highP"~iV it exists now, I do not think that had deposits been some 

ë ^ than they are now it would have had any beneficial effect on business. 
On the volume of borrowing?—A. Or on the volume of borrowing.
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Q. I should like an explanation of this :
Now the central bank has the power of creating money. If it chooses 

to buy assets of any kind, it assumes corresponding liabilities, and its 
liabilities, whether notes or deposits, are money. It can, for example, buy 
long-dated securities in the open market, thereby creating deposits which 
are credited to the banks with which the sellers of the securities have 
accounts. The banks find their cash reserves swollen and become more 
desirous of lending.

Does the bank buy long-term securities to-day?—A. We are empowered to with
in certain limitations which are set forth in the statute, but as our balance sheet 
shows, the bulk of our securities are of a rather short-term character.

Q. You have stated that the buying of further securities to-day would not 
have any material effect on the expansion of loans?—A. Not on the expansion of 
commercial loans, no. It might result in a further expansion of investments.

Q. Take the holder of the long-term bonds-----

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I understood you to say that if you increased the banks’ reserves sub

stantially it would have have the effect on the banks of extending their com
mercial loans, definitely.—A. Yes, because I think that the desire on the part 
of the banks to increase their commercial loans is now as intense as it pos
sibly can be.

Q. That is what I wanted you to admit long ago, that you had no control 
over the expansion of commercial credit by the chartered banks.—A. I think 
there is a misunderstanding there. I think that an expansion of the chartered 
banks’ cash right now would result in an increase in their total of loans and 
investments and consequently in their deposits. But I think that their desire 
even now to expand their commercial loans is such that it cannot be increased- 
It cannot be made more intense. . ,

Q. Therefore, as I asked you repeatedly before, there is no way in which 
we can cause an increase in commercial loans in commercial banks to-day?"" 
A. But surely the case is this: They cannot increase their commercial loans 
unless they can find borrowers.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Why will not people borrow to-day?
Mr. McGeer: The answer was quite clear, that if you increased the volu® 

of bank cash it would not result in increasing the volume of public loans to 
day because the banks have a surplus and are seeking to do that to-day.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. Tucker: I tried to get that from you before.
Mr. Towers : I am sorry, Mr. Tucker, if I misunderstood you.

By Mr. Deachman: ^
Q. I think I had better proceed, otherwise we might get stuck. In re|a0f 

to the holders of the long-term bonds, if they sold their bonds to the Bank ^ 
Canada and the money was deposited in the commercial banks they would . 
be inclined to use it. I means, the holders of the money, those who had depnsj. g 
the money in the banks, would not be inclined to use it for any specula ^ 
activity?—A. That has certainly been proved by the events of the last few ye
when the decline of velocity-----  , j0-

Q. It did not increase the borrowers’ desire to borrow?—A. It did no 
crease the borrowers’ desire. Perhaps I should qualify that by saying .tha^ 
ability to get long-term money at very low rates, that is, by corporation 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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’ssues, may have here and there helped people to come to a decision to borrow, 
but certainly the amount involved is quite small.

Q. That is precisely the point which Mr. Hawtrey makes here:
Obviously, however intense the depression, the unwillingness of bor

rowers can never be absolute and universal. That would only occur if 
all economic activity had been completely shut down. To some extent 
borrowers will be induced to come forward.

at the present time and under present conditions the facts are that they 
0 not come forward to any marked extent, and that is the reason for the low 
°hime of business to-day?

Mr. Landeryou: Could we have the reason for their reluctance to borrow?
Mr. Deachman : I am going to deal with that in a few moments. 

g. Mr. Tucker: I wonder if Mr. Towers agrees with Mr. Deachman’s last 
lenient. There was no answer.

Mr. Towers: Yes, I agree with that. I assume it refers to private bor- 
a ^ers. Public borrowers in the form of governments have been borrowing on 
itii?U-Ch larger scale. But I think Mr. Deachman was referring to the private 

lvidual and companies and, on that basis, I agree with it.
Mr. Deachman : Commercial borrowers from commercial banks.

By Mr. Deachman:
jjj Q- Now, I want to know if there is any alternative to this. Can a govern- 
Itcjv ^ Public spending take up the slack of this lack of borrowing and thus
the easc business and also commercial borrowings from the banks? What is 
t0 +uesu.lt of experience in regard to that?—A. I think the experience in regard 
c bat ig that government spending and government deficits increase under cir- 
Co Rances such as you mention. That has been the experience in various 
t0ries. They increase no matter whether it is as a result of a definite plan 
Posit •irea-se government spending for pump priming purposes, or whether it is a 
anrj lQn in which governments find themselves placed because of relief payments 

ether necessities of that kind. Whatever the policy involved, the deficits 
dcpr to. increase. I think that it is fair to say that under conditions of intense 
<i7lon that government borrowing and spending does help to temper the 
Sen,, 1° the shorn lamb, speaking of the people as a whole, does help in that 
Conti to bridge the gap. There may often be arguments in favour of a partial 
iiig j'luMion of that policy even when the necessity is not so acute, if the spend- 
do directed towards things which definitely strengthen the economy ; but I 

think that by any stretch of the imagination can one assume that 
be an'bg °f that character does remove the cause of the trouble or that it can 
If ^ Mliing more than a stop-gap under a democratic system of government. 
then SS to be more than a stop-gap. if it is really to replace private spending, 
differently it has to carry right through the picture and one has to adopt a 

ut form of government, 
v' Mas it been profitable ir

r' Tucker : What is that?
it been profitable in the United States?

Mr. Deachman:
s the idea of government sPendilJ?been of taken place

th‘;ull°ns in the United States?-A. In spite ot jpen g mat position they
Wohi ^main, from many points of ^ , O.overnment expenditures of that
sc&i ; bave been in if there had not been . g presumably kept them from

I cannot say. If it has done anything it b^s présuma y1$18 Worse than they are, but they are still in bad shape.
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Q. United States economy was not, surely, in such a condition prior to the 
depression that they would have to go so much further in that connection than 
we went, was it?—A. One would not think so.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Has not instalment buying gone much further in the United States than 

Canada, mortgaging the future purchasing power?—A. In what period, say 1929?
Q. Prior to 1930.—A. I should think it did, yes.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. In a volume which I read by Professor Seligman he said that was a 

new method of financing consumption, and there was absolutely nothing wrong 
with it, but I shall let that pass for the moment. I want to ask another ques
tion. Is there a change coming over the minds of the people in regard to public 
spending? Let me put it another way: is there not. a feeling to-day that the 
idea of economy is coming back, as it is bound to follow?—A. There do seem 
to be signs of that in the United States.

Q. And in Canada, too?—A. I have not been able to get any definite 
impression in Canada in that respect.

Q. If you got in touch with the farmers in the province of Ontario I think 
you would find that is very distinct.

The Chairman : What is distinct?
Mr, Deachman : The movement towards the desire for greater economy 

in handling of public affairs from one end of the country to the other, which is 
compelling, under the circumstances, is it not, Mr. Chairman? I want to read 
an extract from Lord Balfour—

Mr. Tucker: We cannot hear what you are saying.
Mr. Deachman: I am quoting from Lord Balfour. I am not quite sure 

of the date, but I think it was before the war, and it reads as follows:—■
All the increase is due to the desire of this House to ameliorate the 

social position and to carry out great reforms ... all the forces 0~ 
political life—honest, honourable and patriotic forces—move in the dire° 
tion of increasing and not of diminishing expenditure.

Now, that was while expansion was taking place in the expenditures of EnglaD 
up to the time of the war. There is one sentence more I want to read and this 1 
from Lloyd George, and is as follows:—

The idea that public spending may itself create the incomes whi 
enable it to be carried on arose: fructification was now deemed poSS1 
in the state’s own pocket; ^

“ a tax is like the sun. It draws up the moisture from the sea, a 
sends it back in the form of rain to some other part of the wor 
surface.”

These quotations are from a review of a book in The Economist. The P°*n^ a 
want to come to is this. That represents the policy of expansion, which v''^oT, 

policy which happened in a period of adventure, when people were going ^ 
ward. Now there has been a check to that, from whatever cause, and it 8,1 ^.j)0 
follow logically that we will arrive at a period in which the politician 
advocates economy will once more be the popular man.

The Chairman : Once more be elected.
Mr. Deachman: Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Do you suppose that is within the bounds of possibility, and not even 

in remote times, Mr. Towers?—A. I think the committee has a better opportunity 
°f expressing an opinion on that than I have.

The Chairman: Or experiencing the result.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Another point I wanted to ask is this : would budget deficits applied to tax 

Eduction prove efficient? By that, I mean we would remit taxes, consumers’ 
taxes, and accept an unbalanced budget as against the idea of creating employ
ment by spending money and allowing it to be spent on public works which were 
probably not within the confines of your definition, that is, they would not 
'reprove the national economy. Might it not be better to accept budget deficit 
and remit taxes?—A. I should like to think that question over and make a more 
Careful answer than I can right here and now.

Q. It is true, Mr. Towers, is it not, that a depression is simply a constriction 
°* the consumers’ income?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, would it not be worth while to consider the idea of expansion 
0 the consumers’ income as a remedy for depression?—A. Yes. I think that in 
^rtain circumstances that policy you suggest has merit. I suppose that—I am 
?t making this as a final answer but rather as thinking aloud about the method 
1 approach to the answer which I should like to make—you would have to 

.^ermine the extent to which money left in the hands of the people, with whom 
Would be left through the reduction in taxes, was money which they would 

Pend either for consumption goods or for capital development purposes.
. Q- The overbalancing factor which I think would also have to be determined 

. §° back to your reference to construction of public works, of public utilities 
t| llch improve the national income—I think it would be rather difficult to locate 
q as far as our economy is concerned, but that is only a passing thought. The 

lrd alternative would be—
q. Mr. McGeer: You mean difficult to locate things on which we could spend 

ne>T to improve conditions?
w Mr. Deachman : I won’t enter into an argument now, but that would be 
Thp+t-Hd opinion on that. We may be able to discuss it at some other time, 

word alternative is this.
M-r- Tucker: What about the tourist trade?

are ‘ .Deachman: I could deal with that too, but time is going on and we 
oaring the end of the session.

tty Mr. Deachman:
I yu^j Must we pay more attention to the non-monetary factors? You have, 
Pr'ce i already expressed the idea that monetary action for the restoration of 
that • lcvels has gone about as far as it could go. Would you say, therefore, 
WhiC]1 rpight be wise policy to consider more carefully the non-monetary factors 
iponet res^lact the movement of goods and services?—A. I think the non- 

ary factors are by far the most important, 
aip J- M the present time?—A. Yes. And I make that statement, so far as I 
in the tt6’. no sense as an alibi. I believe that it is the case, and I think that 
•hojjgt ndad States also where for a time they laid such tremendous stress on 
evidencry fac.tors> that they too are coming to realize more and more, and the 
the n0l,Cs M it are strewn on the pages of the American record these days, that 

0 v0netary factors in their problem are the ones of major importance.
Mr. Tqv °W’ * want to speak for a moment about the balance of payment, 

'ers. You will recall that in the statement of Sir Arthur Salter, referring
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to the conditions which existed in Europe during the depression he said that: 
nations in order to protect their 'balance of payment frequently had recourse 
to restriction of trade only to find later that it tended to intensify the difficulties 
they were trying to solve, that it was making the situation even worse. NoWr 
I want to turn to a statement of Hawtrey’s dealing with this.

The Chairman : Give the page of the book.
Mr. Deachman : Page 150 of The Art of Central Banking, and it reads a5 

follows:
If we call the price level of home trade products the internal pnc® 

level, and that of foreign trade products the external price level, we ma> 
say that, when the consumers’ income and outlay expand, the effect >s 
to raise the internal price level to a new equilibrium, but that instead of tb® 
external price level being raised, additional imports are attracted, an(1 
there results an adverse balance of payments.

That is, when the people begin to have increased incomes, there is a tendency 
towards adverse balance of payments. That is the end of the quotation, s° 
far as Mr. Hawtrey is concerned.

Now, I want to point out this further obvious fact, and to ask you y°a 
opinion upon it. When that happens, there is shown a tendency in monetary’ 
fiscal and political efforts to correct the balance, and therefore again to co# 
press consumers’ income and bring a tendency towards a further tightening 
money and further restriction of purchasing power. Is that correct?

Mr. Towers: He is assuming a case, I suppose, where a country has b®ejj 
progressing so fast that it has got out of line with others ; that what has tak"^ 
place is not a general development of production and consumption around t 
world, but one where in an individual country, for certain special reasons, tn 
are living beyond their income, so to speak.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. If general development had taken place around the world it would 

so materially affect the balance of payments?—A. No. , ^
Q. Referring more particularly to that, and it was to those conditions wü 

Sir Arthur Salter directed the argument also, in particular countries of ElU ^ 
where their economy had reached conditions of strain, they had difficulty 
making their payments and in consequence they resorted to embargoes 
restrictions.—A. Yes.

oof

an®

a»1dQ. And that further increased the depression, decreased production 
consumption, and therefore tended towards intensifying the depression.—-A- 

Q. Well, I think I am coming to the point where I want to have y^e 
opinion in regard to a remedy for that. We shall see when we come to it- ^ 
had from you a few days ago the statement that the position of the ÇanLade 
dollar was this: the Canadian dollar was at its natural level due to its , t>y 
position. That was, I think, your answer?—A. That its level was dictate 
supply and demand on the market.

Q. That would be its natural level?—A. Yes. _ , g0 1
Q. Now my question, and I am not at all sure of myself in this, an<j0ll£>1’ 

want help. Is not the logical and correct level of the monetary unit—the ^ p 
or the franc or the pound or anything else—the level which it reaches y0u 
natural trading position? The same line of conduct, in other words, wblC 
have carried out here by allowing the dollar to reach its normal level due 
trading position, would be the proper course for everybody?—A. I tluu 0jr$ 
would be the case nine times out of ten. I would not say that it must 
necessarily be the case. eagur6

Q. Well, then, would this be right, Mr. Towers: that if we were to m^ 
your capacity as Governor of the Bank of Canada— —A. Oh, please do 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. It should be measured by your ability to drive without letting anyone 
know that you were putting your hand on the wheel?—A. I find that question 
too difficult to answer.

Q. You would not want someone driving with you and you to be conscious of 
driving all the time?—A. Anything which agitated people by constant fears 
of change is bad.

Q. Quite. Then, is this true: when our dollar falls in value, it falls to correct 
a condition which ought to be corrected?

Mr. Tucker : You say “fear of change”, it may be hope of change, which 
Would have a tremendously stimulating effect. Hope of change for the better 
is good. Chance is not always to be feared, surely?

Mr. Towers: The type of change that I was thinking of would be now 
here and now there or the other place. One permanent change for the better, 

it was for the better, would, as you say, be helpful.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Take, for instance, this example: we had a large measure of prosperity 

in the States in 1937. I do not know what the factors were that caused that, 
though I heard Dr. Sprague express his opinion in regard to that, and we might 
very readily have similar conditions develop here, and if it could be managed 
so that the Bank of Canada in co-operation with the policy of the Dominion 
government and the provinces, and incidentally with the people as a whole, 
could make things move along a good deal more swiftly, then I think that is 
highly desirable in so far as that is concerned ; but I come to this point: if our 
dollar falls, naturally it falls to correct a condition which ought to be corrected, 
which is a response to adverse balance of trade or to some other condition in 
regard to our monetary system?—A. That would be true except in so far as— 
and I won’t apply this necessarily to Canada. We have seen that happen in 
other countries—there might be circumstances where the currency fell in value 
n°t by reason of any actual economic development within that country, but by 
reason of flight movement of capital. That comes into really a different category.

Q. You would have to imagine rather peculiar conditions for that to exist 
ln Canada, though it might in some violent change in our political society?— 

Yes; you would have to imagine rather unusual conditions.
Q. In that case we are dealing with an emergency situation and therefore 

emergency measures in operat ion might be necessary ?—A. Yes.
Q. I am making this suggestion, and I am not sure whether I am right or 

Wrong. When it is forced to fall through direct political or central bank action,
!, mvolves dangers, economic, financial and political, which ought to be avoided; 
lhat " * *......................m, there is the danger in the movement, in the direct action of the lowering°/ tile value of our trading unit for the purpose of some specific purpose which
the
ous People may have in view?—A. There is no question that there are tremend- 
w ^angere involved. I do not recall any case, unless one can say that there 
don a- ca.se ™ the United States. I do not recall any cases where that has been 

e m just the form which you mention.
Wo,, r We dealt the other day with the hypothetical case of what O’Henry 
that ^ ^erm a hypodermical case. We dealt the other day with the suggestion 
don °Ur dollar should have been allied with the pound. Suppose that were 
ciat°' SuPPose we let our dollar, or through monetary action caused it to depre- 
l°st.e m Va^ue until it was of the same value as the pound, we would then have 
not of the main cause for which we created the central bank. We would 

'ave the control of our own currency?—A. If we linked— 
o\Vn tf we linked it with the pound we would cease to have control of our 
sqch cy,Tcncy?—A. Yes, we would. I think the circumstances of Canada are 
othf,„ t lat we cannot conceive of our definitely linking our currency with any 

°ne currency.
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Q. No, because as far as conditions which brought about the establishment 
of the central bank are concerned, I think it would be safe to say that it was 
provided for the purpose of controlling our own dollar, and we cannot abandon 
the purpose for which we established the organization of the central bank.

Mr. Tucker : We have not been doing anything along that line according 
to Governor Towers, to control the value of our dollar.

Mr. Towers: I think I suggested that in so far as the central bank was 
concerned, that its influence on the level of the dollar is a long-term affair through 
the effects of domestic monetary policy ; that action which involved specific 
stabilization with any other currency is something which must necessarily be a 
matter of government policy.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I understood you to say that you had taken no conscious action by the 

Bank of Canada in any way to affect the foreign exchange value of our dollar’ 
—A. I would say that that does not apply to domestic monetary policy.

Q. I understood you to say that you had not done anything since you have 
been governor of the bank at all. You have or you have not. Mr. Deachman is 
assuming that your policy has been that of control of the external value of the 
dollar. I am pointing out that I understood from you that you had done nothing 
to affect the external value.—A. What I meant was this: the domestic monetary 
policy over a period of years will undoubtedly have an effect on the value oi 
currency that is, long-term effect. Our policy has been one of expansion. Now, 
all other things being equal, that would tend to lower the value of the currency 
over a period of years.

Q. That was not the purpose of it?—A. Not necessarily, no. If, at the same 
time as one country is pursuing a policy of that kind, other countries are doing 
the same thing to an equal extent, then the relative levels of the various cur' 
rencies may not change.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. That is the situation here?—A. What you had in mind was specifi0 

activity in the exchange market to change the exchange value?

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Oh, no. I had in mind the continuous issue of more and more cas 

reserves of the banks which would cause the coming into existence of more an 
more money in the country, which would cause a rise in general level of price ^ 
which, of course, would have a tendency to lower the value of our dollar * 
compared with the currency of other countries.—A. I see, and that is the pod™ 
which has been pursued. „

Q. That is the effect of the policy, and if anything could be done alo =
that line------ A. That is the policy which, in fact, has been pursued ; but
the same time several other countries have been pursuing policies of a sir»1 
kind so that if you all march at the same speed you do not get very far ir° 
each other.

Q. You should march a little faster.—A. You mean break into a run?

By Mr. Deachman: on
Q. At least the result has been this, the dollar has remained practically 

level with the currency of the United States, and it was practically the same 
its relation as it has been for some time?—A. Yes. .

Q. Mr. Chairman, I have not finished with my examination. It lS 
o’clock.

The Chairman : Will you let Mr. Deachman finish, Mr. Jaques?
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Deachman : I think I had better not. I made a promise that I would 
finish at 12 o’clock. I should like to leave the matter now and take it up some 
other time, as I promised Mr. Jaques that I would be through at 12 o’clock. I 
believe I should stop now in order to give him the hour that I promised. No 
barm will be done so far as I am concerned in breaking into what I have to 
say. If I can have permission to carry on when he is through it will be quite 
satisfactory to me.

The Chairman: Is that satisfactory to the committee?
Mr. Howard : I congratulate you on quitting when you said you would.
Mr. Jaques : I would rather Mr. Deachman took all the time he wants.
Mr. Deachman : All right.
Mr. Jaques: I am willing to sit here until this time next year so long as I 

have an opportunity to put my case to the committee.
The Chairman : Then, is it the understanding that Mr. Deachman finishes 

and Mr. Jaques follows?
By Mr. Deachman:

^ Q. I have one other question in regard to balance of trade. To save time, 
^r- Chairman, I am going to state it dogmatically, then let Mr. Towers give his 
p°mt of view.

Q. (1) We have at present a favourable balance of payment. That is, 
‘"ter meeting all our obligations abroad there is a sum available for repatriation 

Canadian obligations held abroad, or for investment abroad. Is that correct? 
^A. Yes.
^ Q- (2) Our capacity to consume is our capacity to produce (leaving out 
arrowing, of course) or stating it another way, which is more accurate—our 

don? Ctl0n P^US imP°rts less exports equals the amount available for consump-

Q- (3) Consumption in Canada is at a relatively low level. Is it wise at a 
1(2 such as this through financial or monetary control to restrict to this extent 

Slf v1°^unie purchasing power of either consumer goods or capital commodities? 
tQ °ulfi we pay off fewer debts during a period of depression or should we try 
y0 raiSe the standard of living of our own people?—A. I think I see the point 
fm are filing aC Mr. Deachman, and I think I should like to have time to 
iti yle an answer. To help me to do so, may I inquire if the underlying thought 
is v?Ur mind is this, that the repatriation of foreign debt which is taking place 

'hat you might call an evidence of a low level of activity in this country? 
stanl * am Putting it rather in this way: this is a time of relatively low 
We f|ards, and it seems to me a rather strange and anomalous position in which 
sai;an have money available to buy back our obligations abroad while at the 
statie ^lme we have not the money to put our own people to work. I am not 
but ^at as a criticism of the banking system ; it might be fiscal or monetary, 
form 7an^ to explore that and see if we cannot bring these surpluses in theof

a&ada ponsumable goods.—A. In fact, the low level of capital development in 
js a factor in the so-called favourable balance of payments, and there-fopç ■ ~~ lavuui m Lilt: tsu-viau

’hUelM repatriation of debt. If capital development was taking place on a 
fav0l1 ar8er scale naturally one would find imports a good deal larger and the 

rable balance less.
°aPac t * eS) T-bte, but. it means this as I see it, that people with the financial 
the pg X ,are the people at the present time who buy in their obligations, whereas 
I Want + the Dominion of Canada are on a very low standard of living, and 
that rn . 0 bnow if our favourable balance of trade is a calculated policy for 
it, QP rP?se? I want to know if our monetary attitude has anything to do with 
®°tirces? m1? our central bank, or whether the cause of this lies in other
fr;

An n ■ —; --------------* * -7857q^ 1 answer to that question.
Phat is the question I should like to ask.—A. I should like to try to
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Q. Now I come back to something which was brought up by my friend, 
Mr. Landeryou. He referred to the matter of coal in Alberta, apples in British 
Columbia, and to the difficulty of making an exchange between the two.

Mr. Landeryou: As an illustration.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. As an illustration. Could you tell me why that cannot take place?—A. 

That is a question?
Q. Or, putting it another way, is it not a matter purely of price?—A. 1 

assume, as you said the other day, that the people who have fruit and want 
coal are getting their coal somewhere else.

Q. Leave that out of consideration for the moment and just take it as a 
hypothetical case. What would prevent the exchange taking place?—A- 
Assuming that the two demands match, nothing but a question of price.

Q. Yes, price. Well, now, let us carry it to the next item where we get a 
little clearer view of it. In this case, Alberta desires to ship coal to Saskatche
wan, and I take it that there again the reason for it being extremely difficult is 
that the price of wheat relative to production is extremely low, and the fact that 
Germany, Italy and France have blocked our market for wheat prevents 
Alberta from selling coal to Saskatchewan?—A. Prevents Saskatchewan from 
buying many things which it would otherwise buy.

Q. And the same thing exists in regard to the relationship between the 
province of Saskatchewan and the province of Ontario in regard to agricultural 
implements?—A. Yes, the province of Saskatchewan versus the rest of Canada 
and the rest of the world, you might say. . ,

Q. So, as far as that particular item is concerned, the primary and essentia 
thing is not monetary change, because you have explained to us now that the 
process of adjusting the price levels between, say, the level of manufactured 
goods and the level of farm products is not within the control of monetary 
science; it may help, but it is not within its control?—A. No.

Q. So in that case it requires non-monetary action of some kind, or a 
change in the attitude of the people, or, as Lin Yutang sought to have it, a 
commandment which would read, “ Thou shalt not kill, not even thy neigh' 
hour.” So that mere barter as between nations is extremely difficult, and y°u 
may follow that further and say that mere bilateral agreements between tw 
nations is only a partial solution of the problem and that we need a broadening 
out of the field of trade by multilateral action?—A. Unfortunately, the othe 
methods which you mention are extremely inefficient and an expensive way 0 
trying to do the job, as Germany has found out. .±

Q. The barter system would be carried on without the use of money but 1 
would not alter the need for money as the need for exchange is still there, despu
the adoption of the barter system?—A. Yes. ofQ. So that taking Mr. Landeryou as an example, because he was speaking 
tv* Be^ther.day’ and his Position with regard to the Saskatchewan farmer, an» 
Mr. McGeer is exactly the same, they are all salesmen and they are trying t0 
get a market for a certain commodity, and in the case of the bankers, the com' 
modify they are trying to market is money?—A. Yes.

Q. And they find difficulty in marketing it because of conditions which ex's 
outside the monetary field?—A. I think that is true.

Q. I have only two or three more questions to ask and one arises out of 
letter which I received sometime ago dealing with the amount of Bank of Englafi 
notes in circulation. I would appreciate it if you would let me have at y?u 
corn enience the circulation of Bank of England notes and currency notes. 
know the distinction between the two? The old Bradburys.—A. Yes- I think 
o d Bradburys, certainly to the extent that they are outstanding are indu ® 
in the figures of the Bank of England notes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. I should like to have the figures of the Bank of England notes and cur
rency notes in circulation in 1925, on the first date following the amalgamation 
°f the Bank of England circulation, with the circulation of the notes of the 
currency notes commissioners during some date which you may select in the last 
three years. I should like to have those figures simply to make a comparison 
°1 something I desire to look up myself.—A. Yes.

Q. The next question I have arises out of a letter which I received not long 
from someone in the east. I am loading a bit of my troubles on you now for 

just a moment. There is $1,623,000,000 in the savings accounts of the merchant 
banks of Canada, a substantial portion of which is available for the financing 

public enterprise at less than 2 per cent. That was the statement contained 
ln the letter I received, and my question is would the loaning of this money for 
Public enterprise at 2 per cent endanger the position of the banks, and, if so, why?

The sum of $1,623,000,000 in savings accounts is, of course, the property of 
be various depositors. The banks have already in loans and investments an 
tUount equal to the savings and demand deposits. But the individuals who own 
tese deposits can, of course, loan them to the government or to anyone else by 
Uying! in the case of government borrowings, government bonds. The extent 
0 which those savings depositors are willing to buy government bonds at 2 per 
cut, I do not know.

Q- It is rather limited?—A. I think it is very limited.
Mr. Landeryou: Mr. Deachman, did you intend to convey the idea that the 

uks could use the peoples’ savings?
jj. Mr. Deachman: No, I am simply stating this question as I received it, 

Cause it is a common question received by many members.
Mr. Towers : I think that the question is inspired by the thought that 

Wiè 7^00,000 is an amount available by the banks to lend, whereas, of course, 
L, banks have already loaned and invested the amount which is represented 

''bose savings deposits.

By Mr. Deachman:
4 >M So far as the man who has money to invest is concerned at 2 per cent------

"does not attract the savings depositor.
M And would not even in England?—A. No.
M Consols are higher than that?—A. Much. 

the>,M What about the price of United States bonds ; they are tax free, are 
or n°t?—A. They are tax free, in so far as the corporation tax is concerned 

Mr as the normal tax is concerned, and it makes the comparison rather 
q I think their long-term bonds sell to yield 2-34 per cent, 

in çM 2-34 per cent as against what in Canada?—A. As against, say, 3 per cent 
cem I have a figure of 3-06 which is based on the average of the 3 per

q b5 loan and the 3^ 1966 loan.
StatJ , bat was the American figure?—A. 2-34 and it is based on the United 

A treasury 2| issue, due 1960.
'P Subject to exemption?—A. Subject to exemption, yes.

By Mr. Tucker:
q Mjbject to what?—A. Income tax exemption. 

reCoi]p bat is, federal income tax or both federal and provincial?—A. My 
ion is federal and state.

A fty Mr. Dubuc:
Q p' exempt from what?—A. Exempt from the normal tax.

?857q_2j U *n Canada they have to pay both federal and provincial?—A. Yes.
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By Mr. Deachman:
Q. I should now like to deal with one or two questions brought up by Mr. 

McGeer. In 1938 the national income was $4,400,000,000, and 1914 it was 
$2,600.000,000. Between 1914 and 1938 we have an increase in the national 
income of $1,800,000,000.—A. Yes.

Q. The debt of the Dominion in 1938 was placed at $6,071,000,000, and in 
1914 at $833,000,000. The addition to the debt since 1914, therefore, has been 
$5,238,000,000. Assuming your interest rate is 4 per cent, that would mean 
an additional interest charge to the people of Canada of $209,520,000. Now, the 
question is this : In your opinion is that debt any harder for us to carry than 
the debt of 1914? In other words, if you were Canada would you go back to 
the old income or take the $1,800,000,000 and pay the debt charges? There Is 
an increased income of $1,800,000,000.

Mr. Howard: On?
Mr. Deachman: An increase in the national income between 1914 and 1938 

of $1,800,000,000, and an income in the debt charge of $209,520,000.
The Chairman : Annual debt charge?
Mr. Deachman : Yes, annual debt charge, so far as the Dominion is con

cerned and the provinces and the municipalities. I am just pointing out mere!) 
the debt loan in order to measure what we have done.

Mr. Landeryou: What about the guaranteed debts?
Mr. Deachman: It includes all debts, according to this statement.
Mr. McGeer: That does not include that.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: The income is the income of all the people of Canada- 
Mr. Deachman: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: That is reflected not only in the increase in the three 

branches of public debt, it is also reflected in the increase in corporate debt.
Mr. Deachman : Yes, but on the question of your corporate debt it is repi'c 

sented also in your increase in income.
The other point is that government expenditures were $1,120,000,000 1 

1938 and in 1914 they were $306,000,000. ^
The 1914 percentage of expenditure to income was 11-8 per cent. In 1938 

was 25-04 per cent. Does that increased debt not represent to a large extc’ 
the change from a relatively agricultural state of economy, where our exp611 
ture upon public works and public utilities and services was not so great, t0 
more urban community where expenditures upon these things are muc'h lar^.‘ a 
and represent not so much an indication of extravagance as an indication 0 
change in the economic life of the people of Canada?—A. A change in the c° 
ception of governmental responsibilities for the provision of various thm» 
That is the major factor, plus the war. tjl6

Q. We have added certain services which formerly were paid by ^ 
communities themselves. Take old age pensions, where we looked after .g 
fathers and mothers and nowadays it is placed upon the government ; the* _ 
a change in that respect?—A. That is the major change, or changes of that tW j 

Q. The other item is this: If the 1938 income had been as high as 1929, .^g 
volume of percentage would have declined to 20 per cent, so that I am ^ 
is not the future of our national progress dependent upon the increase o yeS, 
national income rather than upon a reduction of national expenditure?—M y,e 
I think that is certainly the case. The impact of national expenditure_ on 
economy, of course, may influence the degree of increase in the national ifiC 

Q. Oh, quite, I would certainly say it does. As far as our developmen & jg 
in the future we will probably increase that expenditure, but the QuestI 0ur 
do we get value for the expenditure? Is it an expenditure -which improve- 
national economy?—A. Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

)
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Q. There is one other item I should like to ask you. We have been dis
cussing the central bank and its work, its future and everything else. The 
central bank has not yet reached a testing time, has it?—A. No.

Q. That will come in a time of boom. Is there anything which could be done 
to safeguard that condition or must we leave it entirely to the wisdom of the 
Central bank authorities and to the intelligence of the people? I mean, is there 
®orne way by which further educational work could be done among the people 
to give them a better conception of what must be done by the central bank and 
also what must be done by themselves, because, if you have a highly emotional 

expensive type of people tending towards speculative excesses it will be more 
'fficult to control the monetary system by the central bank?—A. I think a 

plater understanding of central bank activities and monetary matters in general 
s highly desirable. But so far as we ourselves are concerned we have not 
pnd any ways and means of doing a great deal of work along those lines. I 

,, lnk the attitude of public men, of business, of the people generally towards 
e central bank, will be an important factor in wrhat it is able to do.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Referring to the question Mr. Deachman asked just before his last 

ijpftion as to the change in the type of economy in Canada and its relation to 
•"eased debt and expenditure, was that not largely due to the tremendous 
F debt increase and the unique manner in which that money was expended? 

he ' rhe war debt increase accounts for a portion. But, of course, there has 
pr n.a very substantial increase in the debt post war, if one takes in Dominion, 
pp Vlncial and municipal debts, the building up of various services, the building 
p0 01 various enterprises—and by enterprises, of course, I might mean hydro 
s0pi G.r f°r example—and, finally, in these later years, the incurrence of debt for 

al Purposes.

By Mr. Landeryou:
loan^u^ ^as keen pointed out that there has been a decline in commercial 
give ’ la,t industrial borrowers are reluctant to borrow money ; could Mr. Towers 
'"A Up reason for the reluctance to borrow money from commercial banks? 
of p jesumably people who may think of borrowing cannot see ways and means 

ontably employing the funds; therefore, they do not borrow. 
r- Howard: Lack of confidence.

By Mr. Landeryou:
are n.'t ^ack of confidence in the future, as my honourable friend puts it. They 
Ct‘eaSçr]"ra*iy conversant with market conditions and they know that with in
here i< induction they cannot sell their goods; is that not the reason?—A. Then 
specif^ ii 6 °tller feature which ties into that but which perhaps does not apply 
r 'f°Ug)tv *° bank borrowing, the borrowing which a corporation might do 
if the ) n sa^e °f its stock or bonds to finance a program on capital account. 
B3cPencii( °°k f°r the future is rather obscure they will hesitate to incur that 
Pfity jp t,lre because they do not know whether they will be able to operate the 

1 r„unery profitably in years to come.
Pr°dqct b.ere is little reason to expand their capital when they cannot sell the 
ls in exc 16y already have; that is the point.—A. If their present capacity is 
CaPacit.vGSS -°^ their requirements there would be no reason to expand from the 
e*PePdi't °f view alone. Sometimes in these cases you will find capital

alnn~r,e Soing on to improve the method of output so as to enable them to 
r\ if better.

^tni°n .of theJaques has permitted me to take one or two minutes to bring to the 
-morv 4.1 ' the committee the svnopsis of the report from which I quoted from 

c°Pfere,1 the other day. This is from the proceedings of the fourth international 
ce °f agricultural economists, St. Andrews, Scotland, 1936.
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The Chairman : By whom?
Mr. Landeryou: Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1937. 523 

pages and index, as contained in The'Economic Annalist, a review of agricultural 
business issued bi-monthly by the Agricultural Economics Branch, Department 
of Agriculture, Ottawa, published by authority of the Honourable James G- 
Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture. There are two pages only. I would not 
care to read it all into the record, although I should like to have it in there- 
The quotation is as follows:—

Problems of consumption of agricultural products were dealt with 
by E. P. Cathcart, professor of physiology, university of Glasgow, who 
treated the problems from the nutritional or physiological standpoint, and 
by R. B. Forrester, university college of Wales, who attacked the problem 
from the economic point of view. Those taking part in the discussion 
included F. L. MacDougal, Australia House, London; E. H. M. Lloyd> 
Market Supply Committee, London ; F. Von Bulow, International Labour 
Office, Geneva ; Hazel K. Stiebeling, Bureau of Home Economics, Wash' 
ington, D.C.; M. K. Bennett, Food Research Institute, Stanford University’ 
California; and S. Schmidt, University of Cracow, Poland. The genera1 
feeling expressed in the discussion was of the need for increased consurnP' 
tion both from the standpoint of solving the agricultural marketing 
problem and from the sociological point of view. Means considered 
bringing this about included: (1) increased real purchasing power for tb 
masses ; (2) decreased costs; (3) social measures.

Those are the three points which I quoted from memory as I had rea 
them in The Economic Annalist. Could I put the rest of it on the record? 
do not suppose it is necessary.

The Chairman : I doubt that because there are some questions that othef 
members of the committee would like to put on the record.

Mr. Landeryou : I should like another opportunity to question Mr. Tower6’ 
but I will leave it.

The Chairman: The understanding was that Mr. Jaques would proceed.

By Mr. Tucker: ^
Q. There was just one thing that I should like to have an answer on, W 

now, but I should like to have Mr. Towers give his considered opinion on tlJ " 
matter. It is something to which I think he must have given a lot of thoug , 
in view of the fact that the bulk of the money of the country is to be f°ü,J 
in bank deposits and that the bulk of these bank deposits are really regard 
by many people as investments thereby tangling up the question of inve 
ments with money. Has there been any thought given to any system of ^ 
tangling that feature of our economic system which at times must cause wr° i 
considerations to prevail in regard to the use of money? One of the things t 
has occurred to me is the fact that a tax on bank deposits of, say \ of 1 Uj 
cent per month would cause bank deposits to once more become money inS_^ I 
of being regarded as investments. I do not want an answer now because 
think it is something to which consideration should be given, that instead ^ 
permitting banks to lower their interest rates we should permit a tax on b 
deposits.

By Mr. McGeer: u*
Q. Mr. Chairman, there was one question I should like to ask arising 

of Mr. Deachman’s examination, if I may be permitted to put it? cj-,
The Chairman : We proposed that Mr. Jaques should go on at 12 o c 
Mr. Jaques : If Mr. McGeer wants to ask a question now, I am agreeab 
The Chairman : All right.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Mr. Towers, you recall that Mr. Deachman suggested to you that public 

spending at this particular time would not probably produce any satisfactory 
results in the way of increasing bank loans or bringing about a general improve
ment in our economy?—A. I think his statement wras along the lines of a perma
nent improvement in the general economy with whatever resultant effect that 
might have on bank loans. In earlier meetings in speaking of public expendi
tures, what I have stated is that to have a permanently good effect they should 
be on things which strengthen the economy as a whole. Mr. Deachman may have 
expressed some views on that particular point.

Q. I should like to draw your attention to the British MacMillan Report 
statement in regard to that at page 136, reading from the middle of the page:

Very low rates of discount prevail, it is true, already, but have so 
far failed to bring about the transfer of money from short-term to long
term loans. The main practical obstacle which we see in the way of 
a resumption of long-term investment is the shortage of acceptable and 
willing borrowers for the purpose of new enterprise, due to the general 
unprofitableness of industry. The task is, therefore, a double one; partly 
to attract borrowers of unquestioned standing by a low rate of interest 
on long-term loans, partly to increase the supply of attractive loans. 
With the first end in view, central banks might use their influence to 
promote confidence in the duration of low short-term rates and to per
suade the member banks of their system to reduce the rate of interest 
allowed on deposits, so as to discourage the public from withholding their 

rp, resources from the investment market, 
uat has been done?—A. Yes.
, Q- And that situation obtains in Canada to-day; that is, there is plenty 
i money in the banks and plenty of resources upon which the banks can increase 
leir bank deposits, but there is not available the type of borrower through 
'om tiie banks care to invest by making bank loans?—A. Yes, on an increasing 

Ca*e> i-e., sufficient to raise the sum total of loans.
Q- On an increasing scale?—A. Yes.

, Q- So that the situation described by the MacMillan committee really 
ains to-day in Canada?—A. Yes.

Q- The report goes on:
The greatest difficulty, however, which we foresee is the fulfilment 

<>f the second task, namely, to remedy the shortage of definitely sound 
borrowers for the purpose of new enterprise. The vicious circle is com
plete. The decline of new enterprise has reacted adversely on profits and 
Prices, and the low level of profits and prices stands in the way of new 
enterprise. It is for this reason that some of us think that in the domestic 
Held it may be necessary to invoke governmental enterprise to break the 
v^c^ous circle.

hag as a matter of fact, whether it has been successful or not, public spending 
that 3e-CI^ resorted to in the United States, Great Britain and Canada to break 
Qrç .Vl^°.us cireffi?—A. In the United States in particular, in Canada, yes; in 
offiv + until the rearmament program came along, it was resorted to

0 a moderate extent.
Vvhic] t n(* now 1* has been resorted to very extensively?—A. For reasons 

I suppose are other than economic, 
he Chairman: Mr, Jaques.
T*- McGees : Mr. Jaques has given way to me, Mr. Chairman, 

to ^ p Chairman : Please excuse me just a minute. Mr. Jaques has spoken 
that ]’ , ink, after every session for the last three or four sessions and stated 

le had not had an opportunity of presenting his case. Mr. Jaques gave
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way to you for the purpose of a specific question. We had an arrangement at 
the last committee meeting that Mr. Jaques would proceed.

Mr. McGeer : I was just through, Mr. Chairman, if you had remained 
quiet.

The Chairman : We had an arrangement that Mr. Jaques was to go on at 
12 o’clock. It is now half past 12. I simply want to give every person an 
opportunity to express his opinion and have a part in this examination.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I should like to add my appreciation of Mr. 
Towers’ unfailing good humour in this examination. I shall say nothing to 
ruffle it, and I should like to believe that whatever questions I may put are put 
in the interests of the country at large.

Mr. Towers: I am sure of that, Mr. Jaques.
Mr. Jaques: Now, we hold a different viewpoint from perhaps the majority 

of the people of the country. These views, as a rule, are not readily accepted; 
but I think that the general state of not only this country but of the world at 
large is such that it should incline everybody to open their minds to new ideas 
and to be willing to admit that there is something radically wrong with the 
world. I do not wish to discuss any particular phase of industry or any par
ticular part of Canada or even Canada itself, because all industry in every 
country, apparently, is in the same condition. Before I begin there are one or 
two questions I should like to ask Mr. Towers. He answered them but I did 
not quite understand the answers which he gave.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. The first question is this. You mentioned, if I remember rightly, that 

it cost the banks 3 per cent to loan money?—A. I think so, so far as I can guess, 
that is the total cost of their operations.

Q. Three per cent on every dollar which they loan; is that right?—A. Three 
per cent on say, their total assets or liabilities, whichever you care to take. I® 
other words, if a bank were the size of say $100,000,000 of assets and $100,000,000 
of liabilities its operating expenses and costs for interest payments to depositors 
right now would be in the neighbourhood of 3 per cent on $100,000,000.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Would that include the interest they pay on borrowed money to their 

depositors?—A. Yes, it does, and the operating expenditures. My opinion would 
be, and as I have said before it is a guess, it is not based on figures which have 
been compiled, the operating expenditures would be in the neighbourhood of * 
per cent and interest, nowadays averages 1 per cent.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I have forgotten whether you said that included all bad debts or losses • 

—A. No, it does not.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Does it include allowances for bad debts?—A. No, it does not. In othe^ 

words, that is 3 per cent on the operating and interest cost side. On the earmn» 
side they would have to try to get 3 per cent to balance these costs, and soin^ 
thing more for the provision of reserves for bad debts and for payment 0 
dividends. ^

Q. Do you include in that the cost of plant, for instance, the buildings th® 
they put up all over Canada and which are valued very low in their statemen 
—Â. It would include the expenses of operating those, heating and lighting the

Q. The constructing of them? They construct so many a year?—A.
Q. That is capital cost?—A. Yes.

FMr. Graham Ford Towers.]

No-
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By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Why do the banks encourage savings?—A. Well, I would assume that 
part of the banks business. Perhaps that is the wrong answer. Perhaps I 

have not seen what you are driving at, Mr. Jaques.
Q. Well, the point is that they do not loan those savings?—A. The banks? 
Q. No.—A. Oh, yes.

,, Q. I understood you to say they could not loan what did not belong to 
xy^p-A., The banks, cannot, of course, loan the money of their depositors. 
"1I&T the banks have done is to make loans and investments which result in a 
o®rJain sum total of deposits. In respect to savings that amount is $1,600,000,000 
ar- Now, what the depositors do with these savings is something which is 
idl- beyond the control of the banks. The depositors can leave the savings 
(jpe’ în which case there is no turnover. They then rest in the banks. Or the 

-Positor can, if he chooses, spend it on consumption goods. If it is a pure 
^vings account, he is unlikely to do that; or he can buy government bonds,

, rP°ration bonds, any investment of that kind that he liked ; but the banks 
v° no control over what the depositor does with his money.

By Mr. Landeryou:
ba ,Q' Why do they encourage them to save and put their savings in the 
try' when they do not loan the people’s savings? That is what Mr. Jaques is 
it ln& to get at?—A. You mean that the banks should encourage people to take 

nt in the form of cash?
the h ^at is their purpose in encouraging people to place their savings in 
H^ks. on which they receive per cent, which is a cost to the banks? 
of they encourage them to do that if the banks do not loan the savings 
be ^.P^Ple?—A. If they were not on deposit in a savings account they would 
'Ho ' 6r withdrawn in the form of cash or they would be found in demand 
C0‘csit accounts. Now, as a matter of fact, so far as the banks as a whole are 
<***, they would naturally prefer to have the money on deposit rather 

/'ave it withdrawn in legal tender cash.
A, jp- reason is that we have the use of cash in the expansion of credit?— 
there a ^ deposits were withdrawn in the form of legal tender cash, of course, 
have W°u^ be no banking system as we know it to-day and the banks would 

n° assets in the form of loans or bonds.
WoU]j' Because they would have no cash to create credit?—A. Because depositors 
sySj-Cm aave withdrawn their deposits in the form of cash, and no banking 
brat)p] such as we know now could have been built up ; but while the individual 
dépoli', Iïîanager will, quite properly, try to encourage a person to build up 
rnean s ln his savings account with that particular branch, because it does 
to theSOrneBûng to that individual branch manager, it does not mean anything 
^^een'fu °f deposits as a whole ; so one has very often to distinguish
MU j0 the type of things that an individual branch manager quite properly 

as contrasted with the situation of the banking system as a whole.

By Mr. Jaques:
* forget the figures, but roughly $1,200.000,000-------A. The total

Q ‘è1 deposits are $2,500,000,000 approximately.
Q >avinf?s deposits?—A. Savings deposits about $1,660,000,000. 

thn °W *s ^ fafr f° say that all of these savings deposits are true savings?— 
. Q \irS?,ns.e that they are thrift accounts.

S'°ri?^'A v’ ^his way: are they available for investment in capital expan- 
Q. Y(rs> they are, if the depositors wish to use them in that form, 

v ip(je °r-,lnstancÇ, if I have any balance left over when I leave Ottawa from 
mty, I will put it in the bank in a savings account?—A. Yes.
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Q. While that is in a savings deposit, it is not a saving in the true sense, 
because I intend to live on that until I come down here again. I believe there 
is a large percentage of those so-called savings in the same category as mine 
would be.

The Chairman: Is not that what a savings is? Is that not the nature of 
saving, the desire for future use?

Mr. Jaques: What I would call a true savings would be a sum of money 
which I have set aside and which I do not intend to use in the immediate 
future, or at least I do not intend to use it for my living expenses. I have set 
that aside for the purpose of investment, and I think that a great deal of those 
so-called savings are merely moneys which are deposited into a savings account 
rather than in a current account.

Mr. Towers: There is no doubt a fair amount of that, yes.
By Mr. Jaques:

Q. I think there is.—A. I think the banks are trying to get what you migh* 
call the active savings accounts—that is the ones in which there are a ffl‘ 
number of cheques, and if the account is not really a savings account, but in
tended for expenditures you will find a number of cheques issued on it"' 
think that they try, in various cases, to get those moved into current accounts» 
feeling that they really are of a current account character rather than tru 
savings accounts.

Q. Now this is a question that has been asked and answered many timeS^ 
but I have a reason for asking it. You have agreed that banks do create money; 
—A. They, by their activities in making loans and investments create liabilit165 
for themselves. They create liabilities in the form of deposits. . r

Q. And by buying securities?—A. By making investments in securities 
by making loans. j

Q. You will agree with the statement that has been made that banks 
by creating the means of payment?—A. Yes, I think that is right, but * 
other way of putting it, I think, is just as good. . ^

Q. Why is it, then, Mr. Towers, that the banks have gone to such paius 
the past to hide that fundamental fact?—A. Well, I do not know that they u* 
been at pains to hide it. I think that an individual bank might wish to emp.J j 
size that so far as it is concerned, that process does not seem to operate-"* 
am not making too confused a statement. An individual bank, when it 
a loan or makes an investment, might find, of course, that a portion 01 r 
resultant deposit is taken away from it in the form of cash, taken to ano 
bank.

By Mr. Landeryou: ^
Q. Is it not for this reason, -a lot of the officials in the branch banks do ?

understand how banking operates as a whole, so they make these statenm ^
On numerous occasions they have said that they lend people’s savings, anduject 
they have cash behind all deposits, and all such trash as that.—A. The su 
is a very complicated one in its various aspects around the country.

By Mr. Jaques: bUt
Q. That would not apply to the bank. You are referring to a branch t0 

not to the banks as a whole.—A. Well, each individual bank, of course, n^er 
remember that if it is making loans or investments faster than some 
banks, it will be losing cash to other banks. jjjdi'

Q. Yes?—A. So that I think in an effort to distinguish between 
vidual banks in that respect as distinct from the banking system as a ^ to 
and to define clearly the individual bank’s limitations in respect to . ..gspe^ 
its assets and deposits, there has been probably some lack of clarity m 
to the whole subject.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. That factor was very strongly denied in this committee in 1934 when 
the new Bank Act was being discussed. I remember the statement of Mr. 
Jackson Dodds, general manager of the Bank of Montreal. He denied in a 
niost vigorous way that assertion, and he said that the only object of Mr. 
McKenna’s statement was to advertise the Midland Bank. I remember that 
was one of his statements. And he also said that he anyway, and I suppose he 
jvas speaking for the Bank of Montreal, did loan their depositors’ money. It 
15 in the blue book of the proceedings of this committee in 1934.—A. There 
has, of course, been great misunderstanding on all sides in respect to the whole 
thing. It is true that the ability of a bank or of the banking system to have 
‘°ans and investments, depends on the willingness of depositors to leave their 
IU°ney on deposit; so the counterpart of the deposits is the loans and invest
ments. In that sense you might say that it represents an investment or a loan 
°t the depositors’ money.

Q. I do not wish to go into that; I merely wished to say that that has been 
P°or policy on the part of the banks, because there are now many people who

suspicious, and furthermore it has confused the general public into believing 
that there is just so much money in the world and there cannot be any more 
Uljtil someone saves, so the idea that money can be created for any purpose 
"’hich is desirable seems to be resented by many people, and a great many 
People seem incapable of believing it.—A. I agree that there has been a good 
oeal of confusion, and that confusion has been unfortunate; the development of 
? clear understanding commenced many years ago would have been most
desirable.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q- It has been denied that a bank could create money by a fountain pen 

p ry, or by an ordinary pen and ink entry. It was denied all through western 
anada in a campaign carried on by bank clerks and managers.—A. Very often 
e way in which the statement was made was a wrong one.

Q. Well, that may be true. They may not have clarified it. The state- 
eijt has been denied that the banks could by pen and ink entry create the 

HUivalent 0f money in their books.
n J he Chairman : That is the way you make contracts, Mr. Landeryou, by 
i en and ink.

By Mr. Landeryou:
ii Q- The point is, it was denied.—A. It very often carries the implication 
I lat the banks are somehow or another creating assets for themselves; that it 
S an easy game, so to speak.

Q. In fact, they do.—A. No. they do not; they create a liability.
t The Chairman : Mr. Jaques has the floor.
Jaques.

Mr. Landeryou : All right.

I am trying to protect Mr.

By Mr. Jaques:
br0v ' ^hat led me to make that remark was this: I remember when the war 
Weei^ —that was the Great War—I was farming at the time, and within a
loan °L*ts outbreak I went into the local bank and asked the manager for a 
histor • sa*^> “What for?” I said, “Well, here is a European war and unless 
can ^ 18 not to be followed there will be a demand for everything which we i° ■ c®'” He said, “Well, you cannot produce anything this year; it is 
thi^ki ’ ^ too late.” I said, “No, I was not thinking of this year; I was 
Up a of next year. I can, with some money get a great deal of land broken 

' Put it into crop next year.” The answer I got was, “Why, the .war will
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be over in six months; there is not enough money in the world to finance it.” 
We all know the war did not cease for want of money, and the next one will 
not be prevented by want of it, either. You mentioned the other day that a 
royal commission—I think in Ireland, if I remember rightly—A. Yes.

Q. Dealing with the theories which I understand are known as social 
credit-------A. Yes.

Q. If I am not mistaken they are known as social credit, and you said 
that the commission condemned them as being fallacious?—A. Yes.

Q. You are aware that there was a minority report which stated that they 
were in entire agreement with those ideas?—A. No, I was not.

Q. As a matter of fact, there was, and I should like to observe on that 
too, that if you set up a commission composed of brewers and distillers and 
their agents to examine the benefits of temperance, you won’t get very much 
logic.—A. My recollection is—although I should not speak for Ireland—that 
there was a very large commission which represented considerable diversity of 
interests. However, I cannot say who they were.

Q. Now, I should like to refer to the word “orthodox”. Speaking of the 
word “orthodox” I have a list of orthodox beliefs, and they are as follows: 
machines create jobs; public debt is inflationary; private debt healthy and 
sound. We must balance our budgets ; and to-day that we must tighten our 
belts. We did it before and we can do it again. The unorthodox beliefs are 
that debt is not workable, and that money is a public utility, that a growing 
economy cannot follow a balanced budget and that the only sound money is 
debt-free money.

Mr. Deachman: What do you mean by “debt-free money”?
Mr. Jaques: Money which is not distributed in the form of a debt.
Mr. Deachman: Would you explain how it can be done?
Mr. Jaques: How it can be done?
Mr. Deachman : Yes.
Mr. Jaques : In a financial sense? I would rather postpone that until------
Mr. Deachman : We have had one postponement already. Mr. Landeryou 

postponed his remedy.
Mr. Landeryou : Now, I have never been asked that question. I think that 

is absolutely unfair. If you asked me. I would answer you. That question has 
never been put to me. I have never been asked what debt-free money is. T 
you ask me I will answer you.

Mr. Deachman: I beg your pardon. I was referring to the proposal where 
you said you had a plan to offer and were going to give us a solution of our 
difficulties.

Mr. Landeryou: Pardon me, Mr. Chairman, but that statement is abso
lutely erroneous. I never offered the hon. member a solution or told him that 
I would give him a solution.

Mr. Deachman: To the committee.
Mr. Towers : Perhaps I might just interject here that, of course, there is 

some $2,500,000,000 of debt-free money in Canada to-day.
Mr. Deachman: Debt-free?
Mr. Towers: Yes, absolutely.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Is it not a fact that all money originates as a creation of the banks an(j 

is only issued through industry as a debt?—A. The fact remains, of course, tha 
the depositors of Canada own some $2,500,000,000 in bank deposits to-day whic 1 
are entirely free from debt so far as they are concerned.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. But they only came into existence so far as they are concerned in the 
form of an investment on which interest had to be paid?—A. Yes.

Q. Therefore they are not debt-free money?—A. Interest is not paid by the 
depositors, though.

Q. It only came info existence on the basis of interest being paid by some
body?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Not debt-free in so far as the banks are concerned, is it?—A.No.
Q. Debt-claim money as far as the banks are concerned?—A. Yes.
Q. There is such a thing as debt-free money, and that is national currency 

ln the form of subsidiary coins?—A. And bank deposits.
Q. Well, of course, bank deposits are debt-claim money as far as the banks 

are concerned. The subsidiary coin is debt-free money.—A. So far as bank 
depositors are concerned they have $2,500,000,000 which is not only debt-free but 
earns them a certain amount of interest.

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Jaques is talking of debt-free money in so far as the state 
ls concerned. It does not have to pay any interest after the money is issued.

By Mr. Jaques:
. Q. I tried to show any debt, of course, requires a creditor and a debtor. So 

there is $2,000,000,000 which is owned by certain people in Canada it is also 
°Wed by certain other people?—A. Yes.

Q. And since the banks are the sources of that money then in the last 
snfr • S banks must be the owners of all debt?—A. Oh, no. The banks own 
^itlicient in the form of investments and loans to be able to repay their deposit- 
ls; but, of course, that only represents a small portion of the total debts and 

credits of the country.
aj. Q- Let me put it this way: since that money has been born as a debt, if 
j, debts were repaid there would not be any money?—A. Money I would 
aAard as a medium of exchange, and quite distinct from the phrasing of debts 

d obligations in terms of money—
all ^ell, what we call money, or what we use as money is a debt, and if 
j ^ debts were repaid we would have no money. I think that is correct?—A. 
ea”}Ust say that I do not follow that. Would not debts be marked off against 

a other in that case? I do not quite follow what that implies.
°Ut S' * bave here a quarter which at the present time I own; but that came 
d h somebody’s taxes which he paid on his wages or his salary or his divi
der- and that money which was used to pay those wages or salaries or divi- 
t0ol! Was borrowed from the banks for that purpose or somebody somewhere 
sayV a quarter to a bank. I think that has been admitted?—A. No. I must 
driv' a* * apologize. I have got tremendously confused as to what we are 
ans,lnS at. If there might be some question to which I might formulate an 

cr I would get along better.
ton v' btere is a statement contained in the congressional record at Washing- 

y Mr. Binderup. He says:
Yes, truly, truth is stranger than fiction. We are basing our money 

on the people’s debts. If we pay our debts, our money disappears, and 
will all go broke. And if we do not pay our debts, the sheriff takes 

a” we have and we will also go broke ; so, in principle, it merely means 
that we are damned if we do and damned if we don’t.
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Now, you mentioned the velocity—A. I think when I go over the record of 
to-day’s procedings that I had better try to put down something in respect 
to that, if it meets with your approval, Mr. Jaques?

Q. Oh, quite, yes. I do not expect you to answer any question that you 
do not understand.

The Chairman: It is 1 o’clock. When shall we meet again? I under
stand that some of the members would like to be in the house this afternoon.

The Committee adjourned at 1 p.m. to meet again on Tuesday, May 9, 
at 11 a.m.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Tuesday, May 9, 1939.

a The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock 
,Rl-! the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

^ Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark {York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
-> Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Howard, Jaques, Kinley, 

lrk) Landeryou, Leduc, Mayhew, Moore, Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker.
In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

th , Ei the course of his examination by Mr. Jaques, Mr. Towers suggested 
in il be allowed to answer some of Mr. Jaques’ questions by incorporating 
tjj le record an extract from the Report of the Royal Commission appointed 
t]leetl9uire into the Monetary and Banking Systems of Australia, dealing with 

Eouglas Social Credit theory.
On motion of Mr. Howard,

^dered,—That the said Report be printed as an appendix to this day’s

On motion of Mr. Cleaver,
Ordered,—That the following correction be made in the printed record, viz:— 

On page 361, fourth line from the bottom, delete the word “non” 
before the words “revenue producing public works.”

E15 p.m., the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, Wednesday, 10th 
y’ at 11 o’clock a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

May 9, 1939.

p The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
^“airman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman: Order ; Mr. Jaques has the floor.
Bi attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

h„, ^r' JAQUES : Mr. Chairman, the reporters complained that they could not 
~ar very well yesterday, and I particularly do not want that to happen.

, Mr. Towers: Excuse me, Mr. Jaques. Perhaps before we commence I 
0f°Md say there were various questions which were raised at the last meeting 

the committee. We have not had an opportunity to get answers to these 
t esti°ns prepared, but we will have them ready for . the next meeting of the 

Cot*imittee.
an ^r" pEEAVER : While you are speaking of questions, I should like to correct 
-p. error in the question that I asked on page 361 of the committee’s minutes on 
“'’pMay, May 4. Would you please strike out the word “non” before 
^ Y^ue-producing public works.” My question was in regard to revenue- 

duciug works.

By Mr. Jaques:
peo P- Now, Mr. Towers, I think we agreed yesterday that all money which the 
prJj’ 0 pave to spend is derived from bank loans, and is distributed through 
Way11,, °n by way of wages, salaries and dividends?—A. I would put it this 
ûa ’ hat the medium of exchange is supplied partly by the central institution, 
coin ®ank of Canada, partly by the government in the form of subsidiary

qHJ Partly by the banking system.
thouett believe the figures are that 95 or 96 per cent is bank credit?—A. I 

q J-he percentage was a little less than that.
^,50o on —A. The amount represented by bank deposits in Canada,
tnédiu is very much larger than either of the other two sections of the

111 exchange which I have mentioned.

By the Chairman:
' M ould you call that bank credit?—A. I would call it bank deposits.

By Mr. Jaques:
0 j am not criticizing at all.—A. No.

People' , am merely saying that the vast majority of the money which the 
operatj *ave use 's derived from bank credit?—A. Is derived from the 

°ns of the banks in purchasing investments and in making loans.
Q \v°nns to Producers?—A. Loans to all people.

I iper-i e*i) practicallv it is through production. I am not criticising at all ; 
0 n1ant to--------A. Yes.

stan(j principal is distributed?—A. I am not quite sure that I under-
0 Ty t-Mr. Jaques. You mean—
() r am a producer and I borrow $100-------A. Yes.

1 receive $100.—A. Yes.
461
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Q. But I have to pay back $100 plus $6 or $7 or $8 interest, represented by 
percentages.—A. The latter figure being higher than is now charged; say 6 per 
cent. However, it is only a question of figure.

Q. Plus interest.—A. That 6 per cent or whatever the rate might be is 
an interest charge which you pay to the bank, and which the bank uses to 
cover its operating expenses to pay interest to depositors and so forth.

Q. I am quite willing to call it a service charge if you like; but where does 
it come from?—A. It comes from the activities of the borrower who we will 
assume has been able to use the money which he borrowed for productive or 
other purposes which suit his needs, and as a result of which he has been able 
to make a profit. There will be times when he does not make a profit and 
this may involve bad debts. If he has made a profit he will have coming to hi®0 
from the deposit accounts of other people sufficient to pay those interest charges 
to the bank. The bank then spends these interest charges in the way that 1 
have mentioned for operating expenses, interest to depositors, and so forth, 
returning the amount so paid into the general flow of the circulating medium- 

Q. Yes; but just the same no private individual can create money and there- 
fore the interest which he has to pay in addition to what he borrows—and when 
I say “he,” I mean all borrowers—can only come from another bank loan."' 
A. No. I think you are neglecting that circulation of the medium of exchange 
between different people. When one person pays in to another the flow 0 
circulation continues, so that you have a constant circular movement of th 
medium of exchange, otherwise known as velocity. .,

Q. Yes; but nobody can create money and money does not breed ; then 1 
the people of Canada borrow $100,000,000 or $100,000,000,000 or $100, it does 
not matter which, call it $100 for convenience, they get $100. That is all they 
get. But they have to pay back $106. Where does that $6 come from, unies 
it comes from another loan and therefore a bigger loan?—A. Let me put it tW 
way: let us assume, as actually the case, that the annual debt charges of th 
dominion are in the neighbourhood of $130,000,000, and for the sake
simplicity, although it does not change the major argument in any way, I assum
the $130,000,000 pertains entirely to debt held in Canada. The dominion goyeW 
ment taxes the people. We can apply the income tax, for example, convenient - 
to the case because it is about the same as the debt charge. It c° ,C:r 
$140,000,000 in income tax which people pay into the government from the 
deposit accounts in the banks; so that the deposits of the public in the banks %
down $140,000,000 and the deposits of the dominion government in the banks »
up $140,000,000. Then the dominion government uses that $140,000,000 to I? 
interest to the holders of its bonds. The result then is that the domin’^ 
government deposits with the banks go down $140,000,000 and the deposits ^ 
the public in the banks go up $140,000,000. In other words, there has been^. 
movement from many thousands of individual accounts into the governm 
account and from the government account back to many thousands of Pc°j-ts 
which movements, other things being equal, leave the sum total of bank dep° 
the same. ,, ep

distributed and $106 has to be paid back, 1 uQ. Yes, but if only is
that $6 must come from— —A. That would be true if the $6 wdiich was Pa_
back disappeared somewhere ; if it disappeared into some other world then ^ p0
would be a constant drain arising from all interest payments. __
sooner is interest paid in that it is redistributed and put again into the "o' 
circulation. , i /

Q. Well, I submit that it does not disappear, but it survives as a de 
A. No; it is instantly returned to other people. . ^ »

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Mr. Jaques, I wonder if you would let me hitcijc to 

thought here? I do that because I think Mr. .Jaques is on a point that oug 
be made very clear.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

there
But in fact n°f
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Mr. Towers : I agree, Mr. Stevens, and I wish it could.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I saw an illustration last night in a pamphlet issued by 

the Bank of Montreal where they are notifying the people that they will make 
small loans. They give a number of illustrations. Perhaps this will help you, 
Mr. Jaques. They record the case of a woman in Alberta who went to the bank 
and borrowed $50, for which she paid about 4 per cent interest. They give the 
figure she pays back. We will say for the sake of argument it was $2. She 
borrowed $50 to buy a cow. She paid the $50 back plus $2 interest in so many 
Months, ten months or something like that. She paid it back selling the milk 
°f the cow. Now, does that not seem to fit the case—

Mr. Jaques: No, Mr. Stevens.
Mr. Deachman: Would it be a question there of time? That at that 

foment the money was more valuable to the woman than it was to the bank, 
So they transferred it to her?

Mr. Jaques: I am not speaking of the desirability.
Mr. Cleaver: New productive wealth.
Mr. Jaques: I have asked where interest comes from and people have said 

jn me, well, it is simple. You grow wheat and it comes out of the crop. Mr. 
^hairman, I have stocked a lot of wheat in my time but I have never found a 
dollar bill in the stock yet. The money to buy that wheat has to be created and 

created as a debt, and I maintain, and I think it is beyond argument, that 
®lnce all money for practical purposes is created by the banks and issued as a 
debt, then if the people have to pay back more than they borrow, that extra 
Ql°uey can only come from another bank loan, and therefore the debt of any 
c°Untry has to increase, at least by the amount of interest charges.

. Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mark you, Mr. Chairman, I really agree that this is a 
P°mt that should be very carefully and very fully, shall I say, dealt with.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
jj. Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. Jaques will agree with me. I do not agree with 
^ 8 analysis ; I see his point. I know a great many people hold the view that he 
g ds. Perhaps H you put it in a more extreme way it might help. We will 
inf ^tal interest charges of a year are $200,000,000, because if you gel

o larger figures you get perhaps a better view of the tendency and if, as some 
ag^Ue> that interest charge is a burden on the country which is not dealt with 
Wo ^rinciPal is dealt with, then obviously in a certain number of years you 
v I c accumulate to a point where you have an annihilation of resources and 
tha?G- meet it. I agree with what Mr. Towers is trying to explain, namely 
jn, m the handling of the principal new value comes which takes care of th< 

and probably more than takes care of the interest and adds to the 
®atial wealth of the country. I interject that because I do believe the point, 
u f‘ be satisfactorily disposed of.

that tly' rPUCKBR: M I may be permitted to interrupt, may I say that I believe
(l " v*us is the point that I believe Mr. Jaques is getting at h^lV^loaus You 

Purchasing power of the country comes into CX1S^ ^*'yy start from scratch and say the bank issues $10°,000.000 of purch^mg

23 *«CM " S. 8= îiôôw^fwtt‘t nÂt
with interest, then at some time you have to “f ^Uy Ser and "to? the interest which means that you have got to go continually iurtner ana 

ther into debt.
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The Chairman : Gentlemen, with all due deference to the willingness to 
explain what Mr. Jaques is driving at, I suggest that Mr. Jaques, who is a very 
competent scholar on social credit be allowed to explain his own theory.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I do not wish to labour the point at this 
moment, but it is of fundamental importance. Presumably, of course, the loans 
which are extended to the people and which result in production result in an 
increase in production which, therefore, you may say corresponds to the interest 
which is paid. But the point is this: that however great or however industrious 
the people of Canada are, and whatever they may produce, there is one thing 
which they do not produce, and that is money. As a matter of fact, our whole 
case is based on shortage, the chronic shortage of money due to a number of 
causes. This is one of them, though it is one of the minor ones. It seems to 
me to be past argument that although we have increased wealth, real wealth, 
we must have under our system increasing debts.

The Chairman: Order, gentlemen.
Mr. Towers: If I could explain it so that it could be understood, as 

remarked by Mr. Stevens, it would be extremely helpful. It should be one of 
the simplest of all things to explain, yet I am not rashly confident about my 
ability to put it in terms which will be readily understandable. However, if i* 
were the case that the payment of interest on loans somehow required » 
constantly increasing total of money because of the suggestion that interest could 
only come from new money, would it not also be the case that any service charge 
should be regarded in the same way? In other words, freight is a service charge- 
Must the money to provide freight also come from new sources of supply- 
I can mention, naturally, many other service charges. Would not the same 
thing apply to them? I can only say again that what you have in miim, 
Mr. Jaques, neglects completely the fact that this is a transfer from the producer 
to one of the people who perform services for him. He forgoes a part of h1® 
crop in order to pay that service charge. But instead of giving a little whea 
to the railway—I am taking wheat farmers for purposes of example—instead o 
giving a little wheat to the railway and a little to his doctor and dentist an 
some to his bank for interest, he does the thing in terms of money; but i® 
making these money payments nothing is withdrawn from the sum total of tb 
money in the country. Some is transferred from one person to another. F1f’s, 
of all, the sum is transferred to him from other people when he sells his tot 
crop. Then he transfers some of that back again to other people, to the raihva^' 
to the bank and so forth, so that there is a constant interchange between peoP ’ 
but in that process no amount of interest payment disappears into thin al ’ 
or involves, so to speak, a constant drain on the money supply.

By Mr. Jacques: ofal!Q. No, it does not disappear, but you will admit that the debts ■a 
countries are increasing at an amazing rate?—A. All countries? That is a br0‘ 
statement. a„

Q. Well, the civilized ones, the industrial ones?—A. If you take the si ^ 
tion in England from 1931 until fairly recent times, there was not, as I reca 
any particular increase in the English public debt.

Q. Then, if it is not in the public debt, it is in the private debts.—A. 
is another matter. , c-

Q. It is one or the other.—A. If that private debt is represented by Pr0A.ge, 
tive assets, do you see any harm in that? An alternative to that, of c0^iey 
would be to provide a system where 1,000 or 5,000 individuals decide that oJJ 
won’t consume all their earnings; that is, they would not spend them at()ry, 
consumption goods. They might club together for the building of a iUt)ierS 
some contributing a few planks and boards, and others some bricks, and 0 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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various wheels for the machinery. When that factory is in operation, each one 
of those 5,000 people would have a claim on a brick or a plank or a piece of 
machinery. Presumably they would have to agree on the relative importance 
which each one of those items bore in respect to the factory as a whole. And 
if the factory was operating profitably they would share the proceeds of the 
factory’s activities in that proportion. But as you can understand, to build 
a factory in that way, getting a piece of stone from one man and a plank from 
another and then trying to share up would be an extraordinarily difficult process; 
So. instead of it being done in that form, it is done in the form of a monetary 
arrangement. People buy some bonds ; they buy some preferred or common 
st°ck, and that determines the distribution of earnings but it is just the 
same as if each one had contributed an item here and an item there.

Had the thing that happened not been phrased in terms of money, I 
flunk that you would have agreed that the various people who had contributed 
their planks and stone and pieces of machinery still had their real wealth. If 
't was a factory and it was operating successfully, they had real wealth, just 
as an individual would have it in a well-built house which he found useful. 
And perhaps you would have said in that case that the debt of the country 
nad not gone up because there was no monetary transaction between the factory 
at'd the people. You might have said these individuals have a claim on the 
factory for a stone or a piece of machinery, but it is a partnership agreement; 
’f is not a debt. We do not mind that. Now, just because for the sake of 
Convenience the thing is phrased in terms of money terms, I do not see that it is 
bad.

. Q. Well, I have quite a lot to get through. The point is this, though, that 
owing to an arbitrary system of finance or bookkeeping, if you like, the money 
vpCh is taken from the country does not represent the real facts of the country, 
t othing is more obvious to-day than a country such as our own which is 

ornensely wealthy in a real sense and immensely hard up in a financial sense, 
j, . two contradict, and we say that it is because money does not reflect facts. 

. 18 an arbitrary system and does not reflect the facts. However, I do not 
lsh to labour that as I have not the time just now.

rhe Chairman: Take your time, Mr. Jacques. You have time.

By Mr. Jaques:
'here is a question, Mr. Towers, that I think is important. You are 
of course, far more than I am, with company statements, balance 

A. Yes.
j j _ ■«•. They always include the physical assets of the company. Your own, 
ari(| ‘jlpne, would put in the bank. They would put down the buildings and plant 
Woul he balance sheet of a factory would contain the physical assets, and it 
Mii ; no* be considered sound not to do so. Now, in the national balance sheet 
stat ‘ We caU the budget there is simply the financial statement. There is no 
kn(nmfCn*' the physical assets or the wealth of the country', so that we never 
decr r°m one year to another whether the wealth of Canada is increasing or 
bala!aSlng; we nevcr know. Mr. Dunning will make a statement giving us the 
wht>M Ce onc day or the other, but .we bave nothing to compare that with to know 
it has01] 6 country has increased in wealth in the past twelve months or whether 
arc S; decreased, and we have no way of knowing.—A. Of course, estimates 

Q w°f ^.e national income, are they not?
Wca]|] " e think that there should be a national statement of the physical 
nation' i°- country so that we could relate the two.—A. I think that the 

* uicome is the only important factor.
and it , 16 re5utt is this: iwe say it ought to be a great deal higher than it is, 
that § ^?uld be if those facts were taken into consideration.—A. I do not think 
ivouiq0/-11^ down on a piece of paper an estimate of the valuation of Canada 

ufiect the national income one way or the other.

f Q- Jfamiliar
sheets.—
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Q. It would in this way: our people say that we cannot afford this and we 
cannot afford that. Well, how do we know we cannot afford it when we do not 
know the physical wealth of the country, the value of the country—A. I do 
not think that such an estimate vmuld affect any action which might be taken 
to increase production and so to increase the national income.

Q. You do not think it would engender a little confidence?—A. No, I do 
not think so.

Q. Well, all right; we shall leave that. Now, you mentioned the velocity of 
circulation. That, of course is, another point of great importance. I have 
heard Mr. Dunning say many times in the house that it is not the amount of 
money but it is the velocity of its circulation that is important. Just exactly 
what do you men by “the velocity of circulation”?—A. I mean the activity 
of business which will be reflected in a more extended use of your medium of 
exchange, therefore more frequent transfers between individuals. For example, 
as we know, the volume of business which was done in Canada in 1929 was very 
high—

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Represented about 22 velocity.
Mr. Towers: I have forgotten the figure. It was very high, both from 

the point of view of production and perhaps less satisfactorily also from the 
point of view of speculation. That very large volume of business wras done with 
an absolute amount of medium of exchange less than the amount which is now 
available. In other words, it is often the case that an increase in volume of 
business can be financed with a smaller amount of money, and that is because 
the increase in velocity more than offsets any decline in the absolute amount 
of money.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Is it a fact that there might be a larger volume of bank deposits moving! 

there may be a larger amount?—A. Increased velocity means just that.
Q. I know, but there are $2,500,000 of deposits.—A. Yes.
Q. To-day. There was not so much, you say, a few years ago, but there 

might be a greater portion of the total deposits moving, transferring goods ancl 
services than there is to-day. It might not have been an increasce in velocity 
but it might have been an increase in the amount of money.—A. Is not that the 
same thing?

The Chairman : No.
Mr. Landeryou : The same result but not the same thing.
The Chairman : I would suggest you allow Mr. Jaques to continue without 

interruption as far as possible.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. The general understanding of the velocity of circulation is something 

like this: a man goes into a store, we will say, and buys $50 worth of goods, an 
then if the velocity is great the store keeper goes into another store with tu- 
$50 and buys $50 worth of goods from the other store, and then that st°r^ 
keeper goes into another store and buys $50 worth of goods and so on. So tha 
$50 may buy $500 worth of goods.

I think that is the popular idea ; certainly it is Mr. Dunning’s idea of ^ 
velocity of circulation, which to us is a fallacy. I should like to illustrate' 
with a little story, if I may, one which I have used before. Pat and ArjYJ 
two Irishmen, had a few dollars which they invested in a keg of beer. ™ 
they paid for the beer they had 10 cents left, and they thought they would go 
some running races and retail the beer. On the way to the races, it bel.n5f() 
very hot day, they became very thirsty. Pat, who had the ten cents, san

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mike, “ Sell me a glass of beer.” So Pat pays the 10 cents over to Mike and 
gets the glass of beer. Then Mike said, “ I am thirsty, too; sell me a glass of 
beer.” And he pays the 10 cents back to Pat. As I say, they were Irishmen and 
it was very hot. You could say that there was a very great velocity of circula
tion, and in time the beer was all gone. Now, the 10 cents had the effect of 
consuming the keg of beer. That is true. But how are they going to replace the 
beer? They have merely drunk up the capital.

Mr. Deachman: Borrow money from the bank.
Mr. Jaques : No; their credit would be no good.
Mr. Deachman: How would the social creditors solve that problem?
Mr. Jaques : I am dealing with the velocity of circulation.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: What is your answer to that very complex problem?
Mr. Jaques : The answer is that the real velocity of money is the circuit 

°f money in and out of the banks.
I might go into a store and buy $10 worth of goods from the storekeeper, 

y the storekeeper is selling goods on a 10 per cent profit, 90 per cent of the $10 
hoes not belong to him, or, if it does, is represents his capital. In one case he 
owes it to the wholesaler, and if the $9 is his own money he has to use that 
to replenish his stock. He can spend the profit, but that is all.

The Chairman: Mr. Jaques, may I break my own rule?
Mr. Jaques: Yes.

, The Chairman: I would make this suggestion : That the beer was owned 
Y Pat and Mike, the two of them being in partnership, and Pat drank up his 
share of the capital and Mike drank up his share of the capital, and that is all 
there was to it.

perfectly serious and

. Mr. Towers : I think they only paid the 10 cents backwards and forwards 
0 each other for fun.

Mr. Jaques: That is exactly what happens. It is a 
Proper illustration.

Mr. Cleaver: There is a difference in ownership.
j, Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. Jaques, supposing that when Mike paid over the 
tr, cents the first time, Pat, being the custodian of the partnership assets, had 

ken the 10 cents he received from Mike and gone and bought for 8 cents another 
nr of beer, the nartnership would be 2 cents ahead; is that not right? 

abs i ' JAQUES: I used what might be thought a comical story, but that is 
solutely true. Take periods of boom in industry or in the country when 

ccn So-caPed velocity of circulation is great, how long do they last? They 
lle, an end. Why? Because the money is used to consume goods and not t0 rctlre debt, that is why.

ke ^he Chairman: Mr. Jaques, let us presume that Pat and Mike were saloon 
cust S’ ^at they were in the business of selling beer, but that instead of having 

°niers they drank up the keg of beer? 
t'H. Jaques: That is exactly what these people do. 

there Pu^ ™ this way: Supposing I have a dollar and that is all the money 
How \S m- * ^ room- Now, we each want to buy a hat and we each have a hat. 
Hc f w’h buy my neighbour’s hat and I get the hat and give him the dollar, 
tion j that dollar and buys his neighbour’s hat. If the velocity of circula- 
pay J* great enough, that dollar will buy every hat in this room, but it will only 

jyj. 10 manufacturing costs of one hat .and it only liquidates the debt on one hat.
bepr/k^0^118- Mr. Jaques, in those circumstances I think onlv one new hat has

en bought.
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By Mr. Jaques:
Q. No, there would not be one new hat because they are all old hats.— 

A. Well, in that case I think the people have just swapped hats; no one has 
got a new hat.

Q. That is exactly true, Mr. Towrers, and that is exactly what happens 
with this so-called velocity of circulation; they swap goods but they do not 
pay the debt which was created to produce those goods. I think that is self 
evident.—A. Sorry ; I cannot agree.

The Chairman: Go on, Mr. Jaques.
Mr. Tucker: I think, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jaques should put on the 

record all of these stories so that they may be available to us.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. The argument is perfectly sound. The idea that $1 can liquidate $100 

■worth of debt because it changes hands one hundred times is a fallacy. $1 will 
liquidate $1 worth of debt and that is all.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : But that $1 may serve twenty different services.
Mr. Jaques: It will only liquidate $1 worth of debt to the institution where 

it originated and where eventually it must return.
Mr. Cleaver: Do you suggest that a dollar can only be used once and is 

then valueless?
Mr. Jaques : No. The point is this: That all money is issued in respect of 

production, and the money goes out in the form of wages, salaries and dividends 
in the production of those goods.

Mr. Cleaver : Is not money simply issued, then, as a convenient token to 
assist in the exchange of goods?

Mr. Jaques : Yes, but I am simply telling you how money functions. The 
people who receive these wages, salaries and dividends take the wages, salaries 
and dividends to the storekeepers and buy what they need. As soon as that 
money reaches the retail counter it is on its way back to the place from 
whence it started.

Mr. Cleaver: Oh, no.
Mr. Jaques: Then they are not paying their debts.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It goes to the wholesaler and from the wholesaler to 

the manufacturer, and so on.
Mr. Jaques: No, it goes to the retailer and then to the wholesaler; they 

take the profit out and the balance goes to the manufacturer.
Mr. Cleaver: And the wholesaler uses it to pay his wages.
Mr. Jaques: The wholesaler sends it to the manufacturer and the manu

facturer has to pay his loan from the bank.
Mr. Cleaver: And his wages and his taxes.
Mr. Jaques: He has paid his wages when he has distributed the money- 

That is how money gets in circulation. It comes -back to the imanufactuiter—'
Mr. Cleaver: Yes, but—
The Chairman : I am going to suggest that Mr. Jaques be allowed to Pr0 

ceed with his investigation.
Mr. Towers: I think if I may interject something there, that under ^ 

circumstances you mention, one would expect to find over a period of yeam,» 
that bank loans were constantly going down and the volume of medium 
exchange was being reduced, or else that they wmuld be constantly going. 
and the medium of exchange being increased for the purpose wdiich you menti ^ 
In fact, do you not think that what happens in the ordinary course of even G

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers."1
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this: That as people who have borrowed money for production purposes sell 
their goods and repay the loan someone else is at that particular moment bor
rowing fresh money to go ahead with the process of production?

Mr. Jaques: Oh, yes, I agree with that.
Mr. Towers: I think that one of the main troubles in the theories you 

mention is that it is founded upon an assumption that total bank debts are 
always on the way down.

Mr. Jaques : I would say the reverse, that they are always on the way up.
Mr. Towers : I did give that alternative, either on the way down or up, 

but, in fact, we know that that is not the case.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. We agreed yesterday that the banks were doing their level best to 

expand their loans but that they could not entice borrowers to borrow their 
money. That is a fact, is it not?—A. Under existing conditions that is largely 
the case, yes.

Q. Now, why? I can speak from experience. The reason I would not 
borrow money is simply that I do not see my way clear to repay it. In other 
Words, I cannot find a market because there is no chance of selling what I 
Produce for enough money to pay back the loan plus the profit.—A. It is not the 
interest rate really which disturbs you, then, is it?

Q. No, not altogether. The banks must be paid, of course.—A. No, but I 
toean, if you saw an opportunity for profitable enterprise, and there are still 
a good many people in the country, fortunately, who do, you would be willing 
to borrow money and you would not have any fears in regard to getting enough 
°ut of the profit to be able to pay the interest charge.

Q. Yes, quite, so long as there is expanding debt and expanding production, 
So long as they are advancing together we can carry on. But after a time, 
as I say, owing to the fact that industry cannot distribute enough money so 
tout the people can buy what they produce, after a time debts mount up, credit 
gets top-heavy and then the banks have to call their loans and we get into 
what is called a depression.—A. May I say there, Mr. Jaques, that we were 
speaking about the Irish commission the other day and I believe it was you who 
drew the analogy about brewers and distillers sitting on a commission to 
aPpraise the virtue of temperance.

Q. Yes.—A. There is also the Australian commission whose report on social 
eredit is perhaps even more detailed from some points of view than that of the 
rish commission. It does seem to me that a considered answer to the carefxd 
eP°rt made by these two commissions is a much better form of upsetting their 
rgurnent than a suggestion that they were prejudiced. If they were prejudiced 
nd made a wrong report, surely that could be contradicted. Surely the reports 
and on their own feet, irrespective of who made them, 

v r Q- I might remind you, Mr. Towers, that the greatest astronomer that ever 
sJer' refused to believe that the earth went round the sun. The man who first 
‘ ggested it and stuck with it was put to the torture because he upset orthodox 
0Pmion.

^lr. Taylor: That is being done every day.

By Mr. Jaques:
Co Q- And in no subject under the sun is there so much prejudice as there is 
statCern^n^ money- For instance, I said yesterday that the hostility to the 
for CIÏlent that banks create money is a fact, which I know you will not deny 

a rnoment, and yet we have the general manager of the Bank of Montreal, 
en he was before this very committee, swearing that they did not do that,
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that they lent their depositors’ money.—A. Is it not possible, though, that it 
would be a good idea to put down in black and white a contradiction of the 
reports of these two commissions? Would that not define the argument more 
specifically than has been possible hitherto?

Q. In my experience, Mr. Towers, and by this time it is pretty wide, 
I find it impossible, if a man has ideas on money, nothing short of, what 
shall I say—

The Chairman: An earthquake.
Mr. Jaques: —of conversion will alter those ideas. You can point out 

facts but they do not count.
Mr. Cleaver: How would it be if we had some facts?
Mr. Jaques: I have given you some facts.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. You have said there was no point in the government creating money 

and issuing it debt free, because if they borrowed the money from the public 
that debt wrould be an asset?—A. I noticed that in some of the press reports 
that reference, naturally dealt with very briefly, has caused some surprise. 
Of course, you will remember that I pointed out that what is someone else’s 
debt is necessarily someone else’s asset.

Q. Quite.—A. That is a very simple conception ; i.e. that taking the 
people of Canada as a whole they owed themselves this money. I did not 
suggest that a tremendous accumulation of public debt could not be a very 
burdensome matter, indeed and a very dangerous thing. It can be, because 
it can distort the economy ; it can make for a very bad distribution and for 
all kinds of jars in the machinery, so to speak.

Q. I was going to suggest that if debt is an asset then there is no point in 
balancing the budget?—A. I do not think that follows. I did not say that a 
debt was an asset of the debtor. It is his liability. But surely it must be an 
asset of someone else because it is owed to someone. I would like to look behind 
that debt and see what the debtor has to show for the money which he has 
borrowed and spent. If that debtor is in effect a factory or enterprise which 
has to show for the money spent a going concern, why, the debtor is all right 
and the creditor is owed money by a debtor who has a good asset.

Q. I agree with that entirely, and that is the reason I am suggesting that 
Canada, which in a national sense is a debtor, should have a statement of what is 
behind Canada physically, which we do not get in our budget. If we had a 
statement of the physical assets of Canada we should be able to see whether our 
national debt is sound or whether it is not. As it is, all we get are the figures.

Mr. Deachman: Would you mind telling me just for my own information 
why you are not satisfied with the national income as an estimate of the assets, 
because we have unquestioned assets in the form of fish in the Great Slave Lakes, 
but they are not available? The national income is something which is available 
to meet obligations. Why is that not satisfactory?

Mr. Jacques: Because we think that the national income could and should 
be a great deal bigger than it is. We say when we look at the figures, “We cannot 
afford any more. We have got to cut down.”

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Mr. Towers, you are familiar with the May report which I believe was 

issued in Great Britain by the royal commission headed by Sir George May, 1 
believe, in 1930 or thereabout?—A. Some time like that.

Q. That represents the considered opinion of the ablest men, I presume,-y 
orthodox men—whom the government were able to get to advise them, and thd

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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advice was to cut down on the expenses of all kinds. The dole was cut, the allow
ance for pensions was cut and everything else was cut down. You will remember 
that the result of that was to bring the country almost to a revolution. Now we 
are told by the same economists, I suppose, that the opposite of that policy, the 
most tremendous expansion of money on armaments, is, so far from ruining the 
country, a great benefit and is even reflected in Canada. The same lot of men 
advocated absolutely opposite policies.—A. Who says that it is of great benefit 

the country?
Q. I thought that was said here, that the result of the armament policy was 

to lower the unemployment figures and to stimulate business generally.—A. I 
think you will find that the English people are going to have to contribute to that 
armament program in foregoing the use of many things which they would other
wise have used, and that England to a certain extent is likely to be living on her 
capital for the next few years.

Q- That is, her financial capital?—A. That is her capital in the shape of foreign
assets.

Mr. Mayhew : In other words, she would be like the two Irishmen drinking 
the beer.

By Mr. Jacques:
Q- What would you say is the precise object of industry?—A. Production. 
Q- The production of goods and services?—A. Yes.

. Q- It is not the making of money or the creation of work?—A. In the pro
ton of goods and services I assume one includes work.

Q- Well, it is a necessary consequence, of course.—A. Yes.
. . Q- I quite agree with you, and I am glad to hear you say that the prime 

exJcct of industry is the production of goods and services.—A. Yes, and their 
change for other goods and services.

giv Qu*te) and that the sanest economy would be the economy which would 
Wo c Us the greatest production with the least possible amount of work and 
c rry—A. Yes, I think that is a fair statement. It would be a question, of 
m r®e> Mr a philosopher to decide on the exact amount of leisure which is most 
ueheficial.
chr ^ hvow we come to the crux of the matter, and that is this, as we claim, the 

°mc shortage of purchasing power.
Mr. Howard: Of what.

By Mr. Jacques:
vr Q- The chronic shortage of purchasing power or money in the people’s pockety 

Mr. Towers, you are familiar, of course, with the statement of John ^uart Mill, on which I believe the orthodox economy is based, where he says. 
k°ng times have passed since those happy days, of course.
Q- Mr. Mill states:— , , .

Let us suppose that the quantity of commodities produced is not 
greater than the community should be glad to consume; is it in that case. 
Possible that there should be a deficiency of demand for all .commodities 
for want of the means of payment? Those who think so cannot have 
considered what it is which constitutes the means of payment for com
modities. It is simply commodities. Each person’s means of paying for 
the productions of other people consist of those which he himself possess^ 
All sellers are inevitably and ex vi termini buyers. Could we sudden y 
double the productive powers of the country, we should double the supply 

commodities in every market; but we should, by the same stroke,of

0\v
' °uhle the purchasing power.

’ am sure Mr. Deachman will agree with that. 
r- Deachman: That sounds very reasonable.
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By Mr. Jaques:
Q. That is perfectly sound. That is why we claim there is a chronic 

shortage of purchasing power.
Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Jaques, is it a chronic shortage of purchasing power 

or is it a mal-distribution of purchasing power?
Mr. Jaques: I will agree that there is a mal-distribution, which arises 

out of the other, but if all the money were evenly distributed—let us suppose 
that all the wages, salaries and dividends which are distributed in Canada 
were evenly distributed—

Mr. Cleaver : You could not possibly have a shortage of purchasing power.
Mr. Jaques: Oh, but you could.
Mr. Cleaver: Have you any facts to establish that?
Mr. Jaques : I have the argument which I have just read.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. If I may put it this way: You will agree, of course, Mr. Towers, that 

every birth is a death?—A. Every which?
Q. Birth is a death?—A. That is a little too abstruse for me.
Q. That is, all sellers are inevitably and ex vi termini buyers? I say all 

birth are inevitably deaths.—A. There is an interval between the two, though-
Q. Should we suddenly double the births of the country we should in the 

same way double the deaths.—A. In due course.
Q. Then how is it possible for the population of any country to increase- 

—A. Perhaps my modesty, Mr. Jaques, prevents me from explaining that to 
the committee.

Q. Well, I will respect your modesty, but, seriously, that is saying the 
same thing. All births are inevitably ex vi termini deaths. There is no argu
ment against that. Could we double the births of the country then inevitably we 
must have double the deaths, because everybody born must die. How, then 
does the population increase?

Mr. Cleaver : Will you admit it does?
Mr. Jaques: Of course, you cannot deny that. The reason is this: That 

the rate of flow of births is greater than the rate of flow of deaths. That ia 
how it is done.

The Chairman: No, not necessarily. Let me give you a little illustration- 
I happen to have the figures at hand. In the year 1880 the expectation of life in 
England was around forty years, and now the expectation of life in England > 
sixty-one years. So that people are living longer.

Mr. Jaques: Quite.
Mr. Landeryou : That is the same thing.
Mr. Jaques: That is the explanation.
The Chairman: The birth rate is declining so rapidly that England n 

facing the menace of depopulation. You can prevent birth but you cann _ 
prevent death. You can only defer death, and by deferring death popular 
has increased.

Mr. Jaques: Only for a time.
The Chairman : Only for a time, but the time will come— ^
Mr. Jaques: The point of the argument is this. You members can take 

lightly, if you like.
The Chairman: Oh, no, they are not taking it lightly. jl6
Mr. Jaques: I have sat in parliament for four years, and I think:  ̂

chairman will say that I have religiously attended the meetings of this c 
mittee.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Chairman: I say it.
Mr. Jaques: I can only say that I have not had any enlightenment at all 

°n the problems we have to face. I have given eight years continuous study to 
this subject to the exclusion of everything else, and I want to say this, that of 
all the schemes I have examined, of all the books I have read and of all the 
Bien with whom I have discussed the matter, this is the only rational explanation 
°f the condition in which we find ourselves. It does fit the facts, and I say 
that, the orthodox economist is wholly occupied with twisting the facts to fit 
theories.

The Chairman : Mr. Jaques, to-day is your day; you go ahead and explain 
J’our system.

Mr. Towers: Mr. Jaques, if I may interrupt just a moment, Mr. Chairman, 
f hesitate to suggest that the record, which is already a pretty long one, should 
be. further extended by printing in toto the report of, say, the Australian com
mission, but would it meet with the approval of the committee and of Mr. Jaques 
d the particular section which deals with shortage of purchasing power were 
read or put in the record?

The Chairman : Put it on the record?
Mr. Cleaver: Put it on the record.
Mr. Landeryou : I have a suggestion to make, too. There seems to be in 

,‘e uiinds of the members of the committee an endeavour to have us make a 
. bailed explanation as to how we would meet the flaws in the present financial 
Astern that we have.

Mr. Deachman : You promised it.
Mr. Landeryou : I also am confronted with the statement made by Mr. 

j .®achman day after day that we promised it. Now, it wras promised by the 
liberal party that they w-ould issue money and credit in terms of public need, 

« we have never had an explanation of what they meant by issuing money and 
()j .d in terms of public need. We have never had a comprehensive analysis 
l lust what they considered to be the flaws in our economic system. They 
a\Ve never produced any detailed plan of whv there should not be poverty in 
a land of plenty.
g0v The Chairman: Pardon me, Mr. Landeryou, Mr. Jaques is examining the 

l ('rnor of the bank. I have no objection to an interruption, but I have an 
Action to a speech.

froi ^,r- Landeryou: I would suggest that there should not be so many objections 
n the members of the committee.
^he Chairman: I agree.

by tMr- Landeryou: Interfering with him, and not only that, but an interjection 
chairman and interjections by Mr. Towers who is trying to question the 

tness himself.
Howard : That is not fair.

- L-. Landeryou: The actions of this committee are not fair. 
wbat t1' Jaques: I am perfectly capable of looking after myself. I understand 

‘ ,p, am diking about and—
, lc Chairman: Hear, hear.

to tbe r;.Jaques: —and I have been given credit for that from one end of Canada 
aftçj. , other, and I need not say that Mr. Towers is perfectly capable of looking 
lierfer,tjln®elh I am quite sure, however, that he respects my opinions for being 

rp y honest and sincere. 
j^10 Chairman: Quite. Proceed, Mr. Jaques, 

there ;s! ' J.AQVES: But my objection to including the Australian report is this: 
7&57fT a belief, amounting to certainty amongst the majority of people, that an
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orthodox economist is a sort of god. What he says is always right. Well, my . 
experience is that what he says is always wrong, and he is wrong every time. The 
whole idea is based on a fallacy, and the facts bear out that criticism every time. 
AVhatever they recommend to cure the ills of any country, when these ideas are 
put into force, they make the conditions worse.

Mr. Cleaver: How would it be if you demonstrate the fallacy? You demon
strate the fallacy.

Mr. Jaques: I have shown this morning the impossibility of paying interest 
except through increased debt. I have shown the fallacy of the velocity of circula
tion except the velocity of bank loans out and in again to the banks.

Mr. Deachman: If that is what is presented in the other reports then you 
have answered it in advance. Why hesitate to let the other report go in?

Mr. Jaques : It is very obvious that the Australian report has behind it 
the authority of organized finance and orthodox economists. What have I got 
behind me? A despised—

The Chairman : No; I object to that.
Mr. Jaques: I do not mean personally at all.
The Chairman : Nor your school either.
Mr. Deachman : If you are right you have the truth behind you, and if v°u 

have that the winds of doubt shall not prevail against you. \
The Chairman : Proceed, Mr. Jaques. Suppose you proceed.
Mr. Taylor: I do suggest that Mr. Jaques should allow this report to go in- 

It seems to me—and I do not want to take up time—that we have built up our 
financial system, whether rightly or wrongly. Let us know all about it, Ie* 
us know all about what people think about it; introduce our own ideas and Ie* 
the truth ultimately prevail. That is my attitude.

The Chairman : When Mr. Jaques has finished his examination I sugg66* 
that we take the opinion of the committee by vote as to whether the report ;> 
should go in or not.

Mr. Jaques: If that is done, I would suggest that the report of the govern' 
ment of Tasmania be included with it, because that government drew up 
report in favour of the ideas that I am putting over this morning. That rep°r 
could be found in the parliamentary library.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Now we come to the greatest cause of the shortage of purchasing powerj 

Did you ever consider—of course you have—the effect of savings on the genera 
economy of the country, that is, money through savings?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, would .you say that that caused a shortage of purchasing power ' 
A. No, not necessarily. When there is a desire to save but insufficient opportun* 
ties for employing those savings, you will find a tendency towards depress10 ^ 

Q. You mean that there is a certain point and if you save beyond W* 
point it is going to have that effect?—A. Not that point exactly, because u 
in relation .to another thing; it is in relation to the demand for savings to 
employed for purposes of new production. . ,,)6

Q. Well, now, that is a very important point and there, we believe, if ' , 
crux of the matter.—A. I think the Social Credit belief is that that is a contn1’1^ 
process ; whereas- I would say that the correct belief is that it does hapP 
periodically in times of depression, for short intervals. qTe

Q. We admit, Mr. Towers, of course, that so long as bank loans ^ 
expanded for capital production or so long as there is a sufficient volume 
exports, that the system can carry on, but we know that it can onv^er 
temporary.—A. Of course, the expansion of bank loans is quite a different m® 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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*r°ni the one that we have been speaking of, accumulation and investment of 
savings.

Q. Yes, I see that. I am going to deal with this question of savings and I 
hno\V there is a great prejudice against criticising what is known as “thrift.” 
thrift, you know, in the real sense of the word, means putting anything to its 
~est possible use. It is corrupted to-day to the single idea of saving money and 
then loaning money out at interest which, as a matter of fact, is condemned in 
our religion, or was, and legally was condemned right through the history of 
England up to the time of Elizabeth.

Mr. Kinley: It was not condemned at the time pf the parable of the talents.
, Mr. Jaques: No; there is a distinction between interest and profit. The
Waning of money at usury was condemned by law in England almost up to the 
jnie of Elizabeth, and the reason is this: history has proved time after time 
'at usury, as Mr. King said, “once in control will wreck any nation.” He said 
'at from his knowledge of history.

Mr. Kinley: How do you define usury?
I Mr. Jaques : Usury is not a high rate of interest, it is any rate of interest.

am speaking in the historical sense. It means the loaning of money at interest,
■ 1 we distinguish completely, which thle socialists do not, between profit and 

erest. But let me get on with these savings.

By Mr. Jaques:
p Q- You agree with me that the vast majority of the money which the 
jt) ,me have to spend is distributed in the form of wages, salaries and dividends

“j- making of the goods which the people ultimately buy?—A. Yes.
W. M Now, taking the orthodox statement that there is a sufficiency, you 

°w what Mr. Mill says? He says:—
Let us suppose the quantity of commodities produced is not greater 

than the community would be glad to consume.
Thot“u ls> glad to buy. If we took that as a fact, what effect does the saving 
are 16 re^usal to buy those goods have on the movement of them?—A. Well, we 
thp n°w at that question of shortage of purchasing power and that is one of 
ttiio-ueasons why I suggested using that Australian report. I admit that you 
t’me ^'s a lazy man’s suggestion, but after reading that report at various 
say S’ * d° not think that I can do anything better. I agree with what they 
e*Pr ^ am sure I could not do better myself. Now, if you wanted me to 
ipg ^Ss any opinions on the various points involved in that shortage of purchas- 
can °.Wer argument, I would simply repeat what the Commission has said. I 
cal]’ p1Ven time, try to do the same thing in slightly different words and then 
entij.pi’ as.it would be in that case, a production of my own; but as I agree 
anoth ? wh-h their analysis, there does not seem any point in trying to build up 

Q6r °ne which will say the same thing in different words.
^°Uld t v‘ Chairman, then since this Australian report may go on the record, 
Point f >e agreeable if I were, as briefly as possible, to put the case from our 1 ot view?

Chairman: Certainly.
CîtUsp 5; Vaques : I am not dealing with the remedy ; I am dealing with the 

rp° °ur ills.
Mr° ^ iiairman: Go ahead; that is your privilege.

0ffhaTu| ' '^A5UES: Now, I do not expect you, or anybody to accept these ideas 
^ > and I do not blame you for that.
]Vir ^°WARD■ N they are better than mine, I will take them.

?857e-_. Jaques: I do not blame you.
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Mr. Kinley: Is that your opinion you are going to give now?
Mr. Jaques: Mine, no.
Mr. Kinley: You are reading from what?
Mr. Jaques: I do not know that I am going to read anything, but I have 

here a pamphlet called “Banking and Industry” by A. W. Joseph. Now, Mr- 
Joseph is not a Social Créditer so far as I know, but he is an insurance actuary 
and he also took the highest possible mathematical honours at Cambridge 
University. This little pamphlet contains an address which he gave to the 
Actuarial Society of Great Britain, and I can only say with all due respect to 
the Australian commission, he agrees entirely with the—

Mr. Landeryou: Could we not have that put on the record the same as 
we are doing with the Australian report? I have a number of other expressions 
on Social Credit that I should like to have put on the record of the Banking and 
Commerce Committee.

The Chairman: When Mr. Jaques is through.
Mr. Cleaver: You may read the parts you agree with.
Mr. Jaques: I believe I can do as well by explaining it; but 1 merely 

mentioned that to show that it is a mistake to think that people who have ideas 
which are known as, I believe, social credit, arc ignorant and uneducated.

The Chairman: We do not hold that, no; we do not hold that.
Mr. Jaques: Well, there is nothing personal about it.
The Chairman: Nor against the school.
Mr. Jaques: I admit I passed my life on a farm; but it is true that- soins 

of the ablest men in the world, and some eminent economists, hold these view5- 
There is one right here in Ottawa, Father Levesque, professor of politic 
economy, Laval University.

Mr. Cleaver: Let us have the views.
Mr. Jaques: Dealing with the saving of money, if it is true, as the orthoiD 

people claim, that production is consumption and therefore the money dis 
tributed in respect of producing goods is sufficient to buy those goods, then 1 
must be true that to the extent that any of that money is saved, that mone- 
should—

Mr. Cleaver: Don’t you refuse to recognize a distinction between saying 
which are hoarded and savings which are immediately put to work again 
invested?

Mr. Jaques: No. Of course, we recognize the difference, but the result 
the same, as I shall show you. ,

The Chairman: Mr. Jaques, may I suggest that you are rather 
criticism from the committee as opposed to examining the governor of the B9 
of Canada?

Mr. Jaques: I do not want to be discourteous to Mr. Towers, but I un 
stood him to say that he takes his stand on the Australian report.

Mr. Towers: I think it is the most convenient way of doing it.

der

Moneog
I think it is much better to do the thing as a whole rather than try to give " . 
must necessarily be fragmentary answers to various points as ihpV eo .they y: v
up. One statement covering the various aspects of the theory would be, I th1^ 
much clearer than part answers as one goes along through the various aspe 
of it. ^

The Chairman: You were about to explain your views of savings. I sU%v 
you do that.

Mr. Jaques: I had no intention at all of being discourteous to Mr. To"
Mr. Towers: No, I know that.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: I understood him to say he would rather not answer in frag
ments; but in any case his stand would be the stand of the Australian committee.

Mr. Towers : I think that would be the clearest and most convenient way 
°f doing it. If you would prefer me to try some other way, I am in your hands.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Well, I recognize your difficulty, and the only satisfactory way, of course, 

w°ul(l be for me to hand you a written statement and then you hand me a 
Mitten answer some time later; but then, that would not serve the purposes of 
oils committee; but I should like to put, just as briefly as possible, the theorem 
°' .the shortage of money which is brought about by the saving of money. It is 
evident that if a man saves $50 and buries it in the ground, it must cause a 
shortage of money.

Mr. Cleaver: Right; that is hoarding.
Mr. Jaques: Suppose he buys a security from a bank. When he buys that 

Security from the bank he gets the security.
Mr. Cleaver: And the money goes to work.

f Mr. Jaques: Does it? That money is cancelled because it formed the contra 
that security which the bank held. So far as that cycle of production is 

a°hccrned, that money is cancelled. True, it goes out again, possibly, but in 
bother loan and therefore another cycle of production. Now we will suppose 

the man saves to enlarge his business, and here is the crux of the matter, 
saving is made to finance fresh production. I admit I am a poor lecturer, 

I only hope that you will make allowances for that ; but it is worth while 
an l Set the drift of this argument, because we are convinced it is the true 

atysis of what is wrong with the whole world, that is the civilized world, 
jSuppose I am a businessman; I am a small manufacturer, and I am doing 
" well and I decide to expand my business. I go to the bank, and if I am

f . oi 'airly
^honest man and the bank thinks I am competent and there is a prospect of

°tory.
elling what I produce, the bank will loan me some money to enlarge my

Mr. Kinley: That is not banking.
The Chairman: No.
Mr. Kinley : To enlarge your plant?
Mr. Jaques: Of course—
Mr. Kinley : It destroys circulation, and that is the basis of banking. 

t}1(. .Mr. Jaques: I do not say they do at present; that is one trouble. I obtain 
that °an’ an<t I expend the loan in building the factory and equipping it, and in 
The process I distribute say $10,000 which I have borrowed for that purpose, 
has J?os'tion is this: there is in existence a factory costing $10,000. The public 
ag hat $10,000 because it has been distributed in wages and salaries. Now, 
repa°ll,ah very well know, the banks do not loan on long terms. I have to 
shar1. e hank, and the only way to do that is to form a small company and sell 

The public then subscribes the $10,000— 
r- Kinley : Out of savings.

% 1q 'Mques: Yes. That money, of course, I take to the bank and repay 
c08ti an> which is cancelled. The position then is, there is a factory in existence 
for y ^ M0,000; but the public no longer has the $10,000 ; they have subscribed 
destroyed areS’ They have the shares but not the money; the money has been

Mr. Cleaver: No.

Jaques : Yes, the money has been destroyed.
1 ' Cleaver : Maybe 80 per cent of it was paid out in wages.
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Mr. Jaques: Quite; I have said that. But all that $10,000 has been sub
sequently subscribed by people who saved their money ; not necessarily the iden
tical people who got the wages but the public subscribed the $10,000 to buV 
shares in this new factory, and the promoter used that $10,000 to repay the 
loan of the bank which is then cancelled out of existence.

Mr. Towers: If that process is constantly going on, we come to that 
assumption which I mentioned before, that bank loans are constantly going down.

Mr. Jaques: I do not quite see that, Mr. Towers.
Mr. Towers: Well, you were saying that that bank loan was cancelled 

and therefore an equal amount in deposits taken out of the sum total of the 
medium of exchange. That was the one case you mentioned. If there are a 
number of those cases, then bank loans and bank deposits must always be on 
the down grade.

Mr. Landeryou : Unless new ones are made.
Mr. Towers: Unless fresh loans are made.
Mr. Jaques: Yes. I have said before, that so long as the banks are financ

ing fresh capital production there is no shortage of purchasing power. We admit 
that, but that process contains the seeds of its own destruction and comes to 
an end, and then we have a depression. As you know, bank loans have actually 
decreased in Canada in the last so many years. I cannot carry figures in ml 
head.

Mr. Towers: If the argument is good, it should be good from the com
mencement of the monetary system.

Mr. Jaques: All this is hidden, of course, by the amount of outstanding 
debts which cannot be paid. I should like to get on with this argument to slm" 
that. Now, I have got to the position where I paid my loan and the money ha 
been cancelled. I now start production, whatever it is; it does not matter wha 
I am producing. I start production and I go to the bank and get a production 
loan. Maybe I produce hats, and in the production of those hats I pay oü 
wages and salaries and, I hope, dividends.

Mr. Mayhew: Usury, would it not be?
Mr. Jaques: No, it is profit. Profit is totally different from usury. ^ 

costs must go in the price. I think you must admit that.
Mr. Howard: Yes. x Vj 0
Mr. Jaques: Whatever it costs me as a producer I must add to form 

price of what I have to sell or, as Mr. Landeryou says, go bankrupt. It may ® 
that I am one of the fortunate ones and I not only pay my expenses but I 1119 i 
a little profit which I distribute later on as dividends; and here is the P01 
To my costs I must add replacement charges. Is that right?

Mr. Cleaver: Yes.
Mr. Jaques: I have to accumulate a sum not only to maintain the fact0^y 

but by strict bookkeeping methods I have to accumulate a sum to replace 1 
capital when the useful life of the factory— ^

Mr. Cleaver : To buy new machinery when the existing machine r> 
worn out.

Mr. Jaques: We will take the man, for instance, who is in—
Mr. Howard: No; keep to the same line. ,,g
Mr. Jaques: All right. You form—and by strict bookkeeping it is al"9- 

done—a sinking fund, a reserve fund.
Mr. Cleaver: Depreciation. . ^
Mr. Jaques: No, over and above depreciation, because depreCl9 jrs 

charges are distributed when a job of painting has to be done or some lC' ‘ 
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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here and there. But I am referring to a sum of money which has to be included 
ln the prices to form the fund which in the end will bring back the original capital 
which was invested in the factory.

Mr. Cleaver : To maintain capital at all times at 100 per cent.
Mr. Jaques: Yes. Now the public, as I have said, has already paid for 

that factory when they subscribed to the shares of $10,000. The $10,000 has 
been surrendered. The manufacturer or the producer is collecting that again, but 
he cannot do it, and if one man does it he does it at the expense of the rest. That 
ls what we call the double circle. But people say,—this is what Mr. Dunning 
^aid in the house: he said, these savings are re-invested and they go to work again ; 
hut it does not work out that way.

Mr. Cleaver: I have not heard anything as to why it does not.
Mr. Jaques : I have just explained it; I do not know whether it is neces- 

SarY to go through it again or not.
Mr. Cleaver: At the end of the replacement period, if the plant has been 

set up correctly, when your machinery is worn out you have 100 per cent replace
ment on hand to enable you to buy new machinery.

Mr. Kinley: You have saved in the meantime to buy it.
> Mr. Jaques: I am not saying anything about the desirability of doing that; 

aiu talking about the impossibility of doing it.
Mr. Cleaver: I do not see anything impossible in that.

... Mr. Towers: If every single factory in the land were doing exactly the same 
Jln£> that is, allowing their machinery and plant to wear out and doing nothing 

i ?l*t it until the moment when it finally fell to pieces and then they all tried to 
!UlM new factories and machinery at one moment, the uneven process that you 

cation would be likely to take place; but, of course, I think it is the case that 
Je Process of replacement and of building new machinery is one which is con
stantly taking place.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, may I read just a short passage from Mr. Joseph, 
,,10 deals with this very point, the accumulation of capital, and it is the crux of 

e whole thing. He says:—
How is capital accumulated (by which I mean money capital) and 

where does it come from? If gold is mined and brought to this country, 
y fresh money has entered and can be used to form capital.

°u will agree with that, Mr. Towers?
Mr. Towers: Excuse me, Mr. Jaques, I missed that point.
Mr. Jaques: He says:—

How is capital accumulated (by which I mean money capital), and 
where does int come from? If gold is mined and brought to this counti\, 
fresh money has entered and can be used to form capital.

. Mr. Towers: I would define capital as useful assets of the country. I think 
18 referring to the medium of exchange.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q- Yes. He says here, “How is capital accumulated (by which I mean 

capital), and'where does it come from?”-A. Medium of exchange.
Q- Yes. ..

But there is manv times the amount of capital m the country than 
there is gold. Where else can it come from? To a limited extent. 

treasury can make money by the issue of silver coins, such as J 
crowns. But that is not enough. In the main the money t» cag™ 
can only come as the credit entry which balances debt to the banks.
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the distinguishing feature of capital is that it is money used primarily not 
for the purpose of helping the distribution of goods and services, but for 
obtaining a control of the means of production so that it can increase itself. 
To take an example of how the accumulation of capital causes a deficiency 
of purchasing power, consider a manufacturer who has accumulated profit 
which he has placed to reserve and who now wishes to extend his factory. 
In the first place, by accumulating his reserve he took from the public 
more money than he had distributed.

Now, that is obvious, for unless he takes back more than he gives out he cannot 
make a profit.—A. In what form would he accumulate his reserve?

Q. A credit on the books of the bank which, for our purposes is money.— 
A. Yes. Let us assume that he does that. Then if the process was going on 
on a scale which would serve to cause a depression, you would find in that 
case not that the total volume of bank deposits was going down but that 
their velocity was going down, and you would find that capital development 
was not taking place in the country to an extent which would provide activity 
or prosperity. As I said before, if all concerns in the land were attempting to 
do what you suggest at one and the same time, you would find rather an 
unfortunate result. The result would be such that pretty soon they would 
not be able to accumulate any reserves for depreciation, because their sales 
would be knocked so low that all they would have would be losses. If the 
process you mention went on, they could not earn depreciation.

Q. No; that is the trouble and they get into difficulties and they then g° 
bankrupt.—A. On that basis, though, Mr. Jaques, if earnings which provide 
for the depreciation which you mention caused depression, then that would 
eliminate any earnings for depreciation. Then all the concerns would g0 
bankrupt. The monetary system has been operating in just the way that 
does now for, speaking of modern times, one hundred years or more. There
fore, I cannot understand why on the basis of the sequence of events whicn 
you mention there are any solvent concerns in the world to-day.

Q. Well, the answer to that, of course is, that there are palliatives.—' 
A. And those palliatives have built up the modern world.

Q. Yes, and it is now about to collapse, or I will not say “collapse.
A. I never believe in permanent collapse; I think that the troubles now are 
rather of a political than a monetary kind.

Q. I would say that the system has collapsed to the extent that a milh°n 
people in Canada are now on relief.

Mr. Landfryou: Would you suggest, Mr. Towers,—
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Landeryou : —that we vote out the Liberals and—
Mr. Towers: When I said “political,” Mr. Landeryou, I was referring 

the world.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. The great palliative, of course, has beeen foreign trade which is financed) 

as you will agree, mainly with foreign credits?—A. No. ^
Q. Well, it is in England, anyway.—A. Oh, excuse me, Mr. Jaques. ^ 

is either an interchange of goods or, to a certain extent in the case of Engl&n ' 
involves payments on capital which they lent in earlier years for the develop 
ment of various countries. ‘ j.

Q. Well, every country tries to export as much as possible and to imp0 
as little as possible?—A You mean by that? -.s

Q. The so-called favourable balance of trade.—A. You mean all counti 
have a favourable balance of trade.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. They cannot all have a favourable balance of trade, but I think they 
would like to.—A. I do not think so. I do not think England has any desire for 
that so-called favourable balance of trade.

Q. I thought that was the great desire.—A. Oh, no. England has no 
thought of that.

Q. England has had a favourable balance of trade.
The Chairman: You are speaking of merchant’s balances.
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Towers: She has not.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. It is the result of it in the past.—A. Oh, in the past she lent machinery,

. 10 lent services and various things to build up other countries and to build up 
Industries in other countries. She is now getting earnings on those investments 
;*nd has, as a mark of her prosperity, a so-called unfavourable balance of trade, 
{.here are various countries which are in the same position. The island of 

arbados in the West Indies is an interesting example of that.
Q. The point is this : That if a country cannot afford to consume its own 

Products, and no industrial country can, then it is obvious that it cannot afford 
]° consume other people’s goods in exchange for its exports. That is the 
cason for these ever mounting tariffs. It is to keep other people’s goods out, 
°t to get other people’s goods, but to force your goods on other people. When 

?°ods are exported from a country you not only get rid of the physical goods 
i ur You get rid of the prices which are attached to those goods. And that 
.cssens the shortage of money which is in the country to buy what is left. It 
b absolutely necessary to the working of so-called classical economy. It is 
Tit on the idea of exports and it is for that reason that the policy of this 

gemment has been based on the revival of foreign trade, and it is because 
£ eign trade is not reviving and is not going to revive that the policy of this 

Cernment so far has been quite ineffective.
■Mr. Deachman : That is a broad statement.
Mr. Jaques: It is a true statement.
The Chairman : Stick to finance, Mr. Jaques.

, Mr. Jaques: That is the only way by which this classical economy can 
^0rk. It was built in Great Britain, but it was built at the expense of the 
heater part of the British people.
* Mr. Towers: I rather thought, Mr. Jaques, if I may interject, that the 
~rld had been developed with the thought that the things which could mos 

srwc1Vely and efficiently be produced in each area should be produced there 
1 that the labour of men would be employed as efficiently as possible. It 
Ciw?robably be foolish for us t0 attempt to grow coffee m Canada. It would
th.0 better to let the Brazilians and others grow coffee and for us to supply

~ — ^»*.*.*«*« < better advantage. So that the•‘lem with something which we can grow t 0ldea that foreign trade is m essence a bad thing
Mr. Jaques: I do not say that, . , our doing without a great
Mr. Towers: -must also of course involve 

many things of which we make constant me.

By Mr. Jaques:
should * am n°t saying that foreign trade is a bad thing. We say that we
p°ssiblyexPort what we cannot possibly use in exchange for what we cannot

rpl _ ___ _____ ___ u
Which 10 Manchester school—I was brought up and lived in the country 

started the idea—the thing is to export as much as possible and to 
as little as possible.

Produce. But that is not the orthodox idea of foreign trade.
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The Chairman : Are we not getting a little far afield? I think you are 
going a little bit too far afield, Mr. Jaques.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Towers asked why, if what we say is true, the system 
had not collapsed years ago. I am answering that. It has been through the 
medium of foreign trade, and now that foreign trade has declined the system 
is breaking down.

In reference to that very able speech which you made the other night, Mr. 
Chairman, and which interested me greatly, I should like to add to vour 
reasons for the failure of foreign trade this remark: Individuals are becoming 
reluctant borrowers because they are frightened that once they get into debt 
they cannot get out of it. That is also true of nations. We have an example 
of what happens to nations which get into debt and are not powerful enough to 
base their claims with the force of arms. We have not got to go very far, just 
to Newfoundland, to see what has happened to that country. They cannot 
meet their debt claims, and there are others. That object lesson has not been 
lost on the nations of the world, and they are not going into debt if they can 
avoid it.

Mr. Kinley: How did Newfoundland get into debt?
Mr. Jaques: By a perfect working of the orthodox financial system.
Mr. Kinley: By the abuse of the orthodox system.
Mr. Jaques: By borrowing beyond their means. They are not able to 

export enough, or, if they did export enough to take care of the debt they 
would have to starve themselves to death, and when they said they could not 
do it they were put into the hands of an official receiver and they are noW 
living. I understand, on five cents a day.

Mr. Kinley: The merchants on the water front in St. John are not living 
on five cents a day.

Mr. Jaques: I do not know anything about the individuals.
Mr. Kinley: There may be an inequality of wealth.
Mr. Jaques: I discussed this with the man who was responsible for the 

scheme.
Mr. Kinley: Newfoundland is not a potentially rich country.
Mr. Jaques: That does not matter. Canada is. We have a million °n 

relief.
Mr. Kinley: Newfoundland is not a potentially rich country.
Mr. Jaques: Who were the people responsible? You cannot blame masses 

of the people.
The Chairman: I think we should stick to Canada and social credit. 
Mr. Jaques: I should like to finish the statement which I started to read- 

I got to the point where he was able to build an extension to his factory. Thcn 
the article continues:—

—and he will endeavour to collect the cost of the extension in t*lC 
price of the goods made by the factory. This is irrespective of depred8' 
tion, which may be immediately distributed as payment for renew®18' 
But the money cannot be collected (except at the temporary expen» 
of somebody else) because it has never been distributed. Yet tn 
factor has value, and should form a good basis for the expansion 
capital. We have in fact the capitalist's dilemma. He is trying ^ 
accumulate capital in the form of money, which money can only, b 
formed as the contra to a bank loan and which must therefore go 1,1. 
somebody’s costs. But there is nothing available to meet the cos * 
except the capital, which cannot be used for that purpose without be'0» 
“eaten”, the capitalist’s nightmare.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Tihat is the position. In trying to form replacements, accumulations of 
capital, it brings a condition which slows the whole system down so that it 
breaks down partly, if not wholly, into what we know as a depression.

If, as Mill says, production is the solution, then to make that idea work 
whatever is produced must be consumed as it is produced, but by the amount 
of saving by the public; in other words, by the amount of the goods which 
the people refused to buy because they preferred to save, a shortage of pur
chasing power is caused.

Now, I have explained how the private individual saves. He buys a 
security from the bank, he gets the security and the bank gets the money and 
*t is cancelled. I have described how the public subscribes to shares of a 
corporation, in the first place, which subscriptions go to the bank and the 
loan is then paid off and the money is destroyed, and then they have to collect 
twice, once more to form a reserve fund to replace the factory when it is 
Worn out. And so it is that we have a very large percentage of businesses 
going broke, not because the business men are necessarily dishonest or incom
petent. That is not the fact. The fact is that a certain percentage are bound 
t° fail because of the very system which they use to finance their business, 
tt causes and must cause a shortage of purchasing power, so that they cannot 
®e|l their goods; or, at least, they cannot sell sufficient of their goods to main- 
tain operating costs and stay in business.

I think if anybody will approach the subject with an open mind lie must 
c°me to that conclusion. I have been in the producing business all my life, 
lnf a small way on the farm, and I am perfectly familiar with the borrowing 
ot Money from banks and paying it back. At this point I should like to 
?ay that we do not regard the creation of money by the banks as criminal 
ln the least. We could not possibly carry on without it. To my mind it is 
°ne of the greatest inventions of all time. It is the invention of the idea that 

loney can be made and destroyed at will. It is a marvellous thing when you 
?0rne to think of it, considering that the world from the earliest times had 
0 rely on precious metals.

Mr. Kinley : Corporation law and banking?
Mr. Jaques : But the system does lend itself to abuse.

* Mr. Coldwell : I have not heard all that transpired this morning, unfor- 
th?ately, but I was wondering now that you have developed your case up to 

ls Point what you suggest ought to be done as an alternative to what we 
e now doing?

sh< JaQues: Mr. Chairman, it is now ten minutes to 1 o’clock and I 
u ',1 not like to enter into a discussion of that matter at this late hour. Mr. 
J°seph adds:—

Now there are only two ways out of the dilemma, the Marxist 
way and the social credit way. It is sub-conscious appreciation of this 
tact which causes the vitriolic opposition to social credit from commu
nists.

I ilUi^r- Coldwell: I do not know anything about the Marxist way, but what
bein a"Xl°us to determine is what you suggest as an alternative to what is now 

118 done?
Propm ’ ■ ^A?UES: I do not suggest anything. The social credit theory merely 
side ySes : That an accurate national account should be kept. On the one 
prodf, ?U WouId have the credit side which would contain a statement of all goods 
as a Cec \ Ml fresh capital production and all imports. We regard imports 
he e0r!'C< d and exports as a debit, because you judge a man’s wealth by what 
side and not by what he get rids of. So imports are on the credit

( exPorts are on the debit side.
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In reference to that I just happened to see in the paper yesterday that 
if you want to guy good bacon in Denmark you have to bring Danish bacon 
back from England because they export the good bacon and eat the poor. By 
unorthodox reasoning that may be a good thing to do but we do not see it that 
way.

Mr. Howard : Do you not do the same thing in operating a farm?
Mr. Jaques: No, I never did.
Mr. Howard : Do you not feed your poor grain to the hogs?
Mr. Jaques: I never fed poor feed to hogs, and I did not feed myself 

and family on skimmed milk. Many farmers do, and I daresay their bank 
accounts were larger than mine.

Mr. Kinley: You keep the good room in the house for visitors too?
Mr. Jaques: I ate the best I could produce, and I do not think I have 

suffered from it anyway.
Mr. Coldwell: I perhaps differ with you to this extent: I think the diffi

culty is in the profit system under which we operate, but you propose, as I 
take it, to issue more money. Yet, as I understand you to say, you think the 
difficulty is that there is a continuous saving of money, not of goods. Would 
the issuance of more money decrease savings?

Mr. Jaques: We have to consider savings not only from the financial 
point of view but more particularly from the real point of view.

Mr. Kinley: What is the real point of view?
Mr. Jaques: The reason for saving is, of course, a hangover from the days 

of real scarcity. It is due to fear. There was no real need to save anything- 
There are to-day in Canada in round figures half a million men who are idle-

Mr. Kinley : Are not savings the same as water above the dam to run 
the mill?

Mr. Jaques: No. Let me illustrate it with a motor car. Here we have 
a fine car with a fine engine. There is a great big gas tank at the end of in
certain people want to save gas, and instead of letting the gas get into the 
engine they are busy at the carburettor drawing off the gas before it can get 
to the engine and running behind putting it into the tank again.

Mr. Kinley : What was that?
Mr. Jaques : That is what they call saving. It has no point, but they 

ptill have in their hands the thought that if they do not save gas they will; 
run out of it. The beauty of this particular gas tank is that it fills itself.

Mr. Deachman: You mean the social credit gas tank?
Mr. Jaques : No, solar energy.
Mr. Coldwell : What do you propose to substitute? What I am par' 

ticularly anxious to determine is what you propose to provide as an alter
native to what we are now doing?

Mr. Jaques : We want, of course, to upset the system as little as possible- 
We want to save all that is good in it and just eliminate what is useless. For 
instance, we believe in the capitalist system ; we believe in rewarding merit 
and enterprise and we believe in profits. If a man displays enterprise we 
believe he should be rewarded and that he should receive a profit for his enter
prise. In fact, I do not know that anybody ever did anything without the 
thought of profit. If he says his prayers—I do not want to be irreligious-^ 
it is with the hope of profit in the years to come. He says, “I will 
myself in this world and resist the evils of the flesh for the good times in t*1 
hereafter.” „

Mr. Howard: Or, if he takes them here, he will not get them hereafter•

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Kinlby : Your way seems so easy.
Mr. Jaques: It is; some people say it is too good to be true.
Mr. Kinley: Yes; it seems so.
Mr. Jaques : And some say it is too true to be good. But it is beautifully 

simple and that is the virtue in it.
Mr. Gold well: Let us have a simple explanation of it.
Mr. Jaques: It is now 1 o’clock, Mr. Chairman, and I should not like to 

start on an explanation at this time.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, what is your pleasure in reference to putting 

°n the record the report to which Mr. Towers referred.
Mr. Howard: I move that it be put in, the part that Mr. Towers chooses 

to put in.
The Chairman : Is it your pleasure to put in the extract from the Austra- 

han commission?
Mr. Towers : This is a report of the royal commission appointed to inquire 

into the monetary and banking system of Australia; that is the section of the 
report which deals with the Douglas social credit theory. Perhaps on second 
thought, Mr. Chairman, it would be inadvisable for me to select any portion. 
Probably the whole thing should go in.

Mr. Kinley: Why are we putting it in, because the governor of the bank 
Says he agrees with it? Does he make the statement that this seems to be a 
reasonable conclusion?

Mr. Towers: That is it; that, instead of trying to formulate my own 
Replies to any questions that Mr. Jaques might ask, I can do no better than put 
mis in because I thoroughly agree with it.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Mr. Jaques says he does not agree with it?—A. I assume so.
The Chairman : What is the pleasure of the committee?

L- Mr. Towers: If I may say this, Mr. Chairman, this is only as an alterna
te *0 any reply that I could make. If Mr. Jaques, in fact, was not asking for 
'T expression of opinions from me I have no basis for suggesting putting in 

ttle report.

By Mr. Kinley:
M You adopt that as your reply?—A. Yes. 
the Chairman : What is your pleasure? Carried, 

can Taques: In that case, I do not think it should be expected, in fact it 
ro n°t be expected that my attempts are adequate to meet the argument of a 
traHa c0m'mission composed of the heads of the Commonwealth Bank of Aus-

Mr. Towers: No, they were not connected with it.
our ^r- Jaques: If that report goes in I should like to suggest that we present 

case in the best way we can.
J he Chairman : That is what we hoped for.
Mr. Howard: I thought that was what you were doing this morning.

the r ' ,Jaques: No. You cannot expect my authority to stand up to that of 
cyal commission.

been'ir'. Tanderyou: We could take excerpts from all the books which have 
JAntten on social credit in reply to this.

invent- 9Hairman : No, no. This is a financial statement as a result of an 
Ration by a government. I think it is quite different. If Mr. Jaques
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wishes to put in a rejoinder at a later date it seems to me that that is his 
privilege.

Mr. Cold well : I asked the question I did because it is a thing in which 
I think we are all interested, that is, what is the definite proposal which he 
would make as an alternative to what we are now doing? I may have a 
different one, and so on, but I do not propose to put it in. What I would say 
is this : We have had a great deal of discussion on this matter and if Mr. 
Jaques, Mr. Landervou and others could formulate a brief statement of the 
alternative they propose to what is being done now, I think we should get it 
and have it on the record. I do not mean that we should print voluminous 
extracts from all kinds of speeches, and so on. What we want to know is what 
is proposed by the gentlemen who represent the social credit group here as the 
alternative to what is being done now? We have had the criticism, and what 
we want to get is the constructive proposal, and I mean that in all seriousness 
Mr. Landeryou is inclined to smile, but I think we are entitled to it.

Mr. Landeryou : Mr. Landeryou has an answer to that remark and the 
reason he smiles is that to really understand social credit there have been 
volumes and volumes written. There have been royal commissions held all 
over the world investigating the proposals of social credit, and you think in a 
short statement to this committee that we could produce a complete plan that 
would supplant the present operations of the monetary system. We say that 
we can give you the principles and the philosophy, as we have it, which repre
sent the background of our whole idea. But to go into intricate details as to 
methods, I say that there may be differences of opinion among the various 
schools of thought here as to the method of abolishing poverty in the midst o; 
plenty, but we all agree that it must be done.

Mr. Coldwell : I think, Mr. Chairman, without going into volumes, you 
could surely give a very brief and satisfactory outline of the fundamentals of 
what you mean. I know I could do that as far as I am concerned.

Mr. Jaques: The point is this: this morning I have not mentioned Social 
Credit remedies. I have merely been dealing with the Social Credit analysis 
of the existing system, and that, I take it, is the subject of the Australian 
committees’ report. It was what I believe is known as the A plus B theory.

Mr. Towers: That was one section of it.
Mr. Jaques: The purpose of that section was to destroy that idea.
Mr. Towers: To examine that idea and also to examine the savings 

question to which you referred.
Mr. Jaques: It was written for the purpose of explaining the A plus $ 

theory. But there is also a mathematical way of doing it, and I am not com' 
petent to deal with that.

The Chairman: What is your pleasure as to adjournment? The governor 
of the bank has just said that he has a very important meeting this afternoon 
and to-morrow morning.

Mr. Towers: I do not wTant to be a nuisance, but it would be very help^ 
to me if I did not have to attend to-morrow morning.

Mr. Landeryou: I have one question I should like to ask and then Mr' 
Towers could prepare an answer to it.

The Chairman : Shall we adjourn until 4 o’clock to-morroxv afternoon?
Mr. Landeryou : There is a great deal more that I should like to deal with» 

but we are reaching the last three or four days of the session.
Mr. Howard : Thank you, sir.
Mr. Landeryou : That is, according to reports that we hear, anyway- 1 

will be rather difficult for some of us to attend to-morrow afternoon, but thdc
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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are certain questions'! should like to ask Mr. Towers along certain lines. I do 
not like to hold up the committee and if I could be assured that there would be 
a meeting Thursday morning it would be all right for me. In that case I would 
not have to attend to-morrow afternoon.

Mr. Howard: After Mr. Landeryou and Mr. Jaques get through I should 
nke to say a word in connection with our monetary system. I am not the 
jnast bit prejudiced in connection with it; if they can show me, I am ready to 
ne convinced. I am patient and have listened to every one of the meetings 
and would like to be shown where their ideas can be of benefit and where the 
system can be improved. I want to say a few words with regard to the benefit 

the present system and I should like to ask Mr. Towers a few questions.
Mr. Coldwell: Are we liable to have some more meetings?
The Chairman: It is up to the committee.

Coldwell : I have a few questions that I should like to ask. I 
some with me at the first meeting of the committee but so far I have 
an opportunity to ask them.

Mr 
brought 
not had

Mr. Taylor: I am in the same position.
The Chairman : We will have as many meetings as we can.

... Mr. Kinley: Mr. Chairman, I am sure we have enjoyed this discussion. I 
, nnk this committee has been of more service than any committee of its kind 
, Q3t I have ever experienced since I have come here. I find that wherever a 
„?oy of earnest men get together there is an element of truth; there is error 
y s°> and I should like to discover what truth—I can see what error there is— 
y|ere is in the suggestions. All we have been dealing with so far is merely 

e°ry. They have done certain things in this country. I should like a few 
w ’notes of this committee’s time to show what they have done in a practical 

the definite things, and what they consider would have helped this country 
there was a change in our banking system.

tn , * he Chairman : Shall we arrange for a meeting to-morrow afternoon 
hear Mr. Jaques, Mr. Coldwell and Mr. Kinley?

Mr- Clark : Mr. Chairman, may I say a word?
The Chairman: Yes.

.fact ^r- Clark : Mr. Chairman, I am in the mercantile business and the manu- 
business. I should like to have a few minutes, 

he Chairman : You will be given an opportunity.
'Jr. Clark : I have not had any opportunity, 
he Chairman: You will be given an opportunity.

Stiest' Tanderyou: I have not had an opportunity to ask more than half the 
'lowers18 * sh°uld like to ask. I have one question I should like to ask Mr.

Th° Chairman : What is it?
to-mo/' Landeryou: It is this: you can make your reply if I am not here 
°Perat UnV-’ or ^ou can make your reply now. We have an easy money policy 
hag jj m Canada at the present time. I should like to know what effect that 
Wages . uP°n the prices secured by primary producers throughout Canada, upon 
rate, tl wages paid to the workers of Canada; the effect upon the wage 
what i G eTect upon municipal, provincial and federal financing; in other words, 
by tlio’mv*'1*'8 *iave accrued to Canada through the easy money policy pursued 

j, Obérai administration? 
j^r' Towers : By the Bank of Canada?

Landeryou: Well, no; we have a statement made— 
thc p0Ti°WE,Rl.: * only know of our own actions, of course, Mr. Landeryou,T) x U1JL1

tiank of Canada.
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Mr. Landeryou : I thought we had complete control through the Bank of 
Canada, not only to issue money but to issue it in terms of public need.

Mr. Towers: I think the sovereign power always has control in that respect.
Mr. Landeryou : I am speaking of the point of issuing it in terms of public 

need. I thought we had that clearly established.
Mr. Towers: I think that I can speak, and can only speak, on such actions 

as the Bank of Canada has taken.
Mr. Landeryou: Well, then, will you give the action the Bank of Canada 

has taken under the easy money policy, and what effect it has had upon the 
primary producer?

Mr. Towers : At an earlier meeting a question was asked in regard to the 
losses involved through bank failures in the United States, Great Britain and 
the United Kingdom during the period 1926 to 1936. I cannot get the actual 
losses to depositors in the United States, but I can file here the amount of 
deposits involved in suspended banks during the period in question.

The bank failures in Canada and the United Kingdom were none.

BANK SUSPENSIONS IN THE U.S.A. 
Deposits Involved in Suspended Banks— 1926-1938

Member Banks
Non-member

Banks All Banks
1926........................... ........................... 67,464 192,914 260,378
1927........................... ........................... 63.489 135,840 199,329
1928........................... ........................... 46,730 95,850 142,580
1929........................... ........................... 58,073 172,570 250,643
1930........................... ........................... 372,845 480,518 853,363
1931........................... ........................... 733,128 957,541 1.690,669
1932........................... ........................... 269,303 446,323 715,626
1933........................... ........................... 2,393,948 1,205,027 3,598,975
1934........................... ........................... 40 36,897 36,937
1935........................... ........................... 5,313 4.702 10,015
1936........................... ........................... 507 10.799 11,306
1937........................... ........................... 9.087 10,636 19,723
1938........................... ........................... 247 13,017 13,264

* The ultimate loss to depositors is not available.

Another question was asked, I think, by Mr. Stevens in regard to treasury 
bill issues outstanding in the London market. .

The figures are, as of April 22 last, £402,000,000 in tender bills aIj, 
£498,000,000 in so-called tap bills. The amount actually in the market worn 
be something less than the £402,000,000 in tender bills.

By Mr. Landeryou: ^
Q. Could we have as well a statement in relation to the external debt- 

Canada and what has been repatriated; that is, dominion, provincial and mun , 
cipal?—A. The dominion and provincial we have pretty accurately ; the municip'j 
quite accurately, but our statistics are not quite as complete there. However, 
will do the best I can on that. . |0

Q. Then I should also like to have the amount of government lending . 
other nations and the position of these debts at the moment.—A. That, I u11 | 
Mr. Landeryou, would have to be determined by the Department of Fina^ 
Of course, the amounts are shown in the public accounts, but any negotiati 
or the exact situation with respect to interest, I do not know. ,

The Chairman : The committee stands adjourned until to-morrow at 
noon at 4 o’clock.

(At 1.15 the committee adjourned to meet again at 4 p.m. Wednes1 
May 10, 1939.)

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

day'
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APPENDIX

Extract from the Report of the Royal Commission appointed to enquire 
lnto the Monetary and Banking Systems of Australia.

PROPOSALS FOR MONETARY REFORM
In the course of our inquiry, our attention has been directed to a number 

proposals for the reconstruction, or amendment, of the economic and 
Randal systems. We have been impressed by the manifest sincerity with 
which many of these views were propounded. Upon examination, however, 
"e were of opinion that some of the proposals were outside the terms of our 
Reference, but, in this part of our report, we deal with the more important of 

116 proposals that fall within them.

DOUGLAS SOCIAL CREDIT 
The Outline of the Theory

In the first instance, we may set out the proposals which it is convenient 
jjj group together as “Social Credit”, or “the Douglas Social Credit move- 
ne nt”- This group covers a diversity of individual opinions, and it will be 
0rc^ssary to amplify the outline later, but it appears that the common ground, 

basic principles, can be briefly stated as fallows:—
Ia) the advocates point to the “paradox of poverty in the midst of 

plenty”, and to the wastage and destruction of produce, and the 
restriction of production, at times when many are in want; 

lo) they say that this state of affairs is due to a permanent tendency 
towards a shortage of purchasing power—i.e., money in some form 
or other—and that the community is therefore unable to buy all the 
consumable goods produced;

'c) they mean by this that the aggregate value, at retail prices, of all the 
consumable goods and services put on the market, is always—or 
nearly always—greater than the aggregate money income received 
by consumers (for example, wages, dividends and interest) which is 
available to purchase the aggregate output. The A + B theorem is 
offered as a proof of these contentions ;

' > they propose that this shortage should be met by government control 
of credit, and by either, or both, of the following methods :—
(i) a national dividend in the form of a weekly or monthly payment 

to every individual in the community 
W) the sale of consumable goods at the “just price”, which is a price 

less than the cost, including a margin of profit. The sellers of 
such goods would then be compensated for the amount lost by 
them through selling at this reduced price;

’-he money or credit for national dividends and compensatory pay
ments would be issued by a “National Credit Authority”, such as the 

(/) p0mmonwealth Bank;
hor the purpose of ascertaining the shortage of purchasing power in 

(g\ SPy period, a national accounting would be undertaken;
I he shortage so ascertained would represent approximately the amount 
p credit or money that would be made available by the National 
Credit Authority, either in the form of a national dividend, or com
pensatory payments, or by both these methods.
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The Shortage of Purchasing Power.

The fundamental idea of social credit is that there is a permanent ten
dency towards a shortage of purchasing power, but the expression—shortage 
of purchasing power—can be used in different ways, and it is necessary to have 
a clear understanding of what is alleged. If purchasing power is used in the 
sense of money income, nobody denies that, at all times, there is some shortage 
of purchasing power, so far as particular individuals are concerned. There 
are always some people who never have enough money to buy what is necessary 
for a reasonable standard of living. It is quite clear, also, that in times of 
depression, the total purchasing power (or money income of the community) 
is less than in times of prosperity. In this sense, it may be said that there is 
a general shortage of purchasing power in a depression as compared with the 
amount available in other times. But it must be clearly understood that the 
social credit theory is not concerned with any shortage of money in either of 
these senses.

The social credit contention is that—save possibly in a period of boom °r 
of exceptional export—the economic system, as a whole, does not, and never 
can, distribute to individual consumers all the money which the producers 
have to spend in the course of production. In other words, it is alleged that-' 
save possibly in these exceptional periods—the community, as a whole, never 
gets enough money, in the form of income, to buy all the commodities that 
are produced.

The National Credit Account

The first plank of the social credit platform is the “ Government contre 
of credit,” or—as some say—the “ National control of money.” The adv'O' 
cates of social credit say that in the interests of the community, it is no 
desirable that banks, whose principal motive for existence is the making 0 
profits, should have the power to expand or contract credit—or as the Douglj^ 
Credit advocates put it—the power to create money in the form of a de^ 
to the banking system, and to destroy it when repaid. This power, it is eon' 
tended, should be in the hands of a national credit authority.

There seems to be some difference of opinion amongst these advocat®^ 
as to how far this particular proposal should be carried. Some would Pr°^ 
hibit any trading bank from making advances out of the money deposit® 
with it. But this is not included in the proposal, as generally outlined in 
writings to which we have been referred. In this form, the proposal is tP 
the Commonwealth Bank, or some other authority, specially appointed * 
that purpose, should keep a national credit account, as the measure of 
credit or money available for issue.

This account would be “credited with the value of the community’s ass® ,! 
both public and private, and with the commercialized value of the population-^ 
This means that a valuation would be made of the capital assets of the c°ulj 
try, e.g., land, roads, railways, waterworks, drainage, buildings, plant an 
machinery. No distinction would be made between public and private Pr°^ 
erty. Property would be taken at replacement value, if in use, or, if not in uS ’ 
at market value. To this would be added a sum to represent “the co-rW0® j 
cialized value of the population,” or, as we understand it, a capitalization ,^g 
the earning capacity of every member of the community. On the other sJ 
of the account, we gather that there would be a debit for a sum represent-1 
the existing supply of money. ^

From time to time, for example, annually, the national credit account wo 
be credited with amounts representing the value of the total national Pr° 
tion, which includes—

(a) capital goods and consumable goods produced, at cost including Pr°
(b) imports;
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(c) capital appreciation (the increase in value) of land, works, buildings, 
and the like,

®.nd debited with amounts representing the value of the total national consump- 
bon, which includes—

(d) total national consumption;
(e) exports ;

, (/) capital depreciation of land, works, buildings and the like.
Any money issued from time to time would be debited to this account, and the 
^redit balance would be regarded as a fund from which the national credit 
uthority would issue credit or money for—

(i) “National dividends ” ; or
(ii) payments to compensate the sellers of consumable goods for selling 

them at the “just price
and also (according to some advocates) for—

(iii) the finance of national and semi-national undertakings, and social 
services ; •

(iv) the reduction of the national debt;
^ (v) the relief of taxation.
^extent of the issue for any of the last three purposes would be determined
aii+i . Government, or entrusted to the discretion of the national credit 

uwiority.
The National Dividend

of national dividend can be briefly explained. It involves the payment 
qUa °Irie fixed sum to every member of the community, weekly, monthly, or 
Hatjrïy as may be determined. These payments would be made by the 
tend°na credit authority—presumably the Commonwealth Bank—in legal 

0r money, or by cheques or vouchers which could be cashed if required.

folic" ‘^US* P™e” subsidy requires more detailed treatment. The proposal is
The Just Price Subsidy

.The
lows:-—

(a) the advocates assume that the figures appearing in the national credit 
account as the “Total National Production” and “Total National Con
sumption,” when taken over any particular period, would show some 
substantial excess of production over consumption, and this would be 
regarded as the measure of the shortage of purchasing power to be made 
garded as the measure of the shortage of purchasing power to be made 
up by the “just price ” subsidy, either alone, or in conjunction with

(b) scheme of national dividend.
’ faking these figures as a guide, the Government or the national 

credit authority would then fix some percentage—say 25 per cent— 
by which the retail prices of consumable goods would have to be 
reduced below cost in order to qualify for the subsidy ;

The cost referred to, is the cost to the retailer, plus a margin
(c) 'WWProfit’ ^xe(f or regulated by the proper authority;

)^hen the goods had been sold to the consumer at this reduced price, 
me retailer would, in due course, apply to the national credit authority 
or Da,vmor,i r,f gome system would have to be devisedmr payment of the subsidy. nr,mnliance with the conditions-
U,tatiStpricea'had'“beeT'r/di and the teed margm of profit

«> M^tiona, credit

„„ MG »" «td teen soM;
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(e) The payment would be made by a cheque or order, which might be 
cashed or credited through the banking system.

There has been some hesitation, upon the part of some of the social credit 
advocates, in regarding these payments as money; but it is clear from the 
evidence of Major Douglas before the Macmillan committee that he regards 
them as money.

Shortage! of Purchasing Power Examined

Having set out the proposals, we can now proceed to examine the argu
ments in support of the theory that there is a permanent tendency towards a 
shortage of purchasing power. No statistics exist which, in our opinion, serve 
to establish the truth of their theory. We invited the advocates, who appeared 
before us, to provide us with such statistics, but they were unable to do so.

The A + B Theorem

The ordinary view is that whatever is paid out by the producer a8 
the costs of production must sooner or later be paid to some one who receive8 
it as income, which he can spend, if he so desires, on consumable goods.

Major Douglas, the founder of this school of thought, contests this vie'v> 
and purports, by what is known as the A -f- B theorem, to demonstrate thf 
their is a permanent tendency towards a shortage of purchasing power. $*8 
statement is as follows:—

A factory or other productive organization has, besides its economy 
function as a producer of goods, a financial aspect—it may be regarded 
on the one hand as a device for the distribution of purchasing powe 
to individuals, through the media of wages, salaries, and dividends; an 
on the other hand, as a manufactory of prices—financial values. Fro** 
this stand-point, its payments may be divided into two groups—

Group A.—All payments made to individuals (wages, salaries, an 
dividends).

Group B.—All payments made to other organizations (raw mate 
rials, bank charges, and other external costs).

Now, the rate of flow of purchasing power to individuals is rep**^ 
Rented by “A”, but since all payments go into prices, the rate of flo* °c 
prices cannot be less than “A” plus “B”. Since “A” will not purcha8 
“A” plus “B”, a proportion of the product at least equivalent to & 
must be distributed by a form of purchasing power which is not con* 
prised in the description grouped under “A”.

a logical démonstratif.
The theorem may rC

(a)

(b)

(c)

factor*6"

The first observation to be made upon this, as 
is that it lacks precision where precision is essential, 
to—

The payments, and prices of the products of only those 
or organizations which produce consumers’ goods. r
The payments and prices of the products of all factories or orgagt 
izations irrespective of whether they produce consumers’ goods 
producers’ goods. 0f
The payments of all factories or organizations, but the price8 ^ 
the products of only those factories which produce consumers’ g°° x 

Consumers’ goods or products are the commodities (such as food and cloth1**^ 
which are purchased by individual consumers—the public—for their own c 
sumption or use. Producers’ goods are the commodities (such as mach***6^ 
tools and materials) which are purchased by other factories or organisa*1.-6 
for the purposes of manufacture of other products for sale, either to the PuD 
or to yet another factory.
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It will be easier to follow our interpretation and criticism of the social 
credit theory by reference to the accounts of three associated productive or
ganizations, each of which, for convenience, we shall call a “factory”. The 
statement which follows is based upon an investigation of theactual accounts 

a baker, a flour-miller and a farmer for the year ending 30th June, 1936. 
It shows in a summarized form the cost of manufacturing and selling the bread, 
;'le cost of manufacturing and1 selling the quantity of flour used by the baker 
to make the bread, and the cost of growing the quantity of wheat used by 
toe miller to make the flour. For the present purpose a summary is sufficient, 
to due course these costs will be considered in greater detail.

SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF COSTS
Baker

Value of production— £
Baker—bread............................................. 9,010
Miller-

Flour.................................................................
Offals..........................................................

F armer—wheat.......................................................

Miller
£

2.825
805

Farmer
£

2,747

Total
£

9,010

3.630
2,747

Cost of production- 
“A" payments—

Profits.

“B”
Total

payments-

Wheat.

9,010 3,630 2,747 15,387

2,966 310 345 3,621
917 226 269 1,412

3.883 536 614 5,033

2,825 2,825
2.747 2.747

2,302 347 2,i33 4,782

9,010 3,630 2,747 15,387Total “A” and “B” payments,
the g/ ^1C tirst of the three interpretations of the A + B theorem is intended, 
go0(|s atement that the “A” payments from the factories producing consumers’ 
disput aJ6 *ess than the total prices of the goods which they produce, cannot be 
selv6g • The “A” payments of the baker, which amount to £3,883, are in them- 
at £9 sufficient to buy the w’hole of the bread which he produces, valued 

fact, this position must alw’ays arise, for it is clear that the “A” 
di-lotions anY factory must alwmys be less than the total value of its pro
file jnn' the “A” payments of any factory do not constitute the whole of 
So0nerC01^ distributed to consumers and available to purchase its production. 
stagG ,0r later, its “B” payments will appear as “A” payments in some other 

jî° Induction. AVe shall deal with this later, 
chasjjw, le sec°nd interpretation is intended, the theorem means that the pur- 
k^hgh+>°'Wer distributed by all factories to individuals as “A” payments is not 
Wli °. Purchase all the commodities which these factories produce (that is, 
Hie exa 1 er?’ an(d consumers’ goods). This also is true. For instance, in 
°f the tnl , ëiven, the total “A” payments amount to £5,033, while the value 
the cost f br0(iuction amounts to £15,387. But the cost of wheat forms part of 
hreaj qu fi°ur> and the cost of the flour in turn forms part of the cost of the 
Product 1 1 consumer of bread is not required to pay both for the finished 
fPkiunt ,an , t"or the raw materials from which it is made. Therefore, if the 
:ariu6r f tu by the baker to the miller for the flour, and by the miller to the 
bon is or wheat, be deducted from the value of the total production, the posi- 

rf lollows:—
alu® of production— £ £

f/ker—bread..................................................................................... 9,010
■"filler—offals..................................................................................... 805

production-
“B” Payments.

Payments (other than wheat and flour).......................... 4,782
5.033

9,816

9,815l'Idg is
‘^Pretm^t'y. t*le position we shall have to consider when wre diseuse the third 

ion in the next following paragraph.
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We come finally to the third interpretation of the theorem. In this, different 
meanings are given to the letter “A” when it is used alone and when it is used 
in the expression “A -|- B”. When “A” is used alone it refers to the income, 
amounting to £5,033, distributed as wages and profits by all the factories. But 
when “A” is used in the expression “A + B” it refers only to the wages and 
profits of the baker amounting to £3,883, and, therefore, the expression “A + B ; 
in this case means the prices created only by the factories producing consumers 
goods, costing £9,815. While it is clear that direct payments of £5,033 will not 
purchase goods costing £9,815, the truth or falsity of the assumption made in this 
interpretation depends, as in the first interpretation, upon the distribution oi 
the “B” costs, and if it is shown that these ultimately become purchasing power, 
no shortage can arise. If there is a shortage, therefore, it must be due to either 
or both of the following causes:— ,

(a) That some of the costs incurred by the factories producing consumers 
goods are never distributed as purchasing power in individual con
sumers.

(b) That although all the prices created (or costs incurred) by the faC' 
tories producing consumers’ goods are sooner or later distributed 
purchasing power to individuals, some of the purchasing power dis
tributed in their production has been spent by the time the consumers 
goods come on the market, and some of it may not then have eithe 
been distributed or spent.

Ug
The questions raised by all of these interpretations may, therefore, 

stated as follows:—
(a) "Is there any cost which is incurred in the production of consumable

goods, or services, which is not either paid as income to individuals 
else passed on, so that, ultimately, it appears as purchasing power 1 
the hands of some one? r

(b) Is there a shortage on account of the fact that the purchasing p°" J
distributed as costs, comes into the hands of the consumer at differen, 
times, and, therefore, that some of it may be spent before the co 
sumable product is put on the market, and that some of it may n 
become available until later? and a3

(c) Does the practice of saving necessarily produce any such shortage 
is alleged?

We shall consider each of these in due course. . .
We have now set out what we consider to be the important quests 

raised by the A + B theorem. But some advocates of social credit do not * ^ 
entirely upon this theorem. Their views, however, raise the same quest! 
and our examination will cover both their arguments and the A + B theoi

The Distribution of Costs

The obvious method of approaching the first question—whether theI^e 
any cost which is not ultimately represented by purchasing power—is to ' ÿ 
the items one by one and see what becomes of the money. For this pu^^id1 
is convenient to refer to the foregoing “ Summarized statement of costs, 'j jt 
covers the whole of the costs relating to the production and sale of bream  ̂

is clear that the “ A ” payments, consisting of wages, salaries, and profit^ ^ 

purchasing power which recipients can spend as they choose. We arc rn 
the moment concerned with the fact that some of the payments may have ^ jt 
made, and the money spent, before the bread is available for sale, or somerpi,eS6 
saved, or with the fact that that some of the profits may be undistributed, 
aspects will be considered later.
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The “ B ” payments may be considered under two headings. The first 
group consists of the raw material of the industry, which constitutes the whole 
or greater part of the income of the factory from which it is purchased. For 
example, the amount paid for flour by the baker appears as income of the 
miller, and the amount paid for wheat by the miller appears as income of the 
farmer. It is clear, therefore, that these amounts create purchasing power 
y hen received by the miller or farmer. Some part of them will be paid to other 
individuals or organizations for goods or services, and is purchasing power in 
their hands. The balance will represent the profit of the miller or farmer 
"‘hich he is free to use as he chooses. The question, therefore, resolves itself 
jnto an examination of the distribution of the other “ B ” payments of all the 
businesses, which amount to £4,782. These are set out in detail in the table 
which follows. The amount paid by the baker for flour and by the miller for 
"'heat are excluded. The statement does not show the total other “ B ” costs 

the miller and farmer, but only that proportion of these charges which relates 
t° the quantity of flour sold to the baker, and to the number of bushels of 
"'heat required to make it.

OTHER “B” PAYMENTS, EXCLUDING FLOUR AND WHEAT
Baker Miller Farmer Total

Goods—
Materials..................................... £ 457
Seed wheat purchased............. £ 5 5
Superphosphates......................... 101 101
Sacks.......................................... £ 41 78 219
Horse feed................................... 285 285
Firewood.................................... 227 ii 268
Petrol......................................... 90 90

Total goods........................ £ 969 £ 82 £ 374 £1,425
Services—
Electric power......................... 29 29
Cartage...................................... 82 52 134
Rail freight.............................. 392 392
Insurance ................................... 56 ii 2 72
Telephone................................ 17 7 iï 35
Travelling expenses................... 31 30 61
General expenses.................... ii 24 96 132
Printing and stationery .. .. 17 15 5 37
Repairs and maintenance .. .. 103 34 129 266
Rent.............................................. 3fi4 6 310 680
1 nterest........................................ 28 414 442
Flour tax................................... 555 555
Land taxes and rates .............. 51 5 69 125
Depreciation............................... 101 47 249 397

Total................................... £2,302 £ 347 £2,133 £4,782

jj Payments of a similar nature have been classified in groups. 1(; ,r*
TkUp includes other materials of various kinds purchased by any of the factories.

je amounts so paid form part of the income of the person to whom, or organi
sa to which, they are paid, and that income may be dissected into A and 
litti paynaents in the same manner as in the account we are now considering. .

consideration will show that a large proportion of many of these payments 
in n Consist of wages. In some cases practically the whole amount is expended 
Hot manner, as for instance, in the case of firewood. In others, wages^may beentorm -----------------------*m such a large proportion, because some of the raw material used has 
iiw1 Purchased from other organizations, which in turn distribute part of then 

rpÇ as wages. Superphosphates, sacks and petrol are in this class, 
probahi? ucxt group deals with services. Here, the percentage of wages is

rpj as wages. Superphosphates, sacks and petrol are in this class.
^mbah]6 r,lcxt" 8roup deals with services. Here, the percentage of v 
lft t)le higher than in the case of materials, and the conditions described 
Paillent8*' Precec^mg paragraph apply with equal or even greater force to these 
Paying ,s- Analysis would also show that a substantial proportion of the “B” 
m s °f these organizations wdll in turn be also eventually distributed 

otle as wages.
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The third group includes rent and interest. If these are paid to an individual, 
there is no doubt that they are purchasing power in his hands. If paid to an 
organization, they form part of its income from which salaries and other expenses 
are paid., The 'balance is profit, which the proprietors are free to use as they 
choose.

The fourth group includes certain forms of taxation; in this case flour tax, 
land taxes and rates. These payments do not result in any wastage of pur
chasing power. The money provided by taxation is distributed by the Govern
ment or municipality in such forms as salaries, wages, pensions or bounties, or 
as interest on loans, or payments for materials or services.

The last item is the amount of the depreciation included in the costs of 
each of these businesses. There appears to be a great deal of misunderstanding 
about the effect of depreciation upon purchasing power. The amount charged 
for depreciation is an estimate of the loss of value in the assets used for pro
duction, either by wear and tear or by the passage of time. The effect of 
charging depreciation as a cost is to provide that an equivalent amount shall be 
withheld from distribution, and thus in time provide a fund for the replacement 
of these assets or for the eventual return of the capital invested in them. It is 
not usual for the amount set aside for depreciation, or as reserves for other 
purposes, to be withdrawn from the business and separately invested. In nearly 
every case the amount is retained in the business, and used as working capital, 
out of which wages and expenses are paid and materials are purchased. It Is 
clear, therefore, that in these circumstances the amount set aside for depreciation 
is not lost as purchasing power.

There is, however, another argument which may be used to show that 
amounts set aside for depreciation do not necessarily reduce purchasing power; 
In the ordinary course every factory is continually replacing something, and 
in any particular year it may spend, in that way, more than it has set aside 
for depreciation out of the profits of that year. Whilst some factories are 
spending less than they are setting aside for depreciation, others will be spending 
more. The failure to replace may reduce the purchasing power distributed 
by the industries which supply replacements, but the purchasing power repr6' 
sented by the unspent amount is not lost. It remains in the business, and is used 
in the manner previously described. If, however, the amount spent up°n 
replacements exceeds the amount set aside, there is an increase in the purchasing 
power distributed by the industries which supply replacement goods, but 0,| 
the other hand the working capital of the business is necessarily reduced. } 
there is a difference between the amount set aside and the amount spent th1* 
indicates a transfer of purchasing power, and not a loss. The question 0 
expenditure upon replacements is, however, closely allied to the larger question 
of capital expenditure which will be considered later.

It is clear, therefore, that, sooner or later, every “B” payment becomes tb® 
income of a consumer, which he can spend as he chooses. The fact that sor° 
part of the “B” payments and profits may eventually come into the hands o 
some one in another country does not affect the truth of these statements. -, 
some cases, the change from a “B” to an “A” payment takes place almo^ 
immediately. In others it takes longer, because the pajunents pass from 
factory to another. This brings us to the consideration of another factor, name*. ’ 
the effect of “time” upon the distribution of purchasing power.

The Time Element

We have now to consider whether there is a shortage on account of jjje 
fact that the purchasing power distributed as costs comes into the hands ed „ 
consumer at different times, and, therefore, that some of it may be spent be t 
the consumable product is put on the market, and that some of it may 
become available until later.
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The example we have given can again be used in the examination of this 
question. The wages paid by, and the profits of, the baker, the miller, and the, 
farmer are available to buy bread. But it is clear that all the wages paid 
by the farmer while the wheat is growing, and by the miller during the process 
°f producing the flour, and all the profits will not be available to buy the bread 
when it is offered for sale. If we consider one industry at a particular moment 
°r period of time, it would no doubt be true that the goods cannot be sold unless 
fue purchasing pow'er distributed as costs is then in existence and used for that 
Purpose. But that is an unreal position. No industry is self-contained. It 
18 Part of a complicated, continuous, and interlocking system. The available 
Purchasing power at any period depends upon the continuity of industry 
a® a whole. If each industry continues to carry on its operations, the avail- 
able purchasing power consists of the whole of its wages, salaries and profits, 
and these in turn will at least equal the total cost of the commodities produced. 
A shortage can only arise if there is an interruption in the process, and the 
actories in the earlier stages either reduce their “A” payments, or cease produc- 

n1 °n- The conditions of any industry, or of industry as a whole, are subject to 
Actuations which operate at times to reduce employment and production, but 
a,s does not prove a permanent tendency towards a shortage of purchasing 

Power.
ç. At, this stage it is convenient to refer to the question of borrowed money.
‘ Peaking generally, it makes no difference to the purchasing power of the com
munity as a whole whether a business man uses his own or borrowed money.

he uses borrowed money, he pays interest to the lender. If he uses his own 
( ,°uey, his profits are increased by an amount equal to the interest. The pur- 

asing power represented by the additional profit, or the interest, is differently 
jtllS rihuted, but its aggregate volume is not diminished. When money is paid, 
ouf11^68 no difference to the person who receives it whether he has been paid 

°f a credit balance or an overdraft. The purchasing power of the moncv is 
ne same.

Q| The aspect with which we are most concerned is the variation in the supply 
sio!n°fey uvuhuhle to be borrowed, or, in other words, the contraction or expan- 
h) th credit. It is customary for advocates of the social credit theory to refer 

repayment of a bank overdraft as the “ cancellation of credit.” It is true 
jg "he debt of the borrower is thereby reduced or extinguished, but the question 
of V, whether individual accounts are cancelled, but whether the total volume 
videdt crec^ in use by industry is reduced or any part of it cancelled. Pro
che t ia* *he bank is able and willing to lend the money to some other borrower, 
t>]1aJTPayment of a bank advance or overdraft has no more effect upon the pur- 
lend!'!^ P°Wer °f the community as a whole than has repayment to any other 
t]lerCr: ff> however, the banks are unable or unwilling to make fresh loans, 
as tf 1S a tendency for the purchasing power of the community to contract, just 
Point ^ ‘S a tendency for it to expand when bank advances are increasing. The 
exist » 1S both of these are temporary conditions which do not prove the 

°uce of a permanent tendency towards a shortage of purchasing power.

Savings
Th iIn thp'C as* °f our three questions is concerned with the question of savings, 

brand fument presented by Mr. J. C. Foley, on behalf of the Tasmanian 
°f the Douglas Social Credit Association, it was contended that—

The total costs of industry can certainly be recovered if the incomes 
at C°Psumers are sufficient in the aggregate to purchase all final products 

Prices which cover costs of production, and if all incomes are used for 
this purpose.
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It is well known that all consumers do not use the whole of their incomes 
to purchase consumers’ goods. Some are able to purchase all they require 
without using the whole of their income. Others can only save by foregoing 
consumption. Still others require to spend the whole of their incomes on con
sumers’ goods, and cannot save.

Savings may be regarded as purchasing power withheld from the market 
by refraining from consumption. The most common reason for saving is to 
provide security against the ordinary risks of life. A great part of the savings 
consists of amounts paid to life assurance companies, superannuation funds, and 
friendly societies, or lodged on deposit with banks. Of the amounts paid to 
the life assurance companies, superannuation funds and the friendly societies, 
part is distributed in the form of salaries and expenses and benefits. The balance 
is invested in some form, as for instance in government loans or other securities, 
or on mortgages. These amounts furnish the borrower with funds which are 
expended to provide employment, or to purchase materials or capital goods. 
Bank deposits provide a basis for bank advances which are used for similar 
purposes. No doubt part of the bank deposits at any time consists of money 
awaiting investment, but such amounts are available to the owner either on 
demand or at a certain date.

At any given moment, some are saving out of income, others are spending 
past savings, and others again are borrowing against future income for the 
purpose of buying consumable goods. At all times, considerable amounts are 
being distributed to individuals to the form of superannuation allowances, 
friendly society benefits, and the proceeds of life assurance and endowment 
policies, all of which represent savings, or the result of savings, made in the 
past. These examples show that the supply of purchasing power is affected by 
many influences to which the advocates of the social credit theory do not appear 
to attach sufficient weight.

It is not denied that the relation between saving and spending may 
materially increase or decrease purchasing power. If the rate at which pm-' 
chasing power is being withheld from the market by saving is not equalled by 
the rate at which it is being put back into the market by the production of capital 
goods, there will be a decrease of purchasing power and a tendency for prices to 
fall. If, on the other hand, the production of capital goods exceeds the rate ot 
saving, there will be an increase of purchasing power, and a tendency for price® 
to rise. But both these conditions are temporary, and afford no justification 
for the conclusion that the practice of saving, in itself, creates a permanen 
tendency towards a shortage of purchasing power.

The fact that some persons enjoy an income which is more than sufficient 
to purchase all that they need in the form of consumers’ goods, while others 
cannot purchase the consumers’ goods that they require to maintain a reasonable 
standard of living, indicate an unequal distribution of income. But that is a 
condition which the social credit proposals do not attempt to alter.

The Remedies

The social credit theory is based on the assumption that there is a Pel 
manent tendency towards a shortage of purchasing power. To remedy this 
proposed that purchasing power should be increased either by giving to *1 
retailer, who sells goods at the “ just price,” a compensatory payment, or, 
the payment of a “ national dividend,” or by both these means. But as we ha 
shown that this tendency does not exist, we cannot accept the proposed remcd’ 
as a solution of the problems which the social credit theory purports to sop ' 
The social credit remedies are intended to be applied, not only in a depress^ 
but at any time. The amount of credit proposed to be distributed is ^ 
insignificent, for although no attempt has been made to calculate the aUeg 
shortage, social credit advocates speak of a compensatory payment of 25 P
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cent of selling prices. The remedies therefore are merely a method of credit 
expansion, and as this subject is discussed in another part of our report, further 
comment is unnecessary.

The items included in the national credit account, and the method of its 
Preparation, have been described and need not be repeated. Our first criticism 
is that the practical difficulties which must arise, both in obtaining the necessary 
information, and in measuring the value of each asset, are so great that any 
Result disclosed by the account would be useless for the purpose for which it is 
intended. No doubt some reasonably correct estimate could be made of some of 
the items, but any estimate of others would be unreliable, and any attempt to 
calculate “the commercialized value of the population” would be merely a guess.

The idea underlying the national credit account is that the property of the 
community may be used as security for an issue of credit up to the full amount of 
l”8 value. There is no recognition of the fact that some of the property may 
already have been pledged as security for loans, or that it may be so used 
subsequently. In that event, the same property would be the security for two 
separate and distinct advances, one being the issue of credit by the national 
Credit authority, and the other any loan arranged privately by the owner.

The National Dividend

The national dividend is proposed by the advocates of social credit as a 
remedy for the alleged shortage of purchasing power. There is some similarity 
between the national dividend and the social services now provided by the Com
monwealth and by the States. In each case, those who receive the payment have 
heir purchasing power increased, but the fundamental difference is that the 

Present social services are provided out of taxation, whereas the proposed 
ahonal dividend would be provided out of an expansion of credit.

The Just Price

, According to the theory, the “just price” would be determined by reference 
.? the annual debits and credits in the national credit account. But, in prac- 

Cei it would be impossible to determine the exact amount of the compensatory 
* ayment in this manner, and for that reason the advocates of the social credit 

eory appear to be satisfied to estimate the percentage to be allowed.
Va ' r*^le difficulties of applying this proposal have been underestimated. The 
solda^0n ^ie Prices which goods even of the same quality are bought and 
diffi u,nder different conditions, and in the margins of profit, would create many 
sal Cu‘^es’ and it is probable that it would be necessary to regulate both whole- 

e and retail prices and therefore the retailer’s margin of profit, and to institute, 
a considerable cost, an elaborate check over the accounts of the retailer.

Conclusions

our h ^ve giyen full and careful consideration to all the material to which 
selv Edition has been called, or which we 'have been able to discover for our- 
Withes’ uPon this subject. We fully appreciate what has been urged upon us 
«Oci»ireSpe?t to the problem of poverty, but we are unable to find that the 

credit theory offers any solution, 
ur conclusions are as follows:—

There are always some people in the community who have not enough 
money to buy what is necessary for a reasonable standard of living. 
Jm this sense there is, at all times, a shortage of purchasing power. 
The total purchasing power of the community is less at some times 
than at others. In times of depression, for example, the money income 
of the community is less, and the number of people unable to purchase
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necessaries is greater, than in times of prosperity. In this sense there 
is, at some times, a shortage of total purchasing power.

(t>) The social credit theory does not refer to a shortage in either of these 
senses. It alleges that there is a permanent tendency towards a short
age of purchasing power, in other words, that the economic system 
can never distribute to consumers all the money which producers 
have to spend in the course of production.

(c) There is no permanent tendency towards a shortage of purchasing 
power.

\
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Wednesday, May 10, 1939.

t. The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 4 o’clock p.m., 
>e Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Coldwell, Deach- 
p,ani Dubuc, Hill, Howard, Jaques, Landeryou, Lawson, Leduc, McGeer, Moore, 

axton, Ross (St. Paul’s), Taylor {Nanaimo), Woodsworth.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

by Mr. Jaques quoted from a pamphlet entitled “ Banking and Industry ” 
Hint J°sePh, M.A., B. Sc.. A.I.A., of Birmingham, England, and requested 
^ 1 extracts from this pamphlet be printed in the record in answer to the 

Tort of the Commission on the Monetary and Banking Systems of Australia.

prj^Ajj the suggestion of Mr. Howard, it was agreed that these extracts be 
eo subject to the perusal of the sub-committee on procedure.

fcç0n^r- Coldwell, M.P., a member of the Committee, gave an outline of the 
°ituc policy of the C.C.F. party and was questioned thereon.

at 6 o’clock the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, Thursday, May 11, 
by o’clock a.m., it being agreed that Mr. Towers would then be examined 

Howard.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 227,

Wednesday, May 10, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 4 o’clock 
The Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

Mr. Howard: Mr. Chairman, it was suggested at the last meeting of the 
a j^Mttee that I should have the floor to-day to put forward my views ana 
j. ^ certain questions I had in mind. We have now heard from representative 
j rues, so t;0 speak, in the house. We have heard Mr. Landeryou and Mr. 
hi<?Ues from the Social Credit Party ; we have heard Mr. Gerry McGeer from 
has °7n Party, and we have had a few questions from others. Mr. Tucker 
Mr p 0 exPressed his views on the subject. I think that, due to the fact that 
lik 9°Mwell represents another group from which we have not heard, I should 
I eM° concede my place to him in order that he may put his questions now.

aould like your permission to follow that course.
8t Mr- Coldwell: I greatly appreciate what Mr. Howard has done. I under
glad Mr. Jaques wishes to take about ten minutes, and I should be very 

t° allow him to do so, if that is agreeable.
tho ?^r- Howard : I have no objection to that, as long as he does not go over 

ten minutes.
I r]f)^r- Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I thank the committee for the extra time, 
to acj?°t think it will take ten minutes; possibly not five. I merely wanted 
W}jjch *° the statement I made in answer to Mr. Towers’ question yesterday 
W1 was to the effect that if things are as we say they are, why has not the 
PUjch11 broken down before? I mentioned foreign trade and I mentioned the 
f0rJtase °f securities by the banks. But there is one other point which I 

ai)d it is as follows:—
It is sometimes asked how is it that if there is a continually increas

es difference. . . .

by

'Tii

, le Chairman : What are you quoting from now?

?
r;IAQUES : I am quoting from a pamphlet entitled “Banking and Industry”A. w. Joseph, MX, B.Sc, A.I.X WjjJ'Sh

„ insurance actuary and this is a lecture wmc ^tute of Actuaries in Great Britain.
The Chairman: All right.
Mr. Jaques: He says:—

. It is sometimes asked how is it that if there is a continual^ increa^ 
ins difference between costs and purchasing P°we^e 
bas not broken down completely long ago The first■ reason is that 
banks apply the cure of deflation, i.e., they force companies to write 
down perfectly good assets to book values much below their reasonable 

j real values.
^ >G *be other reasons yesterday.

'^eendusion, Mr. Chairman, may I say that the report of the Australian 
th^dtee does not explain the conditions in Australia which are practically 
but *me/s our own-that is. potential riches, potential powers of production

g eat numbers of the people suffering and a great many hun
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thousands of unemployed. I think that the onus is on the upholders of the 
existing system to explain to us why it is that we are in the mess we are i°> 
not only in Canada but in every country in the civilized world. I can only say 
that so far as my experience goes—and it is pretty wide by now—that the 
theories that I mentioned yesterday are the only ones that will give a logic»1 
reason for the condition we are in. Since I was here yesterday, Mr. Chairman 
I have discussed this with my colleagues; and they agree that if we can put 
extracts from this pamphlet on the record, it will meet our case very well.

The Chairman: You have already quoted some.
Mr. Jaques: Very little.
The Chairman : You desire to put some additional extracts on the record •
Mr. Jaques: I have marked the additional extracts, and they are very' 

brief. If we are allowed to put those on the record as the answer to the 
Australian committee, it will meet our case.

Mr. Howard: I would suggest—and this is only a suggestion—that if 
chairman cares to read over the excerpts, rearrange them and put them in, 
will be satisfied.

Mr. Jaques: That is all right. As I said yesterday, Mr. Joseph is a yet 
highly qualified man. He is an insurance actuary and took the highest possm 
mathematical honours at Cambridge university.

The Chairman : Shall we say that the extracts will go on the record subjeC 
to the perusal of the steering committee?

Mr. Howard: All right.
Mr. Jaques: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Towers: May I interject something here, speaking on just one 

of Mr. Jaques’ remarks, where he apparently regarded certain action. of , 
banks as the major cause of the trouble. That action, as I gathered it- j11^ 
the extracts which you read, Mr. Jaques, was a writing down of the bo 
values of companies’ assets to figures substantially below the real value, yy1 
statements of that kind are made in relation to subjects which are consider 
important, it is, of course, very helpful if the statements which, in the 11 ^ 
place, I suppose, are opinions, can be confirmed by facts. I suppose that . 
or two instances of companies which have got into financial difficulties be ^ 
forced to write down their book values would not prove the case so far as 3 
world at large was concerned, on the basis that one swallow does not 
summer. It must be assumed that this action to which he referred is a M 
spread practice and a constant practice. On that basis it should be possibly 
give examples on a considerable scale; in fact, of course, I am sure he c° 
give no examples of that kind on a widespread scale.

Mr. Jaques : Mr. Chairman, of course Mr. Joseph does not mean that ), 
banks hold a pistol to these concerns, but as a consequence of conditions ^ 
we know as deflation, everybody more or less is forced to write the book va 
of their holdings down. _ (1f

Mr. Towers: Surely it should be possible to give widespread exaroP^3 
that as an important and constant practice. re

Mr. Jaques: I could mention the situation which was brought up ^ 
yesterday by Mr. Lacroix, of lumbering; then there is real estate and 
other business; where certain values are attached to the business and regl 
without exactly knowing why, that our wealth is gone; that is, not the 
wealth but the book values attached to the wealth. ff0p

Mr. Towers: And that is something which, through all the y©arS’ 
on constantly on an important scale. I mean, that is the suggestion 
by Mr. Joseph. He is not referring to the calamities which may °v
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individuals or individual companies during a depression. He refers to a 
constant widespread practice which is the major source of the trouble, as he 
sees it, in the present financial system.

Mr. Jaques: I do not think he means to infer, of course, that there is a 
deliberate conspiracy.

Mr. Towers : I am not suggesting that. I am just referring to the actual 
Practice itself.

Mr. Jaques: I think he means that in times of prosperity values increase.
Mr. Towers: He does not say that, of course.
Mr. Jaques: Well, they must have increased, if during a depression the 

bottom falls out of the values; and, of course, as we see it, it is due to the 
shortage of money, which is the object of deflation—to bring prices down. It 
tttay be necessary ; in fact, Mr. Jackson Dodds calls it a healthy purge. It no 
doubt is for the money industry, but it is very uncomfortable for even*body 
else.

Mr. Towers : I did not want to raise a very broad question, but I thought 
Perhaps I should point out that these are statements which Mr. Joseph makes, 
)ut he does not bring forward any evidence in support of his statements.

The Chairman: Mr. Jaques, will you mark the extracts you wish put in?
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
The Chairman : Have you marked them?
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
The Chairman : May I have them?
Mr. Jaques : Yes.
The Chairman: All right, Mr. Coldwell.

^ Mr. Coldwell: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, you were good enough to 
j^gest yesterday afternoon that perhaps—since a number of points of view 
th,Ve been brought before this committee and I have been rather quiet during 
e 18 inquiry largely because my attention has been occupied with another 
g ln,nittee and the wheat problem in the house—it might be well if I would ask 
Hi'1]0 Tiestions or give an outline of what I thought in connection with this 
a ID - a?k questions might take two or three hours. Consequently, I 
I, * Soing to take the opportunity of placing before you some ideas which I 

’Q very hurriedly put together since yesterday afternoon, 
b the very outset, I should like to say this : Yesterday morning I felt 
a k > e soc’al credit group might have placed before you, either then or at 
subsequent time, a somewhat clear and definite outline of what their con- 
MipC t 6 Proposals were. I had no intention of expressing any antagonism 
beli!\ n?ade that suggestion; because Mr. Jaques very clearly stated that he 
Vvisht *n *he present system, the capitalist system, and that they did not 
it1fe ,).change that particular system. But it so happens that I saw a rather 
I «ting comment on that in a book which I have before me, and which 
Writt^ °J)enc(l to-day, incidentally. It is entitled “Socialism in New Zealand” 
jVtinT‘n by John A. Lee. John A. Lee is parliamentary under-secretary to the 
v°ll)n cr °f Finance of the dominion of New Zealand. At page 43 of this 

le he says this:—
The Douglas Credit Party was also, at that time, interesting the 

People of New Zealand in credit and currency reform Douglas Crerht 
agitation sweeping New Zealand like a religious revival. While no one 
could outline any Douglas Credit constructiveproposals nearly everyone 
was able to understand and agree with the Douglas Credit m men 
criticism of the orthodox financial machine The very Acuity f 
standing Douglas and his algebraic symbols and theorems rendered
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servatives more willing to listen to the Douglas movement’s critical and 
able analysis of capitalist finance. Thousands who because of past 
political hostility found the Labour Party altogether too vulgar an 
organization, rallied to the Douglas Credit movement, which in a few 
months reached extraordinary proportions and sold a huge amount of 
literature. These thousands, after being won to a position of scepticism 
in regard to capitalist finance, could not rest in the Douglas movement 
but started to study the practical and positive proposals of the New 
Zealand Labour Party. And although the Dogulas credit movement 
withered away almost as rapidly as it had blossomed, nevertheless it 
can be said finally that the Douglas credit movement’s activities were 
the corridor through which tens of thousands of voters entered the Labour 
Party. Douglas credit agitation must have a big share of the credit 
for any Labour success, although the Labour Party is thoroughly 
socialist in its policy.

That, I think, is a very interesting commentary by the under-secretary to the 
Minister of Finance in New Zealand as to the lack of constructive proposals 
which they were able to give.

Now, the C.C.F. has always placed the public ownership and the control 
of the financial system in the forefront of its economic policy. The estab' 
lishement of a publicly owned central bank to control currency and credit 
in the public interest has been one of its fundamental proposals. When the 
Bank of Canada was taken over as a publicly owned institution, the Montreal 
Gazette described the Act as a triumph for our little group.

But mere public ownership is only a step. Its success depends upon the 
policy under which it operates, and this, in turn, depends upon governmental 
policy. That, I think the governor has brought out on several occasions.

Only to the extent to which the financial system is used as an instrument 
of social and economic progress can it be regarded as a national asset.

Under modern capitalism, those who control and direct the financial system 
to a preponderant extent dictate the volume and type of production and the 
conditions or distribution. If, therefore, the publicly owned Bank of Canada 
operates merely as a central bank of issue and re-discount, leaving the amoua 
and nature of loans and credits in the hands of privately owned and proh 
making institutions, there will be little, if any, social advantage in the nation® 
ownership of the central institution.

No form of social ownership can be really effective apart from the social^®' 
tion of the financial system. This involves more than monetary reform, t-houg 
monetary reform is also an integral part of the C.C.F. proposals.

The problem, too, is larger than the control of the creation of credits, f°! 
finance enters into every phase of the production and distribution of goods ®n 
services. It, therefore, covers the entire field of our economic relationship, 
and cannot be considered apart from the control of the national commerce an. 
the machinery of production ; in a word, our entire economy. Some p®0Pg 
erroneously think that manipulations of finance alone could increase purchasi®p 
power. This, we believe, has proven to be wrong. In the opinion of the C-C- ^ 
the socialization of finance must be considered as an important step towards 
intelligently planned national economy. Such an economy would distribu^ 
sufficient purchasing power among the people so that they might be able 
obtain the maximum amount of goods and services.

Mr. Cleaver : How?
Mr. Coldwell : Just a moment, and I shall answer your question. Th j 

as the efficiency of production improved, the standards of living and the soc 
services would improve proportionately.

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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Now, in order to get- the answer to this question, may I say that in the 
discussions that have occurred before the committee, it has been quite obvious 
that it is easy to lose all sense of proportion—

The Chairman : Hear, hear.
Mr. Coldwell : —in studying the complexities of the financial system.
It is equally obvious that to many money is wealth, whereas the fact is that 

'noney, and the procedure by which money, or credit, which is so large a part of 
°"r so-called monetary system, is created, issued and permitted to be used, is 
neXcr anything other than the accounting system for the actual property rights 
Much are distinctive of the economic system within which we operate. This 
1£,the central governing purpose for which money came into existence, and for 
W|'ich I believe it exists.
, . Hence, one of the principal objects of a central bank must be to provide a 
airly stable measurement which can be used for the accountancy and transfer 

0 Property rights between individuals who need that service.
The Chairman: Are you speaking now of a socialist system?
Mr. Coldwell: I am speaking of any system.
The Chairman : Would it not be different?
Mr. Coldwell : No.
The Chairman: When you talk about the transfer of property?
Mr. Coldwell : Well, you will see in a moment that I endeavour to show— 
The Chairman : I did not mean to interrupt.
Mr. Coldwell : —that within our present economic system property is 

c °Te °r less concentrated in the hands of a few and tends to become more con- 
n rated instead of less concentrated.

b0 , The Chairman: That is why I asked the question. Surely there would 
to tl, Tfference between the capitalist system and the socialist system in regard 

transfer of property and use of money for that purpose? 
the ^r" Coldwell : Yes, there would be some difference, but not perhaps to 

«t«t or in the manner which some people imagine. 
saL ''Tat this system or any system requires is that there should be for the 
f0r e °f convenience for the distribution and exchange of property some token 
C()m s which will not relate to any particular goods but which will measure the 
q„ P?rative property rights in any goods. That answers the Chairman’s 

k n.on> that in any system you must have some means of exchange, 
it, fQ,,lnce we operate in a system based almost entirely upon private property, 
iti (] °ws that as long as the property system remains, the essential purpose 
he n 0 dispersal of goods is not to put the consumer in possession of the goods 
of tjjg s> hut to recover for the property system in money form the equivalent 
heitisj tTds ^ has distributed in that way—the most desirable market condition 
in oft hat which yields the most money for the fewest goods or least labour— 

c words, the opportunity of making the most profit.
Astern? ^EACHMAN' Is that the characteristic distinction of the capitalist

Mr. Coldwell: One. „ ,, . , , , ,
Mr. Deachman: Of getting the fewest goods for the least labour.
Mr. Coldwell: I think it is becoming more and more so. 

ind Mr. Deachman: Has there been an expansion in the earning power of the 
Vl(Iual or of the income in Canada since 191 • rtQQnt,man

that^r' Coldwell: I will answer that question in tins way, i r> ,, ain dg 
is Proportion to the possibilities of production, the a > nm «peakingin ^atively not greater among the masses of the people to-day. I am speakm* 

relative terms.
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Mr. Deachman : What do you mean by “relative” in that sense, as, say, 
between myself and my father?

Mr. Coldwell: Of course, I do not know what the conditions of your 
father were.

Mr. Deachman : Rural Ontario fifty years ago.
Mr. Coldwell: In proportion to the goods that then existed I think in all 

probability that your father could obtain as large or a larger proportion of 
available goods than you are able to obtain under the present economy.

Mr. Deachman: I do not want to interrupt but my suggestion is essen
tially based on the thought that owning to the development of the capitalist 
system in those fifty years the size of the pie is much greater?

Mr. Coldwell: Quite.
Mr. Deachman: And therefore as to the division of the pic there is a 

larger amount of pie for each?
Mr. Coldwell: Quite right. But in proportion to the size of the pie fewer 

people get more of the pie than years ago. At least, that is my opinion.
Mr. Cleaver: That is, you admit that there is a distinct improvement iD 

the general standard of living, but you say that that improvement has been 
greater as to a few?

Mr. Coldwell: That is right.
The Chairman: Real wages in the United Kingdom are supposed to hav° 

increased four times since the Napoleonic wars.
Mr. Coldwell: That is right.
The Chairman: And that would be distinctly under the capitalist system-
Mr. Coldwell: That is right. On the other hand, of course, the possibü1' 

ties of production have increased more than that.
Mr. Cleaver: Before you leave that other point, if you do not mind th(“c 

interruptions—
Mr. Coldwell: No, I do not mind.
Mr. Cleaver: I understood you to suggest a few moments ago that moie 

profits were made where the price was high with respect to cost than undcr 
ordinary circumstances, and I was just going to suggest to you that perhaps y°u 
had overlooked the fact that in many . industries to-day large quantity Pr°' 
duction at lower prices has meant more actual return to the investor.

Mr. Coldwell: That is quite right. No, I have not overlooked that. ^ 
the point I am making is this: That the system, no matter what the need 
dare not produce more goods than can be purchased, otherwise the price j'U 
fall and profits cease. So that it is in reality a scarcity economy rather tha 
an economy of plenty.

Mr. Cleaver: I thought you were coming to that and that you w,e*C 
trying to suggest that the capitalist system could only function under scared-J 
That scarcity was the underlying foundation of the system; and I am J’U 
reminding you that in many industries a plenteous production has meant m0^ 
profits. Let me give you one illustration. The orange crush company 
more money when they reduced the price of their product from 10 cent5 
5 cents a bottle. They sold many more bottles.

Mr. Coldwell: Quite right. But there are exceptions to almost eveU 
thing that you could think of.

Mr. Cleaver: You do not think the exception proves the rule?
Mr. Coldwell: No. . „
Mr. Deachman: Take the case of England where the wealth produe 

is five times greater than it was in 1914. Surely that vast increase of wea 
indicates at least the capacity to provide a higher standard of living?

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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Mr. Cold well : Yes, the capacity.
Mr. Deachman: And has provided a higher standard of living.
Mr. Cold well : If we speak in relative terms I would not quite agree with 

you. As you all know, I was born in England. Taking the relative standard 
of living in the rural districts, where I was born half a century ago, and the 
standard of living to-day, there is an improvement, a marked improvement. 
But my contention is that relatively with the possibilities of production that 
improvement has not been as great as it ought to have been. However, 
that is a matter largely of opinion.

The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Coldwell : This is the crux of the capit alist system and those who 

say that we can maintain the capitalist system and at the same time issue con
sumers’ purchasing power to everyone apart from an equivalent return in goods 
or services are suggesting the impossible.

Now, the maintenance of the capitalist system—I think you all agree with 
this, at least,—depends upon the rigid—and I use the term “rigid” designedly— 
Maintenance of private property ; hence the money it creates and issues is 
exclusively a property token issued only to owners of sound property securities 
M exchange for it. Only by its disbursement for services rendered can the 
forking consumer, whose property is his labour, obtain it.

Thus it will be seen that the governing factor in relation to money and 
credits is not money and credits, but the property for which money is the token. 
* want to emphasize that point ; that one cannot think of money and credit with- 
°ut thinking of the goods and the services that form the basis.

Mr. Deachman : Are you including land in that?
Mr. Coldwell : In what?
Mr. Deachman : You say you cannot think of it without thinking of goods 

atld services; are you going back to land?
, . Mr. Coldwell: No; I do not want to argue that point. I shall refer to it 
briefly a little later, and if I do not I would be glad to get your question then.
, To issue this in large quantities, and to maintain its velocity, can only 
Mve the effect of increasing the number of tokens and thus the amount of money 
( cnianded by the property system in return for goods which are the property 
0 the system, considered as a whole.
, This is what is know as inflation, and of course—I never lose sight of this 
^act during inflation those who suffer most are the persons in receipt of pen- 

and of fixed incomes, and the wage earners. 
w ‘he consequent rise in prices marks a reduction in their real incomes and 

ages and hence decreases their ability to consume the goods of which the 
"bomic system must dispose. Conversely an insufficient supply of tokens 

suffUCCS prices so that production becomes unprofitable, the primary producer 
crs> unemployment supervenes and economic disequilibrium causes unrestand social discontent.
Hence the central problematt uie ecu uni pruuiem of any monetary and banking system, in an

of bo maintain equilibrium, is the fact of the ever expanding possibilities 
-entific production and rising standards of life, 

plent , • Para<b°x of capitalism, that of property and want in the midst of 
We q’i *s (buc ho the fact that millions of people—and for the sake of a name 
tfie 1 ‘ call them the workers—are hired not to produce goods to which they 
housSe .s have a title but to create goods which pass into the owners’ ware- 

b® within the property system.
ruine , Cleaver: Or is the paradox caused by a few rules being necessary, 

es of the game?
^r- Coldwell : I do not think so. I think it is deeper than that..
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Some of these goods only, they may obtain by handing over the property 
tokens which they themselves have received for their labour. I think that is 
obvious.

Mr. McGeer: You made a statement a few moments ago about the issue 
of money and I did not quite catch your statement. Would you mind repeating 
it for me, as to whom the money was issued? You put a limitation upon the 
people to whom the money was issued in the capitalist system.

Mr. Cold well: Oh, yes. I said that money was issued to those who could 
provide sound security for that money, and I excluded, of course, certain excep
tional cases, under relief circumstances, and so on.

Mr. McGeer: Pensions?
Mr. Cold well: And pensions, yes.
Mr. McGeer : Of course, wages are included in that exception too, are they

not?
Mr. Cold well: No, because the wage-earner has something to sell.
Mr. Plaxton : And has sold it to get the money.
Mr. Cold well: He sells his labour to get the token which enables an 

exchange of property.
Mr. McGeer: He may or may not produce something, because in the capi

talist system the failure of private enterprise as well as the success of private 
enterprise contributes to the going concern activity of the general system. For 
instance, there are a great many cases of where men possessed of property put 
their money into investments which turned out to be losses.

Mr. Coldwell : Quite.
Mr. McGeer: And although the wage earners who receive wages during 

that period get paid the result is there is not the return commensurate with the 
distribution—

Mr. Coldwell : You see, Mr. McGeer, there is a real difference between 
your thinking and mine regarding money. You say an investor invests money; 
what he really does is to relinquish a token for property, and if he loses his 
money it has simply transferred property to which he might have had the 
title to somebody else, and the property is still there.

Mr. McGeer : That does not happen. You have, as you do have in the 
capitalist system, the incentive of reward. Whether you are successful, it carries 
with it the risk of loss when you fail—

Mr. Coldwell : I am not discussing that.
Mr. McGeer : No, but then under the capitalist system the wage earner 

benefits not only from successful private enterprise, but in a good many 
instances, he benefits from unsuccessful private enterprise.

Mr. Coldwell : Quite. I am not worried about that point at all, because 
as a matter of fact the property of the worker, his labour, is exchanged f°r 
tokens to property that exists, and whether the man who once owned the token 
or not loses or gains, it makes no difference to the point that I am making, tl'e 
exchange of the property has been effected.

Mr. McGeer: It does make a difference when you lay down the propos'" 
tion that the only basis of the issue of money on a capitalist system is to 3 
class that are certain to produce the equivalent of the money value.

Mr. Coldwell : Do you mean to tell me that the investor who invests 
business, that gains or loses, issues money in the sense in which I am using 1 ' 
or you usually use it?

Mr. McGeer: Why, of course he does, because on our whole debt d3'111 
system—

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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Mr. Coldwell : 1 thought the whole basis of your argument before this 
committee was that the banks issued money.

Mr. McGeer: The banks issue money to people who succeed and who fail. 
Mr. Coldwell : Yes, but that does not alter my position whatsoever, but 

it fundamentally alters yours. However, I should like to proceed.
The Chairman : Proceed.
Mr. Coldwell : I do not want to go off on side issues. I may tell you, 

Mr. McGeer, that when you were before the committee I did not interrupt you.
Mr. McGeer: I do not wish to interrupt you.
Mr. Coldwell : But I am quite glad to get the occasional question. If 

fhe financial system of the capitalist system were to create tokens and distribute 
them directly to all who did not possess property rights to the equivalent value, 
d would be destroying the very purpose for which it was designed. It would 
n° longer be an accurate piece of accountancy for the property system and 
w°uld become claims to take goods for nothing. It would, in effect, have 
exactly the same economic result as the issue of counterfeit money.

If you follow this and agree with me it will be seen that the poverty 
stricken consumer is not short of goods because he is short of money. He is 
short of money because he has no way of creating a property right to goods and 
therefore, in the capitalist system, is not entitled to tokens for them.

Mr. Landeryou: You asked me if I agreed with the first statement that 
money could only be issued against property. Who created all that credit 
during the war years, particularly the $40,000,000,000 made available by the 
United States to' the allies for the continuation of the last great war, and the 
money that was made available in Canada and the other countries of the world? 
whs that backed by goods?

Mr. Coldwell: Just a minute, Mr. Landeryou. I have no objection to 
answering that question at all but you find that a little later I proceed to cover 
mat point. It is true that governments of the various countries did issue large 
fiuanities of money—

Mr. Landeryou: They did not base it upon goods.
Mr. Coldwell : Wait a minute. They did not base it upon goods, you 

biw ■ did base it upon goods, and that was quite obvious, because as these 
. 8 issues of money went into the money market the prices of those goods 

creased and the money issued by the government was more or less recovered 
*°ugh the increased prices of goods.

be. Mr- Landeryou: Then there was no advantage in issuing $40,000,000,000 
cause it just meant an increase in prices.

I , Mr. Coldwell: Well, that is a comment. Under certain circumstances, as 
' mall show in a minute, there might be the advantage—

^Mr. McGeer: Can you show me any instance where the theory of issuing 
to n!^_as a8ainst property to the point of creating the right to establish a title

Property is in operation?
Mr. Coldwell : I beg your pardon? 

the ■ i ' McGeer: Have you any example of where the proposition of divorcing 
Pron '• M money buying power from the right of people to get goods into the 
to that you enunciate of establishing more power on the part of people

d title to goods?
Mr. Coldwell: Yes.

fr. McGeer: Have you any idea how that could be worked out? 
regar ,.r- Coldwell: I would say this, first of all, that what I have been saying 
Under exchange of goods through the use of money is, I think, implicit

°ur present system. My contention is that if we are to get a wider dis-
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tribution we must have a wider distribution of property and we believe that 
that will be brought about by an evolutionary process through what we com
monly call a planned economy structure, and the steps towards that economic 
planning and the restoration of ownership of the great masses of the people 
will be first dealt with by dealing with the great monopolistic, industries that 
ought to be public services.

Now, you have to bear this in mind, that in order to get over the point 
that I am trying to convey you have to consider all that I am going to say.

Mr. McGeer: Well, of course, but what I have always had in mind was 
that even when you established public ownership those different individuals 
who are employed—for instance, take the Soviet scheme. I have thought that 
their recognition of a public utility service in money for the purpose of distribut
ing tokens that the people of Russia use was, after all, still evidence that even 
in a socialist state the circulation of money was there more or less as the 
economic blood-stream of the socialist system.

Mr. Coldwell: I have not said anything in opposition to that. In fact, 
I said in any system you must have a medium of exchange.

Mr. McGeer: The point I had in mind was that whether you changed from 
money bases, giving power to some other title to property giving power—

Mr. Coldwell: My point is that only those who have property rights, 
except in exceptional circumstances, can obtain money.

The Chairman: Mr. Coldwell, when you use that phase “property rights’ 
you mean capital goods, do you, as opposed to consumer goods?

Mr. Coldwell: No; I am using the term for all types of good<.
Mr. Plaxton: That would include labour.
Mr. Coldwell: As I have said, that would include a man’s labour that he 

had for sale, as his property.
Mr. Cleaver: Your contention is, under the present capitalist system, that 

all individuals under that system do not receive their proper commensurate 
share?

Mr. Coldwell: That is what I am developing.
Mr. Cleaver: To title goods.
Mr. Coldwell: And further that proposals merely for the issue of large 

volumes of currency and credit would not—
Mr. Cleaver: It does not answer the question unless you start giving ^ 

away.
Mr. Coldwell: It does not—
The Chairman: Gentlemen, I think really, and I include myself, we are 

anticipating what Mr. Coldwell is going to say. Why not allow him to g° 
ahead and develop his argument? He probably will answer the questions in a 
minute.

Mr. Coldwell: I said that money makes its original entry into the econo»1) 
as an issue of tokens against certain acceptable securities or property righ|~’ 
Banks, therefore, do not create money and credits out of nothing but on the 
contrary out of very real and tangible rights to the ownership of property already 
in existence. I want to emphasize that point. To say that credits are create1 
or loans made against future production is manifestly incorrect—

Mr. Taylor: What was that again?
Mr. Coldwell: To say that credits are created or loans made again1', 

future production is manifestly incorrect, for such credits or money are create 
or loaned against property which already exists and to which the borrow6 
relinquishes title, temporarily at least, but effectively to the lender. Thi >

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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under capitalism, is merely sound business practice, and to attack the banks 
because they refuse to make loans which will not bring them profit is to request 
them to do something which no capitalist enterprise can do and continue 
t-o exist.

Mr. Deachman: Now, finish that right at that point. Tell us how social- 
'sm would do that.

Mr. Coldwell : Just a minute. The trouble lies not in the banks apart 
hom the system but in banking as a part of the profit, property or capitalist 
economy.

To-day we are faced with the breakdown of the economic system. The 
abundance of a scientific age can no longer be passed through the old channels 
°* distribution. This is not because the capitalist system fails to distribute 
sufficient purchasing power by way of wages, salaries, rents, interest and profit 
“ut because purchasing power is distributed so unevenly that only a part of the 
c°nsumable goods and services produced can find a market. That is my 
opinion. Too much of the available purchasing power is given to a few people 
^bo cannot consume the goods and services they could buy, while too little 
^0es to many people who could consume the goods and services they cannot buy.

This was brought out very clearly by the American committee which made 
ljuational survey of potential productive capacity in the United States in 1932. 

bey came to the conclusion that if used to capacity the American economy 
"«Id provide goods and services equal to an income of some $4,300 a year, 
uted in money terms at that time, 1932, for every family of four persons in 
e United States.

Mr. Cleaver: Would not the obvious answer then be that we should enact 
^'uicient new rules to offset the practice of big business, the practice of the 

°ftopoly parties and other things which bring about this unequal distribution?
* Mr. Coldwell : That is to say that our legislative bodies should attempt 

J control capitalism?
}, Mr. Cleaver: Well, on account of the growth of capitalism new features

c arisen which must be met by new legislation.
Mil K*r' Coldwell: Yes, I agree with that, and I would say this, that I believe 

be the process of evolution.
y0ll Mr. Cleaver : In other words, you do not throw away an automobile because 

blow a front tire; you mend the tire.
ljtjo'Mr- Coldwell : Mr. Moore suggested I might place this point of view 
in» f,e the committee. I am doing it. But I am not under any illusions regard- 
Miat T Se matters. I do not expect to see all the things that are implicit in 
ana * a,n saying done overnight. I believe that society progresses step by step 

a period of time.
an a',r' Deachman : There is one question to which I am very anxious to get 
CaPit-?Ver' ^ou believe the banks would not be able to loan money or advance 
state ]’ We wiH say, unless it was profitable. How could you, under a socialist 

’ b° any better? How could you advance money to institutions which couldHot

^,.Mr
Vyx . V* ^ V V l V, i . LIU >> V V.

aintain their property ; as, for instance, the Canadian National Railways? 
ati0r|r'. Coldwell : Well, just a moment; you mentioned the Canadian 

>0g s Railway. I do not agree that the state should not, or that the bank- 
Ratigj. "bthin the state should not provide for, we will say, the Canadian 
C°bntrv nRailwaY because it is a service which is of primary necessity to a 

y hke Canada which cannot do without railways.
a factrf ^eachman: Now, this might be a better example: suppose there was 
abvancr^ bo be started in this city. Under capitalism the money can only be 
CaPital ' ^ or will only be advanced to it if it is profitable, otherwise the

lnvested is lost. What would you do with that under socialism?
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f!

Mr. Coldwell : Under a socialist state the question would not be asked 
as to whether this industry was likely to be profitable; the question that would 
be asked would be, is - this industry likely to be useful and necessary?

Mr. Deachman: In case it failed to be useful and in case it failed to earn 
enough to maintain its property, that money would be lost. How would that 
be worked out under socialism? You are destroying your capital.

Mr. Coldwell: You are thinking in terms of capitalism, and I am thinking 
in terms of another system entirely. Now, I am thinking in these terms : that an 
industry which was useful and necessary would not become to this community 
an unprofitable industry; it would be distinctly profitable.

Mr. Deachman: I cannot follow that. Supposing the factory started and 
the people were unable to accept its goods, and they must make some adjustment, 
then the capital invested in that industry would be destroyed.

Mr. Coldwell: May I ask you this question: why would not the people 
receive the goods?

Mr. Cleaver: I take it that you raise the rates to the point where the 
scheme would pay.

Mr. Coldwell: It would be bad judgment on the part of the economists 
who would be advising those in control of industry—and of course you get bad 
cases—and there would be a loss.

Mr. Deachman: You must admit their judgment would not be any better 
than that of economists to-day because there would be the same men function' 
ing and the same man at the head of the central bank.

Mr. Coldwell: I am not talking of the central bank.
Mr. Deachman: I threw that in for the benefit of Mr. Towers.
Mr. Coldwell: As a matter of fact—
The Chairman: That is our reference.
Mr. Coldwell: Although I believe that the operations of our banking 

system are to some degree anti-social in this sense that they do not serve socie ; 
as they ought to serve it, I am quite willing and ready to assert this, that thw 
are among our most efficient capitalist institutions from the point of view of t 
people owning and controlling those banks, and I think they take the advice 
if it is tendered to them—of their economists because economists give the advi 
on the basis of protecting the banking institutions and making a profit.

Mr. McGeer: Will you permit me one question because I have to g° 
another committee?

Mr. Coldwell: Yes, Mr. McGeer.
Mr. McGeer: Now, what is the suggestion? It is not because there is 110 

enough money issued but because it is unequally distributed?
Mr. Coldwell: That is right. t
Mr. McGeer: What I suggest to you is this: in our system do y°u, 

agree that if we expended larger sums of money on pensions to the aged, ta ^ 
care of children, and on education and health training, on the developi«eIU0ll 
public parks, beaches, winter play-grounds, and on the general beautifiÇatcp, 
of city and countryside, and in such things as research work, and the roalILey 
ance of order internally and externally, that that type of distribution of 111 
would not improve the lack of consumers? ^

Mr. Coldwell: I am sorry, Mr. McGeer, that you cannot stay, bee j 
at the close of what I am going to say I shall say something about tha • 
agree with you thoroughly.

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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Mr. McGeer: The only point I wanted to make was this: that in addition 
to there being an unequal distribution, it may be that in some channels of 
activity there is a want of sufficient distribution.

Mr. Cold well: Quite. That is what I am saying.
Mr. McGeer: And that as far as the capitalistic system—without going 

to socialism—is concerned there is opportunity for vast improvement providing 
one thing—

Mr. Cold well: Quite.
Mr. McGeer: —that we do not make the cost of that money too burden

some to the people able to pay taxes.
Mr. Cold well: Quite. I agree with that. I was going to say something 

like that in a few minutes.
Mr. Plaxton : Are you proposing a system that is completely workable 

within the confines of one country?
Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
Mr. Plaxton : Regardless of the fact that that country is not self-con

fined as to raw materials and food?
Mr. Coldwell: I will answer that question in this way, Mr. Plaxton, that 

in the evolution of any system of society—and the world has passed through 
c°nstant evolution from one form to another form—there have always been 
states that have been far ahead of other states in that evolution, and invariably 
°ur experience in the past has been that human ingenuity has always been able 
t° meet those situations as they arose, and I believe that in the transition which 
ls coming—because whether we approve of that transition or not I think to-day 
every thinking man almost who makes a study of our social and economic affairs 
Fealizes that we are in a period of transition—and in that transition human 
lngenuity will be able to balance things as between state and state in a real 
World.

Mr. Cleaver : Under almost any type of system, 
f Mr. Coldwell: Yes. In fact, we have seen in the last few years the 
.jurist states producing one kind of economy and state capitalism—I think 

at is a better description for Russia—with another kind of economy, and yet 
jpadually the nations of the world are able to or will be able to reconcile those 

0I1flicting commercial interests in the international sphere, 
j. Mr. Landeryou: There is one question I would like to ask you along that 

e- If you socialize the means of production—that is what you have recom- 
ended, socializing the means of production—

^r- Coldwell : Ultimately; the principal—I would qualify it—the principal 
ans of production.

nn Mr. Landeryou: You also contend there will be a monetary system in 
Nation, do you not?

Mr. Coldwell: Quite.
Pow]Vtr' Landeryou: Now, what plan have you for distributing purchasing 
g0; er the people when you socialize the means of production? How are you 

8 to distribute the goods?
have f' Coldwell : Well, Mr. Landeryou, you have asked me what plans I 
m0rri-lor distributing the goods; that is the question I asked you the other 

lng. I will answer that, however.
Mr. Cleaver: Give us the beer can story. 

feg0u L- Coldwell: I will answer it. If the state owns and controls its natural 
k>orerCes’ Principal means of production—that is the ability to produce 
receiy^?^8—those who perform any useful function within that state would 

w,e ^e reward for the services they render.
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Mr. Cleaver: Who would determine that?
Mr. Cold well: Now, who would determine that?
Mr. Cleaver: That really predicates an autocracy, does it not?
Mr. Coldwell: No, it does not. It does not predicate an autocracy at all- 

in fact, it predicates the very flowering of democracy ; because within a state 
the organized producers of every kind and description who would also be the 
organized consumers would, through their representation and their representa
tives, decide what was a fair and just remuneration for the various services 
rendered. In other words, you would get complete self-government.

Mr. Howard: We would not get much.
Mr. Coldwell: I do not know about that. May I proceed?
The Chairman: Yes, Mr. Coldwell, proceed.
Mr. Landeryou: Mr. Coldwell suggested that he asked me a question and 

I refused to answer it, and I would like to know how he would distribute that 
purchasing power.

Mr. Coldwell: I think I answered it.
Mr. Landeryou: I did not understand your answer.
Mr. Coldwell: If you cannot understand it, that is not my fault.
The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Deachman: There was one little question which I think would solve 

this whole matter, if you would answer it. In a socialist condition naturally 
it is left to the people to distribute the wealth by their own action; what share 
would come from Mr. McGeer and what share would come from Mr. Jaques?

Mr. Coldwell : I leave that to your imagination.
Now, the real trouble, in my opinion, is in the capitalistic economy which 

distributes so much money to a few people, that this money is not available 
to buy consumers goods. This is the inevitable result of the property system» 
and no monetary reform schemes which fail to take note of this fact-some oI 
them do, of course—can succeed.

Mr. Cleaver: What do you mean by the property system, and where
would you draw the line?

Mr. Coldwell: I pretty well defined that.
The Chairman : I confess I did not understand you.
Mr. Coldwell: All right, Mr. Chairman, for want of a better word

called it the property system.
The Chairman : Called what the property system?
Mr. Coldwell: The system under which we live to-day.
The Chairman: Oh, I understand; the capitalist system, private propery*
Mr. Coldwell: Yes, but I did not want to introduce the word capita'*?,

.... ,. — . ^,alf •

icrty
•Vi?”if I could avoid it, because you might have a discussion on “What is capita1

The Chairman: That explains that matter because socialism has a prop6 
system, but a different ownership of capital goods. *

Mr. Coldwell: Yes, a personal property system. Moreover, the preS® 
capitalist system is, as I remarked before, essentially a scarcity economr 
Now, Mr. Deachman does not agree with me, but we have seen over and o 
again that plenty is a menace to its price and profit structure and hence ^ 
recent developments in the realm of power production have brought mankj .g 
face to face with the inherent defects of the system. So grave has the 6I1yJ. 
become that one might almost say the world is in the throes of a chroni6 £ 
continuous depression. Hence men and women surrounded by goods and 'v^r0 
possibilities of producing many more are apt to say: “Our trouble îS 
have no money.”

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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Mr. Deachman : Silence does not give consent.
Mr. Cold well: They fail to see that the reason they have no money lies 

deeper than a faulty banking system or the alleged stupidity of those who 
operate it.

The Chairman : Hear, hear.
Mr. Cold well: Such a shortage of money they think is brought about 

1101 by faulty control of the machinery of production and distribution but in the 
control of finance and its faulty mechanism. This, in my opinion, mistakes 
^ue shadow for the substance of real things. We believe that monetary and 
Social reform are important, indeed fundamental steps in any reform movement, 
but we insist that it must be related to and keep abreast of reform in the whole 
eeonomic structure. In other words, it must be part of an evolutionary process 
^suiting from the rapidly changing, scientific, mechanical and social environ
ment. For us this evolution must be directed, consciously involving, as it does, 
he co-operative effort of the community to plan constructive action in the 

Production and distribution of things needful to the good life, as we might
it. It follows then that the community must control its natural resources 

abd those monopolistic and basic industries upon which our life as a com
munity depends. This does not involve the destruction of the idea of private 
Property. Indeed to-day there is too little private property owned by the 
Qlany and too much public property owned by the few.

Mr. Cleaver : It is really the amount of profit you are complaining of.
. Mr. Cold well: Yes, distribution. Our aim should, therefore, be: more 

fixate property for more people which involves less private property for 
e few people.

Mr. Landeryou : Would you suggest breaking up the farms into smaller

> Mr. Cold well: No. That question I think is quite unnecessary, because 
aiu speaking of monopolistic industries.

The Chairman : Give us an example, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Coldwell: An industry?
The Chairman : That is monopolistic.
Mr. Coldwell : I think perhaps I can give you several examples.
The Chairman : Give us one.
^r- Coldwell : I would say farm implements.
The Chairman : No, there is very strong competition, I assure you. 

of Coldwell: Now, Mr. Moore, I happened to have been a member 
® committee which went into the prices of farm implements.

The Chairman : Yes.
of tjW\r- Coldwell: And I think it was pretty well the unanimous opinion 
c°btr ii committee that one company, the International Harvester Company, 
'bdi]S? e^ per cent in all of the production and was in reality a monopolistic 
of 4.1 ry> since it was able because of its size to set the prices for the products 

c entire industry.
Chairman : I think you are wrong.

Well 'V'r' Coldwell: I heard the evidence, and that was the conclusion pretty 
1 generally.

the Chairman: I am in a somewhat embarrassing position in regard to 
btter. I know you are wrong.

the fmr' Çoldwell: And I was just going to say the Imperial Oil Company, 
Perial Tobacco Company, and a number of others.
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Mr. DBACHMAN : You will admit that many of these large corporations 
have shown us the greatest operating efficiency and the greatest price reductions?

Mr. Coldwell: Quite. I am not saying that, I am pointing out further 
that these monopolistic industries might be made to serve us even better than 
they have.

Mr. Cleaver: Your sole complaint being excess profits in the hands of 
a few.

Mr. Coldwell: And control too.
Mr. Cleaver: Yes; would not the obvious thing be to seek ways and 

means of restraining or preventing these extra profits?
Mr. Coldwell: What I am suggesting is as it were a goal to which we 

must move by definite steps, some of which will readily occur to you. Now, 
nothing short of this basic reconstruction will serve to remove all—I emphasize 
the word all—the consumer disabilities which the present economic structure 
contains. Some, yes. Our problem therefore is primarily not one of the issue 
of credit or of new ways of using the so-called purchasing power, but one of the 
control and distribution of real goods themselves. That is, we realize this! 
we should consider the financial system as not only an accountancy system 
but as a method of relating our productive possibilities with our consumé 
capacity not, as now, as a means of restriction, of our consumptive capacity^ 
a profit necessity. Our movement has placed in the forefront of its program 
the socialization of the banks and gives as our immediate objective as distinct 
from our long-range objective; (a) to place the entire issue and control o* 
currency and credit under the publicly owned and controlled Bank of Canada- 
We would have to keep that before this committee. And (b) To bring other 
banking and credit institutions under public ownership and control so that the 
financial system should become the instrument of public economic policy an“ 
social progress. We believe that it is possible through democratic action aim 
control to plan our production and distribution so that the actual and potent^1 
abundance may bring security and “the good life” to every Canadian citiz®W 
Such a process must be evolutionary, rather than what is sometimes call6" 
revolutionary; and in that process of social and economic evolution monetary 
and financial reform must find its proper place.

Mr. Cleaver: What evidence have you from the few experiments which 
we have already made in the socialization of industry that socialized industry 
will be more efficient than privately owned industry?

Mr. Howard: It won’t.
Mr. Coldwell: Mr. Howard says it won’t,
Mr. Howard: I will give you an example afterwards.
Mr. Cleaver: The witness (Mr. Coldwell) must think it is so or 11 

would not advance those views.
Mr. Colowell: I think that in the main, properly planned, it would 

more efficient; so long as you have this in mind, that within our present syst of 
where you have a co-operative or socialized industry that co-operative 
socialized industry must play the game according to the rules of the syst 
within which it operates, which creates difficulties; but in spite of that I w° jC 
say this, that in this very province of Ontario the Ontario Hydro Elec ' 
Company, for example, has been a very highly efficient publicly owned uti

The Chairman: There are two points of view there. ^
Mr. Coldwell: Two points of view, Mr. Chairman; but as to this 1 9 

giving my views. o„ed
The Chairman: Before you go on, Mr. Coldwell; I am as strongly 0PPjjiS 

to monopoly, if not even more strongly opposed to it than you are. I* s aJ)d 
to me this is the position when you speak of monopoly existing in Canada,

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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We have had some illustrations of it, you speak of quasi monopoly. For instance, 
in the textile industry if there is any form of monopoly it is a quasi monopoly. 
Now then your suggestion is that we ought to have absolute monopoly under 
state ownership. My suggestion would be that we bring it out of the very 
aPpearance of monopoly and restore competitive services to society. Those 
are the two points of view, don’t you think?

Mr. Coldwell: Yes. And I think I may say this without any reservation, 
that if it were possible to go right back to the old competitive system in every 
Possible form—

The Chairman : I believe it is.
Mr. Coldwell : —national or international we might still find that there 

w°uld be a rough and ready reconciliation of difficulties within that old com
petitive system ; but I believe that the return of the old competitive system 
ls utterly impossible. And consequently—

Mr. Cleaver: Why do you arrive at that conclusion?
Mr. Coldwell: Mr. Cleaver himself asked me that very question a little 

Miile ago.
Mr. Deachman: The vested interests of labour and capital are too strong.
Mr. Coldwell: Yes, the vested interests of labour and capital are too 

strong; and, Mr. Deachman, I will agree with you that labour has a vested 
ffiterest,

Mr. Howard : Sure.
Mr. Coldwell: There is no question about that, but I mean—
Mr. Deachman : We are bringing legislation now before the house to 

pr°ve that.
Mr. Coldwell: That may be so. I am saying it is a vested interest because 

. n organization within a given economic system must of necessity get a vested 
terest in that system after it remains within it.

Mr. Plaxton : You are suggesting then the elimination of the vested inter- 
s °f labour as well as capital.

Mr. Coldwell: No. If it were possible I think the competitive system 
Sot work in a rough and ready way. I said that before.

: Mr. Plaxton : You are suggesting the elimination of the social and vested
terests of labour.

Pot ^r\Coldwell: No, I am not. Don’t misunderstand me. I say you can
to V lminate it, and in the new society which to-day is evolving you are going 
an UlVe a nation-wide increase of organizations in any event, whether it is in 
t0 ,aclvanced form of capitalism or not; consequently, the point that you have 
roj CcMe is whether you are going to let capitalist monopolies rule you or you 

e them.
Chairman : Let us rule them.

, Coldwell : That is the question, and I say we have got to rule the 
°Polies.

h® Chairman : No, no; you suggested that we should have one big
Qpoly.

Peopi
it

^r- Coldwell: Oh, no. If it is a monopoly of the will of the Canadian
or any other people, then I say that is the highest form of democracy;'yPuld be the will of the people.rpj

And that " AIRMAN" ^cy W0UM argue that way. Now I begin to follow you.
is social democracy.

Wonir] k Nanderyou : Would not that mean that the interests of the workers 
by Jc disturbed through the use of solar energy in place of human energy ; 

78eo7M| course, I mean the use of machine-power as compared to man-power?
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Mr. Cold well: Of course, I did mention power production, but to my 
mind the more power production we get and the more the necessity for human 
labour is eliminated, if we have the intelligence we ought to have, the better 
off we ought to be.

Mr. Lander you: If these men are displaced from industry and you have 
socialized means of production and you cannot supply them with the require
ments they need, how are you going to distribute these goods to them?

Mr. Coldwell : I think I dealt with that in part.
Mr. Landeryou: They are making no production because they are elim

inated.
Mr. Cleaver : They are not necessarily eliminated under a proper set-up, 

they would be free to make other things that were needed.
The Chairman: Go ahead, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Coldwell: Not only that, there is no reason in the world why if you 

eliminate the necessity for large quantities of work you are not dividing more 
or less the work that remains and instead of having unemployment, which lS 
leisure in poverty, you could have leisure in abundance and enjoy it.

Mr. Cleaver : Yes, or a higher standard of living.
Mr. Coldwell: That is it. I have said that a purpose, not the sole purpose, 

of a central bank was to secure sound equilibrium in the economy of the nation- 
Taking 1926 as the base year at 100 as the index price, we find the wholesale 
index to have been 95-6 in 1929 and 73-3 in January of this year. This would 
indicate that we are suffering from a serious deflation of prices at the present 
time.

Mr. Cleaver : Have you the intervening figures?
Mr. Coldwell : Yes, I have.
Mr. Cleaver: For the intervening years?
Mr. Coldwell : I have them here somewhere. I just took 1926, 1929 and 

1939.
Mr. Deachman: Give us 1933.
Mr. Coldwell : Consequently I am of the opinion that a considerable 

measure of reflation even from the level at which we are now might be under- 
taken to advantage, and of this situation the Canadian government might mak 
the Canadian farmers and workers the beneficiaries.

Mr. Deachman : They are doing that.
The Chairman: Order, order.
Mr. Coldwell: In the House of Commons we have had the suggest10® 

for the issue of a very large amount of new money. I think the amount con 
templated was some $750,000,000, which would retire maturing bonds, prov1 ^ 
for the retirement also of outstanding treasury bills and leave a large anaoun 
for a public works program. Now, in my opinion the issue of $750.000,000 0 
new money all at once would dislocate our economy and would not achieve t 
results expected of it. Its effect would clog the financial system and create 
condition which might cause even more difficult conditions. In other wor j 
most of the issue would pass immediately into the hands of persons and financ* 
interests who would have no other use for it than to place it in banks for re-in ve 
ment in securities of a similar nature. If they did that the net result would ^ 
a rise in the monetary value of government bonds for sale on the bond mai'k ^ 
and other gilt-edged securities. When these became exhausted or rose ,e 
maximum of attraction from the standpoint of return on investment these p60^ 
and interests would turn to less desirable types of investment with the re-, 
that a severe financial crash might follow. All this might be one effect of ^ 
issue to the owners of government bonds. There is no guarantee that any c 

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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siderable part of the issue would benefit the workers and the farmers to any 
extent, or that such a course would be beneficial to them. You will notice then 
that I am opposed to this original suggestion because of a number of factors, 
hut not altogether on the grounds of inflation, on other grounds. That argu
ment, that is the argument of inflation, under present conditions does not 
frighten me. However, I am convinced that to-day we are suffering from défla
tion of prices, and unemployment, and that the fall in value of our commodities 
111 the past several years must be arrested and co-related to a price rise to the 
Producer or our entire economy will suffer. I am therefore not opposed, on the 
ground that I have already given, to the proposed issue of a large amount of 
mitional money by the Bank of Canada at the direction of this parliament. I 

opposing the method originally suggested by Mr. Landeryou himself because 
* do not believe it would attain the results which he desires or expects.

Mr. Landeryou : We were just dealing with the subject of debt at the time, 
v Mr. Coldwell: That is my own opinion; and if it came before the house, 

Vvould move an amendment.
■ Mr. Landeryou: It was not the issue of new purchasing power we were deal- 

with. It was the issue of money to retire debt, if my friend will remember. 
Mr. Coldwell: That is what I said, precisely, to pay bondholders for the 

^ount that was maturing.
. Mr. Plaxton : You just started to give where that money would travel 

4tterwards.
Mr. Coldwell: I would suggest that we could issue an amount of new 

jOney, say, up to around $100,000,000 for public works, and I am going to ask 
r- Towers perhaps one or two short questions on that afterwards. Our two 
(>st pressing problems at the moment are unemployment and the low prices of 

^''cultural products. To pay the bondholders many millions of dollars might 
t_. 1 affect these problems to any appreciable degree for a stimulation of produc- 

« resulting in greater employment and a consequent demand for farm products 
j ’ll“l depend entirely upon the re-investment of these funds by private capital
ly* and corporations. If, on the other hand, this government authorizes the 
of;\°f Canada to issue, we will say, up to $100,000,000 worth of currency free 
ty 'frbt, as my friend put it, to finance a comprehensive programme of public 
L i ’ social services and housing, the money would pass immediately into the 
HjQ _ of persons who need more food, more clothes, more houses, more furniture, 

e °f everything that industry and agriculture produce.
^r- Taylor: Which are inequitably divided.

^gs,Mr Coldwell: This would improve the demand for milk, butter, cheese,
farni nie£fr and other agricultural products and would immediately benefit the 
thc er' I take it that these are the groups which today suffer the most from 

'lrrent economic chaos.
Landeryou : Might I ask a question? I am in favour of that. 

lr" Coldwell: Would you mind waiting? We should also keep this in our 
thev rand this is where probably there is an answer to those who say that what 
Wes[ll’e d°ing in New Zealand may bring about something of a collapse there. 
Woiddh d keeP this in mind, that when that money had been spent, the nation 
frhn(<, Vc public works, houses and services to the value of the sum issued; the 
the am and the unemployed would have furniture, would have enjoyed food and 
Uriel ]*lf'Vties they now lack; municipalities would have certain tax arrears paid 
The 1T‘ndlnS institutions would have loans repaid and put it to better shape. 
eeive |anufacturer and retailer would also benefit and our economy would re- 

](j( Pronounced stimulus. If we are going to try such an experiment, then I 
g°oq ’t be tried in the manner in which it will be apt to do the maximum 

7860? , Pay off the bondholders, but pump it in at the bottom.
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Mr. Cleaver : How would you propose to pump it in at the bottom, as you
say?

Mr. Coldwell: You distribute it largely in wages for public works and con
struction projects that require a great deal of labor. That would go in at the 
bottom.

Mr. Deachman : Regardless of whether or not they are economically profit' 
able or would improve the economic productive power of the nation?

Mr. Coldwell: At the moment we are faced with a dilemna. That dilemna 
is the continuance of the present unemployment and poverty ; and at the risk of 
something being novel or economically unsound from the point of view of the 
orthodox economist, I would say the experiment is worth trying.

Mr. Deachman : I have a better way of doing it, but I am like the rest ot 
them.

Mr. Coldwell: May I suggest this—
The Chairman: You have the floor.
Mr. Coldwell: —that Mr. Deachman tell us the better way of doing it* 
The Chairman: You have the floor.
Mr. Deachman: I refuse, on the advice of counsel.
Mr. Lander you: May I ask a question?
Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
Mr. Landeryou: I find myself in accord with the proposition of my frieu ’ 

that we should issue more money for public works. But I am going to as 
him this direct question. If the same amount of money was placed in th 
hands of the people in the form of a national dividend, would it not have t*L 
same effect in increasing your demand for cheese, as you mentioned, and 1 
all those other commodities that you have mentioned that they are now 
need of? Would it not have the same effect if they worked on public highway 
and received wages for that? Would it not have the same effect?

Mr. Coldwell: I -would answer that question in the negative, Mr. 
deryou, and I do it for this reason: If you are going to issue a national dividend 

Mr. Cleaver: He means the dole.
aft

Mr. Coldwell: I must answer your question, Mr. Landeryou—you r
going to issue it as Mr. Aberhart, I think, said, to millionnaire and pallP 
alike, to everybody.

Mr. Cleaver: Yes, a dole to everybody. t
Mr. Coldwell: And, consequently, a great deal of it would not go *n 

the bottom but at the top.
Mr. Landeryou: Let us take this proposition of yours of $100,000v <e 

Suppose that we spent $100,000,000 to build a highway. I admit that pe°^e 
will have $100,000,000 to buy cheese and other commodities which 
present time they are in need of. But if you were to give that to the s‘, 9 
people who would work on the highway—that $100,000,000—in the form ^ 
dividend, would it not have the same claim against things' and would no 
same purpose be served?

Mr. Coldwell: But you, would have nothing to show for it afterward 
Mr. Landeryou: That is right. I am not questioning that.
Mr. Coldwell: You would have nothing to show for it afterwards.
Mr. Landeryou: But it would have the same effect.
The Chairman: Order. . $
Mr. Coldwell: May I answer Mr. Landeryou to this effect, that 

opinion a national dividend may come one day, but it will only com6 
[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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*he nation that tries it or the world is under complete communism. That is 
the only manner in which you will get a national dividend for all.

Mr. Deachman: There is one thing I should like to say here, because I 
r° not think the record would be complete without it. Mr. Coldwell quite 
inadvertently, in discussing the question of prices, took the date, I think, of 
*926 as 100.

Mr. Coldwell : Yes.
, Mr. Deachman: An then referred to the present prices and said there 
nad been a decline, that there had been deflation since then.

Mr. Coldwell : Yes.
Mr. Deachman : The bottom of the price level, so far as farm products 

are concerned, was reached in 1932; and there has been a substantial inflation 
°r upward movement of prices since then.

Mr. Coldwell: Yes. I did not speak of farm prices. I spoke of the 
Wholesale index.

. Mr. Deachman: I have it in regard to the cost of living. The cost of 
lviug in 1933 was down to 77.5, and now it is up to 85.

+ Mr. Coldwell: Yes, that is quite true, but what I actually did was to 
a*e the 1926 figure...

Mr. Deachman: But the inflationary movement had started and had 
ade considerable progress.

. Mr. Coldwell: I took 1926, 1929, the year of the crash, and the year in 
WJUch we live.

Mr. Deachman: But you are leaving out the intervening period. 
pr Mr. Cleaver: Before you leave the point in regard to housing would your 
^Position be that the government should go into the business of building

Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
bpil Mr. Cleaver : Do you not think that that in turn would discourage the 
v,agcllnë trade and as soon as the government programme of building houses 
to c °Ver we would still have the men out of work? Would it not be better 
itself1"1"^ ,on the policy which we are now adopting of stimulating the industry 

which will have a continuity of effort?
Were r’ Coldwell: Within our present system, Mr. Cleaver, if that policy 
SevZ, s.Uccessful, I would say go ahead with it; but our experience in the last 
suffi!.- years, or the last two years, has been that that stimulus has not been

u°ient.
Hou,-Ir- Cleaver: The figures for the last six months of the year since the new 
the >, *ias been in force would indicate a remarkable improvement in

euse-building industry.
r- Coldwell: Some improvement, but not adequate. I may say this,that ' .. iaiajlj . V VI11V11V, IVLIV A1UU UX,. a may oay taxis,

have t ano^ler plan has been tried, the Dominion of New Zealand, we would 
did ia° huild this year thirty-five thousand new houses to parallel what they 
P>°Vera year in that country. But in New Zealand, side by side with the 
itftp'.- tlent program, there has also been a great deal of building hv nrivateerests.

M
program, there has also been a great deal of building by private

■jyj1-' Cleaver: Unfortunately I have not the New Zealand figures with me. 
r- Coldwell: I just have the volume here.

^aruiei- Claxton : Do you suggest that the expenditure of $100,000,000 in the 
H r.{, • y°u suggest, beyond the realm of experiment, will produce the results 

^aim would flow?
r- Coldwell: I think it would be a stimulus.
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Mr. Plaxton: Why stop afc $100,000,000?
Mr. Coldwell : It is like a doctor giving a drug ; he may give five grams of 

a drug and do the patient good, but if he gave 500 grams of the drug he would 
kill the patient.

Mr. Plaxton: Why pick on $100,000,000?
Mr. Coldwell: I just said, say, $100,000,000. Or $50,000,000. As a matter 

of fact, I think Mr. Woodsworth gave Mr. Towers something I am going to 
refer to shortly, and Mr. Towers probably has a memorandum on it, which deals 
with an issue of $50,000,000.

Mr. Cleaver: Have you canvassed the idea that your experience might 
work better if that $100,000,000 were spent in some way where it would not 
be in competition with industry?

Mr. Coldwell: Can you suggest anything?
Mr. Cleaver: Yes. Mr. McGeer suggested road-building and perhaps 

power development.
Mr. Coldwell: I think I said that too. Housing was one of the things 1 

mentioned.
Mr. Cleaver: Of course, when the government goes into the housing 

business it is in direct competition with private industry.
Mr. Coldwell: I know, but if private industry will not go into the housing 

business sufficiently and our people lack houses, then it seems to me it is qune 
legitimate for the government to take a hand.

Mr. Cleaver: Why not stimulate the existing industry rather than put 1 
out of business?

Mr. Coldwell: That is all right, Mr. Cleaver; I am not quarrelling wi* 
that point of view at all.

The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Coldwell: The issue of money for public works will, I believe, ha^ 

some results immediately, and may have many good results within a measurab 
period of time. Meantime, the results I have indicated can be expected fr° c 
expending the money to be issued in a public works program. In an expand111” 
economy, public debt, dealing with the retirement of a large volume of de ’ 
is not the most alarming factor in the economic structure. A much 1110 g 
alarming symptom is widespread unemployment and poverty among the fari»e 
and workers.

Mr. Landeryou: Is that not because there is an accumulation of wealth-
Mr. Coldwell: Yes, when in a few hands.
Mr. Landeryou: That is represented by debt. ^
Mr. Coldwell: Just a moment. If you are going to issue money— 

not discussing that phase at all, but what I am saying is—if you are g°in? 
issue money from the government to do certain things, instead of putting h 1 
the stagnant pool at the top pump it into the stream at the bottom. , 0f

Again it may be argued that the retirement of millions of dollars worth 
bonds for new money would tend to reduce interest rates. That is true, b'11 
on the other hand, the money were paid out for public works, the mon®- 
paid would get into the hands of the banks and would have precisely the s .flg 
effect but would have already served a still more useful service in ha ^jjc 
distributed goods to workers and farmers and provided the nation with Pu 
works.

Mr. Landeryou: I am in favour of doing both, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Coldwell: That is all right, 

you had the right amount—
[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]

I am trying the argue that as long
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The Chairman: Go ahead with your presentation, Mr. Coldwell.
Mr. Coldwell : But some will argue that all this would depreciate Canadian 

currency in terms of foreign exchange, and Canada is an exporter of goods. 
Such a depreciation might actually benefit the Canadian producer. Recently 
We have seen a depreciation of the British pound in terms of Canadian dollars. 
In 1932, and we in the west can never forget this, the pound had fallen to about 
13.25 in Canadian money, with disastrous results to the Canadian farmer. A 
depreciation, therefore, of the dollar in terms of foreign exchange would give the 
Producers of export commodities a larger return for their goods in terms of 
Canadian currency. That is, providing the depreciation was not too great.

Under our present system the manipulation of the currency results in 
^creasing or decreasing returns to various classes in the community. At the 
foment, the farmer suffers from low prices, the worker from unemployment, 
whilst those in receipt of fixed incomes from bonds, mortgages, securities, and 
s? on, are able to obtain more goods for the money they expend. The deprecia
tion of the dollar would tend to take something from the latter group and give 
h* to the former. Again we are faced with the problem of choice. Choose either 
employment for the unemployed and better prices for the producer or the privi
leged position of the financier and those who live on securities and more or less 
hxed incomes from many sources. Eventually improved economic conditions 
w°uld improve conditions for all the people but until that improvement comes 
s°me inflation or even reflation would reduce the returns to some groups in the
community.

You cannot get something for nothing although the redistribution of wealth 
jw'ich would result from a large expenditure on public works, financing directly, 
out effectively, increased consumption to the worker and benefiting the farmer 
"'mild eventually result in improved conditions for the nation generally.

Mr. Landeryou : You agree you cannot get something for nothing? If you 
rc going to redistribute existing wealth you will have to take away from those 
o° have to give to those who have not.

Mr. Coldwell : Yes, but those who have not at the moment have performed 
.mwiccs which entitled them to something more than they have. I am not using 

lat in the sense that is sometimes used, 
y Mr. Plaxton: How do you explain the present unemployment relief condi- 

°ns in the United States in light of the vast expenditures?
Im ^r' Coldwell : May I just say something about that in a minute?

Proved conditions would improve our tax position and enable us to collect 
e„c’fe money from those to whom it must eventually flow. If we owned the 
o lre banking system an operation of this type would be easier but we do not 
jjj 11 either the chartered banks or any large segment of industry. Hence we 
^ rely on taxation to recover the national issue in order to re-issue national 
thit°^ *n Intirrej ü we are going to continue that method. This is something 

many people overlook. f
ÏÇç .In my opinion you cannot keep issuing new national money without 
hati‘1Vln® a substantial portion of the former issues. The raising of the total 
aM°fif^ income, however, enables a government to raise revenues by taxation, 
UnH ,t is where I would refer to the United States. For example, in the 
betwG( States the annual national income was increased by thirty billion dollars 
bi]i; een 1932 and 1937, enabling the government to collect more revenue by 4-4 

°ns a year.
Iu Canada our circulating media have declined since 1929, I believe.
VIr. Towers: No, increased.
Ir- Coldwell : By how much? 
r- Towers: The deposits, about 16 per cent.
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Mr. Coldwell : Our circulating media, coinage, bills and so on.
Mr. Towers: Active circulation?
Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
Mr. Towers: I think that is about the same.
Mr. Coldwell: I thought there had been a decline.
Mr. Towers: I think that that thought of a decline often arose from com

paring the total of the dominion note issue before we commenced operations 
with the total of the note circulating position now; whereas under the old 
regime, as you know, dominion notes were used as cash reserves by the banks 
whereas in the main they now use deposits with us.

Mr. Coldwell: There may be an explanation there. I thought there had 
been a decline in active circulation, but in any event the experience of the 
United States has shown that they have at least been able to collect a very 
substantial increase in the form of taxes.

Mr. Plaxton: Are you going to deal there with the unemployment 
situation?

Mr. Coldwell: Now, in the United States they have unemployment in 
spite of all they have done. The priming of the pump in the United States, &s 
it is sometimes called, materially reduced unemployment for a time.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. Coldwell: And moreover, it did this, it relieved us of the necessity 

of doing the same thing, because we benefited from that which they had 
done in the United States. Included in their unemployment, remember, are 
the hundreds of thousands of young men who to-day are in their C.C.C- 
camps, and others who are working on W.P.A. projects. We do not include 
such persons in our returns. I think it shows this and it rather proves what 
I said at the beginning, that these ameliorative steps that can be taken do 
not solve the problem; they only relieve the problem and we have got to g° 
more deeply; but at the moment I am anxious to see something done in this 
country which will relieve the problem and continue to relieve it while we are 
progressing to something that will ultimately cure the problem perhap9 
for us.

Now, we may be told that the present currency is all that we requir® 
to carry our present credit requirements; that the issue of about $100,000,00° 
would increase the reserves of the chartered banks to that extent and enabl® 
them to make new loans if they wished of $1,000,000,000 on the basis ot 
ten to one.

That may be true, but if the banks will not lend money now, and I aD3 
not critical of that because they must run their business as business institu' 
tions within the rules of the game to make a profit, and private enterpr1®® 
will neither expend its own savings nor borrow them, that is, other peopl® 
savings, a government issue for public works is, I think, fully justified-

Now, that is practically all that I wish to say except that I am qu^ 
aware of the danger that would be said to lie in the proposal to issue aW 
large amount of money for public works, because it would, it may ” 
said, increase the volume of goods in terms of money, and it would be a f0lU 
therefore of taxation on large numbers of people, and it would get back agaA 
into the hands of those who control the financial system. All these things wl _ 
be said, I know. I am not arguing that. The question I want to ask Mr. Towe 
is this: I think Mr. Woodsworth gave him a memorandum. ,

Mr. Towers: I am sorry, I have not got the answer to that now. I 
not understand it was needed for today.

Mr. Coldwell: Then I will refrain from asking these questions I011 
It would be much easier to get a short memorandum.

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. Landeryou : Just on that point about the danger of increasing prices 

Mien there is an increase in the volume of money, could not that be overcome 
by non-monetary action such as the establishment of a price control? Would 
y°u be in favour of the establishment of a price control?

Mr. Coldwell: I am very much in favour of certain forms of price con- 
but to my mind price control would not meet the situation that might be 

Seated by a very heavy .inflation. I think the experience of European 
countries shows that we should endeavour to relate intelligently the amount of 
Purchasing power to the amount of goods; but my contention is that is not 
done now, and what I propose, is simply increasing the amount of purchasing 
Power more nearly in line with goods. I think you have to exercise some intel- 
ugence in that regard.

Mr. Jaques: How do you propose to issue the fifty million? In the 
°rdinary way?

Mr. Coldwell: No. I think I made that abundantly clear.
Mr. Jaques: I am sorry ; I did not understand it.
Mr. Coldwell: I used your own term, Mr. Jaques; debt free money.
Mr. Jaques : Oh, I see.

, Mr. Cieaver: I wonder if Mr. Coldwell would now be willing to allow me 
l° ?sk him a few questions as to how he would suggest his proposed system be brought into effect?

The Chairman : I think Mr. Coldwell would be glad to answer any question. 
Mr. Coldwell: Yes, as long as you have patience, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : I am more than patient; I am extremely interested in 

y°dr paper.
Mr. Cleaver: As I understand your proposal, your suggestion is that 

e state should own all industry and should operate all industry? 
th Coldwell: No; I say this, that in the evolution of society I believe 

at that will come about.
Mr. Cleaver: Eventually.

° Mr. Coldwell: Yes, eventually. But I say this, that the state should now 
hT0 ’ c°ntrol and operate those industries that reach the stage of monopoly. 
ans ’ that answers the question that was shot at me by someone, but I did not 
the ;6r regarding the land. In this country land is not by any stretch of 
of pagination a monopoly. It is used by the individual for the sustenance 
Otyjppf and his family and therefore, is proper for personal or private

shonur; Cleaver: Your suggestion, in effect, then, is that only such industries 
^ bp, " * 1 1 1 ’^stem? socialized as could be more efficiently operated under a socialist

n'ti„nC0LDWELL:

effi,
the

I would not put it that way. I say more efficiently serve

Mr- Cleaver: Are those terms not synonymous?
Mr

cient asr- Coldwell: No. An industry might be monopolistic, might be highly 
an industry but might not serve the nation, but really exploitration.

Mr. Taylor: As most of the power companies do.
Mr. Coldwell : Yes, lots of them do.

Cleaver: Then, having reached that conclusion that certain important 
haVp trics should become socialized, how would you finance them? Would you 
t'hoSe a.p'°perative financing scheme and let the general public hold stocv in

mdnstries?
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Mr. Coldwell: No.
Mr. Cleaver: Or would you finance them by the issue of bonds and 

debentures?
Mr. Coldwell: You ask me how we would finance such an industry. Now, 

you notice 1 stated that we would regard the socialization of the financial insti
tutions, including the chartered banks, as fundamental to any program.

Mr. Cleaver: Perhaps I could make my question clearer and get my answer 
more quickly by giving you an illustration: a municipality decides to build a 
waterworks plant to distribute water to the residents of the municipality. That 
plant is owned by the municipality and that plant is financed by issuing deben
tures of the municipality. Is that the way in which you would propose to 
do it?

Mr. Coldwell: You might possibly finance a good deal of your industry 
in that way—your nationally owned industry in that way at the outset.

Mr. Cleaver: Your shareholders in the industry would be the peopl® 
who are patronizing the industry?

Mr. Coldwell: Of course, the owners of your debentures would be the 
people in all probability who would be patronizing the industries.

Mr. Cleaver: Your suggestion is not socialism as I understand it; your 
suggestion is an extension of our present system.

Mr. Coldwell: You will notice, Mr. Cleaver, that as far as I am able 
I seldom use the term “socialism” or “socialist”, the reason being that there 
are so many conceptions of what the term means to-day that you are liable 
to be quite misunderstood.

Mr. Cleaver: Quite; and I am asking these questions, Mr. Coldwell, 
in criticism but so that we may understand your proposal. Your proposal } 
the final analysis is simply that we shall extend our already existing practic 
of public ownership.

Mr. Coldwell: Quite.
Mr. McGeer: Of course, there are few countries in the world that haVe 

any more public ownership than has Canada to-day.
Mr. Coldwell: Yes, Canada has gone a long, long way toward the nation» ' 

ization of its structure, and will go much further. I expect it will be a gradm 
process.

Mr. Cleaver: My next question arising out of that is this: what indus 
tries do you believe would be proper ones to become publicly owned?

Mr. Coldwell: One of the first industries, I would say, that might becoiU 
publicly owned would be the mining industry, on account of the revenue wh> 
it would probably give to the state rather than to that feature of monopov

Mr. Cleaver: Can you give any illustration that would convince y® 
that the mines could be more efficiently operated under public ownership t*1 
under private ownership? Now, I want you to disabuse your mind entl,r,p3, 
of the question of profit, because in my opinion excess profits can be control1 ' 
and it is in the public interest that we should have management of indu5 ^ 
that will be most efficient; but I am perfectly frank to admit that what I 11 “Jo 
seen of public management of industry does not establish in my mind any 
confidence as to public management of an industry such as the mining indus ^

Mr. Coldwell: Well, I would answer that in this way: you want n»e 
eliminate the desirability of taking profits? j

Mr. Cleaver: I want you to eliminate the fear of too great profit5-^, 
believe that can be controlled in another way—a better way than you sugfî

Mr. Coldwell: I will do that. I will eliminate that feature altogetf ,, 
I say that I know of no industry in the promotion of which there is sue 

[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]
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waste of funds that might be used more usefully in society than there is in 
the mining industry.

Mr. Cleaver: Does not that arise in the capitalization of the mine rather 
than in the operation?

Mr. Coldwell: Certainly; of course.
Mr. Cleaver: Then, if private ownership can more efficiently manage and 

operate a mine, and if your problem is simply the problem of the great waste 
that enters into the capitalization and the detrimental effect of excess profits, 
Would not the obvious thing then be to attack those two branches of the problem 
rather than to scrap the whole thing?

Mr. Coldwell : Well, the argument is a logical argument; but on the other 
hand the mining industry is one which takes out of the country, out of the land, 
something which can never be -put back. It is unlike farming in that respect.

Mr. Cleaver: I agree with that.
Mr. Coldwell: And I think this, that the state is entitled to all that 

comes out of that particular resource.
Mr. Cleaver : Quite, but you are speaking of mines; do you think that 

the government could manage and operate the Lake Shore mine more efficiently 
“han it is being operated now under private control?

Mr. Coldwell: You ask me if I think the government can do it. My 
answer would be in the negative, as a government.

Mr. Cleaver: Do you think a municipality could do it?
Mr. Coldwell: Just a minute; I do not think for one moment that the 

government as a government can do anything in these things. You understand, 
* ,ain not urging that. But what I am saying is this, that the owners of the 
jO'nes don’t operate those mines as a rule, they hire highly efficient technicians 
to manage and operate those mines ; that those technicians and those brains are 
available to the people of Canada, and I believe that they would work just as 
WÇ*1 in fact I am of the opinion that the public servant as a rule works just 
a httle better in the interests of the nation than he does in an insecure position 

11 a private corporation.
, Mr. Cleaver: Can you give us any illustration of where that has been 
pjlle; other than the illustration which you gave us of the Ontario Hydro 
th t^c Power Commission with which we are all familiar; and we realize that 
^ e success of the Hydro Electric is not as the result of public ownership but 

Ccailsc of the outstanding ability and the autocracy of one or two individuals, 
th - ^r' Coldwell: That may be so. You ask me if I can give examples of 
st(li' f01'*' M thing. Well now, I hesitate because of the fear of being misunder- 
rj Ulr* to mention what has been done in Russia or what has been done in 
^ertoany.

Mr. Cleaver: 1
Mr. Coldwell:
The Chairman :
Mr. Coldwell:
The Chairman:
Mr. Coldwell: 

Sfeat war

was referring to Canadian examples.
—or what has been done in Italy.
Take Russia, we are all conversant with that.
With Russia?
Yes, go ahead with Russia.

Well, there you have a country which at the close of the 
y delapidated—in every sense of the implications of the 

,ern. .-r™»™—with a population that was probably at the lowest rank of 
Tiy ln the world.
^le Chairman: You are speaking now of mines?
Tl Coldwell: I was just going to say this.

16 Chairman: Yes?

Worn V?1 was entirely delapidated- ,iterd delapidated........................
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Mr. Coldwell : In the course of 20 years they have built up an economy— 
I don’t know how efficient it is—but at least they are producing to-day under a 
public owned system which they have. I am not in agreement with the basis 
of their philosophy at all, but that system has been able to provide a vast 
quantity of new goods as well as factories and so on. Now, the chairman says 
we were speaking of mines. He is quite right. In the mining areas in the Don 
basin, for example, before the war vast quantities of coal were then being 
mined, but the condition of the people who worked in those mines simply 
beggars description. Colonel Mackay will tell you that. And to-day those 
miners are decently housed, and decently fed, and are producing per unit man 
several times the quantity of coal they produced under private ownership 
before the great war.

Mr. Landeryou: Is that development postulated on the issue of quantities 
of credit?

Mr. Coldwell: Of course, they issued credit against the goods they were 
producing as they produced them.

Mr. Landeryou: If you were going to socialize mass production here—
Mr. Coldwell: It is very difficult to talk about a country you have not 

visited.
Mr. Landeryou : It would not be done by forcibly taking away the 

property from individuals, it would be done by buying them.
Mr. Coldwell : Obviously.
Mr. Landeryou: Where are you—where is the Dominion government going 

to secure the money to socialize the means of production of the country?
Mr. Coldwell: Well, I think that is very obvious. Remember, that I 

said this, you could issue tokens against goods that you owned. If you exchange 
tokens for goods that somebody else owns, and you own—that is, afterwards-'' 
you have the goods from the productive enterprise to retire, if you like to call 
it such, the loan that you make against the industry.

Mr. Landeryou: You suggest the issue of money for the purchase 0 
industry should be limited to $50,000,000 or $100,000,000?

Mr. Coldwell: You don’t mean to say, Mr. Landeryou 
think that any government would say to organizations, we ..... , —-
hundreds of millions of dollars invested to-day, we are going to give you thes 
hundreds of millions of dollars all at once. I do not think so. I think y° 
would do it over a measurable peroid of time.

Mr. Landeryou: As you do that you will be piling up debts in the f0f^ 
of national debts, you will be piling up national debt instead of private det) ’ 
and you would still have that debt burden to carry.

Mr. Coldwell: You would not have that debt burden to carry on as 
have been carrying the debt to-day which is unproductive, you would ha 
something productive with which to retire that debt.

Mr. Cleaver: You would not issue your tokens on a declared basis-"
Mr. Coldwell: It would be against goods.
Mr. Landeryou: That is the point I wanted to establish.
Mr. Coldwell: You did not establish that point.
Mr. Landeryou: I wanted to indicate to you the point that you wou 

pile up your national debt.
Mr. Coldwell: No, no, I do not think so. . p
Mr. Landeryou: If you are going to purchase the means of produc 

you are going to have to issue money. ve
Mr. Coldwell: Again, you see, if you have an industry you don’t h 

to pile up a national debt as you are using the term national debt.
[Mr. M. J. W. Coldwell, M.P.]

that you actual^ 
vill Kfl.v that ha
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Mr. Lanberyou: We have socialized the C.N.R., that is a national institu
tion; is that the method you would use to socialize industries in Canada? You 
would use a different method. I should like to have you explain that.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, it is six o’clock. Shall we meet to-morrow 
morning?

Some hon. Members : To-morrow morning.
Mr. Towers: Before you adjourn may I say that I have here answers 

to two questions by Mr. Deachman and one by Mr. Tucker that carried over 
from the meeting before last. Would it be your wish, Mr. Deachmand, that 
these should be read now and put on the record or do you wish that they 
oe carried forward?

Mr. McGeer: Could we not have them put on the record and have 
them conveniently before us? Could we not have them printed?

Mr. Deachman : I should like to have them read to-morrow morning. 
The Chairman : Mr. Deachman would like to have them read.
Mr. Deachman : I prefer that.
Mr. McGeer: I just wish to say this—
The Chairman : To-morrow morning Mr. Howard goes on.
Mr. McGeer: If we are going to broaden the scope of the inquiry into

the
is question of whether or not the socialist system or the capitalist system

wrong, we are going into a very lengthy matter. There are some matters
ealmg with the Bank of Canada which some of us had hoped we might 
eal with. It does seem to me that the inquiry this afternoon, while it is very 
wresting, has gone far beyond the scope of this reference. I do not wish to 
Ject to that kind of thing, but we are here to deal with the Bank of Canada 

berating in Canada on its present basis, and to find, as I understand it, some 
ij-jf, s> if there are any available to us, of improving the present situation 
to p^^a. I do not know whether this committee wishes to adjourn to go 
ti Russia or not; but it seems to me, if we are going to have any real informa- 
tW ^on some °f the issues that have been discussed here this afternoon, 
Wq 1 ls the inevitable implication. In the meantime, I am going to suggest 

So on with the Bank of Canada inquiry.
pr the Chairman : We will adjourn now until to-morrow morning when Mr. 
1QWard has the floor.

1} y ho committee adjourned at 6.02 p.m., to meet again on Thursday, May 
’ at 11 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, May 11, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 o’clock 
a'm-, the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members 'present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (Y ork-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
jjl Deachinan, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Howard, Kinlcy, Landeryou, Lawson, 

educ, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Moore, Plaxton, Quelch, Ross 
‘ Paul’s), Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Woodsworth.—22.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

Mr. Towers filed several statements appearing as appendices to this day’s 
ev'dence, as follows:—
ti Appendix “A”—Answers to questions by Mr. oodsworth on the eüects ol 

Government borrowing $50,000,000 from the Bank of Canada at 1/20 per 
cent per annum, to use for public works.

of ^Vpendix “B”—Answer to question by Mr. Landeryou :- -Net repatriationr t'yy/ovLLJs 1J  rxiltt W CI VU qUC&VlUll UJ
Canadian Government bonds, 1927-1937.

ta Appendix “C”—Answer to question by Mr. Deachman:— Reducing rates of 
Nation rather than increasing expenditures.

Use “D”—Answer to question by Mr. Deachman:—Should Canada
fhar, 10 available surplus in the balance of payments to increase imports rather 

rcpatriate debt.
irig ^PPvndix “E”—Answer to question by Mr. Tucker:—The effects of impos- 

a tax of 1/12 per cent per month on savings deposits.

o'clock 1 ° c oeM thc Committee adjourned until Monday, May 15th, at 11.15 
the understanding that Mr. Clark would then complete his 

^'leavpr lon Mr. Towers and be followed by Messrs. Taylor, ICinley and

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons

Room 277, May 11, 1939.
rp. Tlie Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 o’clock. 

lc chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

In attendance : Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

„ . The Chairman: Order, please. I will ask Mr. Howard to come forward 
a make his statement.

y1 Mr- Howard: Mr. Chairman, I would like, before putting my questions to 
Pin<JOVernor of the Bank of Canada to make a short statement. I am going to 
tin Uly questions more from the standpoint of his ability as a financial expert 
0ran 1° ask him any questions that might lead to matters of government policy 
tIl0as t? the management of the Bank of Canada. I think we all agree that 
is *s only a receipt for services or goods and does not mean national wealth ; 

that right, Mr. Towers?
Mr. Towers : Yes, I agree with that.

a^l .Mr. Howard : Yesterday in listening to Mr. Coldwell I was quite surprised 
the 1S ?Uesti°ns on the profit system. It seems to me from my observations that 
tiler > ^ real objections to our profit system as we have it to-day come when

\T,re no* an>7 profits ; when there are profits everybody seems to be satisfied. 
Well’ °W’ an°ther question I wanted to touch on in connection with Mr. Cold- 
bids f rema^ was this: the maintenance of private property, I claim, usually 

01 efficiency- He stated that even with government management or govern- 
cann ownership or the socialistic system, that we would still have efficiency. I 
goin° ’ Mr the life of me, figure that out in any way, shape or form. I am not 
Well a °tiPve y°u more than one example which covers the profit end of it as 
last \VS . officiency end of it. I would direct your attention to the time of the 
In nv ar when private industry stepped into the breach to manufacture shells. 
they Jy cases> the manufacturers of those shells refused to take on any contracts; 
they ,.0UM not have anything to do with the manufacture of shells because 
insistea8ainst participation in war, and it was only after the national board 
of thos> ^la* those fellows were not doing their duty that they induced many 
hened?0 ,2)anufacturers to engage in the manufacture of shells. Now, what hap- 
basig ' a ley fixed a price. They handed out the shell making on a fixed price 
^ffiedi f iS00n as the contracts were given the people who took the contracts 
fast as + ) T started in to make the shells, got deliveries as fast as possible—as 
W°rkinrr t Were calhng for them—and put in new machinery. Everybody was 
the firfA to increase the efficiency and so on. Now, take on one size of shells: 
shells at i°ntracts called for the machining and finishing and so forth of the 
et °ut at 0 aPiece- During two and one-half years the last contracts were 

the proflt $110 per shell for exactly the same work, and I will say that possibly 
!t was at «ement—the percentage of profit was higher at the lower price than 
factors t t le first price. I do not care how you figure it out, there were two

mind that made for that efficiency. One was the profit factor—not
ho rs to

(luCedaPatriotic standpoint but purely from a profit factor, and efficiency re- 
figUres ,1! down and down. I do not see how anybody could take those
b,

yoïiUh«
L°ard lowgp0^, establish a profit basis because on each set of contracts the

the price each time down to the basic price. I do not believe 
wouirNSame business had been handled under government manufacture that 

a have seen that drop from the original contract price.
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Mr. McGeer: There is the same thing in handling the post office, to take 
a concrete example. There is no service in the world where costs have been so 
constantly reduced under government management as in the service under penny 
postage, and there is no greater efficiency and no wider service given. It is 
purely under government management.

Mr. Howard : Yes, but that is not in the manufacturing game ; that is a 
different proposition. I can quote you another management under government 
ownership that does not come close to the Post Office Department.

Mr. Coldwell: Is it not a fact that under the complete contract system in 
Great Britain it was not until the munition board was set up under Mr. Lloyd 
George that some measure of efficiency and co-ordination occurred during the 
war?

Mr. Howard: Sure, but the profit element came into the picture and they 
reduced the prices and kept on making a profit. The minute you put that on 
any other basis than a profit basis you eliminate efficiency immediately.

Mr. Coldwell : That is an opinion.
Hon. M. Stevens: Are we going to get the expert opinion of Mr. Towers on 

that?
Mr. Howard: I have no objection. Do you want to ask him?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Oh, no.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Mr. Towers, I will ask you two or three questions in connection with the 

money situation, because, it has been suggested in several instances that we wC6 
short of money. Since the Bank of Canada came into existence, how much ne^ 
money has been put into circulation?—A. Including in that term the amount 01 
bank deposits, or rather speaking of deposits alone, the increase in Canadian 
deposits has been from $2,034,000,000 as at March 31, 1935, to $2,498,000,000 a 
December 31, 1938. If I may add to those figures, the figures of note circulatin'1’ 
—not for exactly the same date which I do not happen to have here—that tot a 
has gone from $157,000,000 in December, 1934, to $207,000,000 in Decembn'1 
1938. That is the active circulation of notes in the hands of the public.

Q. In other words, that is an increase of notes in the hands of the public 0 
about $50,000,000?—A. Yes.

Q. And the deposits have increased by the difference mentioned?—A. YcS'
Q. I claim that we have under our present banking system plenty 0 

machinery to create all the money that could possibly be required in Canada--"" 
A. That is the case.

Q. As to the velocity of money, which was discussed a couple of days 
I have here a tabulation which I should like to put into the record. It will on j 
take up one page :

i Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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CHARTERED BANKS OF CANADA

Deposits by 
the public 
payable on 
demand in 

Canada

Deposits by 
the public 

payable after 
notice or on 
a fixed day 
in Canada

Current loans 
and discounts 

in Canada 
not otherwise 

included 
estimated loss 
provided for

$ s $

576,299,739 1,498,797,270 756,418,932
533,784,608 1,517,261,281 741,591,724
568,918,406 1,532,157,747 732,657,582
621,827,383 1,536,100,556 725,484.1,53
578,298,032 1,526,915,696 699.774,131
621,702,828 1,504,792,542 657,429,289
618,608,437 1,493,973,647 649,772,815
626,323,498 1,502,821,895 657.362,195
647,739,862 1,500.864,504 687,835,073
664,281,664 1,510,319,426 707,850.681
679,975.818 1,546,776,305 692,647,974
682,326,453 1,547,822,474 675,451,831

644,267,905 1,548,604,580 687,349,679
655,514,404 1,563,829,859 691,687,139
710,848,542 1,583,780,912 694,215,664
731,961,610 1,.583,327,255 710,442,224
699,566,400 1,573,406,165 727,880.132
713,177,394 1.569.815,485 728,290,407
666,767,428 1,572,154,385 734,888,808
686,448,383 1,577,638.802 747,670,894
713,627,549 1,574,503,186 770,684,341
679,125,141 1,583,694,718 769,731,884
695,342,882 1,570.213,802 768,263,684
699,186,909 1,582,825,511 748,817,290

639,653,053 1,590,927,550 731,456,128
634,068,054 1,614,569,798 737,103,210
647,968,335 1,623,399,562 752,456,794
687.101,740 1.630,544,534 769,729,815
669,938,337 1,625,497,864 769,128,651
689,941,578 1,620,819,977 785,974,554
671,165,468 1,622,606,061 786,366,739
687,159,311 1,634,654,979 781,010,385
725,046,724 1,632,585,006 828,903,218
749,356,786 1,655,782,101 848,217,597
750,328,026 1,654,748,586 836,927,428
734,103,116 1,659,646,208 806,466,362

699,772,326 1,667,403,289 791,847,317

January 31.. 
febrnary 29. 
Man-h 31 
April 30 
fay 30 
7?e 30 
J.uly 31 
Au,

1936

'gust 31.September 30.
j®t°ber31.... 
^“vembcr 30 
December 31

ianuary 30 
Mabrrïary 27 ■
4^*31..
»,Pr'l 30.

1937

Mlay 3i
>e 30 
T'y 3i. 
Spgust 31 :
°cltohnber 30 
jJ-tober 30.
^vernber 30

member 31

feUary 31 

Ma,¥arV 28A*ar.(,h 3i
mT1 30 '
fay 31 
>®30 "
A, y 30 • '

31

"-rïï"«

1938

anUary

It

31, 1939.

Bank Clearings

$

1,551,
1,461,
1,389,
1,434,
1,674,
1,627,
1,560,
1,456,
1,710,
1,836,
1,735,
1,762,

155,045 
938,711 
90S,584 
904,772 
833,322 
319,610 
946,336 
361,476 
895,147 
562,563 
144,137 
072,773

1,626, 
1,352, 
1,631, 
1,719, 
1,597, 
1,547, 
1,510, 
1,421, 
1,530, 
1,641, 
1,618, 
1,653,

403,394
286,537
393,849
712,734
480,966
821,398
001,371
206,629
594,430
113,815
954,675
414,830

1,358
1,168,
1,320
1,360
1,423
1,480
1,358
1,352
1,515
1,672
1,661
1,586

,053,794
765,665

,041,908
269,458

,764,308
,260,480
,399,533
,863,433

,225,072
,720,515
,511,085

O,.for 1936, 1937, 1938Pubr **,w> XÂ7CI, iv00 and the month of January, 1939, the deposits by 
After rw!<l payable on demand in Canada; the deposits by the public payable

the 01Ài0n a fixec* ^ay in Canada ; current loans and discounts in Canada,^notice
i'ank cmain thing showing the velocity of monev in Canada which is a report of 

Tn arinSs each month.
J1°nth ttjy ,surPrise, in January, 1938, the clearings were $1.358,053,794 for the 
,’586 511 no * not aH the others. The figure for December of 1938 was 
jeArin’cr ,. During the 12 months of 1938 the money going through the
1 ^>2643101 ^ sh°ws the velocity of money in circulation, amounted to 
• ^7 an’(j iqq 0- The velocity has remained practically steady during 1936, 
a ^a&uar 1 taking the basic figure for January, 1936, it was a little higher 
K ° figure-' f 19^7, a little lower in January, 1938, and, I imagine, if you have 

e a little ,.r January of this year, which I have not got, they would probably 
Now n^aer-

Towers, does the increase of deposits affect in any way the 
ar°ugh th°lnf through the clearings or, in other words, is the velocity going 

c clearings controlled by the business in the country?—A. It is con-
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trolled by the business in the country, undoubtedly. If the possession of a 
larger volume of deposits by the public does act as an encouragement for them 
to spend or invest that larger amount of money then one would expect the turn
over to increase. If circumstances are such that the increased amount of money 
is in part idle in the hands of its owners, then, of course, the expansion in the 
deposits will have no effect on the turnover.

Q. A good deal has been said during the last few days in the committee 
about the introduction of the Bank of Canada Act, whereby the government 
agreed to supply credit in terms of public need. Do you not think that since 
the operation of the Bank of Canada that promise is being fulfilled every day? 
—A. I really would have to have the phrase defined more carefully. I would 
say that to the extent that the phrase means an ample and flexible supply of 
the medium of exchange for the conduct of business transactions and that need 
for an ample and flexible supply is a public need, it is being filled in Canada 
to-day.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. That depends on the type of investment made. If it is for the liquida' 

tion of existing debts and the accumulation of new currency goes into credit 
repositories then you will not get that velocity that is needed to stimulate ne" 
business.—A. I was referring, of course, to the need for medium of exchang6- 
If what we need arc possibilities for investment, possibilities for activity 0 
various kinds, then that is a need distinct from the need for a medium 0 
exchange in which those transactions may be conducted.

Q. For instance, if the money goes to meet overdue bank claims, mortgagee 
bonds and the liquidation of debts and not into new enterprise, then the con
struction industry, which is our serious industry in Canada to-day, would sti ^ 
remain idle.—A. I do not think the question of the payment of debts arise- 
because that is a movement from one hand to another. .

Q. But it may go into credit repositories already overloaded?—A. I do no 
quite follow that, Mr. McGeer. o

Q. For instance, your savings bank accounts have been accumulating a 
the time?—A. Yes. r

Q. We have not been able to make any new investments, and whetn 
that be from taxation or debt overload, or from a variety of other causes, t , 
fact remains that in Canada we have increased the volume of medium 
exchange in issue and in the possession of the public, as is indicated by 0 
bank deposits, but we have not got action on the circulation which adds 
the going concern and expansion of the general activity.—A. We certain ) 
have not got that action in a volume which one could call satisfactory.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Several statements have been made that we could change the P1* 

levels by the issuing of more money, or that the withdrawal of money 
circulation would change the price level. I want to give three concrete examp 
and to ask your opinion on the situation. The first one is this: In 1929 " ^ 
the crash came many of the people who were friends of mine happened to 0f 
in the lumber business. I know one gentleman who had twenty million feC J 
lumber and he had paid for stumpage, paid for the cost of manufacturing, P‘ re
for the driving, the sawing and the stacking of it in the yard, and his costs

-of 
went

- _ c. f fO?

$25 per thousand for his lumber stacked up in the yard without any Pr0l^f to
himself. The crash came and within six months the price of lumber nts 
$12.50. If you take $12.50 on twenty million feet you will find it repre» ^ 
a loss of $250,000, which would probably more than equal his bank l°an -o0 
the production of the lumber. Now, would there be any way, by manipula r 
of the money market, to save that situation from happening.—A. Not a si 
tion as extreme as you mention. If one visualizes a case where the deni

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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for lumber had not been reduced, or not materially, where the people who were 
buying lumber were unaffected by any change in their circumstances and could 
afford to pay as much and use as much as they had before, and if in the midst 
°f that situation you injected a sudden and completely unnecessary liquidation 
of certain stocks, then I assume you could have an unwarranted but temporary 
decrease in the price. But of course the situation I have described is an 
imaginary one which I think never exists. In fact, you usually find that the 
filiation which you mention is caused by an oversupply in relation to demand, 
a demand which is probably declining; and you find a situation in respect to 
buyers where they can less well afford to pay the existing prices and where, 
therefore, someone is going to come into the market and sell at lower prices, 
whether or not he is forced to do so by reason of any bank loan commitments.

Q. Yes, but you do not quite answer the question. That crisis came in 
1929. I was taking one industry but I am considering the four basic industries, 
Agriculture, mining, lumbering and fishing.—A. May I finish the point you 
brought up?
, Q. Yes.—A. To the extent that such liquidation of stocks was dictated not 
by purely business reasons, business judgment, the business appraisal of the 
Aj'urket situation in that commodity, to the extent that it was not based on such 
hings but based on a tightness in the position of an individual bank, then 

jUonetary action would relieve that pressure. But if it was based only on the 
Hsiness judgment of the banks, monetary action would not change the situation. 

,, Q. That is exactly what I claim. I wanted to know if there was anything 
P af could be done to avert a similar situation to what occurred in 1929.

Xactly the same things happened in connection with agricultural prices. The 
0j"1Ces of agricultural products went down.—A. Of course, to the extent that 
jq« of the troubles was the building up of an over extended situation prior to 
sit ’ •<'^len monetary action in those earlier years might have meant that the 
fo^tion would not have been so over-extended and consequently the need 

1 liquidation would have been less.
lOOw Provided, Mr. Towers, that the expert of the Bank of Canada was 
y more far-sighted in his judgment than all of the other local banks in 

country were at that time?—A. Fortunately not quite as bad as that. 
yv M Pretty nearly, because they did not know anything more about it 
°f Îq"6 * d° no* think that in those years, certainly from the middle
0f on, there was considerable worry being expressed about the growth 
sti sPeculati°n, about over-extension here and there. In fact, public refer- 
ccmS T'ere mnde to that kind of thing. Well, if that situation is developing, a 
jjjj-bank can do more about it than any individual bank. The various 
°Ut 'ï i banks might each have said, “We think the situation is. getting 

oi hand,” but might not have had any effective way of dealing with it.
^ * a,gree with you.—A. So that the very fact of a central bank’s existence 

thajA^ctimes enable things to be done even if its intelligence is no greater 
hat of the individual banks.

of c .!■ Jaques: Mr. Chairman, may I observe that this seems to be a case 
rmg the disease by killing the patient.

be y A Towers: Well, perhaps, to use one of those analogies, might it not 
stim,!? .case that the patient was allowed to have only one or two drinks to 

Ate him instead of the whole keg?
*r- Jaques: Mr. Chairman, if he is not dead, he is a permanent invalid. 

suphi, r: Towers: I should think he would be happier with a constant small 
from the keg.

Activa ' ,Jaques: I should think he would be happier on his feet and being 
’ not an invalid or a cripple as he is to-day as a result of that treatment, 
le Chairman : Was it not his own fault?
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Mr. Jaques: No. You cannot blame individuals for that.
The Chairman: Relative over-production ; I think that is the point.
Mr. Jaques: As I said the other day, our system of finance contains the 

seed of its own destruction and these occasions arise when matters have to be 
dealt with in a drastic manner and it results in the permanent sickness of the 
patient.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Mr. Towers, let me ask you this. I have given you an example of what 

happened in the lumber business. The consequence of that occurrence in the 
lumber business was that the commercial banks soured on lumber accounts 
all over the country. It was a perfectly natural consequence that when yo11 
look at the sheets they find they are making profits in one and losing in the 
other and they are leery of the one in which they are losing. Furthermore, 
there has not been any great money made in the lumber business since that 
time, and that is one of the fundamental businesses of this country.

Mr. Kinley: Was it not rather a fact that everything was freezing up 
and they had to liquidate where they could?

Mr. Howard : Just exactly the same situation as existed in the fish busi' 
ness, also the agricultural industry; there was no difference. I am taking that 
one because I am familiar with it.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Mi. Towers, vhat control have you through the central bank to-day 

ow! the merchant banks. A. In respect to the loans which thev make °r 
do not make?

Q. Well, no; could anyone control that?—A. No.
Q. Your answer would be “No” naturally; you cannot tell anybody 

is running a business whether they should lend to a man or not.—A. That 
right. u

Q. But have you any way, or do you advise them, or do they consi»
with you in connection with conditions and what could be done at the PreSIeut

and

see
as

'time?—A. With specific reference, shall we say, to their own loaning 
investment business?

Q. Yes.—A. We maintain periodical contact with the banks. We 
all the general managers at least twice a year. We made that suggestion, 
a matter of fact, that we should meet twice a year, and that is being don • 
In the interval it may be that some of them are occasionally in Ottawa 
that some of us are occasionally in Montreal and Toronto. We try to ke(J 
in touch with what is going on in the banking world in that manner. I a c 
free to admit that the contact has not been a constant one by any means / , 
to the geographical situation. We try to visit Montreal and Toronto pcrl° j 
icallv, as well as other places in the country, but our numbers are few’ ® 
the necessity of staying here a good portion of the time does restrict ^ 
amount of time in which one can get around and see people and find 0 
ivhat is going on.

Q. And the Banking and Commerce committee does not give you any m° 
time?—A. Oh, well, that is a worth-while activity. But I hope that as tn 
goes on we will be able to do more. The amount of ground to be cover j 
however, and the physical limitations involved are a handicap. In other Plaj.«, 
in the world, of course, you may find that the central bank and the other ba,n r6 
as well as the other major elements of the financial system and of industry, 
largely concentrated in one place. London is an example.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Kirdey:
Q. I suppose the financial strength of the Canadian banks is a factor in 

their not depending too much on you?—A. Yes, I would say so.
Q. They do not need to re-discount?—A. No.
Q. Their financial strength makes them strong enough to stand alone?— 

A- That is right.

By Mr. Howard:
, Q. Mr. Towers, may I make this statement and ask your opinion. One of 
he reasons why we cannot exchange Mr. Landervou’s coal for apples, and all 

t kind of thing, is that the relativity of the price level is wrong. Let me 
..’strate what I mean before you answer. When the crash came in 1929, we 

tv!- say the rate of interest was about 5 per cent, the general rate, taking all 
hhgs into consideration. The price of labour was 35 cents per hour. The 

Price of pork was about 10 cents a pound. The crash came. Due to the long 
1 diod of that situation and other situations in the market the interest rate not 
0£ y remained at 5 per cent but actually went up to 54 per cent. As a matter 
w act> labour went to 15 cents an hour or no labour at all. The price of pork 

Pt to 2^ cents a pound. Those represent to me the three outstanding things. 
Qii ri the price of money had immediately dropped proportionately to the 
l ers, would the position of prosperity—general prosperity I am speaking of— 
jvc been changed?—A. If the drop in the level of interest rates had taken 

l n'u‘, earlier than it did, I think that would have had perhaps not a major 
Peficial effect, but a slightly beneficial effect in respect to the things which 

liar' aiention; although I do not think that it would have affected the dis- 
coi ICS between the price levels of various groups of commodities in the 

*try. it might, however, have somewhat reduced the burden under which 
ain of our affected people were suffering.

By Mr. Landeryou:
1 t, .Q- You mean if debt adjustment acts had been passed?—A. Mr. Howard, 
rath ^ was talking about the general interest rate structure of the country 
rati >r tllan the forced adjustment of debts which are a matter of compromise 

Pr than freedom of choice.
latirW' Eduction °f interest is an impossibility without debt adjustment legis- 
volun; Nobody comes in, apparently, and reduces their income by taking a 
thinu ary cut in their interest. Very seldom has that ever been done. A. I 
vervK’ °t course, you will find that the adjustment of interest rates has been 
refy ^ubstantial in the cases of those people who can refund maturities or 
of n. b their private obligations or renew them when they come to the close 
cojne • erm- Interest rate adjustments which require an alteration of contracts 

q10^0 another category.
'huti,.e. Province of Alberta was unable to do that very thing, and the 
'lavc p f^’es were unable to do it. If they were allowed to do that it would 
that-J aPeck The province of Alberta and other provinces were unable to do 
diSar~A- Is is the case that you will find the people whose credit standing had 

Poared were unable to take advantage of that general lowering of rates. 
r' Kinley: The province of Alberta has great potential wealth, greater 
ny other in Canada, and more real wealth.

Py Mr. Howard:
Prier! LThe Point I am getting at is this: do you believe that the relativity of 
»nv Snhas more to do with the general prosperity of the country than in tact 

n smgle factor?—A. Yes, I do. ,
bxerr;Take the case of producing coal at a certain price, you get your co.ts 

at a certain price. Now, if the interest rates, the price of coal, the price ot
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lumber and the price of agricultural products, are proportionate to their—I was 
going to say their earning power, but I will say distribution power, then you can 
exchange goods ; but if you put the whole load on agriculture and others too high, 
naturally agriculture is going to be in a depression.—A. I agree the disparities 
between agriculture and other products in the country are the major cause of 
the trouble. On page 87 of the record there is a table showing the indices of 
farm products prices in Canada, of export goods and import goods. These show 
that in 1937 the disparities, so far as they are shown by the index which covers 
a number of commodities in each case, had largely disappeared. It must be said, 
of course, that if they disappeared in the case of certain commodities because 
of drought, that is not a very beneficial way of remedying the situation. Since 
1937 the disparities have increased again somewhat and I agree it is a major 
source of trouble.

Mr. Landeryou : Just one question on that. This disequilibrium in the price 
structure as between the products of industry and agricultural products has 
always existed.

Mr. Howard: No, not in 1925 to 1929.
Mr. Landeryou : There may have been a period when there was not such 

a great disequilibrium, but generally speaking, the world over it has existed- 
Why did they have a protected industry in Canada?

Mr. Howard : You are on another tack.
Mr. Landeryou: That is another factor.
Mr. Howard : You want me to answer?
The Chairman: Stick to your point.
Mr. Howard: Mr. Chairman says that I should stick to my point.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Mr. Towers, let us take it this way: as we are dealing in agriculture 

products, lumbering products, mining products, on what I call a short term bas'*-’ 
is it not always dangerous in the bond market to deal on long term bonds- 
What I am getting at is this. I have a suggestion which came to my mind afte 
the crash in 1929. Since that I have seen it in two or three articles, so I am 
taking authority for it. Let us take government bonds issued on a 3 per ce 
basis, for instance, with the understanding that if the index price went above 
certain level you would pay \ of 1 per cent more interest on your governing 
bonds, or if it went below a certain price, then you would decrease your 
by \ of 1 per cent, and not fix a term of bonds non-callable for a long Per^oCiue 
years which, when other prices fluctuate stay at the same price and throw out t ^ 
equilibrium either on the one side or the other side. Could it be done? 
doubt whether it is practical, Mr. Howard, although that thought naturally a 
occurred to people. To establish what you might call a flexible arrangement- 
respect to interest rates on outstanding obligations one would need, of cou 
to carry it all through the picture. For example, when an insurance comp ;1 
sold a life policy for $20,000 it would depend on investing its money °v(r $ 
period of years at a certain return. If, because of changes in the price leve 
found that its return was changed, then it would have to have power to 
the necessary adjustment with the policyholder either by scaling down the amo ^ 
of the policy or increasing the premium, which he has to pay, or vice versa, a® ^ 
case may be, and so with every aspect of our life. No one would be able to 
whether they were going to have any certain commitment to give or to reC .oJJ

Q. Now, take the same answer and apply it to Mr. Coldwell’s suSSc”oIIr 
as to the socialist state. Take fire insurance companies. Fire insurance ^ a 
panies were originally formed exactly on a socialist basis ; that is to s n 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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group of people were taken and insured. Each one of them took out a policy 
in a company with the agreement if they had no fires they would pay only 
enough to pay the operating expenses.

Mr. Lander you: They do not operate that way now, though.
Mr. Howard : Just a minute. That went on for quite a few years in 

different parts of Canada. There were lots of them in my own province, the 
Province of Quebec. Then the time came when they had one fire and they 
assessed this one and this one and this one to cover their losses. That was all 
■fight ; the fellows did not like it because instead of paying so much that year, 
they had to pay twice the amount, but anyway they stood it. Then, what 
happened? A whole lot of fires took place in one year. The fellows refused to 
Pay and they went to the courts and everything else, and now the system has 
become unpopular and you have gradually gone into what I call the capitalist 
system whereby they charge you a rate that you know you are going to pay. 
‘here is no change in it, and at the end of the time it does not make any 
difference if all the risks burn up or any part or anything else; you know 
exactly what you are going to pay and you know exactly what you are going 
0 get, and the other companies have gradually gone out of business. That is 

a change from socialism to capitalism, I would call it, instead of going from 
c'apitalism to socialism.

Mr. Cold well : Yes, but I have a very good answer for that, Mr. Howard.
Mr. Howard : Then, there was another point I wanted to bring to the 

Attention of the committee in connection with fixing of prices of any commodity.

By Mr. Howard:
t, ( 9- Why is it, Mr. Towers, in your opinion, that the lumbering industry, 
\G fishing industry and the agricultural industry are depressed to-day and the 
»mng industry is exceedingly prosperous?—A. A question of demand and 

Prices.
s-j Q- There is a market for anything that they mine in connection with gold, 

Ver, lead, zinc and so forth, but you have not got a market for wheat because 
°u are oversupplying this market and not getting the export market?

Mr. Jaques: Why is there a market?

By Mr. Howard:
u ■ Q- Let me give you another example that to my mind is an extraordinary 
thbk 7'a^e the delivery of fluid milk, for instance. I know something about 
fr s business. In the delivery of the fluid milk the dealers that take in the milk 
UiaL ^le farmers and distribute it to the doors of all cities in Canada, are not 

lng any money on that distribution of milk.
Mr. Cleaver : Who says they are not?
Mr. Howard : I am telling you; I know.
Mr. Kinley: They are getting the most of it.
Mr. Howard: They are making plenty of money on all by-products but 
(*u the actual delivery of milk.
Mr. Cold well: Why so, Mr. Howard?

can' Howard: That is what I want to get at, and compare it with the 
1 business. The reason is that the price is fixed that they pay the farmer. 
Mr. Cold well : Three cents a quart.

8Umrn Howard: Whatever it is. In our town it is $2.25 a 100 lbs., and the 
milk 7 r7e $1-75. That is fixed. Now, listen to this. When we deliver 
cop ,? consumer and take care of the customary and constant breakage, 
svijjj ,.lons and everything else, if we increase the price 1 cent per quart con- 

l0n drops by 3 to 5 per cent.

not

Wh,
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Mr. Landeryou : Hear, hear.
Mr. Howard: We might as well face the picture. The minute you drop 

the price to the consumer for his quart of milk up goes your consumption.
Mr. Landeryou : That affects many other things too.
Mr. Howard : But it does not affect wheat in the same way. Wheat is 

in a different category. While it is an agricultural commodity it is not affected 
by that same condition.

Mr. Kinley: Why not?
Mr. Howard : I cannot tell you why.
Mr. Kinley: We have a lot of fishermen who are buying flour at $4—
Mr. Towers: Partly, of course, because the potential consumers of our 

wheat are not allowed to receive the benefits of lower prices.
Mr. Coldwell: That is right.
Mr. Cleaver: I want to speak to the milk illustration, because I would 

not like a statement of that kind to go on the record of this committee without, 
at least, a question being raised about it. I entirely disagree with what Mr. 
Howard said about that. From the information I have it is hardly correct. 
Mr. Howard, is it not a fact that at the present time the farmer receives less 
than 50 per cent on the retail price of milk?

Mr. Howard: Less that what?
Mr. Cleaver: Fifty per cent of the retail selling price for milk.
Mr. Howard : No, I should think right around 50 to 60 per cent.
Mr. Cleaver: Do you suggest that the firm which simply pasteurizes, 

bottles and delivers the milk should receive more than 50 per cent of the total 
cost of the delivery of that milk to the consumer?

Mr. Howard : You are talking of a different subject altogether. It does 
not make any difference to me what you put the spread in at, I am saying the 
company does not make any money on the delivering of fluid milk—none of 
them in Canada—that is the statement.

The Chairman : Mr. Howard is talking of the flexibility of prices.
Mr. Howard: But if you increase the price of milk 1 cent a quart to the 

consumer above a certain price—if you get it at, say, 12 cents a quart in the 
city of Sherbrooke and if you increase it to 13 cents, your consumption g°eS 
down 5 per cent.

Mr. Cleaver: As one representing a rural constituency I do not want 9 
statement of that kind to go on the record of this committee unchallenged. M>r 
information is that in certain countries in this world the farmers receive 75 VeV 
cent of the retail selling price of milk, and my information also is that milh011^ 
of dollars have been made in this country through buying up opposition aw 
putting opposition out of business in connection with the distribution of miw

Mr. Howard : Now you are talking on another basis.
The Chairman: Let us proceed with Mr. Howard’s point. Mr. CIeaver> 

you have registered your objection.
Mr. Cleaver: I do not want this statement to go on the record witho11 

challenge.
Mr. Coldwell : In what countries do the producers get 75 per cent?
Mr. Cleaver: You will find it in Mr. Arkell’s report in a speech deliver® 

by him in a recent Montreal conference. I know in my own little community 
what the Borden people are doing to our dairies, and I know it is a fact t‘iae 
dairy routes are for sale in places in Ontario at fabulous sums simply becau» 
there is great excess profit in the distribution of milk as it now stands.

The Chairman : Could you answer Mr. Coldwell’s question? In wha 
countries do they get 75 per cent?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cold well : Yes. I agree with Mr. Cleaver that there is too big a 
spread, but there is too much competition.

The Chairman : Proceed, Mr. Howard.
Mr. Landeryou: The significant point is that a raise in the price decreases 

the consumption.
The Chairman : It is a matter of the relation of price to demand.
Mr. Howard: There is another question I would like to ask Mr. Towers.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. As I said, my own idea is that our banking system is sufficient to supply 

?ny needs that we want to use at the present time—that is the mechanics of 
!“’> now, how can you eliminate the human factor in the question and how can 
y°u remedy or do a lot of things that I would like to do? For instance, let us 
^ake the bank reports of this last year. Each one of our banks—and I do not 
Da>'. this critically—seems to take a pride in showing their percentage of liquid 
Position, while I would think that the real thing they would try to show would 

G the service they have been able to render to the community. Now, is there 
.^ object under the present set-up of maintaining a high liquid position of the 
«nks?—A. Not as high as it is now. By liquid position you are referring to 
e Proportion of government securities, to the total?
. Q- Yes.—A. The banks feel that that is too high; they would like to see

c towered.
^ Mr. Kinley : The fact that it is there shows that the country does not need 

e money, and they have to put it somewhere else.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Howard : I am not so sure about it.
Mr. Landeryou : Mr. Howard says he is not so sure about that.

Pro "Ple Chairman: May I say, Mr. Landeryou, that we want Mr. Howard to 
gat^eeC* as raPMly as he can and as consecutively as he can with his investi- 

Now, if Mr. Howard consents to interruption why I have nothing 
tor to say about it.

thp Mr. Landeryou : I want to ask him a question. If he does not want to permit 
question it is all right.
Mr. Howard : It is quite all right.

H - Kinley: Don’t break the continuity of his remarks. 
fol]n. . Landeryou : I would like to ask him a question along the line he isuwing

fiy Mr. Howard:
Ply jj”-' * r°m the standpoint of the financial expert only I could go back in 
Evervlnt three, four or five men who built up the community of Sherbrooke, 
start u?ne M. those fellows was possibly without a dollar, and they got their 
the i0 making a small loan from the local bank at that time. In other words,
the were made on the record and the moral standing of the men whom-A.j w

Up thj1^ helped, and those people have gone into the different industries and built
to d‘Vn morc than any other single person. Is it not a fact, Mr. Towers,

SecUrit’J aay wc are basing our loans too much on the question of collateral 
>A. y aiM n°t enough on the real thing—the moral standing of the borrower? 
todivyi °U, Wcre saying that in the earlier days to which you refer that those 
ls> tln> Ua s were able to get bank accommodation largely on their record. That 

q aPPraisal of their ability and of their moral standing? 
tile bUny cs- "—A. There was one further factor which entered into the mind of 

ks at that time, and that was the assumption of an expanding countrytold
c°ntinumg prosperity. It might have been interrupted at times, but it was
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not interrupted to an etxent which really impaired faith in the future. Our banks 
no doubt said: Here are people who are live wires and very capable; the cir
cumstances are such that people with that capacity will be able to succeed 
and we will take a chance on their success. If general conditions inspire the 
belief that most people, even the able ones, are going to have a very difficult 
time, then you will find a difference in the willingness of the banks to take 
those chances.

Q. But, Mr. Towers, to me that is entirely a mistaken attitude. I will ask 
you this question: would you not rather start in Canada to-day looking to 
the future, than to have started in Canada fifty years ago looking to the 
future?

Mr. Kinley: That is quite a question.
Mr. Towers: That is a difficult question to answer.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. I am one of those fellows who believe that there never was a time in 

world history when we had as many changes and advantages ahead of us, be
cause now we are beginning to disclose the future of this country and fifty years 
ago it was not nearly so much disclosed as it is to-day.—A. The character of 
the effort would, I suppose, have to be a little different. In a pioneer country 
going ahead, such as Canada was at that time, there were many gold mineS 
to be tapped—and I do not mean that in the sense of the metal—it was a 
bonanza period.

Mr. Jaques: There was no debt.
Mr. Taylor: I might say in reply to Mr. Howard that in the earlier d_a>'s 

in this country everybody knew what they had to do in order to make a living 
whereas to-day they do not know. This is an expert’s country ; conditions t°' 
day are expert conditions. Unless you have been trained to the opportunhieS 
that lie in front of you it is difficult for the ordinary individual to take advantag^

Mr. Jaques : As a pioneer in those days, we were contracting debts &n 
in these days we are trying to pay them off.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Do you not think, Mr. Towers, that the shyness of the banks—that ^ 

they are gun shy, perhaps, on moral records—is due to an atmosphere that ® 
been created in modern days by countries not paying their bills and pe°P 
getting the idea that it is not dishonourable not to pay their bills, and ther 
fore you must protect yourself by having security?—A. That is a factor, ye6’

By Mr. Landeryou: ,
Q. Is not this also a factor, that they know they cannot pay their de 

even if they want to?—A. No. ve
Q. I would like to know how we can pay Canada’s national debt. } r :9 

never had it explained, and nobody can explain it.—A. I will explain it in 
few words. ^

Mr. Howard : I would like to ask Mr. Landeryou to do two things"^ 
read some of the speeches of Abraham Lincoln in his time and to read 
of the speeches of William Gladstone in his time and to go back to the yUj 
of Caesar, and I think he will find that exactly the same condition® obtai 
If you closed your eyes you would think you were reading just what is h,aPP 
ing to-day, and those conditions have pertained for 2,000 years. What I ,cJ. $ 
is this, that the people of this country have created, as Mr. Kinley says, a 
of confidence—that all over the world, even in England, they retarded to 
their debts temporarily, and many other countries are refusing to pay^ . ^ 
minute you do a thing like that you immediately place in the minds n1 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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People the idea that if countries are going to repudiate their debts then the 
individual does not have to pay his debt either, and you spoil the whole 
situation.

Mr. Landeryou : Abraham Lincoln recognized the principle in his day and 
suggested an alternative scheme of financing the needs of his country.

Mr. Howard : They did not choose it. But if you will read the record 
uf that time you will find that thousands of unemployed persons in the city of 
Aew York were breaking the windows in all the stores. They decided the 
pountry was going to the devil at that time, and in order to complete the picture 
ln the light of what has happened since that time why should we be discouraged 
aud worried about to-day when we have the machinery and the system, and 
Wlth the human element as it is we can make things go ahead.

Mr. Kin ley: I heard that well described the other day by the term moral 
^armament.

Mr. Landeryou : They need more money.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Let me ask this question of Mr. Towers: if a person goes into a bank 

si?] down $20,000 of bonds and gets a loan of $20,000. you do not con-
I ,ler that is any loan, do you?—A. I certainly do not consider it is a risky 
°an if the bonds are first-class.

j Q- I want a better answer than that. Is it not a fact that that is not a 
an at all? Instead of selling his bonds he goes into the bank and puts them 

P against the money he gets, and that is not any loan.—A. Presumably he 
j eters to borrow rather than sell the bonds. He has certain reasons for "that. 

s'ay in those circumstances it was a useful facility for him.

By Mr. Kinley:
m, . ^an the bank use that collateral security for 

^ reserves with the Bank of Canada?—A. No.
Is it counted as a reserve for the bank while 

■No.
Q- Not if it is hypothecated?—A. No.

A

the purpose of stimulating 

it is in their possession?—

By Mr. Howard:
Would not this be a good suggestion : that we have shown in the 

l°a eiûett't the loans that are covered by collateral and the loans made as real 
othp Wlthout security except on the moral standing of the borrower, and the 
thatr}ones ,are loans which I take to be the stock market loans, etc.; would not 
* ** a good idea from the statistical point of view?—A. I do not think it

^ fell any story that would lead to any conclusion, no. 
an lr: Bi.axton : I think you would have very few loans made against just 

cellent character.
"W Kinley: They take two now as endorsers.

By Mr. Howard:
Wer S’ Take your banks and the original charter of all your banks; those banks 
ttS f?rmc't with the idea of supplying the necessary funds to finance industry 
t^ghout the country and for the development of the country.—A. Indus- 

’ a&riculture, individuals; yes.
The whole thing.—A. Yes.

W0r> 1 think they have done a pretty good job at that, but I want to say a 
that m connection with Mr. Jaques’ example the other day when he suggested 

, a bank loaned the money to put up a $10,000 industrial plant. I hat
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would be true under our banking system and rightly so provided they knew 
that at a certain point they would re-finance and sell the stock and endeavour 
to pay back their loan, which he said they did.

Mr. Jaques : Yes.
Mr. Howard: Then you said they set up a depreciation for—
Mr. Jaques: Replacement.
Mr. Howard : Yes. At the end of the period when the depreciation value 

equalled $10,000, they would put during the time, those accumulated reserves 
either in government bonds or in preferred stocks in some other industry- 
Their reserves would help to finance at the end of the time. The point you 
did not go far enough with was: supposing they closed out at the end of the 
time; their reserves would pay back the capital to the shareholders who had 
put their money into the concern ; you would have the slate washed off.

Mr. Jaques : May I say one word. I did not have time to plumb the 
matter to the bottom, but we must remember this, that when money leaves the 
bank before it reaches the consumer’s pocket it generates, as we say, a trend 
of cost. Now, the money which has been paid out in the construction of the 
factory has generated a trend of costs, and it is taken back in the form of saw
ings to reimburse the bank. That is perfectly honest. We understand the 
bank cannot loan money for years. But when that factory starts producing 1 
has to include in the prices of its products a sum of money to replace the fa°' 
tory; in other words, the people are required to pay for the factory twice bu 
they have only had one lot of money to do it. Now, you may say the money 
which formed the reserve is used for further production; that may be so; bu 
that one lot of money is now going out to the public, to the consumer, an 
generates another lot of costs. One lot of money cannot repay two lots 0 
costs. It is what we call the double circuit, and it is the crux of the who 
matter. It is a bookkeeping system. For the life of me I cannot understa^ 
the resistance there is to the idea, because everybody, including the bank5’ 
would be better off ; even Mr. Towers would not be so worried.

Mr. Towers: I think the trouble lies in Mr. Jaques' thought that eveO^
thing is paid in money. He forgets that the activities of our lives are 1
exchange of goods and services. I think I could talk for an hour and not say 
any more than that.

Mr. Jaques : May I mention Mr. Stevens’ illustration the other day 
he said that the woman who bought a cow borrowed money from the bank f 
buy the cow and the question was how she could find the interest, and i ^ 
Stevens said that she milked the cow and the milk paid the interest. ’
the cow did not produce money any more than the bank produced milk-

Mr. Plaxton : It produces goods.
Mr. Jaques: You do not pay interest with real wealth ; you pay it vV’t 

money. Now, the cow does not produce any money and the bank does 
produce any milk. ^

The Chairman : Mr. Jaques you are forgetting that the milk must ^ 
only pay the interest but it must pay for the calf. You produce another c

Mr. Jaques: If the cow produced a golden calf that would be true-
Mr. Howard : Mr. Jaques, there is no answering for people’s taste. 

instance, let us suppose that the social credit group or a socialist group c ts, 
to Sherbrooke to conduct a lecture and they priced the tickets at 50 c® jce 
you would probably get a few people to attend, and if you reduced the Y t 
to 25 cents you would get a few more people to attend, but if Joe Louis ^ 
to Sherbrooke for a fight the people would pay $10 a seat and they wou 
glad to go. Therefore, you cannot count on taste.

Mr. Kinley: With regard to depreciation, do you not think tba £ 
allowance for depreciation in the financial structure to-day is quite libe 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Howard: Very.
, . Mr. Kinley : Considering that most firms, out of operating, keep their 
buildings in repair, and when you are dealing with costs, with modern struc- 
lUres, the scale of depreciation allowed is quite liberal.

Mr. Howard: Surely.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, you know something about the systems in other 

countries. This strikes me as a peculiar situation. We are finding fault with our 
Present financial institutions in Canada—there is a lot of criticism about them— 
ut nobody has yet shown us a better way, and as far as I am concerned I am 
ways looking for new ways to do things better ; but is it not a fact that when 

Russia cleaned off their slate and decided to start anew they started exactly with 
°ine of the arguments we have been brought up on; they based their unit on a 

cmt °f labour and they started to operate entirely on the socialistic basis or 
bnununistic basis, and today they are practically back to the same system we 
ie in as far as their financial system is concerned. They are producing gold for 
bir international balance settlements, they are basing their purchases on 

uiciency and production, they have done away with all that silly right of wages 
everyone and they pay on the merit system according to the amount produced, 
a word, outside of having representative government, which is a question 

r discussion in the minds of some people—their system in a general way is 
tactically the representative standard financial system.—A. Their financial 
^ystem right from the start has been exactly the same as it would have been in 
gjjuipitalistic country, allowing for the major difference that the government own 
§ the means of production and various other things as well. The banks in the 

union gave credit to various of the industries in accordance, naturally, 
go ri ^le instructions of the central planning bureau. Sometimes those loans were 
to i and sometimes they were bad. If they were bad the country as a whole 
ty?'k whatever loss was involved. I think that the things which determine 
cas ler or not loans shall be granted in many, though naturally not all 
y.es going to be the same things which determine action in a country such as 

In other words, the planning bureau’s estimate of the needs and probable 
CCess of the particular industry concerned.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Wo.AIs not there a major difference in that the government determines what 
°ut |iSb°uld be carried out and the banks have to provide the funds for carrying 
■ those works?—A. Yes, but the government is the banks and the government 

«lüustry.
It j It is determined by the government. The government instructs the banks, 

determined by the government to provide the funds?—A. Yes.

Mr. Kinley:
9" It is a partnership in Russia; it is not a political bank in Russia?—A. No. 

of yj ^ is controlled by an independent board?—A. Well, it is all in the hands 
g0Veie government. I will say this, that as time goes along the decisions of the 
to p]annient as to whether they will or will not instruct their banking department 
the gaCe Credits at the disposal of a particular industry are going to be guided by 
is 1,1 e thought which you would find in a capitalistic country. In other words, 
entire]lrTUstry going to be efficient? Is it worth while? That will not, of course 
this 16 Ih13 case ; there will, undoubtedly, be cases where they say, “ we wanl 

ev done and we do not care whether it is profitable or not.” Irth,
we want 

In that case
agenn^U suPPly the funds, perhaps, from other than their commercial banking 

les and charge it up to taxation.
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Q. They have not reached that period yet; they are still on the system of the 
government determining what shall or shall not be done.—A. All I am saying is 
that the things which guide the government in determining the extension of credit 
are more and more those things which would guide individuals in a capitalistic 
country.

Mr. Coldwell: Except that the question they ask is: Does this meet a 
definite social need, whereas our people say: Will this produce a profit?

Mr. Towers: Yes, that is true, with this added qualification: does it meet 
a definite social need; and they have also come to the point because of experience, 
where they also say: can we afford it?

Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
Mr. Towers: In the earlier stage I think that question : can we afford it, 

was not so prominent.
Mr. Coldwell : The difference is: can we afford it, as against, does k 

produce a reasonable profit?
Mr. Towers: Yes; and the final one would be: under the system as the) 

operate it, is it possible to have a larger sum total of production for the peop‘e 
of the country than would be the case under some other system.

Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
Mr. Howard : Let me give you one more example of profits. Take, f°r 

example, the manufacture of silk stockings. Take one plant, without mention' 
ing any names, which started in Sherbrooke twelve years ago and to-day 
employing 760 hands. It has not been slack throughout the depression; it 
maintained employment. The first pairs of stockings that they put out sold lD 
the retail stores throughout Canada at $2 a pair; to-day the price is 79 cents- 
But not to be extreme, we will take it on the same quality and the same standar > 
$1, or a reduction in price from $2 to $1 to the consumer.

Mr. Kinley: They still have the $2.
Mr. Howard: Yes, I know. The same quality is at $1 now on the 

trade ; the $2 price was based on an American stocking imported into 
with the duty paid and laid down here selling at $3. So they started by unde?' 
selling the American price by $1, $2, and to-day the price is 79 cents a pair 1 
the retail stores. The profits factor has decreased over one-third—the percent' 
age of profit factor has decreased over one-third, labour has increased °v'e 
40 per cent.

Mr. Cleaver: You referred to the general profit decrease or a profit Per 
pair of stockings.

Mr. Howard: A percentage profit, I am not talking about totals; 
depends on the number of employees. If a factory had 1,500 employees tn j 

would make more.

basis
Canada

Mr. Kinley: That is the answer to your question.
Mr. Howard : How can you establish any profit factor? Suppose th 

had gone on making $2, they would not sell any stockings. ^
Mr. Cleaver: I suggest they are making thousands of dollars more Pl0 

at a lower price. -g
Mr. Howard: Total prices are a different thing. I want to make 

point: they have reduced the price from $2 to 79 cents and they have in-cre g 
their labour, the number of employees by over one-third, and they are Ia 
one-third less profit on a dozen pairs of stockings.

Mr. Cleaver : And they are making more.
Mr. Howard : That is under the private system. I doubt if you cou 

that under any government system.
Mr. Coldwell : You are eliminating that total profit altogether.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Howard : In one case you may be employing ten hands and in the 
other case you may be employing 10 hands.

Mr. Kinley: If the profit was not there you would not make it, because 
'•hey would be lazy.

By Mr. Howard:
Q. Suppose we admit that this country needs good roads, a lot of good 

r°ads, and that the development of the tourist trade that Mr. McGeer was 
sPeaking about would create increased revenue in Canada, possibly enough to 

the roads self-liquidating. Suppose we decided on the policy of going 
ahead and spending money on roads, how would you proceed to finance that?— 

The answer to that is found in the experience of many years, of course. I 
»uld say in these circumstances the government could borrow for the con- 
action of the roads, and, of course, has borrowed for the construction of roads. 

, Q. Now, I have no other question, Mr. Chairman, except that I have tried 
o show that I approve of the present financial set-up and the present banking 
' Stem, but I am always ready if anybody can show me how we can improve 

general conditions to accept it. But I still am absolutely convinced in my own 
anH the relation of one commodity to another is of very great importance, 

01 when we throw them out of line, that is the real basis of our troubles, 
jyj The Chairman: Now, I would suggest that after we have heard from 
V- Clark, that Mr. Taylor be given the floor. I think we should give 

r- Taylor the floor.
Sa Tir. Clark: I should like to ask Mr. Towers in the first place if he would 

y the private banks have any exclusive rights to receive deposits? 
rai« *i^r’ Towers: No, they have not. As a matter of fact, the question was 
hom ■ a*: an earker meeting as to the amount of deposits taken by other institu
er]8 \n Canada, and one of the things I have here to-day to put on the record, 
b .committee’s permission, is a statement showing the amount of deposits 

mcr institutions as of December, 1937.
^r- Cleaver : Are you putting it on now?
"^r- Towers: May I put it on now, Mr. Chairman?
Tile Chairman : Yes.

cr°—......

JStojSg»* Office.............
A1WUl "gs Office..........§AV, 0avings Certificates».

A’.bf & District.. 
'u économie

L, °PUUlRES 
Coxi*ANiE8..

ftCom^NIeS4.

Total ..

anodes rx respective fiscal year-ends of institutions and are shown under nearest calendar year-ends. 
lOhittland dftiïïSîon Government Savings Bank figures. 
ui5ly C0toS2??^o»ly.

SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS 

Deposits

(Millions of Dollars)

Calendar Years-ends1

1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

249-4 238-7 28-4 26-1 24-8 23-9 23-9 23-2 22-5 22-0 21-9 22-6

18-4 18-8 19-8 22-8 23-3 26-9 23-7 21-5 21-4 32-0 37-7 40-3
15-3 15-6 15-4 15-0 14-7 12-4
Old 11 -8 11 -6 11-8 11-0 9-2 7-6 5-7 5-6 4-8 4-5 4-1

56-2 57-7 58-2 55-1 55-4 55-7 54-3 52-9 52-7 54-6 57-8 61-6
13-0 13-6 12-7 12-5 12-7 12-5 13-2 12-9 13-0 13-0 13-6 13-6

6-3 7-9 8-1 8-1 7-8 7-4 6-2 e-6 6-1 6-9 7-7 13-1

32-3 37-6 40-0 37-7 39-7 38-4 36-9 31 8 32-6 33-5 33-4 33-8

17-2 22-2 27-9 31-4 35-5 38-4 4M 44-7 45-1 47-1 49-2 50-3

209-2 223-9 222-1 220-5 224-9 224-8 206-9 198-3 199-0 213-9 225-8 239-4

KHuit y c°mpani" • on,y- %nt. Panies incorporated
atlsfei

in Ontario; not available for other companies whose deposits would be a relatively small
ltred to chartered banka in 1932.
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Mr. Coldwell: For our information, what are the totals?
Mr. Towers: The total was $239,000,000.
Mr. Plaxton: Representing what?
Mr. Towers: Dominion postal savings, $22,000,000; provincial institu

tions, Ontario $40,000,000, Manitoba savings office, none, Alberta savings cer
tificates, $4,000,000; Montreal city and district banks, $61,000,000; La Caisse 
d’Economie, $13,00,000; Caisses Populaires, $13,000,000; loan companies, $34,' 
000,000; trust companies, $50,000,000.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Alberta savings certificates are not considered as a deposit?—A. Yes, 

but they are ones which, of course, cannot be withdrawn at the present time; 
but they still are regarded by the depositors as a deposit.

Q. That does not include the amount of money in the treasury branch- 
—A. Excuse me; Mr. Scott points out the Alberta figures include demand de
posits only.

Q. It does not include the deposits in the treasury branch in Alberta, 
does it?—A. No.

Q. New treasury branches?—A. Not included in these figures. All these 
figures refer to December, 1937.

By Mr. Clark:
Q. The capital stock of the banks is widely distributed, is it not?— 

Yes, it is.
Q. Many people have bank deposits?—A. Yes. ?
Q. And it is of great importance to them to have confidence in the banks- 

—A. There is no question of that. .
Q. And it is important, too, that the banks retain the confidence of til 

people?—A. Yes. .
Q. It has been suggested and stated in the house that the banks a_e 

practically criminals because they do not keep the deposits, that they _ha 
not enough money to pay out the deposits that they have. Is there any „
fication for that idea?—A. No, because banking from the time that bank^
onmmcrmorl Vi a c -nmrpr KpPTI DfinflllptpH fm t.VlA Kqcid nf + Konlro V»Q.vifl2commenced has never been conducted on the basis of the banks having 
per cent in legal tender against their deposits. j

Q. That may apply to a private concern also? As a matter of faC ■ nl 
do receive deposits and pay out more than the banks do. As long as I 
able to pay and do pay the deposits, I am not a criminal?—A. That is c°rrCjj 

Mr. Landeryou: What would happen if you were_ caught short; W°U 
you be in the same position as the banks?

Mr. Clark: That would not happen unless the banks went down too],ort>

wh,“would™™"? Y°U S“y y°U d° that' SUP1,0SC 5™ ««"8“
property.KlNLEY " 11 would come out of his personal resources, his house, hi5

again“rthCe™ksYeS' *hey W°UW h‘Ve the Same cl>im as ^ '™“ld ^

Mr. Kinley: It is because they have confidence in you that they alI°*

you to do that,
Mr. Clark: That is the way business is conducted. What I wish to V°\c

feoP11out is that it is important to the banks to retain the confidence of the P 
and have the banks promote and maintain private enterprise. s9y,

Mr. Landeryou: I should like to get at that same illustration. You 
Mr. Clark, you have deposits and you use the people’s money?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Clark : The same as the banks.
Mr. Kinley: Are you a trust company or do you do it privately?
Mr. Clark: I do it privately in my own business.
Mr. Landeryou: I cannot understand how you do that.
Mr. Leduc: He is a private banker, that is all.
Mr. Jaques: May I point out the difference between a private individual 

?nd a bank is this: the bank, as Mr. Towers would say, creates—loans money 
creating the means of payment. If I loaned you $500, I have to loan you 

$500 that I got from somebody else. The bank really does not loan money, 
t loans promises to pay money.

Mr. Kinley: Credit.
in ^r' dAQUES: And consequently if all the people demand their deposits 
8 £ash they could not get them. The people of Canada are not going to be 
0 foolish as to want all their money at once.

Mr. Clark: No.
a Mr. Jaques: They are not refraining from borrowing money because they 

e afraid of a run on the banks at all.
Mr. Kinley: Indirectly he does that.

son Towers: If I may interject there, you create credit when you buy 
mething from the corner grocery on credit.

cla' ^r" Vaques: Very little. It is like a railway ticket. A railway ticket is a 
is rlln on 80 manY miles of travel. The bank ticket is a claim on anything that 

Produced, either goods or services.
pr Mr. Clark: Yes. The deposits with individuals and with concerns at the 
ada‘ent amount- to a very considerable sum, I presume, throughout Can- 
Penif our banking system did not have the confidence of the people, the 
hay1 6 C0UM not borrow from their neighbours, for instance, because now they 
thov ,cre(lit with the banks and can borrow money from individuals because 

y have credit with the bank.
The Chairman: Proceed.

U^i Mr. Landeryou: May I put this the way that Professor Fisher of Yale 
crsity put it in his address on a radio broadcast? 
the Chairman: I suggest, Mr. Landeryou—

I d * r. Landeryou: Every time I go to make a statement you interrupt me. 
t° J think that is right. I asked him personally whether he was prepared. 
hiptG | at'j and you interrupted. I do not think that is fair. I have been inter- 

U every time I got up to speak in this chamber. I absolutely resent it.
this ; he Chairman: Mr. Landeryou, you were given the opportunity to open 

inquiry.
f ha^r;kANDERYou: I beg your pardon, I have not been given the opportunity. 

e been interrupted in this chamber.
^hxiou ^Hairman: The record will show, Mr. Landeryou. We are very 
to atlg s to have Mr. Clark proceed. Mr. Clark is open to questions, if he cares 
Wish + f them, but at the same time I think it is the view that all people who 

Jjj0 be heard—
r- Landeryou: Mr. Chairman,—

Ig v: e Chairman : Will you please sit down and listen to me for a moment? 
a$ked f ah the questions that the different members desire to ask and have 
allow’d <j,r the opportunity of investigating, I think that Mr. Clark should be 
you Will °kProceed with his investigation or his inquiries. Now, then, later on 
doubt if- given an opportunity to put the statement on the record, but I 

sh°uld be done at the present time.
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Mr. Landeeyou: I asked him, and if he had objected I would have sat 
down, but I resent everybody interrupting. They interrupted Mr. Jaques when 
he was giving his statement. He was interrupted by everybody and was ques
tioned by everybody at one time, which prevented him from making his state
ment—

The Chairman : If you read the record you will notice over and over 
again I stated that I objected to the interruptions, and that I was trying to 
protect Mr. Jaques so that he could continue, and I even suggested that I was 
trying to protect him from Mr. Landerjmu.

Mr. Landeryoti: I will ask you this question: did I not ask Mr. Clark's 
permission—

The Chairman: I think you did, but I suggest—
Mr. Kinley : It was not a question. There is a difference between a ques

tion and reading part of a thesis, as it were, which may be altogether different 
from the general tone of the article, and putting Mr. Clark on the spot at the 
moment by reading something by some American professor who writes an article 
of this kind. I think a question should be a real and frank question.

The Chairman: That is my opinion. Proceed, Mr. Clark.
Mr. Clark : Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask Mr. Towers a question 

with respect to—
Mr. Cleaver: I think we ought to clarify this a little. I do not want any

member of this committee to feel he is being imposed on, because I know y°l’as
ofwant to be manifestly fair and tried to be fair. I think Mr. Landeryou ha=

misunderstood your ruling. I take it that your ruling is that any member 
this committee can, with the consent of the witness, ask any personal quest» 
that he wishes to ask, but he cannot use that opportunity to put somebody 
else’s propaganda on the record. Now, if Mr. Landeryou has a question of 11 
own to ask I take it he is quite in order to ask it so long as Mr. Clark 1~ 

willing—
The Chairman : Quite.
Mr. Coldwell : I was going to say that I did not object to quest10 

yesterday. I do not think it is wise or fair to the individual who is giving^ 
point of view to keep interrupting, because it does throw you off the point M° 

time to time.
Mr. Clark : Yes.
Mr. Kinley: Mr. Clark is very clear, and I think he is doing well.
Mr. Clark: What I desire to point out is that I cannot agree with the

ll
Social Credit and C.C.F. testimony that has been given here, because fro» . 
experience I believe that the government is not justified in going into bus)” 
that it is more economical to have it undertaken and carried through, poj381 t 
at some times with the help of the govenment, by private enterprise, and ^ 

it is highly important that the business of the country should be carried 01 

private concerns.
Mr. Jaques: We agree with that entirely ; Social Credit agrees with 

entirely.
Mr. Clark: Agrees with that?
Mr. Jaques: Yes, entirely ; socialists don’t, but social crediters do. y
Mr. Clark : That is fine. The chartered banks, it is pointed out, have 0 

important part in the financial affairs of our country, and it is 01 ^jy 
importance that they retain the confidence of the people of Canada. H ^iik5 
is a tribute to the soundness of our banking system that no failures of our 
occurred during the recent severe depression.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: The people failed.
Mr. Clark : There were a great many failures of banks in the United 

States at the time. The banks were sustained and carried on because they were 
cleverly managed and handled. They made a small profit, not a large profit, 
during the depression; and I think it is unfair to have statements made that 
have been made before this committee and in the house that the banks during 
.he depression made extraordinary profits. A statement was made, for instance, 
ln the first place, that they were sort of criminals because of what they were 
doing.

Mr. Coldwell : Who made that statement?
Mr. Lander you: Who made that statement?

^ Mr. Clark : Mr. McGeer made that statement on June 2, 1936 in the house. 
*his is what he says:

b:

I do not know of anybody else who can do that kind of thing without 
going to the penitentiary.

Mr. Jaques: That is right.
Mr. Landeryou : That is true.
Mr. Clark : And he goes on to say in regard to the banks that in 1934 the 

^auks made an actual profit of $18,000,000. Have you information there, Mr. 
Prog61*8’ sh°w us what the figure was in 1934? I am speaking of the net

Mr. Towers : We shall have them in just a minute. 
t Mr. Jaques: That is their disclosed profit ; they have immense hidden 
Serves that nobody knows anything about.

Mr. Clark : No, that was on capital investment of $144,000,000. What I 
r °Mcl like to point out, and I should like to ask Mr. Towers is: Arc not the 
eserves of the banks practically capital also? It is furnished as capital, is it not?

Mr. Towers : Yes. At least, as their statements show, there is a cert ain 
ba?ltal and certain reserve fund. Some of that fund has come from profits, the 
js -anee of it has come from premium on the capital stock which they sold and 

ln essence capital. The division of these two I have not at the moment here. 
Mr. Kinley : They all came from profits.
Mr. Clark: No.

the, r. Towers: No; I think the majority of it came from the price at which 
^ sold their capital stock.

Mr. Kinley : It depends on profits.
Mr. Clark : No, it is not profit.
Mr. Towers: The price which they can secure for their stock—
Mr. Kinley : Depends upon their structure and their earning power.

. . Towers: That is true; nevertheless, it remains the case that the rest 
18 only partly composed of transfers from profits.

Mr- Kinley: I think that is all right, but it is profit.
Mr. Clark : No, it is not profit; a reserve fund is not profit.
‘ r- Kinley : What can you build it up from?

I)ew\,.^LARK: I will give you an illustration. The Bank of Montreal issued 
aaPital stock at $200, $100 of which issue was furnished by the stock.

Beea r- Kinley : Why were the people willing to buy and pay $200 for it? 
8e it was worth it?

Clark: Because of the existing earned profit. 
r- Kinley: And because of the reserve fund which justified—
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Mr. Clark: They furnished $100 for each share and that was capital.
Mr. Kinley: You have to build up a reserve fund from profits.
Mr. Clark: No, that was capital.
Mr. Kinley: What else—
Mr. Cleaver: In the first instance, yes.
Mr. Hill: I think you will find reserves are all undivided profits. If you 

take into consideration the capital invested in their real estate which should 
come out of the amount paid in on the stock, you will find the net reserve is 
all put there from undivided profits.

Mr. Towers : You mean premium on capital stock should have been used 
for premises?

Mr. Hill: Absolutely.
Mr. Towers : I cannot quite follow the argument of relating one to the other-
Mr. Kinley: Suppose I have a share in a company and the stock is worth 

$200. Why is it worth $200?
Mr. Cleaver : Because of existing profits.
Mr. Kinley: Because it will earn 10 per cent, therefore the man says itlS 

a 5 per cent investment and I will pay $200 for it.
Mr. Clark: The amount you put in has not been earned.
Mr. Taylor: What you paid for your investment has not been earned froU1 

profits.
Mr. Clark : It is a fact, as the records of the banks show.
The Chairman : Mr. Clark, Mr. Taylor has a question.
Mr. Taylor : I should like to interrupt here, but I do not like to do it- * 

do it only because I do not want to lose this point. Mr. Towers says that the 
rest or reserve fund is not all undivided profits, that some of it is premium 
on the shares sold ; but I know of case after case in my life history where ban» 
have never sold shares at a premium in order to add to their reserve fuD ; 
In that case the money is taken directly out of the profit made each year an 
added to reserves.

Mr. Towers: In such cases, yes.
Mr. Taylor: It is only within the last 20 years that we have heard we 

word “rest” fund. Before that it was reserve or profits undivided.
Mr. Kinley: Suppose the bank profits went down 50 per cent next yea^ 

when you took up your morning paper, what would be the price of bank stoc 
in the paper?

Mr. Towers: I cannot tell you.
Mr. Kinley: But you know they would be down, you know that.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Kinley: It ail relates to profits.
Mr. Coldwell: Can we get an answer to Mr. Clark’s question?
Mr. Towers : In 1933—there won’t have been very much change since th6®^ 

the amount of reserve funds which represented cash premiums on stock iss,^e 
was $67,000,000. The amount set aside from profit was $54,000,000, an(^A0,' 
amount added in connection with purchases of assets of other banks was $ ' 
000,000, a total of $161,000,000, I think.

Mr. Cleaver: I have just one question. In that connection, do you 
at what amount bank properties are carried in their statements as assets?

Mr. Towers: In general I would say they are carried at cost, less the am

ku°W

oum
which they have set aside for depreciaton from year to year.

Mr. Cleaver: What is the amount of the annual precentage of depreciiato®'
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Mr. Towers : That I cannot tell you.
Mr. Coldwell: Mr. Towers, what about the rate of profits that Mr. Clark 

was criticizing?
Mr. Towers: The amount of profits? In 1934, $18,000,000.
Mr. Coldwell: What is the percentage?
Mr. Clark: Taxes are not taken from that.
Mr. Landeryou: Is that after reserves—
Mr. Towers: After reserves for bad debts?
Mr. Landeryou: Yes.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Landeryou: And depreciation and all others—
Mr. Towers: Whether these figures I have here are after depreciation 

bank premises or not I do not know.
Mr. Clark: I think some taxes are included in that.
Mr. Kinley: Is that after income tax payments?
Mr. Towers: These figures are shown after deducting dominion and 

°vincial government taxes.
Mr. Kinley: Fifteen per cent income tax on that, is there not?
Mr. Towers: This $18,000,000 is shown after taking—
Mr. Coldwell: What was the rate of profit, what per cent?
Mr. Towers: On capital?
Mr. Coldwell: Yes.
Mr. Towers: The capital and reserves at that time—
Mr. Coldwell: Capital without reserves.
Mr. Cleaver: And reserves.
Mr. Towers: Their money which is included in the business— 

sh i ?*r' Cleaver: You get an answer to your question, Mr. Coldwell, and I 
uld like an answer to mine.

the ^r- Clark: I may say that in 1934 the capital stood at $144,500,000 and 
reserves at $132,000,000. The reserve was reduced from the time you 

Stated there.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Clark: There has been an actual reduction in serves.
Mr. Cleaver: Through losses?
Mr. Coldwell: What was the rate of it, the interest rate?
Mr. Towers: It is being worked out.

tirv, ^r- Clark: So that the profit was not anything like 12 per cent at tha ■ 
me on the actual capital; it was, in fact, about U per cent.

Mr. Cleaver: Shall we wait and let Mr. Towers answer?
The Chairman: Let Mr. Clark finish his sentence.

Ba>- Clark: Then it is stated that the larger banks referring to the 
>k of Montreal, pay 8 per cent. It was also stated that the other bank 
isnre hom 6 to 12 per cent, but the average stood at about 12 per cent. It

hard to understand that. Do you understand that, Mr. Towers?Ullti

Mr. Towers: Excuse me statement that other banks ranged
fr ^r- Clark: Do you understam - about 12 per cent? 
roni 6 to 12 per cent but the average stood at aboui i

Mr. Towers: No, I do not.
Mr. Coldwell: Who made that statement.
TV#M:r- Cleaver: Mr. McGeer.
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Mr. Coldwell : Now I wonder if Mr. Towers has an answer to the ques
tion I asked. The first question was the percentage of profit on capital plus 
reserves, and the second question, percentage of profit on capital only.

Mr. Towers: In the latter case between 12 and 13 per cent as we work 
it out here. In the former case, that is, on capital and reserves, between 6 and 
7 per cent.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Have you the percentage of profit on capital plus the part of reserves 

that was contributed by increased selling price of stocks? I take it that would 
be about 9 per cent.—A. We will try to get that figure in a minute. Incident
ally, I should point out that not having been prepared, I am taking figures 
as they are available in various forms, and I should say that probably that 
profit figure of $18,000,000 which I mentioned might be affected in this way- 
undoubtedly there are certain deductions, although just at the moment 1 
cannot tell you what they are. I mean, probably pension fund and possibly 
for depreciation and so forth.

Q. Before we leave the question of bank premises I have one more ques
tion to ask. Can you tell me what percentage of bank premises has been 
written down to $1 as a result of this actual depression, written off, and are 
now carried on the bank books simply at a nominal figure?—A. You mean 
individual buildings?

Q. Yes, individual property.—A. Oh, that I do not know.
Q. Can you give us an estimate? you are familiar with that.—A. No, I hav® 

not the faintest idea. The sum total of the premises of the various banks 15 
pretty substantial. Now, whether an individual branch here or there has been 
written down to $1, I do not know.

Mr. Coldwell : You have a lot of such cases, I imagine, in western Canada 
where many bank premises have been abandoned and boarded up.

Mr. Towers : Yes, those which are abandoned, I dare say.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. If the material is not available to answer the question which I j- 

asked, would you have this information? Would you tell me what percentage 
the present assessed value is being carried on the banks statements ?—A- î'*0’ 
have not the vaguest idea.

Mr. Clark : Mr. McGeer made a statement, speaking about the 12 per cCllj,' 
that they had set aside as rest accounts an amount almost as great. I tilin 
as a fact, there has been no increase in the rest accounts of the banks for yca 
It has been reduced, on the whole.

Mr. Towers : On the whole it has been reduced as compared with ten Yea
ago.

Mr. Clark: It has only been a trifling amount, in any case. , g
Mr. Towers: The figure of the 1930 rest fund was $162.2 millions ; 

figure at the end of 1938 was $133.8 millions.
Mr. Clarks It has been reduced, so that that statement is absolu 

incorrect.
Mr. Cleaver : And the reduction would be accounted for through losseS 

loans.
Mr. Towers: That may be so in certain years. They may have used 

of their rest funds to provide for losses, yes.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I wish to ask if the capital has been increased in the same period?— 

A. No; the capital has remained the same. In 1930 it was $145,000,000; it is now 
&145.5 millions. To tell you the truth I did not recall there had been any change 
whatever. I do not know why that figure is up by $500,000.

Q. The implication is that the banks have withdrawn from their reserve 
Unds to equalize profits?—A. I beg your pardon?

Q. The implication is that the banks have withdrawn from their reserve 
unds to equalize profits?—A. I would say to provide for losses.

Q. To provide for losses?—A. Yes.
, Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, is it not a fact, Mr. Towers, that the banks 
have large hidden reserves?

Mr. Towers: Not to my knowledge.
The Chairman : They are hidden from the governor if they are there.
Mr. Jaques: I understood they were hidden.
The Chairman : What is the evidence?

alH ^r' JaQues: It is generally accepted that they have hidden reserves, 
hough their auditors have not the information.

By Mr. Kinley:
r&g Q- Mr. Towers, may I ask a question? You said that they reduced their 
div\7es Wok after losses. At the same time they maintained their 

Wends?—A. They reduced their dividends, 
p Q- Is it not natural in ordinary circumstances when you do not make a 
p ° 11> to stop your dividends?—A. It might be the natural thing in the case of 
tal*1^ industries, but there are special circumstances which the banks have to 
yQ^c mto consideration. If you have the responsibility of operating a bank and 
jp . tlaye to make a choice between taking something from your reserves and 
it ■ ining somewhat reduced dividends, or cutting out your dividends entirely, 
ef/f t man who will decide that the elimination of dividends would have no 

ecf on confidence.
law ■ ^ course, that is perfectly legitimate in private industry. I thought the 

Sfud that you must pay dividends out of profits or reserves?
Landeryou: What are the banks charging the government now for 

ey for short term purposes?
* J1’- Cleaver: I think we should get an answer to that question. 

direCf 1 Towers: They are not loaning anything to the government. You mean 
Wans or security issues?

By Mr. Landeryou:
and yi n°Cur*ty issues?—A. The security issues? You will find the quotation 
exapjp] ,°f those shown in market reports or at the time of new issues. For 
short t ?’ ln the issue which was made yesterday, speaking from memory, the 
Cent. GriU’ 3 year V2 per cent obligation, cost the government about 1-70 per

js ^ [ the banks are losing money, as has been suggested by Mr. Clark, why 
J'ave Wan money at that rate ; why do they not charge more?—A. They 
higher °, t^°t anY alternative because they cannot get sufficient loans at the

By Mr. Kinley:
>U1Ï Mr. Towers, I question your answer a while ago. You say that it 
Jividenje the natural thing to do in all businesses except banking, to cut the 
Judge b . • t?—A. That was rather a broad statement. One would have t-o 

Y individual cicumstances.
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Q. Do not companies build up reserves for the purpose of stabilizing 
dividends?—A. No doubt that is a much more reasonable way than the way 
I put it before. I should have said there were certain special considerations 
of confidence in relation to banks.

By Mr. Coldwell:
Q. Mr. Towers, have you the memorandum that Mr. Woodsworth asked 

for?—A. Yes, I have.
Q. Would you put it on the record?—A. Yes, I will. Mr. Chairman, with 

the permission of the committee I will put on the record the reply to questions 
asked by Mr. Woodsworth and also figures showing net repatriation of Cana
dian government bonds in the last ten years in response to a question by Mr- 
Landeryou. I will also put on the record this reply to questions asked by Mr- 
Deachman and also to questions asked by Mr. Tucker.

(Replies to questions asked by Messrs. Woodsworth, Landeryou, Deach- 
man and Tucker, appear as appendices to this report).

Mr. Kinley : Mr. Chairman, it was arranged the other day that I should 
follow Mr. Coldwell, but I had to attend in the house and I lost my turn- 
Could I get my turn back again?

The Chairman: We have promised Mr. Taylor that he will follow Mr- 
Clark. Mr. Clark will start at our next meeting.

Mr. Kinley: I am willing to defer to Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Cleaver: I wonder if I could follow Mr. Kinley?
The Chairman: I think it should be the understanding of the commit^6 

that Mr. Clark should finish at our next meeting, followed by Mr. Taylor, Mr' 
Kinley and Mr. Cleaver.

The committee adjourned to meet Monday, May 15, at 11 o’clock.
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APPENDIX “A”

QUESTIONS BY MR. WOODSWORTH ON THE EFFECTS OF THE 
GOVERNMENT BORROWING $50,000,000 FROM THE BANK OF 
CANADA AT PER ANNUM, TO USE FOR PUBLIC WORKS.

U) Would $25,000 per annum pay the Bank oj Canada’s expenses?
■ U the Bank of Canada’s participation were limited to creating first a deposit 
V the Dominion Government account and later deposits in the accounts of the 
bartered banks, then $25,000 per annum, obviously, would more than cover 
by additional cost to the Bank. However, if it were necessary to issue and 
ervice Bank of Canada notes, the total cost involved would be much greater 

4 atl ^*5,000 per annum, as is illustrated by the statistics in the table on page 
^ of the Minutes and Proceedings.

^ What would be the procedure?
The are two possible methods of procedure:
(a) The Government might withdraw the $50,000,000 in Bank of Canada 

notes and use them to pay contractors and others.
(h) The Government might issue cheques on its account in order to make 

payments to contractors and others.

T/te Effect on the Accounts of the Chartered Banks? 
y. (a) Regardless of which of the procedures just mentioned was adopted, 

Result would be to increase the cash reserves of the chartered banks by about $5o>000,000.

(i) If the Government had used Bank of Canada notes as a means of 
making payments, almost all of those notes would find their way back 
to the chartered banks increasing their cash reserves.

Qi) If the Government drew cheques on the Bank of Canada, those cheques 
would be presented by the banks and credited to their balances at the 
Bank of Canada, thus increasing their cash reserves by $50,000,000.

i*«» The Canadian deposit liabilities of the charctered banks would be 
ibcreaSed- ky about $50,000,000 through the deposits by the public. This 
forrr,as? *n chartered bank liabilities would balance the increase of assets in the 

m of cash.

earniiC(! increase in cash reserves would stimulate the banks to add their 
îïiejj^ ^. assets, which might, if the banks could find suitable loans or invest- 

lncrease by $450,000,000 and increase deposit liabilities by the same 
tiojj • Deposits would then be $500,000,000 larger than before this transac- 
Cash cc^rred and assets larger by the same amount in the form of $50,000,000 

and 1450,000,000 other assets.
D) Jl7

e Effect on the Accounts oj the Bank oj Canada?
^b.OoQ qqq1g. brst effect would be to increase Bank of Canada liabilities by

or
eag ■ - - m the form of a deposit of the Government—accompanied by an 

°* fbc same amount in assets held in the form of Government securitiesadv,ances.
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(b) If the Government withdrew its deposit at the Bank of Canada in Bank 
of Canada notes, the second effect would be to decrease the Bank of Canada’s 
liability in the form of a Government deposit by $50,000,000 and increase its 
liability in the form of Bank of Canada notes by the same amount. There 
would be no change in assets.

(c) If the Government withdrew its deposit at the Bank of Canada by 
drawing cheques on the Bank of Canada, the second effect would be to decrease 
the Bank of Canada’s liability in the form of a Government deposit by 
$50,000,000 and increase its liability in the form of a deposit of the chartered 
banks, by the same amount. There would be no change in assets.

(d) If the Government had paid out $50,000,000 in Bank of Canada notes, 
presumably when the public deposited such notes at the chartered banks, the 
latter would return most of them to the Bank of Canada, so that the Bank of 
Canada’s liability in the form of notes would decrease and its liability in the 
form of a deposit of the chartered banks, increase by the same amount. There 
would be no change in assets.

(e) On the basis of present gold reserves an increase in note and deposh 
liabilities of $50,000,000 would not reduce the reserve ratio to 25% and 
therefore the minimum gold reserve section would not have to be suspended.

(5) Methods of recall of notes, if inflation ensued?
As I have already mentioned, there would be a very small increase, if an^' 

in the amount of Bank of Canada notes in public circulation. I assume, there
fore, that Mr. Woodsworth had reference to the methods by which the char
tered banks’ cash reserves could be reduced if the circumstances of inflation 
ensued.

The ordinary central banking method of effecting the desired reduction 1,1 
chartered banks’ cash reserves would be for the Bank of Canada to sell the 
required amount of its assets, payment for which by the public or the bank; 
would reduce the chartered banks’ cash in the form of notes of and deposjt' 
with the Bank of Canada.

The fiscal methods by which Mr. Woodsworth suggests that the res»1* 
might be obtained, namely, taxation or Government borrowing, would b 
effective if the Government deposited the proceeds of taxes or borrowing a, 
the Bank of Canada, the effect of which would be to decrease banks’ 
reserves by the same amount, I should like to point out that in these cl,'j 
cumstances, the Government is practically in the same position as if h *l£U 
taxed or borrowed from the people to obtain the $50,000,000 in the first place’ 
instead of obtaining a loan from the Bank of Canada.

(6) The possibility of inflation? ^
In raising this question Mr. Woodsworth pointed to the currently ^ 

level of the general wholesale price index as compared with 1920 and ^3 
as an indication, I assume, of the probable remoteness of inflationary rc' 
from the $50,000,000 transaction which he described.

Internal monetary expansion of this type may not produce a mart
increase in the general price level for a time because of the importance^ 
export and import prices in the Canadian price structure. It will, h°^jjgs------~----------------------- ------ ------ ~ k“VV JWUUIU1C. XV

tend to lower the rate of interest and increase the burden borne by 
depositors, policy-holders and, in general, those who receive fixed 
incomes.

g&Vl*
inter61

is*
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The further effects of such an internal monetary expansion depends upon 
"'hen and to what extent the additional money created is actively used by the 
Public. In this connection I should like to point out that the potential increase 

$500,000,000 in bank deposits would be a 20 per cent increase over their 
Present amount.

Active use of the increase in the volume of money would produce an interal 
filiation which would force a decision between reversing the policy of internal 
expansion and depreciating the external value of the dollar.

Currency depreciation would increase the burden borne by fixed-interest 
r®cipients and extend the burden to wage-earners who would bear a major 
stlare of the internal transfer caused by depreciation.
,, As I have mentioned on a number of previous occasions, I am not saying 
hat a policy of this kind should or should not be adopted, but merely trying 
0 show that the problem is one of deciding where the burden will be imposed 
hu that a policy of the sort described is not a costless one.

**un.
$107-7

APPENDIX "B”

Net Repatriation of Canadian Government Bonds, 1927-1937*

Dominion and Provincial Direct and Guaranteed and Municipal Issues 
(Millions of Dollars)

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1927-37

+20-2 +76-9 +205-2 +27-8 +30-4 +9-6 -29-0 -92-3 -71-2 -24-3 +261-0

MiicVar ileSe ^atistics exclude capital movements through the international purchase and sala of outstanding securities 
(3) P not available throughout the whole of this period. 

ar values are used throughout.

(2)’rir!18 8*gn denotes net inflow of capital ; a minus sign indicates a net repatriation of Canadian bonds. 
MiinV. x“ese statistics exclude caoital movements through the international our chase ar

APPENDIX “C”
Educing rates of taxation rather than increasing

EXPENDITURES 
(Question by Mr. Deachman)

Uii has been suggested that the effect of government “deficit spending” 
level f Gained by reducing rates of taxation rather than by increasing the 

government expenditures.
is trAs 1 understand it, the theory underlying the proposal to lower tax rates 
reg-p SUch action would impart a stimulus to private spending which would 
°btai'e Fcnera-1 economic activity of a more normal character than might be 

ued by increased government participation in various projects, 
is wi b am correct in my understanding, then the fundamental consideration 
Ir tfip ler l°wer taxes will actually result in an increase in private spending, 
the rA resPect the nature of the taxes involved and the particular time at which 

In fti°ns are made seem to me to be very important.
I d0 s°iar as taxes are paid with money which would otherwise remain idle, 
fates , suPP°se that there would be any increase in private spending if the 
Privat^l re lowered. Only to the extent that existing taxes are actually impeding 
Activity Sl3endlng would one expect to obtain a stimulus to increased private

to Qjg ,e circumstances in which a reduction of tax rates was made appears 
°f prjv, ? be an important factor in determining the reaction upon the volume 
PsyCb0j e spending. When the level of business conditions is declining and the 
'vbeth0,0^1CaX a*titude of the public is towards a further deterioration, I doubt 

a reduction in tax rates would be a sufficient stimulus to initiate a
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revival of confidence in the future and increase private spending. A rise 
idle balances would be much more likely.

Not only is reduction in taxes a less positive stimulus to increased activity 
than government spending, under the conditions just mentioned, but it is a con
siderably less flexible technique. Very seldom is it true that depression is spread 
evenly over the fiscal area affected by any given tax. Therefore the benefit, '' 
any, from the tax reduction tends to be diffused and to a considerable extent go 
to sections which relatively speaking are not in need. Government spending 
on the other hand, is a method which can in most cases come nearer to benefit
ing only the desired section of the economy.

An important feature in determining the relative advantages of tax reduc
tion versus increased government spending, would be the productiveness o' 
value of the type of spending in which the government might engage. 
increased government spending would be non-productive, then probably it would 
be preferable to try and get even a partial response from private industry. 
the other hand if there were productive avenues of investment open to the 
government, then an increase in government spending might well be better than 
relying on the results of an effort of the kind under discussion to encourage 
increased activity in private industry.

Changing rates of taxation impose burdens which established rates usual lj 
do not, according to the axiom that “an old tax is a good tax.” It is quite like y 
that if a decrease in tax rates had to be reversed at a later date there woul^ 
be more dislocation than would be caused by a proper easing-up of governmen 
expenditures as private spending recovered.

Quite apart from the question of reducing taxes, I believe that uncertain^ 
on the part of the public, regarding the nature and extent of future tax increase 
may be an appreciable factor in holding back private spending. Private busing 
initiative has of course been curtailed not only by the international polit'03 
situation but also by domestic uncertainty. t

To summarize, I would say that reducing taxes to promote recovery's 
a plan which is likely to be widely effective in raising private spending and 
the same time has disadvantages from the viewpoint of flexibility. I do 
however, that it is a proposal which is worthy of careful consideration j 
respect to the limited field in which it might be a practical alternative to increa8 
government spending.

APPENDIX “D”
SHOULD CANADA USE THE AVAILABLE SURPLUS IN THE BALAN^ 

OF PAYMENTS TO INCREASE IMPORTS RATHER THAN 
REPATRIATE DEBT

(Question by Mr. Deachman)
During the last few years Canada has had a favourable balance of 

which has enabled her to repatriate some $500 millions of foreign obligatl?e\,t 
Before discussing the advisability or otherwise of reducing our foreign °^6 
under existing conditions, I should like to mention a few factors concerning 
situation in which this large favourable balance was created. ,;ve

To a very large extent the lower level of our imports in recent years rela^jcb 
to 1926-29 has been due to smaller imports of capital goods—commodities 
were intimately associated with the much larger amount of capital inves® ^ 
in this country during the pre-depression years. The reduction in impor"0lI1e 
this character has been due partly to the unfavourable outlook f°r. n in 
industries and partly is a natural reaction following a fairly large expans' 
plant and equipment in the earlier years.
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While the value of Canada’s imported consumable goods has been con
siderably lower than in 1926-29, due to lower prices paid for such commodities, 
me volume of consumable goods imported appears to be at least as large as in 
Pre-depression years. In other words, on the whole, Canadian consumers were 
importing a somewhat larger amount of consumable goods during 1937-38 than 
m 1926-29. When the fact that domestic industries are in many cases supplying 
a higher proportion of Canadian consumption than a decade ago is taken into 
c°nsideration, it appears that the favourable balance of trade has not been 
achieved at the cost of a reduction in the volume of consumable imports in 
Elation to 1926-29. Obviously, of course, the distribution of those goods and 
aeir products within the Canadian economy has changed—some areas have 

deceived less and others more.
Naturally, the fact that there has been a surplus available for repatriation 

m foreign debt means that there could have been a larger volume of imports, 
ither of consumable or capital goods—or both. There are a number of factors 

j° he taken into consideration in determining whether such an increase in 
^Ports would have been desirable from the viewpoint of the country as a whole.

Recovery in Canadian export trade during the last few years witnessed a 
sreat increase in the absolute and relative importance of non-ferrous metals 
ttd forest products, two items which together contributed more than one-half 

0j. °Ur merchandise exports during the last two years. Although the importance 
new metal discoveries in recent years has obscured the trend, yet it remains 

M -^disputable fact that the products of these two industries are capital assets 
nch are not being replaced in the case of mining and only partly replaced for 
e forest industries and which cannot be counted on as a major source of 

income forever.
p This factor and also the fact that the future markets for our agricultural 
exi* r C^S’ which have declined in importance, remain uncertain because of the 
w 1 ■ }nS world trend towards nationalism and self-sufficiency, are two arguments 
liv*U ' ^avour caution when considering the question whether Canada should 

e a scale which would absorb all of our present export income. 
j,av whatever action might be taken to increase our imports should be—as I 
in ,®1montioned before—with a view to strengthening the economy particularly
th, rdation to the future position of our balance of payments as it appears ini . “ VX_/ V11V 1 U UU.-L V ^UQJLUIA

jj?ht of present conditions. 
Sports

Tf "Jt R were considered that the low level of foreign demand for many of our>n, is W'ore permanent, then there would be a case for revamping the Canadian
heav°Uly to enable us to provide more of the things we need, at home. The 
S^uatio°S^ suc^ a Pr°gram makes it impractical for dealing with a temporary

^duc*1 general, any action which would profitably increase our export income or 
Uectj ° °Ur. Payments abroad would be a strengthening influence. In this con- 
Pond°U ^ *s worth noting that a reduction in foreign debt results in a corres- 

decrease in our obligations payable to other countries, 
had UJ' Deachman also asked what effect Canadian monetary policy had 

Th°^‘ existing situation.
has jjv. c easy money” policy which has been followed during the last few years 
am°UrJ)roved hhe market for new and refunding issues of securities. Since the 
l'eipndi °*-new issues in view of existing conditions has been relatively small, 

lssues to repatriate securities held abroad have been an important

hf<vfles^c monetary policy had been less expansive and domestic interest 
abf0a(j Sher, it is probable that the relative interest rate structures here and 
t0l'eign-h'°iU^ have offered somewhat less incentive for Canadians to repatriate 
* ihink +h securities- But even if interest rates had been higher in Canada, 

e favourable balance of trade would have been at least as large as it
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has been and the pressure of such funds upon the exchange market might well 
have raised the exchange value of our dollar to a point where repatriation would 
be as attractive as under the actual conditions of lower interest rates and a 
lower exchange value of the dollar.

APPENDIX “E”

THE EFFECTS OF IMPOSING A TAX OF 1/12 PER CENT PER MONTS
ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

(Question by Mr. Tucker)
The first effect of the proposal to impose a tax of 1/12 per cent per month 

on savings deposits would be to reduce the net interest return on personal sav
ings deposits from 1-| per cent to \ percent per annum. Other effects would 
depend upon the action taken by the depositors concerned.

If savings depositors considered that even at \ per cent per annum net ] 
interest return, a cash balance was preferable to any other form of investment 
then savings deposits would remain the same and the government would receive 
increased revenues of say $17 mm. per annum at the expense of a similar reduc
tion in net interest received by depositors.

If savings depositors felt that a net interest return of \ per cent per annul» 
was so small that they preferred some other uses for their funds, I think 1 
would be very unlikely that they would increase their purchases of goods an 
services. In all probability they would turn towards other forms of investme® ■

In so far . as corporate securities are concerned there is every incentN 
already for the public to purchase any sound new issues which come on 
market The supply of these, however, is quite small so that the importa0 
avenue of investment to which savings depositors might turn would appear to b 
government securities. j

An increase in demand of this kind for government securities would rednj- 
the yields on government securities which would force the banks ultimately, 
reduce the rate of interest paid on deposits. I assume that there is no intent^ 
that the tax on savings deposits would be a capital levy and that the tax w°uce 
be lowered in step with the reduction in deposit interest rates. Under the 
circumstances the effect of the tax on deposits would be the same as that of & 
extension of the easy money policy which has been followed during the last Ie 
years and which could be extended if it were thought desirable. -ts j

The tax on deposits as a fiscal measure is open to objection because of 1 ^ 
inequity. It would fall particularly heavily on the small depositor who w°lV,, ,
have very little, if any, chance of profitably employing his funds elsewh® ^
It might lead him to withdraw his deposit and hold notes. This would °e 
most undesirable development, both from a social and financial point of vj6
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Monday, May 15, 1939.

p. The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m., the 
^airman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

» Members -present : Messrs. Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Deachman, Hill, 
rffiues, Kinley, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Martin, Moore, Plaxton, 
^Uelch, Ross (St. Paul’s), Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
A Jaques again referred to an extract from “ Banking and Industry ” by 
of tl ^osePh> submitted by him on May 10 as expressing views opposed to those 
u “e Australian Commission on the Douglas Social Credit theory, and requested 

9 this extract be printed.
the ^’scuss^on followed in the course of which it was stated by Mr. Jaques that 

Vlews expressed by Mr. Joseph were endorsed by the Social Credit party.
^r- Stevens moved,—

eXa. ^hat the statement by Mr. Joseph be placed on the record subject to the 
nation, on a later date, of Mr. Quelch and Mr. Jaques on the said state- 
and on their own personal views.

^r- Cleaver moved in amendment thereto :
Crç.That the following words be added to the motion, viz: “ and that the Social 
at 8roup in this House be requested to file their proposed remedy in writing 

e earliest possible date.”
Motion, as amended, carried. (See Appendix “A”.) 

examination of Mr. Towers was continued.
^ J o’clock the Committee adjourned until 4 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING 
^be Committee resumed at 4 o’clock.

ïîinl?em6er-s present: Messrs. Clark (York-Swnbury), Clearer, Deachman, Hill, 
-VIcGeer, Mayhew, Moore, Quelch, Ross (St. Pauls), Ross (Middlesex 

’ Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Thorson, Tucker, White.
Albi?r- Jaques and Mr. Quelch submitted an extract from “ The Case for 
Publf\a” (Part 1—Alberta’s Problems and Dominion-Provincial Relations) 
that W the Government of the Province of Alberta, 1938, and requested 
Vph S be printed in the record in addition to the statement by Mr. A. W.

rpl
^ e Committee agreed. (See Appendix “ B ”.)

cbarterre',lowers was further examined. He filed two statements relating to 
banks’ earnings and which appear in this day’s evidence.

^ 4 0>(,]b o clock the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, May 16, 
°ck, p.m.

?892^H
R. ARSENAULT, 

Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

Monday, May 15, 1939.
rv,. The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 o’clock. 

le Chairman, Mr. W. H- Moore, presided.

o In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, we can proceed. Mr. Clark has the floor, 
y Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Clark starts I would like to draw 
Au t a^en^on the brief which we want to put into the record in answer to the 
Aut*-an inquiry which has already gone into the record. I notice that the 
litt| rah&n report takes twelve or fourteen pages, whereas this would take a 
ijj ,? ovcr half of that, and I am told by people who have read the proceedings 
atjlolat part which I was putting the case for our ideas, that owing to the 
hiatlInt questioning the evidence is so broken up that nobody can follow it; 
a m 1S’ ^ *s so broken up with questions. Now, this is a concise brief made by 

an who is a master of his subject—
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Who is he?

Jaques: Mr. A. W. Joseph, M.A., Bachelor of Science, and he is a 
^hicK i Institutes of Actuaries in Great Britain, and this is a paper
case 1 he read to the Institute of Actuaries in Great Britain. It puts our 
brjçP’110! the remedies, but merely an analysis of the present system—in the 
ititerCSt anc* most concise form. People can read the Australian report without 
the -rVption, and this is a concise statement and people will be able to follow 
c°nti Sa ^ c°ntains, whereas if they read my evidence they will find it is 
like nuahy interrupted. Now, I have no objection to being interrupted ; I 
foïtïlanswering questions ; but, after all, my remarks are hard to follow in the 
W0lljd which they appear, and if we could just put this statement in it 

o be so clear and concise, and it is only a matter of six or seven pages.
1 ■ Deachman : How much would that take on Hansard?

Mr.the ' 'Mques: That is what I mean—six or seven pages—about half what 
stralian statement required. That is what I am told by the printer.
°m Mr. Stevens : It would take about twice that, I should think.

to crif-r'- IaQues: I may say that I find in this committee there is a tendency 
j^1ClZe and, if possible, discredit—

i-he WtV^EACHMAN' Call it scrutinize instead of criticize; we are all seeking

ï aiti n^'j 'Mques: Personally, I am not here to defend the banks at all, and 
Heas , to attack anybody or anything unjustly; but I am here to forward 
afe ]lej, llch have stood the test of time in spite of criticism; ideas which 
sWtej Py increasing numbers of people all over the empire; and I have con- 
°°Ilciselvlt 1 mT colleagues, and they would like to have this statement put 
C°ttltniss' °n H16 record in evidence to answer the arguments of the Australian 
Nch pr10?- My own remarks are too broken up for anyone to follow with 
1 like to , * am not complaining about the questioning; as I said before

Hon answer questions.
r°Utine of Mr- Stevens: Everybody is subject to that ; that is the ordinary 

a committee ; that is what committees are for.
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Mr. Jaques: The point is this: the Australian Commission is not—
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Of course, you must remember that you were not 

giving evidence ; you stated that you were giving evidence.
Mr. Jaques: As a matter of fact I think when Mr. Towers said that he 

would let the Australian Commission answer for me it was a question not oj 
answering questions, but of more or less giving a resume of those ideas, _ an 
they were not consecutive, because my remarks were broken up by questions' 
Now, surely if we are sincere we want to get to the bottom of things ; we wan 
to have all arguments put in the best possible form. These are not new ide35' 

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Make your request, and we can discuss it.
Mr. Jaques: I am making my request now. I want to give our reasons 

for the request of putting this report on the record so as to make the state
ment consecutive.

Mr. Deachman : Mr. Chairman, I think that when the report of
Australian Commission was filed it was admitted that if anything arose out
of that report on which we might desire to question Mr. Towers we would he 
permitted to do so. Is that correct, Mr. Towers?

Mr. Towers: Undoubtedly. ,
Mr. Deachman: I said that the report, as far as I was concerned, shoW 

represent practically the evidence you would present, though in slightly differ6 , 
language; therefore I think we ought to be quite willing to print the rep0^ 
which the Social Credit representatives request under similar conditions, 3,6 
that they be permitted to print that report as it is there and then that 
have an opportunity to examine the best representatives of social credit we 6 
find in regard to what is contained therein. Speaking personally, I would 11.. 

to see the best possible argument presented in favour of social credit; then 
will give an opportunity to the people who want to study the question to 
what there is in it or what there is not in it. At the same time, I think 
representatives of social credit ought to be here, and in that connection I th 
they ought also to be quite ready to present the details of their plan 111 
better way than they have done so far. )(]

Mr. Cleaver : Mr. Chairman, I agree with Mr. Deachman, and I 
like to say further that I understand that Mr. Jaques said that this 
which he proposes to read does not deal with their proposed remedy. 1 tnflDd 
that they should come forward with their proposed remedy at this tiro6 
that we should not be further delayed; that is, that we should have a 
opportunity of examining Mr. Jaques and other members of the Social Cr ^ 
group, not only with respect to this paper which he proposes to read, but <■ 

with respect to their proposed remedy, and I do think it should be forthcom 
Mr. Jaques: I did not propose to take up the time of the committee 

reading it. With your permission, I would like to put it in just as the Austr 
report was put in. M

The Chairman : Mr. Jaques, there is rather a distinction between the rCj ^ 
of a government and a statement made by a British accountant in reg&r 
a matter ; in the second place, this statement does not refer to the Austr 
finding, as I have read it at any rate; and in the third place you will rei ^ 

ber that I suggested that it was a little bit too long, quite a bit too l°n|’0 
that you might serve your purpose by abbreviating it, because it seems 
there is quite a bit of repetition, and furthermore that we had already de.a 
the main points. Now, I am told that it would take much more than si* b ej)t 
to print this statement ; and, of course, if we allow this particular sta ^j,e, 
or this sort of statement to go in it is very hard to say where the end woU 
because others will want to put in statements of a similar sort.

Hon. Mr. Stevens I have a statement here. For example—
IMr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Quelch: Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a word or two.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I have a statement here, Mr. Chairman—
Mr. Quelch : Mr. Chairman'—
The Chairman : Mr. Quelch, Mr. Stevens has the floor.
Mr. Quelch : If he has he is still sitting down.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Let Mr. Quelch proceed.
Mr. Quelch: I understand, that the committee allowed a certain very 

°ng statement to be put on the record regarding the royal commission in 
Australia which has made certain charges against the social credit movement. 
Purely, in all fairness, if a long statement of that kind is going to be allowed 

the record it is only just that a similar statement should be allowed for the 
other side. Now, I think that about as comprehénsive a statement as can be 
°ond anywhere is that put forward by Mr. Joseph, to which Mr. Jaques has 
oferred. Personally, the only point I would like to see dealt with is the question 

0 savings and reinvestment of savings. The royal commission goes into a long 
^nalysis of the A plus B serum, one which, personally; I am not very much 
at crested in ; but on the question of reinvestment I am, I admit, very interested, 
s I have always stressed the fact that it is the main cause of the deficiency of 

Purchasing power, and it is especially interesting in view of the fact that some 
fading economists of the day such as Maynard Keynes, G. T. H. Cole, Irving 
lsher and Professor Soddy, have also stressed the fact that the reinvestment of 
avings is one of the causes of the deficiency of purchasing power.

Mr. Cleaver: That occupies only one page of the report, 
th ^r: Quelch: The Australian report has tried to disprove the basis of 

u social credit argument that there is a deficiency as between total prices 
l . money available to pay those prices and anly a small section of their 

,le* is used to deal with the question of investment. We maintain that the 
^vestment of savings is one of the main causes of the deficiency but we 

th ^ ^at they only make a slight reference to this point. As a matter of fact 
agcy disregard that argument entirely. We take the stand that as soon 
act'm°ney *s save<d there is a deficiency and when savings are invested that 
glari°n eventually creates a permanent deficiency to that extent. I would be 
hoi to deal with this subject at some length. I have dealt with it in the 
Co Se.°n five or six different occasions; but I think it would save time if the 
cle 511^.ee allowed this brief statement to be put on the record ; it will be in
th arc£ language than I could put it. I cannot see the objection; it looks as 
rcc0r] ^ou are not anxious to have the other side of the question put on the

inte ^°n" Mr. Stevens : Mr. Quelch is all wrong. Before he rather rudely 
iue rrilPted me I was about to suggest that we should certainly put their state
ly °n the record. What I was going to ask Mr. Jaques was this: is this 

the Social Credit advocates as a fairly complete statement by them? 
ijj +iUSe’ ^ not we ought to have that statement; it was agreed, I think, 
c0ttl ? committee a month or two ago that it would be desirable to have as 
QUeP ®te a statement from our Social Credit friends as possible. I think Mr. 
given 's ontirely wrong in his suggestion that there is any disposition to not 

hem every possible opportunity.
stater^1"' QUelch: An approach has been made. Mr. Jaques submitted the 

^ent, and it has not been put on the record.
and
that

, Av liao 11 w WW11 Jiuo Ull UllVv J.V/VV/AV*.

|he Chairman- I said it would be submitted to the steering committee, 
I hav^ —a - ’ * a :a îa —a t J;J-----------------A v------------------

e not had an opportunity to submit it yet. I did suggest, however,u ii av
hietit- 10 statement was too long; that it did not answer the Australian state- 

’ nc* It was supposed to be given to us as an answer.
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Hon. Mr. Stevens: I was going to add this, that it ought not to be con
sidered as a precedent because I was going to illustrate that in this way: here 
is a very important statement by the Midland bank, and I think it is something 
we should consider. I am not going to ask that that should be put on the 
record ; but I think we should clearly understand that we should not start simply 
placing on the record long statements by authorities outside. However, in this 
case I believe we should make an exception.

The Chairman : Provided that it is a statement which is accepted by the 
Social Credit people.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: A statement which our Social Credit friends assert is 
their reply or statement in regard to their policy, because I would be extremely 
ansxious to study such a statement. I have not read Mr. Joseph's statement, 
but let me say to Mr. Quelch that I have known Major Douglas since 1923, 
and I have had a lot of correspondence with him and have met him many 
times, and I have met the respresentatives of the Social Credit organization 
in London on several occasions and I have discussed their problems with them- 
I have been tremendously interested for the last sixteen years in social credit- 
The fact that I have not adopted it or agreed with it does not either reflect 
on my intelligence or indicate that there is any disposition to be unfair t° 
the representatives of social credit. It is a very narrow view to take such 9 
position as that; but, Mr. Chairman, I would send this to the steering com
mittee. Personally I would agree or give my vote to it going on the record 
I understand Mr. Jaques to say it is a complete statement of the social credi 
position.

Mr. Macdonald : I think we should make ourselves clear on this, tl*a 
it is not just Mr. Jaques’ opinion, but that he agrees with it and that it 
representative of his party’s views. I believe the chairman said, where are w 
going to stop? Mr. Stevens also said, where are we going to start? If we 
start in by putting statements on the record somebody may come along with 
book and move to have the book put on the record.

Mr. Taylor : You have started.
Mr. Macdonald : I do not think we should adopt that procedure. In thj® 

case I think we should have a statement from someone. If Mr. Jaques 
prepared to admit that this is representative of the views of the Social Ci'ccL j 
party and if the statement could be condensed, it might be well to do so- ^ 
suppose the cost of printing two or three extra pages would not make mu 
difference. j

The Chairman : Suppose the committee deals with the matter now inste9
of referring it to the sub-committee?

Mr. Jaques: The point that Mr. Macdonald raised can be 
in this way. This pamphlet by Mr. Joseph has been endorsed by 
himself, and at the beginning of the pamphlet there are a few lines by 
who endorses the ideas that are expressed in the pamphlet.

Mr. Cleaver : Does the Social Credit group in this house endorse if- 
Mr. Jaques: Quite.

answer^
DouglaS
DouglaS|

Mr. Quelch : Certainly.
Mr. Jaques: It would be endorsed by social creditors—those who un 

stand it—the world over.
Mr. Cleaver: Does it also include the proposed remedy?
Mr. Jaques: No, this does not.
Mr. Macdonald : You said it was endorsed by “social creditors 

understand it.”
Mr. Jaques: Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Macdonald: Are there two groups, one who understand and one who 
do not?

Mr. Kinley: To make matters short—
Mr. Jaques: I would put it this way : it is a political movement as well 

as an economic movement. If we are going to wait until every voter in the 
country has a clear understanding—

Mr. Cleaver: Does your group in the house endorse it?
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Cleaver : What about the remedy? Have you not had time to 

Prepare a statement of the remedy ?
Mr. Jaques: If I may mention remedy—I feel I am taking Mr. Clark’s 

1Qle; I am here to listen to him. Now, as to the remedy—
Mr. Kinley: Remedy for what? Who is sick?
Mr. Jaques: We are all very sick; the country is very sick.
Mr. Kinley: I do not admit that.
Mr. Jaques: I am not myself, but I know there are many who are.
Mr. Kinley: I mean sick financially.

. Mr. Jaques: The reason, Mr. Chairman, that I have not attempted to 
rJVe any remedies, social credit remedies, is this; until people realize what is 

r°ng with our economic condition there is not much good prescribing remedies. 
Mr. Cleaver: You suggested this statement would tell us what is wrong? 
Mr. Jaques: Quite.
Mr. Cleaver : Why not complete the statement and give us the remedy?
Mr. Jaques: Let me come to that.
Mr. Kinley: It is a step, of course.

but ^r' Jaques: Let me come to that. We do not wish to take up more time, 
cr Vf is the desire of this committee to have a brief outline of the social 
H’a i remedies, and there is time without encroaching on other members who 
thg to be heard here, we are perfectly willing to do that. Mr. Quelch and 
y, rest of us talked it over and it was more or less agreed if that was what 
y c°mmittee wanted, and if it does not prevent other members from putting 
e* views forward who have not had a chance at all so far, and if the time 
So‘: ,e found, I shall be very pleased to give a brief outline of the proposed 

a credit remedies.
c Mr. Cleaver: I think both these statements should go on the record 
a J^ently and one examination could then cover the field. It would save 

time that way.
is ',0n- Mr. Stevens: If this is printed we can read it. I do not know what 

but I should like to read it. 
be Chairman: Will you make a motion?

Mr jn- Mr. Stevens: I will move, Mr. Chairman, that the statement by 
to y 0SePh representing the social credit views be placed on the record, subject
viewgC examination of Mr. Quelch and Mr. Jaques later as to the further

ar>d an examination on this statement, if they would agree to that, 
of (.1 r- Quelch : Mr. Chairman, I should like to take exception to the remark 
°f the frnember from East Kootenay that my interruption was rude ; in view 
Mjr^ act he was lolling back in his chair and talking, I did not realize he was 

j^sin§ the chair. I do not think his words were well taken, 
î’irat u ^INley : The Australian report was put on the record for two reasons. 
^Ustraj ecause if was from a responsible party representing public opinion in 
Coricise]la’ an(f secondly, because the governor of the Bank of Canada said it

y represented his views. Now, if this is going on, it should be from
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some responsible person and it should represent the views of the Social Credit 
party here on which they base their case. In these circumstances I think we 
should put it on the record.

Mr. Jaques: It does that, Mr. Chairman. Every social créditer in the 
world would endorse Mr. Joseph’s analysis of the existing conditions.

The Chairman : Those in favour please signify?
Mr. Cleaver: I would ask the mover and the seconder of the motion » 

they will be good enough to consent to adding the words: “ that the Social Credit 
group in this house be requested to file their proposed remedy in writing at the 
earliest possible date.”

Mr. Kinley: Do they propose a remedy?
Mr. Cleaver: Yes.
Mr. Kinley: This may be the diagnosis, but not the remedy.
Mr. Jaques : That is all it is, a diagnosis.
The Chairman : What is your pleasure, gentlemen? Those in favour 

please raise their hands.
Motion agreed to.
The Chairman : All right, Mr. Clark.
Mr. Clark : I should just like to read a few notes and then I have a f®^ 

questions. I tried to point out on Thursday my view that governments • should 
not be in business except to promote and maintain private enterprise; also th& 
it was of great importance to our country to continue a banking system that haS 
the confidence of the people, and that the bank results during the depression hav® 
been to increase that confidence. .

Instead of condemning the banks for having possibly made 5 per cent prod 
on capital and reserve during the last nine years, they should be commend® 
because it is of importance that they continue to pay dividends.

It is realized that bank stock is held by many who are dependent up°^ 
the dividends. The same applies to stock of many corporations. The longej 
a concern is in business, the more women, for instance, will become holders 0 
stock. I

I maintain that the bank’s reserve must be regarded the same as cap1^ 
from an earning standpoint. It is a fact that in the last nine years, instead 
increasing the reserves there has been actually some decrease of bank reserY, ' 
This is exactly contrary to a statement that was made in the house. \ ] 
records show that for years the chartered banks in making addition to cap1^ 
have issued new stock at a large premium. In the case of the Bank of M°nîrL ; 
there was an issue at $100 permium; Bank of Nova Scotia, $155 premiu ' 
Dominion Bank, as high as $110 premium ; Imperial Bank, at $100 premium P s 
share. This premium was put into reserve, which means that the sharehol 
furnished this capital. ,

It is true there have been material amounts many years ago taken lr ^ 
profits and added to reserve, but that would be fair because some of the -jt 
have been in business very many years, and that is the way capital is 13 
up in a new country especially. To show how absurd it would be not to 
profit to capital, I might, mention something I know personally. In that ® ^ 
nection it is said that capital is not profit. Capital is profit, of course, no8“ 
some time. In that connection, may I make this remark: the firm that I qqO 
personally to pay a certain income tax for the past year would require > »s 
per cent on the capital the person started in business with, and yet that.Per" e, 
profits have been comparatively small, especially in recent years; for instC [>e 
in a good year the concern’s net profit on a thousand dollar motor car wou 
about 3 per cent, or $30—not that much in many years.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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My belief is that the best form of expenditure of our government is that 
which would encourage private enterprise. From long experience I believe that 
banks will make loans where they believe it is safe to make loans.

There is a difference of course in the calibre of local managers. I recall a 
local manager saying one time that pulpwood, which was then $20 per cord,—

Mr. Cleaver : Before the witness leaves the question of the rate of divi
dends paid by the banks on capital cash reserves, I wonder if I may now get an 
answer to my question to Mr. Towers, at the previous sitting? You remember, 
Mr. Towers, you were going to compute for the committee the amount of 
dividends paid by the banks on capital plus a part of the reserve set up by way 
°f sale of capital stock at a premium?

Mr. Towers: I thought that that was—
Mr. Cleaver: Your estimate was 9 per cent but you were going to check 

d up and give it to us accurately.
Mr. Clark : I think it is slightly less than 5 per cent.
The Chairman : Suppose we let Mr. Clark go on with his remarks.
Mr. Clark : I have the figures here, slightly less than 5 per cent.
Mr. Cleaver : I do not agree ; I agree with the governor. I do not agree 

v’ith your figures.
The Chairman : Suppose we listen to the statement?
Mr. Clark : I have the figures. As I was saying, I recall a local bank 

anager saying at one time that pulpwood, which was then $20 per cord, would 
y®Vcr go below that price, but it was not very long before it was less than half 

' ,afi and has been for years.
g A few years ago large numbers of fox companies were promoted in New 
^unswick on the basis of something like $10,000 per pair for foxes. According 
p y knowledge, it was not banks who had anything to do with this, but 
a °M° who became zealous over the idea of promoting the black fox business, 

d the result has been as might have been expected, that the capital was nearly 
fr ost that was put in on that basis. Most of the bank managers have, 
adva training and experience, financial wisdom that ought to be taken

alt ^vate enterprise needs incentive of profit to some extent, but it is not 
°Sether dependent upon that. Other factors enter in. It might be put this 
y-first, profit motive ; second, desire to be successful; third, public spirit, 

has been said in the house of commons that employers never pay a living 
co'n o UrL^ess they are forced to do so. This is so wrong that one cannot but 
^.Jude that the one who said that is not an employer, and has a spirit that

5* indeed cause the break-down of the country’s economic system. 
ret think too, there is much exaggeration in the statements that are made in 
half f the unemployed. I note where a member of this committee says that 
°the° °Ur Population in underfed and undernourished. I had an experience the 
H)0r,r niSht. A man stepped up to me on the street and said he would like some 
he |.cy, to buy something to eat. It was about half past seven. I asked him if 
at a‘l< “ad any supper. He said, no. I was going up to get something to eat 

rpat" 1 _j kn0xv it was late—and I said, come with me. I asked himrestaurant
n • 1 if I Eai„d the
^§ain if he hacj jia(j anything to eat and he said, no. I took him up to a restaurant,
Unf — manager for this man’s supper and he sat down in a booth and perhaps, vnfortunatclv I went to another booth and sat down. I saw them, hovever, 

hîsupper«id when I go, up from where I was he had gone 
I said to the manager of the restaurant, what is the matter, what has 

aPpened to this man?” “ Why,” he said, “he had had his supper; he didnt 
hisnt any supper, he left it there.” It was a good supper too, but he had had 

Supper, all he wanted was money for a drink.
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Mr. McGeer: Surely, Mr. Clark, you would not say that that would apply 
to all people on relief?

Mr. Clark: No, I did not mean that.
Mr. McGeer : We have all had this experience, but because of that it does 

not necessarily follow that that is the condition that exists among all people 
on relief.

Mr. Clark : Certainly there is destitution, but perhaps not to the extent 
that some people think.

Mr. Cleaver : Do you suggest that your illustration is a fair illustration 
with regard to the unemployed?

Mr. Kinley: It is an element in the condition.
Mr. Cleaver: It is simply a case typical of people who are taking advantage 

of present conditions.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It was just one of these panhandlers, everyone meets 

them.
Mr. Clark: We hear it stated in regard to men out of work that it is 

through no fault of their own. That applies, of course, in a good many cases, 
but there are many such cases due to indulgence in strong drink.

Mr. Cleaver: I do not think you can have any unemployment in your 
riding or you would not talk that way. I want to go on record as being one 
person who does not approve of that view.

Mr. Clark: I have had ten years of experience as mayor of our city.
Mr. Cleaver: Well, I say you must have no unemployment.
Mr. Clark: Yes, we have; and I have visited the unemployed and I have 

visited the poor houses too. I know about these cases.
Mr. Macdonald: He may be quoting the exceptions.
Mr. Jaques: I might suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the unspeakable suffer- 

ing and worry which unemployment brings is enough to drive a large Per' 
centage of people to drink; drink is a result, not a cause.

Mr. Quelch: I think these are entirely the views of hon. members f°r 
•which no one else need assume any responsibility.

Mr. Kinley: Might I interject this; in the maritime provinces we haVe 
a certain degree of stability that is not apparent in some other parts of y*e 
country and that stability exists although unfortunately we have less earning 
power. Notwithstanding the fact that we have less per capita wealth than any 
other part of Canada, not excepting Alberta and Saskatchewan—Mr. Clark lS 
speaking from his experience and it is an experience which I think has a vaWe 
to this country and to this committee.

Mr. Jaques: Everyone is entitled to his own opinion.
Mr. Kinley : Yes. T
Mr. Clark : I regard the opportunity as good for private enterprise, anC* 

would recommend training camps being established where young people cou 
be taught self-control and how to think, and frugality and sobriety, hoW ■ 

work and how to live. I believe there is just as good an opportunity as when 
was a young man and that men can advance now and can get work, and t*1 
work will be furnished in reasonable times. I know there are places whe 
they need special attention, and need relief. There is no question about tn ^ 
I have had experiences in actual life and in placing relief ; and I have he^ 
the statement being called ridiculous dowm in the house here; but I have kn° ^ 
where it has been stated that in our city a Victorian Order nurse gave r 
testimony that the children of families on relief in our city were in be 
condition than children in families that were destitute but were not on rehe •

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: Isn’t that a reflection on your relief system?
The Chairman : Order, Mr. Jaques; please let him finish.
Mr. Clark: There have been changes. The cost of building has trebled 

ln my time. Motor cars have come on; telephones, electric lights, radios, 
electrical equipment, all these things. They have contributed a good deal to 
Private debt.

Now, I would like to ask two or three questions of the Governor of the 
Bank of Canada.

By Mr. Clark:
Q. The Bank of Canada acts for the government in respect to the public 

^ebt of Canada?—A. That is correct.
Q. If public works, as was suggested by some hon. members in dealing with 

mis phase of it, if vast amounts of money were spent on them and a lot of 
People were employed, would that not increase public debt?—A. Presumably, 
yes.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. What about an increase in the earning power of the nation?—A. Pre

sumably that will bring about an increase in the yield of taxes.
Mr. Cleaver : And an increase in the value of tourist traffic, and a hundred 

nr one other increases ; in other words, these expenditures for public works might 
MUite well be expenditures which would be revenue producing?

Mr. Kinley: And useful.
, Mr. Cleaver : And be useful and revenue producing. We would get a value 
*°r that.

Mr. Towers: That is correct.
v«4.1 Mr. Cleaver: And the consequent employment of labour would be a saving 

cher than a loss.

By Mr. Clark:
j Q- Would it be the case that the direct expenditure of vast sums of public 
I might interfere with private enterprise?—A. We tried to state that earlier, 
en mnk; the determination as to whether or not it is well spent requires an 
n quiry as to what alternative uses would have been made of labour and 
pr ,erial so employed. If, in fact, the uses to which they are put are less 
c°Unt‘C*’Ve ^an t*16 alternatives then that represents a setback for the whole

\ jQ- Yes; in that case there might be a flight of capital from our country?— 
'yas not even considering that—

all M And resulting chaos?—A. I was not even considering that. That natur-

PUt.
n- Mr. 
ihctupç

Mr. 
Mr.M 

>rk

has a relation to what is the best use to which available capital can

Cleaver- Then, would you be. good enough now to give the converse 
You have given the black picture, now give us the other picture. 
Towers: I thought I gave those two alternatives.
Cleaver: Quite true, but to-day_you have not. You simply gave

.1 ark the black side of the picture. Let us have the other side. If the
b“'*s are suitable and carefully chosen and are revenue producing works, the

Cll(fits would be manifest, would they not? ,
bv J11? Chairman: Mr. Cleaver, may I suggest that you read the report made 
Woihe mternational labour office as to the amount of capital expended for pubi c 
suhKthat goes to the direct worker. Now then I think if we are pur.umg tins 

iect we ought to have an investigation as to how far that applie.. >
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because particularly with road-building under present conditions we use mechan
ized equipment which we buy largely in the United States and we employ very 
little direct labour. I wrould be very much surprised if one-third of the amount 
spent for roads goes to direct labour on the roads.

Mr. Deachman: Would not one-ninth be closer?
Mr. Jaques: I would be more inclined to say one-tenth.
Mr. Cleaver: I think that is absurd. I agree with you that an investiga

tion should be made.
The Chairman : What do you think is absurd?
Mr. Cleaver : The case which you gave, and doubly so that cited by Mr. 

Deachman.
The Chairman: I think I am correct, that direct labour benefit from money 

spent on roads in this country is very small.
Mr. Cleaver: But why not consider the indirect as well?
The Chairman : Yes, providing it is spent in this country.
Mr. Jaques: I can give you a direct illustration of that. Two years ago, 

I think it was, or it may have been three, the Alberta government rebuilt the 
main road from Edmonton south to Calgary and it was helped by a grant 
from this Dominion government, and one of the conditions of the grant was that 
so many unemployed—I forget the percentage, but a certain percentage of 
unemployed—would have to be used on this road. Now, the contractors—i* 
w-as let to contractors—the expense of the road mounted to such an extent 
that it became the subject of a royal commission of inquiry and the govern
ment was aecused of graft because on comparison it was found that the cost 
was excessive when considered in relation to what other roads were costing, 
and it was shown that the larger part of that extra expenditure was caused by 
the conditions laid down that they had to use a certain amount of it for direct 
labour for the relief of unemployment. If you are going to put men to work 
for the sake of work, then that must mean that slavery is the finest condition 
that men can be in, because there is no shortage of work there, and that is 
what it amounts to. The putting of men to work just for the sake of work seems 
to me to be just pure slavery.

Mr. Kinley: Do you think they should live without work?
Mr. Jaques: I mean, I regard the development of labour saving devices as 

having a value not in a senseless multiplication of material values, but rather 
because it increases leisure.

Mr. Kinley : Yes, that is so.
The Chairman : No one would disagree with that view.
Mr. Jaques: The condition that we have to admit, and the condition n<^ 

that the world faces is this, that beyond doubt the necessities of life can 
and are being provided by only a fraction, and a small fraction, of the availab1 
labour. I do not think there is any doubt about that.

The Chairman : Mr. Jaques, I am the cause of the interruption and it seen1® 
necessary perhaps to state that public works are adopted for two purpose^ 
First of all, do we need the public works ; and in that definition I would like ^ 
have an estimate as to how much this country has expended in public works 
compared with other countries; and I would make a guess that we already a , 
rather over-worked, if you like, paying for public works; because you nm 
remember that after we build a public work we must maintain it, and bn j 
maintenance must come out of taxation. In the second place we have to 
with public works as they have dealt with them over in Europe, as a means 
relieving unemployment, and the means is usually associated with the dP 
employment on the roads. Now, we are in a peculiar position in this coun 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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because we import very largely the mechanization used, with the result that 
the money is not spent in this country for indirect labour—but perhaps we have 
laboured the point long enough.

Mr. Deachman: I would like to make a little further suggestion in regard 
to that. If we are to study the problem which you have suggested will it not 
he worth while also studying the relative merit of two different types of invest
ment. For instance, investment in a super-highway, which as far as the present 
situation exists in the province of Ontario is for the purpose of providing excel
lent facilities for tourists, while the secondary roads which the farmer uses are 
Snored completely and sometimes he has extreme difficulty getting to market. 
Further, we clear up our roads in winter for the advantage of those who use 
automobiles with this result that in many parts during a long period in the 
Mnter you have a bare road on the main highway and the farmer must bring 
“is stuff to market first by sleigh over a side-road which has not been cleared 
and then transfer to some other vehicle suitable for the road which has been 
Provided along the main highways.
, The Chairman: Mr. Deachman, what is your estimate of the length of the 
°urist season in this country?

Mr. Kinley: Two months.
jv Mr. Ross (St. Paul’s) : Mr. Chairman, just in that connection, I have always 
rn°ught myself that this striving for tourists trade in this country by building 

ads was very much overdone. The tourist traffic, I do not think, lasts in this 
Untry more than three months, and they are going to tremendous expense on 

p°rh that is going to be productive for three months of the year and non- 
co uctive for nine months of the year. When it is productive it is in direct 
^i^Putition with the railroads of our country, and I think we should have some 
bal an ustimate as to the value of the tourist trade with respect to the 
kn an.clpg of our payments with other countries, because I do not think anybody 

°w® just what that value is.
h hlr. Quelch: The Chairman stated a national project would undoubtedly 
no.e ho be financed, and would have to be maintained by taxes. But that would 
y0 necessarily be the case with projects I have in mind. For instance, irriga- 
pi n; I think irrigation in western Canada has showm that it is not possible to 
buiu tlle cost of the project against the land and ever get it back; that if you 
HayCl UP such a charge you cannot get it back. If you put irrigation in as a 
able°+a* pr°iect without attempting to recover the cost, the land will then be 
Wcget to carry the cost of maintenance. I think that is something which in 

Canada could be done very profitably.
Pfillp11 certain drought areas we have spent and are spending millions upon 
CoHsVt8 °f dollars in the form of relief. I shall give you one instance, my own 
3, 5 /tuoncy, since in that one constituency, or in the eastern part of districts 
a ]0 and 7, we have paid out drought relief in every year since 1918. That is 
froni^1()Vay back. In the one constituency we have paid out over $10,000,000 
Wfii h to 1935, and I maintain that so long as we have farms in there we 

rjp Paying out drought relief.
ProjcVere has been discussed a project which is called the William Pearce 
atd \v a1nd. which was surveyed in 1922. This project would cost $23,000,000, 
Provi(i°U d frrfgate in the neighbourhood of half a million acres. It would also 
h tha,C a reservoir from which a far larger area could be irrigated. I maintain 
Very \v || ,000,000 were spent on that project, from then on the land would 
e*Pect + able to carry the maintenance charges; but it would be futile to 
^argGst0 P}ace that charge on the land and recover it as well as maintenance 
takçg 'f This area is a very arid district, a district where in many cases it 
couid mi a.cres to maintain one head of stock. Would it not be better if we 

ake it possible for the farmers in this district to be self-supporting?
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We have paid out $10,000,000 in relief, and in the next ten years we will prob
ably pay out another $10,000,000. If, on the other hand, we put in an irrigation 
project of that kind we could also install power equipment there—

Mr. Martin: Would you permit me to make a statement, Mr. Quelch? 
Mr. Quelch: Certainly.
Mr. Martin: Mr. Chairman, it seems unfair to discuss this subject in this 

way. If we are going to make a study of the advisability of a public works 
program the thing to do is to do it in the proper manner, not for each member 
to get up and express his opinions without having established a basis. I think 
it is unfair to the whole subject and particularly unfair to Dr. Clark, because 
he has waited a long time to present his views and is now being constants 
interrupted.

Mr. Clark: May I ask Mr. Quelch if he will allow me to finish?
Mr. Quelch: Certainly.

By Mr. Clark:
Q. I should like to ask the governor would he say there is a lack of currency 

in Canada?—A. No. »
Q. It is a fact that there is money available for public need?—A. Yes, 1 

think that is the case. ,
Q. I just wish to put on record the figures of the------ A. Perhaps I should

add to that, if I may, Mr. Clark, by saying—
Q. Yes.—A. —by saying that when I answered in that way I was natural y 

thinking of currency and deposits as a medium of exchange.
Q. Yes.—A. What I said did not imply that I thought the volume of Pr° 

duction in the country was as satisfactory as it should be. u
Q. Oh, no. The volume of production is down just now below what it shou 

be?—A. Yes.
Mr. Clark: Reference was made on Thursday to the earnings of the banj^ 

in the year 1934. The amount was given as $18,000,000. In looking up 'u 
statement I find certain taxes that have to be deducted from that figure. The 
are certain other items, as, for instance, the Banque Canadienne Natioua 
has $30,000 for pension fund that would be a proper charge, no doubt, and 1 f 
Provincial Bank has written off $40,000 on real estate and made provision , 
$50,000 for contingencies. I was uncertain as to whether that should be deduc 
or not. At any rate, it shows that the total net profits of the banks f°r 
year 1934 as $13,145,000.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: For all chartered banks? .
Mr. Clark: For all chartered banks, yes. And the total capital and resejer 

$281,000,000. I am putting them in round figures. So there would be just un 
5 per cent on the whole. j,

Mr. Cleaver: Have you the break-down of that $281,000,000? How 
is actual capital, how much is capital obtained by sale of stock at preiuU1 
and how much is capital profit? p

Mr. Clark: I have not that, but I know that a large amount has b=eS 
furnished by the stockholders. But not part of that has been added to reseLo. 
in the last nine years. The reserve is less now than it was nine years 

Hon. Mr. Stevens: The reserve of the chartered banks of Canada 
now than it was?

Mr. Clark: Yes.
Mr. Jaques: That is revealed reserve, not hidden reserve.
Mr. Clark: As regards hidden reserves, banks would not be likely 

their published reserves if they had hidden reserves.
Mr. Jaques: Nobody knows.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: I have not got the figures available this morning although 
* expect to have them. They are not quite in proper form. Perhaps if it would 
ttjeet the wish of the committee I could file the figures of the net earnings avail
able for dividends and surplus and the ratio of those net earnings to the share
holders’ equity for a period of, say, 10 years. I could also, if it is the wish of 
be committee, file a statement made up in the form which Mr. Cleaver 

Su8gests. Although I should point this out, that if in earlier years one shows 
a certain ratio of earnings to capital and that portion of reserve funds which 
comes from premiums on capital stock but makes no allowance for the funds 
, bich have been put in earlier through the plowing back of profits, there will 
,e a certain distortion as time goes on; that is, if money is being plowed 

ack from profits, it will show an increasing percentage as time goes on of 
arnings on that part which is only composed of capital and premiums on 
apital stock, although in fact I do not think that distortion will appear to 

yby extent in the circumstances of the last ten years. If it is the desire of 
Je committee, 1 could file both those statements and put them on the record 

che next meeting.
r Mr. Kinley: While we are speaking about bank capital and reserves, 
liaK°r^er ^ the governor of the bank could tell .us something about the double 
Cj buity of shareholders in the chartered banks of Canada. That has been 

anged somewhat in recent years.
The Chairman: Mr. Taylor, you are next.

J- Mr. Ward: Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask a question just follow- 
°n something you yourself said. I am sorry to revert back to the question 

roads, but these records are going to be read by a Jot of people and I think 
Mtb °U d be very careful of what we put on the record. I violently disagree 
fog'! y°uy conclusions in regard to the percentage of money that is voted for 
ma S .wbich goes to labour. I think it would be very unfortunate, Mr. Chair- 

n’ T that statement went unquestioned.
The Chairman : Mr. Ward, may I just make a little explanation? I was 

of the roads of Ontario at the time, the paved roads, four-track«Peak
of^ays, and that sort of thing, which we do in a mechanized way, and not 
dire + surMeed roads or gravel roads which of course almost entirely involve 

ct expenditure of labour.
acres ^ARD: That is my point. These records will be read by people clear 
and t Canada> and with all due deference to my good friend, Mr. Deachman, 
tieecj , appreciate his reference to secondary roads, for which there is a crying 
tha). tor improvement in this country. I think we must not overlook the fact 
deal f manufacture all our cement in this country, we manufacture a great 
durnn aspllalt in this country, and the hauling of gravel, the building of the 
that V* We call it, should all be taken into consideration. I think by and large 
its wa °-Ut ^ Per cent of the money that is actually invested in our roads finds 
of ç ■t' into the pockets of the labouring men throughout the length and breadthanada.
gets Lthis statement gets back to the floor of the House of Commons and 
ated fnt0 ,f;he records of Hansard—that only one-third of the money appropri- 

r the building of roads absolutely went into labour— 
my gt ® Chairman: Went into direct labour. May I say that I also premise 
tnternACment by the fact that there is a very comprehensive report by the 
a^ention°nal Tabour Office on the subject, and I would commend it to your
^en^ab'i ^Uelch : Mr. Chairman, might I make a suggestion? I have not 
°f the r6 to attend these meetings lately, but I have been trying to read some 
°f intereb°r.ts and I find it very hard indeed to follow the arguments because 

?892ftAn|Pti°ns and you have to skip pages before you can get back to the
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argument under discussion. If we could allow the speaker to go right through 
his argument and then stop at a certaitn point, I think it would simplify 
matters.

The Chairman : That was the original suggestion and I hope we shall 
be able to carry it out.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. With all that in mind and sensing the difficulty of getting a consecutive 

idea of what has been done at these meetings I have grouped my questions to 
bring out certain points. When that point has to my mind been sufficiently 
advanced then I propose to pause for discussion. If the committee vvill 
permit me to go on with the questions, which will be quite simple, I think 
we shall arrive at that point and then free discussion might take place.

Mr. Towers, you would not call banking a science?—A. No, I would not-
Q. It is an art and practice?—A. Yes. <

Q. Essentially the first bankers were depositories of the surplus money 
of the merchants?—A. Yes.

Q. If you feel that you would like something more extended than a mere 
affirmative or negative, will you please comment, because it is for the purp°sC 
of getting your understanding of the conditions that I am raising the queS' 
tions.—A. Yes, I understand, Mr. Taylor.

Q. Thank you. Empirically bankers learned that less money was Paid 
n ofout than came in?—A. They learned that the requirements of people were 

so much for cash as they were for a handy means for transferring money. .
Q. But even so, there was a definite reserve of each man’s deposit remain' 

ing with the bank?—A. I think that is a fair way of putting it, yes. ,j
So that slowly established a fixed requirement of what we now caQ

use
it

I am ask^g 
orted’

“till-money.”—A. Yes; which, of course, varies in different countries depen 
ing upon the character of the business in those countries and the varying hab'J 
of the people. It is something which has been arrived at by the experience 
each country.

Q. As banking became a necessary function of commercial life, the 
of the cheque in English speaking countries very much increased?—A. Yes 
did. ,-or

Q. The increased use of the cheque was almost entirely responsible 
the decreased percentage of “till-money” required?—A. Yes, that is true.

Q. Was there any other contributing factor to that decrease? 
this especially because, when I raised the idea before, I was not suppv- ,,l6 
so that I do want you to give a very clear statement.—A. I would say that ^ 
increasing confidence in the safety of banks and the increasing realization 
the convenience of paying by cheques, and the development of modern bus'111 

methods which brought to the fore the type of organization which could 
readily understand the convenience of paying by cheque—all were factor” 
the development of that habit. ^

Q. Thank you. The present percentage might be set, roughly, at ten- 
A. Yes, in Canada. .

Q. In 10 per cent “till-money,” the banker who is the trustee for the tu  ̂

of his clients, will have 90 per cent of his deposits definitely idle money? A j,, 
not thinking of loans, of course.—A. Well, if he has only got 10 per cent in c 

he will presumably have the balance of the deposits invested in— „ per
Q. No, I am not talking of investments. He has, first of all, got “ 

cent of the deposit as idle money. I am leading up to the point.—A. The ujd 
march together, of course; but as a lead to the final thing, perhaps that 
be all right. t|jer.

Q. It is for the moment idle money?—A. Well, those two things go to£e^)ere 
The investment or the loan will usually precede the deposit; so, of course,

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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®°uld not be any situation where the total deposits in existence were held by 
P16 banks 10 per cent in cash and the remainder idle. There would have to 
be assets to balance those deposits in existence.

Q. In the first analysis, the $100 must come in from the depositor before 
^vantage can be taken of it to loan funds on the strength of that human 
pbance which exists?—A. I could not put it quite that way. In the first 
stance, a bank will receive—an individual bank, shall we say, will receive— 
tf°m its capital stockholders, cash for the amount of capital stock for which 
>y subscribe; and at that stage you might find a bank with $100,000,000 
11 c&sh, in legal tender cash, and $100,000,000 in capital, 
r Q. But that introduces another feature. I am talking now purely of the 
e^ture of the banker’s customers’ deposit funds.—A. Yes. 

t Q' So that 10 per cent “ till-money ” is in the mind of the banker necessary 
y b® retained for that purpose and 90 per cent is, before anything is done by 

le banker, idle funds?—A. Well, I cannot quite agree with that. 
l Q- Or unattached funds?—A. I cannot quite agree with that; because if he 
^s deposits, he must have assets against them. You will find that the develop
ing bis investment in securities and in loans marches pari passu with the 

Cr°ase in deposits.
^ Q- I am not talking about his investments. Until he has made his invest
is t’ be has in his deposits 10 per cent which is obligatory for the purpose of 
be business, and 90 per cent which he can mentally discard for the time being, 
COtaause the laws of human chance have taught him that the customer will not 
par(0 back for that $90 to-day. Part of it he will come back for to-morrow and 

a week afterwards and part a month afterwards?—A. Yes.
'vas i 80 on and so forth.—A. Yes. The only point I was making there 
* ' that one cannot visualize a situation where a banker has, shall we 

000,000
ay,

, in deposits, $10,000,000 in cash—which is the 10 per cent—and 
0er cent idle. The 90 per cent must, by this definition, be employed in somef°

deiv! ■ ^ must be in balances with other banks or in loans or investments, if the 
1 °gts are there.

ÜUiq, is obvious that the early goldsmith did not invest that money? It is 
in obvious that they held the particular amounts of the depositors sacrosanct 
of a <|'r safes?—A. Yes. We start on that basis, though, with the assumption 

00 per cenp reserve. 
q" ^es, I know.—A. Not 10 per cent.

the ,Y, ft was after the 100 per cent reserve had been in practice that the banker, 
, smith, realized that only a proportion of that 100 per cent was ever 

(W-A. Yes.
1 be banker recognizes this law of human chance, and assumes that under 
Conditions the till money percentage will remain constant over a 

the iq lengthy period?—A. An individual banker, of course, will find that 
P^iod PfGr Cent is insufficient in the sense that the demands upon him over a 
NclinJ1 11 °°uple of months will be more than the actual cash that he had been 

to papt the beginning of that period. He will then proceed to sell securities 
'VW8 aa ] some of his call loans. He will take, as an individual banker, these 
° the n • Ifleans °f replenishing his cash to meet any demand which is in excess 
fi Q j'mnal 10 per cent.
jfu tn0tlp afb coming to that. Of the 90 per cent idle funds, on a 10 per cent 
°r a dPny .asis, each 10 per cent therefore suggests itself as notent.ial till monev 
°t quit t1* °f $100 or a further $90 plus the 10 per cent.

Q >e follow that.
Wl 1 rea<l it again. Of the 10 per cent idle funds------- A. Of course,

u her Pn°be of the troubles there is that I have not agreed to the idea of 
Q. fl1 ’die funds.

ave gone back to first principles and first ideas.—A. Yes.

-A. I am sorry, I do
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Q. You insist on introducing investments.—A. And loans.
Q. And say that they run together. But they did not run together in the 

first instance, and they do not necessarily belong to each other except in so far 
as the banker conducts his business in a complex manner to-day.—A. I think we 
must either assume that the 90 per cent is invested in securities or loans or that 
the cash reserve is higher than 10 per cent. |

Q. Then, if we must argue that, I would say that if the loans were eliminated, 
the cash reserve, the till money, would be less than 10 per cent. Would I be 
right or wrong?—A. If the loans were eliminated would they be eliminated by ;* 
reduction of deposits, that is, paid off out of deposits, in which case the cash 
ratio would rise?

Q. I view the deposit field, the current deposit field, of a credit depositor 
as one in which there was a necessity for having less till money than 10 per cent 
because the outflow of loaned money is much faster than it is in the case oj 
deposit money. It would immediately affect the till money when loans are ov 
of the question. For instance, I would suggest that a loan dissipates in abou 
forty days?—A. I do not quite follow that. You mean that when a loan is mad6 
and that amount is credited to the borrower in his deposit account—?

Q. Exactly.—A. That is does what?
Q. That it dissipates in about forty days, as far as the banker is concerned 

—A. Not as far as the banker is concerned; but you have in mind that t« 
borrower spends that deposit within forty days? ,

Q. Exactly.—A. Yes. I should think that might easily be the case. & 
then, of course, what he spends he spends in modern practice by giving cheque 
on his account. ,

Q. Oh, yes.—A. So that from the banker’s point of view, it is just a sn 
from one deposit account to another. ^ ■ jg

Q. The government supports the banker in his desire to profit by ^ 
discovery of the law of human chance—and that is a discovery—-notwithsta® 
ing that he is the trustee of his depositors funds? I do not suggest that tn 
is anything wrong in that. I am merely painting the picture.—A. That 
business of banking, in other words, is authorized by law? A

Q. Authorized by law; although prior to banking, such an act consid6 
from the point of view of morals or ethics, would be regarded as wrong; aIlTust 
certain fields of business it is still regarded as wrong to tamper with the 1 
funds of your trustor?—A. I thought you were supposed to preserve them- je 

Q. Exactly, preserve them.—A. In accordance with whatever laws may 1 
that particular activity.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. By authorized trustee investment?—A. Yes.
Mr. Taylor: There is a subtle difference.

By Mr. Taylor: trUgt
Q. The banker, while a trustee, is allowed to play on the value of his 

—A. I was not aware of that. $e
Mr. Cleaver: Just a minute. I do not think that ought to get °n 

record.
Mr. Taylor: Just a minute.
Mr. Cleaver: A personal representative or executor does the same 
Mr. McGeer: He does not do any such thing.
The Chairman : Will you allow Mr. Taylor to proceed? ^r0nê
Mr. Taylor: The governor will answer me. If I am advancing a 

idea, it will be up to him to say so.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : What is the answer, Mr. Taylor?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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the

Mr. Taylor: Before we get into the loan business—
Mr. Martin : Mr. Taylor, might I interrupt,—?
Hon. Mr. Stevens : You obtained no answer.
Mr. Taylor : You will get your chance later.

I wanted to help you.
I think it was suggested that there was not an answer to

Mr. Martin: 
Mr. Towers : 
question.
Mr. Taylor: 
Mr. Towers :

Oh, I see.
Was it a question, that the banks in some form-

By Mr. Taylor:
i Q. I am trying to show that the necessities of business, the necessities of 
diking, have introduced changes in the ethical and moral procedure of the 

*^opie which have been countenanced by law; and this is one of the instances. 
Zyb I cannot follow that, because it does not seem to me a question either of 
w or morals. It seems to me that the people decided that their business 
c°yd best be served if, instead of carrying around cash in their pockets, they 

old maintain it in the form of deposits with banks. I suppose that govern- 
all over the world, recognizing that that was the desire of the people, 

aduaUy evolved banking law for their protection; and the banking law provides 
.ain restrictions in regard to the character of the loans and investments 

tlic. banks can make, the laws being directed mostly to forms of safeguarding 
£ov?e0^e's deposits; and with the unanimous consent of the people and the 

r°rnmenit, the business of banking proceeds.
Sp Q- Yes; even to the extent of changing ethical ideas?—A. I cannot quite 

e that.
Q- If we do not get it this time, we will get it a little later.—A. All right. 

c , Q- Before we get into the loan business as the final thing, I submit if it 
(1 ‘ .be imagined that the banker ceased at a particular point to take in fresh 
^Posits, he would find there would be a certain definite rate at which his old 
alu"?1*’ would flow out?—A. Speaking of the banking system as a whole or 

UI an individual bank?
elSe?d- Taking banking as it is, and dealing only with deposits and nothing 
vye \ Y Yes. Speaking of the banking system as a whole, I do not know why 
ban.L-ould find that the deposits will flow'out, even on the assumption that the 

system ceases to expand in the form of loans and investments, 
fiien ■But if you consent to the idea that 10 per cent till money is necessary,
C you must also consent to the idea that money, to be brought in^n a week’s
neo! 18 also necessary; and money to be brought in m moneys —A I
yCessarv There must, be a rate of flow outwards of deposit moneys. _ a 

oulfi say that it is a movement from one deposit account to ano i(r, i is n 
J outward flow. If you assume an outward flow, you must assume that people
re tak;-- - ........................el, ^lng the money out in legal tender cash and keeping it out. That is theement.

^ course you are very definitely retaining the idea that this is a 
wriness which is running, and only by virtue of the fact that it is running do 
feahaVe this situation; but in the general operation of the banking busmess, tfie ar>e which I bring out must be in evidence It must be because these things 
I lS*uing; the banker is able to understand what will happen m the uturm 

that if a man deposits the sum of $1.000 in the bank, taking that deposit 
exists, the banker would say, “Well, you as a unit of many thousand- nlar depositors must have $100 retained in my till for your requirements But 

it)X Week I sense the fact that vou are coming back for another hundrc
a month"and so 0n „s time I sense the fact that you are coming back for $200 and so on 

" A. Yes, but Mr. Taylor, the point then would be: Does he sense
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the fact that that man is going to withdraw $100 in legal tender cash?
Q. Exactly.—A. And that that legal tender cash is going to be kept by 

that man or by the person to whom he pays it.
Q. I am not contemplating the question of what the man will do with iL 

I am dealing with the relationship existing between the deposit— —A. I do pot 
think one can eliminate the question of what he will do with it, because I think 
it is a vital question. I do come back to the point that unless people decide that 
they are going to keep cash in their pockets or in their mattresses—

Q. Let us assume they do that.—A. In that case it is possible for the 
outflow of deposits to take place, for those deposits to be changed for legal tender 
cash which would necessitate a realization of banking assets in one form °r 
another to provide for that extra cash.

Q. We are coming to that. Empirically, then, that banker was learning 
how to anticipate the demands of his deposit clients by that outflow?—A. b? 
the outflow of deposits.

Q. And so fit himself to safely loan money on his studied findings. It is on 
the basis of this empiric that the bank is able to loan money out, because they 
have loaned out money based on his deposits for three years— —A. I thin 
there is a serious mistake there, and it arises from the original one of the 
assumption of 10 per cent cash and 90 per cent idle funds. So long as th» 
basic thought remains I think we shall be making mistakes along the hnC' 
In connection with your last remark, I think you will find that as the banke 
loans money, if it is an addition to his existing loans, in so doing he increase® 
his deposit liabilities.

Q. Yes; but there was a time—and I assume you must know it—-wh® 
frequently a bank in making a loan paid the amount in cash. You recogn1 
that, do you not? Away back in the 80’s that was done.—A. Then, of cour» > 
his loaning activities would be limited to the amount of his loan capital. ,g 

Q. At that time there was 23-26 per cent till money reserve, and payruen 
were made definitely in cash.—A. Not entirely. On the assumption— j

Q. Almost entirely as my knowledge goes of banking in those times.—^ 
think it was possible to operate on 23 per cent or 25 per cent; 75 per cent ( 
his assets thérefore must have been represented by loans and investments. j 

Q. Agreed.—A. So that he had not been called upon to pay out the t° 
amount of his loans and investments in cash. ,-5

Q. I am not suggesting that. I am suggesting that when he paid out j 
cash he fully recognized there was some of his cash which could only be P ^ 
out for a week, some of it could be paid out for three weeks, some of it f°r 
weeks and some of it for six months, and some actually for a year ; and that 
bank accounts, the bank statements of cash through banks in the 80’s and ^ 
and at the end of the last century would show those very facts.

Mr. Kinley : Did he receive deposits when they were 23 per cent?
Mr. Taylor: Yes, of course; but allow me to finish— ^
Mr. Towers : In that case, the only difference between the present sys 

and the system as it worked at that time would be that the cash reserve ^ 
he thought it desirable to carry was 25 per cent instead of 10. In other 
there was no difference in the theory or procedure of operating, but only a d> 
ence in the practice with respect to cash reserves.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. But it would be a fact that when a banker experienced a loss in Dg 

of his loans granted, he would immediately be compelled to call up other £ 
and translate them into cash in order to hedge his bet.—A. I do not under 
that, Mr. Taylor.

Mr. Cleaver: Are you not simply saying in these times—
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The Chairman: Mr. Taylor does not want to be interrupted.
Mr. Taylor: I will discuss it very shortly. It is in these times also. The 

foment a banker makes a loss he must preserve his till moneys, he must preserve 
jus relation to his depositors, and it becomes necessary for him to make up his 
*osses by calling in his loans.

Mr. Towers: No, the one thing has no bearing on the other.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. What do you suggest he does?—A. If he has been carrying as an asset 

a *°an of $1,000 and that loan turns out to be a total loss, the $1,000 is a charge 
a§ainst his profits; it does not disturb the amount of his other loans.Q. Then you would contend that there is no necessity for a banker in 
a*|y depression to call in his loans?—A. There might be two forms of necessity 
'hich would lead him to do so. One is based on his business judgment in 
Aspect to the safety of the loans which might be affected by the conditions of 

rp,e times. If he has cause to question the safety, he will try to collect them. 
le second would relate to the shortage of cash in the banking system as a 
llole, a shortage which has taken place on occasion in the past in various 

Entries, before modern means of dealing with the situation were evolved, but 
llch so far as Canada is concerned, need not arise in the future.

: I Q- But it did arise in Canada, and it arose elsewhere before these modern
j Cas------ A. It arose in Canada to a certain extent between 1930 and 1932, for
tiuf°ns which I have tried to put on the record in discussing our system at that 
jtTle- I can go into it again if necessary, but the place in the record which 

can refer to in a moment when we find the page, may serve to answer that
"Gestion.
j Q. Does it not arise from the attempt of depositors to withdraw their cash 
ofPosits, for instance?—A. That had practically no effect in Canada, speaking 

t;tle banking system as a whole, at any time during the depression. If there 
tiff ,any withdrawal in cash, and that withdrawal remained in the hands of 
thn , Ppsitors in cash, one would expect to see evidence of it in the figures of 

active circulation. There may have been a few instances, but certainly it 
it n°t enough to be able to look at the figures of active circulation and say 

a® a factor of importance.
not ^en, presuming a local calamity developed in any place, would that 
certaffect the bank and its desire to recall its loans?—A. You mean that in a 
in dUn area conditions became so bad that bank loans which had been made 

'at area turned out to be bad loans?
in . h N°> I am looking at it in this way: when a banker makes a bad loan
pev certain district, he is compelled in other districts to------ A. No, he will
in n1 , compelled by reason of bad loans in one district to call his loans 

aether district.
t0 co ,hfot under the Bank of Canada governorship to-day, but I am talking 
theri Coitions prior to the introduction of the Bank of Canada.—A. No, even 
of 1 le would not be compelled to collect his loans in one district by reason 1(gse$ anywhere.

hhen, what do you say develops a run in any district?—A. Lack of con- 
ca,]i: c ?n the part of the people. That is quite a different thing from a bank 

§ m its loans.
ba^k ■ • n’t you think it arises in these circumstances from the actions of the
of Cailn times of calamity or depression?—A. The actions of the bank in time 

amity or depression inspire doubt, and therefore lead to a run? 
that k JfVelop doubt, yes.—A. If it is common belief in the area concerned 
S°lveruanks arc making heavy losses, losses which will cast doubt on their 
Uroun yes> that would inspire a run, as we have seen on various occasions 

a the world.
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Q. Actually it has been so in Canada?—A. Canada definitely has not been 
faced in any material degree with those conditions.

Q. Well, it has been faced with those conditions. I know conditions in 
Vancouver which represented a minor run, and you are very aware of them too. 
—A. There have been minor runs in Canadian history, yes; but they have never 
gone very far.

Q. Since the introduction of a central bank that feature has been largely 
done away with?—A. The existence of a central bank would not necessarily 
inspire the people with confidence in a commercial banking system. The conduct 
of the commercial banking system is what -will do that. But the people would 
doubtless know that so long as any banking system is well conducted and the 
banks remain solvent there would be no difficulty whatever in those banks 
obtaining the necessary proportion of cash.

Q. One of the features of the Bank of Canada is that it holds on deposit 
five per cent of the deposit obligations of the chartered banks?—A. In facb 
the deposits of the chartered banks with the Bank of Canada and their holdings 
of Bank of Canada notes are in excess of five per cent.

Q. Legally it is five per cent?—A. Legally the amount of cash reserves 
which the chartered banks must maintain is five per cent of Canadian deposit5’ 
but that five per cent may be held either in the form of Bank of Canada notes 
or in the form of chartered bank deposits, at the Bank of Canada.

Q. That is, legal tender?—A. The Bank of Canada notes are legal tender- 
and deposits with us can be changed into notes and so into legal tender 9 
any moment. ,

Q. But they are currency, are they not; in any case?—-A. Which, tn 
deposits themselves? v

Q. The deposits with you?—A. I would say they are just those words, they 
are deposits with us which can be exchanged for our currency which is leg9 
tender at any moment.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. What form do the other assets take?—A. They consist of d-eposi 

with us. ... 9
Q. In what form?—A. In the same way as you may have a deposit wit-1* 

chartered bank. They are a credit on our books.

By Mr. Taylor: .,j
Q. As a matter of fact that 10 per cent is a portion of the 10 per cent' Jp 

money?—A. It is a portion of the 10 per cent cash reserve. We have b , 
speaking about till money, which is one way of putting it, but perhaps e 
reserves is a more all-embracing term. eS

Q. Surely you do not agree with the position that the 10 per cent resel9ll 
was till money, till money was not all of that 10 per cent, it was only a 5 ^ 
portion of it?—A. That is true. I was thinking, Mr. Taylor, of -using the m 
“till money” as an alternative to cash. ,

Mr. Taylor: We will discuss that afterwards if it is not approved of by 
committee.

By Mr. McGeer: ^ Sl
Q. That is a misstatement of fact. Till money is only one part of rese ^ 

and in our country it is a very different thing from what it is in the old coun .
A. Actually the bank notes in a bank’s possession are a higher proportion ° 
total reserves in England, you see, than they are here. , fie

Q. And our modern bank notes that function as till money are n 
same as you have in England at all.

Mr. Taylor : Please let me go on.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: I might just refer to that, chartered bank notes are not till 
Rioney so far as banks are concerned—

Mr. McGeer: Used for till money purposes.
Mr. Towers: To the extent that they are in the hands of the public they 

are a circulating medium but they cannot be used by banks as till money because 
they are not assets of the bank itself.

By Mr. McGeer:
... Q. No. But in England, as I understand the use of the term till money, 
tul money is money that the banks have on hand to cash cheques and hand 
°ut as the medium of exchange for the carrying on of business?—A. In England 
h is Bank of England notes.

Mr. McGeer: Or, silver coin.
Mr. Towers: Or silver coin to some extent.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. And in Canada the money that we use here is Bank of Canada notes 

Plus merchant bank notes. For instance, if I go to cash a cheque to get pocket- 
uioney, whatever bank I get it at, I will invariably get most of that banks; 
1 mean, in the denominations above ones or twos?—A. And so long as they 
have note issuing powers.

By Mr. Taylor:
£ Q- Of course, it is quite obvious that the situation cannot be the same in 
.^Ugland because under the provisions applicable to the Bank of England note 
J^Ues are not permitted within a radius of sixty miles of Londbn; is that not so? 

j I do not recall the exact provisions, but that is true. Some of the Scottish 
nbs still have certain note issues.

Q- As long as they do not have a branch in London?—A. Exactly.
. Q- What is your opinion and what is your discovered point at which a run 

vjght develop on any bank in Canada?—A. Oh, there is a question of human 
ychology involved, Mr. Taylor.

jq. Q- Is it conceivable under any circumstances that a run would call up 
Per cent of the deposits?—A. Not in practice, I do not think, no. 

jjj , Q- It is extremely unlikely that they would even call up 50 per cent. I am 
lOfi ^at as an assertion. The law of human chance works again and not
b Per cent, probably not 50 per cent of the people who are depositors in a 
dov Would consider the advisability of rushing to the bank to withdraw their 

ePosits? Am l correct?
^'Ir. .Jaques: In cash.
^r- Taylor: It does not matter. Withdraw.
^r- Jaques : That is the whole point.

Ptiju r T°wers: I think the situation is really this: That if the fears are 
as s“hed the run will soon subside. If they are justified, it will not get as far 

you mention.

By Mr. Taylor:
A tQ- Then it is in that position that the Bank of Canada inserts itself.

W what form do you mean? . , ,, , ., , , nf
cl Q- BV recognizing the withdrawal, the lessening of the deposit funds of the titered banks, it inserts itself to restore the situation?—A. I would say that 
ishe^ajor facto; and the first step is the solvency of the banking system which 
detected by the various provisions of the Bank Act \the inspection 

hlctl is conducted by the Department of Finance, and that if the banking syste
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is solvent then you must assume that if a run should occur it would be an 
unjustified run. In those circumstances it would certainly be possible for the 
banks to obtain all the cash that is required to meet those, shall I say, erroneous 
or ill-advised demands which were caused by misapprehension of the real 
situation.

Q. Has the Bank of Canada discovered any alternate method of restoring 
equilibrium and allaying suspicion and public concern other than the purchase 
of securities?—A. Under what circumstances, Mr. Taylor?

Q. In the circumstances where banks might be unduly set upon by the 
depositors?—A. I would say in those circumstances that the banks would very 
probably be rediscounting.

Q. That they themselves would initiate some procedure to adjust their con
dition?—A. Yes, exactly.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. You mean by “rediscounting” that they would lend to the banks the 

money they needed?—A. Government or other securities.
Mr. Taylor: Please, Mr. McGeer, I will soon be finished and then we can 

discuss this particular item.
Mr. McGeer: Yes, but I wanted to clear—
Mr. Taylor: That is the point. We cannot get any consecutive idea 0 

what I am trying to bring out. I am perfectly willing to stop if you have 
any idea to develop, but I am trying to develop something now. I may no 
do it successfully, but please let me try.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. In effect, then, the 5 per cent deposits with the Bank of Canada con

stitute virtually, what shall I say, an alcohol thermometer to indicate the general 
steady level of business throughout the country? Might that be said?—A- 1 
cannot quite follow it along those lines.

Q. What do you watch in order to discover the necessity for infusing fresh
cash into the system or withdrawing it? What is your guide per se?_A. I would
say that the guides are many but the final interpretation is the difficult p°int'
For example, if the volume of production is increasing and the need for coin'the

the
are

mercial loans is increasing, there is prima facie evidence that perhaps 
amount of cash should be increased. If you arrive at circumstances where 
price level is apparently getting out of hand, where speculative elements 
introducing themselves into the situation, where the expansion of credit sees1 
to be going beyond the consequent production needs of the country, there vvouj, 
be certain warnings there which would tend to make one feel that cash sho11 
be reduced. Or in other circumstances, if the demand for money was relatives 
low—that is, the demand for banking accommodation in one form or anotherUT 
or if interest rates were also very low in the security market, then you taW\ 
assume that the supply of money was so ample that any borrowing needs cou^ 
be filled from the existing supply and that there was no commercial reason 0 
reason of general public interest why it should be increased. , 6

Q. In any case, you do realize that neither the Bank of Canada nor G 
merchant banks can force the people to accept what they do not want or 
than they are content to have of what they do want?—A. That is true.

Mr. Kinley: That is the whole thing.
Mr. Towers: Perhaps I should qualify that by saying this, that you 

speaking there, I think, specifically of commercial loans.
Mr. Taylor: Yes. ,g
Mr. Towers: It is the case that if governments are adding to their dÇ t0 

or, even eliminating that, if the cash of chartered banks is being increased 
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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an extent which makes them increase their investments, then you will find that 
additional deposits are from a certain point of view being forced into the 
hands of the people.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Forced into the hands of the people?—A. Yes.
Q. Did you say “forced”?—A. “Forced” in this sense—but perhaps I had 

better divide the question into two sections. One would be a case where govern
ment debt was not increasing, but where banks were increasing their holdings 
°f government obligations. In that case you would find that public deposits 
were increasing; that is, the deposits of the public in general. One could hardly 
saY they were forced because it must imply a voluntary sale of government 
securities by certain individuals to certain banks. The second case is where, 
during a period of government deficits, additional amounts of government 
securities are being sold to the banks. The banks are buying up at the time 
parlous security loans. Then you have a situation where deposits are increasing. 
b'Ven there I suppose I was ill-advised in using the word “forced”; because 
"mat is happening is that the government is spending that money and in the 
Process placing additional deposits in the hands of the people.

Q- Then, under those circumstances, I can declare that the Bank of Canada 
■mnnot use the merchant banks’ cash deposits under any present Canadian 
' at'ite to enlarge the currency field?—A. Neither we nor the commercial banks 
Can rise someone else’s deposits.

Q. Exactly.—A. Or do anything like that.
, Q. Exactly.—A. But we can increase the amount of the chartered banks’ 
aePosit« with us.

Q- Exactly. That, in a sense, is using. I did not mean actually taking the 
■. °ney and using it. I mean to make that the basis for use. When it does so, 

meets only—the Bank of Canada and the merchant banks meet only theternPorary economic need which economic practices of the day show to be
diftfS8ary anc* acceptable. That is a fair statement, is it not?—A. I have 

■Ulty in answering that question because I do not quite understand it.
Q- Well, your purpose as a bank is merely to adjust, the needs of business 

r°ughout the country and to preserve the general level of acceptance by the 
®°ple of loans and other business needs?—A. I think our business, so far as we 

jnn Properly perform it, is to see that the volume of medium of payment that is 
country, mainly deposits, is adjusted in accordance with public interest. 

0j Q- In other words, under present conditions, it is impossible to feed millions 
en ! ojlarg into our currency without preparing the way by acceptable and 
think^ legislation and preparing popular opinion and desire?—A. I do not 
a k that is the case. I mean, the facts of the last five years are hardlv in ae°ordance with that.
y0u Y ^Vell, that is only $450,000,000.—A. $450,000,000 may seem small to 

’ mt it seems pretty large to me.
of ' I was thinking of astronomical figures.—A. Yes. I think it is a question

I roportion.
Chairman: It is one o’clock.
Towers: That is about a 25 per cent increase. 

le Chairman: What is the pleasure of the committee as to adjourning? 
t 'r- Cleaver: Four o’clock.

quite -1' Caylor: I have to be at a committee meeting at two o’clock, which is 
, ^Portant.
, t 6 Chairman : Could you be here at four o’clock? 

r- Taylor: I doubt it very much.
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Mr. McGeer: I should like to go on this afternoon.
The Chairman : We want to finish with Mr. Taylor if we can.
Mr. McGeer: There is no reason why someone else should not go on. We 

have a lot of work before this committee yet.
Mr. Taylor: I have finished my questions on the first phase.
The Chairman : Then Mr. Kinley goes on next. He is next in line. We 

shall meet this afternoon at four o’clock and it will be in the railway room.

The committee adjourned at 1.02 p.m., to meet again at 4 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Room 277.

The committee resumed at 4 o’clock.

The Chairman : Can you see a quorum?
Mr. Kinley: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : A very good quorum.
The Chairman : Mr. Taylor, proceed.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Goverhor of the Bank of Canada- 

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Mr. Chairman, it is very difficult to keep the sequence of these question'- 

as you can readily understand. I will have to remove from what I was g?in” 
to say now what appeared earlier this morning. Mr. Towers, many deposit0^ 
on current account carry very large sums on credit as a necessary aid to thel 
business practice?—A. Yes. *.

Q. That' is so, is it not? The relative outflow of deposit funds arising 01 
of Bank of Canada purchase of securities is rapid and approximates loan money 
in its rate of dissipation. I think I brought that out this morning, but I shou 
like to— —A. Well, I do not understand the reference to the rate of outflo 
of deposit funds, unless perhaps you have in mind the turnover that takes plaC .

Q. No, I have in mind the individual items, not the whole mass. You a i 
viewing the thing in the mass.—A. I thought it was individually, the individu j 
items of the turnover, which was the move between accounts and spending- 
was not visualizing the outflow of deposits, because that means, other thing 
being equal, a reduction in the total on deposit through people withdraw! 
them. That would be the interpretation I would give to the “outflow.”

Q. Withdrawing them in actual cash funds, you mean?—A. Yes. ,^e
Q. In the other case they merely transfer them from one account to 

other?—A. As spending takes place, yes.
Q. But there is a new element that enters into the whole transaction 

reason of the transfer; the initial withdrawal is the thing which I am refer1 
to now, and that is comparatively rapid as against the depositor’s fund' 
ordinary business.—A. The depositor’s funds in ordinary business are actlvC.ers 
their degree of velocity, as the business spends and collects from custon 
and spends again. y0u

Q. But there is always a reserve which is scarcely ever touched?— 
mean the minimum deposit balance of a concern such as that is 
fairly high?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

alwn^’
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Q. Yes.—A. It may be, yes.
Q. What change in banking practice have the merchant banks adopted 

following the establishment of the Bank of Canada?—A. Apart from routine 
matters such as, for example, having the Bank of Canada act as a central 
clearing house, I do not recall any change of great importance. There is, 
of course, the change arising from the law to reduce the limit of their authority 
to issue notes.

Q. Yes, but has money on short call increased or decreased?—A. In 
Canada?

Q. Yes.—A. I would have to look up those figures.
Q. Would it happen as a result of the change brought about by the intro

duction of the central bank?—A. No, it would not happen as a result of the 
change.

Q. It would not?-—A. The extent to which it took place would be dependent 
°u factors in security markets. That would be the reason.

Q. The place of call money was not taken by treasury bills, for instance? 
"A. No, because the call money market in Canada has never been regarded 
as a highly liquid market. I think that the place of New York call loans has, 
to quite an extent, been taken by treasury bills.

Q. The Caandian banks did quite a little business in the New York 
°ad money market, did not they?—A. They did, and that has very largely dis
appeared. To say, as yet, that it has permanently disappeared and its place
beien permanently taken by treasury bills would be a bit premature. It sohapp,
lo ens that during the last few years the amount of money which you could

Con call in New York has been extremely limited and the rates obtainable 
been very low; but it is the case that the second line reserves which the 
j^nks used to have in the form of call loans in New York in respect of Canadian 

Usincss as distinct from their foreign activities—are Ion longer carried in any 
Quantity. But the banks now have a local second line reserve in the form 

dominion government treasury bills.
Q. The Bank of Canada was first established as a private bank, was it 

i °t?—A. When the bank commenced operations its capital stock was owned 
y individuals around the country, yes.

Q- At what date was it that the change was effected to a government- 
y'ned institution?—A. There were two changes. I think I will have to supply 
cje date on which the act became effective later on. With regard to the first 
oflange, it involved an issue of $5,100,000 additional capital stock of the Bank 
p. ^"anada which was taken up by the Minister of Finance on behalf of the 
th^ion Government. At a later date, $5,000,000 stock which had been in 

hands of individuals in Canada was retired. At the same time $100,000 
issi °Ck held by the Government was retired, leaving the only capital stock 
dat° an amount °f $5,000,000, all of which is owned by the Government. The 

Cs °f those two changes I can put in later on.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Roughly speaking, 1936 and 1938?
Mr. Towers: Yes.

By Mr. Taylor: ...
, Q. How comoletelv has the directorate become quite representative 
» new status of the bank ?-A. All appointments to the position of director 

111 in future be made by the Governor in Council. .
Q. Has anvrtanse been alreadv made?-A. Of our directors, who are 

Uow eleven in number my recollection is that six are government appointees 
sh Q- Six nowTe government appointecs?-A. Speaking from memory-I 
fculd like to check this up-that is right. Six axe government appoint^.

the directors who were originally elected by the shareholders The art 5VlJes that those directors continue to serve until the expiration of the term 
which they were elected.
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Q. Has there been provided a time sufficient to enable you to answer the 
question whether you have discovered any weakening of the—what shall I 
say?—experience or intelligence applied to the affairs of the bank by its trans
lation from a private to a publicly owned institution?—A. Well—

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Dangerous ground.
Mr. Towers: I think I can only answer that by saying that I hope that 

under any circumstances people who are connected with public institutions would 
endeavour to do their best to serve the public interest.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. That is very clever. Is there any fundamental reason why the high 

level of intelligence applied to the affairs of the merchant banks should be 
weakened by their becoming an arm of the people, government-owned under 
the supervision of the Bank of Canada?—A. I wonder if I should be called upon 
to express an opinion upon that?

The Chairman: I think not.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I am suggesting this on the strength of what you have already discovered, 

but you appear not to have had sufficient time to make a definite declaration. 
Am I right in that?—A. I would not say offhand, no.

The Chairman : May I suggest it is hardly fair to question the governor 
along those lines. I do not think it is a proper question to put to the governor-

Mr. Towers : It really is a question as to whether I think it desirable that 
the banks should be nationalized. It seems to me that is a question of govern
ment policy on which I should not express an opinion.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. That is the point I wanted to lead up to. I shall wait now in case 

anyone wishes to ask any questions.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: When you are through we have some to ask.
The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Taylor: All right, then.
Mr. Cleaver : I have one question to ask, Mr. Chairman, arising out o 

the examination this morning. Mr. Taylor called the attention of the govern0 
of the bank to the fact that in earlier English times, the eighties and th 
nineties, the bank reserves at that time were about 25 per cent as against tn 
present rate of 5 to 10 per cent. I interrupted at that time, but I was n° 
permitted to put my question. I suggest to you the reason for the higher ra ^ 
of cash reserves of the banks at that time was brought about by the fact tn* 
the customers of the banks had not got into the habit of using cheques to tn 
same extent that they do now, and kept more cash in their tills.

Mr. Towers : And therefore that the movement of cash in and out 
likely to be proportionately larger?

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Yes.—A. Incidentally, I should say I accepted Mr. Taylor’s figur|Vg 

regard to the cash ratio of that time, without refreshing my memory by 1°°^^ 
it up. But, accepting these figures, I suppose a fair assumption would be ■ 
the greater use of cash provided wider swings and so made the banks feel 
should keep a higher ratio. . , j,e

Q. So far as you know that would be the only reason why it woul ^ 
necessary for the banks at that time to keep a 25 per cent cash reserve 
opposed to the present rate of 5 to 10 per cent?—A. If the banks then opera 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

in
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ln England felt that on the basis of the gold standard which was in effect, 
substantial movements of money could take place out of their markets—and 
°n a gold standard basis it could take the form of withdrawal of deposits for 
the purchase and export of gold, and on that basis it would require the utilization 
°f the banks’ cash—if they felt that was likely to take place, there would be 
an argument there for a higher ratio of cash reserves. Although, just speaking 
:r°m memory, I do not suggest that they are necessarily the reasons, because 
111 those days any such movements of capital from point to point as we see now 
Were simply not thought of.

Mr. Cleaver : That is all thank you.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I have noticed a constant confusion in the use of terms throughout these 

Proceedings where money and wealth were referred to. I make the suggestion 
0 you that money in inaction is wealth in metamorphosis; is that a fair

description?—A. Well—
Q. Perhaps before you say anything I should ask a second question?—A. I 

lsh I could understand more about what that meant.
, Q- Of course, you know the metamorphosis that is undergone in the business 

life from one form to another, and I suggest that this is a condition of chang
es Wealth from one form to another.

The Chairman : Or, a means of changing wealth, 
tv Mr. Taylor: That the actual money has never lost its control either of the 
a !?g that it has had or the thing which it is going to have ; as a token it is an 

tlVe token; it is a token which may represent wealth at a certain time.
The Chairman : Yes, a claim on wealth, 

ev i Mf- Towers: It is a claim on wealth arising from the fact that a medium of 
J^ange has certain services to perform and it has a certain service value. It is 

ver wealth in itself so long as people are able or willing to pay the cost of 
iiiQVlding themselves with a medium of exchange. Then it is possible to take 
jjj, and purchase wealth in the form of goods because you find that a 
of Vi°lS owner is willing to take money for them. But I say it is only a medium 
L, échange, only a system by which barter is avoided. I do not see it related 

any form to wealth in itself.

By Mr. Taylor:
u . Q- There is a difference between your statement and mine, h ou insist that 
Vaf °nly a medium of exchange; that it is not wealth, it is! not m itself intrinsic 

or meant to be; but it does tie itself up to the thing that it wants to get rid 
tho°r owner got rid of in order to receive the money; or to the thing which 
5 owner is going to buy with the money; so that in the transfer it actually has 
if the power of the wealth that was and the wealth that will be.-A. I wonder 

'^t is just another way of saying it is a medium of exchange. 
vai, Well I agree that in one sense that may be so, but I give it a higher 
Ce- As a medium of exchange you might use anything.—A. I think, of 
of f8e> People have used various things. Perhaps they find the present medium 
of j!Xchangc is more convenient than the shells, buffalo skins and the casks 

that were at one time used for the purpose.
T°n. Mr. Stevens: Or beer.
Mi'. Towers : Or beer.

By Mr. Taylor:
was tl But you see these casks of rum only lasted a very short time?—A. That 

e unfortunate part of it.
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Q. Part of the medium of exchange to-day lasts quite a long while. For 
instance, the sheep Shearers in Africa received haricot beans which they carried 
for a year, they received them for shearing sheep, and when the sheep shearing 
finished they were required to exchange them for the coinage of the country?— 
A. Yes

Q. Mr. Towers, you have been very persistent in showing that the banker 
does not loan his clients’ money ; he loans on credits, loans deposits on the 
strength of these clients’ money against security; am I correct in saying that?-^ 
A. I hope I did not put it that way. The banker is in essence employing his 
deposits in loans and investments. If he adds to his loans and investments be 
will at the same time increase his deposit liability, so you may say he is a g?' 
between. His liabilities in the form of deposits must be balanced by assets in 
the form of loans and investments.

Q. Yes?—A. I did raise the question of terminology when it was suggested 
that the banker lent his deposits; you can’t lend your liabilities. But he hn= 
assets equal, at least equal, to his deposits, and it is the existence of the deposit5 
and the fact that they are allowed to remain as deposits rather than being 
demanded in cash which permits him to have so many loans invested.

Q. Is that not saying roughly the same thing in a more careful way?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It is the Governor’s answer.
Mr. Taylor: Yes, I agree.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. What then is the function of a commercial bank? Is it to borrow monej 

and loan it out at an advanced price?—A. Yes.
Q. Then what do you think of this position established by a banker 

was at one time a very celebrated general manager of a large corporate bank- 
A customer went in to obtain from him the sum of five thousand pounds a0^ 
the general manager had been very worried by reason of many things associate 
with the country’s political life and he said, “ Mr. Banker, what do you assud1^ 
the bank w-as established for?” and Mr. Banker suddenly questioned like^th^
said, “ Oh I would say that it is to receive money at 3 per cent and loan it 
at 8 per cent.” “ Nothing of the kind, sir ; nothing of the kind. Banks lilJ 
established to afford a ready and easy facility for the exchange of large sum5^ 
money.” Would you comment on that, Mr. Towers?—A. I think that being s.g 
up in the first instance to provide banking facilities, the first consideration ^ 
the making of loans and investments. If they make loans and investments j 
a substantial scale they will have substantial deposits. These deposits ^ 
provide the medium of exchange for the people and then of course it is Per’eCl,e(l 
true that the function which the banks perform in handling cheques to be ^ 
for a major portion of the commercial transactions of the country is an extrem 
important service.

Q. That is not very much carried on in Canada?—A. Enormously•_
Q. Well then, it must be a very important part of the bank’s business •

A. It is. , eSt
Q. At any rate, in the loan business there is very little range of 

in the charge by the banks on the classes of loans granted, the rates
tété**by the banks are roughly the same within a very small range to one custo

as to another; am I correct?—A. Certain classes of loans command lower 1 . 
rates. I think certain classes of loans are made at per cent. That 15 ^ 
recollection of the cost of loans against grain in terminal elevators. 1 , 9t 
loans against Dominion government bonds may to a certain extent be .Itia,o£laS 
4 per cent, with first class commercial loans probably 5 per cent; run of min? 1 
of the small variety where the cost of the operation is relatively h'F $e 
relation to the total amount involved are probably 6 per cent. That > 
extent of the range so far as I am aware.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. How about municipal loans?—A. Municipal and provincial I was not 

speaking of, because they are all different rates further complicated by the fact 
that an arrangement may have been provided for some special rate, credit 
°n balances and various lunds which may be carried, and various other com
plicated arrangements that I would not know how to show you except by 
looking at each case.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I suggest then that sufficient experience has now been gained in borrow- 

jng to place all loans on an insurance basis against loss and charge not interest 
hut insurance premiums plus operating charges.—A. I am sorry, I have seen 
Uo evidence of that.

Q. You have seen no evidence of that? Do you see any reason why it 
should not be?—A. Yes, I do.

Q. Will you explain, please?—A. I think to put it on an insurance basis 
you would have to know first of all prospective business conditions over a range 
°‘ years in all lines of industry.

Q. But 1 am suggesting to you that experience has already been gained, 
enough to make that possible.—A. That means one would have to make a 
orecast of political developments in Europe for the next five years. I could 

not do that.
Mr. Taylor: Lloyds do it in the form of insurance but not interest.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Well, look at their rates on war risks right to-day.
Mr. Towers: I do not think there is an analogy there. I would be surprised 

* could enter into a contract with Lloyds to assume war risks over a period of 
le next five years at current rates. I do not think it could be done, 

i, Hon. Mr. Stevens: Lloyds’ rates have varied as much as 200 per cent in 
lc Hst six months.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q- That is carrying us away from the particular question?—A. Yes. 

fr M Hut you think that there is no reason why the banks should depart 
A /l. Hung called interest to grant loans on the thing called insurance?— 
it p , ^ they are two different concepts, that in so far as interest is concerned
0p nahies them to pay interest in turn to their depositors and to cover their 
t[u , nS expenses and have money left over as earnings on the capital which 
addif- Ve lnvested; but the insurance factor is one which relates to something 
ai’o L10nal’ that is the losses which occur on bad debts from time to time, which 

(PUnd to occur in any good banking system. 
in„ M Well, they do occur now?—A. And do occur. But those interest earn
est sufficient to cover other costs which I have mentioned and leave 
a]ang 1 over to take care of bad debts. Now, if the world operated without 
si0n n5 and excursions, and without wars or extraordinary degrees of depres- 
oper’. + <?° think that experience ought to indicate more or less what the well 
but i Cj'| hank should require to provide in the form of protection against losses, 
any I* ffie world which we have now I think it would be very difficult to make 

ccurate prognostication as to what losses would be over a period of years, 
ifitere t-9 course, it must be conceded that it is done now in the matter of 
the d„S ■ A. I would say that it is based on that, it is the—what shall I say— 
If thpv'ff hhe bank to be able to set aside each year enough for that purpose, 
that md that the losses outstrip those expectations they would try to remedy 
case (i* . Hon by taking something from their published reserve as was the 
directjUrin8 the depression in some cases, or by making further efforts in the 

°f operating economy, cutting dividends and so forth.
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Q. But they would still cling to the fetish of interest as against insurance 
against their losses?—A. If the total charge was called insurance instead of 
interest. A rose by any other name is just as sweet.

Q. Not quite. Banks do loan money without security, do they, Mr. Towers? 
—A. Yes.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Without any security?
The Chairman : Moral security?
Mr. Towers : Moral security, as the chairman observes.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Or their knowledge of what the bank possesses?—A. Oh, yes.
The Chairman : Without collateral.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. You remember that Pierpont Morgan, at the meetings of the commission 

after the 1929 crash, made the statement that he would not hesitate to loai 
a man whom he considered honest $5,000 without security? Do you remember 
such a statement being made?—A. I do not recall it but I can quite easily 
conceive that it was made. He, of course, would know something of the business 
ability of that man, what he was going to use the money for and the prospects 
of getting it back.

Q. I want to lead you into another field. If that is admitted, is there any' 
thing wrong from your point of view as a banker in paying a man’s wageS 
before he works?-—A. That is, an advance on wages? If the circumstances 
are appropriate I see nothing wrong in that, and you will find that it does take 
place in various business concerns on occasions. If a man, for example, has 
several doctor bills to meet, or something of that kind, he may be able 
obtain, sometimes from his employer, sometimes necessarily from other concerns; 
an advance of that kind.

Q. Business does it also in large undertakings where it provides for pay' 
ment of interest on money borrowed while the constructional work is goi’1" 
on for which the business is developed, does it not?—A. Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. And charges it against capital.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Taylor: ^
Q. I have asked this question for a special purpose. The honesty 

industry of a citizen is a real security in business and in the banker’s loaning 
business?—A. That is correct.

Q. In the economy of the country every citizen constitutes under certai 
circumstances an unquestioned security?—A. Under certain circumstances, ycSg

Q. If he runs out on his country, he is no longer a citizen and he becorp6 
a loss, but as long as he lives he remains, when in the country, a real secure 
for the repayment of all repayable services which his country performs for h1*®' 
I think that is a reasonable statement.—A. I do not quite understand that “repay 
able services which his country performs.” . ,

Q. That is wages in advance. If a country performs a service to a citlZ® 
by giving him wages in advance of his services, the country, taking the citiz6 
as a mass, might reasonably consider that it had an unquestioned secufl 
in its citizens?—A. They expect those individuals to whom they have g 
these advance payments naturally to live and be able to perform the servi 
for which they have received those advances.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. And in the mass there would be no question about that?—A. I do not 
jjuite follow you through there because, of course, the type of thing I thought I 

been talking about was the type of advance which is made for a specific 
Il€ed, such as the sort of thing I have mentioned. It did not involve advancing 
Wages a year in advance for no known purpose ; it involved something which 
Was caused by specific needs and which bore some relation to what a man could 
afford to take in that form and pay back.

. Q. We will bring it around to that but the answer suits the case. The 
Point I wish to make is that there is no reason why a loan should not be made 
, v&n to the poorest citizen in order that he might purchase social security 

ecause the chances that it would not be paid back are practically negligible 
,7en in the case of an otherwise shiftless or dishonest man. I am talking about 
tle toass of the people. The pages of Hansard, as I have said before, are the 
jOaviest gravestones that were ever constructed, but I did bring forward in the 
oht^ ^ea S0CiaI security necessary to every individual could be

tamed by a loan granted to each citizen to enable him to purchase social 
°Urity on the definite understanding, of course, that he was a debtor to his 

do try and would have to pay back that service in one form or another.—A. I 
think a loan should be made to anyone unless there are practical pos- 

a pties of his being able to repay it within a reasonable time, because I think 
bor°an that kind is bad not only for the lender but also bad for the 
I ,,r.°Wer. If those practical possibilities in terms of business do not exist then 

it is far better for both sides to make a gift, if the thing has to be done. 
Ion ■ * would suggest that there is no reason why it should be considered a 

" “uie if the citizen redeems that within a year, 
hv». Mr- Cleaver: Would you give us a concrete instance instead of these 
yP°thetical cases?

^r- Taylor: It is not hypothetical.
if j ^r- Towers : I must admit that I am in a bit of a fog; I would be helped 

aiu know.

By Mr. Taylor:
of My suggestion was, Mr. Towers, that it is possible to go to the Bureau 

S^cs an(l discover there that food, clothing and shelter represent a 
inc0m c Pcrcentage of the income of the people of Canada, and that the average 
to„j ® uf the people of Canada represents just so much. As a matter of fact, 
a.vera ^ ^Presents $3. The food of the citizens of Canada represents an 
t^kinfG-M or 33^ per cent. It varies a little above and a little below, but, 
$3 a,, i ,.r°ughly or by and large, that is how it figures out.—A. What is the 

q* the $1?
*°od~L at averaSe citizen is drawing $3 of which one third must be spent in

qV, 1 see.
citiZg^'. that is taken as a general thing throughout the country and the 
<*ay 0r Ï flowed $1 for his food, no matter whether he is able to work at $2 per 
îMeejjj M Per day or 50 cents per day, he is able to perform services which will 
la Puttin • tood money which he has received from his government. Now, that 
does hn ^ ^ ab°ut as concisely and succinctly as I can put it.—A. For whom 

q Perform the services?
C^ldren °r anybody that will employ him. The mere fact that a man whose 
?6ceiveg M.e u°w suffering from rickets because he cannot feed them properly 

• es mo US money an(d gives an extra bottle of milk a day to his children, 
W* Potatoes and bread home to his family, increases the amount of 

PriQiarl0n *°°d> anc^’ *n doing so, increases the demand of the producers 
a t the q ,S°ods for labour.—A. I think we have come back to the proposition 

P ipCr„ u?Ss which you mention should be done presumably on the basis of. 
ln currency.
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Q. No. It would result in a temporary increase in currency, but my sug' 
gestion was not to interfere with the currency of the country but to establish 
for these particular purposes an internal currency tied only to the particular 
thing which we were dealing with.—A. Well, then, it is an increase in currency 
but a special kind of currency.

Q. A special kind of currency that could not be applied to anything else- 
For instance, a currency for the purchase of food would not be used or could 
not be used under any circumstances for the purchase of clothing. But when 
we had once established by this means that every individual, no matter where 
he was, or in what shape he was, sick or well, robust or emaciated, when he 
was able without question, without anybody’s “by your leave,” to get the f°° 
that he needed for his physical sustenance—when we had established tM1 
then we could move from that to the other elements in social security win6 
are limited to food, clothing and shelter.—A. So that the proposition worn 
be for the issue of a number of different kinds of new currency each for spec)11 
purposes, and that would be expected to raise the general standard of hvin® 
in the country?

Q. One internal currency tied, first, to food, then to food and clothiUJ; 
after the food had been thoroughly established in the economy of the counts 
then after clothing to shelter, each of them based on actuarial findings. 1 
whole difficulty in the study of these things is—and I come to it later on 
that business schemes how to advance itself, but the government is ,nC-'g 
allowed to do anything to correct the errors which business is always bring11^ 
about. Now, of course, I know it will be said that that is not so, business ^ 
very honest and very just, but business has no more concern for govern®6^ 
than it has for those with whom it has no transactions at all, and I sugg® 
that it is becoming increasingly necessary for us to consider a systematic " 
of providing social security for our people.

Mr. Cleaver : Are you open for questions, Mr. Taylor?
Mr. Taylor: Yes. . ^
Mr. Towers: If I may just interject one thing there. I do not 

I could add anything to the replies which we have already made in reg 
to financing things of that kind through the issue of additional currd^jy 
whether it is of a special variety tied only to food and clothing, or not, Bi’0®^ 
speaking, the same thoughts would apply whether it was special or whet 
it was not. As I have said before, that is not in any way an exPfeSv;ag 
of opinion as to whether or not there is a desirability in respect to people 
more of these things, but I think your question related to a monetary ®c 
of accomplishing the desired result.

By Mr. Taylor: ^
Q. Not entirely.—A. On the desirability of a higher standard of living ^y 

will all agree. On the possibility of achieving a higher standard of Bvin” OP 
means of the issue of additional currency, presumably we will not agree' ept 
that point I think that the answers we have already made to questions rep 
any views we could express on the matter. ycP1

Q. I submit they do not exactly do that, because the mom®3 ' jt » 
tie your internal currency to one type of usefulness you eliminate ^r(inLrc6^ 
great many of the weaknesses which you suggest are inherent in a 
flooding of extra currency into the market.—A. I cannot see how it a°c 
but perhaps— thc

Q. Well, I will put it this way. I contend that where we have up 
present always talked about the law of supply and demand, that day jgk 
gone for those elements which lie in social security. To-day it is 1 apd' 
of demand and supply, and we are preventing our poor people from gllppl?
ing what is absolutely necessary for them. It is not a question of 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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j^d demand. We can supply them with all the food they need, of every 
*lnd, but they are not in a position to demand it and nobody knows how to 
supply it to them, and your present currency and your present business prac- 
jCcs do not afford any opportunity of solving the situation.—A. I think that 
he only solution which is desirable to visualize, the solution which one would 
l0Pe for, is that the people you mention should be able to engage in gainful 
eUiployment or in a greater degree of gainful employment than they now are 
®hle to obtain, so that they would have things to exchange with the people who 
v°uld be furnishing them with the food you mention.

Q. That is precisely what would happen.—A. By putting the people who 
re not in gainful employment in possession of additional currency. I am 
Peaking now only of the monetary end of it, not of any question of payment 

relief, although of course I should emphasize that. But trying to find a 
Mution by creating new paper money to place in the hands of these people 
Jkrt what they need from the point of view of a long term solution.need They

gainful employment, 
gç 9- That is precisely what would eventuate from this introduction of social 
(j/nty money. That is precisely what would eventuate. Your primary pro- 

cers would be called upon to produce more food, more milk, more cheese, 
ttiQU Gutter, more potatoes and more bread; consequently, they would employ 
r6cle ^bour, and the very people not now able to obtain employment would 
bc IVe employment. They would be urged to go into employment. There would 
tilf a Ca-b for those people who to-day are not able to find anyone who wants 
likç* That is exactly the question which did come up before, and I should 
atn-H° mention the section of the record in which it appears. I could not add 

y Un,g to the reply there.
®hoi m r: White : Mr. Taylor, I understood you to propose that governments 
hi]f v( issue food purchasing currency—a currency that could be used for the 

rcbase of food?
^r- Taylor: Only.

of jr- White: Quite so. When a poor person gets one dollar or ten dollars
dona > CUrreney. he goes to his grocer, and he buys one dollar’s worth or ten
Win f s worth of food. What is the grocer going to do with this currency that 

uy food only?
or 8ii lr- Taylor: That is very easy. Every grocer knows his overhead costs 
biattf?. know them; and based on his capital employed, it would be a simple 
the i ' v0. discover just how much of the money which he has received from 
the ^dividual spending security money with him should be translated into 
aWency of the country. The balance he deposits in his security money 
and }'lt ■and it goes to the primary producer. The primary producer gets it
ordi * ln turn has to have currency of the country, and applies for it in the
•ftonç9? way; and it is declared actuariallv as to what percentage of his 

, be shall receive. The balance—
r. Wm™. This food purchasing currency can be deposited in a bank?

%
Mr.
Mr.

'Mon?

W HITE: 
Taylor: 
W hite:

Exactly.
Why not use the ordinary legal tender? Where is the dis-

th; Mr m‘Un» /, tAYLOR: 
fn.T.thri

The distinction is quite definite. If you will follow the
oiiLf“l0ugh, you will see it cannot be done by giving out legal tender. You UnS Place inefficient, inconsiderate people in a position where they would be 

MA.1® Set even the food for which you have provided themwith the vherc^ 
ï0tlsum 11 the internal currency was tied on y o 0 . - . e

they are bound to consume that or the monc\ money gets
Vk Provided becomes of no value. It is cancelled out When the money ge 

to the primary produccr-he may have produced carrots and the ruling
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rate for carrots may be 76 over a period of five years ; but the carrot producers 
have determined that the proper price for carrots is 80 and the government 
has accepted that proper price of 80 for the carrots produced. They pay or they 
translate the security money of the primary producer into the currency of the 
realm at a price as 76 is to 80; and in that way you do away with all the 
subventions to wheat, the subventions to fishermen, the subventions to every' 
body. At the same time you would do away with all relief as such.

Mr. White: By fixing prices.
Mr. Tucker: Would not what you have in mind be attained by what the 

government is now doing in regard to butter? They give poor people vouchers 
with which they can go to the store and get butter; then the storekeeper can 
take those vouchers to the government and get them redeemed in legal tendef 
currency. In that way you may be sure that thev spend it on butter, but y°u 
do not introduce a complicated system that would take an army of bookkeeper8 
to keep track of.

Mr. Taylor: There is nothing complicated about that system.
Mr. White: You have a complicated currency. You have a currcn • 

for food; you have another currency for clothing and you have another curren 
for something else.

Mr. Taylor: No. You extend the same currency. The moment you hAjj 
achieved your purpose in food, you extend it to cover social security. I* - -

dividual. , :3 
He has got

represent at the outset 55 per cent of the average wage of the individual.
that is once established, then leave the individual to himself, ne 
fod, clothing and shelter; and he can use his own common sense and his 
ambition to provide himself with any further money that he needs.

Mr. Cleaver : Do you propose this as a loan or a gift?
Mr. Taylor: No. It is a repayable wage, shall we say.
The Chairman: An advance on wages.
Mr. Taylor: It is an advance on wages.
Mr. Cleaver: It is in effect a loan. If the man does not work durWS jo 

year’s period during which he has had this loan, what would you propose 
at the end of the year? Would you make another loan to him? ,

Mr. Taylor: It is quite abvious that if he is getting 33^ per cent °oI1tbs 
average wage of the individual in the country, then he is using up four P1 
of the year in service.

Mr. Cleaver: Quite so. But if he does not work, what then? ^el 
Mr. Taylor: If he fails to return service to the government or to an 

equal to four months during a year, then the government takes him and 
him work those four months and his debt is then paid. &re

Mr. Cleaver : In effect, what your proposal amounts to is that y0^. 
setting up a ledger account for every relief recipient and you are suggest111” 

Mr. Taylor: No, not for every relief recipient; for every citizen 
country. f0od

Mr. White : You admit, as I understand it, that these meal tickets 0 
tickets have to be redeemed in legal tender ultimately?

Mr. Taylor : Yes.
Mr. White: In legal tender.
Mr. Taylor: In the hands of the primary producer. nlC
Mr. White: Which means an addition to the debt of the country. 

an addition to the debt of the country.
Mr. Taylor: Not exactly ; because if a man is employed at $3 a ^of 

employer has to retain one dollar in order to repay the governmen 
security money which has already been advanced to the worker.

»P5

Vs
tb6

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. White : That would mean a great system of bookkeeping. I think 
you will have no unemployed in Canada. They will all be working on the books. 

Mr. Taylor: That is exactly the way it should be.
Mr. White : They will all be working on the books.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Mr. Taylor, let us assume an individual is now 

ornployed.
Mr. Taylor: Yes?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Suppose your plan is put into operation, and he is 

advanced this amount necessary.
Mr. Taylor : It will be paid out for his food.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It will be paid out for his food. Suppose he goes on 

or the whole year and makes no effort.
Mr. Taylor: For eight months.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: For eight months, and he makes no effort for employ

ant at all, but he is living. He has enough to eat; therefore he makes no 
effort. At the end of the period what happens (a) to the redemption of the 
WOO or $400 and (t>) to the man for the continuance of eating? 
i Mr. Taylor: At the end of eight months? He is warned beforehand. He 

n°ws what he has got to do. It is his duty. He has been taught that in 
School. He grows up with it. At the end of eight months taken from any period, 

hether from his birthday or any other period which the government decides 
s.a satisfactory one, he is bound to the government for four months. He can 

WlPe out his account.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: What is he going to eat for that four months?
Mr. Taylor: He will be producing his twelve months supply. He gets his 

ahl U10ney just the same. He gets twelve months’ sustenance, but it is repay- 
e by four months service.

ha ^°n' Mr Stevens: Do you not think at the end of eight months you would 
i , W an awful lot of persons prepared to lean on the government without any 

°Ur for the balance of four months?
Mr. Taylor: No; because they would be staggered all through the year, on 

alw )as*s °f their birthday or any other date that was satisfactory. They would 
ays be turning in for their duty.

§ence?
■Hon. Mr. Stevens: Would you not just perpetuate this condition of indi-

roll, 
the

Mr. Taylor: No. You cannot do that, because you are taking off the relief
S yvio»-. —i a 11 i ji •    j _______ l.—,—a î^ ~ juren who can work through the increased employment which is demanded

beejM c?untry by reason of these new activities. As a matter of fact, it has 
tban ^'aimed that the food account of the country could be increased not less 
Per , Per cent in a year by this very means. If that is the case, and 14 
al0n^'nt °f that 20 per cent would be demanded by transportation companies 
p0rt.’.you can easily see where the money would go. It would go into trans- 
of ti‘lc10n and into primary production and would improve the level of the life 

tt utiy.
CoOfiitj1”1- ^r' Stevens: I do not see how you are not going to perpetuate that

, , Mr. Towers- The nages in the record to which I referred earlier are 194 
% 195, where I think u"question of a similar nature was answered although 
an?0Ut 9uite the same complications in respect to food and clothing currency

d so forth.
Mr. Taylor: Pages 194 and 195? All right. 

v0u ??n' Mr. Stevens: Mr. Taylor, I am intrigued by your suggestion. Would 
1 take the million that are on relief now; that was the last repoit. Let .
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assume we are going to apply your scheme and we are going to start with the 
million that are on relief. Will you take this million through a year; and 
then at the end of the year indicate how, from that period on, they are going 
to be dealt with.

Mr. Taylor: No. The moment you give them their food, their continuous 
food money, that which they use in excess of what they used before has to be 
produced; and services have to be performed by business men and by workers 
all through the country, in order to give that added sustenance to the individual 
who now demands it. All right. That is going to put a number of men to work, 
if it only puts ten thousand to work; and that is a very small number. If you 
take the actual figures, you have removed ten thousand from the relief rolls. 
The whole process goes on increasingly strong by virtue of the fact that you are 
building up vour citizenry, giving them an added zest to life. At present they are 
not getting that. We are relieving them to keep them on the edge of existence. 
If you feed them properly, if you clothe them properly, and if you shelter them 
properly, then they will regain that ambition which to-day they have lost.

Mr. Cleaver: You will then give them jobs?
Mr. Taylor: Sure. .Jobs will be developing all the time; and those that do 

not develop must be provided for by the government.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: That is not very much different from what we are 

doing with relief, except it may be an improved system of relief.
Mr. Taylor: We need a very greatly improved system of relief.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I agree with that.
Mr. Taylor: I have had officials from the civil service in my office and 

they have said, “ Mr. Taylor, I brought my boy up and sent him to school ”—this 
school and that school, a university here and a university somewhere else. They 
say, “ He is now twenty-four years old and I have not found a job for him- 
What can I do?”

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Quite so.
Mr. Taylor: All right. These men are capable of performing the work 

which is inherent in the activities associated with this scheme.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: As to your objective and desire I have no criticism.
Mr. Ktnley: Do you not think the boy had perhaps been spoiled by the 

fact that his father had an easy government job?
Mr. Taylor: No. That may enter into it, but that is a rather weak P°lfl 

of view.
Mr. Kinley : No, it is not a weak point of view. The same families alC 

always the families that have no jobs.
Mr. Tucker: You say they would be capable of doing the work that was 

inherent in this. Do you mean that bookkeeping in connection with it? 
that what you mean? ^

Mr. Taylor: There are all kinds of duties in connection with a service 
that kind.

Mr. Tucker: I do not understand what you mean. What do you mean 
work which is inherent in this thing? Do you mean administering this? ^

Mr. Taylor: There would be a constant opening out of employment ‘ 
along the line. Let us take shelter, for instance. Suppose the building f r 
tractors knew that every citizen was receiving a certain amount as she 
money; would that not spur on construction? . y

Mr. Tucker: AVhat I do not understand is this: I had in mind—and I * 
you were here when I suggested it—that purchasing power to provide the wes ^ 
farmers, for example, with food, clothes and shelter should be supplied ? Ql) 
If that is supplied in the form of vouchers so that they must spend 1

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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pods which we can produce in Canada, which will be in turn redeemable in 
";gal tender cash, I do not see why that does not meet what you have in mind, 
pat is what I do not get, where the difference is between your conception and 
w“at has already suggested.

, Mr. Taylor: But if the farmer in western Canada is receiving to his credit 
“e full money account or security money account of $30 for a thirty-day 

Iïl0nth and only uses $4 a year because he is growing stuff that is necessary 
p his farm, that is all he has to account for. But if he grows sufficient beyond 
»ls own necessary consumption to sell outside and he gets security money for 
j f.000 which at the rate over the past 5 or 10 years, should be $1,100, then 
ls $1)000 security money will be translated into the currency of the country 

rs the $1,000 is to $1,100, and the result would be that farmers would be 
*«ving full price for their wheat, for all the wheat consumed in Canada; 

«pli y°ur wheat board, or other organization, would take all surpluses and 
" 11 them for the farmers, returning pro rata to the producer.

The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Taylor.

By Mr. Taylor:
içj Q- The policy is always advanced, “hands off business.” Have you any 
ima,>st why that should be advanced?—A. I don’t know exactly what the 
plication is, Mr. Taylor.

^ Q. But you know that cry is always raised, “hands off business”?— 
Many cries are raised around the country, 

inte f ^et me Pu* it very directly. The idea is that governments should not 
infl ' Cre with business and business progress.—A. But in modern times the 

Uence of government on business through governmental action is enormous. 
^r- Kinley: Not always beneficial.
The Chairman: And has been for many years. 

dev pr- Towers: And has been for many years. As there is some fresh 
W-ai,c^Pment along these lines there may be such a cry. The cry may be 
of Ja.nted or unwarranted, that is a matter of each case, and also a matter 

°Pmion.

By Mr. Taylor:
gov A Do you not think that business exercises a malevolent influence on 
teSn, niïlent?—A. I do not think we can make any broad statement in that 

1 5 p all, Mr. Taylor.
able^' 'Tell, I think I want to show, historically at least I think I shall be 

o show, a reason for what I have said.
Vi'6 Chairman : Do not travel too far afield.
1 r- Taylor: I will try not to. I do not want to go too far.

q Mr. Taylor:
^Vereùf^ r‘ Towers, you are historically aware of the disastrous failures of 
^Hetec, t.an<* Gurneys, and the City of Glasgow bank in the middle of the 

q nlh century?—A. I remember both those cases vaguely.
’hisej.y , ley were very disastrous, thousands were impoverished, and untold 
piled , pas caused all over the country in the compulsory action which corn
ue dBid, who were financially interested in those institutions to help to pay 

~ Sv A. The stockholders?
uec,. You know that to be the fact?—A. As I say, I have a vague 
Q °f those instances, but I do not remember any of the details.

H Great n- ^ was largely as a result of these failures that the government 
statr "ritain enacted the Limited Liabilities Act in 1862. Now I make

r%$' ^es-

ClT1cnt that that act changed the moral outlook in business not only
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of the old country, but of the whole world ; that prior to 1862 when a man 
engaged in business he did it with the full knowledge that the whole of the 
obligations of that business lay on his shoulders as well as the shoulders of 
all his associates in the business.

Mr. Kinley : What is that? I thought there was such a thing as royal 
prerogatives and royal charters.

Mr. Towers : All this gets me into the field of company law in England 
in the mid-nineteenth century, and I do not feel capable of dealing with that-

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. You do know that Limited Liability Companies Act removed forever 

the disability under which business investors laboured?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Only for limited liability.
Mr. Taylor: Only for limited liability companies.
Mr. Towers: I do know of the existence of limited liability companies, yeS'

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. In that sense it changed the moral outlook of the average investor 

towards business?
Mr. Tucker: Was not that the obligation of companies holding a roy^j 

charter, like the Hudson’s bay charter, only to the extent to which they ha 
assets?

Mr. Taylor: These were special charters. The world was not full of roy8 
charters, or special charters in those days.

Mr. Tucker: That principle was re-affirmed by the passing of the—
Mr. Taylor: The Hudson bay charter was granted in 1672, if my memory 

serves me correctly.
Mr. McGeer: That stopped the holding of people for theft and under 

bankruptcy law the holding of a man indefinitely.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : What you are really referring to now is the very exteP 

sive spread of the limited liability company method of doing business.
Mr. Taylor: Precisely, and it definitely did change the moral outlook 1 

business.
Mr. Kinley: It was considered a masterpiece.
Mr. Taylor: Of course it was a masterpiece. I am not decrying that. 1 9 

saying definitely it did change the moral outlook.
The Chairman : Suppose we come to the issue under investigation.
Mr. Taylor: All right.

sing1®By Mr. Taylor:
Q. In 1908 we also had the private Limited Liability Act, by which a s^i 

individual could invest funds in a company and cease his responsibility bey 
the amount of his investment—

Mr. Tucker: It was possible before that, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Taylor: No. vg
Mr. Tucker: Yes. What about the Gentlemen Adventurers into Hu 

bay?
Mr. Taylor: Hudson’s bay is not the whole world.
Mr. Tucker: All kinds of companies. ^njeg.
Mr. Taylor: No, there were not. Pardon me, not all kinds of comp
The Chairman : Proceed.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Kinley: What about 1908?
Mr. Taylor: 1908?
Mr. Kinley: Yes, what was that?
Mr. Taylor: Since then we have had the cumulative preferred share and 

the preferred share, also another move by business to facilitate business trans
actions necessary, but at the same time each of them developed new ideas about 
the ethical conditions attaching to business, and later as well we have had the no 
Par value share ; and I am going to contend that the no par value share is 
something which should definitely be looked into by our government, because in 
every one of those provisions for the conduct of business, governments have 
taken no quid pro quo. They have granted those facilities to business but they 
have never investigated the conditions which would obtain by the application 
°f these things to business.

Now, my point is this. Let me illustrate it by what has happened, although 
t will not be too precise. A certain utility company makes a dividend of 17 per 
cent. Immediately the government charges a heavy tax on that 17 per cent.

Mr. Kinley: Utility companies are controlled by the government to 8 per
cent.

Mr. Taylor: Wait a minute. I am talking about power and light com
panies.

Mr. Kinley : They are utility companies.
Mr. Taylor: Before this control was taken.
Mr. Kinley : I see.
Mr. Taylor: Now, then, a financial man steps in and says if I double the 

capital I will reduce the apparent dividend. So he purchases control of the 
utility company—St. James’ street has done it thousands of times—purchases 
control of the utility company, re-orientates the company, issues 6 per cent 
Preference shares to widows and other people all over the country, and retains 
the no par value shares for himself. In so doing he places continuous and 
Permanent obligation on that particular utility to pay continual profits on the 
Pr°hts already made by the ingenious transaction and the acumen of the 
businessman. Now I contend that it is high time these things were investigated 
y our people because eveything material dies—

The Chairman : Mr. Taylor, that is not germane to the central bank.
Mr. Taylor: You do not think it is?
The Chairman : I hardly think so. It is very interesting, but I doubt very 

Uch if it is germane.
th l*?n- Mr. Stevens: I may say we made a report on that five years ago in 

e Trice Spreads Committee.
Mr. Taylor: That is very interesting. I have looked at the Price Spreads 

'Umittee report, but I did not see that there.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : We recommended a revision of the Companies Act.
Mr. Cleaver: Perhaps it won’t take long.
Mr. Taylor: It is practically finished now.

B H°*. Mr. Stevens : That applies to the Companies Act more than to the 
k Act. There is an important study there, 

do VP6 Chairman : Very, very important. I do not think it has anything to 
Th the Bank of Canada Act.

Uierc r Hvylor: I am afraid it has quite a little to do with banking and com- 
c> and this is the Banking and Commerce Committee.

Part; , Chairman : Proceed. This committee is just now investigating one 
ocular subject.
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Mr. Taylor : All right. Then, for the moment I will cease my questioning 
right there because I think the point is one—

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Before you cease—I certainly would not wish to be one 
to interrupt you or stop you. Before you cease, would you direct to the governor 
of the Bank of Canada a question which you conceive might effect some way an 
improvement of the conditions which you point out as questionable, because that 
is what we are here for.

The Chairman: I think that is a very good suggestion, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Taylor: Then I will go on to the question. White I have not yet 

prepared a question on it, I think I can evolve one. I have a very keen interest 
in the cancellation of our national debt. I notice that in the proceedings Mr. 
Towers does not consider that a very serious matter, that it is merely money held 
by certain individuals as against certain other individuals in our country.

Mr. Towers: I did, of course, say this, as you will recall, Mr. Taylor, that 
while one should remember that to the extent the debt is held within the country 
it is held by Canadians and therefore owed by Canadians to Canadians; that the 
purposes for which that debt has -been incurred, either private or public, are 
very important; that if it has been used for something which is not as productive 
as an alternative use which may have been made of the .money, that is a loss 
to the country, and secondly, that the question of distribution of the debts is also 
very important. But I really started that subject in response to questioning 
which indicated that we were somehow or another swam-pd, going into bank
ruptcy, facing terrible things because of both public and private debt. I thought 
in response to that I should point out it was an internal matter, where the 
questions of distribution and the uses to which the money had been put were 
the important factors, and until one examined these two things one could not 
say whether the situation was good or bad.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. You will agree that within the corpus of the debt, national, provincial 

and municipal, there are many debts which have been incurred for things which 
were in time effaced, or ones that were wrong in the beginning?—A. That would 
imply that if the money had been used for some other purpose we might have 
been better off. -

Q. What opportunity is there for the cancellation, or the disintegration ot 
that debt, other than repayment?—A. There you come to that question of a?3' 
tribution; at the same time that it is a liability of governments, or m-unicipalitieS 
or provinces or industries, it is the asset of various citizens of -Canada. No* 
then, if you choose to make a 100 per cent capital levy I suppose that you could 
extinguish the debt that way. I do not say that that would be a fair wav 0 
doing it, or even a way which would necessarily advance the interests of th 
country as a whole. If that were done you might simply find that the countr. 
as a whole was exactly as it had been before, but that the position of a nunibc 
of citizens had changed to the converse of what it was before.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Then too, blocks of the national debt are periodically maturing and ^ 

we have a budget surplus we use it to pay the debt as portions of it.re^ \ 
maturity, do we not?—A. That is true, although earlier in the proceeding 
did point out that for that process to go on at a very rapid rate; that is, rep®> 
ment of maturing debt out of taxation, the constant reduction of the total de 
must mean of course a higher level of activity within the country. -ve

Q. Quite?—A. And also there is the possibility of the people who rece 
payment for the maturing bonds finding useful employment for that 
which is returned to them, useful employment in the form of cap1 
development.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cleaver: I take it from Mr. Taylor’s observations that he has 
arrived at the conclusion that once the public debt is increased it is there 
indefinitely, as a matter of necessity that there is no provision made for its 
retirement. I just asked this question to show that periodically the opportunity 
occurs through the maturity of different blocks of debt.

Mr. Taylor : That is not an opportunity, that is a necessity.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. I want to enlarge on that so as to show the point. In Vancouver, 

which Mr. Stevens very well knows, when Vancouver became a municipality 
Jt borrowed $100,000 to lay down wooden side-walks. It laid them down, 
they were very useful. Within eighteen months they tore up three-quarters of 
a mile on each side of the main street and put down concrete. In eight years 
mere was not a single side-walk that had been built out of that money, but for 
forty years the debt still hangs against the municipality at 5 per cent. Now, 
°' course, you would say that when they entered into the obligation they 
rneant to carry it out. I agree with you, every obligation should be honestly 
Pmd. But governments have no means by which they can be met, except 
mxation, and re-distribution, as you call it.—A. Of course, in the cases you 
Mention it might have been—I am not aware of the exact circumstances— 
Jt might have been the opportune thing to do, to have borrowed only for the 
erm of the lifetime of the work. In that event it might have been the more 

opportune thing to do. One should not forget, of course, that the fact that 
ms particular municipality did not collect from its citizens sufficient in taxes 
° discharge that debt during its life meant that the citizens had that much 

more in their possession that they could invest that money in other ways if 
, ley wanted to. It has some value in other hands, surely. I do not say 
.lat that was the proper thing for the municipality to do, but one must not 
,jjgard it as a total loss because one must remember that the taxpayers had 
'at much more to do what they wanted with.

Mr. Taylor : I do not regard it as a total loss, but I do regard it as 
0rty years slavery, until the bonds are paid off.

j, Mr. White: What about the idea of a sinking fund? Do you now think 
at that would be a good thing to apply to a situation of that kind?

Mr. Taylor: No, I do not like sinking funds. I do not think they prove 
t0ly satisfactory in the long run. I think there should be another way found 
„o^xtinguish these debts. My suggestion last year to the committee was that 

5 should be purchased and "initial money made against that gold on a ratio
Per cent, and that money used for the purchase of debt, and held ofOn VCJL1„,UM,byT^smThlTsimply an increase in ^supp.y^f the medium

”»Sh^u=hd ”tand iUa.yg°‘« the supply of tj.e medium of

^change is increased by "means of notes you have certain resu ...

By Mr. Cleaver:
as Why should not the Bank of Canada issue money that is to purchase 
interet of tlie national debt as can be purchased carrying high rates of 
it ^ . and carry that on its books, redeeming in part the amount of money
beGn‘ s_ '.ssued and then cancelling out the debt?—A. That exact question has 
to a,sed before. Instead of trying to repeat the answer I might refer you 
to y0y?po'n* in the record at which it may be found, is that satisfactory

^r' Taylor : Quite.
from Towers : That information will be found at pages 90 to 92, and again 

Page 197 to page 200.
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Mr. Taylor: Thank you.
Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Taylor, how many hundreds of millions of dollars 

would you suggest should be issued that way?
Mr. Taylor: I am not in a position to give you an answer to that ques

tion. I think Mr. Towers could do it very easily; or, rather, after he con
siders his figures, and knowing how he can infuse the extra money into the 
business system of the country. It should be adopted after expert study, 
definite study, by experience, definite study by experienced men.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. Taylor, you referred a moment ago to Vancouver 
and expenditures on work that was short-lived. This is not perhaps appropriate 
but I would just like to say this because it illustrates one point. Thirty years 
ago I was an alderman, and the first thing that we were called upon to consider 
after my election was the finance committee considered a loan of $2,500,000 
in Vancouver for clearing and grading streets, wooden side-walks, etc. I took 
the stand that none of that should be done on borrowed money, that we should 
do that class of work out of current revenue; the answer to that attitude on 
my part was, what is the opportunity of borrowing money, and they found i* 
was ample; therefore, they borrowed to do that work, because borrowing was 
simple and they found the opportunities ample. A great deal of our difficulty 
in Canada has come from, shall I say, loose financing or reckless borrowing 
when it was not absolutely necessary.

Mr. Taylor: I agree with you.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Or on long term permanent works which would be more 

or less self-liquidating.
Mr. Taylor : I agree with you.
Mr. Kinley : With a sinking fund.
Mr. Taylor: Yes, look at that new harbour bridge we have there in 

Vancouver which cost us $2,800,000, and look at the long term of years over 
which that will have to be repaid.

Mr. Kinley: Mr. Taylor, before you go, I gather from what you said 
that everybody in the country should be assured of food and clothing and 
shelter by some system whereby there was enough money provided for that 
purpose ; is that it?

Mr. Taylor: Yes.
Mr. Kinley: Isn’t that just going back to slavery? Isn’t that what they 

did for the slaves; feed, shelter and clothe them? Have we not advanced t0 
the point where a man is a man and has some responsibilities?

Mr. Taylor: Yes. We usually run in cycles, with this exception; 
advance upwards or downwards. The next slavery would not a slavery such * 
you talk of ; a man would be a free man, knowing full well that his social security 
is an established thing for him, and in course of time if not immediately 
would recognize the fact that his prime duty was to repay all that he h^ 
received to protect his social security. It seems to me that the thing is in dfie 
beyond question.

The Chairman : Thank you, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Taylor: I want to thank you, sir; and Mr. Towers, for his kindness 

bearing with my questioning.
The Chairman: Mr. Cleaver and Mr. Kinley have given way ^ 

McGeer, I understand.
Mr. Kinley: Well, the things in dispute are the things that Mr. 

is talking about; and after all, we all want to learn.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Well, Mr. Towers, when I entered the examination the other day we 

ffcre dealing with the question of the power of the Bank of Canada to control 
^ volume of the medium of exchange and circulation by the branch of open 

Market operations which had to do with buying of securities?—A. Or other
assets.

Q. Or other assets?—A. And selling as well.
Q. And I understand in your statement to Mr. Stevens at page 423:—

Q. What would be the result if the Bank of Canada were to pur
chase, say, $200,000,000 of these government bonds from the chartered 
banks? What effect would that have?—A. The chartered banks’ cash 
would increase by $200,000,000.

Q. Yes?—A. And their assets in the form of government bonds would 
decrease by $200,000,000.

Q. Yes?—A. You would then find that at the first stage of the 
transaction their deposits were the same as before, but their cash would 
have gone up from $250,000,000 to $450,000,000.

Q. Yes?—A. That wmuld, shall I say, push the banks—at least, give 
them a strong inducement to try and find additional loans, if they could ; 
the inducement there being, I think, no greater than now, because it is 
just as acute as it could be, so far as cash is concerned.

Q. I imagine, if I might interject, that if that were done, there would 
be far more effort made to find this class of borrowers that Mr. Baker 
referred to a moment ago?—A. I do not think so; because the pressure 
under which the banks are operating in that respect is, I think, just 
as intense as it could be.

have V* bom that conversation that you agreed that with the reserves the banks 
favoi !°rday and the available bank deposit money that that might issue if 
hot. :"a he borrowers could be found, that the increase in the bank cash would 

grease bank loans?—A. Not of and by itself. 
stat0, °t and by itself ; so that we can agree I think in the light of that 
a niçllent that as far as controlling the increase of the issue of bank loans as 
the g ns, increasing the medium of exchange in circulation, whatever power 
that < °f. Canada has in that regard has been used to the limit?—A. Yes, 
of the t> 6r dcs *n the hands of the borrowers, it does not lie either in the hands 

q ^ank of Canada or of the chartered banks, 
the g' 'S,° that the power, according to your statement, is not a power that 
e^cha°f Canada might use to increase the volume of the medium of 

circulation?- '
Nor

-A. Nor in the chartered banks, 
in the chartered banks, so that is out.

_ By Mr. Kinley: ,
it a5 fust a minute; it takes two people to make a loan; the manwo w
ableÎ t1,10 man who gives it. The man who wants it may beThe Tank hag rdnd the man who gives it may say your securi y 1S S • ,
the ^Col.—A. To the extent that loans requested are ref^®e,d’ ^®n.,yh 
a quPp°Jer of the chartered banks entering into the matter, and[ then it^mnes 

of deciding whether these loans are ones which involve only reason quitp lsk- or if they were loans that should have been made, if the bank 
ori!ht in refusing to make them, then that is the answer to that to 3 I. quite agree, but it is not the fellow who wants 

jVouun down, the responsibility of declining it rests with the baVk; ^; n it lSay that the thing is to a certain extent within the power of the borrower, 
V ^ a case such as this, that the bank cannot force him to take “oney^ 
\ action of the banks in refusing loans might make them smaller than 

°uld otherwise have been.
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Q. There is this other point. If what Mr. McGeer says happens, the 
banks have a big burden on their hands of legals which they do not need, 
is that not true?—A. That is, if loans are not increased.

Q. If they say, “We have the security to advance our credit but it is not 
advisable to lend it,” we have to do something with that money?—A. Yes- 
In that case you will probably find that they will turn to additional invest
ments.

Q. In debentures?—A. In government bonds, and so forth.
Q. Therefore, when the bank is investing in debentures it is prima fac]e 

evidence that there is more money in circulation than is needed for the busi
ness of the country?—A. It is prima facie evidence that if there is going t0 
be an increase in the medium of exchange it cannot take place through an 
increase in bank loans. But, of course, it does then take place through the 
increase in bank investments, thereby increasing the total of deposits. Thus 
it can be said that so long as one has a normal situation in respect to con1' 
mercial bank operations the central bank has a very strong influence on th 
amount of bank deposits in the country. But its influence does not extend 1 
saying how much of the commercial banks’ assets shall be in the form 0 
investments and how much in the form of loans. The division as betwee 
those two things depends on the action of the chartered banks.

Q. Depends on the profitable business they can find at large?—A. Thel 
action in turn depends upon the possibility of finding borrowers to whom t‘lC- 
feel they can lend.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Do I understand correctly, through Mr. McGeer’s question and y° 

answers, that under present day conditions when there is no demand for co 
mercial loans and when the Bank of Canada enters the market and ouD 
securities, thus putting new money into the stream, there is not a ten-*0 » 
expansion because of the fact that there is no demand for commercial }o8,a^0 
—A. There is a ten-fold expansion but on the basis of the banks adding ^ 
their investments rather than their loans and increasing their holding8 „ 
securities. Incidentally, I should say, when we are speaking of there not huh” 
a demand for loans, I think we all mean such a demand as would resm ^ 
an increase and a continuing increase. There is obviously a demand \ 
$800,000,000 in commercial loans because that is what the banks have Da 
out, ,)9d

Q. So that the expansionist move which you have made has simply 
the effect of driving down interest rates?—A. That is the major effect, I e 
Incidentally, of course, commercial loans have increased during the co 
of the last couple of years. tjier

Q. Having in mind the fact that we have insurance companies and 0 ^ 
companies dependent for their very existence on interest rates, how 
further do you think that easy-money policy could be carried on with sagyjl 
in Canada?—A. That is, to what extent could it be intensified having a 
further effect in driving down rates? to

Q. Yes.—A. I find it impossible to answer that question as it relate 
future policy.

By Mr. McGeer: iPQ. I should like to proceed with the question of control. What I ha^6 „ 
mind is this. I may be wrong about my conclusions, but I understand that- * ^ 
the Bank of Canada was established it was going to come into being a ge 
institution that could control and regulate the volume of medium of exC, 
in circulation. I think the modus operand! of that control has been, exp'^js 
to the house, and I think it is of the utmost importance to the members 01 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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committee and to parliament to know what those controls are and whether 
they are effective or not. If we are dealing with a situation to-day, we want 
to know what those controls are and why they are there, and we want to 
know their effectiveness and efficiency.

As far as I am concerned, I think we have learned from this inquiry that 
mternational exchange in Canada has found its own level ; that there is no control 
over the volume of currency and issue through the bank rate because the banks 
do not borrow and have not been borrowers under any bank rate since the 
Sank of Canada came into operation. That is on the record now.

The second branch of control with which I was dealing was the open 
Market operations. One branch of that policy which is very fully discussed in 
the MacMillan report is buying securities in gold. The other branch is selling 
securities in gold. The broad theory of that control, as it has been explained 
and presented, is that when the bank goes into the market to buy it increases 
the volume of bank reserve cash available to the banks upon which banks can 
■ncrease their bank deposit issues, and it is intended to create not only an easy 
money policy but a cheap money policy to induce borrowers to go to work with 
available capital. I think we have had it very clearly in the governor’s frank 
answers both to myself and Mr. Stevens, that in to-day’s abnormal conditions 
that policy of purchasing securities and putting more Bank of Canada cash into 
circulation does not produce the result of cheap money generally, because it 
p0es not increase, and could not increase by a further expansion of Bank of 
panada bills, the bank loans which the banks are finding difficult to secure at 
no moment. As he says, it does increase the volume of investments which 
argely means that the Bank of Canada issue of money makes available to the 

■>anks bank deposits to purchase government securities, treasury bills, and so 
^■~~A. It increases their cash reserves to an extent where they can purchase 
dditional securities and have sufficient reserves to support the enlarged volume 

ot deposits.
Q- I think you were very frank with me because what you said was this: 

'at while there had been as a result of the easy money policy increases in 
ca't !oans it was your opinion that, without the increases in Bank of Canada 
j sk issues that had been made those loans, to the extent they had been 

leased, would have been made in any event.—A. Probably. 
e~ Q- What I should like now to come to is the other branch, that is, the 

ect of the power of that control when the Bank of Canada is in the business 
selling securities.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q- Before you come to that other branch, if the present policy has increased 

a amount of money that is invested in securities and the banks are holding as 
wortlU^ that Policy four hundred million or five hundred million dollars’ 
l°an additional securities with practically no increase in the commercial 
i^diS’ i^068 it not rather necessarily follow that there must be some private 
of Uals who are employing more money in commercial enterprise as a result 
cW . t movement?—A. Well, it follows that the individuals have more in 
a p^’t8 than they otherwise would have. That is the second factor in such 
rqen1_lcM- _ It not only produces lower interest rates, more particularly on govern- 
tl'an ligations, but it also gives individuals $500,000,000 more in deposits 

t’hey would otherwise have had.
defic-,. * think perhaps I have not made my point clear. Unless government 
sugn.ns! and government borrowings absorb the whole of this increase I would 
adrlif' that some private individuals and private concerns must have some 
hrival°na' capital free for their operations.—A. Well, it would mean then that 

7892<u. lnc*ividuals or companies who had previously owned government bonds
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had sold them to the banks and they had the deposits and the money. That is 
the second factor in such a policy. It means that in so far as bank depoists are 
concerned the people have some $500,000,000 more than they otherwise would 
have had.

Q. If, on the other hand, the government has increased its borrowings and 
its bond issues to the extent of the full amount of this inflationary or expansion
ist movement practically no result then would follow along that secondary 
line?—A. Yes, because still the people would have $500,000,000 more of deposits 
than they had some years before. And to the extent that the supply of the 
medium of exchange in the form of deposits is greatly increased there is then a 
pressure on individuals to put that money to work, just as there is in the case of 
banks whose cash reserves are increased. The pressure comes by reason of 
(a) the larger amount, and (t>) by reason probably of the fact that they are 
receiving in the form of interest on the deposits a good deal less than they 
received before. Now, that gives every possible encouragement to holders of 
these deposits to use them or invest them in some other form. If circumstances 
are such that they do not see their way clear to do so, then you have idle 
deposits and to that extent the circumstances have worked against certain of 
the results of an easy-money policy.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now we come back to the proposition that we are all here for. We are 

all agreed that for some reason or another the depression continues, unemplo}' 
ment continues and a lag in business expansion also continues. So that when 
we deal with conditions to-day, notwithstanding results in theory, as Mr. Cleaver 
suggests, I think we all agree that we are not getting results in the way of » 
general return to going concern activity which we would like. I think we all 
agree on that?—A. Yes.

Q. But whether it be through a lack of bank loans going out or lack of 
private investment in private enterprise, there is a general lag in business 
expansion which we would all like to remedy but which up to the present tim® 
we have not been able to remedy. What I am dealing with are the contre* 
powers which the banks are supposed to have in the light of to-day’s conditions- 
The third one I want to deal with, and on which I think you will agree with me’ 
is that there is no need for action on the part of the Bank of Canada to reduce 
the cash reserves of the merchant banks for the purpose of compelling them t® 
reduce their commercial loans?—A. I see no reason for such a policy at tin9 
time, certainly.

Q. I should like to put on the record a short statement from the Briti9'1 
MacMillan report, page 98, dealing with that phase of control. It will be fou»0 
under section 221:—

A\ lien substantial changes in the level of our industrial costs at® 
necessary to correspond to substantial changes in the value of money' 
changes in bank rate alone cannot hope to achieve all that is necessary- 
In such a case, however necessary- it may be, that bank rate policy shorn6 
be employed—

and in connection with the term “bank rate policy” they arc using it as in° 
ing open market operations as well—

lud-

—to maintain the international value of our currency, some 0 ^ 
supplementary means must be found to restore equilibrium. For com 
how bank rate policy works out in such a case. Its efficacy depends ingort 
first instance on reducing the profits of business men. When in the e^g 
to minimize this result, output and employment are contracted, it deP j0y- 
on decreasing the amount of business profits and increasing un®^ er to 
ment up to whatever figure is necessary to cause business men C1 V^eir 
decrease their costs by additional economies or to insist on, and
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workers to accept, a reduction of wages. But public opinion does not 
easily acquiesce in such a process. And the reduction, if and when 
effected, will fall unequally and unfairly on those sections of the com
munity who are least protected by contract, least able to defend them
selves, and often least able to afford the sacrifice.

^°u will agree that if we put into operation the power to withdraw from the 
perchant banks their reserves of cash to the point of reducing the commercial 
°ans and call loans that would be the result, would it not? We would have an 
^creased depression.

Mr. Kinley: Yes; that is what happened in the United States.
Mr. Towers: The circumstances which they are mentioning there are the 

0ntrol factors during the course of or at the height of a boom, I take it.
By Mr. McGeer:

x Q- My reason for putting that question to you is that in an answer to Mr. 
g°achman the other day you said—or rather he said that the testing time of the 

ank of Canada had not arrived but that the testing would come in a boom 
Hod.—a. Yes, because the control there is of a more unpleasant variety.

Q: Yes. What I am suggesting to you is that to break a boom, there are 
in h i°ns that must be developed if bank control policy is going to be effective 
af.rreaking it?—A. And assuming that the thing has gone so far that drastic 

*°n is required.
Cq w- Yes. So that are we not in this position so far as the Bank of Canada 
lev ks concerned: We have allowed international exchange to find its own 
aUtl .^e have never resorted to the use of any equalization fund because 
Act °r^ation t°r it® use has never been proclaimed?—A. The section of the 
tp which authorizes its use for buying and selling foreign exchange has not 

n Proclaimed.
—. \ So we have never resorted to the use of the equalization fund in Canada? 

No.
Q- Under that legislation?—A. No.

ïhnf ' ^nd, as you told us, international exchange has found its own level.
,’ 18 right?—A. Yes.

ratç AVc have no control therefore by changing the quantum of the bank 
is thU?°? which the Bank of Canada loans legal tender cash to merchant banks— 
°UrSp] fi§ht?—because the banks have not borrowed legal tender cash?—A. We 
of y Ves have made it unnecessary to think in terms of bank rate by reason 

c easy-money policy which we have followed, yes.
A" I am not concerned about the reason.—A. Yes. 

by yU But I am saying that there is no control being exercised in that regard 
c Bank of Canada.—A. By reason of our own action, yes.

SeoUj>'. By reason of your own action. The third policy is that of buying 
tion? lcs and gold and putting money—putting legal tender cash into circula- 

çvU Yes,
sUfgcj khat has reached a point where the merchant banks of Canada have a 
lheir GnA a,niount of cash available on deposit with the Bank of Canada to service 
stibsf^Xl,sting purchases of investments and their existing loans and leaving a 
A. j^Ual margin over to finance any other loans which might be available?— 
aVeragGaSonably substantial margin on the basis of their practice of, say, an 

rp of per cent, cash reserve, yes.
(V Ân<t that control is not operative under present conditions?—A. Yes.
C' then “ ‘ ' ' 'ba “t>n you agree with that?—A. No, I do not agree with that. 
\ . to expand credit during recent years.

The policy

Butet)0s]fi we have expanded to the point so that no further forcing of bank 
in the way of loans can be made by more Bank of Canada bills
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being pushed out?—A. Not unless borrowers come along for the loans. That 
does not mean, of course, that no further expansion of deposits is possible.

Q. No. What I am saying is that, in the light of the condition of business 
and trade—commerce and industry in Canada to-day—the banks are anxiously 
endeavouring to find loans for their surplus reserves of bank deposits that can be 
issued on their reserves of cash, and the banks are not successful.—A. Yes.

Q. So that any further issue of Bank of Canada legal tender cash would not 
change the situation to-day?—A. Not in respect to commercial loans, no.

Q. Not in respect to increasing the volume of money in circulation throng*1 
commercial loans?—A. No.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. If rates came down, might not commercial loans increase?—A. That 

would find a very hard question to answer, except in examining each sped# 
case. In other words, would people who will not borrow at 5 per cent, borrow 
at 4^ or 4 per cent? There may be an occasional case of that. I doubt wheth6 
they are very numerous.

Mr. McGeer: There is one more question I should like to get. I do n°{ 
"know whether it is possible or not, but I might just state to you. I might «° 
have framed it as it should be framed.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. While Mr. McGeer is looking for that, might I ask if there has b<^ 

any tendency for commercial rates to go down as a result of your policy- 
A. Yes. Quite some years ago the best commercial rate would be, I tin11 
about 6 per cent. To-day it is 5 per cent or possibly less. ^

Q You attribute that to the easy money policy?—A. I attribute that 
the pressure to try to get loans, yes. u,e

Q. Might it not be possible that it is competing capital or credit from 
United States?—A. I beg your pardon? , g?

Q. Might it not be possible it is competing credit from the United St»' “ 
—A. That competition occurs in certain loans, but in a very restricted 
It sometimes occurs in connection with grain loans, for example. That 
been a factor there.

By Mr. McGeer: f
Q. What I should like to get, if it is possible, is this: How are Bank $ 

Canada bills made available to the merchant banks? I should like to Se^g(j 
statement, if this is correct, as to the way by which the banks have recC^,ch
Bank of Canada bills, that is legal tender, broken up as follows: (o) How 
did the merchant banks of Canada receive in exchange for dominion note^ ' 0j 
other securities which they had at the time of the commencement of Ban 
Canada operations?—A. I can answer that immediately by saying—

Q. I should like to carry on, if you do not mind.—A. Yes. . tbe
Q. (b) By exchange for gold holdings by the merchant banks; (c) ^jeS 

purchase of gold by the Bank of Canada; (d) by the purchase of sec1 
by the public ; (e) by the purchase of securities from national and Pr°v v6 0 
government and other securities; and (/) by rediscount. If I could b to 
statement breaking those amounts down into those categories, I should 
have it. Also, if there are other methods or other procedures by which 
of Canada bills can come ultimately into the possession of the ban '•=> 
merchant banks, then I should like to know what are they and how n°llChaIikSl
involved.—A. The question will be, I take it, the total cash of the
whether it is on deposit with us or whether they hold it in the form of n

Q. And how do they get it—A. Yes. reshh1?!
Q. Here is another thing that I should like to deal with when we ^ere r 

and I might indicate it to the committee now. In the Monthly TimeS v^jj ti1 
an article by Hon. Reginald McKenna in which he rather fully deals v
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ability of the British control system to segregate internal currency control from 
lnternational exchange influence. In the most recent issue of the Midland Bank 
Monthly Review for April and May, he deals with what he sets up as a theory 
^at there is now a change in monetary policy whereby, in anticipation of war, 
^oney rates are going to be elevated as a traditional, inevitable consequence 
°f War needs. As to whether or not that has any effect in Canada is a subject 
uPon which I should like to examine at the next session.

Mr. Cleaver: I have three questions I should like to ask before we adjourn, 
nd to which I should like Mr. Towers to prepare answers.

By Mr. Cleaver:
, Q. What is the amount of all government deficits, both provincial and 
a°"flnion, in Canada since 1930?—A. May I get that clearly? The actual 
niount outstanding since 1930?

Q. The amount of all government deficits.—A. Deficits?
Q- Yes, provincial and dominion, since 1930.
The Chairman : Did you include municipal?
Mr. Cleaver: No.
The Chairman : Did you say “debts” or “deficits”?

tho ^r" Cleaver: Deficits. Then, the amount of the expansion of credit by 
L central bank purchasing gold or securities. This is my third question : 
t0 niuch further will the assets of the Bank of Canada permit the bank 
ajj=° in the purchase of gold or securities to bring about a still further expan- 

°n of credit?
m Mr. Towers: May I put on the record, Mr. Chairman, these two state- 

ts that were referred to this morning relating to chartered bank earnings.

CHARTERED bank earnings, paid-up capital and rest fund

Ratio of net 
earnings to 
capital and 

rest fund from 
cash

premiums 
Per cent 

10-6 
9-7 
8-5 
7-7 
6-6 
6-2 
6-0 
6-4 
6-4 
6-2

all<l lfaroilres are for respective fiscal years of the banks; excluding Weyburn Security Bank 
<j. ,** s „ a£® Bank for which full figures are not available. 

utlHg ]qnnhown in the Canadian MacMillan Report for 1932, adjusted for increases in capital 
929 and 1930.

FROM CASH PREMIUMS 
Millions of dollars

o29-l93o 1 •• •• ..
}93l ' •• .. ..
»32;• .. ..
te.; ■■ ..

Capital
paid-up

Rest fund 
from cash 

premiums** Total

Net earnings 
available 

for divid. and 
surplus

141-7 63-7 205-4 21-8
144-0 66-8 210-8 20-5
144-0 66-8 210-8 18-0
144-0 66-8 210-8 16-2

}$:■:: :: ::

8;: :: :: :: 
l938]; .. ..

144-0 66-8 210-8 14-0
144-0 66-8 210-8 13-0
144-0 66-8 210-8 12-7
144-0 66-8 210-8 13-4
144-0 66-8 210-8 13-5

. » tv ' " • • 144-0 66-8 210-8 13-1
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CHARTERED BANK EARNINGS AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 
Millions of dollars

1929.
1930.
1931.
1932.
1933.
1934.
1935.
1936.
1937.
1938.

Capital
paid-up

141-7
144-0
144-0
144-0
144-0
144-0
144-0
144-0
144-0
144-0

Shareholders’ Equity
Undis-

Rest
fund
157-2
161-5
161-5
161-5
132-0
132-0
132- 0
133- 0 
133-0 
133-0

tributed
profits

8- 7
9- 6

Total
307-1
313- 7
314- 2 
310-9
282- 4
283- 1
283- 5
284- 5 
288-7 
286-6

Net
earnings 
available 
for divid. 

and
surplus

21-8
20-5
18-0
16-2
14-0
13-0
12- 7
13- 4 
13-5 
13-1

Ratio 
of net 

earnings 
to share- 
'holders' 
equity 
Per cent 

7-1 
6-5 
5- 
5- 
5- 
4- 
4- 
4- 
4- 
4-

# Figures are for respective fiscal years of the banks: excluding Weyburn Security BaDK 
and Barclays Bank for which full figures are not available.

The Chairman: When shall we sit again?
Mr. Ross: I should like to ask Mr. Towers if it would be possible 

the Bank of Canada, or the government of Canada, to control its exchange 
rate with the United States if the United States, for instance, did not 
us to depreciate or appreciate our exchange? Is it within our power to contre 
our exchange rate with the United States?

The Chairman: When shall we meet again?
Mr. Cleaver : To-morrow morning.
The Chairman : I hardly think we can meet to-morrow morning, as 

is a meeting of the Ontario Liberal caucus and the Railway Committee a 
the Public Accounts Committee.

Mr. Cleaver: Four o’clock.
The Chairman: This committee stands adjourned until 4 o’clock to-m°r' 

row afternoon.
The committee 

at 4 p.m.
adjourned at 6 p.m. to meet again to-morrow, May 16,
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APPENDIX “A”
EXTRACTS FROM PHAMPHLET ENTITLED “BANKING AND 

INDUSTRY” BY A. W. JOSEPH, M.A., B.Sc., A.I.A.
(Submitted by Mr. Jaques, M.P.)

Saving not involving the creation oj fresh capital equipment
It will be agreed that the orthodox argument cited above does not make 

Provision for the distribution of more money than is sufficient to balance the 
costs of goods coming on the market. If therefore some of the money distrib
uted is saved whether by a private person or by a company there must be 
a deficiency of purchasing powder. This fact will not be denied if saving takes 
the form of hoarding money or leaving money unused on deposit at the bank. 
Eut it applies equally well if we “invest” our savings by buying securities. 
B we purchase the securities from the Banks (not necessarily direct) the 
uioney paid to The Banks is immediately cancelled and is no longer available 
or buying gods. (On the liability side of The Bank’s accounts, deposit and 

current accounts are reduced by the sum paid and on the assets side invest
ments are reduced.) If the investment is effected by buying securities from 
uuother member of the public and if the second member uses the money he 
)as obtained for purchasing goods, then of course this transaction has not 
decreased purchasing power. The second member of the public has, however, 
sPont past savings and it is undeniable that the spending of past savings will 
deutralise the effects of present saving. But in normal times the amount of 
Present saving largely exceeds the amount of spent past savings. For the 
effects of a lack of money are so serious both to an individual or to a corporation 
'•“at there is a continual urge by the government, insurance companies, and 
ether parties to impress on the public the traditional virtues of hard work and 
thrift. In times of deep depression when money is scarce the tendency to 
Save may be overcome, although what usually happens is not that past savings 

spent, but that they are destroyed by the depreciation in value of the 
security in which the saving has been invested. Taken as a wdiole the net 
lllcrease in saving particularly in the form of company reserves and the losses 
due to writing off or writing dowm of share values are big factors in causing 
a deficiency of purchasing powrer.
, The above argument is not intented to give the impression that it is wrong 
0 save. Indeed in a world where money is scarce, the provident man or com- 

Pany has a huge advantage over the one who has not saved. All it is intended 
h° Prove is that under present conditions saving causes a deficiency of purchasing

Saving involving the creation of fresh capital equipment 
(The Double Circuit)

f /I he simplest way to study what occurs in the process of using savings for 
§us" capital expansion is to examine a sequence of operations in detail. 
a bPose a manufacturer whose existing resources are otherwise employed starts 
a d.S'Uess by borrowing say £10,000 from The Banks. He builds a factory 
flic f1 80 doinS distributes £10,000 to contractors. He must repay The Banks 
the 'r’000 and therefore must include it as an overhead cost in the prices of 

gicles which he produces. Now ignoring the fact that the original £10,000 
0f s distributed at one time and must be collected from the public in the prices 

articles at another time (which point will be dealt with later) we may
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say that the public has possession of the money wherewith to meet the overhead 
costs. Suppose the manufacturer’s business prospers and not only is he able 
to collect his necessary overheads, but he is able to accumulate a reserve of 
say £5,000. By so doing he has collected from the public £5,000 more than 
he has distributed. So far this is an example by a business of saving not 
involving the creation of fresh capital equipment. But suppose the manufacturer 
decides to use his £5,000 for expansion. He builds an extension to his factory 
costing £5,000 and in so doing distributes this amount to contractors. Now 
he is all square as regards money distributed to the public. But having built 
a factory at a cost of £5,000 he will, according to normal accounting methods, 
charge in the price of the goods manufactured by the second factory over
heads sufficient to bring him in £5,000. These costs have never been distributed 
and therefore sooner or later the costs of his articles will exceed the money in 
purchasers’ hands. The £5,000 has run a double circuit. It was included in 
the price of the original articles in order that the £5,000 reserve should be 
formed and it is also included in the second batch of articles. But it was only 
distributed once when the second factory was built. Or alternatively the matter 
may be looked at from the following point of view. The extension to the factory 
is a new physical increase of wealth but the amount of the money available 
has not increased. Had the manufacturer approached The Banks when he 
wanted to build his extension and borrowed £5,000 he would have distributed 
£5,000 new money to the public. But instead he accumulated a reserve and 
tried to make an existing £5,000 suffice to meet the costs he set up by building 
the extension.

It might be objected that the manufacturer is under no necessity to include 
the cost of the extension in the price of the goods manufactured by this new 
factory. This is perfectly true and the manufacturer could have written down 
the value of his factory extension to nil as soon as it was erected, ■ in which 
case he need not collect the cost of the extension in the prices of his goods. Such 
a procedure, however, is contrary to accepted accountancy practice, is opposed 
to common sense and is in essence extremely deflationary. It is also contrary 
to the accounting methods which the manufacturer would be forced to use y 
he had built the factory by borrowing from the banks. The full import of this 
latter statement will be appreciated if the factor of competition is considered- 
Suppose a competing manufacturer Y without private resources builds a factory 
in the same way that X did when building his original factory, i.e., by borrow
ing from the banks. He borrows, let us say, £5,000 which he distributes 
contractors and therefore he is bound to collect the £5,000 in the prices of go°df; 
X is not bound to collect his £5,000 but in practice will try to do so. X and J 
between them are trying to collect £10,000 from a public which has only 
received Y’s £5,000. X could, of course, undersell Y, but the more likely thing 
to occur would be for X to collect £2,500 from the public and Y a further 
£2,500. X would thus have been forced to write down the value of his factor 
extension to £2,500 and Y would be £2,500 in debt to the banks, î.e., worn 
still be trying to obtain £2,500 from the public in order to get himself out 0 
debt. Thus the double circuit has formed an excess of costs over purclnisuv 
power which excess might have originally been rendered harmless if the origin9, 
manufacturer had adopted the spartan procedure of writing down his extens'O 
of capital to zero. But in the hurly-burly of competitive trade some of 
deficiency is made absolute because some manufacturers are forced into de 
to the banks, while other manufacturers are compelled to write down the 
capital and to subsidize the public. . g

When one is forced to write off capital in this way one is said, in banki » 
parlance, to be putting one’s house in order, and this method is one of 1 
banks’ traditional means of overcoming a slump. The method it must 
admitted is of some success in its primary object of reducing the dispa1-.1 
between costs and purchsing power, but it is questionable whether the result'1 »
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^location and stagnation of trade followed by the crop of bankruptcies caused 
such drastic deflation are not worse than the disease it is intended to cure. 

*hat such a method should be put forward as the only sound way of overcoming 
ari admitted disparity between costs and purchasing power is a result of the 
Vlew that it is unsound if not impossible to distribute new purchasing power in 
ai)y other way than through the banking system as loans to producers.

THE TIME FACTOR
. In the preceding arguments costs and purchasing power have been con

quered without relation to the time at which the costs come on the market as 
j??Ces and purchasing power is distributed as wages, salaries and dividends. But 

ls question of time is all-important.
The disparity in time between costs and purchasing power as regards 

Parate articles may be divided up into three stages. First stage :—Before the 
°°°ds come on the market money distributed is in excess of prices. The pro- 
rj Ticm of money and the period of time over which it is distributed in advance 
jTend on the article produced and on the conditions of industry. Thus if 
w,qian labour is being displaced by machines the amount of money distributed 
ty. en the machines are made may be larger than that distributed at the time 

len the goods themselves are being made. Second stage :—When goods come 
o the market costs exceed money distributed. Third stage:—Later on 
ari'q°rding to the orthodox theory, i.e., excluding the considerations of saving 
pu the double circuit referred to earlier) the difference between costs and 
cün | inS power is made up by dividends. This distribution may not be 
IpjjT'leted until many years after the goods have been sold, and usually at 
the a year will elapse before dividends are declared. Thus even granting 
spgj°rthodox assumption that “some time or other” money distributed may be 
if a?lent to meet the costs of articles produced it could only be pure chance 
Pubp any given moment the amount of purchasing power in the hands of the

Ie were exactly equal to the costs of the articles on the market. 
diff u is sometimes asked how is it that if there is a continually increasing 
br0]/encc between costs and purchasing power the economic system has not 
the c“ down completely long ago. The first reason is that the banks apply 
9ss(.[Ure °f deflation, i.e., they force companies to write down perfectly good 
teag()s 1° book values much below their reasonable real values. The second 
PUrcf! *S ^at by purchasing securities the banks give the sellers additional 
thiF(j asit)g power (a point that will be dealt with later in more detail). The 
Price rcas°n is the discovery of foreign markets. Goods and their associated 
is ret] Values are exported so that the total of price values in the home market 
the mUced- The fourth, and a very important reason, is the time factor. For 
goods °n,Py created by the banks and distributed in advance on those final 
altya . ich have not yet come on the market may be, and in boom periods 
Piepta] sufficicnt to cover with prehaps a handsome margin the funda- 
>h0 disparity between costs and purchasing power. But those retailers 
Pprne(j-C I°rtunate enough to have goods available for sale at such a time 
Pricog take advantage of the boom conditions reigning to raise their
”o0lll 0 absorb the superabundance of money, thus causing inflation. Such 
1'%ecq°nditions can only be temporary because later on when the goods in 
PUrcb ■ which money has been distributed in advance come on the market 
‘Mo asing power will be deficient unless a new crop of capital goods is put 
Mt evUrse °I production and additional money is put into circulation. In 
s^ry fnCnx,Under the orthodox view of costs and purchasing power it is neces-
%i> for 

Rgh fhe continued working of the economic system that there should be 
. --.6e. v|?0ds in the first and third stages to balance those in the second 
t ‘s cl W len fhe factors of saving and the double circuit are taken into account 

u''ar that fresh capital goods must be produced in geometrical ratio to 
e economic system working.
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THE TRADE CYCLE AND THE BANK’S SOURCES OF PROFITS
Let us now collate the information we have gleaned concerning ti,e 

monetary system and follow out a normal trade cycle from slump to bool» 
and back to slump again. We start from a state of slump, i.e., a state where 
there is unquestionably a disparity between costs of goods and purchasing 
power. Traders are unable to sell their goods and they are forced to reduce 
prices and cut into reserves or capital. A number of them become bankrupt 
which causes further loss of the public’s capital and in some cases' a loss to the 
banks. As a loss to the banks is a lightening of the public’s indebtedness' 
this all helps in reducing the difference between the public’s effective purchasing 
power and the costs of goods. By itself, however, this forced deflation woul 
not be sufficient to turn the tide. But the course of the slump has résulté 
in a reduction of bank loans to industry and of the corresponding deposits, 1,5 
the banks have been unwilling to lend to new borrowers or even to continu 
old loans in the prevailing uncertainty. Hence the banks’ ratio of deposit^ 
to cash is reduced. They are able to increase deposits by other means and tni- 
they can do by purchasing securities. The inducement is an increase in profit^ 
The rate of interest on the.securities they buy exceeds the rate they pay 0 
depositors’ accounts formed by their very action in purchasing securitie:c 
The banks generally prefer loans to securities because the rate of interest » 
higher but if they cannot grant loans with safety they are glad to turn 
securities. The purchasing of securities increases the amount of money L 
the hands or accounts of the public. It is true that only a particular class 
the public gains by this extra money, namely the investing public, but in tm 
some of this money percolates through to ordinary trade channels. The exte 
by which money is created by the banks in this way can be gauged by *, 
fact to which Mr. Reginald McKenna attested in his speech on the 2b 
January, this year, to the shareholders of the Midland Bank that since ï.e 
ruary, 1932, when the country was in almost the lowest depths of depress!® j 
deposits had risen by nearly £300 millions, almost solely on account of Pji c 
chases of securities initiated by the Bank of England and followed by JL 
banks. There is, of course, a secondary effect of these purchases of securi 
by the banks, the value of securities rises.

After some time the increase of money in circulation combined with r 
previous deflation and reduced prices is sufficient to make purchasing P°' 
approximate to the costs of goods on the market. Trade is restored and c 
fidence is engendered. Manufacturers are prepared to enter on fresh c0î0^vA 
mcnts and the banks to finance them. The very action of the Bank of Eng;a ;s 
in purchasing securities is an all clear signal to the Trading Banks that 1 ^ 
safe to advance loans to industry. After a time the amount of deposit y 
comparison with the banks’ cash approaches the ten to one limit and ^ 
are forced to sell securities in order that they may continue making l°atlueen 
industry. They will do this readily because the price of securities has 
forced up by the previous purchases initiated by them and followed by 0„ 
public and the yield obtained on securities is well below that obtainable^ 
loans. The sale of securities by the banks will not cause an immediate
in their price because the public (which includes trading companies) lS 
ing large profits, putting them to reserves and investing these reserve j 
purchasing securities from the banks. The extent of the boom will dcP 
on the ratio between capital goods in course of construction and const! jg 

“ ■ .................. ' " " ~ - tal egoods which are finding their way on to the market. So long as capi ye»
for,are produced at an ever expanding rate the boom will continue and may 

become hectic. But all the time the A-fB theorem is at work making 
potential increasing disparity between costs and purchasing power- , 
or later the crop of consumable goods emerging on the market excçe oi 
fresh capital goods in course of construction and the underlying defideI1
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purchasing power and hidden load of debt become revealed. Manufacturers 
and traders are forced to sell goods at cut prices and to sell securities in order 
to pay off loans. Conditions are not improved by the action of the banks in 
attempting to call in loans whose backing which seemed sound enough in the 
good times is now perilously near the amount of the loan granted. In this 
Period of the trade cycle the amount of deposits will decrease because the 
banks while calling in loans to industry will be prevented by the prevailing 
insecurity from making the deficit good by purchasing securities. There is a 
snowball effect—prices of goods and securities fall—loans are called in; pur
chasing power is further diminished—more goods and securities are sold at 
put prices—values fall further, and so on. The slump carries on until as 
indicated above the Bank of England turns the tide by purchasing securities.

It will be noticed that in addition to the banks’ normal interest profit, 
i-e- the balance of interest received on loans or securities above that paid to 
depositors they have two other large sources of profits. The normal cycle 

operations involves purchases of securities by the banks at lowest prices 
and sales at their highest. Secondly, during the onslaught of the slump the 
security upon which loans have been granted is in many cases reduced in 
Julue below the loan itself and this means that the security, it may be a 
farm or a factory or shares in a company, becomes the property of the bank 
Hself either directly or through a controlled operating company. At this stage 
the banks will very likely make some book losses. This is reflected in lower 
Profits so that in times of depression the banks suffer in monetary profits as 
flP other trading concerns and they are forced to draw upon their reserves 
udden or revealed in order to maintain dividends. But although they are 
,°sing in monetary profits they are all the time gaining in physical assets, 
Le: they become actual possessors of farms, factories, etc., at the price of the 
U’uginal loan instead of at the value of the asset as a going concern in times 

prosperity and this price may be as little as 50 per cent of its real value. 
,.or the most part they do not sell these assets in the slump but they nurse 
hem until better times come along. When conditions have improved and 
'ere is plenty of money about (created by the banks and issued on loan to 

producers of fresh capital equipment) the value of these physical assets 
^creases and the banks are able to sell some of these farms, etc., to the public. 
'?e banks are business concerns and they do not sell for the amount of the 
ri|mal loan which acquired the property. They get the best price they can 

y111-' it usually shows a substantial profit. To express the matter shortly 
tl'e banks are always able to get in on the ground floor and get out before 
y e bottom falls out. Normal accounting methods and the arbitrary conven
er's in which the banks work make it possible for them to initiate periods 
re.lr|bation and deflation in such a manner as to make them appear to be the 
asst natural low. In periods of deflation they become possessed of the 
as ej® °f the nation. In periods of inflation they are able to realize these 
y et® at a profit and also to make profits on their holdings of securities. To 
«extent to which these profits are not distributed either as salaries to their 
the h ees or as dividends to their shareholders the public is mortgaged to 

banks without having the means to pay off the mortgage.
Pi'ev *las been stated earlier that purchases of securities by the banks help to 
anti Gn* the breakdown of the economic system. As the public becomes more 
cha*°re indebted to the banks there ensues an increasing deficiency of pur- 
Wilf1,11? power. Now if the banks purchase securities they create deposits which 
thCr . P to counteract the deficiency. Hence in order to keep things going 
t0 l 18 a tendency to encourage any scheme for creating securities for the banks 
p°rti*- The banks themselves will sometimes take up the whole or a large 
to su?n °t a government issue but they also advance money to their customers 

bscribe for a portion of it. The customer gains since the rate of interest
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on the issue is greater than that on the loan. The banks gain because the rate 
of interest on the loan is greater than that payable on the deposits resulting from 
the government’s spending the money raised by the issue. It may be that the 
banks do not take up the whole of an issue and thus obtain the full interest 
difference between that borne by the new issue and that granted by the banks to 
their depositors because in this way the fiction is maintained that the issue is 
subscribed out of public savings instead of out of a new creation of money 
by the banks themselves. Now all the securities which come into possession of 
the banks either at first hand, or at second hand via a loan to the nominal owner 
of the security, are a funding of the public’s indebtedness to the banks. Thirty 
per cent of the budget expenditure of the country last year was in respect of 
interest on the nation’s loans and a large proportion of this amount was payable 
directly or indirectly to the banks. Hence the popular idea that high taxation 
is a potent cause of bad trade is quite correct, for the portion of the taxes which 
represents interest to the banks is potential purchasing power of the public 
which will be cancelled when it reaches the banks unless redistributed in the 
form of salaries to bank officials or dividends to bank shareholders. The taxa
tion of the public in order to pay interest on past indebtedness to the banks has 
now reached very large dimensions and its seriousness is due to the fact that no 
member of the public is able to escape the burden. That the true nature of this 
evil is not known is apparent by the support which is given to the principle of 
high taxation by many well meaning persons, particularly Socialists on the 
grounds that taxation is merely a passage of money from the hands of one set 
of persons, usually the rich, into those of another set of persons, usually the poor. 
The fact that so large a proportion of taxation simply raises costs without being 
redistributed is not grasped. Furthermore, a completely inadequate picture of 
the nation’s resources is presented and many projects which are crying out to be 
done and which on physical grounds the country is well able to afford are put 
aside in the belief that the nation cannot bear the cost.

Distortion between Money and Reality
The flaws in the financial system have had the effect of divorcing monetary 

policy from physical reality. In some instances the peculiar position has been 
reached that if a course of action is looked at from the financial point of view 
one result appears to hold whereas if it is looked at from the physical point of 
view exactly the opposite appears to hold. Four important examples of this 
distortion of the truth are worth examining here.

(1) Imports and Exports. There can be no question that from the stand
point of physical wealth a country is richer by its imports and poorer by it® 
exports. Yet we have the anomaly that when a country exports more goods 
than it imports it is looked upon as having a “favourable” balance of trade and 
when it does the reverse it is said to have an “unfavourable” balance of trade- 
That this is no mere question of words is indicated by the fact that every 
country in the world, rich or poor, is actively engaged in trying to foist its goods 
on to other markets and to keep out of its own markets the goods of other 
countries. The reason why countries adopt a policy so stupid when real wealth 
is considered and so impossible to fulfil when the world is taken as a whole j® 
that in the course of making goods for export money is distributed to work 
people which helps to make up the existing and growing deficiency of pur' 
chasing power in the exporting country, and the total prices in the home mark0 
are reduced by the export of the goods made with this money. Hence eompameS_ 
which manufacture goods for the export market are looked upon with favour 
even when they are doing such a criminally stupid action as to manufacturé 
munitions, armaments and aeroplanes to sell to a country which may use then 
against the country from which they were bought.
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(2) Wealth and Debt. Nature and science have united t-o produce the 
Potentiality of an increasing real wealth and leisure for every individual. The 
amount of metallic money mined each year does not keep pace with the expan
sion of real wealth. Extra money can only be formed by means of bank loans, 
i-e. by increasing debt. Hence on the one hand we have a surplus of riches and 
leisure and on the other hand an increase of world debt. As has often been 
Pointed out the richest country is the country which has the biggest National
Debt.
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APPENDIX “B”
PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL REFORM

(Submitted by Mr. Jaques, M.P., and Mr. Quelch, M.P.)
Extract from “ The Case for Alberta,” published by the Government of the 

Province of Alberta, 1938 (p. Jfl-J^S)
It is not intended to do more than indicate the basic principles of financial 

reform necessary to rectify the defects summarized above. Once these principle5 
are recognized and accepted as the basis for reform, no difficulty will arise 
in regard to their application in a specific manner,—

(1) It is fundamental to a democratic social order that the people
shall determine the results which they desire from their social organiza
tions. _

In order to ensure that financial policy shall conform to the will 
the people, and that proper supervision of the system shall be established, 
a credit authority under the effective control of the government should 
be established for the purpose.

The administration of the financial system could be left to the banks, 
providing this was subject to policy control by the people, through the 
government and the credit authority.

(2) The major defect in the financial system arises mainly from the
manner in which capital goods production is financed, causing a chronic 
and increasing shortage of purchasing power. Reference back to _ the 
examination of this feature will show that the community is obliged 
to surrender the purchasing power distributed to it in respect of d5 
total production in any period. Being in effect charged for its tot» 
production for the period, it is unable to meet the accumulating costs 
carried forward from the past into current prices of ultimate goods coming 
on the market. .

To rectify this error it will be necessary for the deficient purchasing 
power to be made good. Instead of being called upon to surrende 
purchasing power in respect or its total production for any period, tjj 
community should have to meet the costs only of its consumption of g°°d 
in the period. j

However, if the difference between the price values of its t°, j 
production and the price values of its total consumption for the „ 
was made good to the community, there may be an excess of purchasing 
power, as the unconsumed production for the period is, in the main, 11 
the form of capital goods. c

To achieve a balance between purchasing power and prices 
ultimate goods on the market, additional purchasing power should ' ^ 
made available to the community at the rate at which the costs earn 
forward from past production appear in the prices of ultimate goods 
the market. . e

If, therefore, prices to consumers were adjusted so that selling^ P^n„

power and total prices of goods on the market.

Dore to tne retail price as now computed tne same ratio as touu 
sumption bore to total production, retailers being reimbursed f°r 
difference by means of financial credits created for the purpose, ^ 
deficient purchasing power would be issued to the public at the ra*e," ging 
was required to ensure a perfect balance between available purch»3
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Moreover, the additional purchasing power would be injected into 
the system by means of compensated prices in a manner which would 
preclude any inflationary results. There would actually be a fall in the 
price level of consumers goods corresponding to the increase in monetary 
supply.

The specific method of application of this general proposition would 
be dependent upon the requirements of the situation. It is sufficient for 
present purposes to indicate how the fundamental major defect in the 
system can be rectified. Moreover, minor defects mentioned in regard 
to bank interest and the element of profit in respect of which purchasing 
power is not distributed, would automatically be adjusted in the applica
tion of the compensated price formula.

(3) The monetary stringency imposed by an arbitrary restriction of 
the note issue is a denial of the purpose for which the monetary system 
exists—namely, to facilitate the operation of the economic system to 
provide goods and services as, when and where they are required. The 
monetary system should, therefore, merely reflect what is happening in 
the economic sphere. It should not control economic activity, but rather 
be controlled by it.

(4) Provision for social dividends can be made from the fund of finan
cial credits necessary to make good the general deficiency of purchasing 
Power. Dividends expended in the purchase of ultimate commodities 
will automatically increase consumption. The price ratio for calculating 
the compensated price being:—

total price values of consumption
total price values of production

an increase in consumption due to the issue of dividends will automatically 
result in a smaller discount, thus maintaining accuracy in the general
adjustment.

(5) Similarly, instead of reducing the purchasing power of individuals 
hy taxation and proceeding to increase purchasing power by the above 
methods—drastic tax reductions can be granted at the expense of smaller 
dividends and a smaller price discount. With this bound up the 
question of debt adjustment in a general scheme to deal with the accumu- 
ated results of the defective financial system.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, May 16, 1939.

P-m
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 4 o’clock, 

•j the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

P) Members present: Messrs. Clark {York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Coldwell, 
do^hnian, Donnelly, Fraser, Hill, Jaques, Kinley, Kirk, Landeryou, Mac- 
^Bald (Brantford City), McGeer, Martin, Mayhew, Moore, Quelch, Ray- 

Ross (Middlesex East), Stevens, Tucker, Taylor {Nanaimo).

P In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of
Lanada.

y, Mr. Towers filed statements in answer to questions by Mr. Cleaver and 
<lr- McGeer, the said statement being incorporated in this day’s evidence.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

o’clock, p.m., the Committee adjourned until tomorrow, Wednes- 
17th, at 11.15 p.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

Room 277,

May 16, 1939.
Th ^lc. Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 4 o’clock. 

e chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

p„ attendance : Mr. Ghaham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank ofVaiada.

The Chairman: Order, gentlemen, the governor has a statement to make.
Towers: Mr. Chairman, with the permission of the committee, I 

the i *° Pu* on the record replies to questions asked by Mr. Cleaver at 
ifig, ast meeting of the committee. I would also like to put on record a brief 
of ,p°randum in response to a question from Mr. McGeer showing the Bank 
Çv atlada cash reserves just prior to March 11, 1935, when the Bank of 
tyhiP| commenced its operations, as well as a table which shows the changes 
resp “ have taken place since and which have affected chartered banks cash 

Ves during the time since March 11, 1935.
^ ^Pinion-provincial Government Deficits 

gove.Vc>mParable and complete figures on the deficits of Dominion and provincial 
193q i^cnts are not available from the published statistics. During the years 
a ro'd° the increase in Dominion-provincial debt less sinking funds, provides 
^ficit-fi ™dication of the amount of deficits, probably exceeding the actual 

1 figure by about $200 mm. over the nine-year period.
I>fCREASE IN DOMINION-PROVINCIAL DIRECT AND GUARANTEED DEBT

LESS SINKING FUNDS

(2)

1930
** 355 

Est»nate.
1931
370

During Fiscal Years nearest to Calendar Year 
(Millions of Dollars)

1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937
225 220 235 305 140 135

1938
185*

Total
2J90

p
^Pension of Credit by the Bank of Canada

f^ei-Ve ,n(rease which Bank of Canada operations have produced in the cash 
•t an<L° the chartered banks, is shown in the table which has been prepared 

*° Mr. McGeer’s question.51011 in Vhanges in the volume of money which have accompanied the expan- 
anks’ cash reserves are shown in the following statement.

Cuïven'çn fleP°sits
ncy circulated

Total

(Millions of Dollars)
Mar. 31, Dee. 31, Dec. 31,

1935 1935 1936
2.034 2.208 2.323

163 199 220

2,197 2,407 2,543

Dec. 31, Dec. 31, Total
1937 1938 Increase
2.387 2.498 464

238 238 75

2.625 2,736 539
(3)

Th further could the Bank of Canada go to expand credit
tL^Uadn6^03'^’ (°) on the basis of gold held as at May 10, 1939, the Bank 

Pleine, could expand its note and deposit liabilities by $415 mm. without 
e gold reserve ratio below 25%.
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Apart from a possible increase in publicly held Bank of Canada notes- 
such an increase in note and deposit liabilities would increase banks’ eas» 
reserves by a similar amount.

(b) on the assumption either that the 25% minimum gold reserve rah° 
clause were suspended or that the Bank of Canada bought additional g°% 
there is no definite limit as to how far it could go in expanding banks’ oasn
reserves.

CHARTERED BANK CASH RESERVE JUST PRIOR TO MARCH 11, 1935
Gold coin and bullion........................................................................ $ 37.5 nun.
Dominion notes.................................................................................. , $177.8 mm.

Total............................................................................................. $215.3 mm.

This $215-3 mm. of chartered bank cash reserves was transferred by ^ 
chartered banks to the Bank of Canada in exchange for Bank of Canada n°t^ 
and deposits at the Bank of Canada. Involved in the setting up of the Ban, 
of Canada there were various transactions affecting the amount of these cas 
reserves. The effect of these transactions and subsequent operations of 
Bank of Canada on chartered bank cash, are shown in the following table-

!' -

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]



EFFECT OF CHANGE* IN HANK OF CANADA STATEMENT ON CHARTERED BANK CASH RESERVE

(Millions of dollars)

Mar. 11/35 - Dec. 31/35 Dec. 31/35 Dec. 31/36 Dec. 31/36 - Dec. 31/37 Dec. 31/37 - Dec. 31/38 Mar. 11/35 - Dec. 31/38

— Changes—Cash Changes—Cash Changes—Cash Changes—Cash Changes—Cash

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease

Ci n|d Coin and Bullion...................... 73-9 ii •4 6-1 79-3

Ri] yr>r Bullion .................. • 7 •6 • 7 3-0 1-0

Sterling and F R A Doll a.rs 4-2 4-9 5-8 13-5 28-4

‘‘Ofh<ir Rpnnrities” ..................... 12-2 12-2

Dominion and Provincial Govern
ment Securities.

Dominion Government Advances...

Active NTotc Circulation

35-6 460 13-6 li-6 35-6

3-5 3-5

16-8 28-8 23-6 7-0 76-2

Dominion Government "Ba.ln.nc.ps. 17-9 1-7 7-7 5-6 17-5

Cnnitül and "Rest Fund 5-2 5-7 •6 4-5 7-0

ti nv "NTot C’Viantrps •i 19 1-2 •4 •4\J 111 vi j-' ce ...............................

82-4 75-5 53-4 408 40-4 25-4 35-7 28-2 143-7 101-7

75-5 40-8 25-4 28-2 101-7

Increase in Chartered Banks’ Cash
I? naorUPt!* 5-9 12-6 150 7-5 42-0

‘Notes of and deposits with the Bank of Canada.
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I should like to add very briefly that it is probably not in general a good 
thing that a central bank should publicly make any claims in respect to what 
its monetary policy has accomplished or anything of that kind. Of course, giving 
evidence to this committee is a different matter. I have tried, in response to 
requests from the committee, to indicate some of the major effects of the policy 
which has been followed. It is always difficult to define the exact effect because 
the obverse of the medal cannot be seen; but I am inclined to think that had 
there been no expansionery policy followed in Canada that interest rates would 
have been a great deal higher than they are, that governments would have found 
it a good deal more difficult to borrow to finance their deficits or capital expendi
tures, and that repatriation of foreign debt, other things being equal, would have 
been considerably more difficult. I think that in fact the repatriation would- 
probably, have taken place, but that the adjustment which would have made d 
possible would have taken the form of a higher exchange value for the Canadian 
dollar, and that rather than a premium on U.S. funds we might have seen 9 
discount on U.S. funds and a premium on the Canadian dollar. To that extent, 
I should think, although I cannot prove it, the policy which has been followed 
has had an influence on exchange.

Finally, I would like to add this—and I shall not take more than two 
minutes because I know Mr. McGeer wishes to start—

Mr. McGeer: Go right ahead.
Mr. Towers : —when the MacMillan commission was taking evidence 19 

Canada I think various people suggested to them that one of the handicaps whjc 
a central bank in this country would face would be a difficulty of exercises
control due to what they felt to be the narrowness of the Canadian m 
market, the lack of the form of money market organization which they have

oney
in

London. I never felt that that would be the case—I mean I did not agree Wi 
that view, even in pre-Bank of Canada days—and I expressed such views ^ 
some of the people who were working for the commission. I think it has turn6

out to be correct that the central Bank of Canada has not been in any
handicapped due to what some people regarded as the narrowness of our mon 
markets. In fact, as anybody who examines our weekly statements will see, 
variation in our total holdings of securities from time to time has been extrem 
substantial. Considered as a percentage of total assets and applying that P , 
centage for purposes of comparison to, say, the statement of the Bank of Engla.p 
or the federal reserve system in the United States, one would have to se6 
those other two countries fluctuations in their security portfolios which ^ ' 
would consider of enormous magnitude, even to equal those which have t,a ^.y 
place in Canada. And finally may I say this, that I believe that in no c0ü^ 
and at no time have there been bank and market responses to central 
action and central bank policies, more complete, more full and more in line jP 
anything that a theorist might have anticipated, than have taken P^^pt 
Canada. I speak only of the past, because it would be foolish to say that ^ 
would always be the case. I do not know, but I expect that it will- & ^0\ 
certainly is the case that so far as monetary policy depends upon the c°^ore 
and influence exercised by the central bank, that has worked in Canada ^ a5 
accurately than in most countries that I know of, and certainly as fully 911 
accurately as in any country in the world.

By Mr. Taylor: ^ Jt
Q. There is not very much past to speak of, is there, Mr. Towers^"'^. 

is true I can only speak of the time since the existence of the Bank of (-y£l 
Q. Even so, central banks are modern institutions?—A. Oh, yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. I wonder, Mr. Towers, if you have answered the two other questions 

which I asked earlier in our meetings in regard to non-competitive revenue 
Producing works?—A. No, I have not; I have, evidently, slipped on that.

Q. I will hand them to you again.—A. Right.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, you are aware, of course, that with the establishment 

the Bank of Canada we did lay down some very drastic new principles as a 
fatter of policy, and I think that in view of what you have said to-day I would 
“ke to direct your attention to what was contemplated when the establishment 
°* the Bank of Canada was being considered by the Canadian parliament. For 
example, the Minister of Justice, Hon. Ernest Lapointe, then in opposition, on 
the debate on the Bank of Canada bill on June 21, 1934, is reported at page 
■*154 of Hansard as saying:—

Before the members of the committee reach a decision as to which 
way they will vote on this motion—of course, they have already done so 
—I would suggest to every one a careful reading of the preamble of this 
bill. The preamble states quite definitely what will be the functions of 
the institution which we are creating to-day. Those functions will be 
to:—

—regulate credit and currency in the best interests of the economic 
life of the nation, to control and protect the external value of the 
national monetary unit and to mitigate by its influence fluctuations 
in the general level of production, trade, prices and employment, so 
far as may be possible within the scope of monetary action, and 
generally to promote the economic and financial welfare of the 
Dominion.
In other words, we are entrusting the national life of Canada to the 

body of men who will guide, dominate and control these various func
tions which are enumerated in the preamble of this bill. Under these 
circumstances I cannot but agréé with the views of Sir Thomas White, 
who was at one time a distinguished Minister of Finance in this country, 
who was one of the commissioners appointed by the government to 
study this question of banking and monetary matters in Canada, who 
himself stated that he was opposed to the establishment of a central 
bank and reported against the establishment of such a bank, but who 
stated emphatically that if there was to be a central bank it should 
surely be publicly owned, a bank owned by the people of Canada.

* he Minister of Justice further stated at page 4155 as follows:—
I am free to admit that I would rather have held the opinion that 

this should be a privately-owned institution publicly controlled, before 
I read the bill as it is- and heard the discussion and knew all the functions 
that are going to be those of this public institution. Under the circum
stances, the central bank being what it is going to be, I think I should 
be derelict in my duty if I did not support the principle of public owner
ship.

of that if that view is correct it is, in part, through the action of the Bank 
À. g that the economic life of the nation is influenced for good or for ill.—

° tar as the economic life is affected by monetary policy, 
the H ^ct me go a little further and quote another distinguished member of

Arouse of Commons of that day who was recognized as the financial critic
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in the opposition and the financial critic of the government—I refer to the 
Hon. Layton Ralston—who at page 4184 of Hansard on June 21, 1934, is 
quoted as stating:—

. . . in view of the fact that the committee have refused the amend
ment providing for government ownership this amendment is designed 
to endeavour to do the next best thing, and ensure governmental or 
public control.

Surely, now, that the Liberal party is in power we are entitled to have 
from a Liberal government the next best thing with regard to the ownership of 
that bank and the carrying out of its functions.*

Dealing with those functions, Mr. Ralston said:—
I submit. Mr. Chairman, that the Prime Minister and whoever 

drafted this legislation, and, with all due deference, some of the commis
sioners who made the suggestions which appear as a schedule, have for 
a moment forgotten that after all this is a state function, that the con
trol of credit and currency is the biggest and most important public 
utility in the economic activities of the Dominion of Canada. I am not 
one who necessarily champions public ownership at all times and in all 
places, but I say there are certain things which should be under public 
ownership, or public control and certainly the very first and most 
important of those is the institution which controls, which guides and 
which directs the whole economic life of the Dominion.

Now, do you find anything wrong with Mr. Ralston’s statement that the 
control of credit and currency as a function of the Bank of Canada is the big' 
gest and most important public utility in the economic activities of the Dom
inion?—A. I think it would be wrong for me to make any comment in relation 
to the character of the legislation which governs the Bank of Canada, and per
haps .it was not your thought that I should.

Q. No. What I was pointing out to you is this, that this parliament has 
set up the Bank of Canada, it has gone to the point of making it a publicly 
owned institution; and the hope of parliament is, as I understand it, that the 
bank will fulfill in the exercise of the powers given to it those duties and respon
sibilities which will re-act to the benefit of the Dominion in maintaining the 
circulation of the necessary medium of exchange to assist going concern activity) 
at least in so far as public enterprise is concerned?—A. In so far as the whole 
economic life of the nation is concerned, I would say; and certainly the desire 
to accomplish that result must be present, and is present, in the minds of the 
officers and directors of the bank.

Q. Now, following out that same idea, the then leader of the opposition 
now the Prime Minister, under whose administration the bank has become 0 
publicly owned institution declared, “ A central bank is necessary to deterim11^ 
the supply of currency in relation to the domestic, social and industrial require
ments of the Canadian people.”

Later on in the same debate he said:
As I said the other evening, once a nation parts with its control 

currency and its credit, it matters not what makes the nations laws; uslir", 
once in control will wreck any nation. Until the control of currency 
and credit is restored to government and recognized as its most c° 
spieuous and sacred responsibility, all talk of the sovereignty of PaI 
liament and of democracy is idle and futile.

Now, I quote these statements to you because we have here three distinguish^ 
representative public men declaring in the House of Commons that the Bfi 
of Canada performs first such functions in relation to the economic life oi

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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country that it must be publicly owned and responsible to parliament; second, 
because its functions make it the biggest and most important public utility in 
the life of the nation ; and third, that its power of controlling the use of cur
rency and credit as a governmental institution is the most conspicuous and 
sacred responsibility of government and until such time as that control is 
exercised by the institution responsible to parliament and under the control 
of parliament all talk of democracy and the sovereignty of parliament is idle 
and futile. Now, it is because of these concepts—with which I have no doubt 
you agree as to the importance of the functions of the bank------A. I do.

Q. That we are here to ascertain just how we can improve the system of 
controlling the issue and circulation of currency and credit; because I think we 
are all agreed that up to now we have not got anything like the results that we 
hoped for. Now, it may be, Mr. Towers, that we are getting all that we can 
Set from the Bank of Canada.—A. Through monetary policy.

Q. Through monetary policy. Well then, if that be so, we have got to 
toove to some other policy or to some other program of activity to improve 
general conditions in the Dominion. But I am not sure that we have done all 
Wc can do through the Bank of Canada as yet.—A. Naturally, I believe that 
s° far as monetary policy can influence the economic life of the nation that 
''hat has been done up to date represents all that could usefully have been 
done. If I did not believe that I would not be here.

Q. Well now, when you speak of the easy money policy would you just 
give me a simple statement of what you mean by the easy money policy?— 
A- I mean a monentary policy which produces a keenness to loan and invest, 
and a willingness to do so at rates which are relatively low\
. Q. Now, when you say a keenness to loan; what do you mean by that?— 

A desire to make loans.
Q. On the part of whom?—A. On the part of the banking system, 

ba part of the merchant banks?—A. On the part of the merchant

Q. On the part of the merchant banks ; and a desire to invest—does tha 
bply to the merchant banks as well?—A. That applies to the merchant banks 
s well. Then, secondly, there is a further result of such a policy, that having 
Elemented, so to speak, a desire to loan or invest and in the circumstances 

toe last four years it has been invest rather than loan—
Q- Yes?—A. In implementing that desire the banking system increases the 

o°unt of bank deposits, and you then have such further pressure as the posses- 
' ‘01 of these deposits may exercise in the direction of private investment or
•Pending.
P Q- Now, you get that result by what function of the Bank of Canada?—A. 
the > ^ function which enables us under existing conditions to control absolutely 

amount of chartered bank cash reserves.
^ N- But how do you get the result which you call the easy money policy?— 
,nj increasing the amount of chartered banks’ cash reserves through the 

c >ase of additional assets for the Bank of Canada.
That is one way of doing it?—A. Yes.

ered k *s tliere any other way of doing it?—A. The cash reserves of the chart- 
con.-^ks cannot be increased except by an increase in our assets, under existing 

ll(utions.
the ok' ^ut you normally have under the Bank of Canada Act powers to loan 
t0 artered banks Bank of Canada bills or bank cash?—A. We can make loans 
un(jele chartered banks. Incidentally that increases our assets, so it falls in 

Ç, that all-embracing term.
q T®8, but you have that power under the Act?—A. Yes.
T And in addition to that power you have the power to change the rate ofMerest at which you loan?—A. Yes.
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Q. And in the normal operation of a central bank one of the regulating 
powers to either increase or decrease the merchant banks’ holdings of Bank of 
Canada bills was to raise or lower the interest rate charged the chaartered banks 
by the Bank of Canada for the cash?—A. Under existing conditions and for a 
number of years that system, shall I call it, has become somewhat out-moded.

Q. Out-moded—in other words so far as that feature of control is con
cerned the merchant banks no longer find it necessary to borrow bank cash from 
the Bank of Canada?—A. We have made it unnecessary for them to do so. At a 
later stage, if as and when there is ever a boom situation, you would find that 
that function, that power, would probably come into operation again.

Q. Might I put it to you this way: in the desire of the Bank of Canada 
to open up development through its easy money policy it has put out so much 
money that it is no longer practical or expedient to charge the merchant banks 
any rate of interest for the cash which they borrow?—A. Oh, not at all; I do 
not think that follows at all, Mr. McGeer.

Q. Well, how are you doing it?—A. The banks have a cost in obtaining 
and holding that cash.

Q. No, but I am talking about the bank rate policy and if I might be 
pardoned I would like to draw your attention to the reason why I am referring 
to it, because it is a matter which came to us in the House of Commons.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Just following up that point. You say there is a cost in holding that 

money; that is what they pay to depositors in interest?—A. What they pay 
depositors in interest, and such additional charges which they have through the 
larger volume of deposits, the operating charges.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. In any event, at the present time there is no bank rate operating, and 

consequently no revenue to the Bank of Canada from that source?—A. No, but 
of course we have the revenue arising from our enlarged holdings of securities.

Q. But you would not lose anything if in addition to that you had revenue 
from the banks?—A. If in addition to that the banks also borrowed from us we 
would get more. . ,

Q. How much more? But you have in your desire to get the banks supplie“ 
with cash operated on your open market policy to the point where they have 
ample cash to carry their deposits, their investments, and a surplus for loans 11 
they are satisfactory?—A. In other words, their cash ratio is ample in relati°D 
to the present amount of deposits and leaves room for some further expansion’ 
Incidentally, I may say that bank borrowings from the central bank are depend' 
ent on the banks taking the initiative. That was the situation under the 
regime and under the Finance Act. By open market operations the central ban» 
takes the initiative, something which was impossible under the old regime.

Q. Well, in any event, there has been a suspension of the operation of charg? 
ing the banks a rate of interest for borrowings?—A. Suspension, Mr. McG®®.1^ 

Q. Well, abandonment, if I might use the term.—A. We have taken 1 
initiative. ^

Q. But you told me a minute ago that the system was now out-moded. 
Out-moded, by reason of the fact that we have taken the initiative on moneta^ 
expansion and have increased the banks cash and, incidentally, as I have sa 
before, you will find that the same thing has been done in various ot 
countries. ,^e

Q. Well now, when did your easy money policy commence?—A. On 
day we opened our doors. .

Q. And when has it been changed?—A. There has been an increase m 
chartered banks’ cash each year since we opened.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Has there been any change in your monetary policy or in your easy 
money policy since 1935?—A. The figures of our bank statement are really 
the most accurate possible reply to that question, and those indicate that each 
year there has been an increase in the chartered banks’ cash reserves, and 
therefore indicate a steady continuance of an easy money policy.

Q. In 1935, as I take the figures from your statement, the Bank of Can
ada cash in issue was $213,000,000. Some of these figures are averages for nine 
months, but I think they are satisfactory for our purpose. In 1935 it was $213,- 
000,000?—A. Yes.

Q. In 1936, $225,000,000?—A. Yes.
Q. In 1937, $241,000,000?—A. $240,000,000, I have it here. However—
Q. 1938, $255,000,000, and 1939 at January $271,000,000?—A. Yes. These 

figures are the averages of Wednesdays. $271,000,000 in January is right. Inci
dentally, the year-end situation affects bank cash from about September or 
October until about February. That is the period during which the fiscal 
year ends of the banks come around, and one will usually find that the bank 
cash holdings and their cash ratios are larger at that time.

Q. Then we have a very decided drop from January?—A. That is right. 
It is the disappearance of that seasonal, if I may call it “seasonal”, situation. 
So that the proper thing is really to compare any months in the year with the 
same months of the preceding year.

Q. For instance, in November, 1938, it was up to $278,00,000?—A. Yes. 
That is window dressing, Mr. McGeer.

Q. What do you mean by “window dressing”?—A. Building up cash for 
Purposes of the annual statement. I do not suggest that it is a wrong thing to 
. °- As a matter of fact, if it is recognized as a testing of a liquid position, if it 
^ fully recognized and explained to be that, then it is a perfectly satisfactory 
thing. If it is a suggestion that that year-end cash represents the average for 
me year, then it would be a wrong thing.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. How is that window dressing accomplished?—A. The banks at that 

“me, you will find, allow treasury bills which they hold to run off, or they may 
even try to sell some before the maturity date of those bills.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q- Or contract loans?—A. No.

By Mr. Cleaver:
-p, Q. It does not have any effect on business, does it?—A. None whatever. 

ley allow bills to run off. At that time we greatly increase our holdings in 
P°se bills with the result really that the banks have more cash and we have 

m°re bills. At a later date in the year that position is probably reversed again.

By Mr. McGeer:
on ^10se figures, I conclude, evidence the fact that since the Bank of Canada 
Pened in 1935 up until the present time there has been a consistent easy-money 

lcy on the part of the Bank of Canada?—A. That is correct.
Q. And that there has been no change in that policy in any of those years?

• That is correct.
p ,. Q- So that we have to-day and have had during all those years the same 

1Icy on the part of the Bank of Canada as it opened with?—A. Yes. 
in Q- The result of that open market easy-money policy has been to steadily

ease bank deposits?—A. Yes.
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Q. And the figures indicating that increase are,
1935.............................................................. $2,108,000,000
1936 ............................................................ 2,213,000,000
1937 ............................................................ 2,357,000,000
1938 ............................................................ 2,420,000,000

A. $2,412,000,000.
Q. 1938, $2,412,000,000, and 1939, $2,485,000,000.
Mr. Cleaver: What months are you taking?
Mr. McGeer: These are the averages. I have not got them worked out. 

I am taking a figure which I am suggesting reflects the general policy.
Mr. Towers: Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. If there is anything wrong with those figures as regards that the governor 

will say so.—A. No, they are correct.
Q. We do not get the same happy result when we come to public current 

loans, do we?—A. We do not.
Q. For instance, the result in that regard was,

1935 ................................................................$829,000,000
1936 ............................................................... 699,000,000
1937 ............................................................... 732,000,000
1938 ............................................................... 786,000,000
1939 ............................................................... 792,000,000

A. In January, and $801,000,000 in March. Incidentally, that change between 
1935 and 1936, that very substantial change, as you may remember, was very 
largely influenced by the liquidation of the wheat carry-over.

Mr. Landeryou : Mr. McGeer, that indicates an increase of over $400,000,000 
in bank deposits; are you going to go into the average increase in various 
brackets?

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Mr. Landeryou : All right.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. If you will notice that in 1939 and 1938, that is, the beginning of Janu

ary, 1939, and the average for 1938, even including the later increase in 1939, 
the public current loan is very substantially below what it was in 1934; that 
is correct, is it not?—A. That is correct. As I say, one of the reasons for that 
change has been the liquidation of the wheat carry-over. One will also fin“ 
a certain clean up of loans in other industries, notably the pulp and paper 
industry.

Q. In so far as the control of the issue of currency and credit in term8 
of domestic needs, in terms of the social, industrial and economic needs of the 
people of Canada, are concerned, if public current loans are any indication 
five years of Bank of Canada operations have not brought us back to as healthy 
a condition as we were in in 1934?—A. You could not take that from the figureS’ 
no, because the liquidation of unsatisfactory and stagnant loans due to carry' 
over> or accumulations of that kind may mean that the present figure of $30|> 
000,000 of loans represents more going concern activity than the $869,000,0° 
of 1934. In any event, of course, I think the proper way to judge industry 
activity is by the figures of physical output rather than of bank loans.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. McGeer, to me this is tremendously important. 
Suppose we go back, say, to 1926 and make a comparison? For instance, in 
1926, if I recall rightly, there were $883,000,000 in current loans. During the 
last few years they have been less than $800.000,000.

Mr. McGeer: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It strikes me that if we could ascertain the reason 

!°r that stagnant condition over a period of thirteen years—although in the 
^tervcning period it went up as high as $1,200,000,000—that is the crux of this 
whole business. Could you explore that?

Mr. McGeer: What I tried to avoid, and I think Governor Towers will 
^gree with me, is that some of the figures during the pre-collapse period on bank 
0ans, particularly in 1928 and 1929, reflect more than an unhealthy condition. 

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I agree.
Mr. Towers: The 1928 and 1929 figures do, yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
w Q- I took the figure of 1934. Having gone from 1929 to 1934, I thought 
i e would have by that time pretty well cleared up the unstable speculative 

ans and, to some extent, the bad debt loans. I think by 1934 we had gone 
well through the period of what I might term bank loan liquidation.— 

w\ , t*lere was a fair amount left even in 1934. As I say, there was the heavy 
w eat loan to the government ; at least, under government guarantee, and there 

* Probably still a fair volume of loans on securities to individuals coming 
wiii >|1S cateSory °f current public loans. The great rise in the stock markets 
andcl 1 to°k place, commencing April of 1935 and running through until 1936 

1937, probably produced further liquidation of loans of that character.
Mr- Stevens: My figure for 1926 was wrong. The correct figure is

a6d,000,000.

By Mr. McGeer:
t’n H- Then it went up to $1,200,000,000 in 1929 and then fell off steadily to 

low figUre of 1934?—A. 1936—$699,000,000.

• My Mr. Tucker:
llot?^926 is regarded as the normal year for the purpose of figuring, is it

l92r/ion' ^r- Stevens: Pardon me, Mr. McGeer, for interjecting here. In 
ago had in current commercial loans $983,000,000. That is thirteen years 
siilce : here has been a lot of expansion of one kind and another in Canada 

iu spite of the depression, leaving out the abnormal bulge in 1929, 
e*Plan -n ^38, in December, the figure was $731,000,000. There must be some 

ation for that which we have not secured.
Usin McGeer : Mr. Stevens, the idea I had—and I think the figures I am 
have fre efficient to get the same field under observation—is the same as you 
spécul é mhid whhout having the interfering factors of what you might call 
Wifi Coj:1Ve periods or unstable advances. I think the point you have in mind 
Pot pjinto the picture just as clearly with the figures I am using which are 
story bai)iy as expressive as the larger figures but which really tell the same 

a ess controversial basis, if I might so suggest.
Mva- * ' h-VNDERYot: : I think if we knew to which industries the money was

Mr \1 might helP us-
but Î do uGeer: 1 think that would be a very interesting field of exploration, 
c°Uld „ejffit very much that without some very exhaustive research work we 
aVadabiG anything but guesses from any of the statistics that I know are
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Mr. Landebyou: Do you not think that information should be made avail
able to us?

Mr. McGeer: I think we could come to that. What I wanted to continue 
with, Mr. Towers, was this—

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. When you speak about the wheat loan being replaced—A. Being liqui

dated.
Q. Liquidated. Would there not be offsetting loans to the mining indus

try, so that so far as the country in general is concerned there has been actually 
a decrease since even 1934?—A. No; bank loans to the mining industry have 
never been large. They are relatively negligible.

Q. Have you the figures of loans to different industries?—A. Yes; 111 
recent years, sometimes bulked together in general categories of manufacturing 
and so on. That is a report which is furnished to the government by the bank8 
on October 31 of each year and published by the government.

Q. Where is it published?—A. It is in the Gazette and also issued as a 
report by the Department of Finance.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Mr. Towers, could you give us any information as to what industrie8 

the bulk of these loans were made? If you have any information on that, A 
think it would be very valuable.—A. This is the report that I have mentioned 
as of October 31, 1938. It shows:— ,

Millions ol

Farmers’ loans, cattle loans, fruit raisers, etc...........................
Loans to grain dealers, grain exporters and seed merchants..
Total agricultural loans ................................................ ............
Financial loans in various categories .....................................

That is, call loans, loans to individuals against securities and so 
forth.

Merchandising, wholesale and retail..........................................
Manufacturers of and dealers in lumber, pulpwood and

products thereof .......................................................................
Other manufacturing ..................................................................
Mining ............................................................................................

Incidentally, of course, that not only includes gold but coal, base 
metals and so forth.

Fishing ............................................................................................
Public utilities, including transportation companies..................
Loans to building contractors and others for building purposes
Municipal governments and school districts.........................
Provincial governments ................................................................

Those with certain sundry loans sum up to a total at that time of 
one billion and 58 millions.

dollars
56
91-7

148-5
249-8

133-7

75-2
138-4

8-9

8-9
24-9
39-2

nit22-8

Q. What year was that?—A. October 31, 1938. tl>e
Q. Have you a comparison there between that year and the depw ^ s0 

depression—1926?—A. No. These figures commence on October 21, *9 p’rjoj 
I have here those five years ; but they were not compiled by the bank8 
to that time. I have here estimates which we have made ourselves. 1 rjglw 
guarantee their accuracy, but I think they come fairly close to being 
Those estimates start with 1927.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. I think if you would put them on the record as an appendix, that would 
he the better way of doing it. We could have them put into the report rather 
than have Mr. Towers read them now. Then Mr. McGeer could go on with 
his line of questioning.—A. Yes, we will put those in. I shall have to put at 
|he top that it is an estimate, as I am not at all sure of the accuracy ; but I 
believe it is substantially correct.

Q. Thank you. I should like to have that.
The Chairman: All right. Mr. Mayhew has a question.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Up to 1934 you are speaking of. Then subsequent to that time it 1 

accurate?—A. Subsequent to that time it is accurate.
The Chairman : Go ahead, Mr. Mayhev,.

By Mr. Mayhew:
Q. Mr. Towers, is it not a fact that at a time like the present when business 

generally is on the decline, it requires less money to carry on that business 
• °th because the turnover is smaller and because prices are lower?—A. That 
18 true.
l . Q. Even if your turnover in volume was as great, your price structure 
eing less, your loans are going to be automatically less as well. Is that not 

Pajt of the answer?-—A. That is part of the answer.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It does not answer the comparison with 1926.
Mr. Towers : On the basis of difference in prices, it means that loans are 

jo^re or less the same as they were then. Nevertheless, I consider they are too

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Absolutely.
shr Mr- Towers: But due to business conditions. Incidentally, as these figures 
Tib’ °n pick-up which was taking place in 1936 and during most of 1937, 

G a rapid upward movement in bank loans took place at that time.

By Mr. Deachman: 
Q- In 1937?—A. In 1937.

By Mr. McGeer:
ye&r9: Mr. Towers, let us go on with my examination. Taking again the 
an,[s *934 and 1938, the increase in the merchant banks'1 holdings of dominion 
l93g!,n'°vincial government securities was $459 million?—A. Between 1934 and 

• I dare say that is correct. Those figures sound correct to me.
I am taking that from your own figures.—A. Yes. 

hicallv ^'nc* Hie increase in your bank deposits was $483 millions; so that prac- 
govc? ah °f the increase in the bank deposits was reflected in purchases of 

V^ent securities?—A. Yes.
‘[r- hue her: More than all of it, was it not?

McGeer: Oh, no.
*• Towers : Very close.

there'. {' ^cGeer: As a matter of fact, there is $114 million of other investments 
’ ,ut> roughly speaking, that is correct.

By Mr. McGeer: ti circulation of Bank of
Ç Q. During that period your increase in ac h?__A. The increase in 
Zfda notes held by the chartered banks was 

tlve circulation in the-hands of the public .
„ Q. Yes.—A. Of our notes alone r
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Q. Yes. It was $57 million, I take it?—A. In 1935, the average, we will 
say, was $49 million; in December, 1938, $115 million. The difference there is 
about $67 million.

Q. $67 million?—A. Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. That is actually in the hands of the public?—A. Actually in the hand» 

of the public. That is not an awfully good comparison, because I have taken 
an average figure in 1935. I really should compare it with the average f°r
1938.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Why is that called an active note circulation? What it means is that 

it is the amount in the hands of the public, does it not?—A. Yes. “Active” ^ 
a term which is used as a matter of convenience. It is active in the sense 0‘ 
being in people’s pockets rather than lying in a till in a bank.

Mr. McGeer: It is their pocket exchange money, presumably.

experience of members of the House of Commons and the Senate who see grfj

Unite'dHow much I do not know.
Q. Do many exporters in Canada do their banking business in the 

States?—A. No. .
Q. Some do.—A. Some wheat business is financed through New York- ^ ^ 
Q. Some lumber business is done through Boston, is it not?—A. It u'c 

be. I did not know that anything very much was done there now. . j. s
Q. The financing of the automobile business is a big item?—A. I tl'11 pyt 

good portion, a large portion of that, is provided by Canadian bank loans. ^]j 
it may be that, in the case of some of the financing corporations identified ,gS, 
large companies, a certain amount of capital may be provided from the b 
I cannot speak accurately as to that.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. In other words, if a period of hoarding started that would be increase 

and it would not be active at all?—A. Yes.
Mr. McGeer: But there are no signs of hoarding.
Mr. Tucker: Hoarding may be the cause of that increase. It is possible- 
Mr. Towers: I see no signs whatever of it.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. How would you tell?—A. I think you could smell it. . e
Q. I do not see how you could possibly tell.—A. Well, for example, 

the experience of all bank managers across Canada. Take for example tat
thenumbers of people across the country. If there was in fact a tendency on 

part of the people to hoard, I think we would hear something about it. ‘
Q. Why would people need that much more money to do their business?'" 

A. What I have given there is the sum total of the increase in our active circub' 
tion. The active circulation of chartered bank notes has decreased during t'1.9 
period, so that the increase in total active note circulation in the hands of tn 
public between 1934 and 1938 is $42 million. ,

Q. Have you any reason to believe that the people are using that nn'c’ 
more money to do business?—A. If you compare the volume of business 1 
1934 and 1938, I think you will find that there is good reason for that Pcr 
centage increase in the note circulation. I will not say it exactly agrees.

By Mr. Kinley: ^
Q. Mr. Towers, is the financing of the automobile industry carried 0 

with all Canadian money?—A. I think part of it would be United States naonW
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Coming back to our proposition again, let me put this question to you. 

[he result of the increase in bank cash with its result in the increase in bank 
deposits has been in the main confined to an expansion through the purchase of 
Spvernmcnt securities by the merchant banks?—A. Yes.

Q. Since the Bank of Canada opened, we have increased Bank of Canada 
[°tes held by the chartered banks by, roughly, $42 million. That happens to 
he the same figure that you have given.—A. That is the total of their cash 
reserves, both notes and deposits.

Q. Yes; which was enough to purchase with increased bank deposits the 
Amount of government securities which have been purchased by the banks?—A. 
Approximately, yes.

Q. On a basis of an expansion of Bank of Canada cash of ten to one?— 
A. Yes.
p Q. So the result is that the Bank of Canada has supplied the cash, and 
ttanadian banking practice permits the expansion of that cash into bank deposits 
hat the banks have used to purchase their increased holdings of governmental 

Securities?—A. Having in mind that the ratio on which they operate—that is, 
le ratio of cash to deposits—is about 10 per cent, it does follow that an increase 

0 $10 million in their cash will enable them to add $100 million to their assets 
and to their liabilities.
j, . Q- Then is this not a fair assumption or is it not a sound conclusion: under 
r118 easy-money policy the Bank of Canada supplies cash to the merchant banks 
Æn so far as any interest charge is concerned or cost for the actual money?— 
j ' A°j that is not the case. We buy additional securities. We obtain the earn- 

°n those securities. As a result of our purchase; the deposits in the banks 
1 ‘ increase, if we purchase from an individual.

Ij Q- Yes?—A. On those increased deposits the chartered bank or banks will 
dopL -^° Pay interest, and they will have to pay the cost of servicing those

P 9- Yes. I would say that is another branch of the matter, if I might be
^nutted to intervene. But what I am saying is------ A. But it is the case that

at additional cash has not come to the chartered banks free of cost, 
to N°- But, in any event, so far as anything that the chartered banks pay 
in i •Bank °f Canada direct is concerned, it is free of cost?—A. The only way 

"mich they would pay anything to us direct would be if they borrowed, 
f Q- Yes, but they do not borrow?—A. They do not borrow by reason of the 
•Pa 1t * We kave pursued an easy-money policy, taking the initiative, and have 

‘V absurd for them to think of borrowing, 
in o Of course ; because you have made it possible for them to get money 
f0r {9 form of Bank of Canada bills?—A. We have not only made it possible 

to do that. In fact, we have forced it on them.
9' You have forced it on them?—A. Yes; at a cost to them.
9' But they do not pay any interest for it?—A. Yes, they do. 

fr° O, I mean, to the Bank of Canada?—A. No; because we get our interest 
the earnings on the securities which we buy.

By Mr. Quelch:
Can_9- }vhat if the chartered banks buv securities direct from the Bank of 

O ÎTA- If they do?
bolicy Yes-—A. That would mean contraction. We have not been following that 

By Mr. McGeer:
^curitj^0- What I am getting at is this. The Bank of Canada purchases

0r gold in the open market?—A. Yes.
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Q. Not from the banks?—A. Not necessarily. J
Q. And those from whom you purchase receive Bank of Canada cash?—

A. Yes.
Q. And in the process of banking practice they deposit that cash with the . 

merchant banks?—A. Yes.
Q. And it is in that way that the banks secure their legal tender cash 

reserves upon which they can expand their deposits?—A. There is one other 
way in which they can secure it.

Q. I am now dealing with this particular instance of purchasing of securi
ties.—A. We may purchase securities direct from the bank.

Q. You have not been doing that?—A. Of the securities which we bought j 
it may be indirectly, some of them come from the banks.

Q. The banks have been accumulating, not selling?—A. If in some cases 
the banks have sold some securities which reach us, that has been a temporary 
affair; they have later gone out and bought some more.

Q. That would be merely to balance their inter-bank balances, or to meet 
obligations?—A. That might well have been the practice.

Q. Or to sustain their position of liquidity?—A. Yes.
Q. But I take it as a general matter, the banks have been sufficient!} 

liquid to accumulate as a multi-bank system these securities more or 
proportionate to their banking activities?—A. Proportionate to their increased 
cash, yes.

Q. And, for instance, the large banks would buy more and the small bank5 
buy less?—A. Yes.

Q. But taking it by and large would it not be right to say the bank5 
have generally together as a system been accumulating this type of invest 
ment during the last five years?—A. Yes. }}

Q. Now, then, there is a cost to banks over and above the cost of getting ( 
Bank of Canada bills ; that is the cost of financing their increased deposit’ ; 
—A. The interest costs and operating costs, you mean by that?

Q. But this is a cost which goes with an increase in deposits?—A. Yes-
Q. And that has been generally reduced during the last few years?-"A' 

Yes, necessarily so, I expect.
Q. I take it from this statement that the Bank of Canada has supplied th® 

cash free to the banks subject to whatever cost may be incurred by the ban*;” 
for that increase of their deposits by purchasing securities?—A. But the c°5 
to the banks is there in the initial increase in deposits which arises from il 
increase in cash.

tiwBy Mr. Landeryou:
Q. If there was no increase in their deposits would there be any cost to 

banks for that additional cash?—A. They can only get additional cash in % 
of two ways, either by our buying an asset, say a government security, throng 
an individual or a company selling it to us, and then depositing the cash 
the chartered bank. That means an increase in deposits with its attendant c 
of interest and servicing. The alternative way would be if we bought a S 
ernment security direct from a bank. In that case the bank sells us the ea 
ing asset and we earn the money on it and they have the cash. , fie

Q. What I am trying to get at is the cost to the bank for the use oi 
currency. They do not have to pay for the currency itself ; it goes mt0 ,y- 
bank free. As far as the banks are concerned they do not have to pa£ jfo> 
thing, for it except the cost ' of operating general banking business?— 
that is not the case. I have tried to say that again and again. If the 
mittee will permit me, may I repeat it once more?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. McGeer:
Q. If I may be permitted, what Mr. Landeryou is talking about is not the 

expositors cash. He is talking about the deposit which is expanded on the 
"ePosit of cash. It is quite true when you take a deposit to a bank, of say 
*1,000, the bank will get that $1,000. That is a deposit; and if it is put in 
Te savings account it carries with the charge of interest and the servicing 
charge; but that would be comparatively small as compared with the deposit 
^nich is increased on the expansion of bank deposits of 10 to 1 on that 
reserve of cash. What Mr. Landeryou, I think, is trying to suggest to the 
governor, is that if there were no increases of banking deposits on the cash 
eserves deposited with the bank, there would be no cost.—A. Yes, there would. 

, . ,Q. The cost would be merely limited to the cost of financing and main- 
runing and servicing the actual deposit of cash.—A. Well, that is a cost. In 
other words—

Q- The cost there would be much smaller than the other?—A. No. 
y Q. Well, proportionately much smaller?—A. No, I think proportionately 
JX same, though perhaps I may be misunderstanding you. If the individual 

M you mentioned deposits $1,000 in cash in a chartered bank, even when the 
/-kiitional cash results in no action of an expansionary kind, the bank’s 

Posits will have gone up $1,000, no more. Its cash will be up $1,000. On
’.cash asset it will earn nothing, but on the $1,000 deposit, if it is in the_

oLn?®8 account, it will have to pay 1^ per cent interest and such proportion 
the overhead as applies to a $1,000 deposit.

By Mr. Landeryou:
c Q; It only pays 1^ per cent because it determines it should be l£ per 
eom ^ *s n°t arbitrary?—A. It is not arbitrary, but I think that it is the 
can K’r”al bank’s duty to pay as much to the savings depositors as the banks

re Q- The Bank of Canada pays nothing for this cash?—A. The Bank of 
H?ÿa, you will find, owns probably a security, a government security, on 

ich we get whatever the interest rate would be. 
bhat • ' ^ y°u purchase gold?—A. Ah, well—to the extent that we hold gold, 
d0 1 is a non-earning asset. We should only hold the amount which it is 

in the public interest to hold, having in mind future possibilities. 
or Q- It depends on how this money is issued, whether it would be costless 
^hat°Sf Us something?—A. No, it makes no difference to the chartered banks 
inter f°rm our assets take, the cost is always the same to them, namely, the 

on the deposit and the cost of servicing. 
t0 (V' But no cost to the Bank of Canada. They do not have to pay anything 
kind J.c Bank °f Canada for the money?—A. There is no relationship of that 
actif,? ,y do not ask for it; they do not say anything about it. We take the 

n from start to finish.

By Mr. Kinley:
A They deliver a bond for it?—A. If we buy a security from them— 

intero V S°mebody has to deliver it to you and the service on the bond and 
6arniri c?mes in there?—A. If we buy a government security we get the 

Qgl> if we buy gold, if somebody—
A. -ce- somebody puts it in the bank, that is somebody else’s money?— 

at is right.

q By Mr. Landeryou:
■ Have you taken accithe n V Jvru unman auvuum/ vi une ----------------- -l---- --------------- ------------------------

lhat !r. Purchasing of gold or securities? Who pays the actual cost of printing 
Edition y?--A- As a matter of fact, you will find that it takes the form of 
fitted to tlle chartered banks’ deposits with us rather than the form of

you taken account of the increased cash reserves of the banks

?»084__.
notes.
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Q. Still, who pays the cost of it?—A. Who pays the cost of operating the 
deposits?

Q. No; when you increase the cash reserves of the commercial banks— 
A. Yes.

Q. Who pays for the cost of printing?—A. There is no cost of printing.
Q. Just a simple deposit?—A. Yes.
Q. You carry that cost. And what interest do they pay for that deposit?-" 

A. We do not pay any interest.
Q. What interest do the commercial banks pay on the deposit?—A. It 

a deposit of the commercial banks with us. If anyone paid interest it would 
be the Bank of Canada who paid; but we do not pay any interest. By laflr 
we are not allowed to.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. The suggestion has been put out, I think, pretty strongly, and I thick 

it should be cleared up, that by this expansion policy the banks have received 
ten times addition free of charge. Now, from what I have heard from the 
evidence, I would say it would be much more accurate to say that all that 
happens is that the volume of banking business has increased ten times by this 
expansionist policy and not that the banks receive ten times the amount 0* 
money or credit interest-free, but that their banking business has increased by 
their customers’, operations ten times.

Mr. McGeer: Well, I would not agree with that at all. I think y°u 
are quite wrong, and I think if—

Mr. Cleaver: If I am wrong I should like it to be demonstrated to me-
Mr. McGeer: What you are talking about is one thing and I am deali^ 

with another matter altogether. I have not come to that phase yet. I ,vv£l" 
dealing with the factual situation that during the 5-year period of this expansion 
ist program, bank deposits have increased so much.

Mr. Cleaver: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: The bank holdings of public securities have increased jyS 

about the same figure and what I put to the governor was something différerj • 
I say I am not dealing with commercial loans at the moment; I am dealing wiy 
the increased public securities held by the banks. What I put to the goyer»f 
was a plain question, and it was this : Is it not a fact that in the main y 
result of the easy money policy has been to increase the merchant bank h°
ings of public securities? And the answer to that was “yes.”

Mr. Cleaver : That has been brought about by the general public deP°’j)g 
log this money in their accounts, in their separate accounts. Each time . 
bank deducted 10 per cent for reserves and consequently there is a contim* v 
of successful deposits until the whole 100 per cent is used up in reserves. * ’jy 
brings about a tenfold expansion, but I say it is not handing the banks direC
$450,000,000 or $460,000,000. ^

Mr. McGeer: I think you arc a little ahead of your story. When ^ 
government sells to the banks the security, it has a deposit which it checks 
and it is in that process of the government paying out that money for ma*0 
or services that the deposit is transferred to others who have earned it.

Mr. Cleaver: That is quite true.
Mr. McGeer: But I am dealing not with the ultimate proposition 0 

resulting increase in the volume of business through government spending -ng 
I am dealing with the first step, namely that of the method of trans*1 
public securities from government to the merchant banks. ve

Mr. Cleaver: Yes. Now let us take one block of $10,000,000, 1
the securities, and follow it through.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: I think you will follow what I have here, and you will see. 
Mr. Towers: As a matter of fact, I think if you had a commercial banker 

before you, he would say one of the most striking results of the policy was the 
tremendous decrease in the gross earnings of the banks.

Mr. McGeer: We will come to that.
The Chairman : Order, order please.
Mr. Landeryou : The rate is less, but then on the holdings of these securi- 

ies they have a steady income and they are not losing any money on the
transaction.

The Chairman : One at a time, please. Suppose we allow Mr. McGeer 
to continue?

Mr. McGeer: You see the trouble is when we get through with this record 
We will have it in such a completely jumbled state nobody will be able to ever 
Interpret it. What I am trying to do is demonstrate, if I can, the method which 
Ve are resorting to for financing public enterprises.

Mr. Towers: The alternative, of course, would be to borrow the amount 
. ch the people have in their savings deposits and to a certain extent that is 

°0lr*g on at the present time. If that method had to be relied on during all 
lUs Period of years, I would say that the financing would have been very diffi- 

^ and of course a great deal more expensive. But the policy which has 
üjCu followed undoubtedly involves substantial sacrifice; there is no question

By Mr. McGeer:
v, Q- I agree with that.—A. Whether it has been fair or not will be for other 
Pe°Ple to say.
s Q- And I think some of us are very much concerned about what future 
- CriI'>ces are going to be involved unless we can improve the system. That istly concern.—A. Improve the system of production?
Qo Q- Improve the system of public finance. We are not dealing with, and I 
Up r.l°f want to get into, the realm of non-monetary factors here because I 

that this is essentially an investigation of what we can do through the 
r):, ^ of Canada, and not what might be done by governmental policy in other 

Actions?—A. Yes.
hacj Y You see what we thought we had in 1935—at least what I thought we 
ejjp ~~~was a new programme in public finance that was going to relieve to some 

Gl)t the problem on governmental finance?—A. It has, of course.
B0. > Yes. Well, now, of course I will just take the expenditures of the 
P^rv?10n G°vcrnment during the years 1934, 1935 and 1936 and three com- 
1939 e years when the new policy should be well in weigh, namely, 1938 and

Hon- Mr. Stevens: 1937?
By Mr. McGeer:

<tLl938> 1939 and 1940. We have the estimates now. Now in 1934 it 
q b0-8 millions?—A. Ah, yes.

expp, ’..he expenditures of the government of Canada?—A. The ordinary 
futures?

fa ij& Yes. 1935, $357 million; 1936, $370 million, or a total of $1,077,000,000.
Was $510 million; 1939, $497 million; 1940, 488 million, or a total of 

0’900,000.—A. I think that those figures are, perhaps, not quite right. 
193q\ Would you check them?—A. In the first instance, in 1934, 1935 and 
agricuH°U are referring to ordinary expenditures not including unemployment, 
se6) 'j’j'ral relief and C.N.R. deficits or certain other things. So far as I can 

79084_316 ^er years y°u are referring to revenues.
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Q. I may have made a mistake on that. Would you mind giving me the 
figures for 1935 of ordinary expenditures including total expenditures?—A. Per' 
haps total expenditures would be best: in 1934, $455 million; 1935, $476 milliom 
1936, $507 million. That figure, I might mention, does not include a charge f°r 
wheat losses made in that year. 1937, $511 million; 1938, $531 million; 1939) 
preliminary, $528 million ; 1940, estimate, $579 million.

Q. That gives two totals of—well it does not make the ultimate result very 
much different. You have an increase in the last three years of expenditures oi 
government of $200 million.—A. In the last three years as compared with—?

Q. 1934 to 1936, I make it $1,438,000,000; 1938 to 1940 it is $1,638,000,009- 
—A. Yes.

Q. So, we have an increase in the expenditure of $200 million.—A. Yes.
Q. Or an average of 60 odd million a year on increased burden of taxation^ 

—A. How much of that figure in expenditure is represented—what I am getting 
at is the effect of the deficit in the earlier years as compared with the deficl 
in later years—the best way would, perhaps, be to take the revenue figures f° 
those years.

Mr. Kinley: Take the revenue out of the Post Office Department. There 
are a lot of revenue producing departments.

Mr. Towers: Yes. I will give the revenue in those two groups in a mome^
Mr. Jaques: Could I clear up one particular point raised by Mr. Cleaver•
The Chairman : Just wait until Mr. Towers has made this calculation-
Mr. Towers: These are the revenue figures for years 1934 to 1936 inclusif 

$1,054,000,000; for the years 1938-1940 inclusive, $1,496,000,000, or an increas 
of $242 million—excuse me, I am wrong, an increase of $442 million.

three
wheI!

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. And the bulk of that increase came from income tax and sales tax? 

A. Yes.
Q. And not from the revenue producing public services?—A. No.
Q. So that what we have got, in actual expenditures, during the 

years when the Bank of Canada was in full swing and in the three years 
it was starting—we have got an increase in public spending of $200 million a’1 
an increase in public revenues of $442 million?—A. Yes. .]v

Q. Definitely indicating that the cost of government has substantial^ 
increased rather than declined?—A. That the government is spending Bi°r ' 
That is what the figures show.

Q. Well, the cost of government—that is true?—A. Yes. - p
Q. So that in that regard the Bank of Canada has not been of much ass>:. 

ance to the dominion?—A. The Bank of Canada, of course, does not make r 
the annual budget. . pQ. Now, the next point, Mr. Towers, I would like to draw your attend
to------ A. Perhaps I should point out this: apart from the increase in the r"jy
of sales tax, the increased revenues from both income and sales tax do nature 
reflect a higher income, a greater volume of activity in the country as a wh° ^

Q. And also you would agree there were other factors in it contribution 
the increase in the volume of business in Canada quite apart from the Ba»£ g[ 

Canada activities?—A. Gracious, I make no claims in regard to the BaOK 
Canada activities.

Q. For instance, I can draw three things to mind: one, the Roosevelt 1 
of gold which has had a tremendous effect on stimulating not only gold uUpt 
activitity but mining activity generally in Canada. Although we followed 
price of gold, that price was fixed by the Roosevelt administration ; you vV 
agree with that, would you not?—A. Yes. ,iop5

Q. And that has had a tremendous influence in improving general condi 
in Canada as well as mining conditions?—A. Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

pr
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Q. Because gold securities and the other securities of mining affected by 
|he increase in price of gold have permeated throughout the whole credit struc- 
tUre of, we will say, Toronto and to some extent Ontario and to some extent 
the Dominion of Canada?—A. I do not quite follow the implication there, but 
Certainly I would agree that the development of gold mining and the profits 
e&rned were a material influence—very.

Q. And gold securities with rising productions have been good securities 
111 the credit structure?—A. They have made profits for people. They do not 
eater into the credit structure to any extent.
j, Q. If I have got gold mining stock I can get credit from the bank?—A. Yes; 

seems that people do not want it to any extent, so the amount of loans is small. 
, Q. The other factor is that the inflationary program of the Roosevelt 

/•ministration has established a market for Canadian pulp and paper.—A. The 
jj°.sperity of Canada, of course, is materially affected by the prosperity of the 
, mted States, which is one of the reasons why conditions here were somewhat 
etter in 1937 than when the United States had their—shall I call it—collapse. 
ftere was a tremendously rapid decline in activity about the end of that year. 

Q- We followed it?—A. Yes, we followed it.
,Q: But we got the benefit of the inflationary program of the Roosevelt 

ministration which did set up until the break came in 1937, advancing con- 
g ions there?—A. Whatever the reason for the improvement in the United 

ates, we benefited from the improvement. 
r Q- And in addition to that, our tourist trade figures from the United States 
c e. as that inflationary spending program of the United States government 

rmd on?—A. They rose during certain of those years, yes. 
are *i!- And it is due to our gold sales and our tourist trade returns that we 
bal s lowing a favourable balance of trade and, in turn, consistent favourable 
thin»0n mternational payments?—A. I would not like to earmark any two 
ab] m our total exports as the ones which are responsible for the final favour- 

balance.
t* > Nevertheless, those two items do lump out in the total result.—A. Those 

•toms are important factors.

By Mr. Kinley:
With the United States principally?—A. Yes.

By Mr. McGeer:
decijp ■^° come back to the issue of Bank of Canada bills, there has been a 

q6 m the issue of merchant bank bills, has there not?—A. Yes. 
ban|.y I hat, as you know, was heralded as a great restriction on the merchant 
Mtb bowers at the time it was put in force. Probably you are not conversant 

Urn political life of the country?—A. I must say I am not. 
of b" bn any event, I can tell you as one who has been interested for a number 
of fre rs that that was sounded out as a great reform ; but we dropped the issue 

q m°ney on the part of the merchant banks?—A. It was not quite free. 
Q Not quite free, but almost free.—A. 1 per cent tax.

^em n+i e Per cent. In any event, I would like to have the privilege of issuing 
' Q' In f per cent. From 1935 at $126 million to 1939 at $90 million.—A. Yes. 
*t on nf act, it had dropped less than it was necessary for the banks to drop 

q 5 per cent per year, hadn’t it—dropped more?—A. Dropped more,
^heceg °ther words, the merchant banks for some reason or other found it
jhi the^Sary to utilize their privilege of printing their own merchant bank bills 
‘hey cjQ cwn money?—A. They have to keep a certain margin to make sure that 
h Q 'ri ® over the edge, so to speak.
d of o°ugh that period of time, Mr. Towers, the increase in the issue of 
aeeliaefj? Canada bills was greater in volume than the merchant banks’ bills 

' A. Yes.
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Q. So that the result was that in the operation of the Bank of Canada 
policy the merchant banks had more cash in hand than they would have had 
had they been allowed to issue their own currency and there had been no issue 
of Bank of Canada bills?—A. But their own currency never constituted cash, 
so far as they were concerned. I thought we were speaking of cash circulation 
in the hands of the public.

Q. They increased more than the merchant bank bills declined?—A. Yes, 
but what happened there is, as you know, that instead of people holding char
tered bank notes they held ours. .

Q. Yes. As a matter of fact, for the purposes of general exchange, til* 
money and pocket money purposes, the Bank of Canada issued more money 
between 1935 and 1939 than was taken out of circulation by the decrease 'n 
the merchant banks’ issue under the restrictions that were imposed in the 
Bank Act of 1934?—A. That is right ; and, of course, as you know, the amount 
which is in the hands of the public depends on the demand which the pubhe 
makes to the chartered banks. That is not something which either the Bank 
of Canada or the chartered banks determine, the public determines that. ,

Q. All I am suggesting to you is that the merchant banks have not sufferej3 
any as a result of the loss of their right to issue their own money?—A. Wei*’ 
it depends on whether they make any earnings on that note issue right, f1 
they do, then their earnings are less because the amount which they have in_ 
issue is less. As a matter of fact, right now the note issuing power is probabO 
not a profitable one.

Q. Because of the fact that the Bank of Canada does it cheaper?—A. ^ 
it is because of their note issues, banks pay one per cent tax, and it also cost 
them money for printing and distribution. At the present level of interes 
rates it is not a very profitable operation.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Is that one per cent cost of printing included in the two per cent cost tb 

you gave?—A. No. That three per cent cost that I mentioned was two Per feoP 
general overhead and operating cost and one per cent for interest. I looked 
the note issue situation as something quite separate. c

Q. Is it a big item in their economy ; the interest on loan notes?—A. 
the tax is one per cent; what the cost of printing and shipping it out to ^ 
various branches is I am not quite sure, but it is something of the order 
three-quarters of one per cent perhaps.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: That much?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Oh, I don’t think so.
Mr. Towers: I would think so—five-eighths at the best.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: That is rather surprising.
Mr. Towers : It costs us that, about five-eighths.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Would you not think the tax on bank notes was an item in cost?"" 

Absolutely. _ tbeir
Q. Why didn’t you include it in your three per cent when you said ^ 

cost of doing business was roughly three per cent?—A. Well, my estimates 
of a very general character and I really could not tell you whether itj gr \ 
amount I excluded one per cent tax on their notes in circulation of whet 
just lumped that into their general cost. But just considering the note 1S 
authority as a thing by itself, and applying only the cost that arises fronj]irce- 
operation, I should say the cost was about one and five-eighths or one and 
quarters, without including any general charge for overhead.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Would you like to amend that cost for doing business for the banks and 
delude all their costs?—A. I haven’t got any figures to show. I am just making 
a guess.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, I want to deal with some problems of inflation: I 

think you told us before it is very difficult to tell when inflationary conditions 
Were commencing or what would actually produce inflation. I am going to give 
you the figures of the increase in the Canadian bank deposits:—

Year Amount
Increase of 1934 over 1933, 25 million
Increase of 1935 over 1934, 138 million
Increase of 1936 over 1935, 141 million
Increase of 1937 over 1936, 137 million
Increase of 1938 over 1937, 67 million

a.r a total of 508 millions of dollars between 1934 and 1938, or an average of 
"01,600,000 a year. Now, that expansion of bank deposit money in Canada 

1(t not indicate any inflationary condition, did it?—A. Under the circumstances 
ncler which it took place, that is the business circumstances, it has not pro- 
Uced any inflation.

Q- As a matter of fact, notwithstanding that expansion of bank deposit 
p°ney a deflationary condition still exists in the Dominion of Canada?—A.

r,obably a little less so than in 1934, but if you mean continuing low level of 
Prices, yes.

Q. Now, in a recent statement of the Midland bank they gave, I think, 
^ the standards of signs of inflation. This is the latest issue of the Midland 
ank monthly review, April and May, 1939, and it says:—

So far, however, there are no signs of inflation, present or imme
diately pending: Prices, whether of raw materials or finished goods, are 
not rising, nor is there evidence of any widespread pressure on supplies ; 
no shortage of labour has appeared, except perhaps in a few highly 
specialized branches the demand for which has greatly increased; more
over, as we have shown, the balance of payments, a deterioration of 
which is an inescapable accompaniment of inflation, has become stronger 
ln the past half year.

ÿ you say similar conditions to those obtain in Canada?—A. Yes.
§oo(]p That is, we have no sign of prices rising for raw materials or finished 
ba[a s’ or pressure on supplies ; no shortage of labour has appeared and our 

‘ Q6e °n commitments are still in a healthy condition?—A. Yes.
Hot v' , o that with the increase of 500 million of bank deposit money we have 
of ^ a~ any inflationary result?—A. No. We have not. The circumstances 

q time have not encouraged it.
cifçy " All right, now-------A. The potentialities of inflation under appropriate

stances have increased. That is something for the future to determine, 
l^bon," AYdl, we are a long ways from getting our prices up or from getting our 

q r^arkets balanced?—A. That is right.
q Amt we have still got a long ways to go?—A. That is right, 

expej^j. And certainly we could engage in a considerable volume of public
hot?.. ltu,ie yet before inflationary conditions are likely to develop, could we
hi°net A- ” Ah reference to the volume of public expenditure, of course, the 
6XnPnri•I'-v effect of that will naturally be determined by the way in which the 

Qctlture is financed.
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Q. England is now facing probably one of the most serious public expendi
ture obligations that country has ever faced in peace times, is it not?—A. I 
believe so.

Q. Yet authorities are indicating that the expenditure by borrowing is 
going to improve rather than destroy or disrupt business in the old country?— 
A. At certain costs. I think that they are already commencing to think of the 
necessity by taxation or other measures—naturally I am not speaking for the 
United Kingdom government, I am talking about the people in England—of 
reducing consumption by the people in order to leave more things free for the 
armament effort. I think they also realize that because of this armament 
effort it is likely that they will be living on some of their foreign capital assets.

Q. Let me quote to you, if I may, just to follow this up——

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Will they not be increasing consumption?

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I should like to put this on the record, if I may.
This is a statement made by Reginald McKenna, on February 11, 1939- 

Do you know of any man who is more conversant with public and banking 
finance than Reginald McKenna in England to-day?—A. I think it would be 
wrong for me to express any opinions favourable or unfavourable in respect 
to any names.

Q. He was the British war time Chancellor of the Exchequer?—A. F°r 
some time, yes.

Q. He went through the experience of modifying, changing and expanding 
the monetary system to finance the last war?—A. Yes.

Q. And since that time has been engaged in merchant banking in Eng' 
land?—A. Certainly his experience has been great and wide. f

Q. In the two great fields of finance, namely, public finance and that 0 
private finance in the merchant banking system?—A. Yes.

Q. In the light of experience his opinion ought to be worth something?'" 
A. Certainly. _ ..i

Q. This is what he says with reference to the very thing you dealt wh 
a moment ago:

The problem of the proper use to be made of the nation’s saving® 
presents at the moment no difficulties fos us; it is solved by the fa 
that the government has come into the market as a borrower on 
large scale. The great additional expenditure on armaments has to ^ 
met, and the question of ways and means is gravely exercising the in11'* 
of all engaged in commerce and industry, no less than the mind of 1 t 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. We shall agree that the method we 
to see adopted is the one which in the long run will be best for 
country. I remember that, when in 1915 it was my lot to go to i
Exchequer, one of my first duties was to receive a very imp°rt ^ 
deputation of bankers and merchants of the city of London who can16 .Q 
press upon me the need for an increase of taxation. I was fulA, a 
accord with their opinion, and in the autumn of that year introduce^ 
second budget increasing taxation heavily. I mention this to show .y 
the spirit of sacrifice is not wanting in our people when an emerge 
clearly confronts them. The willingness to do the right thing is rt° ^ 
question; the problem is how to raise the requisite resources wit 
injury to our total national production. ,, ;ng

The choice lies between additional taxation, borrowing, or sonic • ^ 
of each. If labour to-day were in full employment I should, f°r ,;g 
part, unhesitatingly lay the emphasis on taxation. But when the 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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very considerable unemployment, questions arise which may lead to a 
different conclusion. New taxation disturbs industry for the time being 
by reducing the demand for goods of widespread consumption, or at any 
rate by creating a belief that there will be such a reduction in the near 
future. Orders are withheld and employment is consequently diminished. 
In a condition of full employment the labour so displaced might readily 
be absorbed, but when we have already nearly two million people unem
ployed we must be careful not to add to their number. The additional 
expenditure by the government ought if possible to be so directed as 
to bring into productive activity men and women who are now out of 
employment. Taxation will not help in this respect; borrowing, on the 
other hand, under existing conditions will stimulate employment, and as 
the demand for labour grows industrialists will be forced ultimately to 
draw from the pool of unemployed. The limit to this policy is obviously 
reached when all labour employable iat a profit at the current rate of 
wages is fully engaged, but we are a long way from that condition at 
the present time.

Since he wrote that, of course, the Chancellor of the Exchequer has 
^uiounced his budget, and as I recall it the increases in taxation were rela- 
tlvely moderate ; therefore they are going to finance most of the increased 
exPenditure by borrowing.
, Q. As a matter of fact, since that statement was written the expendi- 
tlres on armaments have been increased enormously?—A. The plans have 

Pr°bably been stepped up still further, as you say.
^ Q. So that we have the considered opinion of Reginald McKenna, in 
. ebruary of 1939, being followed by the Chancellor of the British Exchequer 

May of 1939, and that policy is a policy of borrowing to provide the 
^eans of public expenditure to increase employment in Great Britain?— 

• To provide armaments.
Q. In the production of armaments to increase the volume of employ

ât there?—A. It will have that effect, undoubtedly.
fj Mr. Kinley: The country must be wealthy enough to stand it. It 

ePends on the country’s wealth.
u. Mr. McGeer: This country, proportionately, is wealthier, in my opinion, 

an England.
Mr. Kinley : Oh, well.
Mr. McGeer : Those are facts that we can ascertain.

By Mr. Jaques:
arc Q- Is not that increased taxation necessary to repay the banks which 
rcarr ncing the rearmament program.—A. The banks are not financing the 

anaent program, the citizens of the country are. 
ttiev 1 do not think they were before.—A. If you can prove to me that 

TVere not Mr. Jaques, I will take it back.
Ÿear. , Where were the savings before?—A. The savings accumulate each 

dr> do they not?
Hot 1 What in?—A In a surplus of goods over those which are consumed, 

money.
M They accumulate in securities and-------A. No; the annual production.

By Mr. McGeer:
fiPanc' In April and May, 1939, the Midland Bank has this to say about 
to chau^ these loans and maintaining an easy-money policy. They seem 
Ton T, cnge the continuation of an easy-money policy in Great Britain.—A. 

°an they are against it?
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Q. No, they say it should be continued.—A. Yes.
Q. As a means of aiding the government to get the funds necessary for 

financing this armament program at the lowest possible interest rate.—A. In 
other words, they recommend that England should do what we have been 
doing for about ten years.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Since 1930, at least?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Did they finance the war through savings?—A. Yes.
Q. As to two-fifths; three-fifths?—A. I beg your pardon?
Q. As to two-fifths; as to three-fifths, by bank expansion of credit?-— 

A. That involved the use of the people’s savings through changing the value 
of the currency, speaking now of the effect on individuals. So far as the 
country as a whole was conperned, as you can readily realize, the entire 
costs of the war, except those which were borrowed from abroad, were pr°' 
vided from the actual production of the country. Nothing else is possible- 
You cannot borrow in 1918 the shells of 1940.

Q. 1 hat is true. The point is that without the creation of credit in the 
first place the shells never would have come into existence.—A. That was o»e 
means of taxing the people in a certain way.

Q. 1 hat was practically the whole means.—A. It was one means of securing 
it from individuals. Speaking of the country as a whole, of course, the cost® 
of the war, except for borrowings from abroad, were paid from the production 
of the country.

Q. You mean the real costs. I am speaking of the financing costs.—A. The 
question of distribution of the burden amongst the people is another thing.

Mr. Landeryou: Expansion of credit is what he is trying to get at.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. The financing of the war and of these enormous armaments is done W 

the bank expansion of credit. I do not think there is any argument about that- 
A. No. During the war there was a considerable expansion of credit which 
produce inflation. This is a question of a certain method of financing, 
importance of which is its effect of distributing the cost among the people- ^ 
the present time—I should not say at the present time, but I should sav' 
some years past, there has been no particularly large expansion of credit n 
England. Whether or not there will be, as a result of this greater armain611 
financing I do not know. That is a point, as a matter of fact, which will com 
into what Mr. McGeer has to say.

Q. The deposits increased three times over during the war.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Having regard to financing the war as far as Canada is concerned, 

it financed by using the savings of the people that were in existence in the Xe 
1914?—A. That is not the way you get along. You use the annual product! J 
To the extent that those savings were represented by farms, by plant a 
machinery, yes; in that sense you do use the past savings represented by t .gg 
physical assets which enable you to produce a larger amount than you other"' ~ 
would be able to produce. " ,, ep

Q. Let us take a specific expenditure on the part of the government. ey 
they purchased shoes, we will say, for the soldiers that went overseas, did tJ j0 
borrow the savings of the people to make those purchases or how did they 
it?—A. Yes; in general.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Quelch:
Q. What happened was that there was a large expansion of bank credit 

which resulted in a large expansion of deposits. Expansion of credit came first. 
~—A. The expansion of bank credit came, as I recall it, without having the figures 
before me, fairly early. The impact of the war on our industrial and economic 
life came very soon after the commencement of the war. The increased volume 
°f production resulted in an ability to save and to provide the supplies of 
Materials necessary for the prosecution of the war.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. How did the increase in bank deposits come around? In 1914 there 

*as one billion, two or three hundred million—I forget the total amount now. 
■out there was an increase of nearly 100 per cent in bank deposits from 1914 to 
1Q18 or 1919?—A. Yes.

Q. How did that increase come around in the savings of the people?—A. I 
wuuld have to look at the figures to see where the main expansion took place, 
Whether it was in banking investments or bank loans. I have forgotten. You 
can assume, however, that it was the sum total of those two.

Mr. McGeer: A combination of both.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. A combination of both ; a combination of investments in government 

securities and loans?—A. Yes.
Q. But mostly government securities.
Mr. McGeer: In any event, if we can get on with this, I should like to do 

So- It is getting close to six o’clock.
The Chairman : Order, order. Let Mr. McGeer finish.

By Mr. McGeer:
: Q- Apparently in the mind of McKenna there is going to be no difficulty
... financing the defence program of Great Britain to-day?—A. I should not 

mk there would be.
Q- You would not think there would be?—A. No.

» Q- But he is a little perturbed as to whether or not they are going to change 
„ 0rn an easy-money policy and start a more costly money policy. You are 

arc of that situation?—A. I have not read that statement there.
Q- I should be glad to draw it to your attention.—A. But I have heard

Mr. Kinley : Whether they should borrow or pay cash. 
jUst Mr. McGeer: No; that is not the point I am dealing with. If you will

Mr. Kinley: I am listening.
Wit] T' McGeer: I do not want to be controversial. I am merely dealing 

the facts as McKenna puts them forward, not as I present them.
Mr. Kinley: Whether they should borrow the money or tax the people, 

beo* r' McGeer: That is not the point I am dealing with at the moment, 
Cajse we have already—

Mr. Kinley: They are both orthodox, as you say. 
the ,, McGeer: I think we did deal with that a moment ago when I asked 
f>l°Vn°Vernor ^ tb® Policy advocated by McKenna, in the light of the unem- 
b0rr lc.nt conditions which existed in England, would not be taxation but 
the r>V-nM arM as he said, that was the policy advocated by McKenna, and is 
eXchpnCy.being Put into effect in the main by the chancellor of the British 

"uer in the present budget.
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Mr. Kinley: A little of both.
Mr. McGeer: Some of both, but mostly borrowing.
Mr. Kinley: If the country can stand it, all right.
Mr. McGeer: All right. Here is McKenna’s statement:—

The exhaustion of the supply of possible good reasons for a restrictive 
monetary policy leaves us with only a bad one. The conclusion is 
inescapable that policy has been allowed to be dragged at the heels of 
spontaneous events. These events have followed the line that long ago 
became traditional in times of unsettlement—an increasing emphasis by 
individuals, financial institutions and business undertakings generally 
upon the virtue of liquidity; a presumption, perhaps not fully justified, 
that if war comes it must infallibly be accompanied by much higher 
interest rates; a consequent rise in rates of interest on the money market 
and a fall in values of investments, which may be more “precautionary,” 
or nominal, than the result of actual sales. So far as can be seen, the 
authorities have done little to counteract this course of events, notwith
standing the great, direct and immediate interest the government has in 
maintaining strong conditions in the gilt-edged market and a low level of 
interest rates for all kinds of borrowing to which it is likely to resort. On 
the contrary, the more or less passive attitude adopted until February has 
been followed, inexplicably, by steps in the contrary direction 
deflation.

Then he goes oh to say:—
It may indeed be hoped, since it is so difficult to “rationalize” this 

action following inaction, that it will prove to have been nothing more 
than another temporary aberration from the course of wisdom and self' 
interest. To make this interpretation convincing, the immediate 
basic necessity is a full restoration of the cash" basis for the banking 
system. This would make it possible, first, for the banks to take up a 
share of the expanding volume of treasury bills, and would tend towards 
a resumption of the low rates of discount, thereon, which in past yearS 
have been so helpful to the government’s finances.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Do you agree that this is the policy that you are following in Canada7 

—A. You mean that the policy is easy?Q. You said a moment ago that McKenna was advocating that the British 
government do what you had been doing here for the last five years?—A-.1 
assumed that he was going to. In other words, he is suggesting an increase i 
the cash base, which has been taking place pretty steadily in Canada as 
mentioned not long ago.Q. If that is persisted in, and if treasury bills are issued and cash ^ 
supplied to the banks, the banks can finance government borrowings at 
rates of interest and can influence that rate?—A. That is the case.

Q. That is the case?—A. Yes.
Q. Then would you tell me why------ A. May I say this: In England du»11^

the last four years more or less, the banks’ security portfolios have not bee 
increasing. I am a little uncertain about my time there. I will check that up * 
a moment. So that England has not for quite some years been following 
policy that we have.Q. I see. That is, you say that your proportionate increase of sécurité” 
held by the banks is larger?—A. Than England?

Q. Than the securities held by the British banks.—A. Yes.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. How much higher?—A. I have just got a graph here which does not lend 
itself to explanation. I notice that in 1934, in December, the securities held by 
the commercial banks in the United Kingdom were £594,000,000; that at the 
latest figure here of February, 1939, they were £617,000,000, an increase of 
*23,000,000 or about 4 per cent.

Q. There are other investments of savings, like the post office savings 
bank?—A. Yes.

Q. And several other forms of accumulated savings?—A. Yes.
Q. Which are not included in that figure in the Old Country, are there 

not?—A. That is right.
Q. So that if we got the total of the investors of accumulated savings in 

England we would have nearer to the figure relative to our own?—A. That is 
correct. Of course, you must remember one major difference. The English 
budget has been balanced for a period of years, ours has not.

Q. With drastic taxation.—A. In England?
Q. In England.—A. That is right.
Q. Much more drastic than ours.
Mr. Kinley: And by borrowing.
Mr. Towers: And their budget has been balanced without really any 

Particular occasion to borrow new money, as a matter of fact, until this arma
ment program came on.

Mr. Kinley: That is what I meant.

By Mr. McGeer:
ar Q- Now, as a matter of fact the policy in England to-day is such that they 
1 e converting this defence crisis into a re-armament program which involves 
0{ expenditures of public money, which, in turn, is looked upon as the means 

rehabilitating employment and business generally in England?—A. I would 
*t this way, that they are forced into the re-armament program and they 

exPect that the effects on business will be thus and so.
Mr. Kinley: By the people putting their savings back into the pool.

By Mr. McGeer:
®° we come to the present, and so far as war is concerned, to defend the 

*hefity of the nation there will be no difficulty in raising the means of financing 
on n6Ver those requirements may be?—A. The limit of the possibilities depends 

"CU and materials.
biat ' Men and materials, and where you have an abundance of men and 
tcrtwf^ y°u have no difficulty, under our present banking system, in putting 
W0rp We medium of exchange that is necessary to put the men and materials to 

Qln the defence of the realm.—A. That is right, 
that ^ ch, then, why is it, where we have a problem of internal deterioration, 
i* cannot use the same technique to put men and materials together to 
pl0y °ye the general wealth of the dominion and the employment of the unem- 

ln the dominion in what are just as essential in my opinion as the defence 
Mficf’ 4amely Peace time developments?—A. That is certainly not a question 
to ex should be answered extemporaneously, and as you know, we have tried 
of Su|vess whatever views we could in regard to the possibilities and limitations 

Q1 H°P°sals in various sections of the record, 
est M any event, you will agree with me on this, that so long as the
, _b^nt of nnhi in. funds is p.nnfinnd tn snmethine that imnroves the economic

)?ve
of

A. Ye,Te nation, that that will not of itself produce inflationary conditions?— 
‘UVestm 1 agree with that, but I shall make one further qualification, that the 
to whip11*8 thus made shall be at least as productive as some alternative uses 

c 1 the money would otherwise have been put—
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Q. Let me put this to you: Do you know of anything less likely to produce 
itself than an investment in armaments?—A. Less likely? I think I would agree 
with that. There are other things which are completely useless, as armaments 
are, except in the event of war.

And as a matter of fact, from a reproductive point of view, the only virtue 
in an armament program—that is looking at it not from the defence point 
of view but from the economic point of view—is distribution of wages and 
moneys for the materials which are involved in the development.—A. you say 
the main effect—

Q. I say the only real virtue, looking at it from an economic point of view, 
is in the distribution of wages and the moneys that are used for the purchase 
of the materials which are involved in the development.—A. One could wish 
that circumstances were such that they might have been spent on something 
else.

Q. Now, you know W. A. Shaw?—A. I seem to recall the name.
Q. He has a passage on the effect of the increase of money on prices, and 

what he suggests—I am quoting from his book “Currency, Credit and the Ex
changes”, by William A. Shaw. He is the editor of “Calendar of Treasury Books 
and Papers”. He disputes the fact that the issue of money in England caused a 
rise in prices and says this-------A. During what period?

Q. 1914 to 1926. This is what he says:
During the period here treated of, 1914-26, there were only three 

countries in the world which employed monetary systems which were 
automatically self-expanding and self-contracting. Those countries were 
Great Britain, the United States and Egypt, and in these three countries 
it will be found that the movement of prices was practically indentical 
represented the influence or the results of world war conditions, and, 
further, that the increase of prices preceded and was therefore responsib‘e 
for the increase in the currency, not the reverse.

Then later on he says:
In plainest terms, therefore, the quantity theory of money and the Pur 
chasing power parity theory are both simple statements of a conditi0 ^ 
of things which prevails only where the currency is manipulated or con 
trolled; neither of them has any applicability whatever to the present cu ^ 
rency system of Great Britain, and hardly applicability to that of J 
United States, by reason of the element of elasticity in the currency of t1 
States. This accounts for the almost complete disregard which all Amer 
can economists have for the quantity theory.

A. He makes statements, but he does not give reasons. I can, of course, get °^g 

research department to produce eight or nine authors who take the opp°s 
view.

Q. Would not you agree that this was a possibility, that both the increa®r 
in prices and the increase in the volume of currency resulting during the ^ l 

period were two conditions which developed as a result of war conditions, and t 
they were not of themselves responsible for the other?—A. For the inflation;

Q. Yes.—-A. No; I think they were responsible for the inflation. One 
say that under war conditions countries which are in a hurry and in a fix, d° 
choose carefully their method of financing. ^

Q. As a matter of fact, in all war periods we have ever had a distinct con^g 
tion such as McKenna is fearful of now in which the opportunity to explolt rIV 
price level has been taken advantage of.—A. And it has been assisted by g°ve 
ments through their methods of financing.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. McGeer: And one of the most vicious instances of that aid by govern
ment in the exploitation of prices, was in the issue of 5^ per cent tax-free bonds 
during the last war. You will agree with that?

The Chairman: Gentlemen, it is 6 o’clock.
Mr. Towers : I was not in Canada at that time.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Would you not agree with this, that we have a much better control over 

°ur monetary system today and that in the event of an emergency or war we are 
going to be able to finance at a much lower rate of interest than we did in the 
Past?—A. I would hope so.
, Q. Don’t you think you have that control?—A. It must, perhaps, in a case 
hke that, extend right through the picture.

Q. Of course, what I fear is this : I fear the armament bill that has been 
Passed in this house in which we have fixed a rate of interest at 3 per cent, is 
going to be a disastrous cost to this country for any armament program of any 
®1Ze because of that fact, and what I am suggesting to you, and I should like 

0 g° back to it a little later on, is this: McKenna suggests that through the 
Doper exercise of control of currency and credit, the rate of interest could be 
^ePt at a much lower rate. Do you agree with that?—A. I should think it 
Dobably could. What I meant there by questioning your control was this: 
^°u must not only concentrate on the rate of interest on government bonds if 
y_°u want to impose the cost of the war as fairly as possible, you must go right 
trough the picture and ask the people, or force the people to make sacrifices, 

•j,,* through the piece, not only in respect of interest rates on government bonds, 
hat is the answer there.

t Q- You quite agree that it is undemocratic in a time of national danger 
r only one group to be sacrificing everything and for another group to be 
aking money at the same time?—A. That is just what I have said.

Q. I think that through the Bank of Canada, if we exercise—
Mr. Tucker: Mr. Chairman, before we go I wish to say that we might 

j rry on for many days along the line upon which we are proceeding now, but 
arn wondering if we could not begin to consider and discuss a report to be 
Dented to the house.

gov 't he Chairman: There are a number of men who wish to examine the 
ernor before, we come to our report. We can hardly wash them out.
Mr. Tucker: They should have come in before this.

0n the Chairman : They have asked to come in but they have not had an 
Pportunity.

hot Landeryou: We cannot shut them out because some of them have 
Dd an opportunity.

Carrv r’ Tucker : If we are going to take the attitude that Mr. McGeer will 
Dport on along these lines and if we are not going to start considering our 
into a PeoPle ask a lot more questions we will never get a report

he house. Parliament is not going to sit indefinitely.
Mr jJle Chairman : There were two gentlemen who gave up in order that 

' IcGeer could proceed to-day.
shooijj Tucker: I think if those gentlemen wanted to ask questions they 
encte lave held to their right to ask them. For my part I think -we should 

°Ur to get a recommendation before parliament.
Th e committee adjourned to meet on Wednesday, May 17, at 11.15 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, May 17, 1939.

p The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m., the 
Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
Deachman, Donnelly, Jaques, Kinley, Landeryou, Leduc, Macdonald 

J>rantford City), McGeer, McPhee, Moore, Quelch, Ross (Middlesex-East), 
0Ss (St. Paul’s), Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Vien, Ward.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada. 

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

j> During the course of the proceedings, Mr. Kinley submitted a One Dollar 
osperity Certificate issued by the Government of the Province of Alberta, 

^ted August 5, 1936.
Ordered that a copy of the said certificate be incorporated in the evidence. 

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned until 4 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING 

^he Committee resumed at 4 o’clock.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
iL ’ Deachman, Howard, Jaques, Kinley, Landeryou, Leduc, Moore, Quelch, 

(St. Paul’s), Stevens.

6 0-ifter further examination of Mr. Towers, the Committee adjourned at 
°ck p.m., to the call of the Chair.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

May 17, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman: We have a quorum now, gentlemen.
n In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Lanada.

Mr. Landeryou: Mr. Towers, have you answered the question I asked you 
?0rnc time ago? I was unable to attend two or three meetings of the committee 

ecause I was in the house.
Mr. Towers: Was that the question where you said: “I should like to:^°w what effect that has had upon the prices secured by primary pro-

uucers ....”?
Mr. Landeryou: Yes, and on employment and the general well-being of the 

c°Untry.
y . Mr. Towers: Yes. In reply to that question I do not think I can add any- 

to what is already on the record. The general effect of the internal policy 
an -eas^ money” is Quite apparent. Purchasing of securities by banks has been 
1 uuportant factor in the decline of high grade interest rates to record low 
y( els. Because of the low level of yields on securities, banks have desired 

expand commercial loans, which are their most lucrative earning assets, 
^suriug ioan accommodation for sound borrowers. Finally the result has been 
y. §!Ve Canadians some $564,000,000 of additional money to use as they see 
n " Monetary policy has been only one of many factors influencing specific 

such as prices and wages, and it is impossible for me to estimate the effect 
e 1° monetary policy.

Mr. Cleaver: While we are waiting, I wonder if Mr. Towers would explain 
Ce again for me—

I , The Chairman: If you stand up, Mr. Cleaver, you will be properly reported. 
ni afraid you won’t be if you sit down.

By Mr. Cleaver:
the Ti' T^ould you explain once again the expansion which takes place when 
folln -k of Canada purchases securities? Jus take one concrete purchase and 
chasW T through to its final conclusion.—A. Yes. The Bank of Canada pur- 
It n, ^ ,000,000 of a certain issue of government securities, shall we say. 
hanv . es that amount from Smith & Company in Toronto, Smith & Com- 
theZ >cing investment dealers acting for some individual who wants to sell 
or,.'® securities. The individual who sells the securities receives our cheque on 
§ive vS—I Pass by the question as to whether the dealers cash our cheque and 
Bay. ;1111 their own; that does not matter. The individual receives then a 
bayf of Canada cheque which he deposits in his account with a commercial 
bay, ^t that point, other things being equal, the deposits of the commercial 
With , 80 UP $1,000,000, and they having cashed the cheque or deposited it 
is thorf credit of their account their cash reserves go up $1,000,000. There 
sheet, n a rise in their deposits of $1,000,000 on the liability side of their balance 
balanand a rise in their assets of $1,000,000, represented by an increase in their 

Cc with us. That means, of course, that at that stage their ratio of cash to
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deposits will have increased, and it means that if they so desire and if they can 
manage to do so, they can made additional loans and investments, enlarging 
their deposits in the process of doing so until the ratio of cash comes down 
again to the earlier figure, not by any change in the amount of the cash but by 
an increase in the amount of their deposit liabilities.

Q. Now, would you further elaborate on how they can purchase securities?
The Chairman : Will you speak a little louder, pleace?

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Would you elaborate on how they can purchase securities to the extent 

of ten times that new deposit?—A. Ten times?
Mr. Vien: Do they purchase securities? I think the question as put is 

erroneous. They do not purchase securities for ten times a deposit, but they 
can create deposits for ten times their securities.

Mr. Towers: Well, not quite.
Mr. Vien: No?
Mr. Towers: They have $1,000,000 additional cash through the process 

which I have just mentioned.
Mr. Cleaver : If it is confined to the purchase of securities, would the) 

not simply purchase $1,000,000—
Mr. Vien: Just a minute. We do not hear anything.
The Chairman: We cannot hear, Mr. Cleaver.
Mr. y ien: We have not heard the question so we will not understand the 

answer.
Mr. Cleaver: Mr. McGeer is here now and I shall be glad to finish rtf 

question later.
Mr. Vien: I would suggest that the question should be finished now f°r 

the record.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q- I shall repeat my question for the other members of the committee, 

question was this: If as to this $1,000,000 transaction we are discussing; th 
bank on receiving a deposit of $1,000,000 should decide simply to purchase 
securities, no loans being available to them, would they not purchase siihPj» 
$1,000,000 worth of securities and let it go at that, and that ends the incident- 
—A. No, unless they were going to allow their cash ratio to remain high* 
than it had been before. Perhaps an illustration based on figures would D 
the easiest, and I will mention—

Q. May I indicate just one more question? If they invest the entire miH’0*
dollars in securities they must pay cash for these securities?_A. Yes, th9
is absolutely correct so far as the individual bank is concerned.

Q. I should like to confine it to one individual bank and one 
group of transactions, so as to clarify the matter as far as possible i 
mind.—A. Yes. In the case of the individual bank which had received throw, 
a client an additional deposit of say $1,000,000 through that client deposit | 
a cheque on the Bank of Canada, the individual bank’s deposits would h9 
gone up $1.000,000 and its cash would have gone up $1,000,000. If they 
turned around and purchased some securities, and purchased them from so'11 
one who was a client of another bank—

Q. Let us keep to the one bank’s transactions, if we mav —A That 1 9 
doing. 1 e
. Q- On that transaction the $1,000,000 is received and deposited 
individual bank. The bank sets aside 10 per cent of that as its proper resc 
fund, and buys $900,000 worth of securities.—A. Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Now, so far as that bank is concerned, the transaction is closed, is it 
not?—A. Assuming that the securities which it has purchased have come from 
someone who is a client of another bank, so that the bank loses the $900,000 
in cash-

Q. So far as that one bank is concerned the question is closed?—A. It is 
through, yes.

Mr. McGeer: No.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. That is, the $900,000 worth of securities which the bank purchased on 

that transaction obviously have been purchased from someone holding these 
securities?—A. Yes.
, Q. And in order to clarify the matter wè are assuming that the party 
holding these securities is not a customer of the Royal Bank?—A. Yes.

Q. That party, first of all, being a customer of the Bank of Montreal, 
receives $900,000 in cash.—A. Yes.

Q. And he in turn deposits $900,000 with the Bank of Montreal?—A. Yes.
Q. And the Bank of Montreal take off 10 per cent------ A. Yes-
Q. —for reserves, and they re-invest $810,000?—A. Yes.
Q. In securities; and the transaction keeps on rotating through the bank- 

'ng system until the 10 per cent reserves have entirely exhausted the fund?— 
A- Yes.

Mr. Kinley: He must go to the clearing house.
Mr. McGeer: That is not so.
Mr. Towers : That is exactly the case.
Mr. Kinley : He must put it in the clearing house on that transaction and 

Protect it with legals.
Mr. McGeer: This assumption of Mr. Cleaver’s is on a premise—
Mr. Vien: Mr. Chairman, could we request Mr. Towers to give the com

ptée, uninterrupted, a statement in that regard?
Mr. Towers: That process recited by Mr. Cleaver is exactly the process 

Pat takes place until finally, in so far as the banking system as a whole is 
°ncerned, you will find that as a result of that addition of $1,000,000 cash 

.o the reserves of the system, some $9,000,000 additional securities might well
the end be held by the system, and that the deposits have increased by

$1°>ooo,ooo.
By Mr. Cleaver:

j ^Q- I simply asked that question to explode what to my mind is a fallacy.
eXnG^er t° the statement that the bank 

Pands its credit facilities ten times.
immediately on receiving the cash

^r- Landeryou: That is exactly what they do. 
I'he Chairman : Order.

a8 ■ -Mr- Towers: That is what I have recited in this process; over a period 
fall m°yes through one bank to another and then gradualy the reserve ratio 

s again to the 10 per cent figure, or whatever it might be.

By Mr. Landeryou:
ban]^- But Mr. Cleaver tried to refute the statement that is made, that the 

* expand on their cash reserves.—A. I do not think he does, 
x- That is what Mr. Cleaver said.

A,Ir. Cleaver: I say it is the customers who expand, not the banks.
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By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Is it the customer who expands, or is it the bank?—A. The banks 

cannot expand unless they find someone who is willing to sell securities, or 
someone who is willing to borrow money.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. With the deposit of $1,000,000 cash the banking system as a whole, 

under present banking practice, is empowered to increase bank deposits on 
a basis of ten to one for the purpose of making loans. We are talking about the 
banking practice, not the legal minimum. What I said was banking practice- 
The banks are empowered under banking practice and under our laws to 
expand the bank deposit money which is used for the purchase of securities 
and making loans, by nine times that is, one to ten.—A. And that is the result 
of the various transactions to which Mr. Cleaver was referring.

Q. What I think Mr. Cleaver has overlooked in his analysis is that one 
bank gets a deposit of one million, and then he operates that through the 
system as though at the same time no other bank got $1,000,000; but where 
you are operating under existing bank practices the whole theory of expanding 
on a basis of. 10 to 1 is on the assumption that the banks will together move 
on an expansionist or contractionist policy and by going together they balance 
out on their clearing transactions to keep that level within the limit that can 
be sustained by a 10 per cent reserve of cash?—A. That is correct, but I also 
think that is the procedure outlined by Mr. Cleaver.

Q. Of course, but there are other banks doing the same thing at the sain® 
time.'’ A. In fact the detail of it is more accurate on the basis which Mr- 
Cleaver mentioned because it is likely that in our open market operations the 
purchase of $1,000,000 may be confined to one bank or perhaps to two. Then 
it is distributed in that way.

Mr. Deachman : Mr. Chairman, this committee now is following the usual 
course which we have developed in the last few days. It starts with an exam
ination by somebody and develops into an examination by Mr. McGeer. Now' 
we have listened to Mr. McGeer’s contentions repeatedly, time and time again- 
He has assumed the right to arrogate to himself a monopoly of the examination- 
I am going to ask, Mr. Chairman, that you as chairman of this commit*66 
will see that the privileges which have been extended to Mr. McGeer, W 
beyond the normal limit, shall be extended to the other members of the com
mittee so that we may have the pleasure of hearing some of them. It majj 
afford us the pleasure of hearing examinations other than those conducted 
by Mr. McGeer.

We have also had this difficulty; that we have waited time and time again’ 
as we might wait for the coming of the Royal Family, for Mr. McGeer to sta1"" 
his examination. That was the case this morning." ’ We were ready to st»r" 
at 11.15 and we waited five minutes for Mr. McGeer. Five minutes is D° 
much, but it has gone on so often that I ask you for a ruling.

Mr. Cleaver: I must apologize to Mr. McGeer because I did not in*611 
to encroach upon his time.

The Chairman: I have talked to Mr. McGeer and Mr. McGeer says 1,6 
can complete his examination within half an hour. I suggest that we aim 
Mr. McGeer the half hour to complete his examination.

Mr. Deachman: Is that final?
The Chairman : Proceed, Mr. McGeer. Let us not waste any tinl6’ 

Proceed.
By Mr. McGeer:

Q. Mr. Towers, in connection with the statement which you filed yesterd9 
have you a copy of it before you?—A. The figures, yes, I have.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Apparently it starts on March 11, 1935, to December 31, 1935, and 
I take it that the changes indicated there are the changes from that date?— 
A. Changes between those two dates. In the right hand columns you find the 
changes between March 11, 1935, and December 31, 1938, covering the 
total changes during that whole period.

Q. During that time are those the increases in the amount of cash made 
available to the merchant banks?—A. The left hand column shows changes in 

position which would have the effect of increasing bank cash. The right 
“and column shows those changes which would have the effect of decreasing 
cash. Finally, at the bottom, it shows the net result.

Q. Have you included in this statement the total amount of cash held as 
March 11, 1935?—A. That was on the preceding statement which I gave 

y°u but which I had to take back to give to the reporter.
Q. Take the item, Dominion and Provincial Securities. The first change 

" ‘ere indicated is 35-6 millions?—A. Yes. If you are satisfied to do so perhaps 
"“e best thing would be just to take the last two columns which indicate the 
total changes to date, instead of year by year.

Q. Does his 35-6 millions in the column December 31, 1935, indicate the 
Purchase of securities by the bank?—A. No, that indicates a sale.
, Q. Then the next column of 46 millions; what does that indicate?— 
A- That indicates a purchase.

Q. And 13 millions indicates a purchase?—A. Yes.
Q. And 11 millions indicates a purchase?—A. Yes, and then finally the 

net result from March 11, 1935, to December 31, 1938, 35-6 millions indicates 
a Purchase.

, Q. Now, that was Bank of Canada cash put into circulation by the pur- 
“ase of securities?-—A. Yes.

i Q. Those securities were purchased in the open market, not from the 
a“ks?—A. They were purchased from all possible sources. Some might have 
0rn° from banks, some from the open market.

Q. Then the total amount of that cash, apparently, found its way into thePos:session of the merchant banks?—A. The column on the left indicates all 
in flings which would tend to increase bank cash. For example, the increase 
“ the gold coin and bullion. Perhaps I should remind the committee there 
t, “t the major portion of that increase in gold coin and bullion arises from 

e r“-valuation of gold which took place about July, 1935. 
v , Q- In any event, 28-4 millions of sterling and United States dollars are 

' by the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.
;n (j. That does not increase the merchant banks’ cash?—A. Yes; any increase 
We°Ur assets will tend to increase their cash. If we buy foreign exchange, what 
abr8et arc United States dollars or sterling which we hold in bank accounts 
as ?a<^ What we give are cheques on the Bank of Canada in the same way 
(Fj Ve would give cheques for any other purchase, thereby increasing, other 

being equal, the chartered banks’ cash reserves in Canada. 
are When you take the active note circulation the changes in cash there 
W°U,J uiillion?—A. Yes. In putting that in the column headed, “ Changes which 
ctijio/ ,ave *he effect of decreasing bank cash,” it is because an increase in the 
hand f°f n°tes ‘n the hands of the public, the amount of our notes in the 
of u s °f the public, would, other things being equal, decrease the cash reserves 

q chartered banks.
chart > 9an y°u tell me how the figures in the last column are related to the 

C)v huuh cash held by merchant banks, notes in tills, etc.?—A. Yes.
CoiPes | °u have a total figure as at January, of 271 million?—A. Well, this 

q to December, 1938. The figure shown in the summary is 257 million. 
q $257,000,000 in what year?—A. December, 1938. 

the &taP- ave $264,000,000 for that year?—A. Oh, yes; you are referring to
ccnent which shows the average on Wednesdays.
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Q. Yes.—A. If you look at the statement of the chartered banks them
selves, which is on another page of that summary and which shows the amount 
of cash held on the 31st of the month, you will see that that is $257,000,000. 
Speaking from memory, that statement which I put on the record yesterday 
showing the amount of the chartered banks’ cash just prior to the opening of the 
Bank of Canada, indicated that they had then $215,000,000. Add $42.000,000 
to that, as shown in the last column of this other statement, and you arrive at 
the figure of $257,000,000.

Q. I see. In any event, by that process the banks receive cash without 
borrowing from the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. In addition to that cash the banks have, in the event of an emergency 
or in the event of an opportunity to expand their loans, the privilege of borrow
ing from the Bank of Canada as provided by the Bank of Canada Act?-" 
A- In the event of an emergency, yes, that is correct. You were also saying 
in the event of an opportunity to expand loans. If it was a temporary expansion, 
a matter of a few months, shall we say, then borrowing would be appropriate. 
I would not think that semi-permanent borrowing would be appropriate. I think 
borrowing should be of a temporary character.

Q. What is the amount of the assets in the possession of the merchant banks 
to-day which would be considered as good security for Bank of Canada loansj 
—A. I have not got such a figure as that, Mr. McGeer. The amount they hold 
is so large, so much beyond anything that would be likely to be required, that 
we have never asked them to compile figures showing exactly how much would 
be eligible.

Q. But there are assets there for the expansion of bank deposits on Bank 
of Canada loans to the extent of several billions of dollars?—A. Undoubtedly! 
at least, in all probability in the event of an emergency, but that borrowing 
should be regarded as a temporary matter. In other words, if the business ? 
the country was expanding to an extent which made a considerable increase 
loans by the chartered banks desirable, I think the proper way to deal wh 
that might be for us to expand the cash reserves of the chartered banks by t" 
same methods as we have used in the last few years, and not to rely on tha 
expansion being produced by borrowing, because under the circumstances th 
borrowing would have to be of a rather permanent character which would n° 
be desirable.

Q. Mr. Towers, the monetapr system under which we are operating refle^ 
something of the improvements in monetary management and control that h» 
been established in Great Britain?—A. Yes. j

Q. As a matter of fact, we have followed in large measure the genef^ 
program of making or of setting up a system under which a very substam1 
increase in domestic currency can be made available through the banking syste 
under the changes that have been made?—A. Yes. je

Q. One of the outstanding changes in the system is that we have been a ^ 
in a measure to eliminate the restrictions of the pre-war gold standard 
even the post-war international exchange gold standard and to divorce doWe° e 
currency control and management from the influences of international excha 
variations?—A. Yes. . , A

Q. You would no doubt agree with McKenna who, in a statement pubhs 
on February 11, 1939, in the Monetary Times, says:—

The great achievement of monetary progress since 1931 is the 
covery that our domestic business can be protected against extra» ^ 
developments with which it has nothing to do and for which it 1 to 
responsible, and that we can expand or contract credit accord»1^oüf 
internal needs. To this extent at least we have become masters 11 
own house.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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A. Yes; I think lie should have worded that a little more carefully because 
he said there “protect our domestic business from extraneous developments," 
or some such words. I think he had in mind protecting the domestic money 
markets from monetary movements of a non-business character, inward or 
outward flights of capital, and things of that kind. He did not, of course, mean 
to suggest that actually business in Great Britain was not materially affected by 
business developments elsewhere.

Q. No, but what he does say is that they have set up a management of 
internal currency there which can be carried on independent of international 
influences.—A. Yes.

Q. Both resulting from currency exchange changes and trade changes.— 
A. Not trade changes, no; he would not suggest that. What he really means, 
Setting down to brass tacks, is that the domestic money market in the United 
■Kingdom does not need to be materially affected by substantial inward or out
ward movements of capital to the extent of the resources of the exchange fund.

Q. Well, as I understand the figures of England’s internal and external 
trade, England runs about 60 to 40. Canada runs from 15 to 17 and 85 to 83.— 
A- I do not quite understand those figures.

Q. I mean our total volume of international trade as contrasted with our 
volume of internal trade. Our international trade is about 15 to 17 per cent 
°f our total.—A. I thought it was about one-third.

The Chairman : In some years it varies.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. I was taking it on the average.—A. I think it is about one-third.
Q. How do you measure it?—A. For example, export trade is thought to 

contribute about one-third to the total national income.
Q. Here?—A. Yes.
Q. And in England how much?—A. My recollection is that England is 

Something less than -half that, but I am only speaking from memory ; I would 
aVe to look that up.

a Q. Our international situation is not as extensive as Great Britain’s?— 
' On trade it is more so.

Q. It is more so?—A. Yes, much more so.
The Chairman: More highly specialized.

a, Mr. Towers: As I say, I think our national income depends to the tune of 
lr:)0ut one-third on exports, whereas in Great Britain, speaking still from 

em°ry, their dependence is less than 16 per cent.

By Mr. McGeer:
(w 9- Could you give me a statement 
0l*Mations?_A. Yes.

of these figures on the basis of your

By Mr. Vien:
the 9- By “national income”

e country.
9- The nation?—A. Yes.

do you mean the government income?—A. No;

By Mr. McGeer:
<tian T A ou filed another statement on page 559 of the net repatriation of Cana- 
tnuni ?0Vernment bonds, dominion and provincial direct and guaranteed and 
Pr0v;CTal issues. Could we have that broken down as to the nationals, 

qCiMs and municipals?—A. Yes.
Could you give us a statement on that?—A. Yes.
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Q. It does not appear to me that that statement is very clear. For instance, 
the plus sign denotes net inflow of capital; the minus sign indicates a net 
repatriation of Canadian bonds?—A. Yes.

Q. Just what does that mean?—A. The outflow of Canadian money. How
ever, we might make those statements covering the breakdown a little clearer 
in that respect.

Q. Yes. For instance, under 1927-37 you have plus 261-0 What does 
that actually means?—A. That means an inflow of capital. In other words, 
an increase in the foreign holdings of those particular bonds during the ten 
years.

Q. Would that indicate that our foreign debt has decreased that much? 
—A. No, on the ten year period it would indicate that foreign ownership 
of dominion, provincial, direct and guaranteed issues and municipal issues has 
increased by that amount.

Q. To-day, over a ten-year period.—A. While the repatriation, as you 
can see, has been quite substantial in 1934, 1935, 1936 and 1937 there were 
earlier years when a very heavy reverse movement was taking place, particu
larly in 1930,

Q. Now, could you give me a statement of the increase in the foreign 
debt from 1928 to 1932?—A. The totals of those five columns there?

Q. Yes; break it into the five year periods and also give it by years and 
also by the export of gold during that period.—A. Yes.

Mr. Landeryou: That is just federal; not provincial and municipal.
Mr. McGeer: A breakdown in the national, provincial and municipal 

showing the amount of the balance each year and showing the amount of gold 
exported each year.

Mr. Cleaver: On what page?
Mr. McGeer : Page 559, on the question of whether or not we are improv

ing our situation with regard to that.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Well, now, Mr. Towers, I asked you the other day if you would check 

over a suggestion I made with reference to Canadian defence expenditures . 
British defence expenditures, and I think I suggested a number of factors o 
population, national income, national wealth, external trade etc., and which; 
measuring our defence expenditures, I suggested should be, on the basis thf^ 
England is spending something over one-half billion dollars a year.—A. I 
not realize that that was left as a question. I have not prepared any figure 
on that. Have you got that on the record?

Q. No, I will find that and give it to you later. ,
Mr. Landeryou : You said “ should be on the basis”; do you mean shou 

be or could be spent on national defence?
Mr. McGeer: Could be or should be, whichever you like.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Now, for instance, when we talk of controlling the issue of currency aZ1-

credit within a nation in terms of public need, one of the things that staD ^ 
out pre-eminently in that regard is the defence of the nation.—A. I sho 
have thought that public need in that respect meant public need for a med1 
of exchange. 0

Q. Yes, and a medium of exchange needs to finance a defence Pr°Tuiii 
I say is one of the pre-eminent things.—A. I think the need for a 
of exchange is just what that means—a medium of exchange, and th»t^gy 
needs for various forms of expenditures are needs of another character ; _ 
are needs for the employment of certain of the resources of the coun -y 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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men and materials and so forth—in these various things; and those needs may 
be supplied by taxation or by borrowing. That need may be quite distinct 
from the need for a certain volume of medium of exchange.

Q. But, in any event, one of the powers that is supposed to be available 
to governments through the establishment of the central bank system, such 
as the Bank of Canada, is the control of the rate of interest?—A. The influence 
°ver the rate of interest.

Q. Yes, the influence over the rate of interest.—A. Yes.
Q. Do you suggest the Bank of Canada, working in conjunction with the 

government, cannot control the rate of interest at which public borrowings 
Will be made?—A. I think that depends on the action of the investing public 
and of the banks, that those actions will be influenced by central bank policy, 
but that control in the sense of saying to the public, “you must buy dominion 
bonds at such and such a figure” is not in the legislation.

Q. But do you not think that Mr. McKenna suggests and Mr. Chamberlain 
has stated that under their policy in England the government, working in con
junction with the Bank of England, can control the rate of interest?—A. They 
can strongly influence it.

Q. Can we in Canada?—A. We can as much as they can, yes.
, Q. And if we maintain an effective Bank of Canada policy, governmental 
Growings can be at a rate of interest definitely influenced by the Bank of 

Canada?—A. Definitely influenced, yes. If you have a situation in the 
country where capital development is going on on a very substantial scale 
hd you find that private corporations and others are offering to pay X per 
cut interest on bond issues or preferred issues or common stock issues and

people are more inclined to buy those, I do not-see how you could, underthat
those circumstances, except through the exercise of force, make people buy 
government bonds at half the going rate.

Q. Well, now, what Mr. McKenna suggests in his statement of May, 1939, 
at Page 406 is:—

To make this interpretation convincing, the immediate and basic 
necessity is the full restoration of the cash basis for the banking system.

of
on

And he states that that should be done by the issue of cash and the issue 
treasury bills?—A. And he believes that that would have an influence 
interest rates to make them lower.
Q. What he says following is this:

This would make it possible, first, for the banks to take up a share 
°f the expanding volume of treasury bills and would tend towards a 
resumption of the low rates of discount thereon, which, in past years, 
have been so helpful to the government’s finances.

Finally the authorities, by both statement and action, should leave 
the markets and the community generally in no doubt whatsoever that 
official intention consists in the determination to resume and maintain 
the former cheap money policy. Everything is to be gained, by the 
government itself, by a policy of re-expansion, so far as can be seen from 
a study of current economic and financial conditions, nothing is to be lost 
thereby. Ordered and restrained re-expansion is not to be regarded as a 
desperate expedient to meet some obscure emergency, but as a sound and 
sensible and plainly comprehensible course by which the government can 
best serve its own immediate financial interests, as well as the interests 

business, which is the source of all capital and revenue.

said th°XV’ Î, think that is a positive statement by Mr. McKenna?—A. Yes, he 
a ‘will tend towards the resumption of the lower rates.”

Yes.—A. Yes.
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Q. Both for government and for business?—A. Yes.
Q. And he says that our money policy can be maintained by the bank which 

will be a tremendous aid in government financing?—A. Yes, he does suggest that. 
He does not suggest that under any conceivable circumstances it is possible 
definitely to fix a rate. To do that you really have to have a totalitarian economy 
because you have to be able to tell private people how much they shall borrow 
and at what rate.

Q. Yes, but you do not mean to suggest that Reginald McKenna is advocating 
here the establishment of a totalitarian economy for England?—A. No, I do not. 
That is why he used the words “tend towards’’ and influence, etc.

Q. Now, can we in the Dominion of Canada, through the powers of our 
bank and the governments, influence the rate of interest on financing a defence 
program?—A. The record of the last five years indicates that central bank 
policy can have a great influence on rates.

Q. In the light of that policy, what would you suggest should be the rate 
of interest on which we could finance public expenditures on a defence pro
gram?—A. I could not make any suggestion along those lines, Mr. McGeer.

Q. Have you any idea as to what the range would be?—A. No, because I 
do not know the circumstances of the next year or the year after—I am not 
a prophet.

Q. We have been borrowing from the merchant bank system for as low 
as li- per cent?—A. The banks have been buying government securities short
term, at those rates and lower, yes.

Q. Well, why should we have to pay more than that in a time of national 
emergency, when the credit strength of the country is being employed to defend 
the integrity of the nation?—A. One should not rely for one’s entire financing 
in a case like that on an expansion of the medium of exchange, because 1 
assume that that would not necessarily be in the best interests of the country- 
In other words, the supply of the medium of exchange should be determined 
in the best interests of the country irrespective of the total spending require
ments of governments at any given time.

Q. Yes?—A. If one did not do that, then you might come back to the 
point where all spending requirements were covered by the issue of additional 
currency, with the effects which we have referred to previously during these 
meetings.

Q. But if we wished to do that under our present system we could do it* 
—A. Oh, unquestionably.

Q. And we would save very greatly in the cost of financing defence a= 
far as the government expenditures were concerned?—A. At the cost of the 
people, of course.

Q. I am talking about the government now.—A. I cannot divorce govern
ment from people.

Q. We will take up the people later. We would save, as far as the g°v' 
ernment is concerned?—A. Not if the situation became so disrupted that busines 
was badly affected. In that case governmental revenues would be affected.

Q. Well, now, in the first instance we would save on expenditures by 
government, but we might produce an inflationary condition through 
increase of the volume of currency in issue that would be disastrous in 1 
results on the whole economy?—A. Yes.

Q. But under our system we can create and put into, circulation all y ^ 
money that the government decides to spend at any one time, or over a per10 
of years?—A. Yes.

Q. That is true. The government has unlimited powers of taxation 
that is, the federal government.—A. In theory; in practice, of course, it 10 
be restrained by various considerations.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. What is necessary to maintain reasonable going concern activity ; but 
I put this proposition to you: while a government has power to issue unlimited 
amounts of money there never need be a depression for want of the medium of 
exchange in the economy of the nation?—A. No.

Q. While a government has unlimited powers of taxation and can withdraw 
from circulation any amount that they wish or see fit to withdraw, there 
should never be any cause for inflationary conditions as a result of too much 
Medium of exchange remaining in circulation?—A. Well, a government would 
b°t want to create a situation where an inflationary movement got under way 
because of certain actions which it had taken and then say, well, we can 

that by imposing particularly heavy taxation. Then is has created two 
disruptive movements, one on the way up and one on the way down. The 
lzbposition of heavy taxation suddenly has a very disturbing effect. The gov
ernment, I think, considering itself as the sum total of the people, will want 
l° maintain the greatest degree of stability possible.

Q. Yes, and if the government maintains the issue of the volume in 
peculation and balances it reasonably discreetly by withdrawing from circula- 
lQn any excess that is unnecessary to maintain going concern activity, or 

excess that might tend to cause inflationary conditions, then the govern
ment working with the Bank of Canada and the merchant bank system, could 
maintain avoidance from deflationary depressed conditions or inflationary 
f0,Jm conditions?—A. Yes; in other words, the government should not go 

rjher in respect to urging an increase in the medium of exchange than prudent 
bd reasonable common sense indicated would be desirable.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q- May I ask you a question there, if Mr. McGeer will pardon me one 

cond? Do you recall the time when Mr. Roosevelt said prices of farm 
inducts and materials were getting too high?—A. In the early months of 
ad7> yes.

And the result was a rather sharp crash in prices?—A. It came very 
after these remarks ; I do not suggest—

Q- I am not suggesting there is a relationship.—A. No.
6x Q; But there is a possibility then, if the government were to start to impose 
tllr:^ively heavy taxation the same result might follow ; or if you were to 
A T, ^e bank policy sharply in reverse, a similar thing would follow?— 

' might.
thc Q- Quite probably?—A. Of course, having said—and this I believe to be 
pric<;ase'—'that domestic monetary policy will not have a major influence on the 
ip °f primary products in Canada, except to the extent that it results 
has , depreciation of our exchange, it also follows that if a boom situation 
extenfVe^°Pe^ the high prices of primary products here will depend to quite an 
y0ll t °n the level of exchange. At the moment the policy is sharply reversed 
diatevii Pr°hably find that the exchange value of the dollar increases very 

lallv and then the result you mention will take place.
result would be, so far as the nation is concerned, if you changed 

, a depression of the consumers income, and therefore a lack of 
power?—A. That is right.

y Q. The

By Mr. Vien:
°f baii ^ by is it more damaging to our general economy to issue $100,000,000 
§owK n°tes—Bank of Canada notes—than to issue $100,000,000 of dominion 
• abk JnGnt. bonds?—A. If that issue of bonds is not financed by expansion of 
1bcreag.eP°sits you are then asking for the savings of the people; whereas by 
°f excl|n^ currency you are simply increasing the amount of the medium
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Q. Which will take its form by being deposited in banks to the credit 
of the depositors?—A. Yes.

Q. I am trying to find the real cause of the difference in our general 
economy between those two processes. I need $100,000,000 for government 
financing. In one case I issue $100,000,000 of interest bearing bonds and in 
the other case I issue $100,000,000 of Bank of Canada notes.—A. Yes.

Q. To buy what I require. I need guns; I need munitions; I need this, 
that and the other thing. I buy these commodities with Bank of Canada notes 
instead of financing through the sale of $100,000,000 of bonds.—A. I think 
that the fundamental situation there is a distinction between real savings and 
those which are referred to in terms of money. I mean savings that are bank 
deposits.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Is it not true—
Mr. Vien : Just a minute. I should like to finish this.
Mr. Towers: For example, I think in certain of Mr. Landeryou’s remarks 

yesterday, that point really came in. If we think of savings as represented 
by saving deposits, I think we have an absolutely wrong conception. Savings 
are, in fact, equipment which we have in the country, they improved farms, 
the factories, machinery, the stock of goods on hand, and so forth. They are 
not simply saving deposits. I wonder if I might just elaborate on that by saying 
that an individual saves by consuming less than he produces. He may do so 
merely in order to defer his consumption or he may do so with the purpose ot 
adding to his productive equipment. Now, the same is true of a nation as a 
whole. Its saving in any year is measured by the surplus of goods produced 
over those consumed, including in consumption, allowance for the wearing out 
of capital goods.

The annual savings of a given individual often take the form of an increase 
in his bank deposits, i.e., he keeps his savings in the form of a claim to good» 
and services in general rather than in the form of specific goods which he holds 
for future consumption or operates for the purpose of producing future goods- 
This merely means that other people act as his agent in the holding of com 
sumption goods or the utilization of capital goods. The increase in deposit® 
does not measure the savings but merely reflects transfers in the ownership 
of the specific goods which are saved. j

Speaking in terms of the country as a whole we can only think of its annua 
savings in terms of real goods and services. The total amount of a country^ 
bank deposits does not necessarily indicate the amount of its accumulate 
savings. It merely shows the amount of liquid claims owned by one portion 
the community as opposed to various types of debts owed to the banks by otne 
parts of the community. Annual changes in total bank deposits do no more th® 
give some indication of the way in which the community’s annual savings a 
being administered or utilized. v

Perhaps a simple example will suffice to show that changes in total pa , 
deposits have no necessary connection with real national savings. An individ 
with $10,000,000 worth of securities might decide to sell them to a bank. 
would increase total bank deposits by $10,000,000 but of course does not ncm g 
sarily represent savings in the real sense on the part of the community as a ''v11 
or even the individual.

By Mr. Landeryou: àaft1Q. Mr. Towers, what I should like to have is an answer to this question; 
it is very similar to the question that was asked by Colonel Vien. The 
ment has purchased credit from the banks to the extent of over $400,000,00^, 
the past two years by simply turning over their bonds to them and that resin 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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A. Not exactly turning over their bonds to them. The banks have bought these 
bonds whenever and wherever they could because it was considered desirable 
during that period to expand the volume of the medium of exchange.

Q. Now, instead of expanding the bank deposits in that manner, had the 
government financed by directly issuing that sum of over $400,000,000 in the form 
of currency, what would have been the difference?—A. The difference would have 
been that the bank’s cash would have increased by over $400,000,000 and then 
We would come to that process of expansion which follows an increase in cash.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. On the basis of ten to one?—A. Yes. Mr. Tucker in earlier meetings 

suggested the government could have had the economy of issuing currency in the 
jbrm that you mention, and that any subsequent expansionary result could have 
been avoided by increasing the legal minimum cash ratio of the banks. As we 
Pointed out, and it is on the record of earlier proceedings, that procedure would 
*u effect be a tax on bank deposits.

Q. Well, no more so than under the present system. That raises the conten
tion in the argument that we should issue it rather than borrow it. It costs the 
People, if we borrow it, more than if we issue it?—A. I do not see that.

Q. Let me take a simple illustration. Let us proceed with $1,000. If we take 
a $1,000 bond which the government hands to the bank, the bank issues $1,000 
j^edit to the government in the form of a bookkeeping entry by simply using 
heir fountain pen. There is then $1,000 increase in the total deposits of the 

People of Canada. The bank has an asset in the form of $1,000. Is that correct?— 
• You mean in the form of a government bond.

Q- $1,000 government bond.—A. Yes.
Q- They have there a revenue producing asset.—A. Yes. 

ten ^ Which carries a rate anywhere from 1 to 5 per cent?—A. No, not 5 per

tl What are the highest rates paid on any of the $1,400,000,000 of bonds 
at they have at the present time? What is the highest rate that is being paid 
anY of those bonds?—A. I cannot recall; I think 4£ per cent, 

j Q- Then we will just say 4 per cent. It might be nearer 4 per cent.—A. Well, 
th'.° not think so, because if the banks had bought any of those in recent years 

cy would have paid a substantial premium for them, 
k w- Let us say 3 per cent.—A. If one is speaking of the securities which they 
o°ught during the last few years, you will have to go, I should say, to an average 

s°triething less than 2 per cent.
as- tj. No matter what the rate of interest is, they have a revenue producing
-set?_A. Yes.

A xz ^ bey have also, as you suggest, a liability in the form of this deposit?— 
■ i es..

thc But that deposit must be taxed, whatever the rate of interest is, to give 
merest to the bank, whenever the tnterest falls due on the bond.—A. No.

4 per ^ Where is the government going to get that 2 per^ cent or 3 per cent or
thp~* Cerrt to pay the bank interest on that bond?

L country.
Q- from all the citizens of the country?—A. Yes

A. From all the citizens of

tile, Q. It can only come from them if there is montv in nteretdfon
thk kS is thc government has to find the tax somewhere to pay the interest on iS1® bond, and because of that there is a reduction m the total amount of deposit. 

tbc hands of the people—A. Coming from all the people.

,i C atlLe government gets this money you, taxa-
ex" f w on to the bank, and the bank is entitled to use that for t5ener“

Is that n()t right?—A. And they have to pay interest on the depos .
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Q. If the government was to pay off that bond or redeem that bond, they 
would have to tax all the people to pay that $1,000; is not that right?—A. That 
is true, to repay the people.

Q. To repay the bank. The bank has the bond. Not to repay the people. 
The bank holds the bond of $1,000. If the government wants to redeem that 
$1,000 from the bank they must tax the people the $1,000, lowering the amount 
of bank deposits they have.—A. You are assuming there that in that event the 
bank assets in the form of government bonds and their liabilities in the form of 
deposits will be going down at a substantial rate, even although the cash holdings 
of the banks did not change. You are assuming there a condition of extreme 
deflation. I do not assume that any such process can go on under the conditions 
that you mention; but we have gone over this exact feature before in extenso 
at least once.

The Chairman: Mr. McGeer was to complete, and he has another two or 
three minutes, then Mr. Kinley is to follow. There is a certain amount of justice 
in the protest that some members are occupying too much time and other members 
are not given an opportunity. I do not want to intervene, Mr. Landeryou, when 
you asked the question, but I do think that the question should not be continued 
at great length.

Mr. Landeryou: I was just going to complete—
The Chairman: Everybody is going to complete. Please let us go on.
Mr. Landeryou: In the 12th report Mr. Towers is reported as saying that 

banks cannot create assets for themselves. That is the statement appearing 
the record.

The Chairman: We have gone over that over and over again.
Mr. Landeryou: I do not agree with it.
Mr. Towers: On the previous point—
Mr. McGeer: We have got the evidence on the record.
Mr. Towers: On the previous point you mentioned, that is that question 

the issue of currency for financial purposes, it appears on pages 89 and following 
95 and following, 197 and following.

The Chairman : Go on, Mr. McGeer.

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Mr. Towers, when my trend of thought was broken by Colonel Vien * 

was coming to the point that Colonel Vien mentioned. What I want to sugge&^ 
to you is this; that if we could issue currency and meet public obligations wij*' 
out the payment of interest and avoid inflationary conditions, we would be ah 
to effect a saving in the cost of the financing of public enterprise?—A. Not to t*1 
public as a whole; not to the country as a whole.

I

:SPQ. If we could avoid inflationary conditions?—A. No.
Q. Where would the expenditure to the public lie?—A. You have an inters 

free loan from the public in that case. e
Q. Supposing instead of having an interest-free loan we increased the voh*r 

of currency in circulation by the issue of currency?—A. That is what I mean. ^ 
Q. Why do you say that when the government issues currency it gets ^ 

interest-free loan from the public?—A. Because under the circumstances that t , 
mention the public would be holding that currency idle. If it were not hold* 
it idle you would have inflation. Holding it idle, they are certain under the
cumstances to be unable to get any interest on it and, therefore, the effect of
you have just stated, in simple terms, is an interest-free loan to the governn1^

Q. So that you conclude all public financing must be done 
interest?—A. Except to the extent that due to the provision of a 
exchange sufficient for the requirements of the country, but not 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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sufficient, the government in that sense, or the Bank of Canada which, in turn, 
Pays its profits to the government, will have the earnings resulting from such 
operations.

Q. All right. The Bank of Canada holds at the present time §164,000,000 
°f dominion, provincial short and long-term securities?—A. Yes.

Q. Whatever interest is paid by the government on those securities is paid 
the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. And the profits of the Bank of Canada go in the main to the govern
ment?—A. Yes.
, . Q- So that in the instance of this $164,000,000 of securities, the goverment,
• y its ownership of the Bank of Canada, does not pay any interest for which 
1 does not get the benefit itself?—A. That is right.

, Q. Then what is there to stop that amount of $164,000,000 being increased 
to $500,000,000?

Mr. Cleaver: 10 for 1 expansion.
Mr. McGeer: No, no, let him answer.
The Chairman : Mr. McGeer only has a few seconds left.
Mr. McGeer: Mr. Chairman, I object to this talk of a few seconds.
The Chairman: Mr. McGeer, we have given you thirty-five minutes 

d you asked for thirty. These other members must be heard.
^ . Mr. McGeer: All right, we will deal with that when we come to it. The 

Jority of this committee are going to rule the operations of this committee.
The Chairman: Then we shall rule. We will take a vote.

Co Mr. McGeer: I have been in this committee and on another governmental 
mittee in which I have undertaken a real amount of work.
The Chairman: Yes.
Mr. McGeer: I have been here part of the time and I have never objected 
ny member intervening with questions.
Mr. Lander you: That is right.

to ti^r' McGeer: I have tried to the best of my ability to make a contribution 
Ue work of this committee and I want to say this, that no more importantfit

of
v» I. UA 1/iUO VUAAA11A1 VUUU CHIU. X VV dll V VU VAi**Jj vu I» v uu t_/ lllJJjJOl WUUW

thi°n ^as ^een undertaken in four years than the consideration of the finances
country.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
basic' McGeer: And this committee has done more to elucidate some of the 

Pr°blems of financing in Canada than in my opinion has been done in 
tbat tjy Ve. years. If a governmental committee is going to take the attitude 
ti°n ’hl® thing has got to be shelved, and wiped out and not a complete investiga
te onl 6’ then there is going to be something to say about that. This is not 
insult ^ Place where members of the committee can talk. Now, I have taken the 
an irom Mr. Deachman personally directed at myself in what I think is 

^ordinary way. As a member of parliament I have some rights here. 
Chairman: Yes.

by ea ,r' McGeer: Even though I come from the west to a parliament dominated 
^ einers, I want to say this, that we in the west—

Pot wol VlEN: Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point of order. I am sure that it is 
d°rninatUn the order of our reference to determine whether the east or the west 

r. ‘ es, and I am sure that Mr. McGeer is not seriously contending that. 
lhe Chai
Mr. airman: No, but, Mr. McGeer, may I just make this statement?

McGeer: Yes.
Mr ^ II1IRXIAN: Two gentlemen gave way to you.
The

W^McGee:eer: Willingly.
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The Chairman: Willingly. And there are at least six members who want 
to elucidate some matters in connection with this inquiry. I would say off
hand that you have occupied at least one-quarter or one-fifth of the time of 
this committee which consists of fifty members, and some of them who are 
monetary experts wish to be heard.

Mr. McGeer: Quite true.
The Chairman : The session is coming to a close some time this month 

and it seems to me that they ought to be given an opportunity to be heard- 
The arrangement was made that you should have one-half hour this morning) 
at your own suggestion. It was not my suggestion ; you mentioned thirty 
minutes. By actual count now you have had thirty-five minutes.

Mr. McGeer: I have actually had twenty-four minutes by my count.
The Chairman : My count is thirty-five minutes. I suggest you finish.
Mr. McGeer : You must take some time out for interruptions.
The Chairman : I took time out. I have my stop watch out. Mr. McGeefi 

I suggest you complete your inquiry within the half hour, half past eleven.
Mr. Landeryou: It is unfortunate that the session is coming to a clos6' 

I believe Mr. McGeer has a lot of valuable information.
Mr. Deachman : Carried.
Mr. McGeer: There is no sign of this session coming to a close.
Mr. Landeryou : I do not see why we should not allow every member 311 

the time he wants.

of
By Mr- McGeer:

Q. Now, Mr. Towers, in that process of discounting bonds by the Bank 
Canada we do avoid the payment of interest?—A. Except to the extent 
a portion of it is taken up in the operating expenses.

Q. I should like to suggest this to you. McKenna’s statement was that 
great achievement in the monetary reform program had taken place since 1“ 
and I take it that one result has been to segregate in a measure domestic cl1^ 
rency from international exchange? That is what he states in that article- 
A. That should be very carefully considered, of course.

Q. I am taking his statement.—A. Yes. Well, the thought which h®j 
behind that statement is really this: Over a period of years there was a gr. s........... ..... ................ .........................w u pvwou v/l J V 111 y V11VJ. V V» tx.- •- :gS,

inflow of capital into England, that is, an inflow of money from other count1 ^ 
It took the form of a great increase in the gold holdings of England. InstLh 
of that increase in gold holdings affecting the cash situation of the Enp .j 
banks and the whole monetary situation of the country, it was offset or stern1"^ 
by the operations of the stabilization fund. Conversely, when the °u^oId 
movement set in some little while ago, gold was supplied in large measure * ^ 
the gold holdings of the stabilization fund. In spite of that, of course, star!’ j 
as we know, declined, taking an average figure, from around the $4.95 1 lS 
in New York to $4.68. They have not divorced themselves from extran 
develepments in any way, shape or form, but they have got machine1'^- 
which they can within certain limits offset the internal effect of great ^ ry. 
ments of capital into and out of England. That is the sum total of the 6 
That is what Mr. McKenna meant to say; that and nothing more.

Q. Do you agree with this statement: “ The great achievement of 
progress since 1931 is the discovery that our domestic business can be Pr0

It

vlw1against extraneous developments with which it has nothing to do and for ' ift 
it is not responsible, and that we can expand or contract credit accord1 ^ 
internal needs. To this extent at least we have become masters in °^l'l,efels 
house.” Do you agree with that statement?—A. I agree in so far as it

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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to internal monetary matters, but that statement of his, in which he refers to 
divorcing business from external developments, is, I consider, badly worded, 
and I do not believe he could have meant it in that sense.

Q. I will put one final question to you. Do you think the time has not 
come when, in addition to divorcing internal from international exchange as far 

can be done, w should come to a consideration of divorcing public finance 
r°m private finance?-—A. I do not know what that means, Mr. McGeer.

Q. What I suggest to you is that we should set up the Bank of Canada 
Q? a real bank of the Dominion of Canada; that we should set up a branch Bank 

Canada in each one of the provinces that would become the bank of the 
Provincial, municipal and local governments ; that those banks should function 

s the public banks, for the maintenance of public accounts, public finance and 
Public banking; that the merchant banking system should operate as the hank
ie ^ .system of private business and that the two should be treated on a separate 
asis- To do that we should create a power of the Bank of Canada to issue 

k 0r}ey that would not be a reserve of cash for méchant banks on which to issue 
auk deposits, that is, in addition to the reserve bank cash which is also issued ; 

lQat by developing that kind of a system we would be able to maintain a power 
a eclpate through public expenditure the volume of currency needed to sustain 

1 utional rate of progress.—A. That means the setting up of a second cur- 
Q ncy. The second currency will be just as liable to depreciation as the first 
e e’ if it is issued in excess of the requirements of the country for a medium of 
th'> Underlying most thoughts which are expressed on this subject, is
Uio ^ .uSbt that money is wealth, and unless and until one can agree that 
jy, is needed, as a medium of exchange there will never be possible an agree- 

nt on anything else.
to0 ^ ' Well, when we come to the question of whether or not we are getting 

1I1Uch money in circulation—
Mr. Deachman: Mr. Chairman, the time is up and I am going to ask for 

r ruling.
mar)W'- McGeer: I do not expect anything from Mr. Deachman but bad

a son r' ^eachman : Not so long as you monopolize and arrogate to yourself 
Pr’rior intelligence which you neither by the grace of God nor culture possess.

r- McGeer: I certainly would learn nothing from you.
^cQevv ^Hairman: Please, gentlemen, order. I think your time is up, Mr.

yoUr

l^r" McGeer: I just want to finish this one question.
Us ^Chairman: Is this the second question? Oh. well, finish it and let

Mr 
Thr

on.
McGeer : We are getting on and we are doing very well.

re Chairman: Well, I doubt that.
Mr. McGeer: , foment
The Chairman : I object to that statemen .
Mr ^ ~ ____ r> i given you every

0 The Chairman: Will you allow pother members to be heard.
0pPortunity I could consistent with the rights

Mr. Deachman : And more.
Mr. McGi
The Chairman : Oh, I beg your Pau^.
Mr. McGeer: When I make a statem

I know you do not think much of it but some of us do. 
n: I object to th 

McGeer: There are other- 
irman: Will you alloi 
could consistent with 

-hman: And more.
Ieer: And you have only one member objecting.

ir.
The Chairman: Will you please listen to me?
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Mr. McGeer: It is all right but—
The Chairman : Will you listen to me, please. There are five or six mem

bers who wish to take part in this discussion and they cannot take part in it 
as long as you monopolize the investigation.

Mr. McGeer: I am not monopolizing the investigation, and I object to that.
The Chairman : I note the objection.
Mr. Coldwell: We are anxious to hear what Mr. McGeer has to say. 1 

am one of those who wish to hear him. However, in spite of what we would 
like to hear from Mr. McGeer there are other members who have attended this 
committee again and again to present their views, and they should be given 
their opportunity, and then Mr. McGeer could come on at some other time.

Mr. McGeer: I merely want to finish the question.
Mr. Coldwell: We want the others to appear before this committee-

By Mr. McGeer:
Q. Mr. Towers, if I might put this to you: in the avoidance of inflationary 

results from the issue of currency you may suppose these three signs: “ So far< 
however, there are no signs of inflation, present or immediately pending: prices» 
whether of raw materials or finished goods, are not rising, nor is there evidence 
of any widespread pressure on supplies ; no shortage of labour has appeared, 
except perhaps . . .” in a few instances. Now, does not he indicate there 
the signs of inflation that are apparent to any government upon which a govern
ment can act to either decrease its issues of currency, to withdraw them w 
taxation, or to withhold the expansion until progress catches up?—A. ^eS’ 
he does. ,

Q. Now, do you see anything inherently impossible in meeting, throng 
the cessation of currency or through the withdrawal of currency by taxation 
inflationary conditions which were arising from public expenditure of nation*1 
currency?—A. I am assuming there that the situation won’t have gone 
enough so that it is too late to stop without creating a disorganized situating 

Q. Yes; but those are the signs that warn you against that, and if 
take advantage of those signs there need be no inflationary condition result1® 
from excessive expenditure of national currency.—A. Take warning from the 
early, yes.

Q. And you could avoid inflation—that is, avoid the disastrous 
quences of inflation from national spending of national currency?—A. I
so. toQ. So there is no reason why we should not employ national currency 
finance defence internal emergency needs, is there?—A- It depends' upon 
amount. i

Q. But if you take advantage of those signs which will appear we 1 ^ 
not be afraid of being unable to meet the situation?—A. If one announced ^ 
intention of doing that on a large scale I think you would have signs the 11 
day. ' . and

Q. Yes, but you could stop the issue.—A. Before it ever took Piace’j0n6 
the result would be that you would upset the people and, in fact, have 
nothing else.

Q. Very well.
The Chairman: Mr. Kinley. r 0{
Mr. Kinley: Mr. Chairman, before I direct any questions bv 

examination to the Governor of the Bank of Canada, I desire to make 1 ^jg 
observations with regard to impressions I have received as a member 0 -or)d. 
committee, and also as a result of my experience in the practical business ' j. g 
You have said that some of the members are monetary experts ; I arn ?] tb6 
monetary expert; I am simply a practical business man who represen - 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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people of his constituency. I am sure that those of us who heard Mr. Clark, 
the only member from the maritime provinces who has spoken on this com
mittee, and those who have heard Mr. Taylor and Mr. McGeer will realize 
that there is a great difference of opinion with regard to monetary matters in 
this country, and that it seems to be a geographical difference. And the question 
immediately arises: Why should that be? Mr. McGeer says that this country 
is being dominated by the east. Well, if that is so, so far as the maritime 
Provinces are concerned we have not dominated it by talk, because the time of 
this committee has not been invaded to any great extent by people from the 
maritime provinces.

Mr. Lander you: He means the central provinces.
Mr. Kinley: In so far as the people of Nova Scotia arc concerned, they 

have opinions with regard to banking because they have a background and a 
history. There was a time in Nova Scotia when every town of importance had 
a bank, the result of an economy which existed for a long time. Nova Scotia 
owed her preeminence in the industrial world to wooden ships, and the wooden 
®hips built in Nova Scotia were the finest and the best transportation mediums 
on the ocean that existed in the world at that time. Perhaps the ships of the 
New England states—ships built at Boston and such other ports as New Bed
ford were equally good—but the economy in Nova Scotia was then nearly a 
Perfect economy. Ships were built in the shipyards by the artisans of Nova 
~ootia, men who were ship builders, and those ships were sailed to all parts of 
the world by Nova Scotians. They brought back to Nova Scotia a great deal 
?f wealth, resulting in the creation of many local banks that were most success- 
t'l for a time and which was, perhaps, to a degree responsible for the birth of 
he larger banking system of Canada. May I refer to the town of A armouth, 

which at one time had more tonnage on the ocean per capita than any 
'/'her place in the world. That was true to a lesser degree, perhaps, to other 
Peints in Nova Scotia—Pictou, for example—Liverpool and other ports built 
,tlcir ships and sailed them. The shipmaster was a banker, because he had to 
? his own banking in the foreign ports of the world, and at home the people 
ho were interested in shipping formed their own banks. I am told that in 
armouth at one time that one family, after their ships had arrived, had 

.. 00,000 in the house and they did not know what to do with it. At another 
, Pm there was a raid on a bank in Yarmouth and one of the directors was 
n ^Phoned that there was a raid on the bank and he had $250,000 in his house, 
l^dhe • - - ..........................................................................
th. carried the money in a suitcase through the back door of the bank while
far CUs^omers carried the money out the front door. So you will see that in as 
hav as Nova Scotia is concerned we have opinions—we have set opinions that 
davs C<fne to us from experience in the banking world, and we can look back to 
expr 0. Prosperity. Those days were the best when banking was, to use an

With the passing of wooien ships and 'the introduction of steam tabj nesses began to decline with the result that the banks in Nova Scotia—the
» bfnks faded with considerable disaster to our economy. In the city 
1 Halifax and in some other places they survived and became either a part Krthe national banks of Canada or extended themselves into Canadmn be 
nr mstance I think the Royal Bank had its background m the Merchant.

e^e ^^^'^ti^t^^to ^confederation ^ I ^attribute

f6U back/L6 iWeS, L^r^the tLge^nTe' transportation of the world
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into iron ships and big companies and steam ; for that reason Nova Scotia 
has not enjoyed so prosperous a day since. Of course, export trade has some- 
tiling to do with it. The export trade, and also the trade of many countries 
of the world, was carried by Nova Scotians, and in those days they realized 
their ambitions and they had the strength of people who are of the sea and who 
naturally became prosperous because of their efficiency in those days.

We are told that we in the east are orthodox in regard to banking and with 
regard to money matters ; and from Mr. Clark’s speech I would say that Mr. 
Clark is fairly orthodox. He comes from Fredericton in the province of New 
Brunswick and represents, perhaps, in quite an orthodox way the opinion 
of many people in the maritime provinces. I looked up the meaning of the 
word “orthodox” in the dictionary and I see that the meaning is given as, sound 
in opinion and doctrine. If that is what the word means, I have to be orthodox; 
if it means to be stupid and to stick to old things, I am not orthodox. I am 
always looking for something new. Therefore, I have come to this committee 
to meet our friends from western Canada who are the preachers of this new 
doctrine with regard to money especially, and with a thought or a hope, perhaps, 
the truth could be arrived at. Perhaps, we are a little too set in our ways 
and, perhaps, they are a little too radical. I have found that most of the dis
cussion coming from members who are preaching monetary reform rather circles 
around getting money free—debt free money or something like that. One mem
ber even went so far as to say it was unchristian to charge interest on money'
I do not know where one would find out whether it is Christian or not except 
through the philosophy of that book which teaches that doctrine, and I find i° 
Matthew, chap. 25, verse 14 in connection with the parable of the talents the 
following: “For the kingdom of heaven is as a man travelling into a far country, 
who called his own servants, and delivered unto them his goods.”

And then in verse 27 in dealing with the servant who buried his talents i° 
the earth, I find the following:—

Thou oughtest therefore to have put my money to the exchangers, 
and then at my coming I should have received mine own with usury.

.
Now, that word “usury” is a word we do not like at the present time; but 

it occurs to me that “usury” in those days simply meant interest.
The Chairman : It does now.
Mr. Kinley: However, I found in Webster’s dictionary in the library th»" 

“usury” is defined as an unconscionable or exorbitant rate or amount of interest, 
interest in excess of the legal rate; charges to the borrower for the use of money' j 
In so far as usury means that I am against usury, and in the constituenc- 
I represent our people are so sound in mind that they abhor a high rate 6 
interest. They are always looking for a low rate of interest, of wages 0 
money; and you will find no people more anxious to reduce the wages of monc- 
because of that very stability, than the people I represent.

My friends say that the banks in this country have in some way 
money as a mystery about which the people knew very little. Well, it - e 
that the average man—I do not say this in any uncomplimentary way, becn11^ 
we have learned a lot since we have come here with regard to money mattery 
and I think this committee has been splendid—but I find that in the school'
Nova Scotia in grades 11 and 12 in books on civics and economics that ha 
ing is thoroughly explained in a most simple and good way, and that the y^WJJ 
people in this country are getting a splendid idea of the way the banking syst y 
in this country works. I find—and I do not say this in any uncomplin1611 ^ej 
way—that the men who preach the doctrine of radicalism with regard to ’11,) 
are not those with practical experience but are rather those men who thin . 
the abstract, men who express theories; but as a practical business man I 1 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

treated
is true
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found that when our directors sit around the table and try to design some new 
product, or when one of our workmen comes in with a new idea, or we say 
that it sounds good, let us see how it works out, we may spend some money 
for the purpose of improving our product or having a new one, but in many 
cases we find that it does not work out at all. Practical experience, to my mind, 
‘s the thing that tells the tale, and while our theories may sound good and while 
they may be plausible, practical life is altogether different. In this regard, I 
have listened to our friends of the Social Credit party, and I can say that 
nobody can listen to them without being impressed with the earnestness and the 
Moderation with which they express their thoughts here; but I am shy of it, in 
the first place, because I think monetary policy should be uniform throughout 
the whole country. If there is one thing that should be uniform it is the 
Monetary policy.' The same yardstick which applies in Nova Scotia should 
apply in British Columbia; and I think that under the British North America 
Act we can very well say that it is a wise part of the Act where it says that 
hanking and commerce should be a matter of concern lor the whole nation and 
Micier the control of the federal parliament. I do remember some practical 

lings that have been brought forward in connection with the social credit 
hçory, and apart from the social credit theory from what Mr. McGeer has 

said. His is not so much an attack on the banking system of this country as 
.Is a feeling that we could flirt with it more and do things with it that perhaps 

Might do the country some good. On the other hand, the social credit people 
0 bring forward a theory, that is difficult to understand. I think it is a sug

gestion that we could monetize each year the production of the country and in 
at way carry on in a much easier way than we do to-day.

I have not found many business men, men who have dealt with finance and 
en who have dealt with manufacturing in this country who think there is any 

asy way to succeed. I am still old fashioned enough to think that the way to 
acceed is to work and save; a degree of individualism—and there is a great 

I................... „and the way for the individual tofk'al of rugged individualism in Canada
succeed is to work and save. , nrnmises of the Social
0 Then I do recall that in the election propagan . 1 - - dividend to

Party at its inception they were promisee^^^jfo"very 
My citizen of the province. It is possible to gi - . w:n ^ ff vou

t tlZ(in of the province; there is nothing fundament. ^ th nay the bill
you oa Pe°ple; if >TU ,inakc+t1!1C Pe°Pt1LW«20earmom'h $but ‘ somebody will have 
t0 1 can give everybody in the country $2U a mon ,

to « ,te money, I 1». I» SSTTcates which was an adventure in the field oi curre . > attracted our
an! one that we in the east took notice of, and which'ra ^ those bills.
It ,S°’ ifc is an advcnture ,in CfUTCprovince of Xlberta ”; underneath
“ p's headed “The Government of the Prmmce o , ’ , 5 1Q36 »prosperity Certificate ” and then follows “ Date of Issue August 5, ivwo.

Cn follow the words:—
, + tlip bearer the sum of one dollarThe provincial treasurer will- W£ " o{ isgue hereof upon presenta-

on the expiration of two years from te^ the backs hereof one 
tion hereof provided there are then atta
hundred and four one cent certificate - • it to

.•it fY-iaf if VOU give IV VUtjjp there is nothing fundamentally w nW J1 it because they would
V People. 1 do not think there is the principal back in two yean.
lWpayMg interest on the money and Pa. r , to the people for sen ices, 
tv do not give it to them. This .was.^onev. and after he gave a daysW0ir.st Pface, the man had to work foi t (febt free money, because

rk he might be given this currency. B 1S nu
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longer you keep it the more it costs you. On the back of it is ruled out certain 
spaces for each week. In each week you must put a stamp in the block. In 
this certificate I hold in my hand just two 1 cent stamps appear. This certificate 
was issued August 5, 1936. In order to get clear of it it would cost me $1.02, 
and now I would receive $1 for it- To my mind that is loaning money at a 
very high rate of interest. You talk about free interest and Christian interest. 
That is 50 per cent a year interest on the money.

Mr. Landeryou: No; I must object to that. It is not that interest. The 
rate of interest is 2 per cent a year. How many stamps are there on it?

Mr. Kinley: A hundred and four in two years,
Mr. Landeryou : My friend does not comprehend the facts that relate to 

the issue of that certificate. From the statement that he is making it seems to 
me that he does not comprehend it. If it would be in order, I should like to 
correct that statement.

Mr. Kinley : Go ahead.
Mr. Landeryou : There are 52 spaces on the back, are there not?
Mr. Kinley: 104 one cent certificate stamps.
Mr. Landeryou : On Wednesday each week a 1 cent stamp is affixed to one 

of these spaces on the back of the certificate.
Mr. Kinley: Yes.
Mr. Landeryou: At the end of the year there would be 52 stamps there- 

When it is completed there would be 52 stamps on it,
Mr. Kinley: 104.
Mr. Landeryou: $1.04, yes, that is correct. The man who has it filled with 

stamps goes to the government and recovers a dollar for the bill, and the g°v' 
ernment is not paying 50 per cent interest on the bill at all.

Mr. Kinley: The government is not paying anything.
Mr. Landeryou : The government has to redeem that bill and give $1 f°r 

the $1.04 they receive.
Mr. Coldwell : After $1.04 worth of stamps have been put on it.
Mr. Landeryou: Let me give a simple illustration. If the government ^ 

to spend $1.000 for a stretch of highway they would have either to tax the pe°P\ 
to secure the $1,000 to start with or they would have to go to the banks or 
private individuals and borrow the $1,000 by the sale of securities, and 
would use that $1.000 to pave the highway. The highway would cost the Pe0^0 
$1,000 either in the form of taxes in the first place or taxes in the future 
redeem the bonds upon which the highway was financed. Now in this case , 
government took 1,000 pieces of paper that were called prosperity certificates, ^ 
it was issued to those who built the highway. It is just the same. The $L. j 
could have been borrowed by taxes from the people. Instead of doing * ^ 
they simply issued $1,000 worth of prosperity certificates, pieces of paper, t° x ]j 
people. The last person who held the certificates, after the stamps w€reugh 
affixed, would want $1 each for them. The government had to secure, t!>r°Te 
this tax system of 1 cent a week, $1.04, so that when the $1 prosperity certrn (
was up for redemption the government would have a dollar to pay the ho^o 
but they had received $1.04. Thus $1 would be given to the man 
held the prosperity certificate when all of the stamps were attached. A1 ft 
government retains is the 4 cents to pay for the cost of printing the money-^ 
was cheaper in the final analysis for the government to finance its public \$ 

in that way than to borrow from the banks or other people. Then, 
another feature.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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My friend said this is “hot money.” It was designed to increase the 
velocity of circulation. People spent that money and business was improved to 
that extent. There is nothing remarkable about it. Nobody lost anything by 
it, and it was a cheap method of financing.

Mr. Coldwell: It is a tax of 1 cent a week on a dollar.
Mr. Kinley: Perhaps I can explain it better if I compare it with a Royal 

Kank of Canada bill which I happen to have here. Now, a man in Nova 
Scotia works a day—

The Chairman : Or Alberta.
Mr. Kinley : Or Alberta, and he gets a bill. When he gets that bill at

night—
Mr. Jaques: Somebody borrows it at 5 or 8 per cent interest.
Mr. Kinley : When he gets that bill at night he gets debt-free money.
Mr. Jaques: Somebody borrows it.
Mr. Kinley: But, more than that, he can put it in the bank at the end of 

the year and get per cent interest. At the end of the year he will have his 
which was issued by the Roval Bank and per cent on the $5 that the bank 
Pays.

Mr. Jaques: Somebody somewhere has had to pay 5 per cent or 8 per cent 
interest or—

The Chairman: Let Mr. Kinley finish. Please Mr. Jaques, let Mr. Kinley 
finish his statement. Everybody is going to have an opportunity.

Mr. Kinley : This is a promise to pay by a bank of this country and the 
other is a promise to pay signed by Mr. Aberhart, premier ■Alberta. *“• 
Aberhart’s promise to pay says at the end of two years if you paid ®1U4 on the 
>ack of this promise, I will redeem it, but mind you, you must work for it before 
y°u get it. The other bill says, at the end of your work you will get this bill, 
and if you pUt ft jn the bank I will give you li per cent interest besides.

Mr. Landeryou: l\ per cent.
Mr. Kinley : Thanks, 1^.
The Chairman: It is 1 o’clock, gentlemen.

• Mr. Kinley: This is the one effort of the Social Credit that I know about 
ln the field of currency, and it is so far away from what you theorize on that—

The Chairman: Mr. Jaques washes to make a statement.
Mr. Jaques: In the first place, those prosperity certificates are not and 

d were never intended to be anything like social credit.
Mr. Cleaver: Were they issued by social creditors? 

idp Mr. Jaques: The idea was Gessel’s, the German economist, who has the 
0 ,lV"'hich is held by our own Minister of Finance that it is the velocity of cir- belatà°n which increases the prosperity of the country; that there are two 

the first is that the money is redeemed by putting stamps on, and the 
°n^ that it does increase the velocity of the circulation 

Mr. Cleaver:
Mr. Jaques:

I take it that Gessel’s theory has been exploded.
,p -—- It is not social credit.

le Chairman: Order, please, gentlemen, 
hi]] and Toques : But, Mr. Kinley, it is not a fair comparison to take a bank 
has it, f say that there is a bill which a man can put in the bank and that he 
except or.n°thing. That money never came from a bank; no money ever did, 
but mterest, and ivhen you pay that loan back you pay not only the dollar 

cents as well.
copy J"- Kinley: Mr. Chairman, would it be possible to have a photostatic 

acte of this prosperity certificate and incorporate it in the record? 
lc Chairman: Yes. We shall adjourn until 4 o’clock this afternoon.
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ONE ONE
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

PROSPERITY CERTIFICATE
DATE OF ISSUE A 1 RHftlQ

AUGUST 5, 1936 IOUOIÎ7

THE PROVINCIAL TREASURER WILL 
PAY TO THE BEARER THE SUM OF 
ONE DOLLAR ON THE EXPIRATION 
OF TWO YEARS FROM DATE OF 
ISSUE HEREOF UPON PRESENTATION 
HEREOF PROVIDED THERE ARE THEN 
ATTACHED TO THE BACK HEREOF 
ONE HUNDRED AND FOUR ONE CENT 
CERTIFICATE STAMPS

GOVERNMENT 
OF THE 

PROVINCE OF 
ALBERTA 
OF CANADA

OFFICE OF THE 
PROVINCIAL 
TREASURER

ONE DOLLAR
C. Cockroft, PROVINCIAL TREASURERWilliam Aberhart, premier

jnaa^iioNE snn

Alberta Alberta Aug. Sett. Sept. Seft. Sept. Sept. Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Nov. Nov. Nov.1 1 26. 2, 9, 16. 23, 30. 7, 14, 21, 28. 4, 12, IS.
CENT CENT 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936

Nov. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan. Feb. Feb. Feb. Feb. Mar-
25, 2, 9, 16, 23. 30, 6, 13. 20. 27. 3, 10, 17, 24. 3,

1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1936 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937

Mar. Mar. Mar. Mar. April April April April May May May May Jltne June June
10. 17, 24. 31, 7, 14, 2i. 28. 5, 12, 19. 20, 2. 9, 16.

1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937

June June July July July July Aug. Aug. Aug. Aug. Sept. Sept. Sept. Sett. Sept-
23. 30. 7, 14, 21, 28, 4. 11, 18. 25. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29.

1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937

Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Nov. Nov. Nov. Nov. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Jan. JaN-
6. 13. 20. 27, 3, 10, 17, 24, 1, 8, 15, 22. 29. 5, T2,„

1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1937 1938 1938

Jan. Jan. Feb. Feb. Feb. Feb. Mar. Mar. Mar. Mar. Mar. April April April ApR11,

19. 26, 2, 9. 16. 23, 2. 9, 16, 23. 30, 6, 13, 20, 27,n
1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938

Mat May May May June June June June June July July July July Aug.
4, 11, IS. 25. 1, 8, 15. 22. 29. 6, 13. 20. 27. 3.

1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938 1938

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee resumed at 4.00 P.M.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Kinley.
Mr. Kinley : Mr. Chairman, before we adjourned I was talking of theory 

as opposed to practice and the value of the theory was how it worked out 
in practical experience. In this committee we have heard a lot about theory, 
and especially from those who have advanced views on banking and monetary 
niatters. It is rather an involved theory. As one who has had to do with 
Practical things all my life—that is in dealing with the substance and the 
finding of money at the end of the fortnight to pay the payroll and struggling 
along so as to be able to satisfy people who have demands on your business 
~yl have had an experience which makes me think there is no easy way in this 
fife to succeed.

Now, I was dealing with the theory of our social credit friends, and 
f said that while their theory was largely proclaimed in Canada and here 
ln this committee by men who are in earnest and men who put forward with 
Moderation their views, as practical people I think we should look upon the 
things they have actually done, if they have achieved anything—we should 
°°k upon those achievements and judge them. I produced this prosperity 
certificate. In dealing with it I think we should strip the argument of all the 
'h'apery and get down to the facts, because this is rather a habeas corpus ; 
shall I say it is producing the body. As in a coroner’s inquest, there is the 
b°dy, now let us examine the body. And this is a prosperity certificate.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: You are not suggesting it is a corpse, are you?
, Mr. Kinley: Well, it is the body anyway ; it is the evidence : it is concrete, 

definite. This prosperity certificate, as I take it, was isued by the government 
of Alberta because it is signed bv William Aberhart, premier, and by the 
Provincial treasure; and it says: “ The provincial treasurer will pay to the 
oarer the sum of one dollar on the expiration of two years from date of issue 

l(1reof upon presentation hereof provided there are then attached to the back 
lereof one hundred and four 1 cent certificate stamps.” Now, that is issued 
’o'' services rendered. I understood they were paying their school teachers 
nd civil servants with them.

Mr. Landeryou: No; mostly for road work.
Mr. Kinley: A man would do a day’s labour and get that certificate.
Mr. Landeryou : And then it went into general circulation. 

w -Mr. Kinley: He wanted to put it into general circulation, and lie had to 
°rk for it in the first place, and he got it for services rendered.

Mr. Landeryou : Yes.
Vpo % Kinley: In the first place, if he put it away and saved it for two 
befls ^ would be no good to him, because he would have to pay $1.04 on it 

01 e he could have it redeemed.
Landeryou: It would be no good to him. 

wl ^r. Kinley: If he spends it and it gets into general circulation the people 
of n worked must pay the government $1.04 in stamps for the redemption

'at $] certificate at the end of two years. It is really issuing money
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not interest bearing money that will bring interest to you, but money on which 
you must pay interest; a cent a week, and it goes up the longer you hold it. 
Now, I would like to get down to a definite example. Suppose I am work
man in the province of Alberta—and Mr. Landeryou says I am working on 
the road—and suppose that at night the foreman comes to me and he says: 
“I have two kinds of money. Here is a bank bill, a Dominion government 
bill, a Royal Bank bill ”—I had a $5 bill this morning but I spent it since— 
I cannot find it—

Mr. Jaques: Perhaps somebody borrowed it.
Mr. Kinley: I hope he pays the interest on it.
Mr. Jaques: He certainly will.
Mr. Kinley: Suppose I am a workman in the province of Alberta, and the 

foreman comes and he says: “Here are two kinds of money; here is a prosperity 
certificate on which you must pay a cent a week in order to keep it good, and 
here is a bank bill which I will give to you and which is debt free and on 
which, if you loan it to your friends, you are entitled to ask interest for the 
loan, and if you give it to him for two years he will pay you 5 per cent a year, 
and in two years you will get 10 per cent on that bill, whereas in regard to the 
other bill in two years it will be worth nothing.” That is the position. I am 
not complaining of this. If the Social Credit party had adopted this idea: 
for instance, we will give this to the people, hand it out to the people, $20 a 
month, and say to the people, “now, this is an advance to you, we give you 
this as an advance, and every week it is going to cost you a cent, and at the 
end of two years it will cost you $1.04,” there would have been more virtue 
in it. However, the man has to work for it. It is hot money. And this is 
the first adventure in the field of monetary circulation.

Mr. Landeryou: Are you familiar with the fact that it was the unemployed 
people who were put to work with that?

Mr. Kinley : Hold on now. Just a moment. This is your first adventure 
in the monetary field. Now, I hear what you people say about money without 
interest, debt free money, and I find that your first practical action is this, 
and I say that I cannot bring them together or make them harmonize.

Mr. Landeryou: Was not that debt free money?
Mr. Kinley: This achievement or this activity or this attempt to circulât® 

money, and the theory that you are preaching before this committee does 
jibe, it does not make sense. I remember once when we were discussing banks 
in the house that, I think it was Mr. Jaques, was speaking of that ratber 
attractive game called poker, and he said that if you played poker long enoug11 
the banker would get all the money.

Mr. Jaques : I do not think that is right.
Mr. Kinley: I think that is what you said. If you look at Hansard of® 

former year you will find it; you said that if you played poker long enough D® 
banker would get all the money. AVas that not what you said? I think that^ 
what you said. Now that is not true. I have played some poker in my "trnU 
and I have found it a very attractive game, but when you start to play 
you sit around a table and you choose one of the most worthy and meth 
of your party and ask him to be banker, and the banker performs a service.

Mr. Jaques : He is not paid in that case.
Mr. Howard : At least he has some interest.
Mr. Jaques : Unless he took his percentage out of the pot. (j
Mr. Kinley : I want to get down to things that people will understW^ 

These involved arguments about finance people do not understand, but man> 
understand poker.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

poker
odic®1
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Mr. Landeryou : There are not many understand it.
Mr. Kinley: Now, Mr. Jaques made that statement—I remember I took 

it down—that if you played poker long enough the banker would get all the 
money. My experience is that the kitty gets all the money if you play poker 
long enough, and the kitty represents entertainment and the extravagance of 
the players, because they take money out of the pot and they bring in refresh
ments and they pay for the room and all that sort of thing, whereas the banker 
Performs a splendid service and he is the most reliable person in the party. 
He must make good at the end of the game every chip that is in the hands of the 
Players.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Would you use an illustration we can all understand?
Mr. Kinley: I will use one we can all understand. Mr. Jaques, I think, 

sPoke of debt free money. Debt free money reminds me of the man who keeps 
a c°untry store. I want to say that some day someone should put up a 
monument in this country to the country store keeper. He is fast fading away, 

n he was the man in the farming community who was equipped to take and 
'ho did take for a generation or more the products of the farmer and market 

em, and by barter and exchange he did perform a great service in the rural 
Parts. The rural storekeeper did something that I think was of great value, 
cnd whatever may be said about the efficiency of these co-operative stores 
immunities, if they combat the chain store and create a local patriotism that 
of bring back into the communities or keep in the communities the business 

that community, they will perform a service.
The Chairman: Mr. Kinley, we must not wander too far afield.
Mr. Kinley: I was going to give the story. We hear talk of debt free 

Pe n(P’ and ^ reminds me of the man who keeps the country store. There arc 
banV 6 W^° think that because the government owns a bank they can go to that 
sh(1V] iand Ml Mm money they want and that there is no reason why there 
stor'. i n°k l36 an amP*e supply. Let us suppose that this man in the country 
8to e las an extravagant wife and family who say that because papa owns the 
Su. e Miey can go into the store and take everything they want, and let us 
and tu6 that they 8° there and carry away goods, and they dress themselves up, 
anil t i y take everything they want. Usually after a time the sheriff steps in 
is th f Is charge. And they do not know what is happening, when the trouble 
had at,they invaded their trust. While the father did own the store, his goods 
and W T’ and the storekeeper needed them as he must meet his obligations, 
°H l; 18 family were invading the very thing which was his asset in order to carry 

118 business.
Mr. Jaques: They are giving no service in return.

Prosn Kinley: I do not see what that has to do with it. Returning to this 
Part of^f certificate, so called, I suppose the Social Credit party accept this as 

their activities; they do not disown it.
Movin'.' Lani)eryou: No, that took place, and it worked satisfactorily in the 

j.Ce °f Alberta and fulfilled its purpose, 
ties Qf1;,"Howard; Do you think it would be a good thing to pay the indemni- 

lese fellows in the house?
for h !'" Landeryou: Yes, they would spend the money instead of saving it up 

old — - 11 1diff, age. We have opened up treasury branches now and we are using• tic nave uj/un
•ont medium of exchange.

M°n- Mr. Stevens: I think it is fair to say that it has been definitely used.
^r" Landeryou: Yes.

„ Mr.Wv; It is like this: it 1 ** £'fi,i1, 1£•»"> another good dollar and put stamp» on 
c to earn two dollars to get one.
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Mr. Landeryou : Oh, no.
Mr. Kinley: And, furthermore, if I keep that dollar for a year I have 

to put 52 cents in stamps on it and, therefore, it is 52 per cent money. We hear 
talk about usury and 3 per cent and 4 per cent, but this is something like 52 per 
cent. Therefore, I say that theory and practice do not work together in this— 
they do not always work out. That is, there are so many theories that are 
exploded in the realm of practical endeavour. I have never been taught that 
something could be got for nothing; unless somebody had to pay.

Mr. Jaques: You can get nothing for something.
Mr. Kinley: Well, sometimes. Somebody has to pay.
Mr. Jaques: Of course.
Mr. Kinley: I do not believe that dilution gives strength. There may be 

times when inflation—that is dilution is advisable for purposes—I do think 
perhaps, it creates some redistribution of wealth as between the classes—but t 
never knew that by diluting anything you could get strength. For instance: 
let us suppose that the chairman said : Let us have a drink of whiskey. Some 
men do have a drink of whiskey.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Let us talk of something that we know of.
Mr. Kinley: You say: That is not enough, we will want more than thaL 

and he says, bring in the water pitcher and fill it up. Now, he has a bigger drin* 
but no more whiskey. The same example would hold true in connection wn 
the farmer and his milk. If the farmer waters his milk he has more substari 
but he has no more milk.

Mr. Landeryou: He has more bulk.
Mr. Kinley: Yes, but he has no more milk, and it is a criminal thing ^ 

him to do. If he does that he can be put in jail. However, one will water t!1, 
money and the other will water the milk, and I cannot see that there is mllC 
difference.

Mr. Landeryou: How about deflation?
Mr. Kinley: In the east there is a rugged individualism in my county
Mr. Landeryou: Is there any ragged individualism down there?
Mr. Kinley: Perhaps.
Mr. Jaques: Suppose the milkman restricts his production when he ra, 

prices, that is the same as restricting money when you raise interest rates. >■ ^ 

is done every day. That is what they call sound money. It is kept scare6 
keep up interest rates.

Mr. Kinley: Well, we will come to that in a little while.
The Chairman : Mr. Jaques, may I suggest that Mr. Kinley did not 

rupt you very much.
Mr. Kinley: Oh, no, I do not mind. ^
The Chairman: I think we should proceed as rapidly as possible, be6 

there are several others who want to follow Mr. Kinley. ^

Mr. Landeryou: Are we going to have an opportunity to answer the s 
ments made by Mr. Kinley, because I do not accept the statements th& 
being put on the record?

The Chairman: There are two or three others on our list.
Mr. Landeryou: We are supposed to have a reference before this 

mittee, and Mr. Kinley has wandered away from the reference. I tbe
objecting to him doing so, he is entitled to express his views on some 0r
plans adopted in Alberta, but surely, in all fairness, we should have an ^gtr 
tunity to reply to some of these outrageous statements he has made-''"  ̂

ments which I am sure Mr. Towers would not agree with, although 11 
not accept social credit.

int6'

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Howard: Mr. Kinley is inciting interruptions.
Mr. Baker: I object to the word “outrageous.” It may be outrageous 

to some people in some places, but not to other people in other places.
Mr. Cleaver: And as far as Mr. Towers is concerned, the governor can 

speak for himself.
Mr. Kinley: Speaking with regard to my C.C.F. friends who, I think, 

are perhaps approaching a doctrine of state socialism, I believe in the virtue 
?f private initiative: I believe private initiative is the great driving force 

industry, and that fair personal gain is a spur which is necessary for its
success.

Mr. Landeryou : Hear, hear.
Mr. Kinley: And at the same time, the acceptance by us all of those 

things which are necessarily of interest for the public good..
Banking, to most of the people of this country, has become a bit of a 

Mystery largely because of the doctrines that have been preached and because 
°f the ramifications and the complex features of the subject that come out 
as it gets bigger and bigger. I think it was Sir Montague Allen who once said 
wllen he was in New York that it had got to a stage where even he did not 
Understand it; it had got into the realm of mystery. 1 herefore, if we are 
nut quite sure, or if we are not speaking with the utmost assurance on matters 
0 this kind, I think it is because we are beginning to learn something about it. 
. Now, we hear about getting something for nothing or making something 

1f°m nothing. I remember when I went to school that there was a little bit 
y, Verse in our Royal reader which I think gave a good lesson in economics, 

'vent something like this:—
John came from school the first half year 
Learned as could be 
And wished to show to all around 
How smart a boy was he;
And so at dinner he began : “Papa, you think you see 
Two roasted chickens on that dish,
Now I can prove them three.
First, this is one and that is two,
That’s plain as plain can be,
I’ll add the one unto the two 
And two and one make three.”
“Just so,” answered his papa, “if what you say ,is true, 
I’ll take one and ma takes one 
And the third we’ll leave for you.’

and n°XI’ lest mY social credit friends are thinking I am one-sided in “17 ideas 
«hat I favour those who consider themselves sound fin » 

ry> let me say a word about corporation law 
*r- Landeryou : Ridicule proves nothing. .

tionifr; Kinley: Let me say a word about corporation law I thmk corpora- 
liabiüV' îS vehicle upon which most business devilment ne es. ,
PieceRation was first conceived in England it was considered a master
Wen® t f cgislation. It followed the royal assent and the roXal^“£ 
great ° c°mPanies who operated all over the world We all remember the 
that o! th sea bubble that made such a mess of things The“ Rectors of
°Pini0,vlpany werc stripped of everything but their clothes because public 

T n\n ^e country was so outraged. . muit isV^heve that corporation law has been a great element m WOgress but 
is a Privilege. The limited liability corporation law is a privilege. There 

thing as unlimited companies, then there is the private man who
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takes the load and takes his responsibility, but the fellow who has the limited 
liability, he has a privilege. That privilege has been worked and exploited 
by the finest legal minds of this country and by the smartest financiers until 
I think it has now come to the stage where it is almost a menace to our economy-

I spoke about the people who want to inflate money, want to water money- 
I believe that the sound business man who comes into a firm and waters the 
stock of the company is just as bad as the one who wants to water the money- 
One is the creature of good times so long as the road is easy, but the minute 
the road gets hard and the times get harder—

Mr. Jaques: Why do they get hard?
Mr. Kinley: Just a minute now. The minute the road gets hard they fin® 

it difficult, and the first thing that happens is they meet difficulties, and i® 
going down they aggravate the situation by pulling down other companies 
and the first thing we know we are in a general depression. That is the creature 
of good times. That watering is done in good times when the money }s 

plentiful. The business man who waters his money and waters his stock lD 
good times is just as unsound as the theorist, the one who wants to water 
the money.

Mr. Lander you: We do not want to water money.
Mr. Kinley: If you form a company you create another person in law wi^j 

privileges, and if you get some money and some friends you can create a secop® 
person in law. This second person can co-operate with the first person and Wit® 
bonds and with the right of manipulation and some capital can form mam 
companies. You can create a commercial dynasty ; interlock directorates an 
create a business dictatorship, a commercial dictatorship in this country- ., 
believe we have created commercial dictatorships in this country through the a’ 
of corporation law. I believe in this country one of the things we need is m^ 
personal responsibility behind business. If I go to the bank and say should 
to have $25,000, the bank manager would say, yes Mr. Kinley, you have a g°°j- 
company, we will give you $25,000 but you must put your name on the back 
this note.

Mr. Landeryou: They will lend it to you. ,
Mr. Kinley : They will say, put your company’s name on the front 

your name on the back. I say, yes, but I have a good company. The manajL 
will say, yes but it is better to have faith in the man behind it. When ^ 

fellow who issues stock and bonds comes down to you with his prospectus 
tells you if he can get prominent men to be directors—he will say, look at , 
men who are directors ; look at the nice set-up, and he will sell you the bo 
But they are not on the back of the note. If the company goes broke, you e 
your money. The banks are more sensible in doing their business beca ^ 
they see when they lend you the money that you are responsible. It seemm^ 
me that while we have difficulties with our monetary system there are more c 
in this country in so far as corporation law is concerned and in so far as ^ 
mercial dictatorships are concerned, than anything else. What we neec 
decentralization.

The Chairman : Hear, hear. g0

Mr. Kinley: What we need is decentralization of business in Canac* 
that every part of Canada will have a balanced economy. If you people >®.tir 
west had in Winnipeg, Regina and Calgary a few of the manufacturing inS try- 
tions you would not be so concerned about how tariff is ruining this cou 
We in the maritimes suffer from them too.

The Chairman: Winnipeg is the fourth industrial centre in Canada- 
Mr. Kinley : It is coming along; but we need decentralization.
Mr. Jaques: I agree with that; we are 100 per cent behind that.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Kinley: In that regard I think you are sound. If we look at the map 
when we are talking about monetary reform we will find that all the reformers 
come from west of the great lakes. Surely, all the brains are not west of the 
great lakes?

Mr. Jaques : The pioneer spirit is.
Mr. Kinley: I know, but there is a reason for it. I will admit it took us 

hundreds of years in the east to build up our economy. In the west you built 
cities and provinces in 25 or 35 years, and you had a capital structure to look 
after your services and schools and everything that was an enormous charge on 
the economy of the country. You assumed such a load in a few years that when 
,ard times came along you could not stand it; you got into difficulties and you 

hid not know what was wrong with you. It was like what happened to us in 
Nova Scotia in the days of the passing of the wooden ships. • We did not know 

hat was wrong with us, when we did not have all the money that we commanded 
111 other years, and we blamed it on confederation. We said confederation has 
ruined Nova Scotia.

Mr. Landeryou: You should have blamed the banks.
Mr. Kinley : You people in the west blamed it on the banks and the 

Monetary system.
Mr. Jaques: The whole world is in that condition.
Mr. Kinley: We are in a competitive world, and if you compare the world

^th our country I think vou will agree that we have the best countiy in the 
World. ’

The Chairman: Hear, hear. thin£, that we should be proud of,
, Mr. Kinley: Our banking system is - money, and furthermore— because during this depression no man lost firs money,

Mr. Jaques: At whose expense? country that in so far as
,, Mr. Kinley: It has performed services m ■ ^ thmgg we speak about

5_he stability of this country is concerned 18 l do not think I shall say
yben we tell about the pre-eminence of our cou ^ ovemor a few questions. 
any more along these lines, but I just want to ask fa

tty Mr. Kinley:
fixed , 90uld there be such a thing as a fixed volume of banking credit?—A. A

a volume?
of nr,,,: ^e?-—A. No; I would say it should vary depending on the total volume 

O n10n of the country.
o' rpi°es ft 'not depend on millions of individual transactions? A. Yes.
0 p lab ^s> it takes two people to make a loan?—A. Yes, that is right, 

and the 01 Stance, there may be occasions when the banks want to loan money 
0 say we do not want it, we cannot use it?—A. Yes.
0 T.i at °ther times the banks say the hazard is too great?—A. Yes. 

McQee L*efore it depends on millions of individual transactions. Now, Mr.
*n Hansard, I noticed, something to the effect that the L nited States 

^stion a-m^ things much more than we are. That prompts me to ask this 
Q V ls„ the United States money backed by gold?—A. \ es. 

bay its £ Iact, the United States is the only country to-day that is willing to 
of Belo-i, reip obligations in gold?—A. It is the only one with the exception 
errns of u ™at I remember at the moment which has a fixed price for gold in 
ati°Oal s»Hi°Wn money. Other countries are using gold as a means for inter

na T .ft.’ements, although not at a fixed price in terms of their own money. 
culati0n * 9 the United States has more gold than they have money in 
7»258—34 l°-day, have they not?—A. In so far as the actual note issue is con-
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cerned, yes, much more, but speaking of it in terms of the gold reserve ratio of 
the federal reserve system the figure is—perhaps we can get it and file the 
figure in a moment.

Q. I think I have them here, but I wanted to justify it by your statement. 
Actually the amount of gold held by the United States is twice as much as the 
volume of currency outstanding and while the internal conversion of the gold 
was stopped in order to prevent hoarding the United States currency is, in fact, 
convertible into gold to meet foreign payments, and is the only currency in the 
world of which that is true. Do you subscribe to that?—A. I am sorry, I did not 
hear that. I see that on April 19 the ratio of reserves to the deposit and note 
liabilities of the federal reserve system was 84-9 per cent.

Q. Well, let me read this again. Actually the amount of gold held by the 
United States is twice as much as the volume of currency outstanding, and 
while the internal conversion into gold was stopped in order to prevent hoarding) 
the United States currency is, in fact, convertible into gold to meet foreign 
payments, and is the only currency in the world of which that is true?-' 
A. Belgium also.

Q. Now, in June, 1933, or between June, 1933 and December, 1936, I am 
told that bank deposits increased in the United States by $4,000,000,000.-^ 
A. June, 1933 and December, 1936?

Q. June, 1933 and December, 1936, by $4,000,000,000 a year.—A. 1® 
December, 1933 the deposits in the United States were $38,500,000,000 approxi
mately. In December, 1936 they were $53,700,000,000, an increase of $15,000,- 
000,000 in that time.

Q. That is about $4,000,000,000 a year?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, in November, 1936 they changed their policy and they doubled the 

bank reserves and sterilized the gold, didn’t they?—A. They doubled the 
minimum legal ratio at that time, approximately, which means that they sterility 
so to speak, that much cash in the form of necessary additional reserves wbicj? 
the banks had to carry. The so-called gold sterilization policy came, as I reca 
it, a little after that, an arrangement by which the treasury took in incoming g?'f 
and borrowed for that purpose, an arrangement practically the same as that whiÇ 
is followed in Great Britain. Since then that sterilization policy has very largey 
been abandoned. .

Q. Why did they double their bank reserves?—A. They felt at that tiny 
presumably, that signs of inflation were becoming visible. Whether that '' 
right or wrong, it would be hard to say. No doubt they also felt that eV 
on the doubled bank reserves there were enough spare reserves left to make^ 
possible to undertake some further expansion if necessary, and not to m9 
contraction necessary. That is the way I understand their reasoning. a

Q. Do you not think that it is quite probable that this policy was the m , 
important single factor in their recent depression?—A. There has been sl 
a tremendous argument on that in the United States that I should hke 
avoid making any comments on their affairs. , to

Q. Now, the huge borrowings of the British government were referrc0^ 
by Mr. McGeer. I think it is fair to say that he, in the house, in Hansard) 
in this committee, led us to believe that the British government and the U ny,e 
States have been doing something that Canada has not done in order to 
things better in so far as monetary policy is concerned. The British governny^ 
has borrowed huge sums in order to balance their budget since 1930.—A- 
I think the contrary is the case. It is in the United States and Canady^, 
there have'been large borrowings to cover governmental deficits, but in EXio^af, 
until the big rearmament program came along, they followed the reverse p° 
that is, they balanced their budget. . ^

Q. By taxation?—A. By taxation, and did not have the occasion to in 
the national debt or borrow new money in any substantial amount.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

to
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Q. They attempted no methods except methods that are considered ortho
dox finance?—A. Their methods were, I will agree, more orthodox from that 
Point of view than those that have been pursued in North America.

Q. If a bank is buying bonds—that is municipal and government bonds— 
Is it not an indication that there is more money than the country can absorb 
!n private enterprise?—A. That the demand, at least, for commercial bank 
loans, is not sufficient to take up the supply of funds which banks have avail
able for loaning.

Q. Now, with regard to foreign exchange, our currency has been travelling 
between that of Great Britain and the United States for years, just a little 
higher than the English pound and a little lower than the American dollar?— 
A- In the 1920-22 period, or perhaps 1919 to 1922, it tended to do that. Again 
’n the 1931-33 period it tended to do that. Those are the two periods when there 
has been a considerable difference in value as between the pound sterling and 
the United Spates dollar.

Q. What control has the central bank system over the rate of exchange?
■ It can only have control if it enters the market for the purpose of buying 

selling exchange, and in the latter case, of course, the extent of its control 
'ould be limited by the amount of foreign exchange which it had available 
tor sale.
„ Q. You could very soon force it down, but could you raise it?—A. That is 

e case where I would say control is limited by the amount of foreign exchange 
ou have available for sale, or the amount of gold you have available for 

y e' because gold can produce foreign exchange. That type of control is what 
tl°u might call the day to day influence which you might exercise on the market 
orwk-1 actual transactions, adding to the demand if you were trying to do 
(jo° ng, or increasing the supply of foreign exchange if you were trying to 
Pol' > °^er- Over the long term period, of course, thfe domestic monetary
all,!'.?' an<* the effect that policy may have on the situation in the country, will 

ect the exchange value of the currency.
do > 1 * suPP°se that the lowering of the rate of exchange in your own country

help the primary producer who exports?—A. The effect on him, as you will 
Pao-6 t 6r, we have tried to deal with in earlier sections of the record, which 
Iran f may he able to give a little later on. It is largely a question of internal 
co^ pr from which, for a period, the primary producer may benefit at the 

? of other people in the country.
exnrw ^on’t you fhink England captured, or recaptured, a great deal of her 
A AA trade by reason of the pound going to an extremely low figure?— 
of Co|i 'iat was so, it would be very largely at the expense of her own people,

5" ^ es, they would work cheaper?—A. Yes. 
loop ' * can see that. Now, on making trade agreements, governments to-day 
tra(]n0lfr tor that sort of thing. I notice that article 13 of our United States 

agreement reads as follows:—
If a wide variation should occur in the rate of exchange between the 

currencies of Canada and the United States of America, and if the 
government of either country should consider the variation so substantial 
as to prejudice the industries or commerce of that country, it shall be 
jree to propose negotiations for the modification of this agreement; and 
f ,,a£r.eement with respect thereto is not reached within thirty days 
oilowing receipt of such proposal, the government making such proposal 

s la'l be free to terminate this agreement in its entiretv on thirty days’ 
Wrfrten notice.

Wherc. is extremely important that you keep the rate of exchange some-
y°U d0 'mm speaking distance of the American rate of exchange, because if 

not, this trade treaty is imperiled.—A. Without answering that question
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directly I would say that in most international arrangements nowadays the 
thought that they may have to be changed if there is a material variation in the 
currency, is present; in other words, it becomes very difficult to steal a march 
on someone. You may not actually be stealing a march on that person, you 
may be doing something which is entirely a question of internal transfer, but 
your actions may affect the foreigner as well, and the foreigner nowadays, having 
had considerable practice, is not liable to be caught napping.

Q. Therefore exchange rates are almost as important as tariffs?—A. They are.
Q. And it is just as important to have stability—it is more important to 

have stability in monetary matters in foreign trade than practically anything 
else?—A. That is true; everybody will agree to that, I believe.

Q. While internally we may trifle with our monetary system, it is a more 
dangerous thing when it becomes international?—A. The internal trifling may 
in due course result in a change in the exchange value of the dollar. If the 
action taken is not an indirect one, but rather the direct procedure of buying 
and selling exchange, then, of course, your efforts are all the more obvious for 
other countries to see.

Q. Canada is a gold producing country?—A. Yes.
Q. A gold exporting country.—A. Yes.
Q. The gold standard is eminently important then to our people, the retention 

of the gold standard?—A. It is.
Q. And we should be boosters, almost, of the gold standard?—A. Yes, we 

should be boosters of the gold standard in some form.
The Chairman : The use of monetary gold; is that right?
Mr. Towers: Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. The use of monetary gold, is that right?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Is banking a monopoly in Canada?—A. No, I do not think you could 

say that. Having in mind the existence of ten banks I do not think it could be 
described as a monopoly. If you think of the question of other banks being 
able to start—as we know, the provisions for that are laid down in the Bank 
Act—I think it is most unlikely in the visible future that any other banks w»1 
get into operation in Canada.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Why?—A. I do not think the game is worth the candle for a new organize' 

tion. I think that the long period of years during which they would have ^ 
suffer losses before they could hope to break even would discourage most peoplc 
from trying to do it.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. How many banks did you say there were in Canada?—A. Ten, indu 

ing Barclay’s Bank.
Q. Do you not think those ten are so organized that they could be co 

stituted as a combine?—A. No, I would not say that.
Q. Is it not extraordinary that they all charge the same rate of interest- 

A. I expect there are some variations. - j
Q. Well, of course, some.—A. However, I should say this. I have sa^j 

this before and perhaps the committee will not mind if I repeat it: Above J 
things I do want to avoid creating any impression that one of the functions . 
the Bank of Canada is to defend or describe chartered bank policy. They sh° 
talk for themselves.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Much of our business in Canada is built up on the monopoly principle. 
For instance, tramways and hydro. There is a franchise involved and we 
control the rates. Do you not think that banking should be a monopoly publicly 
controlled?

The Chairman : Is that a matter of policy, Mr. Kinley?
Mr. Towers: That is a matter of policy. I am not quite sure what improve

ment you would get from that. If you go that far perhaps you really ought 
jp take the responsibility for operation as well. There are certain general 
limitations in the Bank Act and the Interest Act. If you get down to too much 
rigidity in the limitations then you practically assume responsibility for opera
tion.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. To all practical purposes to-day are not the banks a monopoly, publicly 

controlled, whether they are controlled enough or not? The banks are controlled 
oy the Bank Act, but there is a monopoly because of the difficulty oi other 
People getting in. It takes a lot of money and they face competition, so for all 
Practical purposes it might be useless to start a bank against the organizations 
We have to-day. The banks are controlled by the Bank Act.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: A ten-year franchise.

By Mr. Kinley:
I w ^ y°u n°t think that should be reviewed more often?—A. I doubt it. 
th 0ldd say that so far as the public are concerned their main interest lies along 
the+e i^nes: If they want to borrow money are there at least enough banks so 
jj they do not depend on the decision of one? Have they certain alternatives? 
jQave they the element of competition for business in sufficient degree? Secondly, 

re£ard to the various types of services which banks render, that is, the main- 
thpanCe °f checking accounts, the collection of accounts for businessmen, are 
p re enough banks competing for that business so that individuals and business 
hk n can Set good service or change over to another institution if they do not 
Pari'™6 !yPe °f service they are getting? Lastly, within the limits imposed by 
tho lament with respect to interest rates, is there sufficient competition so that 

Se rates which are charged are not economically unfair to the country?
CO Q; Ten me, Mr. Towers, does the central bank in any way enter into 
A. nPmition or reduce the profits in a general way of the commercial banks?— 
the le monetary policy of the last few years has undoubtedly greatly reduced 

Profits of the commercial banks.
gove^’ ^nd accrued profits to you?—No, mainly to borrowers in the form of 
hav'rameQts and others. No additional profits to us, because our profits, too, 
I couueen reduced by the lowering of interest rates. Speaking from memory 
tpent ",Say this: The average rate of interest which we earned on our invest
it* during 1938 was such and such—I have forgotten the exact figure for the 
if in In our first year of operation in 1935 it had been a higher figure. Now, 
rate • we bad earned on the investments we then held the same average 
higher ■ lnterest that we earned in 1935, our profits would have been $2,000,000 
effect la that one year. That is just an indication, a measure, of the tremendous 
to be ^bjeh the easy-money policy has had on bank earnings and which has had 
Paid „ Pnected, of course, in very substantial reductions in the rate of interest 

011 deposits.

Q. By Mr. Cleaver:
That saving has been a saving to the debtor class, has it not?- A. Acs.
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By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Let us talk about the wages of money—interest. I am more interested 

in the wages of money than I am in any dislocation of the banking system, 
because we should be able to borrow money as cheaply as possible. How do the 
interest rates to the general public in Canada compare with the interest rates in 
Great Britain and the United States?—A. In Great Britain I would say that 
a rate of 4 per cent on overdrafts was a distinctly favourable one at the present 
time.

Q. It is usually 6 per cent in Canada?—A. And that 5 or something more 
would be not at all uncommon. In the United States it varies very greatly. If 
I may,—I do not think I will be able to find it immediately—I should like to put 
on the record a table which we will get from the Federal Reserve Bulletin show
ing rates in various sections of the United States. I think you will be surprised 
to find how high they are.

Q. In the United States?—A. Yes.
Q. That is, to organized business?—A. In the main centres, such as New 

York or Chicago, large corporations of absolutely undoubted standing can 
borrow at very low rates. If one takes a corporation such as the U.S. Steel, it 
might manage if it needed it, which it does not, to do some short-term borrow
ing at 2 per cent, perhaps. Those are the outstanding cases. But if you take 
the rank and file of individuals in small business across the country, you will 
find that the rates are very different indeed. In the quite small places I think 
you will probably find that the rates are higher than those in Canada.

Q. In good times bank interest rates naturally rise?—A. When there is 
a very keen demand for money and considerable expansion taking place, and 
so forth.

Q. Should it not be the opposite? For instance, in hard times treasury 
bills are low and government, bonds are low and they must balance and earn 
high interest rates from the general public. In good times when the general 
public is taking all the money should not their rate of interest be lower?—A. * 
would not think so, because I would think that the competition which is going °n 
for money at that time—

Q. That is the point; do the banks take advantage of the situation.-'' 
A. Under those circumstances you may find that in order to finance addition8 
loans or speculative loans, perhaps, the banks are being forced to sell govern' 
ment securities that they have available. Not being able to eary that process on 
too far or too fast there is something more of a demand than they can readily 
fill. If they do charge higher rates at that time, it is a form of rationing. As 
matter of fact, in Canada, even in the height of the boom, the interest rates di 
not get up very much. I think, as a matter of fact, that in so far as speculate 
loans were concerned at that time the rates did not go nearly high enough.

Q. It seems to me it is an indication of a monopoly when the rates go up 111 
good times.—A. I would say it is an indication of demand exceeding supply- 

Q. I think there is always a supply if there is a demand. You sav tn 
there is plenty of money at all times, and that there is always a supply if W® 
is a demand.—A. That would depend upon the character of the business 
If it was what you might call a satisfactory reasonable development which ^ 
not coming to the state of a boom then I would say under the existing monel ^ 
situation in this country the additional cash which the banks would require ^ 
cater to that need would be forthcoming. If, on the other hand, it was 
unhealthy, heavy demand for money arising from boom conditions, two nactn e 
should presumably be employed to cut down that unhealthy demand- 
might be the charging of somewhat higher interest rates ; the other mig , 
what you might call the qualitative method of trying to refuse the more undc- 
able type of advances. That last method is a very difficult one to follow- 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. A more risky one, you mean?—A. 

which to accept and which not to accept.
And a more difficult one to decide

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. Do you not think that under the laws of our country the banks have too 

touch protection in making them a preferred customer as against general 
industry?—A. In what respect, Mr. Kinley?

Q. Well, for instance, a man in business owes a merchant $5,000. The 
merchant does not take any action, the man just owes the bill and there is 
no court action. He goes to the bank and borrows another $5.000 and the bank 
will get security, book debts, or something or other, and when it comes to a 
showdown the bank is a preferred customer.—A. That would arise either through
the assignment of security under section 88, or the assignment of book debts.1 think one might argue that it is not a bad thing that the banks should be able 
to obtain that security. I think it is probable that they can finance business 
"tore liberally if they" do get that security. A second argument is this: When 
they make loans their only return is the interest which they receive . ome 
People, of course, think they should not receive any at all. However tin 
"e. their return lies in the interest ; we will call it 6 Per cent. , . ,
XT They are also in the position of being trustees m effect for their depositors. ^°w, a man or a company selling to another company which is borrowing from 
bto bank is getting a somewhat higher return than six per cent. He ha. s 
gross earnings of that particular sale to encourage him to make i .

Q. I do not quite agree. I think the banks in this counm are novct . 
Pretty well. They have highly trained legal staffs, and any statute that can 
b.c toade water-tight, most intelligent efforts I think are made to make it vvater- 
'Sht in the interests of the banks.-A. On that question of security I do think 

„herc is this feature: If a company is selling some merchanckee to an 'er 
c°topany it, of course, is going to have its credit man check up and try to make 
5*. if it is giving say ninety davs’ credit, that the risk is all right. It knows 
bourse, that that company has given section 88 security or an assign^

, ()b debts because there is provision for registration. But §
and make the sale. The sellers would say, “We think the risk is all right, toldr"'1 We are getting a gross margin of 20 per cent, or whatever it may be, 

Tect of the sale of these goods.”
m

Ifou j would say that one commercial company selling to another had more 
ar , !lti°n for taking that risk, more to gain. However, that is a question of 
it to’toent. One final thing I should say is that from my experience—I have seen 
whi'.ktrlaiiy cases—the trade may curtail the extension of credit to a company 
se„ c. *s rather heavilv indebted to the bank and which has given the type of
in» ty under discussion. This results, when trouble comes, in the bank carry- 
« & most "

bette of the load. If that argument is true to any extent, the banks would
- . . security—assuming that the companyp -ter off by not having that particu prédit from its suppliers- ^ thec°ncerned would finance more largely b al way, vougWv speak g,

B Q. I think you established here mage ccnt.-A. That wouio ^
LS . g-od ae, - Bcmuse

^ Why 'wooid it he higher whenMerest™' ̂  „1 operation and

1 »• « SJreT» â^it, ; of doing Msine^The. are
{p Q- Three per cent is the bank ■ 1 carry on with less make
0v businesses in this country tha ‘ ^ especially. 1| a ‘ a bank
>head, that is, commercial businesses reta £ weU to-day. H
5 P* cent net profit on his turnover he is doing v
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charges 6 per cent for money do you not think that in view of their expense of 
doing business that looks like undue profit?—A. Of course, the depositors expect, 
and the government of the country expects, the banks to have a portion of their 
assets in cash, a portion in government and other short-term liquid securities 
and only a portion in loans. The average rate of earnings on all bank assets is, 
I suppose, somewhere in the neighbourhood of 3^ per cent. Whether the rate 
should be lower on that portion which consists of loans, or not, is a question of 
argument. It is a question, really, of an economic rate under which you can do 
business. Right now, if it were lower through the piece, then I think that 
savings deposit rates would also have to be lower.

Q. What per cent do you think the hazard in Canada adds to the use 
of money?—A. As I was saying the other day, if these were the piping times 
of peace and no terrific international disturbances had occurred or were 
expected to occur, and I would include in those disturbances the depression of 
1930, as well as threats of war, then I suppose the amount which might be 
allowed year in and year out for losses on loans might be something of the 
order of half of one per cent. But certainly in the experience of the last 
twenty years it would have to be higher than that.

Q. I think this can be said as a fact: In the last ten years every business 
has had its ups and downs yet the financial institutions of this country have 
all made progress!.—A. Well, I would not go so far as to say that. By the 
way, perhaps I should add that it is the case—;and again I am only trying to 
state the facts of the matter and am not presenting a brief for anyone—Canada 
is an expensive country in which to conduct a banking business because of our 
geographical situation. If you can concentrate a tremendous amount of business 
under one roof your overhead charges per dollar of deposits will be less. That 
is the situation in respect to the very large banks in the United States and ijj 
England. But in Canada, with a chain of branches, many of them very snw1 
and scattered across the country, you will find, naturally, as any businessman 
would find, that your overhead per dollar of deposits is higher than in countries 
of more concentrated population.

I think that the existence of a large number of branches is a desirable 
thing from the point of view of serving the public. I would like to see then® 
in as many communities as possible and to see as few communities without 
branch banks as possible. I personally think that the banks could, over 9 
period of years, effect economies through reducing the number of branches 19 
the cities. I would rather see that done than have further reductions impose 
on the very small communities. I think it would not prejudice the public 9 
all if they had to go a block farther in a city in order to reach a branch ban»' 
It is much more of a difficulty if they have to drive 15 miles.

Mr- Kinley: Mr. Chairman, before I finish, I wish to thank the governor 
of the bank for his courtesy and the splendid way in which he has answer® 
questions, especially those which I have been privileged to ask him. I desff^ 
to voice the opinion which others have expressed that this committee in c°n, 
ference with the governor of the Bank of Canada has given us a great deal o 
information which has been of great value. We Nova Scotians think we _ha 
something peculiarly our own when it comes to banking because, as I said, ^ 
was the birth place of many of the banks of this country. The president ^ 
the Royal Bank, the general manager of the Royal Bank and the genCI c 
manager of the Bank of Commerce are all Nova Scotians and, naturally > w 
have some confidence in the banking system of this country.

The Chairman : Properly so. Thank you, Mr. Kinley. Now, gentlena®11' 
Mr. Cleaver has the floor, by arrangement.

Mr. Jaques: May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: Mr. Cleaver, Mr. Jaques wants to ask a question.
Mr. Cleaver: Very well.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: I will wait, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Mr. Jaques, if the question arises out of something which 

Mr. Kinley brought out in his examination I think it would be as well to ask 
't now.

Mr. Jaques: As a matter of fact, it arose out of something Mr. Towers said 
yesterday afternoon.

The Chairman : Then we shall allow Mr. Cleaver to proceed.
Mr. Jaques: Yes.

By Mr. Deachman:
A Q. Mr. Chairman, I have a question I should like to ask arising out of 
rrr- Kinley’s examination. Are not the operating expenses of the banks too 
aiSh, too much money invested in capital equipment, big buildings, for instance, 

I think that in various cases, the banks would rather have smaller omces in 
arious places throughout the country. To say that the buildings which they 

)uilt were never in excess of their requirements, as those requirements nave 
tjjrned out to be, would be foolish, and I think the banks themselves recognize 

a*- But they are there now. , ,, ,
Q. Perhaps there has lately been a change in that respect. In the o < ays 

Y built rather expensive bank quarters in relatively small places. A. iNo 
lately ; I have seen a change now for nearly ten years.

Mr. Ross: May I ask another question that arises out of this?
The Chairman: With Mr. Cleaver’s permission, yes.

By Mr. Ross:
in ç9' Tou are talking about the number of branches that the banks have 

anada to-day. Have you any figures as to whether there has been an 
thé 081011 or a contraction in the number of branches that we have aril over 

ountry?—A. Yes; we put that on the record a few meetings ago. 
numC' is there?—A. Yes. There has been a substantial reduction in the 

her of branches.
ae Chairman : Mr. Cleaver, proceed.

By Mr. Cleaver:
a§K 9' Mr. Chairman, I first have a few questions which I should like to 
that le governor arising out of discussions that we have had and the questions 
die °f^er members have asked. May I first ask this: I, Mr. Towers, am 
and h ^10se who believe that our present system of taxation is outmoded 
be *at a thorough revision of our system of taxation would be of great 
Heu Canada. Mr. Deachman asked you a question the other day as to 
I a ler, in your opinion, a reduction of taxation would assist recovery, and 
of *i fading a part of your answer from page 560 of the minutes of evidence

e committee.
I would say that reducing taxes to promote recovery is not a plan 

which is likely to be widely effective in raising private spending and 
at the same time has disadvantages from the viewpoint of flexibility.

TialicH su8gest to you, Mr. Towers, that the answer should be still further 
Who,.1?,’ and that as to all types of industry where the rate of taxation is 
benefit h,an *he traffic will bear, a reduction in taxation would have a decidedly 

la‘ result with respect to those industries.—A. In such cases I can 
a re,i,' s.ee that it would effect an improvement. It might, in that case, be 
°ther i otion of a certain repressive tax, accompanied by a change in some 

orrn of taxation which would result in the government obtaining the same
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Q. The answer would be “yes”?—A. The answer would be yes, unless, 1

revenue. I think that the question which was brought out and which I was 
trying to answer there related more to the desirability of a general reduction 
in the amount collected by the government.

Q. I understand the question to be directed to an isolated reduction with 
respect to places where, from an economic standpoint, there is weakness, rather 
than a general reduction.—A. I think I understood it as a general reduction.

Q, I take it you would agree where the reduction is suggested in respect 
to a part of our taxation where the taxes are too high and are more than the 
traffic would bear, that a reduction in taxation as to those industries would 
have a highly beneficial result?—A. I think the answer to that question is 
self-evident, of course—

“yes
suppose—

Q. It had a correspondingly detrimental effect with respect to some other? 
—A. I suppose that a government sometimes finds itself in the position where 
a tax falls very heavily on one particular company or perhaps even an industry! 
but where it finds a difficulty in remitting it in such cases without proceeding 
to do so all across the country. However, that is so much a governmental 
matter that I could not get into any specific case.

Q. I should like to take the time of the committee to demonstrate if
I can by one concrete example to prove that Mr. Deachman’s suggestion is a
practical one and should be carried out. You agree, Mr. Towers, that land is 
taxed very much higher than any other type of wealth in Canada?—A. I do 
not know that it is, Mr. Cleaver.

Q. Would you indicate any other type of wealth that is taxed correspond' 
ingly highly in your opinion?—A. I should like to think about that.

Q. Very well. We will just leave that point. Now, in the session of 193® 
the government made important reductions with reference to the taxation 
on the house-building industry. You are familiar with that?—A. You arÊ 
referring now to the elimination of sales tax from a number of— .

Q. I am referring in the first place to the elimination of the 8 per cen
sales tax with respect to materials.—A. With respect to materials?

Q. In the house construction industry.—A. Yes.
Q. In the second place, the assumption of municipal taxes by way 

dominion subsidy.—A. Yes.
Q. By which the dominion pays 100 per cent of the taxes the first year 

a new home. 50 per cent the second year and 25 per cent the third year w1 
respect to all homes costing $4,000 or less built for owner occupancy.—A. ^e.

Q. There is one other feature of the housing act, which is part 2 of the aC^ 
and which has to do with quite a heavy subsidy in low rental schemes. No 0l\ 
has taken advantage of that part of the act up to date, so I dismiss that fr° 
my computations in dealing with this point. Now, the figures are rath , 
involved and in order that you may check them carefully, I will just h» 
you a copy of what I have here. As to any of these figures, if you queS^ 
them, I will appreciate it if you will let me know.—A. May I say this, ; ^ 
Cleaver, that I know you want to ask questions of the person best qualifia. . 
answer them. I know a man who is far better qualified to answer any quest1 
relating to this particular subject than I am, and that is Dr. Clark. j5

Q. Dr. Clark has given his evidence and it did not occur to me to cr^, 
examine him on that point. I should like it if you would follow these corn]’1 ^ 
tions, and if you do see any obvious error, interrupt me. You will n0*lC(£rst 
the heading of the statement, “ house building figures in Canada for the 
four months of this year as compared with the first four months of last year : [
A. Yes. tot»1Q. The total for the first four months of 1938 was $11,734,880; the 
for the first four months of 1939, after the tax exemptions to which I 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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referred, have been in force, was $18,204,200, or an increase in house building as 
a result of the tax exemption of a -total of $6,469,400 during a period of four 
months.

Mr. Howard : You are not serious when you say that, I suppose?
Mr. Cleaver: I am.
Mr. Howard : Do you think the total increase is due to the taking off of these 

taxes?
Mr. Cleaver : I do.
Mr. Howard: I should like to tell you what I think.
Mr. Landeryotj: Don’t say it.
Mr. Cleaver: I am quite willing, Mr. Chairman, that there should be any 

questions directed to me as I proceed with my questions, and if Mr. Howard 
w°uld like to ask any now I am quite willing to answer them.

The Chairman: Go ahead, Mr. Howard.
Mr. Howard: It is hardly a question. Mr. Cleaver makes a statement of 

tact. There is no denying that the figures have gone up from $11,900,000 to 
$18,300,000. As to the reason for that, Mr. Cleaver states that it is due to the 
mmoval of the taxes. I entirely disagree with that statement.

Mr. Cleaver: I state—
Mr. Howard: It may have been a contributing factor but it was not the 

Whole story.
Mr. Kinley: It could not possibly be the whole story, 

in Cleaver: May I state that our Minister of Finance made a statement 
n ,tlle house when presenting his housing legislation, in which he stated this 
Ruction in taxation with respect to the house building industry was made for 
thaf-eXpress PurP°se of stimulating the industry. I now come along'and say 
inrl 5s a result °f the tax exemptions and the municipal tax subsidy, the 

ustry has been stimulated to the extent of $6,469,000. 
had ^Ir' Kinley: May I ask a question? I suppose you take the ground that 
hav v n°t been for this stimulation there would be no rise—there still would 

e been construction, but there would have been no rise in it?
Mr. Cleaver: I take the ground, Mr. Kinley— 

t0 Kinley: You do not claim all the construction in Canada was due

aj0n^r- Cleaver: No, just simply the increase. I say we would have progressed

Mr. Kinley : Increase over the average?
Mr. Cleaver: Yes.
Mr. Kinley: That is not too bad.

recni‘p - Landeryou : Was there any increase in the price of commodities 
in building construction during that same period ? 

r- Cleaver: Increase in building material?
. r- Landeryotj: The cost of building material, 

resoû*r' Cleaver: I would say there was a decrease in building material as a 
of the removal of the 8 per cent sales tax. 

inCrr'Ir- Landeryou: It was reduced to that extent, but was there not an 
this I f m the price of 1,000 feet of lumber as compared with the period before 

es tax was removed?
to tij,,/' Çleaver: I should not like to make a haphazard answer with regard 

" ithout actually checking up the figures, 
increase Macdonald: My information is that is not so; there was not an
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Mr. Landeryou : My information is there was an increase in hardware.
Mr. Cleaver: Well, coming to my next point—
Mr. Howard: Just a minute. Before you get off that—
Mr. Ross: May I ask Mr. Cleaver if he has the figures for 1937?
Mr. Cleaver: I am sorry, I have not the 1937 figures. I shall be glad to 

put them on the record, however. I did not want to clutter up the record with 
too many figures; but if you would like the 1937 figures, or any other figures 
for any other year, I have them available and I shall be glad to put them on the 
record.

Mr. Kinley : Would you give all the credit to the reduction of the sales 
tax for this increase?

Mr. Cleaver: No; I say as a result of the removal of the sales tax plus 
the municipal tax exemption.

Mr. Kinley: That is fair.
By Mr. Cleaver:

Q. Coming to the next point, Mr. Towers, you are of course aware of the 
very extensive inquiry which was made into the construction trade in 1935, and 
that the wage content of building was at that time accurately determined?^'
A. I cannot speak from memory in regard to that. In fact, as I said before,
I read these computations with a great deal of interest but I certainly do not 
feel qualified to make any comment.

Q. I will state here, Mr. Chairman, that that committee made a very 
extensive inquiry and their report was that a little better than 80 per cent oj 
the total cost in our moderate priced house is labour, direct and indirect, not a*1 
spent when the house is built but indirect labour or labour employed in fabrica*' 
ing the different types of building materials Sown to the point where they eaD 
be used for constructing a house. I refer to labour employed in the manufa6' 
turing of bricks, lumber, door-frames, sashes, hardware, plaster, plumbing and 
the like.

Mr. Macdonald: That may not all be Canadian labour.
Mr. Cleaver: I did not say it was all Canadian labour, but I do 

that a very, very large percentage of it is Canadian labour.
Mr. Kinley: Surely. I
Mr. Cleaver: If you will follow through you will find very, very j® j 

bricks are imported into Canada; they are made here. No plumbing supp*1^ 
are imported into Canada; they are made here. No plaster supplies are import^ j 
into Canada ; they are made here. No lumber is imported into Canada, e%cer 
a few instances in regard to trim—

Mr. Macdonald: And hardware.
Mr. Cleaver : No. You will find Yale and Belleville supply the 

bulk of the hardware used in Canada, and that now is made in Canada. * r | 
will find that only an extremely small percentage of the materials which erv 
into a home in Canada are imported1. If that 80 per cent figure is correct, - . I 
Towers, that would mean that this increase of $6,409,000 in house building- 
Canada in the first four months of this year had a labour content of $5,175,° ^ 
Now, taking the average cost of maintaining a family on relief—and for : ',e 
purpose I take a normal family of four, two adults and two children. } ^ |
obtained these figures from our own Department of Labour and they in u0f I 
have made up the figure through taking the average relief cost in all PartN,l). | 
Canada. It costs $480 a year to maintain a family of four on relief, $40 a nl0 ‘

Mr. Landeryou: Well, now, I wish that the hon. member had used 
figures that were placed on Hansard by the Minister of Labour. Last ye^ 
average was $6.43 per person for food, clothing and shelter.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cleaver: Per person per what?
Mr. Landeryou: Per month ; $6.43 per month for food, clothing and 

shelter. That was the average paid from one end of Canada to the other. It 
varies in localities with respect to provinces, but the average across Canada 
Was $6.43.

Mr. Kinley: Much higher than in some parts of the United States.
Mr. Cleaver: I to-day obtained these figures from the Department of 

Labour and for the purpose of my argument I ask you to take them as accurate. 
If the amount is lower, the figures will have to be correspondingly reduced. If 
these figures are correct, Mr. Towers, that means that 480/SOOths of the labour 
content of these new homes would be a saving in relief expenditures, making a 
total saving of relief expenditures as a result of the increased house construction 
work in the first four months of this year of $3,105,312. Now, let us look at the 
other side of the ledger and see what that cost Canada. In the first place we 
have the 8 per cent removed. Here again I will have to rely on estimates, and I 
have an estimate supplied to me by Mr. J. Clark Reilly who is general secretary 
°f the Canadian Construction Associàtion, and he informs me that 37-5 per cent 
°f the total cost of a house is materials on which the 8 per cent sales tax applied 
Prior to its removal. In other words, on a house of $5,000 the sales tax content 
Would be $150. Now, working that out on a percentage basis on the whole cost of 
Ihe house, it would mean that 3 per cent of the total cost of the house was sales tax 
content, before the sales tax was removed. So that there would be^no criticism of 
Pty figures, I have placed my estimates at 4 per cent, allowing a 25 pér cent error 

the estimate. That would mean that the sales tax content of the houses built 
]n the first four months of 1938 would be $469,392. That is one item which we 
°st through having written off the sales tax. _
,, The next item which we lost is the amount which we will have to pay under 
the -
thatmunicipal tax subsidy. The Minister of Finance estimated that for the year

we pay 100 per cent of the municipal tax subsidy it would cost Canada 25 
th 0n the cost of the house. The reason he fixes the cost at 25 mills is that in______—----------- — *T7L7;+vT TPenect to the house and does note first place the subsidy applies only wit 4 ^ the second place, munici-
JPply with respect to the land on which it is 1 CQst of the house. From
Pf assessments are generally lower than t that figure is reasonably
what little municipal experience I have had I believe *
Accurate.

ytr. Kinley: In rural Nova Scotia it is about one-third, 
that t{r Cleaver: Then in rural Nova Scotia the 25 mills is high. That means 
the s le municipal tax subsidy will cost Canada for the first year, 25 mills; for 
4.o7SC0nd year 12^ mills, and for the third year 6£ mills—a total of 43| mills or 

2Per cent.
restri * e one other feature which I should mention. This tax subsidy is 
for 0c_0(t to houses costing $4,000 or less and is also restricted to houses built 
estim",ne^ occupation. Once again I am compelled to use an estimate. My 
the (, ,.*s that not over 50 per cent of the new houses built would fall within
the tn a ifications required for the tax subsidy. If that estimate is correct 
^aPada S$398^y 0n ^ e ^rst four months of house building this year will cost

to summarize, we have made a total saving in relief costs of $3,105,000, 
!avin„saying has cost Canada in tax exemptions only $867,000, or a net 
'*2,237 Ofio Canada through reducing taxation, through taking off taxes, of

T'ii
bien off°n^ere is this other feature. As a result of that we have taken 6,217 

M 116 rehd rolls and put them to work.
Wn Landeryou: Not necessarily off the relief rolls. They may not have 

n relief.
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Mr. Cleaver: I think perhaps we are interested in stating facts rather than 
in hair-splitting. I say that in a kindly way, and I do say that we have put 
6,217 idle men to work.

Mr. Landeryou: That is correct.
Mr. Cleaver: Through a tax reduction to one little industry.
The Chairman : Is that for a season?
Mr. Cleaver: For four months of this year.
Mr. Kinley: I find in my province that in so far as public works helping 

relief is concerned, the contractor usually sees to it that he has men who usually 
are at work. He does not take relief men on account of their inefficiency unless 
he cannot avoid taking them.

Mr. Cleaver : Do not misunderstand me. I have not given any figures 
with respect to government building. I believe very, very firmly that the 
answer to our unemployment problem is to put men back to employment n1 
industry.

Mr. Kinley: But all those men who were not employed before.
Mr. Cleaver: I would say no. I would say it necessarily follows.
Mr. Landeryou : But I would not say that they were on relief. I agree 

with you. I would like to see more men back in industry, but what reason 
do you advance for the inability of industry to absorb the unemployed?

Mr. Cleaver: Oh, there are many reasons. I think that industry is very 
much overtaxed. The sales tax, plus the corporation income tax, puts an unbear' 
able load on industry.

Mr. Deachman : You could take the sales tax rather as a tax upon con' 
suming power and therefore reduce the consumption of consumer goods rathe 
than anything else, not a tax upon industry? jf

Mr. Cleaver: You can figure it from both directions and I think you W1 
arrive at the same conclusion.

Mr. Landeryou: If we removed completely the taxes from industry 
you believe that industry could employ more men?

Mr. Cleaver: I will answer it in this way: the law of diminishing retffi^ 
is always working, and you can tax any industry, any type of property, ^ 
the point where you are actually getting less taxes as a result of a high Ve 
centage.

Mr. Landeryou : I agree, but if we were to remove taxes completely ir 
industry in Canada would we be able to employ more men? 5

Mr. Cleaver: I would say yes. I am strongly in favour of taking 
off industry and making it prosperous, raising your taxes through income Y|j 
I have two reasons for that. In the first place, it will stimulate industry, m 
make industry prosperous.

Mr. Landeryou: That is what we want to do. er
Mr. Cleaver: In the second place, I do not think we will ever get 

economy in governmental expenditures until we have direct taxation . gts 
across the whole field. I would go right down into the lower income bra 
and impose a tax. My reason for that is obvious. You men, being_ me t0 
of parliament, know of the pressure brought on you by your constituerai 
spend governmental money. If you go into the municipal field, I refer to 
boards, municipal councils, the whole pressure on them is to save money- t \i 1 
Because their constituents are being directly taxed for every dollar t ,
sprat- -uStiÔed

Mr. Kinley: In my riding, if I put in a public works that is not j 
it will do me more harm than anything I could do.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cleaver: I can speak feelingly on that subject. Just prior to the 
1935 election tenders were called for a new post office in my home town. For
tunately, the contract was not let. The morning after the election I wired 
the public works department asking that everything be held up, and I cut 
the cost of that post office in half, because we were building a post office very 
much more extravagant and very much larger than we needed. Everyone 
admitted in the town that the money was being wasted, but on arguing it 
°ut with different people who criticized me personally the answer was, “Well, 
why did you cut the expenditure in half? It does not cost us anything; the 
government is building it.”

Mr. Kinley: Field for education.
Mr. Cleaver : I do not think we will get proper economy in public expendi

ture until the whole trend is reversed by the imposition of a direct tax. Not one 
tenth of our people are paying income tax. Not one tenth of our people realize 
*t is costing them anything to run the dominion government.

By Mr. Cleaver:
, Q- Now, coming to my next point, these first questions are very rambling 
ecause I am simply clearing up points raised by other members of the com

mittee. You .will recall, Mr. Towers, that Mr. McGeer, in cross-examining 
r?u with reference to the easy-money policy operations of the Bank of Canada 
^hereby you increased bank deposits from $464,000,000 made this statement, 

ihe banks received cash without borrowing from the Bank of Canada.” I 
l° mot think that statement tells the whole story. My suggestion is that the 
unks received additional business from their customers as a result of this 

Jy-money policy.—A. As you will remember, that question of the method by 
Ueh the banks found themselves with additional cash reserves was perhaps 

y °n the record in better form yesterday than on the earlier occasion. It is 
0 casc, however, that the increase in the cash reserves is the first step.

(j0 ( C- Yes, that is quite true, but the very fact that you increased that reserve 
J? ,n°t give the banks the power to increase it ten times without different 

«i^dual customers intervening?—A. That is true. There might be circum- 
thences. under which it would be impossible for the banks to follow on with 
in f.!>olicy °f expansion as a result of the enlargement of the cash reserves, but, 

of course, they have been able to do so. 
lUoi- • minify that one point, if I may, we took as an illustration this 
imdiv'1^ tlle Bank of Canada entering the market and buying from a private 
sta,r ’’dual a million dollars’ worth of bonds, and we followed the different 
tijjjes through whereby that was eventually increased to something like ten 
Sol,! at amount in bank deposits. Now, if the first customer, the man who 
tniiij 'e one million dollars’ worth of bonds to the Bank of Canada took the 
exDa^n. dollars and hoarded it and did not take it to a bank at all, could any 

sum have taken place?—A. No.
Wh0 V l liat same thing would apply all the way down the line. The first man 
Womft some cash from selling his securities, and who hoarded that money, 

cause the expansion immediately to stop.
I'eser), r" Landeryou: What does that prove, that the banks must have a cash 

J of 10 per cent.
acti0tl '• Cleaver: It proves that this expansion takes place as a result of the 

°f the customers, 
bank * ' Ban°ery(you : The action of the customers in placing their cash in the

Mr.
M Cleaver: Plus our banking practice.

r- Kinley : Plus the generosity of the banks. 
ijr' Landeryou: And plus the action of the government. 

>9259^ Chairman: Order, gentlemen.
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By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. I should like now to deal with another point raised by Mr. McGeer. 

He referred to the weapon of the rediscount rate being now of no effect, and 
I believe your reply to him in that regard was that it was outmoded?— 
A. Temporarily, in these conditions.

Q. Is it not a fact that the weapon of the rediscount rate only applies 
during a period in our economic life when the central bank deems it wise to 
curtail credits?—A. That is right.

Q. So that when we are in a period of expansion it is impossible to use 
that weapon, it is not necessary to use it?—A. It may come in, in a mild way, 
in a sort of half-way period.

Q. Another point which Mr. McGeer raised was this. He argued very 
strenuously the unlimited power of the Bank of Canada to issue currency. 1 
am firmly convinced that while this additional currency could be issued we 
could not successfully maintain its value if issued in extraordinarily large 
quantities, and that even if we could issue it, and even if by legislation we 
could maintain its value, it would not solve our present problem of want midst 
plenty. Is there not one other feature? Do we not have to get that money into 
the hands of the general public?—A. And if we did do so in that quantity I do 
not see how you could possibly maintain its value.

Mr. Landeryou: What quantity are you talking about?
By Mr. Cleaver: J

Q. There are only two ways of getting it into the hands of the general 
public of which I know. The first is to pay it in wages, either wages on money 
or wages on labour. The other is a direct gift. So that we would be drive11 
then to the resort of a direct gift.

Mr. Jaques : A national dividend.
By Mr. Cleaver:

Q. And when you start giving money away I just wonder how long anyo116 
would seriously argue that it would have any value?

Mr. Landeryou: They are doing it in the United States and here in Canady 
You give $17,000,000 to the unemployed, per year, just as the dominion’s sha> 
Then there are old age pensions.

Mr. Jaques: Would you permit a question, Mr. Cleaver?
Mr. Cleaver: Yes.
Mr. Jaques: Instead of regarding the people as taxpayers, suppose ^ 

regard them as shareholders in Canada, Limited, a company known as Can9 
Limited. . ^

Mr. Cleaver : We have certain instances where we do that. In a municjP^ 
waterworks scheme or a gas scheme or an electric scheme, we have the P11 
as shareholders and we reduce rates when profits are made. Il

Mr. Jaques: If we regard Canada as one great big going concern and 
the people in it shareholders, surely as shareholders they are entitled to divide 
on the national profits. .s

Mr. Cleaver : In answer to that I would say that no private concern 0p 
profit dividends until the profits are made ; they do not declare dividend5 
potential profits. , u{

Mr. Jaques: No dividends would be paid until the profits were rna<^C\vay, 
no one is going to say that if you took Canada since I have been here, a°y 
there has been no progress. There has been progress. po

Mr. Cleaver: I perhaps should have made this further answer, 
company is allowed to declare profit dividends on the profits which some 
company makes; they must declare them on their own profits.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: The point is that we regard consumption as, what shall I say, 
detrimental—

Mr. Cleaver: You may; I do not.
Mr. Jaques: We have got to cut down consumption.
Mr. Cleaver: That may be your theory; it is not mine.
Mr. Jaques: I am talking about the orthodox theory.
Mr. Cleaver: I do not agree that that is the orthodox theory.
Mr. Jaques: We have to save always. Now, as a matter of fact, without 

c°nsumption there cannot be any production.
Mr. Cleaver: Is this a question you are directing to me?
Mr. Jaques: How shall any man find a profitable or a consumptive market 

0r his goods? He is only too willing to supply that demand.
Mr. Cleaver: Yes, and what I am interested in doing is trying to suggest 

?ertain changes which I believe should be made in our system of taxation and 
ln our approach to this problem which will increase the consuming power of the 
general public.

Mr. Jaques: Well, I will agree that there is much room for improvement.
,. Mr. Cleaver: I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if I might be permitted to con- 
tinue?

The Chairman: Y'es, continue, Mr. Cleaver.
ve one question I should like to ask. 
t is not an argument.
familiar with the plan in the United States for 
commodities. I believe the plan is being pursued

_______„„„r of Agriculture is taking care of the distribution
1 surplus butter in Canada?

•^r. Cleaver: Yes.
dist U1'' .Landeryou: Is that not the same as a dividend? Che government is 

ributing butter and paying somebody for it.
tim ^r" ^leaver: I am afraid, Mr. Landervou, that would take a little longer 
Jj " to answer than I would care to ask the committee to give me at this time. 
tlQt'"»Veri the point may be made clearer by my subsequent discussion; if it is 

’ shall be glad to answer your question at the finish.

-VLr. Landeryou: I just ha- 
Mr. Cleaver: As long as i 

,. Mr. Landeryou: You are 
istributing surplus agricultural 
, Canada and that, the Ministe

By Mr. Cleaver: . , ■ t^e committee by, I
W Q- Coming to another point which Yf+he difference between government 

elieve, Colonel Vien, he asked you what was t tternment securities and bor- 
r0XvnClng b>r borrowing money, by the,issue of g and handing out the
m lng on the one hand, and by the pn g illustration. I should like to

on the other hand. He took $l,°°0 as a thoroughly understand the 
that question down to the point where 1 will ^ ^ & ho ddjf^nee. As I understand it, if the 8 • ion of Canada bond and selling

it ars worth of financing by signing a nllars that would mean that
tho,? Soineone who has saved a thousand 1 individual by the-government
and Sand dollars in savings is taken fron _ contractor who buildsSiln turn.’ is handed out by the government

c Public works?—A. Yes. . tran«fer from one individual to
anot?' And tho sum total result is simply » tra new money injected
int°0Uî?r of this money which is already saved? Ihere

, 'e inoney stream?—A. No. , n0 deflation takes place wit iPerh?' Consequently no inflation takes pi- , interest payments become «lue 
16rhaPs one exception, and that is as the annual mtere. 1 .
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on the government bond then the government must raise that interest money 
by taxation?—A. That is true. If the work for which the money has been used 
is of a productive character, direct or indirect, then the country as a whole 
would be better off and able—

Q. It is quite within the realm of possibility that the work itself might 
produce enough new wealth to pay the interest charges, in which event there 
would be no necessity for increased taxation?—A. That is right.

Q. Then coming to the other type of financing. If the government instead 
of issuing the bond prints a thousand dollars’ worth of Bank of Canada bills and 
pays this money to the contractor then that money is new money entering the 
money stream of the country and under our business and banking practices, 
unless hoarded, that will eventually become increased ten times in credits?-^ 
A. Yes.

Q. So that the difference between these two means of financing government 
expenditure is that as to the latter means, expansion takes place, an inflationary 
measure takes place to the extent of ten times the amount involved ; and, as to 
the other scheme of financing, there is no inflation?—A. That is right.

Q. Then coming to Mr. McGeer’s next point in regard to the issue of what 
I might call, for the lack of a better word, “ secondary currency,” do you recall 
that this morning he suggested that for governmental work currency should be 
issued which would have very limited value as to money, that is, would have no 
value as bank reserve and could not be held by banks as other currency 15 
held?—A. Yes.

Q. What in your opinion would happen to the value of that restricted 
currency when in circulation with other currency unrestricted in its value?'" 
A. It would go to a discount. What level of discount, I could not say; it would 
depend to a great extent on the amount which was put out. ,

Q. I would suggest to you that the level of discount would at least eq»a 
the interest costs of orthodox borrowing?—A. I should say that it would at leas 
equal that, yes.

Q. Could it by any possibility be less than that?—A. I do not see a»> 
reason why it should be.

Q. Then, coming to the next point, it has been suggested many times 
this committee that the banks, our merchant banks, have hidden profits. I 
to make myself clear that I hold no brief for the banks and I think the ban* 
have been permitted to earn much larger profits than they require to ear1» 
but I should like to have this theory of hidden profits either proved, Mr. Cha^ 
man, or disproved. I should like now to ask the governor as to what met*0 
he thinks would be the best method of clearing up that charge?

Mr.,Jaques: What charge?
Mr. Cleaver : That the merchant banks of Canada have hidden reserves 

hidden profits.
Mr. Jaques: It is accepted. . >
Mr. Towers: Any question of that kind, of course, Mr. Cleaver, I gf 

would have to be dealt with by the committee, by the Minister of Finance 
the government, I am a little uncertain which.

or

By Mr. Cleaver: -e
Q. I do not want to embarrass you at all, but I should like to know, bçc®^ 

I have a motion I intend to move in this committee in that regard. Who, in c# 
merchant banks, would know of hidden profits, if there were any hidden Pr 
or hidden reserves?—A. Each bank would know its own business. ^r6

Q. What officer in the bank?—A. Well, I assume the general ma» ” 
are always the ones who talk for their particular institutions. ^,ere

Q. How long were you in the private banking business before y°u 
appointed the governor of our central bank?—A. Fourteen years.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. As a result of your fourteen years experience, have you the slightest 
suspicion that there are any hidden undisclosed reserves or profits?—A. To the 
extent that I am familiar with the operations of any bank but have now left 
its service and am where I am, I could not make any comment either in the 
form of yes or no to a question of that character, as you can understand.

The Chairman : I think your point is well taken, Mr. Cleaver. If you have 
hidden profits or hidden reserves, then you have a dishonest statement.

Mr. Cleaver: Quite, and I think it is an extremely important matter, Mr. 
Chairman, that this charge of hidden profits should be either proved or dis
proved.

The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Deachman: It is admitted, Mr. Cleaver, because the banks in their 

annual reports some years ago put in something to this effect : we have trans
ferred from our regular reserves to our inner reserves, which have been some
what depleted, a sum of $3,000,000 or $4,000,000.

The Chairman : I do not think that is an admission of the point at issue.
Mr. Deachman: They use the words “inner reserves’ instead of “hidden.”
Mr. Cleaver : I mean undisclosed assets.
Mr. Towers: I think the real subject we are discussing is the reserves 

against possible or probable losses which are set up by the banks.
Mr. Cleaver : No. I understood the charge was undisclosed assets.
Mr. Towers : Oh, well, then I do not know of those.
The Chairman : Because it they have shrunk them they can inflate them.
Mr. Deachman : We have an inspector of banks, you know.
Mr. Jaques : The people of Canada suffered enormous losses in the last ten 

l ars- I do not say you have; I do not say I have; but it is a fact, the losses 
ave been enormous.

Mr. Cleaver : I will freely admit it.
Mr. Jaques: There have been losses ; where have they gone?
Mr. Cleaver: Where is what?

mean

Mr. Jaques: It does not go into the air.
The Chairman : It is 6 o’clock ; shall we meet to-morrow morning;
Mr. Cleaver: 11 o’clock.

can ^Jle Chairman : The governor wants the day off. V\ e shall adjourn to tie
°1 the chair.

The committee adjourned at 6 p.m. to meet again at the call of the chair.

Mr.-• Jaques: Who has got them? 
s Mr. Deachman: Because somebody lost money it does not nccessari 

ebody else has ant it.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Tuesday, May 23, 1939.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m., the 

Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Coldwell, Deach- 
tnan, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Jaques, Kinley, Lacroix (Beauce), Mac
donald (Brantford City), Quelch, Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

The following statements were submitted by Mr. Towers in answer to 
questions by members of the Committee, and appear in this day’s evidence,.

L Chartered Banks: Annual classification of loans in Canada.
2- Annual classification of loans and discounts in Canada: 1927-1933

estimated by Bank of Canada.
3- Exports of goods and services in relation to national income.
4- Canadian bonds: net new issues abroad or repatriations, 1927-1937.
3- Net exports of non-monetary gold.

Comparative statistics. «-
7. Average rate of interest earned on loans by member banks in first half 

of 1936 (United States).

})e At the request of Mr. Clark, it was ordered that the following correction 
rnade in the record, viz:

tij ,In the last line of page 570, delete the words “ destitute but were,” making 
a®t part of the sentence read “in families that were not on relief.”

04 At 1 o’clock the committee adjourned until to-morrow, Wednesday, May 
4’ at 11.15 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

May 23, 1939.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 o’clock. 

I«e chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore,- presided.

In Attendance: Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, let us come to order. Mr. Cleaver has the 
n°or this morning.

Mr. Clark: Mr. Chairman, may I call your attention to an error on page 
570 of our proceedings where the word “ destitute ” appears. I did not use that 
"0rd, and it destroys the sense of my statement.

The Chairman : How should the statement read?
Mr. Clark: It should read, “in families that were not on relief” instead 

j “ that were destitute and not on relief.” Destitute should not be there, and 
ain sure I did not use the word.

bp, The Chairman : Mr. Cleaver, the governor wishes to make a statement 
0l’e you proceed. Would you just give way for a moment?

Mr. Cleaver : Yes, certainly.
632 Towers: Mr. Chairman, in the course of last Tuesday’s meeting, page 
l0a 0 the evidence, I had occasion to mention a classification of the Canadian 
anc ?s of the chartered banks which has been available for each year since 1934, 
Co ajso some rough approximations relating to previous years which we had 
Tli ,f°r our own use. I shall now place these two tables on the record. 
Vi-L6 .detailed table relating to the last five years shows clearly the influence 
l°an decbne in the wheat carry-over and the funding of certain special 
de ,.s to the C.P.R. had in causing the total amount of loans outstanding to 
itiffi 6 between 1935 and 1936. The table indicates that, eliminating the 

°f these two special factors, Canadian loans actually rose by about 
pillion between October 31, 1935, and October 31, 1936. 

the bast Wednesday morning (page 659) Mr. McGeer asked for figures showing 
the r? . ionship between exports of goods and services and national income in 
uPon h ted Kingdc)m and in Canada. I should now like to place these figures 
have k record- They show that in recent years exports of goods and services 
Cana feen 15 per cent or less of United Kingdom national income, while in 

acta they have made up 30 per cent or more of our national income.
559 yjK- McGeer also asked (Page 659) that the table which appears on page 
be b 1 the evidence dealing with net repatriation of Canadian government bonds 
I hav° h1 down t° show national, provincial and municipal bonds separately, 
bictyjp îfat break-down here and have taken the opportunity to complete the 
°th0r G by adding similar figures in respect of unguaranteed railway bonds and 
Het Ilp<^1?0rate bonds. The summary tables which I have attached show total 
In thp b°nd issues sold abroad of $726 million in the years 1927-32 inclusive. 
ain0„ , n,exf five years the net repatriation of all types of Canadian bonds 

jnted to $447 million.
the va]C°nnection with the same question I am also filing a statement showing 
*927-37 6 of net Canadian exports of non-monetaiy gold during the years
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In connection with a comparison of defence expenditures in the United 
Kingdom and in Canada, Mr. McGeer also asked (page 660) for certain com
parative statistics in these two countries. In respect of two of the bases which 
he mentioned (page 356), viz., “ resources of wealth ” and “ value of assets 
within the nation ” no figures are available. However I have here the other 
statistics for which he asked and shall now place them upon the record.

Last Wednesday afternoon I promised Mr. Kin ley (page 688) to provide 
a table showing loan interest rates in various parts of the United States. The 
figures I have here from the Federal Reserve Bulletin are average rates of 
interest earned on loans in the first half of 1936 by banks which were members 
of the Federal Reserve System. Unfortunately this is the latest information 
available on this subject but I would not expect the picture to have changed 
substantially since that time. The table shows that the average rate varied 
all the way from 2-36 per cent for all the New York city banks to 8-80 per cent 
for all the country banks in the Federal Reserve District of Dallas.

CHARTERED BANKS: ANNUAL CLASSIFICATION OF LOANS IN CANADA
(Department of Finance)

(Millions of Dollars)

As at October 31

Financial:
Call loans and other accommodation to brokers

and dealers........................................................
Loans to specified institutions............................
Loans to individuals against securities..............

Total Financial.

Provincial Governments............................................
Municipal Governments and School Districts.........
Farmers Loans, Cattle Loans, Fruit Raisers..........
Merchandising, wholesale and retail........................
Manufacturers of and dealers in lumber, pulpwood

and products thereof................................................
Other manufacturing of all descriptions...................
Mining...........................................................................
Fishing, including loans to packers and curers of, 

fish
Loans to Building Contractors and others for

building purposes.....................................................
Loans to Churches, Hospitals, Charitable and

Religious institutions...............................................
Other Loans.................................................................

Sub*Total.

Public Utilities, including Transportation com
panies.........................................................................

Loans to Grain Dealers, Grain Exporters ana Seed 
Merchants.................................................................

Total Loans in Canada.

1934

90-7
70-0

115-2

275-9

26-8
107-4
64-2

117-5

74-3
140-1

6-6

7-0

21-8

19-7
06-5

927-8

71-4"

150-5

1,149-7

1935

06-
63-

101

231-0

29
96
59

U3

73
119

0-

7-

24-

16-
52-

829-9

71

i66

1,067

1936

97-4
73-8

111-5

282-7

14-7
92-0
54-0

115-9

64=9
1.30-0

6-9

8-2

23-7

14-8
53-0

860-6

8-4

64-5

933-5

1937

73-5
69-0

142-8

285-7

26-4
94-2
57-5

129-6

62-9
156-6

6-1

7-7

33-6

16-4 
61 -6

937-9

11-9

30-8

980-

1938

* Includes $48 mm. of special loans to C.P.R. which were guaranteed by Dominion Govern 
and which were repaid from the proceeds of bonds issued early in 1936.

{Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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ANNUAL CLASSIFICATION OF LOANS AND DISCOUNTS IN CANADA: 1927-1933 ESTIMATED BY
BANK OF CANADA

(Millions of Dollars)

As at 
Nov. 30*

Asm 
Oct. 31

lall Other
Financial

Total
Financial

Govern
ments

Agri
cultural

Manu
facturing
(including

Mining
and

Forest)

Merchan
dising

C.P.R
Special

All
Other

Total

Financial
Grand
Total

223 175 398 94 235 325 200 145 999 1.397
250 250 500 116 250 350 250 . 138 1.104 1.604
250 350 600 126 300 375 275 143 1.219 1.819
212 250 462 123 250 325 225 134 1.057 1.519
157 225 382 160 225 300 175 178 1,038 1.420
108 175 283 141 220 275 150 179- 965 1.248
105 150 255 124 220 200 125 60 129 858 1.113

108 168 276 134 215 221 118 48 138 874 1.150
74 157 231 127 226 199 114 48 123 837 1.068

109 174 283 107 119 202 116 107 651 934
82 203 285 121 88 226 130 131 696 981
66 184 250 137 149 223 134 166 809 1.059

i,oi,n*i'%icePt in the case of call loans and loans to governments, statistics for the years 1927 33 are estimates, given in 
0(1 figures.

EXPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES IN RELATION TO NATIONAL INCOME

United Kingdom

(Millions of Pounds Sterling)

°t1ieironi Exports of Goods (Domes-
7xPorts)............................................

tnated)m ^xports Serv*ces (Esti-

^ sLjn^0lne from Sale of Goods and 
Total mL1??8 Abroad (Estimated).... (1) 
(1) atlonnl Income (Estimated)..(2)

a® a Percentage of (2)........................

1926

650

260

910
4.200

1927

710

280

990
4.400

23%

1928

720

270

990
4.300

23%

1929

730

270

1.000
4.400

23%

1930

570

230

800
4.300

19%

1931

390

160

550
3.900

14%

1932

370

150

520
3.800

14%

1933

370

140

510
4.000

13%

1934

400

150

4.200

13%

1935

430

150

580
4.500

13%

1936

440

170

610
4.800

13%

1937

520

220

740
5.100

15%

Canada

(Millions of Dollars) 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

T l'c Exports of Goods (Domes-
*ncozne f Ports).............. 1.290

330

1.240

370

1,380

400

1,190 900 650 560 610 760 840 1,070 1.140
tnated)01 ^xP°rt °f Services (Esti-

Tot J ...................................................... 420 360 320 260 170 200 290 340 410

/rom Sale of Goods and 
^ ^ 8 Abroad (Estimated).... (1)
(jj ^at*°nal Income (Estimated)..(2)

1.620 1.610 1.780 1.610 1.260 970 820 780 960 1,130 1.410 1,550

4.600 4,900 5.300 5.400 4.700 3.800 3,000 2,900 3.300 3.500 3.700 4,100

Percentage of (2)...
35% 33% 34% 30% 27% 26% 27% 27% 29% 32% 38% 38%
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CANADIAN BONDS: NET NEW ISSUES ABROAD (+)* OR REPATRIATIONS (-)•: 1927-1937

(Par Values in Millions of Dollars)

Calendar Years 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

Dominion Direct and
Guaranteed Bonds (ex
cluding Railways)....... - 3-4 - 8-8 - 47-1 +103-8 - 46-0 + 56-4 4- 64-1 4- 6-9 + 58-5 - 4-6 + 18-1

Provincial Direct and
Guaranteed Bonds (ex
cluding Railways)....... + 411 + 11-2 + 48-0 + 69-9 + 14-1 + 3-3 - 36-7 - 15-0 - 24 -3 - 15-1 - 17-8

Dominion Guaranteed
- 1-3Railway Bonds...........

Provincially Guaranteed
+ 48-4 + 17-4 + 71-0 + 21-8 + 48-5 - 3-6 - 1-8 - 18-5 -111-5 - 31-0

Railway Bonds ... - 1-6 - 19-3 - 1-1
Municipal Bonds............. + 21-6 + 0-4 4- 6-6 + 29 3 + 11-2 - 25-7 - 16-0 - 2-4 - 150 - 19-4 - 23-3

Total Government - 24-3Bonds.................... 4-107-7 + 20-2 + 76-9 +205-2 + 27-8 4- 30-4 + 9-6 - 29-0 - 92 -3 - 71-2

Railway Borids Unguar-
- 5-0anteed.......................... - 22-5 - 18-7 + 42-5 4- 52-3 - 0-4 - 8-3 - 8-3 - 11-7 - 19-5

Other Corporation Bonds 4- 97-1 + 38-2 + 56-8 + 65-0 - 23-9 - 20-1 - 31-3 - 12-5 - 25-1 - 46-7 - 54-0

Total......................... +182-3 + 39-7 4-176-2 +322-5 + 3-5 + 2-0 - 30 0 - 53-2 -136-9 -144-1 - 83-3

Total
1927-1932

(incl.)

Total
1933-1937

(incl.)

Total
1927-1937

(incl.)

Dominion Direct and Guaranteed Bonds (excluding Railways)......
Provincial Direct and Guaranteed Bonds (excluding Railways)......
Dominion Guaranteed Railway Bonds.................................................
Provincially Guaranteed Railway Bonds.............................................
Municipal Bonds.......................................................................................

4-54-9 
4-187-3 
+203-5 
- 20-9 
4-43-4

4-143-0 
-108-9 
-164-1 
- 1-1 
- 76-1

-H97-9 
4- 78-4 
-f 39-4 
- 22-0 
- 32-7

Total Government Bonds.................................................. +468-2 -207-2 +261-0

Railway Bonds Unguaranteed...............................................................
Other Corporation Bonds.......................................................................

+ 44-9 
4-213-1

- 70-7 
-169-6

- 25-8 
4- 43 5

Total..................................................................................... +726-2 -447-5 +278-7

* This table takes no account of net international sales or purchases of outstanding securities, statistics of which aI"e 
not available for the whole of the period here covered.

CANADA

Net Exports of Non-Monetary- Gold
(Millions (Millions

of dollars) of dollars)
1927.............. .............. 32-2 1933.............. .............. 81-7
1928.............. .............. 40-1 1934.............. .............. 113-6
1939.............. .............. 37-2 1935.............. .............. 118-7
1930.............. .............. 38-9 1936.............. .............. 131-6
1931.............. .............. 56-9 1937.............. .............. 145-1
1932.............. .............. 70-0

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
United

Kingdom
Population—1938................................................ NI-5 million
National Debt (Direct and Guaran-

teed 1—1938.............................................. £7-5 billion1
National Income—1937..................................... £50 billion
Bank Deposits—March, 1939........................ £2-7 billion
Bank Deposits (as above) plus Notes 

and Coin outside banks—March,
1939............................................................... £3-1 billion

Government Expenditures (ex Defence
and Post office). 1937-8. . .-................... £660 million

Advances—March. 1939...................................... £990 million6
Domestic Exports—1938................................... £470 mi ion
Retained Imports—1938.................................... £860 million

Canada 
11-2 million

$6-7 billion2 
$4-1 billion 
$2-5 billion4

$2-7 billion

8810 milion5 
8940 million" 

81.000 million 
8670 million

1 Excluding £1.032 million of War Debts and £429 million of Local Loans. 
• Dominion. Provinces and C.X.R.

London Clearing Banks plus Post Office Savings Bank.
Canadian Deposits of Chartered Banks.
Dominion and Provinces.

. London Clearing Banks.
‘ Chartered Banks—Current Loans in Canada.

UNITED STATES
AVERAGE RATE OF INTEREST EARNED ON LOANS BY MEMBER BANKS

IN FIRST HALF OF 1936

(Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, April, 1937)

Federal Reserve District
Central Reserve 

Reserve City City 
Banks Banks

Boston.............
New York . . . 
Philadelphia.. 
Cleveland. . 
Richmond.. .
Atlanta...........
Chicago...........
St. Louis .. . 
Minneapolis.. 
Kansas Citv. .
Hall as.............
San Francisco

2-88
2- 36 3-98

.3-58
4-38
4-62
4-34

3- 22 4-02
3-78
3- 72
4- 46
5- 00
4-90

Country
Banks
4-88
4- 94
5- 16
6- 00
5- 68
6- 32 
5-66 
5-90
5- 48
7- 58
8- 80
6- 32

ga. The Chairman: Mr. Stevens, as I recall, in the house rather recently you 
\Va e s°roe figures as to the proportion of the export trade, and it seems to me it 
ttivrr1llnc^er the 30 per cent and that your figures coincided with what I had in my 

°rY- Is there a different calculation?
H°n. Mr. Stevens: The proportion of export trade to what? 

t0 he Chairman : Mr. Towers, are you giving the proportion of export trade 
écorne or production?
Jr1"- Towers : To national income.

°n. Mr. Stevens: I did not give any figures comparative with those, 
hot ti/le Chairman: No, your figures were given in comparison to what? T ere 
dUcye figures in proportion to production? What is the difference between pro- 
doeg °n. and national income? Certainly the League of Nations in its survey 

°t credit us with 30 per cent.
ihcojv, rf Towers: What I have is income in relation to domestic exports and the 
Uoo 0|' h°® the export of services, which includes the tourist trade—the propor- 

hose two things to the national income.
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The Chairman : You include the tourist trade.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Deachman: National income would be very substantially above pro

duction.
Mr. Cleaver : About 40 per cent.
Mr. Deachman: Sixty per cent.
The Chairman : I think the usual figure I have must leave out the tourist 

trade. I got it from the Bureau of Statistics, and it was around 16 to 18 per 
cent. It varies from year to year—16 per cent to 20 per cent as I recall it.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Of course, I always question the validity of those 
tourist figures.

The Chairman: Yes, I do also.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Because there are no precise statistics on it, and I 

think that frequently a very, very exaggerated picture is given by advertising 
agencies and other interested parties.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Towers, do you include tourist figures in your U.K. statement?— 

A. Yes, that is in the statement for the U.K. I include income from export 
of services of all kinds.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Oh, yes, their shipping. Their shipping income is terrific ; it is one of 

their largest items, and their interest income from loans abroad and that sort
of thing; but the tourist interest alone------ A. Interest is not included in the
U.K. figures.

Q. Not in their services?—A. No.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think it would be more valuable to have the figures simply relating to 

exports of merchandise. Now, you take in gold, I presume, with our exports?-' 
A. Yes.

Q. I would like to have the figures for what they are worth of the export» 
of merchandise.—A. Of course, these do show here separately. We have not 
bulked the total.

Q. What is the percentage of merchandise figures?—A. In 1937 about 23 
per cent.

Q. That is the figure I have in my mind.—A. In 1932 it would be less th&n 
20 per cent.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Do you include gold?—A. Yes.
Q. I do not think gold should be included.
The Chairman: No.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : We never used to include it.
Mr. Cleaver : That was exported as a commodity and it should be.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. I know, but gold has a peculiar merit, that it is capable of use for 

correction of dislocation of exchange balances between countries.

Mr. Towers: It has the merit, of course, that it is readily saleable at j 
fixed price. That is its advantage as compared with wheat. Nevertheless) 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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think in our trade it remains a commodity, and, to take it out of the export 
figures does, I think, result in distorting the picture, because the production of 
gold is inevitably responsible for quite a substantial amount of our imports.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Quite so, but gold never was included in our exports until very recent 

years?—A. I think the fact that it was not included in those earlier years was 
a mistake.

Q. Of course, it was always shown as a separate item?—A. Yes.
Q. In my opinion it ought still to be shown as a separate item, because in 

taking your calculations upon national economy generally one can always take 
gold as something which can be used in a very much different way from the way 
in which ordinary exports can be used. You cannot divert wheat or lumber at 
"dll. Wheat and lumber flow into certain markets pretty- steadily and uni
formly, but gold is something which can be switched from London and, for a 
number of years, was switched from London to New York or back to London 
overnight.—A. I think it does not make any difference where the commodities 
are sold unless one is selling them to a country where they have a blocked 
^change system. Something sold in the United Kingdom and producing sterling 
Is just as good from our point of view as something sold in the United States, 
because sterling can be changed into dollars, and, therefore, the diversion takes 
Place in that form.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. You could not present a picture of South African trade leaving out 

^°ld?—A. I was just going to say that that would be an extreme case to 
^hfninate gold from South African figures. Our percentage is not as high as 
°uth Africa, but I think the argument is the same.

By Mr. Jaques:
. Q. Gold is of no real use.—A. I think it is of very real use indeed, and as 

a citizen of a gold-producing country I will contend that with my dying breath.
Q- Somebody has to pay for it.—A. Yes.
Q- It is of no real use.—A. I think it has great use. 

l 1 he Chairman : Mr. Towers, the thought I had in mind was that we should 
,,dV(- our figures comparable with the figures of other nations as presented by 
tu° League of Nations. I have just handed to Mr. Stevens a diagram showing 
fc exports of other nations, and they are in the form of the relation of exports 

Merchandise to the national income. I think, Mr. Stevens, I am correct in 
^Ing that the highest ratio in Canada was around 20 per cent in 1929.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Yes. 20 per cent was the maximum.
Mr. Towers: Of course, in those national income figures I think sendees
deluded, so that it is rather awkward to put them in one portion of the 

Mparison and leave them out in the other.
?he Chairman: You will have to find fault with the League of Nations. 

\y ldt I wanted was a comparison on a basis accepted by the League of Nations.
c°uld have it in several different ways, I suppose.
Hr. Towers: Yes.
Thc Chairman: The surprising thing, Mr. Stevens, is the high percentage—
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Denmark. Norway and Sweden

Chairman: Denmark, Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands, Esthonia, 
tho T/Caland as compared with Australia, France, ( anada, Germany, Japan, 
order mted Kingdom and the United States, and I have given them in their
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Hon. Mr. Stevens: My comparison, to which you referred, Mr. Chairman, 
was to production.

The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : I was comparing it to production.
Mr. Deachman: Exports to production?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Yes.
Mr. Deachman: What would you call, for instance, the erection of build

ings and the construction of sidewalks? They would be included in our records 
of production.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Yes.
The Chairman: Mr. Stevens, were you not comparing it with the pro

duction of merchandise?
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Yes.
The Chairman : The. comparison I have here, and I have it as set up by 

the League of Nations, is that of the exports of merchandise as a percentage 
of national income.

Mr. Deachman: Yes.
The Chairman: That means exactly what it says.
Mr. Deachman: Of course, it is comparing incomparable things, because 

it includes services in Canada which would include the building of sidewalks 
and that sort of thing.

The Chairman : Again I say you will have to find fault with the League 
of Nations.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: It depends on what you want to use it for. A com
parison of the exports of merchandise to national income, if it is limited to 
merchandise, will answer the same purpose. If you include services, and all 
the other things, the comparison then could be used for some other purpose.

The Chairman : Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : It depends upon what use you are going to make of it-
The Chairman : Proceed, Mr. Cleaver.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. I have just one question arising out of our present discussion, Mr- 

Chairman. Do I understand, Mr. Towers that, in preparing this percentage' 
which our total exports bear to the total national income,—that in computing 
the national income you included all national incomes; such as, income which 
professional men would earn?—A. Yes, that is my understanding.

Q. Then if you eliminated from this one bracket of your percentage every- 
thing excepting actual production of goods, you would increase your percentage 
of exports still higher, would you not?—A. Yes. Leaving out the export ol 
services, tourist trade, and so forth, and just- putting in exports of merchandise) 
but eliminating, on the other hand, all the income which arises from services; 
I suppose it would give a higher percentage. .

Q. Have you any figures at hand now to show what percentage of the tot a 
national income would be composed of actual production of goods?—A. No-

The Chairman : Just before proceeding may I read you this statement aS 
to why the League of Nations put their graph in the form that I have suggested :

In order to illustrate the differences in the degrees of dependenc 
upon exports, the graph on the preceding page shows the value of exp°f 
expressed as a percentage of national income for a number of countfi 
for which the information is available. Great disparities in the d'epen 
ence upon foreign markets become clear at a glance. In 1929 expo1"1-

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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ranged from 44 per cent of the national income in Denmark to 6 per cent 
in the United States. As is to be expected, the small countries have to 
be the most dependent upon foreign markets.

Mr. Cleaver : Mr. Chairman, is there any thing in the article from which 
you were reading to the effect that the figures compiled by the League of 
Nations with respect to Denmark’s national income include services, or that 
they simply include production of goods?

The Chairman: I have not observed that.
Mr. Cleaver : I did not hear you read anything to that effect in the 

article. It would be interesting to know that.
Mr. Towers: I would certainly assume it included services. That is the 

Usual basis on which national income estimates are made up.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. For the purpose of making a satisfactory comparison with Canada, 

Would we not also have to know something about the standard of living m 
Denmark as compared with the standard of living in Canada.

The Chairman: We could go on and bring forward a number of conse
quences, of course.

Mr. Cleaver : Absolutely.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. When, the committee adjourned at our last meeting, Mr. Chairman, 

were discussing a suggestion which had been made at a previous meeting 
by one of our committee members to the effect that our banks in Canada do 
Uot disclose all of their assets. I asked Mr. Towers the. question and then 
followed a little discussion among the members and 1 was just wondering as 
t° whether he has anything further he would like to state in answer to my 
question._A. Mr. Cleaver, I think, as I said on the last'occasion, the unden
ting thought must have been the setting aside of reserv es by banks for 
Possible or probable losses. All banks follow or should follow that practice. 
] think it would be most undesirable if they did not do so, and I think that 
. ® existence of a reserve which is based not on the book value of loans and 
investments, but makes allowance for possible unfavourable eventualities, is a 
vUal factor in maintaining the solvency of any banking system, 
j. I think the practice which has been followed through the years by Cana- 
plan banks in that respect had a very important bearing on their ability to 
°ftie through the depression which commenced in 1929. Incidentally. I should 

• out that the subject of reserves was discussed at some length in the Bank- 
xv'n and Commerce Committee during the 1923 revision of the Bank Act. It 

bc found on pages 283 and 284 of the minutes of proceedings and evidence, 
So at page 287.

; Q. 1933?—A. 1923. Also on page 849. It may also have been discussed 
soitie earlier revisions, but I have not gone through the records of those. 

H0w^r. Cleaver: Mr. Jaques is here and he can perhaps clear up the question
of ,c.°urse

I understood his charge was that the banks had undisclosed assets. That,
pNjfi 1 r,  • I 1 * /V 111* /* .... __________ !    C J.1 ’ ______________ ± _ 1antic'" 'v’ls quite a different thing from a yearly revision of their reserves to meet 

Tated contingencies.
stateji1' JaWes: Mr. Chairman, I do not make any charge, I merely make the 
CoUirrfunt’ ancl it is well known. I should have thought every member of this 

l Was familiar with it. In many ways, of course, the reserves can be 
i they can be used for writing down the book value of the assets.
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Hon. Mr. Stevens: For instance, the writing down of the value of buildings 
is, of course, a very common practice in many institutions, including banks. 
Buildings are sometimes written down to a dollar, a mere nominal value over 
a period of years ; but I would not consider that was an undisclosed asset.

Mr. Cleaver: No, no.
The Chairman: It is shown on the books.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It is shown on the books, and they say it has a certain 

value.
Mr. Jaques: That is merely an outward visible asset. We can all see the 

building, but we do not know.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: You are not referring to collateral, are you?
Mr. Jaques: I am not familiar with the technicalities of banking, and I 

do not think we are here to discuss the technicalities.
Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Jaques, I do not want to labour this point but I do want 

to understand what your statement was. Is it your belief that the banks have 
assets, securities or otherwise, which they do not disclose in their regular bank 
statements?

Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Cleaver: That is exactly what I understood the statement to be. 1 

think, Mr. Chairman, that statement should be very carefully probed and the 
charge should be either proven or exploded.

Mr. Jaques: I have seen a statement by a well-known chartered account
ant in Great Britain that the assets are not disclosed even to the bank account
ants who examine the books.

The Chairman: As to Canada, Mr. Jaques?
Mr. Jaques: Well, it was argued here—
The Chairman: No, but you are speaking of a chartered accountant 

Great Britain; do you say he made that statement as to Canadian banks?
Mr. Jaques: Oh, no, British banks.
The Chairman: That is a different thing. Your statement is applied 

Canadian banks.
Mr. Jaques: Yes, I know, but five years ago when the statement was ma^ 

that the British banks created money the answer here was, “Well, they may d 
it in England but not in Canada.”

Mr. Towers: I wonder if what you are thinking of is this: If a bank b9®1' 
shall we say, $200,000,000 of loans on its books—loans that are carried 0 
the various records across the country as $200,000,000—at the close of the yc‘| 
the shareholders, auditors of the bank and the executive of the bank concern 
would have a look at those loans. They would say of the $200,000,000, 
certainly feel that ultimate collection of a certain amount, shall we 
$1,000,000, is quite doubtful; we have no confidence in collecting that p°rtl t 
of the total. We may also say that a further amount of $1,000,000. while 11 ^ 
definitely as bad as the first, is also something on which we would not cjY 
to rely. Finally, knowing our experience over a period of years, knowing * ‘0 
bad times crop up occasionally, we would feel much more confident in regar(1 ^ 
the validity of the figures on our balance sheet if we put the total down 
$196,000,000; we would feel that that amount is really collectable. ,^e

That is the process of setting up reserves against probable or p°ssl 
losses; that and nothing else. . »

Now, the actions of the banks in that respect, or their actions in £e 
up reserves against fluctuations in the value of their security portfolios 'v 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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fluctuations as we know do take place on a substantial scale—is known in 
detail to the shareholders’ auditors, to the inspector-general of banks and to 
the Minister of Finance.

By Mr. Clark:
Q. In their published statements they also state estimated losses pro

vided for.”—A. That is right. , ,, . ...
Mr. Jaques: I am not suggesting for a moment that there is anything 

dishonest about it. It is merely a practice which has rather had the consent 
of the people. So long as the people are content that the banks should be 
run as they are, well, 1 do not blame the banks as long as the people do not 
blame them. •

Mr. Towers : In fact, not only not blame, but I would say that the 
inspector-general of banks and the Minister of f inance, if. they thought that 
a bank was not being sufficiently conservative in that respect, would ia\ e 
something to say to that bank right away.

By Mr. Stevens: . . ■

Q. That process is distinctly meritorious. I think it is done by any 
Well-run corporation—A. It is, and by banks for the safety oi their depositors.

Q. If they did not do it they would be derelict in their duty to the share
holders and to the public.—A. And to the depositors more than the share
holders, I would say, in the case of banks. ■

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, you cannot judge the profits of banks mere y 
by the dividends they pay. That is the point.

Mr. Towers: But the amount which they set up as reserves is not a profit, 
lf those reserves are needed. That is, unless the reserve isy • "
of anything that is ever needed, it is not a profit; it is an amount taken 
§r°ss earnings to meet losses.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
., Q. Conversely, if the bank or the corporation is unreasonable to the extent 
that they set up these reserves sooner or later it comes bac i upo 
abnormal or excessive earning.—A. Yes. , ,

Q. Which would be just as embarrassing for them as not to have made 
adequate provision?—A. Yes. . ,
... Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Jaques, may I just ask this conehiding question on
Î51S Point? Have you any knowledge, personal or other ^se- " ^ks «tate- 
|?ace before this committee to substantiate your belief that the banks ■ a e 
Merits in Canada to-day do not disclose all of their asset?-.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Fairly disclose.
Mr. Cleaver : Yes, fairly disclose. .

,x Mr. Jaques: Banking is much the same all over the empire—a over îe 
W°Hd for that matter. I had a statement from responsible men- 

Mr. Cleaver: Who are they? . . ,
Mr. Jaques: More than that, I have never seen it contradicted 
Mr. Cleaver: The fact that it has never been contradicted is not evid 

At Mr. Deachman: Here is one way in which it was explained years^o. 
aiLabout the middle of the depression when the banks a 
S^ts, this statement appeared in the banks’ accounts ^ eflecY
Z^bave transferred from our regular reserves to our inner ^serves certain 

naming them, substantial sums. Now, about that k
hiLUer with one of your distinguished banking confreres. 1 k - ■

m Suite well but I do not want to name him here, and I urgued this question
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with him, that they should not have inner reserves which did not disclose their 
full statement, and his answer to me was that it was dangerous to disclose the 
full reserves because there would be demand from the public for lower rates 
of interest and lower charges for services. We discussed that thing—I cannot 
express it in time—for at least 150 miles.

Mr. Towers: I do not think that the argument for what you might call a 
first line reserve set up on the basis of a conservative appraisal of assets, I do 
not think the argument for that depends on the point which the man you are 
speaking of mentioned.

Mr. Deachman : I protested against having inner reserves which are not 
disclosed. The question was on the point whether they should be disclosed or 
not.

Mr. Towers: If they were included in the published reserve fund, then you 
would find that every material fluctuation in the price of securities or any 
material change in the business situation, perhaps any slight change in the 
business situation which made it necessary to write off bad debts, would mean 
that the banks had to take amounts from their published reserve funds for these 
purposes. In a severe depression they usually have to do that thing; but a con
servative appraisal of assets which, in effect, is the meaning of inner reserves, 
does enable them to take normal losses, to stand anything which may reasonably 
be expected in the form of fluctuations, without constantly making transfers 
from their published reserves. Bearing in mind public psychology, particularly 
in bad times, I think that constant movements from published reserves would 
unsettle people’s minds.

Mr. Deachman : Then there must be an inner reserve.
Mr. Towers: There must be an inner reserve in the form of what I would 

call a conservative valuation of assets.
Mr. Deachman : Not beyond that?
Mr. Towers: I think that fairly expresses it.
Mr. Taylor : Are there not contingency reserves developed?
Mr. Towers: That is the same thing I have in mind.
Mr. Cleaver: Perhaps our steering committee could consider this poin| 

and if they deemed it wise, recommend that certain witnesses be called in tha 
regard.

Mr. Towers: As I say, at the 1923 revision of the Bank Act this grouc 
was covered fairly fully.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Yes, I remember it very well.
Mr. Cleaver : Then, there was another question arising out of our discuss^ 

the other day. Mr. Jaques in referring to the losses which we all sustained 1 
1929 and 1930, stated these words : “There have been losses; where have 
gone?” Then a little further on: “It does not go into thin air,” indicating 
the losses to the general public were gains to somebody else.

Mr. Jaques: Certainly.
Mr. Cleaver: Now he says “certainly” to confirm that.
The Chairman: What did Mr. Deachman say?
Mr. Cleaver: I should like to ask the governor if he would anser 

problem.
Mr. Towers: If a bank has made a loan to an individual of $1,000—

tli»1

By Mr. Cleaver: J
Q. Excuse me; I am not referring to bank losses, I am referring to 1° ^ 

by the public.—A. Well, I was just coming to that, because it was associ» ^ 
with bank transactions, I think. If a bank has made a loan of $1,000 t0

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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individual and that individual has had an unfortunate business experience and 
had to go into liquidation, as a result of the liquidation the bank gets, shall we 
say, $200 back out of the $1,000 it loaned. The individual has lost his business; 
the bank has lost $800. I cannot quite follow what is in Mr. Jaques’ mind 
when he suggests that that $1,000 loss by the individual results in $1,000 profit 
to the bank.

Q. I suggest, Mr. Towers, that the loss occurred through shrinkage in 
valuation of real wealth?

Mr. Quelch: What about the borrower’s collateral that he put up.'1 He 
loses his collateral.

Mr. Towers: On the basis of the example I gave, the realization of the 
c°llateral produced $200, leaving the' bank with a loss of $800.

By Mr. Cleaver:
. Q. That drop in the actual value of the collateral really represents the
loss?—A. Yes.

Q. Which in turn is reflected by reduction in values and prices? A. It 
ttiay be, or else in cases where the loss is not so extreme it- may be through ill- 
advised business transactions. For example, if in producing certain goods the 
orrower has conducted his operations not very efficiently, even extravagantly, 

w may have paid out for production costs $1,000 for goods which he can only 
j 1 lor $800 or $900, and it might even happen that there had been no variation 
ln Hie price of those goods.

Q- Well, then, coming to my next point—
n Mr. Jaques: I have not had a chance to answer that, ^ou state I made 

le charge.
n Mr. Cleaver: Perhaps Mr. Jaques should be permitted to answer right 
°" I I am quite content.

• Mr. Jaques: Well, here again I am not bringing any charge of dishonesty 
Ihe least; it is part of the system which the banks enjoy with our consent, 

th fXlr- Cleaver: What do you mean by “ the banks enjoy ? Do you suggest 
c danks profited to the extent of all our personal losses in 19-9 

en; ^r' Jaques: I do, to this extent. I think the privileges which the banks 
ffiibr' are viable to the banks beyond all knowledge or belief of the genera:

(nia r^r- Cleaver: I wonder if you would mind just answering that simple 
W6 Sn0n which I put to you, Mr. Jaques. Do you suggest that the losses which 

a * Personally took in 1929 were corresponding profits for the banks, 
if , Jaques: Profits, in this way. The profits are not represented by 
Sent 'i81;1 explain myself—actual financial statements. _ The profits are repre- 
ba„, hy the ever increasing power of the financial institutions of which the 
in, are the chief, over the industrial life of the nation. Let me give you an 
la,.n; rftion. A friend of mine was purchasing agent in England tor one of tne 

.corporations in the world. I will not mention the corporation, but you 
the , aK°Men me that it is one of the best known and one ol the biggest in 
the Vorld- After the war they were led to believe that during 1919 and 1920 
strPT!°!!ntry was going to enjoy a tremendous period of expansion, and on ie 
risi^h .of that this particular corporation—and of course we would anticipate 

Prices—went ahead and bought raw materials to a great extent. Those 
their Faw materials which were not produced in England 1 hey also enlarged 
can Premises to the extent of $40 million. Of course, that was done, as you 
W^derstand. on credit. Now, when they had committed themselves to that 

^dous program—
> e Chairman: Do you mean bank credit?

Jaques : Largely.
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The Chairman : Surely they did not expand their premises to that extent 
on bank credit; banks are not there for that purpose.

Mr. Jaques: That is what I say; they do not seem to realize the truth.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : What happened?
Mr. Jaques : The policy was one of deflation, and then what? The raw 

materials which they had bought ahead caused them to incur enormous losses, 
their credit was gone, and what? The banks said: Gentlemen, your credit now 
is very poor, but we think that if you will retire some of your directorate and 
allow us to replace them your credit will certainly not be hurt. That is what 
happened. That is what happened all through industry in Great Britain after 
the war. The men who had built up those industries and who were interested 
in production only were replaced by men who were merely agents of the 
institutions; and I believe it is a fact that 85 per cent of industry to-day is 
under lien or under control in Great Britain to the financial institutions. That 
is true there, and I believe it is largely true in Canada. I am not saying there 
is anything criminal in it. It is the result and the inevitable result of the 
power which we have given to individuals to create and to destroy money at 
their own will. Is there any argument against it? The remedy is in our own 
hands.

Mr. Towers: If I might interject something there, though, perhaps, 
it is not my place to do so—statements of belief are awfully hard for a witness 
to comment on when they are in no way supported by facts of any kind. For 
example, the statement that 85 per cent of industry is under lien to the banks 
is, to me, a fantastic one. It is something that never existed on sea or land. If, 
however, you could give me anything to show why you believe that—anything 
to support the statement—then, of course, one could examine it.

Mr. Jaques: I will put the condition of the farming industry in our own 
country.

Mr. Towers : Were not we speaking of England a moment ago?
Mr. Jaques : Yes.
Mr. Cleaver: And before we come to our own farming, I should like to 

state that the proposition which you have just advanced, where the directors 
of a company have made such a bad mistake in judgment—

Mr. Jaques: Was it a bad mistake?
Mr. Cleaver: It turned out to be one—those directors should expect the 

shareholders to remove them.
Mr. Jaques: The shareholders did not do it.
Mr. Cleaver : They should replace them with other gentlemen who would 

have better business judgment.
Mr. Jaques: Do you think it is poor judgment when the government oi 

the country intimates to industry to expand and then when they have done so^
Mr. Cleaver: What evidence have you of that?
Mr. Jaques: The evidence of history. That is the history when EnglanC* 

went back to the gold standard in 1926. What happened? I can show you^
Mr. Cleaver: Now, Mr. Jaques, if you do not mind, this is my time—
Mr. Jaques: I know, but you bring this out—Mr. Chairman, I am hcr<j 

and so is my colleague, probably, from a little different purpose from some 0 
the other people.

Mr. Cleaver: Before you leave that point, will you please indicate 
different purpose? Are you suggesting I am not serving my country?

Mr. Jaques: I am not suggesting anything; I am merely suggesting 
I am not here to defend the banks.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cleaver: Are you suggesting that I am here to defend the banks? 
There is nothing to be gained by refusing to face facts.

Mr. Jaques: I am speaking for myself.
The Chairman : Mr. Jaques, will you listen to the chair for a moment. 

Mr. Cleaver has the floor. Mr. Cleaver asked a question and gave you per
mission to answer it, but the time is passing very rapidly, and I think we ought 
to conform to Mr. Cleaver’s wish to allow the incident to be closed. I think 
you have had sufficient time to answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I might say this, and I hope Mr. Cleaver will pardon 
me, but I think it was a mistake for Mr. Cleaver to ask Mr. Jaques a question 
as if Mr. Jaques was a witness. Once it was done, I think Mr. Cleaver should 
allow Mr. Jaques to finish.

Mr. Cleaver: I am myself to blame for bringing this on.
The Chairman: I think we should allow Mr. Cleaver to finish his

statement.
Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I have noticed a tendency in this committee 

t° allow us to make a half sort of statement which goes into the record 
Unfinished and anybody reading the thing would assume that we have admitted 
We Were wrong. Then we are stopped—

The Chairman: I doubt that the record will carry out that impression.. 
Mr. Jaques: We are damned by faint praise. I should like to make one 

S'mrt statement from an authority in Great Britain.
The Chairman : No, no.

. Mr. Jaques: Bearing on this very thing.
Mr. Cleaver : I would suggest that if the Social Credit members 
Mr. Jaques: This is not social credit.

T a Mr. Cleaver : —they should be permitted to add anything in reason, but 
n° not think that they should be interspersing their opinions in my time.

, Mr. Jaques: This is not social credit; it is a statement by a former director 
the Bank of England.

The Chairman: I must rule that Mr. Cleaver has the floor and that the 
foment should not be made without his permission. 

b0 Mr. Jaques: Then, Mr. Chairman, when I am asked a question I should 
allowed to answer it.
The Chairman : I agree with you there.

T i Mr. Jaques: If you would only allow me to read these half dozen lines 
shaH sit down.

The Chairman: Very well, read them, 
flip 5- 'Mques: This is a statement by Vincent C. X ickers, late director of 

Sank of England:—

I have watched tor
WoSj.i ev‘rekSw„-ou, return to ““
its effect upon our basic industries, coal, cotton and agriculti e.

^he Chairman : Proceed, Mr. Cleaver.

Hy Mr. Cleaver:
this n t find, Mr Towers, in the discussions that have been addressed to 
to wh^Mttee that there is still a great deal of misunderstanding with regard 
its jvw'i happens when our central bank causes an expansion of credit through 

?943i4>i °Pei-ations of buying securities. I wonder if you would be good
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enough to take an individual case—say, take an expansion movement whereby 
the Bank of Canada buys §10,000 worth of securities, and follow that movement 
right through the entire picture just as you would a slow moving picture, and 
giving names to every individual who participates in that movement, and then 
give us a summarized statement at the finish showing the debit and credit 
entries with respect to the Bank of Canada, the merchant bank that featured 
in the movement and every individual customer?—A. Would you prefer that 
I should try to do that now extemporaneously, or would it be better to have 
a statement with the necessary tables showing those various changes?

Q. I would prefer a well thought out carefully written statement, and 1 
suggest in order that there be no misunderstanding that you should assume 
that all of the transactions take place in one merchant ba-nk so that we will 
not be confusing the different banks, but we will have, if possible, a statement 
so simple that everyone will clearly understand it.

Mr. Quelch: Could the difference be shown between the action of the 
Bank of Canada buying securities from chartered banks and the action ol 
buying them from a private individual or a corporation

Mr. Towers: Yes, we will have two sets of statements showing the one 
thing and the other.

Mr. Kinley: It will.not stay in any one bank.
Mr. Towers: I think Mr. Cleaver’s thought is that it would be more 

simple to visualize the commercial bank end of the transaction as if there was 
only one commercial bank in Canada.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Of course, that is on the record now.
Mr. Towers : It will simplify the matter.
Mr. Cleaver : There are several members of the committee, Mr. Stevens, 

who claim that the banks are making graft out of this thing.
Mr. Jaques: There is no graft at all.
Mr. Cleaver : Excessive profits.
Mr. Jaques: This very committee gave them the power five years ago t0 

do it. There is no graft about it.
Mr. Cleaver : Coming to my next point. There are many people in Canada 

to-day who believe that there is an easy way out of our present econom1 
trouble, that the banks and the big interests are profiting by our present com 
ditions and are withholding the easy remedy from the masses for their o" 
selfish interests—

Mr. Jaques: Right.
Mr. Cleaver : I suggest that many of our present troubles have b(M* 

brought about through unfair practices by big business in the past, but in 
opinion to say that either the banks or big business institutions are now pr°n 
ing as the result of the continuance of the depression is to disregard the foc j 
The predatory actions of big business occur in boom times. In 1927, 1928 
1929 was when our troubles were brewing. I am old-fashioned enough 
believe that the remedy nationally is little different to the remedy persona 
In our own personal lives thrift and hard work is the only way out of fina'11 
difficulties.

Mr. Jaques: What do you call thrift? t.s iW
Mr. Cleaver : To work hard, use care in spending and pay your debts ‘“"j 

not be a very attractive program, but it does ultimately bring real result'- 
believe that the same rule would work equally well nationally. . , to

Now, what would happen, Mr. Towers, if our government should deem .,e 
finance, say, one-half of one year’s expenditures by the issue of what we 
commonly called debt free money?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : I think that there too, Mr. Cleaver, if you will allow me, 
it would be best to put that in the form of a memorandum with the necessary 
illustrations in the form of figures.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q That will be quite agreeable to me. Take say, $250 million. It we were 

to take $250 million and hand that out as currency instead of rai.mg the mon y 
by direct taxation or borrowing------ A. Taking place mot. • P
thC eoXpCYttaa„ed inw7Jkÿou to follow it through, indicating a, clearly as you 

can what would happen to our individual investors and our ,nÇ'' 
depending upon interest rates for their very existence, and our mumcipa .
mg funds and the like?—A. Right. nnrrrmrv and the tie-in

Q. Then coming to the question of our domestic c' rreney and U
with foreign borrowing, am I right in my conclusion that foieign^borrow^ 
must necessarily take place when our foreign trade ^
A. Foreign trade and other transactions ^ that is ser\ îce^.

Q. Other allied transactions. A A e-- trpde exist’n,T over a period
Q. Then when we have a favourable balance oi t.a c - _ j

of years I take it that as far as our domestic currency ^^^^A^^w Siat 
whatever the majority wish done?—A. I am not quite nciude in that not
If there is an unfavourable balance on current accoun «services which
«% merci, andicc end freight but tounsttra*
,e either give or receive—if after taking aH t . t which we owe to

Jbere is a balance against us, obviously that is an commcrcial credit or it 
je foreigner which may be outstanding in the the baianCe is in our

?&y be covered by long term borrowing. Co^feyJiderablc period of time, 
favour, as it has been quite extensively for some co d ‘hav(f a choice?
g“d that places foreign funds m the hands of f fundg to accumulate
■ Pcakmg of the people as a unit, of allo  ̂J tlf1i se?Urities or other foreign 

11 foreign banks or of using them to purchase » hcld by foreigners. As
ssets, or else to purchase Canadian securities w d the latter ; hence the

a matter of fact, the tendency quite naturally is to ao
mpatriation of the last five years n favourable balance of

Q. But so long as we do maintain a total 0^ *u ri ü at all as to
trfde, then I suggest to you that there are no foreign res do what
^bat we do with our domestic currency?—A. I tlunk you ca 
d'où want with the domestic currency.

The Chairman: If it is advisable to do it.

Q. sfCa'^-e a favourable iT?,

fficient gold with which to settle an u ‘ commercial life is con-
abundantly clear then that so far as our domestic commercial

GrnCd we are our own maSTterS‘;7A- YeSvm] have used repeatedly the term 
b Hon. Mr. Stevens: Mr. G\e&yev J’governor is thinking of balance

‘banco of trade. I am quite certain that t g which is a vastly different 
^settlements, including services, interest and all, which

the itsh I leaver : Thank you, Mr. Stevens. I think, perhaps, I should at 
have 7;?f,wearying the committee, elaborate a little on that point which you

raised.

By Mr. Cleaver:(lent-? Alr' Tcwers, wdiat are the features which enter into balance of pay- 
bmiuft A' Tb.e tables ivhich we publish from time to time in our statistical 

ry> I think, indicate that fairly clearly. On the credit side, the main
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item is naturally the balance in our favour as a result of merchandise trans
action. That is the excess of merchandise exports over merchandise imports.

Q. Yes.—A. In the so called invisible item we have net tourist receipts 
as a balance in our favour. Subject, of course, to the question of accurate 
estimates there, we are certain it is a substantial balance in our favour. As 
items which we have to pay, there are interest and dividends. The amount 
of interest which we have to pay abroad has been going down for a number 
of years as foreign debt has been repatriated.

Q. You are referring to interest and dividends payable?—A. To foreign 
holders of our securities.

Q. To foreign holders of any securities.—A. Governmental, private or 
anything else, the interest section of that item has been going down over a 
period of years as foreign debt has been repatriated, or perhaps refunded at 
lower rates. The dividends part of it has been going up, perhaps due more 
to an increasing foreign interest in our gold mines than to any other factor.

Q. Before you leave that point: in computing that amount you would only 
include securities held by non-residents; you would not include securities 
which are held by Canadian residents and which securities have optional 
places of payments?—A. No, these are Dominion Bureau of Statistics figures, 
and they would not include optional pay securities owned by Canadians. I*1 
is a question of domestic or foreign ownership.

Q. Optional pay securities should not be included. That is simply a matter 
of contract and simply varies the amount which the creditor has to pay, but 
makes no difference in the balance of international payments.—A. That is 
quite right. Incidentally, that interest and dividend item for 1938 is estimated 
at $242 million.

Q. Adverse?—A. Adverse. The tourist trade was estimated at $145 million 
in our favour net. Freight charges are estimated at $20 million.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : That is too low.
Mr. Towers: Against us.
Mr. Cleaver : Against us?
Mr. Towers : Yes. Miscellaneous services, $35 million.
Mr. Cleaver : Which way?
Mr. Towers: Against us. Now, the miscellaneous figure includes such ite»lS 

as advertising royalties, moving picture royalties, earnings of Canadians work' 
ing in the United States and various other things.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Insurance?
Mr. Towers : Insurance premiums would be in there to.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: In miscellaneous.
Mr. Towers : That is in miscellaneous, yes. The estimated sum total lD 

1938 of the things which I have mentioned up to now is $185 million in °lU 
favour. That is the balance on current account, including everything b11 ' 
capital movements. Now, so far as those who make up these estimates ca^ 
tell from the information which they receive, that $185 million in our favç11 
was used, to the extent of some $60 million for repatriation of Canadi9jj 
securities held abroad—that is based on new issues or retirements of Canad}8 
securities. In other security transactions, that is dealings between Canadi^ 
nationals and others in securities which are in existence on the market an 
presumably are still in existence—the come and go of daily transactions-^ 
Canada apparently sold $27 million on balance. Other capital movements 
against us to the tune of $127 million. Now, those other capital movemen. 
consist for the most part of movements between branch plants and 
parents.

Q. An adverse movement of $127 million?—A. Adverse in this sense 
movement from a branch plant to its parent.

{Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

the’r
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Q. That would indicate expansion in branch plants, would it not?—A. No. 
A movement between a branch plant and its parent may consist of the transfer 
of the branch plant’s profits to its parent. That comes in under this heading 
rather than under the heading of dividends, although in effect it is the same 
thing.

Q. What would be the figure if branch plants were expanding—if new 
Plants were being built?—A. Then I would say you would find capital coming 
in from the parent, and the movement instead of being an outward movement 
°f money would be an inward movement of money.

Q. We would be receiving foreign capital and we would be setting up an 
adverse balance, or a balance just the opposite to repatriation balance?— 
A. Yes. In the earlier years of branch plant development no doubt that took 
Place on a substantial scale.

^ Q. In your statement you omitted to give me the merchandise balance.— 
A- The merchandise balance, including gold, was $338 million in our favour.

The Chairman: What would it be excluding gold?
Mr. Towers: $181 million excluding gold.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Why not put that statement on at this stage; it is a standard statement, 

is it not?—A. Yes.
Mr. Cleaver: I think that would be a good thing to do.
Mr. Towers: We will do that.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: It will make the matter clear.

Estimated Canadian balance of international payments: 1937-38
Dominion Bureau of Statistics ,

1937 1938*
Exports Imports Net credit Exports Imports Net credit

or Net or or .Net
r, Millions of dollars credits debits debit credits debits debit

**rent account
Marchand ise.................................

on-monetary gold.....................
1.009.7 796.4 213.3 847.0 666.5 180.5

145.1 .1 145.0 156.5 156.5
Total merchandise and gold.. .. 1.154.8 796.5 358.3 1,003.5 666.5 337.0

Risible items
jurist trade.............................
p_ Vest and dividends..............
Lr.eiffht. .

294.7 124.4 170.3 267.0 122.0 145.0
78.8 325.0 246.2 70.0 312.0 242.0

111.7 137.2 25.5 101.0 121.0 20.0
l^cellaneous services...............

°tal invisible items..............
25.2 63.0 38.7 24.6 59.8 35.2

510.4 650.5 140.1 462.6 614.8 152.2
Total current account.. .. .. 1.665.2 1.447.0 218.2 1,466.1 1.281.3 184.8

apita] account
ew issues or retirements of ......

Othe“'ana(Ean securities.............
OtW security transactions.. 

r capital movements. . . .

89.5 177.9 88.4 89.9 150.0 60.1
506.6 511.4 4.8 367.0 340.0 27.0
24.0 129.6 105.6 127.0 127.0

•ft, capital account..............
alan=ing item.............................

620.1 818.9 198.8
19.4

456.9 617.0 160.1
24.7

and (:ane(li?linar.y- tThis balancing item measures unavoidable errors and omissions in current 
Pital account.
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ESTIMATED CANADIAN BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS: 1027-38 
Net Receipts or Credits: Net Payments or Debits 

Dominion Bureau o£ Statistics
Millions of dollars 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938* 

Current account
Merchandise.................. 139 131 131 122 17 74 147 148 193 322 213 181
Non-monetary gold...... 11 13 38 22 43 61 79 110 117 131 145 157

Invisible items
Tourist trade.................. 130 168 188 179 174 155 66 82 . 119 141 170 145
Interest and dividends.. .. 211 221 260 289 280 262 224 212 209 234 246 242
Freight............................. 12 19 39 32 25 28 22 28 14 18 26 20
Miscellaneous services.. .. 8 16 28 25 21 34 34 26 29 34 39 35

Balance on current account. . 49 55 234 267 125 35 12 75 177 309 218 185
Capital account

New issues or retirements
of Canadian securities .. 141 7 133 290 9 1 26 58 154 164 88 60

Other security transactions 184 188 105 13 24 16 51 9 51 8 5 27
Other capital movements. . . 39 99 126 38 62 6 51 67 70 98 106 127

Net capital movement............... 4 82 154 315 47 11 27 116 174 254 199 160

Monetary gold............................. 15 77 38 20 47 13 8

fBalancing item........................... 59 50 42 29 31 34 7 41 3 55 19 25

•Preliminary. fThis balancing item measures unavoidable errors and omissions in current 
and capital account.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. There are two uncertain factors—freights and tourists—it is an esti

mate?—A. There are other things too which are necessarily estimates. The 
Dominion Bureau is constantly enlarging its sources of information. I think 
it has much more information now in respect to branch plants than it had some 
years ago.

Q. Of course, I think the estimates of carriage charges, freight, is too low- 
I made a very careful study of that some years ago.

Mr. Deachman: That is a net estimate.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Yes.
Mr. Deachman: There were large earnings the other way.
Mr. Towers: There is something finally that I should add to complete that 

statement, although it will show in the table I have put on the record. There 
is a balance for errors and omissions; in other words, something, in spite of the 
best efforts of the bureau in collecting information, which they cannot account 
for.

The Chairman : Hidden reserves.
By Mr. Cleaver:

Q. Mr. Towers, coming to the question of the production of goods, what 
are the two component parts which enter into the production of goods? ^lC 
they not labour and capital?—A. Yes.

Q. And capital, whether it is obtained from savings or borrowings, h 
matter of credit?—A. One might go a little further than that and say that 1 
is a matter of certain people abstaining from consumption, to leave men an_ 
materials free for capital development. That is a very poignant question n°'v 
adays in countries such as Germany, and probably it will become so in 
United Kingdom.

Q. If the proper balance is maintained between the profits or the 
which each of these two groups receive, there should be an increase in * 
standard of living with a further increase in our ability to produce?—A. *e ' 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. Why does any man work? Is it not so that he can earn money with 
which to buy necessities and luxuries of life?—A. Yes; there will also be rare 
cases of those who do it to keep out of mischief.

Q. Now, that being so, until every man’s wants are reasonably well satisfied, 
under a proper set-up we should have no unemployment?—A. That is right.

Q. And when a machine is invented that will do the work of 1,000 men 
those 1,000 men are then free to make some other type of goods which we all 
want to buy?—A. Yes.

Q. So that the invention and manufacture of machinery in the way of 
labour saving devices does not necessarily bring about unemployment ?—A. No, 
Jt does not.
, The Chairman: Mr. Cleaver, are you taking into account the mobility of 
labour?

Mr. Cleaver: I am not, Mr. Chairman; I am looking to the long term view. 
1 quite freely admit that the introduction of machinery causes very drastic 
tiuemployifient for a short time, but I am suggesting—

The Chairman : And for a life time, very often.
Mr. Cleaver: I am suggesting that under a proper set-up the minute a 

’Uachine is invented which will do the work of 1,000 men those men are free 
aud are at liberty to make other goods which we want.

Mr. Jaques: Why don’t they?
Mr. Cleaver: I am coming to that.

Deachman : You have only to consider what is now happening in 
. They might want to make more aeroplanes and they might have-to 

transfer men from the production of cotton textiles to aeroplanes and that 
lansfer would be over a period of some considerable time. ,

Mr. Cleaver : Yes, I agree. The standard of living goes down in any 
c°untry when non-productive expenditures are made.

Mr. Jaques: The evidence is to the contrary ; it is going up. 
i,, Hon. Mr. Stevens : I suggest you use the words ‘‘ought not to, instead of 
d°es not.”

Mr. Cleaver: Yes, right.

England

By Mr. Cleaver:
h,,,. Q- So that, Mr. Towers, if the proper balance of distribution of wealth is
1 ^Utc ' 1 1 • ■ 1 ill ' 1 -Li- - —«««nl wiiKlir»» of oil fimps wnnlHAmu, mi. luvvmt, n vue public at all times would
, -mvained between capital and labour the - produced?—A. You are speak-
ave enough money with which to buy the goods 1

ln8 of the world as a whole? nation of course, can be se-\ ere >
Q. Yes, or any nation as a whole.—A. A n » gell refusing to buy its ^ected by markets to which it has been accustom

Products. , , r-nnfiision could we then look on
pQ- Yes. In order that there might be no eeif_contained nation not either 
Pan.ada for the purpose of this anaiysrs as a ^
buMng or selling abroad but simply a self-con .JvJUl puou U1 U11D c* 11M1J ------—

U1 selling abroad but simply a self-contained .......
°n Wh h Quelch : Would you not admit that that depends to a large extent 
sutp ,■ er °r not labour is used for the production of capital goods or the con- 
°ther lon of goods? It depends upon the relationship between the one and the

■Mr nqUestio ^LEaver: Yes, I am coming to that too. Then, with regard to the 
of c d of unemployment insurance, which is an allied problem to this problem 
Ullettih] anc^ labour, to the extent that the government contributes to an 

P oyment insurance fund, is that not just in effect a dole?
°n‘ Mr. Stevens: Just a what?
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Mr. Cleaver: A dole, a gift.
Mr. Jaques: Where does it come from?
Mr. Towers: I am not quite sure that I see all the implications there.
Mr. Cleaver: Let me give you a concrete instance. If we should start an 

unemployment insurance measure in Canada, and provide that the dominion 
government should contribute one-third to the fund, industry should contribute 
one-third to the fund and labour one-third to the fund. The extent of the 
government contribution is purely and simply a gift.

Mr. Towers: It, of course, depends on the source from which the govern
ment obtains the money. If they obtain it from a wage tax and if that wage 
tax was paid by and large by the people who were going to be beneficiaries of 
unemployment insurance, then I do not suppose one could regard it as a gift- 
If. however, it was impossible to follow through and say that is exactly the 
case, then, I suppose, it becomes one of the government services contributed 
for the good of the nation as a whole.

The Chairman: I understood Mr. Cleaver’s suggestion was that labour had 
itself made its contribution out of wages. If there was a different tax 
wages, that would be double taxation.

Mr. Cleaver: What I suggested was this. I think the extent to which an>' 
government contributes to an unemployment insurance fund it is purely and 
simply a gift or a dole. Now, you will quite frankly admit, Mr. Towers, that 
labour makes just as important a contribution to the production of goods as 
does capital.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Cleaver: And you also freely admit that down to the present time 

labour had practically no representation on boards of directorates and manag6' 
ment?

The Chairman: Oh, no.
Mr. Towers: It has not been extensive.
The Chairman: Labour’s voice in management is fairly extensive.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Would you not think that if labour had a fair representation on ^‘e 

management of industry that it would increase the efficiency of industry •"'j 
A. That would be a very broad statement to make—I mean, it would depen 
on the individuals concerned, would it not?

Hon. Mr. Stevens: He means regular councils.
The Chairman: Yes. Most large concerns have workmen’s councils 

confer with the management.
Mr. Jaques: What good do they do?
The Chairman: Many of them, at any rate, have workmen’s councils-
Mr. Cleaver: Approaching the problem from another angle, industry 

does not question the fact that it is required to pay taxes, to pay mim1® 
power contracts, to maintain its machinery and plant equipment and all t 
sort of thing whether the plant is running or whether it is idle. yg

Mr. Towers: Oh, I could not quite agree with that. There are nunaj1 ^ 
cases where a plant has been allowed to run down severely; that is partiem 
true of 1930. 1931 and 1932.

Mr. Cleaver: Let us take it one at a time.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Industry certainly has to pay its taxes on land and any tax which is in 

existence on the equipment whether the plant is idle or operating?—A. Yes, 
they will struggle to pay taxes to avoid losing the property. In certain cases, 
of course, tax bills have just accumulated; they could not pay them.

Q. Yes, but the obligation is there still?—A. 'ïes.
Q. And if they are the users of. power they must enter into contracts 

agreeing to pay for a certain minimum monthly load. That would be true 
especially in regard to mines. I understand Lakeshore today is paying at the 
rate of $60 per horsepower under a contract entered into years ago.—• 
A. Perhaps.

Q. Now, as to all of these things, industry does expect to pay, whether 
the plant is idle or not, and yet when it comes to labour, the most important 
Part of its set-up, when the plant becomes idle the men are simply thrown out 
°f Work and industry assumes no responsibility.

Mr. Jaques: They go on relief.
Mr. Towers: That is right, of course, subject to efforts which have been 

Jaade from time to time to divide employment—

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q- Running part time?—A. Running part time; various efforts have been 

Illade in different cases along this line.
The Chairman : And subject also to the fact that the shareholders are 

11°t remunerated; therefor neither capital nor labour are drawing from industry.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. My suggestion is that it would be much sounder to say to capital that 

-v°u must assume one more overhead and be responsible for a quo a o a our 
’'ather than to set up an unemployment insurance scheme whereby large doles 
°r gifts would be contributed by the government.

Mr. Lacroix : Yes, but where does the money come from.
Mr. Jaques: From the prices.
Mr. Lacroix: If the manufacturer is not producing how can îe g( ie 

m°ney to do that?
] , Mr. Cleaver: My suggestion is this, Mr. Lacroix, that every emp oyei o 
I )l)Ur has to pay the interest charges on any machines w.hic 1 1 •-
v6 has to pay all of those other costs whether the plant is running,01 no 
sl wi that same industrialist has to use labour and I can no . ■• , ' , .jN1'] be put on any other different basis. I believe it would be preferable 

were to face facts and say to all employers of labour, we -*ate the quota of the men that you want but once having indicated that 
jn ,^a °f men for that year, you are responsible lor them, • > ,
a lIstry requires to use more men than its quota, I woul< c îaige * , J
int Urtax on the extra labour employed above the quota, and that would go &a fund to maintain men out of work. I give you.one example. Take the 
fro 0llal Steel Car Company in Hamilton. 1 he\ will gc < . f
q„ n this government or some other government for the production 
t; ^tity of rolling stock to be delivered within a certain limited period1 of
Cd •• They will put on three shifts and take on as many as 5,000 new men
Hie, ln f°Ur or five months time, or a year, the older is 1 , +he
labVre a11 out of work again. I am suggesting an mdustiy that enters the
it °Ur market in that way should pay a heavy premium for the labour which L?pl°ys tL I a^ree, would in turn go into the cost of producing the 
ord?S and eventually it would reach back to the source of the order, and that

r would not be let for the goods to be furnished within such a limited period
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of time. In other words, we would level out the peaks and the depressions 
in the employment of labour.

Mr. Lacroix : You take as an example the National Steel Car Company. 
That company probably has control over their selling prices because they 
are manufacturing a particular product. It is likely they have a control over 
their selling prices, but you cannot apply that to all manufacturers in Canada.

Mr. Cleaver: No. I think perhaps I cover that in my remarks, and if you 
will permit me to come to it in a moment, you will get my point. It is my 
contention that the employer of labour who carries his operations in a reason
ably continuous manner, employing men the year round, makes a far better 
and more substantial contribution to the public good than does an employer of 
labour who enters the market at certain periods of the year, often at the period 
of the year when there is a scarcity of labour, and that something should be 
done to encourage industry to distribute their operations over the entire year; 
and that if we set up an unemployment insurance scheme on the same basis 
as the present British scheme, whereby every employer of labour simply makes 
a contribution into the fund on a percentage of the total payroll and no dis
crimination is made between the employer of labour who employs his hands the 
year round and the employer of labour who simply works part time, we will 
be setting up something which will really add to the cost of government in 
Canada.

t

Mr. Lacroix: Perhaps that may be so to a certain extent, but the manu- 
facturer can pay only when he sells his goods, and he can employ people 
only when he can sell his goods. AVhen he cannot sell his goods how can he 
employ people? Take the paper industry, for instance. To-day it is running 
at 33 per cent capacity. How could they pay 100 per cent labour when they 
are running at only 33 per cent capacity?

Mr. Cleaver : Looking at the problem from the national standpoint—- 
Mr. Lacroix : Even so, you have to find the money to pay.
Mr. Cleaver : And from the standpoint of human welfare, you know ju

as well as I do, if labour is to be contented, happy, and to have a dcoen
living there must be a regular pay envelope coming in once or twice a month.

Mr. Lacroix : How can you expect a manufacturer to raise new capha 
to-day to pay these expenses when their capital stock is already wiped out1? 

Mr. Cleaver: I doubt very much— ^
Mr. Lacroix : There are a few firms who control their selling prices an 

who have a monopoly of certain merchandise who may be able to do that; hl
take an industry like the w-oollen industry. Last year they ran at a raJ rat6which gave them a 4 per cent gross profit. This year they are running at a
which will give them 
mention?

4 per cent loss. How can they absorb the things y0l1

Mr. Towers : If I may interject here, it does seem to me that no individ g 
manufacturer could take on a rigid commitment in that respect irrespe6^ 
of whether he could find employment for the men or market for the g°° ^ 
Surely, when the national contribution is made in the way that you suggeFt.'ey 
comes in taxes from those manufacturers and labour who still find that J > 
can produce and are in employment. In other wmrds, from the proceeds of ' 
production and employment they contribute a certain amount to those " T 
cannot find employment, and the collection of the contribution in the j0^ 
of taxes is really the only practical way of doing it, because you cannot,^ 
that tax or contribution from industry wdiich is not operating. But I 
if I mav just go on for a moment, I know the type of thing you have in lT}j1ey 
It wras hinted at or referred to in a letter from A. A. Berle to the—I think 
call it—Temporary National Economic Committee of the United States- , 
did refer there to the wastage involved or the burden involved to the 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]

I I
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ment in the case of industries which were highly seasonal in character. He 
referred specifically to the automobile industry. Perhaps he was thinking of an 
industry which even in good years when it was making good profits, gave 
employment only for a portion of the year.

Mr. Cleaver : Yes.
Mr. Towers : Now, if the men thus given employment earned as much on 

the average in their shorter period as other people earned in a lull year, then 
Perhaps that particular industry was paying its way. Perhaps in that case it 
should withhold some of the—

Mr. Cleaver: Now you are coming to it, • . ,
Mv Tnvim' _waee= and keel) on paying during the unemploymentMi. 1 overs. g ' That would be the case of an industry which 

Periods to even the thing out. that would ue . , , wu:pu on „
was profitable and which did pay its wage earnersbut which on a
basis of, shall we call it paternalism enforced ceitaj W for a period of
the year to provide regular cheques during the balan

Mr. Cleaver : On, local illustration ^**2^.75»
* Xïï noXi times. But that Xn'X^wXtvKS
technical or equally skilful work in a leaning ni; °"r î.™n the wLges bein» 
|»e paid 50 cents an hour, the difference or the dispantywa®* nem 
brought about by the lact that the carpenter one a the man in the planing 
to. be out of work four or five months m the yea , thè year round.
miU or in the cabinet shop knows he is going to ^ 1 0 rata employment

My suggestion would be this: instead of putt g Jifferent branches, of 
insurance tax, that different rates should be set up hat in the eon„
industry depending upon the unemployment 1 ^ unemployment
^ruction trade where you know you are »omg ate w]nei‘e there is
hazard, the rate would be proportionately higher tto tl what you had in
Practically no hazard of unemployment. That, 1 “ trade under that
>«ind, and in that event you say the man inJthc eonstruct on ^ under 
set-up would receive less money per hour while leu actual >
Would be paid when he is not working out of the tun .
, Mr. Towers: I did not make that as a \ ^Seteiop-fcel qualified to go into the subject. I was just mentioning some ot P
Hnh ln the h mtcd Stat°s" T think that pretty well concludes my

ex Cleaver: Now, Mr. C hairman, ^ answers to questions being^mutation of the governor, subject, of course t: « k Mr Towers
?led- I should like at. this stage to express my personal man ^ ^ nQW 
er the very helpful way in which he has answered • : j ■ turniUv8t a few general remarks. Other members of the com^ttee have mt
tressed their views on the evidence. 1 woulVînressmvv'ewsI do not 
Drlu a few minutes of the time of the commit ce P render my personal.

*•***>"'
lhem

,l>mmïteeC|n0mhC C0,Hlîi0" in ?dvtf aêtpmtlm of tlVc Bank ‘of Canada fSX fo XrmmX pSc. Lt whether our entrai bank is func- 
X-8 ‘« the full extent* of its powg to bring about an improvement of th„
CoXe'Xrito to been advanced by -o.ne individual members of the

Xï;*1 V” *rof ran,i ‘ that possible monetary action could oe .has not been taken-which would bring about a remedy.
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The Social Credit group contend that the giving away of debt-free money 
which they term as a national dividend issue, would help to solve the problem. 
Private members of the committee, headed by Mr. McGeer, Mr. Tucker and 
others, advocate that a scheme of national construction work to be financed 
by the government issue of debt-free money would be an effective remedy. 
There are others who believe that construction work of a national character, 
financed in an orthodox manner would be the answer. As to these three 
different contentions I submit that the suggestions would be clarified if they 
were resolved into their two natural divisions:

(1) Is the issue of large blocks of debt-free money of any value to the 
economic welfare of the country?

(2) Would national construction projects improve economic conditions 
and, if so, what are the best types for this purpose?

As to the first proposition, namely the issue of debt-free money for public 
financing, this very alluring proposal is again seriously advanced notwith
standing the very unfortunate results which have attended its application in 
every country where it has been tried in the past. History tells us that it leads 
to disaster, but in view of the various arguments which have been advanced by 
Mr. Jaques and others that advances in science have mostly come through a 
disregard for established orthodox beliefs, thereby reasoning that our reliance 
upon the results of history is prima facie an evidence of error, I should like 
to see sufficient reasons incorporated in our report to demonstrate why the 
issue of debt-free money in excess of the normal quantity of money necessary 
for the carrying on of the internal trade of the country is of no assistance and 
is harmful. This in my opinion has been clearly demonstrated by the governor 
of the Bank of Canada in his evidence.

Money is not wealth but is simply the title deeds to wealth. Money is a 
legalized token through which the holder can acquire actual wealth. Experience 
tells us that only a sufficient quantity of this token should be issued as is 
necessary to carry on our commercial trade. The value of those tokens is 
only maintained through their scarcity, and through the fact that no one can 
obtain those tokens without giving value for them by way of services, or by 
the surrender of real wealth. It is quite true that in the first instance these 
tokens are issued by the Bank of Canada at simply the cost of printing pin5 
25 per cent gold reserve. It is frankly admitted that the gold reserve is not a 
necessary feature but is provided for window dressing—to give the people 
confidence. The real feature is that someone must issue them and must limit 
the quantity to the actual needs of the purpose for which they are issued.

There is an orthodox manner of increasing credit and driving down interest 
rates which is now in actual use and which is known as the present easy moneV 
policy. Having in mind our entire economic structure, debtors on the one hand 
and on the other hand security holders, which would include individuals, municip3* 
sinking funds and financial institutions dependent for their existence on interest 
rates, it necessarily follows that care must be taken to hold a proper balance 
between these two contending groups.

Now, coming to the second division of our problem, and that is in regard1° 
the construction of national projects of a revenue producing character, in ordci 
to employ our idle labour, it is my opinion that in times of depression when ^ 
have a surplus of labour, all necessary and productive national works shorn( 
be undertaken as far as possible in order to conserve wealth by putting our men 
to work, but far more important than this, in my opinion, is necessity for every 
possible action being taken to stimulate and assist industry. It is generally 
accepted that the only cure for unemployment is the placing of men in profita^ 
employment in industry. When the government employs men, the men are stl 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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out of work when the government project is finished, whereas when men are 
put to work in industry there is continuity to the employment.

Now, coming to the question of shortage of buying power, in my opinion 
the present shortage of buying power in the hands of the general public is brought 
about by two main causes:

(1) Fear, plus an unfair system of land taxation is retarding expenditures in 
capital goods. One only requires to look at the construction figures to find 
confirmation for this statement. We have a shortage of over 100,000 homes in 
Canada and notwithstanding the impetus to the home building industry brought 
about by the National Housing Act we are still building less than 60 per cent of 
°ur annual requirements. In the other construction trades' our annual figures 
are still 150 millions annually below normal. I believe that all possible assistance 
should be given to industry. The incentive given to industry by tjie 10 per cent 
reduction in income tax with respect to capital expenditures for capital goods 
should have a stimulating effect though I doubt if it is drastic enough. I would 
suggest that the sales tax and the income tax on industry should be removed 
altogether and that in place of these taxes we should impose properly graduated 
Personal income tax over the entire field. If the answer to our problem of 
Unemployment is to stimulate industry would not the removal of taxes upon 
'ndustry do this? The benefits of a heavy income tax would be twofold. In the 
nrst place there is no fairer tax and in the second place a direct tax of this 
Uature would make everyone tax conscious and would lead to economy in gov
ernment. The whole pressure to-day upon a federal member is to spend govern
ment money. An income tax wrould entirely reverse this trend.
, . (2) Now, in my opinion, the second main cause of our present shortage" of

Uying power in the hands of the general public is our own fault. It arises 
nrough artificial interference with natural laws of competition and of supply 

i nd demand. By big business practises, by monopolies and cartels, by tariffs and 
^ other such means we have permitted a few people to take to themselves more 

i au their fair share of the annual wealth produced, thus, causing a shortage of 
'Uying ])0Wer jn the hands of the masses. A couple of illustrations will suffice:

value of $1,000 Imperial Oil stock in 1914 is today worth just over $20,000. 
m increase in capital stock has been brought about by the issue of bonus 

°ck and by stock splitting.
1915 share for share bonus was issued ; 
1919 stock was split four for one;
1925 stock split four for one;
1929 stock split four for one;

the result that 10 $100 shares in 1914 now represents 1,280 $25 shaies. In Edition to this capital increase dividends have been paicl The annual divi- 
^ n„ds now being paid on what originally represented $1,000 par in 1914 are

s follows:—

1935
1936
1937
1938

$1,600
$1,600
$1,600
$1,600

0 one can prove that the general consuming public and the labour 
profit eb bave had a fair share of the profits, else this tremendous capital 

j could not have occurred.
borat a m*3 take another illustration. Dominion Textile Company ivas incor- 
hutef';, in 19°5- Mr. Howson, accountant to the Royal Commission, corn
ed inthat on this initial investment of $500,000 in common stock, the capital 

uncreased in value to over $14,000.000 and that in addition over $14.000,000 
°cn Paid in dividends, a total return of over $28,000,000 on $500,000.
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I fully appreciate that this is all now “water under the bridge” and that 
nothing can be done about it, but I do urge that we should profit by the lessons of 
the past and that it should not be permitted to occur again.

No company should be permitted to water its stock, nor should it be per
mitted to issue bonus stock in any way. The only way in which the records 
can be kept clear is to provide that all profits paid to shareholders should be 
paid by way of cash dividends. In addition to bringing about an unequal 
distribution of wealth, this practice of stock splitting and stock watering also 
encourages over-capitalization of companies, which in turn increases production 
costs and limits the ability of the company to compete for trade on world 
markets.

Now, coming to the agricultural problem—
Mr. Quelçh : May I ask, does this represent the views of the party?
Mr. Cleaver: No; I shall make it very clear that they are simply my 

personal views, based largely on the evidence which has been given before this 
committee. Other members have advanced their personal views and I am giving 
mine for what they are worth.

Mr. Quelch : You asked us to submit a statement which represented the 
views of our group. I was wondering if you were prepared to do the same 
thing, or whether you could not?

Mr. Cleaver: I mean that—
Mr. Quelch : Is it not possible for the Liberal party also to prepare a state

ment representing the policy of their group, or are they split up so much that 
each one has a different view?

Mr. Cleaver: I take it that the Liberal party is now in power, and what we 
have is the policy of the party. Now, in so far as my comments differ from what 
we are doing, they are not government policy, they are my policy. I take i| 
that is a fair answer to your question. Mr. Chairman, my remarks in regard 
to the farm industry will take perhaps a little longer than the committee would 
care to wait, and it is now 1 o’clock.

The Chairman: What is your pleasure as to our next meeting?
Mr. Kinley: The mortgage bank is being discussed in the house and may 

be discussed here.
The Chairman :■ I think under the circumstances we had better adjourn until 

to-morrow, at 11 a .in.
The committee adjourned at 1 p.m. to meet again to-morrow, May 24, at 

11.15 a m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, May 24, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (Y ork-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
^rell, Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Jaques, Lacroix (Beauce), 
handeryou, Macdonald (Brantford City), Moore, Quelch, Ross (St. Paul’s), 
Stevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker, Vien, Woodsworth.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, Thursday, May 25, 
at 11.15 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, Room 277,

May 24, 1939.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m. 

The chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

In Attendance: Graham Ford Towers, Governor of The Bank of Canada.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, we are ready to proceed. Go ahead, Mr.
^leaver.

Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Chairman, I now have only a few remarks which I 
w°uld like to direct toward our agricultural problem, and those remarks will 
n°t take over ten minutes, and then with the exception of the two questions 
which have been left open, I am through.

The Chairman: I hope your remarks are going to bear on the subjectof our reference.
j, Mr. Cleaver: I say that I have no further questions other than the two 
nat are now on the record.

The Chairman: You wandered rather afield yesterday.
(X Mr. Cleaver : Yes, and I may wander a bit further afield to-day, Mr.

oairman, but I will not wander for long. During the past, agricultural 
i oosperity in Canada has been rather closely tied to wheat. Owing to what 
Ias been happening in many of the countries which formerly were customers 
efJ Canadian wheat, it would appear that for the present, in any even, every 
oo.ot should be made in Canada to stimulate and encourage other types of 

-^cultural production. The $50,000,000 cost of the meagre wheat bonus of 
the price at 80 cents per bushel last year is to me rather conclusive 

lc*ence of this contention.
Mr. Quelch : Why do you say $50,000,000? 

u Mr. Cleaver: Well, I believe that at the end of last year if wheat had then 
locfV°ld the loss would have been $50,000,000, and while we may reduce that 
Ws by holding the wheat and gambling with it I take it that we should face 

e$e facts—
t^i .Mr. Vien: The Minister of Finance said $25,000,000, estimated, and it 

°bt be more. •
Mr. Cleaver: Is not that the hoped for loss rather than the actual loss? 
Mr. Vien: Exactly. It is an estimate.

whi ?°n' Mr. Stevens : Surely, wè are not going into this long wheat question 
°b We discussed in the house for weeks?

HiMr. Cleaver: No, I am simply giving that as a reason for the statement 
I am going to make.

to Q, 0Ih Mr. Stevens: These are not questions. I thought you were going 
estion Mr. Towers on this.

0(l Mr. Cleaver: I have directed quite a few questions to the governor. 
brieflr members of the committee have been given the privilege of expressing 
coum ^e’r views in regard to the three outstanding problems facing this 
of 3 and I promise not to be long. The main problem facing the farmers 
t)r°dutada is that of markets for their produce at a profitable price. As to all

which we export the prices obtained are world prices over which we
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have no control, so that the extent to which any government can assist the 
farmer is necessarily restricted. Through the renewal of existing trade agree
ments and through the negotiation of new trade agreements, markets have been 
acquired for all of our surplus farm products. Also a partial measure of relief 
to farmers in cost of production has been obtained through reductions in tariffs 
on imports, but existing trade policies of other countries would seem to preclude 
any great improvement along these lines in the immediate future. Some people 
believe that a further reduction of tariffs by Canada without receiving a cor
responding reduction in tariffs permitting the freer entry of our goods into 
those countries would help but the majority of opinion would appear to be that 
a policy of this nature would place our industries at a very unfair disadvantage 
and would be of no substantial advantage to our producers.

There is much, however, that can be accomplished in the field of orderly 
marketing and the reduction of marketing costs. During the past Canadian 
producers have only exported when we had a surplus and in addition to this 
have not at all times exported the type of produce which the foreign markets 
demanded. Our whole policy in regard to continuity of export supplies should 
be reversed. If we are to retain our foreign markets we must see that our 
customers receive their requirements regularly and if at any time we have a 
shortage it is the domestic market which must be the cushion. The marketing 
branch of the Department of Agriculture is now taking active steps to ensure 
continuity of supply to markets which we have acquired. The importance of 
supplying produce to meet the requirements of the consumer is now fully 
recognized. One illustration will suffice; by using good business practises 've 
have increased the export of Canadian bacon to Great Britain from $2,000,000 
in 1932 to $33,000,000 in 1938. A similar effort is now being made in regard 
to beef. Regular monthly shipments of baby beef are now being sent to Great 
Britain, and the results obtained thus far are very gratifying.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Gratifying? There was a loss of $23,000 on the trans
action.

The Chairman: Mr. Cleaver, I think ÿou are going afield. If all 
members of the committee were to indicate their consent by silence it mig*11 
not represent their views.

Mr. Cleaver : I will leave the rest of that, Mr. Chairman. In times 
stress we are often compelled to do things from sheer necessity which tur° 
out to be very beneficial. It is my opinion that the present distressed condi
tion of agriculture will compel the establishment of co-operative movement3 
for marketing farm produce. When Denmark and the Scandinavian countn6 
had their trying times, co-operative movements sprung up from which they 
are reaping untold benefits to-day. Mr. H. S. Arkell of the Department 0 
Agriculture in a recent speech given before the dominion conference of agn0.^ 
ture held at Montreal gave some very interesting information regard1 
co-operative marketing organizations in those countries.

The Chairman: Mr. Cleaver, I really think you must stick to 
reference. • ,1

Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Chairman, I am answering a statement made by *  ̂

Howard, also a member of this committee, the other day with regard 
fluid milk.

The Chairman : I have been trying to keep, as far as I could, the disc^g 
sion at least to the monetary side of the depression. I quite appreciate I n 
not been successful, but I do not think we should go too far. j,

Hon. Mr. Stevens: If we were all to read into the record our v^c"Sf|er- 
agriculture and other subjects, why there would be no end to it. As I unj^r- 
stood the function of this committee, it was to question and examine , 
Towers who is giving his time, certainly without reserve, to questions apP

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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taining to the function of the monetary policy in regard to general economic 
conditions, and I think most of the members have stuck pretty closely to that.
It is true that occasionally one of the members would give a rather lengthy 

expression to a view, but Mr. Cleaver, with all due respect—and I do respect 
him very highly—is reading into our evidence on banking a personal disserta
tion upon agriculture. With some of the things he has said I would not agree, 
while with others I would ; but if we are all going to place on the record 
lengthy dissertations concerning our private views, I do not know where we 
are going to end.

Mr. Baker: The whole essay is away outside of the reference for the 
consideration of this committee.

Mr. Cleaver: I shall be pleased, Mr. Chairman, to bow to your ruling, and 
to the wishes of the committee, and I will delete opinions, and simply restrict 
myself to placing on the record some facts of actual prices in contradiction of 
the evidence which is already on the record.

In Helsingfors the farmers receive 80 per cent of the retail price for milk 
to the consumers of butter.

With respect to cheese they receive 60 per cent.
Mr. Jaques : They do not eat much butter.
Mr. Cleaver : With respect to the fluid milk 70 per cent of the retail price 

fluid milk goes to the farmers. With respect to eggs, 80 per cent; pork, 
per cent ; beef, 70 per cent.

Mr. Landeryou: Does the figure of 80 per cent with respect to eggs hold 
good in the case of farmers in western Canada selling eggs at five cents a dozen?

Mr. Cleaver: I am giving you the prices which pertain in a country where 
me co-operative movement is in effect for the marketing of farm prpducts.

Mr. Jaques: They do not eat the butter, they eat oleomargarine.
Mr. Cleaver : Just let me take the fluid milk prices in Canada. We were 

mid the other day by a member of this committee that the dairies were losing 
money in the distribution of milk and that the only profits they were making 
^as through marketing the by-products. I have the figures for the city of 
Pronto. There milk retails at 12 cents per quart, the farmers receiving an 
average of less than 4 cents a quart. I know these figures will be contested, 
s° I place on the record the actual figures from two milk-cheque statements 
Much I have sorted from hundreds of milk-cheques as fair average statements 
°1 toilk being sold in my riding for consumption in the city of Toronto.
, September, 1938. This one cheque was from one of the Borden group 

dairies. 8,249 pounds of milk delivered. Total cheque to the farmer •„ 109.61. 
le price per quart to the farmer was 3.37 cents for milk with 3.4o butter 

latent.
h Then in April, 1939, the milk delivered to the same company was 8,955 
Pounds Total cheque $129.43. Price to the farmer per quart 3.6 cent- pei 
quart, and the butter content of that shipment was 3 75 
•n From these figures it will be seen that as to mi ' - PP , 'fc°nto, our farmers receive only 28 per cent of the price paid by the cornu 
o0bs is compared with 70 per cent which the farmers receive in countries where 

operative marketing is in vogue. ,
j. , Hon. Mr Stevens: Mr. Chairman, personally I should like very much ^ ht.ar a discussion of the fluid milk and dairy business, b^ause it is» a subject 
îV'hich I am very much interested. I am pleased to hear these figures and 
Wee with Mr. Cleaver’s deductions, but what has that got to do wdh1 le 
t>k of Canada and the Bank of Canada’s annual statement? The point » 
hlS- Mr. Chairman, it is not fair-I speak for myseff alone-to me,-because

I ami° SprJUst as much interested in that question as Mr. Cleaver,—for Mr. Cleaver 
d on the record a lot of material about this, as then the question comes
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up, “What were the other members doing in regard to agricultural products?” 
But we are not the agricultural committee, we are not authorized to go into these 
questions, and I must suggest that we should try to keep to the order of reference 
in this committee.

I will tell Mr. Cleaver that in a discussion in the house or in a discussion 
in any committee I could go to where this subject is before the committee, I 
will go with him 100 per cent on an investigation of this matter, because I 
think it is one of the most important things in Canada. But it is not before 
this committee and we cannot make any finding on it. Mr. Towers is sitting 
here waiting to be questioned on matters pertaining to the Bank of Canada.

Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Chairman, when this matter was brought up by Mr. 
Howard the other day it was my recollection that he stated the farmers in 
Canada were receiving over half of the retail cost of milk. I contradicted that 
statement but had not the figures before me, and I do not think our record 
should go throughout the country without contradicting that statement.

The Chairman: Mr. Cleaver, you registered your protest at the time and 
Mr. Howard, I think, immediately dropped the subject and went on with some
thing else. If he did not, he should have done so. I sincerely trust that you 
will confine yourself from now on to the matter before us.

Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: That is the wish of the committee.
Mr. Cleaver: I do respect your wishes very highly but I do want to 

complete—
The Chairman: It is the wish of the committee that we should go on with 

something else.
Mr. Baker: I move that we vote on whether or not we want to hear a 

continuation of this.
Mr. Cleaver: Will you permit one more sentence?
The Chairman: One more sentence, yes. Go on.
Mr. Cleaver: The reduction in price which the combine dairies are paying 

is brought about through the dairies actually blackmailing the farmers into 
supplying surplus milk at 1.1 cents, and if the farmer does not do it he fin^s 
his quota of milk is cut.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: I think the whole dairy business in regard to the dis
tribution of milk is scandalous.

Mr. Cleaver: I will delete all the rest. .
To sum up, Mr. Chairman, we have a wonderful country with untold natural 

resources. We have a favourable balance of foreign trade. Through the Ban^ 
of Canada we have full control of our monetary system. We are our o^n 
masters through our democratic form of government; yet less than -9 VeT 
cent of our people are receiving incomes in excess of $2,000. It is my opinion th^ 
new rules of the game are long overdue. We must either restrain the avarie® 
of big business or by an equitable income tax we must take the excess prom 
from them after they are made. So long as everyone in this country is receiv111® 
a decent living, I do not much care as to what happens to the excess, but wb® 
we have over 600,000 of our people who would starve were it not for reUe 
payments—

Mr. Landeryou: Over one million.
Mr. Cleaver: I am giving a conservative figure. When we have *b 

number of people who would starve except for relief payments I believe tj1 t 
the remedial measures which have already been taken are justified and t*1 
others are imperative.

The Chairman: You had better page Mr. Denton Massey, had you D° ’ 
Mr. Cleaver?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cleaver: We have two questions on the record -which Mr. Towers 
intended answering later.

Mr. Vien: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cleaver stated that he did not wrant some 
statement to go unchallenged. I simply want to point out, in the first place, 
that in my opinion, as stated by Mr. Stevens, this is not within the order of 
reference. In the second place, I would not like the statement that has just 
been read to go unchallenged; that is, that the income tax should be greatly 
increased on some classes of tax-payers in Canada as a proper remedy for 
the conditions which Mr. Cleaver has depicted. That is not my opinion.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Supposing we get Mr. Towers’ opinion on some points 
appertaining to the Bank of Canada?

Mr. Vien: There is no question before the chair. If Mr. Cleaver cares 
to ask Mr. Towers if there is any monetary policy that the governor of the 
bank could urge on the government of Canada to remedy that situation I would 
be very much interested in listening to the reply.

Q Mr TowSTou have already freely expressed the opinion that

economic conditions in Canada to-day are highly unf^^f^Jny othe’r cmm- 
—A Yes Perhaps I should add that in relation to a good many other coun triîs I thinkthey3 compare quite favourably, but that does not mean that they 
are satisfactory because they are not.

«. szyrxs; ™ s."-2"-""": "££ïI think they compare favourably with any other coun y

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. You are doubtless familiar with the income tax report of Canada and 

p u are aware that less than point nine per cent of our people have incomes in 
eess of $2,000?—A. I do not recall the figures, but I daresay that is right.

Mr. Vien: What are you reading from?
Mr. Cleaver: The National Revenue Review.
Mr. Vien: Page?
Mr. Cleaver: Page 4,
Mr. Vien: What issue?
Mr. Cleaver: The issue of April.
Mr. Vien: 1939?

rec ^r- Cleaver: I have not the 1939 issue. But I should like to put on the 
rcl the statement, since there seems to be some question about it. 

the ^IEN: I am not questioning it, but for the sake of the record I think 
reference should be given.

our ^r- Cleaver: If I may, Mr. Chairman, I will be glad at the opening of 
the ncxt meeting to place on the record the last report in that regard showing 

Lumber of income tax payers in the different brackets.
^fr. Landeryou: In the different provinces too.

Peon] Chairman: Yes, but just a minute; you said less than 9.000 of our 
p'e; do you mean of our population or of the people who pay taxes?

Cleaver : I would like to place the statement on the record.
*he Chairman : Do you say that it is -9 per cent of our population?
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Mr. Cleaver: I say it is -9 per cent of our people.
The Chairman*: Of the population of Canada ?
Mr. Landeryou : I move it be placed on the record.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Nobody is objecting to it, but I think Mr. Cleaver 

should state his authority.
Mr. Cleaver: I will be pleased to place the statement on record as 

supplied by the Department of National Revenue.

INCOME TAX AND THOSE WHO PAY IT
The accompanying chart shows the various individual income classes of 

the residents of Canada from whom income tax is collected. It is compiled 
on the tax collected during the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1938, and relates 
in the main to income received by the taxpayer in calendar year 1936.

It is to be observed that the chart indicates the income and classes from 
under $2,000 progressively to over $50,000. the number of taxpayers in and 
the amount paid by each class, while by reference to the vertical columns the 
percentage number of taxpayers in each class to the whole, also the percentage 
of payments by the same class to the total payments, may be obtained.

The total number of individual taxpayers in the year referred to was 
237,064 and the net total paid by them $40,444,836.61. Thus it will be seen 
that the income class under $2,000 numbering 106,764, representing 45-04 per 
cent of the total taxpayers, contributed $1,152,470.55, which is apparently 2-79 
per cent of the total amount paid by individuals.

On the other hand, at the foot of the chart it will be seen that there were 
382 taxpayers (or 16 per cent of the total) with incomes over $50,000 who 
contributed $14,027,158.76 (an average of $36,720.31 each) or 33-94 per cent 
of the total payments.

Similar information is available covering the other classes by reference to 
the chart.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.J
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By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Mr. Towers, in a democratic country do you believe that such mass 

accumulation of wealth in the hands of a few is beneficial?—A. I think that 
is a difficult question to which to give a brief reply; I think it would be mis
leading. I certainly think that uneven distribution is not for the good of any 
country. The extent to w'hich that distribution can be made in a way which 
will improve the total production of a country is a very complicated matter 
indeed, particularly if one wishes to continue the operation of a democracy 
in which so much depends on private initiative. If private initiative is dampened 
for reasons which may or may not be justified but which produce the result 
of discouraging private initiative, one may actually retard production, and even 
if one achieved a better distribution of wealth the total amount of wealth 
which was produced might be reduced so that no one would be better off.

The Chairman: A smaller cake and less for everybody.

By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Do I understand you to suggest that a more equal distribution of 

wealth would necessarily lead to a lower standard of living?—A. No, I do 
not suggest that, but it is a question of the method of approach. If the method 
of approach is such as to frighten, discourage or in some way stop private 
initiative, there is a risk of falling between two stools; there is a risk thffiUgh 
a wrong method of approach of having neither a democratic nor a totalitarian 
state.

Q. Do you not think in the light of present actual conditions in Canada 
that the question I raised of the tremendous unequal distribution of wealth 
should be considered as one factor causing the depression?—A. I find it very 
difficult to answer that. Our major trouble is—and of course this has been 
repeated ad nauseum and I am sorry to repeat it again—the unsettled inter
national situation and the lack of foreign markets. Backing up from that 
into our economy is a lack of capital development, which means that the, 
savings which individuals wish to make are presumably not being fully utilized, 
not being needed and asked for for the purpose of capital development. No^> 
the extent to which an uneven accumulation of wealth enters into that picture 
would be a very difficult thing to define.

Q. Approaching the question from another angle, do you admit that the 
unequal distribution of the annual wealth produced in the country can be 
carried to the point where there will not be enough left to go around f°r 
the masses?—A. Oh, in modern times, with modern income tax and succes
sion duties, I cannot visualize that.

Q. That comes back to my point of income taxes which has been con
troverted by some members of this committee. I take it, Mr. Towers, that y°a 
fully realize the fact that a high rate of income tax on the higher-inco® 
brackets is a regulatory measure which would have the effect of preventing 
the mass accumulation of wealth in a few hands to the detriment of the pub11 
economy?—A. It presumably has some tendencies in that direction, althoug 
I believe that if you examine the situation in England, for example, you xvl g 
find that in spite of high income taxes and heavy succession duties, so far i. 
can be ascertained, the proportionate distribution of wealth has not grea ' 
changed over the course of, we will say, 25 years. There has been soi 
change, and of course there has been a great change in respect to the pe°P.g 
in whose hands that wealth now lies; but the proportionate distribution 
not greatly different from what it was 25 years ago. What it might ha 
been without those taxes—that is another question. . - a,

Q. Quite. I take it from your remarks that you admit that the 
income tax has been a restraining factor preventing the further mass accu ^ 
lation of wealth.—A. That and succession duties. I would be inclined

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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think so. But they are very delicate weapons. A bludgeon cannot success
fully be used in a democracy, and if the weapons are badly used they may, as 
I say, reduce total production —

Q. In the country?—A. — in the country.
Q. Coming to the other point, namely, the income tax on non-resident 

people earned in Canada, what are the financial objections to taxing incomes 
at the source rather than taxing it in the way we have been doing it?—A. I 
would prefer, Mr. Cleaver, that that question be answered by someone who 
is an expert on the subject. It is a complicated matter with all sorts of 
implications, and I am not the person best qualified to answer.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Mr. Towers stated the depression was due in part to the lack of 

capital development. You are referring, no doubt, to- the lack of capital 
development by private enterprise. Would that not also apply to capital 
development by governments as well?—A. The capital expenditures by gov
ernments in general have been pretty substantial throughout the depression. 
I do not carry in my mind the figures during recent years as compared with, 
s'ay, 10 years ago. The major disparity, the major fall, has been in private 
capital development.

Q. But could not that have been made up by a still greater expenditure 
°f capital by the government, if necessary, by using the savings of the 
People to accomplish it in the same way as it would have been accomplished by 
Private capital development?—A. If that development could have been along 
mes that were productive and really strengthened the economy, I daresay 
“ere is something in that line of thought.

Q. Such as irrigation?—A. I cannot answer that question without hear
ts some expert opinion on the productive value of a particular project.

By Mr. Cleaver:
n Q- Have you available yet the percentage of dividends being paid b\ our 
Canadian merchant banks with respect to actual capitalization plus the per
centage of the reserve account which is accounted for through sale of stock 

a premium?—A. We put that on the record shortly after you asked it. 
*°u will find it at page 611.

Mr. Cleaver: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Mr. Deachman, Mr. Jaques asked for about ten minutes. 
Mr. Deachman : All right.

T Mr. Jaques: I have no desire to transgress on anybody s time. Mr. Towers, 
Want to ask a few questions on the subject of savings, because I think savings 

?,re the very essence of the matter that we are discussing, and the very core of
the trouble.
„ ■ Now, I have views on savings, I do not know whether I should say they are 

'Smal or not, but anyway I have devoted a great deal o une an îougi 
0 the subject. These views may appear to be—-what shall I say. comical o 

sn!?e Ambers of the committee but I want to sav that I was nexer more
Seriou!s m my life than I am at the present time.

The Chairman: That is a bad introduction. You have prepared us for
^toethmg that is extraordinary. lass 0f people being
. . Mr. I look upon this comm.tte.in our system, but

in a beauty parlour to cover up * „ t)llTlg and And out exactly%re as a class in anatomy so that we can dissecr 
at is the matter. , •_„,,,*=+?

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Sort of a coroners inquest
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Mr. Jaqtjes: Well, it is not dead yet, but it is seriously sick.
On Tuesday, May 16, we were discussing the method of financing rearma

ments in Great Britain and the question of taxation was brought up, by Mr. 
McGeer, I think. I said: “Is not that increased taxation necessary to repay 
the banks which are financing the rearmament program?” Your answer was: 
“The banks are not financing the rearmament program, the citizens of the 
country are.” Then the following questions and answers were put:—

Q. Where were the savings before?—A. The savings accumulate 
each year, do they not?

Q. What in?—A. In a surplus of goods over those which are con
sumed, not money.

Now, your last answer there is the one that I want to discuss. Is not that 
exactly the answer which I spent two hours in this committee trying to prove 
and which the Australian committee found was not true? Did not they say 
that savings did not cause a surplus of—

Mr. Towers: It is probably the case, Mr. Jaques, that instead of using the 
word “goods” I should have used the word “assets.”

Hon. Mr. Stevens : What is that?
Mr. Towers: I think that instead of using the word “goods” which might 

be open to misinterpretation, I should have used the word “assets,” to comprise 
buildings, machinery, equipment, all the—

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. What is the appreciation of assets in a year? Maybe you can explain

that.
Mr. Jaques: The increase in the national wealth, you mean?
Mr. Towers : Yes.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. What is that appreciation in a year, would you say, in England?—A- 1 

cannot give that figure offhand. I do not know whether estimates are available 
or not.

The Chairman : Over a period of time throughout the world the estimate 
commonly accepted is 3^ per cent or thereabouts, 3 per cent.

Mr. Jaques: Now, I think—in fact I believe— that to-day what we call 
savings are divorced from all reality. I think that arises from everybodys 
experience that if a man saves a dollar it is like finding a dollar ; he is a doHar 
in; he is a dollar to the good. But my point is that no individual can save 
money except at the expense of somebody else or at the expense of the com' 
munity, for this reason: that money, if it is derived from wages or salaries is ,a 
claim on the production through which the wages were distributed and it J, 
the only claim which can consume those goods. If these claims are not exercise, 
by the public then the producer of those goods cannot recover his costs, an 
I think it is beyond argument.

Mr. Baker: That does not say what happens on a rainy day.
Mr. Jaques: Everybody knows that individuals say they are saving f°r ‘t 

rainy day, and if a few people save it may not make any difference, but whe 
saving becomes, as it has become, almost universal, to me it is beyond d°n 
that what it does is to bring about one wet spell for the whole country.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : May I ask you this: is it your point that unless 
person acquiring money, whether wages or salaries, more or less immédiat 
disburses that or purchases something with it, there is a loss to the who 
community?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: Yes. The loss is indirect, but it results in failure to distribute 
goods through which those wages were distributed.

Mr. Quelch: Loss in effective demand.
Mr. Vien: If you keep it in reserve the increased wealth is still there.
Mr. Jaques: No, I do not think so. What happens is this. Production 

stops. You have over-production.
Mr. Cleaver: Do you mind a question?
Mr. Jaques: No.
Mr. Cleaver : Do you distinguish between savings that are hoarded and 

savings which are put to work by the purchase of securities?
Mr. Jaques: Oh, yes.
Mr. Cleaver : Are your remarks then not simply confined to savings 

which are hoarded?
Mr. Jaques: No. I see the difference, but the result in the end is the

same.

if

Mr. Vien: If you have produced 1,000 bushels of wheat—
Mr. Jaques: Yes?
Mr. Vien: Whether it is being marketed or not, you are better off than 

you had not got that 1,000 bushels of wheat.
Mr. Jaques : The producer?
Mr. Vien: The producer.
Mr. Jaques: No, I do not think so.
Mr. Vien: Because you have it in store.
Mr. Jaques: It is no good.
Mr. Vien: You could go to the bank and borrow on it. ,
Mr. Jaques: I doubt—
Mr. Vien: You never could?
Mr. Jaques: Not funds.
Mr. Vien: If you have a warehouse receipt from the elevator you can 

'^mediately mobilize a certain proportion of the value of your wheat, and 
.c you say that you are not better off with that 1,000 bushels of wheat than 
lf you did not have that 1,000 bushels of wheat, even though it cannot be
Marketed?

Mr. Jaques: I would be better off if I could exchange that 1,000 bushels 
C wheat for $1,000. There is the point, Savings have, to toy mind, ceased to 

avÇ any reality for this reason, that when we speak of a nation financing or 
,5^'ng for the war or rearming through savings, it presupposes a condition of 
^ P61- cent employment, and in such a case the government would say to the
.e°Ple, we find it necessary to rearm the country, and for that purpose the 
clientage of your people who are producing goods of all kinds and services 

'ch go toward your standard of living, have got to be laid off; they have 
l fease producing a certain amount of food and clothes and so on, and they 
o Ve to go to work making arms and munitions. Now, that is no good to the 
js aP‘e- They cannot consume the munitions. So you have to say that that 
iftst C in this sense: all this could be true if the people really saved the goods 
or Lead saving a part of their salaries or wages. If a man spent his wages 
t0 hls salary in food and clothes then he said to his wife: “ Now. we are going 

by for a rainy day—we are going to put some of this food into cold
th, 'rage; we have a good cellar down here, and we are going to put some of/ V, uuvv a guuu Wi-ICAI uuvvu uciL) v v~~x-' vvy uv*“v

Sozn +v.!othes away in moth-balls, so that when a rainy day comes we will have 
ething to eat and something to wear.” Now, that is a case of saving.
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Mr. Towers : That is the way savings take place, but usually indirectly 
and phrased in terms of money ; although as I was trying to say the other 
day, to regard savings as money is, of course, an illusion.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, surely that is what we mean to-day. Everybody 

means that when they say they are going to save—surely everybody means they 
are going to save money. I do not know of any other meaning than that?—■ 
A. No, I do not think so. A man may save by making a certain investment 
which is phrased in money, but is not money. For example, if you have some 
savings in the form of a security, whether it be in the form of bonds or 
preferred stock or common stock, you have a share there in some bricks and 
mortar and machinery which you could not conveniently keep in your cellar.

Q. Yes, I agree with that, but it is the same.
Mr. Vien: The same thing is true of life insurance and fire insurance.
Mr. Towers: Exactly. Although in that case you are giving it to some

body else to invest for you, but the net results are the same.
Mr. Vien: But it is an additional asset.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Jaques : Here is the point. When money is saved—and I mean by 

money claims on goods—now, when those claims on goods are not exercised 
because they are saved for some other purpose, the claims on those goods 
are not given to anybody else; those goods pile up on the shelves, and all we 
have is what we call to-day overproduction. Now, that is overcome during 
good times by borrowing and going into debt.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Oh, Mr. Jaques, if that amount which you are saving,— 
which you refrain from spending in goods, is loaned by a bank or insurance 
company, or some other institution to somebody else who hires men to do work 
and consume goods, your savings have gone to other sources into the purchase 
of goods.

Mr. Jaques: When that second lot of goods goes onto the market, what is 
there to buy then with but the money which was distributed in making the 
other lot? You have the goods on the shelf; you have two lots of goods and 
only one lot of money.

Mr. Cleaver : I take it that you feel that savings are harmful?
Mr. Jaques: Yes, I do.
Mr. Cleaver: If there were no savings, how would you finance 

goods in industry?
Mr. Jaques: Now, I do not want to hold up the committee, but I wo»11 

like to be able to answer that. I realize, of course, the urge to save. It is 
of the oldest instincts, and it would be absurd to try to put an end to it.
I do say this, that it is impossible for people to save money without doing so ^ 
the expense of the community. Instead of passing laws trying to prevent sa 
ing, allow people to save if they must, but see to it that the individual savi 
does not harm the rest of the community. Take the goods, for instance, wh1 
I prefer not to consume now in the hope that I shall have more to cons'-1 ^ 
later on, or as some people think, even in the next world ; those goods must 
distributed if industry is to be kept going.

Mr. Baker: Take an industry which, after a year’s work, makes $5,0°
Mr. Vien: In earnings.
Mr. Baker: Net profits. Is that injurious to the community? You j 

take that $5,000 and divide it up. Suppose they decide to take that $5,000 
put it into machinery and émploy more people and make more goods and » 
more work, would not that be a good thing to do? Yet, we are saving $5,00

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques : You have left $5,000 worth of goods unsold.
Mr. Baker: Oh, no.
Mr. Jaques: Yes, you have. The point is that that money starts from the 

bank, and on its way through industry to the consumer’s pocket, we say it 
lays a trail of costs, and those costs have to be liquidated. Now, every time 
the money starts out from the bank to the consumer it lays another trail of 
costs. So if the wage earners, the public, do not liquidate the costs which were 
generated by the passage of that money through industry into the consumer’s 
pocket—if the consumer does not liquidate those costs but says—as Mr. Baker 
suggests—“no, I will reinvest that in further production”; now, that trail of 
costs is not liquidated.

Mr. Baker: It gives more employment.
Mr. Jaques: Temporarily. That money, without liquidating those costs, 

without liquidating the debt, goes through the process again; and when it goes to 
the consumer’s pocket for a second time there are two trails of costs, and they 
cannot be liquidated.

Mr. Vien: What monetary policy would you advocate to put your 
desideratum into effect?

Mr. Jaques: I do not think I have time to do that to-day.
Mr. Vien: It would be interesting to hear that. What monetary remedy 

do you suggest should be adopted to carry out what you have in mind.
Mr. Jaques: Well, of course, that involves something w'hich would not be 

^ery acceptable, I suppose to those who are not social creditors. That is the 
direct financing of consumption to the extent of the shortage of money due to 
savings.

Mr. Coldwell : What do you mean by the direct financing of consumption 
to the extent of the shortage of money due to savings?

Mr. Jaques : Money which goes direct into the consumer’s pocket.
Mr. Coldwell : How would you get that money into the consumer’s pockets? 

. Jaques: I presume that a sovereign government has the power to dis
credit.

. . Mr 
tribute

to

Mr. Coldwell: That is to say, what you would do is issue purchasing 
Power directly to the consumer, as you call it, and you would continue to do 

ah Now, what would be the effect on the price level ?
Mr. Jaques : That effect would be a lowering of price levels.
Mr. Coldwell: You say the effect would be a lowering tif price levels?
Mr. Jaques : Certainly.
Mr. Coldwell: And you agree with Major Douglas?
Mr. Jaques: Absolutely.
Mr. Coldwell: I am going to read what Major Douglas says with regard 

this point.
The Chairman : Only with Mr. Deachman’s consent.
Mr. Deachman: Go ahead.

b f Mr. Coldwell: I am going to read from Major Douglas’ evidence given 
fr 0re the royal commission on banking in Great Britain, and I am reading 

01 question 4450.
Mr. Jaques: What are you reading there?

]u . Mr. Coldwell: I am reading from the report of the evidence given by 
Mor Douglas- .

Util, ^Ir- Jaques: What is the name of the book? I do not trust in the evidence 
\ know what it is.
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Mr. Coldwell: It is actually a report of the evidence of Major Douglas 
before the Macmillan commission.

Mr. Jaques: I have read all the actual evidence many times.
Mr. Coldwell: It is the actual evidence, I assure you.
Mr. Vien: May I ask Mr. Coldwell to give the title of the book and the 

page?
Mr. Coldwell: This is taken from an analysis of that evidence.
Mr. Jaques: Ah.
Mr. Coldwell: Wait a minute. This is a book entitled, “Social Credits 

or Socialism,” by W. R. Hiskett.
Mr. Jaques: Oh, yes. Now, Mr. Chairman, that is a retouched photograph; 

it is no good at all.
The Chairman : Just a minute, please. As I understand the situation, 

Mr. Coldwell proposes to read an extract from the proceedings of the Macmillan 
commission.

Mr. Jaques: He is not doing anything of the kind.
The Chairman : We will have to hear what he says first.
Mr. Jaques: I know the book.
The Chairman: I know the book too.
Mr. Jaques: He is reading—what shall I say—a rehash.
The Chairman : No. I understand that Mr. Coldwell does not intend 

to read a rehash, but certain sections of question and answer from the report.
Mr. Jaques: I have read Hiskett’s book.
Mr. Coldwell : May I read the introductory paragraph :—

On the 1st of May, 1930, Major Clifford Hugh Douglas, M.I.Mech.E-i 
M.I.E.E., appeared before the Macmillan Committee on Finance and 
Industry, and gave evidence. After Major Douglas, in a brief personal 
statement, had indicated the factors which led him to his present con
clusions, the chairman of the committee opened the examination with 
a reference to the written statement of evidence which had been supplié 
to them.

And I now have before me all the questions that were asked by the chairman 
and other members of the commission, and all the answers that were given by 
Major Douglas.

Mr. Jaques: You have Hiskett’s version of it.
Mr. Coldwell : I propose to read the statements made and the question® 

asked Major Douglas and his answers to those questions. Now, the evidence 
have is the evidence correctly reprinted from the Macmillan report, and I thin 
the chairman will probably know this book.

Mr. Jaques : I have read it, and the evidence too.
Mr. Coldwell: I will give you the number of the question. After quci\ 

tioning Major Douglas for some time, Major Douglas more or less apologjze 
because he had to be too elementary. That is at question 4450:—

Q. You cannot be too elementary for me, I assure you.—A. The fi 
point from which you have to start is this: you have at the PreSf0li 
time an unused capacity for production. You cannot use it because y 
cannot sell; that is point one. Point two is that your financial sY,f^ 
is nothing but a ticket system ; it is not a matter of any importance wh ^ 
ever by itself; therefore, if it is necessary to make adjustments in XV v 
financial system then those adjustments can and should be made. ^

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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your difficulty at the present time is the difficulty that your purchasing 
power in relation to your prices is insufficient, so clearly you have to lower 
your prices, or increase your purchasing power ; to increase your money 
you really have to increase your purchasing power. The difficulty in 
discussing this subject is to keep very clearly in mind the difference 
between purchasing power and money. If you merely add ....

And this is what I draw particular attention to on account of what has been 
said before in this committee :—

If you merely add to the amount of money you will probably not 
increase your purchasing power, because your prices will automatically 
rise. In order to avoid that difficulty one method by which it can 
be done is to lower your prices by means of a subsidy which does not 
come from purchasing power, which does not come from the public, 
which is already deficient in money, as compared with the collective 
prices.

Mr. Jaques: Quite right.
Mr. Cold well: Mr. Chairman, I continue to quote :—

Q. It is just at that point that I think the difficulties begin to 
emerge. Up to that point I think we might more or less agree with your 
statement ; when you come to the question of remedy it is perfectly 
true we could produce more if we could sell more if we had more pur
chasing power, but the trouble is, if you create more purchasing 
Tower, and increase the volume of money, then, as you very properly 
say, the result will be that prices will step up and you will be as 
you were. <•

And Maj or Douglas replies :—

A. That is so.

f Mr. Jaques: Now, Mr. Chairman, may I giye Major Douglas remedy 
i>°r that? That is what I say; there is the unfairness of these proceedings, 
jlajor Douglas there, of course, was arguing from the orthodox point of view, 

we all know that other things being equal prices rise with the V,
, .°ney; but Major Douglas has proposed a very simple remedy to kill two 
lrds with one stone. Assuming the shortage of purchasing power and the 

i eed to distribute goods to the consumer in order that consumption may 
+u Pepped up without raising prices, that is perhaps the simplest remedy m 
hvf WorM, and it is this—it is known as the just price. Now, lie does no 

or propose to set the price. Prices will be left to the free pay o 
^Petition, economy and efficiency. That is to say, if I am a more e cien 
&cer than my neighbour, then I can undersell him, because I am more 
Kficient. Major Douglas does not propose to set a price at all—a retail
tr Ce and this only applies to retail prices; prices will fine a t ,

^ ho, through the free play of competition.
H°n. Mr. Stevens: What is his remedy ? 

dU>- Jaques: Now, if the deficiency of purchasing power were to be
a tnWed in one form as a dividend, as we have heard before^
aConth> as Major Douglas and anybody else knows who knows anything 
y0, t the subject, prices would probably rise to the extent, s y, ,

w°uld be no better off. Prices would rise.
divijHr. Coldwell: You really say that if you issued the Alberta credit 

alenri - - - 
79<97-
j^nd of $25 a month you would be no better off?

-24
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Mr. Jaques: I do not believe you could determine it beforehand.
Mr. Coldwell: Suppose you issued $75?
Mr. Jaques: So long as that dividend resulted in increased production 

without any unusual expense I would expect no increase in prices until 
industry was in full blast. When that occurred there might be a tendency to 
raise prices ; but anticipating any danger of it Major Douglas proposes a 
second remedy, and they must be taken together; you cannot take one with
out the other, and it is this: he proposes that retailers shall be authorized by 
the government to sell their goods at a fraction of their retail price.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : What fraction?
Mr. Jaques: That fraction is arrived is arrived at by the calculation of 

the total production of the country and the total consumption. If you divide 
the total consumption by the total production you get your fraction.

Mr. Coldwell : How is that deficiency made up?
Mr. Jaques: We will say the total production of the country has been 

determined quite exactly by the Bureau of Statistics, and the total consumption 
has been arrived at; now, if you divide the total consumption by the total pro
duction you get a fraction, and that fraction multiplied by the retail price will 
give you the compensating or just price. Now, the retailer would be out of 
pocket, naturally. Consider this tie, for example—a dollar tie. If the govern' 
ment had declared a price discount of 25 per cent, then I would obtain that tie 
for 75 cents. The retailer would be 25 cents out of pocket, but he would be 
compensated by the state to the extent of 25 cents.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Where would that 25 cents come from?
Mr. Jaques: Where would it come from? Why, it comes, as I say—what 

term does Mr. Towers use?—on the surplus of goods over those which were com 
sumed. That is where it is derived. It is based not on potential production but 
on actual production of goods; the goods are there, but they cannot be sold.

Mr. Cleaver: How would you propose to raise that subsidy?
Mr. Jaques : The state is sovereign; this parliament is sovereign, so it has 

the money—
Mr. Cleaver: Would you raise it by taxation?
Mr. Jaques: No. What is the good of taking money away when the peopl® 

have not enough?
Mr. Coldwell : Let us suppose that the amount of purchasing power avail' 

able is $1,000,000 a month in Canada, or $12,000,000 a year, and your deficiency 
is 25 per cent, which I think is Major Douglas’ proposal. In each and even 
month the treasury board would issue to the retailers 25 per cent of $1,000,OU 
which would be $250,000. So that each month your purchasing power wom 
increase by $250,000; is that right? ^

Mr. Jaques: No, it would not. If you will allow me to finish this I ^ 
trace where that money goes. Now, we have got to the stage where the retail^ 
has sold. Let us take a car, for instance—a $1,000 car—a car which ret®1 ^ 
for $1,000—and the government or the state has declared a price discount 
25 per cent. Now, the public can go and obtain that car for $750. The b'-W, 
paws $750 and he signs—of course, there are many ways and details of b® 
the actual technicalities of the thing can be done—whichever way is most co 
venient—but we will take this one: the purchaser pays $750 and he S 
the car and he signs a sales receipt which he gives to the car dealer. NoW, 1 
retailer of the car takes his commission out of the $750 and he sends the ba-D^ 
with the sales receipt to the wholesaler. The wholesaler takes his commis® 
out of what is left of the $750 and he sends the balance and the sales cerinc^, 
or receipt to the manufacturer. The manufacturer produced the car on P 
duction loans.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Baker: What about the wholesaler?
Mr. Jaques: No, he remits the balance of the money with the sales receipt. 

The manufacturer, of course, is out 25 per cent.
Mr. McDonald: The first man is out 25 per cent.
Mr. Jaques : No, he is compensated by the state.
Mr. McDonald: The manufacturer is not out anything.
Mr. Jaques: Yes, he is.
Mr. McDonald: He has a profit of 25 per cent. There is a 25 per cent dis

count on the retailer, and the money left is just sufficient to pay the wholesaler 
and the manufacturer.

Mr. Jaques: No, because—let me finish------the price of anything is simply
set to include costs and profits. If a man does not make a profit he cannot 
continue. I have been in business long enough to know that. He must make a 
profit or go out of business, and he has to charge more m prices than he dis
tributes in money. This car has been produced with thousands of others by 
bank loans. Now, the manufacturer has to repay his loan, and he sends the 
balance of the money which he received for this car—and, oi course, thousands 
°f other cars—together with the sales receipts, to the bank. Now, the bank 
credits the manufacturer with the full àmount, and he has paid his debt. I he 
bank is out 25 per cent.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: The bank has a $250 receipt.
Mr. Jaques: The bank is out $250. When that car vas made, the national 

credit was written up by that car; the national wealth increased by that car, 
did it not, and all other cars? And there it is on the national accounts. W hen 
that car was sold that account was written down by the amount oi that car, 
and that amount of credit is issued to sell the car and the state then reimburses 
the banker—and other accounts as well.

Mr. Cold well: May I ask you the same question—'
Mr. Jaques: The car is sold and all accounts—

M >Mr- Cold well: May I ask the same question that was asked by Mr. 
^ci\cnna 0f Major Douglas: “How do you get that credit back? You get it 

the consumer, you pay it into the bank, who pay it into the treasury, who 
Wh a<Mitional credit from some source, but you never do get that back?" 

Pat is your answer to that?
Mr. Jaques: What was that again?
Mr. Coldwell: How do you get it back? 
Mr. Jaques: How do you get what back?
Mr. Coldwell: The $250.

h;.v Mr- Quelch : You cannot ask one single question without showing what 
been going on beforehand.
Mr. Coldwell : May I say this, that Mr. Jaques has fairly well memorized— 
Mr. Jaques: I do not memorize; I understand.
Mr. Coldwell: —Major Douglas’ evidence on this point.
Mr. Jaques: I am not memorizing. I have studied this, 

in vMr- Coldwell: I will not say memorized; you have it fairly accurately 
the‘°Ur nhnd. Mr. Jaques has this matter fairly accurately in his mind, and 
of Question I am asking is the question that was asked on a similar piece 
Ü>0„Vildence °f Major Douglas. Now, what is the answer to that? Major 

8las’ answer is this:
I will pursue this subject as far as you like, but I am frankly 

Pjuch more interested in making you see the thing is perfectly possible. 
H you would really like me to get out a considered report as to the
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mechanism by which it can be done, I shall be delighted to do it. My 
services are entirely at the disposal of the committee, but the point that 
I want to hammer home is that it is inconceivable that you cannot get 
a mechanism which will enable you to equate purchasing power to the 
capacity to deliver.

And that was the final answer of Major Douglas on this point. In other 
words, they brought him before the committee to tell them how he would 
do that, and when they got him to the point and asked him how it could 
be done, he said: “. . . . it is inconceivable that you cannot get a mechanism 
which will enable you to equate purchasing power to the capacity to deliver.” 
He said that it is inconceivable that a mechanism cannot be found.

Mr. Jaques: He never meant anything of the kind.
The Chairman: Order, order.
Mr. Jaques: It is well known that socialists have the greatest hatred—
The Chairman : Order, gentlemen, order.
Mr. Jaques: This is perfectly in order. For this reason, that they realize 

that it is a remedy but it is not the remedy they want. It does not involve—
Mr. Cold well: Give us the mechanism.
Mr. Jaques: I have given it. Am I to write out all the different things: 

the government paper and the form of the cheques?
The Chairman : Mr. Deachman is not a socialist and he has a question 

to ask.
Mr. Deachman: Your theory is based, is it not, on the idea that in the 

production of a given product there is not issued sufficient purchasing power to 
bring it out and buy it back?

Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Deachman: Here is a box of cigarettes which I have taken from Mr- 

Quelch. Can you tell me how, in the production of that box of cigarettes-^ 
say it costs $1—how did it fail to issue sufficient purchasing power to buy lfc 
back. There is the raw tobacco, the box, the cost of selling. In the doll®1, 
that was paid, did not each part of it go to somebody?

Mr. Jaques: The factories which produced that down even to the pulp 
factory in the woods are loaded with debt charges.

Mr. Deachman: That goes to somebody, does it not?
Mr. Jaques: Yes, it does, partly to pay debt.
Mr. Deachman: It passes into the hands of somebody, and, therefor6’ 

it forms part of the purchasing power to buy back that box of cigarettes.
Mr. Jaques: Yes, if it is exercised; but the point is that the purchasing 

power is not exercised, it is saved ; it goes through the process again.
Mr. Deachman: If it is saved, then it goes into plant equipment or int0 

something else or is loaned to the government.
Mr. Jaques: Not in respect—
Mr. Deachman: I want to get to the one point where that drops out °l 

sight and is gone into oblivion.
Mr. Jaques : I think I have explained it. I took it for granted that evcD 

body in this committee thoroughly understood that money is created and 
destroyed. Of course, if they do not understand that—

Mr. Cold well: How do you destroy $250?
Mr. Jaques: Every loan repaid destroys a deposit. Surely that is undcl 

stood; if it is not, you will never understand social credit. .
Mr. Deachman : Here is my second question: we have a production. 

Canada, we will say, of roughly $3,000,000,000. Therefore the purcha-1 y
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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power that must be issued to the people, according to your 25 per cent theory, 
is $750,000,000. Suppose we continued to do that for ten years; we would 
have $750,000,000,000 of tickets out.

Mr. Jaques: Yes. You think it would all pile up?
Mr. Deachman: I do not know what you would do with it.
Mr. Jaques: Instead of it piling up you would have your debts paid and 

the money would be destroyed when the debts were paid.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Will you go back to your very lucid illustration of 

that point? We have that $250—call it a discount ticket. We have got that 
to the bank.

Mr. Jaques: Yes?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Now the banks have it in their hands.
Mr. Jaques: From the manufacturer.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Yes.
Mr. Jaques: Do you want to know what happens next?
Hon. Mr. Stevens: What is next?
Mr. Jaques: I should have said that when the car was made, in the 

National account there would be a debit set up. Let me apply this thing and 
demonstrate it. When that car is produced, of course, it sounds foolish to 
take one article, but when that car was produced it was an increase in the 
^eal wealth of the country. It is not potential; it is there. It is in existence, 
^ow, the national account was written up to the value of that, car, and when 
that sales receipt comes back or is sent to the national accounting office or 
department, on the strength of that production there is a credit issued for $250, 
et us say, which the bank uses to clear its books, and it is then wiped out of 

existence, and so is the car on the national account.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : I have one or two more questions.
Mr. Jaques: It is merely bookkeeping.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: I understand the bookkeeping .set-up, but I cannot 

Understand the redemption side. When the car was manufactured we will 
assume for simplicity of argument that the manufacturer got the full value 
°‘ the car from the bank as a loan in order to produce it.
, Mr. Jaques: No, he does not; he has to add more than he gets in order 
0 uiake his profit.

, Hon. Mr. Stevens: Quite so; he gets the value of the car, plus profit, 
ecause he is entitled to that profit ; ; but we will assume he gets that in credit 

5 money. Now, the manufacturer distributes that in wages, materials and 
Profits.

Mr. Jaques: Wages, salaries and dividends.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Materials and profits, which he distributes—
Mr. Quelch: He has to sell the car before he gets the profits.

Ir. Stevens: But he gets the credit from the bank to produce the 
distributes what he gets from the bank in this way that we have 
Is not that right? He must.

Mr. Jaques: Yes, of course, he pays wages, salaries and dividends.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: There comes back to him a $250 adjustment certificate.
Mr. Jaques: Yes.

b , Hon. Mr. Stevens: Which is not currency; it is a certificate. That comes 
to the bank by the manufacturer; but how is the bank going to com- 

^self for the advance it made to the manufacturer, because that $250
not yet become currency?

of , Mr. Jaques: No. Here, of course, is where I lack the technical knowledge
anking.

Car Hon- 1
®ar and he 

Gfitioned.
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Mr. Coldwell: Never mind the technical language.
Mr. Jaques : I understand the theory of it well enough, make no mistake 

about that. What you have to realize is that the bank does not lend money ; 
it lends a promise to pay money, and so before the bank is reimbursed there is 
a liability standing against the loan.

Mr. Vien: Who reimburses the bank?
Mr. Jaques : The state.
Mr. Vien: How does the state get it back?
Mr. Jaques: It does not get it back; why should it?
Mr. Vien: In what way?
Mr. Jaques: It is simply cancelled out of existence.
Mr. Vien: You have your car which cost $1,000 at a given moment. The 

mechanism set up by the government says there is a 25 per cent discount on the 
sale price and you will get $250 of credit. Then he gets that $250 of credit. 
He deposits it in his bank and somebody must pay for that $250. The govern
ment pays it to the bank?

Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Vien: How is the government going to be reimbursed ; how is the 

government going to reimburse itself for the $250 that it has paid out to the 
bank?

Mr. Jaques: The real wealth of the state was first of all created or enriched, 
if you like, by the production of the car. There is your real wealth of the state ; 
it does not belong to me personally but to all of us. When the government 
monetizes a part of the real wealth it merely authorizes the banks—

Mr. Vien: To advance credit?
Mr. Jaques : To put a pen through that account, saying “paid”; that is all- 

It is cancelled out of existence and the car disappears into the owner’s garage; 
and so far as the state is concerned the car and the credit disappear at the 
same time.

Mr. Vien: The state pays the bank; somebody has to pay them. Some
body has to pay for that. It cannot disappear like that.

Mr. Jaques: That is just what it does. Every loan we paid destroys a 
deposit. Money is created and destroyed. Surely we all know that.

Mr. Vien: Take, for instance, the province of Alberta.
Mr. Jaques: Yes?
Mr. Vien: If it set up a banking system of that kind within the bound

aries of its own territory—
Mr. Jaques: And it could.
Mr. Vien: On this car that you have taken as an example it pays $250 ^ 

the bank. The bank is the institution which has advanced the $250 as ere* 
to the retail merchant, and it must be refunded that $250.

Mr. Jaques: Well, the difference is this, that in Alberta the courts hold' 
and the government here holds, that it has no sovereign powers; it cannot créa 
money. This government can; it is superior to all other powers and if it sa^ 
“this is money,” it is money.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: You contend the banks create money?
Mr. Jaques: Certainly.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Why does not the Social Credit government of Albj^ 

get a charter for a bank which they can get by putting up $250,000 and put t1 
system into operation?

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Jaques: You cannot d-o that ; you could not get it that way by the laws 
of the country. We would have a bank in Alberta and would be bound by the 
same laws that the other banks are bound by.

Mr. Cold well: You say the other, banks do create money and have the 
power. Why would not a bank in Alberta have similar power?

Mr. Quelch : The banks operate on a reserve basis.
Mr. Jaques: To operate such a bank in Alberta could only be done by an 

alteration in the Bank Act.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: The Alberta government has a credit value, just the 

same as the dominion has, but to a lesser degree, of course. Why could not the 
Alberta government organize a bank and set up to do business just the same 
as the commercial banks, and having the prestige of the government behind it, it 
would have a lot of business. It could then carry on this price adjustment, just 
price, retail discount system. Let that bank function in Alberta with the 
Alberta government’s prestige behind it just the same as if it were operating 
in Ontario or any other province.

Mr. Jaques : As a matter of fact, they are doing something very similar 
to that at the present time, but it is applied to goods produced in Alberta. They 
are giving a price discount in Alberta now, not a very big one, I think it is 3 
Per cent.

Mr. Quelch: There is a very definite reason why Alberta cannot go into 
the banking business on that scale. The simple reason is that a bank very 
largely depends upon the confidence of the people. The reason people are willing 
to accept cheque money instead of cash is that they have confidence that the 
bank will be able to give them legal tender for their cheques. Well, if we were 
to establish a provincial bank, we know very well there would be a determined 
attack upon that bank through the press and other institutions. An attempt 
would be made to undermine the confidence of the people; and if we started to 
expand on the ratio of ten to one as the other chartered banks do, very shortly 
there would be a run on that bank and the bank would have to close its doors 
lust exactly the same way as the chartered banks in this country would have to 
jh>se their doors if everybody demanded their deposits at the same time, unless 
the government came to their rescue, and if in the final analysis we did not go 
°ff the gold basis requirement.

Mr. Vien: We will relieve the situation by setting aside that question. 
Suppose it were the federal government—I am taking your example now. The 
*ucial credit system is created and demonstrated by the. federal government, 
t here is no more a constitutional question as between the provinces and the 
d°minion itself. Here I am with that car, and the federal government has 
advanced the credit to the bank and has told the bank to advance credit to the 
^ent of $250. Then, the government must pay the bank for that credit that 
ho bank has extended. How is the government going to do that, by issuing 

Paper money?
f Mr. Jaques: No; I do not think the actual credit instrument, or the exact 
0rm of it, is of any importance.

Mr. Vien: Oh, it is material.
t Mr. Jaques: It .is the essence—it is merely whether the government has 
°-day power to do that.

. Mr. Vien: Would you tell me what you would suggest as the method of 
Glmbursing the bank if the federal government were operating the system?

Mr. Jaques: They could send the bank a cheque on themselves.
Mr. Quelch : That is what we are doing in Alberta at the present time, 

th t^r. Jaques: The bank would be empowered by a superior power to say 
these two accounts balance.
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Hon. Mr. Stevens: You say send a cheque on itself?
Mr. Jaques: The government.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Who would redeem that cheque?
Mr. Cold well : What redeems the cheque?
Mr. Jaques: What redeems the cheque?
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Yes; the cheque must be redeemed.
Mr. Quelch : In what? It does not have to be redeemed except in goods.
Mr. Macdonald : What does the bank do with the cheque?
Mr. Jaques : It would apply—
Mr. Quelch: Credit it.
Mr. Jaques: I have said that you have got to visualize Canada as one great 

going concern and there is a national account set up. We have it to-day. 
Dr. Coats has told me they could supply us all the information necessary right 
now. Some people have said it would cost thousands, that you would have to 
have 100,000 people working on those accounts. Dr. Coats has told me they 
could do it now. An account is kept of all production in the country, not only 
of retail goods, but of capital goods and imports. For our purposes imports 
are credits and exports are debits.

Mr. Cold well : Yesterday Mr. Blackmore said that credit and money were 
issued against goods. He said that I was wrong when I said the social créditer 
mistook the shadow for the substance against goods. Now, if you issued $250 
of credit it must be issued against goods.

Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Coldwell: What goods?
Mr. Jaques: That is what I am telling you.
Mr. Coldwell: Whose goods? What goods?
Mr. Jaques: Here is the national account. On the credit side is all the 

total production of the country, retail goods, capital goods and imports. On 
your debit side would be all goods sold, all plant and machinery worn out and 
all exports.

Mr. Coldwell : You issue $250.
Mr. Quelch: He is giving you the very answer.
Mr. Jaques: Wait a minute. There is your national picture ; there is your 

national account or balance sheet. Now, every country if it were functioning 
as it ought to function is gaining in real wealth. On the strength of that 
amount, or as Mr. Towers says here “the saving accumulate,” on the strength 
of that accumulation of those savings in surplus goods the state would 
monetize—

Mr. Coldwell : But the state does not own those goods ; they are owned by 
the citizens, the individuals across the country. What is the state to use to 
validate that credit when the state does not own the goods?

Mr. Jaques: You might as well say the state does not own the money and h 
cannot tax the people, but it can.

Mr. Coldwell : It taxes the people because they have the goods and 
services.

Mr. Jaques : If you can take their money, where is the difference in creating 
credit—

Hon. Mr. Stevens : In other words, the answer is, in order to redeem that 
$250 the state would tax other goods and services.

Mr. Jaques: No; it does not tax anything.
Mr. Vien: First of all the assets that have been produced?
Mr. Jaques : No.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Vien: Instead of belonging to the producer it now belongs to the 
state, and the state can draw on this accumulated amount of assets produced 
by each individual—

Mr. Coldwell: That is the only way it can come into effect, by socialism.
Mr. Jaques : Socialists have that idea because very few of them have ever 

been in production. I have been in production all my life. They have an idea 
that a producer produces and hates to get rid of what he produces ; that he 
wants to store it and say: would you not like to have it? Well you shall not 
have it.

Mr. Vien: If you take a government statement containing on one side of 
the balance sheet all the goods that have been produced and on the debit side 
of the balance sheet everything, their depreciation in the way of wear and tear 
and so on, and the government draws on that excess production of goods to pay 
that discount ratio that we have been discussing, evidently the government 
socializes all the assets they have been produced and draws on the assets side 
of its balance sheet to pay the discounts that they grant.

Mr. Jaques: Do not they do it to-day? Do they not tax everybody and 
everything? They tax everything that is produced and everything that is sold. 
There is an 8 per cent tax on everything that is sold. They do not own those 
goods, but they can tax them just the same. Now, this is a substitute—

Mr. Vien : If the government of Canada did that, once it has advanced 
the credit and it has directed—

Mr. Jaques: It does not advance it.
Mr. Vien: Once it has directed the bank to advance to that retailer the 

$250—
Mr. Jaques: It does not do that, „
Mr. Vien: But it does; it gives it a certificate and this certificate is deposited 

to the credit of the retailer in the bank account.
Mr. Jaques: No; I did not say that. That might be one way of doing it, 

The thing I described is this. The purchaser got his car for $750 instead of 
$1,000.

Mr. Vien: The consumer.
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Vien: He bought it from the retailer.
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Vien: According to the monthly statement the government organiza- 

“°n told that retailer there is a price discount of 25 per cent.
Mr. Jaques: Yes.

. Mr. Vien: Then this car, which is figured in his books at a value of 
*1,000 immediately has a value of $750; the balance between the $750 and the 
*1,000 is made up by credit advanced by the government to the retailer.
, Mr. Jaques: No; the retailer takes his commission out of the $750, and 
p sends the balance with the sales receipt to the wholesaler. The wholesaler 
Jjkes his commission out of what is left and he sends that to the manufacturer 
«•°ng with the sales receipt. Now the manufacturer produced the car on a 
production loan from the bank. The manufacturer—

Mr. Vien: Then the credit instead of being redeemed is advanced to the
Producer?
k Mr. Jaques: Yes. Then he sends what is left with the sales receipt to the 
ank and he is credited in full. Now, the bank is out.

Mr. Vien: Credit for $1,000.
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Mr. Jaques: Well, whatever he borrowed. It would not be the thousand 
because he would have to add on his profit and the retailer has to get his 
profit, and so does the wholesaler; but whatever he borrowed from the bank, 
lie would send the balance to the bank with the sales receipt. Now the bank—

Mr. Vien: What about the deficiency credit, or the discount?
Mr. Jaques : Yes. Now we come to this position, where the bank is out 

the difference. It is a matter between the bank and the government of the 
country. What you have to get into your mind is the bank never loaned money ; 
they loaned a promise to pay money; it is a liability.

Mr. Vien: I have to come to what I wanted. The bank is out the 
difference?

Mr. Jaques : Yes.
Mr. Vien: That is your statement?
Mr. Jaques : Yes.
Mr. Vien: And it is a question of adjustment between the bank and the 

government?
Mr. Jaques: Yes.
Mr. Vien: Now the bank is out the difference and it comes to the govern

ment and says: I am out $250.
Mr. Jaques: No, it sends the sales receipt to the government. Now, 

when they get to the department which is administering this thing the national 
account is written down by the value of the car, the car is crossed off and so 
is the credit which was created when the car was made.

Mr. Vien: What about the bank?
Mr. Jaques: The bank then has the credit—
Mr. Cold well : Well, what about the government?
Mr. Jaques: Well, the national account was written up by the value of 

the car when the car was produced. There is your real credit. Now, the 
state merely monetizes the fraction which is unsaleable.

Mr. Cold well : Coming back again, Mr. Jaques, the real credit has a 
basis, you say, of goods and services?

Mr. Jaques: Certainly.
Mr. Cold well : If the government is reimbursing the bank somebody has 

to validate that reimbursement of goods and services. How does the govern
ment secure those goods and services? I can see this, if you had a completely 
communistic state you could do this between your state industries. It could 
be done in a communistic state in which everything was owned by the gov
ernment. The point I am trying to arrive at is how is that credit going to 
be validated in goods and services without taxation on the part of the people- 
Otherwise it becomes simply indefinite inflation. You keep issuing $250 and 
$250 and $1,000 and $1,000 and so on.

Mr. Jaques: It is quite evident that Mr. Coldwell does not yet understand 
the nature of money.

Mr. Tucker : I should like to illustrate the difference between Mr. Jaques 
and myself. As I understand the social credit idea, it sums up, I think, in this 
way, that you can continue to put purchasing power out into the hands of th 
people indefinitely without any regard to the ability of the people to produc 
to meet that purchasing power.

Mr. Quelch : No. ,
Mr. Tucker : Just a minute. Now, if you do not have some means 0 

recovering that purchasing power, cancelling it out—
Mr. Jaques: It cancels itself out through sales. If you do not understand^"

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Tucker: You say it cancels itself?
Mr. Jaques: Of course, it does.
Mr. Tucker: When you say it cancels itself you overlook the fact that 

when anybody gets a loan from the bank that money then comes into existence ; 
it goes into the hands of people, wage earners and so on, and they have it in 
their accounts. Then when the government gives a cheque to pay the banks 
the people still have the money in their accounts to whom the money was 
paid and the bank is no longer holding it. In other words, you have increased 
the amount of your deposits in the banks by the amount of your original loan 
and as you do that the amount of your deposits in your banks continues to 
increase; there is absolutely no limit to it unless you' make some provision 
for cancellation of what you create. Let me make that plain again, Mr. 
Jaques.

If you loan an industry $1,000 and it puts it out in wages, it then goes to 
John Smith and Henry Brown and so on, and if they have a deposit in the 
bank it is deposited there, or it goes to the grocer and is deposited- in the 
bank. Ultimately that $1,000 is deposited in the bank. In other words, the 
deposits in the bank have increased by that $1,000. Then if the state, by 
virtue of a price discount pays the bank that $1,000, you say it is cancelled off?

Mr. Jaques: So it is.
Mr. Tucker: But the deposits of Henry Smith and the grocer and so on 

have gone up by $1,000; it is not cancelled off. If you keep that up ultimately 
your deposits in the bank will be up; there is no limit to it. They will go up 
by billions and billions of dollars; it is a matter of time. In other words, you 
have increased the purchasing power of the people without regard to their 
ability to produce because you are simply increasing your purchasing power 
and you are not cancelling.

My attitude on this thing is simply this, that you should give the people 
the necessary purchasing power to be able to consume what they, as a people, 
are able to produce. The reason why it is necessary to do that is not that 
you do not distribute purchasing power but that you merely distribute it—

Mr. Jaques: No, it is not that.
Mr. Tucker: In other words, the purchasing power put out goes into the 

hands of companies in the form of exhorbitant profits, undistributed reserves 
and so on. You have got to replace what is kept out of the annual production 
demand by virtue of state action and then by virtue of income tax and other 
taxes and so on you have to replace it. In other words, there is no such thing 
as in indefinite issue of purchasing power.

Mr. Jaques: Well, the only objection to what you say, Mr. Tucker, is 
that history proves that you cannot do what you say you should do. You 
cannot enrich the country by taxation.

Mr. Tucker: No; the point is this: if you continue to issue purchasing 
power—

Mr. Jaques: What do we do to-day with taxation?
Mr. Tucker: If you continue to issue purchasing power regardless of 

he ability of the people to produce goods—
Mr. Jaques : We do not do that.
Mr. Tucker: Just a minute. You say you do not do that?
Mr. Jaques: Of course we do not.
Mr. Tucker: We will say that in one year you issue $1,000,000 to people 

hnder your scheme. That $1,000.000 increases your bank deposits to that 
r^ent, and it stays in the hands of those people; it is not cancelled. The next 

ear you issue another $1,000,000 and the next year another $1.000,000—
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Mr. Jaques : Will you allow me to answer that?
Mr. Quelch: What about your war debts?
Mr. Tuckeb: It just means you have increased your money in the country 

because the bank deposits are increasing without any consideration of—
Mr. Jaques: You are doing nothing of the kind, Mr. Tucker. What are 

we doing to-day but issuing purchasing power through the banks? What other 
money do we have? Why does not that pile up? There you are. If you have 
to have a low—

Mr. Tucker: The first thing that struck me, Mr. Jaques, about the sug
gestion that Mr. Aberhart made—

Mr. Jaques: We are not discussing Mr. Aberhart.
Mr. Tucker: He is supposed to represent social credit. As I remember, 

the first suggestion he made was that he would issue a dividend on goods and 
limit that issue to $12,000,000. The suggestion was made that the $12,000,000 
would come back again. Well, now, the only way it could come back—

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I am not discussing Mr. Aberhart; I am dis
cussing Douglas social credit.

Mr. Tucker: —would be by taxation.
The Chairman: Mr. Jaques should not be interrupted except by his per

mission.
Mr. Jaques: The difficulty with many people is this, Mr. Chairman, they 

cannot realize that money is created and it is destroyed through repayment. 
Every loan that we pay destroys a deposit.

The Chairman: It is just about 1 o’clock. The governor of the bank would 
like to say a few words.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Towers, I feel I owe you an apology. I started by saying 
that I was going to question you, but apparently I have ignored you entirely. 
I hope you will accept my apology.

Mr. Towers: I am only too glad. May I say just one thing. On pages 
645 and 664 of the record I did use, in referring to savings, these words: 
“Surplus of goods over those which are consumed.” I am very anxious to 
repeat what I said before, namely, that by surplus of goods I did not intend to 
imply a surplus of consumable goods on the shelves of stores or factories, but 
rather a surplus of goods of all kinds, and that surplus will mainly be repre
sented by additional capital equipment of one form or another because that is 
in the main how savings are accumulated.

Mr. Jaques: Well, just the same, Mr. Towers, the evidence is that it is 
accumulated at the expense of the community at large. We have unpayable 
debts and increasing unemployment.

Mr. Towers: I do not agree with the latter analysis, but in any event what 
I did want to make clear was that that surplus includes and in the main is repre
sented by an increase in productive equipment or capital assets of some kind, 
and it does not refer to consumable goods.

Mr. Jaques: Well, as I say, we have increased debts and increasing unem
ployment.

The Chairman: It is 1 o’clock, gentlemen; shall we adjourn until to-mor
row morning? Mr. Deachman has the floor.

The Committee adjourned at 1 o’clock to meet to-morrow, May 25, 
11.15 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, May 25, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m. 
The Chairman, Mr. Moore, presided.

Members present: Messrs. Clarke (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold well, 
Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Jaques, Lacroix (Beauce), 
Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, Moore, Quelch, Ross (St. Paul’s), 
Mevens, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker, Ward.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of
Canada.

Examination of Mr. Towers wras continued.
At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned until to-morrow, Friday, May 26 

at 11.15 a.m.
R. ARSENAULT, 

Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, Room 277.
May 25, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11 a.m. The 
Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, we have a quorum now. Mr. Deaehman, you 
have the floor.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Rank of Canada.
By Mr. Deaehman:

Q. Mr. Towers, I think you have a copy of the record with you. I should 
like you to turn to page 86 of No. 3, which gives the general price indices 
of Canada and certain other countries.—A. Yes.

Q. There are some questions I want to ask you there with the object of 
measuring, if we can measure, the effect of the depreciation of the Australian 
Pound on current prices in Australia. If you look at the bottom of page 86 
you will see a table showing general price indices of Canada and certain other 
countries. In the first four years of that table, before the Australian pound 
declined, the price relationship between the two countries was fairly close, 
was it not?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, covering the years from 1931 to 1938, the period in which the 
Australian pound was at a discount, the Australian price.level was higher than 
1-lie Canadian price level.—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I attempted to measure this—it is perhaps not an accurate way, 
hut it gives us the idea—by adding these eight years together and taking 
the average of them. I found that the price level difference between the two 
was 8^ points.—A. Yes.

Q. Now, that would represent roughly 11 per cent; and what I want to 
ask you is this. The Australian pound during that period was depreciated to 
the extent of probably 20 or 25 per cent.—A. Twenty-five per cent on the 
Pound sterling, and there were times during that period, of course, when the 
Pound sterling was itself depreciated in New York.

Q. Yes. The amount of the depreciation of the pound was not reflected 
directly in the appreciated price of Australian products?—A. A\ ell, the higher 
Price level in Australia did not fully reflect, presumably either the depreciation 
111 the Australian pound or, still less, the depreciation in the pound sterling.

Q. Quite. It is the general price level that we have at the bottom of 
he page?—A. It is, yes.

Q. But when we come to the price level of farm products I made the 
^oie test there and it gave an Australian level of 84 and -'Tths as against 
jhe Canadian level of 82 and V7ths, or the Australian level was 1 and %ths or 
le$s than 2 per cent above the Canadian level, as far as farm products is
concerned.—A. Higher?

Q. Yes_A. Yes.
■ Q. There is one particular item to which I wish to draw your attention 
^ the Canadian and Australian price comparison of 1934. The Canadian 
evd is at 78 and the Australian at 89. —A. Yes.
t, Q. The Australian is at 89.—A. That is the ratio of farm products to 

e general index?
757
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Q. Yes.—A. Yes.
Q. Well, that one item deviates quite considerably away from the normal 

deviation between the two.—A. That is the year of very high wool prices.
Q. Exactly. And I obtained from the Bureau of Statistics the price of 

wool at that time.
Mr. Donnelly: What year are you taking as a standard?
Mr. Deachman : 1929 is the base year. What is given here is the ratio 

of farm products to general index in both countries, Canada and Australia, 
so that the year in which the Australian price went sharply above the 
Canadian price was the year in which the level of Australian wool prices, 
according to the Bureau of Statistics, went from 8-72 pence per pound in 1933 
to 15-84 in 1934.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Where?
Mr. Deachman: Australian prices.
Mr. Towers: Of wool?

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. So that the apparent level of Australian prices was the result of some

thing which was not' a monetary influence?—A. That particular rise was, as 
you say, not the result of monetary factors.

Q. What was the cause?—A. The keen demand for wool.
Q. Well, I tried to locate that demand and I think I located it in part. 

There was a demand particularly from Japan because Japan was engaged in 
this Manchukuo incident and the Japanese soldiers in a cooler climate required 
more woollen clothing, and wool exports to Japan went up £4,000,000 sterling 
that year and reached the highest level that they had ever reached, while at 
the same time there was a decline from the previous year in the production of 
wool in Australia. So that apparently it was conditions outside of monetary 
factors. That would be right?—A. Yes, it undoubtedly was.

Mr. Cleaver: The depreciation of sterling had nothing to do with it?
Mr. Deachman : It was a factor, was it not?
Mr. Towers: Oh, it would be a factor, and was a factor in the general price 

level which is shown at the foot of page 86. It is not a factor in the ratio of 
farm products to the general price level.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. No; but when we come to 1935, we find that the price of wool has 

slipped back to 9-75 pence. That is the price figure which I got from the 
Bureau of Statistics—in 1935; but we find correspondingly that Canadian 
wheat had gone up, so that there was a turn to more normal relationships, and 
again it was not a monetary factor?—A. No.

Q. Then, coming to the year 1936, the prices of wheat and wool were both 
up and the two levels came still more closely together. The remaining years 
show there is not much of a difference in the level.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : But, Mr. Deachman, you are comparing the inde* 
ratio of farm products to the general price level.

Mr. Deachman : Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : It has nothing whatever to do with the question 0 

monetary policy because they are both on the same monetary basis.
Mr. Deachman : If you are comparing them to a level which started >n 

1929, both countries on the same level—
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Hon. Mr. Stevens : What I am getting at is this: these fluctuations in 
commodities will cause a variation in the index of farm products as compared 
with the general price level within Australia or within Canada.

Mr. Deachman : Quite.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: But it proves nothing as regards the effect of the 

depreciation of the pound in Australia or any depreciation of the dollar in 
Canada.

Mr. Deachman : Oh, yes; it does prove this, that the non-monetary factors 
which were in existence at that time, and which caused any sharp variations in 
price, did cause a modification in the price level in the two countries.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Quite so.
Mr. Deachman : What I am trying to do is simply this, Mr. Stevens: I am 

trying to get a proper conception of the relative importance of your monetary 
and non-monetary factors.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : I know that is what you are after, but I am trying to 
Point out—pardon my interruption—

Mr. Deachman : Quite.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: —I think Mr. Towers will agree with me, that a 

comparison of the agricultural price level with the general price level will not 
demonstrate, although there may be variations, that the depreciation of the 
Pound sterling in Australia did not benefit the Australian agriculturists, whereas 
me maintenance of the Canadian dollar at a normal level gave no benefit to 
me Canadian agriculturists.
, Mr. Deachman: I am not denying the existence of a certain measure of 
benefit in taking your farm prices alone; but when you consider the other 
|actors which must enter into it in Australia, and would enter into i^. in Canada 
;° a still larger extent, it tends to minimize the importance of the monetary 
factor.

Mr. Jaques: How do you separate them?
.Mr. Deachman: There is a distinct difference as between, for instance, 

art inflation and a decrease in production or between a depreciation in the 
p°und and an increase of export demand from a country like Japan or other 
c°untries.

Mr. Jaques: You mentioned1 that the demand in Japan raised the price 
0 wool in Australia.

Mr. Deachman: Yes.
Mr. Jaques: In other words, Japan was spending instead of saving, 

v Mr. Deachman : What Japan was doing does not alter the actual fact. 
a ana considering what was done, and the sharp increase in demand there for 
^Ust.ralian wool was an undoubted factor in altering the relationship of the 

riCe of that farm product to the general index.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: In Australia?

By Mr. Deachman:
4.1 . Q- We are dealing with Australia. The other point I want to deal with is 
nis- On page 87 the price level of imported goods, Canadian figures, is given.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Imports to?

By Mr. Deachman:
J? Q. Imported goods into Canada. We are dealing with Canada now. 
m0® 1926 to 1929, in a period of good times, there was not much variation 

ween the price level of import and export goods, was there?—A. No.
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Q. Then from 1930 right straight on there has been a very sharp variation 
with your import goods at a substantially higher price?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, if our dollar had been depreciated in value would it have tended 
to increase that spread?—A. To answer that question one would have to know 
whether the depreciation in the Canadian dollar resulted in Canadian exporters 
offering their goods in foreign markets at a lower foreign price; in other 
words, giving away part of the apparent advantage of the depreciation.

Q. That is one factor, but it would also depend, would it not, on the 
difficulty of Canadians making payments, for instance, for imported goods 
in the United States with dollars which were depreciated in value?—A. That, 
of course, would have acted as a deterrent to imports. It might have changed 
the volume of imports. It would not have changed the index figure of import 
prices.

Q. If you decreased the supply would it not have tended to increase the 
price?—A. I do not think so, no.

Q. Well, if I were going to buy a suit of clothes in the United States and I 
had to pay for it in dollars worth sixty cents and the suit of clothes cost $30, 
would not my price be higher?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. Substantial volumes of goods are imported. Let us take the case of 
raw cotton. The purchase of raw cotton by our Canadian textile industries 
would be paid for in dollars of depreciated value and therefore it would take 
more dollars.—A. Oh, yes. The price of imported goods in Canada would 
rise by the amount of "the depreciation.

Q. Therefore, in the case we have before us would it not tend to increase 
that spread which exists now?—A. As I say, I think only if Canadian exporters 
gave away part of the apparent advantage of the depreciation by lowering their 
foreign price.

Q. We dealt a moment ago with Australia, and Australia did not get the 
advantage of the full discount in the currency.—A. No.

Q. And the same tendency would probably be in existence in Canada.— 
A. Probably, in view of the competition of the times.

Q. Yes, I would imagine so. There is another one on page 88, the ratio 
in this last column. That is the ratio of export prices to imports, is it?— 
A. Yes.

Q. Well, note the relative levels of the Australian prices and the Canadian- 
The Australian prices of export commodities are relatively lower, but I imagin6 
it should be so because of the fact that our exports were more largely exports 
of manufactured commodities. Would that be the case?—A. No, I should not 
think so.

Q. Are we not more largely exporters of manuifactured products than 
Australia?—A. We probably have a slightly higher percentage, but we, too, &ve 
predominantly exporters of raw materials; or, of course, if one classifies newsprint 
paper as a manufactured export, you would be right.

Q. And scotch whiskey, which is another important export?—A. Yes.
Q. So that a comparison there would hardly be fair because of that oth°r 

factor coming into it. I am through with that, Mr. Towers; all I wanted was t 
point out that there were certain inferences which seemed to support the idp® 
that a depreciation of the Australian pound, while it may have been a min0' 
factor, was not really an important factor, and that the important factors wÇi 
the changes due to non-monetary influences.—A. I think those were the - m&J ^ 
factors. As was said when we were discussing depreciation, the major intere^. 
of the producer is the relationship of the price of his products to the price 
other products- within the country. Depreciation will probably not, will certain • 
not, after a time, of itself, give any benefit in that respect. The only benefit tn 
will be retained, if any, would be in relation to that producer’s debts.

FMr. Graham Ford Towers.1
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Q. Considering conditions in Australia, Australia would be more likely to 
benefit from such a process than Canada? We have our obligations to meet in 
the United States?—A. And they have very heavy obligations in the United 
Kingdom.

Q. Yes, but we would be paying our debts in a country which was on a 
higher value. There was a depreciation in the pound.—A. Even so, they had a 
25% premium to pay on the payments of their debts in England.

Q. If the English pound were depreciated while the American dollar re
mained at par, it would be an advantage to them, relatively, more so than it 
would be in our position in paying the American dollar.—A. I do not quite follow7 
that, Mr. Deachman.

Q. If in Australia they were meeting their obligations in England in pounds
which had depreciated-------A. That-is true, but still, they had to pay a 25%
premium.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: They maintained a 25 per cent discount below7 the 
depreciated sterling. That is correct, is it not?

Mr. Deachman : Not quite, I think.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Oh yes; because they went down to 2-74 there.
Mr. Deachman: Throughout the whole period. The figure I have here 

unfortunately is for the Australian pound in Montreal which would be quite a 
different matter from the pound in the United States.

Mr. Towers: Yes; because while sterling was depreciated here, it was still 
more so in the United States.

Mr. Deachman : In Australia they would not have as much importation of 
raw- materials for the purpose of manufacture as we would have,fwould they?

Mr. Towers : I think not.
Mr. Deachman: No. There is a factor there.
Mr. Quelch: I should like to ask a question before you leave that. You 

are not desiring to leave the inference that the grain grower in Australia, as a 
result o,f the depreciation of the Australian pound below7 sterling, did not 
benefit considerably as compared with the grain grow7er here in Canada in the 
Period from 1931 to 1936? .

Mr. Deachman: Not from 1931 to 1936; but over the period of the 
depression for three or four years there was some margin of benefit to the farmers, 
P you leave out the other factors which wrere involved—that is, the increased 
c°«t of the goods which he bought. But I have just pointed out that as far as the 
relationship between the two is concerned, it could not help but affect the prices 
_ the things that he bought.

Mr. Quelch : He exports practically all his grain and purchases only a 
portion of his goods from other countries. The proportion of the goods produced 
111 Canada did not appreciate; they depreciated.
t Mr. Deachman: You have your Canadian case where you exchange w7heat 
ior goods.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Abroad?
tl Mr. Deachman: Abroad. There is not a very substantial margin unless 
A Price of wheat is going to rise to the extent of the depreciation oi vour 
"Jmr; and against the tendency for it to do that in that period let me point 

il!., Hiat vour w7heat w7as then down to a level, in the years 1931, 1932 and 
lad3, running from 55 to 65 cents; the pressure of Australian wheat and 
Cantine wheat wras on the market pretty heavily. It we depreciated oui 
0 ar, there would be a tendency at once for the British buyer to come to
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Canada for his wheat. I admit that. But the next day the chances are that 
in the Argentine market the price of wheat would decline or the Argentine dollar 
would decline to match that. Instead of operating to increase or to stabilize 
world prices, there would be a tendency to force prices of wheat down in other 
countries; and in the exchange of our products for foreign products, there 
would be a tendency for us to receive less by virtue of the exchange.

Mr. Quelch: That would be so if all the goods which were produced in 
Australia were taken as a whole. But while the farmer received a higher price 
for his products that were exported he was able to buy Australian made goods 
at a relatively lower price and to that extent the farmer benefited.

Mr. Deachman: I am afraid my friend has too great faith in the Canadian 
manufacturer. He charges the prices that he can charge; and when you shut 
out importation and competitive production, there is a tendency for him to 
raise his prices. Besides, he is compelled to raise his prices because, following 
the depreciation in the value of your dollar, he must pay a higher price for 
the product which he imports. Take the case of cotton, where the importation 
is 50 per cent of the value of the finished product, 50 per cent of our total 
finished cotton production. Then he would have to pay in depreciated dollars 
for half of his entire production costs.

The Chairman: Take tractors, for instance. You can illustrate the point 
with tractors which are not made in this country, and are particularly used by 
western wheat producers.

Mr. Deachman: Quite.
Mr. Quelch: On the other hand, you must remember that agricultural 

prices in Canada depreciated to a far greater extent than those of manufactured 
goods while in Australia agricultural prices increased to a greater degree.

Mr. Deachman: No. Let us consider the Australian price level during 
the period of depression in Australia in terms of pence. Take your wool, 
which is to Australia what wheat is to this country. They had a billion pounds 
of wool production and the price during 1931, 1932 and 1933, the actual price, 
was the lowest it has been for any period that I can see in the record, unless 
you are going away back. It was just half. Wait till I see—It was slightly 
more than half of the 1929 level.

Mr. Quelch: Yes; but some of that wool was sold to Japan, was it not?
Mr. Donnelly: How does it compare with the world price?
Mr. Deachman: The same thing is recorded in what I have in regard to 

Canada; it is not the world price, because I had difficulty in getting some 
averages. But the price in Canada—the index, moved somewhat closely along 
the line of Australia. It does not go back quite so far in the figures I have; 
but it parallels it to a certain extent.

Mr. Taylor: Have you not also contended that competition in the sale 
of grain would have depreciated currencies in Australia and the Argentine?

Mr. Deachman: As a matter of fact, in a book which I was reading the 
other day, a recent book on Australia and New Zealand, the name of which 1 
have forgotten, it was pointed out that the New Zealand currency had ® 
tendency to force the Danes to reduce their currency values because 0 
competitive forces in New Zealand.

Mr. Taylor: But you have also just now said that what wool is to Am' 
tralia, wheat is to Canada.

Mr. Deachman: Yes.
Mr. Taylor: That is so; it is a larger export.
Mr. Deachman: Yes.
Mr. Taylor: In value than the wheat of Australia.

[>Ir. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Deachman: Yes.
Mr. Taylor : So that apparently the wheat merchants, in order to get 

Australian markets, would have interfered with the exchange against the wool 
markets.

Mr. Deachman : The very same process would affect wheat as affected wool.
Mr. Taylor: Is it not a fact that exchange develops in a country by reason 

of the acceptance of commitments?
Mr. Deachman: Yes. What I am coming at primarily is this: Your non

monetary factors were apparently the determining price factor in the price of 
wool, and the exchange depreciation which had existed in 1931, 1932 and 1933 
in Australia did not give them a rise in their price of wool.

Mr. Taylor: But I cannot entirely disassociate what you call the non
monetary factors from what you call the monetary factors.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : You cannot do it.
Mr. Donnelly: It is the price in the country we are talking about. Non

monetary factors, of course, affect the price of the goods throughout the world.
Mr. Deachman: So does your monetary factors.
The Chairman: Mr. Donnelly has the floor.
Mr. Donnelly: Monetary factors affect the price locally in Australia, 

nut not in the world.
Mr. Deachman: If it affects the price of wool in Australia, it will affect 

^ in Canada, because we buy our wool from Australia ; and, therefore, we will 
§o to Australia for our wool and the prices will be affected there.

Mr. Donnelly: Compare the world price with the price of wool in Aus
tralia. When the price of wool in Australia was going up and down, compare 
the world price with it and let us see what happened there, because it is an 
Economic factor. I have always understood that one of the axioms was that a 
depreciated currency is an exporters paradise.

Mr. Deachman : It is one of the things we have always heard but which
never stand the test of practice; and certainly would not stand the test of 

Practice in a condition such as we had in 1931, 1932 and 1933 where you had 
^anadian wheat at, say, 54 cents in 1933.

Mr. Quelch: In Canada?
j Mr. Deachman: Yes. That is your average for the year, according to the 
ast Turgeon report.

Mr. Quelch : What was it in Australia?
The Chairman : Order.

^ . Mr. Deachman : Here is the Canadian farmer. As my friend, Dr. Don- 
h . y> well knows, he was bust and as hard up as could be in 1933, when the 
, rice was at 54 cents. If the monetary factor like the depreciation of the dollar 
au raised that price to 70 cents, would he not have pushed his wheat on the 

spU- t? He certainly would have. When he could have done that, he was then 
ln§ but he was relatively on a higher price than what he was before.
Mr. Donnelly : And the man selling wheat at that time did not sell at 

^ Price, you know that?
iHr. Deachman : That certainly is a monetary factor, 

n The Chairman; Before we leave that subject might I suggest that the 
ejc Vernor deal again with the question which was raised some time ago, that 

P°rtation under a devalued currency is an export of capital. 
teT1_ ^r. Towers: Well in these circumstances, Mr. Chairman, there is a 

Ptation to lower the foreign price and therefore to sell one s products on a
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less favourable basis ; that is, give more goods for less goods. That, as a 
matter of fact, is brought out in the table on page 88, the two right-hand 
columns, the figures showing the ratio of export prices and import prices. 
During most of the period from 1930 to 1938 these show an extremely unfavour
able position so far as Australia is concerned.

Mr. Deachman : Yes, but that Australia one perhaps might be in a 
measure—I do not know to what extent, but in a measure, the price level would 
be somewhat modified there because we are a large manufacturing country ; 
it was only a short time ago that we were considered the largest manu
facturing country per head of population in the world.

Mr. Towers: I realize that with such things as wool pulp and paper as an 
export factor you would get that result. However, perhaps from a more 
realistic point of view one should regard that as a primary material being 
exported.

Mr. Deachman: That division there is extraordinary.
Mr. Towers: On the contrary.
Mr. Deachman : Yes?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Might I just interject there so as to round off this 

discussion on the statement of the Governor. Under a depreciated currency 
the exporter gets a temporary advantage. I am speaking now of the country 
as a whole, and the importer is penalized to a certain extent.

Mr. Towers : And the consumer, yes; and labour.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Yes; but a good deal of the effect internally would be 

this, that the goods imported would be distributed perhaps in larger measure 
to a class of people who are not the beneficiaries of the depreciated price on 
exports. Let me put this a little more simply.

Mr. Towers: It would be very hard to determine, I am sure.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : Let. me put it a little more simply. We export a large 

quantity of wheat.
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: Which would be the main beneficiary, we will say, 

a depreciated currency. The wheat producer would consume a much smaller 
proportion of the imported goods than would the city consumer.

Mr. Towers: I think the important factor would be that the wheal 
exporter would probably consume the total proceeds of his export, except 
for that portion which was destined for interest and debt payment.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Oh, I would scarcely agree with you. with gi"eat 
deference.

Mr. Towers : You mean that he would have been able over and above 
that to have certain savings?

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Yes. I would think that the disadvantage to 
importer would be passed over to another class inside of Canada than

the
the

exporter of wheat, for instance. That is, the exporter of wheat would Se(j 
the advantage of the increased price because of the depreciated currency, 
then the penalty that he would suffer because of the rise in imports would ^ 
less because a large proportion of the imports would be consumed by urb 
population. .p

Mr. Towers: Still would it not be true that he would suffer the penal1'> 
respect of everything he bought?

Mr. Quelch : He would benefit as to payment of debts.
Mr. Towers: For a certain period of time, yes.

IMr. Graham Ford Towers.1
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Mr. Donnelly: Has not the price of goods had to rise in the same pro
portion, 25 per cent in Australia, the same as the price of money has gone 
down?

Mr. Towers : Probably not immediately.
Mr. Donnelly: Has the Australian price of goods raised 25 per cent, or 

only 10 per cent?
Mr. Towers : It has risen by that lower percentage.
Mr. Donnelly: It has not gone up the full 25 per cent?
Mr. Towers : No, nor apparently did the export prices.
Mr. Donnelly : 1 would not be so sure of the export price on some goods 

like wheat. I would rather think it has, because Australia has been getting 
the world price for wheat; don’t make any mistake about that. He has been 
selling with that 25 per cent difference, and he has been getting the world price 
for his wheat.

Mr. Towers: Certainly; but the relationship between the export price 
and the import price, which is what the farmer is really interested in; or else 
l>c is interested in the relationship between the export price and the general 
price level, does not show a very satisfactory position for Australia. Incident
ally, I should have mentioned this, I think I may have myself referred earlier 
to a 25 per cent depreciation of the Australian pound; in fact, it is 20 per 
Cpnt. There is a 25 per cent premium on sterling in Australia but that represents 
a 20 per cent depreciation.

Mr. Deachman: It would not be so high as that when the British pound 
‘ad sunk to the low level of some recent years.

Mr. Towers : Oh well, I am referring now only to the depreciation of the 
•Australian pound versus sterling. The latter has been below parity with the 
^•S. dollar at times and at such times the depreciation of the Australian pound 
"°uld have been considerably greater than 20 per cent.

Mr. Quelch : It would be as low as 45 per cent at times, wouldn’t it?
Mr. Towers : Yes, it must have been as low as that..

... Mr. Deachman : Now, I want to deal with a different matter, and I 
l!nk in part it has been discussed before, but this is a somewhat different 

fsPeet of it. I am going to quote from an article which appeared in a recent 
‘Ssup of the Economist entitled “ Full Employment”; and this is a paragraph 
Ranged a little differently from what it is here in order to bring this out for
you:—.

In the most widely accepted economic doctrines' of the moment the 
moment the subject of full employment is one of peculiar importance. 
Until “ full employment ” is reached any increase in the monetary 
demand for goods has the effect not of putting prices up so much as of 
bringing into employment resources of labour and capital that were 
previously standing idle.

J.,n' i I would like to have your opinion on that paragraph together with an 
^ '^nation of this. They speak here of a condition in which we start from 
actuation such as we have to-day of considerable unemployment and 
hj’^ance of capital and labour but looking at it from an economic stand- 
Ca* 18 n°t the failure to employ tfip capital and labour which we have in 
low-a ^ at the present time the result of either high cost of production or 
tion t'^es’ and therefore you must have either a reduction in costs of produc- 
W-h; increase profits or an increase in the price level of the products produced 

ch will call into activity the capital for the production of more goods.
Prp ^r- Towers: If you will permit me, Mr. Deachman, I would like to

are an answer to that. It is a large subject.
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Mr. DBACHMAN : Well, here is the other section of it: The other part:— 
Until “ full employment ” is reached, so runs the theory, the creation 

of new demand by expansion of credit cannot result in what is commonly 
called inflation; on the contrary, it diminishes unemployment and, by 
increasing the national income, gives rise to savings that offset the 
original creation of credit.

And then he goes on with this:—
But after “full employment” is reached any further expenditure out 

of credit expansion or money creation will not increase production or 
diminish unemployment; it will merely enhance prices and start the 
revolving spiral of inflation. In the layman’s language, “full employ
ment” is the point at which the financing of government deficits by credit 
expansion ceases to be “sound finance” and becomes “unsound finance”.

Hon. Mr. Stevens: That is until full employment is reached; that is the 
point, is it?

Air. Deachman: Yes.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Mr. Towers, I would like to have your comments on that.—A. Right. 

I will prepare them.
Q. Bearing on the other things I wanted to ask, here is a condition in 

which we are not calling on our resources of men and capital; and as I pointed 
out, in my judgment the trouble lies in higher costs and lower prices, that 
there must come adjustments between costs and prices before that is possible. 
Now, if this does not create an enhancement of price; if the added activity 
does not create an enhancement of price, then it fails in its object. Unless 
prices move up or costs come down the expansion will not take place.—A. You 
are thinking there, I expect, of certain groups of prices rather than the price 
level as a whole.

Q. I am thinking particularly of industrial activity, and I will give you 
an illustration. In 1937 there was a pretty fair volume of industrial activity 
in, say, the textile industry in the Dominion of Canada. Through conditions 
which arose, whatever was the cause, that demand fell off. In my view it is ® 
lack of purchasing power or of markets for the basic industries of the nation and 
the relative spread in price levels coupled, perhaps, in some measure with big*1 
taxes, and my suggestion is that unless something could happen to adjust that 
relationship you are not likely to draw much capital into the textile industry 
at the present time. I am only using the textile industry as an example 01 
other industries in the Dominion of Canada.—A. Yes. ,

Q. The other question bearing on that is one which we have discusser 
before. Could we increase activity by government spending? And the ans^er 
to that in part, as I suggest, is that private capital not feeling that conditio^' 
are such as to induce it to invest money in enterprises it is rather difficult t 
assume that the government could invest and make it profitable. Now, if ^ 
government did invest in industry or did make expenditures, in order to be 
value to the country they would have to be, as I think you previously pointy 
out, of some direct benefit to the economy of the country. There is, 
example, the construction of a road which might have that effect or the build1® 
of buildings, which might conceivably, in some cases, be an improvement ov 
those now in use and, therefore, enable us to conduct our governmental wo 
with greater efficiency. That, of course, is conceivable. The point I want 
ask is this: is it possible to find investments of that kind for the govern#1® 
which will not in the long run result in the actual loss of the capital investe 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.)
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is it not very difficult?—A. Again, I should like to think that over. The test 
of profitability which is applied to private investments is not always applied 
to government ones.

Q. In what way does it differ?—A. For private investment to be encouraged 
they have to see an actual return—a probable return on the capital invested.

Q. Does not the government do the same thing?—A. A government, of 
course, can say that there is an indirect return ; we will take a chance on that 
being beneficial for the country as a whole although we will not be able to see 
any direct return on this investment.

Q. Is not that taking a risk, and does not that risk involve------- A. It is
taking a risk which private capital could not take.

Q. And does it not mean more than taking a risk; it may involve in a 
great many cases absolute certainty of loss. That is, there may be no economic 
return to the government from the investment and, therefore, the nation is 
poorer for having made the investment.

The Chairman : For instance, the Trent Valley canal.
Mr. Deachman : That is rather touchy.
The Chairman : That is a touching illustration.
Mr. Deachman: Yes, of course, there are scores.
Hon. Mr. Stevens : We closed the debate on that twenty-five years ago.
Mr. Deachman : I remember it.
Hon. Mr. Stevens: So do I. It used to come up every year in the house.

By Mr. Deachman:
q. There are times when we must recognize 

and when an expenditure transcends the économe it ^ b t that thJ’
ï’a1SSrKtembuÏÏ8of the monument, but no one

w°uld say it has not a value.—A. Yes. _ , „ _QT1 Q n-nvpmment a-o in
Q. But the question I.am raising: is, how to ™tae „Bd6must

rS'"g m0ney °n,eTY-To,Vhe harden tor tirât economic loss passed on fesult m economic loss? Is not the buraen iu Hevelonment of our
!n added taxes and, therefore, increasing diffiem alternative use for
basic industries?—A. The economy is worse off if a better alternative

capital could have been found. oU„_ft+:vp nf nrofn? Thatq' Is there an alternative to waste »*£

suppose^that^results in a failure to earn what ,t

costs^-A. Directly or indirectly. maintenance of the enterprise
0r % Directly or indirectly. Th,en ^d bridges highways and buildings, 

T utility which we have produced, the road , thegyear ig a loss_ Now,
he added to that, and the net resuT 1 \ Tbe country would certainly

Kd not the country be better off ^ £i'S dew that neither 
e better off unless one takes the extraoi ,,p t] ■ „s to put that money

Public nor private capital could have found better things P

Q. Is not that the position in which we s^and^to daj^, Wdg^ ^ the
°hime of investments, that private capifi ^ gtates?_A. Yes..
°ney? Especially is that true in the_cas . approach be that by trying

t Q- And, therefore, should not the !un ,, thanPbv trving to bring money |u remove whatever disabilities may exist r J g arg not necessary?
? circulation purely by the constructio P which can be taken to remove

^A-,Yes, undoubtedly. If there are any actions which can be done.
the things which deter private spending, I certainly aDrec
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Q. That is where the concentration of effort should be?—A. Yes. I think 
they are realizing that in the United States, quite apart from anything they 
may be doing. I think there is a realization of that to-day.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. You do not suggest that it is necessary that the government should 

be able to recover the money that they invest in capital works, providing 
those works are beneficial to the country? Private investment is not in that 
position; they must recover their money.—A. The government indirectly really 
does recover, because what benefits the country will benefit the government 
and the government revenue even although you can not see that this specific 
thing has done it. On the other hand, the national debt would rise, and 
history shows that the national debt steadily has risen since confederation. 
There may be slight recessions, but if you took a graph of the period since 
confederation, you would see that the national debt has steadily risen.

Mr. Deachman: I challenge that statement.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Quelch : I said there may be recession, but over the period since con

federation there has been an increase in the national debt.
Mr. Deachman: Take the position of England during the long period from 

1920 to 1938. In that period there has been no increase in the national debt.
Mr. Quelch: Since when?
Mr. Deachman: 1920 to 1938. There is a slight increase if you take into 

consideration local loans that were guaranteed ; but these loans are pretty well 
protected so far as England is concerned. There is a growth in their assets. 
If you take the deadweight debt without considering the assets, there is an 
increase.

Mr. Quelch: Take the gross national debt, there is an increase.
Mr. Jaques: There is a decrease in real wealth.
Mr. Deachman: In England?
Mr. Jaques : No, in Canada.
Mr. Quelch: There has been an increase in the national debt since 1920, 

if you take the gross national debt.
Mr. Deachman: I want to come to another item. Let us take, f°r 

instance, our tourist trade. The suggestion has been made that we should build 
roads to our parks and spend large sums on roads. How far can we go in the 
construction of roads for the use of tourists in three months of the year with the 
relatively small return on those roads in comparison to the volume of money 
expended?

Mr. Towers: I do not think I can express an opinion on that, Mr. Dead1' 
man.

Mr. Macdonald : They may be used more than three months.
Mr. Deachman : Let us take our tourist business. A large proportion 

that is in the sale of commodities to tourists, is it not?
Mr. Towers: I do not know how much.
Mr. Deachman : Twenty-five cents on the dollar? Since 1924 there |ia® 

been an increase in the importation of coffee. The importation of coffee ha 
doubled because the Americans are coming over here in large numbers an 
drinking this coffee, but there is a corresponding debit.

The Chairman : Also Charlie McCarthy, you remember.
Mr. Deachman: It may be due to Charlie, yes; but there is a correspond 

ing debit item for that, because we have had to purchase the coffee. Ther
IMr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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fore it is not all profit as far as the tourists are concerned. There is a limitation 
to the production which we can have from that industry.

Mr. Jaques: What is the real cost to the country, of building, we will say, 
these tourist roads? Is it not the cost of the materials which we have? We 
have the material, we have the knowledge, we have the ingenuity, we have the 
labour. How does it cost anything but the sweat?

Mr. Ross: We have to buy machines.
Mr. Deachman : As far as the government is concerned, and as far as 

the consumer in the dominion of Canada is concerned, it costs him the amount 
°f these materials that are put into the road, plus the cost of the wage bill and 
the corresponding amount put out for maintenance of the' road.

Mr. Jaques: We have the labour idle and we have the material lying idle.
Mr. Deachman: Wait until I get a reply from Mr. Towers to my question, 

before you put that one.
Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, I do not want to get into a tangle with Mr. 

•Deachman.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. There is another item here which consists of a question asked by Mr. 

Wdodsworth. The question is found at page 557 of the evidence and is as 
follows:—

Questions by Mr. Woodsworth on the effect of the government bor
rowing $50,000,000 from the Bank of Canada at l/20th per cent per annum 
to use for public works.

Page 559 in the second paragraph, appear these words:—
Active use of the increase in the volume of money would produce an 

internal situation which would force a decision between reversing the 
policy of internal expansion and depreciating the external value of the 
dollar.

Hon. Mr. Stevens : Whose words are these? 
y Mr. Deachman : I am quoting Mr. Towers’ answer to Mr. Woodsworth. 
t-°u say, “active use”. That is to say, if that money went into active circula- 

°n that would be the result?
Mr. Towers : Yes; if the people who had the increased deposits or the 

°ple who were the holders of deposits were spending them actively.

By Mr. Deachman:
wl Q- Well, suppose it was a condition such as we have at the present time, 
h er® business is relatively dull and that money was expended in public works, 
L building of buildings,‘would it be likely to produce that result?—A. That 
hav n0t been the experience of the last few years, no; the increased deposits 

e tended to be relatively idle.
as Well, then, if that money were borrowed and expended on public works, 

fi. WrinrioTTr^vf 1, suggested, your idea is that the money that was*!i' tVoodsworth has suggested, your idea is that the 
idlp ed in Public works would simply return to the banks and be so much 
tiou Capital?—A. That would probably be the tendency under existing condi- 

*t has been, anyway.

Sy Mr. Ross:
backH' n°t that the case in the United States to-day?—A. Yes, it is. Going 
fUrth t0 -tlle Previous question I should note that a large increase and fear of 
rGSüyr increases might unless the size of the increase, the further increase, 

?9S5i1u a fright movement from currency.
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By Mr. Donnelly:
Q. Does not that have a tendency to make cheaper money? When you 

have idle capital, won’t interest rates come down?—A. They have, yes.
Q. But would this bring them further down?—A. Possibly it would.
Mr. Deachman: Is there a limitation—
Mr. Cleaver : Mr. Deachman, would you permit a question?
Mr. Deachman : Wait until I get this one question asked.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Is not there a limitation to the ultimate result of the easy money 

policy? How far can you go in the easing of money rates? Suppose w,e 
doubled our total deposits today, how far would that go?—A. I could not 
possibly set a figure. There are two considerations there, I think, one is the 
difficulty of rates here going distinctly lower than in the United States. It 
might be impossible for that to take place; and the other is the question of 
desirability, the question of the extent of the sacrifice of the particular people 
affected.

Q. Mr. Towers, when you are speaking of easy money rates, are you not j
thinking rather of government money?—A. It affects other things as well, of 
course.

Q. Yes, but in loaning to a business enterprise there is something besides 
the pure interest rate; there is a certain element of risk, is there not?—A. Yes.

Q. Is that the main factor that causes the price of money to a business firm 
in Wingham, we will say, to be 5 or 6 per cent—probably 6 per cent would it 
not?—A. You are speaking now of bank loans?

Q. Yes.—A. It would probably be 5 per cent, I should say.
Q. Five per cent?—A. I was thinking, as a matter of fact, of long-term 

money ; that is money which industries may get through bond issues or in some j 
other form.

Q. Take your bank rate. That would be 5 per cent, and there is not 
much chance by further easy money policy to reduce it much below that, con
sidering the amount that has to be loaned and the cost of operating?—A. Prob- I 
ably not much. In fact, what has happened in the last few years has made that . 
rate on good risks come down from approximately 6 to say 5 per cent, or in 
some cases lower.

Q. I was going to suggest this: that if business conditions improved and a 
bank office in a country town could loan more money, might not that really j 
lower that rate?

Hon. Mr. Stevens: Likely to raise it.
Mr. Deachman: That is what I am coming to.
Mr. Towers: That is probably true. In other words, if a much larger 

proportion of bank assets were in loans they could afford, other things beinS 
equal, a lower rate.

By Hon. Mr. Stevens:
Q. Why is it that that never happens, Mr. Towers?—A. For that, I have not 

any answer.
Q. It never happens, as you know. As soon as you get activity, up g°cS 

your rates.
Mr. Deachman: That is precisely the point I was after.
Mr. Cleaver : Mr. Deachman, I wonder if I could squeeze in my ques-ti0'1 

now concerning public works?
Mr. Deachman: Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Cleaver:
Q. Coming back to the discussion we had a moment ago on public works, 

do you not agree that as to all necessary public works, works which will even
tually have to be built anyway in order to properly service the country, the 
government should enter the construction field and that these necessary public 
works could better be built during times of depression?—A. As you know, 
Mr. Cleaver, I have tried throughout to avoid expressing any opinion on a 
matter which is government policy. I think, in spite of the temptation to answer 
your question, I should stick to "that, if you will permit me.

Mr. Cleaver : All right, I shall not press you.
Mr. Jaques: May I ask Mr. Towers a question?
The Chairman : Mr. Deachman has the floor.
Mr. Deachman: Go ahead.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Would you admit that anything physically possible and desirable can 

be made financially possible?—A. Certainly.
Q. To-day it is the other way around ; that only what is financially desirable 

18 allowed to be physically possible.—A. No.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. In connection with the question of Mr. Jaques, wait until I get this 

cJear: Something which is physically possible is financially possible? Is that 
the contention?—A. Yes, physically possible and desirable.

Q. Yes, if you make it desirable it would have to be economically desirable.
Mr. Jaques: I added “desirable.” ,
Mr. Deachman : That is all right.
The Chairman: Before you proceed may I make this observation in 

response to Mr. Cleaver’s question? Generally in Europe to-day there is a 
School of thought, particularly in Finland, as to the desirability of carrying 
°ut public works in times of depression, but also of saving the capital for 
Purposes in times of prosperity.
rp Mr. Jaques: You bring about a depression by the savings, Mr. Chairman, 

be mere fact of saving brings about a depression.
The Chairman : No, no.

By Mr. Deachman:
j. Q. Did savings increase from 1921 on to 1928?—A. I certainly think they 
Qlcl, yes.

Mr. Quelch: What about an expansion of credit?
Mr. Towers: The expansion of credit does not create savings.
The Chairman : The idea is to eliminate waste.
Mr. Towers: Savings are real things and are not money, 

y Mr. Quelch : The issue of credit makes it possible to create real things.
°u cannot start a project unless you have something with which to start it. 

p -Mr. Towers: You can borrow from the people’s savings. The credit 
* °f it is a very minor factor.
Mr. Quelch: That can be accomplished by an expansion of credit, 

sio 'Vlr' Towers: But the savings are represented by real things. Any expan- 
n of credit to finance an increased volume of business is a side issue.
*9551_2J
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By Mr. Deachman:
Q. In answer to a question which I asked a few days ago in connection 

with reducing rates of taxation rather than increasing expenditures, at page 559 
you make this statement:—

In so far as taxes are paid with money which would otherwise 
remain idle, I do not suppose that there would be any increase in private 
spending if the rates were lowered. Only to the extent that existing 
taxes are actually impeding private spending would one expect to obtain 
a stimulus to increased private activity.

What I want to get at is this: Our urban population in the Dominion of Canada 
is 5,572,000, not all on farms but really relying upon the farms.

The Chairman : Urban or rural?
Mr. Deachman: Rural population. The rural population is 4,800,000. 

Thanks, Mr. Chairman-
Mr. Ross (St. Paul’s) : What is the urban?
Mr. Deachman : 5,572,000. That is from the 1931 census. It would be 

higher than that now, but it is all right for the question I am asking.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Among your rural population you admit, I think,—everyone does—that 

there has been a very strenuous time since 1930.—A. Yes.
Q- That the farmers have not been able to keep up their maintenance as 

they did prior to that time, and therefore to an extent that there was any relief 
from the tax burden so far as the farmer is concerned, would it not find its way 
into expenditures rather than into savings?—A. Probably.

Q. In connection with personal income tax, there are 39,000 people in 
Canada who had taxable incomes in excess of $4,000. We have about 8,000,000 
people in Canada who are twenty-one years of age or over and who might pay 
income tax if they had the income. In that case, do you think that where the 
income is less than $4,000 it would go to add to savings or would it increase ex
penditures?—A. That is a very difficult question to answer.

Q. Well, if we took the case of a man with a family whose income was less 
than $2,000, there would not be much increase in savings?—A. No.

Q. And taking into consideration the standard of life in cities, if a relief of 
taxation fell upon those with incomes under $4,000 there would be a tendency) 
would there not, to express it in a higher standard of living rather than in 
savings?—A. Yes.

Q. I think so.—A. I think that is particularly true in the $2,000 and under 
class. Between $2,000 and $4,000 there might be a tendency to put a little more
aside.

Q. That is absolutely true in so far as the farmer is concerned. Then I quote 
again :— . ,

Very seldom is it true that depression is spread evenly over the fis,ca 
area affected by any given tax.

That was the suggestion I made. A reduction in sales tax was what I had lD 
mind.

Therefore the benefit, if any, from the tax reduction tends to o® 
diffused and to a considerable extent go to sections which relative™ 
speaking are not in need.

In the construction of public works, the benefit is usually spread in the cit',eS’ 
is it not?—A- I have no way of answering that, Mr. Deachman.

Q. In general our great public works, if they are large public works, al 
made in the city—

[Mr. Graham Ford Towered
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Mr. Macdonald : (Brantford City) Directly.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Yes, directly. And it is natural that they should be because most unem

ployment exists in the cities.—A. It is concentrated in the cities.
Mr. Cleaver: Are you not referring to direct labour? There are indirect 

benefits to quarries and sandpits.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. We can come afterwards to the indirect, which would consist of the 

production of commodities which might be used, but which could be produced in 
the cities. So what is happening in connection with public expenditure is that 
the benefit is not diffused throughout the country—and we .have been discussing 
the situation as far as the farmer is concerned—and therefore those in greatest 
freed are not getting the benefit from a policy of public works. —A. Is that neces
sarily so, Mr. Deachman?

Q. I would think so. Going back to my figures in regard to rural popu
lation, it is pretty hard to measure the benefit of a new post- office in Toronto 
°r the new station of the C.N.R. in Montreal for the farm population of the 
dominion.—A. Perhaps that is true of certain specific public works. But 
there may be, I suppose, others such as roads, forestry projects or things of 
that kind which are more widely spread.

Q. Again it would be hard to trace the benefit back to the agricultural 
Population which has suffered the most, would it not?

Mr. Cleaver: Would not the labourer spend at least a third of his wages 
ln food? And would that not benefit the farmer, Mr. Deachman?
T Mr. Deachman: You are going pretty far on that, Mr. Cleaver; because 
. doubt very much whether, in the expenditure for food, you would get a great 
^crease in consumption of Canadian products, because the average worker 
frow gets his food anyway, and these are the standard farm products of the 

Olfrinion of Canada.
i Mr. Cleaver: Does the man on relief get the same quantity of food as 
e Would supply to his family if he was working?

Mr. Deachman : Not quite the same quantity, and not quite the same 
pfrality.

Mr. Cleaver: Not by any means.
i Mr. Deachman : Your prices for your products are determined very much 
¥ the export market, and there is very small opportunity to infuse it there.

Mr. Taylor: Is it not a fact that the farmer to-day sends his cream out 
nd lives on the skim milk?

Mr. Jaques: Yes, he does.
Mr. Deachman: That is only a question of his relative poverty ; and is 

ardent support for my contention that it is the farmer who has suffered, 
d for relieving the taxes which fall upon this class of people.

The Chairman : Mr. Ross has a question, 
cn + ^r' R°ss (St. Paul’s) : I was just going to say that a good deal of the 

f°°d which the urban purchaser gets is a question of services ; and
y the farmer does not get the full benefit of the increase, 

afp Deachman : Any increase of expenditure on public works could not 
is fhe farmer to any very great extent. What I am trying to point out 
froi a certain reduction in taxes could be made to fall upon that class which 
jj, has an income which is so low that the saving could not express itself in 

reased bank deposits, but would lead to increased purchase of goods. I
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want to come to the other question: Should Canada use the available surplus 
in the balance of payments to increase imports rather than repatriate debt? 
There is a point in your reply there, Mr. Towers, on wdiich I should like further 
information. You say: “In other words, on the whole, Canadian consumers 
were importing a somewhat larger amount of consumable goods during 1937-38 
than in 1926-29.” That is to be found on page 561.

Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. Deachman : While it would be difficult to trace and prove it, I am 

inclined to think that statement is quite correct. But I come back again to my 
farm population. My contention is that they were able to continue their 
purchasing power by neglecting maintenance and depreciation ; and that, there
fore, if we could do something so that they could have purchasing power, it 
would enable them to maintain their buildings in normal condition. It would 
be very important. I quoted the other day in the house a statement by Hon. 
D. G. McKenzie, who was former Minister of Agriculture in the province of 
Manitoba and later Minister of Mines and Resources, who said that because 
of lack of purchasing powrer, the farmers of Canada were unable to buy their 
normal machinery requirements to the extent of $200,000,000 during the 
depression. What I am trying to reach is this: Would it not be possible for 
us, instead of repatriating our bonds which have been sold abroad, to be able 
to bring back the goods which the farmers need and the people of this country 
need in restoring the productive machine to its normal standard of efficiency?

Mr. Towers: I should certainly prefer to see a greater level of internal 
activity and less repatriation.

Mr. Deachman : How can we bring that about?
Mr. Towers: There you come right to the question of internal prosperity- 

Repatriation is, to quite an extent, the product of a low internal level of 
activity. It does not cause the low level; but that level being low, it then 
becomes the case that there are surplus foreign funds available; and lacking 
anything better to do, they turn to the repatriation of debt.

Mr. Jaques: Why could we not do both?

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Is it not also due to two things, the disequilibrium of the price level 

and the maldistribution of wealth?—A. Those things enter into that first 
question of yours, do they not, which we were to try to answer?

Q. Yes, that is true. There is another point here that I have marked :— 
This factor and also the fact that the future markets for our agricul

tural products, which have declined in importance, remain uncertain 
because of the existing world trend towards nationalism and self- 
sufficiency, are two arguments which favour caution when considering the 
question whether Canada should live on a scale which would absorb 
all our present export income.

Would you not think that if our machine, our industrial equipment and oitf 
agricultural equipment is depreciating, it would be highly advisable to have 1 
restored, as a means of increasing the efficiency of operation, reducing n'e 
cost and increasing production?—A. It is highly desirable.

Mr. Cleaver : How would you propose to step up the purchasing power 
the farmer?

Mr. Deachman: I dealt with that in the previous question, and I 
unable to convince the government that I am right. When I fail to do tha ’ 

I am a little afraid that if I ask any further questions, Mr. Towers would b 
be willing to go any further.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Cleaver: Other than the reduction of taxation, have you any other 
suggestions?

Mr. Deachman: The process which we have been carrying out of trying 
to break down the barriers of world markets to further export is one thing. 
But as long as the present condition exists—I, of course, protest against the 
existence of a sales tax at the height it is to-day.

Mr. Quelch: The sales tax would benefit all classes of society. If you are 
just trying to benefit the agriculturist, realizing that they are the ones who 
are penalized most, would it not be a more direct way of doing it to bonus the 
agriculturist, to benefit that one class?

Mr. Deachman: I am quite willing to come to thé question of bonuses, 
but you can reduce that to an absurdity very quickly, I think. We try our 
best to do it. We start with bonuses to the manufacturer. We go on from 
that to bonuses to the farmer.

Mr. Quelch: To bring about parity.
Mr. Deachman: Yes, to bring about parity ; and when you have brought 

parity among them all, you have reduced the whole thing to an absurdity. 
A further thing is—

Mr. Quelch: Before you leave that, would you not think it would be of 
material assistance to the farmer if means were devised for marketing his 
Products so that he would receive a greater share of the ultimate selling price?

Mr. Deachman: I have no doubt about this, that so far as the farmer 
's concerned, if he is on an economic basis which permits him to see above the 
level of his own breakfast table, he will eventually, by co-operative means 
and otherwise, take care of his marketing; and all the government needs to do 
as far as that is concerned is to keep from getting in his road But I do not 
think that the government, need to go into the business nor should it do as 
a government enterprise what is in reality the farmers own business.

Mr. Cleaver: Should not the government make facilities available to the 
farmer?

Mr. Deachman: Quite.
Mr. Cleaver: To permit marketing of farm products?
Mr. Deachman: Quite. I am quite willing for that.
Mr. Tucker: Might I ask if you have given consideration to this, Mr 

deachman? It arises out of what you have just said. You mentioned the fact 
that governments to encourage manufacturers may do so by giving them a 
deviated income tax. But that would not work in the- case ot the farmer 
because the farmer does not get a big enough income to pay an income tax. 
} Wonder if you have given any thought to the question of compensating the 
famier for the extra price he has to pay for his farm implements on account 
f the tariff, in view of the fact that it seems impossible to get the tariff off 
arm implements?

,, Mr. Deachman: One of the difficulties which you face there is the fact 
that in the United States they have been trying to make progrès» by deliberately 
^lfdng prices, and the price of agricultural implements now in the l nited 
®tates has gone up, and the removal of the tariff on that particular item is not 
y any means as important as it formerly was.

n . Mr. Tucker: No. I understand on many implements the difference in 
between comparable points, take Dakota and Manitoba ^just he 

^°unt of the tariff. Now, it seems to me important m view of the position 
- f.fhe rest of Canada, it seems to me advisable to suggest if we are going to 
helP the manufacturers in addition to the help they have already received to
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improve their equipment then similar consideration should be given to helping 
the farmer to improve his equipment by paying him the difference in the price 
he has to pay owing to the tariff policy of this country whenever he buys farm 
implements and various forms of farm equipment. I just wondered if you had 
any explanation of that.

Mr. Deachman: We have to consider certain things as they exist, and you 
and I both agree that they are wrong from our point of view—the whole tariff 
business; but if we are going to have tariffs I can hardly reach the point of 
saying that we should have absolutely free trade in connection with one in
dustry and leave other tariffs at rates which are preposterously high in these 
other industries. Agricultural implements are not by any means all that the 
farmer buys, remember that.

Mr. Tucker: I know-, it is only a small percentage of what he buys.
Mr..Deachman: You are asked to provide for the farmer by other means 

that I think would be even more efficient than lowering the tax upon his 
agricultural implements.

Mr. Tucker: What suggestion would you make? I understood you to 
make the suggestion that the sales tax be taken off things for him. He has to 
buy many things and there is a sales tax on them all. The Minister of 
Finance says there is no sales tax on implements.

Mr. Deachman: That arises from the misconception that the farmer buys 
nothing else but agricultural implements. If you said that he bought nothing 
it might be pretty close to the truth; but at the same time any of the things 
that he buys are the things that he must pay sales tax on. The sales tax is 
one factor, it is one factor, then there is this other factor—

Mr. MacDonald: There is no sales tax on farm implements.
Mr. Deachman: But he has to buy clothing, boots, shoes, and all that 

sort of thing; no, not on farm implements, but on all the rest of the things he 
has to buy. There is a sales tax on everything else he buys, and that includes 
clothing, boots and shoes and a lot of other equipment; but the removal of the 
sales tax would be an effective means. But, I come back to this original 
point—

The Chairman: Order.
Mr. Macdonald: Guaranteeing him a price for his wheat would be of some 

assistance.
M. Quelch: Surely.
Mr. Taylor: Arising out of these observations, Mr. Deachman; do y°u 

consider that it is consistently possible for the primary producer to receive 
satisfactory prices for his products in a competitive economy; isn’t he the one 
who ultimaetly suffers?

Mr. Deachman: I am just going to answer this one question and then I am 
going to get back to the original subject. So long as we continue to increase the 
rigidity of our economic structure—and we are continuing to do it and passing 
more legislation day by day for intensifying the rigidity that exists there and 
creating new ones—and so long as that condition continues unquestionably the 
basic producer must suffer; and I suppose he will continue to suffer until sued 
time as he realizes that his will must be expressed instead of the will of those 
who ask for these rigidities.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. I am coming back to Mr. Towers’ answer to my second question—that 

is on page 561.—A. Yes.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.)
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Q. “If it were considered that the low level of foreign demands for many 
of our exports were permanent, then there would be a case for revamping the 
Canadian economy to enable us to provide more of the things we need at home. 
The heavy cost of such a program makes it impractical for dealing with a 
temporary situation”; that is, we could not attempt to do this, to revamp our 
economic structure, if we thought that there was a future market for Canadian 
products and a future development for Canadian agriculture ; that is right even 
there?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, “ In general, any action which would profitably increase our 
export income or reduce our payments abroad would be a strengthening influence. 
In this connection it is worth noting that a reduction in' foreign debt results in 
a corresponding decrease in our obligations payable to other countries the 
only thing I want to point out there; Mr. Towers, is that it does seem to me 
that so far as this balance that we have now, a balance of payments in our 
favour—if it were possible to do it by any means, might very well be devoted 
to the idea of maintaining Canadian economy in a healthy condition—I refer to 
the maintenance and upkeep of our equipment rather than to buying back 
these foreign securities ; have you any comment to make on that?—A. Only what 
I said before, that I would be glad to see a higher lever of internal activity and 
a lower amount available for debt repatriation.

Q. Quite. I come to the next question which arises out of the situation 
in England, and it may have been dealt with before, I am not sure. You have 
the stabilization fund in connection with the Bank of Canada?—A. There is 
a thing called an exchange fund which was set up by legislation in 1935.

Q. But it has not been used?—A. There is a section in the Act which I 
think was one of the ones which was filed here in another section of this report.

Q. Yes?—A. It gives the Minister of Finance permission to use the exchange 
fund for the purchase and sale of gold, foreign exchange, and so forth. That is 
Action 6 of the Act, and sub-section 3 of that section says_, “This section shall 
?°t come into force until a date to be fixed by proclamation of the Governor 
ju Council published in the Canada Gazette.” I am not aware that there has 
been any such Order in Council.

Q. Would it be of any material value at the present time?—A. Not that 
f can see, no.

Q. Conditions might arise in which it would be of use?—A, Yes, I think 
"hey might ; and I think that was in the thought of the government when they 
hr$t set it up.

Q. There is a very large stabilization fund in England?—A. Yes.
Q. Is the use of a stabilization fund inflationary in the long term or in the 

short term?—A. Not in the way they have operated it in England, no.
O, Q. It could be, but it would not likely be; is that the answer?—A. No. 
smarting as thev did in England and borrowing the money for the purpose of the 
°pcration of the fund there was nothing inflationary in the system from the 
fat?. If it had been started by an authority to the central bank to purchase 
0rcign exchange that, of course, would have had a monetary effect. 
r Q. Quite. " As it stands to-day it has not been an inflationary influence in 
^ngland?—A. No, it has not.Q. Has there been anv inflation in England?—A. Since when? 
n Q. Since England went off the gold standard?—A. No, I would hardly say 

af there has.

By Mr. Taylor:
. Q. Wasn’t the period about 1922—1 am not sure that I am correct about

dates, but it was around 1922—was not that when the U.S. government 
7ew the attention of the British government to the fact that their Bradburies 

ere exceeding the normal figures—£327,000,000. I am speaking only from
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memory. Was not that a declared condition of inflation, and did not the British 
government thereafter steadily reduce the amount of those notes in issue?— 
A. I do not know that they did. I do not recall a reduction. Because of 
business conditions there may have been some reduction in the outstanding 
note issue.

Q. I thought it was definitely as a result of the representations made by 
the Federal Reserve Bank and the monetary authorities in the U. S.?—A. I 
do not think they ever made any representations.

Mr. Taylor: Of course, it is a long time ago.
Mr. Deachman : It does not work out in fact, because the circulation of 

currency notes in England stood at £283,000,000 in March of 1923, and they 
stood at £292,000,000 in 1928 when they disappeared into the Bank of England; 
and in all that time the highest point they ever reached was £297,000,000, 
in 1925. It was a very small change.

Mr. Taylor: I think it was prior to 1922.
Mr. Deachman: The figures only go back to 1923—all I have here.
Mr. Jaques: Did not England go back to the gold standard in 1921?
Mr. Towers : 1925, was it not?
Mr. Deachman : The two circulations were combined in 1928.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. The other question I wanted to ask was: in regard to note circulation 

of the Bank of England has there been a material increase?—A. I think I have 
the figures here. Yes, there is. Say, from 378 million pounds in 1934 to about 
485 million pounds now.

Q. That would be due to the normal increase in business?—A. Over and 
above that there is considerable hoarding of English notes on the continent.

Q. So that England's increased expenditures up to last year have been 
largely a question of borrowing in the ordinary way, have they not?—A. No, 
not even that—expenditures have been made from revenue, because until the 
rearmament program the British debt has not been going up.

Q. That is really what I wanted to say. I was looking up their debt. 
Between 1920 and 1938—if you will leave out the American debt—I am leaving 
it in suspense for the moment—the debt of England was six billion, seventy 
hundred and eighty million pounds in 1920 and six billion, four hundred and 
forty-five million pounds in 1938.

Mr. Jaques: How much had they paid in between?
Mr. Deachman : The reduction in that period would be roughly £335 million. 

I do not know whether or not the American obligation should be counted. B 
that is counted in, the change will be almost the same, because it would be 
taken off in both cases. There is, however, this other factor that certain 
loans have been guaranteed—that is loans for local governments and items oj 
that kind, and probably some foreign loans are involved in this, which amount 
now to roughly between seven and eight hundred million pounds. So that 
we take that into consideration, these guaranteed loans, and call them an actua* 
liability of the British government instead of a contingent liability, there 1S 
an increase—

Mr. Tucker: Where do you get those figures from?
Mr. Deachman : I will loan it to you. This is the “National Debt” 

England. If you want to borrow it you can have it. I took it from somebody 
else in the first place and you can take it from me. It is a statistical abstract' 
1920-36, and is printed by His Majesty’s stationery office in London.

Mr. Cleaver: I wonder if I could complete one or two questions?
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.l
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The Chairman: Mr. Deachman has not finished yet.
Mr. Cleaver: My questions arise out of governmental construction work.
Mr. Deachman : I think I have finished. I thank you very much, Mr. 

Towers.
Mr. Cleaver : Before you leave, Mr. Deachman, I wanted to direct a 

question. I have before me now the report which appeared in the Montreal 
Daily Star of May 24th, dealing with a recent survey made of one hundred 
families in the city of Toronto. That survey discloses the fact that children in 
those Toronto families—I refer to children on relief—were found to be getting 
one-half of the proper amount of bare necessaries, which means a proper diet. 
Lack of adequate supply of milk was one of the principal reasons for this defi
ciency. The children should have be,en drinking a pint and a half of milk a 
day and actually were securing only one-third of a pint. Now, if government 
works put wages into the hands of the city workers it might have had a direct 
benefit to those families in supplying the increased quantity of milk and other 
things.

Mr. Deachman : Well, if the money wage went directly into the hands of 
the people whose children needed that milk; but I think the money wage paid 
out might go to some of the very high class labourers who are probably charging 
a very high rate and do not need it, and the scarcity of milk—I would point 
out another thing, and this is in answer to this talk of scarcity in the midst of 
abundance, and it deals with the matter—the British Medical Association in 
ln a recent report makes this statement :—

To reach an all-round standard of good nutrition our consumption 
of milk would need to rise bv 80 per cent, of butter by 40 per cent, of 
eggs by 55 per cent, of fruits by 120 per cent, and of vegetables by 
85 per cent. f

As the standard of living in the United Kingdom is very much higher than 
the standard of living on the continent of Europe, mainly, as far as the leading 
countries are concerned, then I venture to suggest that in order to bring the 
continent of Europe up to a proper standard of health, from a nutritional stand
point, it would be necessary to double the consumption of foods on the continent 
°f Europe.

The Chairman: Some foods.
Mr. Deachman: Well, I am speaking now of the continent of Europe 

because their demand would be much higher. These figures deal with England. 
This is from the report of the British Medical Association as published in the 
Lconomist of May 6, 1939.

The Chairman: T think I know the report. Now, what does the report 
^ay in reference to energerizing foods, for instance wheat?

Mr. Deachman : It emphasizes that these are the protective foods which 
are needed particularly in England, and if you would concentrate on England 
as far as these foods are concerned—for instance, eggs, butter, cream, milk 
specially, and so on—they would very probably be largely produced in England 
atl(f the increased time and attention of the labour to the production of these 
°°ds might for that reason leave them open to buy the Canadian foods which 

We would like to supply.
The Chairman : But the report goes on to say—this is a digest of it.
Mr. Deachman: That is what I am coming to.
The Chairman: So far as the wheat, for instance, is concerned, they have 

. sufficiency for nutritional purposes.
Mr. Deachman: Yes, it could be grown there, but if you turn your atten

du to the production of those other foods, it would mean that they would
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probably drop off in the production of wheat, which is not economically profit
able in England, providing you get the other step which is the most difficult of 
all, the keeping of men from cutting each other’s throats.

The Chairman : The farmers say they have to grow wheat in order to 
have rotation of crops.

Mr. Ross: I have one question.
The Chairman: It is 1 o’clock, but Mr. Ross says he has a question to ask.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Can you control the interest rate level in this country? Would you be 

able to control the interest rate?—A. It would be foolish to say there is an 
absolute and definite control.

Q. I mean to say, you could control it for the good of the country. That is 
what I mean.—A. One could have a strong influence on it.

Mr. Cleaver: A very strong indirect control.
Mr. Towers: Yes.

The committee adjourned at 1 p.m. to meet again to-morrow, May 26, at 
11.15 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Friday, May 26, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Backing and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members -present: Messrs. Baker, Clark (York-Sunbury), Dcachman, 
Dubuc, Fontaine, Hill, Jaques, Kinley, Macdonald (Brantford City), Moore, 
Quelch. Ross {St. Paul’s), Tucker, Taylor (Nanaimo).

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

The Committee continued its consideration of the annual Report of the 
Bank of Canada, Mr. Towers being further examined.

At 1 o’clock the Committee adjourned until 4 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING

The Committee resumed at 4 o’clock.
Members present: Messrs. Cahan, Deachman. Donnelly, Dubuc, Hushion, 

Ilsley, Jaques, Kinley, Landeryou, Macdonald (Brantford City), McGeer, 
Martin, Moore, Quelch, Taylor (Nanaimo), Tucker.

Examination of Mr. Towers was continued.
During the course of his examination Mr. Towers filed answers to questions 

by Mr. Cleaver and Mr. Deachman, and a letter written by Mr. Henry Mor- 
Eenthau, Jr., Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, to Senator Robert 
F- Wagner.

Ordered, that these answers and Mr. Morgenthau’s letter be incorporated 
111 the evidence.

At six o’clock the Committee 
at eleven o’clock.

adjourned until Monday morning, May 29,
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Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons,
Room 277, May 26th, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.15 a.m. 
The Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

In attendance: Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor of the Bank of 
Canada.

The Chairman: Order, gentlemen. Is it the pleasure of the committee 
that Mr. Ross (St. Paul’s) have the floor this morning and then be followed by 
Mr. Macdonald?

All right, Mr. Ross.
Mr. Ross: Mr. Chairman and Mr. Towers, I have been listening to some of 

the views expressed by the various members and I think that instead of ques
tioning Mr. Towers, I should like to read what I have here and have you com
blent after I have read it as to whether I am right or wrong in what I am saying. 
I could easily do it by way of questioning, but I think it would be easier and 
Quicker for me to say what I have to say and then you can comment.

The Chairman: Suppose for the purpose of the record that we assume 
that silence does not necessarily mean consent.

Mr. Towers: I think that might be helpful.
The Chairman: Does not necessarily give consent.
Mr. Ross: That is all right.
The Chairman: That is just for the purpose of the record.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. There have been some views explored, during the discussions of the com

mittee, and I think the following is a fair summary of them. I would ask 
Mr. Towers if he thinks I am right when I have finished. I should like to state 
these views first. It has been stated that the country continues to suffer from 
he depression because the government endeavours to finance its recovery efforts 

hy collecting taxes or borrowing people’s savings. Is that right ?—A. Because the 
c°Untry continues—
,, Q. The view has been expressed that- the country continues to suffer from 
he depression because the government endeavours to finance its recovery by 

c°llecting taxes and borrowing people’s savings.—A. I would find it very hard, 
s° far as I now recall, to say that that was a definite expression of opinion.

Q. I do not mean it is an expression of opinion by every one of the members.
No, I know, but even if one takes individual cases I find on going over the 

rec°rd that although various things, including the one that you mentioned, are 
Rested as possibilities, I find it very difficult to say that such and such a 
Pcrs°n has specifically expressed that view.

The Chairman: Let the record speak for itself.
Mr. Ross: I think so. It has been said further that it would achieve more 

T^ess if it were to adopt a managed currency and finance its program by 
means of “ controlled inflation.” I gather these only from reading the evidence.

18 also said that many nations the world over have found a new lease of
781
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national strength and new recovery of internal prosperity in the management 
of their own currency. It has been said that Britain provides an example of 
this. There government has taken the control of currency and credit away 
from irresponsible bankers and placed it where it properly belongs, under 
responsible government. The government, in the last analysis, rules the Bank 
of England and the result has been great economic improvement in Great 
Britain ; she has “ spent her way to prosperity.” In other words, I think that 
has been stated too.

Mr. Jaques: We won’t state that.
Mr. Towers : I think that in reference to Great Britain it has been 

brought out that her expenditures, at least until rearmament came along, have 
been financed almost entirely from taxation, so that the example of Great 
Britain has apparently been one along—

Mr. Ross: No matter whether it has been done out of capital or out of 
taxation, I think it has been said that the example of Great Britain is one that 
shows she has spent 'her way to prosperity.

Mr. Towers: I do not recall that, but perhaps you are right.
Mr. Jaques: We won’t admit the prosperity.
Mr. Ross: I am not saying that you do. It has been said that Canada too 

must adopt a policy of controlled inflation directed by the government. The 
Bank of Canada Act, 1934, provided a basis for such a move. (1) The Bank of 
Canada can issue legal tender on a 25 per cent gold basis, although the require
ments of gold backing may be suspended in an emergency. (2) The Bank of 
Canada has the exclusive right to issue legal tender currency. (3) The char
tered banks must maintain a reserve against deposits of only 5 per cent in 
Bank of Canada notes or deposits. As a result of these measures, there is 
a tremendous volume of unused credit available in Canada, estimated at 
$13,200,000,000. Is that correct?

Mr. Towers: I think these were the figures which were referred to before.
Mr. Ross: This volume of credit arises first from the fact that while the 

Bank of Canada has power to issue four times its gold reserve in notes, it has 
actually almost a 50 per cent gold reserve against its note issue; and secondly, 
from the fact that whereas the banks may issue twenty times their holdings of 
these notes in credit money, they have only issued about ten times their reserves. 
The amount of gold reserves above the legal limit would permit a credit expan
sion of about $7,800 millions. That is right, roughly right?

Mr. Towers: I do not remember the figures, but I know—
Mr. Ross: The amount of Bank of Canada notes and deposits held by the 

chartered banks would permit a further increase in deposit liabilities of 
$2,900,000,000.

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, I should like to question that statement about 
the 13 billions. How is that possible?

Mr. Ross: I am just reading it.
Mr. Towers: I think what I would put in there, if I may, is that, as 1 

think we all recognize, those are theoretical figures. Their only purpose is 
indicate that the legal possibilities of expansion are very great indeed.

Mr. Ross: I am not advocating this.
Mr. Towers: I realize that.
Mr. Ross: I am simply stating that it has been stated, as far as I ea*j 

gather by some members of the committee. I wish to criticize it afterwards an 
I shall show you how it is made up if you wait a minute.

Mr. Taylor: I know, but I am questioning the whole thing.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The Chairman : So was Mr. Ross. Mr. Ross was Questioning the whole 
thing.

Mr. Ross: I will question it myself. The amount of savings which it is 
claimed are all available for the purchase of government securities is 
$2,500,000,000, so that makes a total credit available of $13,200,000,000. It has 
further been said that in Canada the control of this potential currency has been 
handed over to the Bank of Canada and the privately owned chartered banks; 
that the issue is no longer inflation, for we in Canada adopted inflation in 1934’. 
The real issue is: shall our inflated currency and credit be controlled to serve 
Canada, or shall it remain a concession to Canadian bankers?

It has been mentioned as particularly deplorable that the banks can expand 
$1 Bank of Canada bills into $20 of bank credit money, and exchange that type 
of money for interest bearing government bonds—that the chartered banks can 
exchange mere bookkeeping entries for government bills bearing interest and 
government bonds. It is, therefore, found not surprising by some that banks 
hold $1,162,000,000 of government securities and that these holdings—That is 
right, is it not?

Mr. Towers: Roughly, yes.
Mr. Ross: These figures are rough?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Ross:—and that these holdings have increased by $478,000,000 since 

1934, when this concession was granted. Parliament has authorized the 
chartered banks to create their own buying power with a bookkeeping system 
which they use to buy government bonds.

The main thread of this argument is that Canada needs inflation, that it is 
possible, due to the great volume of unused credit available and that it should 
be under the control of the government. This is not recommended by all 
members, but by some. Inflation has, of course, several meanings. To many 
people it means pouring out large quantities of new. money into the economic 
system, with the intention that commodity prices will rise, and with the hope 
that they will not go too high.

But if one thinks of it merely as a matter of raising the prices of com
modities, lowering interest rates on money and increasing loans to business, 
there are many ways in which these aims can be achieved without resorting to 
the printing press. To make money freer it is not necessary that its quan
tity be greatly increased. Is that not so?

Mr. Towers: That is so, on the basis that more active use of the money 
in existence makes it possible to finance a greatly increased production, as

have seen on various occasions in the past.
Mr. Ross: That is so. It has been said that the efforts of the Bank of 

Canada, the government and the chartered banks in recent years have all been 
m increase business activity by lower interest rates, to make borrowing more 
Profitable and to make the hoarding of savings less attractive.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Ross: It has been advocated, or rather contemplated, that we do 

something more drastic than this, although to my mind it is not quite clear how 
“ms inflation is to be achieved. There is no indication of definite adherence to 
''be printing press policy, but neither is it clearly supported that the issue of 
government bonds or progressive income taxation will achieve this result.

Both these latter are important instruments of government policy ; an 
!ssue of new bonds to finance construction works or high rates of taxation, on 
arge incomes, may support an inflation since either will tend to put idle 

îPoney in the hands of those who may be expected to spend it. That is right, 
is it?
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Mr. Towers: I do not think that what you outline there is necessarily 
of an inflationary character.

Mr. Ross: I wish to support—
Mr. Towers: I do not think an issue of bonds unaccompanied by bank 

expansion—in other words, a case where the bonds are bought by the people— 
nor high rates of taxation on large incomes are inflationary.

Mr. Ross: There are limits to this sort of thing. Either policy, if car
ried too far, will eat into the country’s capital and mortgage the future, 
either by high taxation or a reduction in capital resources. Is that not so?

Mr. Towers: I find it rather difficult to follow that. If the character of 
taxation is such that the economy is dislocated for one reason or another, then 
it is true that you risk a falling off in production. I think that statement 
could be applied to taxation of any character.

Mr. Ross: Then we all know7 the disadvantages of excessive inflation, 
regardless of type, are of course obvious. It is difficulut to stop, its temporary 
benefits are irregular and its ultimate ill-effects inevitable. Is that not so?

Mr. Towers: You are speaking now of inflation?
Mr. Ross: Yes.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Ross: Some who have spoken in committee appear to be satisfied 

that inflation is sufficiently justified if it is legally possible. Most of the figures 
of the amount of “ unused credit available ” may be correct in the sense that 
the Bank of Canada and the chartered banks have larger reserves than the 
law- requires; although one may question the assertion that all savings accounts 
are available for purchasing government bonds. That is so?

Mr. Towers: They are theoretically available, of course.
Mr. Ross: Not practical?
Mr. Towers: It is unwise to expect that the great majority of the holders 

would want to make any such purchases.
Mr. Ross: Gold reserves are very high now, are they?
Mr. Towers: Bank of Canada gold reserves?
Mr. Ross: Yes.
Mr. Tower: : I would regard them as being at a reasonable figure.
Mr. Ross: Far above the 25 per cent minimum requirement?
Mr. Towers: Yes. I think, of course, as has been pointed out, that 25 per 

cent minimum was never to be necessarily the amount which wmuld be held.
Mr. Ross: While the banks usually keep about a 10 per cent reserve against 

deposits instead of the 5 per cent required by law. Is that so?
Mr. Towers: That has been their practice for many years before the la^ 

ever came into effect.
Mr. Ross: But to say that the law permits increased credit is not to prove 

that it is desirable or even, at present, easy or possible.
Mr. Towers: There are two questions there, one would be the possibility 

or desirability of expansion in a way w7hich brought the reserves down to 5 per 
cent. I certainly do not think that would be desirable nor do I think the 
chartered banks would regard it as desirable. The 5 per cent minimum reserve 
is just what the name implies, a minimum.

Mr. Ross: A very large increase in credit w7ould constitute dangerou5 
inflation whether permitted by existing law7 or not.

Mr. Towers: Yes.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Ross: Nor does the enactment of a 5 per cent minimum reserve against 
bank deposits reduce the risks the banks would run were they to reduce”their 
cash reserves below the 9 per cent or 10 per cent which experience has taught 
is necessary to maintain solvency. Is not that right?

Mr. Towers: I think that is a desirable figure for reserves.
Mr. Ross: That is, from experience there is a danger there?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Ross: We can say no more than this, that experience is the teacher 

there.
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Ross: Again, some seem to feel that the failure of credit to expand up 

to the legal possibilities is due to the failure of the government to control the 
banking system. Is that not so?

The Chairman: I would let the record speak for itself.
Mr. Ross: Yes; all right.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. In that regard I should like to ask if money is available to small 

borrowers under our present system in the same way as it is in England, for 
instance, with respect to the Westminster Bank which does a very large business 
in loans to small people, as I understand it?—A. I should think that it is in 
Canada, yes.

Q. You think it is?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you not think it might be a good idea if the banks of this country 

Were to form some kind of a central bank for the purpose of going into that 
small loans business on a reasonable basis? On account of the cost of doing 
business being so high, if they were to pool their resources, might not some
thing like that be accomplished with great benefit?—A. 1 am inclined to think 
that the organizations are large enough now to be able to do that, each one on 
their own hook. One of them, as you know, has gone in rather extensively for 
specialized activity along these lines.

Q. One hears complaints from time to time that money is not available to 
small borrowers?—A. I know that. I think it is most desirable that wherever 
Possible such complaints should be investigated. I think it is most desirable 
mr the banks themselves to have prominently in mind the need for as wide
spread a loaning business and as generous a granting of credit as it is possible 
'°r them to undertake within the limits of safety. I think that should be their 
c°nstant preoccupation. If it is the case, due to fears on the part of individual 
managers, that some people have been unable to get loans, shall we say, small 
mans to which a reasonable appraisal of their situation would indicate that 
they were entitled, if there have been such cases it is regrettable and the banks 
s'l0uld constantly endeavour to cut those down to a minimum.

Q. I appreciate that, but the point I am getting at is this: Is not the 
?mall loaning business of an entirely different character from a large loaning 
. Usiness, just as mortgage loaning is an entirely different business from bank- 
}n£? It seems to me - that- when you look over the figures of the cost, of doing 
msiness of those small loaning companies which we had before us, we might 
mve some bank which would go into this business to a greater extent than just

one batik which we have at the present time.—A. Yes. 
i Q. I am not questioning the policy of the banks in loaning their money 

ecause I appreciate the fact that there are various factors which enter into it
it seems to me there are bound to be dissatisfactions from time to time. 

-, 0 cannot help that. But I just throw out that suggestion.—A. I understand 
he point. Although, of course, we have referred to one bank as making a
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specialty of that business, I think the other banks do contend that, while they 
may not have set up separate departments, they go in for approximately the 
same type of business. However, leaving that aside for the moment, as I under
stand your point, it was that this business does require some special method of 
approach, some special training and that a considerable volume is required in 
order to make it possible to do it on a reasonable basis. That was your thought 
in suggesting that the thing might be combined?

Q. Yes.—A. I am rather inclined to think that the branch organizations, 
the whole structure of most of our banks, is sufficiently large so that they could 
on their own hook develop a reasonably economical volume of that type of 
business.

The Chairman : Mr. Ross, may I suggest that you do not revive the old 
controversy which we have had for four years as to personal loans.

Mr. Ross: I did not intend to revive that. I was thinking more of the 
Prime Minister’s statement on the eve of the last election that he would issue 
money and credit in terms of public need. I do not think the Bank of Canada 
can really do that.

Then we were talking about the expansion of the $1 Bank of Canada bills 
into $20, and so on. Britain’s case has been cited as an example of a different 
policy, but again, to my mind, the reasoning is not clear.

While inveighing against Canada for depending on high taxes and borrow
ing to finance its recovery efforts, Britain is praised for maintaining a scheme 
of high and widespread taxation on income and she is commended for forcing 
the banks to absorb her securities by expanding bank credits.

With respect to this latter, the argument, to my mind, is particularly 
inconsistent. In the case of Britain it is said that the purchase of government 
securities by the banks means the government always has at its disposal a 
plentiful supply of money on its own terms, it can keep the medium of exchange 
circulating, raise the standard of living, increase the volume of trade, and so on.

On the other hand, in the case of Canada, the same thing is regarded as 
deplorable. Here, the purchase of government securities by the banks means 
that the latter “ by expanding $1 Bank of Canada bills into $20 of bank credit 
money, exchange that type of money for interest-bearing government bonds,” 
and they create their own buying power with a book-keeping system which they 
use to buy interest-bearing government bonds; and therefore, it is one of the 
'most dangerous concessions ever issued by a democratic government to private 
capital.

I should like to know why we praise the system in one country and 
deplore it in another country?

Mr. Towers: If there was praise for the one and a deploring of the 
other, I would not understand it because, as a matter of fact, the systems 
operate in the same wray.

By Mr. Boss:
Q. Both banking systems are practically the same?—A. Yes.
Q. The principle is there?—A. Except, because of a different situation 'jj 

England, the holding of government securities by the banks in the Unit6" 
Kingdom represents a much smaller proportion of their total assets.

Q. I think we. might easily question the suggestion that England ha^ 
lifted herself out of the depression ahead of Canada by subjecting-the banker3 
to ruthless control. Is that not so?—A. Would you repeat that?

Q. England has lifted herself out of the depression ahead of Canada 
subjecting the bankers to ruthless control?—A. No. ,v

Q. When we know that the real reasons for the recovery have probaj3 < 
been a boom in construction and heavy expenditures on armaments. Tl> 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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has had a lot to do with it, has it not?—A. Construction activities undoubtedly 
had a great deal to do with the earlier stages of England’s recovery.

Q. And now armaments are having a very large effect on it?—A. Yes.
Q. The former has begun to wane, and we know that British economists 

are seriously worried about the outcome of the latter ; expenditures of this type 
do not produce a healthy revival. Is that so?—A. That is so.

Q. Returning to Canada, it is suggested that as a result of the extremely 
advantageous position indicated above and apparently created in 1934, the 
Canadian banks have eagerly sought government securities, and it is stated 
that bank portfolios of government issues have increased by, roughly, $478,- 
000.000 since 1934. I think that is right.—A. Approximately that, yes.

Q. Is not the explanation of this increase as we have it there absurd?— 
A. The explanation?

Q. The explanation that I gave ; that the Canadian banks have eagerly 
sought government securities?—A. They have, yes.

Q. They have eagerly sought government securities?—A. Yes.
Q. The fact has been overlooked that in the same period, despite the cen

tral bank’s easv-money policy, the average loans in Canada of the chartered 
banks' declined by $111,000,000; to this extent the purchase of securities by 
the banks had merely been a replacement of one form of earning asset by 
another.—A. To the extent that there was a decline in loans, as you say, hold
ing of government securities instead is a form of replacement. But the pur
chase of government securities was considerably in excess of any decline in 
loans.

Q. What would account for that?—A. The addition to the chartered 
banks’ cash reserves arising from Bank of Canada action.

Q. Is it not so that the demand for loans from banks has decreased?— 
A. Yes.

Q. Apart from the decline in opportunities to make loans to' business, the 
tendency to increase holdings of government issues, is merely a continuation 
of a trend that set in over twenty years ago due to the change in Canada’s 
economy from a rapidly expanding one to a more or less static condition.—A. 
1 would not say as long as twenty years ago, because the security holdings of 
the banks right through to 1929 were relatively moderate in proportion to their 
total assets.

Q. That period may be slightly too long.—A. Since the depression, shall 
We say?

Q. What I am thinking of is the expansion of the country with respect to 
’c ail way development and one thing and another of that 'kind, which was very 
'arge, and as a consequence of that the expansion. No one regrets this develop
ment more than the bankers. Anyone must know this; for not only is it not in 
the interests of either the governments or the banks that they should become 

completely dependent on each other, but the return from such investment 
much below that from commercial loans.—A. Completely dependent, I think, 

ls a strong term, because the banks, even although their holdings of dominion- 
provincial securities are substantial, only hold about 16 per cent of the total 
debt.

Q. So far as the claim that the banks can convert $1 Bank of Canada bills 
mto |20 credit money to buy government securities is concerned, might I point 
°ut that this assumes that the banks maintain only a 5 per cent reserve instead 
°f the 10 per cent reserve they actually find necessary, by experience.

Mr. Tucker: They actually find what?
Mr. Ross: They actually find necessary by experience.
Mr. Tucker: It has been found necessary in the past, 

rp Mr. Ross: It has been found necessary for a period of years. I think Mr. 
lowers agrees with that.
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By Mr. Tucker:
Q. But the governor would not say it is necessary under the present set-up. 

—A. Yes, I think it is. I would not like to see them hold less.
Q. That is your personal feeling, but it is not necessary, though.—A. I 

think it is, yes. If they are not going to come into too great a dependence on 
the central institution, then they should hold a fair amount of cash throughout 
the year.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. I follow that up with this: The interest is made doubly so by the import

ance of maintaining at all times, confidence in the medium of exchange.
Mr. Tucker: That is not the reason.
The Chairman: Mr. Tucker, before you came in Mr. Ross expressed the 

desire to proceed uninterruptedly, and only with his permission should I like 
to see interruptions.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Secondly, the Bank of Canada cash and deposits held by the banks were 

not created in 1934 by the legalization of the 5 per cent, reserve requirement, but 
were largely composed of dominion notes already held by the banks and their 
gold which was taken over by the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. That is a true statement, is it not?—A. Yes.
Q. Their present holdings of legal tender are merely what was formerly 

their own property converted into another form?—A. Plus the additions which 
have taken place in their cash reserves since 1935, and in including 1935, as a 
result of Bank of Canada action.

Q. It was used by the banks as a cash reserve against deposit liabilities 
before 1934 in the form of gold and dominion notes, just as it is used now in the 
form of Bank of Canada notes and deposits. Is that right?—A. Yes.

Q. It seems to me that much of the trouble as enunciated appears to pro
ceed from the facts, first that they consider a managed currency as necessarily 
an inflated one, and, secondly, that they fail to recognize that Canada’s mone
tary system is just as much managed as any system can be under current business 
conditions and with so young a central bank. Is that so?—A. Well, I think 
perhaps that can be stated in this form ; that we have a managed currency and 
therefore there is a responsibility for dealing with monetary problems by means 
of decisions which are not automatic, as they may be when a gold standard is 
in operation.

Q. Is not the idea ridiculous; in fact, the inducing of an inflation is probably 
the most difficult piece of management that monetary authorities can attempt?—• 
A. Not if you go at it strongly enough.

Q. You can induce inflation.—A. Yes.
Q. But it is a prétty difficult thing to do?—A. If you proclaim your inten

tion and go at it strongly enough, you can undoubtedly inspire a feeling of 
fright which will result in flight from currency.

Q. That is really what inflation is?—A. Of an extreme character, yes.
Q. We have inflation to-day, of course?—A. No.
Q. I will ask you that again. Certainly, there is little that the chartered 

banks can contribute on their own initiative to such an effort as inflation?—A- 
No, the actions of the people who own the money, namely, the depositors, is the 
major factor there.

Q. It is beyond their power, in other words?—A. Initial action by banks 
based on a central bank policy will increase the amount of the deposits, bu 
whether or not that produces inflation will depend on the subsequent action 0 
the depositors.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. It does not follow that, because a sum of money is available in the 
hands of the banking system for the making of loans, the whole of this sum 
will be actually borrowed. The use of the money involves the existence of 
persons ready to borrow who are sufficiently credit-worthy for the banks to be 
able to lend to them?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. Is that true, Mr. Towers?—A. I think Mr. Ross was speaking only 

of the loaning end of it.
Q. He said that the only way that the banks can contribute to an inflationary 

policy is to try to find a sufficient number of borrowers.—A. I did not under
stand that.

Mr. Ross: No, I said “It does not follow.” Mr. Towers explained some
thing about inflation, but I said “it does not follow that because a sum of 
money is available in the hands of the banking system for the making of 
loans, the whole of this sum will be actually borrowed. The use of the 
money—”

Mr. Tucker: And Mr. Towers agreed to that, and I said it was not cor
rect.

Mr. Ross: But I went on to say, “The use of the money involves the 
existence of persons ready to borrow who are sufficiently credit-worthy for the 
banks to be able to lend to them.”

Mr. Towers: I think Mr. Ross was just at that moment on the loan end 
of it.

Mr. Tucker: I thought he was saying—
Mr. Towers: It would make a more complete statement if one said that 

in these circumstances a constant effort to increase loans, or failing that an 
an increased purchase of securities, would have the result of expanding the 
total volume of money.

Mr. Tucker: And cause inflation if it went far enough?
Mr. Towers: Right.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Money is not the source of purchasing power?—A. I think that is a 

fair statement ; in other words, money is the medium of exchange.
Q. Yes. In other words, you may say “ The use of money has not in any 

Way whatsoever changed these two basic facts. First that the production- of 
exchangeable goods is the only way in which purchasing power can be con
tinuously created and second, that it is the value of the goods so produced in 
’’elation to the value of the good's the producer desires to obtain that determines 
’ne extent of his purchasing power.” That is the only way he can make 
money out of it?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, certainly in times of depression it may be very difficult to find 
?n°ugh such persons, who are credit-worthy, to absorb all the money which 
Is available for lending, or in times such as these, the scarcity of opportunities 
m profitable enterprise reduces the demand for this. Therefore, under such 
j-mcumstances the banks are reluctant to see their money idle, and will probably 
buy securities of the government—A. Yes.

Q. —and the government will endeavour, by its expenditures, to take the 
Mace of the decline in spending. But this is outside of the responsibility of the
banks?_A. Yes.

Q. The suggestion that the private banks are beyond the control of the 
pntral bank is just as incorrect, to my mind, is it not? The two best known 
mtruments of central banking policy are the rate at which the central bank
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will rediscount commercial paper for the banks and operations on the security 
market. These are the two things?—A. The latter being the most important, 
in existing conditions.

Q. The purpose of both these instruments is to try, by altering the cash 
reserves of the banks, to influence their lending policies. I pointed out before 
that the banks have found it advisable to keep their cash reserves at 10 per 
cent of their deposit liabilities. If at any time this percentage declines, the 
banks will probably endeavour to increase their cash ratio by disposing of 
some securities or other readily realizable assets. But if the condition persists, 
they may find it necessary to reduce their loans. If the percentage rises, the 
banks, in order that their resources may be fully employed, will purchase more 
securities and then if possible, increase their loans. That is so, is it not? 
Thus, it can be seen that if the central bank can control the chartered banks' 
cash reserves, it can ultimately influence the amount of credit they will feel 
free to lend.—A. That is true.

Q. Since each chartered bank must maintain its cash reserves in legal tender 
or deposits with the central bank, the central bank can influence those reserves 
by increasing or decreasing the amount of legal tender outstanding or by altering 
the volume of deposits that the chartered banks have with it.—A. I would go 
beyond that and say that under existing conditions when we are not on the gold 
standard, the central bank does not simply influence the amount of cash reserves, 
it determines them.

Q. It determines them?—A. Yes.
Q. The way in which its rediscount rate will affect these deposits is fairly 

obvious; if the rate is low, the banks will be able to rediscount more paper and 
thus increase their balances with the central bank. The open market operations 
of the central bank have their effect in a more roundabout way, and work more 
slowly. Is that right?—A. No; the open market operations, I would say, are 
more direct and positive, because rediscount or borrowing depends upon the 
volition of the various banks concerned.

Q. Depends on what?—A. On their willingness to do so; whereas by open 
market operations the amount of the chartered banks cash reserves is changed 
without their having to play any part in the transaction.

Q. If the central bank wishes to reduce the cash reserves of the chartered 
banks and force a contraction of loans, it will sell securities?—A. Yes, or some 
other asset.

Q. The purchasers will give it cheques on the chartered banks which it will 
set off against their balances with it. If the central bank wishes to increase the 
cash reserves of the banks and make a loan expansion possible, it will purchase 
securities and give its cheques in exchange ; these will be deposited in the 
chartered banks which will in turn deposit them in their accounts in the central 
bank.—A. Yes.

Q. It is doubtful if the rediscount rate will be an important factor 
Canada, at least for some time?—A. So long as the easy money situation 
continues, it is not likely to be of particular importance.

Q. Then we go on. There is no reason why open market security dealing^ 
should not be just as efficacious as elsewhere. You said it was more importan 
than the other feature?—A. Yes.

Q. These weapons, however, are much more useful in stopping an inflate 
than in starting one. Is that not so?—A. That is true.

Q. The present difficulty is that while there are admittedly large supp*1^ 
of credit available suitable private borrowers are missing, and also suitab 
opportunities in enterprise are lacking to stimulate this borrowing. It is possm^ 
that recovery from depression is not a question of financial manipulation 
A. I should think it is more than possible; it is probable.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. It is probable?—A. Yes.
Q. It might be to a very small extent?—A. Suitable financial facilities will 

ensure that recovery.
Q. Now, to summarize some of these just before I go on to something else 

may I say first, the advantages of inflation depend on its extent; they are 
quickly lost if the inflation becomes too large and rapid. A “printing press” 
inflation is always dangerous. Is that not correct?—A. Yes.

Q. Secondly, the fact that the law permits a large inflation does not prove 
that it is desirable?—A. No; I do not presume that the law intended to say 
that it was.

Q. Thirdly, the control of the monetary system rests in the last analysis 
with the Bank of Canada. That is so? It is not the function of the chartered 
banks to determine the volume of credit to be available in the community.—A. 
No, although in their own actions they must of course be guided by their 
conception of prudence.

Q. And they are forced to do so to a certain extent, under your control?— 
A. You mean, speaking now of prudence?

Q. No, prudence is one thing, but are they not forced, as a matter of fact? 
—A. They would be forced to curtail, but they cannot be forced to expand if 
they thought the expansion would be dangerous for them.

Q. They would have to put their money to "work?—A. If they thought that 
the means of employment were too dangerous, they could leave it idle. Up to 
date that has not been the case.

Q. Is it true it is not the function of the chartered banks to determine the 
volume of credit to be available in the community; they neither wish nor try 
to do so? They function more as analysts, scrutinizing applications for loans 
to see that their basis is a sound one, granting those that have the best chance 
of a successful issue.—A. And also determining their investment policy.

Q. They function as well as a repository for the money of the pfeople. They 
Perform a very definite service to the people of Canada.' They function as a 
Medium to put money in circulation. Is that not so?—A. You are speaking 
now of the active circulation in the hands of the people?

Q. Yes.—A. Yes; they are the source from which the people receive their 
requirements for pocket money.

Q. The cost of doing that has been around 3 per cent of their total assets? 
' A. My guess was that it must be somewhere in that neighbourhood.

Q. About 3 per cent of their total assets. The rate of interest which they 
charge is governed to a great extent by the control exercised by the central 
bank?—A. I do not know that I would say that ; I would says the actions of the 
central bank have a considerable influence in respect to rates on securities, and 
yhen these rates are relatively low, decidedly low,. there is a pressure on the 
)anks to lower the rate on commercial loans, keeping it in some kind of pro
portion with changes which take place in other rates. But the central bank has

got any absolute determination of what the rate shall be.
Q. They can have a pretty strong influence, though, on the rates?—A. Quite 

a strong influence, yes.
. Q. What I am getting at is this: the risk involved in the loans, for instance, 
c term in es to a certain extent the rate of interest which is charged?—A. It has 

a bearing.
Q. There are a great many factors, of course, in it?—A. The cost of opéra

is and the necessity of survival also have a bearing. 
t) Q. What we might call the average level of interest rates is controlled by 

le Bank of Canada?—A. Strongly influenced by it, yes.
. Q. Now, I want to ask you this. Has there been always the co-operation 

1 it'h you desire as governor of the bank between the private banks of Canada
the central bank, or have you got full co-operation now?—A. Yes, I would
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say that we had. I would say that our number of years of operation and the 
character of the problems which have come up during that time, have not 
necessitated extremely close contacts with the banking organizations. I think 
that as time goes on these contacts may become closer. That, perhaps, is rather 
a vague statement, but I think it is just about the best I can do at the moment.

Q. I was going to suggest that the origination of the bank caused a certain 
amount of resentment at the formation of the central bank, but once the bank 
was under way and the advantages which were to accrue from the central 
bank to the general community and to the chartered banks as a whjole was 
realized, that co-operation between the chartered banks and the central bank is 
becoming closer?—A. Yes, that is undoubtedly true. All that I was pointing out 
was that there was no lack of desire to co-operate, but partly because of the 
situation during the last few years and partly because of our comparative 
youth, the full possible measure of co-operation has probably not yet been 
determined.

Q. I would say, to my mind there does not appear to be any justification 
for the suggestion that there is any less co-operation between the Bank of 
Canada and the federal Department of Finance than there is between other 
central banks and their governments.—A. That is certainly the case.

Q. In other words, the Canadian government is at least as responsible for 
the control of the volume of credit as are the governments of those countries 
whose managed currencies have so aroused the admiration of so many people. 
That is so, is it not?

Mr. Tucker: What was that statement? I presume you want us to hear 
what is going on, Mr. Ross.

Mr. Ross: Could you not hear me?
The Chairman : He could not hear the last statement.
Mr. Ross: My last statement was: to my mind, there does not appear to 

be any justification for the suggestion that there is any less co-operation between 
the Bank of Canada and the federal Department of Finance than there is 
between other central banks and their governments. In other words, the 
Canadian government is at least as responsible for the control of the volume 
of credit as are the governments of those countries whose managed currencies 
have so aroused the admiration of so many people of our country.

Mr. Tucker: I do not know what you mean by “responsible for it”.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. There are a few more questions I should like to ask you. It was 

stated in the committee here that 73 per cent of the deposits of this country 
are held by 8 per cent of the people of the country. The statement is found 
on page 243. That to my mind gives an entirely erroneous impression as to 
the situation. I have obtained some figures from the department of insurance- 
I can talk about this because I know something about it. We have jn 
Canada roughly 6,471,000 policies in insurance companies. Let us say 
have roughly 6,000,000 policy holders. They have cash in the banks to the 
amount of $25,571,823. These are all depositors. Their average deposit, y°1’ 
see, will be under $1,000. There are millions of dollars as well in fire, casualty 
and all other lines of insurance, and that money is deposited in the banks» 
which on the 31st December amounted to over $17,000,000. It is true thes^ 
depositors all had less than $1,000 in the banks, but I am trying to show tha 
the suggestion that the 8 per cent were all big shots and controlled the depos1 
is untrue.

Mr. Kinley: That 8 per cent includes all the people of the country, r0011’ 
women and children.

Mr. Ross: It is whatever it is.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Kinley: What per cent of the people in the country are wage earners? 
That would be a fair way to put it.

Mr. Ross: I do not know.
The Chairman : There are about 3,000,000 wage earners.
Mr. Ross: I will tell you this. There are some 4,000,000 industrial poli

cies held and they average $233 each, roughly. These are all held by wage 
earners.

Mr. Kinley: Not all.
Mr. Ross: Industrial policies.
Mr. Kinley: The 8 per cent would look much better if it took into account 

the wage earners in the country, wage and salary earners, not all the children.
Mr. Ross: I am trying to point out this gives a wrong impression.
Mr. Kinley: So am I.
Mr. Ross: This 8 per cent is wrong.
Mr. Tucker: What are you dealing with?
Mr. Ross: The statement was made here that 8 per cent of the people 

control-----
Mr. Towers: I think it was 8 per cent of the number of depositors.
Mr. Ross: Eight per cent of the depositors?
Mr. Kinley : The people of Canada who have deposits.
Mr. Ross: Eight per cent of the depositors had 73 per cent of the deposits 

in the banks. I say the 8 per cent have not got 73 per cent of the deposits. 
That is entirely wrong, because you have all this cash that I have told you about 
which is owned by the policy holders in these various companies. That is the 
only one I know about. If you were to break down in the classification of 
those with over $1,000 deposits to such as shareholders in other institutions 
and so on, I do not think that impression would be gained.

Mr. Taylor: Do you imply that is held on deposit?
Mr. Ross: Which?
Mr. Taylor: The insurance fund.
Mr. Ross: I have a record here which I got from the department.
The Chairman : Mr. Ross put on the record the amount held in deposits.
Mr. Tucker: Are you arguing there is a fair and equitable distribution 

°f wealth in Canada today?
Mr. Ross: No, I am not.
Mr. Tucker: I do not see the point.
Mr. Ross: I want to point out that is not a correct statement because 

gives the wrong impression. I wish to show you something else in a minute. 
These deposits belong to these policy holders. I want to correct that impres- 
si°n. When we are talking about inflation and the danger of inflation we must 
remember—

Mr. Kinley : I want to help you.
Mr. Ross: Am I not clear?
Mr. Kinley: The point is you say this creates a wrong impression. I think 

does too. Your statement is that 73 per cent of the bank deposits is controlled 
by 8 per cent of the depositors.

Mr. Ross: Eight per cent of the depositors.
Mr. Kinley: Do you mean by bank deposits, money put into the bank 

as savings?
Mr. Ross: Both, time and savings.

79623—2
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Mr. Towers : Time and demand, as I recall, were used in the figures.
Mr. Kinley: Time and demand money, not borrowings.
Mr. Ross: My actual point, Mr. Kinley, was this: this report of the classi

fication of loans and deposits would include all deposits which were over $1,000. 
All deposits over $1,000 in the banks were bulked together and then it was said 
that 8 per cent of the depositors controlled 73 per cent of the deposits.

Mr. Kinley: How are you classing the deposits there?
Mr. Towers: Number of accounts.
Mr. Kinley: You call it loans and deposits. When a man makes a loan 

he creates a deposit. You do not mean that.
Mr. Jaques: Every deposit is derived from a loan. Every dollar of these 

savings has somewhere corresponding with it a debt.
Mr. Kinley: If I go to the bank to get a loan of $1,000, it creates a 

deposit; that is not wealth.
Mr. Towers: You will find that these deposits which are shown at any 

given moment on the banks’ balance sheets belong to the people, that the vast 
bulk of them belong to the people who have no obligation to the banks, they 
are in their own ownership.

Mr. Jaques: But they are balanced, since all deposits are derived from 
loans.

Mr. Towers: No.
Mr. Jaques: In the first place.
Mr. Towers: No.
Mr. Jaques: 99 per cent of the money which we have is derived from bank 

loans.
Mr. Towers: Or investments.
Mr. Jaques: The money which is saved to invest is derived from bank 

loans.
Mr. Towers: Bank loans or investments, loans and investments.
Mr. Kinley: What we are trying to show is that of all the money in the 

banks owned by the people, 8 per cent of the people have 73 per cent of it.
Mr. Towers: Eight per cent of the number of depositors.
Mr. Kinley: Have 73 per cent of it. If that is going to indicate anything 

or have anything to do with the distribution of wealth it must be through savings 
deposits or through day-to-day deposits in the banks, not what is created by 
paper for credit. These are not deposits that have any value with regard to 
the distribution of wealth.

Mr. Jaques: Money is not wealth; it is a claim on wealth. These claim3 
are not exercised.

Mr. Ross: Anyway, I have tried to make myself clear. With regard to 
this 8 per cent that we have been talking about, may I say that there are 
6,500,000 people who are included in the 8 per cent, that is all.

Mr. Tucker: You suggest 65 per cent or 60 per cent of the people of Can
ada have insurance at one time or another, including men, women and children?

Mr. Ross: There are 6,500,000 policies in force. I may say that we have 
possibly 6,000,000 people insured. Even if you cut it down to 3,000,000—

Mr. Tucker: You say 6,000,000 out of 10,000,000, including men, women 
and children? Half the population, pretty well, must be insured.

Mr. Ross: What I was trying to point out was this. I have forgotten exactly 
the figures but you have 4,000,000 policies in issue for $233. That is the average-

The Chairman: Many children are insured.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Ross: There are a lot of children insured in other ways; but that is 
a very large distribution. I say they are all depositors. I just point out if we 
were to break down the shareholders and so on, there would be a great difference 
in the percentage.

Mr. Tucker: Where does this 4,000,000 figure come in? Where is the 
proof that there arc 4,000,000 people insured in Canada? I do not agree with 
that. I am unsatisfied there are 4,000,000 people insured in Canada. I should 
like to know where that figure comes from.

Mr. Ross: Well, you can only guess at the number of people insured, but 
what we do know is that you have 4,000,000 industrial policies in force, aver
aging $233. That is the average amount that the workman has.

Mr. Tucker: Mr. Ross, where did you get the figure? You say as a matter 
of fact there are 4,000,000 policies.

Mr. Ross: I say there are more than 4,000,000 policies.
The Chairman: From the department of insurance.
Mr. Ross: You can get it from the blue book.
Mr. Tucker: Arc you satisfied there is no duplication there? There may 

be more than one policy to one person.
The Chairman: These are industrial policies that Mr. Ross is talking 

about.
Mr. Macdonald: You say there are 4,000,000 industrial policies?
Mr. Ross: Yes.
Mr. Tucker: And no duplication?
Mr. Ross: Mr. Tucker, I did not say there was no duplication. I say you 

have to make a guess at the number of people, you cannot tell. We do not 
know the figures, but I say insurance is widely distributed. z

Mr. Macdonald: There is hardly likely to be any. duplication, or much 
duplication in industrial policies.

Mr. Ross: No, there would not. You might say there were 3,000,000 
policy holders, and probably a good many more than that.

Mr. Kinley: Industrial insurance is growing very fast.
Mr. Ross: The reason I brought that out is this: we have roughly 6,500,000 

Policies issued, and the amount of those policies in Canada is $7,700,000,000. 
That is the total amount. I am only using this as an illustration to show that 
if we did have inflation in this country, which has been advocated, would it 
Hot have a very serious effect on that $7,700,000,000 of savings of the people 
Which they have saved to provide for their old age and so on? If we have 
inflation would not that be one of our great dangers?

Mr. Towers: Yes, there is no question of that; although I must say, so far 
as I am aware from the record, no one has advocated inflation. I think there 
have been suggestions in regard to the possibility of increasing the supply of 
nioney, but always with the proviso that it sholld not produce inflation.

Mr. Ross: If we have a real revival of industry in Canada we would have 
dilation, would not we?

Mr. Towers: Not necessarily, no.
Mr. Ross: You could control it?
Mr. Towers: I think so.
Mr. Jaques: Mr. Towers, if this depression endures, would you say that the 

havings of the people are quite safe?
Mr. Kinley: They always have been.
Mr. Jaques: I do not think they have. I should say the vast majority of 

*ne people’s savings were lost in the last ten years.
79623—2i
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Mr. Towers: How would that loss take place?
Mr. Deachman : Not through the banks.
Mr. Jaques: Indirectly, most certainly. I should like to ask the percentage 

of insurance policies which lapsed. I know in some companies—it might not 
be fair to mention names—one of the biggest companies, I think the figure which 
was checked by an insurance actuary in Great Britain was that over 90 per cent 
of their policies lapsed.

Mr. Kinley: That is a lot.
Mr. Ross: That is not the lapse ratio in Canada.
Mr. Jaques: I do not know; it was very very big. The figures for Australia 

are over 90 per cent.
Mr. Ross: I do not think you have any figures like that in Canada.
The Chairman: Let Mr. Ross continue with his statement.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Is gold a merchantable commodity, Mr. Towers?—A. Yes.
Q. Is it not an international money?—A. In effect, yes.
Q. Our currency is backed by gold?—A. Our currency? That is, Canadian 

currency?
Q. Yes.—A. To the extent of something over 50 per cent of the total note 

and deposit liabilities of the Bank of Canada.
Q. We are on a gold standard?
The Chairman: No.
Mr. Towers: No.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. It is not quite that. All right. When you say that gold is a merchantable 

commodity what value has gold as a merchantable commodity in the manufac
ture of articles?—A. I do not think I quite understand that question.

The Chairman: For commercial purposes.
Mr. Ross: For commercial purposes.
Mr. Kinley: You can buy a wedding ring for $5.
Mr. Ross: It takes the money value; it does not take the useful value.
Mr. Kinley: Oh, no, no.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Is it not rather a commodity with a very highly inflated value?—A- I 

think that is a very difficult question to answer. In fact, it is a commodity 
which is being bought at $35 an ounce by a great nation.

Q. When it has lost its usefulness to a great extent for commercial purposes, 
why should it have an increased value?—A. The value is determined by the 
monetary action of nations who purchase it at a fixed price.

Q. I cannot get it through my head that it is a merchantable commodity-'' 
A. It is merchantable in the sense that it can be sold at the present time in an}' 
quantity at that figure.

By Mr. Jaques:
Q. Is that not the figure set by President Roosevelt?—A. The congress 0 

the United States.
By Mr. Ross:

Q. Does not any merchantable commodity have a value on account of 
utility?—A. Its utility for monetary purposes is assessed at $35 an ounce by * 
United States, for example.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Tucker:
Q. I was wondering, Mr. Towers, if you would care to express an opinion 

on this matter. Supposing the United States at the present time were to stop 
buying gold at any price, do you think it would have a very bad effect on the 
price?—A. My mind does not grasp the possibilities there, Mr. Tucker; that is 
all I can say.

Q. One of these days that very thing may happen, and it is a situation we 
may have to face. The United States may say, “We have plenty of gold; we 
won’t buy any more.”—A. Mr. Morgenthau’s letter not long ago, I think, out
lined that situation very well.

Q. I am not familiar with that letter.—A. That is one which we mentioned 
before. One of the United States senators raised certain questions along those 
lines, to which Mr. Morgenthau replied very categorically at some length. The 
situation really could not be set out better than he set it out in that letter. I 
will find out just where it was published and mention it later on.

Q. Is it in our record?—A. No, it is not.
Mr. Kinley: Gold is still international currency.
Mr. Ross: I just asked Mr. Towers that question.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. But it is still an international currency?—A. In effect, yes.
Q. W'c can pay our debts with it abroad even if the United States does not 

buy it.—A. You must assume that certain people will take it.
Q. Do they not have to take it?—A. No.
Mr. Ross: I cannot get it through my head why gold is a merchantable 

commodity. I do not think it is.
Mr. Jaques: It is in a class by itself. ,
Mr. Ross: Yes, I think it is. I do not wish to bore you with reading all 

this material from the report of the National Employment Commission, but it 
outlines certain things which I should like to bring to your attention.

By Mr. Kinley:
Q. In the good old days when you had gold in your pocket and could 

sPend it, what was it worth per ounce, about $16, was it not?—A. No, $20.67 
an ounce.

Q. In the days when they coined it?—A. Yes. I have forgotten how 
lQng it had that value.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. That was a value put on by statute?—A. Oh, yes.
Some Hon. Member: How long ago was that?—A. I have forgotten 

Whether that was the value in 1790.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. 1840, was it not?—A. Before that, I think. However, I am a little 

Vague on that.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. In the National Employment Commission report at page 25, it states:

It is to be hoped that the establishment of the Bank of Canada 
will make available for the future ability, experience, and technical 
devices for a prudent control of credit such as did not in the past exist. 
That control can accomplish much toward the lessening of fluctuations _in 
business and employment, to the degree that the Bank can give wise 
and independent leadership to business and governments, and to the 
degree that such leadership is understood and accepted.
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How can the bank do all that, or will the bank do all that?—A. Oh, I think 
that is a question which should be asked of some independent observer who is 
not connected with the bank.

Mr. Deachman: Modesty!
Mr. Ross: I was interested to know how the bank was going to do this 

job because the employment commission tells us it is going to do it.
Mr. Tucker: Was that in the final report?
Mr. Ross: Yes. I am not going to read the whole of this report, you 

can read it yourselves if you desire to do so. However on the same page 
there is another very interesting passage :

The broad analysis which has been sketched is sufficient to indicate 
the proper direction of policy—its strategy rather than its tactics. The 
latter must be devised in the light of particular situations. The analysis 
points to (a) the importance of prudence and courage on the part of 
governments in curbing expenditures and reducing debts in periods of 
rising revenues.

Now, can it be said that we did do that in the past?—A. Speaking of govern
ments, as a whole, throughout the country, I do not know that it can be said.

Q. I do not think so myself. We have not done it in years gone by. Then 
we are faced with the situation that we have not got our nest egg, which we 
should have for the rainy day (that is to-day) and that is one of our diffi
culties. Is there any monetary—

The Chairman: Our umbrella for the rainy day.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Our umbrella, that is right. Is there any monetary way that such a nest 

egg can be set up at the present time.—A. I think perhaps those remarks tend 
to give a wrong conception of the situation. I am not criticizing the remarks 
themselves, I am just thinking of some interpretations that might be made. 
I think the idea underlying those remarks was that during a period of great 
activity, and therefore high government revenues, there is an object in gov
ernments reducing the scope of their activities, paying off debts, having in mind 
that at the time they would be doing so, the people who received that repay
ment would find active employment for the funds in private capital develop
ment, which by definition must be going on on a considerable scale at such 
times. Therefore, those are times when public debts can usefully be reduced, 
without there being involved any undue curbing or deflationary influence on the 
economy. And if opportunity is taken to reduce them at such times, there is 
likely to be less distortion of the governmental debt situation at some later 
date, if debts have again to be increased.

Q. Is there any monetary way by which we can do it now?—A. No; this 
is definitely a time when because of the lack of private demand for capital 
governmental action to repay debts would be a bad influence.

Q. The report goes on to emphasize the importance of the great advantage 
of intelligent and informed control of credit by the Bank of Canada. I think 
that is right, too. Further down it says:—

Works undertaken in such programs should be those which hav® 
a definite value in promoting the competitive strength of Canada 
industry, and in improving the conditions of life in the dominions.

It goes on to say:—
These works may properly include: ^

Building of highways to permit the development of mining, tourist an 
other resources.

Development and preservation of tourist regions ;
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Projects for the improvement and protection of public health and safety 
(such as provision of municipal pure water supply and sewage dis
posal projects, elimination of railway and highway grade crossings, 
etc.) ;

Slum clearance and low rental housing schemes in urban areas;
Forestry plans for extending and preserving forests;
Reclamation and conservation projects;
Land clearance and settlement projects where the conditions are purely 

favourable to successful settlement.
I should like to go back to the question of tourist trade and the advantage 

of the building of roads for the tourist trade and the increasing and development 
of tourist regions. I do not suppose it is possible to get what the economic 
advantage to Canada is of this tourist traffic? When we think that it is a 
three-month job, a very seasonal job, that it employs a great many people for 
a certain period of the year, but that on the other hand the roads which are 
built for tourist traffic are non-productive for seven or eight months in the 
year—

Mr. Kinley: You would not quite say that, would you?
Mr. Ross: Just a minute. I am not criticizing the necessity for works of 

this kind; but I would like to know if we are not absolutely in the dark on the 
matter. It seems to me that some economic analysis should be made as to what 
the advantage of the tourist traffic is. Mr. Deachman very aptly pointed out, 
I thought, that due to the tourist traffic we had increased the consumption of 
coffee by—I have forgotten the amount—

Mr. Deachman: Twenty million pounds; almost double.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. That is just one thing. If it is the coffee that is consumed, it is not 

benefiting the people of Canada very much. Would it be possible to get an 
analysis of tourist traffic?—A. To arrive at an accurate net value would, I think, 
be extraordinarily difficult, Mr. Ross.

Q. Do you not think is very necessary?
Mr. Tucker: Do you think that the buying of that coffee did not help 

Canada? To buy that would we not have to ship out goods which we produced 
in Canada?

Mr. Ross: They were using their own coffee.
Mr. Tucker: Yes, but when we supply them with the coffee we have to 

ship out goods in order to buy it. When you suggest -that the supplying of 
coffee would not help our people here I think that misconceives the whole effect 
°f foreign trade.

Mr. Kinley: It was in our possession.
Mr. Ross: May be that is so. On the other hand, we built the roads but 

we built them with machines that are not made here.
Mr. Tucker: We have to buy those machines.
Mr. Ross: I am not putting up an argument for one or the other, I am 

simply pointing out a few things and asking for certain information. . I do not 
Uitend to express an opinion on it. I think all the governments of this country 
are absolutely in the dark with respect to the advantage of the tourist trade 
ai*d the building of roads for tourist traffic.

Mr. Jaques: I agree.
Mr. Ross: Instead of building these roads I think it would be far better 

to build roads to take care of byways instead of these six- and seven-lane high- 
'' ays, unless we are going to get some really economic advantage out of it. I 
*hink it should be possible to get an analysis of that made.
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Mr. Towers: The Dominion Bureau is constantly working to try to improve 
their estimates in respect to tourist earnings.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. I think it is something we should have. I am just about finished. How 

are we going to finance these works? What are we going to do about this work 
that is suggested by the Employment commission to take up the slack, or, as is 
said, “to promote the competitive strength of Canadian industry”? I will not 
ask for your opinion, you can answer if you like, as to whether these works 
would promote the competitive strength of Canadian industry. I suppose they 
would.—A. I think that is a technical non-monetary question which I would be 
foolish to try to answer.

Q. How are we going to do these works in times like these?—A. To the 
extent that works of that kind are engaged upon I assume they would be financed 
as they have been in the past, by government borrowing.

Q. On page 36 of the report it states:—
The restrictive and harmful effects which increasing taxation has 

upon private expenditures in productive industry, and therefore, upon 
employment, deserves special mention, especially since between one fifth 
and one quarter of the national income of Canada is already withdrawn 
by taxation. Unfortunately, the demands made upon governments under 
depressed economic conditions tend to increase this taxation burden at 
the very time that stimulation of private expenditures is so vital to the 
national interests. This serves to emphasize the important contribution 
which governmental bodies can make to national prosperity by a rigid 
“control of their expenditures,” and so on.

My point is, what are going to do about it? We have these restrictive and 
harmful effects which increasing taxation has upon private expenditures in pro
ductive industry, and is there any way we can do it without taxation?—A. Put
ting those two things together in the report one would assume that they carried 
a recommendation that useful works should be undertaken presumably by bor
rowing rather than taxation, and that so far as other expenditures of any kind 
were concerned they should be kept as low as possible, and that in any event 
taxation should be lowered. I am trying to put together two fragments rather 
hastily and I do not know whether I have put them together properly.

Q. By borrowing we will increase the debt for the future and not the debt 
for to-day. That is the answer. There is no way it can be done other than by 
borrowing, taxation or by inflation.—A. That is right.

Q. Those are the three ways in which it has to be done?—A. Yes.
Q. We hear about the law of diminishing returns. The finance minister 

in the house said the other day that we were not in difficulties; that we were not 
in difficulties with that law yet because we had funds and the collection of money 
through taxes had still kept up although taxes were very high. But do you not 
think that we have come pretty well to the point where our taxes are so high 
that the law of diminishing returns is working against us in so far as production 
and consumption are concerned?—A. That, I could not say.

Q. Again, there is only one way of doing this thing, either by borrowing) 
taxes or inflation, and that is the only way in which monetary control can enter 
into this situation.

Mr. Jaques: That is the orthodox way.
Mr. Ross: It is the only way.
The Chairman: Shall we adjourn until 4 o’clock this afternoon?
Mr. Tucker: Mr. Chairman, there are a couple of questions I should ljke 

to ask Mr. Towers. I do not know whether this was brought to the attention 
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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of the governor of the bank or not but I have a statement here dated May the 
7th, from Premier Pattullo. I do not know whether Mr. Towers would wish to 
comment on it, but I think it is of sufficient importance that we should inquire 
into it. This is what Premier Pattullo is reported to have said, according to a 
Canadian press dispatch of May 7th:—

Premier T. D. Pattullo Saturday night said in an interview that the 
British Columbia government has “no quarrel” with dominion officials, 
but said “certain financial and other interests in the east would appear 
to be working against the province.”

Then he goes on to say:—
It is a queer thing when British Columbia, which is getting along 

very nicely under all our circumstances, cannot go to the east and 
secure $3,000,000 for debt refunding purposes, without being forced to 
go outside the country for the money.

The article continues :
(British Columbia raised a $3,000,000 private loan in New York 

recently. Finance Minister John Hart said in a Vancouver address 
that he had been unable to get the money in Canada.)

I am just wondering if the governor of the bank would wish to make any 
comment on the statement that, “certain financial and other interests in the 
cast would appear to be working against the province.” Also why British 
Columbia, whose credit was apparently good in the United States, cannot borrow 
from our eastern financial interests. It seems to me that is a most deplorable 
state of affairs.

Mr. Towers: I do not think that I should comment on that statement, Mr. 
Tucker.

Mr. Tucker: We are very much interested in it, as the banking and 
commerce committee, if a province like British Columbia, with its credit appar
ently regarded as good in a foreign country, cannot borrow the money from 
°ur financial interests in the east. I think all members of parliament are very 
touch interested in such a state of affairs.

If you cannot give us any enlightenment or reason or suggestion as to 
xvhat we might do about it, then I should like you to suggest where we might 
go for the necessary information, because it is a vital matter, the question of 
the right of our provinces to avail themselves of credit through the institu
tions which we have provided. After all, we have not set up the institutions 
f°r them to deny a province the right to get credit if it is credit-worthy.

Mr. Towers: In order to secure credit you have to find someone, of
course, who is willing to buy your obligations. In the main that will depend
°n the course of events in the public market. Is it not possible that they were 
^ble to make what they thought was a more satisfactory deal in the United 
States?

Mr. Tucker: Wrell, he does not say that. He says:
It is a queer thing when British Columbia, which is getting along 

very nicely under all the circumstances, cannot go to the east and 
secure $3,000,000 for debt refunding purposes, without being forced 
to go outside the country for the money.

, Mr. Towers: He knows more about that than I do. I have no means of
knowing whether he was forced or not to do so. Another thing is this, Mr.
1 Ucker, and I am speaking from memory: The quotations on British Columbia 
^curities in the open market indicate quite a high yield. Now I assume that 
yitish Columbia did not want to sell a new issue at that yield. Certainly 
ttley would not if they could do better in any other form. Therefore, a sale
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of a British Columbia issue at this moment to the public, which could only 
take place, after all, at a price and yield comparable to those which one can 
obtain through buying the securities in the open market, might not have been 
satisfactory to the provincial government.

Mr. Tuckeb: Yes, but I understood you the other day to say, when I 
questioned you, that there was difficulty in the banks getting suitable borrow
ings. Apparently the province of British Columbia is regarded as a suitable 
borrower by the United States interests, and if a province like British Columbia 
cannot borrow, is not regarded as a suitable borrower, then the banks are get
ting into the state of mind where, as the Minister of Finance says, they are 
not ready to take the necessary risks that they were once willing to take.

Mr. Towers: The public have a great influence on that, as you know, 
Mr. Tucker.

Mr. Tucker: Is not this the situation, that now the banks have suffi
cient to pay dividends on their shares and to pay salaries they are not very 
desirous of taking any further risks or expanding in the way of making loans 
that are at all questionable, whereas once upon a time when they were trying 
to establish themselves so that they could pay dividends and salaries, they 
actually went out and tried to do business?

Mr. Towers: I would say that their desire to do business is as keen as 
it ever was. It may be that because of the fact that profits are low they do 
not feel in some cases justified in taking extra risks. I do not say that that 
necessarily applies to British Columbia.

Mr. Tucker: You think the situation whereby British Columbia has been 
forced to go out and borrow $3,000,000 from a foreign country is a satisfactory 
situation?

Mr. Towers: Would it not be rather rash for me to attempt to analyse 
that situation, knowing no more about it than that newspaper report?

Mr. Kinley: Do you know what they paid for that loan in New York?
Mr. Towers: There was reference to that in the newspapers. My belief 

is it was in the neighbourhood of per cent—a belief based only on the news
paper reports.

Mr. Kinley : The point is that the banks and the trust companies can only 
buy these loans if they can sell them to their customers.

Mr. Tucker: The banks do not have to sell them to their customers.

By Mr. Deachman:
Q. Would the depreciation in our dollar have any effect on it?—A. No, ^ 

is not sufficient.
Q. Where was the loan domiciled? It was a refunding loan?—A. There are 

various loans mostly held in the United States which are maturing—United State» 
dollar loans.

Mr. Tucker: I have not been able to attend every meeting to follow every' 
thing that has been said, and I should like to know if you have dealt with iw 
question as to what effect the small tax on bank deposits would have.

Mr. Towers: I think so.
Mr. Tucker: If you have dealt with it, it is okay. I have not been 

to check up and see whether it has been dealt with or not.
Mr. Towers: It is on page 562 of the record.
The Chairman: Is it the pleasure of the committee to meet this aftern°o£ 

at 4 o’clock? Mr. Macdonald will have the floor.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers: Mr. Chairman, I have here a reply to Mr. Deachman’s ques
tion of yesterday. Is it your pleasure that I should reserve that for this after
noon or read it now?

The Chairman : I think it might be well to reserve it for this afternoon.
The committee adjourned at 1 p.m. to meet again at 4 p.m. this afternoon.

AFTERNOON SESSION
The committee resumed at 4 o’clock.
The Chairman : Order ; Mr. Macdonald has the floor,
In attendance: Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Mr. Chairman, I have a few questions I should like to ask the governor 

of the Bank of Canada. The first one is in regard to the price of wheat.
The Chairman : Before you begin, Mr. Macdonald, do you resent ques

tions or interference, or do you invite it?
Mr. Macdonald: I have no objection to questions ; I neither invite nor 

resent them, but I have no objection to them.
Mr. Jaques: Take it or leave i.t.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. From time to time during the sittings of this committee, it has been 

stated by different members of the committee that the price of farm products, 
more particularly wheat, is too low, compared with the price of other goods 
and services. My recollection is that statement was made, not in the form 
that I give it, but to that effect, from time to time.—A. Yes.

Q. Do you, Mr. Towers, know of any monetary action which could be 
taken which would raise the price of wheat so far as the Canadian producer is 
concerned?—A. I think I can only answer that in this way, that in so far as 
monetary policy can affect prices, it will only operate upon the general price 
level and it can do little in itself to correct disparities between the prices of 
individual commodities. Incidentally, on page 88 of the record there is a table 
which indicates that over the period since 1929 as a whole the relation of 
Prices of primary products to other products appear to have been somewhat 
more favourable in Canada than, for example, in Australia.

Q. Yes; but I was not particularly concerned about what it has been, it 
is what it is now.—A. Yes.

Q. There has been considerable dissatisfaction expressed by those who are 
Particularly interested in grain growers with the fact that the price of wheat 
is too low in their opinion compared with other products and other services. 
Now, I believe it was suggested that the Canadian dollar should be devalued in 
relation to the British pound. What effect would that have on the price of 
Canadian wheat?—A. The effect of depreciation on the general price level and 
some of the results which might follow from such depreciation, have been referred 
to. I think it can be found on page 84 and also page 201 of the record. I am 
hot trying, as you can understand Mr. Macdonald, to avoid repetition, but on 
these earlier occasions the subject was, I think covered by questions to which 

had the opportunity of drafting replies. Clearly an answer should be in 
the form of a careful statement. Whether these earlier statements cover the 
6round in a way which you want it covered or not, I am not sure.

Mr. Landeryou: Do you want to know whether monetary action would 
rmse prices, without discussing disequilibrium of the price structure? Do you 
^hnt to ascertain the fact whether or not it would raise prices?
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Mr. Macdonald: That is the purpose of the question.
Mr. Towers: As we stated before, it would have the tendency to raise prices 

in Canadian dollars. Whether that rise would be equal to the depreciation is 
decidedly doubtful; whether it would in the end benefit the farmers is also a 
question which we discussed at an earlier meeting.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. I was coming to that later, but I just want to get the first question an

swered now, if I can, as to whether monetary action could be taken which would 
raise the price of wheat to the Canadian producer?—A. Depreciation would lend 
to do that, although probably not to the full extent of the depreciation.

Q. To a certain extent?—A. To a certain extent, probably it would have 
that tendency.

Q. Having in mind that wheat is a world commodity and the price is a world 
price, what effect would the devaluing of the dollar in relation to the pound 
sterling have on the value of goods purchased by the farmer? Now, take a 
specific instance. Tractors are not made in Canada. In the calendar year 1938 
tractors were imported from the United States to the value of $11,232,997.

Mr. Landeryou: What year was that?
Mr. Macdonald: The calendar year of 1938.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Other implements used by the farmers were imported in the same year 

to the value of $7,963,010. Now, if the dollar were devalued, what effect would 
that have on these goods?—A. In so far as any imports into Canada are con
cerned, I would expect that the Canadian cost would increase by the full amdunt 
of the depreciation, because I do not think that we are sufficiently important 
buyers of any manufactured products or commodities to be able to dictate terms; 
in other words, I do not think that a restriction of our purchases of any of thpse 
goods would be likely to cause a fall in their foreign price.

Q. How can we restrict purchases? We have to purchase tractors.—A. I 
am thinking of the restriction of purchases which might take place because: of 
the fact that the Canadian price was a good deal higher; that is bound to cause 
some restrictions.

Mr. Landeryou: But, Mr. Macdonald, would we necessarily have to import 
our farm machinery from the United States? Just recently Germany proposed to 
exchange by a barter system some $30.000.000 worth of farm machinery for the 
equivalent in wheat; and under a policy of that nature there would not neces
sarily be any increase in the price of farm machinery.

Mr. Towers: But your imports from any country will be higher in cost in 
terms of Canadian dollars by the amount of the depreciation.

Mr. Landeryou : Well, under an exchange through a barter transaction?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Landeryou: If we are bartering so many bushels of wheat for so many 

tractors, I do not see where the price factor or the exchange value of money, comes 
into it.

Mr. Towers: Then, under those terms, neither appreciation nor depreciation 
would enter into the picture.

Mr. Landeryou: That is it.
The Chairman: You mean it would not help your wheat and it would 

not hurt your tractors?
Mr. Towers: Right; you would be where you were before.
Mr. Quelch: I think we have not estimated the benefit to the farmoj-8 

this way. At least 50 per cent of the farmer’s income goes to pay debts. I
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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not think that is exaggerated, because according to the Bureau of Statistics, 
76 per cent of the farmers either have mortgages or are buying their land on 
crop payments ; so 33| per cent of their income goes to pay rent charges or 
mortgage charges, and another 17 per cent goes for goods produced in Canada. 
At least 17 per cent of their income would go for goods produced in Canada.

The Chairman : What percentage of the farms in Alberta are mortgaged?
Mr. Quelch: In the three western provinces, according to the Bureau 

of Statistics, 76 per cent of the farms are either mortgaged or operated on the 
crop agreement, or rented, and under that condition as a rule the farmers turn 
over one-third of their crops alone for rent payments.

The Chairman : Mortgages. As I understood the figure—do you remem
ber it, Mr. Deachman?—it was comparatively small. As I understood it the 
mortgage debt was around 30 per cent.

Mr. Quelch : I got this figure from the Bureau pf Statistics. Seventy- 
six per cent includes mortgages, agreements for sale, and rented land, these 
three. Mortgages were about 40 per cent alone in the three western provinces, 
so in that case 33| per cent of the income of the farmer goes to pay land 
charges. Then you have machine charges and various other charges.

Mr. Lander you: Taxes.
Mr. Quelch : And payment for goods purchased in Canada, and so the 

actual increase in prices due to the fact the farmer is paying higher prices 
for imported goods would be only a small portion of his income. He would 
be benefiting by depreciation on the whole income, and losing because of the 
appreciation to a very small extent.

The Chairman: That would only apply when the creditor was a Canadian.
Mr. Quelch: The farmers invariably pay their debts in Canadian currency. 

Very few of them pay in New York or in England. <-
The Chairman: Some of the creditors have borrowed'money abroad in order 

to loan it to the farmers. Now, how would they be affected?
Mr. Quelch: That would not affect the farmer because—
The Chairman : I was speaking of the creditor.
Mr. Quelch : I am referring to how it would affect the farmer.
Mr. Tucker: How was he affected when our money was appreciated com

pared with United States money? That is another thing. They paid the people 
who borrowed abroad to loan in Canada. They paid at that time practically S3 
Worth of debts for every $2 they collected, and it was unjust discrimination 
against the farmer in favour of the financial institutions of this country at that 
time.

The Chairman: But, of course, it seems to me in this committee, if you 
do not mind my saying so, that we sometimes overlook the fact that there is a 
difference between passive capital and active capital. The lender is a passive 
Capitalist; he depends for his earnings upon a fixed rate of interest. You may 
hke or you may not like the capitalist system but it seems to me that we must 
^ace it. " The active capitalist in this case, the farmer, goes searching for profit, 
jrow, if we take periods—for instance, I go back one period to war time prices 
0r wheat, wdien the active capitalists made huge profits.

Mr. Tucker: No, he did not.
The Chairman: I beg your pardon; the record will show that.
Mr. Tucker: You do not know anything about the situation in the West 

l* you say that.
The Chairman : Just a minute. May I finish my statement
Mr. Tucker: It is not true ; he did not make a profit.
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The Chairman : If I am going to be interrupted in that way, of course, I am 
going to discontinue. You said a statement is not true before you have heard 
my statement. If you are going to make a remark like that I won’t carry on 
the argument.

Mr. Tucker: I am sorry if you feel that way.
The Chairman : I think it is distinctly rude.
Mr. Tucker: If you tell me the farmers in the West made big profits, I 

just simply say it is not a fact, that is all.
The Chairman : Mr. Tucker, may I say I sat in this committee and 

listened to many statements I did not believe, but I did not say they were not 
true ; I held my peace.

Mr. Tucker: If you disagreed with me, I would not get angry.
The Chairman : I do get angry with you when you say I was saying 

something that is not true before I have finished what I was going to say.
Mr. Tucker: I did not mean it was not true, but it is not a fact.
The Chairman: We cannot continue a discussion of that kind.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Then, Mr. Towers, you would- say that so far as the payment for goods 

imported is concerned, any benefit that would come to the wheat grower by 
devaluing the dollar in relation to the pound, would be lost in respect of wrhat 
he had to buy from foreign countries?—A. Yes.

Mr. Landeryou : In only particular cases would that be true. Suppose we 
were dealing with cotton goods and manufactured goods from Japan. We 
could bring them in here a good deal cheaper than it would least from any 
country in the world. In fact, I remember reading an article in the paper where 
a member of parliament rose in the house in Great Britain and stated in refer
ence to some article he held over his arm, that if they had their overhead paid 
and their wages paid, they could not produce the goods as cheaply as they got 
them from Japan.

Mr. Towers: The answer I made to Mr. Macdonald should probably be 
elaborated. To repeat what I said before: to the extent that goods are imported 
—I am referring not only to finished goods but to materials for manufacture in 
Canada—the cost of these imports in Canada would increase by the amount 
of the depreciation. Naturally, in the case of certain finished goods in Canada, 
100 per cent of the cost of the goods is not represented by imported materials. 
These goods probably would not rise in price in the first instance to the full 
extent of the depreciation. To the extent that labour was a factor in the cost, 
wrnges are slow, very often, to change, subsequent to depreciation. This is 
part of the transfer between various sections of the economy. The primary 
producer is probably a little ahead of the game for a while at the expense of 
the other people in the community. Labour is the main sufferer, I would say, 
although you can also include all forms of consumers.

Mr. Landeryou: Tariff charges make up a large portion of the cost of 
imported goods ; is that not true?

Mr. Macdonald : Not necessarily.
Mr. Towers: Leaving -that aside, I assume that in spite of depreciation, 

tariff rates stay the same and therefore that the added cost is equal to the 
amount of the depreciation.

Mr. Landeryou: We are discussing the position of the farmers in western 
Canada particularly, and it -has been established, at least to my mind, t’ha 
tariff charges work minimally to the interests of western farmers.

Mr. Macdonald : I will go into that a little later on.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Landeryou : It enters into the whole picture.
Mr. Macdonald : I do not think that tariff charges necessarily increase 

the cost of any article. There is competition within the country and that would 
overcome any tariff charge which might be placed on the goods. All the tariff 
does is to assure a market. If there is competition within the country then the 
cost of the goods should not be increased on account of the tariff.

Mr. Quelch: I do not think Mr. Towers should leave that statement in 
the way he did. He stated if we had a depreciated currency the farmers would 
benefit at the expense of other classes of society.

Mr. Towers: Would benefit for a time.
Mr. Quelch: It is also true to say that owing to the fact that we have 

appreciated our currency above sterling certain classes of society have benefited 
at the expense of the farmers, to make the picture complete. Professor Upgren, 
in his Manitoba brief, claims it has cost the prairie provinces since 1931 to 
1936, $47,000,000 a year.

Mr. Towers: Perhaps one should remember that for a period of years the 
Canadian dollar was at a discount on sterling.

Mr. Quelch: The Canadian dollar?
Mr. Towers : Yes.
Mr. Quelch: Yes, but the statement was that if we had depreciated our 

currency to the same extent that Australia had, that is, 25 pèr cent below 
sterling, western farmers would have gained $47,000,000 a year from 1931 
to 1936.

Mr. Towers: With all due deference to Professor Upgren I think it is 
almost impossible to make calculations of that kind.

Mr. Quelch: That is, all other things being equal.
Mr. Towers: Since you say “ all other things being, equal,” the argument 

is shot. I am not saying behind his back what I have not already said to 
his face.

The Chairman: Mr. Quelch, may I suggest something there, that exchange 
dumping invariably brings about tariff protection. We in Canada, when there 
Was exchange dumping on behalf of Germany, were the first country in the 
World to put up a tariff barrier. Now, the comparison between Australia and 
Canada ought to have the two central thoughts brought out. In the first place, 
Australia was forced into devaluation ; Canada at the time was not forced ; at 
any rate, it got along without devaluation. In the second place Australia had 
°nly a comparatively or a relatively small portion of the world’s wheat market, 
about 12 per cent, and for the first five years after the war Canada had about 
38 per cent. So that it is natural to suppose there would have been more tariff 
action even than there had been as a result of exchange dumping.

Mr. Quelch: I am not advocating currency depreciation. When this 
Matter came up once before I stated that I could not see that Canada as a 
whole would benefit, and I was merely stating that in view of the fact that we 
have maintained an appreciated currency the farmer has been penalized, and 

that extent there is justification for a bonus or a subsidy to the farmer to 
Compensate him for that loss. It is merely price cutting.

The Chairman: The point I tried to make was that it was questionable, 
?s the governor said, whether he had been penalized or not, because he might 
have been further penalized by a raising of the tariff against his exports under 
currency devaluation.

Mr. Quelch: Did that hold good in the case of Australia in so far as 
"heat is concerned?

Mr. Towers: Oh, I do not think it did.
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The Chairman: But Australia had 12 per cent of the market and we had 
38 per cent.

Mr. Towers: Perhaps I should interject something there, that in speaking 
of this particular subject I have tried throughout not to say whether I thought 
such and such a thing should be done or should not be done, but simply to limit 
myself to trying to show some of the effects.

The Chairman: Proceed, Mr. Macdonald.
Mr. Macdonald: I will leave that—
The Chairman: —highly controversial subject.
Mr. Macdonald: —and get on to another subject. We have discussed in 

this committee from time to time the question of savings. Personally I have 
not been entirely satisfied with the presentation of the subject. I think we ought 
to have more information on it. We assume that the savings are all expressed 
in bank deposits.

Mr. Towers: That was the point with which I took issue at an earlier 
meeting by saying that I thought in reality they were expressed in terms of 
physical assets, although those may be denominated in terms of dollars and 
cents as, for example, when a person holds part of a bond issue on a factory.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. There is no doubt that you would say the savings of a nation are very 

important and the future of any nation depends to a considerable extent upon 
savings?—A. On the savings in the form of its physical equipment, the 
character of which will assist or retard production.

Q. Would it be possible for us to have a picture in tabloid, say, for the 
years 1928, 1932 and 1938. I take those years more or less at random. I 
think 1928 we could say was the height of prosperity, 1932 the depth and 1938 
the present time. Could we have a statement showing the deposits in the 
commercial banks and in the federal institutions, such as the post office, the 
provincial savings bank, trust companies and loan companies and other institu
tions that take in savings?—A. I am not quite sure about the dates you mention, 
but we have quite a few figures on the record now in that respect. However, 
I will check that up.

Q. Could we have a table for those three years?—A. Yes.
Q. And then could you show the insurance premiums?—A. The annual insur

ance premiums in those three years?
Q. Yes.—A. I think so.
Q. Including in that government annuity payments.—A. Receipts?
Q. Receipts. And then on the other side we could have a statement showing 

the shrinkage of industrial capital.—A. I doubt whether it is possible to get 
statistics on that.

The Chairman: In the form of dividends paid.
Mr. Towers: In the form of dividends paid, yes, that is possible.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. With regard to the shrinkage of industrial capital, as the chairman has 

said, that could be done, could it not, by showing the dividend payments 
those years?—A. It would give an indication of changes in earning capacity 11 
that time, yes.

Mr. Deachman: There is a recorded statement from the Bureau 0 
Statistics of the capital employed in industry. I do not know how accura 
the calculations are. , ,

Mr. Towers: That is true. I am not familiar with the way in whlC 
those figures are made up.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Deachman : It is a statement simply of each company which records 
its capital, employees and the value of its products.

Mr. Towers: Yes.

By Mr. Macdonald :
Q. I think if you could prepare such a statement it would be of assistance 

to the committee.—A. Yes.
Mr. Landeryou: In relation to insurance you stated you could secure figures 

showing total premiums paid. Is it life insurance you want particularly?
Mr. Macdonald: I had in mind life insurance. . There are other forms. 

There is also accident insurance.
Mr. Landeryou: If you had it .confined to life insurance and accident insur

ance could you give the figures showing the total premiums received and losses 
sustained by those companies in Canada including' the-'adjustment expenses, so 
that we would know how much money was paid out in the form of death claims 
and for matured endowments, etc.

Mr. Towers: We could try. As you know, anything we did there would 
depend on what is available from the Department of Insurance.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Macdonald, with regard to savings, is it not rather the 
effect of savings that we should discuss more than the statistics?

Mr. Macdonald : We have discussed the effect of savings from time to 
time. I believe you discussed them.

Mr. Jaques : I should like to give you—
Mr. Macdonald: I was not going into that just now. I wanted more to 

get these figures properly before the committee because I do not think you can 
discuss these things unless you have the correct picture, and I do not think we 
have had the correct picture to date. *

Mr. Jaques : I merely wanted to make a statement in one sentence on the 
effect of savings. Savings by individuals decrease purchasing power without 
lowering prices. Savings by institutions and corporations increase prices with
out increasing purchasing power.

Mr. Macdonald: That is your statement. I had not intended to discuss 
the effect of it now, but you want that statement on record?

Mr. Jaques: Yes.
The Chairman: Supposing we have the governor’s opinion on that.
Mr. Towers: I do not agree with that statement .in any way, shape or 

form, Mr. Jaques, but as I said earlier, what has happened here, after all, is that 
you have made a statement without giving any reasons why such a thing should 
he true. And I have said that I do not agree with it, also without giving reasons. 
But if I could get from you the reasons why you believe such a thing to be the 
ease, then it would be much easier to make an analysis of it, would it not?

Mr. Jaques: When Mr. Macdonald is through.
Mr. Macdonald: Yes, if that is satisfactory to the governor. If I could 

continue in the meantime, then we can come back to it.
Mr. Towers: Yes. Although perhaps this would not be in accordance 

yfith the procedure that the committee expects to follow, if I could even get hold 
of a brief memorandum on the subject, it would be a helpful way of getting
ahead.

The Chairman : And place it on the record?
Mr. Deachman: You mean from Mr. Jaques?
Mr. Towers: Yes.
Mr. Jaques : You mean a memorandum?

79623 -3
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Mr. Towers : I said I did not want to make any suggestion which would not 
be in accordance with the usual procedure, but that would be one practical way 
of doing it.

Mr. Jaques: You mean I should submit a written statement?
Mr. Towers: So that I could understand what was in your mind.
Mr. Macdonald: In regard to the statement which you made to me, the 

governor has suggested that you elaborate on that by giving him your reasons.
Mr. Jaques: At a later time when you are through?
Mr. Macdonald : Yes, or a memorandum in writing.
Mr. Lander you: I was very interested in the question you directed, Mr. 

Macdonald, to the governor of the Bank of Canada in relation to the amount of 
premiums collected by insurance companies. Could you explain to me the 
reason why you are interested—as that is a form of saving—in securing these 
figures?

Mr. Macdonald : I wanted to secure them for the benefit of the committee, 
because we have no statement which shows the amount of money on deposit in 
the banks ; and that has been assumed from time to time—we have jumped to 
the conclusion that that represents all the savings. That, obviously, does not 
represent all the savings. Some of them may be included in those deposits, but 
the insurance companies also have other savings which they put in other forms. 
In order to have a complete picture, we should have this statement of insurance 
companies.

Mr. Landeryou: I believe we should have a complete picture. I have 
before me here a few figures—seeing that this matter has come up—showing 
the effect upon the province of Alberta of the operations of insurance com
panies. I should just like to indicate to Mr. Towers what information I should 
like in this regard.

Mr. Macdonald : I said at the outset that I did not object to interruptions. 
I do not think that Mr. Landeryou wants to interrupt me at any length.

Mr. Landeryou : No, I did not intend to interrupt. I was very interested 
in your question.

Mr. Macdonald: I think it is quite proper for you to ask a question.
Mr. Landeryou: There are operating in Canada insurance companies in

corporated in Great Britain and others with head offices in foreign countries, as 
well as Canadian companies, provincial and extra-provincial companies are 
doing business in Canada. The effect of their operations in the province of 
Alberta has been, in my opinion, inimical to the best interests of that province. 
The savings that the people of Alberta put in those insurance companies have 
not been returned to them in proportions that would justify the continuance of 
such a policy as investing their savings in foreign companies. For instance, in 
the province of Alberta, there were forty-four Canadian companies listed as 
doing business in 1934, sixty-one British companies, ninety-three foreign com
panies, two provincial companies and three extra-provincial companies, selling 
fire insurance. The Canadian companies took $1,065,694.30 in premiums—that 
is, gross less- return premiums ; the British companies, $1,631,082.31 ; the foreign 
companies, $1,308,801.82; the provincial companies, $4,345.02; the extra-provin
cial companies, $100,155.70. The total for 1936, gross less return premiums was 
$4,110,082.15; for 1935 it was $4,357,667.79; and in 1934 it was $4,455,991.31, °r 
a total for the three-year period of $12,923,741.25. The greatest portion 
those premiums went to the British and foreign companies. The total net losses 
incurred, including adjustment expenses, for the three-year period were : 
1936, $899,473.37; in 1935, $1,047,570.26; in 1934, $1,060,161.70, or a total o| 
$3,007,105.33. So that on that premium total of $12.923,741.25, the net losses 
were only $3,007,105.33 for the three-year period.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Macdonald: Just a minute. I did want to try to get through today. 
I do not know how long you proposed to go on.

Mr. Landeryou: I just wanted to finish this. It would only take me two 
minutes to put in a picture of this relation of profits to losses.

Mr. Macdonald: I said at the outset that I had no objection to questions ; 
but I said nothing about speeches.

Mr. Landeryou: I do not intend to make a speech. What I wanted to do 
was to get the same facts for the dominion of Canada as I had secured for the 
province of Alberta.

Mr. Macdonald: All right,
Mr. Landeryou : I think that would help you.
Mr. Macdonald: I think so. You can ask that.
Mr. Landeryou: That is what I had in mind. I will just give it as I 

have it here for 1934 and it will not take me but two or three minutes. The 
gross premium, less return premiums, for fire insurance companies for 1934 were 
$4,455,991.31. The total net losses incurred, including adjustment expenses, 
were $1,060,161.70. For automobile insurance companies the gross, less return 
premiums, were $695,321.85 and the losses were $437;611.57; for hail insurance 
companies the gross, less return premiums, were $225,049.08 and the net losses 
were $81,404.51. For miscellaneous insurance companies, the gross, less return 
premiums, were $728,326.51 and the net losses incurred were $336,303. This 
makes a total net loss for those four groups of companies fire insurance, auto 
insurance, hail insurance, and miscellaneous insurance of $1,915,480.78, while 
the total premiums paid by the people of Alberta amounted to j$6,104,688.75. The 
life insurance premiums for that year totalled $11,226,210.72. Altogether the 
premiums paid by the province of Alberta on fire insurance, automobile insur
ance, hail insurance, miscellaneous insurance and life insurance total $17,330,- 
899.47 The total losses, including adjustment expenses, oi all those companies 
is set out in this way: $1,915,48078 for the four groups of companies I have 
mentioned ; and for life insurance, death claims were $2,103,087.93; matured en
dowments, $510,331.51; dividends; $1,835,418.58, making a total of $4,448,838.02, 
the total losses, including adjustment expenses, on the part of the life insur
ance companies. So the total of all the companies amounted to $6,364,318.80 
that is the total net losses, including adjustment expenses while on the other 
hand, the gross less return premiums of these companies were $17,330,899.47. 
These companies have tremendous investments in Alberta and are getting tre- 
^endous revenues off them. If they do not desire to invest their sm plus earnings 
in the province of Alberta, they can invest them some place else, and Alberta 
gets no advantage through the re-investment of their savings in their own prov
ince for the development of that province.

The Chairman: Mr. Landeryou, I think you should allow Mr. Mac
donald to proceed.

Mr. Landeryou : I should like to finish this one sentence.
The Chairman: I know, but you have taken two minutes, now it is five—
Mr. Landeryou: One sentence and I shall conclude.
The Chairman : All right. ....
Mr. Landeryou : I should like to have a complete picture, if it is possible, 

of the operations of all these insurance companies in Canada, showing the 
effect upon Canada.
. Mr Towers- I wonder if we are the people best qualified to give that 
formation? At best it would be second-hand because we are not experts 

that subject. I assume that the Department of Insurance know a great deal 
about it than we do.

?9623 3J
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Mr. Landeryou: Possibly.
The Chairman : Proceed, Mr. Macdonald.
Mr. Landeryou: Then we cannot get information to show the effect of 

the savings in insurance.
Mr. Deachm.An : The story would not be complete, because there are 

investments on the other side. We hold insurance securities investments.
Mr. Landeryou : I should like to get the complete picture.
Mr. Macdonald: The statement I made at the outset still holds good, that 

I have no objection to interruptions ; but I think that they should be more 
in the way of questions than long statements or else I shall hardly get through. 
I shall forget what I am talking about myself.

The Chairman : Proceed, Mr. Macdonald.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Mr. Governor, according to the evidence given to this committee, there 

are 4,122,963 savings accounts or what the banks call notice accounts?— 
A. Yes.

Q. In the banks of the Dominion of Canada?—A. Yes.
Q. The total amount of those savings is $1,659,646,000. That was in 

December, 1938?—A. October.
Q. October, at least.—A. October, 1938.
Q. Yes, October, 1938.—A. Yes.
Q. It has been suggested by members of the committee that the govern

ment should print and put into circulation by means of public works or other
wise, a certain sum of money. In fact, some members have gone so far as to 
suggest that $200,000,000 should be given to the people directly. Irrespective 
of the method of distribution, and bearing in mind that many of these savings 
accounts have been accumulated by the efforts of hard work, and often by 
actual manual labour, and by the sacrifices of those who have gathered their 
savings together, and also having in mind the fact that many of these savings 
accounts were the accumulated savings of numerous people, which are repre
sented by deposits in insurance companies, what would be the effect on these 
savings of the creation and distribution of $200,000,000 of so-called debt-free 
money?—A. We come there again, as you have in mind, to the question of infla
tion. I do not think that anyone could say that such and such an addition to the 
medium of exchange will cause a certain degree of inflation, and not more 
or less.

Q. It would be inflation. There is no doubt of that.—A. It would un
doubtedly have that tendency.

Mr. Landeryou: Do you mean uncontrolled inflation? Naturally, it is 
an addition of money. Do you mean by that an addition of money or do you 
mean an absolute inflation where prices will rise and there will be a dislocation 
of trade? What do you mean by that?

Mr. Macdonald: Would the printing of $200,000,000 cause inflation?
The Chairman : Some inflation.
Mr. Macdonald : Some inflation.
Mr. Towers: I would guess that it would,, yes.
Mr. Macdonald: Yes.
Mr. Tucker: That it would what?
Mr. Towers: That it would cause inflation.
Mr. Tucker: You mean a general rise in the price level?
Mr. Towers: Yes.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Quelch:
Q. Are you basing that on the thought that the chartered banks would be 

expanding upon that issue?—A. Yes; even although they did not expand in 
full, I would still think that that would be sufficient to cause an inflationary 
situation.

Q. Without any expansion on the part of the chartered banks?—A. No. 
I would say particularly with some degree of expansion on the part of the 
banks.

Q. Suppose steps were taken to prevent the chartered banks------- A. I beg
your pardon?

Q. If steps were taken to prevent the chartered banks from expanding, it 
might be possible to add $200,000,000, if it were used in a certain way, and it 
might not cause a rise in prices, in view of the fact, that we have a favourable 
balance of payments of $185,000,000?—A. That would be difficult to answer 
categorically. But, in any event, of course, that suggestion of a possible expan
sion in currency, sterilized to a major extent by raising the minimum reserve 
requirements of the chartered banks, was one which was made by Mr. Tucker 
early in the hearings; the effects of that so far as the country as a whole was 
concerned, we tried to list in an earlier memorandum.

By Mr. Tucker:
Q. In that event, of course, prices would not necessarily rise?—A. They 

Would not necessarily rise. Monetary policy, as you know, is not an exact 
science. There has been a considerable expansion of deposits in the last few 
years. That has not had an inflationary effect, partly because money has 
tended to be rather idle. If you get into the minds of people the thought that 
not only are there increases taking place, but that the method of approach is 
such that there well may be larger increases at a later date, then you may very 
Well stimulate a fear in respect to the future which will result in a fright move
ment from the currency ; and then you have inflation with a bang.

Mr. Tucker: What I can’t understand about that, if your factories are not 
Working at full capacity and if you have a great deal of unemployment and if

get a great increase in the demand for consumable goods there will be a 
reduction of your overhead, of your factory burden attached to each item of 
goods; why should there be a rise in prices? In other words, if the farmers 
^‘ere, for example, to have their purchasing powers increased so that they could 
buy supplies of farm machinery that could be put out by the farm implement 
manufacturers of Canada who could quite easily produce with their present 
eciuipment all that would be required ; so that it seems to me that instead of 
Prices rising they would fall, if you had proper play of competition.

Mr. Towers: Proper play of competition—perfect direction of production 
""""Complete mobility of labour and many other things. We have tried to 
exPrcss our views, and I think we have dealt with this particular angle of the 
Abject.

Mr. Tucker: But the difficulty is more purchasing power.
Mr. Towers: I think we dealt with that on page 194.

. Mr. Tucker: Then Mr. Macdonald asked you the question that if you 
Panted $200,000,000, or if you issued $200,000,000, without any qualifications; 
Jm your answer was without qualifications that you would get a rise in prices; 
^at negates all that has gone before. Someone might pick up this report and 

Vifl it and they might see your answer in that form and they might say, Mr. 
°Wers said this, there it is.

„ Mr. Towers: I should be sorry through giving too brief answers to cause 
n Wrong impression. It may be that in trying to give quick answers rather 
t aQ reserving reply for written ones, that a wrong impression has been given, 

y°u at least.
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Mr. Tucker: I am not worrying about myself.
Mr. Towers: I understand.
Mr. Tucker: Anyone picking up that report and seeing it might be misled.
Mr. Landeryou: I have just one question on that point which I would like 

to ask.
The Chairman: Mr. Macdonald, if you don’t mind.
Mr. Macdonald: I don’t mind, if it is just one question.
Mr. Landeryou: That is all I want to ask.
The Chairman: You are very prone to make speeches when you say you 

just want to ask a question; but you have said that you just want to ask one 
question and it is on the record.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. In answer to the question as to whether or not the issue of two hundred 

millions of dollars of free money would create inflation you stated that it would 
have tendency to create inflation; by that answer do you mean to imply that it 
would create a condition which would be harmful to the economic condition of 
Canada?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Now, the question which I asked with regard to the number of savings 

accounts and the amount of savings ; the other day in this committee, on 
Tuesday, May 2nd, in the report of the committee at page 243. Mr. Landeryou 
stated :—

Q. I am correct in that?—A. I would say, just working it out 
roughly here, that about 92 per cent have 27 per cent, or something 
like that.

Now, in other words, Mr. Landeryou stated that 92 per cent of the depositors 
had 27 per cent of the money, and he further went on to say that would mean 
that 8 per cent of the total depositors held 73 per cent of the total deposits. 
Now I think that hardly sets forth the conidtions correctly?

Mr. Landeryou: Those figures were obtained from the bank.
The Chairman : Order, gentlemen.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Just one minute. I have a statement which was tabled in the house, 

a statement which comes down each year on the classification of deposits in 
Canada as of October 1st, 1938, and that statement shows deposits payable on 
demand and deposits payable after notice. And now, according to the state
ment of Mr. Landeryou the 8 per cent would include all the deposits except 
the deposits payable after notice of $1.000 or less?—A. I do not understand 
that, would you repeat it?

Q. The statement tha.t 8 per cent of the people control 73 per cent of the 
total deposits?—A. Eight per cent of the deposits in savings accounts.

Q. Yes.—A. Have 73 per cent of the total savings deposits.
Q. No, he doesn’t say savings deposits; that would include both deposit® 

payable on demand and deposits payable on notice?—A. I am wrong then- 
That 8 and 73 do represent figures applicable to the total number of dep°sl 
accounts and the total amount of the deposits.

Mr. Landeryou : Those answers there are not mine. Those are answer® 
to my questions directed to Mr. Towers himself, and are his answers.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Then, Mr. Towers’ answer is to the effect that the 8 per cent and the

73 per cent of the deposits include all deposits whether demand or notice? A.
In chartered banks.

Q. In chartered banks. Now, the deposits up to $1,000 or less on demand 
total 604,490 representing $88,127,361.37?—A. I have the round amount here. 
I would say that is right.

Q. I suppose they include all small accounts which are held by small 
merchants?—A. No doubt.

Q. Garage men?—A. Yes.
Q. And what we call small people doing business on the smaller scale?_

A. Yes.
Q. So that in that 8 per cent there would be a lot of what we call little 

fellows in the way of business?—A. Yes.
Q. So that if any impression went abroad from your statement that 8 

per cent of the total deposits were held by big businessmen that would be 
incorrect?—A. I think I may have made a mistake there, the 8 per cent 
refers to 8 per cent of the number of deposit accounts, doesn’t it?

Q. Yes. Eight per cent compares to the number of deposit accounts?— 
A. The small accounts that you refer to would be in the 92 per cent, would 
they not?

Q. No, not on this statement, this is just with regard to the savings. The 
8 per cent is after taking out the savings deposits of $1,000 or less. They 
amount to 73 per cent.—A. I don’t think so.

Q. Or, do they not amount to 92 per cent of the number of depositors and 
the 27 per cent of the deposits?—A. Savings and demand combined, yes.

Q. Yes. So then the 8 per cent----- ?—A. Represents the number of de
positors, the proportion of depositors with accounts whether demand or savings 
in excess of $1.000.

Q. I hardly think the figures would work out that way. I think my 
compilation would show that you have demand and savings deposits of less 
than $1,000, and they come to 73 per cent of the deposits?—A. I do not think 
they do. All savings deposits of $1,000 or less amount to $452,000,000 out of 
the total of deposits of $1,655.000,000.

Q. That is just savings?—A. That is just savings ; in other words, a little 
less than 25 per cent.

Q. Then when you take in the other figures of demand----- ?—A. The
demand deposits of less than $1,000 are $88,000,000 opt of a total of $749,- 
000,000; in other words, about 12 per cent of the total.

Q. Well, there is no doubt that in these deposits of $1,000 or less there 
would be the small businessmen?—A. Yes.

Q. And you said that the 8 per cent does not include them?—A. The 8 per 
cent is the number of depositors, or the proportion of depositors with accounts 
of more than $1,000.

Q. That is savings accounts?—A. Both, but I could do it for one or the 
other.

Q. There is no doubt that many depositors have current accounts of less 
than $1,000?—A. There are 604,000.

Q. What is it in savings accounts?—A. The total number of savings accounts 
is 4,123,000. Accounts of $1,000 or less, numbered 3,797,481.

Q. And that is, those of $1,000 or less?—A. Yes.
Q. And now, the man who has $1,001; where would he come in?—A. He 

would be in the range of $1.000 to $5,000.
Q. And if he had $1,005, he would be in that class?—A. Yes. There are

284,000 of such accounts.
Q. 284.243 accounts of depositors having deposits ranging from $1,000 to 

$5,000?—A. In the notice deposit category.
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Q. That is all within the general term of savings banks?—A. Yes.
Q. That totals 4,081,724? Is that correct?—A. I think so, yes.
Q. And they have $1,024,485,657.04?—A. Yes.
Q. And that would represent 62 per cent of the total savings deposits?— 

A. Yes.
Q. And if we average the number of depositors having $5,000 or less, 

4,081,724 into the total amount of their deposits, that is $1,024,485,657.04, each 
depositor would have an average of $250.99?—A. Approximately, yes.

Q. So that I would be correct in saying that there are to-day in the savings 
accounts or notice accounts 4,081,724 accounts having an average deposit of $251? 
—A. In the class of accounts ranging from $1 to $5,000.

Q. Yes. Well—no. I am taking the small men, the men with $5,000 or less?
Mr. Lander you: Why not take $1,000 or less, those are the small accounts 

which come within the figure of $1,000 or less, why bring in $1,000 to $5,000?
Mr. Macdonald: I took in the higher group because I do not think it is 

fair and because the man who has $1,001 automatically comes into the $5,000 
group of accounts. I think it is more fair to take all the savings accounts 
below $5,000 and average ; and I find that 60 per cent of the total savings 
deposits in our banks to-day are held by people having less than $5,000, in fact 
they average $251.

Mr. Landeryou: That does not tell a complete story because there are 
3,000,000 depositors who have on deposit less than $1,000 or an average of from 
$117 to $125 apiece. That is the bulk of the deposits.

Mr. Macdonald : We have to get a fair picture, and I think a more fair 
picture would be obtained by taking all the small deposits. My idea in having 
all the small deposits is not by taking in the $999 and leaving out the man who 
has $1,001 on deposit.

Mr. Quelch : To a great many people in Canada a deposit of $5,000 is a 
very large deposit.

Mr. Macdonald: So I average them all, the man who has only $1 in the 
bank up to the man who has $5,000; I average them, and as I said before, I find 
that 62 per cent of our depositors are in that class and they have $251 each 
in the bank.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Now, Mr. Towers, if there were inflation how would the value of these 

accounts be affected?—A. A change in the value of money, of course, affects 
not only savings depositors but also anyone who has a fixed obligation in his 
favour. That applies to savings deposits, life insurance policies, to bonds or 
preferred stock with a fixed dividend, and to a certain extent to wages or salaries 
which are not necessarily fixed over a term by contract, but do not change very 
readily.

Q. Suppose inflation depreciated the value of these savings 50 per cent, a 
man with $251 as savings would find that his savings would be depreciated to 
the value of $125.50.—A. They would have a purchasing power that would be 
equivalent to that, yes.

Q. And the man with $25,000 in the bank would find that his savings would 
be depreciated to having a purchasing value of $12,500?—A. Yes.

Q. So then, would I be correct in saying that the little fellow—the chap 
with the $251—would feel the pinch, and feel it worse?—A. That is probably 
the case because he has not usualy got the means for taking advantage of the 
inflation. By taking advantage, I mean the advantage that an individual can 
take of such circumstances. He probably has not got as good a means of 
offsetting the sacrifice by appropriate steps in the form of switching his invest
ments or doing something else which will bring grist to his mill.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Q. And also the man with the bigger deposit wmuld have $12,500 left any
way of purchasing value and the other man would have left only $125.50._A. In
respect to that particular asset, in the form of savings accounts.

Q. I suppose that would affect all accounts, whether they -were savings or 
demand accounts?—A. Yes; it affects all fixed obligations phrased in terms of 
money.

Q. And is it true that practically all municipalities have accounts in the 
banks, money on deposit?—A. Yes, usually.

Q. School boards?—A. Yes.
Q. And municipal institutions, such as municipal railways?—A. Yes.
Q. And hydro commissions?—A. Yes, although of course, it is a pretty long- 

complicated story to work out the effects, to the extent that anyone can, on the 
various sections of the community. - There is a transfer of wealth that takes 
place.

Q. We are just now assuming that there was inflation to the extent of 
50 per cent?—A. I know that you are speaking of the effects.

Mr. Lander you : How much money would it take to arrive at that?

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. I am speaking of the effect in respect to these particular things onlv.— 

A. Yes.
Q. Do you know' whether or not it is so that the Toronto Hydro Commis

sion, for instance, has $3,000,000 on deposit?—A. I do not know, but it does 
not sound an unduly large amount.

Q. And other hydro commissions throughout Ontario have substantial 
deposits?—A. I dare say they have.

Q. And the provincial and federal governments have deposits?—A. Yes.
Q. And the United Grain Growers and other grain organizations have 

deposits?—A. All business organizations have.
Q. And there is no doubt about insurance companies having deposits?—A. 

Yes, but not large in proportion to their business.
Q. But they would be substantial?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. And churches all have money on deposit?—A. I hope so.
Q. And trades and labour unions mostly have deposits?—A. Yes, or invest

ments. I would say deposits are only one feature of the w'hole thing.
Q. And fraternal societies?—A. Yes.
Q. As I say, if there were inflation to the extent, say, of devaluing the 

money only 50 per cent, would not all the accounts of these institutions that I 
have mentioned be affected to the same extent?—A. Yes; to find out the total 
effect on them, of course, one w'ould have to examine their other assets, their 
other forms of activity to find out whether in the course of the transfer of 
health w'hich took place, they might be ahead of the game, and others behind.

Q. I am talking about money on deposit.—A. On that particular aspect of 
meir affairs they wmuld be behind, of course.

Mr. Landeryou : How much money -would have to be issued under this 
Proposition? How much capital would have to be moved into the financial 
structure of Canada in order to create such a situation that there would be 

per cent depreciation in the value of the dollar? How7 much money are you 
miking about?

Mr. Macdonald: I started with a suggestion of $200,000,000 printed and 
distributed immediately.

Mr. Quelch : You do not wish to leave the impression that $200,000,000 
'v°uld cause a 50 per cent depreciation?

Mr. Macdonald: I do not. It is my own opinion, once $200,000,000 w'ere 
Mnted and distributed there would soon be a demand for another $200,000,000
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and there would be a loss of confidence in Canada if even $200,000,000 were 
printed and distributed; but I should like to know what the governor of the 
Bank of Canada has to say in regard to that.

Mr. Towers: I do not know. It depends on psychology and the assumption 
of what the future is likely to hold.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. Mr. Towers, there has been an increase in bank deposits through the 

sale of bonds to the banks?—A. Or banks purchases of government securities of 
various kinds.

Q. The banks purchase of government securities have created in fact 
$500,000,000 in the last few years?—A. This amount that Mr. Macdonald has 
mentioned is far far in excess of that?

Q. Not the $200,000,000 he mentioned.—A. The increase in cash in the last 
few years has been approximately $47,000,000.

Mr. Taylor : May I ask a question here?
Mr. Landeryou: I want to finish.
Mr. Taylor: Is not inflation a condition of the minds of the people, and 

not a matter arising out of an extra-sensory perception? What I want to arrive 
at is this. You have yourself expanded the currency of the country by 
$450,000,000 during the existence of the bank.

Mr. Towers: Have taken action which enabled that other thing to take 
place.

By Mr. Taylor:
Q. Exactly. Suppose that on the formation of the Bank of Canada the 

question had arisen in the house, what do you intend to do? And the Minister 
of Finance had said, I propose in the next five years to increase the currency 
position of this country by $500,000,000. Would the people have accepted that 
as anything but inflation?—A. I think they would have considered it a rather 
rash statement because they would have realized that he could not know what 
the changes of the next four years would be.

Q. But you have infused that extra currency and they have taken it like 
little lambs?—A. The conditions of the times have probably produced that. 
That does not necessarily mean that the process could be continued ad nauseam, 
of course.

Q. I quite agree with that. I only want to establish the firm belief that 
inflation is a matter arising locally and in the minds of the people. You can 
create a local inflation by a local condition, or you can create a country inflation 
by a countrywide condition. It arises, and has inception in the minds of the 
people themselves.

Mr. Macdonald : If I could get on, I should be very pleased. I do want 
to get through. Could you reserve as many questions as possible until the end?

Mr. Landeryou : I have one question.
Mr. Macdonald: You might reserve it until the end.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. I am thinking particularly of deposits, and more particularly of t'he 

statements that have been made from time to time that the banks create deposits. 
I think that should be cleared up. It seems to be a part of the stock-in-trade 
that money is created and can be created out of thin air. Now, if that can be 
done, I think we should know how it is done. I should like to go through this.

Mr. Landeryou : Would you like me to explain how it is done?
Mr. Macdonald: I should like to ask a question to know whether or not Ï 

am right, with regard to money.
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Suppose a man needs money and he goes to the bank—I want to know 

whether I am right in this sequence of events—and he deposits a security, it is 
either personal or collateral, and he arranges a loan. He might take part of it 
with him and he might leave part of it in the bank.

Mr. Landeryou: What part does he take with him?
Mr. Macdonald: He may take part of the cash with him and leave part of it 

in the bank.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Is that the sense in which it is said that the banks create deposits?— 

A. Yes.
Q. Well, is that creating a deposit, or is it not merely a restoration of invested 

savings to liquid form? I had my security ; it was not in liquid form. It origi
nally must have been in liquid form or I could not have purchased it. I purchased 
the security. Now I need cash; I take it to the bank, and was I not restoring 
it to its liquid form?—A. Well, I suppose it can be said that that is the process 
in the particular case you mention ; but still I really think that it would be better, 
if the thing which was referred to as a creation of deposits could be understood 
in another form; that is by insistence on the fact that it is a creation of liabili
ties so far as the banks are concerned.

Mr. Landeryou: And assets as well.
Mr. Towers: Everyone has a different method of approach to this subject.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. It is a liability of the bank?—A. It is a liability of the bank, and as I 

say that process can be followed by anyone who can command any degree of 
credit at all. If you go to a grocer and acquire, say, an asset, in the form of 100 
pounds of sugar, and the grocer is willing to trust you for that $6, you have 
a credit.

Q. I have to give him some security, maybe my personal security?—A. Yes.
Q. Or it may be something else?—A. Yes.
Q. Is not that just a change?—A. I suppose one can phrase it that way, 

although I do not quite follow the implication there.
Mr. Tucker: You are suggesting that the bank is monetizing your credit.
Mr. Landeryou: Monetizing your real credit.
Mr. Macdonald: If I deposit a bond which I have purchased with cash and 

I leave that bond with the bank, I say that it is just restoring that bond to 
liquid form.

Mr. Tucker: Suppose you were to take the example you gave a moment ago. 
What they are doing is, they are monetizing what they consider to be your 
credit.

Mr. Macdonald: I must have something material behind me or else they 
won’t give me the money. They must be satisfied that I have got something 
that they can get possession of if I do not make payment.

Mr. Quelch: No. The banks have given money on personal notes, which 
had nothing but the integrity of the individual behind it.

The Chairman : That is what Mr. Macdonald has said, personal security.
Mr. Quelch: Integrity. He said providing they can get hold of some security 

that he had. They may give you a loan on your ability to produce wealth in 
the future.

Mr. Macdonald: The bank must be satisfied that I have something.
The Chairman: They must be satisfied that you will pay the bank.
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Mr. Macdonald: Yes.
Mr. Landeryou: Do you believe the banks can create money out of thin

air?
Mr. Macdonald: If they can, that is what I am endeavouring to find out. 

I am here, and I think the committee is here, to find out whether it is possible 
for the banks to create money.

Mr. Landeryou : They have done it for years and years. That should be 
a matter of common knowledge at this time.

Mr. Towers: You would not object to saying they create liabilities?
Mr. Landeryou : As long as you include assets at the same time.
Mr. Towers : In acquiring an asset the bank also acquires a liability.
Mr. Landeryou: I will admit that. They create a liability at the same 

time that they create a revenue producing asset for themselves.
Mr. Quelch: And they make a profit on the transaction.
Mr. Landeryou : They make a profit on the transaction.
The Chairman: Order; not all at once, please.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Following up my reasoning and statement, I am of the opinion, and 

I should like to know whether the governor of the bank agrees with me, that 
the bank does not really create anything, it rather converts, as I said before, my 
property into liquid form, and it holds it to my order.

Mr. Landeryou : What is the liquid?
Mr. Towers: It has that effect, yes, which I think is very much the 

same as putting it the other way.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. Let us get down to the question you mentioned of creating money out 

of thin air or in other ways—fountain pen money that the bank can create. 
I should like to have this cleared up beyond all doubt, as I think a lot of people 
have been deceived by it. If it is a simple matter for the bank to create money 
and call it out of thin air or by use of a fountain pen, I should like to have 
some of it.

Mr. Landeryou: You cannot get it.
Mr. Macdonald: Not for myself, personally, but for the city of Brant

ford, for instance. There are in that city today 4,241 people on relief. Some
one has said that these people do not want to work. I resent that statement ; 
I think it is an effrontery. I know the people in Brantford who are on relief 
want work ; are anxious and ready to work, and I believe that the other 100,000 
or more who are also on relief are on the whole anxious to work. But I will 
speak about the 4,241 people in the city of Brantford who are on relief. They 
are very deserving people. They are living on a very small amount. I do 
not see how they subsist. I do not see how they got along on the small amount 
that is given them. For instance, five people living on relief in the city of 
Brantford get $32.10 a month. That is a little less than $1 a day. In addi
tion to that they get a shelter allowance, but $1 a day to keep five people, 
including food, fuel and clothing, is not very much. As I say, I do not see 
how they exist at all. I should like to know if there is any way in which the 
banks can create money, call it out of thin air or by the use of a fountain pen, 
and wipe out poverty. I should like to know how it can be done. If it can be 
done I should like it done so that these people in Brantford who are on relief, 
and others, can get some of this money.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Towers : In spite of all that has been said I still think there is a 
lurking thought, when people say that banks can create money, that that 
means they can create money for themselves. In fact, they can create lia
bilities, and those liabilities being bank deposits which are readily acceptable, 
so long as the institutions are thought to be solvent, the net result is that 
they create money for other people. They cannot create it for themselves. 
In the process of banking, they acquire assets in the form of loans or invest
ments and, at the same time, assume liabilities to pay such and such an amount in 
deposits. Now, the benefit to the banking system of that process depends on 
the difference between the earnings which they receive on the assets and the 
costs they incur in the form of interest and operating charges in connection with 
deposits. That is and always has been the business of banking and it is the way 
in which the public obtain the medium of exchange which they want and need 
to do the country’s business.

The banks have it in their power to decide whether.'or not they will conduct 
such a banking operation in any individual case. It is the central authorities in 
most countries who determine the sum total of what can be done along those 
lines, and presumably base their determination on what they conceive to be the 
proper amount of medium of exchange for the country as a whole, remembering, 
of course, that that medium of exchange is not wealth, it is just what the words 
used to describe it indicate.

Mr. Landeryou : Could you deal with this proposition of Mr. Macdonald’s—
The Chairman : Order, please, let Mr. Macdonald continue his examina

tion.
By Mr. Macdonald:

Q. Could the banks by some fountain pen method create enough money to 
wipe out poverty?—A. Money will not wipe out poverty because it is not wealth. 
And in any event, the banks create nothing for themselves in that Respect. They 
create liabilities so far as the banks are concerned. The deposits are in the hands 
of the respective owners thereof.

Mr. Quelch: Do you not think it is true—
The Chairman : Order.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. They create liabilities and those liabilities must be wiped out.—A. Those 

liabilities they must be prepared to pay, or, so long as they have those liabilities, 
they must see to it that they have an appropriate amount of assets under admin
istration so that there are assets to respond to their liabilities.

Q. I shall leave it at this: You know of no method whereby I can obtain 
sufficient money from the bank by a fountain pen method or out of thin air, or 
any other method, to put these people who are on relief in funds so that they 
will have a substantial quantity of the medium of exchange?—A. No method 
of that kind, no.

Mr. Quelch : That is hardly a fair question. Is it not true—
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. Quelch: Is it not true that money can be obtained by that method in 

order to stimulate production thereby wiping out poverty? I do not think that 
is a fair way of putting the question.

Mr. Towers: If it is desired to stimulate production through the invest
ment of capital, that capital, of course, can be obtained in various ways. One 
Way is by borrowing the savings of the people.

Mr. Quelch: Or by this method?
Mr. Towers: Or by this method, to the extent that it does seem desirable 

to increase the medium of exchange. But I should say that the decision as to
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which method would be employed is one which should be determined by the 
thought, is the medium of exchange sufficient in volume or not? If it is sufficient, 
then any money required for capital investment should come from the savings 
of the people.

Mr. Quelch: In active circulation? You cannot force people to invest. 
If they will not invest, then the government should do it.

Mr. Towers: You mean that the government in that case wanting money 
for capital development —

Mr. Quelch: Yes.
Mr. Towers: —finds that the people of the country will not lend it the 

money; in other words, they have no confidence in their government?
Mr. Quelch: No, I am not prepared to say that.
Mr. Towers: That is the answer. They will do it if they have confidence 

in the government, and if you assume the people have not got sufficient con
fidence you have a pretty serious situation.

Mr. Tucker: But you would have to let the civilization which you have 
built up fall. Let us follow this along—

The Chairman: Just a minute, please. Mr. Landeryou rose a few moments 
ago to ask a question and I am going to ask Mr. Macdonald, as a special favour 
to the chairman, to allow Mr. Landeryou to ask his question. But just one 
question.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. At the present time, Mr. Towers, is it not correct that the banks are 

creating by the use of their fountain pens money with which municipalities, 
provincial governments and this federal government contribute to relief?—A. I 
would say that over the period of the last four years the monetary policy of the 
central bank has resulted in the banks, the chartered banks, acquiring a good 
many additional government securities, and that that has increased deposits. 
I would not say that is the only way in which governments could have obtained—

Q. No, but that has been done.—A. For the reason that it has been con
sidered desirable to increase the medium of exchange. Between December 
1936 and December, 1938, speaking broadly, that was not done.

Mr. Quelch: Yes, but coming back to your answer, is that because—
The Chairman: Order. Mr. Landeryou is asking a question. Mr. Quelch, 

please let Mr. Landeryou ask his question.

By Mr. Landeryou:
Q. I am just trying to get an answer to the question that was asked by 

Mr. Macdonald. As I understand it the question was whether banks can 
create money by the simple expedient of using a fountain pen; if that is so, 
why cannot unemployment be financed in that way? Now, is it not true 
that banks have created through pen and ink entries in their books credit 
that has been used by municipalities, provincial governments and federal 
government to pay the cost of relief? A simple answer “Yes” or “No”, I think, 
would cover it.—A. Oh no. First of all, while it is perhaps a psychological 
question, I do not think that the fountain pen reference is a very satisfactory 
one. After all, we are dealing with a serious subject on which I do not suppose 
anyone wants people to obtain wrong impressions. I suppose, with due respect 
to the King’s Printer, I could refer to all the laws of this country as pen and 
ink laws, but if 1 went out and tried to break them and said in court, “It was 
only a pen and ink matter,” I would not get very far with the judge. These 
are real transactions which take place in banks. These are serious liabilities 
which they assume. The business of banking is to loan and invest within the 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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limits permitted by their reserves. It has so happened that because of a central 
bank policy, with which the chartered banks had nothing to do, the additional 
cash with which they have been supplied in the last four years has led them 
into purchasing additional government bonds. Now, if we had not done that, 
you would have found, I assume, that the expenditures of the governments 
for relief and other purposes would have been just the same, but that not one 
dollar of those expenditures would have come from additional bank credit.

By Mr. Macdonald:
Q. I have just one more question I should like to discuss briefly. I had 

not intended to go into this matter but on account of the reference to the 
tariff yesterday I thought it should be mentioned today. It is a question which 
has come up from time to time, the claim that the west has been exploited 
by the east. I think that is an unfortunate feeling that is abroad in certain 
sections of Canada, particularly in the west, that the east has exploited the 
west.

Mr. Landeryou: Hear, hear.
Mr. Macdonald: Some members of the committee say ‘‘Hear, hear,” which 

shows that they feel that wTay but may or may not be prejudiced. I think we 
should go into the question with an open mind and not decide before we dis
cuss it that the west has been exploited by the east.

Mr. Landeryou : Well, by the east-----
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. Macdonald: Or by anyone else. I think we should consider the 

matter and endeavour to get the true facts and not go into it with a closed 
mind and say that a certain thing has been done and is still being done.

Yesterday the tariff was mentioned and it was said that there was a very 
high tariff against manufactured goods, and the impression was lelt that there 
was no tariff against any other goods. I should like to put on record a state
ment of the tariffs on farm products.

Mr. Deachman : Not much good.
Mr. Tucker : Do you suggest the high tariff on wheat helped raise the 

price of wheat?
Mr. Macdonald: Helped raise it?
Mr. Tucker : Yes.
Mr. Macdonald: Yes.
Mr. Tucker: If that is your idea then your opinion in regard to the 

matter would not be worth much to the average farmer.
Mr. Macdonald : It may not be worth much to you and some other 

members, but if it is a fact then it has to be—
Mr. Tucker: Where has it raised the price?
The Chairman : Order. Please allow Mr. Macdonald to continue.
Mr. Macdonald : This tariff rate is in reference to the United States, and 

1 do not think the statement can be denied.
On live cattle, there is a duty of two cents a pound.
On sheep, there is a duty of $2 a head.
On hogs the duty is If cents a pound ; on fresh beef, 6 cents a pound ; on 

mmbs, 6 cents a pound ; on canned meats, 30 per cent (canned hams less 20 per 
cent under the Polish agreement). On baby chicks there is a duty of 4 cents 
each; on bacon and hams, If cents a pound ; on beef in the brine, 3 cents a 
bound; on lard, If cents a pound; on tallow, 17f per cent; on eggs in the shell, 
'? cents a dozen ; on cheese, 7 cents a pound ; on butter, 12 cents a pound ; on 
"ops, 10 cents a pound ; on powdered milk, 5 cents a pound. I would also
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remind members of the committee that there is an absolute prohibition of the 
sale or manufacture of margarine in this country which is also a considerable 
protection, I would say, to makers of butter.

Mr. Tucker: Has that raised prices any? That is the point.
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Macdonald: If you are discussing the raising of prices, we will go into 

the whole question of tariffs, and whether tariffs raise prices or not.
Mr. Tucker: Has that raised prices?
Mr. Macdonald: As I mentioned a moment ago, in my opinion, tariffs do 

not necessarily raise prices.
Mr. Deachman: Not when you—
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. Macdonald : You say that the price of butter is not raised on account 

of the tariff. There is one instance where you have proved my argument for 
me. If you take into account the percentages—

Mr. Tucker: Surely you are not advancing this argument seriously.
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. Macdonald: If you take into account percentages—I 'have the price 

of butter on May 22nd; creamery butter solids, No. 1, sold at 20^ cents a pound 
—when you put on a duty of 12 cents or take a duty of 12 cents on that butter, 
it brings your tariff up to about 60 per cent.

Mr. Deachman: I can give you higher ones than that.
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Macdonald: Then we will take cheese. Cheese, new large, on the 

same date, was 10 cents a pound ; and the duty on cheese is 7 cents, which 
would put the duty on cheese up to 70 per cent.

Mr. Landeryou : What is the surplus of cheese in Canada to-day?
Mr. Macdonald : I am not discussing the surplus. I am j ust pointing out 

to the members of the committee that it is not only manufactured products that 
have duties, that have tariffs, and have, if you want to call it that, tariff pro
tection. But there is this long list of .farm products which also has tariff pro
tection. Added to that, I would remind members of the committee that there 
is a guaranteed price for wheat.

Mr. Tucker : But that guaranteed price for wheat—
The Chairman : Order, please.
Mr. Macdonald : Which at the present time is considerably above the 

market value.
Mr. Deachman: But that is one year. That is only a year, and the tariff 

has been stealing from us for sixty years.
Mr. Macdonald : It was one year this year and one year last.
Mr. Deachman: That is two years out of sixty.
Mr. Macdonald : And it may be one year next year.
Mr. Deachman: And it may be after that.
Mr. Macdonald: If we are going into this question with an open mind—
Mr. Deachman: That is what we are doing.
Mr. Macdonald: We must remember that there are these duties on those 

farm products.
Mr. Tucker: But they work differently as compared to one thing and 

another.
The Chairman : Order.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Mr. Tucker: There is no use comparing them without considering how 
they work.

Mr. Macdonald: You can say that about any tariff. Whenever a tariff is 
mentioned, it is suggested that when it gets into some other department than 
the Department of Finance, it works a little differently.

Mr. Deachman : You have the very same thing. Your raw materials for 
your implements are duty free.

Mr. Macdonald: Then we must put both the duties on farm products and the 
duties on manufactured goods on the same basis. They all have duties.

Mr. Tucker: All right. Let us just take that.
Mr. Macdonald: You have added to that, as I have said, prohibition, actual 

prohibition—
Mr. Deachman: Never.
Mr. Macdonald : On a product which is in competition with butter.
Mr. Tucker: Yes, and what is the effect?
Mr. Macdonald : Also, as I have said before, you get a guaranteed price 

for wheat. Now it is suggested that the duty should come off. Some members— 
I do not know whether there are any in this committee ; I doubt it—have sug
gested that the duties should come off all manufactured goods. If they came off 
all manufactured goods, they would necessarily, I submit, Mr. Chairman, have 
to come off all farm products.

Mr. Deachman : Welcome.
Mr. Tucker : Welcome.
The Chairman : Order, order.
Mr. Tucker: We have been asking for that for the last twenty years. Re

move all tariffs.
The Chairman : Restrain your enthusiasm, gentlemen, and let Mr. Macdon

ald continue, please.
Mr. Macdonald : If they come off all farm products, then necessarily the 

fixed price on wheat would have to come off.
Mr. Deachman: Hear, hear.
Mr. Tucker: Get off our backs, and we will not ask for any favours.
Mr. Macdonald: And all subsidies in any way to wheat growers would 

have to come off.
Mr. Tucker: Hear, hear.
Mr. Macdonald: They would have to come off.
Mr. Tucker: Get off our backs and we do not want any subsidies.
Mr. Deachman: Do not forget the coal fellows.
The Chairman: Order, order.
Mr. Jaques: May I make a statement?
Mr. Macdonald: I wish the members of the committee would not get so 

enthusiastic.
Mr. Jaques: I have not said anything yet.
The Chairman: I know you have not. You are always good. But let Mr. 

Macdonald finish.
Mr. Jaques: When he is through, I am going to make a statement.
The Chairman : When Mr. Macdonald finishes I think, with the unanimous 

approval of the committee, Mr. Jaques will have the floor. Go on, Mr. Mac
donald. .

Mr. Lander you: He is very popular with the committee just now; let him 
So ahead.

79623-4
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Mr. Macdonald : I might say that I have no objection to all the members 
of the committee speaking at once after I am through.

Mr. Deachman : We are all in accord.
Mr. Macdonald: But my fear is that if you take the duties off all farm 

products, off butter and cheese and cattle and everything else I have mentioned 
—I have forgotten, for instance, vegetables. I thank one member of the com
mittee for reminding me of that.

Mr. Kinley: You forgot sugar beets.
An Hon. Member: And fish.
Mr. Macdonald : There are also sugar beets and fish. But I am dealing 

more with farm products. If the duties were taken off all farm products, if 
there were no guaranteed price given for wheat, if there were no other subsidies 
to the wheat growers and no other protection or guarantees of any kind, then it 
might be reasonable for members of the committee to argue that the duties should 
be taken off all manufactured goods. But my fear is that if all the duties were 
taken off farm products, if all the assistance were taken away from the wheat 
growers, the men who make the farm implements in Brantford would be unem
ployed because there would be no farmers left and no farm implements could be 
sold.

Mr. Tucker: The west has been fighting to get the tariffs off for the last 
twenty years; and they have said right along if they get the tariffs off, they 
do not want any favours.

The Chairman : Order, order.
Mr. Macdonald: There is another matter under the heading which I 

mentioned, the so-called exploitation of one section of this country by another. 
I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if it would be possible to get some figures—to get the 
present value of prairie agriculture, its growth by years, decade by decade, and 
the number of decades. We are now living in 1939. If you go back four or 
five decades and come up to the present time, you will find that the growth, 
the increase in the value of the agricultural country of the prairies has been 
phenomenal.

Mr. Quelch: It has gone back in the last decade, though.
Mr. Macdonald: There may have been a temporary set-back. But if you 

take it by decades, you will find that it has been the surprise of the whole world. 
It is not so long ago when that country was thought to be valueless.

Mr. Quelch : We have ruined a lot of good prairie.
Mr. Macdonald: It has gone up.
Mr. Kinley: I do not see how you can justify this discussion, Mr. Chairman, 

except on the grounds that money is the root of all evil.
The Chairman : Order.
Mr. Macdonald : It has gone up very greatly.
Mr. Quelch: We have ruined an awful lot of good prairie.
Mr. Macdonald: I should like to get the figures, if possible, comparing the 

value of the western prairies with the value of the country elsewhere in the 
world, bearing in mind that in every other country in the world it has taken 
generations and generations to bring it up to its present value, whereas 
western Canada it has been done in a comparatively few decades.

Mr. Jaques: May I make a statement?
The Chairman : You follow Mr. Macdonald.
Mr. Macdonald: I will not be long. I thought I was very generous & 

allowing interruptions at the beginning; and if I may be allowed to conclude, 1 
[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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will take only a few minutes. I would remind members of the committee that 
western Canada has been developed to a very large extent by credit advanced 
from where? To a very large extent from eastern Canada.

Mr. Deachman: At eight per cent.
Mr. Quelch: Ten.
Mr. Donnelly: Twelve or thirteen.
The Chairman: Order.
Mr. Kinley : But they repudiated the interest.
Mr. Tucker : They have repudiated after they have paid it off two or three 

times.
Mr. Macdonald : I am not talking about interest rate. At the present time 

I am not discussing the interest rate or whether or not the debts have been 
repudiated—whether the debts in the east have been repudiated by the west. I 
think we should put that aside for the time being. I am not saying whether 
they have been or whether they have not been. I am merely pointing out that the 
west was developed to a very large extent by credit advanced by eastern Canada 
—either from the state or from loan companies in eastern C anada. When we talk 
about loan companies in eastern Canada, we do not necessarily talk about large 
corporations. We must consider that those loan companies have a great many 
shareholders. So that the credit that was advanced by the loan companies was 
advanced by shareholders of the loan companies.

Mr. Kinley : May I ask a question, Mr. Macdonald ’

Mr. Macdonald : Yes.
Mr. Kinley: Who is benefited, the borrower or the lender, when you 

borrow money?
Mr. Jaques: Neither. '
Mr. Tucker: Neither a borrower nor a lender be.
Mr. Kinley: I do not think there is any favour to the west in lending money 

on which they paid interest.
Mr. Macdonald: I would say that when you loan money, you expect to 

have it paid back.
An Hon. Member: You hope to have it paid back.
Mr. Macdonald: Yes; you hope to have it paid back.
Mr. Kinley: You do it for your own benefit, not for the benefit of the 

man who is borrowing it.
Mr. Macdonald: You loan it for that purpose.
Mr. Kinley: A man loans money to make money.
Mr. Macdonald: Unless you can get someone who is prepared to loan it 

to you and take that risk, you cannot get it. When you have a country like 
western Canada, someone had to have confidence in that country or they would 
not have loaned anything to it. True, they expected it to be a profitable trans
action ; but I do not think it should ever be forgotten that someone in eastern 
Canada had confidence in western Canada and they were prepared to loan their 
money to western Canada in order to develop it.

Mr. Landeryou: There are millions of dollars in western Canada that 
have come from outside of the country.

Mr. Macdonald:' True, as Mr. Landeryou has said, and probably as Mr. 
Jaques was going to sav, there is certain capital which did come in from outside 
of Canada, from other countries; but to a large extent it came from eastern 
Canada. Someone has said, WVhat about interest rates?” When you are con
sidering this whole question, I would ask you to compare the interest rates in
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other countries of immigration. Take any other country of immigration and 
compare the interest rates in those countries with the interest rate in western 
Canada.

Mr. Tucker: Did the United States loan to us at lower rates than they 
loaned to South American countries because they liked us?

Mr. Macdonald: They would not do that—not necessarily because they 
liked you. It is nearer at home and they could follow their investments easier 
in this country.

Mr. Tucker: If we could get money at the same rate of interest—
The Chairman: Order, please.
Mr. Macdonald : I think it is a most unfortunate thing for the people in 

any section of this country to have the idea solidly within their minds and refuse 
to have it displaced, that one part of the country is getting an unfair advantage 
over the other part of the country.

Mr. Tucker: Well, it is; that is all.
Mr. Macdonald: I feel that if the whole thing were considered, and I feel 

that if the farmer would consider the benefits he receives both by guaranteed 
prices and by subsidies of one kind and another and by tariff protection, he 
would not think the manufacturer is getting a very great advantage over him. 
And also I feel that if the west would consider and think of what the east has 
been prepared to do and are prepared to do now that the feeling that one part 
of the country is trying to exploit the other would vanish, and I trust it will. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman : Thank you, Mr. Macdonald.
Mr. Jaques : I would like to remark first that I have lived in the west all 

my life and I have no feeling against the east, not the slightest, and if the east is 
exploiting the west I don’t believe the mass of the people in the east are any 
better off for it, in fact, I would rather take my chances in the west.

This country though, has all its finances concentrated in the east, and to 
that extent, we refer to the east, simply because it is the headquarters of 
finance—I do not mean the Bank of Canada, but what we call finance.

Now, I want to say a word about tariffs, two or three words about tariffs. 
I know that Liberals are free-traders, but there is not a Liberal in the country 
who if he had the power wmuld put in free trade. And now, tariffs are only 
tentative. We have them and there they are, and we shall continue to have 
them in spite of what we believe to the contrary; but to my mind they are only 
tenable from one point of view, because, why is it we don’t mind, at least we 
are anxious to export as much of our wealth as we can but we hate to bring 
any wealth in. The only intelligible explanation of that situation is there is a 
shortage of purchasing power in the country. Now, if you can get rid of as 
much wealth—that is, goods—as you can then it does raise the purchasing 
power for the goods which are left; and tariffs are not a cause, they are a con
sequence of that fact. All countries are the same. All countries want wdiat 
they call a favourable balance of trade. Now, by any real reasoning it is 
untenable—the balance of trade, how can you say that if the country gets rid 
of more of its real wealth than it brings back—how can you say that is a favour
able balance of trade, that is unfavourable; but it is favourable to the economic 
conditions in the country because as I say if you can get rid of more goods 
than you bring in, than the goods that you bought, then you shift up the price 
of things and therefore the money which is left in the country is more capable 
of distributing the goods that are left; and that is, if I may say so, the social 
credit viewpoint on tariffs and the necessity for them. If we had a sufficiency 
of purchasing power to buy, to distribute everything we could make then there 
would be no reason to fear even steps such as free trade, we could then have 
very nearly a free trade.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The Chairman: Gentlemen, is it your wish to meet Monday morning? I 
understand we may have the mortgage bank bill before us at that time.

Mr. Tucker: It is referred to us now.
The Chairman : They may have it ready Monday morning. I wras asked 

if we would be ready Monday morning because of the desirability of having 
representatives of those who are interested present.

Mr. Kinley: Will you be able to have those people here by Monday 
morning?

The Chairman : I think they will be able to cpme. I think we should 
adjourn until 11.15 Monday morning.

Mr. Tucker: Why can’t we meet to-morrow and discuss the sections of 
the bill that we can discuss prior to hearing the representations?

The Chairman : There are many members of the committee who went 
away on the understanding that we would not meet to-morrow because parlia
ment does not meet to-morrow.

Mr. Deachman : I would like to make a suggestion. The chairman has 
sat here day after day very patiently. I have known him for a long time, and 
I never in my life knew him to sit so long and so quietly without having some 
idea of his own, and I am going to suggest that before this section of our pro
ceedings closes that we might give the chairman a little space and put some 
competent person in the chair; and then, of course, he would be subject to 
questioning on this thing, and we would have a rather interesting hearing. I 
am serious about this, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to see it done.

The Chairman: If there is time, gentlemen, there is nothing I would more 
like to do than to express my views. Put someone in my place ; bv.t if I do that, 
however, I would like to proceed without interruption and then stand 
examination.

Mr. Tucker : Yes, that is the right way.
Mr. Towers: Before the committee adjourns I have here replies to certain 

questions asked by Mr. Cleaver and Mr. Deachman; is it the pleasure of the 
committee that these be placed on the record?

Some Hon. Members : Agreed.

REPLY TO MR. CLEAVER—THE EFFECT OF SECURITY PURCHASES 
BY THE BANK OF CANADA

Suppose the Bank of Canada decides upon a policy of expanding the 
chartered banks’ cash by, say, $10,000. Suppose also that its gold ratio is 
already at the legal minimum of 25 per cent. The Bank will therefore have 
to buy $2,500 of gold from, say, the Gold Mining Company. Suppose also that 
it buys $7,500 of, say, Dominion of Canada 3’s of 1955 from John Smith at par. 
In each case it pays in Bank of Canada notes. The Bank of Canada s balance 
sheet (which as given here is purely hypothetical as to figures and condensed 
in form) will change as follows:—

1. Before

Assets
Gold and Foreign Exchange.. . 
Securities ..................

. . .$ 3,000 
. .. 11.000

Liabilities
Chartered Bank Deposits.............
Notes—in Hands of Banks............

. .. $ 6,000 
. .. 1,500

1—
« O o

in Hands of Public............
Capital and Other Liabilities.. . . . . 3,000

$15,000 $15,000
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2. After
Assets

Gold and Foreign Exchange.................. $ 5,500
(Previous 3,000+2,500 purchased 

from Gold Mining Company)
Securities.....................................................18,500

(Previous 11,000 + 7,500 purchased 
from John Smith)

Other Assets.............................................  1,000

$25,000

Liabilities
Chartered Bank Deposits....................... $ 6,000
Notes—in Hands of Banks

in Hands of Public................... 16,000
(Previous 6,000 + 10,000 issued to 

Gold Mining Company and John 
Smith)

Capital and Other Liabilities.............. 3,000

$25,000

There are now $10,000 new Bank of Canada notes in existence. To the 
extent that some of the notes are needed for the purpose of making hand to 
hand payments, or to the extent that the Gold Mining Company or John Smith 
decide for other reasons not to deposit, the $10,000 worth of notes will not 
come back to the chartered banks. They will be in active circulation or hoards. 
Let us assume, however, that John Smith does deposit his $7,500 in a savings 
account and that the Gold Mining Company deposits its $2,500 worth of notes 
in a current account. The liability side of the Bank of Canada’s balance sheet 
(No. 2 above) has now been determined in the following form:—

Chartered Bank Deposits..................................................$ 6,000
Notes—in Hands of Banks.............................................. 11,500

in Hands of Public.............................................. 4,500
Capital and Other Liabilities.......................................... 3,000

$25,000
It is likely that the chartered banks would, for convenience of transfer, exchange 
some of their Bank of Canada notes for an increase in their deposits with the 
Bank of Canada. For present purposes it does not matter whether this happens 
or not. The important point is that their cash reserves have increased by $10,000.

For convenience of illustration we shall now assume that there is only 
one chartered bank operating in Canada. The change in its balance sheet 
(hypothetical as to figures and condensed as to form) are shown below:—

3. Before
Assets Liabilities

Cash............................................................$ 7,500 Deposits......................................................$75,000
Loans and Investments..........................  70,000 Capital........................................................ 5,000
Other Assets.............................................. 7,500 Other Liabilities....................................... 5,000

$85,000

4. After
$85,000

Assets
Cash.............................................................$17,500

(Previous 7,500+10,000 deposited by 
Gold Mining Company and John 
Smith)

Loans and Investments......................... 70,000
Other Assets...........................  7,500

$95,000

Liabilities
Deposits...................................................... $85,000
(Previous 75,000 + 10,000 from Gold 

Mining Company and John Smith)
Capital........................................................ 5,000
Other Liabilities..................................... 5,000

$95,000

As the balance sheets show the Chartered Bank’s cash ratio has risen from the 
conventional 10 per cent (7,500:75,000) in No. 3 to 20 • 6 per cent (17,500:85,000) 
in No. 4.

The changes in earnings which have taken place up to this point are as 
follows:—

1. John Smith who had bonds giving him an income of $225 per year has, 
for reasons of his own, exchanged them for the more liquid form of a 
savings deposit, giving him only $112.50 per year. He has lost $112.50 
a year in income.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.1
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2. The Bank of Canada, on the assumption that it had decided upon an
expansionist policy, i.e. on the assumption that it took no action to 
offset this purchase by selling other bonds, would have increased its 
income by the interest on the $7,500 of bonds, i.e. by $225 a year.

3. The Chartered Bank would have added nothing to its earning assets,
while its savings deposits would have increased by $7,500. Its net 
income would therefore have been reduced by the amount of interest it 
had to pay on the deposits, i.e. $112.50 a year, plus whatever net 
additional costs it might incur in servicing its increased deposits.

Summary

Loss of income to John Smith................................... $112.50 a year
Additional expense to Chartered Bank, at least.. $112.50 a year

Additional earnings of Bank of Canada............... ; $225.00 a year

The Chartered Bank has now an unnecessarily large amount of cash in 
relation to its deposit liabilities and, on the other hand, has suffered a reduction 
in earnings After setting aside $1,000 of the cash which it has just received 
as a reserve against its new $10,000 of deposits it has every incentive to look 
about for loans which it can make or securities which it can buy with the 
remaining $9,000 cash. Assuming that if has disbursed the whole $9,000 in 
cash in this way its balance sheet would be as follows.

5
Assets

Cash........................................................
(Previous $17,500 — $9,000 paid to 

borrowers or sellers of securi
ties)

Loans and Investments........................
(Previous $70,000-(-$9,000 of new 

loans made or securities pur
chased)

Other Assets.........................................

Liabilities
$ 8,500 Deposits.............................................. $85,000

79,000 Capital................................................ 5,000

7,500 Other Liabilities............................... 5,000

.$95,000 $95,000

If we assume that the holders of the $9,000 of notes just paid out do not need 
them for active circulation ad have confidence in the Chartered Bank they will 
deposit the notes with the Chartered Bank and increase its cash accordingly. 
Its balance sheet will now be: —

6
Assets

Cash...................................................... ? 17,500
(Previous $8,500 + $9,000 from 

new deposits)
Loans and Investments.................... ‘0,000
Other Assets........................................ 7,500

$104,000

Liabilities
Deposits...........................................  $ 94,000

(Previous $85,000 + $9,000 of 
notes deposited)

Capital.............................................. 5,000
Other Liabilities............................ 5,000

$104,000

The first stage in the Chartered Bank’s attempt to repair a loss in earnings 
through expansion on the basis of an abnormally high cash ratio may be sum
marized in two steps thus :—

Step 1
Cash ............................. — 9,000
Loans and Investments. + 9,000 
Deposits ....................... no change

Step 2 
+ 9,000 = 

no change = 
+ 9,000 =

Net Result 
no change 
+ 9,000 
+ 9,000
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The Chartered Bank has the same cash as it started with (though this is only- 
possible because no additional notes are needed for active circulation and because 
the people who got the notes have confidence in the bank) but has $9,000 addi
tional loans and investments and $9,000 additional deposits.

Its balance sheet (No. 6) still shows a cash ratio much higher than the normal 
10 per cent. It would presumably feel safe if it had only $9,400 in cash. It 
then takes the other $8,100 of the total $17,500 and uses it to make loans or 
buy securities. Again wre assume there is no increase in active circulation and 
no hoarding and so again the cash comes back to the Chartered Bank, increasing 
its deposits by another $8,100. They will now total $102,100, loans and invest
ments will be $87,100, and the other items in the balance sheet will be the same 
as in No. 6.

A surplus of cash still exists, to the extent of $7,290. The same cycle of 
operations will be repeated many times, each expansion of loans and investments 
on the asset side and deposits on the liability side being 9/10 of the last, and 
each cycle depending for its completion upon the willingness of the public to 
redeposit with the Chartered Bank the cash that has been paid out to it.

This tendency to invest surplus cash in loans or securities will continue 
until deposits have risen to $175,000, i.e., until the customary 10 per cent 
ratio has been restored, when there will be no more surplus cash. The Char
tered Bank’s balance sheet will then be as follows:—

Assets
Cash .................................................... $ 17,500
Loans and Investments .................... 160,000
Other Assets......................................... 7,500

Liabilities
Deposits ..............................................  $175,000
Capital .................................................. 5,000
Other Liabilities .............................. 5,000

$185,000 $185,000

The sequence of events would be only slightly different if the Bank of 
Canada originally purchased its $7,500 worth of securities from the Chartered 
Bank rather than from John Smith.

In the first instance there would be no change in the Chartered Bank’s 
deposits; it would simply have exchanged interest-bearing securities for non- 
interest-bearing cash. It would lose $225 a year in earnings and the Bank of 
Canada would gain by a like amount. Its balance sheet would have changed 
as follows:

Before
Assets Liabilities

Cash ................................................
Loans and Investments ..............
Other Assets ................................

... . $ 7,500
70,000 

7,500

Deposits ........................................
Capital ..........................................
Other Liabilities ........................

.... $75,000
5,000 

.. .. 5,000

$85,000 $85,000

After
Assets

Cash (previous 7,500 + 7,500 bonds 
sold to Bank of Canada + 2,500 
deposited by Gold Mining Company) $17,500 

Loans and Investments (previous 
75,000 — bonds sold to Bank of
Canada) ............................................. 62,500

Other Assets ......................................... 7,500

$87,500

Liabilities
Deposits (previous 75,000 + 2,500 

deposited by Gold Mining Com
pany) .....................................   $77,500

Capital ................................................... 5,000
Other Liabilities ................................ 5,000

$87,500

In the second stage there would exist the basis for a $97,500 expansion of 
loans or securities, and thus deposits, rather than one of $90,000 as in the 
example previously given. The same considerations would apply and the 
Chartered Bank's final balance sheet would be the same.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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1 The net result of the chain of operations which began with the Bank of 
Canada’s open market purchase of $2,500 of gold and $7,500 of securities has 
therefore been to increase the Chartered Bank’s deposits (and thus the volume 
of money in the hands of the public) by $100,000. But this did not take 
place immediately, in a single step. A whole series of transactions was necess
ary and the process of expansion could have been checked at any time through 
any one of the following developments—a need for more notes for active 
circulation, a lack of desire to deposit, or a dearth of suitable loans or invest
ments.

When the banking system includes not one but ten banks the process of 
expansion becomes still less automatic so far as any. individual bank is con
cerned. If none of the surplus cash which it pays out for loans and investments at 
a given stage comes back to that bank then or later, its share in the expansion 
is finished. The expansion of assets' and deposits of the system as a whole tends 
to go on, of course, so long as there is any bank in the system with a cash ratio 
perceptibly above normal. But the ability of any individual bank to gain its 
share of the expansion depends on its ability to attract its share of the public’s 
deposits of surplus cash as it is paid out in each cycle for the purpose of making 
new loans or purchasing securities.

Whether from a net profits point of view the Chartered Bank is better or 
worse off than it was before the operation began depends upon how the increase 
in its earning assets is distributed between loans, on which it earns, say, 5 per 
cent, and securities, on which it earns, say 2 per cent; and also upon the increase 
in its overhead and operating costs resulting from the increased volume of 
deposits. On the basis of its whole business, a rough guess at the relation 
of these costs to its deposits would be approximately 2 per cent a year. But if 
any leeway in the matter of staff or premises had existed before, the addition 
to costs would probably be less than 2 per cent a year on the new deposits, 
especially if the new deposits are relatively inactive. The increased earnings on 
the Bank’s new assets would range between $1,800 (all new securities) and 
$4,500 (all new loans). The increased expenses would be, say, $1,000 interest 
on deposits (an average of 1 per cent on 100,000) and probably something less 
than $2,000 in overhead and operating expenses.

The increased volume of deposits may be needed as medium of exchange 
for an increased volume of business. In that case larger average holdings of 
cash are one of the necessa'ry expenses to business of an increased turnover.

Active use of the new deposits while the volume of business was not increas
ing would mean an inflationary rise in prices. The costs of a development of 
that sort in the way of a redistribution of income and the ownership of assets 
are well-known.

If, however, as under the conditions of the past few years, the new deposits 
remain relatively idle, or if, rather, their existence slows down the average rate 
of turnover of deposits as a whole, this will mean that the average cash hold
ings of individuals and businesses are greater than required. Those who can 
will attempt to exchange their deposits for some asset which is slightly less 
liquid but which gives a somewhat higher return e.g. a government bond. This 
competition for high-grade liquid assets will drive down the return obtainable 
from them and the quest for a little higher earnings at the expense of a little 
less liquidity will continue. How far down the scale of liquidity the pies^ure 
of easv monev will be substantially felt depends on the circumstances, but it 
does involve some reduction in the rate of return to, and thus sacrifice on the 
part of, the investor class as a whole.
Replying to a further question by Mr. Cleaver:

Many times during the past two months the belie has been expressed or 
implied that somehow or other there did exist a “costless’ method of government 
financing and although I have dealt with this question from many different 
angles it is so fundamental that I am glad to have an opportunity of going over 
that ground once more.
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Government expenditure necessarily involves a transfer of goods and ser
vices from one section of the community to another. Where the expenditure is 
financed by taxation, or by borrowing savings, the incidence of the sacrifice is 
plain enough, and in this case the money equivalent of the sacrifices passes 
formally through the government coffers. The reason for calling the financing 
of expenditure by issuance of new money “ costless ” is, apparently, that under 
that procedure the government has no direct dealings with those who forego 
goods and services in the course of the transfer which government expenditure 
entails. But the sacrifices, still exist in spite of the fact that their money value 
does not pass through the government’s books in the process of being made, and 
I should now like to indicate how they do arise. I shall do this in connection with 
Mr. Cleaver's request to trace the effects which might be expected to follow a 
decision on the part of the government to finance its expenditure, to the extent 
of $250 millions in a year, by issues of new money, presumably in the form of 
non-interest-bearing loans from the Bank of Canada.

As the government spends the $250 millions of new money most of it is 
normally deposited with the chartered banks and if so increases their cash 
reserves and deposits accordingly. As I have pointed out in the memorandum 
which has just been placed on the record, this reduces the banks’ earnings by the 
amount of interest paid on the new deposits and by the increased operating 
costs incidental to servicing them. The banks have both the necessity for and 
the means of acquiring additional earning assets by way of making loans or 
buying securities; and in doing so they would of course add to their deposits and 
thus to the volume of money in the hands of the public.

I. It might be that the banks would not take advantage of the opportunity 
to expand their assets and thus restore their earnings. They could certainly be 
prevented from doing so by government action of one type or another which 
would have the effect of sterilizing the money which it had spent. This would 
amount to the government forcing the banks to make it a non-interest-bearing 
loan. The cost to the banks would necessarily be passed on to the share
holders, the staff, or, through a decreased rate of interest on deposits or increased 
service charges, to the banks’ customers.

If we assume that the money requirements of the country, i.e., its medium 
of exchange needs, are already being adequately supplied, and if we also assume 
that the addition of $250 millions to the volume of money in the hands of the 
public remains idle, then average cash balances of individuals and businesses 
throughout the country will be larger than necessary. As I mentioned in the 
previous memorandum those who can will attempt to exchange their deposits 
for some asset which is slightly less liquid but which gives a somewhat higher 
return, e.g. a government bond. This competition for high-grade liquid assets 
will drive down the return obtainable from them and the quest for a little 
higher earnings at the expense of a little less liquidity will continue. How far 
down the scale of liquidity the pressure of easy money will be substantially felt 
depends on the circumstances, but the policy we are discussing does always entail 
some lowering of interest rates and thus a sacrifice on the part of the investor 
class as a whole.

II. Suppose alternatively that the banks do utilize the $250 millions increase 
in their cash reserves to expand their earning assets, and thus their deposits, in 
the way I have mentioned in the preceding memorandum, by $2,250 millions. If 
we assume that the additional deposits, now totalling $2,500 millions, remain 
idle, then the developments which I outlined in the last paragraph will be 
enormously intensified. For example, the interest return on high grade bonds and 
all other types of liquid assets would fall sharply, and the rate paid on bank 
deposits would have to be cut still further or eliminated. To give only a few 
instances of the possible repercussions of such developments, insurance com
panies would probably have to raise premiums on new policies and reduce or

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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eliminate dividends on existing ones; in the case of the endowments of educa
tional institutions the reduced return would force those institutions to raise fees 
or reduce salaries; and the decline in the average rate of return to municipal or 
government utility sinking funds would necessitate increased tax levies or service 
charges for debt amortization.

I make no attempt to give an exhaustive account of what might follow the 
injection into our economy of a very large block of money which remained idle. 
Perhaps enough has been said to indicate that the government financing out of 
which this arose would in fact involve substantial sacrifices on the part of at 
least one large group within the community. In any case, I believe the assump
tion that the additional $2,500 millions in deposits would remain idle is quite 
unrealistic. I believe that such an assumption is unrealistic because it would 
run contrary to what has happened in every other country which has been 
exposed to such monetary conditions. To argue that a doubling of deposits 
would not cause apprehension, coupled with a fear in respect to further increases 
in the future, and would not form the basis for a flight from the currency into 
commodities, foreign balances or some other form of real wealth, is to assume a 
lack of sensitivity or perception on the part of the Canadian people which I am 
sure does not exist.

I do not propose to enlarge upon the disastrous effects of inflation because 
they are well known to members of the committee. Suffice it to say that in so 
far as the deposits are used actively they will tend to increase sharply all prices 
which are free to rise. Many forms of return such as wages, interest and 
pensions are, however, more or less fixed over short interval's and would lag 
behind commodity prices. Profits would encroach upon the real income of wage- 
earners, and organized labour in the United Kingdom and the United States has 
shown it is well aware of this by declaring vigorously against inflation. Capital 
values wdiich are fixed in terms of the monetary unit, e.g. bank deposits and 
insurance policies, to mention only the most obvious examples, wofild depreciate 
with respect to goods and services in the same way as fixed incomes. As inflation 
progressed the shift in the distribution of our national income and the ownership 
of our real assets would become so great as to distort and disrupt the economy.

I have shown how the financing of $250 millions of government expenditure 
in Canada by the issuance of new money would inevitably entail sacrifices on 
the part of certain groups within Canada. It is true that their sacrifice, or its 
money equivalent, would not be collected by the government before being passed 
on to those who benefit from the expenditure; it would merely be remitted by 
another route. But if this is all that the adjective “costless” implies, I find it 
meaningless. In connection with any government expenditure and the method 
by which it is financed the vital questions are, “Does this particular transfer of 
goods and services strengthen the economy as a whole?” and “Is the necessary 
sacrifice equitably distributed?” Compared with these the question of the 
manner of transference is unimportant.

Reply to Mr. Deachman:
Yesterday Mr. Deachman asked me to comment upon the following para

graph which appeared in The Economist of May 6 under the title of “ Full 
Employment —

In the most widely accepted economic doctrines of the moment, the 
concept of “ full employment ” is one of peculiar importance. Until 
“full employment” is reached, any increase in the monetary demand 
for goods has the effect, not of putting prices up so much as of attract
ing into employment resources of labour and capital that were previously 
standing idle. Until “ full employment ” is reached, so runs the theory, 
the creation of new demand by expansion of credit cannot result in what
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is commonly called inflation; on the contrary, it diminishes unemploy
ment and, by increasing the national income, gives rise to savings that 
offset the original creation of credit. But after “ full employment ” is 
reached, any further expenditure out of credit expansion or money crea
tion will not increase production or diminish unemployment : it will 
merely enhance prices and start the revolving spiral of inflation. In the 
layman’s language, “ full employment ” is the point at whic-h the 
financing of government deficits by credit expansion ceases to be 
“ sound finance ” and becomes “ unsound finance.”

No one will disagree with the statement contained in the second last 
sentence, “ But after ‘ full employment ’ is reached, any further expenditure 
out of credit expansion or money creation will not increase production or 
diminish unemployment: it will merely enhance prices and start the revolving 
spiral of inflation.”

In regard to the rest of the paragraph I do not think The Economist was 
passing any comment upon the validity of the theory which it was quoting. 
What it seemed merely to say, in effect, was, “If this theory is correct 
it is vitally important for us in Great Britain to determine how close we are 
to full employment.”

In dealing with this question The Economist rightly pointed out that con
sideration of global figures of unemployment was not enough. And examining 
the number who were available for employment in the individual industries 
which would have to expand to meet government orders it came to the con
clusion that important bottle-necks ” would develop some time before the 
irreducible minimum of unemployment was reached. In other words, the 
immobility of labour places important practical limits upon the validity of 
the theory that deficit spending cannot cause inflation while the over-all figures 
for unemployment remain large. This limitation does of course apply with 
special force to Canada where distances increase immobility and where the 
industrial mobility of its most distressed group, the farmers, is particularly low.

There is another important limiting factor which this article in The 
Economist does not mention but which has been widely discussed in the 
British press, viz., the nation’s foreign resources. If government expenditure 
necessitates increased imports without producing correspondingly larger exports 
the currency will sooner or later depreciate, and prices will rise regardless of 
how much unused capacity may exist within the nation.

Even if a program of public expenditure in Canada was such that it did 
not call, directly, for any import of foreign materials, it is inconceivable that 
none of the income thus distributed would be spent on foreign goods or services, 
in that or succeeding cycles of expenditure. Some increase in imports would 
result no matter how carefully the program was designed to employ exclusively 
domestic factors.

Mr. Deachman has pointed out that our present active balance of pay
ments allows some leeway for an increase of imports. However, as I mentioned 
in a memorandum which is on page 561 of the record, this active balance 
exists only by virtue of very large exports of resources which are not being 
replaced, and the total volume of imports of consumption goods has, in fact, 
been well maintained. It is possible to argue that an increase in consumable 
imports should, as it has done, wait upon a growth in exports of the type which 
do riot deplete our natural resources ; and that the proceeds of quasi-capital 
exports should be invested either in imports of capital goods or in repatriation 
of foreign debt. During the Last six years, because openings for profitable 
private capital development in Canada appeared to be lacking, the result has 
naturally been the latter of two alternatives.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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This raises the question which has come up in a more general form many 
times during the past ten weeks: Would a program of government investment, 
which would stimulate imports of capital goods, have been preferable to the 
type of private investment which has taken place, viz., the repatriation of 
foreign debts? This is, of course, a matter of government policy. In so far 
as its economic effects are concerned, as I pointed out in a memorandum 
which is on pages 148-151 of the record, they are entirely dependent on the 
specific character of the expenditure. Perhaps the most fundamental problem 
facing this country is whether it shall stake its future on increased exports or 
greater self-sufficiency. There are so many major uncertainties1 at the present 
time that probably no basis for a reasoned decision exists. But unless or until 
the government of Canada has decided upon a policy of moving the country 
toward a much greater degree of self-sufficiency, it seems to me that a most 
important criterion of the desirability or otherwise of government expenditure 
is that it should strengthen the competitive position of. our economy rather 
than weaken it by increasing any overhead or fixed operating expenses ■which 
are chargeable to exporting industries. As Mr. Deachman mentioned, we must, 
in order to stimulate private enterprise have either a rise in prices or a reduc
tion in costs. In the export trades, where prices are largely outside our influence, 
the emphasis must always be on costs. That is why I think that the types of 
expenditure included in a government program are more limited in scope and 
should be chosen with much greater care than they would have to be in more 
largely self-contained countries such as the United States, Germany, or even 
Great Britain.

Finally I must mention once ïnore a consideration which is vital in all 
countries; if private enterprise is to remain the motive force of a functioning 
economy every precaution should be taken to see that government policies do 
not have the effect of discouraging it. '

Finally, there have been during the course of the meetings one or two 
references "to the United States’ gold buying policy. On both occasions I 
have mentioned a letter written by Mr. Morgenthau to Senator Wagner in 
that connection. It was mentioned this morning, and I am not quite clear 
whether or not the committee wanted that placed on the record?

Mr. Tucker: Yes.
The Chairman : Yes, please.
Mr. Towers: Then I have it here.

Letter from Mr. Morgenthau to Senator Wagner

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
Washington

For Immediate Release, Press Service
No. 16-83

Thursday, March 23, 1939.
Secretary Morgenthau today made public the following letter from Senator 

Robert F. Wagner. Chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee of the 
Senate, and his reply thereto :

UNITED STATES SENATE 
Committee on Banking and Currency

March 14, 1939.
My dear Mr. Secretary:

My interest in our monetary policy as Chairman of the Senate Committee 
on Banking and Currency has, of course, been intensified by the Committee’s
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present consideration of my bill (S.910) to extend certain monetary powers. 
I should like your help in answering a number of questions which have arisen 
both before and during our consideration of the bill.

I ask these questions with no critical intent, but solely with the hope 
of clarifying the whole subject. I realize that they relate to problems which 
are somewhat complex and technical and that any comprehensive answer may 
of necessity be somewhat lengthy. Nevertheless, I feel that a satisfactory 
discussion of them would be very helpful to the Congress and the public and I 
would appreciate your going into some detail.

The questions that seem to me most pertinent are these:
1. Who owns the gold now in the Treasury?
2. How much of the gold in the Treasury has been purchased with funds

obtained from the sale of interest-bearing obligations of the govern
ment?

3. Why has so much gold come to the United States in the past five years?
4. Is it true that gold comes here in large amounts because the Treasury

is paying a higher price than other countries for gold and because 
it buys gold at a fixed price?

5. How much more gold do you think we will get?
6. Why doesn’t the Treasury stop buying gold?
7. Of what use to us is this large stock of gold? Is there any likelihood

that we will get so much of the world’s gold that we will “get stuck” 
with it?

8. Isn’t it true that foreigners are getting shares of our productive indus
tries and giving us in return gold that we have no use for?

9. What action, if any, should be taken with respect to the gold situation?
Should we, for example, return to the gold standard of pre-1933?

10. Did devaluation of the dollar in 1934 have an unfavourable effect 
on our imports?

11. Who in England and France has the power of altering the gold value 
of their currencies and what is the extent of that power?

12. Is there any basis to the contention that the power to devalue operates 
to undermine the business man’s confidence so as to deter him from 
making loans and investments in the United States?

I believe that you can supply more satisfactory answers to these questions 
than anyone else and I should therefore appreciate your replying to them at 
your earliest convenience.

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) Robert F. Wagner.

Honorable Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.

March 22, 1939.
My dear Senator:

In your letter of March 14 you ask several important questions. These and 
similar questions, relating to gold and foreign exchange, have been asked so 
frequently that I welcome this opportunity to answer them and to make clear 
the policy of the Government with respect to these matters.

As you say, the questions raised involve technical matters which cannot he 
adequately handled in a page or two. However, I shall be as brief as is possib)e 
with materials of such complexity.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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1. Who owns the gold now in the Treasury?
Title to all gold held by the Treasury, now amounting to about $15 billion, 

is vested in the United States.
A large part of this gold ($12,336,858,533 on March 15, 1939) is held as 

security for gold certificates (or credits payable in gold certificates) issued to 
and held by the Federal Reserve banks pursuant to the Gold Reserve Act. Such 
gold certificates may be redeemed in such amounts of gold bullion as, in the 
judgment of the Secretary of the Treasury, are necessary to settle international 
balances or to maintain the equal purchasing power of every kind of United 
States currency.

The remainder of the gold held by the Treasury is accounted for as follows:—
Gold Reserve—held pursuant jto law as a reserve against

United States notes and Treasury notes of 1890.... $ 156,039,340
Allocated to the Stabilization Fund............. ...  . .. ............. 1,800,000,000
Gold in General Fund (against which gold certificates or 

credits have not as yet been issued) :
(a) Balance of increment resulting from reduction in

the weight of the gold dollar................................... 142,288,196
(b) In working balance...................................................... 547,899,564

The Treasury disposes of gold in the following ways:—
(a) For use in industry, profession or art. Any person needing gold 

for any such purpose can purchase gold from the Treasury.
(b) For the purpose of meeting the international balance of payments. 

To this end the Treasury sells gold to the members of the Tripartite 
Accord and to their stabilization funds and fiscal agencies. The 
Treasury also may sell gold to foreign central banks,upon applica
tion and under special conditions.

Neither Americans nor foreigners can obtain gold from the Treasury for the 
purpose of hoarding.

2. How much oj the gold in the Treasury was purchased with funds obtained 
from the sale of interest-bearing obligations of the Government?

The Treasury pays for gold with the cash assets in the General Fund, 
specifically out of the Treasury’s deposit account with the_ Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York. The account is normally compensated by the deposit with the 
Federal Reserve Bank of gold certificates or gold certificate credits issued against 
the gold then acquired.

Up to December 22, 1936, it was the policy of the Treasury to issue to the 
Federal Reserve Bank gold certificates or gold certificate credits against the full 
value of the gold acquired. Under this procedure the purchase of gold by the 
Treasury did not involve any increase in the Federal debt either directly or 
indirectly. Shortly after December 22, 1936, however, the Treasury Department 
adopted a different procedure with respect to new gold purchases. Gold pur
chased was placed in an “inactive gold” account and paid for from the general 
cash balance of the Treasury without issue of additional gold certificates against 
the new gold acquisitions.

This procedure was departed from several times, however, by the issuance 
of gold certificates against gold released from the “inactive” account or against 
gold acquired but not placed in the “inactive” account. The “inactive” account 
was discontinued in April, 1938, and at that time the Treasury issued $1,400 
millions in gold certificate credits to the Federal Reserve banks against the gold 
released from the “inactive gold” account and thus increased its cash balance
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by that amount. Since that time the Treasury has followed a policy of issuing 
gold certificates periodically for additional gold acquired. Gold purchases are 
permitted to accumulate in the General Fund in varying amounts before gold 
certificates are issued against them. On March 15, 1939, there was in the 
General Fund $548 million of gold purchases against which gold certificates had 
not yet been issued but which had been paid for by checks drawn on the Treasury 
account with the Federal Reserve Bank of New Ÿork.

3. Why has so much gold come to the United States in the past five years?
Gold comes into the United States in settlement of the balance of inter

national payments arising out of all transactions between the United States and 
all foreign countries. These international transactions include axports, imports, 
shipping services, tourists’ expenditures, capital movements, interest payments, 
etc. When the demand for dollar exchange increases more rapidly than the 
supply of dollar exchange resulting from these transactions, the price of dollar 
exchange on the foreign exchange market rises. It may rise to a rate at which 
it becomes profitable for bankers and dealers, foreign and American to ship gold 
to the United States, sell the gold to the Treasury for dollars, and then sell these 
dollars on the foreign exchange market.

A survey of our balance of payments for the last few years reveals at once 
that the greatly increased demand for dollar exchange which has taken place 
during the past five years is largely a consequence of the huge flow of capital 
to the United States and, more recently, of the large “favourable” trade balance. 
None of the other categories of items in our international transactions can be 
held responsible for the substantial net increase in the demand for dollar 
exchange during this period. In fact, for several important categories the net 
demand for dollar exchange decreased. It is the flow of capital to this country, 
particularly before 1938, upon which our attention must be focused if we are to 
understand the chief reason for the large gold inflow.

The following figures show the contrast between the large recorded inflow 
of capital in the past five years and persistent and large outflow of capital in
the years preceding:—

million
outflow

million
inflow

1928 .................... .. -850 1934 .. .. .. .. +386
1929 .................... .. -217 1935 .... .. .. +1,537
1930 .................... . . —752 1936 .. .. .. .. +1.141
1931.................... .. —490 1937 .. .. .. .. +800
1932 ....................
1933 ....................

.. -192

.. -336
1938 .. .. .. .. + 369

The capital inflow of in the years from 1935 through 1937 was the major 
factor responsible for the inflow of gold, for it amounted in total to $3,500 
million or 86 per cent of the value of gold imported during that period.

The trade item did not become important from the point of view of gold 
inflows until the last quarter of 1937. From 1934 to 1937 the excess of our 
exports over imports averaged only $250 million a year. (Incidentally, if silver 
imports were included in our merchandise imports, which is the procedure fol
lowed by many countries in the world, our excess of exports over imports would 
have amounted to only $80 million a year in this period.) In 1938, however, the 
favourable trade balance greatly increased and was the dominant factor induc
ing the large flow of gold into the United States. The excess of exports over 
imports totalled $1,134 million—the largest we have had in seventeen years. 
This increased “ favourable ” balance of trade, together with other items, was 
responsible for the net inflow in that year of $1-6 billion of gold.

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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Thus it is evident that because there was a large inflow of capital in recent 
years, and in 1938 a large excess of exports over imports, there was a great 
Increase in the net demand for dollar exchange; and because of this large increase 
in the net demand for dollars there was a large inflow of gold. Therefore, in the 
final analysis your question : “Why has so much gold come into the United 
States?” reduces itself to the questions : “Why did so much capital come to this 
country during the past five years” and “Why did we have so large a ‘ favour
able ’ trade balance in 1938?”

The answer to the first of these two questions, together with a description 
of the kinds of capital coming here, was given in some detail in my letter to 
Senator Vandenberg of September 22, 1936, a copy of which is enclosed for your 
convenience.

In Section 3 of that letter the causes of capital imports into the United 
States are set forth as follows :—

(a) Capital withdrawn from abroad by American owners because of the 
greater security or the more attractive field for investment offered 
the capital at home. The return of these funds to the United States 
—much of which left the country in 1930-31-32—is, oh course, an 
indication of the relative strength of our recovery and of the prevailing 
confidence in the future of American industry and American financial 
institutions.

(b) Funds sent to this country by foreigners who likewise felt that American 
securities offered a more attractive or more secure investment oppor
tunity than did investments available to them elsewhere.

(c) Repurchase by foreigners of some of the foreign securities which Ameri
cans had purchased during the post-war decade and were now glad 
to get rid of even at low prices. This was particularly true of the 
securities of certain countries where nominal high exchange rates were 
coupled with devices whereby the nationals of these countries were 
encouraged to repatriate these securities at an exchange profit to 
themselves, or where maintenance of debt service was provided for 
only internally but not for foreign holders.

(d) Need created by increasing foreign trade for larger working dollar
balances to be kept in American banks by foreign banks and traders. 
Our international trade during 1934 and 1935 increased by one-third 
over the two years previous. It is to be expected that this greater 
volume of foreign trade transactions would call for larger working 
dollar balances. , ,

(e) Fear prevailing in some countries abroad of confiscation of property1 or of loss through inflation of their local currencies led during this
neriod to a flight of capital from some of the countries whose economic 
and political situations have been threatened by disturbances with 
which you are doubtless familiar.

(A Listlv ‘funds sent to this country by speculators in the hope or expecta- 
tion that an exchange profit will be possible if and when the currencies 
of their countries become depreciated in terms of the dollar.

These are the causes which account for most of the capital inflows. Yet 
these capital inflows would not have resulted in such large sums being 
due to the United States were it not for the virtual cessation of foreign 
investments by Americans. Whereas in the years prior to the depres
sion, annual foreign investments by Americans of more than a billion 
dollars were common, since 1931 the annual sums invested abroad have 
been negligible; nor does it appear that the United States will approach 
in the near future the predepression volume of foreign investment.

79623-5
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Since the above was writteen (September, 1936), nothing has occurred to 
alter substantially the trend of capital movements or the reasons for them. 
With the exception of one nine-month period, capital has continued to flow to 
the United States in large volume. During that nine-month period, October, 
1937, to June, 1938, there was a net outflow of short-term capital of over $1 
billion, but the flow reversed during the Fall of 1938, and more than a billion 
of short-term capital has since come to the United States.

Capital will continue to flow into the United States in large amounts so 
long as:—

(a) The opportunities for secure and profitable investment in foreign 
countries are not great enough to attract American capital abroad ;

(b) The prospects of continued recovery here appear satisfactory to 
foreigners.

(c) The political situation abroad remains disturbed ;
(d) There is possibility of further depreciation of some foreign currencies.

Whether the flow of capital into the United States will continue to take 
the form of gold of whether it will gradually assume the form of goods and 
services rather than gold depends upon the rapidity with which the mechanism 
of adjustments of international accounts operates. In earlier decades this ad
justment process operated tolerably well and with fair speed to transform inter
national movements of net balances into movements of goods and services. This 
adjustment process served to keep gold movements between countries relatively 
small in volume. In recent years, however, this mechanism has operated badly 
and haltingly. Moreover, it has had to operate under sudden and large capital 
and trade shifts which differed from those of earlier decades not only in magni
tude but in character. To put it graphically, the mechanism of adjustment has 
had a heavier load to carry, the road has been uphill, and the incline has grown 
steeper.

The reasons and nature of this change taking place in the effectiveness of 
the so-called adjustment process of international accounts are matters too 
technical to warrant discussing in this letter. Suffice to say that because the 
numerous obstacles to rapid adjustment still prevail in virtually all countries 
with free exchanges any large movement of capital to the United States in the 
near future will doubtless take the form largely of an inflow of gold.

The significance of this fact as an explanation of the continuing flow of 
gold to the United States cannot be emphasized too strongly. As compared 
with the decades prior to 1930, there are now different relationships between 
international movements of capital and of gold, changes in domestic price levels, 
trade changes, contraction and expansion of credit, and changes in the volume 
of business activity. Realization of this basic economic change is necessary 
to appreciate the need for treating present day problems of gold and capital 
flows quite differently than was appropriate prior to 1929. Monetary experience 
of those years, particularly in its international aspects, does not suffice for safe 
guidance for present day policy.

4. Is it true that gold comes here in large amounts because the Treasury is 
;paying a higher price than other countries for gold and because it buys 
gold at a fixed pricef

This is a question we frequently hear. Unfortunately it is not wholly clear 
just what is meant since the phrase a “higher price for gold” may be interpreted 
in two different ways, and the answer to each of the two interpretations would 
be arrived at through quite different lines of reasoning.

If the question be interpreted to mean that gold comes to the United States 
in large amounts because we pay a “higher price” than other countries do in terms 
of money price (i.e., in terms of dollars) then the answer is definitely “no”- 

[Mr. Graham Ford Towers.]
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The United States pays the same price for gold, allowing for arbitrage and 
transportation costs, that any other country does—no more and no less. We 
do not pay any higher prices for gold than does England or France or Belgium 
or India.

The price of gold that is permitted to move freely in international channels 
of trade is (and must be) virtually the same the world over. An Englishman 
who sells gold in London gets the same return in pounds and shillings for it— 
with small variations to be explained in a moment—as he wrould get were he to 
send the same gold to New York or to Amsterdam or to Paris or to Bombay 
to be sold. Right now, for example, he would get about 148 shillings for an 
ounce of gold in the London gold market. If he ships that gold and sells it to 
the United States, he gets $35 an ounce (less £ of 1 per cent). When he converts 
the dollar proceeds of the sale of that ounce of gold back into sterling and 
deducts the expenses of shipping, he gets approximately the same amount of 
sterling as he would have obtained had he sold the gold at home—namely, about 
148 shillings. In other words, when a foreigner translates the dollars he gets 
from the sale of his gold back to his own currency, he finds that the price of 
gold is almost the same in London, Paris, Amsterdam, or Johannesburg. We 
pay dollars for gold, England pays sterling, Holland pays guilders, etc., but 
when conversion from one currency into another is made at the prevailing ex
change rates we find that an ounce of gold brings approximately the same price 
in one country as in another.

I say approximately the same price. There are slight relative variations in 
the price as between different countries, variations which invariably result 
from changes in the supply of and demand for foreign exchange. Any change, 
no matter how slight, in the relationship of the supply of foreign exchange to 
the demand will bring about a change in the price for foreign exchange. The 
fluctuations of exchange rates, together with the fluctuations in^ the price of 
gold in terms of foreign currencies, result in the occurrence of relative differences 
in the price of gold in different national money markets when computed in 
terms of a single currency, but these relative variations can occur only within 
narrow limits.

These slight relative variations in the price of gold as among various 
markets which make possible a profit in shipping gold from one country to 
another would continue whether we paid $10 an ounce for gold, or $50, or 
$60. Slight variations in the dollar-sterling, dollar-franc, dollar-guilder rates, 
etc., do give dealers small profits when selling gold in one market rather than 
another but these variations operate as among all countries and at all levels of 
prices for gold; they are not peculiar to the United States alone, nor to the 
$35 price for gold. ‘ Exactly the same condition prevailed when the price of 
gold was $20 • 67 an ounce and when other countries had a fixed price of gold. 
It is the normal mechanism which has always prevailed and must inevitably 
prevail so long as gold is the international medium of exchange.

To dispose briefly of another common misconception. It has been some
times claimed that gold comes here because the United States pays a fixed 
price for gold, whereas other countries buy gold at \aiding prices. The mere 
fact of fixity of the price of gold in terms of any given currency has little to do 
with the movement of gold. For example, England does not have a fixed 
price of gold and yet her net imports of gold in some of the past few years 
were greater than ours. Belgium has had a fixed price for gold for two years, 
Vet her reported gold holdings are no higher now than they were three years 
ago Moreover our gold price, although fixed in terms of dollars, is not fixed 
in terms of other currencies. When, for example, an Englishman sells gold to 
the United States, the number of dollars he gets may be fixed, but the amount 
of sterling he gets if he converts the dollars into sterling, is not fixed; it 
fluctuates with every change in the sterling-dollar exchange rate. The amount
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in his own currency which an Englishman or a Frenchman receives when he 
sells gold is not fixed whether he sells his gold in New York, London or Paris.

So far in answer to this question the discussion has been based on the 
interpretation of the phrase “higher price” as meaning higher monetary price. 
If, however, the phrase is to be understood to mean—as is doubtless intended 
by many who put the question—a “higher price" in terms not of money but 
of goods and services, then the question becomes a quite different one. It 
should then be phrased as follows: “Is it not true that gold comes to the United 
States in large amounts because we give more goods and services for a dollar 
(or its monetary equivalent in foreign currencies) than does any other 
country?"

The answer to this question is likewise “ no,” though less unqualifiedly so 
because adequate statistical data for a categorical answer are not available.

The purchasing power of the dollar in the United States in terms of goods 
can be compared with its purchasing power in other countries only very roughly 
and only with respect to those goods which do (or easily might) move from 
country to country. With respect to “ services ” comparison of the purchasing 
power of the dollar in the United States and elsewhere relates chiefly to 
shipping services and the expenditures by tourists.

Now it is extremely difficult to measure the differences in purchasing power 
of gold or currency as between different countries even with respect to such 
goods and services. Fortunately, for the puproses of the question we are exam
ining, no such measurement is necessary. Were it true that an ounce of gold 
had a significantly higher purchasing pôwer over American internationally 
traded goods than over foreign goods, indirect but definite evidence would be 
revealed in our trade figures. Our export excess would have so increased since 
1933 that either we would have drained the outside world of all its monetary 
gold, or we would have forced other countries to adopt strict exchange or import 
controls or much higher tariff schedules. No such developments have occurred. 
Foreign countries still have large gold holdings; many of them have not signifi
cantly heightened their barriers against imports of the world.

Convincing evidence that we do not pay a higher price for gold than do 
other countries in terms of goods and services is contained in the record of our 
balance of international payments on current account. For the years 1934 to 
1937, inclusive, the balance of payments wtih respect to the pertinent commodity 
and service items was in the aggregate unfavourable by $1,200 million, as far 
as the records show. Unfortunately, however, our international accounts, though 
more complete and reliable than those of other countries, are still subject to a 
substantial margin of error. In each year there has been a substantial “residual” 
item (i.e., unaccounted for) which during the four years in question totalled 
approximately $1£ billion due the United States. Some portion of this unfavour
able balance must be allocated to trade and services—how much it is impossible 
to know. But, even if we allocated the whole residual item to commodity and 
service items—which would be an extravagant allowance—there would result 
only a small balance due the United States for those items during the four years 
in question—$400 million for the four-year period. This constitutes too small 
a sum relative to the magnitudes involved in our balance of payments to 
justify the claim that an ounce of gold can buy more here than elsewhere.

There is little basis, therefore, for the contention that an ounce of gold 
-could in general buy more goods and services in the United States than elsewhere 
from the years 1934 to 1937, inclusive. Or to put it in simpler and more accurate 
terms, the United States did not achieve any special competitive advantage 
in international markets as a consequence of its external monetary policy. The 
change in the gold value of the dollar in 1933 merely helped the United States 
to regain its earlier position. In 1938 the trade situation appeared to change- 
We did experience a sharp increase in our trade balance. Exports, as pointed 
out earlier, exceeded imports in 1938 by some $800 million more than in 1937-
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But most of this increase cannot be attributed to any changed relationship of 
the dollar to other currencies because the exports excess arose from a sharp 
decrease in imports, and not from an increase in exports. The recession in the 
United States more marked and earlier than in other countries caused a tem
porary decrease in our purchases from abroad greater than the simultaneous 
decrease in our exports. This gap may be expected to narrow as recovery 
proceeds.

The only sense in which it might be said that we give more for gold than 
other countries is that in addition to $35 an ounce we also give peace, security, 
prospects of higher returns on investment, and better speculative opportunities, 
with the result that foreign capital funds flow here in the shape of gold. It is these 
values that constitute the chief factor conducive to a flow of gold to the United 
States. ,

5. How much more gold do you think we will get?
How much we will get depends upon the extent and direction of changes 

in our balance of trade and services upon the output of new gold, and upon the 
trend of capital movements. .

Since capital movements are so sensitive to international political and 
economic developments, one can only hazard a guess as to their future trend. 
At this moment it looks as though the European situation will remain so 
disturbed as to postpone for some time any substantial repatriation of foreign 
balances. It also appears as though early resumption of American lending 
abroad such as would cause a gold outflow is extremely unlikely.

As for our balance on commodity and service items, the feai of war and 
the preparation for war by foreign nations are likely to sustain our exports and 
reduce American tourist travel in Europe and Asia—both developments making 
for additional gold inflows. On the other hand, continuance of our recovery 
here will tend to increase our imports and to increase American jurist travel 
in the Western hemisphere. I believe the latter trend will outweigh the other 
and that on commodity and service account the net balance due us will be less 
in 1939 than it was last year. On the other hand, capital inflows will probably 
be large so that, on the whole, it appears that in the near future the United 
States will continue to get gold, perhaps hr as large volume as in recent years

Current world gold production (outside the United States) now amounts 
to over one billion dollars per year. The bulk of this newly-mined gold can
go only to a few countries. Most countries now utilize practically e\ ery av ailable
dollar of foreign exchange to purchase imports or to make additional payments 
on outstanding foreign debts. Much as they would like to acquire gold, and much 
as they need it, they want to acquire additional imports even more. Therefore,
it is to be expected that until current hostilities and intensive preparedness
for wars cease, and until the world economic situation improves the bulk of 
the newly-mined gold will be added to the monetary stocks o only a few 
countries and the United States will get a substantial share of it.

6. Why doesn’t the Treasury stop buying gold?
A simple way of stopping gold from coming into the United States would be 

for the Treasury to announce to the world that we will not buy any more 
gold for the time being. But, such a step, taken unilaterally, would have dis
astrous effects on our economy. It would disrupt the foreign exchanges and 
gold bullion markets and would very soon cause such drastic disturbances in 
international trade and even in the domestic sphere as seriously to impede the

"“'Ll SSlips among the various leading
The dollar nrobablv would appreciate immediately in terms of other leading currencies^ At present” when the demand tor dollar exchange increases, for-
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eigners need only obtain gold (either at home or on the London market), ship 
it here and obtain dollars in exchange. Thus an increased demand for dollar 
exchange relative to the supply is met. If, however, this means of securing 
dollar exchange were removed, dollars would rise in value indefinitely in terms 
of other currencies. While it is impossible to know in advance what rates of 
exchange would finally emerge, we can be certain of at least one thing—that 
no country would benefit from the ensuing international monetary disruption.

Were the United States, moreover, to declare a complete embargo on gold 
imports, it might deal a serious blow to the value of gold as a monetary 
medium. (Such action coming at a period when there was discussion of the 
possibility of world over-abundance of gold might have repercussions which 
would disturb the public’s confidence in the value of gold.) The leading gold 
producing areas would be hard hit and some might even he involved in a major 
economic crisis.

A closely related question that has frequently been asked is: “ Should not 
the price of gold be reduced? Is not $35 an ounce too high a price for gold?” 
Possibly the simplest way to answer this question is to examine the consequences 
that would ensue from an increase in the gold content of the dollar (or, to 
phrase it another way, from a decrease in the monetary value of gold).

A reduction by Congress in the monetary value of gold would probably 
not be as calamitous as a complete embargo. It would limit the extent of 
possible depreciation of gold (or appreciation of the dollar in terms of foreign 
currencies) and the psychological disturbance caused by the change would not 
be as potent, yet it would have disadvantages serious enough to render resort 
to any such action most unwise. If the reduction made in the price of gold 
were small, our trade and service balance would not be much affected over the 
next year or so, nor would the inflow of capital cease. Once the drop in the 
price of gold was regarded by the rest of the world as definitive, the subsequent 
effect on capital imports would be virtually nil. Our securities would continue 
to be bought for the same reasons that they are bought now and dollar 
balances on foreign account would also continue to increase for the same reasons 
that they are increasing now. But, were a small decline in the price of gold 
to be regarded by numerous domestic and foreign investors and exchange 
speculators as being but the first of a series of drops, the result might well be 
to attract more, not less, funds to the United States, and to intensify the 
inflow of gold—the very thing it is designed to check. Speculators would rush 
to buy dollars and hold them here in anticipation of the next appreciation. 
Thus the effect on capital movements, both long-iterm and short-term, might 
more than offset the effect on trade and service items; instead of getting less 
gold we would find ourselves getting more.

On the other hand, were the monetary value of gold to be cut with one 
stroke substantially, and definitely—say, for example, to $25 an ounce—the 
effect would be quite different from that described above. Such a step might 
reduce the volume of gold imports and perhaps give rise to an outflow of 
large dimensions ; but, the economic effects on our economy of the change in 
the foreign exchange value of the dollar would be little short, of disastrous. 
The 40 per cent increase in the price of American currencies to foreigners 
would constitute a severe handicap upon our exportsi. Our exports play a 
role in the level of business activity much in excess of the magnitudes involved 
and so great an appreciation of our currency in terms of other currencies would 
be bound to curtail our exports seriously. In the past six months the dollar 
has appreciated in terms of other leading currencies by some 5 per cent and price 
movements in the various countries have not been such as to offset this com
petitive disadvantage to us. The appreciation of the dollar has not been due to 
a change in the dallar price for gold but rather to a depreciation of foreign cur
rencies in terms of gold. You will note that our exports during January 1939
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were more than 40 per cent less than they were in January 1938. Although it is 
too soon to evaluate the full significance of the decline, it is not reasonable to 
assume that the less favourable position of the dollar in terms of other currency 
(i.e., higher prices of foreign currencies in terms of gold) contributed to the 
drop in exports. . ,, . , ,

Our imports on the other hand would, in the event, of a reduction in the 
price of gold to $25 an ounce, be 30 per cent cheaper. Our domestic producers 
would then be exposed to greatly sharpened competition in the American market 
from foreign producers both because the prices in dollars of imports would be 
less, and also because the numerous ad valorem duties would constitute smaller 
protection. . .

Foreigners would have a greater advantage in this market but unfortunately 
even this would be of dubious value to them. The ability of Americans to buy 
goods, whether imports or domestic goods, depends chiefly upon the state of 
business activity here. It is chiefly for that reason that our imports during the 
recession of 1938 dropped to almost one-half and that our imports began to 
increase in the Fall-of 1938. Thus, though the sharp appreciation of the dollar 
would make foreign goods cheaper in this country, our imports might actually 
be less than during the previous period and instead of benefiting the rest of 
the world we would be hurting world business as well as our own.

Judging from past experience we could not expect the prices of domestic com
modities and services to move either at home tor abroad with sufficient rapidity to 
adjust quickly and fully to any substantial alteration m exchange rates'. For 
many months, perhaps for years, the economic position of large groups of 
American producers, including farmers, would be " orsened and there w ould be 
widespread unemployment. The combined effect on our domestic economy of 
a sharp drop in exports and of increasing competition in the domestic market 
would be keenly felt. Domestic prices would begin to fall. Many corporations 
would suffer loss of business and profits. In times such as thq present these 
short-run effects—and by short-run we mean from a few months to several years
_are of paramount importance. To brush aside, as some are prone to do, these
shtont-run effects on the ground that in the long-run appropriate adjustments will 
take place is to ignore the unstable world in which we ave and the real problems 
which confront us from day to day. . , ... „ .

Moreover, were we to reduce the price of gold and were it to result in an 
outflow of gold there is no reason to believe that the countries who most need 
crold would get it. On the contrary, were gold to leave the United States it 
would probably find a resting place in the very countries whose currencies 
would or the moment appear most secure Certainly no gold would flow to 
Latin American countries in any substantial amount, nor would the Far East 
or the Bankens obtain more gold. The loss of gold by the United States would 
not correct the serious maldistribution. It would rather operate only to take 
away some from the United States which has too much and to add it to the 
holdings of other countries which likewise have too much.

Thus we are confronted with the fact that though we should like to receive 
less gold and even to get rid of substantial amounts of the gold we already 
have there is under the existing circumstances, no acceptable alternative to 
the policy we’have been pursuing. In the cast of all the proposals we have examined the remedy has alwavs been worse than the disease. The best way 
to re h.ee o n gold inflow on commodity and service account is for us to have 
fifll recovery so that our imports will rise more rapidly than our exports.

7. Of what use to us is this large stock of gold? 
we will get su much of the world’s gold

Is there any likelihood that 
that we will “ get stuck ”

with itf
Gold performs two monetary functions. First, it serves as a specie base 

for the monetary system. Secondly, it serves as the medium for settling inter
national balances. These are distinct and separate functions. The present
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gold stock of the United States is about $15 billion. The question you ask, 
therefore, is “ Is $15 billion of gold more than enough to accomplish these two 
functions which gold now performs in our economic system? ”

It is doubtless true that we have more gold than we need to provide a 
specie base for our monetary system. Our lawrs require that a 40 per cent 
reserve in gold certificates be held against Federal Reserve notes in circulation 
and a 35 per cent reserve in gold certificates or lawful money against deposits 
of Federal Reserve banks. These legal reserve requirements are • based on the 
assumption that gold reserve requirements operate as a control of the volume 
of means of payment, as a protection against excessive issue of notes and expan
sion of bank credit. At present, however, gold and gold certificate holdings are 
so far in excess of these legal requirements that they can hardly be said to 
constitute a protection against undue expansion of our currency and credit. We 
now have enough gold to permit an enormous expansion of credit and currency 
even after generous allowance for the outflow of gold that might accompany 
such an expansion. Legal reserve requirements do not of themselves neces
sarily protect us against an undue expansion of the volume of money and the 
monetary authorities must be prepared, when and if the occasion arises, to apply 
appropriate supplementary control. This is especially likely to be true wdren 
gold holdings are as great as they now are.

But it is desirable that the reserves be above the minimum required by lau\ 
Otherwise in a period of business recovery the limitations on the expansion of 
notes and deposits which the gold reserve would impose would operate to curb 
the rise in business activity, or an outflow' of gold would tend to initiate a 
contraction of credit, irrespective of the legitimate needs of business. It is clear, 
therefore, that some excess of gold above the legal minimum is needed to protect 
our domestic economy against effects of fortuitous inflows and outflows of gold. 
We now, how'ever, have more gold than is necessary to insure this protection.

The second and more important monetary function of gold is its employ
ment as a means of settling international balances among nations. Gold has 
been used for this purpose from time immemorial, and modern governments 
have as yet found no satisfactory substitute ; nor is there any sign that a satis
factory substitute will be found in the near future.

Important commercial countries which carry little or no gold stocks have 
difficulties in settling their international payments. They have to see to it 
that their imports and exports are maintained in a certain relationship to each 
other. To achieve that and to keep their foreign exchange rates from fluctu
ating wildly they frequently have to maintain strict exchange controls so as to 
restrict merchandise imports and the movement of capital.

Small countries, which are not precluded by political and prestige con
siderations from holding their reserves in the form of foreign exchange assets, 
can get along more or less satisfactorily without gold. But they can do so only 
because the countries whose currencies they 'hold as reserve assets do have large 
amounts of gold reserves.

Some countries (operating with very little gold or foreign exchange assets) 
have been pointed to as illustrations of the phenomenon that countries can 
carry on foreign trade and settle international transactions without resort to 
gold, and that gold is rapidly becoming obsolete even for this monetary role. 
Those who make this claim completely misread the experience of these coun
tries. These very countries do in fact need and prize gold more and seek it 
more anxiously, than do countries that use gold freely to settle balances of 
international payments. It is their inability to obtain gold which forces them 
to adopt a far less satisfactory alternative method of adjusting their balance of 
international payments—namely, the adoption of strict exchange control, of 
clearing agreements, of barter schemes, and the imposition of severe penalties 
against evasion and all the other business and liberty destroying procedures 
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necessary to make .the system work. There is no one thing which demonstrates 
more effectively the superiority of gold as a means for settling international 
balances than the experience of those countries that have tried to °et alone- 
without iit.

Without either gold or exchange controls, exchange rates would be very 
unstable. Any change in the balance of payments would have to be taken care 
of by international borrowing or lending, or the exchange rates would have to 
move to the point where the sums to be paid and the sums to be received were 
equated. Because we have abundant gold reserves we do not have to apply 
exchange restrictions, and broad changes in our balance of international pay
ments can take place without interfering with the stability of the dollar 
exchange.

All these points have been granted by some critics, but they maintain that 
to fulfill both these functions much less than $15 billion worth of gold would 
suffice. There is some merit to that contention, yet the-future of international 
political and economic relationships is much too uncertain to justify our taking 
the steps which would be necessary if we were determined to reduce our gold 
holdings.

One important factor to bear in mind in considering our gold policy is the 
psychological reaction of the public to a continuing loss of gold. Should a 
country be undergoing loss of gold over a considerable period of time, there 
is likely to result impaired confidence in that country’s currency and in the 
stability of its monetary system long before it has exhausted the gold it 
possessed in excess of legal or traditional reserve requirements. This has 
happened time and again throughout the world. Without greater ability to 
forecast future political and economic developments than is vouchsafed" us, 
it is impossible to say with certainty that we have too much gold. We can 
say with some assurance, however, that we have enough gold to meet all likely 
contingencies, and that we are in a strong position to defend th» stability of 
our credit structure and of the dollar against any quick change in our inter
national balance of payments, including any large withdrawal of foreign 
capital.

The danger that gold will no longer be used as a medium of international 
exchange is so remote as not to merit serious consideration. Other countries 
will surely continue to accept gold in the settlement of favourable balances of 
payments, because gold is as important to them as it is to us. England has 
over $3 billion of gold. France has almost as much ; Holland, Switzerland, 
and Belgium and many other countries have what are for them large holdings 
of gold. It is in the interest of these countries as much_ as it is in our own 
interest to continue to rely on gold as an essential part of their monetary 
system. Moreover, we must not overlook the fact that nations producing 
substantial quantities of gold have important vested interests in the continu
ation of gold as a monetary metal. The British Empire alone produces about 
half the world’s gold. Even countries that produce relatively small, amounts 
of gold find that those small amounts are an important source of national 
income to them.
8. Isn’t it true that foreigners are getting shares of our productive industries 

and giving us in return gold that we have no use for?
The amount of American securities which have been recently acquired 

by residents of foreign countries has been much less than is generally supposed. 
During the past four years the total of net foreign purchases of American 
securities amounted to only $1 2 billion, as follows:—

1935
1936
1937
1938

$317,000,000 
601.000.000 
245.000.000 

49.000,000
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There was, in addition, an increase in direct investments by foreigners as 
reported by the Department of Commerce of about $175 million during this 
period. Altogether, the total amount of investments by foreigners in American 
securities or directly in American industry during the past four years has been 
less than one-fifth of the gold sent here during those years.

These sums do not, of course, represent the total of foreign capital which 
has come into the United States. Short-term funds owned by residents of 
foreign countries increased by $1-8 billion. The bulk of these were demand 
deposits, which do not constitute acquisitions of shares in American industry 
and which do not earn any interest.

The acquisition of American securities by foreigners paid for with gold 
represents a transaction which admittedly is, under existing circumstances, 
of dubious advantage to the United States. Yet, given the relatively minor 
importance of the problem to date, wre have not been able to convince our
selves that any of the possible remedies vrhich we have so far examined gave 
promise of sufficient benefit to the national economy to offset their disadvantages.

On the other hand, it should be pointed out that if foreign holders of 
American securities liquidate their holdings and withdraw the proceeds, either 
gold or goods (and services) would necessarily be the resultant medium of with
drawal. If the vehicle of transmission were gold, its loss, in view of our large 
gold holdings could, of course, be regarded with equanimity. If the medium of 
transmission were goods, either because of direct purchases with the proceeds 
of the funds or because of the operations of the adjustment process, the resultant 
increase to our exports at a time when there exists a large volume of unem
ployed labour and other idle resources would have favourable effects on our 
economy.

9. What action, if any, should be taken with respect to the gold situation?
Should we, for example, return to the gold standard of pre-1938?

The maldistribution of the world’s gold is a reflection of the disturbed 
economic situation throughout the w-orld and the chaotic international political 
situation. Redistribution can come only with progress toward the solution 
of the basic problems confronting w'orld international relations.

In our study of this matter we have examined literally scores of proposals 
directed towards possible action to redistribute the world’s gold. The major 
conclusion wre have drawn is that any measure which would take the form of 
restrictions on the flow of gold into this country w'ould have, at this time, 
detrimental effects upon our economy.

What disadvantages may be associated with the gold inflow' are fortunately 
only minor magnitude, and should, moreover, be attributed to the factors 
causing that inflow rather than to the inflow itself. Foreign ownership of 
American securities may, however, serve as a source of disturbance to our 
security markets in times of stress; similarly with short-term foreign capital 
sent here. On the other hand, the third factor responsible for the gold inflow 
to the United States—our export excess—does yield a gain.

The large inflow of gold in recent years has been a major factor in 
increasing excess bank reserves. These reserves do in some degree operate 
to stimulate an expansion of loans by banks and to keep the interest rate 
structure lower—both developments helping somewhat to promote a higher 
level of business activity. Nonetheless, the prospect of continued large inflows 
of gold has been a cause of some concern on the part of those who consider a 
large volume of excess reserves as- constituting a potential danger of inflation, 
though I do not regard this problem as one of immediate import.

The only immediately disturbing aspect of the gold problem is the loss oj 
gold by foreign countries. The countries losing gold may be adversely affected 
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by the loss and some of the adverse effects would impinge indirectly on us. This 
is to be deplored, but the factors producing this situation are external to us and 
beyond our control, acting alone.

With respect to the suggestion that the United States return to the gold 
standard of pre-1933, I must state definitely that such a move would be harmful 
to the American people and of no value to the people of other countries. In the 
first place, a return to the pre-1933 gold standard would mean a return to 
the $20 • 67 an ounce price for gold. This in the absence of similar changes in 
the gold value of other currencies, would represent a depreciation of approxi
mately 70 per cent in all foreign currencies in terms of dollars.

It is obvious that an increase in the cost of the dollar to the foreigner 
by 70 per cent and a decrease in the cost of foreign currencies to the American 
importer by 40 per cent would seriojusly disrupt our foreign and domestic trade. 
Price movements are not so general or so rapid as to adjust economic conditions 
quickly to changes in exchange rates, and such movements as would occur would 
take the form of falling prices, particularly prices of agricultural products and 
raw materials. From experience we know that such price movements have 
disastrous effects upon incomes, profits and the level of business activity. We 
might be precipitated into a depression rivalling the 1930-33 experience. 
There can be no question, therefore, of returning to a gold dollar with the 
pre-1933 content. The answer to Question 6 above contains a full discussion 
of the foreseeable effects which would result from any substantial increase in 
the gold content of the dollar.

Even if what were proposed were a return not to the old gold value but 
to a pre-1933 gold standard with the present gold content of $35 an ounce, 
such a step would be unwise at this time. Our present monetary system differs 
from the pre-1933 gold standard in three respects other than gold content. 
First, our currency is not convertible into gold coin, secondly, there are govern
ment controls over the movement of gold in and out of the country, and thirdly, 
there is executive authority to change the gold content of the dollar.

Convertibility of currency would, in my opinion, have no substantial 
advantages. Virtually every country in the world has recognized this fact and 
has withdrawn the privilege. For in normal times there is nothing to be gained 
by the right to convert currency into gold, whereas at all times convertibility 
has the potential disadvantage of creating a possible source of internal gold 
drain which would come into play at the very time when it would be most 
injurious. Internal hoarding of specie reserves has been, in the experience 
of many countries, one of the most important reasons for the weakening of 
currencies. Though the prospect of such a contingency in the United States 
seems at this time remote, it would nevertheless always be a possibility under 
a convertible currency system. Moreover, in the event that there should develop 
an emergency situation calling for a further change in the gold content of the 
dollar, the existence of private gold holdings would create unnecessary difficulties.

At present the movement of gold out of the country is in effect subject only 
to the restriction that it must be for the purpose of settling international 
balances. Gold moves freely to satisfy legitimate commercial and financial 
needs. The present powers of control over the movement of gold provide a 
safeguard that can instantly be used in the contingency of an international 
crisis.

The power to change the gold content of the dollar should be lodged in an 
authority which can, in case of necessity, act swiftly and in a manner which 
will minimize the disturbances resulting from any change. _ This power should 
always be available; its existence contributes to the maintenance of stable 
exchange relationships, which make the exercise of the power unnecessary.

It is important to realize that rumors of an impending change in the value 
of currency, or any public discussion by responsible officials that such a
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change might be made, would in themselves be enough to induce large flows 
of capital either into the country or out of the country, depending upon whether 
the prospect is for an increase in the value of the dollar or for a decrease in the 
gold content of the dollar. Discussions in committees would be advance notice 
to speculators that such action might take place. The mere fact that it might 
take place would be sufficient to induce the flow of capital, because if the 
change did not actually occur, the speculation would have cost only the small 
charges attending any exchange transaction. Indeed, Congressional discussion 
would stimulate speculators to engage in activities of a sort which would of 
themselves tend to force Congress to take the action which had been in con
templation, even if on its own merits and in the absence of the situation created 
by the operations of the speculators, a negative decision would have been in 
order. The liquidation of foreign holdings of American capital might, under 
such circumstances, easily be powerful enough to disrupt the security exchanges 
and to introduce a chaotic situation in markets and in business generally. Since 
the prospect of devaluation would arise only under circumstances which were 
disturbing in any case, the outflow of capital would simply make bad things 
worse.

It therefore appears desirable that the Executive should have the power 
to alter the gold content of the national currency unit, in the public interest, 
and within clearly prescribed limits, as it is in most of the countries in the 
world, so that if an emergency situation should require its exercise, it could 
be exercised quickly, and without the necessity of prior public discussion and 
its concomitant invitation to speculative activities.

10. Did devaluation of the dollar in 1934- have an unfavourable effect oin our 
imports?

Under one set of circumstances devaluation of a currency will induce an 
increase in imports and under a different set of circumstances it may decrease 
imports. Devaluation of the dollar in 1934 did contribute to an increase in 
United States imports.

The value of American imports varies, in the main, with domestic business 
activity. When business is good in the United States, our imports are high ; 
when business is bad, our imports are low. For example, between 1929 and 1932 
imports dropped from $4,400 million to $1,300 million, a decrease of more than 
two-thirds. Again in 1938, owing largely to the recession which prevailed 
through most of that year, our imports dropped more than one-third. On the 
other hand, during the years of recovery—1934, 1935, 1936 and 1937, our 
imports rose from the low of $1-3 billion to over $3 billion. Increases or 
decreases in the total value of a country’s imports are due to change^ in prices 
as well as to changes in quantity. A sharp drop in the prices of imported com
modities which are competitive with domestic products has economic repercus
sions which are very disturbing to the country receiving the imports. At a time 
when business activity is declining, any potent source of further price declines 
serves only to lower still further the level of business activity and to increase 
unemployment.

The best way to increase our imports is to increase our national income. 
Any measure which serves to promote recovery increases our imports and con
trariwise any measure which serves to reduce business activity operates to 
reduce our imports.

As a consequence of falling prices and declining business intensified by the 
widespread depreciation of other currencies in 1931-33, we bought less because 
our national income was less notwithstanding the greatly lowered cost of 
imported goods. Even though depreciation of the dollar made imported goods 
more expensive, the improvement in business activity which followed devaluation 
was one of the factors responsible for the rise in national income and the con-
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sequent increase in imports. Whether or not depreciation of a currency will lead 
to increased or decreased imports depends upon the conditions which precede 
such depreciation, and upon other measures which accompany it, as well as upon 
the reaction of other affected countries.

11. Who in England and France have the power of altering the gold value of
their cwnencies and what is the extent of that power?

In England the British Treasury has the power to alter the sterling price of 
gold through its operations in the gold market. There is no statutory restriction 
on the extent to which the British Treasury can change the sterling price 
of gold.

Similarly, the French Treasury, through the mechanism of its foreign 
exchange and gold operations, can alter the franc price of gold without any 
statutory restrictions. In addition, the Council of Ministers is authorized to 
fix ultimately by decree the gold content of the franc. As yet, they have not 
done so. The Council of Ministers, in other words, can decide whether or not 
there should be any statutory gold value for their currency and under existing 
law can fix that value at any amount it wishes.

12. Is there any basis to the contention that the power to devalue operates to
undermine the businessman’s confidence so as to deter him from making 
loans and investments in the United States?

A factor that more than any other will increase the confidence of business 
men in the future is the assurance that business will improve; a development con
tributing substantially to that expectation would be the prospect of a stable or 
moderately rising price level. What businessmen fear with regard to the dollar 
is not that the price level in the United States may remain stable or rise but 
that the price level in the United States may fall (i.e., that the purchasing power 
of the dollar may rise).

From past experience we know that falling prices have disastrous effects 
upon our economic system. The national income declines, business profits 
disappear, the security of loans is undermined and the level of business activity 
falls. If the businessman could be assured that price levels will not fall sharply, 
lie would have greater confidence that business profits and the value of invest
ments would be maintained and consequently he would be more willing to make 
investments and loans. At no time in modern history have lenders hesitated 
to lend during times of stable or moderately rising prices and at no time has their 
desire to lend increased during a period of substantially falling prices. The 
power to devalue should thus constitute for the businessman an added assurance 
that prices will not be premitted to decline much or sharply in response to a 
marked depreciation of foreign currencies. This added assurance of domestic 
price stability should operate as an encouragement to investment.

The present attitude of the owner of capital towards the prospective value 
of the dollar is one of full confidence. This is borne out by the eagerness of the 
public to invest in long-term fixed interest bonds at almost the lowest interest 
rate in the history of this or any other country. The fact that people are 
willing to invest billions at low rates of interest, and run the risk of depreciation 
of the real value of the bonds which would accompany any sharp rise m the 
general price level, suggests that they have confidence in the way which counts 
most; namely, by their willingness to risk their capital.

The assertion that the continuance of the'power to change the gold content 
of the dollar generates lack of confidence and hesitation in the business ivoild 
is not, I am convinced, based on factual considerations. Rather, it. seems to me, 
it stems from an effort to re-establish the validity of monetary theories that 
are ill adapted to the circumstances prevaling in recent years.
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Monetary disturbances in the world to-day arise from causes almost entirely 
outside our control. The effect of these disturbances on our monetary system 
has been such as to reflect greater confidence in the American dollar than in 
any other currency. This tribute to the soundness of the dollar, taking the form 
of huge transfers of funds to the United States, creates an unbalance which is 
the only factor in the situation which gives us any cause for real concern. The 
powers we possess have been sufficient to prevent any significant damaging effect 
on our domestic system. The monetary powers granted to the President by the 
Congress have been employed in such a way as to be powerful forces for 
stability rather than instability in the domestic economy and in the international 
field alike.

Sincerely,

(Signed) HENRY MORGENTHAU, Jr.,
Secretary of the Treasury.

Honourable Robert L. Wagner,
United States Senate.

By Mr. Quelch:
Q. I wonder if Mr. Towers would give us a breakdown of that 3 per cent 

which he mentioned as the cost of doing business for the banks—A. As I say, 
that is a guess, I think it is a guess that is reasonably accurate, but that is 
all it is.

Q. Is that due to the high salaries they pay?—A. No, the average salary 
in the banks is comparatively low. About 2 per cent is their cost of operation, 
and of course the 1 per cent is the interest on deposits.

Mr. Deachman: That is a thing which puzzled me too. I was somewhat 
puzzled to understand the tremendous operating cost for the banks. I had 
intended asking Mr. Towers a question about that but at the time I was so 
interested in other things I forgot to.

Mr. Towers : Yes?
Mr. Deachman : If you take their investments and assets and multiply that 

by three per cent it makes a tremendous operating cost for the banks, it becomes 
one of the biggest industries.

Mr. Towers: One per cent is really interest on deposits ; in other words, 
a bank with a hundred million of assets has operating costs of something in 
the neighbourhood of $2,000,000.

Mr. Deachman : That seems to me to be high.
Mr. Towers: If you take into consideration the large number of branches 

that would be operated by the bank throughout the country, together with the 
number of staff they have and the general cost of upkeep—light, heat, overhead 
and all the rest of it—

Mr. Deachman : That would mean that the cost of operating banks in the 
Dominion would amount to about $60,000,000 or $70,000,000.

Mr. Towers: I should imagine it would be something close to $50,000,000: on 
the Canadian business.

The Chairman : The committee stands adjourned.

The committee adjourned at 6.05 o’clock p.m., to meet again on Monday 
next, May 29, 1939, at 11.15 o’clock a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, June 1, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 
11.15 a.m., the Chairman, Mr. Moore, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Cahan, Clark (York-Sunbury), Cleaver, Cold- 
well, Deachman, Donnelly, Dubuc, Dunning, Fontaine, Hill, Howard, Hushion, 
Jaques, Kirk, Lacroix (Beauce), Moore, Perley (Qu’Appelle), Ross (St. Paul’s), 
Stevens, Thorson, Ward, White, Taylor (Nanaimo).

Following consideration of Bill No. 132, An Act to incorporate the Central 
Mortgage Bank, at 12.15 p.m., the Committee resumed consideration of the 
Report of the Bank of Canada.

After a brief discussion, the Chairman submitted a draft Report con
stituting the Committee’s final report on this reference. «-

On motion of Mr. Thorson,—

Resolved,—That a recommendation be added to the Report to the effect 
that extracts from the evidence comprising written statements by the Governor 
of the Bank of Canada and tables supplied by Governmental Departments 
be printed in blue book form.

Ordered,—That the Report as amended be adopted and that the Chair
man present same to the House.

The Committee adjourned sine die.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.



REPORT TO THE HOUSE

Eighth Report

Thursday, June 1, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as its

Eighth Report

By order, February 20, 1939, the House of Commons referred the Report 
of the Bank of Canada for the year ended December 31, 1938, to the Stand
ing Committee on Banking and Commerce to inquire into all matters pertaining 
thereto.

Your Committee has held thirty sittings on this reference and has heard 
considerable evidence.

Your Committee in the conduct of its inquiry has at all times had the 
active assistance and co-operation of of Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor 
of the Bank of Canada, and wishes to express its appreciation of his valuable 
services. Your Committee is indebted also to Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy 
Minister of Finance, for the historical background of banking and currency 
in Canada and glossary of monetary terms furnished by him.

Your Committee has been unable in one session of Parliament to complete 
its study of so wide a subject and recommends that the study of the subject 
be continued during future sessions of Parliament.

Attached to this report are extracts from the evidence by way of a 
collection of written statements made by the Governor of the Bank of Canada 
and the Deputy Minister of Finance, also tables supplied by Governmental 
Departments, which material your Committee recommends should be printed 
in blue book form with this report.

A copy of the minutes of proceedings and evidence is annexed hereto.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

W. H. MOORE,
Chairman.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons,

Thursday, June 1, 1939.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 12.15 a.m. 
The Chairman, Mr. W. H. Moore, presided.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I think we might have a further discussion 
as to what our report shall be in reference to our investigation of the Bank 
of Canada report. It would be well, it seems to me, to have a discussion 
as to the nature of our report and as to future proceedings of the committee.

Mr. Jaques: Mr. Chairman, at the last meeting of the committee we agreed 
that you should be given an opportunity of putting your views before the 
committee.

Mr. Donnelly: Yes, a lot of our financial wizards have told us how 
to cure our troubles, and you are supposed to give us your views on the matter.

The Chairman : I think, gentlemen, it might take too long. If this house 
were going to sit for another month or so I might be able to give you my 
views.

Mr. Donnelly : It should not take a month.
The Chairman: I would take quite a time to express my views in regard 

to monetary matters. Suppose we have a discussion as to the nature of our 
report first. Let us decide what we should report. Mr. Jaques, yo;i have taken 
a rather important part in the discussions, what do yoq say?

Hon. Mr. Dunning : I do not think, Mr. Chairman, you can presume on 
your position as chairman to slide out of the responsibility that attaches to 
your experience and ability in relation to so important a matter. It has 
not been my privilege to attend the meetings, but I have read every word 
that was uttered in them. I have, of course, been astonished at the verbosity 
of some of the members of the committee, and I have also been astonished 
to note that while there was a witness on the stand I could not find for three 
or four pages an answer to any question. I suggest that in view of the nature 
of the literature and in view of what all of us know you are capable of in the 
way of a contribution to the subject—I urge most stro'ngly that before the 
proceedings of this committee conclude you should give us the benefit of that 
accumulative wisdom which we all know you possess in regard to this matter. 
I know you will not agree with me entirely, but that does not make any 
difference; it is important that amid all the nonsense that is spread on the 
record there should be at least one gem of wisdom.

The Chairman : Thank you very much, Mr. Minister. What is the idea 
of the committee in regard to the report?

Mr. Coldwell : I think the report should be made by those members of 
the committee who have not expressed their opinions.

Mr. Donnelly: There are very few of us left.
The Chairman : Can the minister give us some intimation as to how 

long parliament is going to be in session?
Hon. Mr. Dunning: Unfortunately, I do not control parliament. There 

is this to be said about it though that there are some estimates yet to pass 
and the supply bills which will not, of course, take very long, usually only a 
few minutes after the estimates comprising them are disposed of. Then there
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is this bill which we have just dealt with—the Central Mortgage Bank Bill— 
which, of course, must go to the Senate and we will await their disposition 
of it. It is my hope that we can get this bill reprinted and into the house not 
later than to-morrow morning. The report of course can be made this after
noon with the consent of the house, but I doubt whether the reprinted bill 
can be made available so quickly. We are speeding that matter up right now. 
In any event, this committee could surely have meetings not only to-day, 
but to-morrow and possibly the next day. If I were making a guess I would 
guess that the house will not prorogue this week.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I suggested to the clerk of the committee and 
to Mr. Cleaver with whom I had a little conference, that we might draft a report 
in regard to the Bank of Canada hearings. I have read it, and I shall read it 
now to you to see how far it meets with your approval :—

Eighth Report

By order, February 20th, 1939, the House of Commons referred the 
report of the Bank of Canada for the year ended January 31, 1938, to the 
standing committee on Banking and Commerce to enquire into all matters 
pertaining thereto.

Your committee has held thirty sittings on this reference and has 
heard considerable evidence.

Your committee in the conduct of its enquiry has at all times had the 
active assistance and co-operation of Mr. Graham Ford Towers, Governor 
of the Bank of Canada, and wishes to express its appreciation of his 
valuable services. Your committee is indebted also to Dr. W. C. Clark, 
Deputy Minister of Finance, for the historical background of banking and 
currency in Canada and glossary of monetary terms furnished by him.

Your committee has been unable in one session of parliament to com
plete its study of so wide a subject and recommends that the study of 
the subject be continued during future sessions of parliament.

A copy of the minutes of proceedings and evidence is annexed hereto.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

Mr. Howard : That is a very excellent report.
The Chairman: I think that the clerk and Mr. Cleaver have probably 

expressed the views of the committee.
Hon. Mr. Dunning: I have only one suggestion to make, and that is that 

the committee might perform one more useful service if they recommended the 
publication, as a separate document, of the formal written statements made to 
the committee by the Governor of the Bank of Canada from time to time. There 
are formal written statements in reply to specific enquiries which statements 
contain authoritative information on matters that are of very wide public 
interest in Canada. Frankly, I have dug through these thirty reports to find 
them, and I know that the general public will not be bothered doing that.

Mr. Thorson : I move that those statements and documents be so printed.
The Chairman : We can put that motion into words.
Mr. Thorson : I move that the authoritative statement to which Mr. 

Dunning has referred be printed as a separate appendix to the proceedings of 
this committee.

Hon. Mr. Dunning: I am afraid it w'ould not serve the purpose I had in 
mind; I am thinking of the public who might want to get it as a separate 
document.

The Chairman : A separate bluebook.
Mr. Jaques: Would that include the brief of the Australian government?
The Chairman : No, I would hardly say so.
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Hon. Mr. Dunning: All I have in mind are Mr. Towers’ own authoritative 
statements. I have not in mind the controversial material such as Mr. Jaques 
is now speaking of, so much as the general economic informative material.

Mr. Thorson : That is not controversial at all.
Hon. Mr. Dunning: Of course, it is all controversial.
Mr. Coldwell: The report of the Australian commission is not Mr. Towers’ 

report.
Hon. Mr. Dunning: Except that he adopted it as his own in regard to a 

series of questions.
The Chairman : If we put that in, it was understood by the committee 

that Mr. Jaques could put in rebuttal evidence, and Mr. Jaques’ statement ought 
to go in if the Australian statement goes in, it seems to me.

Mr. Coldwell: Leave them both out.
Mr. Cleaver: Mr. Chairman, you will recall that at the last sitting of the 

committee in regard to that matter, the governor of the bank indicated that he 
wished to prepare formal statements with respect to two questions which were 
asked him. I suggest that those two formal statements should be added to the 
bluebook which you propose to publish.

The Chairman : If you will allow me to make a suggestion, I really think 
that Dr. Clark’s glossary is extremely valuable and that it should go in."

Mr. Deachman : Take the statements of the total circulation of money and 
similar totals which were submitted.

Hon. Mr. Dunning: The totals? I included that in my mind, at all events.
Mr. Deachman: Those should go in.
Mr. Thorson: The idea is that that material should be printed as a separate 

bluebook? '
Hon. Mr. Dunning: Yes, so that it could have general circulation.
Mr. Taylor: In what form would this be edited?
Hon. Mr. Dunning: It would not be edited at all; it must not be edited 

at all.
Mr. Tay'lor: Do you mean that the material is simply to go in as answers 

to questions?
Hon. Mr. Dunning: No. Wherever the governor made a formal state

ment in writing to the committee I take it that would be extracted with such 
exceptions as this committee might now decide.

Mr. Taylor: I foresee great difficulties in producing a satisfactory blue- 
book under those conditions.

Hon. Mr. Dunning: Is it desirable? I think it is.
Mr. Taylor : I think it is highly desirable. I believe the minister is quite 

correct in saying that the gems should be taken out of the rain and exposed 
to the light, but I really think you may smash some of the gems while you 
are doing it.

Mr. Cleaver: Could we have a meeting this afternoon at 4 o’clock of all 
the groups interested, and agree on this?

The Chairman: Cannot we agree now?
Mr. Howard: I move, if it has not already been moved—
Mr. Chairman : Mr. Thorson has made a motion.
Mr. Howard: I second the motion that the complete report of the banking 

and commerce committee be published “as is” in bluebook form called volume 1, 
and that volume 2 shall contain only the statements of the Bank of Canada and 
such other material as will throw light on the whole situation.
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Hon. Mr. Dunning : May I suggest that a clearer way to do it would be to 
add a paragraph to this report and say:—

Attached to this report are authoritative written statements made 
by the Governor of the Bank of Canada to the committee from time to 
time which this committee recommends should be published with this 
report.

That means that this final report and these extracts which this committee 
has designated will be published.

Mr. Thorson: I understood that you wanted the authoritative statements 
published in a separate bluebook form.

Hon. Mr. Dunning: They would be separate from the evidence; now they 
are all mixed up through thirty volumes of evidence.

The Chairman: I really must protest. I think you should leave the word 
“authoritative” out, because I might say I did not agree altogether with the 
governor at times in regard to his statements. I think what we have in mind 
are the written statements of the governor of the bank and of Dr. Clark.

Mr. Thorson: Leave the word “authoritative” out.
The Chairman: Surely: the written statements or expressions of opinion 

by the governor of the bank and by Dr. Clark and such tables as were furnished 
from government departments including the Bank of Canada.

Hon. Mr. Dunning: Could you add that to your report?
The Chairman: Yes. Shall the report as amended carry?
(Carried).
The Chairman: The committee stands adjourned to the call of the chair.

The committee adjourned to the call of the chair.
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